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FOREWORD
This catalog is one in a series of catalogs published by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard
Space Flight Center, to announce information available from the Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) Program.
The Introduction and Descriptive Sections explain the purpose and content of this catalog. A cumulative catalog is main-
tained by the Users Services Laboratory of the NDPF which can also furnish names of the selected Principal Investigators





ERIS FIRST YEAR CUMULATIVEI U.S. STANDARD CATAIOG
-ERTS FIRST YEAR CUMUIATIVE NON-U.S. STANDARD CATALOG
This catalog includes data pertaining to imagery acquired by the Earth Resources Technology
Satellite (ERTS) from its date of launch, July 23, 1972, through the first full year of
activity. This catalog superceeds the previous cumulative catalog which supplied only
data available through May 1973. The new cumulative is complete through 
July 23, 1973.
Two listings of the irmagery are included: an observation identification listing, and
a listing of the imagery based on geographical location - the co-ordinate listing.
Montage maps are not included in the cumulative issue. Also, the microfilm roll 
and
frame numbers noted refer to those rolls of microfilm prepared for the monthly issues 
of
the standard catalog. There will be no microfilm prepared specifically for this
cumlative first year edition.
Non-U.S. Standard Catalog - Vol. 1 Observation ID Listing
Vol. 2 Observation ID Listing
Vol. 3 Coordinate Listing
Vol. h Coordinate Listing
INTRODUCTION
To provide dissemination of information regarding the availability of Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) im-
agery, the NASA Data Processing Facility (NDPF) publishes a U. S. and a Non-U. S. Standard Catalog on amonthly 
sched-
ule. These catalogs identify imagery which has been processed and input to the data files during the preceding 
month.
The U.S. Standard Catalog includes imagery covering the continental United States, Alaska and Hawaii. The Non-U.S.
Catalog identifies all the remaining coverage. Imagery adjacent to the continental U.S. andAlaskaborders will normally
appear in the U. S. Standard Catalog. As a supplement to these catalogs, an inventory of 
ERTS imagery on 16 mm micro-
film is also available.
In addition to the routine monthly catalogs, the NDPF periodically publishes a comprehensive U. S. and Non-U. S. 
Standard
Catalog. These catalogs includes information on all observations acquired and processed by the facility sincelaunch 
and
are normally published in lieu of one of the monthly catalogs. The 16 mm microfilm accompanying these cumulative 
cat-
alogs includes only new imagery not previously available on microfilm.
Catalogs and microfilm are available to ERTS investigators and approved individuals or agencies on 
a routine or special
request basis. In addition, copies of the Standard Catalogs may be purchased by contacting 
the Superintendent of Docu-
ments, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402, while microfilm copies may be ordered through
the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, South Dakota, 57198.
Sections I and II of this introduction describe the contents and format for the Standard Catalogs and the associated 
micro-
film. Section III provides a cross-reference table defining the beginning and ending dates for ERTS-1 Cycles.
Additional information concerning catalogs or microfilm may be obtained by writing or telephoning:
NDPF User Services





SECTION I - STANDARD CATALOGS
. MONTHLY CATALOGS
The monthly U. S. and Non-U. S. Standard Catalogs are divided into four parts. Part 1 consists of annotated maps
which graphically depict the geographic areas covered by imagery listed in the current catalog. Part 2 contains a
computer generated listing organized by observation identification number (ID) and includes pertinent information
about each image. Part 3 provides a computer listing of observations organized by longitude/latitude. Part 4 iden-
tifies observations which have had changes made to their catalog information since their original entry in the data
base.
PART 1 - Satellite Coverage Maps
A series of satellite coverage reference maps is provided at the beginning of each monthly issue of the U. S. and
Non-U. S. Standard Catalogs. These maps are segregated by cycle and depict the general location of observations
listed in that catalog. The format and data content of these maps is slightly different in the U. S. and Non-U. S.
catalogs.
U. S. Satellite Coverage Maps
Two separate map formats are presented in this catalog. One map outlines the continental U. S. and depicts the
estimated cloud cover along each north to south subsatellite path. Each path is identified by actual orbitnumber
and a cross reference, matching orbit number to initial observation ID for that path, is included. The second
map provides an enlarged view of Alaska and Hawaii and displays the portion of an orbital pass for which cover-
age is available. This map does not include cloud cover estimates or orbit numbers.
Non-U. S. Satellite Coverage Map
A world outline map is provided with the portions of an orbital swath for which observations are available graph-
ically displayed. This map is intended solely to inform the user as to whether or not coverage is included in the
catalog for his area of interest. It is not intended as a rapid reference to specific observations.
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PART 2. - OBSERVATION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (ID) LISTING
The data format for the Observation ID Listing is identical in the U.S. and Non-U.S. Catalogs. Observation ID numbers are listed in a sequential manner from smallest number to largest.
Associated with each ID number in the list is pertinent information about that observation. A sample catalog page with a description of each data item is shown in Figure I-1 below.
FIGURE I-1
2.A. Sample Observation ID Format
Q 09/30/72 STANDARD CATALOG FOR USA FROM 07/24/72 TO 09/23/72
@ 0 0 G 0 @ @
MICROFILM ROLL NO.1 CLOUD PRINCIPAL POINT 
IMAGE QUALITY
OBSERVATION POSITION IN ROLL COVER OF IMAGE RBV MSS
ID RBV MSS ACQUIRED NUMBER LAT LONG ELEV. AZIM. 123 45678
1057-16373 00000/0000 10002/0589 09/18/72 70 794 2550N 9922W 53.5 126.9 GGGG
1057-18140 00000/0000 10002/0590 09/18/72 90 795 4842N 11730W 39.2 150.6 G
1057-18143 00000/0000 10002/0591 09/18/72 50 795 4716N 11806W 40.2 149.4 GGGG
1057-18145 00000/0000 10002/0592 09/18/72 30 795 4553N 11842W 41.3 148.2 GGGG
1057-18152 00000/0000 10002/0593 09/18/72 20 795 4426N 11915W 42.3 146.9 GGGG
1057-18154 00000/0000 10002/0594 09/18/72 10 795 4301N 11950W 43.3 145.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER %.......... 0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER ** = NO DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ......... BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT R = RECYCLED G = GOOD F = FAIRBUT USABLE P = POOR IMAGE
C = CALIBRATION
2.B. Description of Data Items:
Date of Catalog Listing. RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image position on roll. Note: RBV and MSS
images for a given observation may be on two different microfilm rolls.Time Frame during which imagery was processed.
Special Keys to Dat . Date of observation.
Special Keys to Data.
Estimated Percent of Cloud Cover.
Observation ID.
8 Orbit Number
110 (65 ) Latitude and Longitude at observation center (Degrees and Minutes).
Tens of Seconds Sun elevation and azimuth at observation center.
Minutes of Hour @ Image Quality, see key.
Hour of Day since launch
- Day since launch
Satellite Number (1 = ERTS A, 2 = ERTS B)
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PART 3. - LONGITUDE/LATITUDE LISTING
The data format for the longitude/latitude listing is identical in the U.S. and Non-U.S. catalogs. This listing contains the same observations as the observation ID listing but organizesthem by coordinates, using image center location information for each observation. Observations in this listing will e sorted first by longitude and, within longitude, by latitude. Thelongitude/latitude listing is arranged in the following manner:
180 - 0 degrees East ; 90 - 0 degrees North and 0 - 90 degrees South
followed by
0 - 180 degrees West ; 90 - 0 degrees North and 0 - 90 degrees South
This listing is inteldcd to be used as a tool for locating specific coverage, and once a specific observation has been identified; pertinent information about it can be found by referring todithe ID listing.
Figure 1-2 below shows a sample catalog page with a description of each data item.
FIGURE I-2
3.A. Sample Longitude/Latitude Format
1 09/30/72 COORDINATE LISTING FROM 07/24/72 TO 09/30/72
STANDARD CATALOG FOR USA
PRINCIPALPRINCIPAL 
PT.OF IMAGE OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT.RBV MSS OF IMAGE OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CCO GF ID RBV MSS OF IMAGE OBSERVATION CC RBVMSSLONG LAT ID % 12345678 LONG LAT ID 12345678 LONG LAT ID% 12345678
12000W 4606N 1022-18203 10 GGFG 12018W 4136N 1057-18161 100 PFFF 12024W 3730N, 1038-18114 10 GFGG12006W 4918N 1005-18251 20 GGGGGG 12018W 3306N 1055-18071 10 FFFF 12030W 4454N 1022-18205 70 PGGG12006W 3754N 1020-18112 80 FGGG 12024W 4848N 1041-18253 60 GGGG 12036W 3630N 1020-18115 0 GGGG12012W 4548N 1004-18203 0 FF GG F 12024W 4142N 1039-18163 90 G GG 12042W 4754N 1005-18253 0 GGGFGGG
12018W 4224N 1003-18164 10 PGGG 12024W. 3842N 1002-18131 20 FFFGGGG 12048W 4424N 1004-18210 100 PPPFFFF12018W 4142N 1021-18160 50 GGGG 12024W 3734N 1056-18114 40 GGGG 12048W 4054N 1003-18170 30 GFFF
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % - 0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER ** = NO DATA AVAILABLEIMAGE QUALITY 
-- BLANK=BAND NOT PRESENT R=RECYCLED G=GOOD F=FAIR P=POOR C=CALIBRATION IMAGE
3.B. Description of Data Items:
Date of Catalog Listing
0 Time Frame during which imagery was processed Estimated Percent of Cloud Cover
0 Longitude and Latitude at Observation center (Degrees and Minutes) 0 Image Quality, see key
0 Observation ID (See Figure I-1, paragraph 2.B) Special Keys to Data
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B. .COMPREHENSIVE STANDARD CATALOGS
Periodically a comprehensive catalog is produced in place of the normal monthly catalog. This cumulative catalog includes information covering all observations acquired and processed
by the NDPF since launch and is formatted the same as the monthly catalog with the following exceptions:
1. Satellite Coverage maps are not included.
2. The Observation ID listing format is expanded to identify observations for which color, precision or digital products have been made.
Figure 1-5 gives an example of this expanded format.
FIGURE 1-5
Sample Observation ID Format (Comprehensive Catalog)
S09/30/72 STANDARD CATALOG FOR USA FROM 07/24/72 TO 09/23/72
MICROFILM ROLL NO./ CLOUD PRINCIPAL POINT IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE
OBSERVATION POSITION IN ROLL DATE COVER OF IMAGE SUN SU RBV MSS BULK PREC PREC DIGTL
ID RBV MSS ACQUIRED % NUMBER LAT LONG ELEV. AZIM. 123 45678 COLR COLR
1057-16373 00000/0000 10002/0589 09/18/72 70 794 2550N 9922W 53.5 126.9 GGGG
1057-18140 00000/0000 10002/0590 09/18/72 90 795 4842N 11730W 39.2 150.6 G
1057-18143 00000/0000 10002/0591 09/18/72 50 795 4716N 11806W 40.2 149.4 GGGG M
1057-18145 00000/0000 10002/0592 09/18/72 30 795 4553N 11842W 41.3 148.2 GGGG
1057-18152 00000/0000 10002/0593 09/18/72 20 795 4426N 11915W 42.3 146.9 GGGG
1057-18154 00000/0000 10002/0594 09/18/72 10 795 4301N 11950W 43.3 .145.7 GGGG M M
1057-18161 00000/0000 10002/0595 09/18/72 10 795 4135N 12021W 44.3 144.4 GGGG
0KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .........................  TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER ** = NO DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ......................... BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT R = RECYCLED G = GOOD F = FAIR BUT USABLE
P = POOR IMAGE C = CALIBRATION
PRODUCT TYPES ALREADY MADE.......... R = MADE FROM RBV BANDS ONLY M = MADE FROM MSS BANDS ONLY
B. = MADE FROM BOTH RBV AND MSS
Description of Data Items:
Date of Catalog Listing. RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image position on roll. Note: RBV and MSS
images for a given observation may be on two different microfilm rolls.
Time Frame during which imagery was processed.
)Dateofobservation.
Special Keys to Data.SSpecial Keys to Data. Estimated Percent of Cloud Cover.SObservation ID.
1010 15165 Orbit Number.
n Latitude and Longitude at observation center (Degrees and Minutes).
Tens of Seconds Mute Sun elevation and azimuth at observation center.
Minutes of Hour
Hour of Day since Launch , Image Quality, see key.
Day since launch @ Image/Data Product availability, see key.
Satellite Number (1 = ERTS A, 2 =ERTS B)
vii
Section II - Microfilm
The NASA Data Processing Facility produces a high quality 16-mm microfilm inventory of imagery processed
during the preceding month and is organized for convenient use with the Standard Catalog.
As in the case of the Standard Catalog, the microfilm data is divided into U. S. and non-U.S. segments. Each set of
microfilm images is in exact correspondence to a Standard Catalog and can be used in conjunction with the Catalog for
selecting desired images. Approximately 2000 images will be contained on one roll of 16mm X 100ft microfilm.
Because the microfilm images are intended to provide only a summary of the data available, the images are limited
to one band each for the RBV and MSS. Although a single observation will produce seven images, in the production of
microfilm only the RBV Spectral Band 2 images (.580 - .680 microns) and MSS Spectral Band 2 images (.6 - .7
microns) are reproduced. Each image is a photograph of a 9.5 in. system-corrected (bulk) image and contains the
image identifier and annotation block. Below is an example of the microfilm format.
MICROFILM RBV MSS RBV MSS
16mm ID IMAGE IMAGE IMAGE IMAGE
ERTS OBSERVATION NO. 1 2
Microfilm roll numbers contain five digits. The first digit will always be a 1 (for U. S. rolls) or a 2 (for Non-U. S.
rolls). The remaining digits are used to number sequentially all microfilm rolls prepared within each group.
Example: Roll number 10001 is the first U. S. roll of microfilm produced. Roll number 20004 is the fourth Non-U. S.
roll to be produced.
The microfilm contains two rapid search capabilities to help the user quickly reach the desired scene. They are:
(1) Code Line Indexing
(2) Blip Encoding
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1; Code Line Indexing
The ERTS Microfilm images have been annotated with 
visual code lines to the right of each frame. The visual 
code
lines graduate up the edge of the screen as the film advances and allow the 
user to advance, rapidly to within 20
frames of his desired image. Below is an example of the ERTS microfilm 
code line index graduations.






700 Identifies E mages 700 Identifies ERTS-1.lmages
"oo1 Identifies ERTS-1 Images 600 ,1580-1599









To utilize this system a user must generate a code line indexing bar scale to attach 
to the face of his viewers.
The size and spacing for the bar scale is dependent upon 
the magnification of his viewer. ERTS imagery is
microfilmed at a reduction ratio of 24x. To determine the overall length of 
a scale required for your micro-
film reader, multiply .406 by the enlargement factor of your lens. To determine the spacing separations 
along
the bar scale, multiply .002 by the same factor.
ix
2. Blip Encoding
The ERTS microfilm images have also been annotated with a blip (clear spot) at the base of each frame. This type of
encoding is designed for use on readers with an electronic sensing and counting capability or an odometer. To use
the blip encoding retrieval system the film will have to be placed in a cartridge. When the cartridge is placed in a
reader which contains an odometer or has a keyboard attached, the identification of the desired image is obtained
from the Standard Catalog (column 6, Microfilm Position) and either punched on the keyboard or read via the odom-
eter as the film advances. Using a reader configured for rapid search and retrieval the film advances and the frames
(blips) are counted by means of a photosensing light. When the appropriate number has been counted the reader stops
and the desired image is projected on the screen. Using a reader with an odometer requires the user to monitor the
odometer as the film advances and stop the advance of the film in the vicinity of the required frame.
x
SECTION III - ERTS-1 CYCLES
Days Since Launch Calendar Date Days Since Launch Calendar Date
Cycle Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End
First 8 days 1 8 24 Jul 72 31 Jul 72 21 369 386 27 Jul 73 13 Aug 73
1 9 26 1 Aug 72 18 Aug 72 22 387 404 14 Aug 73 31 Aug 73
2 27 44 19 Aug 72 5 Sep 72 23 405 422 1 Sep 73 18 Sep 73
3 45 62 6 Sep 72 23 Sep 72 24 423 440 19 Sep 73 6 Oct 73
4 63 80 24 Sep 72 11 Oct 72 25 441 458 7 Oct 73 24 Oct 73
5 81 98 12 Oct 72 29 Oct 72 26 459 476 25 Oct 73 11 Nov 73
6 99 116 30 Oct 72 16 Nov 72 27 477 494 12 Nov 73 29 Nov 73
7 117 134 17 Nov 72 4 Dec 72 28 495 512 30 Nov 73 17 Dec 73
8 135 152 5 Dec 72 22 Dec 72 29 513 530 18 Dec 73 4 Jan 74
9 153 170 23 Dec 72 9 Jan 73 30 531 548 5 Jan 74 22 Jan 74
10 171 188 10 Jan 73 27 Jan 73 31 549 566 23 Jan 74 9 Feb 74
11 189 206 28 Jan 73 14 Feb 73 32 567 584 10 Feb 74 27 Feb 74
12 207 224 15 Feb 73 4 Mar 73 33 585 602 28 Feb 74 17 Mar 74
13 225 242 5 Mar 73 22 Mar 73 34 603 620 18 Mar 74 4 Apr 74
14 243 260 23 Mar 73 9 Apr 73 35 621 638 ,5 Apr 74 22 Apr 74
15 261 278 10 Apr 73 27 Apr 73 36 639 656 23 Apr 74 11 May 74
16 279 296 28 Apr 73 15 May 73 37 657 674 12 May 74 28 May 74
17 297 314 16 May 73 2 Jun 73 38 675 692 29 May 74 15 Jun 74
18 315 332 3 Jun 73 20 Jun 73 39 693 710 16 Jun 74 3 Jul 74
19 333 350 21 Jun 73 8 Jul 73 40 711 728 4 Jul 74 21 Jul 74
20 351 368 9 Jul 73 26 Jul 73
xi
STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US 
PAGE 0491
16:44 MAR 11jr74 FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVAT15N MICROFILM RBLL N,./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL POINT 
SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I0 PBSITI.N IN nRLL ACUTRIED COVER NUMBER RF 
IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LNG 123 5678
1180-18022 00000/0000 2Q013/0694 01/19/73 10 2510 314qN 
11911W 30.0 145.8 GGGG
1180-20135 0000/0000 20012/1446 01/19/73 90 2511 6912S 17
7 5 0W 31.8 68.0 GGGG
1180-20142 00000/0000 20012/1447 01/19/73 100 2511 6626S 17943W 30*8 68.6 GGGG
1180-20144 00000/0000 20012/1448 01/19/73 100 2511 6745S 17838E 29.8 
69*4 GGGG
1180-20151 00000/0000 20012/1449 01/19/73 90 2511 6004S 17649E 28.8 70.4 GGGG
1180-20153 00000/0000 20012/1450 01/19/73 80 2511 721S 17448E 27.8 71.7 GGGG
1180-20160 00000/0000 20012/1451 01/19/73 70 2511 736S 17232E 26*7 73*2 GGGG
1180w20162 oooo0/000O 20012/1452 01/19/73 90 2511 7P5rS 16958E 25 7 75.1 GGGG
1180-20165 00000/00C00 20012/1453 01/19/73 90 2511 7401S 16707E 24*6 77*3 
GGGG
118020171 00000/0000 20012/1454 01/19/73 80 2511 7509S 16348E 23.5 80.0 
GGGG
1180-20174 00000/0000 20012/1455 01/19/73 90 2511 714S 15959E 2204 83.3 
GGGG
1180-20180 00000/0000 20012/1456 01/19/73 30 2511 7716S 15535E 2t14 87.2 GGGG
1180-20183 00000/0000 20012/1457 01/19/73 20 2511 7513S 15022E 2003 9109 GGGG
1180-23285 00000/0000 20013/0695 01/19/73 20 2513 2556S 14901E 51o7 90*2 
PPP
1180-23291 00000/0000 20013/0696 01/19/73 3 C 2513 2723S 14837E 5104 88.6 GGG
1180-23294 00000/0000 20013/0697 01/19/73 40 2513, 2848S 14814E 5101 86.9 UGGG
1180-23300 00000/0000 20013/0698 01/19/73 10 2513 3013S 14751E 50*7 85.3 GGGG
1180-23303 00000/0000 20013/0699 01/19/73 0 2513 3!38S 14726E 50.3 83.8 GGGG
1180-23305 00000/0000 20013/0700 01/19/73 0 2513 304S 147oE 49.9 8203 GGGG
1180-23312 00000/0000 20013/0701 01/19/73 0 2.513 3428S 14635E 49.4 80.9 GGG
1180-23314 00000/0000 20013/0702 01/19/73 0 2513 3 554S 14 b08E 48.9 79.5 
GGGG
1180-23321 00000/0000 20013/0703 01/19/73 O 2513 3718S 14539E 483 78.2 GGGG
1180-23323 00000/0000 20013/070* 01/19/73 10 2513 343S 14bl0E 47*7 76.9 GGGG
1180-23330 Q0000/o000 20013/0705 01/19/73 r 2513 4io1S 1 4440 E 47*1 75.8 GGG
1180-23332 00000/C000 20013/0706 01/19/73 30 2513 41.35S 14409E 46*5 746 PGGG
1181-00505 00000/0000 20013/0707 01/20/73 30 2514 479N 14303E 18.1 153.4 GGGG
1181-00511 00000/C000 20013/0703 01/P/73 50 2514 4664N 14228E 19o3 152.7 GGGG
1181-00514 00000/0000 20013/0709 01/20/73 90 2514 44 3 PN 14 153E 20.4 
152.1 GGGG
1181-00520 00000/0000 20013/0710 01/20/73 80 2514 4413N 14120E 21.5 15194 GGGG
1181-00523 00000/0000 20013/0711 01/20/73 70 2514 4147N 14048E 22.6 150.7 GGGG
1181-00525 00000/0000 20013/0712 01/20/73 70 2514 402N 14017E 23.7 150.0 GGGG
1181-00532 00000/0000 20013/0713 01/20/73 90 2514 3P56N 13947E 24*7 149.4 GGGG
1181-005j4 00000/0000 20013/0714 01/20/73 80 2514 3730N 13919E 25.8 14807 GGGG
1181-00541 00000/0000 20013/0715 01/20/73 60 2514 3604N 13851E 26.9 148.0 GGGG
1181-00543 00000/0000 20013/0716 01/2P/73 30 2514 343
8 N 13824E 27,9 147.2 GGGG
1181-00550 00000/0000 20013/0717 01/20/73 60 2514 3113N 13758E 2900 146.5 
GGGG
1181-00552 00000/0000 20013/0718 01/20/73 70 2514 3147N 13732E 30.0 145o7 GGGG
1181-00555 00000/0000 20013/0719 01/20/73 50 2514 30 21N 13706E 312. 145*0 GGGG
1181-00561 00000/0000 20013/0720 01/20/73 50 2514 28 5 4 N 136 4 1E 32.1 144.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % •*e* **o** 0 T5 100 a % CLBUD CRVER. ** - NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ........ ::::: BLANKS*BAND N5T PRESENT/REQUESTED. 
R=RECYCLED, G.GOBD FvFAIR BUT USABLE- PmPOOR,
16:44 MAP 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0492
FRnM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MTCRBFILM R'LL Nq./ DATE CLBUD 9RPIT PRINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1181-00564 00000/0000 20013/0721 01/20/73 60 2514 2729N 13617E 33,1 143.4 PPPP
1181-01135 00000/0000 20013/0722 01/20/73 10 2514 3203s 12127E 50.2 83.4 GGGG1181-01141 00000/0000 20013/0723 01/20/ 7 3 20 2514 3330S 12102E 49.7 81.9 GGGG1181-01250 oo00000oo/oooo 20013/0724 01/20/7 100 2514 69285 09848E 28m4 7098 GGGG
1181-01253 00000/0000 20013/0725 01/20/73 100 2514 7045S 09642E P7.4 72.1 GGGG1181-01255 000o0/00C0 20013/0726 01/20/73 100 2514 71.59S 09419E 26*3 73.8 GGGG
1181-01262 00000/0000 20013/0727 01/20/73 100 2514 7313S 09139E 25*3 75*7 GGGG1181-01264 00000/0000 20013/0728 01/20/73 100 2514 7422S 08640E 24*2 78*1 GGGG1181-01271 00000/0000 20013/0729 01/20/73 100 2514 7F29S 08511E 23.1 81.0 GGGG1181-01273 00000/0000 20013/0730 01/2o/73 100 2514 7643S 08128E 22.1 84.5 GGG
1181-01280 00000/0000 20013/0731 01/20/73 100 2514 77445 07643E 21.0 88.6 GGGG1181-02425 00000/0000 20013/0732 01/20/73 80 2515 1724N 10752E 39.7 136.8 GGGG
1181-02431 00000/o000 20013/0733 01/20/73 80 2515 1558N 10730E 40.6 135.8 GGGG1181-02434 0000oo/0000oooo 20013/0734 01/P0/73 60 2515 1431N 10708E 41*5 134.7 GGGG
1181-02440 00000/0000 20013/0735 01/20/73 30 2515 1304N 10647E 42.3 133.6 GGGG1181-02443 00000/0000 20013/0736 01/20/73 10 2515 1137N 10626E 43.1 132.4 GGGG1181-02445 00000/0000 20013/0737 01/20/73 20 2515 1011N 10605E 43.9 131.2 GGGG
1181-02452 00000/0000 20013/0738 01/20/73 30 2515 0845N 10545E 44.7 129.9 pppp1181-04231 00000/0000 20013/0739 01/20/73 30 2516 2729N 08439E 33*1 143.3 GGGG1181-04240 00000/0000 20013/0740 01/20/73 0 2516 2438N 08353E 35.1 141.6 GGGG
1181-04254 00000/0000 20013/0741 01/20/73 0 2516 1853N 08223E 38.8 137.9 GGGG1181-04260 00000/0000 20013/0742 01/20/73 10 2516 1725N 08202E 39s7 136*8 GGGG
1181-04263 00000/0000 20013/0743 01/20/73 2c 2516 1558N 08141E 40*6 135.8 GGGG
1181-04265 00000/0000 20013/0744 01/20/73 40 2516 1431N 08121E 415 134.7 GGG1181-04272 00000/0000 20013/0745 01/20/73 4c 2516 1305N 08101E 42.3 133.5 GGGG1181-04274 00000/0000 20013/0746 01/20/73 60 2516 1138N 08040E 43.1 132.4 GGGG1181-04281 00000/0000 20013/0747 01/20/73 40 2516 1012N 08019E 43*9 131*1 GGGG1181-04283 00000/0000 20013/0748 01/20/73 50 2516 O045N 07959E 4497 129.9 GGGG1181-04290 00000/0000 20013/0749 01/20/73 70 2516 0718N 07939E 45.4 128.6 pppp1181-06051 00000/0000 20013/0750 01o/0/73 0 2517 3 147N 06004E 30*0 145.7 pppp1181"06053 00000/0000 20013/0751 01/20/73 0 2517 3021N 059388 31.1 144*9 GGGG1181-06060 00000/0000 20013/0752 01/20/73 0 2517 2855N 05914E 32*1 144*1 GGGG1181*06062 00000/0000 20013/0753 01/20/73 10 2517 2729N 05849E 33.1 143.3 GGGG1181-06065 00000/0000 20013/0754 01/20/73 0 2517 2603N 05825E 34*1 14205 GGGG
118106071 00000/000oooo 20013/0755 01/20/73 30 2517 2436N 05802E 35.1 141.6 GGGG1181-06110 00000/0000 20013/0756 01/20/73 50 2517 1i37N 05449E 43*1 132*4 GGGG
1181-06112 00000/0000 20013/0757 01/20/73 80 2517 1nION 05429E 4399 131.1 GGGG
1181m07480 00000/0000 20013/0758 01/2n/73 90 2518 3314N 03443E 2990 146*5 G GG1181-07483 00000/0000 20013/0759 01/20/73 10 2518 3148N 03417E 30.1 145.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .*.****,,.,., 0 TO 100 % CLBUD C9VER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,,,..,..,,,,, BLANKSsBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED, G.GBOD, F=FAIR BUT USABLE, P-PeOR,
16:44 IA: 11'~,4 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US 
PAGE 0493
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICR9FIM R9LL N3,/ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PPI'JCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE 
QUALITY
3I P6SITI5N IN ROLL ACOUIRED COVER UMBER qF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. 
RBV MSS
L'v MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1181"-7551 00000/0000 20013/0760 01/20/73 C 2518 0846N 0 2821E 44.7 129.9 
GGGG
1181-07553 00000/C000 20013/0761 01/20/73 0 2518 0719N Op001E 45.4 12896 GGGG
1181-j7560 00000/0000 2U0013/0762 01/20/73 0 251.8 052N 02740E 46,1 127*2 GGGG
1181-37562 0000/O00C 20013/0763 01/20/73 0 2518 0426N 02720E 46*8 125.8 GGGG
1181-07565 00000/C00o 2-013/0764 01/20/73 10 2518 059N 02659E 47*4 124.4 
GGGG
1181-07571 o00000/000 20013/0765 01/23/73 
6
, 2518 0132N 0 2639E 48*0 122*9 GGGG
1181-07574 O00CO/0000 20013/0766 01/20/73 70 2518 0005N 02619E 48o6 121.4 GGGG
1181"07580 o00000/000 20013/0767 01/20/73 100 2518 0121S 0 2559E 4901 
119.9 GGGG
1181-07583 00000/0000 20013/0768 01/20/73 100 2518 O4RS 02539E 4996 118*3 GGGG
1181-07585 00000/0000 20013/0769 01/20/73 100 2518 0415S 02519E 50,1 116.6 GGGG
1181-07592 00000/0000 20013/0770 31/20/73 9c 2518 0541S 0 2459E 50*5 115.0 GGGG
1181-07594 00000/00' 20013/0771 01/20/73 100 2518 070RS 02438E 50*9 
113.3 GGGG
1181-08001 00000/0000 20013/0772 01/20/73 90 2518 0G34S 02418E 51.2 111.5 GGGG
1181-J8003 00000/0000 25013/0773 01/0/73 80 2518 1000S 02357E 51.5 109.8 GGGG
1181-08010 00000/0000 20013/0774 01/P/73 30 2518 1126S 02336E 51.8 108.0 GGGG
1181-38012 00000 3OO 20013/0775 01/20/
7 3 0 2518 1254S 02315E 52.0 106.2 GGGG
1181-08015 00000/0000 20013/0776 01/20/73 0 2518 1421S 02254E 52*1 
104*4 GGGG
1181-08024 O0000O/C0O 20013/0777 01/20/73 0 2518 1713S 0 2211E 
52*3 100*8 GGGG
1181-08030 00000/000' 20013/0778 01/20/73 40 2518 1R40S 02 149E 52*3 99.0 GGGG
1181-08033 00000/oU00 20013/0779 31/20/73 80 2518 2~06S 02128E 52,3 97.2 GGGG
1181-08035 00000/000U 20013/0780 01/20/73 70 2518 2132S 0 2105E 52.2 95.4 GGGG
1181-08042 0000/0000 20013/0781 01/20/73 70 2518 2?59S 0 2043E 52*0 93.6 
GGGG
1181-08044 00000/0000 20013/0782 01/20/73 40 2518 2425S 02020E 5199 
91.9 GGGG
1181-08051 00000/0002 20013/0783 01/20/73 70 2518 2552S o1956E 51.6 90.2 
GGGG
1181-08053 00000/0000 20013/0784 01/20/73 50 2518 2718S 01933E 51* 
88*5 GGGG
1181-08060 00000C/000 20013/0785 01/20/73 C 2518 2843S 01909E 51*0 8609 
GGGG
1181-0862 00000/OCO 20013/0786 01/20/73 0 2518 30095 01o46E 50*7 85.3 GGGG
1181-08065 00000/0000 20013/0787 01/20/73 0 2518 3135S o1821E 50.3 
83.8 GGGG
1181-11432 00000/0000 20013/0788 01/20/73 100 2520 6510S 05032W 31s7 68.0 
GGGG
1181-11434 00000/0000 20013/0789 01/20/73 80 2520 6630S 05200W 30*7 68.6 GGGG
1181-11441 00000/0000 20013/0790 01/20/73 80 2520 6748S 05338W 29*6 69*4 GGGG
1181-11443 00000/C00 20013/0791 01/2o/73 70 25?0 6906S 05b28W 28.6 70*5 
GGGG
1181-11450 00000/0000 20013/0792 01/20/73 80 2520 7022S 05730W 27.6 
71.7 GGGG
1181-11452 00000/0000 20013/0793 01/2n/
7 3 70 2520 7138S 0 5947W 26.5 7393 GGGG
1181-11455 00000/0000 2001 3/0794 01/20/73 60 2520 7152S 062221 25.5 75.2 
GGGG
1181-11461 00000/0000 20013/0795 01/20/73 70 2520 7403S 06
5 14W 24,4 77.4 GGGG
1181-11464 00000/0000 20 0 13/079b 01/20/73 70 2520 7511S 0 6h37W P3,3 80.2 
GGGG
1181-11470 00000/0000 20013/0797 01/20/73 100 2520 7616S 07230W 
22*3 83.5 GGGG
1181-11473 00000/0000 20013/0798 01/20/73 80 2520 .7728S 076 4 9W 21.2 87.4 GGGG
KEYS; COUD CBVER o% ".,,,,.....,, 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD CVERR ** T NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I"AGE QUALITY .. ,,,...,, BLANKSBAND NBT PRFScNT/REQUESTED. RwRECYCLEDo G.GBAD, FFAIR BUT USABLE. PsPBBR,
16:44 MAP 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NOBNuS PAGE 0494
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATI3N 1ICP9FILM R5LL N9./ DATE CLOUD 9 R IT PPI'JCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITI3N IN ROLL ACQUIRE0 COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1181011475 OC00o0/CO0 20013/0799 01/?0/ 7 3 20 2520 7R15S 08212w 20.1 92s2 GGPG
1181-13175 00000/0000 20013/0800 01/20/73 0 2521 3557S 06023W 48.8 79.4 GGGG
1181-13190 00000/0000 20013/0801 01/20/73 70 25?1 4010S 06150W 47.0 75.7 PPPP
1181-13193 00000/0000 20013/0802 01/20/73 40 2521 4136S 06 2 2 1W 46.3 74.5 GGGG
1181-13195 00000/000 20013/0803 01/20/73 20 2521 42 59S 06253W 45*7 73.5 GGGG1181-13202 00000/000 20013/0804 01/20/73 10 2521 4423S 06327W 44*9 72*5 GGGG
1181-13204 00000/0000 23013/0805 01/20/73 10 2521 4549S 06402W 44.2 71.6 GGGG
1181-13211 0000/c000 29013/08o6 01/?0/73 30 2521 4714S 06438w 43.4 70.8 GGGG
1181-13213 000CO/CoOU 20013/0807 01/20/73 0 25?1 4838S 06b14W 42.6 70o0 GGGG
1181.1322 00000/0000 20013/C0808 01/20/73 10 2521 50013 06 5 53W 41.8 69.4 GGGG
1181-13222 o0000000 20013/0809 01/2l/73 10 2521 5126S 06634W 41.0 68.8 GGGG
1181-13225 00000/0000 20013/0810 01/20/73 20 2521 5249S 06717W 40.1 68*2 PPGP
1181-14350 00000/0000 20013/0811 01/20/73 100 2522 54 07N 06021W 12.9 156.7 GGGG
1181-14352 000 00000 20013/0812 01/20/73 90 25?2 5?43N 06 1 05W 14*1 155.9 PGGG
1181-14355 00000/0000 20013/0813 01/20/73 100 2522 5119N 06147W 15*2 155.2 GGGG
1181-14361 o000o0/o00 20013/0814 01/20/73 100 2522 4055N 06227W 16*3 154.5 GGGG
1181-14364 00000/0000 20013/0815 01/20/73 100 2522 4829N 06305W 17*5 153*8 GGGG
1181-14373 00000/0000 20013/0816 01/2n/73 100 2522 4539N 06416W 19.7 152.5 GGGG
1181-14375 0000/0000 20013/0817 01/20/73 100 2522 4414N 06450W 20.8 151.8 GGGG
1181-14382 00000/0000 20013/0818 01/20/73 100 2522 4148N 06522W 21*9 151.1 GGGG
1181-16175 0000/00 2U013/0819 01/20/73 90 2523 5532N 08520W 11.8 157*4 G
1181-16181 00000/0000 20013/0820 01/2/73 30 2523 5408N 08608W 13*0 156*7 GGGG
1181-16184 00000/0000 20013/0821 01/20/73 10 2523 5"44N 08653W 1401 155.9 GGGG
1181-16190 00000/000 20013/0822 01/20/73 0 2523 5120N 08734W 15*2 155.2 GrGG
1181-16193 00000/0000 20013/0823 01/20/73 0 2523 4955N 08815W 16*3 154.5 GGGG
1181-16270 00000/000 20013/0824 01/P0/73 80 2523 2413N 09 655W 35*4 141.3 GGGG
1181-16272 00000/0000 20013/0825 01/20/73 80 2523 2246N 09717W 36*4 140.3 GGGG
1181-16275 00000/0000 20013/0826 01/20/73 90 2523 2119N 09739w 37s3 139*4 GPGG
1181-16281 00000/0000 20013/0827 01/20/73 80 2523 1953N 09801W 38.2 138.4 GGGG
1181-16284 00000/C?00 20013/0828 01/20/73 10 2523 1R26N 09 8 24w 39*1 137.4 pppp
1181-16531 00000/0000 20013/0829 01/20/73 100 2523 6508S 12759W 31.6 68.0 GGGG
1181-16533 00Co0/0000 20013/0830 01/20/73 100 2523 6628S 12928W 30.6 68.6 GGGG
1181-16540 00000/0000 20013/0831 01/20/73 100 2523 6746S 13106W 29*6 69.4 GGGG
1181-16542 0000/O00C 20013/0832 01/P0/73 100 2523 6906S 13255W 28.6 70.4 GGGG
1181-16545 00000/0000 20013/0833 01/2P0/73 9c 2523. 7m22S 134 5 7w 27*5 71o7 GGGG
1181-16551 000o0/o000 20013/0834 01/20/73 80 2523 7137S 13714W 26,5 7302 GGGG
1181-16563 03000/0000 20013/0835 01/20/73 100 2523 751S 14558W 233 80.1 GGGG
1181-16565 00000/0000 2001 3 /08 3 6 01/20/73 90 2523 7615S 14949W 22*2 83.4 GGGG
1181-16572 .0000/ocOO 20013/0837 01/20/73 90 2523 7727S 15410W 21,1 87e3 GOGG
KEYS: CLbUD COvER % ro......o..... 0 Tm 100 = % CLOUD CEVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAGE QUALITY ..,.0,oeoo.., 9LANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RuRECYCLEU. G=GBeBD FcFAIR BUT USABLE. P=PBOR,
16:44 MAR 11s,74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0495
FROM 07/23/72 TP 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICPRFILM RaLL Ne*/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PDINCIPAL PSINT SUN  SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN ROLL ACQUIRED CeVER NUMBFR IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1181"16574 00000/0000 20013/0838 01/20/73 100 2523 7R14S 15930W 20.1 92.1 GGGG
1181-17592 00000/0000 20013/0839 01/2n/73 90 2524 6130N 10707 6.9 161.1 GGGG
1181-17594 00000/0000 20013/0840 01/20/73 100 2524 6007N 1010o 8.1 160.2 GGGG
1181*18001 00000/0000 20013/0841 01/20/73 70 2524 5,44N 10909W 9*2 159.3 GGGG
1181-16003 00000/0000 20013/0842 01/20/7 3  90 2524 5721N 11004W 10*4 1584 GGGG
1181-18010 00000/0000 20013/C843 01/20/73 4C 2524 5556N 1105W 11.5 157.6 OGGG
1181,18012 0001000/0000 20013/0844 01/20/73 10 2524 5432N 11143W 12.6 156*9 GGGG
1181-18015 00000/0000 20013/0845 01/20/73 0 2524 5308N 11228W 13.8 156*1 GGPG
1181-18021 00000/0000 20013/0846 01/20/73 30 2524 5144N 113 11w 14*9 155.4 PGGP
1181-18024 00000/0000 20013/C847 01/20/73 40 2524 5019N 11353W 16*0 154.7 GGGG
1181-18080 00000/0000 20013/0848 01/20/73 70 2524 3148N 12039W 30.1 145.6 GGGG
1181-18083 00000/0000 20013/0849 01/20/73 t00 2524 3022N 12104W 31.2 144.8 PGGG
1181-22032 00000/0000 20013/0850 01/20/73 10 2526 6633S 15301E 30.5 68.6 GGGG
1181-22035 00000/0000 20013/0851 01/20/73 10 2526 6750S 15124E ?9*5 69.4 GGGG
1181-22041 00000/0000 20013/0852 01/2o/73 100 2526 6q0 7S 14935E 28*5 70*5 GGGG
1181-22044 00oooo0/0000 20013/0853 01/20/73 100 2526 7024S 14732E 27.5 71.7 PGGG
1181-22050 00000/0000 20013/0854 01/20/73 100 2526 7139S 14 514E 26.4 73.3 PPPG
1181-22053 00000/0000 20013/0855 01/0/73 30 2526 7252S 14238E 25*4 75.2 GGGG
1181-22055 0000/0000 20013/0856  01/20/73 40 2526 7403S 13946E 24.3 77,5 GGGG
1181-22062 00000/0000 20013/0857 01/2n/73 40 2526 7512S 13625E 23.2 80.2 GGGG
1181-22064 00000/0000 20013/0859 01/2o/73 50 2526 7617S 13234E 22.1 83.5 GGGG
1181-22071 00300/000 20013/0859 01/20/73 20 2526 772RS 12813E 21*1 87.5 GGGG
1181*22073 00000/0000 20013/0860 01/20/73 0 2526 7o25S 12255E 20.0 92*2 G3GG
1181-23323 00000/0000 20013/0861 01/20/73 100 2527 1845 14925E 52.2 98*7 GGGG
1181-23325 00000/0000 20C13/0862 031/20/73 100 2527 2013S 14904E 52*2 96.9 GGGG
1181-23332 00030/0000 20013/0863 01/20/73 70 2527 2i405 14843E 52*1 95.1 GGGG
1181-23334 00000/0000 20013/0864 01/20/73 20 2527 2105S 14821E 52,0 93.3 GGGG
1181-23341 00000/000 20013/0865 01/?0/73 20 2527 231S 14759E 51.8 91.6 GGGG
1181-23343 00000/0000 20013/0866 01/?0/73 50 2527 2556S 14736E 51*5 89.9 G3GG
1181-23350 00000/0000 20013/0867 01/20/73 10 25?7 2723S 14713E 51.3 88.2 GGGG
1181-23352 0000/0000 20013/0868 01/20/73 0 2527 2848S 14648E 50o9 86*6 PGPG
1181-23355 00000/0000 20013/0869 01/20/73 0 25?7 3015S 14623E 50.6 85.0 GGGG
1181-23361 00000/0000 20013/0870 01/20/73 0 2527 3141S 14559E 50.2 83.5 GGGG
1181-23364 0000/0003 20013/0871 01/20/73 0 2527 3306S 14534L 49.7 82*0 GGGG
1181-23370 00000/0000 20013/0872 01/20/73 C 2527 3432S 14508E 49.2 80*6 GGGG
1181-23373 00000/0000 20013/0873 01/20/73 0 2527 3456S 14441E 48s7 79*3 GGGG
1181"23375 00000/0000 20013/0874 01/20/73 10 2527 3720S 14413E 48*1 78*0 GGGG
1181.23382 00000/0000 20013/0875 01/20/73 80 2527 3145S 143 45L 47.5 76.7 GGGG
1181-23384 00300/000o 20013/0876 01/20/73 90 2527 4011S 14315E 46.9 75.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLAUD COBER % * *... ........ O Te 100 U % CL.UD CCVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKSvBAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED. GGOB8D. F-FAIR BUT USABLE, PPO5R,
16:44 MAR lii'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NOBNUS PAGE 0496
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICReFILM R8LL NO./ DATE CLOUD FRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
Ii) POSITIN IN RBLL ACOIJTQED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RRV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1181023391 00000/000 20013/0877 01/20/73 70 2527 4136S 14244E 46*3 74.5 GGPP
1182-00564 00000/000 20013/0878 01/?1/73 50 2528 4717N 14129E 18.5 153.2 PGPG
1182-00570 00000/0000 20013/0879 01/21/73 60 2528 4551N 14054E 19*6 152.5 GGGG
1182-00573 000C0/0000 20013/0880 01,/1/73 60 2528 4426N 14021E 20*7 151,8 GOGG
1182,00575 00000/0000 20013/0881 01/21/73 70 2528 4301N 13948E 21.8 151*1 GGGG
1182-00582 00000/0000 20013/0882 01/21/73 80 2528 4135N 13916E 22.9 150.5 GGGG
1182-00584 00000/0000 20013/0883 01/21/73 60 2528 4 OION 13846E 2490 149,8 G GG
1182-00591 00000/0000 20013/0884 01/21/73 60 2528 3944N 13816E 25*1 149*1 (GGG
1182-00593 00000/0000 20013/0885 01/21/73 5C 2528 3719N 13747E 26*1 148*4 GGGG
1182.01000 00000/0000 20013/0886 01/21/73 10 2528 3c5?N 13720E 27.2 147.7 GGGG
1182-01002 00000/0000 20013/0887 01/21/73 60 2528 3 4 27N 13 653E 28.2 146.9 GGGG
1182-01005 00000/0000 20013/0888 01/21/73 90 2528 3301N 13626E 29*3 146,2 GGGG
1182-01011 00000/0000 20013/0889 01/21/73 90 2528 3135N 13600E 3093 145,4 GGGG
1182-01014 00000/0000 20013/0890 01/?1/73 100 2528 3309N 13535E 31*3 144*7 QGGG
1182-01020 00000/000 20013/0891 01/21/73 100 2528 2R43N 13510E 32*4 143.9 GGGG
1182-01161 00000/0000 20013/0892 01/21/73 5c 2828 2022S 12321E 52.2 96*6 GGGG
1182-01164 00000/0000 20013/0893 01/21/73 30 2828 2148S 12259E 52.1 94.9 GGGG
1182-01170 00000/0000 20013/0894 01/21/73 60 2828 2315S 12237E 51*9 93.1 GGGG
1182-01173 00000/0000 20013/0895 01/21/73 40 2828 2441S 12214E 51*7 91.4 GGGG
1182-01175 00000/0000 20013/0896 01/21/73 60 2828 2607S 12151E 51.5 89.7 GGGG
1182-02481 00000/0000 20013/0897 01/21/73 90 2529 1952N 10648E 38,9 137.6 GGGG
1182-02483 00000/0000 20013/0898 01/21/73 80 2529 1726N 10626E 39.8 136*6 UGGG
1182-02490 00000/0000 20013/0899 01/21/73 20 2529 1559N 10604E 40*7 13505 GGGG
1182-02492 00000/0000 20013/0900 01/21/73 30 2529 1432N 10543E 41.5 134o4 GGGG
1182-02495 00000/0000 20013/0901 01/21/73 30 2529 13 06N 10522E 42.4 133.3 GGGG
1182-02501 00000/0000 20013/0902 01/21/73 50 2529 1141N 10501E 43.2 132.1 GGGG
1182-02504 00000/0000 20013/0903 01/21/73 40 2529 10 15N 1044oE 44*0 130.9 GGGG
1182-02510 00000/0000 20013/0904 01/21/73 70 2529 084 N 10420E 44.7 129.6 GGGG
1182-03154 00000/0000 20013/0905 01/21/73 100 2529 7401S 06221E 2,3 77.3 GGPP
1182-03160 00000/0000 20013/0906 01/21/73 100 2529 7509S -05904E 23.2 80.0 GGGG
1182-03163 ,00000/0000 20013/0907 01/21/73 100 2529 7613S 05514E 22.2 83.3 GGGG
1182-03165 00000/0000 20013/0908 01/21/73 100 2529 77255 05102E 21.1 87.2 GGGG
1182-03172 00000/0000 20013/0909 01/21/73 100 2529 7R2?S 0 4b46E 2000 91-9 GGGG
1182"34283 o00o000000 20013/0910 01/21/73 90 2530 2859N o8337E 32e2 144*0 GGGG
1182-04285 00000/0000 20013/0911 01/21/73 70 2530 2732N 08313E 33*2 143.1 GGGG
1182-04292 00000/0000 20013/0912 01/21/73 10 2530 2606N 08249E 34.2 142,3 GGGG
1182"04294 00000/0000 20013/0913 01/21/73 10 2530 2439N 08226E 35.2 141.4 GGGG
1182-0431 o00000/0000 20013/0914 01/2t/73 10 2530 2313N 08203E 36.1 140.5 GGGG
1182-04303 00000/0000 20013/0915 01/21/73 0 2530 2147N 08141E 37*1 139.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. O Te 100 x % CLOUD CPVER. ** . NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,.o.* ,,,,,,, BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED" GvGBOD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE* P.P8OR,
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FRP NeN.US PAGE 0497
FRB 37/23/72 T5 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN mICRfFILM R )LL N5./ DATE CLBUD SRBIT PPIICIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PRSITIN IN qBLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1182-04310 OCO0/0000 20013/0916 01/21/73 10 2530 201"N 08120E 38.0 138.6 GGGG
1182-04312 00000/0000 20013/0917 01/21/73 10 2530 152N 08058E 38.9 137.6 GGG
1182-04315 o0000/0000 20013/0918 01/21/73 10 2530 1726N 08037E 39.8 136*6 GGGG
1182-04321 00000/C000 20013/0919 01/21/73 Ic 253?0 1601N 08016E 40*7 135.5 GGGG
1182-04324 00000/0000 20013/0920 01/21/73 10 2530 1434N 07955E 41*5 134.4 GGGG
1182-04330 00000/000u 20013/0921 01/21/73 10 2530 1l07N 07934E 42.4 133.3 GGGG
1182-04333 00000/000 20013/0922 01/21/73 Io 2530 114N 07913E 43.2 132,1 GGGG
1182j-43 3 5 00000/0000 20013/0923 01/21/73 10 2530 lni3N 0 7853E 44*0 130.9 GGGG
1182*J4342 0000/000 20013/0924 01/21/73 10 2530 0R46N 07832E. 44,7 129.6 GPPP
118 2 "06 100 OCo00/o000 20013/0925 01/21/73 20 2531 344?N 0 5931E 28.1 147*0 GGGG
1182-06103 00000/0000 20013/0926 01/21/73 C 2531 3316N 05905E 29*1 146,3 GOGG
1182-06105 00000/000o 20013/0927 01/21/73 0 2531 3150N 05839E 302 145.5 GGGG
1182-06112 00000/0003 20013/0925 01/21/73 0 2531 3024N 0514E 31o2 144.8 GGGG
1182-06114 00000/0000 20013/0929 01/21/73 0 2531 2857N 05750E 32o2 144.0 GGGG
1182-06121 00000/0000 20013/0930 01/21/73 0 2531 2731N 05725E 33.2 143.1 GGGG
1182-06123 0000/0000 20013/0931 01/21/73 10 2531 2605N 05701E 34*2 142.3 GGGG
1182-J6130 00000/oo00 20013/0932 01/21/73 20 2531 2439N 05638E 35*2 141.4 GGGG
1182.0613? 00000/0000 20013/0933 01/21/73 0 2531 211 3 N 05615 36.1 140,5 GGGG
1182-06135 00000/0000 20013/0934 01/21/73 0 2531 2146N o5552E 37*1 139.6 GGGG
1182-06141 00000/0000 20013/0935 01/21/73 0 2531 2019N 05530E 38.0 138.6 GGGG
1182-06144 00000/0000 20013/0936 01/21/73 0 2531 1R53N 05508B 38.9 137.6 GGGG
1182-06150 00000/0000 20013/0937 01/21/73 0 2531 1726N 05447E 3908 136.6 GGGG
118 2 -0615 3 00000/0000 20013/0938 01/?1/73 40 2531 1559N 05426E 4C07 135.5 GGGG
1182-06155 O00O/000 20013/0939 01/21/73 100 2531 1433N 05406E 41*5 134.4 GGGG
1182-06162 00000/0000 20013/0940 01/21/73 100 2531 1307N 05345E 42*4 133.3 GGGG
1182-06164 00000/0000 20013/0941 01/21/73 100 2531 1141N o5325E 43.2 132.1 GGGG
1182-06171 00000/0000 20013/094 2  01/21/73 50 2531 10 14N 05304E 44*0 130*9 GGGG
1182"06173 00000/0000 20013/0943 01/21/73 80 2531 0848N 05244E 44*7 129.6 GGGG
1182-U6255 00000/0000 20013/0944 01/21/73 90 2531 2006S 04548E 52*2 96.9 GGGG
1182-06262 00000/0000 20013/0945 01/21/73 10 2531 2132S 04526E 52*1 95.1 GGGG
1182-06264 00000/0000 2u013/0946 01/21/73 10 2531 2258S 04504E 51*9 93.3 GGGG
1182-06271 00000/0000 20013/0947 01/21/73 0 2531 2424S 04 441E 51.7 91.6 GGGG
1182-u6273 00000/0000 20013/0904 01/21/73 60 2531 2550S 04418E 5105 89.9 GGGG
1182-08044 00000/0000 20013/0949 01/21/73 10 2532 04126 02354E 50.1 116.3 GGGG
1182-08050 00000/0000 20013/0950 01/21/73 40 2532 0544S 02333E 50*5 114*6 GGGG
11 8 2-08053 00000/0000 20013/0951 01/21/73. 80 2532 0706S 0 2313E 50*9 112*9 GGGG
118208055 00G00/O000 29013/0952 01/21/73 80 2532 032S 0 2252E 51-2 111.2 GGGG
1182-08062 00000/0000 20013/0953 01/21/73 60 2532 0958S 02231E 51*5 109.5 GGGG
1182-38064 00000/0000 20013/0954 01/21/73 30 2532 1125S 02211E 51*7 107.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLUC COvER % *..*.....,., , 0o TO 100 u % CLOUD CrVE ** = NO CLOUD DATA AvAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY .,,.......,. £LANKS.BAND NBT PRFSENT/REQUESTED, R-RECYCLED. G=GOD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PBBR,
16:44 "AP 11p'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NON.US PAGE 0498
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATI5N MICRFI1M R5LL N'./ DATF CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
1I PBSITI N IN R~LL ACQJTRE3 CBVER NUMBER !F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1182-08071 00000/000u 2J013/0955 01/#1/73 20 2532 125?S 02150E 51*9 105.9 GGGG
1182-08073 Ouoo0/O00 20013/0956 01/1/73 10 2532 1419S 02130E 52.1 104*1 GGGG
1182-08123 00000/0000 20013/0957 01/21/73 10 2532 3132S 01654E 50*1 83.5 PGPG
1182-08130 00000/0000 20013/0958 01/21/73 40 2532 3258S 01628E 49*7 82.1 PGGG
1182-09343 00000/0000 20013/0959 01/21/73 2c 2533 4151N 01021E 22*8 150.5 PGPP
1182-09350 000C0/0000 20013/0960 01/21/73 20 2533 4025N 0 0950E 23*8 149*9 GGGG
1182-39352 00000/0000 20013/0961 01/21/73 20 2533 3qOON 00921E 2499 149.2 GGGG
1182-09355 00000/0000 20013/0962 01/?1/73 20 2533 3735N 00852E 26*0 148*5 GGGG
1182-09361 00000/0000 20013/0963 01/21/73 10 2533 3609N 00823E 27,1 14797 GGGG
1182-09364 00000/0000 20013/0964 01/?1/73 10 2533 3443N 00756E 28.1 147.0 GGGG
1182'09370 00000/0000 20013/0965 01/21/73 10 2533 33 17N 00729E 2992 146.3 GGGG
1182-09373 00000/000o 20013/0966 01/21/73 10 2533 3151N 00703E 30*2 145*5 GGGG
1182-09375 0o00o/00oo 20013/0967 01/R2/73 50 2533 3024N 00638E 31.2 144.7 GGGG
1182-09382 00000/0000 20013/0968 01/?1/73 30 2533 28~5N 0061 3E 3262 143.9 GGGG
1182-093384 00000/0000 20013/0969 01/2t/73 10 2533 2733N 00548E 33.2 143.1 GGGG
1182-09391 00000/0000 20013/0970 01/1/73 10 2533 2607N 00524E 34*2 142.3 GGGG
1182-09393 00000/0000 20013/0971 01/21/73 10 2533 2441N 0 0501E 35.2 141.4 GGGG
1182-13263 00000/0000 20013/0972 01/21/73 20 2535 4546S 06527W 44*0 71*5 GGG
1182-13265 00000/0000 20013/0973 01/21/73 10 2535 4711S 06 6 02W 43*2 70.7 GGGG
1182w13272 00000/0000 20013/0974 01/21/73 10 2535 4835S 06639W 42*4 69.9 GGGG
1182-13274 00000/000 20013/0975 01/21/73 20 2535 4959S 06718W 4106 69*3 PGGG
1182-13281 00000/0000 20013/0976 01/21/73 30 2535 5124S 06759W 40*8 68.7 PGGG
1182*13345 00000/0000 20013/0977 01/21/73 20 2535 7250S 089 35W 25*2 75.1 PPPG
1182-13351 00000/0000 20013/0978 01/21/73 70 2535 7401S 09226W 24i2 77.3 GGGG
1182-13354 00000/0000 20013/0979 01/21/73 60 2535 7509S 09547W 23,1 80.1 GGGG
1182-13360 00000/0000 23013/0980 01/21/73 30 2535 7614S 099 39 W 22*0 83*4 GGGG
1182-14395 O00000/0000 20013/0981 01/21/73 0 2536 5721N 05950W 10.5 158.3 GGGG
1182-14401 00000/0000 20013/0982 01/21/73 0 2536 555 8N 06041w 11i7 157.5 GGGG
1182-14404 00000/C000 20013/0983 01/21/73 o 2536 5434N 06128W 12.8 156.8 GGGG
1182-14410 00000/0000 20013/0984 01/21/73 0 2536 5310N 06214W 13*9 15690 GGGG
1182-14413 00000/0000 20013/C985 01/21/73 0 2536 5145N 0 6258W 15.1 155.3 GGGG
1182-14415 00000/0000 20013/0986 01/21/73 0 2536 5020N 06340W 16*2 154.6 GGGG
1182-14422 00000/0000 20013/0987 01/21/73 0 2536 4855N 064 2 0W 1793 153.9 GGGG
1182*1442 00000/0000 2u013/0988 01/?I/73 8c 2536 4149N 06713W 22*8 150.5 GGGG
1182*14445 00000/0000 20013/0989 01/21/73 90 2536. 4,23N 0 6743W 23*9 149.8 GGGG
1182w16222 o0000/o000 20013/0990 01/21/73 30 2537 5955N 08354W 8*4 159*9 G G
1182-16224 00000/0000 20013/0991 01/21/73 20 2537 532N 0 8453W 9*6 159.1 GGGG
1182-16231 00000/0000 20013/0992 01/21/73 30 2537 5709N 08548W 10.7 158.2 GGGG
1182-16233 .00000/0000 20013/0993 01/?1/73 20 2537 5545N 08 640W 11*9 157.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % ............... 0 TO 100 % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.............. BLANKSBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. G=GOBD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* PPBOR.
16:44 MAR 1is'74 STANDARD CATALRG FeP NeN-US PAGE 0499
FROM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM RRLL N5,/ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PoI\NCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
Jo POSITIN IN ROLL ACQIUTED CPVER NUMBER 9F I
M AGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
RsV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1182-16240 00000/0000 20013/0994 01/21/73 20 2537 5421N 08729W 13.0 156*6 GGG
1182*16242 00000/0000 20013/0995 01/21/73 10 2537 5?
5 7 N 08 8 15w 14*1 155.9 GGGG
1182-16245 00000/0000 20013/0996 01/21/73 0 2537 5133N o8857W 15.2 155.2 GcGG
1182-16251 00000/0000 20013/0997 01/21/73 10 2537 500,N 089384 16*4 154.5 GGGG
1182-16324 00000/0000 20013/0998 01/21/73 0 2537 2424N 09819W 35*4 141o2 GGGG
1182-16331 00000/0000 20013/0999 01/P7/73 0 2537 2257N 09842W 36.4 140*2 GGGG
1182-18053 00000/0000 20013/1000 01/21/73 30 2538 6009N 10934W 8.3 160.1 GG
1182-18055 00000/0000 20013/1001 0121/i73 40 2538 5R46N 11033W 9.4 159.2 GG
1182"18062 00000/0000 20013/1002 01/21/73 90 2538 5723N 11128W 10*5 158.3 GGGG
1182-18064 00000/0000 20013/1003 01/21/73 59 2538 5559N 11219W t117 157*5 GGGG
1182-18071 00000/0000 20013/1004 01/R1/73 2538 5435N 11306W 12.8 156.8 GGGG
1182-18073 00000/000o 20013/1005 01/i/73 0 2538 5'I0o 11354W 13.9 156.0 GGGG
1182-18080 00000/0o00 20013/1006 01/21/73 20 2538 5146N 11438w 15.1 155.3 GrGG
1182-18082 00000/0000 20013/1007 01/21/73 10 2538 5022N 11519w 16.2 154.6 GGGG
1182-23390 00000/0000 20013/1008 01/21/73 2" 2541 2134S 14718E 52.0 94*8 GGGG
1182-23393 00300/0000 20013/1009 01/2i/73 40 2541 2100S 14655E 51,8 93*0 GGGG
1182-23395 00000/0000 2u013/1010 01/P2/73 30 2541 ?427S 14632E 51*7 91.3 GGGG
1182-23402 00000/0000 20013/1011 01/2/73 0 2541 256S 14609E 51.4 89.6 GGGG
118223404 00000/0000 20013/1012 01/21/73 0 2541 2723S 14547E 51*1 88.0 GGGG
1182-23411 00000/0000 20013/1013 01/P1/73 0 2541 2F49S 1452 3 E 50C8 86b4 GGGG
1182-23413 0C000/000C 2o013/1014 01/?1/73 0 2541 3013S 14459E 50 4 84.8 GGGG
1182-23420 C0000/0000 20013/1015 01/21/73 0 2541 3138S 14435E 50*0 83.3 GGGG
1182-23522 00000/0000 20013/1016 01/21/73 100 2541 6628S 12551E 30*3 68.6 GPP
1182-23525 00000/0000 20013/101 7 01/21/73 100 2541 6747S 12413E 29.3 69.4 GGGG
1182-23531 00000/0000 20013/1018 01/21/73 103 2541 6c05S 12224E 28.3 70*4 GGGG
1182-23534 00000/0000 20013/1019 01/21/73 100 2541 7)21S 12022E 27.2 71.7 GGGG
1182-23540 00000/0000 20013/1020 01/21/73 100 2541 7137S 11804E 6.*2 73.2 GGGG
1182-23552 00000/0000 20013/1021 01/21/73 100 2541 751'05 10917E 23.0 80.1 GOGG
1182-23554 00000/0000 20013/1022 01/?1/73 100 2541 7615S 10526E 21.9 83.4 GGGG
1182-23561 00000/000o 20013/1023 01/21/73 100 2541 77275 10107E 20.8 87.4 GGGG
1182-23563 00000/0000 20013/1024 01/21/73 100 2541 71'4S 09544E 19.8 92.1 GGGG
1183-02530 00000/0000 20013/1025 01/?P/73 90 2543 2145N 10605E 37.2 139.3 GGGG
1183-02533 00000/0000 20013/1026 01/pp/73 70 2543 20IRN 10543E 38.2 1389.4 GGGP
1183-02535 00000/0000 20013/1027 01/p2/73 30 2543 18
51N 10521E 39.1 137*4 GGGG
1183-02542 00000/0000 24013/1028 01/22/73 0 2543 1725N 10459E 39.9 136.3 GGGP
1183"02544 00000/0000 20013/1029 01/22/73 0 2543 1558N 10437E 40*8 135.2 GGGG
1183-02551 00000/0000 20013/1030 01/22/73 10 2543 1432N 10416E 41*7 134.1 GGGP
1183-02553 00000/0000 20013/1031 01/22/73 50 2543 1307N 10354E 42*5 133.0 GGGP
1183-02560 00000/0000 20013/1032 01/22/73 59 2543 1139N 10334E 43.3 131.8 GGGP
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % c............. 0 Te 100 = % CLOUD CaVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I MAGE QUALITY ,,...,,..., . BLANKSEBAND NBT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED, G=GBFD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBBR,
16:44 MAP llr74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR N6N.US PAGE 0500
FRBM 07/23/72 T" 07/23/73
OBSERVATION mICR9FILM R9LL N9./ DATE CLBUD 9R9IT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITYID PSITTISiN IN RLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1183-02562 00000/0000 20013/1033 01/P2/73 50 2543 1012N 10313E 44*1 130.6 UGGP
1183-02565 00000/0000 20013/1034 o1/2/73 40 2543 OR46N 102 5 3E 44.8 129.3 GPPP
1183-04344 00000/0000 20013/1035 01/22/73 20 2544 2730N 08144E 33.4 142.9 GGGG1183-04350 00000/00Q 20013/1036 01/22/73 0 2544 2604N 08121E 34.4 142*1 GGGG1183-04353 00000/0000 20013/1037 01/22/73 0 2544 2437N 08058E 35.3 141*2 GGGG
1183-04355 00000/0000 20013/1038 01/?P/73 C 2544 2410N 08036E 3603 140.3 PGGG
1183-04362 00000/0000 20013/1039 01/22/73 C 2544 2144N O8014E 37.2 1393 GGGG1183"04364 00000/000 20013/1040 o0112/73 c 2544 2ni8N 07952E 38.2 138*4 GGGG1183-34371 00000/0000 20013/1041 01/22/73 O 2544 1F51N 07930E 39*1 137.3 GGGG1183-04373 00000/0o00 20013/1042 01/22/73 0 2544 1724N 07909E 39*9 136*3 GGGG1183-04380 00000/000 20013/1043 01/22/73 0 2544 1559N 07847E 40.8 135.2 GGGG1183-04382 00000/0000 20013/1044 01/22/73 c 2544 1432N 07 8 26E 41*7 134.1 GGGG
1183-04385 000OOO/0000 20013/1045 01/2P/73 0 2544 1306N 07805E 42.5 133.0 GGGr
1183-04391 00000/0000 20013/1046 01/22/73 10 2544 1139N 07744E 43.3 131.8 GGGG
1183-04394 00000/C00 20013/1047 01/Pp/73 10 2544 1012N 07724E 44.1 130.6 GGGG1183-04400 00000/00oC 20013/1048 01/22/73 20 2544 O45N 07703E 44.8 129*3 GGGG
1183-05050 00000/0000 20013/1049 G1/22/73 100 2544 7rO0S 03143E 23.0 80.0 GGGG
1183-05053 00000/0000 20013/1050 01/22/73 100 2544 7623S 02818E 21.9 83.3 GGGG
1183-05055 00000/0000 20013/1051 01/22/73 100 2544 7725S 02346E 20.8 87, 3  GPPP1183-05062 00000/0000 20013/1052 01/22/73 0 2544 7!22S 01830E 19*7 92.0 GGGG1183*06144 00000/C000 20013/1053 01/22/73 90 2545 3058N 05928E 25*1 149.0 GGGG1183-06150 00000/C00o 20013/1054 01/2P/73 100 2545 373?N 05?59E 26.2 148.3 GGGG1183-06153 00030/0000 20013/1055 01/22/73 80 2545 3606N 05831E 27.2 147.6 GGGG
1183-06155 00000/0000 20013/1056 01/p2/73 90 2545 344JN 05804E 28.3 146.8 GGGG1183-06162 00000/0000 20013/1057 01/2P/73 100 2545 3314N 05738E 29-3 146.1 GGGG
1183-06164 00000/000 20013/1058 01/22/73 60 2545 3143N 05712E 30*4 145.3 GGG1183-06171 00000/0003 20013/1059 01/22/73 70 2545 3922N 05647E 31,4 144.5 GGGG1183-06180 00000/0000 20013/1060 01/22/73 10 2545 2730N c5558E 33.4 142*9 GGGG
1183-06182 00000/000 20013/1061 01/22/73 0 2545 2604N 05534E 34*4 142*0 GGGG
118 3 -c6185 0000/0000 20013/1062 01/22/73 0 2545 2438N c5511E 35.3 141.2 PGGG
1183-06191 ,00000/0000 20013/1063 01/22/73 0 2545 2112N 05448E 36.3 140*3 GGGG1183-06194 00000/0000 20013/1064 01/22/73 0 2545 2145N 05426E 37.2 139.3 GGGG
1183-06200 00000/0000 20013/1065 01/22/73 0 2545 2018N 05405E 3892 138.3 GGGG
1183-06203 00000/0000 20013/1066 01/22/73 20 2545 1852N 05343E 39*1 137*3 GGGG
1183-06205 00000/0000 20013/1067 01/22/73 20 2545 1726N 05321E 400 136.3 GGGG
1183-06212 000OC/0000 20013/1068 01/22/73 80 2545 1600N 05300E 40.8 135.2 GGGG1183-J6214 00000/000 20013/1069 01/22/73 70 2545 143?N 05239E 41*7 134*1 GGGG1183-06221 00000/0000 20013/1070 01/22/73 50 2545 1306N 05218E 42.5 133.0 GGGG.
1183-06223 00000/000 20013/1071 01/22/73 30 2545 1140N 05157E 43.3 131.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD C5VEP 0 ........... Te 100 a % CLBUD CAVER. ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o,..,........, BLANKSBAND NBT PRcScNT/REOUESTED. RIRECYCLED. G=GBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P-P89.R
15:44 "A ;1,'74 STANDARD CATALAG FPR NON.US 
PAGE 0501
74 FM-7/23/72 TO 07/23/7 3
88SERVATI5N C-FI LL R / AIDATE r LdUD 9RRIT PI\dCITPAL PEINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 HSITIa I nLL ACOUTRE" C5VER NUMBFR 'F IMAGE 
ELEV. AZITM. REV MSS
r-V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1183-26230 200,C/OJ 13 1072 01/2/73 1i0 2545 114N 05136E 44.1 130.5 GG
1183-0621 0000 0/0000 2013/1073 01/22/73 90 2545 0551N o5035E 
46.2 126.6 GGGG
1183-06244 000)0/0003 20013/1074 01/22/71 40 2545 0423N 05015E 
46.9 125.2 GGGG
1183-j6250 0000/000 23013/1075 01/22/73 30 2545 0,57N 0 4955E 47.5 
123.8 GGGG
1183-06253 u0 Oo/C00O' 20013/1076 01/22/73 50 2545 0C32N 0
4936E 4801 122.3 GGGG
1183-36255 0C0o0/0000 2.013/1077 01/2P/73 60 2545 Co05N 
C4915E 48.7 120*7 GGGG
1183-38002 000C/O00. 20013/107R 01/22/73 20 2546 3"23N 
03100E 31.4 144.5 GGGG
1183-)8005 0000/000 20013/10
7 9  01/22/73 10 ?546 2 56N 03135E 3294 143.7 GGGG
1183-38011 000C0/C0 20013/108 01/22P/73 0 2546 273rN 03012E 
33.4 142.9 GGGG
118380o14 00000/C0000 20013/1081 01/2/73 C 2546 2o3N 0
294PE 34.4 142.0 G
1183-08020 00030/C000 20013/1082 01/22/73 70 2546 2437N 
02925E 35"3 141.1 G G
118 3-08C2 3  o00CCOO000 2J013/1083 01/22/73 90 2546 2111N 0 2902E 
36.3 140.2 GGGG
1183-8025 0000?0/oC00 23013/1084 01/22/73 90 2546 21415N 0284E 
37.2 139.3 GGGG
1183-080132 0o00oo/0(0 2o013/1085 01/22/73 70 2546 2n09N 02318E 
38*2 138.3 GGGG
11 8 3 -08 03 4 U00CO/000 20013/1086 01/22/73 70 2546 1P5?N 
02757L 39*1 137.3 GGGG
1183-8041 o00O0/no0 2uj013/1087 01/2/73 7n 2546 1726N 02735E 
4060 136.3 GGGG
1183-08043 00000/0 00 20013/1086 01/22/73 20 2546 1452N 
02714E 4098 135.2 GGGG
1183-0805C C OCOC00/o 20013/1C89 01/22/73 2546 1433N 
02652E 41.7 134.1 GGGG
1183- 8052 00Cl/C0C0 20013/1090 C1/22/73 2546 1306N 0
2631E 4285 132.9 GGGG
1183-j8055 0000/000 20013/1091 01/22/73 C 2546 1736; 02613E 
43.3 131.8 PPGG
1183-~8061 00C30/000 2 013/1092 01/22/73 0 2546 10ON 
02553E 44.1 130*5 PPPP
118 3 -o0864  00000000 00 23013/1093 01/22/73 2546 ogS3N 0
2532E 44.8 129.3 PIPG
1183-38073 00000/00C0 20013/1094 01/22/73 0 2546 0716N 0
2512E 45*5 127.9 GGPP
1183-08073 000O/O00D 20013/1095 01/2/73 0 2546 O150N 
02?52E 46.2 126.6 GPGG
1183-08075 0300/00OC 20013/1096 01/22/73 n 2546 042
3 N 02431E 46*9 125.2 GGPG
1183-0806 000 0/0030 20013/1097 0 1 /2 2 /7 2546 0 56N 02411E 
47.5 123.7 GGGP
1183-j804 00000/CO84 23013/1095 01/22/73 10 2546 O3oN 0 2351E 481 122.3 
GGGP
1183-13090 0O000/OL0U 20013/1099 01/?22/73 2C 2546 0015N 
02327E 48.6 120.9 GGGG
1183-08091 OCODO/000; 2 013/1100 01/22/73 10 2546 O003N 0
2331E 48.7 120.7 GPPG
1183-08093 000r0/C00 2.313 /1101 31/R22/73 20 2546 Ot1S 0 2307E 
49.1 11993 PGG
1183-38134 00000/OC'J 20013/1102 01/22/73 10 2546 1547S 
01940E 52,1 101.9 GGGG
1183-08141 00000/0000 23013/1103 01/22/73 0 2546 1714S 
01919E 52.1 100.1 GGGG
1183-08143 0000/0000 20013/1104 01/22/73 0 2546 1R41S 
01858E 52.1 98.3 GGGG
1183-C8150 or0300/000 23013/1105 01/?22/73 1o 2546 2007S 
01837E 52.1 96.5 PPPP
1183-38152 0C00/0000 20013/1106 01/22/73 10 2546 2133S 01615E 52.0 94.7 
GGG
1183-08155 000o0/0300 20013/1107 01/22/71. 20 2546 2P59S 0 1752E 51.8 
93,0 GGGG
1183-08161 000010/00J 2Q013110~ 01/2?/73 40 2546 2425S 01728E 
51.6 91@3 GGGG
1183-08164 00000/0COC 23013/1109 01/22/73 40 2546 2g51S 0170 5 E 51*1 89.6 
GGGG
1183-08170 0000C/000C 20013/1110 01/22/73 0 2546 2117S 01641E 51.1 879 GGG
KEYS: CLeLD CvEP . .. ,.. 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD C9VER* ** = 
NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IYAGE CUA.LITY .........* *,,,. 8LAK.KSBAND NOT PRPSrNT/REQUESTED, RPRECYCLED. 
GUGBRD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBOR,
16:44 MAP 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US
FRO M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73 PAGE 0502
OBSERVATIN ICR9FILM ROLL N./ DATE CLBUD RPIT PrI CIPAL P IT SUN SUN TAGE QUALITYID PYSITIN IN qaLL ACQUtRE r BVEERNMBcR P F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
V MSAT LBNG 123 45678
1183-08173 0000/COO 20013/1111 01/P/73 10 2546 2R4S 01617E 50.8 86.3 P1183"09402 00300/0C00 2'013/1112 0152/73 100 2547 4p9 S 00852E 23*0 15034 PGPG
1183-09404 o000O/C0OO 20013/1113 01/?P/73 10 2547 4r2lN 00822E ?40 149.7 GGGG1183-09411 OGC0/00C 2G013/1114 31/?p/73 100 2547 357 00752E 3251 149.0 GGGG1183-39413 00000/C000 20013/1115 01/P/73 100 2547 3731N 00724E 26.2 148.3 GGGG1183-09420 0000/C000 20013/1116 01/PP/73 90 2547 3(05N 00656E 27.2 147.5 GGGG1183-09422 00000/0000 20313/1117 01/p/73 60 2547 344.ON 00629E 28.3 146.8 GGGG1183-09425 00000/C000 20013/1118 01/22/73 20 2547 3314N 00603E 29.3 146.1 GGGG1183-J9431 00000/C000 20013/1119 01/2p/73 0 2547 3148N 00537E 304 145.3 GGGG1183-09434 00000/0000 20013/1120 C1/2~/73 0 2547 3 023N 00511E 31.4 144.5 GGGG1183-09440 00000/0000 20013/1121 01/?/73 C 2547 2P57N 00446E 32.4 143.7 GGGG1183-09443 00000/C00O 20013/1122 01/29/73 10 2547 2731N 00 422E 33.4 142.9 GGGG1183-09445 OC000/00 20013/1123 01/?2/73 30 2547 2605N 00 3 58E 344 142.0 GGGG1183-0945? 00000/00 20013/1124 01/P?/73 60 2547 2439N 00334E 35.4 141.1 GGGG1183-09454 00000/CC03 20013/1125 01/22/73 30 2547 2413N 0311E 36.3 140.2 GGGG1183-09461 0000C/0000 20013/1125 01/2P/73 90 2547 2147N 00249E 37o2 13903 GGGG1183-09463 OQ000/000i 20013/1127 01/22/73 40 2547 2020N 00227E 38.2 138.3 GGGG1183-39470 00o00o/000 20 013/1128 01/22/73 20 2547 1l5N 00206E 39.1 137.3 GGGG1183-14453 o0000o/o00 20013/1129 01/22/73 0 2550 5725N 06117 10.7 158.3 GGGG1183-14455 00000/0000 20013/1130 01/2P/73 0 2550 5602N 06209W 11.8 157.5 GGGG1183-14462 000o0/0oo0 20013/1131 01/PP/73 0 2550 5438N o6256w 12.9 156.7 GGG1183-14464 0000/0000 20013/1132 01/P2/73 C 255o 5314N o6341 14.1 155.9 GGGG1183-14471 00O0/000 20013/1133 C01/2/73 0 2550 5 150N 06 424w 15.2 155.2 GGGG1183-14473 00000/00OU 20013/1134 01/l /73 0 2550 5025N 6505 16.3 154.5 GGGG1183-19440 00000/0000 20013/1135 01/2P/73 0 2550 4 901N 0 6544w 7.#4 15398 GGGG1183-1455 00000/0000 20013/1136 01/pp/73 6o 2550 3 9O 3 N 06 9 37w 251 149.0 GGGG1183-14512 OC00/000 2U013/1137 01/2?/73 60 2550 3737N 07005W 26.2 148.3 GGGG1183-14514 00000/0000U 2C13/1138 01/22/73 50 2550 3A11N 07 03 3 w 27.2 147.5 GGGG1183-14521 00000/0000 29013/1139 01/2?P/73 50 2550 3445N 07100W 28.3 146.8 GGGG1183-16280 ooo0/000 2 u013/1140 0i/Pp/73 40 2551 6nl4N 0 813w 8.4 160.0 GGGG1183-16282 "0000/0C0 2u013/1141 01/2P/73 50 2551 5R51N 08 612W 9.5 159.1 GGGG1183-16285 00000/0000 20013/1142 01/22/73 60 2551 5728N 0 97 0 6 10.7 158.3 GGGG1183-16291 OC009/OoC 20013/1143 01/?2/73 5r 2551 5604 08758w 11.8 157.5 UGG1183-16294 0000/000C 20013/1144 01/?P/73 40 2551 5 44 N 08846 12.9 156.7 GGGG1183-16300 ocooo/,3o 2uo013/1145 01/2P/73 4r 2551 5315N 089324 14.1 155.9 GGGG1183-16303 OOOO0/c0u 20013/1146 01/2P/73 50 2551 5151N 09015W 15.2 155.2 GGGG1183-16305 OOCO0/C00 20013/1147 01/~/73 50 2551 5026N 09056w 16.3 154.5 GGGG1183-16382 CCOO00/COG 20013/1148 01/22/73 20 2551 2 443N 09941W 3503 141.1 GGGG1183-16385 D00o0/COC 20013/1149 01/22/73 30 2551 2?17N 10003W 36.3 140*2 GGGG
KEYS: CL9UC COVER % .. 0 T.... o 100 x % CLOUD ClVER. ** a No CLBUO DATA AVAILABLE.IMAGE QUALITY *********o,,*. PLANKS8BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED. G=GBFD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPB9R,
1644 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR N9N.US 
PAGE 0503
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N.,/ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PRIJCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE 
QUALITY
10 PeSITIN IN ROLL AC&UTPED COVER NUMBER PF IrAGE ELEV, 
AZI. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LeNG 123 45678
1183-16391 00000/0000 20013/1150 01/PP/73 in 2551 2151N 10026W 3702 139.3 
GGGG
1183-16394 00000/OOC 20013/1151 01/22/73 o 2551 2n24N 10049W 38.2 138*3 GGGG
1183-16400 00000/0000 20013/1152 01/p2/73 0 2551 1I57N 10111W 39.1 137.3 GGGG
1183-16403 00000/0000 20013/1153 01/22/73 20 2551 1730N 10132W 39.9 136.3 
GGGG
1183-18111 00000/0000 20013/1154 01/2P/73 80 2552 6008N 11102W 8.5 160*0 PG G
1183-18114 00000/0000 20013/1155 01/9/73 100 2552 5545N 11200w 9.6 159*1 GGGG
1183-18120 00000/0000 20013/1156 01/22/73 90 2552 5721N 11255W 10*8 158*2 
GGGG
1183-18123 00000/0000 20013/1157 01/~/73 100 2552 5558N 11347W 11*9 157.4 
GGGG
1183-18125 00000/0000 20013/1158 01/2/73 90 2552 
5 434N 11435w 13.0 156.6 GGGG
.1183-18132 00000/0000 20013/1159 31/2/73 80 2552 5309N 11522W 14*2 155.9 GGG
1183-18134 00000/0000 20013/1160 01i/P/73 90 2552 5145N 11606W 15o3 155.1 
GGGG
1183-18141 00000/0000 20013/1161 01/22/73 80 2552 5020N 11647W 16.4 154~4 
GGGG
1183-20052 00000/0000 20013/1162 01/PP/73 40 2553 23 11N 15142 36*4 
140.1 GGGG
1183m20054 00000/0000 20013/1163 01/2?/73 30 2553 2145N 15
2 04 w 37.3 139*2 GGGG
1183-20061 00000/0000 20013/1164 01/P2/73 20 2553 2r18N. 15225W 38o2 138.2 GGG
1183"20063 00000/0000 20013/1165 01/?2/73 7C 2553 1652N 15247E 39.1 137,2 GGGG
1183-20345 00000/0000 20013/1166 01/22/73 100 2553 7614S 15544E 21*7 83.3 GGGG
1183-20352 00000/0000 20013/1167 01/22/73 100 2553 7725S 15126E 10,7 87*3 GGGG
1183-20354 00000/0000 20013/1168 01/2p/73 100 2553 712?S 1 4606E 19*6 92.0 GGGG
1183-23474 00000/0000 20013/1169 01/2p/73 0 2555 3135S 14306E 49.9 8391 GGGG
1183-23481 00o00/0000 20013/1170 01/p2/73 0 2555 3300 14241E 49.4 81.6 GGGG
1183-2348 00000/0000 20013/1171 01/P/73 0 2555 3425S 14214E 48*9 80.2 GGGG
1183-23490 00000/0000 20013/1172 01/p2/73 0 2555 3549S 14147E 48.4 78.9 GGGG
1183-23492 00000/0003 20013/1173 01/2/73 10 2555 37148 14120E 47.8 77.6 GGGG
1183-23495 00000/0000 20013/1174 01/2p/73 70 2555 3838S 14051E 47*2 76.4 GGGG
1184-01051 00000/0000 20013/1175 01/23/73 70 2556 57?2N 14351E 10*8 158.2 GGGG
1184-01053 00000/0000 20013/1176 01/23/73 70 2556 59 58N 14259E 12.0 157.4 GGGG
1184-01060 00000/0000 20013/1177 01/23/73 70 2556 5434N 14211E 13.1 156.6 GGGG
1184-01062 00000/0000 20013/1178 01/23/73 70 2556 5310N 14125E 14*2 155.8 GrGG
1184-01065 00000/0000 20013/1179 01/23/73 60 2556 5146N 14041i 15*3 15511 PGGG
1184-01071 00000/0000 20013/1180 01/23/73 50 2556 5021N 14000E 16o5 1544, GGGG
1184-0103 C00000/0000 20013/1181 01/23/73 40 2556 4604N 13811E 19.8 152.3 GGG
1184,01085 00000/0000 20013/1182 01/23/73 30 2556 4439N 13737E 20*9 151.6 
PPGP
1184-01092 00000/0000 20013/1183 01/23/73 20 2556 4113N 13704E 22.0 150.9 GPGG
1184-01094 00000/0000 20013/1184 01/23/73 20 2556 4148N 13632E 23.1 150.3 GPGG
1184-01101 00000/0000 20013/1185 01/23/73 10 2556 402?N 13602E 24.2 
149.6 GGGP
1184-01103 00000/0000 20013/1186 01/23/73 60 2556 3857N 13532E 25.2 148.9 
GGGP
1184-01110 00000/0000 20013/1187 01/23/73 80 2556 3731N 13504E 26s3 
148*2 GPGG
1184-01112 00000/0000 20013/1188 01/23/73 40 2556 3605N 13436E 
27.4 147.4 GPGG
KEYS: CL!UD CVEP % , .. T.... 0 O 100 * % CLOUD CAVER. ** m NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ".,,,,.'',,,,. FLANKSuBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RuRECY
C LED ' GUGORD9 FxFAIR BUT USABLE- P-PBOR,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBNUS PAGE 0504
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICReFILM R9LL NO,/ DATE CLOUD 3RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYID POSITISN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSSREV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1184-01115 00000/0000 20013/1189 01/23/73 20 2556 3439N 13 4 09E 28.4 146*7 GGGP1184-01121 00000/0000 20013/1190 01/23/73 40 2556 3323N 13348E 29*5 145.9 OGGG1184-01124 00000/0000 20013/1191 01/23/73 80 2556 3145N 13316E 30,5 145.2 GGGG1184-01130 00000/000 20013/1192 01/23/71 70 2556 3021N 13252E 31.5 144.4 PGPP1184"01133 00000/0000 20013/1193 01/23/73 40 2556 2856N 13223E 32*5 143.6 GGGG1184-01135 00000/0000 20013/1194 01/23/73 60 2556 2729N 13200E 33*5 142*7 GGGG1184-01192 00000/0000 20013/1195 C1/23/73 90 2556 0247N 12715E 44@9 12990 GGGG1184-01194 00000/0000 20013/1196 01/23/73 90 2556 0720N 12656E 45.6 127.7 GGGG1184"01201 00000/0000 20013/1197 01/23/73 80 2556 0552N 12637E 46.3 126.3 GGGG1184-01203 00000/0000 20013/1195 CI/23/73 60 2556 0426N 12618E 4609 124.9 GGGG1184-01433 00000/0000 20013/1199 01/23/73 100 2556 7P49S 08818E 24*9 75*0 G GG
.1184"01435 00000/0000 20013/1200 01/23/73 100 2556 7400S 08528E 23*9 77.3 GGGG1184-01442 00000/0000 20013/12 01 01/?3/73 7o 2556 75085 08208E 22.8 80.0 GGGG1184-01444 00000/0000 20013/1202 01/23/73 40 2556 7613S 07817E 21.7 83.3 GGGG1184-01451 00000/0000 20013/1203 01/23/73 10 2556 7715S 07347E 20.6 87*2 GGGG1184-01453 000o0/0000 20013/1204 01/23/73 c 2556 7R12S 06835E 19.5 91.9 GGGG1184-02585 00000/0000 20013/1205 01/23/73 40 2557 2143N 10443E 37*3 139*1 GGGG1184-02591 00000/0000 20013/1206 01/23/73 0 2557 2n16N 10421E 38.3 138.1 pppp1184-02594 00000/0000 20013/1207 01/23/73 0 2557 1850N 10359E 3902 137.1 PPGG1184-03000 00000/0000 20013/1208 01/23/73 0 2557 1723N 10338E 40o0 136.1 GGGG1184-03003 00000/0000 20013/1209 01/P?/73 0 2557 1557N 10317E 40,9 135*0 pppp1184-03005 00000/0000 20013/1210 01/23/73 10 2557 1430N 10255E 41.7 133.9 pppp1184-03012 00000/0000 20013/1211 01/23/73 20 2557 1304N 10235E 42*6 132.7 GPGG1184-03014 00000/0000 20013/1212 01/2q/73 20 2557 1137N 10214E 43.4 13165 GGPP1184-03021 00000/0000 20013/1213 01/23/73 40 2557 1010N 10153E 44.1 130*3 Gppp1184-03023 00000/0000 20013/1214 01/21/73 40 2557 OR44N 10133E 4409 129.0 ppPP1184-03030 00000/0000 20013/1215 01/23/73 30 2557 0717N 10113E 45.6 127*7 GGG1184-03032 00000/0000 20013/1216 01/23/73 30 2557 Or50N 10052E 4693 126.3 GGG1184-03035 00000/0000 20013/1217 01/23/73 40 2557 0423N 10032E 46*9 124*9 GGGG1184-04400 00000/0000 20013/1218 01/23/73 30 2558 2%58N 08043E 32.5 143.5 GGGG1184-04402 00000/0000 20013/1219 01/23/73 20 2558 2732N 08020E 33.5 142*7 GGGG1184-04405 '000o0/0000 20013/1220 01/23/73 0 2558 2606N 07956E 3495 141*8 GGGG1184-04411 00000/0000 20013/1221 01/23/73 0 2558 2441N 07933E 35.5 141*0 GGGG1184-04414 00000/0000 20013/1222 01/27/73 0 2558 2314N 07910E 36.4 140.0 GGGG1184-04420 00000/0000 20013/1223 01/23/73 0 2558 2147N 07848E 37.3 139.1 GGGG1184-04423 00000/0000 20013/1224 01/23/73 0 2558 2 0 2 0N 07827E 38.3 138.1 GGGG1184-04425 00000/0000 20013/1225 01/P3/73 n. 2558 195?N 07805E 39*2 137*1 GGGG1184-04432 00000/0000 20013/1226 01/73/73 0 2558 1726N 07744E 40*1 13601 GGGG1184-04434 00000/0000 20013/1227 01/p3/73 0 2558 1600N 07723E 40*9 135.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % o,******,**,* 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CVER* ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.IMAGE QUALITY .,. ,o*******,, BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED. G=GBQD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P-PB SR
16:44 "AR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALeG F5R NON.US PAGE 0505FROM e7/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OSSERVATI9N MICRFIL.M 4LL \9./ CATE CLOUD IR'IT PMT\ICIFAL P9INT SUN SUK TMAGE QUALITY
13 P5SITI9 IN ROLL ACCTIRED CeV MBENUMBSR -F IMAGE- ELEV. AZIM* RBV MSS
cFv MSS LAT L.NG 123 45678
1184-04441 00300/C10t 2 013/1228 01/73/73 0 o2558 1433N 07701E 41* 133.9 GGGG
1184-04443 OCO00/C00 2u013/122 9  01i/?/73 O 2558 110
7 N 07640E 4P96 132.7 G6GG
1184-)445U 000 0/00: 20213/1230 01/P2/73 0 2558 1141N 07619E 4394 131*5 GGGG
1184-:4452 UO)O/O000) 2j^13/1231 012/73 10 2558 In14N 0 7559E 44.1 130.3 GGGG
11 8 4 -j 6 19 1 Ooo0000/CC 2 013/1232 01/2P/73 0 2559 4316N 0 5936E 22*0 150*9 PGGG
1184-06193 00000/0000 20013/1233 01/23/73 30 2559 4151N 05904E ?231 150.2 GGGG
11 8 4-'6 2 00 033000/o00 20013/1234 01/?7/73 20 2559 4e25N 0 5834E 24.2 149*5 GGGG
1184062?02 00000/0000 20013/1235 O1/23/73 40 2559 3900N 05804E 25*3 14808 GGGG
1184-06205 00000/0O9U 22013/1236 01/92/73 6C 2559 3734N 05735E 26.3 148*1 GGGG
1184-06211 0000/000c 20013/1237 01/23/73 60 2559 3608N 05707E 27*4 147.4 GGGG
1184--6214 ouo00/000 20013/1238 01/?3/73 20 2559 344?N o5640E 28.4 146.7 GGGG
1184-06220 00000/0CC 20013/1239 01/23/73 50 2559 3114N 05613E 29.5 145.9 GGPG
1184-36223 00000/000c 20013/1240 01/23/73 50 2559 3150N 05547E 30*5 145*1 GPGG
1184-06225 00020/0CO 20013/1241 01/23/73 60 2559 3n24N 05522E 315 144.3 GPGG
118 4 -,6232 OU00O/000U 20013/1242 01/i/73 60 2559 2258N 05458E 32*5 143.5 GPGG
1184-36234 OOC00/COO' 20013/1243 01/23/73 3o 2559 2732N 05433E 33.5 142.7 GPGG
1184-06243 c00/o0000 20013/1244 01/ /73 100 2559 2439N 05346E 35*5 140*9 G
1184-06250 0000/000: 20013/1245 01/23/73 23 2559 2313N 05323E 2694 140*0 GGGG
1184-36252 u000/C,00 23013/1?46 01/23/73 : 2559 2147N 05300E 37,4 139.1 GGGG
118 4 -0625 5  00000/0O0 20013/1247 01/9/73 0 2559 2o02N 05238E 38*3 138.1 GGGG
1184.-6261 000/0000 20o13/1248 01/D//73 0 2559 1954N 05217E 39*2 137.1 GGGG
1184-06264 000,0/C000 2301 3 /1249 01/P3/73 0 2559 172RN 05156E 40*1 136*0 GGGG
1184-06270 0000o/000 20013/1250 01/2q/73 20 2559 1601N 05135E 40*9 135.0 GGGG
1184-06273 000c/co000 20013/1251 01/2/73 40 2559 14
3 5 N 05113E 41.8 133.8 GGGG
1184-06275 00000/OCOO 20013/1252 01/21/73 40 2559 130SN 05052E 42*6 132.7 GGGG
1184-06232 00UC0/0003 23013/1253 01/23/73 30 2559 1141N 05032E 43.4 131.5 
GGGG
1184-06234 O000/0002 2 13/1254 01/2/'7 20 2559 In15N 0 5011E 44*1 130.3 GGGG
1184-36291 0003CO/00C 20013/1255 01/23/73 10 2559 R049N 04950E 4409 129.0 GGGG
1184-06293 0000/000C 20013/1256 01/23/73 30 2559 0722N 04930E 45.6 127*7 GGGG
1184-6300 00300/0000 20013/1257 01/23/73 40 2559 0554N 04910E 46.3 126.3 GGGG
1184*)6302 C0030/00u/ 2 ?0013/1(25 01/23/73 50 2559 0427N 04851E. 46.9 124*9 GGGG
1184-06305 0300/000 20013/1259- 01/7/73 6c 2559 0301N 04831E 47*5 123.4 G3GG
1184-u6311 000/O00/oo 2,0C13/1F6D 01/23/73 60 2559 0134N 0 4811E 48.1 122*0 GGGG
1184-06314 O00C30/CO 20013/1261 01/23/73 80 2559 0007N 04750E 48.7 120.4 GGGG
1184-3J045 00000/000 20013/1262 01/P3/73 30 2560 3443N 03051E 28*4 146.7 GGPG
1184-08052 0000/OC000 20013/1263 01/23/73 30 2560 3317N 0 3025E ?295 145*9 
GPGG
1184-j8054 03000/C003 2f013/1264 01/2P/73 
5uL 2560 3151N 0 2959E 30.5 145.1 GGGG
1184-33095 30000/C000 20013/1265 01/23/73 90 2560 1727N 02609E 40*1 136.0 GG
1184-03102 00000/0-03 20013/1266 01/23/73 0 2560 1601N 02548E 40*9 135.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLAUD CjvEr % ... **..***.* . 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CsVER. ** u NB CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE.
1HA3E gUALITY ..... ,,,,, ALANKS.BAND NBT PRESPNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. GaGBeD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P=POBR*
16:44 ,IAR 11i'74 STANDARD CATALBG FgR NBNUS PAGE 0506
FReM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
8BSERVATIN MICR5FILM R9LL 19./ DATE CLBUD 5RIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYID PSITION IN HRLL ACI.ITPED CBVER NUMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, R8V MSS
;ZV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1184-08104 00000O/000 20013/1267 01/2/73 0 2560 1435N 02527E 41.8 133.8 GPGG1184-08111 00300/0000 20013/1268 01/2?/73 C 2560 1309N 02505E 42*6 132.7 GPGG1184-j8113 000030/000 20013/1269 01/23/73 0 2560 1143N 02444E 43.4 131.5 GGGG1184-3^120 000CO/oC 20013/1270 01/23/73 10 2560 o116N 02423E 44.1 130.2 GGGG11 8 4 -0 8 122 000300/000 20013/1271 01/27/73 10 2560 0249N op02E 44o9 129.0 GnGG1184-08315 00000/003 20013/1272 01/23/73 40 2560 0722N 02342E 45.6 127e6 GGGG1184-38131 0000000' 20013/1273 01/21/73 10 2560 0O5 5 N 02322E 46.3 126.3 GGGG1184p-8134 00O0/C00 20013/1274 01/23/73 0 2560 0429N 02301E 46*9 124.9 GGGG118 4-j8172 O000/0000 2o313/1275 01/?/73 70 2560 0315S 01959E 51o2 110.5 GGGG1184-08175 00000/0000 20013/1276 01/23/73 30 2560 0q57S 01939E 51*4 108.7 PGGG1184-j8181 0000C/o000 23013/1277 01/?1/73 30 2560 1124S 01918E 51,7 106.9 GGGG1184=38184 D000000/000 20013/1278 01/21/73 20 2560 1250S 01857E 51.8 105*1 GGGG
1184-08130 00000/0000 20313/1279 01/23/73 10 2560 1416S 01836E 51*9 103.3 PGGG1184-38193 00000/000 20013/1280 C1/23/73 10 2560 1543S 01815E 52.0 101*5 GGGG1184-08195 00300/0000 20013/1281 01/23/73 0 2560 1710S 01753E 52,1 99*7 GGGG1184-08202 00300/0000 20013/1282 01/23/73 0 2560 1837S 01732E 52*0 97.9 GGGG1184-08204 00000/000 20013/1283 01/23/73 0 2560 2004S 01710E 52.0 96.2 GGGG1184-08211 0cO/oo00o 2o013/1284 01/?3/73 0 2560 2i29S 01648E 51.9 94.4 GGGG
11 8 4-08213 003O/0000 20013/1285 01/23/73 40 2560 225S 01625E 51.7 92.7 GGGG1184-08220 00000/c000 20013/1286 0!/23/73 4r 2560 2422S 01602E 51.5 91.0 G GG1184-08222 00000/0000 20013/1287 01/23/73 20 2560 2948S 01539E 5j.3 89.3 GGGG1184-08225 00030/OC00 23313/1288 01/23/73 40 2560 2713q 01o15E 51*0 87.6 GGGG
1184-08231 00000/C00 20013/1289 01/23/73 10 2560 2R 3 95 01451E 50.6 86.0 PGGG1184-08234 OiO00/CCOO 20013/1290 01/27/73 40 2560 3005S 01 4 27E 50.2 84.5 GGGG11 8 4 -o8240 00000/0000 20013/1291 01/23/73 50 2560 313)S 01 4 02E 49.8 83,0 GGGG
1184-09513 O0000/00C 20013/1292 01/23/73 83 2561 2311N 00150E 36.4 140.0 GGPG1184-09515 00000/0000 20013/1293 01/2'/73 100 2561 2145N 00128E 37*4 139*1 GGGG1184-09522 00000/0000 20013/1294 01/23/73 6c 2561 2(1lN 00105E 38.3 138,1 GGGG11 8 4 -09 5 2 4 00000/00Q0 20013/1295 01/23/73 50 2561 1952N 00c44E 39.2 137.1 GGGG
1184-09531 02000/OCC0 2u013/1296 01/23/73 20 2561 1725N 00022E 40*1 13600 GGGG1184-09533 0000O/OOG 20013/1297 01/23/73 3c 2561 155RN O0001E 40,9 134.9 GGGG1184-09540 OOC0/0o00 20013/1298 01/ 3/73 20 2561 1432N 00019w 41.8 133.8 GGGG1184-09542 o00CO/CCO 20013/1299 01/P3/73 0 2561 1905N O0040W 42.6 132.7 GGGG
1184-j9545 00300/0000 20013/1300 01/P3/73 7 2561 1130N l00101 43.4 131.5 GGGG1184o-9551. 00000/0000 20013/1301 0123/73 1i 2561 nl12N 00121W 44.1 130.2 GGGG1184-09554 OC300/oO0 20013/1302 01/23/73 10 2561 CF45N 00142W 44*9 128*9 GGGG
1184-12033 C00000/0000 201313303 01/23/73 40 2562 740PS 06908w 23.7 77.3 GGPP
1184-12035 00000/0000 20013/1304 01/23/73 80 2562 717S 0723CW 22.7 bO80 GGPP1184-12042 00000/0000 20013/1305 01/23/73 60 2562 7623S 07623W 21.6 83.3 GGPP
KEYS: CLUL C6eEP X *.,.*,,*,,.* ) TB 1OC  % CLaUD C-VER. ** N CLOUD DATA AVAILABL.
IMAGE CUALITY *~*.,**,*o,*,.* RLANKSaBAND NBT PRSr-NT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLE0D G=GOBAD FmFAIR BUT USABLE. PPB9BR
16:44 MAR 11 '74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0507
FReM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN 1ICR9FILM RILL NB./ DATE CLOUD RBRIT PPI'JCIPAL PIINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PfSITIN IN kBLL ACCUTPED C9VER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV 'SS
.V MSS tLAT LBNG 123 45678
1184-12044 00000/0000 20013/1306 01/23/73 50 2562 7725S 08055W 20*5 87.3 GGGG
1184-12051 00000/0000 20013/1307 01/23/73 80 2562 7P22S 08611W 19*4 92*0 GGGG
1184-14505 00000/0000 20013/1308 01/23/73 1C 2564 5946N 0 6150W 908 159.0 G
1184-14512 00000/0000 20013/1309 01/Pi/73 10 2564 572'N 06 24 5 W 11*0 158,1 GGGG
1184-14514 00000/0000 20013/1310 01/23/73 30 2564 5559N 06337W 12.1 157*3 GGGG
1184-14521 00000/0000 20013/1311 01/23/73 8n 2564 5435N 0 6425h 13.2 156.5 GGGG
1184"14523 00000/0000 20013/1312 01/23/73 100 2564 5110N 06510W 14*3 15508 GGGG
1184-14530 0000/0000 20013/1313 01/2i/73 100 2564 5 14 6N 06553W 15.5 155.0 GGGG
1184-14532 00000/0000 20013/1314 01/21/73 100 2564 5021N 06633W 16*6 154*3 GGGG
118-14535 00000/0000 20013/1315 01/23/73 80 2564 456N 06711W 177 153.6 PGGG
1184-14580 00000O/000 20013/1316 01/23/73 50 2564 3441N 07227W 28*5 146*6 PGG
1184-16341 000c0/000 20013/1317 01/23/73 20 2565 5R45N 0 8736W 938 159.0 G G
1184-16343 00000/0000 2.013/1318 01/23/73 20 2565 5722N 08832W 11*0 158.1 PGGG
1184-16350 00000/0000 20013/1319 01/23/73 20 2565 5559N 08924w 12.1 157.3 PGG
1184-16352 00300/0000 20013/1320 01/?3/73 10 2565 5439N 09013W 13.2 156.5 GGGG
1184-16355 00000/0000 20013/1321 01/23/73 10 2565. 5311N 0 9059W 14*4 155.8 GPGG
1184-16361 00000/0000 20013/1322 01/23/73 20 2565 5147N 09142W i5.5 155*0 PGGG
1184-16364 00000/0000 20013/1323 01/23/73 10 2565 5022N 09223W 16.6 154.3 GPGG
1184-16441 00000/0000 20013/1324 01/2p/73 90 2565 24338 10107w 35.5 140.8 GGGG
1184-16443 00000/0000 20013/1325 01/23/73 50 2565 2311IN 10130W 36.5 139.9 GGGG
1184-16450 00000/0000 20013/1326 01/23/73 10 2565 2 14 5 N 10153W 37*4 139*0 GGGG
1184-16452 00000/0000 20013/1327 01/23/73 0 2565 201rN 10215W 38.3 138.0 GGGP
1184-16455 00000/0000 20013/1329 01/23/73 0 2565 1852 10237W 39*2 137*0 GGGP
1184-16461 00000/0000 20013/1329 01/23/73 50 2565 1725u 10259W 4 0*1 135*9 GGGG
1184-16464 00000/0000 20013/1330 01/23/73 70 2565 1557\N 10315W 4190 134.8 GGGG
1184-16470 00000/0000 20013/1331 01/23/73 20 2565 14$0N 10336W 41.8 133.7 PGPP
J184-18175 00000/0000 20013/1332 01327/73 20 2566 5722N 11421W 11*0 158.1 GGGP
1184-18181 00000/0000 20013/1333 01/23/73 10 2566 5559N 11512W 12*1 157*3 GGGP
1184-18184 00000/0000 2u013/1334 01/23/73 3o 2566 5435N 11600W 13.2 156.5 GGGG
1184-18190 00u/0000 2u013/1335 01/23/73 30 2566 5311N 11645W 14*4 155.8 GGPG
1184-18193 00000/0003 20013/1336 01/23/73 6C 2566 5147N 11728W 15.5 155.0. GGGG
1184-18195 00000/0000 20013/1337 01/23/73 70 2566 522?N 11808W 16o6 154.3 GGGG
1184-18245 00000/o00 23013/1338 01/23/73 60 2566 3316N 124 30W 29*6 145.8 GGGG
1184-18252 00000/00Ou 20013/1339 01/23/73 70 2566 3150N 12456W 30.6 145.0 GGGG
1184-20110 OC000/0000 20013/1340 01/23/73 40 2567 231ON 15304W 36.5 139*9 GGG
1184-20113 00000/G00 2t)013/1341 01/23/73 30 2567 2144N 15326w 37.4 138.9 GGGG
1184-22215 00000/0000 2)013/1342 01/23/73 80 2568 7 021S 14316E 26.8 71.6 GOGG
1184-22222 00000/000 20013/1343 01/23/73 80 2568 7t3SS 14058E 25s7 7302 GGGG
1184-22224 00000/0000 2o013/134 4 01/23/73 80 2568 7250S 13826E 24.7 75*1 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COvER % ,..*........... 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CRVER ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,.,........... BLANKS=FAN) NOT PRESrNT/REOUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GBBD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE, P-POBR.
16:44 IAR 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON*US PAGE 0508
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
Wvoc...ATIN MICPeFILM RPLL NZ./ DATE CLOUD IRBIT PPIN\CIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PPSITI9N IN RBLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 3F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RPv MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1184-22231 00000/0000 20013/1345 01/23/73 90 2568 74005 13535E 2306 77.3 PGGG
1184-22233 00000/0000 20013/1346 01/23/73 50 2568 7508S 13215E ?2.6 80,1 GGGG
1184"22240 00000/0000 20013/1347 01/23/73 0 2568 7613S 12825E 2105 83.4 GGGG
1184-22242 00000/0000 20013/1348 01/23/73 40 2568 77265 12407E 20*4 87.3 GGGG
1184-22245 00000/0000 20013/1349 01/23/73 30 2568 7823S 11850E 19.3 92.0 PPPP
1184-23494 00000/0000 20013/1350 01/23/73 60 2569 1,41S 14b08E 52.0 97*6 GGGG
1184-23501 00000/0000 20013/1351 01/23/73 60 2569 2008S 14446E 51.9 95,9 GGGG
1184-23503 000CO/000C 20013/1352 01/23/73 10 2569 2134S 1442 3 E 51*8 94.1 GGGG
1184-23510 003COO/000 20013/1353 01/23/73 0 2569 2300S 14400E 51.6 92*4 GGGG
1184-23512 00000/o00o 20013/1354 01/23/73 0 2569 2426S 14338E 51.4 90.7 GGGG
1184-23515 00000/0000 20013/1355 01/23/73 0 2569 2554S 14315E 51.2 89.0 GGGG
1185-01123 00000/0000 20013/1356 01/24/73 0 2570 5144N 13913E 15.6 155*0 GGGG
1185-01130 00000/000 20013/1357 01/24/73 0 2570 5019N 13831E 16.7 154*2 GGGG
1185-01132 00000/0000 20013/1358 01/24/73 0 2570 4854N 13752E 17*8 153.5 PGGG
1185-01135 00000/0000 20013/1359  01/24/73 10 2570 4729N 13715E 18*9 152.8 GGGG
1185-01141 00000/0000 20013/1360 01/24/73 20 2570 4604N 13640E 200 152.2 GGGG
1185-01241 Q000/0000 20313/1361 01/24/73 60 2570 113RN 12630E 43*5 131.2 GGGG
1185"-1244 00000/0000 20013/1362 01/24/73 50 2570 1012N 12610E 44.2 130.0 GsGG
11 8 5 -j1250 00000/0000 20013/1363 01/24/73 40 2570 OR45N 12549E 4500 128.7 PpPP
1185-03043 00000/0000 20013/1364 01/24/73 0 2571 2145N 10310E 37.5 138.8 GGGG
1185-03050 00000/00O 20013/1365 01/24/73 C 2571 2019N 10248E 38'4 137*9 GGGG
1185-03052 00000/o000 20013/1366 01/24/73 0 2571 1851N 10226E 39*3 136.8 GGGG
1185-03325 00000/0000 20013/1367 01/24/73 100 2571 7 a40S 05 8 02E P3.6 77,3 pppp
1185-03332 000/0000 20013/1368 01/?4/73 100 2571 7508S 05444E 2P25 80.0 GGGG
1185-,3334 00000/0000 20013/1369 01/24/73 100 2571 723S 05 115E 21s4 83.3 GGGG
11 8 5 -U 3 341 OCO00000/O 20013/1370 01/?4/73 100 2571 7725S 04644E 20*4 87*3 GGGG
1185-03343 00000/0000 20013/1371 01/24/73 20 2571 79225 04 128E 19.3 92.0 GGGG
1185-04441 00000/000 20013/1372 01/24/73 20 2572 3440N o8100E p8.6 146.5 GGGG
1185-04443 00000/0000 20013/1373 01/24/73 0 2572 3314N 08034E 29*7 145.7 GGGG
1185w34450 00000/0000 2U013/1374 01/24/73 9o 2572 314RN 0 8008E 30*7 144*9 GGGG
1185-04452 00000/0000 20013/1375 01/P4/73 60 2572 3 0 2 2 N 07943E 31*7 144.1 GGGG
1185-04455 00000/000C 20013/1376 01/?4/73 10 2572 2R55N 0 7919E 32o7 143*3 GGGG
1185-04461 00000/0000 20013/1377 01/24/73 0 2572 2729N 07855E 33*7 142.5 GGGG
1185"04464 00000/0000 20013/1378 01/24/73 0 2572 2603N 07832E 34*7 141*6 GGGG
1185-04470 00000/0000 20013/1379 01/24/73 0 2572 2437N 07808E 3506 140*7 GGGG
1185-04473 000/O0000 20013/1380 01/24/73 ( 2572 2 3 llN 07746E 36.6 139.8 GGGG
1185-j4475 00000/0000 20013/1381 01/24/73 0 2572 2144N 07723E 37.5 138.8 GGGG
1185-4482 00000/0000 20013/1382 01/24/73 0 2572 2017N 07701E 38.4 137.8 GGGG
1185-04484 00000/0000 20013/1383 01/24/73 0 2572 1A51N 07639E 39*3 136o8 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COvER % ............... 3 TO 100 . % CLOUD CQVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY .............. PILANKSuBAND NxT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GORD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. POP0BR.
1.; 4 -4z 11P'74 STAN)ARD CATALeG FOP NPN.US PAGE 0509
FRsM .7/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATN 1;FI"F R'-LL "~:./ C TE  CLOUD 9RF4IT PoI\CIPAL PlINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I) EP rI. \ I"N PuLL ACR.E F .CVER JMB-R F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV M4 SS
v !;S LAT LVNG 123 45678
1185-.-4931 23 C/2 20313/1384 !/4/73 1 2572 1725N 07617E 40.2 135.8 GGGG
1185-.:,4493 03 0,/C!0 2,13/1386 01/24/72 2572 15RN C7556E 4101 134.7 GGGG
11853 3r : C, 2. 013/136 .3/24/73 . 2572 143;2? 075351 41,9 133.5 GGGG
1185.-.. 3 ./ 0., 2',.13/1387 1/4/7. 0 2572 106N 07514E 42.7 132.4 GGGG
1185-:5535 .0 ,/~' 0 0013/138F 01 / /73 20 2572 1139N 07453E 43*5 131*2 GGG
1185-24511 30) G , 2.)313/1389 01/24/73 20 2572 1 l?N 07432E 4492 12999 GGGG
1185-4514 ')/0..c. 2,013/1 39 01/2/73 1( 2572 0,9 46 07412E 45'0 128.6 GGGG
1185- 6272 . /.., 2)013/1391 0 /n4/7i 72 2573 344'N 05512E 28*6 146.5 .GrG
1185-26275 0C3 /.0 2 13/1392 0 /P4/7' 51 2573 3314 05446E 29*7 145.7 GGGG
1185-2'6231 '0?/'~'j 2,13/1393 t01/24/7 1, 2573 3!48N 05420E 30*7 14 49 GGGG
1185*13530 03'0/0'3' 2 ,'13/1394 )0/24/73  1V 2577 7,0
0
, 10002W 22*4 80.1 GGGG
1185-13532 30, 2013/1395 01/24/73 1 2577 7415S 103528 21*3 83*4 GGG
1185-1353 JC, o/ C:)O , 13/13956 1/?4/73 22 2577 7716S 10819W 20P2 87*3 GGGG
1185-13541 3i0l r/ccj 2*013/1397 01/'4/73 20 2577 714S 11335W 19*1 92.0 GGGQ
1185-1-+565 ' /O 00' 2' 013/1393 01/)4/73 80 2578 5916N 06339W 10*5 158.6 GGGG
1185-14571 CPr/vro '013/1399 01/24/7? 8. 2578 5A52N 06432w 11.6 157.7 GGGG
1185-14574 2"/7o' 2013/1403 O1/~4/73 3o 2578 5L2M 06b23W 12*7 156.9 GGG
1185-15 000/0 20/14C1 01/ 4/73 25758 504 06610 13,9 156.1 GGG
1185-1+51,3 (J1? c .C, 2 013/1402 01/ 4/73 30 2578 51 3 9-j 0 6655W 1i50 155.4 GGGG
1185- 4 5 ; C'/ . 2 13/103 01,/24/7- 7C 2578 5115 06737 16.1 154.6 GGGG
1185-14592 ,, 13/1,04 0C1/2 4/73 9( 2578 4o5?N 06816W 17.2 153.9 GGGG
1185-15C44 'r/) '13/1405 01/'4/7 7C, 2578 3116N 07455W 31*1 1446 GGG
1185-15051 '000/, /O 2j)13/1406 0l/ 4/73 90 2578 2-50, 07521w 32.1 143*7 GrGG
1185-1 5 053 3u2C j/C, 20013/14c7 01//4/73 80 2578 2R23N 07b46w 33*1 142.9 GGG
1185-15060 C9C0-/,c-J 2,.13/1408 0 /'24/73 62' 2578 245 N 07610w 34*1 142.1 GGGG
1185-.15..6. j ,-D, /j _ 2 13/1409 01/?4/73 5. 2578 2r314 076338 351 141.2 UGGG
1185-:55 ~.../,.. 2.)013/141' 01/~4/73 4n 2578 04N 07656W 36.0 140*3 GGGG
1185-16 3 30 33/00. £0'13/1411 01/?4/73 100 2579 6129N 08701W 7.8 160.7 PPPP
1185-16393 2 ,/030- :13/1412 01/24/73 100 2579 6b06 08805, 89 159*8 GGGG
1185-16395 C00 Cj/3 2" 113/14 13 01/ 24/73 100 2579 5Q43N 08 9 04 W 10.1 158.9 GGGG
1185-16432 0)0/,' 2) 13/1414 01/4/7 102 2579 572oN 08959N 11.2 158.0 GGGG
1185-164~4 0" ;/ 0 2013/1i15 0,1/24/73 70 2579 5554-N 0 9051 12,3 157.2 G GG
1185-10411 0 3 "/"2 2 )13/1416 01/?4/7? 40 2579 5433N 09141w 13.5 156.4 GGGG
1185-16413 0,./.. 20013/ 1417 01/4/73 3_ 2579 5409N 09227W 14.6 155*6 GGG
1185'16420 -00/ O ' 2313/141 01/24/73 10 2579 5,14N 09311W 15*7 154.9 GIGG
1185"16422 0 0 /C0 2,i013/1419 01/4/73 2 2579 5020N 09352w 16.8 154.2 GrGG
1185-16493 120 / ".C 2'l3/1 4 2) v/24/73 10 2579 260?N 10212w 34.8 141*5 GGGG
1185-lo435 0o/o ? 13/ 1421 01/24/73 10 2579 2435N 10234W 35.7 140.6 GGG
1185-16532 000 / c 2013/1422 01/24/73 0 2579 P2qOc4 10 257W 36.7 139o6 GGG
<EYS: LUT C3VEC !.......,...... T 100 .% CL9UD CtVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I"A E CJALITY ,......... iLANKS.bAN0 N~'T PR-SrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GB9D, F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PO8R,
16:44 YAP 11'74 STAN)ARD CATALeG F9! NeN-US PAGE 0510FR5M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
58SERVATI5N T ICR;FI'F RRLL iK./ ['ATE CLOUD jRRIT PPI\ICIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY12 O9SITI5N IN R5LL AC(.IITRE) CVER NJMBER 3F IM AGE ELEV. AZI M , RBV MSS
AV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1185-165j4 000/qQ30 2'013/1423 01/P4/73 10 2579 2143N 10319W 37.6 138.7 GGGG1185-16511 oG0/10000 2L.013/1424 01/24/73 20 2579 2 16N 10341W 38.5 137.7 GGGG1185 16513 000o0/0000 F0013/14 5 01/P4/73 30 2579 1;49N 104 03W 394P 136.7 GGGG1185-16520 o000/00 20013/1426 01/P4/73 20 2579 1722N 10925 4.3 135.6 GGGG
1185-16522 000o0/0000 20013/1427 01/24/73 20 2579 1557N 10446to 41.1 134.5 GGGG1185-18233 00300/ 0C 20013/1428 01/24/73 60 2580 5720N 11b49W 11*2 158*0 GGG
1185-18240 00000/000. 2,0013/1429 01/?4/73 60 2580 5557N 11641w 12.4 157.2 GGGG1185-18242 3C000/O0C') 20013/143C 01/24/73 50 2580 5433N 11729W 13*5 156.4 GGGG1185-18245 0000/0OO0 20013/1431 01/24/73 6o 2580 5309N 11815W 14.6 155.6 GlGG
1185-18251 0000O/o0') 2 u01 3 /14 3 2 01/24/73 30 2580 5145' 11858W 15*7 154.9 GGG1185-18254 00000/0000 2013/1433 01/24/73 90 25%0 5020N 11939W 16.8 154.2 GGGG
1186-.1293 00000/0000 2j01 3 /1434  01/25/73 lo 2584 1'06N 12525E 42.8 132*1 GGGG1186-01300 000000 23013/1435 01/p5/73 10 e594 1140N 12 505E 43.6 130.9 GGGG1186-01302 00 0/o00o 20013/1436 01/PR/73 10 2584 114Ni 12444E 44.3 129*7 GGGG1186-01305 00000/003u 20013/1437 01/25/73 10 25R4 0247N 12423E 45.1 128.4 GGGG1186-j1311 00Co0/c00 20013/1438 01/2P/73 20 2584 0721N 12403E 45.8 127.0 GGGG1186-1391 00O00/ocJ 20013/1439 01/?2/73 6C 25q4 20O6S 11732E 51.8 9505 G7GG
1186-j1393 0000C/000 20013/1440 01/25/73 60 2584 2133S 11710E 51.7 93.7 GGGG1186-i152 000'0/03 20013/1441 01/25/73 90 2584 581 S 10257E 35.5 66.7 GGGG1186-C1505 000C/0C0O3 2i3013/1442 01/29/73 90 25R4 5oCS 10159E 34.6 66*7 GGGG1186-u1511 00C0/C000 20013/1443 01/?r/73 80 2584 610oS 10056E 33*6 66.8 GGGG1186-)1514 00300/C000 23013/1444 01/2~/73 100 2584 6?24S 09948E 32.6 67.0 GGGG1186-01520 00000/0000 20013/1445 01/25/73 100 2584 6345S 09834E 31.6 67.3 GGGG1186-21523 OQC/CO0 C 20013/1446 01/25/73 70 2584 605S 09714E 30.6 67.8 GGG1186-01525 0 o00oo/00o00 213/1447 01/25/73 60 2584 6625S o9545E 29.6 68.4 GGGG
1186-01532 000/3002 2C013/1443 01/25/73 90 2584 6744S 09408E 28.6 69.2 GGGG1186"01534 30Oo/0 0 20013/1449 01/2R/73 30 2584 6hOPS 09219E 27.6 70.3 GGGG
1186-j1541 00003/U00 20013/1450 01/2?/73 1j 2584 7,19S 09017E 26s5 71.5 GGGG
118 6-v1543 00joo/00o!; 23013/1451 01/25/73 3o 2584 7134S 088OOE 25.5 73.1 GOGG1186-31550 oooo0/0O 23013/1452 01/25/73 30 2584 7P47S 0 8b30E 24.4 75.0 GGGG1186"-1552 0020O/C0? , 2013/1453 01/25/73 40 2584 7158S 0P237E 2344 77.2 GGGG1186-,1555 003C0/0000 20013/1454 01/25/73 40 2584 7r07S O7917E 22*3 80.0 GGGG1186-01561 000/000O 2n013/1455 01/25/73 30 2584 7612S 07529E 21*2 83.2 GGGG
1186-01564 0oCOoC/00 2-013/1455 01/2/73 0 2524 7714S 07102E 20*1 87.2 GGG118 6 .3157C 03000/0000 20013/1457 01/~/73 0 25Q4. 7ollS 0 6 b5 0E 19.1 91.9 GGGG1186-04504 OO30/oo00Q 2,013/1458 01/2~/73 70 256 315?N 07842E 30*9 144.7 GGGG1186-),511 00G00/000C 2j0131459 01/25/73 30 2586 3,24] 07617E 31.9 143*9 GGGG1186-34531 0000/CC0? 2013 /146 01/25/73 0 2586 231?N 07618E 36.7 139.5 PPPP
1186--4534 0030/0 00 23013/141 01/ 0 2586 214:N 07b56E 37.6 138.6 PPPP
KEYS: CLLUD CbvEP ... o.... *.... 0 TO 100 = % CLBUD C4VER. ** = N8 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.IMAGE %UALITY .,.,,.,,..... LANKS.BAND NDT PRpScNT/REOUESTED* R.RECYCLED. G.GaBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.P8R,
STANDARD CTALOG FeR NN.uS 
PAGE 0511
16:44 uAR 11,'7 4 FReM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICROFILM ROLL NI./ DATE CLOUD 'R3IT PRINCIPAL pOINT 
SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIN IN NRLL ACCUIRED CRVFR NUMBER 'F 
IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 
123 45678
1186-04543 00000/0000 20013/1462 01/c2/73 0 2586 1p5?N 07512E 39-4 136*6 PPPP
1186-04570 000000/0000 20013/1463 01/25/73 C 2586 1c17N 07305E 4493 129,6 GGGG
1186-06315 00000/0000 20013/1464 01/25/73 10 2587 3R57N 0 5511E 25.7 148.5 GGGG
1186-06322 o0000/o000 20013/1465 01/25/73 0 2587 3731NJ 0 5442E 26.7 147.8 GGGG
1186-06324 0000/0000 20013/1466 01/25/73 0 2587 36ON 05415E 27.8 147.0 GGGG
1186-06331 00000/0000 23013/1467 01/25/73 40 2587 344oN 0 5347E 28.8 146.3 GPPP
1186-06333 00000/0000 20013/1468 01/25/73 50 2587 3414N 05320E ?98 145.5 GGGG
1186-06351 00000/000 20013/1469 01/25/73 0 2587 2731N 0 5139E 33*9 142.2 GIGG
1186-06354 00000/0000 20013/1470 01/25/73 O 2587 2604N 05116E 34-8 141.4 GGG
1186-06360 00000/000o 20013/1471 01/?5/73 0 2587 2438N 0 5053E 35.8 140,5 GGGG
1186-06363 00000/0000 20013/1472 01/~5/73 0 2587 23 1IN 050 30E 36*7 139.5 GGGG
1186-06365 00000/000 20013/1473 01/25/73 0 2587 2144N 05008E 37.6 138.6 GGGG
1186-06381 00000/0000 20013/1474 01/2P/73 10 25;7 1727N 04904E 40*3 135.5 GGGG
1186-06383 00000/0000 2J013/1475 01/P5/7 3  1 2587 1601N 04843E 412 134.4 GGGG
1186-06390 00000/0000 20013/1476 01/25/73 1) 2587 1434N o4821E 42.0 133.3 GGGG
1186-06392 00000/000 20013/1477 01/25/73 10 2587 11O7N 04800E 42.8 132.1 GGGG
1186-U6395 00O0O/OoOJ 20013/1478 01/?5/73 1 2587 114n4 0 4740E 43.6 130.9 GGGG
1186-06401 00000/0000 20013/1479 01/25/73 i 2587 2115N 04720E 44'3 129.6 GGGG
1186-08180 00000/0000 2jO13/1480 01/25/73 20 2588 258N 02617E 32*9 143.1 GGGG
1186-08183 00000/0000 20013/1481 01/25/73 20 2588 273-N 02553E 33.9 142.2 PGGG
118 6 - 8 185  00000/0000 20013/1482 01/25/73 70 2588 2606N 02529E 34.8 141*4 PGGG
1186-08192 00000/0000 20013/1483 01/25/73 7p 2588 2439N 02506E 35.8 14095 GGGG
1186-08194 00000/0000 20013/1484 01/25/73 80 2588 231N 02443E 36.7 139.5 GGG
1186-08201 000CO/000C 2Q013/1485 01/p5/73 90 2588 2147N O420E 37.7 138.6 GGGG
1186-08203 00000/0000 20013/1486 01/25/73 100 2588 2021N 02358E 39*6 137.6 PGGG
1186-38210 00000/0000 20013/1487 01/25/73 90 2588 1RS7N 02337E 39.5 136.5 GGGG
1186-08212 00000/0000 20013/1488 01/2c/73 0 2588 1726N 02315E 40*3 135.5 GGGG
1186-08215 00000/0000 20013/1489 01/25/73 0 2588 160N 0*2254E 41,2 134*4 GGGG
1186-08221 000CO/0000 20013/1490 01/25/73 0 2588 14 3 4N 02233E 42*0 133.2 GGGG
1186-08224 300000/0000 20013/14 9 1 01/59/73 0 2598 1307 0o2211E 428 132.1 GGGG
1186-08230 00000/0000 20013/149? 01/25/73 0 2588 11 4 2N 02150E 4396 130,9 GGG
1186-08233 00000/0000 20013/1493 01/29/73 0 2588 ln17N 02129E 44*3 129.6 GGGG
1186-08235 00000/0000 20013/1494 01/2P/73 0 2588 0849N 02109E 45*-1 123.3 GGGG
1186-03242 00000/C000 20013/1495 01/2?/73 10 2588 0722N 02048E 45.8 127.0 GGGG
1186-38244 00000/0000 20013/1496 01/295/73 10 2588 055N 02028E 46-4 125.6 GGGG
1186-08251 00000/0000 20013/1497 01/25/73 10 2588 0428N 02008E 47.1 124.2 GGGG
1186-10003 00000/0000 20013/1498 01/25/73 30 2589 3150N 00119E 309 1437 GGGG
1186-10005 00000?/0000 20013/1499 01/25/73 10 2589 3q2aN 00054E 31.9 143.9 GGGG
1186-13450 00000/0000 20013/1500 01/29/73 10 2591 06
5 5 3W 49,9 83.8 UGGG
KEYS: CLDO COvER % ...... '........ TO 100 % CL9UD C~VER. ** . NO CLBUD 
DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE OUALITY ...... LANKS.BAND wNT PReFSNT/REOUESTED. R=RECYCLEDo G=GBROD F.FAIR 
BUT USABLE. PPBR.,
16:44 IAR 11so74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0512
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBBSERVATIN ICPpFILM R4LL 8,/ DATE CLeUD 3RIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITYI P!SITI N IN NeLL ACCUTRED COVER N~MBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RsV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1186-13452 00000/0000 20013/1501 01/2S/73 0 2591 31359 0 6618W 49.5 82.3 GGGG1186-13455 0000/00O0 2001 3 /1502 01/2F/73 0 2591 33005 06644W 4900 80.9 GGGG1186-13461 0UO0/0000'J 2'013/1503 01/25/73 0 2591 3426S 06 7 10w 48*5 79.5 GGGG1186-15020 00300/0000 20013/1504 01/p2/73 40 2592 6nObN o6341W 9*2 159*7 GoGG1186-15022 00o00/C000 20013/1505 01/25/73 30 2592 5P45N 0 6441W 10*3 158,8 GGGG1186-15025 Oci0000/00 2U013/1506 01/Ps/73 60 2592 5722N 06536W 11*4 157*9 GGGG1186-15031 0uoo00/000 20013/1507 01/29/73 70 2592 5559N 06 628W 12,5 157.1 GGGG1186*15034 000CO/0o00 20013/150 01/F5/73 60 2592 5435N 06717W 13*7 156*3 GGGG1186-15040 00000/O000 20013/1509 01/29/73 70 2592 53 10N 06803W 14.8 155.5 GGGG1186.15043 0000u/0000 20013/1510 01/29/73 80 2592 5146N 06846W 15*9 154.8 GGGG1186-15045 00000/OCCu 20013/1511 01/95/73 50 2592 502?N 06926w 17*0 154.0 G GG1186-15052 O 0/3r00Oc 2C0013/1512 01/29/73 70 2592 4R57N 07005W 18.1 153.3 GGGG1186-15113 00000/0000 20013/1513 01/25/73 50 2592 2729N 07725W 33*9 142.1 GGG1186-15120 00000/0000 20013/1514 01/25/73 60 2592 2A02N 07 7 4 9w 34.9 141.3 GGGG1186-15384 C00o0/CCCC 20013/1515 01/25/73 100 2592 6506S 10 9 23W 30.5 67.7 GGG1186-15390 00000/CC00 20013/1516 01/25/73 100 2592 6626S 11052W 29*5 68.4 GGGG1186-15393 00000/CC0000 20013/1517 01/25/73 100 2592 6745S 11 229w 28.5 69*2 GGGG1186-15395 00000/C000 20013/1518 01/2/73 100 2592 6e03S 11419W 27#4 70.2 GGGG1186-15402 0000/0O00 2j013/1519 01/PR/73 100 2592 7e20S 11621w 26.4 71.5 GGGG1186*15404 00000/C00 20013/1520 01/25/73 100 2592 7135S 11837W 25.3 73*1 GGGG1186-1 411 00000/0000 20o13/1521 01/25/73 100 2592 72485 12108W 24.3 75.0 GGGG1186-15413 00000/CoC0 20013/1522 01/2S/73 100 2592 7359s 12400W 23.2 77.2 GGGG1186-15420 00000/0000 20013/1523 01/25/73 100 2592 7508S 12719W 22*2 80*.0 GGGG1186-15422 00000/C000 20013/1524 01/29/73 90 2592 7612S 13107W 21.1 83.2 GGGG1186-15425 0000/0000 2U013/1525 01/25/73 7n 2592 77145 13536W 20*0 87.2 GGGG1186-15431 00000/0000 20013/1526 01/25/73 60 2592 7 Q11S 14049w 18.9 91.9 GGG1186-16445 00000/0000 20013/1527 01/25/73 60 2593 6130N 08824w 8*0 160.7 GGGG1186-16451 00000/0000 2P013/1529 01/29/73 80 2593 60O9N o8928w 9*2 159*7 GGGG1186-16454 00000/000 20013/1529 01o/?/71 60 2593 5R45N 09027W 10*3 158.8 GGGG1186-16460 00000/000 20013/1530 01/25/73 100 2593 5 721N 09123W 11*4 157*9 GGGG1186-16463 00000/0000 20013/1531 01/45/73 90 2593 5558N 09215W 12*6 157.1 GGGG1186-16465 00000/0000 2o013/1532 01/?9/73 20 2593 5435N 09 304w 13*7 156.3 GGGG1186-16472 0000/0000 20013/1533 01/25/73 70 2593 5 311N 09 350W 14.8 155.5 GGGG1186-16474 00000/0000 20013/1534 01/25/73 80 2593 5147N 09433 15*9 154.8 GGGG1186-16481 00000/0000 20013/1535 01/25/73 60 2593 522N 0914W 17*0 154.0 GGGG1186-16551 00000/0000 20013/1536 01/p5/73 0 2593 2,05' 10336W 34o9 141.3 GGGG1186-16554 00000/0000 20013/1537 01/25/73 o 2593 243PN 10359w 35.9 14094 GnGG1186-16560 00000/0000 20013/1538 01o/2/73 30 2593 2312N 10421w 36*8 139.4 GGGG1186-16563 00000/0000 20013/1539 01/25/73 50 2593 2145N 10443W 37*7 138.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLEUD COVER % *.**********..* 0O 100 = % CLOUD C~VER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITy *............. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRrSCNT/REQUESTED* R=RECyCLED. G=GBAD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR.
16:44 'lAc 11''74 STANDARD CATAL0G FOR NBN-US PAGE 0513
FR M 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
eSSERvATI!N CkCIFFILM RILL N9./ DATE CLOJD 9RRIT PPINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I PSITI N IN RL.L ACUTRE0 CeVER  'UMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. PBV MSS
;&V MSS LAT L0NG 123 45678
1186-16565 00000/0000 2J013/1540 01/2p/73 20 2593 2r19N 10 5 05w ?8.6 137o5 GGGG
1186-16572 000001CCC0 20013/1541 012/5/73 50 2593 152? 10b28W 39.5 136*4 GGGG
1186-16574 000C0/CO0U 20013/1542 01/5/ 7 3 4n 2593 1724N 10550W 40*4 135*4 GGGG
1186-18312 0000C/Co00 20013/1543 01/95/73 90 2594 5n21N 12101W 17t0 154.0 GGGG
1186-18351 90300/000C 2j013/1544 01/26/73 40 2594 3733N 1 26 0 3W 26*8 147.7 GGGG
1186-20242 30000/0000 2l013/1545 01/P5/73 60 2545 1727N 15729W 40,4 135*3 PGGG
1186-20483 00o0/000 20013/1546 01/Q5/73 100 2545 65065 17312E 30,5 67.7 GGGG
118 6 -20435 00000/0,00 20013/1547 01/25/73 100 2545 66265 17144E 29*4 68*4 GGGG
1186-20492 00000/0000 2 013/154 8  1/5/73 100 2545 6744S 17006E 2894 69.2 GGGG
1186*20494 C0300/000, 20013/1549 01/25/73 80 2545 6001S 16817E 27*4 70.2 GGGG
1186-20501 00000/0000 20013/1550 03/25/73 50 2545 701mS 16615E 26 4 71.5 GGGG
1186-20503 OCoo0/oOC 20013/1551 01/?5/73 30 2545 7134S 16359E 25.3 73#0 GGGG
1186-20510 0ODCO/000 2,001 3 /1 5 5 2  01/?5/73 5 C 2545 7347S 1 6129E 24.2 74.9 GGGG
1186-20512 009O0/0CoC 20013/1553 01/2/73 80 2545 7353RS g5 38E 23.2 77.2 GGPG
1186-20515 00300/000C 20013/1554 01/?5/73 100 2545 7506S 15521E 22*1 79*9 GGGG
1186-20521 0000/0000 2013/1555 o01jP; 7 3 100 2545 76115 15135E 21*0 83.2 GGGG
1186"20524 00000/0003 20013/1556 01/25/73 10 2545 7714S 14707E 20.0 87*1 GGGG
1186-20530 00000/0000 20013/1557 01/25/73 100 2545 7115 14 15 4 E 18.9 91.8 GGGG
1187-0055 03300/ou0O 20013/155~ 01/2h/ 7 3 40 2597 3429S 13757E 48#4 79.~ GGGG
1187-00061 00000/0000 30013/155 9  01/26/73 60 2597 3555S 13 72 9E 47*8 78.1 GGGG
118 7 -1220 0o00C/0000 2)013/1560 01/26/73 10 2598 5 04 1 N 14026E 10,4 158.7 PGGP
1187-01222 OC0o00/OO0 2o!13/1561 01/2A/73 60 2598 5717N 13931E 11.5 157.8 PGGP
1187-31225 0000/o0000 ?,013/1562 01/26/73 90 2598 5F54N 13839E 12*7 157.0 PGPP
1187-j1231 00000/CJ o 20013/1563 01/26/73 40 2598 543"N 13751E 13.8 156*2 GGGP
1187-01234 00C0/0000 20013/1564 01/2/73 0 2598 5~0~N 13705E 14.9 155*5 GGGP
1187-1240 00000/C00 20013/1565 01/26/73 0 2598 5142N 13622E 16,0 154.7 GGGP
1187-1A243 000CC/OCCO 2 00 1 3/156b 01/26/73 0 2598 5019N 13b41E 17.1 154,0 GGGP
1187-31245 000C0/0000 23013/1567 01/?/73 0 2598 4853N 13502E 18*3 153.3 GGGP
1187-31252 00030,/000 2u013/1568 01/26/73 0 2598 4728N 13424E 19*4 152o6 GGP
1187-0125 4 00000/00c 20013/1569 01/26/73 C 2598 4603N 13348E 20*5 151,9 GGP
1187-01270 00OCC/0000 20313/1570 01/26/73 10 2598 4147N 13210E 23,7 149*8 GGGG
1187-01281 00000/000u 20013/1571 01/p6/73 50 2598 3729N 13040E 2699 147.6 GGGG
1187-01284 C030/0000 20013/157F 01/2A/73 50 2598 3604N 13012E 28.0 146*9 GGGG
1187-31290 0030/000oo 20013/1573 01/PA/73 40 2598 3438N 12945E 29.0 146*1 GGGG
1187-51293 00000o/0o0 20013/1574 01/26/73 40 2598 3?12N 12919E 30*0 145.3 GGGG
1187--1295 o00CC/00 22013/1575 01/2?/73 40 2598 3146N 12853E 31*0 144*5 GGGG
1187-01302 o0o00/o00O 20013/1576 01/2A/73 40 2598 3020N 12828E 32*1 143*7 GOGG
11 8 7 -31304 00000/0000 2.13/1577 01/26/73 40 2598 2854N 12$04E 33*0 142*9 GGGG
1187-01311 00 0/0C000 20013/1578 01/26/73 40 2598 2729N 12740E 34,0 142.0 GGGG
<EYS: CL9UD C5VER v .*......,.... 0 Te 100 = % CLUD CqVER* ** = NO CL 6UD DATA AVAILABLE-
IVIAGE QUALITY ,........... BLANKS.BAND NeT PRESCNT/REOUESTED, R=RECYCLED. G.=G3D, F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PsPSBRs
16:44 MA, 11''74 STAN)ARD CATALOG FPR NON-US PAGE 0514
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN ITCR5FI.M RLL '9./ DATE CLBUD RRIT P4INCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I) "SSITIsN IN HBLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
Fvi mSS LAT LeNG 123 45678
1187-01313 00000/0000 20013/1579 01/P/79 20 2598 2602N 12717E 35*0 141.2 GGGG1187-01320 00000/C00 20013/1580 01i6A/73 30 2598 2436N 12653E 35*9 140*2 GGGG1187-01322 00000/0000 20013/1581 01/6/73 30 2598 21ON 12630E 36*9 139.3 GGGG1187"01325 00000/0000 20013/1582 01/?6/73 29 2598 2144N 12607E 37.8 13893 PPPG1187-01343 00000/0000 20013/1533 01/6/73 60 2598 1556N 12441E 41*3 134.1 GGGG1187-01345 00000/0000 20013/1584 01/2A/73 40 258 1431N 12421E 42.1 133.0 GGGG1187-31352 00000/0000 2"013/1585 01/26/73 30 2598 1105N 12400E 42*9 131.8 GGGG11871-1354 000l0/0000 20013/1586 01./6/73 1O 2598 1139N 12339E 43.7 130.6 GGGG
11 8 7 -j1361 00000/000 20013/1587 01/2A/73 10 2598 lr12N 12318E 44*4 129.3 GGGG1187-)1363 00000/0000 20013/1588 01/2h/73 10 2598 0945N 12258E 45*2 128.0 GGGG1187-01370 oo00oo/ooo 20013/1589 01/26/73 20 2598 0'71 12237E 4509 126.7 GGGG1187-01384 00000/0000 20013/1590 01/26/73 20 2598 0130N 12117E 4803 120*9 GGGG1187-o1390 000o0/o000 20013/1591 01/26/73 4o 2598 0003N 12057E 4808 119.3 GGGG1187-02004 C00/0/000 2J013/1592 01/?A/73 100 2598 7?51S 083 58E 24s2 75.0 PPPP1187-02011 C0o00/o00 20013/1593 01/26/73 100 2598 7401S 08107E 23*1 77.3 GGGG1187"02013 00000/0000 20013/1594 01/26/73 100 2598 750RS o7747E 22,0 80.0 GGGG1187-02020 00000/0000 20013/1595 01/26/73 100 2598 7614S 07355E 20*9 83.3 GGGG1187-02022 00000/0000 20013/1596 01/2 6 /7 3  100 2598 7716S 06926E 19*9 87.3 GGGG1187-02025 00000/O00G 20013/1597 1/'6/73 100 2598 7813S 06413E 18.8 92.0 PGGG1187-03102 0000/C00o 20013/1598 01/p?/73 30 2599 4147N 10620E 23*7 149*7 PPGG1187-03104 c0000/o00o 20013/1599 01/26/73 30 2599 4022N 10b50E 24*8 149@0 PGGG1187-03111 00000/0000 20013/1600 01/P,/73 40 2599 3 956N 10520E 25*9 148.3 PPGG1187-03113 00000/0000 20013/1601 01/26/73 100 2599 373,N 10452E 26.9 147.6 GPGG1187"03163 O00)O/c00o 20013/1602 c0/26/73 0 2599 2016N 09957E 38.7 137.3 GGGG1187-03170 0OOC0C/000 20013/1603 01/p6/73 0 2599 1851N 09935E 39*6 136.3 GGGG1187-03172 00000/0000 20013/1604 01/26/73 2599 1 72 5N o9913E 40*5 135.2 GGGG1187-03175 00000/00oo 2j313/1605 01o//73 0 2599 1558N 09851E 41*3 134.1 GGGG1187-03181 00000/0000 20013/1606 01/26/73 0 2599 1431N 09831E 42.1 133.0 GGGG1187-03184 00000/0000 20013/1607 01/26/73 0 2599 1?04N 09810E 42*9 131.8 GGPG1187-U3190 00000/0000 20013/1608 01/26/73 10 2599 1137N 09749E 43.7 130.6 GGGG
1187-03193 00000/0000 20013/1609 01/26/73 10 2599 IfON 09728E 44*5 129*3 GGGG1187-04563 00000/0000 20013/1610 01/26/73 80 2600 3147N 07717E 31.1 144.5 GGGG1187-04565 00000/0000 20013/1611 01/pA/73 50 2600 3.21N 07652E 32*1 143.7 GGGG1187-04572 000Oc/c00 20013/1612 01/26/73 10 2600 2Q54N 07627E 33.1 142*9 GGGG1187-0457 0000000000 20013/1613 01/26/73 0 26 00. 2728N 07603E 34*0 142*0 GGGG1187-04581 0000/0000 20013/1614 01/26/73 0 2600 260N 07539E 5*0 141.1 GGGG1187-j4583 00000/0000 20013/1615 01/26/73 0 2600 2436N 07515E 36.0 140.2 GGGG1187-04590 OCOOO/0000 20013/1616 01/?6/73 0 2600 231?N 07 4 52E 36*9 139.3 GGGG
1187-04592 .00000/0000 20013/1617 01/?2/73 0 2600 2144N 07430E 37*8 138*3 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBvEP % *..%..,.. ,... 3 TO 100 - % CLBUD C'VER. ** = NO CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALTTY ..*.*,...**, ,.. JLANKSxBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED* G=GBBD* FEFAIR BUT USABLE* PmPBBR9
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANOARD C&TLG FRO NN.US PAGE 0515
FRBM 07/23/72 T5 07/23/7 3
BBSERVATIeN lICReFILM ROLL N9,/ DATE CLOUD 3SRIT PPINCIPAL PeINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PSSITI'N IN R~LL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBrR IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1187"04595 00000/0000 20013/1618  01/26/73 0 2
6 00 201N 0 7408E 38.7 137*3 GGGG
1187-05001 00000/0000 20013/1619 01/P6/73 0 2600 1R5t. 07347E 39*6 136m3 GGGG
1187-05004 00000/0000 20013/1620 01/26/73 0 2600 1725N 07326E 4C*5 135*2 GGGG
1187-05010 00000/0000 20013/1621 01/26/73 0 2600 1r58N 07305E 41*3 134.1 GGGG
1187"05013 00o00/oo 00 20013/1622 01/26/73 0 2600 1431N 0 7244E 42.1 132.9 GGGG
1187-05015 00000/0000 20013/1623 01/?6/73 30 2600 1,~0N 07224L 42 9 13108 ppPP
1187-05022 00000/0000 20013/1624 01/26/73 50 2600 113RN 07203E 43.7 130o.5 GGGG
1187-05024 00000/0000 20013/1625 01/26/73 50 2600 inl2N 071 4 2E 44*5 129*3 GqGG
1187-05031 0000/000 20013/1626 01/6/73 60 2600 0 Q45N 07122E 45*2 128.0 pppp
1187-36392 00000/0000 23013/1627 01?6A/73 0 2601 31IPN 05154E 30.1 145.3 PPPP
1187-06394 00000/0000 20013/1628 01/26/73 0 2601 3147N 0 5128E 31.1 144.5 GGGG
1187-06401 00000/0000 20013/1629 01/26/73 0 2601 302ltJ 05103E 32,1 143*7 GGPG
1187-06403 00000/0000 20013/1630 01/26/73 C 2601 2R55N 05038E 33*1 142.9 GGGG
1187-06410 00000/0000 20013/1631 01/26/73 0 2601 272qN 05014E 34.1 142.0 GGGG
1187"06412 00000/0000 20013/163P 01/26/73 0 2601 2603N 0 4950E 35.0 141*1 GGPG
1187-06415 00000/0000 20013/1633 01/26/73 0 2601 2437N 04927E 36*0 140.2 GGPG
1187-06421 00000/0000 20013/1634 01/2/73 26nl01 2310N 04904E 36.9 139*3 GGPG
1187*06424 00000/0000 20013/1635 01/26/73 0 2601 2145N 04841E 37.8 138.3 GGGG
1187-06430 00000/0000 20013/1636 01/26/73 10 2601 2019N 0 4 818E 3.7 137.3 GGGG
1187-06433 000C0/O000 20013/1637 01/26/73 0 2601 152PN o4756E 39.6 136.3 PPPG
1187-06435 00000/0000 20013/1638 01/26/73 0 2
6 01 1726N 04735E 40*5 135*2 GGGG
1187-06442 00000/0000 20013/1639 01/26/73 0 2601 1559N 04714E 41j3 134.1 GGGG
1187-06444 00000/CC000 20013/1640 01/26/73 10 2601 1439N 04653E 42.1 132.9 GGGG
1187-06451 00CCO/000 20013/1641 01/26/73 50 2601 1107N 04632E 42.9 131.7 GGGG
1187-06453 00000/0000 20013/1642 01/26/73 40 2601 1139N 04612E 43.7 130.5 GGPG
1187-06465 00000/0000 20013/1643 01/26/73 0 2601 0718N 04511E 45.9 126.6 GGPG
1187-06471 0000C/0000 2u013/16 4 4 01/26/73 C 2601 c0~2N 04451E 46.5 125.2 GGGG
1187-06474 00000/0000 20013/1645 01/26/73 C 2601 0426N 04431E 47.2 123.8 GGGG
1187-06480 00000/0000 20013/1646 01/26/73 C 2601 000N 04411E 47*8 122.3 GGGG
1187-06483 00000/0000 20013/1647 01/26/73 10 2601 0133N 04351E 48.3 120.8 GGGG
1187-06435 00000/0000 20013/1648 01/26/73 10 2601 00O6N 04331E 48*8 119*3 GGGG
1187-06533 00000/0000 20013/1649 01/26/73 10 2601 1547S 03942E 51.8 100.3 GGGG
1187-06535 00000/0000 20013/1650 01/26/73 20 2601 1713S 03920E 51.8 98*6 P$GG
1187-06542 00000/0o00 20013/1651 01/26/73 40 2601 1239S 03858E 51.8 96.8 PPPP
1187-06544 00000/0000 2C013/1652 01/26/73 70 2601 20063 03836E =1.7 95.0 UGGG
1187-07094 00000/0000 20013/1653 01/26/73 100 2601 70255 0 1147E 26.2 71.5 GGGG
1187-07101 00000/0000 20013/1654 Ot/?6/73 100 2601 7140S 0 0932E 2502 73.0 GGGG
1187-07103 00000/0000 20013/1655 01/26/73 80 2601 7250S 0 0 626E 24*1 749 GGGG
1187-07110 00000/0000 20013/1656 01/26/73 80 2601 74 005 00334E 23.1 77o2 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % ... o...****.. . 0 T8 100 • % CLOUD CPVER* ** = O CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAGE QUALITY ... o........ LANKSBAND NeT PRESeNT/REQUESTED R.RECYCLED. G=G8mD. FFAIR BUT USABLE. P.PSR.
16:44 IAP 11s'74 STANDARD CATALeG FBR NBN.USFROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73 PAGE 0516
BBSERVATIN MICRWFILM R9LL N,./ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITYID P9SITI5\ IN ROLL ACOUITRED CVER  NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM RBV "SSRav MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1187"07115 OQ000C0000 20013/1657 01/26/73 60 2601 71PS 00 3 3 5W 20*9 83*2 GGGG1187-07121 00000/0000 20013/1658 01/26/73 70 2601 77 24S O074)w S.98 87,2 GGGG1187-07124 00000/0000 20013/1659 01/26/73 80 2601 7Q21S 01255W 18.7 91.9 pppP1187"08230 00O00/0003 20013/1660 01/?6/73 10 2602 3147N 02b39E 31*1 144*5 GGGG1187-08232 00000/0000 20013/1661 01/26/73 50 2602 3021N 02514E 321 143*7 GGGG118708235 00000/0000 20013/1662 01/26/73 30 2602 2R56N 02450E 33.1 1428 GGGG1187-08241 00000/0000 20013/1663 01/26/73 10 2602 2729N 02426E 34*1 142.0 UGGP1187-08244 00000/0000 20013/1664 C1/P?/73 40 2602 2603N 02402E 35.0 1 011 GPGG1187-08250 0000/0000 20013/1665 01/26/73 20 2602 2437N 02338E 36.0 140.2 GPGG1187-08364 00000/0000 20013/1666 01/26/73 70 2602 1545S 01355E 51.8 100.3 P GG118 7 -:8371 0000C/0000 20013/1667 01/26/73 70 2602 1712S 01333E 51.8 98.5 PGGG118 7-38373 00000/000C 20013/1668 01/26/73 40 2602 s139S 01311E 51.8 96.8 PGGG1187-08380 000o0/0000 20013/1669 01/26/73 50 2602 2)05S 01249E 517 950 PGGG118710023 00000/0000 20013/1670 01/?6/73 10 2603 4440N 00409E 21s6 151.1 PGGG1187-10025 00000/0000 29013/1671 01/26/73 10 2603 4?14N 00336E 22.7 150*4 GPGG1187-10032 00000/0000 20013/1672 01/26/73 40 2603 4149N 00305E 23.8 149.7 GGPG1187-12220 00000/0000 20013/1673 01/?6/73 10 2604 7716S 08529W 197 87o3 GGGG1187-12223 00000/0000 20013/1674 01/2A/73 0 2604 7813S 09041w 18.7 92.0 GGGG1187-15101 00000/0000 20013/1675 01/2/73 50 2606 5142N 07011W 16*2 154.6 GGGG1187-15104 00000/0000 20013/1676 01/26/73 80 2606 5118N 07053W 17.3 153.9 GGGG1187-15110 00000/0COO 20013/1677 01/P6/73 100 2606 4953N 07133W 18.4 153.2 GGGG1187-16533 00000/0000 20013/1678 01/26/73 10 2607 5143N 09 6 02W 16.2 154.6 GGGG1187-16535 00000/0000 20013/1679 01/26/73 50 2607 5019N 09643W 17,3 153*9 GGGG1187-17010 00000/000c 20013/1680 01/26/73 0 2607 2602N 10505w 35.1 141,0 GGGG1187-17274 00000/0000 20013/1681 01/26/73 100 2607 6506S 13638W 3002 67.7 pppp1187-17280 00000/0000 20013/1682 01/26/73 100 2607 6626S 13807W 29.2 6893 GGPG1187-17283 00000/0000 20013/1683 01/26/73 100 2607 6746S 139 44W 28.2 69.2 GGGG1187-17285 00000/0000 20013/1684 01/26/73 10V 2607 6104 S 14132W 27@1 7012 GGGG1187-17292 00000/0000 20013/1685 01/26/73 9o 2607 7213s 143 33w 26*1 715 GGGG1187-17294 00000/0000 20013/1686 01/26/73 90 2607 7 136S 14549W 25,1 73.1 GGGG1187-17301 
.00000/0000 20013/1687 01/26/73 90 2607 750S 14819W 24#0 74.9 GGGG1187-17303 00000/0000 20013/1689 01/26/73 90 2607 7400S 15112W ?29 77.2 GGGG1187-17310 00000 OOC 20013/1689 01/26/73 90 26 07  790OS 1543 0w 21.9 80.0 GGGG1187-17312 00000/0000 20013/1690 01/26/73 90 2607 7614 S 15819w 20.8 83.3 GGGG1187-17315 0000/0000 20013/1691 01/26/73 70 2607 7716S 16246W 19.7 87.2 GGGG1187-17321 00000/0000 20013/1692 01/26/73 79 2607 7R13S 16800O 186 91.9 GGGG1187-18342 00000/0000 20013/1693 01/?26/73 0 2608 6006N 11647W 94 159.6 GGGG
1187-18344 00000/0000 20013/1694 01/P6/73 C 2608 5q43N 117 46W 10.6 158.6 G3GG1187-18351 00000/0000 20013/1695 01/26/73 C 2608 5729N 11841W 11.7 157.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % ,,,*,,,,,,, 0 TO 10C a % CLOUD C~V~R. * = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*IMAGE QUALITY *"******..**.*. BLANKSmBAND NOT PREScNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED G=GBD, F=FAIR BUT USABLE, P-PB5R.
16:44 1 pA 1i'7 STANDARD CATALPG FqR NeN.US PAGE 0517
FOM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERvATI9N "IC 'FILm R4L L,9./ DATE CL5UD 9RRIT PRINCIPAL pfINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
1: P9SITI N I" RALL ACUIRDFP CBVER NU"BER 'F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
3bV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1187-18353 000CC/00CQ 20013/1696 01/? 6 /73 0 2608 5556N 11932N 12.8 156.9 GGGG
1187-18360 o0CO/0 oo 2013/1697 01/?/73 10 26'8 5432N 12U21W 14*0 156.1 GGGG
1187-18362 o OC0/00.0J 20013/169 0C1/2A/73 10 2608 50RN 12106w 15,1 1554 QGGGG
1187-18365 3003C/0000 20013/1699 01/A/73 1i 2608 5143N 12149w 16.2 154.6 GGGG
1187-18371 00000/0000 20313/1700 01/?,/73 0 2608 5018~ 12230o 17*3 153.9 GOGG
1187-22393 30000/0000 2,)013/1701 01/26/73 100 2610 713;S 13637E 25*0 73*1 PPPP
1187-22400 00000/0000 20013/1702 01/2F/73 100 2610 7P51S 13407E 23*9 7500 GPGP
1187-22402 00000/0003 20D13/1703 01/26/73 100 2610 7402S 13112E 22*8 77.3 GPGP
1187-22405 cOOC/0000 20013/1704 01/26/73 100 2610 7510S 12753E 21.8 80.1 GGPG
1187-22411 o000c-/0oC 20013/1705 01/2A/73 100 2610 7615S 12405E 20P7 83.4 GGGG
1187-22414 00003/C00U 20013/1706 01/P2 /7 3 100 2610 7717S 11937E 19*6 8704 GGGG
1187-22420 00000/0000 20013/1707  01/P2/73 100 2610 7R14S 11420E 18*5 92*1 GGGG
1188-0054 00000C/000 20013/1708 01/27/73 80 2611 1425S 14151E 51.8 101.8 PGGG
1188-00061 0o00/0o00 20013/1709 01/?7/73 90 2611 15533 14129E 51.8 100.0 PGGG
1188-00063 00000/000 20013/1710 01/27/73 80 2611 1719S 14108E 5198 98.2 PGGG
1188-33070 00/0C/000C 20013/1 7 11 01/27/73 40 2611 1+45S 14047E 51.7 96.4 PPPP
1188-01291 00000/C000 20013/1712 01/27/73 70 2612 57 21N 13803E 11*8 157.7 GGGG
1188-01283 03000/0000 20013/1713 01,27/73 40 2612 5557N 13712E 12.9 156.9 GGGG
1188-01290 00000/0000 20013/1714 01/27/73 20 2612 543N 13624E 14.0 156.1 GGGG
1188-01295 0000C/0002 20013/1715 01/27/73 0 2612 5143N 13456E 16.2 154.6 GG
1188-o01331 oOOo/0000 2 0013/1716 01/27/73 0 2612 5019N 13415E 17*4 153.9 GGGG
1188j1304 0000/00' 20013/1717 01/27/73 10 2612 4R54N 13335E 18,5 153.1 GGGG
1188-01310 0000/00o00 20013/1718 01/27/73 10 2612 4729N 13258E 19*6 152.4 GGGG
1188-31313 00300/0000 20013/1719 01/27/73 0 2612 4604N 13 222E 20*7 151.7 GGGG
1188-01315 00000/CCOU 20013/1720 01/27/73 C 2612 4439N 13147E 21.8 151.0 GGGG
1188-31322 000OC/000 23013/1721 01/27/73 0 2612 4314N 13114E 22.8 150.3 GGGG
1188-01324 00000/CCO0 20013/1722 01/27/73 C 2612 4148N 13043L 23*9 149*6 GGGG
1188-01331 00000/C000 20013/1723 01/P7/73 30 2612 4023N 13012E 25.0 148.9 GGGG
1188-J1333 00000/0030 20013/1724 01/27/73 70 2612 3F57N 12943E 26*0 148.2 GGGG
1188-01340 00000/0000 20013/1725 01/27/73 50 2612 3731N 12914E P791 147v4 GGGG
1188-01342 00300/0000 2,0313/1726 01/27/73 20 2612 3605N 12847E 28.1 146.7 GGGG
1188-01345 00000/0000 20013/1727 01/27/73 30 2612 3439N 12820E 29*2 145.9 GGGG
1188-31351 00030/000'3 20013/1728 01/27/73 90 2612 3313N 12754E 30.2 145.1 GGGG
1188-01354 00000/0000 20013/1729 01/27/73 100 2612 3147N 12728E 31.2 144.3 GGGG
1188-01392 00000/C000 2~013/1730 01/27/73 80 2612 1t51N 12357E 39.7 136*0 GGGG
1188-1395 00000/0000 20013/1731 01/P7/73. 100 2612 1724N 12337E 4 0 .6 135*0 GGGG
1188-01431 00000/0000. 20013/1732 01/P7/73 100 2612 155
7 N 12 3 16 E 41 4 133.8 GGGG
1188-31404 000O/000U 20013/1733 01/27/73 90 2612 143?N 12255E 42*2 132.7 GGPG
1188-01410 00000/0000 20013/1734 01/?7/73 90 2612 1307N 12234E 43.0 131.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CbVEP % *,,,,°,*,.. 0 T8 100 * % CL5UD CeVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAA3 E QUALITY ,.*.*,, ...... LANKSuBAND NBT PRSrFNT/REQUESTED* RwRECYCLED* G=GaRD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE* PwPO9R,
156:44 AR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0518
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATtfN 'ICRSFILM R.LL N9./ DATE CLOUD 5R=IT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
1 PeSITIBN I' ROLL ACLUTIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVe AZIM* RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
11 8 8 03 154 o00000/0000 20013/1735 01/27/73 70 2613 4414N 10525E 22.9 15o03 PPGP
1188-03160 00000/C000 20013/1736 01/27/73 40 2613 4148N 1045 3 E 23.9 149.6 GGGG
1188-03165 00020/0000 20013/1737 01/27/73 100 2613 385 7 N 10353E 26*1 148,2 GGGG
1188"03215 000CO/000 20013/1738 01/27/73 0 2613 2144N 09852E 38*0 138.1 GGGG1188-03222 0000C/0000 20013/1739 01/27/73 0 2613 218N 09829E 38*9 137.1 GGGG
1188"03224 00oCO/c000 20013/1740 01/27/73 0 2613 1852N 09807E 39.7 136.0 GGGG
1188-03231 00000/0000 20013/1741 01/27/73 0 2613 1725N 097 4 6E 40.6 134.9 GGGG
1188-33233 00030/C000 2J013/1742 01/27/73 20 2613 1559N o9725E 41*4 133.8 GGGG
1188-33240 00000/0000 20313/1743 01/27/73 10 2613 1432N 09704E 42*3 132.7 GGGG
1188-03242 00000/0000 20013/1744  01/27/73 50 2613 1304N 09643E 43.0 131.5 GGGG1188-03245 00000/0000 20013/1745 01/27/73 70 2613 1138N 09622E 43*8 130*3 GGGG
1188-03251 00000/0000 2 ,013/1746 01/27/73 80 2613 1011N 09602E 44.6 129.0 GGGG
1188P03254 00000/0000 20013/1747 01/27/73 60 2613 0~44N o9543E 45.3 127.7 GGGG
1188-33260 00000/0000 20013/1748 01/27/73 70 2613 0718N 09523E 45*9 126.3 GGGG
1188"03263 00000/0000 20013/1749 01/27/73 70 2613 0552N 09502E 46.6 124*9 GGGG
1188-03265 00000/0000 20013/1750 01/27/73 60 2613 0424N 09442E 47.2 123.5 GGGG
1188-03272 00000/0000 20013/1751 01/27/73 50 2613 0258N 09421E 47.8 122.0 GGGG
1188-03274 00000/0003 20013/1752 01/27/73 60 2613 Ot31N 09400E 4884 12065 GGGG
1188-03495 00000/0000 20013/1753 01/27/73 0 2613 72505 05640E 23.9 74.9 GGGG
118803501 00000/C0000 20013/1754 01/27/73 0 2613 7159S 05352E 22.8 77.2 GGGG
1188"33504 00000/0000 2L013/1755 01/27/73 0 2613 7505S 05036E 21.8 79.9 GGGG
1188-03510 00000/0000 20013/1756 01/27/73 0 2613 7422S 04702E 20.7 83.2 GGGG
1188"03513 00000/0000 20313/1757 01/27/73 0 2613 7724S 04232E 19.6 87.1 GGPG
1188"03515 00000/0000 20013/1758 01/27/73 0 2613 7211S 03659E 18.5 91.8 GGGG
118805021 OCOC00000/00 20013/1759 01/27/73 5c 2614 3147N 07550E 31.2 144.3 GGGG
1188-05024 00000/0000 20013/1760 01/27/73 20 2614 3 n2 2 N 07525E 32.2 143.5 GGGG
1188-05030 C00000/0000 20013/1761 01/27/73 10 2614 2155N 07459E 33*2 142.7 GGGG
1188-05033 00000/0000 20013/1762 01/27/73 0 2614 2729N 07434E 34*2 141.8 GGGG
1188-05035 00000/0000 20013/1763 01/27/73 0 2614 2603N 07411E 35*2 140.9 GGGG
1188-05042 00000/000 20013/1764 01/27/73 0 2614 2437N o7348E 36.1 140*0 GPGG
1188.05044 00000/0000 20013/1765 01/27/73 0 2614 2311N 07 3 25E 37.1 139.0 GGGG
1188-05051 0000/0000 22013/1766 01/27/73 0 2614 2144N 07303E 38.0 138.1 GGGG
1188-05053 00000/0000 20013/1767 01/17/71 0 2614 2)18N 07240E 38.9 137.0 GPPG
1188-05060 00000/000 20013/1763 01/7/73 0 2614 1q51N 07219E 39*7 136*0 GGGG
1188-05062 00000O/C00 20013/1769 01/?7/73 0 2614 1725N 07157E 40*6 134.9 GGGG
1188-05065 00000/0000 20013/1770 01/27/73 10 2614 159N o7137E 41*4 133*8 GGGG11 8 8 -5071 00000/C0000 20013/1771 01/27/73 30 2614 1433N 07116E 42*3 132.7 GGGG
1188-05074 00090/0000 22013/1772 01/27/73 6r 2614 1;06NJ 07055E 43.1 131.5 GGGG
1188-05080 -00000/000 2 013/17773 01/27/73 40 2614 1140N 07034E 43.8 130.2 GGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBvE ..... . TO 100 a % CLOUD CAVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE COALITY .********.**** RLANKSBAND NOT PRFSrNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED, G=G5RD. FwFAIR BUT USABLE* P=PBBR,
16:44 MAR 1i,'74 STANDARD CATkLeG FeR NON.US PAGE 0519
FRm 37/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILI R9LL J9./ DATE CLUD RBIT PItiCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID P9STTION IN ROLL AC UTRED COVER NlMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT L0NG 123 45678
1188-05083 00000/0000 20013/1774 01/?7/73 40 2614 1l13N 07014E 44*6 129.0 GGGP
1188-05085 0000(0/000 2:3013/1775 01/27/73 50 2614 OR45N 06954E 45.3 127.,6 GGGG
1188-08314 00000/0000 20013/1776 01/?7/73 60 2616 2!44N 02128E 38.0 138.0 GGGG
1188-08320 00000/000 2n0013/1777 01/27/73 70 2616 2318N 02106E 38*9 137*0 GGGG
1188-08323 00000/0000 20013/1778 01/P7/73 80 2616 195'N 02044E 39.8 136.0 GGG
1188-08325 00000/0000 20013/1779 01/27/73 70 2616 1726N 02022E 40.6 134.9 GGGG
1188-08332 00000/0000 20013/1780 01/7/73 40 2616 1600N 02001E 41*5 133.8 GGGG
1188-08334 00000/0000 20013/1781 01/27/73 0 2616 1433N 01940E 42.3 132.6 GGGG
1188"08341 00000/0000 2,j013/1782 01/27/73 0 2616 1306N 01919E 43*1 131.4 GGPG
1188-08355 00000/0000 20013/1783 01/27/73 10 2616 0'20N 01756E 4690 126.3 GGGG
1188.08361 00000/0000 20013/1784 01/27/73 30 2616 0O54N 01736E 46.6 124*9 GGGG
1188-08593 00000/0000 20013/1785 01/27/73 10 2616 7247S 02042W P239 74*9 GGG
1188-09000 00000/0000 20013/1786 01/27/73 30 2616 71579 0 2332W 22*8 77*1 GlGG
1188-09002 00000/0000 20013/1787 01/27/73 10 2616 7c05S 02649W 21*7 79.9 GGGG
1188-09005 00CO/C000c 20013/1788 01/27/73 10 2616 7611S 03039w 20*7 83.1 GGGG
1188"09011 00000/0000 20013/1789 01/27/73 10 2616. 771?S 0 3506W 19.6 87*1 GGGG
1188-09014 00000/0000 20013/1790 01/27/73 30 2616 781oS 04019W 18.5 91.8 GGGG
1188-13442 00000/0000 20013/1791 01/?7/73 40 2619 It35N 05830W 43.9 130.1 PGGG
1188-13445 0000/O000 20013/1792 01/?7/73 30 2619 1C0'R 0551w 44.6 128.8 GGGG
1188-13451 00000/0000 20013/1793 01/27/73 10 2619 0842N 05911W 45*3 127.5 GGGG
1188-13531 00000/0000 20013/1794 01/27/73 60 2619 1R41S 06541W 51s7 96.2 GGGG
1188-13533 00000/0000 20013/1795 01/27/73 40 2619 20o7S 06603W 51*6 94.5 GGGG
1188-13540 00000/0000 20013/1796 01/27/73 20 2619 2134S 06625w 51.4 92*7 PPGP
1188-13542 00000/0000 20013/1797 01/27/73 10 2619 2259S 066 47w 51*2 91*0 GGGG
1188-13545 00000/0000 20013/1798 01/27/73 10 2619 2425S 06 7 10w 51.0 89*4 GGGG
1188-13551 00000/0000 20013/1799 01/27/73 10 2619 2515S 06733W 50*7 87.7 GGG
1188-13554 00000/0000 20013/1800 0G/27/73 10 2619 2715S 06757W 50 4  86*1 GGG
1188-13560 00000/0000 20013/1801 01/27/73 10 2619 2842S 06822W 50.0 84.6 GGGG
1188-13563 00000/0000 20013/1802 01/27/73 10 2619 3nO9S 068 46w 49.6 83.1 GGGG
1188-13565 00000/0000 20013/1803 01/27/73 10 2619 3134S 06911W 49.1 81.6 GGGG
1188-13572 00000/0000 20013/1804 01/27/73 10 2619 33005 06937W 48.6 80.2 GGGG
1188-13574 00000/0000 20013/1805 01/27/73 20 2619 34 253S 07003w 48*1 78*9 GGGG
1188-13581 00000/0000 20013/1806 01/27/73 10 2619 3551S 07029W 47.5 77*6 GGGG
1188-15160 0000/0000 20013/1807 01/27/73 30 2620 5143N 07138w 16*4 154.5 GGGG
1188-15162 00000/0000 20013/1808 01/27/73 10 2620 5018N 07219W 17.5 153.8 GGGG
1188-15165 00000/0000 20013/1809 01/27/73 10 2620 4R54N 07257W 18.6 153.1 GGGG
1188-16594 00000/0000 20013/1810 01/27/73 C 2621 5n20N 09808K 17*5 153*8 GGGG
1188-17062 00000/0000 20013/1811 01/27/73 0 2621 2728N 10607 34-3 141*7 GGGG
1188-17064 000oC/00,00 2u013/1812 01/27/73 0 2621 2602N 10630W 35*3 140.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLO9U COVER % ... *..,..*,... 0 TO 100 a % CLUD CRVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAGE QUALITY ............. , RLANKSz8AND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R=RFCYCLED. GuGBDD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE. p-apBR,
16:44 MAR 11p'74 STANOARD CATALOG FeR NON-US PAGE 0520
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
B8SERVATIN MICReFILil R5LL 8i./ DATE CLBUD .R.IT PrIN!CIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PHSITISN IN ROLL ACQUTREO COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PRV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1188-17071 00000/000' 2013/1813 01/27/73 0 2621 2436N 10654W 36.2 139.9 GGG1188-17073 0000/0000 20013/1814 01/27/73 0 2621 2110N 10716W 37.1 138*9 GGGG
1188-17080 00000/0000 20013/1815 01/27/73 0 26?1 2143N 10738W 38.1 137o9 GGGG1188-17082 000OO/C000 20013/1816 01/?7/73 20 2621 2017N 108 00W 39*0 136.9 GGGG
1188-18394 00000/0000 20013/1817 01/27/73 0 2622 6129N 11709W 8*5 160.5 GGGG
1188-18400 00000/0000 20013/1818 01/27/73 0 2622 6007N 11812W 9*7 159.5 GGGG1188-18403 00000/0000 20013/1819 01/27/73 40 2622 5844N 11911W 10.8 158.5 GGGG
1188-18405 0000/0000 20013/1820 01/27/73 100 2622 572nN 1200 6w 11.9 157.7 GGGG1188-18412 00000/0000 20013/1821 01/27/73 100 2622 5557N 12058W 13*1 156.8 GGGG
1188-18421 00000/0C00 20013/1822 01/27/73 30 2622 5 09N 12232W 15.3 155.3 GGGG
1188-18423 00000/0000 20013/1823 01/27/73 20 2622 5144N 12315W 16.4 154.5 GGGG
1188-18430 00000o0000 20013/1824 01/27/73 30 2622 502(N 12356W 17.5 153.8 GGGG1188-20352 00000/0000 20013/1825 C1/27/73 50 2623 1a52N 16000W 39.8 135.8 GGGG
1188-20355 o0000/oo00 2T013/1826 01/27/73 50 2623 1725N 16021W 4097 134.7 GGG
118 8 -20441 00000/0000 20013/1827 01/27/73 60 2623 11.305 16710W 51.5 105.1 GGGG
1188-20443 00000/000o 2v013/1828 01/27/73 40 2623 1256S 16732W 51.6 103.3 GGGG
1188-20450 00000/000C 20013/1829 01/27/73 90 2623 1421S 16753W 51.7 101.5 GGGG
1188-20452 00000/0000 20013/1833 01/27/73 90 2623 1547S 16815W 51J8 99.7 GGGG1188-22213 00000/C00 20013/1831 01/27/73 20 2624 0943N 17143E 45.4 127.3 GGGG
1188-22220 00000/0000 20013/1832 01/27/73 20 2624 0716N 17123E 46.1 126.0 GGGG
1188-22222 00000/0000 20013/1833 01/27/73 20 2624 0O49N 17103E 46*7 124.6 GGGG
1189"00122 00000/0000 20013/1834 01/PR/73 80 2625 171RS 13942E 51.7 97.8 GGPG
1189-00124 00000/0000 20013/1835 01/28/73 70 2625 1844S 13919E 51.7 96*0 GGPG
1189-00131 00000/C00 20013/1836 01/28/73 50 2625 2n11S 13858E 51.5 94.3 GGGG
1189-00133 00000/0000 20013/1837 01/P8/73 10 2625 21385 13 835E 51.4 92*5 GGGG
1189-00274 00000/o000 20013/1838 01/28/73 30 2625 6905S 11342E 26.8 70*2 GGGG1189-00281 00000/0000 20013/1839 01/R/73 0 2625 7021S 11140E 25*8 71.5 GGGG
1189-00283 00000/0000 20013/1840 01/'8/73 0 2625 7137S 10924E 24*7 73%0 GGGG
1189-00290 00000/0000 20013/1841 01/?R/73 0 2625 7'50S 10655E 23.6 74.9 GGGG1189-00292 00000/0000 20013/1842 01/28/73 10 2625 7400S 10402E 226 77.2 GGG1189"00295 00o0o/0000 20013/1843 01/28/73 40 2625 750RS 10044E 21*5 80.0 GGGG1189-00301 00000/0000 20013/1844 01/P2/73 50 2625 7,14S 09653E 20,4 83.3 GGGG
1189-00304 00000/0000 20013/1845 01/28/73 60 2625 7715S 09224E 19,3 87.3 GGGG
1189-00310 00o00oo/oo 20013/1846 01/28/73 70 2625 7I13S 08708E 18*3 92.0 GGGG1189-01342 00000/0000 20013/1847 01/28/73 90 2626 5557N 13546E 13.1 156.8 GGG
1189-01344 000 C0/0 000  20013/1848 01/'R/73 33 2626 5433N 13457E 14.2 156.0 GGGG
1189-01351 00000/000 20013/1849 01/28/73 0 26?6 5310N 13412E 1594 155.2 GGGG
1189-01353 00000/ICOO 20013/1850 01/28/73 7 2626 5145N 13328E 16*5 154.5 GGGG
1189-u1360 00000/0000 20013/1851 01/28/73 0 2626 521 13247E 17.6 153.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % .. *...,..* 0 TB 100 a % CLOUD CqVFR. s** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,,., .,,,,,, RLANKSAN ND NOT PR.cSrNT/PEUESTED* RzRFCYCLED. G=GbRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PaP8OR.
1;44 11'74 STA'DARD CATALMG FPR N1.U PAGE 0521
FRSM 37/2?/72 Te 07/23/73
B SERIrT* ' ICF LL .9., ATe CLaUD 4RPIT PnlINCIPAL PBINhT SiUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
IA Pr STl9" I LL CU CVER NJMBER F IM AGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
_ SS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1189- 132 7, J /'- 20 13/1 5F 01/2/7 C 26?6 495FN 13 207E 18,7 153.0 GG G
118 9 " :1-6 UJLC/ .; 2r7 13/18F 5 3  0 t/7 2626 473 N 13130E 19.8 152.3 GGPG
1189-131 2 1 C3 D J 2 013/145 01/Pr/73 26?6 4905N 13055E 20. 9  151.6 6fGG
1189- !1374 C / 2013/1855 01/?R/73 0 2626 444;? 13021E 2p*0 150*9 GGGG
1189- 132 0.DC/0 2 013/1 5 01/2~/73 20 6?6 41)iN 12948E 23,1 150*2 UGGG
1189- 4133 ./ n13/1F57 j!/tP/73 0 2626 414 N 12916E 24*1 149*4 GGGG
1189-!145 003 C/000j J013/1 5 01/2R/7? 1: 2626 4^23N 12845L 25*2 148.7 GGGG
1189- 13? 'Lo 200F j13/195 9  01g/R/77 40 2626 3R5N 12816E 26*3 148.0 GGGG
1189- 134 02 /"0 2,/0'13/163 01;~A/73 40 26?6 3732N 12747E 27.3 147.3 GG GG
1189- 11 /j 2,013/1F61 01/R/73 30 2626 3607N 12719E 2893 146*5 GGGG
1189- 151 .1 0 /CJ: 20013/1~62 C1/28/73 50 2626 1953N 12229E 39*9 135*8 GGGG
1189- 1453 2O ?/, ,013/163 01?9/73 8r0 2626 1726N 12207E 407 134.7 GGGG
1189- 1461 0000/300; 2 13/1864 01/28/73 860 26?6 1X59N 12147E 41.6 133.6 GGGG
1129- 141 1k6/ 5I 2013/1  01/28/73 80 2626 1A3 12126E 42*4 132.4 GPGG
1189-314 : 0133:",0/ " 213,/1P66 01IP/73 7r 2626 1o07N 12105E 43*2 131.2 GPGP
1189-J1471 002/300 / 6131867 0!.2/?A7 80c ?626 1141N 12044E 43*9 130.0 GGG9
11891474 ; J0 F./:' 20/13/16L 0 1/pR/71 5r 2626 ln,1N 12023E 44.7 128.7 GGGG
i189-.1243 303/,.. 2. . 013/1'69 01/2/73 40 2626 O047N 12003E 45-4 127.4 GGGG
1189-032k4 0223 /'C;r 20313/1870 01/ R/73 30 2627 3958N 10227E 26o3 148*0 pPPp
1189- 323- 0000/0C. 2013/1871 1/2R,/7A 4i. 2627 3733N 10159E 27*3 147o2 PGGG
1189 :363 ,- 3 1/C . 2?)1 /172 01/ PR/73 n 2627 9 53N 0 9643E 39*9 135*7 GOGG
118932 0/ 0 20 13/1873 01 IP/7R / 2627 1726N 09621E 40*7 134.7 GrGG
1189- 5u)0 o00C0/?'o 260p13/1374 01/2~/73 0 2628 314N o7425E 31*4 144*1 GGGG
1189-J50 2 00"0/ 0 2,,13/175 01/28/73 n 2628 3n2?N 07400E 32.4 143*3 GGGG
1189- 35015 jC00/C00 2 013/1 76 01i/?/73 26?8 2R57N 07335E 33.4 142.4 GGG
118 9 -]50~91 '200I' 0 2013/1877 01/28/73 C 2628 2731N 07310E 34.4 141.6 GGGG
1189-~52 1 00/ 1 00 131178 01//R/7? 26 28 2605N 07246E 35*3 140*7 GGGG
1189-2535 0330 000> 2013/117 9  01/PA/73 5? 2628 7247S 0?926E 23.7 74.8 GGGG
1189- 5391 000/COL 2 01310 01/2P/73 40 2628 7 54S 02638E 22.6 77.1 GGGG
1189-c5394 2L0DI0/00 20)113/1F!1 01 /I/73 20 2628 7504S 02321E 21*5 79*8 GOGG
118 9-~00 lC' /0ic' 2'013/182 01/28/73 20 2628 7610S 01931E ?C4 83.1 GGGG
1189-354)3 00C0C/O00 208013/1883 C1/9/73 0 2628 7722 0 1b23E 194 87.0 GGGG
1189-054')5 U0 /Cu? 2. 013/1P84 01/R/73 10 2628 7q20S 01009E 18.3 9197 GGGG
1189-,6493 co00/o00 2i013/185 01/23/73 3n 2639 3733N 05023E 2793 147.2 G GG
1189-650o 0 0 0/0 C '0 21 13/1886 01/?8/73 70 2629 3607N 04954E 28*4 146o5 GGGG
1189-,653? r .C/,'-) 2 313/18R7 01/ 3/ 60 2629 3441N 0 4927E ?9** 145.7 GGGG
1189-6550 2,013/11A 011i/P/73 0 2629 1R53
N  0 4 504E 39.9 135.7 GPGG
1189-65532 0n0/2200 20013/1689 01/72/73 0 2639 1727N 04443E 40.8 134.6 GPGG
1189-26555 000rC/00- 2,'013/1890 01/2/73 0 2629 10ON 04422E 41.6 133.5 GGG
<EYS: LOU [ CLVEp ! *,...... *.... 0 Tt 100 - % CLeUD CAVER* ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
I"3E K4 LITY .. ........... .LANKS.BAN NBT PRFSrNT/REGUESTED* RaRECYCLED. GcG5BD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P.PBbR,
16:44 -"A 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOP NbN=US PAGE 0522
FRM 37/23/72 TO 07/23/73
8BSERVATISN ICRFIL R -LL fA./ DATF CL5UD aRPIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PSSITIjN IN N3LL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
@v MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1189-06561 C0002O/C0 2.013/1891 31/24/73 0 2629 1434N 04401E 42.4 132.3 GGGG
1189-06564 OO00/C000 2,013/1892 01/23/73 10 2629 1107N o4340E 43.2 131.1 GGGG
1189-06570 OcO0/000 2013/1893 01/28/73 20 2629 1140N 0432CE 43.9 129.9 GGGG
1189-36573 0003,0/0000 2j013/189 4 01/?R/73 20 26;9 1)14N 04259E 44*7 128.6 GGGG
1189-06575 000/0000 20013/1 8 9 5 01/;A/73 2629 OPn4N 04239E 45*4 127.3 GGGG
1189-6582 030/C00 2u013/ 1 89 6 01/28/73 0 2629 072~N 04218E 46.0 125.9 GGGG
118 9 -c6584 O0u3o/00o 2o013/1897 01/p?/73 0 2629 0555N 04158E 46.7 124.5 G GG
1189- 6591 00C/000/0 2 0 13/189 01/2LA/73 2629 0421N 0 4138E 47.3 12:3.1 GGGG
1189-]6593 00000/0000 20013/1899 01/28/73 0 2629 O0OON 04118E 47.9 121*6 GGGG
1189-17000 OC0,0/O00C 20013/1900 C01/9/7 0 2629 0134 04057E 48.4 120.1 GGGG
1189*-7041 00300/0002 20014/001 0C/28/73 20 2629 1253S 03733E 51.6 103.1 GGGG
1189-27043 000C0/C230 20014/0002 01/2R/73 10 2629 14195 03712E 51*7 101*3 GGGG
1189-57050 0030/C202 2o014/00C3 01/28/73 10 2629 1;45S 03651E 51.7 99.6 GGGG
1189--7052 3C0o0/0C0U 2001 4 /CC0C 01/2?/73 10 2629 171"S 03 629E 5197 97.8 GGGG
1189-37055 005o0/o000 22214/0005 C01/2/73 20 2629 138S 03607E 51.6 96.0 GGGG
1189-27061 0000CO/OSu 22014/0006 01/28/73 40 2629 20043 03545E 51*5 94*3 GGG
1189-0706 0000C/0-00 20014/0007 01/R/73 70 2629 213nS o3523E 51.4 92.5 GGG
118908354 0003/0000 2014/0008 01/2g/73 100 2630 2731N 02135E 34.4 141.5 GGGG
1189-08361 3 0 002/000C 2C014/0009 01/pR/ 7 1 100 2630 2 605N 0 2111E 35.4 140.6 G7GG
1189-38363 00C0/C000C 20014/001C 01/28/73 80 2630 2439N 020 4 8E 36.3 139.7 GGGG
1189-08370 o0i00/oCo0 22014/0011 01/28/73 60 2630 2312N 02024E 37*2 1338 GGGG
1189-38372 0000/C0000 20014/0012 01/4R/73 80 2630 2146N 02002E 381 137.8 GGGG
118 9 -337 5 0000/0002 20014/0013 0!/23/71 70 2630 2?20N 01940E 39.0 136*8 GGGG
1189-J8381 S00O/COO 2J014/OC 14 01/,2/73 80 2630 153N 01918E 39.9 135.7 GGGG
1189-)8384 00c=/00. 2v?14/OC15 01/PR/73 90 2630 1726N 01857E 40* 8  134.6 PPPP
1189-13390 C00CO/CCC 2-)014/0016 01/PR/73 90 26?0 1600N 01836E 41.6 133.5 GGGG
1189-03393 O00 OC000 2 '014/0017 01/23/73 80 2630 1433N 01b15E 42-4 132.3 GGGG
1189-38395 00300/C000 22014/0018 01/2R/73 0 26q0 1107 N  01754E 43*2 131.1 GGGG
1189- 402 OS000/00C0 2j014/001 9  01/;g/73 0 2630 1141N 01733E 43.9 129.9 GGGG
118 9 -j640 4 00030/ 002 2:014/0020 01/28/73 2n 2630 1n15N 01712E 44.7 128.6 GGGG
1189-08411 0000o0/00 2014 /00 2 1 01/28/73 20 2610 OQ*4N 01651E 45.4 127.3 GGGG
1189-0841 3 0C300/000 2S14/0022 01/PR/73 30 2630 0721N 01631E 46.1 125.9 GGGG
1189-38420 OC-C/COCG 20014/0023 01/?2/73 20 2630 o0559 01610E 46*7 124.5 GGGG
1189-3422 00Y0O/002 P2c14/0024 01/PR/73 0 2630 0429N 01550E 47.3 123.1 GGGG
1189-c34?5 DC3CO/r0C0 2.014/0025 01/;)/73 70 2633 021ON 01530E 47.9 121.6 GGGG
1189-38431 01000/.00 2.014/0026 01/2~/73 70 2620 O!36N 01510E 48.4 120.1 GfGG
1189-8434 0 'YO/CCO 2o014/0027 01/'8/73 70 2630 04N 01450E 48.9 118.5 GGGG
1189-38440 D00S0/CC02 22014/0028 01/P2/73 100 2630 0111S 01430E 4904 116*9 GGGG
1189-08443 0OCS0/CC0J 20014/0029 01/28/71 100 2630 0245S 01410E 49.8 115.3 GGGG
KEYS: CL'.!C CivEP ' ***...,,. o TR 100 % CLOUD COVER * = ND CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I-A3E -~rLITY . .......... mLANKSrBAND NOT PRSErNT/REQUESTED, R=RECYCLED, G=GBRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PuPB8R.
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0523
FRBM c7/23/72 TV 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICP9FIL! ROFLL Y3., DTE CL.JD 9RRIT PrI'OCIPAL P4INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN KLL ACQUTRE COVER NUMBER 'F IMAGF ELEV. AZI M. RBV MSS
RLv MTS LAT LNG 123 45678
1189-08445 00000/00OC 2314/0030 01/8/73 10 2630 04 1S 01350L 50*2 113.6 GOGG
1189-15194 00000/00) 20014/0031 01./ /73 1r 2634 54r44N 06900W 1190 158*5 GGG
1189-15200 00000/0000 20014/0032 01/?2/71 2 2634 5727N 06955w 12.2 157.6 GCGG
1189-!52o3 00000/0000 20014/00 3 3 01/2R/7 0 2634 55561' 0 7046W 13.3 156.7 PGG
1189-15205 00000/9000 20014/0034 01/2R/73 2614 5432N 07134W 14.4 155.9 GrGG
1189-15212 000uO/000 2014/0035 01/? /73 1C 2634 5-1' 07220 15,5 155,2 GGGG
1189-15214 00000/,oOu 20014/0036 01/28/73 2? 2634 5144N 07 3 04 16.6 154.4 GGGG
1189-15221 0000000 20014/0037 01/78/73 5 2634 5019N 07345W 17.7 153.7 GGGG
1189-15223 00000/0001 23014/003s 01/P2/73 9,2 2634 4,54 4 07'+24W 18*6 152.9 GGG
1189-17025 00000/0000 2201 4/0039 01/p/7 3  C 2635 594 4 N 9447w 11*0 158.5 PGGG
1189-17n32 OC300/0000 2014I004 0 G0/2/73 0 2635 5721N 09542W 12.2 157.6 PGGG
1189-17034 00000/0o0C 2014/0041 01/?2/73 0 2635 5557N 09635W 13*3 156*7 GGGG
1189-17041 000000/000 20014/0042 01/2R/73 20 2635 5433N 09723 14.4 155.9 GGGG
1189-17043 00000/0000 20014/0043 01/28/73 2n ?635 509N 09 8 09W 1595 155.2 GGG
1189-17050 0000C/0000 20014/0044 01/28/71 10 2635 5145N 09852W 16.6 154.4 GGGG
1189-17052 o000o/o00 2001/05 0C1/2/73 h 261?5 5g2N 09934W 17*7 1537 GGGG
1189-17120 00000/000U 20014/0046 01/?R/73 2635 2729N 10733W 34*5 141.4 GrGG
1189-1713 OC00CO00/00 20014/0047 01/28/73 0 2635 2602? 10 756w 35*5 140.5 GGGG
11.89-17125 00000/CO/ 2,014/0045 01/p/73 0 26?5 2436N 10 819W 3694 139.6 GGGG
1189-17132 O2000/0000 20014/0049 01/2R/73 0 2635 2 10 10842w 3703 138.7 GGGG
1189-17134 C0000/00 0 2,O14/0050C 01/PR/73 1 2615 2?43N 10 904w 38.2 137.7 GGGG
1189-18402 0 0000/ O . 20014/0051 01PR73 , 2636 7444 4 09149v .0 184.7 PGGG
1189-15405 oC0oc/Cn00 20014/0052 01//73 2636 739Ni 0 9554W *0 180.9 PGGG
1189-18411 00000/000 23014/0053 01/28/73 0 2636 7 4 30N 09928W .0 177.6 PfPG
1189-13414 00000/00 2014/0054 01/28/73 c 2636 7118N 10234w .0 174*8 PGGG
1189-18420 00000/C~0 20 14/0055 01o28/73 o 2636 7?b5N 1ob16W .0 172.4 PGG
1189-13423 00000'C 2:01,4/056 31 /28/73 2636 704N\ 10739W .8 170.2 GGGG
1189-18425 00000/000o 2 014/0057 01/2 /73 " 2636 6932N 10945W 2"0 168.4 GGGG
1189-18432 00000/C000 22014/0058 01/PR/73 2636 61 4 N 11137W 3.1 166*7 PGGG
1189-18434 00000/000 -2 C14/0059 01/P2/73 2636 6655N 11318~W 4.2 165.2 GCGG
1189-18441 00000/0000 c0014/0060 01/2/73 3 2636 6r3rN 11449W 5.4 163.8 GGGG
1189-18443 O000CCC/C00 20014/0061 01/2P/73 30 2636 6414N 11611W 6.5 162.6 GGGG
1189-18450 00O0/0000 20014/0062 01/28/73 0 2636 6?25N 11726w 7*7 161.4 GGGG
1189-18452 00000/0000 20014/0063 01/pr/73 O 2636 6130N 11835w 8.8 160.4 GGGG
1189-18455 00000/0000/0 2014/00 6 4  01/2/73 0 2636 6007N 11939W 9.9 159.4 GGGG
1189-18461 00000/0O00 20014/0065 01/?P/73 0 2636 594N 12038W 1l00 158,5 GGGG
1189-18464 00000/000) 20014/0066 01/28/73 C 2636 5721N 12133W 12.2 157*6 GGGG
1189-18470 O0000/0000 20014/0067 01/28/73 50 2636 5F57N 12225W 13*3 156.7 GGGG
1189-18473 00000/0000 22j014/0068 01/28/73 90 2636 5433N 12313W 14*4 155*9 GGGG
KEYS: CLOULD C9VER % ...... ,....... 0 T9 10C0 % CLOUD CAVER. ** z NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALTTY .............. nLANKSxFAND NOT PR7SrNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED' G=G3RD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE* PPOeBR.
16:44 "14 11'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0524
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
89SERVATT5N 'ICP9FILM R)LL C./ AT CLOUD 5RRIT PoIJCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I P-SITI'N I'4 BLL ACCUTqED CeVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1189-18475 00000/0000 20014/0069 01/?'/73 30 2636 5309N 123 59w 15.5 155.1 GGGG
1189-18492 000oo/000 20014/0070 01/1~/73 1.00 2636 5145N 1P442W 16.6 154.4 GIGG
1189-18444 O 000/c00o 20014/0071 01/ /73 100 2636 5n20N 12523W 17.8 153.6 GGGG
1189-20411 00000/000w 20014/0072 01/28/73 50 2637 1R52N 1612 4 W 40*0 135.5 GGGG1189-20413 00000/000 20014/0073 01/2R/73 100 2637 1725N 161 4 6w 40.8 134.5 GGGG
1189-20495 000O0/C00C 2U014/0074 01/PR/73 100 2637 11279 16837W 51.5 104.6 GGGG
1189-205)2 00000/C000 20014/0075 01/28/71 100 2637 154S 16858w 51.6 102.9 GGGG
1189-20504 00000/0000 20014/0076 01/28/73 10 2637 14215 16918W 51-7 101.1 GGGG
1189-20511 Oc00o/O00 20014/0077 01/2R/73 100 2637 c48S 16938W 51.7 99.3 GGGG
1189-20513 00000/0002 29014/0078 01/?8/73 100 2637 1714S 16959W 51*7 97.5 GGG
1189-21093 00000/CCO 3 20014/0079 01/?8/73 100 2617 76119 14719E 20. 3  83.1 GGGG
1189-21095 0000/0000 20014/ 080 01/?R/71 80 2637 7711S 14254E 19.2 87.0 PGGG
1189-21102 O0000/COo 2L914/0081 01/?8/73 80 2637 7125? 13740E 18.1 91.7 GGGG
1189-21104 OOOC0/O00C 20014/0082 01/28/73 100 2637 7n03S 13139E 17*0 97.3 GGGG
1189-21111 o000oo/O0C 20014/0083 01/28/73 6c 2637 7946S 12450E 15.9 103.8 GGGG
1189-2240 000C0/o0o 20014/0084 01/28/73 100 2638 6507S 14302E 29.6 67.5 G
1189-2?492 0O00/000~ 2.014/0085 01/?2/73 4r 2638 6A26S 14134E ?8.6 68.2 GGG
1189"22495 00000/ 00 20014/00C8 01/P;/73 100 2638 6745S 13956E 27.6 69.0 GGGG
1189-22501 CO0/0000 20014/0087 01/8R/73 10 2638 6903s 13807E 26.6 70.1 PPGG
1189-22504 0O00O/O00O 20014/0088 01/?2/73 100 2638 7 r20S 13606E 25.5 71.4 GGGG
1189-22510 O00C/o030 20014/0089 01/28/73 lOC 2638 71355 13352E P4.5 73.0 GrGG
1189-22513 30000/0002 2.3014/0090 01/p2/73 100 2638 7p4RS 13122E 23*4 74.9 GGGG
1189-22515 00000/,000 20014/0091 01/28/73 lOC 2638 7?58S 12628E 22.3 77.2 PCGG1189-22522 0OCOC/OOOc 20014/o092 01/R/73 100 2638 7507S 12b09E 21.3 79.9 GGGG
1189-22524 00000/C000 2?014/U093 ol/R8/73 100 2638 7623S 12130E 20.2 83.2 GGGG
1189-22531 OOO/OOc0 20014/0094 01//?/73 40 2638 7725S 11659E 19*1 87.2 GCGG
1189-22533 00000/000 2u0140095  01?8n/73 20 2638 71?S 11136E 18.0 91.9 GGGG
1189-22540 O0/C3000 20014/0096  01/R/73 40 2638 79045 10531E 16* 9  97.5 GGGG
1189-22542 Oc00/OO0 20014/0097 01/28/73 100 2638 73 4 7S 098 3 9E 15*8 104.1 GGGP
1189-23571 0000/COOC 2u014/0098 01/P/73 1 2639 5430N 15919E 14*5 155.9 GGGG
1189-23574 00000/000 20014/0099 01/28/73 20 2619 5306N 15833E 15.6 155*1 GGGG
1189-23580 oo0000/ooc 20014/0100 01/R/73 50 2639 5142N 15750E 16.7 154.3 GGGG
1189-23583 00 O/O00o 2u014/0101 01/28/73 70 2639 5n17N 15709E 17.8 153.6 GGGG
1189-23585 O0000/00OC 20014/010 2 01/2P/7? 70 2639 4R53N 15630E 18.9 152*9 GrGG
1189-23592 00000/CGCO 20014/0103 01/PR/73 70 2639 472,N 15553E 20.0 152.1 GGGG
1189-23594 OO0r)/OOe 2?014/0104 01/28/73 7c, 2639 4A02N 15517E PI11 151.4 GGGG
1190-01441 00000000 20014/0105 01/29/73 30 2640 415-N 12751E 24*3 149.3 GG G
1190-014**4 000oo/00 20014/0106 01/29/73 3"- 2640 4r2 4 \ 12721E 25*4 148.6 GGGG
1190-01505 o0000o/00C 20014/0107 01/29/73 7n 2640 1,53N 12107E 40.0 135.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLkU COVE 1 .... ,..,..... 0 TR 100 . % CLOUD CaVEP. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAGE 'UALTTY .,.*.,,..,..,., 0LANKS=BAN0 NOT PRFSrNT/REGUESTED, R=RECYCLED. G=GOBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE, PuPB5R.
144 '4 STANDARD CATALaG F5P NoN-US PAG3E 0525
FSM '37/2"/72 T! "7/23/73
BSE- TI\ ':IT'cI . ':LL R,./ TC CLfiUD ':RqIT PPIICIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I I ,T.II \ , LL AG-T C5 VF R \iUM :R 4F IVAGE ELFV. AZIr, RBV MSS
v ISS AT LBNG 123 45678
1190- 151 ""' . ?'1IC4/ C0;1 01/ ?/73 6, 2640 1727 12045E 409 134.4 GGGG
1190- 15t 0 214/0105 01!i9/73 4, 2640 1601. 12I023E 417 133.3 G GG
1190- ' 151 IC2,14/0 1 01/ 9/71 3c 2640 1434\i 12001E 42.5 132.1 GGGG
1190"- 1523 ,/C0 2 1I/111 0/I/73 73 2640 1 0RN i 11940E 43*3 130,9 GGGG
1190 153.- 2. . r .14 /0112 1 /:9/7 7,' 2640 114? 11919E 44-0 129*6 GGGG
1190- 1-53 c 1 1 IC 113 1n / 9/77 61 2640 1-16N 1158E 44,8 128.3 GGG
I190 15 3; P0/" 14? ,/011 4  01/Iq/73 70 2640 CP4RN 1183$E 45.5 127,0 GOGG
1190- 141 0I '-/ "' - 1 ''115 I 9/73 10 2 64 2  3?24N 07233E 9326 143.1 GGGG
119')- i13 -. ". - 14/0111 /~9/7:3 2642 2?58, 0 7209E 33.6 142,2 GOGG
1190- 515 "':"/DCO 2.'14/.117 0 1 2q/73 n 264 2  273,', 07145E 3406 141.3 GGGG
11 9 0- :51" i :? P/C, 2 14, 01 '/77 /7 2642 26n1 0O7121E 35.5 140.4 GGGG
1190 - 5 135 . 014/0119 1/?9/73 n 2642 243 07057E 36,5 139.5 GGGG
11 9 0- '5161 C/C ' 14/12 ' 1 1/9 /73 1 2642 21'.3 07(c34E 37.4 138.5 GGGG
1190- 5 3>'9'/. 2 14/12 01/ 9/7A 1 2642 214AN 07012E 3983 137.5 GGGG
1190- 517, ,0/0 ) 2J01P4/0122 01~q/73 1" 2642 2n2oN C6950E 39*2 136.5 (UGG
1 1 90-J517' ' v /0 c-O 1 4 ,0123 0!/n9/
7  C, 2642 1 53N. 06929E 40'0 135.5 GG G
1190- J175 1 - " 2 1 4,/3412 I /'q9/73 2642 1 72N 06907E 4n.9 134.4 CGG
119051? 3 C 2 .0140125 9/73 ? 2642 1q59N 0646L 41*7 133.2 G(GG
1!90-3514 0?' 2;1Cl 2"  01/-9/73 2' 2642 14331. 06825E 42.5 132.1 GGGG
1190-j519.1 .'0/,. 2".1,/C1P27 0/9/ 7 3 9r 2642 1?0'6N 06804E 4303 1
3 0, 9  GGGG
119035193 0 '-'/' 27 14 /C12 01/9/73 A8 2642 11 4?N 06743E 44.1 129.6 GGGG
1190- 520: .. J ,/ " 20. 14 12 01/29 /7? 6 2642 1l 13N 06722E 44*8 128*3 GGG
119u- i70? 00 / ,' P014/0130 01/?9/73 19 2643 1434N 04237E 42.5 132.0 GGGG
1190"70-2? ., 2 14/,131 01/?19/7 1. 2643 1'20N 0 4216E 43.3 130*8 GGPP
119_0-;7,25 , 1 2', ,4. _ 14/0132 01/Pq173 1 2643 1141N 04155E 44.1 129.6 GrC,
1190-731 0 ./0 2iC14/033 1/9/73 C 2643 Il15N 04134E 44.8 128.3 GGG
1190-,'7,3 ,: 13.3/I 2.: 14 134 C1/29/73 2 2643 0 4R, 04113E 45*5 127#0 GGGG
1190-470 4  00j "/0C0 "14/135 01/29/73 p 2643 O722 N C4052E 46.1 125.6 GPGG
1190--70? 3  ;,r' 2.14/013b 01/29/73 2643 C 56N 04u32E 46.8 124.2 GPGG
1190-j705 ;' ./,_ 2;1,/0137 01/29/73 . 2643 04?N 04011E 474 122,7 GGGG
1190-.7035? 2 . 14/0138 1/, 9/73 c 2643 0302N 03951E 48.0 121.2 GGGP
1190-.j705 4  C CO/-J0,; 2 C14/0139 01/t9/73 1q 2643 0135N 03931E 48*5 119.7 GGGG
1190-7061 o ..../C C': " 2 14/1 01/29/73 1 2643 O0n0N 03911E 49,0 118.1 GGGG
1190-7063 00. 0' 2 014/0141 0.1/29/73 80 2643 Ot11S 03851E 49.4 116.5 GGGG
1190- ; 7"7' , C" /" " 20 146,0142 01/9/73 7c 2643 0,44S 03631E 49*9 114*9 UGPG
1 190-7C75 0220/3;:. 21014/1 4 3  :lq/!71 90 2643 0r3S 03751E 5C
6  111.5 GGG
1190-'701 CnO/' / 2 .14/14 0/39/73 80 2643 070S 0373 0E qo09 109.8 GfGG
1190-370i )C14/0145 01/19/7 9, 2643 0G32S 03710E 51.1 1080 GGGP
1190-7090 C C/O 2 914/ 146  01/2/73 10C 2643 Oa5qS 03649E 51i3 106*3 GOGG
<EYS: 'L-L C-vER ......... , C TH 100 U % CLUD CoVER, ** = N CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I"'LE "'u ,L TY .,.. ,.....,, !LANKS=BAND NbT PRFSrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GB6D. FmFAIR BUT USABLE. PP59R*
16: 4 "' 1I1s74 3TANDARD CATALBG FeP A N-US PAGE 0526FP! -7/231/72 TR 0'7/23/73
8PSERvATT, "IC-;FIi t LL .:.1/ CTE CLeUD 9RIT PPI\CIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
:11. SITI'j I OL.L AC EPTE CIVE ~UUBER F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV mSS
SS IAr LNG 123 45678
1190-703 00 /00K 2314/o147 3/09/73 90 2643 1125S 03628E 51.5 104.5 GGGG1190- : 7 . /CLD 2/114/ 4 0I/?9/77 100 2643 1251 03607E 51*6 102.7 GGG1190--7102 '' 0/-0 2 014 /149 01/29/73 80 2643 141S 03b46E 51*7 100.9 GGGG1190-J710 
_ 2'/01 /015 01/?9/73 9 2643 145S 03525E 51.7 99.1 GGGG
1190-J7111 3 v r)/3 0 2o1~3 /151 01/29/73 9? 2643 171?S 03504E 51.6 97.4 GGGG1190.- 7113 43CC 2 1/0152 01/29/7 10 2643 193S 03442E q1*6 95.6 GGGG1190-J7 0 , /C , . .1/ /15 .31 /29/73 7 2643 2r04S 03421E 51.4 93.9 GGGG1190- :7122 fOLO,/C ' 014/0154 //7 4, 2643 2 13,S 03358E 51*3 92.2 G3GG1190-)7125 n001/00 2.014,/0155 !1/29/73 1i 2643 ?257S 33336E 51.1 90.5 GGG1190-.7131 0 //0  2'14/D,156 0!/29/73 2643 2423S 03313E 50C8 8.*8 GGGG1190- 713 03303" 
-/ 20014/l 157  01/29/73 2 2643 2549S 03249E 5r.5 87.? GGGG
1190-j7143 C3CO/"O 2 014/015. 01/29/73 Il 2643 2q4lS 03200E 49,8 49,1 GGG1190-714c; 00/ .. 2;'14/ 159 Ct/29/7 3  2r 2643 3O07S 3135E 49.3 82.6 GGGG
1190-37275 003,'0/0' 2 014/016 01/29/73 9" 2643 7 .51S 00247E 23.4 74.7 GGGG1190-.72.1 . . 2 ,14/0161 1 /2/73 9 2643 71545 00039 p 3 770 GG
11930-72t4 D0CC' '/ " 2 14 /0 6? 31/?9/73 9" 2643 7;0?S 00357w 21.2 79.7 GGGG1190-723 .) D1 C 2 014 0163 01 /9/71 0 2643 7.19S 00717w 202 83.0 GGGG1190-)7293 0. /. 1 /0164 01o/9/73 1or, 2643 77213 01146N 19.1 86.9 GGGG1190-37295 0 q 3 / 2j 1l/0165 01/29/73 100 2643 71 S 01659 18i0 91.6 GGGG
1190-7332 3C3/2IC 1: 20:)14/166 31/9/73 50 2643 7P5S OP332 16*9 97.1 GGGG
1190-73j 003 / 0 o 2C14/.)167 01/29/73 4'" 2643 7043S 03021w 15.8 103.6 GGGG1190-A3413 O OO/ o 20014/0168 01/9/73 30 2644 P73?N 02011E 34*6 141.3 GGGG
119Q0,j 15 0003"/COt ~'014/069 01/9/73 6c 2644 2A45N 01946E 35.5 140.4 GGGG1190"j)8422 00 /370 2014017r 01/9/73 2 2644 243N 01922E 36*5 139.5 GGGG
1190-384.24 "/0.n70 2 1,/i11 3t1/29/73 1 2644 211y 01.859E 37*4 138.5 GSGG1190-)3431 G0y/0rr 3 2 014/0172 01129173 2644 2147N O1836E 38.3 137.5 GGGG119o-~033 y/ ,  2j 1 /173 031'9/73 ' 2644 021N 1814E 39.2 136.5 GGGG
1190-7844, 0D' 3 /00r , 2"14/0174 01/39/73 20 2644 154N 0 1752E 40.1 135.4 GrGG1190- 844 0 / 3 14 0175 01/9/73 20 6 4 12?N 01731k 4C09 134.3 GGGG1190-j8451 ..../C 'C/ 2 / 1,.76 0129/73 . 2644 1435N 01648E 42*5 132.0 G(GG1190-8454 00 7/0 2,114/3177 01/29/73 2. 2644 1082 01627E 43.3 130.8 GGGG1190-A846: 00 C 9,.5 2 '14 c178 011?9/73 2644 1142N 01607E 4401 129*6 GrGG1190*. 63 .3 2/ c, , 14/0179 C1/q9/7; c; 2644 1'1 N 01546E 44*.8 128.3 GGGG1190- 46 0' -/' 2 ,:14/018" 01/9/73 264 O94 N Obt26E 45*5 126.9 GGGG
1190-. 847?2 >,./ . 1,1!81 31/29/7 " 2644. C72PN? 01505E 46.2 125.6 GGGG1190-*474 / 2 P14/0182 01/29/73 1 269 055N 01445E 46.8 124.2 GGG
1190-i34P? 03 / 3 2 SD1*/:183 01/,9/73 10 2645 0O3zS o1345w a.r6 111.5 GGGG
1190-10344 .0.i/90 2 14/1 8 01/29/7R 2" 2645 C7041 01 4 05w 50*9 109o7 GGGG1190-10351 
.0'?'/(!' 2014/0125 01/29/73 20 2645 033S 01426W 51.1 108 0 GGGG
EuY: CL.v CjEv , o., *,.,,.... T3 100 = CL5UD CRVER. ** N CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
1i";<E ;V-LTTY .,.,,,,*,... 8LANKSm&AN9 \i-T PRFSNTI/REQUFSTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GSDA. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PBPR.
16:44 YAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALG FBR NIN.US PAGE 0527
FRBM o7/21/72 Tf o7/23/73
BBSERVATISN MICR5FI'M RLL NY./ DATE CL5UD RBIT PPIJCIPAL P4INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID 09SITI4N IN HRLL AC5IvTED C7V,1 NUM1BR 1F I'AGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
r9V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1190-10353 00000/C0000 20014/0186 01P/2973 10 2645 0957S 01 4 4 6 w 51.3 106.2 GGGG
1190-12365 00000/0000 20014/0187 01/29/73 20 2646 7n24S 06957W 25.p 71.3 P
1190-12371 OOOOC0/0000 20014/0188 01/29/73 20 2646 7140S 07212W 24.3 72.9 GGG
1190-12374 O000/OCOO 20014/0189 01/29/73 10 2646 7248 07515v P33 74.8 GGGG
1190-12380 00000/0000 20014/0190 01/P9/73 39 2646 715QS 07 8 04w 2P.2 77*1 GGGG
1190-12383 00000/0000 20014/0191 01/P9/71 80 2646 7506S 08 1 2 2W 21*1 79,8 GGGG
1190-12385 00000/0000 20014/0192 01/29/73 90 2646 7621S 08454w 20.1 83.1 GGGG
1190-12392 00000/0000 20014/0193 0o/29/73 40 2646 7723S 08924W 19.0 87.1 GGGG
1190-12394 00000/0000 20314/0194 01/29/73  90 2646 7S20S 09438v 17*9 91.8 GGGG
1190-14035 00000/00o 22014/0195 01/29/73 40 2647 1546S C6 7 5 0w 51.7 99.0 GGGG
1190-14041 00000/0000 20014/0196 01/29/73 50 2647 171?S 06 8 12W 51.6 97*2 GGGG
1190-14044 00000/C000 20014/0197 01/29/73 5r 2647 1839S 06833W 51.
5  95,4 QGGG
1190-14050 00000/0000 20014/0198 01/29/73 40 2647 2 05S 06855W 51.4 93*7 GGGG
1190-15255 00000/0000 20014/0199 01/?9/73 20 2648 5721N 07123W 12.4 157.5 GGGG
1190-15261 00000/CooO 20014/0200 01/29/73 20 2648 5559N 0 7214W 13.5 156.6 GfGG
1190-15264 00000/0000 20014/0201 01/p9/73 10 2648, 5433N 07302W 14.6 155.8 GGGG
1190-15270 00000/000C 20014/0202 01/q9/73 10 2648 530RN 07 3 4 7W 15.8 155.0 GGGG
1190-15273 000O0/C00 20014/0203 01/29/73 10 2648 5144N 07 4 30W 16.9 154.3 GGGG
1190-15275 00000/0000 20014/0204 01/29/73 0 2648 502-N 07511W 18*0 153.5 GGGG
1190-15375 000/000 20014/0205 01/29/73 90 2648 155"N 0 8609W 41.8 13301 GGGG
1190-15382 OC0CO/0000 20014/0206 01/29/73 8C 2648 14 3?N 08629w 4206 131.9 GGGP
1190-15384 00000/0000 20014/0207 01/29/73 30 2648 1306N 08650W 43.4 130*7 GGPP
1190-15391 00000/0000 20014/0208 01/29/73 n1 2648 1139N 08 7 11W 44.1 129.4 GGG
1190-15393 00000/0000 20014/0209 01/?9/73 20 2648 101IN 08732W 4408 128.1 PGGG
1190"17084 00000/0000 22014/0210 01/29/73 0 2649 5A45 N  09 6 15w 11*3 158.4 GrGG
1190-17090 00000/0000 20014/0211 01/,9/73 10 2649 57 1N 09710W 12.4 157*5 GOGG
1190-17093 00000/0o00 20014/0212 01/P9/73 10 2649 555N 09802W 13*5 156.6 GGGG
1190-17095 00000/0000 23014/0213 01/29/73 10 2649 5 4 34 N 09850W 14.6 155.8 GGGG
1190-17102 00000/0000 21014/0214 01/29/73 ' 2649 5310N 099 3 6w 15*8 155.0 GGG
1190-17104 COOO/000 2)014/0215 01/29/73 10 2649 5145N 10019W 16.9 154.3 GG
1190-17111 00000/0000 23014/0216 01/29/73 10 2649 520N 10100W 18.0 153.5, GGGG
1190-17175 00000/00000 20D14/0217 01/29/73 30 2649 2731N 10o 5 9 W 34*7 141.2 GGPG
1190-17181 00000/0000 2,014/0218 01/29/73 50 2649 ?60N 10922W 35.6 140.3 PPGP
1190-17184 00000/0000 2UO14/0219 01/29/73 43 2649 2439N 10945w 36.6 139*4 P3GG
1190-17190 00000/0000 20014/0220 01/~9/73 60 2649 2311N 11008W 37.5 138.4 GGGG
1190-20554 00000/0000 20014/C221 01/P9/73 70 2651 1125S 17 00 6W 51*5 104*2 GGGG
1190-20560 00000/0000 20014/0222 01/?9/73 60 2651 1253, 17026W 561*6 102*. GSGG
1190-20563 00000/0000 2f0014/0223 01/2~/73 6p 2651 1419S 17047W 51.6 100.7 GGGG
1190-20565 00003/0002 20014/0224 01/29/73 40 2651 1544S 17 10 8 W. 51.6 98.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLLiD COVER % *..o...**** .. TO 100 = % CLBUD C4VER. ** * NB CLUD DATA AVAILABL E .
I'AGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESPNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. GvGS'D. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBB
16:44 IAR ll1'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NN.US PAGE 0528
FRBM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN MICROFIlM RLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PoIPCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PASIT19N I4 RSLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER iF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM ,  RBV MSS
qV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
11902057? OU00 /o0000 20014/0225 01/?9/73 2c 2651 1711S 17129W 51,6 97.1 GGGG
1190=22544 OOOCO/COO 20014/C022 01/P9/73 40 2652 6=059 14137E 29*4 67.4 GGGG1190-22551 o0000/CoD 20014/0227 01/29/73 10 2652 6625S 14009E 28*4 68.1 GGGG1190-22553 00000/0000 20014/0228 01/29/73 100 2652 67445 13831E 27.3 69.0 GOGG1190-22560 00oo0/000 200314/0229 01/?9/73 20 2652 6102S 13643E ?6.3 70* 0  GGGG1190-22 5 6 2 00000/0000 20014/0230 01/2q/73 20 2652 7019S 13441E 25.3 71.3 GGGG
1190-22565 00000/0000 20014/0231 01/29/73 10 2652 7134S 13227E 24.2 72.9 GGGG1190-22571 00000/0000 20014/0232 01/29/73 10 2652 7n4QS 12956E 23,2 74*8 GGGG
1190-22574 00000/0000 20014/0233 01/29/73 10 2652 7-59S 12701E 22.1 77.1 G3GG1190-225g0 00000/0000 20014/0234 01/29/73 20 2652 7i06S 12344E 21*0 79.9 GGGG1190-22583 00000/0000 20014/0235 01/29/73 2o 2652 7612S 11952E 19*9 83.2 GGG
1190-22585 00000/0000 20014/0236 01/P9/73 20 2652 7714S 11525E 18.9 87.1 G3GG1190-22592 O0000/00 0 20014/0237 01/29/73 10 2652 7412S 11010E 17.8 91.9 GGGG
1191-00255 00000/0000 20014/0238 01/30/73 10 2653 2426S 13501E 50.7 88.4 GGGG1191-00262 00000/0000 20014/0239 01/30/73 0 2653 2551S 13439E 50*~ 86.8 GGGG1191-00264 00000/0000 20014/0240 01/3o/7 3 0 2653 2717S 13416E 50.0 85.3 GGGG1191-30271 00000/C000 20014/0241 01/30/73 30 2653 2;43S 13352E 49.6 83.7 GGGG
1191-00273 00000/000U 20014/0242 01/30/73 50 2653 309S 13328E 49*2 82.3 GGPG
1191-30280 00000/0000 2J014/0243 01/30/73 8" 2653 3135S 13303E 48.7 80.9 GGPG119 1-01500 00000/0000 22014/0244 01/30/73 0 2654 4147N 12622E 24*6 149.1 GGGG1191-01503 00000/000 20014/0245 01/ 3q/ 7 3  0 2654 4022N 12b52E 25.7 148.4 GGGG1191-01505 00003/0003 20014/0246 01/30/73 0 2654 3856N 12522E 26*7 14706 GGGG1191-01514 00000/000 20014/0247 01/3n0/7 3 30 2654 3604N 12426E 28.8 146*1 GGGG1191-01521 00000/o00 20014/0248 01/30/73 20 2654 3 43 9 N 12 359E 29.8 145.3 GGGG1191-01523 00000/0030 20014/0249 01/30/73 20 2654 3313N 12333E 30*8 144.5 GGGG1191-01530 00000/00o0 20014/0250 01/30/73 10 2654 3147N 12307E 31.8 143.7 GGGG1191-01532 C00000/0000 20014/0251 01/30/73 30  2654 3021N 12242E 32*8 142.9 GGGG1191-01535 00000/0000 20014/0252 01/30/73 30 2654 2154N 12218E 33*8 142.0 GGGG
1191-01541 00000/000 20014/0253 01t/30/73 50 2654 2728N 12154E 34.8 141.1 GGGG1191-01544 00000/000 20014/0254 01/30/73 70 2654 2602N 12131E 35.7 140*2 G5GG1191-01550 ,00000/0000 20014/0255 01/30/73 60 2654 2435N 12108E 36.7 139.3 GOGG
1191-01553 00000/00ou 2u014/0256 01/30/73 40 2654 2109N 12045E 37*6 138.3 GGGG1191-01555 00000/0000 20014/0257 01/30/73 60 2654 2!43N 12022E 38.5 137.3 G3GG1191-31562 00000/0003 20014/0258 01/30/73 7 2654 2016N 12000E 39*4 136*2 GGGG1191-01564 00000/0000 20014/0259 01/30/73 50 2654 15IN 11938E 40*2 135.2 QGGG1191-31571 00000/0000 20014/0260 01/30/73 1 2654 1723N 11917E 41.1 134*1 GGGG1191-01573 o0000/0c00 20014/0261 01/30/73 30 2654 1557N 11855E 41.9 132.9 GGGG1191-01580 00000/000 20014/0262 01/30/73 70 2654 1431N 11834E 42.7 131.7 PpPP
1191-03323 00000/0000 20014/0263 01/30/73 0 2655 4438N 10139E 22.5 150.5 GGGG
KEYS: CL UD COVER % .... ,,,,.. 0 Te 100 * % CLOUD CIVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I1AGE OUALITY ,**..,,,,.,,, BLANKS=BAND NOT PR.FSCNT/REQUESTED, R=RECYCLEOD G=GBAD* FuFAIR BUT USABLE. P,*P5R.
It:4 l "4 11,'74 STANOARD C4TLOG FSR N5N.US PAGE 0529
FRIM 07/23/72 T5 07/23/73
eBSERVATISN 1ICrFILU RLL NA,/ 0AT7 CLOUD jRBIT PI\JCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
1' P!SITIS IN R5LL ACUTRED C VpR JUMBrR 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
av Mss LAT LONG 123 45678
1191-,3325 CC0(0C/000 20014/0264 01/10/73 0 2655 4113N 10106E 23*6 149.8 GGG
1191-03332 O000/0000 20014/0265  01/0/71 C 2655 447N I0034E 24.6 149.1 GGG
1191-j3334 00"O/O. 20014/026 6  01/ 3 / 7 3  2' 2655 4021" 10004E 25.7 148*4 PPPP
1191 35195 000/C0/700 2u014/026 7  01/30/73 77 2656 3n20' 07106E 32.9 142.8 PGP
1191-35202 0C00/CCO, 20014/0,26 01/0/7 3 o 2656 2R54N 07041E 33.8 142.0 GGPP
1191-)5204 00l/C0 00 2!)014/0269 o0130/ 73 10 2656 272;N 07017E 34*8 141.1 GGGG
1191-35211 c 2 u jc1 14/027 01/3 o/ 7 3  0 2656 2602N 06954E 35.8 140*2 GGGG
1191-/5213 000'"~C/0 20014/0271 01/10/73 2656 2 4 3 6N 0631E 16*7 13902 GGGG
1191"05220 Ooo00/c00? 2 014/0272 01/30/73 0 2656 210 06908E 37.6 1383 GGGG
1191-5222 OCC/0.,O0 C014 /C273 ,1 ,73 2656 2143N 06846E 38.5 137*2 GGGG
1191u5225 OCxo0/C00 20014/C274 01/30/73 0 2656 2ni6N 06824E 39*4 136.2 PGGG
1191-05231 Ooo00/COOC 20)14/0275 01/30/73 C 2656 1953N 06802E 40*2 135*1 GGGG
1191-l5234 0 ;00/0000 2.)014/02 7 6  01T/3073 C 2656 172 ' 06741E 41*1 134.0 PGGG
1191-0524 0 0CC/CO C' 2014/O277 01/03/73 3C 2696 157N 06719E 41.9 132*9 GGGG
1191-J5243 OC00/C000 20014/0278 01/30/73 80 2656 1g31N 06658E 42*7 131.7 GGGG
1191-35245 Ono00/0000 2.ll4/0279 01/30/73 70 2656 1304N 06637E 43*5 130*5 GGGG
1191w-5252 00000/000) 2 314/0280 01/30/73 60 2656 1138N 06616E 44.2 129*2 GGGG
11911-5254 COoo/00o 2014/02
8 1 01/30/73 30 2656 ln12N 06555E 44*9 127*9 GGGG
1191-,5261 00300/0000 20014/0282 01/ 3 0/73 40 2656 0R45N 06535E 45.6 126o6 GGGG
1191-5263 003n0 /000 22014/0283 01/30!/7 50 2656 0719N 06514E 46,3 125.2 GGGG
11 9 1. 7 c0 0.,/.... 2n014/0284 01/30/73 3n 2697 4n2?N 04828E 257 148s3 GGGG
11913C7004 O00/ 00 20014/0285 01/30/73 20 2657 3t57N 04759E 26.8 147.6 GGGG
1191-27010 00300)/300 2,014/028b 01/30/73 10 26,7 3731N 04730E 27.8 14608 GGGG
1191-07013 00300/0oJL 20014/0287 01/30/73 10 2657 3605N 04702E 28.8 146.1 GGGc
1191-07015 O00?/OrO00 20014/028 01/30/73 10 2657 3439N 04634E 29,9 145.3 GGGG
1191"07022 00oo0/C0,OC 20014/0289 01/30/73 10 2697 3313N 0 4608E 30#9 144o5 
GGGG
1191-07060 O00CO/OO4 2 /014/0290 01/30/73 n 2657 h16N 04236E 39.4 136.2 GGGG
1191.-)70b3 0 'o"/C0 20014/C291 1/30/73 10 2657 1 5')N 04214E 40.2 135.1 GSGG
1191-27C05 cCO00/C000 2'.014/0292 01/30/73 10 2657 1724N 04153E 41*1 134*0 GGGG
1191-77072 00000/0000 2o014/0293 01/30/73 10 2657 1558N 04131E 41*9 132.9 GGGG
1191-j7074  OCC,0/ 000 20014/0294 01/i3/73 0 2697 1431N 04110E 42*7 131.7 GGGG
1191-27081 O00CO/C00o 20014/0295 01/30/73 o 2657 104N 04049E 43.5 130.5 GGGG
1191*97083 0COC0/0000 20014/0296 01/30/73 C 2657 1138N 04028E 44.2 129.2 GGGG
1191-27090 C000/000 2'j014/ 0297 01/30/73 0 2657 1 1?N 04007 44*9 127.9 GSGG
1 1 91-'7 0 19 oOC/O.COC 22014/0298 01/30/73 0 2657 ,495N 03947E 45*6 126.6 
GGGG
1191-7095 C00C0/002C 20014/0299 01/0/73 2657 0719N 03926E 46"3 125*2 GGG
1191-37101 00000/0003 23014300 C01/' /73 o 2657 0552N 03906E 46.9 123*8 GGGG
1191*3713 000o/ooC r 20014/0901 01/30/73 0 2671 0442N 03849E 47.4 122,6 GGGG
1191-07104 UCOOO/000-) 23014/0302 01/30/73 O 2657 0425N 0345E 47*5 122.3 GGGG
KEYS: CL!0 C VERP .............. 0 T0 100 D % CL9UD CRV ** N CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'l ,GIUALITY ............ 0LANKS=BAND NOT PRFScNT/REUESTED. RaRECYCLED. G:G4D, F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PBBO.
16:44 lA 11' 7 4 STANOARD CATALOG FaP N9N-US PAGE 0530
FRBM 37/23/72 TP 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICRnFI0LM R.LL .R,/ DATE CLOUD RBRIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PRSITI5N I R6LL ACCUTRE0 CBVER VUMBEpR F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
.V MSS I.AT LUNG 123 45678
1191-07113 0000/000O 20014/0303 01/30/73 0 2657 0359% 03825E 48.1 120.8 GGGG
1191-d7113 0 000/- o 20014/0304 01/30/73 1 2657 0132N 03805E 48*6 119.2 GGGG
1191-07115 C00000/000 20014/0305 01/30/7? 3 10 2697 0005N 03745E 49.1 117.7 GGGG
1191-07172 00900/000 20014/0306 01/3,/7 3 10 2657 1834S 03315E 51,5 95.1 GGGG
1191-07174 00000/OO00 20014/0307 01/3/73 0 2657 20055S 03253E 51*4 93.4 GGGG
1191-7192 30000/0000 20014/0308 01/30/73 40 2657 2550S 03121E 504 86.8 GGG
1191-j7195 00000/000 20014/0309 01/30/73 50 2657 2717S 03057E 50*0 85.2 GGGG
1191-37201 000CC/0030 2 014/0310 01/30/73 9p 2657 294?S 03033E 49*6 83.7 GGGG
1191-08465 Oo30/Clo,0 20014/0311 01/30/71 20 2658 2R54N 01906E 33.9 141*9 PGGG
1191-038471 oC'00/000 20014/0312 01/33/73 70 2658 272 01841E 34.8 141G1 GGGG
1191-a847 00300/0000 20014/0313 01/30/73 70 2658 2602N o1818E 3508 140.1 GGGG
1191-08460 00000/0000 21014/0314 01/30/71 90 2658 2 436 N 01754E 36.7 139*2 GGGG
1191-j8483 00000/000o 20014/0315 01/3/73 9n 2658 2110N 01731E 37.6 138o2 GGGG1191-38485 00000/C000 20014/0316 01/30/73 30 2658 2144N 01709E 38.5 137.2 GAGG
1191-08492 0000/0000 20C1 4 /0 3 17 01/30/73 10 2658 21"lN 01647E 39.4 136*2 GOGG
1191-08494 0000C/0000 2U014/0318 01/30/73 90 2658 151N 01625E 40*3 135.1 GGGG
1191-8501 000CC0/000 20314/0319 01/3n/73 100 2658 1725N 01603E 41.1 134.0 GGGG
1191-08503 000O/v,o 2j014/3320 01/30/73 100 2658 1r59N 01542E 4109 132.9 GGGG
1191-08510 00000/0000 20014/0321 01/30/73 100 2658 1432N 01521E 42,7 131,7 GGGG
1191-08512 O0000/000 20014/0322 01/30/73 70 2658 1?06N C1 5 00E 43.5 130.4 pppp
1191-3)85 15  000C00/C0O 20014/0323 0110/71 1c 2658 1i39N 0o1440E 44.2 129.2 GGGG
1191-08521 OO00O/000 20014/0324 01/t0/73 1c 2658 1n12N 01 4 19E 44.9 127.9 GGGG
1191-08524 0OOO0/0000 2014/0325 01/30/73 1C 2658 OP45N 01358E 45*6 126.5 GGGG
1191-38530 00000/0000 20014/0326 01/3n/73 C1 2658 0718 01338E 46.3 125.2 UGGG
1191-30174 OCO00/000 20014/0327 01/ 3 0/7 3  90 2658 75 5S 03110 20, 9  79.8 GGGG
1191-)9180 0c;00/0000 20014/0328 01/30/73 60 2658 76115 0345 9 w 19,8 83.1 GOGG
1191-09183 OOO00O/000 2)014/0329 01/10/73 2658 7713S 03927w 18.8 87.0 GGGG
1191-09185 C000/C00o0 23014/0330 0l/3q/73 30 2658 7t10o 044 4 1w 17.7 91.7 GGGG
1191-13493 00300/o00 20014/0331 31/37/73 100 2661 5O051 04923W 16* 154.9 PGGG
1191-13500 000CO/OCOU 20014/0332 01/30/73 100 2661 5141\ 05006 17*1 154*1 GGGG
1191-13502 00000/0900 2 0) 1 4/0 3 3 3 01/30/73 lOC 2661 50,1N 05048w 18.2 153.4 GOGG
1191-13505 C00000/000 20014/0334 01/30/73 100 2661 4a52 05127W 19,3 152.6 GGG
1191-13511 0C3.0/000 20014/0335 01/30/73 100 2661 4727\ 05205t 20*4 151.9 GOGG
1191-13514 OCO00/C00 23014/0336 G1/30/73 100 2661 4AO2N 05241W 21.5 151.2 GGGG
11 9 1-1 4 07 5 O0000/COc' 20014/0337 01/30/73 20 2661. 1o04S 067541 51.3 105.6 GGGG
1191-14082 0000/C000 2014/0338 01/30/73 1c 2661 11305 06814< 51,5 103.8 GCGG
1191-14084 00000/CCO2 20014/0339 01/30/73 10 2661 12565 06835w 51.6 102.0 GGGG
1191-14031 O00C0/O00 20014/0340 01/30/73 40 2661 1422S 0 6856w 51*6 100*3 G7GG
1191-14093 .30300C./000 2014/ 0341 01/30/73 40 2661 1549S 06918 51 6 98.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD CBVER % **..*.......*.. 0 TB 100 = % CLOU D CvER. ** = NE CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE
IMAIE OUALfTY ..,,,,°,*,,.... LANKS.BAND NOT PRFScNT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLED. G=GBPD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PSBR,
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALG FBR NEN-US PAGE 0531
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICR6FILM R!LL NB./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PoI!CIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITION IN R8LL ACOUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1191-14100 00000/0000 20014/0342 0,/3n/73 60 2661 17155 069 39W 51.6 96*7 GGGG
1191-14102 00000/0000 20014/0343 01/30/73 10 2661 1q42S 07001W 51.5 95.0 GGGG
1191-14105 00000/0000 20014/0344 01/30/73 40 2661 20095 07024W 51*3 93.2 GGGG
1191-14264 00000/0000 20314/0345 01/30/73 0 2661 724FS 10228W 23.0 74.8 PPPP
1191-14270 00000/0000 20014/0346 01/30/73 0 2661 7!58S 105 20w 21*9 77.1 GGGG
1191-14273 00000/0000 20014/0347 01/30/73 60 2661 7r07S 10838W 20P8 7999 GOGG
1191-14275 00000/0000 20014/0348 01/30/73 40 2661 7623S 11215W 19.8 83*2 GGGG
1191-14282 00000/0000 20014/0349 01/30/73 40 2661 7714S 11659W j87 87.1 GGGG
1191-14284 00000/0000 20314/0350 01/30/73 0 2661 71I?S 12217W 17*6 91.9 GGGG
1191-15311 00000/0000 20014/0351 01/30/73 90 2662 54pN 07150W 11i6 158.2 GPPP
1191-15313 00000/0000 20014/0352 01/30/73 80 2662 5718N 072 4 6W 12*7 157.3 GGGG
1191-15320 00000/0000 20014/0353 01/30/73 70 2662 5554N 07338W 13.8 156.5 GGGG
1191-15322 00000/0000 20014/0354 01/30/73 6 0 2662 5430N 07428W 14*9 155.7 GGG
1191-15325 00000/0000 20014/0355 01/30/73 20 2662 5306N 07515W 16*0 154.9 GGGG
1191s15331 00000/0000 20014/0356 01/30/73 20 2662 5141N 075 5 9W 1792 154*1 GGGG
1191-15334 00000/0000 20014/0357 01/30/73 10 2662 501 7 N 076 40w 18,3 153.4 GSGG
1191-17152 000000000 20014/0358 01/30/73 0 2663 555N 09931W 13.8 156*5 GGGP
1191-17154 00000/0000 20014/0359 01/30/73 0 2663 5431N 1002 0W 14*9 155.7 GGGP
1191-17161 00000/0000 20014/0360 01/30/73 20 2663 5-07N 10106W 16.1 154.9 GGGG
1191-17163 00000/0000 20014/0361 01/30/73 40 2663 5143N 10149W 17*2 154*1 GGGG
1191-17170 00000/0o00 20014/0362 01/30/73 50 2663 5n18N 10 230W 18.3 153*4 GGGG
1191-17234 00000/0000 20014/0363 01/30/73 100 2663 2728N 11026W 34*9 141.0 GGGG
1191-17240 00000/0000 20014/0364 01/30/73 100 2663 2601N 11050W 35*9 140*0 GGGG
1191-19340 00000/0000 20014/0365 01/30/73 30 2664 6506S 16808W 292 67.3 GGGG
1191-19342 00000/0000 20014/0366 01/30/73 20 2664 66255 169 3 6W 28.1 68.0 GGGG
1191-19345 00000/0000 20014/0367 01/30/73 20 2664 6744S 17114W 27.1 68*9 GGGG
1191-19351 00000/0000 20014/0368 01/30/7i 30 2664 690.2S 17302W 26.1 69.9 GIGG
1191-19354 00000/0000 20014/0369 01/30/73 40 2664 70195 17503W 25*0 71.2 GGGG
1191-19360 00000/0000 20014/0370 01/30/73 60 2664 7133S 177 16w 24*0 72*8 GGGG
1191-19363 00000/0000 20014/0371 01/30/ 7 3 30 2664 7246S 17948W 22.9 74.7 GGGG
1191-19365 00000/0000 20014/0372 01/30/73 40 2664 7357S 17716E 21.9 77.0 GGGG
1191-19372 00000/0000 20014/0373 01/30/73 60 2664 7506S 17358E 20.8 79.8 GGGG
1191-19374 00000/0000 20014/0374 01/30/73 100 2664 7612S 17009E 19*7 83.1 GGGG
1191-19381 00000/0000 20014/0375 01/30/73 90 2664 7714S 16542E 18.6 87*1 GGGG
1191-19383 00000/0000 2014/3376 01/30/73 20 2664 7,135 16027E 17.5 91.8 GGGG
1191-21003 00000/0000 20014/0377 01/30/73 70 2665 0A35S 17051 51,1 107*3 GGGG
1191-21010 00000/0000 20014/0378 01/30/73 90 2665 100?S 17112W 51*3 10595 GGGG
1191-21012 00000/0000 20014/0379 01/30/73 100 2665 1129S 17132W 51*5 103*7 GGGG
1191-21015 00000/0000 20014/0380 01/30/73 100 2665 1p565 1715 2W 51.5 101.9 GPPP
KEYS: CLOUD COVER %X *.*....* ... 0 T8 100 a % CLBUD CRVER$ ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE-
IMAGE QUALITY ............... LANKS~AS.AN NT PRESrNT/RE0UFSTED. R.RFCYCLE. GGeAD0. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBOR,
16:44 MAR 11''74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0532
FRS9 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATI9N MICR9FILM R9LL NO./ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYID PRSITI~N IN RBLL ACOUTRED CBVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. PBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1192-00305 00000/0000 20014/0381 01/31/73 90 2667 2140S 13419E 51*1 91*3 GPGG1192-00312 00000/0000 20014/0382 01/31/73 70 2667 2305S 13357E 50*9 89s6 GGGG
1192-00314 00000/0000 20014/0383 01/31/73 20 2667 2429S 13335E 50*6 88.0 GGGG1192-30435 00000/0000 20014/0384 01/31/73 30 2667 6507S 11423E 29.1 67.3 GGGG1192-30441 00000/0000 20014/0385 01/31/73 20 2667 6627S 11255E 28*1 68.0 GGGG1192-00444 00000/0000 20014/0386 01/31/73 100 2667 6745S 11117E 27*0 689 GGGG1192-00450 00000/0000 20014/0387 01/31/73 100 2667 6904S 10928E 26.0 70*0 GGGG1192-00453 00000/0000 20014/0388 01/31/73 100 2667 7,21S 10726E 24.9 71.3 GGGG1192-30455 00000/0000 20014/0389 01/31/73 100 2667 7136S 10513E 23*9 72.9 GGGG1192-00462 00000/0000 20014/0390 01/31/73 100 2667 7249S 102 41E 22.8 74,8 GGGG1192-00464 00000/0000 20014/0391 01/31/73 100 2667 735qS 09947E P1.8 77*1 GGGG1192-00471 00000/0000 20014/0392 01/31/73 100 2667 7502S 09628E 2097 79s9 GGGG
1192-30473 0000/000ooo 20014/0393 01/31/73 100 2667 7614S 09237E 19.6 83.2 GGGG1192-00480 00000/0000 20014/0394 01/31/73 100 2667 7716S 08805E 18*5 87*2 GGG1192-00482 00000/000U 2u014/0395 01/31/73 100 2667 7814S 08250E 17.4 92,0 GGGG1192-01382 00000/0000 0o000/0000 01/31/73 100 2668 741?N 09301W .0 282.8 G1192-03381 00000/0000 20014/0396 01/31/73 0 2669 4438N 10013E 22.7 150.4 GGGG
1192"33384 00000/0000 20014/0397 01/31/73 0 2669 4313N 09940E 2308 149.7 GGGG1192-33390 00o00/0000 20014/0398 01/31/73 0 2669 4 147N 09909E 24.9 148,9 GGGG
1192-03393 00000/0000 20014/0399 01/31/73 0 2669 4022N 09839E 25* 9  148*2 PPPP1192-03445 00000/0000 20014/0400 01/31/73 40 2669 2 14 3N 093 08E 38.7 137.0 GGGG1192-03452 00000/0000 20014/0401 01/31/73 10 2669 2017N 092 46E 39.5 136.0 PpPP1192*05260 00000/0000 20014/0402 01/31/73 0 2670 2R55N 06915E 34*0 141*8 GGGG
1192-05263 00000/0000 20014/0403 01/31/73 40 2670 272,N 06850E 35*0 140.9 GGGG1192-05265 00000/0000 20014/0404 01/31/73 20 2670 2 AO'N 06827E 35.9 139.9 pppp1192-05272 00000/0000 20014/0405 01/31/73 0 2670 2435N 06804E 36.9 139.0 G GG1192-05274 00000/0000 20014/0406 01/31/73 0 2670 23094 06741E 37.8 138.0 GGGG1192"05281 00000/0000 20014/0407 01/31/73 0 2670 2144N 06718E 38*7 137.0 PGGG
1192-05283 00000/0000 20014/0408 01/31/73 10 2670 201 7 N 06656E 39.6 135.9 GGGG1192"05290 00000/000o 20014/040 9 01/31/73 50 2670 185ON 0 6634E 40s4 134.9 GGGG1192-05292 00000/0000 20014/0410 01/31/73 80 2670 1723N 06613E 41.2 133.7 PGGG1192-05295 00000/0000 2U014/0411 01/31/73 80 2670 155N 06552E 42.1 132.6 GGGG1192-05301 00000/000u 20014/0412 01/31/73 80 2670 1429N 06531E 42*8 131.4 GGGG
1192-05304 00000/0000 20014/0413 01/31/73 80 2670 103N 06511E 43.6 130.2 GGGG1192-05310 00000/000 20014/0414 01/31/73 50 2670 1137N 06450E 443 128.9 GGGG1192-05545 00000/0000 20014/0415 01/31/73 90 2670 690qS 03201E 26*0 69.9 GGGG1192-05551 00000/000i 2 0014/0416 01/31/73 90 267 0 7017S 03002E .249 71*2 GGGG
1192-05554 00000/0000 20014/0417 01/31/73 50 2670 7131S 02750E 23.9 72.8 GGGG
1192-05560 000c0/000o 20014/0418 01/31/73 1o 2670 7244S 02519E 22.8 74.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD COvER x *. ..****** 0 TO 100 % CLBUD C4vER. * = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *,,.,,,....,,, BLANKSuBAND NOT PRFSrNT/REQUESTED, R=RECYCLED, G=G9eD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE, PuPB5R,
16:44 "AZ 11'74 STANDARD CATALAG FeR NON.US PAGE 0533
FRgM 37/23/72 Te 07/23/73
59SERVATI9N IC0iFIL R LL ":9/ DATE CLRUD 9RIT PPI'ACIPAL pIINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 DCSITI 1\ I'N KjLL ACUiLrE r CHVE R UMBER F IRAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
V NSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1192"-5563 0 3/'30 2.0C14/0419 01/-1/73 30 2670 7155S 02225E 21.8 77*0 GGGG
1192-35565 3 n /0 C 2, 14*/042 031/31 30 2670 7514S 01925E 0*7 79.7 GGGG
119235572 30000/000.' 2J014/0421 01/31/73 20 2670 76205 01b33E 19.6 83*0 GGGG
1192-.557 3cv 0/00 2014/0422 01/31/73 10 2670 7712S 01048E 18*5 87.0 GPGG
1192-07112 0,3..0. 2314 /C 423 01/31/73 1 2671 ?144N 04130E 38*7 137.0 GGGG
1192--7115 )oC/ .0., 20301o/0424 01/31/73 0 2671 -17N 04107E 39*6 135.9 GGGG
1192-37121 03C.0/CUO 20314/0425 01/31/73 20 2671 1Ro5N 04045E 40o4 134.8 GGGG
1192-37124 00'0t00C) 2001!0426 01/31/71 3 2671 1724N 0424E 41.2 133.7 GGGG
1192-07130 O3o0?/OCOJ 2'01 4 /C427 01/41/73 10 2671 1558N 04 003E 42*1 132.6 GGGG
1192-J7133 00o00/00J 2u014/C0428 01/1/73 1i 2671 1431N 03942E 42*8 131*4 GGGG
1192-37135 O0030/GCo0 2014/0429 01/31/73 0 2671 1105N 03922E 43*6 130,1 GGGG
1192-0714u CC00/.0/C? ?2.14/0430 01/11/73 0 2671 1138N 03901E 44'3 128.9 GGGG
1192-07144 000o0/O000 20014/0431 01/31/73 C 2671 C101N 0 3 8 4 0E 45.1 127.6 GGGG
1192-07151 30000/00. 23014/0432 31/31/73 0 2671 Oq46N 03819E 45.7 126.2 GGGG
1192"07153 00020/0'3 2'14/0433 01/31/73 0 2671 0719N 03759E 46*4 124.8 GGGG
1192-07162 00000/0003 233014/0434 01/31/73 0 2671 0426N 03 718E 47*6 121.9 G
1192-37165 0300r/000 2:3014/0435 01/31/73 0 2671 0~5N 03659 48*1 120.4 GPGG
1192-J7171 000C0/00 2014,0436 01/31/73 0 2671 0133N o3639E 48.7 118.9 GPGG
1192*07174 3000o/~03  2;0014/0437 01/31/73 0 2671 N06N 03619E 49*1 117*3 GGGG
1192-C713 000000/0" 20014/0438 01/31/73 10 2671 01198 03558E 49*6 115*6 GGGG
1192-37193 300"0/000 2j014/3439 01/31/73 10 2671 0245S 03538E 50*0 114*0 GGGG
1192-37135 00000/0000 20014/0440 01/31/73 Ir 2671 041?S 03517E 50o3 112*3 GGGG
1192-37192 C000/0 10C 20014/04 4 1 01/11/73 30 2671 0540S 03456E 50*6 110.6 GGGG
1192-37194 3C00/0020 2(014/0 4 4 ? 01/31/73 30 2671 C707S 0 3436E 50*9 108*9 GGGG
1192-07201 00030/C000i 2014/0443 01/31/73 90 2671 0833S 03416E 51*1 107,1 GGG
1192-.7203 OOo000/000 2C0014/0444 01/31/73 60 2671 1000S 03356E 51,3 105.3 GGGG
1192-37210 30000/0003 20014/0445 01/31/73 50 2671 1127S 03335E 51*4 103.6 GGGG
1192"37212 OC000/000 20014/0446 01/31/73 60 2671 1528 03314E 51*5 101.8 GGGG
1192-J7215 00C300/0000 20014/0447 01/31/73 80 2671 1415S 03253E 51.6 100.0 GGGG
1192-7221 00300/C000 20014/0448 01/31/73 90 2671 1545S 03232E 51.6 98*2 GGGG
1192-37224 00CO/OCO0000 2314/0449 01/31/73 60 2671 1712S 03210E 51.5 96.5 GsGG
1192-37230 03300/000 20014/045- 01/31/73 60 2671 1A39S 03149E 51.4 94*7 GGGG
1192-0345 00C000/0003 20014/0451 01/31/73 80 2672 4148N 02144E 24*9 148.9 GGGG
1192-03491 00030/C0000 2 0 0 1,/05 2 01/31/73 0 2672 4023N 02114E 26*0 148.2 GGGG
1192-38434 00000/000U 20C14/C453 01/31/73 0 2672 3857N 02044E 2790 147*4 GGGG
1192-38500 00000/0000 CC 20014/0454 01/31/73 10 2672 3731N 02015E 2890 146*7 GGGG
1192-08503 0000310000 2,014/0455 01/1/73 10o 2672 3605N 0 1947E 29*1 145*9 GGGG
1192-38505 00020/0003 20'14/C456 01/31/73 10 2672 34 4 0N 01920E 30*1 145.1 GGGG
1192-38512 00000/0000 20014/0457 01/31/73 10 2672 3?14N 01853E 31.1 144.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLt.D CBVER X *......... . 0 T8 100 * % CLOUD CPVER, ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ..,,............ LANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. GGBBD, FwFAIR BUT USABLE. P=PO8R,
1644 APA 11s'74 STANDARD CATALPG F9R NBN.US PAGE 0534
FRm 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIeN AICR9FILM R5LL N./ DATE CLOUD cRqIT PRI'CIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PtSITI)N IN R8LL ACCUTPED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
PEV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1192-08514 00000/300 2o014/0458 01/31/73 20 2672 3143N 01827E 32.1 143.5 GGGG
11 9 2 j08521 00000/00Ou 20014/0459 01/31/73 10 2672 3r22\ 01802E 33.1 142.6 GGGG
1192*38523 03000/0000 20014/0460 01/31/73 9 2672 2856N 0 1737E 34*1 141.7 GGGG
1192-08530 00000/000 20014/0461 01/31/73 0 2672 2729N 01713E 35.0 140.8 GGGG
1192-8532 0000/0000 20014/0462 01/31/73 10 2672 2603N 01649E 36.0 139.9 GGGG1192-,8535 00000/0000 20014/0463 01/31/73 20 2672 2436 01626E 36.9 138.9 GGGG
11 9 2 -3 8 541 00000/0003o 23014/0464 31/31/73 30 2672 2310N 01604E 37.8 1:38.0 GGGG
1192-08544 0C000/00j00 2u014/0465 01/-1/73 0 2672 2144N 01542E 38.7 137.0 GGGG
1192-08550 00000/00 20"14/0466 01/31/73 10 2672 2nlRN 01520E 39*6 135.9 GGGG
1192-18553 00000/0000 20014/0467 01/31/73 30 2672 18 5 2 N 01458E 40.4 134*8 GGGG
1192-C8555 00000/0000 20014/0468 01/31/73 100 2672 1726N 01436E 41*3 133.7 GGGG
1192-08562 03000/0o00 20014/0469 01/31/73 100 2672 15591 01415E 42.1 132.5 GGGQ
1192038564 COO30/C00C 20014/0470 01/31/73 80 2672 1432N 01354E 42.9 131.4 GGGG
1192o38571 00000/0000 20014/0471 01/31/73 20 2672 1-06N 01 3 34E 43.6 130.1 GlGG1192*08573 00300/0030 20014/0472 01/31/73 10 2672 1140N 01313E 44.4 128.9 GGGG
1192-u8580 00000/0000 20014/0473 01/31/773 2672 1013N 01252E 45.1 127.5 GGGG1192-08582 00000/0000 20014/0474 01/31/73 0 2672 O047N 01 2 3 1E 45*7 126.2 GGGG
1192-08585 00000/oOCO 20014/0475 01/31/73 13 2672 0720N 02O10E 46*4 124.8 GGGG
1192-)8591 00000/0000 20014/0476 01/31/73 20 2672 0554N 01149E 47.0 123.4 GGGG
1192-38594 0000/0000 2U014/0477 01/31/73 60 2672 0427N 01129E 47*6 121.9 GGGG
1192-09000 00000/000 20014/0473 01/31/73 70 2672 0300N 01109E 48.1 120.4 GGGG
1192-39003 000oo/00C3 20014/0479 01/31/73 80 2672 Ot 3 4N 01049E 48.7 118.8 GGGG
1192-09005 00000/0000 20014/0480 01/31/73 60 2672 On6N 01029E 49.1 117.2 GGGG
1192-09012 00000/0000 20014/0481 C1/31/73 40 2672 012nS 01010E 49.6 115.6 GGGG
1192m-9014 000 0/O000 20014/0482 01/31/73 40 2672 02479 0o950E 50.0 114.0 GGGG
1192-09021 00000/0000 2i)014/0483 C1/31/73 80 2672 hl?3S 00930E 50*3 112.3 GPGG
1192-09023 C3000/0030 2014/0484 01/13/73 60 2672 0o395 00909E 50.6 110.6 GPGG
1192-09030 00000/0000 20014/0485 01/31/73 40 2672 0706S 00?49E 5009 108.8 GPGG
1192-39032 0000/C0000 20014/0486 01/31/73 10 2672 0 R33 5  00828E 51*1 107*1 GPGG1192-12075 00CO/0000 2w014/0487 01/31/73 100 2674 6655\ 01 4 15W 5.0 165.0 GPGG
1192-12082 00000/0000 20014/0488 01/31/73 90 2674 6536N 015 4 5W 6.1 163.6 GPGG
1192-12084 00300/0000 20014/0489 01/41/7 60 2674 64 1rN 01708w 7.2 162.4 GPGG
1192-12091 00300/0000 20014/0490 01/31/75 80 2674 6)53N c1823W 8*4 161,2 GPGG
1192-13545 0000/0000 2014/0491 01/31/73 90 2675 54334 05004W 15.1 155.6 G Q
1192-1355? 00000/0000 20014/0492 01/31/73 30 2675 5 3 09N 05050w 16.2 154.8 GGGG
1192-13554 00000/0000 20014/0493 01/31/73 0 2675 5145N 05 1 3 3 W i7.3 154.1 GPGG1192-13561 000000000C 2J014/0494 011//71 10 2675 5'20N 05215W 18.5 153.3 GPGG
1192-13563 00000/0O00 20014/0495 01/31/73 10 2675 455N 05254W 19.5 152.6 GPGG
1192-13570 .00000/OC O 2001 4 /0496 01/31/73 30 2675 4731N 05331W 20.6 151.8 GGG
<EYS: LLOU COVER X *......,,... T8 100 = % CLSUD CQVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE 0UALITY ... * .......... rLANKS=BAND NET PRFSrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED* G=GBRD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PP8eR,*
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FeR NON-US PAGE 0535
FR3M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRFILM R9LL NB./ DATE CLBUD 5RBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PSSITISN IN RBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1192-13572 00000/0000 20014/0497 01/31/73 30 2675 4605N 05407W 21.7 151*1 GGGG
1192-14122 00000/0000 20014/0498 01/31/73 80 2675 0540S 0681 7W 50.6 110.5 GGG
1192-14125 00000/0000 20014/0499 01/31/73 70 2675 0706S 06838W 50.9 108.7 GGGG
1192-14131 00000/0000 20014/0500 01/31/73 60 2675 0R32S 06858W 51*1 107.0 GGGG
1192-14134 00000/0000 20014/0501 01/31/73 50 2675 0585 06919 51*3 105*2 GGGG
1192-14140 00000/0000 20014/0502 01/31/73 50 2675 1124S 06940W 51.4 103*5 GGGG
1192-14143 00000/0000 20014/0503 01/31/73 60 2675 1250S 07001W 51*5 101*7 GGGG
1192-14145 00000/0000 20014,0504 01/31/73 50 2675 14165 07023W 51.6 99.9 GGGG
1192-14152 o00000oo/0 20014/0505 01/31/73 40 2675 1542S 07044W 51*5 9801 GGGG
119 2 -14154 00000/0000 20014/0506 01/3t/73 40 2675 1709S 07106W 51*5 96.4 GGGG
1192-14161 00000/0000 20014/0507 01/31/73 50 2675 IR35S 07128W 51*4 94.6 GGGG
1192-15363 00000/0000 20014/0508 31/31/73 0 2676 6005N 07221w 10*7 159.1 GGGG
1192-15365 00000/0000 20014/0509 01/31/73 IC 2676 5842N 07321W 11.8 158.1 GGGG
1192-15372 00000/0000 20014/0510 01/31/73 Ic 2676 5718N 074 16W 13*0 157.3 GGGG
1192-15374 00000/0000 20014/0511 01/31/73 0 2676 5555N 07507W 1491 156.4 GGGG
1192-15381 00000/0000 20014/0512 01/31/73 0 2676 5432N 0 7554W 15.2 155.6 GGGG
1192-15383 00000/0000 20014/0513 01/31/73 0 2676 5307N 07640W 16*3 154.8 GGGG
1192-15390 00000/0000 20014/0514 01/31/73 0 2676 5143N 07 724w 17.4 154*0 GGGG
1192-15392 0000/0000 20014/0515 01/1/73 O 2676 511 9 N 07805w 18.5 153.3 GGGG
1192-16165 00000/0000 20014/0516 01/31/73 80 2676 7A21S 13925W 19*5 83.1 GGGG
1192-16172 00000/0000 20014/0517 01/31/73 80 2676 7724S 14355W 18*4 87*0 GGGG
1192-1617-4 00000/0000 20014/0518 01/31/73 100 2676 7!1S 14920w 17*3 91*7 GGGG
1192-17224 00000/0000 20014/0519 01/31/73 40 2677 5-20N 103 5 8 W 18.5 153.3 G GG
1192-17290 00000/0000 20014/0520 01/31/73 1I 2677 2853N 11130W 34.2 141.6 GGGG
1192-17292 00000/0000 20014/0521 01/31/73 10 2677 272 7 N j1154W 35.1 140.7 GGGG
1192-17295 00000/0000 20014/0522 01/31/73 20 2677 240'N 11218W 36.1 139.8 GGGG
1192-21230 00000/0000 20014/0523 01/31/73 100 2679 6;05S 16434E ~ 89 67.2 GGGG
1192-21232 00000/0000 20014/0524 01/31/73 90 2679 6623S 16305E 27o9 67.9 GGGG
1192-21235 00000/0000 20014/0525 01/31/73 90 2679 6742S 16127E 26.8 68.8 GGGG
1192-21241 00000/0000 20014/0526 01/31/73 100 2679 69019 15939E 25.8 69.9 GGGG
1192-21244 00000/0000 20014/0527 01/31/73 100 2679 7018S 15738E 24.8 71.2. GGGG
1192-21250 0000C0/0000 20014/0528 01/31/73 100 2679 7133S 15528E 23P7 72*7 GGGG
1192"21253 00000/0000 20014/0529 01/31/73 100 2679 72453 15259E 22.6 74.7 GGGG
1192-21255 00000/0000 20014/0530 01/31/73 100 2679 7356s 15006E 21.6 77*0 GGGG
1192-21262 00000/0000 20014/0531 01/31/73 100 2679 7505S 14648E 20-5 79*7 GGGG
1192-21264 00000/0000 20014/0532 01/31/73 100 2679 7611S 14 259E 19*4 83.0 GGGG
1192-21271 00000/0000 20014/0533 01/31/73 100 2679 7713S 13830E 18.3 87.0 GGGG
1192-21273 00000/0000 20014/0534 01/31/73 100 2679 7811S 13315E 17*2 91.7 GGGG
1193"00381 00000/co00 20014/053 5  02/01/73 10 2681 27193 13123E 49.8 84.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % o..oo..... .... 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CAVER. ** m NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *...9******** BLANKS;BAND NOT PRESFNT/REOUESTED* RmRECYCLED* GGOBD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBBeR.
16:44 MAP 1l1'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0536
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRaFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD eRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIN IN R8LL ACGUTRED COVER NUMBER 8F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1193-00384 00000/0000 20014/0536 02/01/73 10 2681 28425 13059E 49.4 83.0 GGGG1193-00390 00000/0000 20014/0537 02/01/73 20 2681 30083 13034E 48.9 81.6 GiGG
1193"02325 00000/0000 20014/0538 02/01/73 40 2682 6503S 0 8707E 28.8 67.2 G GG1193-32331 00000/0000 20014/0539 02/01/73 40 2682 6624S 08539E 27*8 67*9 GGGG
1193-02334 00000/0000 20014/0540 02/01/73 50 2682 6743S 08402E 26.8 68.8 GGGG
1193-02340 00000/0000 20014/0541 02/01/73 50 2682 602?S 08214E 25*8 69.8 GGGG1193-02343 00000/0000 20014/0542 02/01/73 90 2682 7019S 08012E 24*7 71.1 GGGG
1193-02345 00000/0000 20014/0543 02/01/73 9C 2682 7t34S 07800E p3*7 72.7 GGGG
1193-02352 00000/0000 20014/0544 o0/01/73 90 2682 72455 o7532E 22*6 74*6 GGGG
1193"02354 00000/0000 20014/0545 02/01/73 100 2682 73569 07239E 21.5 76.9 GGGG
1193-02361 00000/0000 20014/0546 02/01/73 100 2682 7504S 06922E 20.5 79,7 GGGG1193"02363 00000/0000 20014/0547 02/01/73 100 2682 7620S 06544E j9*4 83*0 GGGG1193-02370 00000/0000 20014/0548 02/01/73 100 2682 77125 06103E 18*3 86*9 GGGG
1193-02372 00000/0000 20014/0549 02/01/73 100 2682 7811S 05546E. 17.2 91.6 GGGG1193-03495 00000/0000 20014/0550 02/01/73 60 2683 2437N 09227E 37*1 138,7 GGGG
1193"03504 00000/0000 20014/0551 02/01/73 70 2683 2143N 09141E 38.8 136.7 PPPG1193-03510 00P00/0000 20014/0552 0?/01/73 90 2683 2017N 09119E 39o7 135.7 GGG1193-05312 00000/0000 20014/0553 02/01/73 40 2684 3021N 06813E 33.3 142.4 GGGG1193-"5315 00000/0000 20014/0554 02/01/73 30 2684 2856N 06748E 34.2 141.5 GGGG
1193-05321 00000/0000 20014/0555 02/01/73 10 2684 2730N 06724E 35*2 140.6 GGGG1193-05324 00000/0000 20014/0556 02/01/73 C 2684 2603N 06700E 36*1 139.7 GGGG1193,05330 00000/0000 20014/0557 02/01/73 10 2684 2437N 06638E 37.1 138.7 PPGG1193-05333 00000/000C 20014/0558 02/01/73 10 2684 2311N 06615E 38*0 137.7 GGGG1193-05335 00000/0000 20014,0559 02/01/73 0 2684 214 4N 06552E 38.9 136*7 GGGG1193-05342 00000/0000 20014/0560 02/01/73 0 2684 2017N 06530E 39.7 135*7 GGGG
1193-05344 00000/0000 20014/0561 02/01/73 0 2684 1850N 06508E 40.6 134.6 GGGG1193-05351 00000/0000 20014/0562 02/01/73 0 2684 1724N 06447E 4104 133.4 GGGG
1193-05453 00000/0000 20014/0563 02/01/73 10 2684 1840S 05611E 51*3 94.3 GGGG1193-05460 00000/0000 20014/0564 02/01/73 30 2684 2005S 05549E 51.2 92.6 GGGG
1193-05462 00000/0000 20014/0565 02/01/73 30 2684 2130S 05527E 51*0 90*9 GGGG
1193-05465t 00000/0000 20014/0566 02/01/73 10 2684 2256S 05505E 50o7 89.2 GGGG1193-07164 00000/0000 20014/0567 02/01/73 10 2685 2310N o4025E 38.0 137.7 G
1193-07171 00000/0000 20014/0568 02/01/73 10 2685 2144N 04004E 38.9 136*7 GGGG
1193-07173 00000/0000 20014/0569 02/01/73 10 2685 2018N 03942E 39.7 135.6 GGGG1193-07180 000C0/0000 20014/0570 02o01/73 10 2685 1851N 03921E 40*6 134.6 GGGG1193-07182 00000/0000 20014/0571 02/01/73 10 2685 1725N 03859E 41*4 133.4 G G1193-07185 00000/0000 20014/0572 02/01/73 10 2685 1558N 03838E 42.2 132.3 GGGG
1193-07191 00000/0000 20014/0573 02/01/73 0 2685 1432N 03816E 43*0 131.1 GGGG
1193-07194 00300/0000 2U014/0574 02/01/73 0 2685 1306N 03 755E 43.8 129.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD CBvER % *.... ........ o T8 100 = % CLOUD CvER. ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE GUALITY ............ B3LANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RORECYCLED. G=GeBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE, P*PBSR.
1b:44 'iA. 11P'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NEN-US PAGE 0537
FRM -7/23/'2 T9 07/23/73
B&SERvATI!N 1IC,&FlM RW)LL NS,/ DrTE CL:UD 9RIT PPIPCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PRSITIS1 IN R8LL ACCUT'IE CeVER NUMBcR 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
MRV SS LAT LONG 123 45678
1193- 72o0, C000C/C00. 2014,/0575 02/i1/7  2685 1139N 03734E 44.5 128.5 GGGG
1193-,7203 C00o0/CO2 20014/r057 0?/1/ 7 3  n 2635 1n12 03713E 45.2 127.2 GOGG
1193-j720 Oo o0/C0O . 214 57 7 0 /'r/73 2685 OP46N 0 3653E 45.9 125*9 GGGG
1193-'721? 00oO/0C 0C 201 4 /057 02/1/73 0 2685 0719N 03633E 46.5 12405 GGGG
11937-7214 000O/003 223014/0579 02/21/73 ' 2685 OF53N 03612E 47*1 123,0 GGGG
1193-37221 O0000/COCO 2)014/0580 02, 1/73 2685 0426N 03552E 47.7 121*5 GGGG
1193-7223 000CO/0000 23014/0581 072/21/71 2685 0O00N 03b32E 48.2 120.0 GGGG
1193*-7230 000?/0~C 2001 4/0582 0?/21/73 0 2685 0133N 03512E 48*7 118.4 GGGG
1193-7232 0,OOO/oo 22014/0583 02/-1/77 0 2685 2006N 0 3452E 49*2 116*9 GGGG
1193-27235 0OD0/O Q' 20O1/0584 0?/1/73 10 2685 0120S 03431E 49*6 115s2 GGGG
1193-07303 00o00/COC 20014,0585 0?/01/73 80 2685 2423S 02852E 50*4 87.6 GGG
119 3 -37305 0000/0000 20014/0586 0C/01/73 90 26R5 2549S 02628E 50.1 86*0 GGGG
1193-07312 0000/000I 2014/0587 0/01/73 60 2685 2715S 02805E 49.7 84.5 GGGG
1193-07314 0000/0000 2001,/0585 02/01/73 20 2685 2840S 02740E 49*3 83.0 GGGG
1193-27321 0000C0/0 30 20014/0589 03/01/73 20 2685 3007S 02716E 48,9 81*5 GGGG
1193- 7321 00000/0000 2014/0590 G?/n1/73 10 ?265 313?S 02651E 48.4 80*1 GGGG
1193-745- u C00/r 0) 20014/0591 02/1/ 73 100 26R5 7!44S 0 0 205W 22-5 74.6 GGGG
1193-7453 o00r3/0oo 2)014/0592 0?/-1/73 100 2685 7354S 00457W 21.5 76.9 GGGG
1193-C7*55 00000/000o 2j014/0593 0?/01/73 100 2685 713S 0 0 746W 204 79.6 GGGG
1193-07462 000"0/00 0 2014/0594 0p/n1/73 100 2685 7A19S 01137W 19*3 82.9 GGGG
1193-07464 00000/00O0 20014/0595 02/01/73 100 2685 77215 01606w 18.2 86.8 GGGG
1193-07471 OCOc0/GO00 20014/0596 0/r01/ 7 3 100 2685 7909S 02146W 17*2 91,5 GGGG
1193"08573 0O30o/00O 20014/0597 02/1/
7 3 10 2686 3145N 017 0 0 E 32* 143*2 GGGG
1193-0580 00300/000 23014/0598 02/ 1/73 2686 3019N 01635E 33*3 142.4 GGGG
1193-08582 U000/o00U 2014/03599 0/op1/ 7 3 0 2686 2953N 01610E 34*3 141.5 GGGG
1193-08585 OOOO/C000 2.014/0600 02/01/73 o 2686 27 27 N 01546E 35.3 140*6 GGGG
1193-08591 00000/0000 20014/0601 02/n1/73 0 2686 2602N 01522E 36*2 139,6 GGGG
119308594 00000/0000 2j014/0602 02/011/73 0 2686 2436N 01459E 37.1 1387 GGGG
1193--9000 00O0/0000 21014/060 3 02/21/73 10 2686 2309N 01436E 38.0 137.7 GGGG
1193-09003 00000/0000 20014/0604 02/01/73 20 2686 2142N 01414E 38.9 136*6 GGGG
1193-39005 0000/C000 20014/0605 02/21/73 20 2686 20151 01353E 39.8 135.6 GGGG
1193-09C12 00300/C000 20014/0606 02/n1/73 30 2686 1R49N 01332E 40.6 134.5 GGGG
1193-09014 UOO1O/COO 20014/0607 0?/t1/73 30 2696 1722N 01311E 41*5 133.4 GGGG
1193-9021 000CO0/000 23014/C605 02/ol1/ 7 3 20 2686 1556N 01249E 42.3 132*2 GGGG
1193-09023 00000/0000 2014/C609 02/^1/73 10 2686 1429N 01228E 43.0 131.0 GGGG
1193-09030 00C000/0 2o014/0 6 10 02/1/73 10 2686 1303N 0 1207E 43*8 129.7 G3GG
1193-33032 00000/0002. 20014/0611 02/01/73 20 2686 1136N 011 4 5 E 44'5 128*5 GGGG
119 3 -*9035 00000/0000 23014/061? 02/o1/ 7 3 20 2686 1 1N 01125E 45.2 127.1 GGGG
1193-39041 000CO/OUO0 20014/0613 02/01/73 10 2686 OR43N 01104E 45.9 125*8 GGGG
<EYS: CL.'0D CtVER % ,.;.,..*...*, 0 Te 100 = % CLBUD CaVER. ** Nt CLUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAGE OUALITY 9,, .. . , LANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REgUESTED. RwRECYCLED , G.GfBD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE, P.POBR,
16:44 *A' 11'74 STANDARD CATALBG F9R NON.US PAGE 0538
FROM 07/23/72 T5 07/23/73
OBSERjTI'N 5 ICFI PHLL D./ ATE CLOUD 5RB1T PPINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 OeSITIS IN H6LL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER !F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1193-j904 o00o/c000 20014/0614 01/,)1/ 7 3 10 2696 0717N 01043E 46.5 124.4 UGGG
1193-39050 C0000/O0o 2 u014/0615 02/01/73 10 2686 051N 31023E 47.1 122*9 GGGG
1193-09053 oo00000/000 20014/0616 02/01/73 20 2686 0424N 01003E 47*7 121.4 GGGG
1193-09055 000o0/000 20014/0617 02/'1/73 20 2686 0(57N 00943E 4893 119.9 GGGG
1193-09)62 00000/0000 20014/0618 0?/1/73 10 2686 0129N 00923E 48*8 118*4 GGGG
1193-09064 00000/0o00 20014/0619 02/01/73 20 2686 0003N 00903E 49*2 116*8 GGGG
1193-09071 00000/0000 20014/0620 0?/01/73 20 2686 0122S 00843E 49*6 115*1 GGGG
1193-09073 00000/0000 20014/0621 02/01/ 7 3 20 2686 0249S 00823E 50*0 113.5 GGGG119 3 -09080 00000/0000 20C14/0622 0,/01/73 20 2686 0416S 0003E 50*4 111.8 GGGG
1193-12134 O000C0/00o 20014/0623 0?/11/73 40 2688 6651N 0 1545W 5.3 164*9 GGGG
1193-12140 00000/0000 20014/0624 02/01/73 40 2688 6530N 01716W 6*4 163.5 PGG
11931215 00000/0000 20015  u 14/c625 0/01/7 20 2688 6p48N 01955W 8*7 161.1 GGGG
1193-14001 00000/1000 20014/0626 02/01/73 60 2689 5554N 05040W 14*3 156.3 GPGG
119314034 00000/0C000 20014/0627 C0/01/73 60 2689 5431N 05128w 1504 155.5 GPGG
1193-14010 00000/0000 20014/0628 02/01/73 40 2689 5 30 7 N 05213W 16.5 154.7 GGGG
1193-14013 00000/OCO 20014/0629 02/01/73 80 2689 5143N 05256W 17.6 153.9 GGGG
1193-14015 00000/C000 20014/0630 02/o1/73 90 2689 5n18N 05337W 18.7 15391 GGGG
119314022 00000/0000 20014/0631 C2/01/73 80 2689 4P54N 05417W 19.8 152.4 GGGG
1193-14024 300CC/O00o 20014/0632 0?/o1/73 30 2689 4729N 05454W 20*9 151.7 GGGG
1193-14 31 0003C/CO0? 20014/0633 02/01/ 73 60 2689 46 0 3N 05
5 3 0W 22*0 150*9 GGGG
1193-14113 00000/0o00 20014/0634 02/01/73 30 2689 1721N 06417W 41*5 133.3 GGGG
1193-14115 o0000/ooo0 20014/0635 02/01/73 20 2689 155N 064 38W 42.3 132*1 GGGG119314122 00000/000 20014/0636 02/01/73 10 2689 1428N 06459W 43*1 130*9 GGGG
1193-14124 000o0/C0O 20014/0637 02/01/73 30 2689 101N 06520W 43.8 129.7 GGGG
1193-14131 00000/000 2P014/o638 0/C,1/73 20 2689 1134N 065404 44*5 128.4 GGGG
1193-14133 0000C0/0000 2,014/0639 02/01/73 50 2689 1o08N 06601W 45.2 127.1 GGGG
119301414C 00000/C00 23019/0640 02701/73 80 2689 OR43I 06623w 45.9 125.7 pppp
1193-14204 00000/000 20014/0641 02/01/73 70 2689 1418S 07149w 51.5 9964 GGGG
1193-14210 000CC/0OOi 20014/0642 0?/01/73 60 2689 1945S 07210w 51*5 97.6 pppp
1193-15444 003 OC/000 20014/064 3 07/01/73 30 2690 5 144N 07851W 17*7 153.9 GGGG
1193-15451 0COfl0/O'O 20j14/0644 02/01/ 7 3  100 260o 51qN 0 7932W 18.8 153.1 GGGG
1193-17283 00)00/00j0 20014/0645 02/01/73 0 2691 5019N 10520i 18.8 153.1 G
1193-17344 0000/000 20014/0646 02/01/73 3n 2691 2854N 11254W 344 141*4 GGGG
1193-17351 00'00/O' 203014/0647 022/1/73 20 2 691 2728N 11318W 35.3 140*5 GGGG
1193-2312.0 000/C000 20;14/064 C 0r?/1/73 90 2694. 6504S 13719E 28*6 67.1 GGGG
1193-23122 000C0/000 20014/0649 02/1/73 60 2694 6624S 13550E 2'76 67*8 GSGG
1193-231?5 OcO00/Co30 2j'014/0650 0?/-1/7:3 100 ?694 674?S 13412E 26.6 68.7 GGGG
1193-23131 00300/0000 2J014/0651 0?/01/73 100 26n4 6100S 13224E 25*5 69*8 GGGG
1193-23134 30300/000 20014/0652 0/,1/73 100 2694 7017S 13025E 24*5 71.1 GGGG
'EYS: CL5UD C5vEP % *..*0..o..... Ta 100 . % CLBUD CAVER ** = Nd CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE 'UALITY o,.*.,,. ... RLANKS=BAND NOT PRFSPNT/REQUESTED. R-RFCYCLED. G=GBRD, FuFAIR BUT USABLE* PuPBBR,
16:44 '~4' 11'74 STANOARD C4TALeG FeP NBN-US PAGE 0539
FRM )7/23/72 Tt 07/23/73
BBSERVTIN 1ICNFI.M R LL '9,/ DATE CLPUD R ITT PI\JCIPAL PtINT SUN SUK TMAGE UUALITY
I0 D PeSTTIr I N RLL AcoJ!TrED CPVER NUMBER PF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV mSS
Rnv MS LAT LtNG 123 45678
1193,23140 00003/00C 20014/0653 C0/l/73 100C 2694 71313 1?14E 23*4 72*7 GGGG
1193-23143 00000/COU 2U014/0654 02/'1/73 100 2694 7,44S 12542E 2204 74*6 GGGG
1193-?3145 0C030/0000 20014/0655 0,/01/ 7  I00 2694 715'S 12251E P1.3 76.9 GGGG
1193-23152 00000/00,X 20014/0656 02/01/73 100 2694 7504S 11933E 20.2 79.6 GGGG
1193-23154 000/0000 20314/o657 02/-1/73 100 2694 7610S 11543E 1.901 82*9 GGGG
1193"23161 00000/0003 2Q014/0658 02/01/73 100 269 4  7713S 11115E 18*0 86*9 GGGG
1193-23163 00000/Co00 20014/0659 0/01/73 iOo 2694 7011S 10602E 17.0 91.6 GGGG
1194-03551 O00 /O00)' 2 014 /0660 0/~2/73 30 2697 24031.i 09122E 36*3 139.5 PGGG
1194-03553 O0000/O00 20014/0661 02/CP/73 1) 2697 2437N 09059E 37*2 138.5 GGGG
1194-03560 00030/C000 20014/0662 0,/,2/73 10 2697 2?11N 09(37E 38.2 137.5 GGGG
1194-03562 00000/000 20014/0663 02/cP/73 0 2697 2145N 09015E 39q0 136.5 GGGG
11 9 4 -04221 00000/0000 20014/0664 02/- /73 . 2 6 97 6627S 05b49E 27.5 67*8 GOGG
1194-C4224 00000/0000 20114 /0665 0?//73 0 ?697 674?S 05647E 26*5 68.6 GGG
1194-04230 000O/C0O: 2J014/066' 02,/,77 ' 2697 6no00 05459E 25.5 69.7 GGGG
1194-04233 00030/0000 20014/0667 0/r0/73 0 2697 7016S 0530CE P4.4 71.0 GGGG
1194-04235 C0000/00o 20014/066 0Q?/3P/73 ? 2697 7130S 05050E 2394 72.6 GGGG
11 9 4-o4242 0000030j 2001410669 0?/2/73 0 2697 7044S 04817E P2.3 74o5 GGGG
11 9 4 -04 24 4 00000/0000 20014/0670 0i2/02/ 7 3 2697 7354S 04b24E 21*2 76*8 pPPp
1194*04251 00000/C00 20014/0671 02/02/73 0 2697 7503S 04206E 20*2 79.6 GGG
11 9 4 -j425 3 o0000/0 00 2J014/0672 0?2/>/ 7 3 C 2697 7AI9S 03616E 19.1 82.9 GGGG
1194-j4260 00CO0/G0u2 2'014/0673 02/np/73 10 2697 771'S C3346E 18.0 86.8 GGGG
119~-35373 00030/C000 20014/0674 0/02/73 7o 2698 ?R52N 0 6621E 3,.5 141.3 GGGG
1194-0330 000C0/000 20014/0675 0,/n"/73 60 2698 27 2,N 06557E 35.4 140.9 GGGG
1194-05382 00000/0000 20014/0676 0/02/7 3 70 2698 ?559N 06533E 36.4 139*4 GGGG
1194-053S5 00o00/0000 20014/677 02,P/71 40 2698 2433N 0651OE 37*3 138.4 G9GG
1194-05391 0000,/000 1 203 4/0675 02/2p/73 10 2698 2307 06447E 38.2 137.4 GGGG
1194-07223 00000/0000 2u714/0679 0?2/;/73 0 2699 -1G7N 0300E 38.2 137.4 GGGC
1194--7225 00000/OCO0 20014/0680 0/o?2/73 20 2699 2141\ 03838E 39*1 136.4 GGGG
1194-07232 OOoo/eoc 2014/061. 00/73 70 2699 2o14N 03816E 40*0 135.3 GGGG
119 4 -07234 CO0000/o00 2001)/0682 0/0P/73 80 2699 149RN 03755E 40.8 134.2 GGGG
1194-07241 O000/0000 2.3014/0683 C2/0,/73 30 2699 1722N 03734E 41.6 133.1 GGGG
1194-07243 00000/0000 20 14/0684 C2/Cp/73 10 2699 1I56N 03713E 42o4 131.9 GAGG
1194-07250 0000/0, 0 2C314/0685 02/2/73 0 2699 142'N 03652E 43.2 130*7 GrGG
1194-07232 0000/0 20"14/0686 C0?/P/73 0 2699 1303N 03631E 43.9 129*4 GrGG
1194-u7 255 00000/00. PC014/0687 02/0/73 0 2699 1134N 03609E 4497 128.1 GOGG
1194-07261 00300/0000 20014/0688 0?/, 2/73 0 2699 lo9ON o3b48E 45.3 126.8 GGGG
1194-07264 000:0/0000 20'14/C689 02/?P/73 0 2699 0Q43N 03527E 46*0 125.4 GGGG
1194-j7270 00CO/0O 0 2.014/0690 02/2/73 10 2699 0717N 0 3506E 46.6 124.0 GGGG
1194-07273 POO00/0000 20014/ 691 02/02/73 0 2699 0r50N 03446E 47.2 122*6 GGGG
<EYS: CL4L[ CMVEP % *.*......,.,* , 0 Te 100 . % CLbUD C"VER, NU CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ,,............ eLANKS=BAND NBT PRcSFNT/RE0UESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GSqD, FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PP5gR,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATAL9G FR NeN-US PAGE 0540
FROM 07/23/72 Tl 07/23/73
BRSERVATIN IICP3FILt RLL ,9./ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PPINCIPAL PINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P5SITISN I" RBLL ACUTIRED C9VER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
QyV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1194- 7275 00000/O00 20014/0692 02/(0P/ 7 3 9 2699 0424N 03426E 47*8 121.1 GGGG
1194-07282 00000/00o 2j014/0693 0?/c~/73 0 2699 0589N 03406E 48R3 119.5 GGGG
1194-,7284 000o0//000 20014/0694 02 /n0/ 7 3 0 2699 0131N 03345E 48.8 118.0 GGGG
1194-07291 OCOCO/OCOU 20014/0695 02/"/7 3  0 2699 0004N C3325E 49*3 116.4 GGGG
1194-07293 000C/0000 20014/0696 0?/o9/ 7 3 10 2699 Ct.23S 03305E 49.7 114.7 GGGG
1194-07375 00000/0000 2U014/069 7 02/P/73 20 2699 300 RS 02551E 48.7 81,1 GGGG
1194-j732 0000/000o 20014/0698 0/0o/ 7 3 1i 2699 3134S 0 2526E 48.2 79.7 GGGG
1194-"7 3 84 00000/0000 20014/0699 02/0/7 3  0 2699 3300S O2500E 7.*7 78.4 GGGG
1194-07391 0000/CO00 2u014/0 7 00 02/0/73 20 2699 3425S 02433E 47.1 77.1 GPGG
1194-29032 00O0/0000 20014/0701 02/0/73 70 2700 3146N 01533E 32.6 143.0 GGGG
1194-09034 O00000/000 20014/0702 02/0/73 30 2700 3 020N 01508E 33.6 142.1 UGG
11 9 4 -C 9 041 00000/00)0 20014/0703 02/o0/73 0 2700 2a54N 0144E 34.5 141.2 OGG
1194-09043 00020/0000 0?14/0704 02 0 /73 40 2700 2728N 01419E 35.5 140.3 CGG
119 -39050 0000/0Oo0 22014/0705 02 /o/ 7 3 90 2700 2602Q 01356E 36.4 139.4 GGGG
1194-)9052 00OCO/00 20014/0706 02/07/73 10) 2700 2439N 01332E 3703 13804 GGGG
1194-39055 000 0/0000 20014/070 7 02/;/73 20 2700 2309N 01309E 38.2 137.4 GGGG
1194-*9061 00000/0000 20014/0708 0R/02/73 10 2700 214?N 01246E 39.1 136.4 GGGG
119 4 -.39064 00000/0000 200C14/0709 02//73 70 2700 2015N 01224E 40*0 135.3 GGGG
1194-09070 00000/00u 20014/0710 02/02/73 90 2700 1850N 0 1202E 40.8 134.2 GGGG
1194-09073 00000/0000 20014/0711 02 /0e/ 7 3 100 2700 1724N 01141E 41.6 133.1 GGG
1194-09075 0000/OOC 20)014/0712 02/0/73 100 2700 1;57N 01119E 42.4 131*9 GGGG
1194-09091 C000/00OC 20014/0713 32/02/73 70 2700 1137N 01019E 44.7 128.1 GGGG
119409093 00000/0000 20014/0714 02/0p/71 60 2700 101,)N 00958E 45-4 126.8 GGGG
1194-091j0 0000/o0000 20014/0715 0?/02/73 50 2770 O 44N 00938E 46*0 125*4 GGGG
1194-09102 00000/000) 200314/0716 32/02/73 20 2700 0718N 00917E 46.6 124*0 ppPP
119 4 -0931 4 0000/O00o 20014/0717 0*/0P/73 100 2700 6506S 01737W P285 67.1 GpPP
11 9 4 -93320 00000/C0000 20014/071 8 0o/0/ 7 3 100 2700 6425S 01904W 27.5 67.8 GGGG
1194-09323 00000/0000 20014/0719 02/02/73 100 2700 67433 02041W 26,4 68.7 GGGG
1194-0(325 00CO/r000r 20014/0720 02/02/73 100 2700 601S 02229w 25.4 69.7 GGG
1194-39332 00000/0000 20014/0721 0?/rP/73 70 2700 7-17S 02430w 24.3 71.1 GGGG
11940.9334 00000/0000 2.014/0722 0/02/73 80 27 .00 713?S 02642W 23.3 72.7 GGGG
1194-39341 OCO00/O000 2u014/0723 02/')/73 90 ?700 7245S 02916w 22.2 74*6 GGGG
1194-9343 000 0/0"30 20014/0724 30, 72/73 80 2700 7?56S 03209W 21*1 76*9 GGGG
1194-C9390 000o0/000 20014/0725 02/o2/7 3 50 2700 7504S 03526W 20.1 79.6 GGGG
1194-9352 00000/0000C 20014/0726 0?/~2/73 5C 2700 711S 03917W 19.0 83.0 GGGG
1194-09355 00000/0000 20014/0727 0?/0/ 7 3 90 2700 7714S 04348w 17.9 86.9 GGGG
1194-j9361 000o/O0GU 20014/0728 0/02l/73 1o00 700 79115 04902W 16.8 91*6 GGGG
1194-12192 00000/0000 2u014/072 9 02/0/73 70 2702 6A51N 017138 5*6 164.8 GGGG
1194-12195 00000/C00G 20014/0730 02/"./7 3  80 2702 6c31N 01843W 6.7 163.4 GGGG
(EYS: CL'UD C5VEp % ........ f...... 0 TO 100 u % CLBUD C4VER. ** = N CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'AGc ,UALITY ... ,........... ILANVKS=AND NOT PRFSrNT/REWUESTED, R=RECYCLED. GcG0AD. FFAIR BUT USABLE. PwPSBR.
4 A- P' STANDARD CATAL~B FR NN.-US PAGE 0541
F, r 7/23/'2 T9 C7/23/73
BSERvATT \ .r~I C c. JL J./ ATF CL0i 3R:IT pIT\CIPAL p"'INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITy
I0 5 TIN I 1 9 LL AcrIk.Er CtUVR B:UB-R "F I MAG ELEV. AZIt
I
. RBV MSS
. LAT L9NG 123 45678
41194. 201 0 / 0 : 6/0731 0 /" /7 9r 27,2 641 N r2;O05i 7*8 162,2 GGGP
1194-.6 0' / . 7  ~73 0/ -,p/73 6' 27n3 5;5AN 05?08W 46 1'6 156.? GGG
119,. "  / 1/073 3 G/ /73 7 27)3 543 3 05£-56w 15.7 155.4 GGGG
1194 5 , / ? 01w/,734 0,r /73 3 2703 5 "0" 05342 16.8 154.6 GGGG
1194-1471 /C 2 1 4,/0735 0: /73 2r 27n3 5144N C542(6 17,9 153.8 GGGG
1194- 7 / U 2 714/0736 0/,/ 7 3 c 2703 5, 0 5: 07W 19*C 153.0 GGG
S1191, 3, ?/: .. G . .+1/C737 0'/)/73 ' 703 4 5-N 055461 N 0*1 1523 GGG
11 9 4-1-
3  
" C 2 114 /73 0' ' 7? 3c 27n3 472 0 05623w 21 2 151*5 GGGG
1194-1 C . / , 2.14/739 0/,/7: 80 2703 4~.OQ 05659 22*3 15n.8 GGGG
11941 P , /U 2 0 14/ 74 0' /7' Sr 273 4430N 05733V 23.3 150.0 GOGG
1194- 471 "/ 210140741 0-r2)/73 3c 27n3 1-72"N 0 6b44W 41*7 133.0 GGG
1194.17 2 . 14/742 j / 3 27n3 1 S N 06605 4 25 131.8 GOPG
1194-;41; " O 2, 14 0743 C 4/73 10 27 3 l28N 06627W 43,.
2  130.6 GGG
1194- 41,'43 . 14/ 7'/ O/CP/
73 I 27;3 1?02N 06/470 44*0 1661293 GGG
1194-I15 0 / r )' 14/074; :'/?/7, 17 r 2 7 n3 1!36N 0 6708wi 44.7 128.1 GGG
1194 417 / .CL.; i /, 74 0 -'//73 ?n 2703 1r00N 0 6728W 45
, 4 126.7 GGGG
119 4 - 4 19 0 /CO 20 14/0747 00/ P/2/73 C 273 O4\ 0 0 6 7 4 8W 
46*0 125.3 GrGG
119 4- 4 2i 1 / 214/~748 0/'/73 10 2703 O'16 06
80 9 w 46*7 123.9 GGGG
1194-1 42)3 ,. _, 2:,),1 7 49 /7 1 .  27 3 C'5'N 0 629w 47*3 122*5 GGGG
119 -:421 - c 2 1.. , C14,75) C//73 4 P ?73 042?N 06850W 47.8 121.0 GGGG
1194-421 - '/CCC, '14,751 Uip/
7 3  80 27'3 0257 06910W 48*4 119.4 GGGG
119 4?i15 C ' 2 14 p/075 2  C2/,? /
7 3  8r 2703 0131'.4 06930W 4808 117*9 GGGG
1194-14221 CC / 2 -14/075 3 02/ 2/73 70 2703 CO04l 0 6 95 0W 49.3 116.3 GGGG
1194-1i44 / /(14/,754 0'/q2/ 7 3 90 273 01219 07011w 49.7 114.6 GGGG
1194~4+23 . 2"0, 014,/755 O,'2/17 9( 27'3 0 4C S 07031w 50*1 113.0 
GGG
1194-4233 -/c 214/3756 o/-'2/73 8C 27r3 0416S 07051
w  50.4 111.3 GrGG
1194-155 3 / 2 014/C757 0/"/73 40 274 5144N 08020W 17.9 153*8 GGGG
1194-550" QC ./ 2'14/0758 c./12/7a 2r 274 5019 08100W 19*0 153.0 
GGGG
119417332 :; O/0i' 2.014/3759 0 /'2/73 0 2705 5709N 1062 3w 16*8 154.6 
GGGG
1194-1733 000) C'/ C 2014/0760 C//7 27?5 5144N 10606W 17*9 153.8 GGGG
1194- 7341 0" 3 " 2 014/0761 302p/73 0 2705 5n19N 10c47W 19.0 153.0 GGG0
1194-..74j* "L"/r- O 14,/076? 3'/-/73 4 27 2 55 11422W 34.6 141.2 GGGG
1194 74;35 0 ' /C' - 2"014~/0763 3/.2p/73 2; 2705 272N 11446W 35.5 140.3 GGGG
1194 11 * -00 / , 2u '14/0764 C0/.?/7_ 10O 2706 6621S 17350W 27.4 67.7 GPGP
1194-1950 0 0 33/'V, 2l' 14 /C76 /5 ~/73 100 2706 6741S 17528W 26.3 68R6 
GnGG
1194-9593 02 CC/C" . 2'1.,/0766 .1,x'/73 100 27O6 6f59 17717W 5.3 69.7 GIGG
119 4-1? 1 0j0 /00 2001/768 02/' P 73 90 ?706 7156S 17312E 21.0 76.8 GGGG
1194-115E3 )- n/'3O 2 0 1 4 /0 7 6 9 0 2/'/73 80 27)6 7~045 16957E 0*'0 79*6 
GGGG
119 4-1950I 0 / " 3J 2J014/077, C2/P2/7 8' 27 6 7611S 16 606E 18.9 82.9 G7GG
KEYS: CE4 ,. . r TS 1C0 % CLUD CPR ** N CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I ..GE A ALTTY ............. r LANKS,.AN) N9T PRCSFNT/RE'JUFSTED
, R=RFCYCLE0. G=C9D. FFAIR BUT USABLE. P.PeeR,
15:44 A, 11s'74 SIANARD CATALOG FR NtN.US PAGE 0542
FRV5 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
BSSERvAT J 1ICyfrFIL-M PLL NO./ ATE CLOUD 9RBIT PoINCIPAL PRINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
Ib D'SITI\ IN RLL ACCUTRED C5VER NUMBER 'F IMAGE ELFV. AZIM. RBV MSS
;V mSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1194=1955? 00000/ 00 2 '014/771 03/,/73 60 ?706 7714 16136E 17.8 86.8 GGGG1199555 00 0/00o00 2c314/0772 02/~2p/71 2706 7qlS 15622E 16.7 91.5 GAGG
1195-104P X 0 0'/Co0 20314/0773 0?/o/ 7 3 40 2709 75033 09225E 19*9 79.5 G3GG
1195' 1044 Oo,o-0 20014/0774 0C/ 3/73 20 27,9 7A09S 08835E 18.8 82.8 GSGG
1195- :1051 000C,/000 2014/0775 02/r3/73 10 27 09 771?S 08406E 17*7 86.8 GGGG1195-'1053 Cu30o0/000 20014/0776 0?/1w/73 20 2709 7911S 07854E 16*7 91*5 GGPG
1195-)2251 CC0oC 0 /S 20014/0777 02/0>/73 40 2710 00 0N 10923E 49.3 116.0 GPPG
1195-32253 0CCo/COo 2J014/0778 0C/3/73 40 2710 0121S 10904E 49.8 114*4 GGGG
1195-05393 03000/C 00 20014/0779 02/'/73 20 2712 4146N 06859E 25.6 148.4 GGGG
1195-35490 00O00/000 20o14/o78:0 2/r3/73 2 2712 4r2nN 06829E 26.7 147.7 GGGG
1195-05402 000CC/0COU 23014/0781 0?/03/73 10 2712 3R55N 06759E 27*7 146*9 GGGG
1195-354e5 00000/0CaO 20014/0782 02/r3/73 40 2712 3729 N  06731E 28.8 146.1 GGGG119 5 -05411 000-0/OOO 20014/0783 02/03/73 4 2712 3601N 06703E 29*8 145.3 GGGG
119 5 - 5 414 0C00D3O/OC 20014/0784 0//n3/73 c 2712 3437N 06636E 30.8 144.5 GGGG
1195-'5420 C0/0oC 20014/0785 02/3/73  8( 2712 37114 06610E 31*8 143.7 GGGG1195-05423 C00~0/0000 20014/0786 C2/0o/73 10 2712 3145N 06544E 32.8 142.8 QGGG
119505425 3003c/0000 23014/0787 02/03/73 10 2712 3019N 0619E 33.8 141.9 GGGG1195-35432 00000/1300 20014/0788 0C?~0//73 1 2712 2953N 06 4 54E 34.7 141.0 GGGG
1195-05434 203/"0/,02 2014 0789 02/0/73 0 2712 2727N 06430E 35.7 140.1 GGGG
1195-'5441 OC o /CCr~0 20014/3790 02/ /7 3  1. 2712 2400N 06406E 36*6 139.2 GGGG
1195-05443 l0000/CCOo 23014/0791 02/3/73 1  2712 2434N 06342E 37.5 138.2 GGGG
1195-J 6 132 00093/CSO 231/0792 0?/t3/73 100 2712 7455 02100E 22.0 74.5 PPPG
1195-06134 00 /C0CP 230014/793 02/,3/73 100 2712 755S 01808E 20C9 76.8 GGGG
119 5 "-6141 0u0/0O0 01'14/0794 02 /-i/ 73 100 2712 7514S 01505E 19.8 79.6 GGGG
1195-36143 00090/0000 20014/0795 02/'3/73 100 2712 7A20S 01113E 18*8 82.9 GGG
1195-C6150 0000O/c c 21014/0796 02/r3/73 100 2712 77135 00626E 17.7 86.9 GGGG1195-j7281 0O30 / oC 20014/C797 C02/,/73 40 2713 2;08N 03734E 38*4 137*2 GGGG
1195-3728 0Co300/CC c 20,14/0798 02/i3/73 30 2713 214 N 03 7 12E 39.3 136.1 GGGG1195-3720 00303-/0C0' 20014/0799 0'/,1/73 2C 2713 2016N 03650E 40.1 135.0 GGGG
1195-37293 0030/Cw00 20014/0803 02/;3/73 10 2713 1049Q 03628E 4100 133.9 GGGG
1195"-7295 O ?000/0'00 2 14/0801 02/03/73 C 2713 1722N 03606E 41.8 132.8 GGGG
1195"J7302 000/C00c 2c014/0802 02/21/73 ? 2713 1 5AN 035 4 5E 42*6 131.6 GGGG1195-373)4 2C000/Co0J 0314/0803 02/3/73 2713 14304 03524E s3*3 130.4 GGGG
1195-37311 00000/0000 2 r14/0804 02/1/73 C 2713 1103N 03503E 4401 129.1 GGGG1195-7313 0300y/0003 2014/0035 G2/r3/73 0 2713 1137N 03442E 44#8 127.8 GrGG
1195-3732 003 00/9000 2014/.806 02/'3/73 2713 Il11N 03421E 45.5 126.5 GGGG
1195-17322 000 /i3 P3 ?)14/0807 0 /3/73 0 2713 0 44N 03401E 46*1 125.1 GGGG
119 5 -3 7 32 5  003~C/OC 2014/30808 03/'3/73 0 2713 0718N 03340E 46.8 123.6 G(GG
1195-07331 .000)3/00J 23014/3009 02/03/73 C 2713 0551N 0332CE 47.4 122.2 GGGG
<EYS: COL. CvE Z * *.. .......... 0 Te 100 a % CLOUD CrVER. ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'AE 'UALITY .. *....*... RLANKS.BAND NOT PReFSNT/REQUFSTED* RRECYCLED. G=GOBD. F,FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR.
16:44 'An 11 ''74 STANOARD CATALG FeR N N-US AGE 0543FR5M 07/23/'2 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATItN MICRPFILM QSLL 19./ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PRI'CIPAL PrINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PSITTI-N IN RBLL ACCUTRED CBVER 'UMBER qF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RV M~S LAT LONG 123 45678
1195-O7334 00000/C000 20014/0810 0/03/73 0 2713 0424~ 03300E 47*9 120*7 UGGG
1195-07384 00000/000 20014/0811 0?/-3/73 90 2713 1P535 02855E 51.4 100.4 GGGG
1195-07390 00000/C00 20014/0812 0/ri3/73 70 2713 1420S 02634E 51*4 98.6 GGG
1195-07393 O0000/0000 20014/0813 02/1)/ 7 3 50 2713 1946S 02813E 51*4 96.8 GGGG
1195-07395 000O0/C003 20014/0814 02/03/73 60 2713 1714S 02752E 51*3 95*1 GGPG
1195-07402 00000/0000 20014/0815 02/03/73 10 2713 1841S 02731E 51*2 93.4 GGGG
1195-07411 00OOO/0000 2 0014/0 8 16 0?/23/73 2713 2132S 0 2648E 50.8 90.0 GiGG
1195-07413 00000/0000 20014/0817 0//!7 3 r 2713 22585 o?626E 50'5 88.3 GGGG
1195-37420 00000/0000 20014/0818 02/3/ 73 0 2713 2424S 02602E 50.2 86.7 GGG
1195-07422 00000/0000 2j14 /081 9  00//73 0 2713 2=49S 025 3 9E 49*8 85.2 GGGG
1195-07425 00000/000 20014/0820 2/03/73 10 2713 271fS 02b14E 49.4 83.6 GGGG
1195-07431 000O/0000 20014/0821 0?/p/73 10 2713 2R42S 02449E 49*0 82*2 GOGG
1195"37434 00000/0000 20014/0822 02/p3/73 90 2713 3009S 02425E 48.5 80.
7  GGGG
1195-07440 00000/0000 20014/0323 0?2/3/73 100 2713 3135S 02400E 48.0 79.4 GGGG
1195- 09095 000C0/000' 2,O14/0824 0/,'173 2o 271.4 2P9N 01317E 34.7 141*0 GGGG
1195-09102 0000/O00O 20014/0825 02/c3/73 80 2714, 2729N 01253E 35,7 140*1 GGGG
1195-09104 00000/0000 20:014/0826 02/ 0/73 7c 2714 240?N 01230E 36.6 139.1 GGGG
1195-09111 000o0/000' 20014/0827 0 ?//73 80 2714 2436N 01206E 37*5 138.2 GGGG
1195,9113 000o0/OO0 20014/0828 C/03/ 7 3  90 2714 2311N 0o113E 38b4 137.1 GGGG
1195-09120 00000/0000 20014/0829 02/03/73 90 2714 21.44N 01121E 39*3 136*1 GGGG
1195-09122 00003/0000 20014/0830 0,/03/73 100 2714 01N O11ll00E 40.2 135.0 GGGG
1195-09125 C00000/000 20014/0831 02/03/73 100 2714 1R51N 01038E 41.0 133.9 GGGG
1195-11201 00000/0000 20014/0832 C/n3/73 10 2715 6145S 04329W 29.2 66.4 GGGG
1195-11204 00000/0uQ 20014/08 3 3 02/0o/73 60 2715 6504S 04450W 28.2 67.0 GGGG
1195-11210 00000/0000 2 014/0834 02/03/73 100 2715 6624S 04620C 27.2 67.7 GGGG
1195-11213 00000/0000 20014/3835 02/n3/73 100 2715 67'483 94731W 26*1 68.5 GGGG
1195-11215 00000/000 2C014/083 6 02/o3/73 100 2715 6900S 04946N 25'1 69*6 GPGG
1195-12251 O0000/CC00 ?2014/0837 0?/03/73 100 2716 665PN 0183 7W 5.9 164.8 GGGG
1195-12253 C0000/0000 20014/083 C2/03/73 70 2716 6532N 02007W 7.0 163*4 GGGG
1195-12260 00000/0000 20014/0839 02/03/73 60 2716 6411N 02130 8.1 162*1 GGGG
1195-12262 00000/0000 20014/0840 02/03/73 60 2716 6P50N 02245K 9*3 160.9 GGGG
1195-14114 00000/0000 20014/0841 02/03/73 80 2717 5r55N 05336W 14i9 156.1 GGG
1195-14121 O00O/000C 20014/042 02/3/73 50 2717 5431N 05424W 16*0 1553 GGGG
1195-14123 C000o/0000 20014/0843 32/03/73 100 2717 5307N o05b10 1791 154.5 GGGG
1195-14130 CC300/00CO 20014/0844 02/03/73 100 2717 5143N 0 5553w 18.2 153.7 GGGG
1195-14132 J0000/0002 20014/0845 0/~/3/73 100 2717 5018N 05634W 19.3 152.9 GGGG
1195-14135 000o0/oCO 20014/0845 02/o3/ 7 3 100 2717 4R54N 05713. 20,4 152.1 GGPG
1195-14141 00000/0000 20014/0847 02/?3/73 100 2717 4729N 05750W 21*5 151*4 GGPG
1195-14144 O00000/0C 20C14/0 84 8  02/3/73 100 2717 460,N 05S26W 22.5 150.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD CCVER X *.,,***..**.. 0 Te 100 - % CLeUD CqVER. w* = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IiAGE guLITY P.-. ....... , 2LANKSEBAND NOT PRSFNT/REOUESTED. R=RECYCLEU. G=GBRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PsP89R,
16:44 ";A lii'74 STANDARD CATAL9G F9P NaN-US PAGE 0544
FRBM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
B8SERVATI3N MICPmFILM R9LL ;9./ DATE CLBUD 9R9IT PINJCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PsSITI9N IN R5LL ACCH IRED C5VER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV- AZIM. RBV MSSP;V 1SS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1195-14150 0U000/0000 20014/0349 02/c0/73 100 2717 4439N 058 5 9W 23*6 149'9 GGGG1195-14273 O0'OO/oCCo 20014/0850 C?,03/73 20 2717 0l30N 07058W 4.9 117.5 GGGG1195-14280 000C0/00CC 20314/0851 C2/03/73 70 2717 0004N 0 7118W 49*4 115*8 GGGG1195-14232 C0300/C000 20014/0E52 02/!3/73 60 2717 0121s 0 7138W 49*8 114.2 GGG
1195-14285 00000/000D 20014/0853 C2/,0/7 3  10 2717 0248S 07158W 50*1 112.5 GGGG1195-1*291 00000/000 20014/0854 02/03/73 30 2717 0414S 072 18w 50.5 110*8 GGGG1195-14294 C00000/0000 20014/0855 02/03/73 50 2717 0541S 07238W 50,7 109.1 GGGG1195-14300 0000/0000 20014/0856 02/03/73 60 2717 0706S 07259W 51.0 107.3 0GGG1195-14303 00000/00OC 20014/0857 0?/03/73 40 2717 0Q3 3S 07320W 51,1 105.6 GOGG1195-15561 000O0/000. 20014/0858 02/03/73 5c 2718 5144N 68143W 18.2 153.7 GG1195-15564 00000/0000 20014/0859 02/03/73 50 2718 5020N 08224W 19*3 152.9 GGGG1195-17393 030C0/0000 20014/0860 02/03/73 60 2719 5 144N 107 32W 18.2 153.7 G GG
1195-17400 oC000/0CQ 20014/0861 02/o3/73 7C 2719 5020N 1013 19,3 152*9 GGGG1195-17455 00000/0000 20014/0862 02/0,/73 10 2719 3022N 11522W 33.8 141.9 GGGG1195-21401 00000/CO00 20014/0863 02/03/73 50 2721 6C06S 16016E 28*0 66.9 GGG1195-21404 00000/C000 20014/0864 3/r)3/73 90 2721 6625S 15846E 27.0 67.6 GGGG1195-21410 00300/0000 20014/0865 0?/-3/73 80 2721 6744S 15706E 26*0 68.5 GGGG1195-21413 O00OOC00000 20014/0866 C2/03/73 100 2721 6q0 2S 15517E P4.9 69.6 GGGG
1195-21415 o00000/000 20014/0867 02/03/73 100 2721 7013S 15319E 2309 70.9 GGGG1195-21422 000O0/00C 20014/068 02/03/73 100 2721 7132S 15109E 22.8 72.5 PGGG1195-21424 000o/000o 20014/0869 02/t3/71 100 2721 7245S 14839E 21.8 74.5 GGGG1195-21431 00CO0/OCC0 20014/0870 0?/3/73 100 2721 7156S 14548E 20.7 76*8 GGGG
1195-21433 C00000/000 20014/0871 02/03/73 100 2721 7=05S 14230E 19*6 79.6 GGGG1195-21440 00000/000C 20014/0872 02/0~3/73 100 2721 761?S 13839E j8.6 82.9 GGGG1195-21442 00000/0000 20014/0873 02/03/73 100 2721 7715S 13409E 17*5 86*9 GOGG1195-21445 00000/0000 20014/0874 02/03/73 100 2721 7013S 12856E 16.4 91.6 GGGG1196-o0342 00000/000 20014/0875 0?2/,4/ 73 10 2723 4602N 14638E 22.7 150.6 GGGG1196-00344 o00/oc/COf 20014/0876 02/04/73 20 2723 4437N 14604E 23*7 149*8 GGGG1196-00351 00000/0000 20014/0877 02/C4/ 7 3 20 2723 4311N 14531E 24*8 149*1 GGGG1196-03353 00C000/0000 20014/0878 02/04/73 30 2723 4146N 14459E Ps.9 148.3 GGGG
1196-00360 O0000/OCU, 20014/C879 02/04/73 60 2723 4020N 14428E 26.9 147.5 GGGG1196-00362 00000/000 2014/0880 02/04/73 40 2723 3R54N 14359E p279 146.8 GOGG1196-00365 0000/0020 20014/0881 CP/04/ 7 3 40 2723 3728N 14330E 29*0 146*0 GGGG1196-00371 0000/C00O 2014/0882 02/04/73 90 2723 3603N 14303E 30*0 145.2 GGGG1196-J0374 OCOCO/CCO 20014/0883 02/04/73 90 2723 3437N 14236E 31*0 144*3 GrGG1196-00380 o00oo00/co 2014/0884 02/4/73 90 2723 3111N 14209E 32*0 143.5 GGGG1196-00383 00000/0100 2JO14/0885 02/14/73 70 2723 3145N 14143E 33*0 142.6 GGG1196-00542 00000/0000 20014/0886 02/0r4/73 100 2723 2300S 1211E 50,4 8 8 .0 GGGG1196-00544 00000/000 20014/0887 02/)4/73 100 2723 2427S 1748E 50s1 86.4 GrGG
KEYS: CLRUD COVE % * T........... 0 B 100 8 % CLEUD CPVER. ** = Nf CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE .UALITY ,,,....,,.,,,,, BLANKS=BAND NBT PREScNT/REOUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GORD, F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPOJR,
I6:44 'A; IIs'74 STANIARD CATALOG Ft)R NN-US PAGE 0545
FRIM )7/21/72 T9 07/23/73
B5SERVATI -'IC''FIL' R~LL :~,/ DAT CLLJD RRSIT PrlN.CIPAL PJINT SlN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I2 P"'ITISN I LL AI'.'IHE0 CBVER NUMBER 9F IAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
V M~S LAT LtNG 123 45678
11 9 6 -00551 O0000/ OC 20JC14/088 02/4/73 100 2723 255:S 12725E 49o7 84.8 GOGG
1196-20553 0C020/3D0) 20014/0889 04/o/7 27P3 2718S 12701E 49*3 83.3 GGGG
1196-J0560 ObCO0/C00o 20011/0893 C?/4/73 1, 2723 2Q46S 12637E 48.9 81.9 GGGG
11 9 6 -02500 o00000/000 2.01/0891 C/,/4/73 7 0 2724 6c504S 0 848E 2890 66.9 GGGG
1196-02503 0n0-9000 20014/0892 O2/ 4/ 7 3 30 2724 6624S 08119E 27*0 67.6 GGGG
1196-0535 00C00,/C00 201./0893 02/0?4/73 30 27p 6742S 07941E 25*9 68.5 GGGG
1196-02512 0000/o00.; 2C14/0894 0/'/ 7  0r ?724 6o01S 0 7751E 2449 69*6 GGGG
1196-L2514 0000,'0000 2>014/0895 02/4/ 7 3 0 2724 718S 0 7553E 23*8 709 GGGG
11 9 6 - 2521 Oo/0O 2;014/0896 02/ ~/73 0 27?4 713PS 07341E 22*8 72.5 GIGG
1196-02523 00900/0 0 u014/089 7 0/14/73 1 27;4 7246S 07108E 21.7 74*4 GGGG
11 9 6 -32530 O0000C/0 2J 14/089 02/ 4/73 10 2724 7356S 06X16E 20*7 76.8 GGGG
1196-32532 OOo/CCC> 20014/0Q99 02/t4/ 7  20 274 7r.05S 0 6500E 19*6 79.5 GGGG
1196-32E35 OC00/0CJO 20014/0900 02/04/73 30 2 7 24 7o;1 S 06109E 18,5 82.9 GGGG
1196-02541 00000/0 000 214/0901 012/4/73 70 ?74 77145 05638E 17*4 86.8 PGPG
1196-025*4 00000/Co0c 2J014/0902 0?/4/73 60 2724 7~12S 05124E 16*3 91,6 GrPP
1196-40c84 00200/CO01 2014/0C9 3  02/ 4/73 1o 2725 1Q5N)N 08637E 41.1 133.7 GGGG
1196-J4091 00000/C 00 20014/0904 02/04/73 10 2725 1723N 08616E 41,9 132.5 GGGG
1196-34093 000uc000 2 01+/,905 0,/04/73 30 2725 1556N 08556E 42*7 131.3 GGGG
119 6 -j4100 OU3o/00 206014/0906 C0/C4/73 20 2725 1429N 08535E 43.5 13c01 GGGG
119 6 -0u12 O00o/C0~ 20 0 14/09 0 7 0 / 4/ 7 3 40 2725 1103N. 08514E 44*2 128.8 GGG
1196"34105 O0000/COOC 20 14 o/0908 02/4/73 70 2725 1137N 0 454E 44.9 127.5 GG G
1196-04111 000/000r 2 9 14//0 0 C?/4/ 7  ( 3 60 P 725 0 8433E 45*6 126*1 PPPP
1196-C54 5 OZ'000/CO 2001 4 /0910 02/P4/73 60 2726 41 2IN 06805E 24.8 149.0 GGG
1196-15452 OC:0,o 0 " 2014/0911 02/04/73 60 2P76 4147N 06734E 25*9 148.3 GrGG
1196-05454 300C00 2 /014,0/12 C ,'/4/73 10 2726 4n21N 06704E 26-9 147.5 GIGG
1196-5461 0 0300/00 20 14/0913 0 /,4/73 10 2726 3R55N 06b34E 28 0 146,7 GGGG
1196-35463 C0 0/0 ? C0014/0914 02/04/73 10 2726 3729N 06606E 29.0 145.9 GGGG
1196-05470 0)0)0/ 30 '914/0915 C2/;4/73 10 2726 3603N 06538E 30*0 145*1 GGGG
1196-05472 0C'000/c00 20314/0916 02/04/73 10 2726 3 43 7 N 06512E 31.0 144.3 GGGG
1196-35475 300 C/, DU 2j014/0917 02/ 4/73 0 2726 3311N 06445E 32,0 143.5 GGGG
1196-35)81 2000 C/1CO 14/0916 02/04/73 50 2726 3146N 06420E 33,0 142.6 GGGG
1196-05484 O00C/(000 2014/0919 02/'4/73 6o 2726 3nl9N 06355E 34*0 141.7 GGGG
1196-0549C0 0300/000 2r014/0920 02/04/73 20 2726 2q53N 06330E 3409 140.8 GGG
1196-05493 00Co0/0 CO 2001,/3921 02/0 /73 60 2726 2727 06306E 35.9 139.9 GGGG
1196-j54:5 00000/000 2U014/0922 02/o /73 90 27?6 2601N 06L42E 36.8 138e9 GGGG
1196-35502 300/0/ 00: 20014/0923 02/0,4/73 6r 2726 2435N 0 6219E 37*7 137*9 GGGG
119 6 -0550 4 20in0/O0 1 140924 0Q/n4/73 40 2726 230)N 06156E 38*6 136.9 GGGG
119 6 -35511 0000o/Co00 20014/0925 0?/)4/73 20 2726 2142N 0 6133E 39*5 135.9 GfGG
1196-35513 00 0?/C. 2u014/0926 C'?/0 4 /7 3  30 2726 2015N 06111E 40.3 134.8 GGGG
KEYS: C60U C5VER X .......... 0 Tf 100 a % CIBUD CRVER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAE 'UALITY. ..... P.. ..... RLANKS=BAND NBT PRFSrNT/REUFrSTEC. R=RECYCLE. G=GbD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.P5BR,
16:44 1ARP 1.1P'74 STANIARD CATALG Few N9N-US PAGE 0546
FROM 37/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSER)ATISN mICRFILM RiLL '3./ DATE CLOUD 8R91T PRINICIPAL P9INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
IJ PASITI5N IN H5LL ACCUTI-RED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
EV MSS LAT L5NG 123 45678
1196-05520 00000/0000 20014/0927 0'/24/73 30 2726 1849N o6049E 4101 133.6 GGGG
1196-35522 00OC0/Co00 20014/0928 02/04/73 40 2726 1723N 06028E 42.0 132,5 GGGG
1196-07342 O000/CCOS 2,014/0929 02/04/73 0 2727 2143N 03545E 39.5 135.8 GGGG
1196-07345 00G00/OCO0 2001/0930 02/,4/71 0 2727 2016N 03523E 40,3 134.8 GOGG
1196-07365 000CO/OCCO 20014/0931 02/04/73 0 2727 1305N 03337E 44*2 128.8 GGGG
1196-07372 000c/CCOC 20'14/0932 02/04/73 0 2727 1139N 03316E 44.9 127.4 GIGG
1196-07374 00000/000, 20014/0933 02/04/73 0 2727 1c13N 03255E 45*6 126.1 UGGG
11 9 6 -o 7 391 OCOC/0000 20014/0934 02/Q4/73 0 2727 0R46N 03234E 46*3 124.7 GGGG
1196-37393 00300/0000 20014/0935 02/0 4 /73 C 2727 07 19 03213E 46*9 123.3 PGGG
1196-073g0 0000/000 20014/C936 02,'4/73 0 2727 c053N 03153E 47.5 121*8 GOGG
1196-37392 oCoo0/oooo 20014/0937 02024/73 0 2727 0426N 03133E 48*0 120.3 GGGG
11 9 6 -0 7 39 5  000O0/000 20014/0938 02/n4/7 3 0 2727 0258N 03114E 48.5 118.7 PGGG
1196*07401 0000/OO 20014/0939 0?/0 4 /73 10 2727 0131N 03 054E 49*0 117.1 GGGG
1196-07434 00300/000C 2C314/0940 02/24/73 10 2727 O004N 03034E 49*4 115.5 GGGG
1196-07410 o0000o/COC 2u014/0941 02/04/73 20 27?7 0121S 03014E 4908 113.9 PGGG
1196-07413 00000/C08 20014/0942 ' 02/04/73 23 27D7 0247S 02954E 50*2 112.2 PGGG
1196-07415 00Q00/C000 20014/0943 02/14/73 30 2727 0414S 02933E 50.5 110.5 GGGG
1196-07422 C000/o000u 20014/094* 02/n4/73 30 27?7 0540S 02913E 50.8 108.7 GGPG
1196-07424 00000/C00Q 20014/0945 02/n4/73 20 27;7 07065 0 2h52E 51.0 107,0 GCGG
1196-37431 0000/000U 20014/0946 02/24/73 20 2727 032,S 02832E F1.2 105*2 GGGG
1196-37433 30000/C0C 20014/0947 02/04/73 40 2727 0059S 02811E 51.3 103.5 GGGG
1196-07440 00030/0000 20314/0948 02/4/73 60 2727 1126S 02751E 51*4 101.7 GGGG
1196-07442 000?0/000 20014/0949 02/14/73 70 27?7 1o535 0273E 51*4 99*9 GGGG
1196- 37445 03,O)/rOO 2f0014/0950 02,/n4/73 50 ?727 1419S 02709E 51.4 98.1 GGGG
1196-37451 00000/0000 2J014/0951 02/'4/73 20 2777 1945S 02648E 51*4 96.4 GGGG
1196-.7454 00000/Cro0 20014/0952 02/14/73 10 2727 1711S 0P626E 51.3 94.6 3GGGG
1196-07460 00000/0000 20014/0953 02/'4/73 2c 2727 13RS 02605E 51*1 92*9 GGGG
1196-37463 00000/0C00 21514/C954 C2/14/73 0 2727 2204S 0 2544E 509 91.2 GGGG
1196-37465 00O0/0000C 20014/0955 02/24/73 30 2727 2129S 02522E 50,7 89.5 GGGG
1196-37472 003CO/O00C 20C14/0956 02/04/73 70 2727 2255S 02500E 5004 87o9 GGGG
1196-_7474 00000/223 20014/0957 02/C4/73 30 2727 2421S 02436L 50.1 86.3 GGGG
1196-07431 OO00/o0Co 2 00 14 /0958 02/24/73 0 2727 2c4kS 02413E 49.7 84,8 GPGG
1196-37483 00000/0000 20031/0959 02/04/73 0 2727 27155S 0 2349E 49.3 83.2 GGGG
1196-07490 0000/000 20014/0960 08/04/73 10 2727 2R49S 02325E 48*9 81.8 GGGG
1196-09154 00000/0000 20014/0961 02/04/73 30 2728. 2 R5 4 N 01152E 35*0 140.8 PGGG
1196-09160 003 0/3000 20014/0962 0/014/73 70 2728 2729N 01128E 35.9 139.9 PGGG
1196-09163 00000/o000 20714/0963 02/-4/73 50 27?8 202N 01104E 36.8 138*9 GGGG
1196-39165 00000/0000 20014/0964 02/04/73 20 2728 243AN 01040E 37*7 137.9 PGGG
1196-09172 00000/0003 20014/0965 C2/74/73 40 2728 231 N 01018E 38*6 136*9 GGPG
KEYS: CLeJD CVE;. * ,..,*.,*,., 0 T 1C00 * * CLSUD C VER. ** = N CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY .. ,......,.,,. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GBeD, F=FAIR BUT USABLE., PP8R,.
16:44 MAR 11,v74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 
0547
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLBUD RRRIT PPINCIPAL PJINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIaN IN ROLL ACCIYURE CVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM* RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1196-09174 00000/0000 20014/0966 0?/04/73 20 2728 2144N 00955E 39*5 135.8 
GGGG
1196-09181 00000/0000 20014/0967 02/04/ 73 20 2728 2r18N 00934E 40*3 134.7 GGGG
1196-09183 00000/0000 20014/0968 02/04/73 10 2728 151r4 00913E 41.2 133.6 GGGG
1196-C9190 00000/0000 20014/0969 02/04/73 10 2728 1724N 00851E 42*0 132.4 G5GG
1196-13053 00000/C000 20014/0970 02/04/73 20 2730 5119S 06217W 37.5 66.4 GGGG
1196-13055 00000/o000 20014/0971 02/04/73 30 2730 5243S 0 6300 36.6 66.1 GGGP
1196-13062 00000/0000 20014/0972 02/ 4/73 6(e 2730 5407S 06345W 35*7 65.8 GGGG
1196-13064 00000O/0000 20014/0973 02/04/73 6n 2730 5530S 06432W 34*8 65.5 GGG
1196-14170 00000/0000 20014/0974 02/04/73 100 2731 5720N 0 5411W 14*0 156.9 GGPG
1196-14173 00000/0000 20014/0975 02/04/73 100 2731 5556N 05502W 15.1 156.0 GAGG
1196-14175 00000/0000 20014/0976 02/04/73 100 2731 
5 432 N 05551w 16.2 155.2 GGPG
1196o14182 00000/00OC 20014/0977 0?/04/73 100 2731 508N 0 5636W 17*4 154e4 GGGG
1196-14184 00000/0000 20014/0 978  0
2 /n4/73 100 2731 5143N 05719W 18.5 153.6 GGG
1196-14191 C00000/0000 20014/0979 02/04/73 10 2731 5019N 05 00W 1905 152.8 GGGG
1196-14193 00000/0000 20014/0980 02/04/73 100 2731 4R54N 05839W 20.6 152.0 GGGG
1196-14200 00000/0000 20014/0981 02/04/73 90 2731 4720N 05916W 21.7 151*3 
GGPG
1196-14202 00000/0000 20014/0982 02/04/73 90 2731 4404N 05952W 22.8 150*5 GGPG
1196-14205 0000/o0000 20014/0983 02/C4/73 80 2731 44
3 9N 06027W 23*9 149*7 GGPG
1196-14325 00000/0000 20014/0984 02/14/73 In 2731 0259N 0 7203w 48.5 118.6 GGGP
1196-14332 00oo0/0000 20014/0985 02/04/73 30 2731 0133N 07223W 49*0 117.0 GGGG
1196-14334 00000/0000 20014/0986 02/04/73 70 2731 0007N 07243W 49.5 115.4 GGGG
1196-14341 00000/00OOO0 20014/0987 02/04/73 90 2731 oi18S o730
3w 49*8 113.8 GGGG
1196-14343 00000/0000 20014/0988 02/04/73 80 2731 O245S 07323W 50*2 112.1 GGGG
1196-14350 00000/0000 20014/0989 02/04/73 90 2731 0412S 07343w 50*5 11094 GGGG
1196-14352 00000/0000 20014/0990 02/04/73 9o 2731 0539S 07404W 50.8 108.6 GGGG
1196*14355 00000/0000 20014/0991 02/04/73 80 2731 0707S 0 7424W 51*0 106.9 GGGG
1196-14361 00000/000U 20014/0992 02/04/73 70 2731 0R33S 07444W 51.2 105.1 GGGG
1196-16114 00000/0000 20014/0993 02/04/73 50 2732 1947N O
9 404w 41.2 133.5 GGGG
1196-16120 00000/0000 20014/0994 02/04/73 90 2732 1721N 0 9425W 42*1 132.3 GGGG
1196-17454 00000/0000 20014/0995 02/04/73 100 2733 5016N 10939W 19.6 152.8 GGGG
1196-17513 00000/0000 20014/0996 02/04/73 10 2733 3019N 11650W 34.1 141.6 GGGG
1196-23205 00000/0000 20014/0997 02/04/73 50 2736 3715S 14827E 45*3 73.9 GGGG
1196-23212 OCOOO/00OOO 20014/0998 02/04/73 90 2736 3R40S 14759E 44.6 72.9 GGGG
1196-23291 00000/0000 20014/0999 02/04/73 60 2736 6503S 13304E 27.8 66.8 GPGG
1196-23294 000C/O00C0 20014/1000 02/04/73 40 2736 6623S 13137E 26.7 67.5 GGGP
1196-23300 00000/000 20014/1001 02/04/73 70 2736 6742 13u001lE 25.7 68.4 GGGP
1196-23303 00000/0000 2001 4/1002 02/04/73 100 2736 6900S 1281 4 E 24*6 69*5 GPGG
1196-23305 00000/0000 20014/1C003  02/04/73 40 2736 7016S 12619E 23.6 70.8 GPGG
1196-23312 00000/0000 20014/1004 02/04/73 0 2736 7131S 12404E 22.5 72.4 GPGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X *.,,..,*.***@*o 0 TO 100 ' % CLOUD COVER, ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE-
IMAGE QUALITY o 4..,9..o... .. BLANKS2BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED9 G=GBiAD F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PwPBqRo
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0548
FROM 07/21/72 Tf 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN MICRFILM ROLL N9./ DATE CLOUD 3RRIT PPINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY10 PRSITISN IN ROLL ACqUTyE COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV AZI'. RBV MSSpEV MSS LAT L5NG 123 45678
1196-23314 00000/0000 20014/1005 0/04/73 10 2736 7p44S 12131E 21.5 74-4 GPGG1196-23321 OOO/0000 20014/1006 02/04/73 40 2736 7"55S 11838E 20*4 76*7 GGGG
1196-23332 00000/C000 20014/1007 02/n 4 /7 3  30 2736 77145 10656E 17.2 86.8 GrGG1196-23335 00000/,000 20014/1008 02/04/73 40 2736 7811S 10146E 16*1 91.5 GPGG1197-00403 00000/COCO 20O14/1009 02/05/73 10 2737 4437N 14437E 24.0 149q7 GGGG1197-00405 000CO/cC00 20014/1010 02/0/73 20 2737 4311N 14404E 25.1 148a9 GGGG1197-00412 00000/000c 20014/1011 02/09/73 30 2737 4146N 14332E 26.1 148.1 GGGG
1197-00414 00000/000C 20014/1012 02/0a/73 90 2737 4 ^20N 14302E 27.2 147.4 GOGG1197-00421 0000/C000 20014/1013 02/05/73 80 2737 3955N 14233E 28*2 146.6 GGGG1197-00423 00000/000 20014/1014 02/05/73 30 2737 3729N 14204E 29*2 145.8 GGPG1197-00430 00000/0000 20014/1015 02/05/73 30 2737 3604N 14136E 30.2 145.0 GGGG1197-00432 00000/0000 20014/1016 02/o5/73 30 2737 3437N 14109E 31-2 144.1 GGGG
1197-00435 00000/0000 20014/1017 02/05/73 40 2737 3311N 14043E 32*2 143,3 GGGG1197-00441 0000OO/00u 20014/1018 CP/05/7 3  60 2737 3146N 14018E 33'2 14204 GGGG1197-00444 00300/0000 20014/1019 02/09/73 40 2737 3 02 0N 13952E 34.2 141o5 PPG1197-00512 o000o0/O00 20014/1020 C0'05/73 20 2737 0717N 13 4 02E 47*0 123.0 GGGG1197-01014 00000/0o00 20014/1021 02/0C/73 90 2737 243S 12512E 48.8 81.5 GGGG1197-01021 00000/0000 20014/1022 c G2/nS/73 80 2737 3008S 12448E 48.3 80.1 GGGG1197-02323 00000/0000 20014/1023 02/05/73 40 2738 1431N 10957E 43.7 129.8 GGGG1197-02325 00000/0000 20014/1024 02 //73 40 2738 1303N 1C937E 44o4 128.5 GGPG1197-02332 00000/OCO0 20014/1025 02/09/73 40 2738 1137N 10916E 45*1 127.2 GGGG1197-04161 CO000/000 20014/1026 0/05/73 10 2739 1105N 08346E 44*4 128.5 GGGG1197-04163 00000/00oc 20014/1027 0,/05/73 2n 2739 1138N 08326E 45*1 127,1 GGGG1197-04170 00000/000 20014/1C02 02/09/73 30 2739 1r11N 08306E 45.8 125.8 GGGG1197-04431 00000/0000 20014/1029 02/0c/73 10 2739 7713S 02933E 17.1 86.7 GGGG1197"C4434 00000/0O 2u014/1030 02/02/73 50 2739 7011S 02421E 16.0 91.4 GGGG1197-05504 00000/0000 20014/1031 02/09/73 10 2740 4313N 06639E 25.1 148.9 GGGG119 7 -o5510 00000/0003 20014/1032 02/05/73 30 2740 4 148N 06608E 26*2 148,1 GGGG1197-05513 00o00/OCC0 20014/1033 02/0n/73 40 2740 402?N 06537E 27*2 147.3 GGGG1197-05515 00000/0000 20014/1034  02/oc/73 40 2740 3 56N 0 6507E 28*2 146.6 GGGG1197-05522 00000/0000 20014/1035 02/09/73 50 2740 3 731N 06438E 29.3 145*8 GGGG119 7 -05524 00000/0000 20014/1036 02/05/73 10 2740 3605N 06410E 3C*3 144.9 GGGG1197-05531 00000/0C0O 2u014/1037 0o/0/73 0 2740 3439N C6343E 31.3 144*1 GGGG1197-o5533 00000/0000 20014/1038 02/05/73 10 2740 3313N 06317E 32*3 143,3 GGGG1197-05540 0000/o0000 20014/1039 02/05/73 10 2740 3147N 06252E 33.2 142#4 GGGG1197-05542 0000/c00 20014/1040 02/~5/73 0 2740 3020N 06227E 34*2 141,5 GGGG1197-05545 00000/0000 20014/1041 02/05/73 20 2740 2R54N 06202E 35.2 140*6 GGPG1197-o5551 00000/0000 20014/1042 02/05/73 10 2740 2728N 06138E 36*1 139.6 GGPG1197-05554 000/0o00 20014/1043 02/05/73 10 2740 2602~N 06114E 37*0 138.7 GGPG
KEYS: CLUD COVER % *...e........ 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CAVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.IMAGE QUALITY ...........,,. PLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. GGB9PD. FFAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBeR,
16:44 "Ai 11R,74 STANDARD CATALRG FeP NeN-US PAGE 0549
FRBM 0 7/23/72 Te C7/23/7 3
B5SERVATIN MICR9FI.. RBLL ',/ DATE CLBUD3 RPIT Pl'I!CIPAL PiINT SUN SUF TMAGE QUALITY
ID PSITI91 1N RS9LL ACUTRED CeVER NUMBrR 4F IM AGE ELEV. AZI.z RBEV MSS
.v 'S LAT LNG 123 45678
1197-05560 0000C/OuO0 20014/1C44 02/'/73 10 2740 2435N 06051E 37*9 137.7 GGPG
119 7 -35563 0000/oC.0 2C014/1045 02/r05/73 10 2740 2?09N 06029E 38.8 136.6 GGPG
11 9 7 - 5S56 5  OCOCO/cO0o 2034/1C04 6 0o/cq/ 7 3 10 2 7 40 2142N 06007E 39*7 135.6 GGPG
1197-05572 0OCC/000 20014/104 7 0?,//7 10 2740 216N 05944E 40.5 1345 GGOPG
1197-*5574 OL'00/000C 2o-04/1/104 0?/6/73 o1 2740 14N 05922E 41*3 133.3 GGPG
1197-35580 0CCCC/COL 20014/1049 C?/n5/ 7 3 10 2754 1 7 3 qN 05905E 42.0 132.4 GGGG
1197-35581 CU300/0(00 20014/1050 C02/173 10 2740 172?N 05901E 42.1 132.2 GGPG
119 7-36 071 CO000/CC0 2C001/1051 C2/1 5/73 60 2754 1402S O5135E 51*4 98.1 GGGG
119 7 -3 6 2 03 o0COr/o00u 2 001/10 5 2 C'/15/73 60 2754 5021 0 3442E 31.9 65.3 GGGG
1197-36210 0300000000 20014/1053 02/05/73 60 2754 6043S 03340E 30*9 65.5 GGGG
1197-36212 0000/000( 20014/1054 0/n05/ 7 3 80 2754 6o04S 03233E 29.9 65.7 GGGG
1197-.6215 00033/0003 23314/1055 02/09/73 90 2740 63475 03128E 28.7 66.2 GGGG
1197-06221 00000/0000 20014/1056 02/05/73 90 2754 6451S 03025E 27.9 66.6 GGGG
1197-06222 000 0/0000 2 01491057 C2/05/ 73 90 2740 65075 03008E 27.7 66.7 GGGG
1197"36224 00030/0'0~ 20014/105S 02/05/73 100 2740 6A235 02816E 26.7 67.5 GGGG
1197-36231 C00CO/000 20014/1059 02/;/73 100 2740 67 4 3S 026 3 9E 25*6 68.3 GGGG
1197-36233 C00000/C0000 2 01/1060 03?/,i/ 7 3 4n 2740 60013 02451E 24.6 69.4 GGGG
1197-0240000/C0 2?l0014/10C6 1 02/35/73 40 2740 7 ~iS 02254E 23.5 70.8 GGGG
1197-06242 00003/Co00 20014/1062 0 ?/D/73 60 2740 7132S 02043E 22.5 72.4 GiGG
1197-06245 OCOCC/OCCo 20014/1063 02/05/73 100 2740 7?43S o0112E 21.4 74.3 GGGG
1197-06251 O00O/000 20014/1064 0?/?5/73 100 2740 7155S o1519E 20.3 76*6 GOGG
1197"06254 C003C /0000 20014/1065 0/05/73 100 2740 7 503S c1201E 19.3 79.4 GGGG
1197-62?0 OU0CC/000 20014/1066 0?/05/73 100 2740 7A10S 00809E 18.2 82*7 GGGG
1197-0t263 OCO00/0000 20014/1067 0,2/5/73 100 2740 771335 00339E 17.1 86.7 GGGG
1197-36265 00000/000 20014/1068 0 /(~5/73 100 2740 7R1nS 00133w 16.0 91.4 GGGG
1197-07335 O30o/CooC: 2W114/1069 02/:)5/73 10 2741 2A02N 03b26E 37*0 138.7 GGGG
1197-07392 00030/0000 20014/1070 02/r5/73 10 2741 2436N 03b03E 37.9 137*7 GGGG
11 9 7-0 7 394 0000/C0000 26)14/1071 02/c0/73 10 2741 2110N 03440E 38.8 136.6 PGPP
1197-07401 OU000/000C 20014/1072 02/05/73 0 2741 2144N 03418E 39.7 135.6 GGGG
1197-074,3 00000/0000 20014/1073 02/S/73 0 2741 2018N 03357E 40*5 134.5 GGGG
1197-07410 0000/000 20014/1074 02/05/73 0 2741 1P51N 03335E 41.3 133.3 GGGG
1197-07412 OUOO0/0003 20014/1075 02/05/73 0 2741 1725N 03314E 42.2 132.2 GGGG
1197-07415 00000/0000 2001 4 /1076 02/05/73 0 2741 15 5 qN 03253E 42.9 131.0 GGGG
1197-07421 00000CO/CO 20014/1077 02/0c/73 0 2741 1433N 03232E 43.7 129*7 GGGG
1197-07424 30000o/00C 20014/1078 02/05/73 0 2741 1?06N 03211E 44.4 128.4 GGGG
1197-07430 OC00/0000 20014/1079 02/05/73 0 2741 1140N C3150E 45.1 127.1 GGGG
1197-07433 30000/0000 20014/108C 02/05/ 7 3 0 2741 1013N 03129E 45*8 125.7 GGGG
1197-07435 00000/C000 20014/1081 02/5/73 0 2741 046N 03109E 46.4 124.3 GGGG
1197-07442 00000/000 20014/1082 02/05/73 0 2741 0720N 03048E 47.0 122.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLAUD CBVER r ; * "......... 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CRVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE UALTTY F.....,..... LANKSuBAND NOT PRrFSNT/REQUESTEDC R=RECYCLED. G=GBD0, F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PaPfBR,
16:44 MAP 11'74 STANDARD CATALG FeR NDBNUS PAGE 0550
FROM 07/23/72 Tr 07/23/73
BBSERVATION mICROFILM R5LL 96./ DATE CLOUD 9R9IT POINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITISN IN ReLL AC0UTRE COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIN. RBV MSS
qeV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1197-07444 00000/0000 20014/1083 02/05/73 0 2741 0F53N 03028E 47.6 121.4 GGGG1197-07451 00000/0000 2U014/1084 0?/n/73 0 2741 0425N 03008E 48.1 119.9 GGGG
1197-07453 00000/0000 20014/1085 02/0 /73 0 2741 0?58N 02948E 48.6 118.3 GGGG1197-07460 00000/0000 20014/1086 02/09/73 10 2741 0132N 02928E 49.1 116.7 GGGG
1197-07462 00000/0000 2u01 4/10 8 7 0?2/0/73 10 2741 0005N 02907E 49.5 115.1 GGGG1197-07524 0000/0000 20014/1088 02/05/7 3  0 2741 2129S 02355E 50.6 89.1 GGGG
1197-37530 00000/0000 20014/1089 02/05/73 0 2741 2258S 02332E 50*3 87.5 GGGP1197-o7533 00010/0000 20014/1090 C2/0(/73 0 2741 24275 02310E 50.0 85.9 GGGG
1197-07535 00000/0000 23014/1091 C0/,9/73 0 2741 2c51S 02247E 49.6 84.3 GGGP1197-07542 00000/0000 20014/1092 CP/0/73 C 2741 2715S 02224E 49.2 82.8 GGGG
1197-07544 00000/0000 20014/1093 02/05/73 10 2741 2Q40S 02159E 48.7 81*4 GGGG
1197-07551 00000/0000 20014/1094 02/05/73 20 2741 3005S 02134E 48.2 80*0 GGGG
1197-07553 00000/0000 20014/1095 02/05/73 40 2741 3131S 02109E 47*7 78.7 GGGG
1197-07560 00000/0000 20014/1096 02/05/73 40 2741 3256S 02043E 47.1 77.4 GGGG
1197-37562 00000/0000 20014/1097 02/05/73 70 2741 3421S 02017E 46.6 76.1 GGGG
1197-09174 00000/0000 20014/1098 02/O5/73 10 2742 414N 01430E 26.2 148.1 GGGG
1197-09180 00000/0000 20014/1099 02/05/73 10 2742 4023N 01400E 27*2 147.3 GGGG
1197-09283 00000/0000 20014/1100 02/05/73 10 2742 0425N 00419E 48.1 119.8 QGGG
1197-09285 00000/0000 20014/1101 02/0;/73 10 2742 OP59N 00359E 48.6 118.3 GGGG
1197-09292 00000/C000 20014/1102 02/05/73 10 2742 0132N 00339E 49*1 116.7 GGGG1197-14222 00000/0000 20014/1103 02/05/73 90 2745 5R40N 05442W 13.2 157.7 GGGG
1197-14225 00C00/0000 20C14/1104 0?/05/73 90 2745 5717N 05537W 14.4 156.8 GGGG
1197-14231 00000/0000 20014/1105 02/09/73 90 2745 5 553N 05629W 15.5 155.9 GGGG
1197-14234 00000/0000 20014/1106 02/o5/73 100 2745 5429y 05718w 16.6 155.0 GGGG
1197-14240 o0000/C00o 20014/1107 02/05/73 90 2745 5305N 05804 17*7 154.2 GGGG
1197-14243 00000/0000 20014/1108 02/05/73 30 2745 514nN 05847W 18.8 153.4 GGGG
1197-14245 00000/0000 20014/1109 02/05/73 20 2745 5015N 059 29w 19.9 152.6 GGGG1197-14252 00000/0000 20014/1113 02/09/73 70 2745 4851N 06007W 21.0 151.9 GGGG
1197-14254 00000/oo00 20014/1111 02/05/73 90 2745 4726N 06044W 22.0 151.1 GGGG
1197-14261 00000/0000 20014/1112 02/0/73 70 2745 460 1 N 06 1 2 0w 23.1 150.3 GGGG1197-14263 00000/0000 20014/1113 02/05/73 60 2745 4436N 06154W 24.2 149.6 GGGG
1197-14584 0000O/0C00 20014/1114 02/n5/73 60 2745 6F05S 09916W 27*6 66.7 GGGG
1197-14590 00000/0000 20014/1115 02/05/73 60 2745 6o25S 10044W 2605 67.4 GGGG
1197"16075 00000/0030 20014/1116 02/15/73 0 2746 514IN o0837w 1898 153*4 G1197-16081 00000/0000 20014/1117 02/05/73 0 2746 5017N 08517W 19*9 152*6 GGGG
1197-16170 00000/0000 20014/1118 02/05/73 10 2746 2^16N 0 9b 0 8i W 406 134.3 G(GG1197-16172 30000/CO 20014/1119 02/05/73 10 2746 150N 09530 41 4 133.2 GGGG
1197*17510 0000C/000 20014/1120 02/05/73 40 2747 5142N 11026w 18.8 153.4 GG1197-17513 300000C/CC0 20014/1121 02/05/73 60 2747 5017N 11107W 19*9 152.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD C8VEP % *o...*oo**,,, 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CPVER. 9* = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE )JALITY *.,... o..,.. BLANKSBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUFSTED, R=RECYCLED* G=G8RAD F=FAIR BUT VSABLE. PuP8BR,
16:44 'AR 11',4 STANDARD CATALOG F9R NON.US 
PAGE 0551
6: AR 11 FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/3/73
eBSERVATI9N MICROFILM R9LL N9,/ DATE CLOQD 9RRIT PPIiCIPAL POINT SUN SUN 
TMAGE DUALITY
IO P4SITIN IN e8LL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, 
RBV MSS
PPV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1197-20085 000/000000 20014/1122 02/95/73 80 2748 66235 i7814W 2b.
5  67.4 GGGG
1197-20092 0O000/0000 20014/1123 02/05/73 40 2748 674?S 17951W 25.5 68.3 GrGG
1197-20094 00000/0000 20014/1124 02/05/73 40 2748 6q00S 17821E 24*4 
69.4 GGG
1197-20101 00000/000C 20014/1125 02/05/73 40 2748 7017S 17626E 2304 70.7 
GGGG
1197-20103 00000/C0000 20014/1126 02/05/73 60 2748 7131S 17413E 22-3 72,3 GGGG
1197-20110 00000/oC00ou 20014/1127 02/pg/
7 3 80 2748 74955 17142E 21.2 743 GGGG
1197-20112 00OO0/C00o 20014/1128 02/oc/
7 3 7n 2748 7356S 16851E P2C2 76.6 GGGG
1197-20115 00000/0000 20014/1129 02/r5/73 40 2748 7=06S 16531E 19.1 79.4 GGGG
1197-20121 00000/0000 20014/1130 02/05/73 70 2748 712?S 16139E 18,0 82.7 
GGGG
.1197-20124 00000/0000 20014/1131 02/5o/73 50 2748 7715 15709E 16*9 86*7 
GGGG
1197-20130 00000/0000 20014/1132 02/0/
7 3  5s 2748 7R1?S 15202E 15*8 91.4 GGGG
1197-23232 00000/0000 20014/1133 02/c5/
7 3 40 2750 2551S 15032E 49.5 84.0 G-GG
1197-23234 00000/0000 20014/1134 02/05/73 20 2750 2717S 15008E 49.1 82.6 GGGG
1197-23241 0000/CC0000 2014/1135 0P/f5/73 0 2750 2q435 14933E 48*6 81.1 GGGG
1197-23243 00000/0000 20014/1136 0?/05173 c 2750 300CS 14910E 48*1 79.7 G0GG
1197-23250 00000/0000 20014/1137 02/-5/
73 10 2750 3133S 14845E 47.6 78.4 GGGG
1197-23252 00000/0000 20014/1138 02/05/73 20 2750' 32595 14820E 47.0 77*1 
GGGG
1197-23255 00000/0000 20014/1139 0?/r'5/
7 3 60 2750 3424S 14755E 464 759 GGG
1197o23261 o0000C/cooo 20014/1140 0op/09/73 80 2750 3495 14728E 45.8 74.7 
GGG
1197-23264 00000/0000 20014/1141 020 5/73 90 2750 3716S 14 701E 4511 
73.6 GGG
1197-23270 00000/CC0000 20014/1142 02/n5/
7 3 100 2750 3840S 14632E 44.4 72*6 GGGG
1197-2327 00000/0000C 20014/1143 02/05/73 90 2750 4002S 14602E 43.7 71.6 GGGG
1197-23275 00000/0000 20014/1144 0
2 /05/ 7 3  70 2750 4129S 14531E 43*0 70*7 GrGG
1197-23282 00000/0000 20014/1145 02/05/73 40 2750 4?55 14 500E 42*2 
69*8 GGGG
1198-00452 00000/0000 20014/1146 02/0,/73 40 2751 4728N 14421E 22*1 
151*1 GGGG
1198-00455 00000/0000 20014/1147 02/0A/
73 40 2751 4663\ 14345E 23.2 150o3 GGIG
1198-00461 00000/0000 20014/1148 02/oA/73 40 2751 4438N 14311E 24.3 149.5 GGGG
1198-00464 00000/000 20014/1149 02/orA/ 7 3 10 2751 431'N 14239E p2?3 148.8 GGGG
1198-00470 00000/000 20014/1150 02/06/73 30 2751 4147N 14207E 
26.4 148*0 GGGG
1198-00473 00000/0000 2C014/1151 02/C6/73 90 2751 4n21N 14136E 27o4 147.2 
G5GG
1198-00475 00000/o0COL 2C314/1152 02/06/73 90 2751 3R56N 1 4107E 28.4 1464. GGGG
1198-00482 00000/0000 230014/1153 02/06/73 90 2751 3731N 14038E 29*5 
145.6 GGGG
1198-00484 00000/0000 20014/1154 0C206/73 80 2751 3604N 14011E 3c*5 
144.8 GGGG
1198-00491 00000/OCO0 2u014/1155 02/,A/73 50 2751 343.N 13944E 31,5 
144.o GGGG
1198-00493 00000/C00u 23014/1156 02/r6/73 70 2751 313N 13918E 32,5 
143.1 GGGG
1198-00500 0000/0000 20014/1157 021n6/73 60 2751 3147N 13852E 33*4 
142.2 GGGG
1198-00502 00000/0000 20014/1153 02/ 6/73 80 2751 3n21N 13826E 34.4 141.3 
GGG
1198-00505 00000/Co03 20014/1159 ^?/A/71 40 2751 25N'N 13801E 35.4 
140.4 GiGG
1198-01064 00000/0000 20014/1160 02/06/73 0 2751 25515 12435E 49o5 84.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD C6VER % .,*.,.,,..., 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CPVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY %... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G.GaBD, FFAIR BUT USABLE. P*.POR*
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALBG F9R N5N-US PAGE 0552
FR5M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICBFIl M RHLL N\i./ DATE CLOUD PRRIT PPIN;CIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITISN IN H4LL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RMV MSS LAT L.NG 123 45678
1198"o1070 00000/0000 20014/1161 02/06/7 3 0 2751 2717S 12412E 49.1 82.5 GGGG1198"01073 00000/0000 20014/1162 02/06/73 0 2751 294?S 12347E 48.6 81.1 GGGG
1198-01075 00o00/Co00 20014/1163 0?/oA/7 10 2751 300oS 12321E 48.1 79.7 GGGG
1198-01082 00000/0000 20014/1164 02/6/73 10 2751 31.345 12256E 47.6 78o4 GGGG
1198-01200 o0 0 o0/o00 20014/1165 02/o6/73 90 2751 7r15S 09859E 23.3 70*7 GGGG1198-01202 0000/OOcc 20014/1166 G2/o0/73 100 2751 7130S 09645E 22-2 72*3 GGGG
11 9 8 -01205 00000o/000 20014/1167 02/vA/73 100 2751 7243S 09413E 21.2 74.3 GGGG
1198-01211 00000/C00O 20014/1168 02/6/7 3 100 2751 7154S 09121E 20.1 76.6 GGGG
1198-"1214 00000/0000 20014/1169 O?/CA/73 100 2751 7503S 08802E 19.0 79*4 GGGG1198-01220 00000/0000 20014/1170 02/06/73 100 2751 7610S 08410E 17*9 82*7 GGGG
1198-01223 0000/0000 20014/1171 02/06/73 100 2751 7713S 07940E 16.9 86.6 GAGG
1198-01225 00O0/000C 20014/1172 02/06/73 100 2751 7Q11S 0 7431E 15.8 91*4 GGGG
1198"02375 00000/OCo2 20014/1173 02/nA/73 10 2752 1557N 10851E 43.1 130.7 GGGG1198-02331 00000/0000 20014/1174 02/06/73 20 2752 1431N 10830E 43*8 129.4 GGGG
1198-02384 00000/0000 20014/1175 D2/CA/73 10 2752 1l03N 10809E 44.5 128.1 GGGG
119802390 00000/0000C 20014/1176 0?/0r/73 10 2752 1136N 10749E 45.2 126.8 GGGG
1198-02393 00000/000 20014/1177 02/06/73 10 2752 Il11N 10728E 45.9 125.4 GGGG1198-04165 00000/0000 20014/1178 02/c/73 10 2753 3020N 08651E 34*4 141.3 GGGG
1198-04172 00000/00C0 20014/1179 02/06/73 o 2753 2R54N 08626E 35.4 140.4 GGGG
1198-04174 00000/0000 20314/1180 02/n6/ 7 3 0 2753 272.N 08602E 36.3 139.4 GOGG1198-04181 00000/3000 20014/1181 02/06/ 7 3 10 2753 2401N 08538E 37*2 138,4 GGGG
1198-.4183 000o0/o000 20014/1182 0?/06/73 20 2753 2435N OS515E 38*1 137*4 GOGG
1198-04190 00000/0000 20014/1183 02/06/73 10 2753 20oqN 08452E 39.0 136.4 GGG
1198-05583 00000/00 20014/1184 02/Ch/73 100 2754 3604N 06247E 3C. 5  144.8 G1GG
1198-35585 00090/o300 20014/1185 ?/(,A/73 100 27R4 343YN 06220E 31*5 143.9 GGG
1198-05592 00000/oo 20014/1186 o2/6/73 90 2754 3-12N 06154E 32.5 143*1 GGGG1198-05594 OOO0/COOC 2u014/1187 020/6/73 10 2754 3147N o6128E 33.5 14292 GGPG1198-06012 000/000 20014/1188 02/0A/73 10 2754 2603N 05950E 37.2 138.4 GGG
1198"06015 00000/000 20014/1189 02/A/73 10 2754 2436N 05927E 38.1 137*4 GGPG
11 9 8 -36021 00000/0000 20014/1190 C?2//73 10 2754 2110N 0 5904E 39.0 136*4 GGPG
1198-06024 00000/00. 20014/1191 C2/ A/7 3  0 2754 2144N 05841E 39*9 135.3 GGPG
1198-"6030 00000/0000 20014/1192 o2/0A/7' 10 2754 2 01 7 N 05819E 40.7 134*2 GGG
1198-06033 000oo/000 20014/1193 02/ 6/73 10 2754 151N 05758E 41*5 133.0 GGGG1198-06C35 C0000/0C03 20014/1194 02/06/73 20 2754 1'25N 05736E 42.3 131*9 GGGG
1198-0604? 00000/0000 20014/1195 02/03/ 7 3 30 2754 1-58N C5 7 15E 43.1 130.6 GGGG
1198-06312 00000/o000 20014/1196 02/n6/73 30 2754 7r1?S 0?055E 19.0 7993 GGGG
11 9 8 -06315 000C0/0000 20014/1197 0o/06/73 100 2754 760S 00642E 1799 82*6 GGG
11 9 8 -06321 00000/000 20014/1198 02/06/73 100 2754 7711S 00213E 16.8 86.5 GGGG
1198-06324 0000n/Cr C 2v014/1199 02/-o;/73 100 2794 70aS 00L546 15.7 91.3 GGGG
KEYS: CL9Ur, CBVER % .... *....... 0 TO 100 % CLOUD C"VER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMASE ':UALITY .. ,.....,.... "LANKS.RAND NeT PRrScNT/REUESTED* R=RFCYCLEO. GGBD. F.FATR BUT USABLEo PsPB59R
I : 4 1174 STAINDARD CATALRG Fq NCe1US PAGE 0553
F?O -7/23/72 Tt -7/P:/73
BSERVATI IC"FI.'" LL S./ DTE CLLD tRpIT PcIlCIPAL PRI-T SUN' SU TMAGE QUALITY
S'ITI \ LL ACC E CVER  NM 1 BELR L'F IMAGE ELEV. AZI. RBV MSS
V SS LAT LNG 123 45678
119 -715 / 2, /120 0/ A/73 P _7r5 25r 03449E 354 140,3 GGPG
1198- i74. 1 ,L 1.l., 01 02oA/7~ 10 2755 2729\x 03425E 3t3 139.~ GGPG
1198- 744 i. ,/' 2J 14/1 02 0 "/'73 10 7755 2A03, 0 3401E 37.3 138.4 GOrPG
1198-7 0 0 2, 441203 o//7 2 2755 237\ 03337E 38o1 137.4 PPPP
1198- )7453 ,C /c.0 2.14/1204 03/A /73 20 275 '11lN C3314E 39.0 136.4 GGG
1198- 7475 2") "14l/12O 0.//73 3 2755 21 4N 03252E 39,9 135,3 GGGG
1198- 7s ~ - / "0. 4'1/1216 0?/,A/73 80 p755 2 1 N 03?30E 40*7 134*2 GGPG
11928- _7..4 ,C."?/., 2.1;/1207 /",6/73 C 2755 1R5 N 0309E 41.5 133*0 G(GG
119-7o?71 .?/, '? 2'1'1120'" 0/'/73 2755 1 -2 N 03148E 42. 3  1318 GGGG
119-.773 'D O/CO 201j4/109 0?/0A/7 0c 2755 1r59N 03127E 43*1 130*6 G5GG
1198-. 743 30 ,/" 2,0 14/1210 02/6/73 C 2755 1433N 03106E 43.9 129.4 GGGG
1198- 744? ./ , 2 14/1211 0?~/A/73 O 2755 1o06\N 0305E 44.6 128.1 GGGG
1198- 748z5 0 ."/CO 2?7914/121 2  0 1/A/73 C 2755 1139N 03c024E 45*3 126.7 GGG
1198- .741 /, i 14/1213 C/6/73 0 '755 i 71N 0,03E 45*9 125.4 GGGG
119- 749' 0 ?0/l'C 20014/1214 0?/,.,/73 2755 OQ46N 02943E 46*5 123,9 GGGG
1198- .75Sy0 ' /r!C ,14/1215 o09/C/ 7  0 2755 072ON 0 2923E 47.1 122.5 GGGG
1198-.7514 D 3/C'.. 2P )14/1216 o02/6/73 10 2755 013-N 02802E 49*2 116.3 GGPG
1198-,,75? 00 ! 0/0 20"141217 0/l,6/73 20 755 070O7 N 02741E 49.6 114.6 GGPG
1198-756 - 0?"/C .0 201CI1218 02/7a/73 0 >755 104/S 035/E 513 95,5 GGGG
119807571 co23/CC. 2,'14/1219 0?/,'/73 0 2755 1705 0o2333E 51*1 93.7 GrGG
1198-]7573 0.O 21/1C20 C?/,,/73 2755 136S OP2312E 51*0 920 GGGP
1198-3 75%, E0 .': 2'0 14/1221 0?2/.6/73 1. 2755 2N01S 02250E 50.8 90.3 PGG
1196-; 7 5 c,.' 214/1 122? 0c/ ,/73 20 2755 P'275 222E 5 88.7 GG
1198-:7585 0C00/; 0 20A 14/123 0?/ 6/73 2755 2253S 02205E 50,2 87.0 GGGG
119,7-591 0 O/:; GO 2,014/1224 02q/73 : 2755 241"S 0 2143E 49*9 85,5 GGGG
1191-.7594 02?/"CO 2 :14/1225 C2/'6,/73 0 2755 2547S 02120E 49.5 83.9 GGGG
1198"2 005 o4 /CO,- 8 14/126 0/ /6/ 73 2755 27145 O2056E 49*0 82.4 GGGP
119 - J)33 C0 00/O00 CC 2 ,14/1227 02/0/73 c 2755 2O3S OPC32E 48.6 81.0 GPGP
1198-.005 - O3c/'l0 2 014/122 0;':I 6/73 c 27r5 30OS 02008E 48.1 79.6 GGGP
1198 "9214 0 / olC 20014/122 9  C?/r6/73 2r 2756 4726N cl19E 22.3 151.0 GGGG
119- 9221 00./'00 214/1230 021r!6/73 0 2756 4A0N 014 4 4E 23*3 150,? GOGG
1198-3922 0C00 /C. 20314/1231 07/OA/73 0 2756 4437N O1410E 244 149*5 GIGG
1190-93230 C C/C00) 2 C14/123? 02/"6/73 0 2756 4 11N 01337E 25*4 148.7 GGGG
1198-39232 SO /2iC 200'14/1233 02/06/73 C 2756 4149 01305E 2605 147*9 GGGG
1198- ~ 235 C 0/C' 2 14/IP34 0o/rA/73 10 2756 4^2-\ 0 1233E 27,5 147.1 GGG
119-'9332 1C:/C .: 2.? /1 ?35 0 /6/73 40 ?756 0715N 00332E 4792 122.4 GGGG
119-39335 00/c0, 2 f. 14/1235 0?/r-,/73 2(, 2756 O,4P, 0 0 312E 47.7 120.9 GGGG
1198- 9351 CC/CCCC C0014,/1237 0/6/71 10 2756 042?N 00252E 48.3 119.4 GGGG
1198~-114 C2.0/Q'2J 2_1 4 /123.R /C.2 /73 8 2?757 7611S 07045W 17.8 82s7 GGGP
KEY-; C U CVER ............ . Te 100 % CL9UD C*VER * n CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
I1A.GUE UALIT.Y ... ,,... qLANKSuBANyD tNG PReS7NT/REQUESTED* RBRECYCLED* G=G O* FEFAIR BUT USABLE. P"POR,
1644 "A - 11.'74 STANDARD CATALOG FP NON.US PAGE 0554
FR5M 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
OBSERVATTISN ICF FILr' RILL \:,9, DATE CLOUD R "IT PPINCIPAL PRINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I) PSITTIY N Ii! HOLL AC&00TED COVER UMBER F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
v mSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1198-11420 O0"/ 0.3 20014/1239  0?/9 /73 80 2757 7714S 0 7b144 167 86.7 GGGP
1198-11423 000C/C00" * 20014/1240 OiI/A73 10 2757 711S 08024W 15.6 91.4 GPGP
1198-13170 0033/0000 20014/1241 0/,A/73 70 2758 5121S 06509W 37*0 66.0 GGGP
1198-13172 000 C/ Oo 20/141242 0210A/73 4o 2758 5244S 0 6552W 36*1 65.7 GGGP
1198-14281 COUO/ODO 2,014/1243 02/DA/73 100 ?759 541\ 05609W 13. 5  157.6 G6GG
1198-14283 000IC/O00 20014/1244 02l'//73 90 2719 5718N 05703 W  146 156*7 GGGG
1198-14290 OC0 /35, 20014/1245 02/:A/73 40 2759 5554, 05755W 15.8 155*8 PPGG
1198-1429?2 ~07/OC'. 2 014/1246 02/A"/73 40 2759 543v 05843 16.9 155.0 PPGG
1198-14295 0Cn0 /C0, 20314/1247 C2/-A/73 10 2759 5306\ 05 9 2 9 w 180 354.1 PpGG
1198-143j1 OLOo0 20 14 124 021/'/73 0 2759 514PN 06012W 19*1 153.3 GPGG
119 8-14334 03000/030 2 ?14/1249 02/ 6/73 0 2759 5 17N c6053W 201 152.5 GPGG
1198-14310 300o0/C0 20014/1250 02/0r/73 20 2759 4852N 06132q 21.2 151.7 GPGG
1198-14313 000"0/OC0 20014/1251 0p/-6/73 2' 2759 4727N 06210w 22,3 151*0 PPGG
1198-14315 000C0/C00O 20014/1252 02/0A/73 40 2759 44AON 06245o 23.4 150.2 GPGG
1198-14322 0000/cO0 20014/125 3  02/P/73 C 2759 4436 06320W 2?4* 149.4 PPGG
1198-14324 0 00/ C0GC 20014/1254 02/rA/73 0 2759 4111N o6352W 25*5 148.7 GPGP
1198-14331 00Zl/000C 20141255 02/'A/73 40 2759 4146\ 06424 26.5 147.9 PPGP
1196-14333 0oCC/n0000 20014/1256 02/r6/73 70 2759 4r?2N 06454N 27.6 147.1 GPGG
1198-14340 O 00/CG 20014/1257 02/06/73 90 2759 3954N 06523w 2P86 146*3 GPGG
1198-14342 Co0o0/o000 20014/1258 02/'/73 90 2739 372" 06552 29.6 145.5 GPGG
1198-14424 P)CCO 23014/1259  02/0673 40 ?759 0-45N 07337, 46.6 123.8 GGGP
1198-i1465 CCO/nt00 20014/1260 3?/r6/73 90 2759 0543 07657, 5S.8  107.6 GGGP
1196-14472 00C)/'000 2JC14/1261 C?/6/73 90 2759 070iS 07717N 51*0 105*9 GGGP
1198-14474 00C / .. 2,014/1262 0/c6/73 90 2759 03S 07737v 51*2 104.1 GGGP
1198-16133 000D0/00 20.14/1263 0?/'A2/73 8 2760 5142N 08602w 19*1 153.3 GGGG
119 8 -1614 0 OoLO/00I 2,014/1264 ?/ ,'A/73 80 2760 5-18N OR8643W 0.2 152.5 GfGG
1198-17544 0030/0CC3 2314/1265 p/.6/ 7 3 4 2761 5R4?\2 10748, 13.6 157.6 GGGG
1198-17551 OO0 Ioco ? 2o114/1266 0 2P/C/ 7 3 50 2761 5719N I0843W 14.7 156.7 GGGG
1198t17553 3000C /'00 20014/1267 C2/c'/73 30 2761 51555N 0 9 35w 15*8 155.8 GGG
119 8 -1756C 0': / CO 14 /1268 02/A/73 40 27A1 5431N 11023W 16,9 155*0 GGGG
1198-17562' L3 o C-C' 23014/1269 0d?f6/77 10 2761 5?0 7 N 11109. 180 154.1 GrGG
1198-17565 0 30/ 0 200 14/1270 C?/0A/73 2761 51 4 3 N 11152, 19.1 153.3 GGGG
1198-17571 0 C, /300+ 20)14/1271 02/6/73 0 2761 5 01R 11233 P202 152.5 GGGG
11968?1400 0~/ 20014/1272 C2/07/73 7C 2763 0 40S 17946E 50.9 107.5 GGGP
1198-2l1402 O00./0q 2 0314/1273 0?/6/73 60 2763 o'C73 17926E 51*0 105.8 GGGG
1198-21405 02' /0r00 2'01-4/1274 0/( 6/73 60 27A3 0o34S 17906E 51,2 104.0 GGGG
1198-21411 003Cr /0i; 2)14 /1275 0?/ 6/7 3 80 ?763 1IoS 17845E 5103 102,2 GGCP
1198-22000. 0C0O/q0 0 2 '014/1276 02/,/73 60 2763 7 43S 14429E P0.9 74.2 GGGP
119822C.3 .. ,,0'/0" 21014/12 7 7 5/CA/73 0 2763 7354S 14137E 19*9 76.5 GGGP
KEYS: CLi CVE ..........,,.. 3 T9 100 = % CLBUD CaVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
1I-.ic 2UALITY ......... :LANKSrAN0 NOT PRESrNT/REOUFESTED , R=RECYCLEUo G=GOAD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PUP88R,
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeNwUS PAGE 0555
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICPRFILM RBLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PPI'iCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITISN IN RBLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
ReV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1198-22005 00000/0000 20014/1278 02/06/73 50 2763 7r03S 13819E 18.8 79.3 GGGP
1198-22011 00000/0000 20014/1279 02/06/73 30 2763 761195 13428E 17*7 82.6 GPGP
1198-22014 00000/0000 20014/1280 02/06/73 O 2763 7713S 12959E 16.6 86*6 GPGP
1198-22020 00000/0000 20014/1281 02/06/73 30 2763 7811S 12449E 15s5 9103 GGG
1198-23302 00000/0000 20014/1282 02/06/73 70 2764 300 7 S 14745E 48*0 79*3 GGGG
1198-23304 00000/0000 20014/1283 02/06/73 80 2764 31333 14721E 47o4 78.0 GGGG
1198-23311 00000/0000 20014/1284 02/06/73 90 2764 3300S 14656E 46*9 76*8 GGGG
1198-23313 00000/0000 20014/1285 02/06/73 80 2764 3425S 14631E 46o2 75*5 GGGG
1198-23320 00000/0000 20014/1286 02/06/73 40 2764 355ns 14604E 45*6 74.4 GGGG
.1198-23322 00000/0000 20014/1287 02/06/73 50 2764 3714S 14537E 44*9 73,3 GrGG
1198-23325 00000/0000 20014/1288 02/06/73 50 2764 383$5 14508E 44*2 72.3 GGGG
1198-23331 00000/C000 20014/1289 02/06/73 43 2764 4002S 14438E 43*5 71.3 GGGG
1198-23334 00000/0000 20014/1290 02/06/73 40 2764 4127S 14407E 42.8 70.4 GGGG
1199-00513 00000/0000 20014/1291 02/07/73 90 2765 4603N 14219E 23,5 150.2 G G
1199-00520 00000/0000 20014/1292 02/07/73 100 2765 44 39N 14145E 24*5 149.4 GGGG
1199-00522 00000/0000 20014/1293 02/07/73 100 2765 4!13N 14112E 25.6 148.6 PPPG
1199-00531 00000/0000 20014/1294 02/07/73 90 2765' 4022N 14010E 27.7 147.0 GGGG
1199-00534 00000/0000 20014/1295 02/07/73 100 2765 3P56N 13941E 28*7 146.2 GGGG
1199"00540 00000/0000 20014/1296 02/07/73 90 2765 373 0 N 13912E 29*7 145,4 GGGG
1199-00543 00000/0000 20014/12 9 7 02/07/73 50 2765 3604N 13844E 30*7 144.6 GGGG
1199-00545 00000/0000 20014/1298 02/07/73 40 2765 3438N 13816E 31*7 143.8 GGGG
1i99*0055? 00000/0000 20014/1299 02/07/73 60 2765 3312N 13750E 32*7 142*9 GGGG
1199-00570 00000/0000 20014/1300 02/07/73 60 2765 2720N 13 611E 36'5 139*2 GGGG
1199-03090 00000/0000 20014/1301 02/07/73 100 2766 7017S 07144E 23.0 70.6 GGGP
1199-03092 00000/0000 20014/1302 02/07/73 60 2766 7129S 06933E 21*9 72.2 GGGP
1199-"3095 000C0/0000 20014/1303 02/07/73 70 2766 741S 06704E 20.9 74*1 PpPP
1199-03101 00000/0000 20014/1304 02/07/73 40 2766 735-S C0611E 19.8 7604 GGGP
1199-03104 00000/0000 20014/1305 02/07/73 0 2766 7602S 06052E 18*7 79*2 GGGG
1199-03110 00000/0000 20014/1306 02/07/73 0 2766 7609S 05700E 17*6 82.5 GGGG
1199-03113 00000/0000 20014/1307 02/07/73 0 2766 771?S 05231E 16.5 86.5 GPGP
1199-03115 00000/0000 20014/1308 02/07/73 60 2766 710oS 04723E 1595 91*2. GGGP
1199-04185 00000/0000 20015/0558 02/07/73 20 2767 4307N 08934E 25*7 148.5 Q
1199-04192 00000/0000 20015/0559 02/07/73 50 2767 4142N 08903E 26.8 147.8 GGGG
1199-06055 00000/0000 20014/1309 02/07/73 0 2768 3018N 05933E 34.7 141.0 GGGG
1199-06062 00000/0C00 20014/1310 02/07/73 30 2768 2,52N o5909E 35.7 140.1 GGGG
1199-06064 O0000/0000 20014/1311 02/07/73 80 2768 2726N 0 5845E 36*6 139.1 G GG
1199-06071 00000/0000 20014/1312 02/07/73 90 2768 25 59N 05821E 37*5 138.1 G GG
1199-06073 00000/0000 20014/1313 02/07/73 70 2768 2433N 0 5758E 38*4 137.1 G GG
1199-06080 00000/0000 20014/1314 02/07/73 30 2768 2307N 05 736E 39*3 13601 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CGVER % .*.....*,.,.., 0 TB 100 u % CLBUD C)VER* ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .............. RLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. GGOBD, FFAIR BUT USABLE. P,PBBR,
lb:44 1AR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NN.US PAGE 0556
FR8M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATI5N MICROFILM R LL NO./ DATE CLBUD 9RRIT P0I\JCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID P5SITISN IN ROLL ACqUITED CBVE R  NUMBER 3F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
REv MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1199-06082 00000/0000 20014/1315 02/07/73 0 2768 2141N 05714E 40.1 135.0 GGGG
1199-07535 00000/000 20014/1316 02/07/73 0 2769 1427N 02938E 44.1 128,9 GGGG
1199-07541 00000/0000 20014/1317 02/07/73 3 2769 13'ON 02917E 44.8 127.6 GGGG
119907544 00000C/000 2014/1318 02/07/73 0 2769 1133N 0 2856E 45.5 126.3 GGGG
1199-07550 00000/000' 20014/1319 02/07/73 10 2769 1006N 02834E 4691 124.9 GGGG
1199-07553 00000/OCCO 20014/1320 02/07/73 10 2769 O040N 02814E 46o7 123o4 GrGG
1199-07555 00OCO/0000 20014/1321 02/07/73 0 2769 0713N 02754E 47.3 122.0 GGGG
1199-07562 00000/Co00 20014/1322 02/07/73 0 2769 Or47N 02733E 47.9 120.5 GGGG
1199-07564 000C,0/00 0 23014/1323 02/07/73 10 2769 0420N 02713E 48*4 118*9 GGGG
119908212 00000/000C 20014/1324 02/07/73 4n 2769 7716S 0 2521W 16*4 86.8 UGGG
1199-08214 00000/OCO0 20014/1325 02/07/73 30 2769 7813S 03033W 15.3 91.5 GGGG
119 9 -09302 O00CCO/000 20014/1326 02/07/73 20 2770 3725M O1007E 29.9 145.3 GGG
1199-09305 00000/000 20014/1327 02/07/73 0 2770 3600N 00940E 30.9 144.5 GGGG
1199-09311 0000c/C00o 20014/1328 02/07/73 0 2770 3433N 00913E 31*9 143*6 GGGG
1199-09314 00000/0000 20014/1329 02/07/73 0 2770 3307N 00846E 32*9 142*8 GGGG
1199-09320 00020/000C 20014/1330 02/07/73 0 2770 3141N 00821E 33.8 141*9 GGGG
1199-09323 00000/00o 20014/1331 02/07/73 0 27 70 3n16N 00756E 34*8 141,0 GGGG
1199"09325 00000/0000 20014/1332 02/07/73 0 2770 2R50N 00732E 35.7 140*0 GGGG
1199-09332 00000/0000 20014/1333 02/07/73 40 2770 2724N 00708E 36.7 139.1 GCGG
1199-09334 0000/C00C 20014/1334 02/07/73 10 2770 2F58N 00645E 37*6 138.1 GGGG
1199-09341 000o0/0000 20014/1335 02/07/73 0 2770 2432N 0 0622E 38*5 137*0 GGGG
1199-09343 00000/0000 20014/1336 02/07/73 10 2770 2106N 00559E 39,3 136.0 GGGG
1199-09350 00OCO/000e 20014/1337 02/07/73 20 2770 2140N 00536E 40.2 134.9 GGGG
1199-n9373 00000/0co3 20014/1338 02/17/73 0 2770 1259N 0 0327E 44*8 127.6 GGGG
1199-09375 00000/0000 20014/1339 02/107/73 C 2770 1133N 00307E 45*5 126.2 GGGG
1199-09382 O00OO/OCOC 20014/1340 02/17/73 0 2770 1005N 00246E 46.1 124.8 GGGG
1199-09384 00000/0000 20014/1341 02/07/73 10 2770 O03AN 00225E 46*8 123.4 GGGG
1199-09391 0000C/0000 20014/1342 02/07/73 10 2770 0711N 00205E 47*3 121.9 GGGG
1199-13160 00000/000 23014/1343 02/07/73 30 2772 2483S 0 5823W 48*4 80*. GGGG
1199-13163 00000/0000 20014/1344 02/07/73 20 2772 3012S 05847W 47*9 79*0 GGGG
1199-13215 00000/0000 20014/1345 02/07/73 10 2772 4J36S 06 5 18W 38.5 66.7 GPPG
1199-13222 00000/0000 20014/1346 02/07/73 50 2772 5000S 06557w 37.6 66*2 GGGG
1199-13224 00000/0000 20014/1347 02/07/73 80 2772 5123S 06638W 36*7 65.8 GGGG
1199-13231 00000/0000 2J014/1348 0?/07/73 9u 2772 5P47S 0 6721W 35.8 65.4 GGGG1199-13233 000/OCOU 20014/1349 02/07/73 70 2772 5410S 06806W 34.9 65.2 GGGG
1199-13240 O0OOO0/000 20014/1350 02/07/73 60 2772 5c33S 068 55W 33*9 65.0 G000
1199-13295 O000/CU; 20014/1351 0/n 7/73 8 2772 795RS 09055w 19*6 76.6 GPPP
1199-13301 00000/c000r 20014/1352 0'/07/73 90 2772 7506S 09 4 13W 8.,5 79o4 GlGG
1199-13304 00000/000) 20014/1353 0/07/73 80 2772 7(14S 09H07W 17*4 82.7 GGG
KEYS: CLEUD COvER % ............ 0 TB 100 s X CLeUD C~vER. ** - NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE OUALITY ....... ,....... RLANKS.BAND hKBT PRcSrNT/REQOUSTED. RaRECYCLED, G=GlfD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE, PaPBR,
162:4 "^ 11P'74 STANDARD CATAL5G FOt NtN-US PAGE 0557
FRSM -7/21/72 Tf i7/23/73
8SER' ATI9 '  IC.;FIL R"LL "'9./ DATF CLeOUD 4RBI P'I 'CIPAL P9INT SjUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I PTsITI!N IN LL ACGJT E CVER NUJBER 5F ImAGE ELEV. AZI.M RBV 'SS
c~ Le .AT LiNG 123 45678
1199-1331(,' ?(/300 2?14/1359 0 /7/7' 5? 2772 7716S 1038v 1]63 86.7 GGGG
1199-1331)3 000/lC'0 20214/1355 0~'/7/73 50 2772 7QIS 10/47w 15.3 91.5 GGGG
1199-4444 2./.1 ,014/156 02/17/7; 10 2773 2R5\ 06956W 35.8 140o GGGG
1199-1431 P372~1/l0 2 214 1357 0/7/,7 71 1 2773 ?724KN 70 2 0 36.7 139.0 GGGG
1199-14413 2 ../.. / 1/15 0'/7/7a 20 773 ?55N 07043W 37.6 138.0 GGGG
1199-444c0 3C'/0 2 01J4 /135 01/17/73 20 ?773 2431'\ 07106W 38*5 137.0 GGG
1199-14474 v./,c - " 20114/136G 02/r7/73 10 2773 1134N 07422W 45.5 126.2 GpGG
1199-1441 0 , ,._, 014/1361 0'/7/73 10 2773 1008n 07442W 46.2 124*8 GGGG
1199-14..3 /.. 14/1362 02/7/73 20 2773 041\ 07503W 46"6 123.3 GGG
1199-14490 O 0 0 )C/ C 22014/1363 0?/ 7/73 5q 2773 0714N G7t23W 47.4 121,9 GGG
1199-14492 003:0/03 20 /14/1364 0?/07/71 60 2773 Or48N o7b43w 47*9 120E4 GGGG
1199-14501 0'/.O) 2301/1365 02/07/73 90 ?773 OP54, 07623W 48.9 117*2 GGGG
1199-1450' 000o3/000 2014/1366 02/-7/73 8: 2773 0129N 0 7643W 49.3 115.6 GGGG
1199-14510 00330/000) 2001*/1367 03/07/73 60 2773 O001N 07702W 4907 113.9 GGGG
1199214513 CU14o/0~o 20314/1368 0 /,7/73 60 2773 0124S 071 22w 50*1 1123 GGG
1199-1613 20314/1369 0?/r:7/731 ? 774 5428N F0601 17.2 154.8 GGG
1199-16192 000 /Co 2C01/1/13730 0/7/73 0 2774 51 39N\ 0 8729W 19*4 153.2 GGGG
1199-16194 02,000/ C1 2014/1371 02:7/73 0 3774 5015N 08809W 20*5 152.4 GGGG
1199-1627 0 C/2co: 20/14:/1372 02/C7/73 60 2774 23074 09717W 39.4 135*9 G(GG
1199-162v0 303:0/3200 20314/1373 02/07/73 60 2774 21404 09739W 40.2 134.8 GGGG
1199-1:6253 23 1/C7O: 0314/ 374 0 2/77/73 40 ?774 201 4 N 098008 41*1 133.7 GGGG
1199-1628F5 oooIooo 2.14/1375 02/77/73 0 2774 147N 0 9 22W 4109 132.5 GGGG
1199-" 75 9 4 3C00/C0-3 2'014/13 7 6  02/97/71 30 2775 6125N 10 715W 11*7 159*5 GGGG
1199-1I000 ICOL 2001#/1377 0?2/07/73 10 2775 600N 10i19w 12*8 15805 GlGG
11991 ,033 j:.)/C O_ 2014/137 0/7/73 1 2775 5F4,N 10918W 13.9 157.5 GGGG
119 9"18 00c5  0C0CJ/ZQ? 29014/1379 02/27/73 0 2775 571 7 N ll13W 15*0 156.6 G1GG
1199-13012 30, O/CC00 25014/1380 0/07/73 /C 2775 5553N 11105 W  16.1 155.7 GfGG
1199"-C14 8 000 / OC 2C014/1381 0?/07/73 r 2775 54 2 N 11153W 1702 154.8 GOGG
1199-1u021 C0/ OC 2 20014 /1382 03/r7/73 O 2775 530594 11238W 18,3 154*0 GGGG
1199-18j?? 000/IC" ' 2,o01/13R 3  02/17/73 C 2775 5140i 11321W 19*4 153.2 GGGG
1199-130oC OOO/rO0 20514/1384 0?/07/73 O 2775 5015N 11402W 20.5 152.4 GPGG
1199-138 30 000I/ 2: 014/1385 02/27/73 7? 2775 3/45N/ 12046W 33.9 141*8 GGG
1199-19 420 0 0 0/ § 20 14/13S) 0C?/7/73 c 2776 6409N 13041w 9.5 161,8. G3GG
1199-2:014 300tO/'C0 " 2014/1387 C-/07/7 20 2776 0250S 15b11w 504 110.5 GGG
1199-2.30?? 5D0C/3DD 20) 1413 A 0? i7/73 20 2776 0417S 15530w 50.7 108.8 GGGG
11990023 03000?/CD J '0'14/1389 02/7/73 20 2776 0543S 15551w 50a9 1070 GGGG
1199-20025 3 0/' 2Jl14/1390 02/ 7/73 20 2776 0710S 15 611W 51.1 105*2 GGGG
1199-23490 03?0/CO0 2 014/1391 0?/n7/73 30 2778 7244S 11709E 20.6 74.1 GGGG
1199-23493 000 000 2t014/1392 0?/!7/73 40 ?778 7355S 11417E 1905 76*5 GGGG
KEYS LtLL. CiEr t .. **.... *..... 0 TR 100 * % CLDUD CAVER. *. = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
1
'AGE UALITY k.,......... -LANKS.BAN !ST PRFSFNT/RECUESTED. RRECYCLED, G=G!BD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PO5R,
16:44 '14 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0558
FqM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIh N  IC FILM R0LL \,/ DATE CLeUD 9RRIT PoINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE GUALITY
ID 0?SITIN IN ROLL ACCUTRED CeVER NUMBER 'F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV mSS
hv MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1199-23495 000O/rco0 20014/1393 C2/07/73 30 2778 7505S 11057E 18.4 79.3 GGGG
1199-23502 00000/0000 20014/1394 0?/07/73 10 2778 7612S 10704E 17*3 82.6 GGGG
119 9 -2 3534 00000/0000 20014/1395 02/07/71 20 2778 7715S 1c237E 16.2 86.6 GGGG
1199-23511 00000/O000 20014/1396 0?/07/73 10 2778 781?S 09729E 15.1 914 GGGG
1200"30565 00000/0000 20014/1397 02/08/73 40 2779 4726N 14128E 22.7 150.8 GGGG
1200-00572 00030/0000 20014/1398 32/08/ 7 3 40 2779 4A01\ 14052E 23.8 150.0 G3GG
1200-00574 0000/C00 2u014/1399 02/08/73 t00 2779 4435N 14018E 24-9 149.2 GGGG
1200-00581 o00/000 2014/140 O/08/73 100 2779 4 310N 13945E .259 148.4 GGGG
1200-00583 000'0/00j 23014/1401 02/C8/73 100 2779 4145N 13913E 27.0 147.6 GGGG
1200-00590 OOOO/Coo00 20314/1402 02 1/8/73 100 2779 4l19N 13843E 28.0 146.8 GGGG
1200-00592 00300/UC00 2j014/1403 02/C8/73 100 2779 385 4 N 1314E 29.0 146.0 GGGG
1200-00595 00000/00o 2C14/14C4 0/08/73 100 2779 372RN 13745E 30*0 145.2 GGGG
12 003j1001 000O/CO000 20014/1405 02/nr/73 80 2779 3602N 13718E 31.0 144.4 GGGG
1200-01004 0000/0000 20014/1406 02/08/73 60 2779 34 3 6N 13651E 32.0 143.5 GGGG
1200-31010 00000/0000 20014/1407 02/08/73 90 2779 3311N 13624E 33.0 142.7 GGG
1200-01013 000C0/000 20014/1408 02/0/73 100 2779 3145N 13558E 34*0 141.8 GGGG
1200-01015 300000/O00 20014/1409 02/nR/73 100 2779 3,10N 13533E 34.9 140.8 GGGG
1200-01022 00000/003 2031 4 /14 10 0/0C/73 100 2779 2853N 13508E 35*9 139.9 GGGG
1200-01024 00000/oo00 2U014/1411 02/08/73 100 2779 2727N 1344E 36.8 138.9 GGGG
1200-01142 0000C/00C 20014/1412 0/08/73 100 2779 1'57S 12458E 51.3 98.0 GGGG
1200-01145 30000/000o 20014/1413 02/ 8/73 100 2779 1422S 12437E 51.3 96.3 PGGG
1200-02483 0000/C0000 201/4/1414 02/08/73 50 2780 1Q43N 10640E 42.0 132.4 GGGG
1200-32485 00000/000 20014/1415 02/08/73 30 2780 1718N c1619E 42.8 131.2 GGGG
1200-02492 00CO/O000 20014/1416 02/08/73 10 2780 1453N 10557E 43.5 129.9 GGGG
1200-J2494 00OC/0000 20014/1417 02'08/73 0 2780 1425N 105365 44.2 128.6 GGGG
1200-02501 003O0/0000 20314/1418 02/08/73 0 2780 1 59N 10515E 44.9 127.3 GGGG
12003-2503 O0000/0000 20014/1419 02/08/73 10 2780 1132N 10455E 45*6 126.0 GGGG
1200-02510 00000/0000 20014/1420 CP/08/73 1C 2780 1006N 10435E 46*3 124.6 GGGG
1200-02512 0000010000 20014/1421 020i8/73 20 2780 0R40N 10415E 46.9 123*1 G
1200-04282 00300/C000 20014/1422 0o/,8/ 7 3 2C 2781 3014N o8356E 35.0 140.8 GGGG
1200-04285 00300/COOU 20014/1423 02/08/73 30 2781 2R48N OR331E 35.9 139.8 GGGG
1200-04291 000O0/G000 20014/1424 02/38/73 20 2781 272?N 08307 36.9 138*9 GGGG
1200-04294 OC00/OCO 2)014/1425 0?/R8/73 10 2781 2F56N 08244E 37.8 137.8 GGG
1200-34300 00000/o00 20014/1426 02/08/73 10 2781 2430N 08221E 38*6 136.8 PPPP
1200-04303 00000/0000 21014/1427 02/08/73 10 2781. 2304N 08158E 39.5 135o8 GGPG
1200-04305 00000/0000 20014/1428 0?/08/71 10 2781 213PN 08135E 40*4 134.7 GGG
1200-04312 00300/0000 2314/1429 02/08/73 10 2781 p212N 08112E 41.2 133o5 GGGG
1200-C4314 30000/C00 20014/1430 02/08/73 10 2781 1845N 08051E 42.0 13204 GGGG
1200-04321 30000/0000 20014/1431 02/09/74 20 271 1718N 08030E 42.8 131.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVEP % .,o....*..... n TO 100 . % CLOUD C4VER* . , a NO CLUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE CUALITY I.,..,,,,,.... 3LANKS.BAND NOT PRESCNT/RECUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GSOD, FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PvP8OR.
16:44 AP 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOP NON-.US PAGE 0559
F ~ M 07/23/72 T5 07/23/73
OBSERVATION 1ICR~FILM RBLL NF,/ DATE CLOUD RBIT PDINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I) PsSITIN IN kRLL ACOU'TRED CBVER \ JMBER F IM AGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
;Ev MS LAT L'NG 123 45678
1200-04323 00000/000 20014/1432 02/08/73 30 2781 1551 08009E 4305 129*9 GGGG
1200-04330 00000/0000 20014/1433 0?/n0/ 7 3 30 27R81 1425 07949E 44.2 128.6 GGG
1200"04 3 3 2 o00ooCo/00 20014/1434 O2/0n/7; 20 2781 125~N 07928E 45 0 127.3 GGG
1200-04335 00000/300 2C014/1435 02/,8/73 10 2781 113?N 07907E 456. 125.9 GOGG
1200-04341 00030/000C 20014/1436 0082//73 20 2781 1oo0N 07846E 46.3 124.5 GGGG
1200-04344 Oo00/00, 20U314/1437 C?2/0/73 I: 2781 0v39N 07825E 46*9 123.1 GGGG
1200-04 5 85  00000/OC03 20014/143 0/?8/7 3 100 27R1 7546S 0 3932E 20*5 74.2 GPGG
1200-04591 OC00/CC00 20014/1439 0'/o0/73 100 2781 7357S 0 364CE 19.4 76.5 GGGG
1200-04594 00,0/00o 20014/1440 O2/nA/73 100 2781 7r07S 0 3319E 13.3 79o3 GGGG
1200-05000 00000/0000 20014/1441 02/08/73 100 2781 761?S 02924E 17*2 82*7 GGGG
1200-05C03 0000 0000 20014/1442 0? 0 /73 100 2781 7716S 02454E 16-1 86e7 GFGG
1200-05005 00000/0000 20014/1443 02/o8/73 3( 2781 7Q135 01945E 15.1 91*5 GGGG
1200-06100 00000C/000 2t015/0560 02/C8/73 60 2782 3550N 05952E 31.1 144*3 GGPG
1200-06103 OC000O/0O 22015/0561 08/0R/73 2n 2782 3434N 05925E 32.1 143.5 GGPG
1200-06105 00000/0000 2~015/0562 0q/0,R/73 10 2782 330N 05858E 33*1 142.6 GGPG
1200-" 6 11 2  00000/0003 20015/056 3 0 0r8/73 10 2782 3142N 05833E ?4.1 141*7 3~PG
1200-06114 00000/000O 20015/0564 02/08/73 20 2782 3n16N 05-08E 35'0 140*8 G3PG
1200-06121 000c0/0000 2;0014/1444 0?/0R/73 4q 2782 29439N 05743E 35*9 139.8 GGGG
1200-06123 00000/0000 20014/1445 02//73 6 2782 2723N 05719E 36*
9  138.8 GGGG
1200"06130 OOoo0/~0O 20014/1446 0/0R/73 8r 2782 2~57N 0 5655E 37.8 137.8 GGGG
1200-06132 00000/0000 2 014/1447 02/08/73 9" 2782 2431N 05632E 38.7 136.8 3GG
1200-06135 OC000/000C 2C014/1448 C?/oR)/7 3 90 2782 2305N C5610E 39*5 135.7 GIGG
1200-06141 00000/0000 20014/1449 02/OR/73 1 2782 213"N 05547E 40*4 134.6 PGPG
1200-06144 000o0/00 20014/1450 0/08,/73 10 2782 21l3N 05524E 41.2 133.5 GGPG
1200-06150 00CO/000O 20014/1451 02/!8/73 40 2782 1~47N 05502E 42.0 132.3 GPPP
1200-6153 OOO0/oCO0 20014/1452 02/08/73 3- 2782 1721N 05440E 42.8 131.1 GGGG
1200-06155 000/0000 20014/1453 02/8R/73 80 2782 19531 05420E 43*5 129.9 GGGG
1200-0C6162 00000/0C00 22014/1454 0?/R/73 80 2782 1426N 05359E 44.3 128.6 GGGG
1200-06164 00000/0000 2J014/1455 0?/08/73 80 2782 1259N 05339E 45.0 127.3 GGGG
1200-C6171 00000/0000 22014/1456 02/08/73 70 2782 1133\ 05318E 45.6 125.9 GGGG
1200-06173 000CC/0000 20014/1457 02o/8/73 100 2782 1n06v 05258E 46.3 124.5 GG
1200-06180 00000/0000 20014/1458 02/0R/73 60 2782 O3N 05237E 46.9 123.1 GOGG
1200-06182 0030/100 20014/1459 02/0R/73 20 2782 0 13. 05217E 47.5 121.6 GGGG
1200-06185 0000/000) 20014/1460 0/8/73 80 2782 0F47N 05156E 4.0 120.1 GGGG
1200-06191 OCOC0/003u 20C14/1461 02/08/73 90 2782 0421\ 05136E 48.5 118.5 GGGG
1200-06194 00000/0000 20014/1462 02/08/73 80 2782 0254N 05116E 49*0 116*9 GGG
1200-06200 0000/0G00 20014/1463 0/i!8/7 3 80 27R2 0127N 0 556E 49*4 115.3 GGGG
1200-06203 00000/0000 20014/1464 02/4/ 7 3 10 2782 On01o 05036E 49*8 113.6 GGGG
1200-07582 O0000/OCC 20014/1465 02/08/73 0 2783 1R46N 02915E 42*0 13293 GGPG
KEYS: CLetjD COVER % ..... ,..*..... 0 Tf 100 a % CLOUD CsVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE 3ALITY *,....*.**,..., OLANKS.BAND NOT PRSrFNT/RECUESTED, R=RECYCLED* G=GQRD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBOBR,
lt:44 'A llP'74 STANARD CATALIG FeR N9N-US PAGE 0560
FR9M 17/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BSERVATTN ICR9FILM RsLL '9./ DATE CLBUD 9RRIT PPITCIPAL pINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID \"SITI ' I:. RLL AC!.ITREC CVER UMBER F IT AGE ELEV AZItr, RBV SS
MS5 LAT LtNG 123 45678
1200-07584 O00/CC0~ 2C014/1466 0i'/8/73 0 2783 172.2N C2853E 42*8 131*1 GGPG
1200-07591 00C/Co0) 2,01./1467 0~/s /73 0 2783 1553N 0 232E 4!35 129.9 GGPG
1200-07593 00OI/Cr00) 22014/1469 02/ /73 10 2793 1427N 02811E 44.3 12806 GGGG
1200-08000 00o0/00 0 20014/1469 0/:C8/73 40 2783 1301N 02750E 45*0 127.3 GGGG
1200-08002 ooo0070/0oo 2 D14/14 72 00 /73 10 27R3 1134' 0o273CE 45.6 125*9 GGGG
1200"38014 OC00oo0/00 2)001C/171 02/1/73 10 27Z3 0715N 02629E 47.5 121.6 GGGG
1200-j8020 0000/'C0 2J01 4 /14 72 0 /'8/73 20 ?783 OR~49 02608E 489 0 120P0 GGGG
1200-3023 OC00o"/CO- 2014/1 73 0/ R/71 2o 273 04202 Ogb47E 48*5 118.5 GGG
1200-08025 0C00/3'J3 20014/1474 02/0n/73 40 2783 025y4 0O527E 49*0 116.9 GGGG
12 00-j8032 0000/orC 2001'/1475 0?/o /7' 90 2783 0 27N 02507E 49.4 115,3 GGG
1200-08034 0,000/000 24014/1476 02/0R/73 90 ?783 0o01N o2447E 49.8 113.6 63GG
1200-)805S 000C0/ 00 2 n014/14 7 7  0 /'8/73 0 73 14 S 02100E 51,2 94*4 GGGG
1200-u80 uA4  UO /'C 2 014/1478 021 /73 30 27g3 I16S C2040E 51,0 92.6 GOGG
1200-o8091 0000/n00C 20014/1479 0/cg/7 3 30 2783 19439 02019E 50*8 90.9 GGGG
1200-09340 OO0'J/C0000 2014/1489 0?/,,/71 30 2784 4434, 01117E 25*0 149.2 GGGG
1200-13283 OC0'0/0000 2014/1481 0?/0A/71 70 2786 5121S 06804 36.5 65,6 j(GG
1200-13299 0oo0000/00 2c01l/1482 0 /08/73 80 2786 5246S 06847w 35.5 65*2 GGGG
1200-13292 000/00,00 2;014/1483 0?/0A/73  50 2786 5409S 06933W 34.6 65*0 GGGG
1200-13294 0000 /0 00 20/1/14 89 02/)R/73 70 2786 5532S 07021w 33.7 64.8 GGG
1200-14415 00C00/0C0J 20014/1485 0/0R/73 60 2787 5140\ 06306W 19.7 153.1 PGG
1200-14421 OOCCoC0/OO 20314/1486 032 /(8/7 3 60 2787 5015N 063 4 7W 20.8 152.3 GGGG
1200-14424 O000O/nO 20914/1487 02/1P7 3 5' 2797 4R50N 06426W 21.8 151.5 GGGG
1200-14444 00000/OOC3 20014/1488 32/-/73 20 27P7 4 143N 06717W 27,1 147.5 GGGG
1200-14451 GCOC/OO0j 2C014/1489 02/09/73 20 27R7 4C1rN 06748iW 28,2 14607 GGGG
1200-14453 0COO/'OO0 2C014/1490 071/R/73 20 2797 3Q5N o6817W 29*2 145*9 GGGG
1200-14460 000O0/C:0 20014/1491 02,38/73 20 2787 372 7 N 06846w 30.2 145,1 GGGG
1200-t4 462 0000/CO02 20014/1492 02/0/73 2 ?787 3601N 06914 312 144.3 GGG
1200-14465 OCOOO/COC 20014/1493 0?/ 8/73 20 2787 3435N 06941W 32,2 143.4 GGGG
1200-14471 00300/0003 20'14/1494 0?/,,R/7 30 27R7 3909N 07007w 33.2 1425 GqGG
1200-14474 0o'/OOlOOO 20014/1495 0?/ /73 30 2787 3143N 07033 3.4*1 141.6 GGG
1200-14480 OC0Q0/-C0 2 014/1496 01?/90 /73 30 2787 3017N 07058I 35*1 140.7 GGG
1200-14483 '000 C /C0  2-014/1497 0/0R/73 20 2787 2951N 07124w 36.0 139.7 GGGG
1200-14485 00000/CU00 2014/149 0'/,R/73 1') 27R7 2725 0C7148W 3609 138.8 GGGG
1200-14492 OOOO0/0COr 20014/1499 032'8/73 20 2787 255 0N 07211W 37.8 137-8 GGGG
1200-14439 O0OOO/OC. 20C14/1500 02/-P/7? 10 2787 2433\ 07234w 3?.7 136.7 GGGG
1200-14501 00000/00 C O 2014/1501 0?/7/73 10 2787 29 07N 07?57v 39.6 135.6 GGGG
1200-14592 00/CC 20014/1502 07/78/73 20 2787 00 37S o0831w 52 103.1 GGG
1200-15180 C00l0/O0o 20014/1503 02/rf/73 90 2787 7130S 11238W 21.4 72.1 GGGG
1200-15383 o00o00/0 20014/1504 0/0,R/73 7o 2787 7244S 11b10 20.4 74l1 GGG
(EYS: CLLD CIVEP X , ..... T...,.. 100 = % CLOUD CVER, ** = Nb CLOUD' DATA AVAILABLE.
I' AGE CUALITTY - . . ....... m LANKS=BAN9 N8T PRESrNT/REUJESTED. R=RFCYCLED. G=G9AD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PPDBR,
165:44 ,,l ' i1 74 STA.dnARD CATALSG F9' NN-US PAGE 0561
FRi'O 7/23/72 T1 07/12373
DBSERjATIq IC-FI. RtL v.,/ DATE CLbU'D RPIT PolCIPAL PiINT SUN SUN. TMAGE QUALITY
Pl SITtI: I: CL..L ACC, t.j TE COVER NU'I- ER 'F IAGF ELEV. AZI'. REV MSS
ov LAT LANG 123 45678
1200"151 '' S , 2 014/1505 0 /n/73 50 ?277 71 5 6S 1105w 19*3 76.4 GGGG
1200-15132 03 /700'C 2 04/1 C C?//,'73 5C 27R7 7507S 12126W 18*2 79.2 GGGG
1200-15194 0." /C 2J 14/1507 C/,j /73 50 2787 761 5 12521w 17.1 82.6 GGG
1200-152J1 0000 , 2 014,/150 2/,/7'3 i0 77 7717S 12953V 16.0 86*6 GGGG
1200-15233 O ?/)) 2J14 /1509 0?' ,/73 30 787 7q135 13501W 14*9 91.3 (GGG
1200-16253 Po/0" 2014/1510 0/,9/73 i 27R8 515iN 08939W 20.8 152.3 GGGG
1200-16331 0" '"/;W, -14/1511 0" //73 80 788 24 33N 09823W 38*7 136.7 GGGG
1200-16332 3 /0 23' 14/1512? 03/, /7 1 2 798 2307N 09,45W 39.6 135.6 GGGG
1200-16335 00;,0/' C _U 14/i1513 02,l8/73 10 2788 2141N c9
9 08w 46.4 134.5 GiGG
1200-1634! O.? 3/0100 2 _,: 1+/15 1' 0-/ /73 c 2788 214N 09931W 41*3 133.4 GGG
1200-16344 2 0/ ) P0 14/1515 0'p) /73 2788 147NJ 09953w 42.1 132*2 GGG
1200-16330 0 , R / 0  2 14 /151 0./2A/7: 10 2798 1720N 100 144 4.8 131.0 GGGG
12 00-1 1 0 C /: 2.'14/1517 0 / /73 1 27q9 629N 10457 8.6 163.0 GGGG
1200- 1043 /> 2C 31/1515 02/1' /73 10 279 6409N 10618W 9.7 161.7 GGG
1200-1800 -j/05 2 ,'14/1513 0-i8/i7 3 3r 27R9 6'47 10133W 10*9 160.6 G)GG
1200-1i052 03200 l0 2 11520 3? R/73 20 2789 6125N 10841W 12*0 159.4 GGGG
12001055 00%3/000; 2,?14 /1521 o:'/o/73 2 7 P9 6n~3N 10944W 13*1 158.4 GOGG
1200-1C061 0 / 204/1522 02/r8/73 1" 27R9 54(N 1i104 3  14.2 157.4 GGGG
1200-106 : /.'4 2 001 /1523 0?/~/73 27,9 571S 11138W 15.3 156.5 GGGG
1200-14070 1C524/ 2001!/52  0 A/C/73 2789 5554' 11230W 16*4 155*6 GGGG
1200-18073 00'L/000 014/155 0 '1/7 1 2799 543):4 11 3 19W 17.5 154.7 GGGG
1200-1 0 75 o00 00,/ ' 2'3014/1526 0?/,R/73 o 279 5305N 11404W 18.6 153.9 GGG
120-180' ~ 00000/C0,0 ?0014/1527 02/ 8/73 ' 27R9 5!414 11447W 19*7 153.1 GGGG
1200-180C 2C /1004 14,/1525 0./CA/73 0 279 501N 11528w 20*8 152*3 GGGG
1200-19475 OCC C, -j 2014/1529 0/ ,9/73 C 2700 640 0 13210W 9.8 161.7 GGGG
1200-2029 003001/000 2014/1530 0 9/C/73 i0 2790 750oS 16107E 18.1 79*3 GGG
1200-,0293 CC ,' C/ 0 20014/1531 0'/08/
7/ 10( P70C 7614S 15713E 17,0 82.7 GPGG
1200-0:295 00" 00/0 2 14/1532 0/r/73 2c0 2790 7717S 15243E 1F59 86.7 GPGG
12002032 OCOO/C0C 20014/1533 02/",/73 1C 2790 7149S 14732E 1448 91.5 GGG
1201-, 0594 COO'O/rC 2Q014/1534 02/0o/73 I0 2793 5714N 14504E j5.4 156.4 GGGG
1201"210c1 000C ,/rI 2uC14/1535 01/9/73 10 2793 5550N 14412E 16*5 155.5 GGGG
1201"C100 " 0 C "/.eC 2 014/1536 0/(09/73 ;)703 5426N 14324E 17*7 154@7 GGGG
1201-C1010 00/,0(-0 2014/1537 02/09/73 23793 5C01N 14e'38E 187 153.8 GGG
1201-C106= OC'0/'00 2'0014/1538 02/09/73 40 2793 3307N 13 456E 33*3 142,4 GGG
12 01 o10 7L 1 00'P/c00 20014/1539 o0/'9/7A 80 2793 3141N 13431E 34.3 141*5 GGGG
1201-01074 0 0/C 0L 2F'014/1540 02/09/73 70 2793 3r"15N 13406E 35.2 140,6 GGGG
12 01 -L. 10 CA OC OCO0r ' 2"C14/1541 0?/09/73 60 2703 2F49N 13341E 36.2 139.6 P9GG
1201-*,1C3 0 / 000 2001,/1542 02/';9/73 40 2793 2723N 13317E 37*1 138.6 GO G
1201-011' OC3"/44 00 /- 2-014/1543 02/n9/73 30 2793 0546N 12755E 48,1 119*7 GPGG
KEYS: CLUC CovER C .. ,........... T 100 = % CL5UD CVE
FR ,  ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'VF iU;-LITY 3..... ,,,.,. , LANKS.BANO NBT PRFSrNT/REfUESTED* R-RFCYLED* G=GIRD. F.FAIR 9UT USABLE. POP89R,
16:44 "A; ll,'74 STANDARD CAT4LOG FOR NYN.US PAGE 0562
FR9M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BRSERVATIN ';IChFIIM P'LL :4,/ DATE CLOUD RRI T PlvICIPAL PBINT SUN SUr TMAGE GUALITY
10 POSITIN I", RBLL ACQUIREC COVER 'NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVo AZ1. RBy M SS4v MSS LAT L NG 123 45678
1201-01151 00000/000 20014/1544 02/09/73 40 2793 0420N 12735E 48.6 118#2 GGGG
1201-C1353 000C0/0000 20014/145 0?,09/73 100 2793 6r07S 10126E 26.5 66.3 GGPG
12010C1360 00000/0000 20 014/1546 0/09/73 100 2793 6626S 09958E 25.5 67*0 GGGG12 01-01362 000c/O0 cO 20011/1547 07/09/73 10o 2793 6745S 09820E 245 68.0 GGGG
1201-01365 OOnO/CO0 2*0014/1549 02/09/73 100 2793 6902S C9636E 23.4 69.1 GGGG
1201-01371 000CO/CCo0 2C01 4/1549 0/09/73 100 2793 7r19S 09436E 22*3 70.5 GGGG
120lu01 3 74 OU000/O00C 2C014/1550 02/09/73 100 2793 7t349 09222E 21.3 72.1 GGGG
120101380 COCO0/C00 20014/1551 09/0"/7 3  100 2793 7;47S 08952E 20.2 74.1 GGGG
1201-01383 oCCO00/o00 20014/1552 0?/c9/73 100 2793 7358S 08658E 19.1 76.4 GGGG
1201-01385 C0000/000 20014/1553 02/09/73 100 2793 7 cO8S 08336E 18.1 79.3 GGGG
1201-01392 00000/0000 20014/1554 0?/09/ 73 100 2793 7614S 07942E 17.0 82.6 GGGG1201-01394 00000/0000 2JO1 4 /1555 02/09/73 100 2793 7716S 07514E 15 9 86.6 GIGG
1201-01401 00000/0O00 20014/1556 02/09/73 100 2793 7814S 07003E 14*8 91.4 GGGG
1201-02535 00u0/0000 20014/1557 02?/-9/73 o00 2794 2012N 10536E 41.4 133.2 GAGG1201-02541 o00O/Cc.00 2 014/15 58  02/0 9/73 70 2794 k45N 1C0514E 42.2 132.1 GGGG
1201-u2544 OCO0/OCO 22014/1559 0909/73 10 2794 1719N 10453E 43.0 130.8 GGGG1201-02550 OCo0/000CGO 2oc14/1560 0?/on/73 0 2794 1551N 10432E 43*7 129.6 GGGG
1201=02553 O0OOO/OCO0 20014/1561 02/09/73 0 2794 1424N 10412E 44'4 128.3 GGG
1201-02555 00000/CCO0 20014/1562 0?/09/73 lC 2794 1?5qN 10351E 45.1 127.0 GGGG
1201-02562 00030/0000 20014/1563 0/09/73 10 2794 1133N 10330E 45.8 125.6 GGGG
1201-04341 C0CoC/C000 20O14/1564 02/09/73 0 2795 3015N 08229E 35.3 140*5 GGGG
1201-04343 00000/OC00 20014/1565 0309/73 10 2795 2249N 08205E 36*2 139.6 GGGG
1201-04350 00C0/OcoC 20014/1566 02/09/7 3  0 2795 2723N o0141E 37.1 138.6 GGGG
1201-04352 CO000/O/CCo 20014/1567 02/r9/ 7 3 2795 2557N 08118E 38.0 137.6 GGGG
1201-04395 OUO0000/00 20014/1568 0/0r9/73 0 2795 243tN 08055E 38.9 136.5 GGGG
1201-04361 000C00/CC0 20014/1569 01/o9/73 10 2795 2 04\ 08032E 39.7 135.5 GGGG1201-04364 oo00o0/000 20014/1570 0Q/9/73 20 2795 2'3N 08008E 40.6 134.4 GGGG
1201-0437o 00000/000 20014/1571 0 )/09/73 40 2795 211\ 07946E 41*4 133.2 GGGG
1201"04373 000000C00 20C14/1572 0/o9/71 40 2795 1l45N 07923E 422 132.0 GGG
1201-04392 00000/OCOJ 20014/1573 0O/09/73 50 2705 1553N 07842E 43.7 129.6 GGGG
1201-04384 00000/0000 20014/1574 0?/09/73 30 2795 1429N 07822E 44.4 128.3 GGGG
1201-04391 00000/OO') 20014/1575 02/09/7 3 20 2795 1?57N 07802E 45.1 126.9 UGGG
1201-0 393 OCOO0/COO 200G14/1576 0/qq9/73 10 2795 1132N 07741E 45.8 125.6 GGGG
1201-04400 00000/0000 20014/1577 02/09/73 0 2795 I 06N 07721E 46*4 124.1 GGGG
1201-04402 00000/0000 20014/1575 0,/09/73 0 2795- 0R38N 07700E 47.0 122.7 GPGG
1201-06155 00000/Co00 20014/1579 02/9/73 100 2796 300ON 05823E 31. 144.1 PPPP
1201-06161 00000/0C00 20014/1580 02/09/71 o100 796 3434N 05757E 32*4 143.3 GGGG
1201-06164 00000/0000 20014/1581 02/n9/73 90 2796 3108N 05731E 33.4 142.4 GGGG
1201-0617C -000O0/000C 20014/1582 0/n09/73 70 2796 314?N 05705E 34.3 141.5 GGGG
<EYS: CL-Uf COVER %*,,***,o,,, 0 TO 100 % CLOUD CqVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ...,........ RLANKSaBAND NOT PREScNT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. G.=GOD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PaPB8R.
16:44 MAR 11jt74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NGN.US PAGE 0563
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/2 3 /7 3
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT POINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID0 POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED CBVER JUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1201-06173 00000/OC00 20014/1583 02/09/73 70 2796 30!6] 0 5640E 35.3 140.5 GGG
1201-06175 00000/0000 20014/1584 02/09/73 60 2796 2R50N 05615E 36*2 139*6 GGGG
1201-06182 00000/0000 20014/1585 02/09/73 10 2796 2724N 05551E 37.1 138*6 GGGG
1201-06184 00000/0000 20014/1586 02/09/73 10 2796 2r57N 05528E 38*0 137*6 GrGG
1201-06191 00000/0000 20014/1587 02/09/73 10 2796 2430N 0 55 0 5E 38*9 136.5 GGG
1201-06193 00000/0000 20014/1588 02/09/73 100 2796 2305N 054 4 3E 39.8 135.5 GGGG
1201-06200 00000/0000 20014/1589 02/09/73 100 2796 2t3 0 N 05420E 40.6 134.3 GGGG
1201-06202 00000/0000 20014/1590 02/09/7 3  100 2796 2013N 05358E 41*4 133.2 GGGG
1201-06205 00000/0000 20014/1591 02/09/73 90 2796 1R4 6 N 05335E 42*2 132.0 GPGG
1201-06211 00000/0000 20014/1592 02/09/73 10 2796 172oN 0 5313E 43.0 130.8 GGGG
1201-06214 00000/0000 20014/1593 02/09/73 20 2796 1553N 05252E 43.7 129*5 GGGG
1201-06220 00000/0000 20014/1594 02/09/73 10 2796 1426N 0 5231E 44*4 128.2 eGGG
1201-06223 00000/0000 20014/1595 02/09/73 10 2796 1i00N 05211E 45.1 126.9 GGGG
1201-06225 00000/0000 20014/1596 02/09/73 30 2796 1134N 05150E 45.8 125.5 G
1201-06232 00000/0000 20014/1597 02/09/73 30 2796 1007N 05130E 46.4 124*1 GGGG
1201'06234 00000/0000 20014/1598 01/09/73 20 2796 OR41N 05110 E  47,0 122.7 G GG
1201"06243 00000/0000 20014/1599 02/09/73 10 2796 0549N 05029E 4891 119.6 GGGG
1201"06250 00000/0000 20014/1600 02/09/73 10 2796 0422N 0 5009E 48*6 118.1 GPGG
1201-06252 00000/0000 20014/1601 02/09/73 10 2796 0256N 0494 9E 49*1 116.5 GGGG
1201-06255 00000/0000 20014/1602 02/09/73 10 2796 0128N 04929E 49*5 114.8 GGGG
1201-06261 00000/0000 20014/1603 02/09/73 10 2796 0000N 04909E 49.9 113.2 GGGG
1201-06305 00000/0000 20015/0565 02/09/73 10 2796 1551S 0 4524E 5101 93.9 PGGG
1201-06311 00000/0000 20015/0566 02/09/73 0 2796 1717S 04502E 50.9 92.2 PGGG
1201-06314 00000/0000 20015/0567 02/09/73 10 2796 1843S 04440E 50*7 90.5 GGGG
1201-06320 00000/0000 20015/0568 02/09/73 10 2796 2039S 04417E 50*5 88.8 GGGG
1201-06323 00000/0000 20015/0569 02/09/73 0 2796 213 4S 04355E 50*2 87.2 GGGG
1201-06325 00000/0000 20015/0570 02/09/73 30 2796 2300S 04332E 49*9 85.6 GGGG
1201-06332 00000/0000 20015/0571 0?/09/73 30 2796 24265 04309E 49.5 84.1 PGGG
1201-06475 00000/0000 20015/0572 02/09/73 50 2796 7245S 01221E 20.2 74*0 GGPG
1201-06482 00000/0000 20015/0573 02/09/73 70 2796 7356S 00929E 19.1 76.4 GGGG
1201-06484 00000/0000 20015/0574 02/09/73 40 2796 7506S 00609E 18.0 79.2 GGGG
1201-06491 00000/0000 20015/0575 02/09/73 30 2796 7613S 00215E 16.9 82.5 eGG
1201-06493 00000/0000 20015/0576 02/09/73 10 2796 7715S 00213W 15.8 86.5 GGGG
1201-06500 00000/0000 20015/0577 02/09/73 40 2796 7912S 00723W 14.7 91.3 GGGG
1201-08002 00000/0000 20014/1604 02/09/73 20 2797 3142N 03118E 34.3 141.5 GGGG
1201-08004 00000/0000 20014/1605 02/09/73 10 2797 3016N 03 053E 3563 140*5 GGGG
1201-08011 00000/0000 20014/1606 02/09/73 10 2797 2851N 03028E 36*2 139*6 GGGG
1201"08013 00000/0000 20014/1607 02/09/73 10 2797 2726N 03004E 37.1 138*6 GGGG
1201-08020 00000/0000 20014/1608 02/09/73 10 2797 2559N 02941E 38*0 137.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER %X .. , ****..*,, o0 TB 100 - % CLOUD CRVER. ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,,..,. .... , RLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, R.RECYCLED. G.G D., F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBOR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NOBNUS PAGE 0564
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/13/73
OBSERVATI5N MICRFILM ROLL NB./ DATE CLOUD SRBIT PRINCIPAL FBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITI5N IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGr. ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT ULNG 123 45678
1201"08022 00000/0000 20014/1609 02/09/73 10 2797 2433N )2919E 38.9 136*5 GGGG
1201-08025 00000/0000 20014/1610 02/09/73 10 2 797 2;06N 32856E 39*8 135*4 GGGG
1201-08031 00000/0000 20014/1611 02/09/73 20 2797 2140N 02834E 40,6 134.3 GGGG
1201-08034 00000/0000 20014/1612 02/09/73 20 2797 2014N 02812E 41*4 133.2 GGGG
1201-08040 00000/0000 20014/1613 02/09/73 10 2797 1948N 02751E 42*2 132.0 GGGG
1201-08043 00000/0000 20014/1614 02/09/73 20 2797 1722N 02729E 43*0 130.8 GGGG
1201-08045 00000/0000 20014/1615 02/09/73 20 2797 1I55N 02707E 43*7 129*5 GGGG
1201-08052 00000/0000 20014/1616 02/09/73 10 2797 1429N 02646E 445 128.2 GGGG
1201-08054 00000/0000 20014/1617 02/09/73 0 2797 1302N 02624E 45.1 126.9 GGGG
1201-08061 00000/0000 20014/1618 02/09/73 0 2797 1136N 02603E 4508 125.5 GGGG
1201-08063 00000/0000 20014/1619 02/09/73 0 2797 1009N 02542E 46.4 124.1 GGGG
1201-08070 00000/0000 20014/1620 02/09/73 10 2797 0942N 02521E 47*0 122*6 GGG
1201-08072 00000/0000 20014/1621 02/o9/73 20 2797 0716N 02501E 47*6 121,2 GGGG
1201-08075 00000/0000 20014/1622 02/09/73 20 2797 0548N 02441E 48.1 119.6 GGGG
1201-08084 00000/0000 20015/0578 02/09/73 70 2797 0P55N .02401E 49.1 116.4 GGGG
1201-08090 00000/0000 20015/0579 02/09/73 90 2797 0128N 02341E 49*5 114.8 GGGG
1201-08093 00000/0000 20015/0580 02/09/73 80 2797 0002N 02320E 49.9 11391 GGGG
1201-08095 00000/0000 20015/0581 02/09/73 100 2797 0123S 02300E 50*2 111.5 GGGG
1201-08102 00000/0000 20015/0582 02/09/73 100 2797 0250S 02240E 50'5 109*7 GGGG
1201-08104 00000/0000 20015/0583 02/09/73 90 2797 0416S 02220E 50*8 108*0 GGGG
1201-08111 00000/0000 20015/0584 02/09/73 60 2797 0543S 0 2159E 51#0 10692 GGGG
1201-08113 00000/0000 20015/0585 02/09/73 40 2797 0710S 02138E 51.1 104.5 GGGG
1201-08120 00000/0000 20015/0586 02/09/73 50 2797 0836S 02118E 51,2 102.7 GGGG
1201-13341 00000/0,00 20015/0587 02/09/73 70 2800 5125S 0 6916W 36*2 65*4 GGGG
1201-13344 00000/0000 20015/0588 02/09/73 60 2800 5247S 07015W 35o3 65.0 GGGG
1201*13350 00000/0o00 20015/0589 02/09/73 80 2800 5409S 07059W 34*3 64.8 GGGG
1201-13353 00000/0000 20015/0590 02/09/73 100 2800 5532S 07147w 33*4 64.6 GGGG
1201-14473 00000/0000 20014/1623 02/09/73 70 2801 5 140N 064 3 3w 2090 153*0 GGGG
1201-14480 00000/0000 20014/1624 02/09/73 70 2801 5m14N 06513W 21.1 152.2 GGGG
1201-14482 00000/0000 20014/1625 02/09/73 80 2801 4549N 06552W 22*1 151,4 GGGG
1201-14512 ,00000/0000 20014/1626 02/09/73 100 2801 3852N 06944 W 29,5 145.8 GGGG
1201-14514 00000/0000 20014/1627 02/09/73 100 2801 3727N 07012W 30*5 144.9 GGPG
1201-14521 00000/0000 20014/1628 02/09/73 100oo 2801 3601N 07039W 31.5 1441 GGGG
1201w14523 00000/0000 20014/1629 02/09/73 t00 2801 3435N 07107W 32:5 143.2 GGGG
1201-14530 00000/0000 20014/1630 02/09/73 100 2801 3309N 0713 3  33*4 14203 GGGG
1201o14532 00000/0000 20014/1631 02/09/73 100 2801 3143N 07159W 34.4 141.4 GGGG
1201-14535 00000/0000 20014/1632 02/09/73 60 2801 3017N 07224W 35.3 140.5 GGGG
1201-14541 00000/0000 20014/1633 02/09/73 60 2801 2R51N 07249W 36*3 139*5 GGGG
1201-14544 00000/000 20014/1634 02/09/73 60 2801 2725N 0 7312W 37.2 138.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............ ,, 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CIVER, ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY ,*.e.s**,*...e, BLANKSUBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RxRECYCLED* GGORD* FuFAIR BUT USABLE* PmPe9R.
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US 
PAGE 0565
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM RSLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PCINT SUN SUN 
TMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITION IN ReLL ACCUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, 
AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1201-14550 00000/0000 20014/1635 02/09/73 60 2801 2559N 07336W 38*1 137.5 
GGGG
1201-14553 00000/0000 20014/1636 02/09/73 60 2801 2433N 07359W 39*0 136.5 
GGGG
1201-15041 00000/0000 20015/0591 02/09/73 60 2801 0544S 0 8117W 51*0 106,1 
PGGG .
1201-15044 00000/0000 20015/0592 02/09/73 60 2801 0711S 0 8137W 51.1 104*3 PGGG
1201-15050 00000/0000 20015/0593 02/09/73 60 2801 0R37S 08158W 51,2 102.6 GGGG
1201-16305 00000/0000 20014/1637 02/09/73 0 2802 51.37N 09025W 
20*0 152.9 GGG
1201-16311 00000/0000 20014/1638 02/09/73 0 2802 5012N 09106W 
21,1 152.1 GGGO
1201-16384 00000/0000 20014/1639 02/09/73 60 2802 2430N 09948W 39*0 136.4 
GGGP
1201-16391 00000/0000 20014/1640 02/09/73 70 2802 2304N 10011w 39*9 135.3 OGGG
1201-16393 00000/0000 20014/1641 02/09/73 50 2802 2137N 10033W 40,7 134.2 GGGG
1201-16400 00000/0000 20014/1642 02/09/73 30 2802 2010N 10055W 41.5 
133,0 GGGG
1201-16402 00000/0000 20014/1643 02/09/73 10 2802 1844N .10117W 42,3 
131.9 GGGG
1201-16405 00000/0000 20014/1644 02/09/73 30 2802 1717N 10139W 4391 130.6 
GGOP
120118140 00000/0000 20014/1645 02/09/73 60 2803 5137N 11614W 20*1 152,9 GGGG
1201-18143 00000/0000 20014/1646 02/09/73 70 2803 5013N 11655W 21.1 152.1 GGGG
1201-20054 00000/0000 20015/0594 02/09/73 80 2804 2303N 15150W 39*9 135.3 GGGG
1201-20060 00000/0000 20015/0595 02/09/73 70 2804 2137N 15212W 40'7 134.2 GGGG
1201-20063 00000/0000 20015/0596 02/09/73 90 2804 2011N 15233W 41*5 13390 GGGG
1201-22183 00000/0000 20015/0597 02/09/73 20 2805 7614S 12958E 16*7 82.5 G
1201-23494 00000/0000 20014/1647 02/0o9/73 20 2806 3716S 14113E 44.3 72.2 GGGG
1201-23501 00000/0000 20014/1648 02/09/73 70 2806 3941S 14045E 43.6 71,2 GGGG
1202*01094 00000/0000 20014/1649 02/10/73 20 2807 43 0 8N 13651E 26@5 148.1 GGGG
1202-01100 00000/0000 20014/1650 02/10/73 20 2807 4142N 13620E 27.6 147,3 GGGG
1202-01103 00000/0000 20014/1651 02/10/73 30 2807 4017N 13549E 28.6 146.5 
GGGG
1202-01105 00000/0000 20014/1652 02/10/73 30 2807 3851N 1
3 520E 296 14507 GGGG
1202-01112 00000/0000 20014/1653 02/10/73 30 2807 3726N 13451E 30.6 144.8 
GOGG
1202-01114 00000/0000 20014/1654 02/10/73 60 2807 3600N 13423E 31.6 144,0 
GGGG
1202-01121 00000/0000 20014/1655 02/10/73 40 2807 3434N 13357E 32.6 143.1 
GGGG
1202-01123 00000/0000 20014/1656 02/10/73 30 2807 3308N 13330E 33.6 142.2 
GGGG
1202-01130 00000/0000 20014/1657 02/10/73 60 2807 3142N 13305E 34*5 141.3 
GGGG
1202m01132 00000/0000 20014/1658 02/10/73 60 2807 3016N 13240E 35.5 14093 
GGGG
1202-01135 00000/0000 20014/1659 02/10/73 4o 2807 2849N 13216E 36.4 139.4 
GGGG
1202"01141 00000/0000 20014/1660 02/10/73 
3 0 2807 2723N 13152E 37.3 138,4 OGGG
1202-01280 0000/0000 20014/1661 02/l1/73 10 2807 2010S 12019E 50,4 88.4 GGGG
1202-02593 00000/0000 20014/1662 02/10/73 50 288 ?2011N 10409E 41.6 13299 GG G
1202-03000 0000/0000 20014/1663 02/10/73 20 2808 1845N 10348E 4294 1317 GGGS
1202w03002 00000/0000 20014/1664 02/10/73 10 2808 1719N 10 326E 43.2 13095 GGGG
1202-03005 00000/0000 20014/1665 02/10/73 10 2808 1551N 10305E 43.9 129.2 GGGG
1202-03011 00000/0000 20014/1666 02/10/73 10 2808 1425N 10244E 44,6 127.9 
GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ... o'...... 0 TB 100 a % CLOUD C1VER ** a NE CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,,,,...,.,o 8LANKSaBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED. GmGBBD, F.FAIR BUT 
USABLE* PPBOBRo
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALG FBR NBN.US PAGE 0566
FRBM 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
OBSERVATrBN MICRFILM RBLL N8./ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN RBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1202-03014 00000/0000 20014/1667 02/10/73 10 2808 1259N 10224E 45.3 126.6 GGGG
1202-03020 00000/0000 20014/1668 02/t0/73 20 2808 1133N 10204E 46oO 125.2 GGGG
1202-03023 00000/0000 20014/1669 02/10/73 20 2 808  1007N 10143E 46.6 123.8 GGGG
1202003025 00000/0000 20014/1670 02/10/73 30 2808 0841N 10122E 47.2 122.3 GGGG
1202-03032 00000/0000 20014/1671 02/10/73 30 2808 0715 N 10101E 47.7 120*8 SGGG
1202-03034 00000/0000 20014/1672 02/10/73 20 2808 0548N 10041E 48*3 119.3 GGGG1202-03261 00000/0000 20014/1673 02/10/73 30 2808 7018S 06721E 22*0 70o3 GGGG
1202-03264 00000/0000 20014/1674 02/10/73 40 2808 7132S 06508E 21*0 72*0 GGGG
1202-03270 00000/0000 20014/1675 02/10/73 50 2808 7245S 06236E 19,9 73.9 GGGG
1202-03273 00000/0000 20014/1676 02/10/73 50 2808 7356S 05942E 18.8 76.3 GGGG
1202-03275 00000/0000 20014/1677 02/10/73 20 2808 7506S 05622E 17,7 79*1 GGGG1202-03282 00000/0000 20014/1678 02/10/73 10 2808 7612S 05230E 16.6 82.5 GGGG
1202003284 00000/0000 20014/1679 02/10/73 100 2808 7715S 04805E 15,6 86*5 GGGO
1202.03291 00000/0000 20014/1680 02/10/73 100 2808 7812S 04255E 14.5 91.3 GGGG
1202-04395 00000/0000 20014/1681 02/10/73 0 2809 3017N 08103E 35*5 14003 GGGG
1202-04402 00000/0000 20014/1682 02/10/73 10 2809 2850N 08038E 3694 139.4 GGGG
1202"04404 00000/0000 20014/1683 02/10/73 0 2809 2724N 08014E 37*3 138.4 GSGG
1202-04411 00000/0000 20014/1684 02/10/73 0 2809 2558N 07951E 38*2 137.3 GGGG
1202w04413 00000/0000 20014/1685 02/10/73 0 2809 2432N 07927E 39.1 136*3 GGGG
1202-04420 00000/0000 20014/1686 02/10/73 0 2809 2305N 07904E 400 135s2 GGGG
1202.04422 00000/0000 20014/1687 02/10/73 0 2809 2139N 07842E 40.8 134.1 GGGG
1202-04425 00000/0000 20014/1688 02/10/73 0 2809 2011N 07820E 41.6 132.9 GGGG
1202-04431 00000/0000 20014/1689 02/10/73 0 2809 1845N 07759E 42.4 131.7 GGGG1202-04434 00000/0000 20014/1690 02/10/73 0 2809 1718N 07738E 43.2 130.5 GGGG
1202-04440 00000/0000 20014/1691 02/10/73 0 2809 1552N 07716E 43s9 129.2 GGGG1202:04443 00000/0000 20014/1692 02/10/73 0 2809 1426N 076561 44.6 127.9 GGGG1202-04445 00000/0000 20014/1693 02/10/73 0 2809 100N 07635E 45.3 126.6 GGGG
1202-04452 00000/0000 20014/1694 02/10/73 0 2809 1133N 07615E 46,0 125.2 GGGG
1202-04454 00000/0000 20014/1695 02/10/73 10 2809 1006N 07554E 46.6 123.8 GGGG
1202-06220 00000/0000 20014/1696 02/10/73 100 2810 3434N 05631E 32*7 143.1 GGGG
1202-06222 OO0000/0000 20014/1697 02/10/73 90 2810 330 8N 05605E 33.6 142*2 GGGG
1202.06225 00000/0000 20014/1698 02/10/73 30 2810 314 2N 05539E 3406 141.3 GGGG
1202.06234 00000/0000 20014/1699 02/10/73 0 2810 2P50N 05450E 36,5 139,3 GGGG
1202-06240 00000/0000 20014/1700 02/10/73 10 2810 2724N 05426E 37*4 138.3 GGGG1202-06243 00000/0000 20014/1701 02/10/73 10 2810. 2558N 05403E 38*3 137.3 GGGG
1202-06245 00000/0000 20014/1702 0?/10/73 30 2810 2432N 05340E 39.1 136.3 GGGG
1202-06252 00000/0000 20014/1703 02/10/73 100 2810 2306N 05317E 4000 135*2 GGGG
1202-06254 00000/O000 20014/1704 02/10/73 t00 2810 2140N 05255E 40.8 134*1 GGGG
1202-06261 00000/0000 20014/1705 02/10/73 80 2810 2014N 05233E 41.6 132.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % *..o@****o .. 0 TO 100 U % CLBUD CfVER. ** a N( CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY c***.*.e*,eee* BLANKSmBAND NBT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED4 G=GBOD, FwFAIR BUT USABLE. PePBBR.
16:44 MAR 11ji74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR NBNUS PAGE 0567
FRSM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATI9N MICRBFILM ROLL NB./ DATE CLOUD RBIT PRINCIPAL PeINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN RBLL ACQUTRED CeVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1202-06263 00000/0000 20014/1706 02/10/73 70 2810 194%N 05211E 42.4 131*7 GGGG
1202-06270 00000/0000 20014/1707 02/10/73 10 2810 172PN 05150E 43*2 130.5 GGG
1202.06272 00000/0000 20014/1708 02/10/73 30 2810 1556N 05129E 43.9 129.2 GGGG
1202-06275 00000/0000 20014/1709 02/10/73 20 2810 1429N 05108E 44*6 127.9 GGGG
1202-06281 00000/0000 20014/1710 02/10/73 10 2810 102N 05046E 45.3 126.5 GGGG
1202"06284 00000/0000 20014/1711 02/10/73 20 2810 1136N 0 5025E 46.0 125.2 GGGG
1202-06290 00000/0000 20014/1712 02/10/73 20 2810 1009N 05004E 46.6 123*7 GGGG
1202-06293 00000/0000 20014/1713 02/10/73 20 2810 0C4 3 N 04943E 47*2 122*3 GGGG
1202-06295 00000/0000 20014/1714 02/10/73 10 2810 0717N 04923E 47*7 120*8 GGGG
1202-06302 00000/0000 20014/1715 02/10/73 10 2810 050oN 04902E 48.3 119.2 GGGG
1202-06304 00000/0000 20014/1716 02/10/73 20 2810 0424N 04843E 48.8 117.6 GGGG
1202-06311 00000/0000 20014/1717 02/10/73 20 2810 0257N 04823E 49,2 116.0 GGGG
1202-06313 00000/0000 20014/1718 02/10/73 20 2810 0130N 04804 E 49.6 11404 GGGG
1202-06320 00000/0000 20014/1719 02/10/73 20 2810 0003N 04744E 50*0 112*7 GGGG
1202-08060 00000/0000 20014/1720 02/10/73 10 2811 3144N 02952E 34.6 141*2 GGGG
1202"08063 00000/0000 20014/1721 0?/10/73 1c 2811, 3,18N 0 2928E 35.5 1
4 0o3  GGGG
1202-08065 00000/0000 20014/1722 02/10/73 10 2811 2s52N 02904E 36.5 139.3 GGGG
1202"08072 00000/0000 20014/1723 02/10/73 10 2811 2725N 02840E 37*4 138.3 GGGG
1202-08074 00000/0000 20014/1724 02/10/73 10 2811 255N 0 2815E 38.3 137*3 GGGG
1202-08081 00000/0000 20014/1725 02/10/73 20 2811 2432N 02752E 3991 136.3 GGGG
1202-08083 00000/0000 20014/1726 02/10/73 20 2811 2306N 02729E 40*0 135*2 GGGG
1202-08090 00000/0000 20014/1727 02/10/73 20 2811 2140N 02706E 40.8 134*0 GPPP
1202"08092 00000/0000 20014/1728 02/10/73 2c 2811 2014N 0 2644E 41.6 132&9 GGGP
1202-08095 00000/0000 20014/1729 02/10/73 30 2811 1I48N 02622E 42.4 131.7 GGGP
1202-08101 00000/0000 20014/1730 02/10/73 40 2811 1721N 02601E 43.2 130*5 GGGG
1202-08104 00000/0000 20014/1731 02/10/73 10 2811 15 3N 02540E 43.9 129*2 GGGG
1202-08110 00000/0000 20014/1732 02/10/73 10 2811 1426N 02520 44.6 127.9 GGGG
1202-08113 00000/0000 20014/1733 02/10/73 10 2811 I300N 02459E 45.3 126*5 GGGG
1202-08115 00000/0000 20014/1734 02/10/73 10 2811 1135N 02439E 46.0 125*1 GGGG
1202-08122 00000/0000 20014/1735 C/10/73 10 2811 1009N 02418E 46.6 123.7 GG G
1202-08124 00000/0000 20014/1736 02/10/73 10 2811 0842N 02357E 47.2 122*2 GGGG
1202-08131 00000/0000 20014/1737 02/10/73 10 2811 0715N 02337E 47.8 120.7 GGGG
1202-08192 00000/0000 20014/1738 02/10/73 20 2811 1420S 01828E 51.2 95.1 GGGG
1202-08195 00000/0000 20014/1739 02/10/73 50 2811 1547S 01807E 51.1 93*4 GGGG
1202-08201 00000/0000 20014/1740 02/10/73 60 2811 1714 01746E 50*9 91.7 GGGG
1202-08204 00000/0000 20014/1741 02/10/73 50 2811 1t40S 01725E 50*7 90.0 GGGG
1202-08210 00000/0000 20014/1742 02/10/73 20 2811 2006S 0 1704E 50*4 88.3 GGGG
1202-08213 00000/0000 20014/1743 02/10/73 10 2811 2132S 01643E 50*1 86.7 GGGG
1202-08215 00000/0000 20014/1744 0?/10/73 0 2811 2259S 01621E 49.7 85.1 GG G
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % o,.,,o,,*,,,, 0 TO 1C00 % CLOUD CAVER* ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .............. RLANKSBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED. GwGBRDo FIFATR BUT USABLE. PIPB8R.
16:44 MAP 11sj74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NON-US PAGE 0568
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICRIFILM RELL N9./ DATE CLOUD RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PSTITION IN RBLL ACQUTRED CBVE R  NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
PRV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1202-08222 00000/0000 20014/1745 02/10/73 0 2811 2424 S 01558E 4904 83*6 GG G
1202-08224 00000/O00 20014/1746 02/10/73 0 2811 2551S 01535 48.9 82.1 GG G
1202-08231 00000/9000 20014/1747 02/l0/73 10 2811 2717S 01511E 48*5 80.7 GG G
1202-08372 00000/0000 20014/1748 0?/10/73 60 2811 7356S 0 1744W 18.8 76.3 GGGG1202-08374 00000/0000 20014/1749 02/10/73 40 2811 7506S 02103w 17*7 79*1 GGGG
1202-08381 00000/0000 20014/1750 02/0/73 50 2811 7A13S 02457W 16.6 82.4 GGGG
1202-08383 00000/0000 20014/1751 02/10/73 30 2811 7715S 02922W 15*5 86.4 GGGG
1202-08390 00000/0000 20014/1752 02/n10/73 10 2811 711S 34 28W 14.4 91.2 GGGG
1202-09401 00000/0000 20014/1753 0?/10/73 20 2812 6245N 01845E 11.4 160.4 GGGG
1202-09403 O0000O/C00 20014/1754 0?/10/73 20 2812 6t23N 01736E 12*5 159.3 GGGG
1202-09410 00000/0000 20014/1755 02/10/73 20 2812 6000N 01632E 13*6 158.3 GGGG
1202-09412 00000/0000 20014/1756 02/10/73 20 2812 5n3RN 01533E 14.7 157.3 G3GG
1202-09415 00000/00000 20014/1757 02/10/73 20 2812 5714N 01438E 15.9 156.3 GGGG
1202-09421 00000/0000 20014/1758 02/10/73 30 2812 552PN 01346E 17.0 155.4 GGGG
1202-13400 00000/0000 20014/1759 02/10/73 40 2814 5t20S 07056W 35*9 65.1 GPPP
1202-13402 00000/0000 20014/1760 02/10/73 50 2814 5244S 07138W 35.0 64,8 GGGG
1202-13405 0O000/0000 20014/1761 02/10/73 80 2814 5407S 07224W 3401 64.6 GGGG
1202-14532 00000/0000 20014/1762 02/10/73 10 2815 5139N 06600w p0.3 152.9 PGGG
1202-14534 00000/0000 20014/1763 02/10/73 10 2815 5014N 06641W 21.4 152.1 GGG
1202-14541 00000/0000 20014/1764 02/10/73 10 2815 4949N 06720W 22.4 151.2 GCGG
1202-14582 00000/0000 20014/1765 02/10/73 t00 2815 3435N 072 34W 32.7 14300 GGGG
1202-14584 00000/0000 20014/1766 02/10/73 100 2815 3310N 0 7300W 33.7 142*1 GGGG
1202"14591 00000/0000 20014/1767 02/10/73 9o 2815 314 4 N 0 7326W 34.7 141.2 GGGG
1202-14593 00000/0000 20014/1768 02/10/73 80 2815 3C18N 07351W 35"6 140.2 GGGG
1202-15000 00000/0000 20014/1769 02/10/73 8B 2815 285?N 074 15W 36.5 139.3 GGGG
1202-15002 00000/0000 20014/1770 02/10/73 80 2815 2726N o7439W 37.4 138.3 GGGG
1202-15005 00000/0000 20014/1771 02/10/73 80 2815 2600N 07503W 38*3 137.2 GGGG
1202-15023 00000/0000 20014/1772 02/i0/73 20 2815 2016N 07632W 41*7 132.8 GGGG
1202-15025 00000/0000 20014/1773 02/10/73 2c 2815 1F50N 076 5 4W 42.5 131.6 GGGG
1202-15032 00000/0000 20014/1774 0;/10/73 20 2815 172 3N 077 16w 43.3 130*4 GGGG
1202-15034 00000/0000 20014/1775 02/10/73 10 2815 1557N 07738W 44.0 129.1 GGG
1202-16345 00000/0000 20014/1776 02/10/73 20 2816 5714N 0 8844w 1690 156.3 GGGG
1202-16352 00000/0000 20014/1777 02/10/73 0 2816 5 50N 08935W 17.1 155.4 GCGG
1202-16354 00000/0000 20014/1778 02/10/73 0 2816 542AN 09024w 18%2 154.5 GGGG
1202-16361 00000/0000 20014/1779 02/1n/73 0 2816 5301N 0 9108W 19.3 153.7 GGGG
1202-16363 O0000/0000 20014/1780 02/10/73 0 2816 5137N 09151W 0c.3  152.8 GGGG
1202-16370 00000/0000 20014/1781 0?/10/73 C 2816 5'1iN 09231W 21.4 152.0 GGGG
1202-16443 00000/0000 20014/1782 02/10/73 10 2816 2430N 10117W 39.2 136*1 GGGG
1202-16445 00000/0000 20014/1783 02/10/73 0 2816 2?03N 10139W 4C*1 135*0 GSGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % o..........,.. 0 TO 100 . % CLOUD CVER. * * NO CLOUD OATA AVAILABLE.
I'AGE OUALITY ,.............. pLANKS.BAND NBT PRESrNT/REGUESTED. R-RECYCLED. G=GOBD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PoPOBR,
16:44 to 1l74 cTANnARD CATALG F9R NeN-US 
PAGE 0569
FRgiM C7/23/-72 Te 07/23/73
BSERVAIr FI. ;LL 'D,/ DATE CLeiD aqRIT PIVCIPAL PtiNT SU 
N SUN TMAGE QUALITY
TI 1 STI IN HLL AC(LUTIPE CVER NUMBER RF I~AGF ELEV. AZIM* RBV MSS
M fsS LAT LNG 
123 45678
1202-1564 CCS4/ F' 2014/1784 0 1/10/73 0 2816 2136N 1 0 21w 
409 1339 GOGG
120 2 1-lbl54 0'0 C. C 20014/175 0?/10/73 C 2816 2"1nc 10222 
41.7 132.7 GcIGG
12021- 5461 1>/ 20014/1796 02/10/
7 3 10 2816 RS 1044 425 13105 GGG
1202-164C3  C'0 0UC ?V2014/1787 07/10/73 in 2816 171 N 0305 
4313 130.3 GGGG
1202.-18195 n'-"/ 0 C014/1788 0 /10/
7 3  8r 281.7 5!3N 11742W pC.* 152.8 GrGG
1202-l ?21 C0000/C{'00 2C01 /1789 0/10 /73 90 2817 5nl~N 1 123 
1.4 152.0 GGGG
1202-157?7 o0C r/C.C0 2U014/1790 0 / ,/73 4n 2817 707S 17357w 
17.5 79.1 GGGG
1202-~'574 3C 2/ C 10014/1791 0 /1/
7 3  3 0 2817 761 S 179*F 16.4 82.4 GGG
120 2 -I1 % 00 2u014/179 0P/10/73 40 2817 7713S 17546E 
1;03 86.5 GOGG
1202315 3 OCC.O/C'Ol0 20014/1793 0C/10/
7 3 8 ?817 75S 17035E 143 9162 GGGG
12022C11 0000/0C0 2001(.1 79 4  0/11/
7 3 60 2818 2y05N 1516W 4CI1 135*0 GGGG
1202-23421 CL003/O000 20014/1
7 9 5  0/1/7 3  3 0 2820 O541N 15134E 47*3 121.9 GGGG
1202-234P3 00C0/Cf00- 2U014/1796 0/1 0 /7 40 2820 0714N 15113E 
4709 12004 GGGG
1203-'0C052 .00,/CrC' 2)01/059 02/11/73 28?0 6900S 11939E 
228 68,9 PG G
1203 053 OCCCo/0C00 20315/0599 0;/11/73 1 ?820 7n1S 
11739E 21.8 70.2 PG G
1203-0155 O 0Cc/o00
: 20j015/CE0 0'/1/73 10 2801 713!S l 24E 26.7 71.9 GO G
1203-006? 01C /OCOl, 20015/C601 0'/t1/73 c 28?0 7044S 11252E 
1*6 73 9 GO G
120 3 -06 OC6 O/Co0O 20,)15/0602 0'/11/73 c 2820 7157S 10958E 18.5 
76.2 PG G
1203-01C74 C00/o0o 20015/0603 02/11/73 0 2820 7075 
ICb37E 7.5 79*1 GG G
1203-C'0C0 C00CC0/ 00 2C015/C604 0?/11/73 60 2820 7714S 
09820E 15#3 86.4 PP G
i2C3-&0o C / C C 00 20115/0635 0?/11/73 80 28?0 7913S 09308E 14.2 91.2 
G(GGG
1203.,11 G0//C 200411797 0/11I/71 f 28p1 5 03N 1 3997E 
194* 153.6 GGGG
1203-C11P5 OCO00/CCO0 2001/1798 02/11/73 0 2 C 5138N 1
3904E 2C,* 152*8 G(GG
1203- 137 O009/oCC 2o014/1799 07/11/73 ?281 5n.N 1323E 
p215 152.0 GGGG
1203-0113 4 c00O0/O000 2001/00 02/11/73 1n0 781 4~49N 
13745E ?2*6 151.2 GGGG
12C 3 -Iq 4 i COnO /CC010 2oo14/1801 02/11/7
1  i 1 281 4724N 13708E P3,7 150,4 GCGG
1203-21143 C 0/C Q00 20014/1802 0"/11/73 10 2821 4559N 13632E 24.7 149.6 
GGGG
1203"21580 GV30/CCO2 2014/1803 02/11/73 1i ?6:1 4L34N 13b57E 
25o8 1488 GrcGG
1203-31152 OUl0,/.CO') 2001/180 O/11/7. C 2821 4ION 13525E 2b,
8  148,0 GGGG
1203-21153 0C O000/0' 2c015/0606 0?/11/73 c 28,7 4?51 1351E 
P7:0 147,8 GGsG
1203-0155 0C0 0/ 00 2(: 15/0100
7  00/11/73 Cl 287 412ANj 13 447E 28.1 147.0 GCGG
1203"116? 0000/CC0 26015/60' C0/11/73 30 2807 4(00N 1
3417E 29.1 146,2 GGG
1203-61164 C0r/On00 26015/0609 0/11/7, 60 2807 
3 93 4 N 13348E 30.1 145.3 G GG
120C3 -1171 0G0/C00 26C15/0C610 0/t1/73 60 28n7 3708N 13319E 
31,1 144.5 G0GG
1203- 1173 OC00o/oco 20015/0611 0/1ii/71 7r 28r7 3r43N 13252E 
32.1 143.6 GG((G
1203-,1180 : r0o/CCOuc 2015/C
6 12 0F/i1/73 90 287 347 1 3225E 331 142*7 
G(.G
1203-61182 O0 ov3/OC'0 2')15/613 04/11/73 9C 2807 3 ?50 13
159E 3-.0 141.8 GGGG3
1203-C1125 C2/OlCC 26015/C
6 1C 4  02/11/71 90 28r7 3124N 13133E 35.0 140.9 GGGG
1203-01191 o00/O000 2015C/061 0?/11/73 90 28n7 2058N 13108E 
35.9 139.9 CGG
KEYS: CLFUC CBvEQ % c...,.. C Te 100 % CLaUD C$VER, ** 
= NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
AE 0UALTTY ........ ,,,,., RLANKS-BAND NOT PRFSrNT/RECUESTED. RwRrCYCLED. 
C=G~SD, F-FAIR BUT USABLE, PuPOR,
16:44 'A~ 11,'74 STANDARD CATALeG FPP NFN-US PAGE 0570FR M J7/23/72 Te 07/23/73
eBSERVATI5 N  MICR9FI!LM PRLL :9o/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 P"SITISN IN RaLL ACCUTREr) CeVER NUMBER AF IMAGF ELEV* AZIP. RBV "SS
P-V MSS LAT LING 123 45678
1203-0119 OCC0000/COj 20015/0616 02/11/7? 90 28?7 2R33N 13044E 36*8 138.9 GGGG120 3 -03C52 00000/0CO 20014/1805 02/11/73 2c0 822 2,1N 1.0243E 41.8 132.6 GGGG1203-03054 0000/CCOG 20014/1806 0?/11/73 10 2822 146N 10221E 42.6 131.4 GsGG120 3-c3061 OCCOr/CCC. 2C014/1807 00/11/73 10 2822 1719N 1c200E 43.4 130.2 G GG1203--3063 OCDo0/OCQC 22014/1808 0?/11/73 10 282 12 552N 10139E 44*1 128.9 GGG1203-03070 00000/000 20014/1809 02/11/73 10 2822 1427N 10118E 44.8 127.6 GlGG1203*03072 OC00C/006 20014/1810 02/11/73 1o 2822 1o01N 10057E 45.5 126*2 GGGG1203-03075 C00c0/c000 2CO14/1811 02/11/7? 30 2822 1134, 10037E 46.1 124.8 GGGG
1203"33 081 0C2'00/00_ 20014/1812 0?/11/73 20 2822 1007 10016E 46.7 123.4 GGGG1203-03084 000100/COC 20014/1813 02/11/73 20 2822 0941N C9956E 47,3 121.9 GGGG1203-03090 o0o00/OCOO 20014/1814 02/11/73 20 2822 0715N 09934E 47.9 120.4 GGGG1203-03093 CCQO/COQ 20o14/181 5  02/11/73 10 2822 0f48N 09914E 48-4 118*8 GGGG1203-04422 0000C0/000 20014/1816 02/11/73 0 2823 414IN 08318E 27*9 147*1 GGGG1203-04424 O0000/000 20014/1817 02/11/73 20 2823 4nl18 08248E 28.9 146.3 GGGG1203-04431 00C00/000 20014/1818 0V/11/73 90 2823 3R5?N 08218E 29.9 145,5 GGGG1203-4433 OCOW/CO0 20014/1819 C2/11/73 100 2823 3726N 08149E 30*9 144*6 GGGG1203-04440 O00C0/00C0 20014/1820 02/11/73 80 2823 3601N 08121E i1,9 143*8 GGGG1203-04442 000/C00C. 20014/1821 02/11/73 30 28?3 3435N 08054E .32.9 142.9 GGGG1203-04445 000CO/C03 20014/1822 02/11/73 30 28?3 3;09N 08028E 33.9 142.0 GGGG1203-04451 O0n00/o00o 20014/1823 02/11/73 20 ?823 3142N 08003E 34,8 14190 GGGG
1203- 045 O0000/O00 20014/1824 0;2/11/73 10 2823 3016N 07938E 35*8 140.1 GGG
120 3-o446C OOC /o00oO 20014/1825 02/11/73 0 28?3 2050N 07914E 36*7 139.1 GGG1203-.446? 00000/0CC 20014/1526 0'/11/73 0 2823 2724N 07850E 37.6 138.1 GGGG
1203-04465 00000/000 20014/1827 02/11/73 0 2823 55~ 07 8 27E 38*5 137*1 GGGG1203-04472 0C000/00CC 20014/1828 02/11/73 C 2823 2433N n7803E 39,4 136.0 GGG
1203-)4474 o0000/,C00 20014/1229 0/1 1/73 C 28?3 23 0 6N 07740E 40.2 134,9 GGGG1203-o4481 0000C/COO 20014/1232 02/11/73 0 2823 2140N 07718E 4100 133*8 GGGG
1203-04483 00300/C002 Ec01/1831 0?/11/73 0 23 2n1lN 07656E 41.8 132.6 GGGG1203-,4490 CCC'OCO/ COU 20014/1832 02/11/73 c 2823 1947 07 6 34E 42*6 131.4 GGG1203--4 4 9 2 0C' O/C000 2c014/1833 C02/11/71 28-3 1721N 07612E 43.4 130,2 GGG
1203-"495 0000/3C~0 20015/0617 0/11/7? 0 '823 1555N 07551E 4491 1289 GGGG1203-4501 OCOC/COL 20015/061 02/11/73 2823 1425N 07530E 44.8 127,6 GrPG120 3 -0450 000CO/CCGC 20015/0619 0;/11/ 7 3 0 2823 100oN 07509E 4505 126*2 GGGG
1203G"C51l OCC /CC0C 20015/0620 00/11/73 0 2823 1134N c7449E 46*1 124*8 G3GG12C 3 -,451? 0000Cr/0,00 2015,0621 02/11/7 2823. ir07N o7 4 30E 46.8 123.4 GrGG1203- 04 1 C CO/ CO' 2rr15/r622 02/11/73 0 293 ORN c71E .473 121.9 GGGG
1203-..5151 C 000/Cc 20015/0623 02/11/7- 100 2823 7215S 04OC9E 21.7 70.2 GGGG1203-05154 OCS o/Cooc 22015/0624 02/11/73 100 2823 71295 03755E 20.7 71.8 GGGG
1203-251 6 c LOCOCCO 200 1 5 /06 2 5 0:/11/73 100 28?3 7243S 03524E 19.6 73.8 GGGG
KEYS; CL;uC CeVEP % *.....*.... n Tl 100 = CLOUD COVER, ** NB CLOUD DATA AVAIlABLE.
IPAGE GUALTY ........ ...... LANKS.BAND OBt PRcSpNT/REQUESTED, R=RECYCLED G=GRD. F=FIR BUT USABLE* PPOP89R
16:44 MAR H'' 7 4 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0571
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRqFIL M ROLL B2;,/ DATE CLOUD PR9IT PPINCIPAL ptINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITISN IN ROLL ACQUITRED COVER NU
M BR 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZI' . PBV MSS
PFV MlS LAT LtNG 123 45678
1203-05163 00000/0000 20015/0626 02/11/73 100 2823 7355S 03231E 18*5 76.2 GGG
1203-05165 OOoo0/000C 20015/0627 02/11/73 100 2 83 7o05S 02910E 17*4 79*0 GGGG
1203-05172 OCOo00O000 20015/0628 02/11/73 lo0 2823 7612S 02516E 16*3 82.3 GIGG
1203.05174 00000/0000 20015/0629 02/11/73 100 2823 771
4S 02050E 15.2 86.3 GGGP
1203-05181 00000/0000 20015/0630 0?/11/73 100 2823 7R11S 01543E 14.1 91.1 PpPP
1203-06265 00Q00/00o ( 20015/0631 02/11/73 10 2824 3726N 0 5559E 31*0 144*6 IGG
1203-06272 00000/0000 20015/063? 0/11/73 50 28P4 360N 05531E 32*0 143*8 QGG
1203-06274 00000/0000 20015/0633 07/11/73 70 2824 3435N 05504E 32*9 142*9 GGGG
1203-06281 00000/0000 20015/0634 02/11/73 S0 2824 
3 0~0N 05438E 33*9 142.0 GGGG
1203-06283 0000/O0CCC 20015/0635 02/11/73 70 28?4 3143N 05413E 34o9 141*0 GGGG
1203-06290 oOOo0/oo00 20015/0636 0P/1/73 80 2824 3017N 05349E 35.8 140.1 GGGG
1203-06292 00000/000C 20015/0637 02/11/73 90 2824 
2 851N 05325E 36*7 139.1 GOGG
1203-06295 00C000/0000 20015/0638 02/11/73 80 2824 2725N 05301E 37.6 138.1 GGGG
1203-06301 00000/0000 20015/0639 02/11/73 80 ?824 255N 05237E 38.5 137.1 GGGG
1203-06304 00000/0000 20015/0640 07/11/73 90 2824 2433, 05213E 39.4 136.0 GIGG
1203-06310 00000/0000 20015/0641 02/11/73 100 2824 2906N 05150E 4C.2 134.9 GGGG
1203-06313 00000/000 20015/0642 0/11/73 70 284 2140N 05127E 41*0 133.8 GGGG
1203-06315 00000C/0000 20015/0643 02/11/73 4c 2824 2014N 05105E 41*9 132.6 GGGG
1203*06322 00000/000C 20015/0644 02/11/73 70 2824 1R48N 0 5043E 42*6 131*4 
GGGG
1203-06331 00000/0000 20015/0645 02/11/73 40 2824 1556N 05002E 44*1 128.9 PGG
1203-06333 00000/C003 20015/0646 02/11/73 30 2824 143~N 04940E 44.8 127.5 GGG
1203-0634( 000C/000 20015/0647 02/11/73 20 2824 1?3N 04919E 4595 126.2 GGGG
1201"06342 00000/0000 20015/0648 02/11/73 20 2824 11 3 6N 0 4 858E 46*2 124.8 GGGG
120 -06345 00000/0000 20015/0649 02/11/73 10 28P4 1010N 04837E 46.8 123.3 GGG
1203-06351 00000/000 20015/0650 02/11/73 10 2824 OR43N 04817E 47.3 121.9 GGGG
1203-06354 00000/0000 20015/0651 02/11/73 10 2824 0716N 04757E 47*9 120.3 GGGG
1203-06360 00000/0000 20015/0652 0'/11/73 10 2824 05 0N 04736E 4884 11,8 G1GG
1203-06363 00000/0000 20015/0653 02/11/73 10 2824 0423N 04716E 48*9 117.2 GGG
1203-06365 00000/0000 20015/0654 02/11/73 20 2824 0256N 04656E 49.3 115.6 GGGG
1203-06372 00000/0000 20015/0655 02/11/73 20 2824 0131N 04636E 49*7 113*9 GGGG
1203-06374 O0000/OcCO 20015/0656 02/11/73 20 2824 0o03N 04616E 50*1 112*2 GCGG
1203-08124  00000/0000 20015/0657 02/11/73 30 28T5 2R52N 02736E 36.7 139.1 GGGG
1203-08130 00000/0000 20015/0658 02/11/73 80 28P5 2726N 0 2712E 37*6 138.1 GOGG
1203-08133 00000/0000 20015/0659 02/11/73 70 2825 2; 5 9N 02649E 38*5 137.0 GGGG
1203-08135 00000/00OC 20015/0660 02/11/73 60 2825 2433N 02626E 39.4 136.0 GGGG
1203-08142 OCOO//0000 20015/0661 02/11/73 20 2825 2307N O2603E 40.2 134.9 GGG
1203-08144 00000/000 20015/0662 02/11/73 60 2825 2141N 02540E 41.1 133.7 GtGG
1203-08151 00000/0000 20015/0663 02/11/73 30 2825 214N 02518E 41,9 132.6 GGGG
1203-08153 0000/C0000 20015/0664 0/11/73 40 2825 1Q47\ 02456E 42o7 131.4 GPGG
KEYS: CLSUD COVER % .............. C TP 100 % CLOUD CPVER. ** 
= NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
ImAGE PUALITY ......... .. ,. RLANKS.RAND NOT PRESENT/REUESTED. RmRECYCLED. G=GIRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PuP5BR,
16:44 MAP 11''74 STANDARD CATALtG FBR NeN-US PAGE 0572
FP8M 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATIrN MICtFFILM ROLL KS./ DATE CLBUD IRBIT PoINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
IL POSITIN IN NOLL ACLUTrED COVER NUMBER ?F IMAGE ELEV. AZIh. RBV MSS
MS LAT LONG 123 45678
1203-0816C OCOo00/000 20015/0665 00/11/73 6m 2875 1721N 02435E 43.4 130.1 GGGG
12 03 -C8162 000COOCCO 2C015/0666 02/11/71 30 2825 155 02414E 44*1 12.8 GGGG1203-08165 OCCCO/OC0 20015/0667 0?/11/73 10 2825 1429N 02353E 44.8 127*5 GGG1203-38174 00000/0000 20014/1935 02/11/73 0 2825 1136N OP311E 4692 12408 GOGG
1203-08180 OCO00/000,' 20014/1836 02/11/73 0 2825 10lN 02250E 46.8 123.3 GGG1203-08183 000o0/000! 2 c01 4 /18 3 7 02/11/73 o 2825 0 43N 02230E 47.4 181.8 G3GG
1203-08185 00O00/Co00 20014/1838 02/11/73 10 2825 0716N 02209E 47.9 120.3 GGGG1203-08192 00000/OCO 20014/1839 02/11/73 20 2825 055N 02149E 48*4 118.8 GGG
1203-08194 000O0/000(; 20014/1840 02/11/73 37 2825 Oa2-N 02129E 48*9 117.2 GSGG1203-08201 00O0/00 20014/1841 02/11/73 30 2825 0256N 02109E 49.3 115*5 G GG
1203-08203 00000/OCO, 20014/1842 02/11/73 80 2825 0130N 02049E 4997 113*9 GrGG1203-08210 O000/000 20014/1843 0~/11/73 80 2825 OO4N 02028E 50.1 112.2 GGGG1203-08212 00O0/00 2C014/1844 02/11/73 90 2825 0123S 02008E 50,4 110.5 GBGG1203-08215 o000o/C0, 20014/1845 02/11/73 60 2825 OP50S 01948E 50.6 108.8 GGGG1203-08221 u0000/000 2,014/1846 02/11/73 70 2825 041O S 01927E 50*9 107.0 GGGG1203-U8224 0o300o/crO' 20014/1847 02/11/73 30 2825 0543S 01907E 51.1 105.2 GGGG1203-08230 o0000/CC 20014/1848 02/11/73 20 2825 0709S 01846E 51.2 103.5 GGGG1203-08233 C0030/0000 2'014/1849 0'/11/73 30 2825 0 3 5 S 01826E 51.3 101.7 GGGG1203-C8235 00000/0o00 20014/1850 0'/11/7? 60 2825 1002S o0106E 51.3 99.9 GGGG1203"09503 000 C 0/000 20014/1851 02/11/73 70 2826 4725N 00'06E 23.8 150.3 GGGG1203=,9505 000o0/000 20014/1852 0?/11/73 50 826 4600N 00730E 248 149.5 GGGG
1203"10212 00000/0O,) 20014/1853 0o/11/73 90 2826 5Q20S o2 429w 30*9 64.2 GGGP1203-10214 00000/C:o0 20014/1854 0?/11/73 90 2826 5043S 02527W P9.9 64.3 GGGP1203-10221 OC00/C00 2v314/1855 02/11/7; 90 2826 6105S 02629W P8.9 64*5 GGGG
1203-10223 000O0/0000 20014/1856 02/11/73 100 2826 6P2AS 02736W 27.9 64.9 GGGG1203-10230 000,0/0COU 20014/1857 02/11/73 c10 28?6 6348S 02848W 26.9 65.3 GGG1203-10232 c00oo/OCuo 20014/1P58 02/11/73 9C 28?6 650S 03008W 25.9 65.9 GGGG1203-10235 0000/rC'0 20014/1859 02/11/73 60 2826 66285 031350 24.8 66*7 GGGG1203-10243 00CO/C-00 2C0014/1860 0%/11/73 60 2826 6747S 03 311W 23*8 67.6 GOGG1203-10244 o0000//OCO 20014/1861 0/11/73 7C 2826 6Q59S 0 3523W 22.7 68.8 GGGG1203-10250 0000/C0 20014/1862 02/11/73 80 2826 7 141 03 7 21W 21*7 70.2 GGG1203-10253 000C0/0000 20014/1863 02/11/73 70 2826 71299 03935W 20.6 71.8 GGGG1203-10255 o00/COo 20014/1864 0/11/73 50 2826 724PS 04206w 1q.5 73.8 GGGG12,03-10262 00C0O/n00 20014/1865 02/11/73 60 2826 7354S 04500b w 8.4 76.1 GGGG
1203-10264 0000/0000 2014/1866 00/11/73 30 .286 7=04S 04821W 17*4 78.9 GfGG
1203-10271 000OO/OCOC 20014/1867 02/11/73 40c 2826 7A11S 05212W 16.3 82.3 GGGG1203-10273 cO000/foOC 20014/1268 02/11/73 40 2826 771?S 05635 15.2 86.3 GGGG
1203-10280 00000/0000 2U014/1869 02/11/7 20 2826 7 10S 06144W 14*1 91.1 GsGG1203-1459L, 00000Or 20014/1870 02/11/73 C 2829 5136N 06 7 2 7W 20.6 152.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLLUD' CSVEP % 0 TS 100 . % CLeUD CAVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.I1AG :*UALTTY R. ... , ... qLANKSsBAND NBT PRrSrNT/REQUESTED. RP.RCYCLED. G=GOBD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR.
:*44 11' 74 ST4ANIARD CATALMG F P NoN-US PAGE 0573
FR " 7/21/72 TO 07/?/73
eBSER\,ATT' "IC' LFI ~ t "LL t',/ DA T CLOLUD R'QIT Pc'JTCIPAL PSIK 'T SUN SU. TMAGE QUALITY
I' o .TI 1 "BLL AC(IT! REFi CVcR NUMBRR RF IAGE ELEv, AZI,. RBV ASS
MS LAT L NG 123 45678
1203-.45: . e ' 14/1F71 0/1 1/73 2F,9 5nl'N 0 6 08W 21•7 151.9 G3GG
12C3-1 .5? /. 2 P14/187' 0/ 11 /7 100 p8p9 3 14 i 07Iq 19w I-,.9 140,0 GGGG
1203C15152 /0,2 lO ,14/1 73 0 ,117 ' 28?9 04198 08349w 50, 9 106.8 GCGG
1203-15154 C20/r3, " 14/l1874 011/7 20 ?2829 04S 084O09W 51*1 105*0 GGGG
1203-1542 D.C / 2 1 /1 75 0'/11/77 30 ;?830 51 37! 09317 N P*7 152.7 GPGP
1203-16424 C .. 3 0 .- , .14,18 76 02/11/73 6c 2630 5"1?\ 09358W 21*7 1519 GGGG
12031 495 / 2c14 ,717 0/1/73 C. 280 25574 10c.8Lw 8o.6 136*9 GGG
120 3 -16 5 0) 0 "CON:".I' 201'/1197 0)I11/73 0 2830 2431 \' 1C?241 3q95 135.9 GAGG
1203-165,04 0,o;C/00, 2' 014/1879 02/11/7 ?830 2105N 10303W 4*,3 134*7 GO.GG
1203-16510 OCC rI /O' 2'14/1880 0/71/73 .8 0 P?30Nj 10325
W  41.2 133.6 GGGG
1203 1651/3 1CCF/I0CO / .14/181 0/17/71 ') 28i0 2-1 iV 10347W 42*0 1324r GIGG
1203-16515 00?/C1c 21:'014/1482 0?/.1/73 30 280 1'45\ 104091 42*7 131*2 GOGG
1203 16522 0L r0C/5r 214 /1P 8 3 0./ 11/73 2, 28?0 171RN 10431w 43.5 13o0*0 GGG
1203-16524 0 L0/C,0 2 ,14/188 04 / 11/73 ( 2830 151\ 10453W 44o2 128.7 GGGG
1203-1382~3. C2 / ? 2vO14/188S 0?/11/77 90 831 513 \ 1190RW 20.7 152.7 GGGG
1203-126 , 2,14/1986 02/11/73 90 2831 513\ 11948W 21,8 151.9 GGGG
1203" 0171 003¢/ "00 2i"14,'1887 0/11/73 50 2832 2'0' 15442W 40.4 134.7 GGGG
1203'201,5 0 /uC'2 2.,14/18' 0 /11/73 20 2832 17 2 .N 15608W 4305 12909 GGGG
1203-"046-P 03?/,. 20014/189 9 0'/11/73 4o 2832 7r07S 15652E 17.2 
79.0 GGGP
1203-0 4  C ? 2/C 2'1 4/19 0-tl1/73 2( 2812 761-S 15300E 16*1 82P3 GGGP
1203-20471 '/0t0 " 014/1 91 02/11/7- 10 P832 7715S 14)31E 15"0 86.3 GGGP
1203-20473 2i/-  14/1R9?2 011/73 100 282 7913S 14318E 13*9 91.1 PPPP
1203-23534 2" 141 '93  07/11/73 4'0 284 11309 14523E 51-3 97.7 GGGG
1203-23541 C. ",'/'vO ' 214/i19_. 0/11/7i 3- ?84 1257S 14502E 51*2 96o0 GGGG
1203-23543 0D/C0 2014/1895 309/1/73 10 2834 1~A24S 14441E 51, 94*2 GGG
1203-23550 0 0 C0/', 2 1.? 1896 02/11/73 1 2834 1549S 14420E 51*0 92*5 GGGG
1203-2355P 00/C000j 2u,1/l,1897 02/11 73 50 28?4 1715S 14359E 5,,8 908 GGGG
1203-2355- 000 o/000 ' 014/198 02/11/73 6C 2 834 124S 14337E 5,*5 89.1 G!GG
1204-UOC5 ^/'-' 2l14/99 0/12/73 30 2834 3550S 13 650E 44*6 72.5 GGGG
1204-00011 2 4/k 0?,14/1900 0/72/73 22 2834 3715S 13823E 43,9 71.5 GGGG
1204-j311i 3000/Cr0!0 20015/066 - 02/!p/73 10 2835 5103N 13-21E 19q7 153.5 GGGG
1204 -11. 4 00000/0/C . "15/0669 02/12/73 10 2835 513RN 13738E 20.8 152.7 GGG
120 4 -119C 00000/0 0 2:'15/0670 0'/12/71 10 2835 5n14. 13658E p218 151.9 GGGG
1204-01193 OC /CL- . 2" 15/0671 07/12/73 0 2835 443N 13619E 22*9 151.1 GGGG
1 20 4- 0 1 1 95 0 0 5/7 2 01/5/067 02/12/73 c0 285 4724N 13542E 24,0 15.,,3 GGG
12024-1202 C^C0/C5 2,-015/0673 07/12/77 0 2835 4=50N 13506E ?5*0 149*4 GGGG
1204-1204 CC2O/o~: 2C15/067 0-/12/7 7  0 2835 4433N 13432E 6*1 1486 GGG
1204-01211 ' 30/C 0' 2 15,'675 03/12/73 0 2835 4109N 13358E 271 147.8 GlGG
1204.01213 3C I./0--; 2C 15/0676 ?/12/73 0 2835 4142 . 13327E 28.2 147.0 GPGG
KEYS: CL [C CivE .. o * .......,.,. 0 T9 100 : % CL3UD CnVER . ** - N5 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
I' r:c- U4ITY ............... :)LANJKSBAND ,BT PRFSrNT/RElQUFTED. R=RFCYCLED G=GB3BD F:FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBSBR,
It:44 4r 1, '74 STANDARD CATALMG FP NtN.US PAGE 0574
FR5 n7/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATT"N :TC 'FIL P1LL D.A/ TE CLBUD F: RPIT PRI'CIPAL PJINT Siz(N SU[ TMAGE QUALITY
I. PpSITIt I': L C L ACRT!J-TE CBVER 'UMBER 'IF IMAGF ELEV. AZIr, RBV MSS
I!V SS LAT LONG 123 45678
120o~ 122C /0009/(C3 2.215/3677 02/12/71 10 2835 4017N 13257E 29.2 146.2 GIGG
C12C4,22P 0CS' /C:(0 2 315/067S 0?12/73 1 ?835 3%5?N 13228E 30.2 145.3 GrGG
1204-1225 OOC/Cr0' 2 15/,001 02/12/73 3r 2835 3726N 13?00E 31.2 144.5 GGGG
1204 - 1231 00/00 15/000 0)/12/73 40 2835 360 :N 13132E 322 143.6 GnGG
12040C1234  0C0 C/0', 2?0 15/3003  0?/12/73 50 2835 3434N 13106E 33~2 142.7 GGGG
1204 '12 DC+/ CO 2- ' 1 b/0004 0.2/1/71 40 28'5 3108N 13040E G4.1 141.8 GG
1204_,12+23 0CC'3/CC0 2u015/C0005 0/P1/7 6 28?5 314'N 13015E 35.1 140.8 GGGG
12 04001245  000C/nCOJ 2'015/C006 0.'?/,/73 90 2835 3 016' 12949E 36.0 13 9*9 GGGG
1204"01252 00000/000 15/007 0//i72 9 2835 2951N 12924E 36.9 138.9 GrGG
120o-01254 C03CO/Cj 2 015/0c0 0?/1,/73 9 2835 2724N 1290CE 37.8 137.9 GGG
1204- 31293 3C00/ C0, O 20015/0009 0/012/7 50 2835 142 N 12541E 45.0 127*2 GOGG
120 4-01295 O '0j/00; l5/o'10n l) 0?/!i/73 70 2835 1451N 1252CE 45*7 125.9 GGGG
1204-01302 0L'/OCO 2£ 15/C011 0?/12/73 90 2835 11 3 3 W  12bOOE 46.3 124.4 GGGG
120 4 -1304 cocf0/ C: 2 315/0012 02/12/73 70 2835 1006N 12440E 46.9 123*0 G GG
12C4-:1311 ODOC/CCo 1 2015/0C13 02/1/73 50 2835 0O4')N 1P419E 47.5 121.5 GGGG
1204-31313 C C/C5 2 r15/C014 0?/12/73 40 2835 0714t4 12359E 48.0 12090 GGGG
1204-0132( 000 /000'' 2'015/001 0?/P1/7 40 2835 04 R ' 12339E 48*5 11.4 BGGG
1204-01561 0C / 2OCc 00 15/0C016 02/12/73 100 2835 7F;06S 7924E 17.1 78.9 PPPP
1204-015A3 00j01/ , 2 C15/0017 0/12/73 100 2815 7613S 07533E 16o0 82.3 PPPP
1204-0157§ 003 0/ &0. 2 0 15/001 02/!2/73 100 2835 771 S 07107E 14.9 86.3 GGGG
1204-51572 0 7:/',, 015/ 019 02/12/73 100 2815 7R129 06b54E 13.8 91.1 GGGG
12m4-3c45 0( /: ?15 r 2D 02/12,/7 6n 2836 4i4 1  N IC738E  .2 147.0 GGGG
12 0- 3 051 DO /c' 2,015/0021 02/12/71 100 2836 4,17N 10708E P9.2 146.2 GGGG
120403110 O00 0/3? 2 :,15/0022 0/12/71 1~ 2816 2r14N 10116E 42.1 132.3 GGGP
1204-"3113 :00,/90 2,0 15/003 0?/12/73 10 2816 1q4 R 100)54E 42.8 131*1 GGGP
1204-:3115 o',0l c0: 2015,/0024 &/12/73 1 2816 1721"4 iO33E 43.6 129.8 GGGP
1201'-31? 30 /'C 2015/2 02/12/72 17 2816 1;5 N 1c011E 44.3 128.5 GGGP
12 C4-. 3 12 4  /,00 2 l15/0c26 02/12/71 39 2836 1426N 0 9951E 45S0 127.? GGGP
1204-03131 1C/OC 20 1 5 0 27 02/1/73 3( P836 I~25\ 09931E 45.7 125.8 GGGP
1204 31331 OL C/ O 2 015/c28 0'/12/73 39 2816 1133 09910E 46.3 124.4 GGGP
120'4-314C0 0 . / 20 15/0029 0C/12,73 20 2836 1qn7N 09649E 46.9 123.0 G9GP
1204- 3142 0030/,0 2r 15/0,3 0?/12/73 17 2816 C41N 0929E 47.5 121.5 GGGP
1204-0485 "/r' 2; 15/0679 0/32/73 13 837 3 52N OR851E 30C2 145*3 P GG
12 - OL O 015/06 0: /!1/73 2 2P837 37274 0?C'22E 3*2 144.4 GnGG
120j*44 9  Q00''l./3O. 2(015/9C81 02/ 2/73 1 2837- 3601; 0 7q55E 32.2 143.6 GGGG
1204-045' 1  OCEo/ co 2', 15/0682 0'/!2/73 ' 2817 3435, 07928E 332 142*7 PPPP
1204','53 OrO/-t 2*P015/0031 02/12/73 2817 330:1 07902E 34.2 141.8 GGG
1204-0451 0 (93/C"J 2?015/003? 0/12 /73 9 2837 314j 07836E 35*1 14108 GGGP
1204-4512 O5C/c 2L015/c033 0 /12/73 r 9837 3-1,\ 07l11E 36,0 139.9 GGGP
<ES: Cl,;' CSEv ,.......... c T9 IC10 % CLiUD CVcER: R = NO CLOUD OATA AVAILABLE,
1,3 UALTY *........,.. LANKS=BANO N,9T PR ScNT/RE JESTED. R=RPCYCLED* C=GfRD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PaPBBR,
16:44 MAR Ijl74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR NtN-US PAGE 0575
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICRfFILM R5LL \i,/ DATE CLOUD 93RRI PoI'UCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PqSITISN IN CBLL ACCUTRED CeVcR UMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZI?. RBV MSS
Sv SS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1204-04555 0000/000 20315/0034 02/12/73 0 2837 2R51N 07747E 37*0 138*9 GGGP
120 4 '04521 00000/0000 20015/0035 02/12/73 0 2837 2725N o7723E 17*9 137,9 GGGP
1204-04524 00000/0000 20o15/0036 02/12/73 o 2837 2559N 07659E 38o7 136.8 GGGP
1204'04530 o00o0/0000 20015/0037 02/1/73 c 2837 2433N 07635E 39.6 135.7 GGGP
1204-04533 00000/0000 20015/0038 02/l/73 2817 206N 07612E 40.5 134.6 GGGP
1204-.)4535 000oC/OCO 20015/0039 02/12/73 0 2837 2140N 07550E 41,3 133.5 GGGP
1204"04542 00000/0000 20015/0040 02/12/73 2837 2~14N 07528E 42.1 132P3 GGGP
120 4 -04544 0000/00CC 2(015/0041 02/1/73 0 2837 1R47N 0 7507E 42*8 131*1 GGGP
1204-04551 00000/0000 20015/0042 0/12/73 C 2837 1721N 07445E 436 129.8 GGGP
.120 304553 00000/000 20015/0043 02/12/73 0 2837 155N o7423E 44.3 128.5 GGGP
120-04560 000/00 0 20015/0044 02/12/73 i 2837 1428N 07
4 03E 45.0 127.2 GGGP
1204-04562 O0000/000 20015/0045 02/12/73 1. 2837 1701N 07342E 45.7 125*8 GGG
P
1204-04565 00000/C00 20015/0046 0?/1P/73 10 2837 1135N 0 7322E 46.3 124.4 GGGP
1204-04571 00000/0000 20015/0047 0?/12/73 1r 2837 1o09N 07302E 46.9 122.9 GGGP
1204-04574 00000/CO0C 20P15/0048 02/12/73 10 2837 OR4?N 07242E 47.5 121.5 GGGP
1204-06310 00000/0000 20015/0683 02/1I/73 0 2838 40A 0o5633E 27.2 147.8 GGGG
1204-06312 00000/0000 20015/0684 0E/1/73 0 2838 4144N 05601E 28.2 147.0 GGGG
1204 '6315 00000/0C00 20015/0685 3 ?/!/7' 0 2838 4010N 0553 0 E 29.2 146*1 GGGG
1204-06410 00000/0000 20015/0686 02/1P/73 10 2838 q04 4N 04 651E 47*5 12144 GGGG
120 4 -0 6 4 12 00000/OCO0 20015/0687 0o/12/73 10 2838 OQ1N 0 4631E 48*0 119*9 GGGG
1204-06415 00000/0000 20015/0688 0C/12/73 10 2838 0534N 0 46 0 7E 48.6 118.0 GGGG
1204-0642 C00000/COCO 20015/0689 02/t1/73 50 2838 04 07N C4 54 7E 4901 116#4 GGGP
1204-06424 00000/000 20015/0690 02/12/73 30 2838 0740N 04527E 49.5 114.8 GGGP
1204-06431 00000/000 20015/0691 0/12p/73 4n 2838 0113N 04507E 49*9 113*1 GGGP
1204-07042 0000/COu 20015/0692 0C/12/73 100 2838 7F;1S 0 1254E 21*4 70*0 PPP
1204-07044 00000/0000 2C015/0693 02/1!/73 40 2838 70S 01040E 20*3 71*7 GGGG
1204-o7051 0000/0000 20015/0694 02/12/73 0 2838 7243S 0008E 19*3 73,7 GGGG
1204-07053 00000/0000 20015/0695 02/12/73 0 2838 755S 00513E 18.2 76.0 GPGG
1204-07060 00000/000 20015/0696 02/12/73 0 2838 7o05S 00151E 17.1 78,8 GGGG
1204-07062 00000/OC00 20015/0697 03/12/73 10 2838 7612S 00200w 16*0 82.2 G9GG
1204-07065 00000/000) 20015/0698 02/12/73 50 2838 7714S 0 0624W 14*9 86*2 GGGG
1204-07071 00000/C000 20015/0699 0/12/73 100 2838 712S 0 1136W 13.8 91.0 G9GG
1204-08171 00000/000CC 20015/0049 0,/12/73 10 2839 3308N 02725E 34.2 141.7 GGGG
1204-08173 00000/0000 2!0 1 5/0050 0?/12/73 0 2839 314\N 02659E 35.1 140.8 GOGG
1204-08180 00000/0000 P0015/0051 012/p/73 0 2839 301N 02634E 36.1 139.8 GGGG
1204-08182 O0000/OOO 20015/0052 0/12/73 20 2839 295PN 0 2609E 37#0 138.8 GGGG
1204-08185 00000/0000 23015/0053 02/1p/73 10 2839 27261 02545E 37*9 137,8 GOGG
120 4 -08191 00000/0000 20015/005 4  02/12/73 20 2839 2600N 02522E 38.8 136.8 G3GG
1204-08194 000o0/o00C 20015/0055 02/1P/73 10 2839 2434N 02458E 39.6 135*7 PGG
KEYS: CLSUD COVER % ........... , 0 TB 100 = CLBUD CqVER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALTY .......... .... LANKSB9AND NBT PRFSPNT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED, G=GeD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE* PPBBR.
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CsTALeG FeRP NN.US PAGE 0576
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIDN MICRoFIL' ROLL N9./ DATE CLOUD 3RRIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PPSITISN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
cpV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1204-08200 0000/000 20015/0056 0?/12/73 10 2839 2307N 02435E 40.5 134*6 GGG
1204-08203 00000/0000 20015/0057 02/12/73 20 2839 2141.N 0413E 41*3 133.4 PGGG
1204-08205 00000/000u 20015/0058 02/12/73 20 2839 2h14N 02351E 42.1 132.3 PGGG
1204-08212 OCoC0/000 20015/0059 02/1/73 20 2839 1848N 0 2330E 42.9 131.0 GGGG
1204-08214 00C0/000 20015/0060 02/1/73 10 2839 1722N 02309E 43.6 129*8 GGGG
1204-08221 00000/0000 20015/0061 02/12/73 10 2839 1556N 02247E 4494 128.5 GGGG
1204-08223 00000/0000 20015/0062 0'/1P/73 0 2839 1429N 02226E 45.0 127.1 GGGG
1204-08230 00CO/o0000 20015/0063 0/1P/73 0 2839 10 4 N 02205E 45*7 125.8 GGGG
1204-08232 00000/0000 20015/0064 02/12/73 10 2839 1138N 02143E 46*3 124.4 G G
1204-08235 00000/000C 20015/0065 0?2/73 C 2839 IollN 0P122E 47,0 122.9 GGGG
1204-08241 00000/0000 20015/0066 02/12/73 0 2839 0,44N 02102E 47.5 121*4 GGGG
1204*08244 GG000/0000 20015/0067 02/1i/73 10 2839 0717N 02041E 48*1 119.9 GPPG
1204-09555 00000/0000 20015/0068 02/1/73 100 2840 4 94 9 N 00718E 23.0 151.0 PPP
1204-09561 00000/0000 20015/0069 02/1i/73 100 2840 4724N 00640E 24.1 150.2 GGGG
1204-09564 00000/0000 2o015/0070 02/12/73 80 2840 4559N 00604E 25*1 149.4 GGGG
1204-09570 00000/0000 20015/C700 0'/12/73 60 2840 443 , 00 5 3 0E 26.2 148.6 PGPP
1204-09573 00000/0000 20015/0701 02/P1/73 20 2840 4909N 00457E 27.2 147*8 PGPG
1204-09575 oboo0000o0 20015/0702 02/1P/73 20 2840 4144N 00425E 28-3 147.0 PGPG
1204-09582 00000/o00c 20015/0703 0*/1p/73 30 2840 4C19N 00355E 29*3 146*1 PnPG
1204-12145 00000/0000 20015/0704 02/12/73 100 2841 7242S 06918w 19.2 73.7 PGPG
1204-12152 00000/OC00 20015/0705 02/1/73 100 2841 7354S 07211W 18.1 76.0 PGPG
1204-12154 00000/0000 20015/0706 02/12/73 100 2841 7904S 07532W 17*0 78*8 PGPG
1204-12161 00000/0000 20015/0707 02/P/73 40 2841 7611q 07924W 15.9 82.2 PGPG
1204-12163 00000/0000 20015/0708 02/~2/73 60 2841 7713S 08349w 14.8 86.2 PGGP
1204-15013 00000/0000 20015/0071 02/12/73 0 2843 6243N 06140W 12*2 160*3 PG
1204-15015 00000/0000 20015/0072 02/1P/73 C 2843 6i21N 06249W 13*3 159.2 PGGG
1204-15022 00000/0000 20015/0073 02/12/73 20 2843 5958N 06352W 14*4 158.1 GGGG
1204-15024 00000/0000 20015/0074 0/tP173 C1 2843 5835N 06 4 51w 15.5 157.1 GGGG
120 4-15 031 00000/000 20015/0075 0;/1I/73 0 2843 5712N 06546W 16*6 156*1 GGGG
1204-15033 00000/000 20015/0076 02/12/73 0 2843 5549N 0 6637W 17*7 155.2 GGGG
1204-15040 00000/0000 20015/0077 02/1P/73 0 2843 54 25N 06725w 18*8 154,3 GGGG
1204-15042 000CO/0000 20015/0078 02/12/73 0 2843 5301N 06810W 19*9 153.5 GGGG
1204-15045 00000/0000 20015/0079 02/12/73 0 2843 5137N 06853W 21.0 152,6 GGGG
1204-15051 00000/0000 20015/0080 02/12/73 10 2843 5013N 069344 22*0 151.8 GGGG
1204-15054 0000/000) 20015/0081 02/12/73 40 2843 4948N 070124 23.1 151.0 GGGG
1204-16483 00o00/0000 20015/0082 02/12/73 40 2844 5013N 09525W 22.1 151.8 G
1204-16553 00000/0000 20015/0083 02/1p/73 90 2844 2557N 10344W 38.9 136o7 GGGG
1204-16560 00000/0003 20015/0084 02/12/73 2C 2844 2 431N 10407w 39.7 135.6 GGGG
1204-16562 00000SC/000 20015/0085 02/1/73 0 2844 2305N 10430W 40.6 134.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVEP n% *.*....,,,*, 0 T8 100 % CLeUD CPVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY .... ,,,.*.** 3LANKS=BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED* RRc.CYCLED* G=GAD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE* PPBRe
16:44 "1A 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FPR N5N-US PAGE 0577
FRBM 27/23/72 TR 07/23/73
BBSERvATI4N 'IC"RFILm R LL f.o/ DATE CLPUD 9RRIT PPI'CIPAL PSINT SUN SUSUN TMAGE QUALITy
I1 DPS'ITI9N IN RiLL ACQUIRE D CBVER NJMBER 9F IYAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
&V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1204"16565 0C3O00C/O 20015/0086 02/12/73 10 2844 2133N 10452 414 13303 GGGG
120*-16571 OCO00/o0OC 20015/0087 02/12/73 10 2844 2nllN 1C515w 42.2 132.1 GGGG
1204-16574 00000/0000 23015/0088 C2/P1/73 10 2844 1P44N 10537W 43*0 130*9 GGGG
1204-16580 00000/0000 2u015/0089 0?/12/73 10 2844 171-N 10559W 43.7 129s6 GGGG
1204-18312 00000/0000 20315/0090 0?/t~/73 10 2845 51329 12033W 21.0 152.6 GGGG
1204-18314 0CJ00/CC00 20015/0091 C/12/73 2C 2845 5n13N 12115W 22*1 151.8 GGGG
1204"20225 0OO0/O00o0 20015/0709 0?/P1/73 90 2846 2?03N 15608W 4n. 6  134.4 PGGG
1204"-0243 OOOo/CCo 2U015/0710 C0/12/73 10 2846 1 l19 15735W 43.7 129.6 PGGG
1204*22323 000n0/000D 20015/0711 0,/1/73 10t 2847 66235 14556E 24*4 66.5 GGGG
1204-22325 00C000/CCO 2!015/0712 03/t2/73 100 2847 67415 14423E 23.3 67.5 GCGG
1204-22332 OO0000/C00 20015/0713 C?/1p/73 100 2847 6859S 14235E 22.2 68*6 GGGG
1204-22334 00CO0/o00 20015/0714 0?/1/73 100 2847 7016S 14036E 21.2 7 0.0 GGGG
1204-223 41 000CO/C'O 20015/0715 02/12/73 100 2847 7131S 13823E 20.1 71.7 GGGG
1204-32343 000 0o /0 V 20015/0716 0?/12/73 100 2847 7P45S 13551E 19*0 73.6 GGGG
12041'2350 00000/CC0C 20015/0717 3?/1/73 100 2847 7157S 13257E 17,9 76.0 GGGG
1204-22352 OO0O/ooCo 2o015/0718 0;/1/7 t100 2847 7507S 12936E 16.9 78e8 GGGG
1204-22355 000 0/000 20015/0719 02/12/73 100 2847 761?5 12546E 15.8 82.2 GGGG
1204-22361 00C000/0000 20015/0720 02/12/73 100 2847 7715S 12121E 14*7 86.2 GGGG
1204-22364 OC0n/OC " 20015/0721 02/12/73 100 2847 7813S 11605E 13.6 91.0 GSGG
1205-00034 0000/ 000 20015/CC92 0/?13/73 20 2848 25555 14017E 48*6 80.9 GGGG
120500040 00000/C0000 20015/0093 02/13/73 7c 2848 2719S 13953E 48*1 79.5 GGGG
1205"00043 00000/0000 20015/c094 02/13/73 80 2848 2845S 13928E 47.5 78.1 GSGG
1205-0045 00000/0000 20015/0095 02/13/73 60 2848 3010S 13 904E 4790 76.8 GGGG1205-00052 00000/000 20015/0096 03/1/73 40 2848 3135S 13839E 46.4 75.6 GGGG
12 05-0o0054 03U00/0000 2U015/0097 02/13/73 20 2848 3?00S 13813E 457 74.4 GGGG
1205-00061 00o0/00 20015/0098 02/1/73 0 2848 3426S 13747E 45.1 73.2 PGGG
1205-01241 C00300/00O 200s15/0099 02/13/73 0 2849 510 3 J 13656E 20.0 153.5 GrGG
1205-01242 00000/0000 20015/0100 02/11/73 0 2849 513QN 13613E 21.1 152.6 GGGG
12050J124 5  00000/0000 20015/0101 02/13/73 0 2849 5o14N 13531E 22.2 1518 G3GG
1205-01251 00000/o00 2u015/0102 0?/13/73 10 2849 4R49N 13452E 23.2 150.9 GGGG
120 5 -31254 00000/0000 20)15/0103 02/13/73 30 2849 4724N 13416E 24*3 150*1 PGGG
1205-01260 00000/000 20015/0104 02/11/73 40 2849 4559N 13341E 25.4 149.3 PSGG
1205-01263 OC00CO/cCO 20015/0105 02/13/73 60 2849 4434N 13306E 26*4 148*5 GGGG
1205-01265 O00CO/OOO 20015/0106 02/13/73 50 2849 408- 13233E 27*4 147.7 GGGG
1205-0127?2 00Oo0/c00 20015/C0107 02/13/73 80 2849 4143N 13201E 28.5 146.8 GGGG
1205-01274 00oc000/Cc 20015/0108 0C/13/73 80 2849 4017N 13131E 29.5 146.0 GGGG
1205-01281 00j00/0, 0 CC0/, 20015/0109 02/13/73 70 2849 3R52N 13101E 30*5 145.1 GGGG
1205-1283 00000/o00 20015/011) 0?2/1/73 60 2849 3726\ 13032E 31*5 144.3 GGGG
1205-01290 00000/0COo ?uo5/0111 02/1/73 30 2849 36 0 0N 13005E 32*5 143*4 GGGG
KEYS: CL IU C3VER % .... ,,........ n TO 100 a % CLeUD CRVER. ** = NO CLUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALTTY *,.... ....... LANKS=BAND NET PRESeNT/REQUESTEDO ReRFCYCLED" GC=Go0. FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PaPBBR
16:44 "AR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALSG FP~ NtN.US PAGE 0578
FROM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN '1ICFIl' PILL NiC,./ DATE CLOUD 'RZIT PRINCIPAL P4INT SUN SiJUN TMAGE QUALITY
IU DqITI'N IN i LL ACtUTRED COVER AUMBER qF IMAGV ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RV MSS LAT L-NG 123 45678
1205-31292 OC000/300 20015/0112 0'/13/73 40 2849 3435N 12939E 33*5 142.5 G~GG
1205-01295 00000/OCOO 20015/0113 02/1/73 70 2849 330OR 12913E 34*4 141.6 GGGG
1205-01301 OCOO/oou 2C015/0114 02/11/73 80 2849 314?N 12847E 35.4 140*6 GGG
1205-01304 00OO0/C00: 2u01 5/0115 02/13/73 90 2849 316N i2 22E 36.3 139.7 GCGG
12 05-0131C OLOn/ CO 20015/0116 02/13/73 70 2849 2950N 12758E 37.2 13.7 GGGG
1205*01313 0000C/CCOO 2L0 1 5/011 7  0?/23/73 7C 2849 2724Nj 2734E 38.1 137.6 G3GG
1205-03162 00000/0000 20015/0118 0o/13/73 10 2850 2140N 10013E 41*5 133.2 GGGG
1205-03165 O000/CCO 20015/0119 02/13/73 1e 2850 2 14N 09950E 42*3 132*0 GGGG
1205-03171 CO00/OCCO 20015/0120 0?/13/73 30 2850 1147N 09927E 43*1 130.8 GGGP
1205-03174 O00'0/OCO 20015/0121 02/11/73 20 2850 1720N 09906E 43.8 129.5 GGG
1205-03180 oo00o00/00 20015/0122 0/113/73 30 2850 1553k 09845E 44.5 12882 GGGG
1205-03183 C000C/o0o 2:o015/0123 02/1t/7 40 2850 1426N 09824E 45.2 126*8 GGPG
1205-03185 00000/0000 20015/C124 CP/11/73 40 2850 1i'0N 09804E 45.9 125.4 GGGG
1205-03192 C00300/Co 0 20015/0125 0C/13/73 2, 2850 1134N 09744E 46.5 124.0 GGPG
1205-33421 003000/000 20015/0126 02/13/73 100 2850 66243 06823E 24,3 66*5 GGGG
1205-03424 0000/0000 23015/0127 02/11/73 80 2850 6742S 06649E 23.2 67,4 GIGG
1205-03430 o0000/00G0 20015/0128 02/13/73 4o 2850 6R59S 06503E 22.2 68.6 GGGG
1205-03433 oCooo00/OC 2J015/0129 02/13/73 40 2850 7n15S 06305E 21.1 70.0 GGGG
1205-03435 00000/00%0 20015/0130 02/13/73 80 2850 7130S 06052E 20.0 71*6 GGGG
1205-03442 C0000/O0OC 20015/0131 02/13/73 90 2850 7P43S 052CE 19*0 73.6 GGGG
1205-0344 00CO0/OOu 20,15/0132 02/13/73 70 2850 7356S 05525E 17*9 76.0 GGGG
1205-3451 0000/,GCO; 20.15/C133 0/12'/73 60 2850 7505S 05205E 16.8 78,8 GGGG
1205-03453 o0000/o00 20015/0134 02/1/73 60 2850 7613S 04'18E 15,7 82.2 GGGG
1205-03460 C000/co0 20015/0135 02/13/73 60 2850 7715S 04355E 14.6 86*2 GIGG
1205-03462 00000/000 20015/0135 02/13/73 In 2850 7s1'S 03839E 13'5 90*9 GGGG
1205-04535 00000/000 20015/0137 02/1/73 0 2851 4143% 08023E 28.5 146.8 GGG
1205-04541 00000/0000 20015/0138 02/11/73 C 2851 4-17N 07952E 29.5 146.0 GGGG
1205-04544 00000/0000 2015/0139 02/13/73 0 2851 3852N 0 7922E 30,5 145.1 GGGG
1205-04550 0000o/000') 20015/014 02/13/73 20 2851 3726N 07853E 31*5 144.3 GGGG
1205-04553 0000o/000Q 20015/0141 0;/13/73 10 2851 3600N 07826E 3P*5 143.4 GGGG
12 05-,4 5 5 5  C0 CO0/000) 20015/0142 07/11/73 40 2851 3434N 0 7759E 33.5 142.5 GG
1205-04562 00000/000) 20015/0143 02/13/73 20 e8c1 3308N 07733E 34.4 141*5 GGGG
1205-0456 C00000/00% 20015/0144 02/13/73 2) 2851 314N 077C8E 35.4 140*6 GGGG
1205-04571 UO0o0/00(u 2t015/0145 02/11/73 1i 2851 3n16N 07644E 36.3 139.6 GQGG1205-04573 OC000/0000 2f9l15/0146 0?/11/73 0 2851 25cN 07620E 37.2 138.6 GrGG
1205-04580 0000-/000 2,0015/0147 02/11/73 0 2851 2724N 07556E 38.1 137.6 GGGG
1205-0458? 0000u/000 2J015/0148 02/13/73 0 2851 2559N 075 3 3 E 19*0 13605 GGGG
1205-04585 00*000/C00 20015/0149 02/11/73 0 2851 2433N 07509E 39.9 135*4 GGGG
1205-04591 -0000/000 2015/0150 02/13/73 20 2851 2306N 07447E 40,7 134.3 GGGG
KEYS: CL9Ur COVER % *,,,,,,,,,..... o TO 100 = % CLBUD CAVER, ** = NO CLeUD DATA AVAII.ABLE.
I'AGE CUALITY ....... ,,,,,,, LANKSBAND NOT PRcSFNT/RE0UESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=G9RD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PaPBBR,
16:44 MAR 11S 74 STANDARD CAT~LeG FPR NPN.US PA3E 0579
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATTSN MICPAFILM ROLL NS./ DATE CLOUD BRqIT PmICIPAL PSINT suN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID P SITISN IN RBLL ACrUTRED CPVER NUMBER sF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PPV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1205-04594 00000/0000 20015/0151 0?/13/73 60 2851 214nN 0 7425E 41*5 133,2 GGGG
1205-05000 00000/000 20015/0152 02/13/73 70 2851 2o14N 07402E 42.3 13200 GGGG
1205-05003 00000/ooO 20015/0153 02/13/73 50 ?851 IQ47N 07340E 43.1 130.7 GGGG
1205-05005 0000/OCO' 20015/0154 0o213/73 60 2851 1720N 07318E 43,8 129.5 GG3G
1205-05012 O0000/000 20015/0155 02/1q/73 40 2851 1554J 07256E 44.5 128.2 GOGG
1205-05014 O0000/000C 2C0015/0156 02/13/73 0 2851 14 28N 07236E 45*2 126.8 GrGG
1205-05021 O000o0000 20015/0157 02/13/73 30 2851 1701 07?15E 45o9 125.4 GGGG
1205"05023 O UO0/0000 20015/0156 02/1/73 3C 2851 1136N 0 7154E 46.5 124.0 GGPG
1205-05030 000000000 20015/0159 02/13/73 40 2851 110N 07134E 47*1 122*5 GGPG
1205"05032 O000O/Oo00 20015/0160 02/13/73 60 2851 O 4 PN 0 7114E 47.7 121,0 GSPG
1205-06302 OO000/OCOo 20015/0161 09/13/73 0 2852 6Jln' 06722E 11*2 161,5 GGGG
1205-06305 O00o00/o 20015/0162 0,/3/73 2852 6P48N 066C6E 12*3 160o3 GGGG
1205-06311 O00O0/000o 20015/0163 02/11/73 2852 6126N 0 6458E 13*4 159*2 GGG
1205-06314 0000/C00C' 20015/0164 02/13/73 2852 6r0 4 N 06354E 1 ,5 158.1 GOGG
1205-06450 00000/000( 2(015/0722 0/-1/7, i 2852 1433N 04650E 45.2 126*8 GPGG
1205-06452 00000/OCO0 20015/0723 02/13/73 20 2852 1-07N 04629E 47.9 125.5 GPGG
1205-06455 00000/00o0 20015/0724 02/13/73 50 2852 1!40N 04608E 46*5 124.0 GPGG
1205-06470 00000/0000 20015/0725 02/11/73 2852 0721N o4508E 48.2 119.5 G PG
1205-06473 0000/0000 20015/0726 0 /13/73 0 2852 0 55N 0447E 4F87 117*9 G GG
1205-06475 0000/0000 20015/0727 02/13/73 2852 0422N 04 427E 49*1 116.3 G GG
1205-0648? 00000/0000 2.0015/072 02/1 /73 10 2852 0301N c4406E 49.5 114.7 G GG
1205-0648 00000/0010 20015/0729 0l/13/73 20 2852 0134N 04346E 49*9 113*0 G GG
1205-06491 00000/0000 20015/0730 0/13/73 40 2852 0007N 04326E 50.3 111.3 G GG
1205-08241 OCODO/Cr00 20015/0165 02/13/73 0 2853 205 5 N 02444E 37.2 138.6 GGGG
1205-08243 00000/C00 20015/0166 02/ 11/73 2853 2728N 02420E 38.1 137.6 GrGG
1205-C825C OUOC0/OCO? 20015/0167 0'/1173 20 2853 26D2N 02357E 39*0 136.6 GGGG
1205-08252 o00o0/cco0 20015/0168  02/11/73 2853 2436 02334E 39*9 135.5 GGGP
1205-08255 00000/000! 20015/0169 02,/13/73 0 2853 2z1r'N 02311E 4(C7 134.3 GGGG
1205-08261 00000/0000 20015/0170 0/13/73 40 2853 214;N 02248E 41*5 133.2 GGGG
1205-08264 OCO0/O00 20015/0171 02/11/73 30 2853 2o1lN 02226E 42.3 132*0 GGGG
1205-08270 00000/0000 20015/0172 0?/13/73 0 ?853 1P54N 02204E 43.1 130@8 GGG
1205-08273 00000/0000 20015/0173 02/11/73 0 2853 1727N 02142E 43.8 129.5 GGGG
1205-o827 5 _O0000/C00 2 015/0174 02/13/73 0 2853 1600N 0R121E 44*5 128 2 G0GG
1205-08282 00000/o,00 2;015/c175 09/13/73 0 2853 1433N 02100E 45.2 126.8 GGGG
1205-08291 00000/0C00 20015/0176 02/13/73 10 2853 1141N 02018E 46*5 124.0 'GGG
1205-C8293 00000/000C 20015/0177 02/13/73 0 2853 1014 0 1958E 47*1 122.5 GGG
1205-08300 000/o0000 2lo15/0178 0P/,37/73 2853 OP49N 01937E 47.7 121*0 GOGG
1205-08302 00000/0000 20015/0179 02/13/73 0 2853 0721N 0 1917E 48.2 119.5 GGGG
1205-08305 00000/000' 20015/0180 0,/13/73 0 2853 05 4 N 01857E 4897 117*9 PSGG
KEYS: CLU0 CBVER - ., ....... 0,.. o T9 100 = % CLBUD CAVER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE-
I"ACE UALITY . ......... ,*. ILANKS-BAND NBT PRrSFNT/RE'UESTED. R=RECYCLED. GaGnD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PcP8R.
16:44 MAP 11s'74 STANDARD CATAL9G FeR NBN-US PAGE 0580
FROM 07/23/72 T1 07/23/73
BBSERVATIVN MICP9FILM RrjLL N ./ DATE CLeUD IRBIT PPINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN, IMAGE QUALITY
No PSITI'N IN i8LL ACUTIREr COVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIh., RBV mSS
R3V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1205-14030 00000/OOOC 20015/0181 02/13/73 80 2856 7010S 09136W 21*0 69.8 GGGG
1205-14033 00000/0000C 20015/0182 02/13/73 100 2856 7 1255 09 3 48W P200 71.5 GGGG
1205-14035 00000/On00 20015/0183 02/1/73 90 2856 7P35S 09619W 18*9 73.4 GSGG
1205*14042 o00000o/co 20015/0184 02/13/73 6C 2856 7351S 09913W 1798 75*8 GSGG
1205-14044 00000/0000 20015/0185 0p/13/73 20 2856 750?S 10232w 16.7 78.6 GGGG
1205-14051 00000/0000 20015/0186 02/13/73 100 2856 7608S 10 6 19 W 15*6 81.9 GrGG1205-14053 00000/0000 20015/0187 02/13/73 100 2856 7711S 11044W 1495 85.9 GGGG
1205-15094 00000/0000 20015/0731 02/1;/73 60 2857 5432N o6850W 19*0 154.3 PGGG
1205-15100 00000/0000 20015/0732 02/13/73 80 2857 5308N 069 3 5W 20.1 153.4 PGPG
1205-15103 00000/0000 20015/0733 02/13/73 80 2857 5144N 07018W 21*2 152.6 GGGG
1205-15105 00000/000 20015/0734 02/13/73 90 2857 5919N 07059W 22*3 151*8 G3GG
1205-15112 00000/0000 20015/0735 02/13/73 100 2857 4854N 07137W 23.4 150*9 GGGG
1205w16541 00000/0000 20015/0736 02/11/73 0 2858 5n16N 09650W 22*3 151*7 PGGG
1205-17012 00000/0000 20015/0737 02/13/73 0 2858 2601N 10511W 39*1 136.4 GGGG
1205-17014 00o00/0000 20015/o738 02/11/73 10 2858 2434N 10534W 40*C 135.3 GGGG
1205-17021 00000/000n 20015/0739 02/13/73 30 2858 2i0ON 10557W 4c8 134.2 PPGG
1205-18370 00000/0000 20015/0740 02/11/73 0 2859 51*0N 12158W 2133 152.6 GGGG
1205-18373 00000/0000 20015/0741 02/13/73 3o 2859 5016N 12239W 22.4 151.7 GGGG
1205-20302 o00o0/0000 20015/0188 02/13/73 40 2860 1723N 159 00w 43.9 129.3 GGGG1205-20390 00000/0000 20015/0189 02/11/73 10 2860 152S 16610W 51*2 95.1 PGGP
1205-20393 0000/C0000 20015/0190 02/13/73 10 2860 1417S 16631W 51*1 93.3 GGGG
1205-20395 00000/0000 20015/0191 02/13/73 10 2860 1544S 16653W 50*9 91*6 GSGG
1206-00024 00000/0000 20015/0192 02/14/73 80 2862 0248S 14434E 50*8 107.4 GGGG1206-00031 00000/0000 20015/0193 02/14/73 90 2862 04145 14414E 51*0 105*7 GGGG
1206o00033 00000/0000 20015/0194 02/14/73 90 2862 0541S 14354E 51.2 103.9 GGGG1206-00040 00000/0000 20015/0195 02/14/73 99 2862 0707 S  14334E 51.3 102.1 GGPG
1206-00042 00000/0000 20015/0196 02/14/73 80 2862 0833S 14314E 51.3 100*3 GGGG1206-00081 00000/0000 20015/0197 02/14/73 10 2862 2131S 14002E 49.8 84.9 GGGG
1206-00083 00000/0000 20015/0198 02/14/73 10 2862 22575 13939E 49.4 83.4 PppP
1206-00090 00000/0000 20015/0199 02/14/73 20 2862 2422S 13916E 48.9 81.9 G-GG
1206-00092 .00000/0000 20015/0200 02/14/73 n1 2862 2549S 13853E 48.5 80.5 G3GG
1206-00095 00000/0000 20015/0201 02/14/73 10 2862 2715S 13830E 48-0 79.1 GGG
1206"00101 00000/0000 20015/0202 02/14/73 0 2862 2F39S 13806E 47.4 77.7 GGGG
1206-00224 00000/00CO 20015/0203 02/14/73 80 2862 7013S 11324E 2C09 69.8 PPGG
1206-00231 0000/0000 20015/0204 02/14/73 100 2862 7127S 11113E 19.8 71*5 GGGG
1206-00233 00000/0000 20015/0205 02/14/73 100 2862 7241S 10o41E 18.7 73.4 GGGG
1206"00240 00000O/0000 20015/0206 02/14/73 100 2862 7j539 10547E 17.6 75.8 GGGG
1206-00242 00000/0000 20015/0207 0?/14/73 100 2862 7504S 10227E 16.6 78.6 GGGG
1206-00245 00000/0000 20015/0208 02/14/73 100 2862 7613S 0 9840E 15.5 82.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % .,,,..,,,..,, 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CPVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE UALITY ............. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/PECUESTED* R=RcCYCLED* G0G9BeD F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR.
l'4* '4N 11 '74 STANDARD CATALOG FO PNIN-US PAGE 0581
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN ICRfFILM 4RLL ":./ DATE CL5UD !RRIT PPINCIPAL p9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PTSITIN IN RkLL ACCUTRED CeVER ':UMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIr. RBV MSS
prV MSS LAT L9NG 123 45678
120600251 OCO/COO000 2015/0209 02/14/7q 100 P862 7717S 0 9418E 14*4 86.0 GGGG
1206-00254 0oo0o/o00o 20015/0210 02/14/73 100 2862 7810S 08904E 13.3 90,7 G0GG
1206-01283 o00U0/0000 20015/0211 0?/14/73 0 2863 5717N 13754E 17.0 156,1 GGGG
1206-01285 00oo/CCOC 20015/0212 0?/14/73 0 2863 5r54N 13703E 18,1 155.2 GGGG
1206Q-1292 00030/0000 2001 5 /021 3 09/14/73 0 2863 5429N 13615E 19*2 154*3 GGGG
120 6- 0 12q 4 0000/0000O 20015/0214 0'/14/71 o 2863 53 01;" 13529E 20C3 153.4 
GGGG
1206*-1301 00000/0c0, 20015/0215 02/14/73 0 2863 5141N 13446E 21J4 152.5 GBGG
1206-01303 0000/0000 2o015/021 6 02/14/73 0 2863 5016N 13405E 22.4 151*
7  GGGG
1206-31 3 10 000o0/000 2CC15/0217 02/14/73 0 ?863 4 52N 13327E 23*5 150.9 GGGG
1206-01312 0000/0000C 20015/0?18 02/14/73 10 28A
3  4727N 13250E 24*6 150.0 GGGG
1206-01315 00000/000O 200 15/021 9 02/14/73 10 2863 4C02N 13214E 25.6 149.2 GGGG
1206-01321 00300/o000 20015/0220 02/14/73 20 2863 4437N 13140E 26.7 148.4 GGGG
1206-01324 00000/OCO0 20015/0221 02/14/73 10 2863 491'N 13107E 27*7 147.6 GGGG
1206-0133C 00030/C000 20015/0222 02/14/73 10 2863 4147N 13036E 28*7 146.7 GGGG
1206-01333 C00000/C00 20015/0223 02/14/73 10 2863 4021N 13006E 29.8 145.9 GGGG
1206-01335 C000/0000 20015/02 2 4  02/14/73 10 2863 3855\N 12936E 30,8 145,0 GGGG
1206-013 4 2 00000/000 2001 5 /C225 02/14/73 1C 
2 86 3  3729N 12907E 31.8 144.1 GGGG
1206-01344 00000/0C00 20015/0226 0?14/73 10 2863 3603N 12839E 32*7 143.2 GGGG
1206-01351 O000/OO000 20015/0227 02/14/73 10 2863 3437' 12813E 33,7 142.3 GlGG
1206.01353 0oCo0/000 20015/0228 02/14/73 20 2863 
3 311N 12747E 34,7 141.4 GGGG
1206-01394 00000/00o0 20015/0229 02/14/73 20 2863 1R49N 12351E 43,3 130,5 GlGG
1206-014 o1 00000/0000 20C15/0230 02/14/73 20 2863 1721N 12330E 44*0 129.2 GGGG
1206-01403 00G00/OO00 20015/0231 02/14/73 30 2863 1557N 12309E 447 127*9 
GGGG
1206-03155 00000/0000 20015/0232 02/14/73 10 2864 411.N 10519E 27.7 147*5 GGGG
1206-03162 O0000/0000 20015/0233 02/14/73 2o 2864 41f4N 10448E 28.8 146.7 GGGG
1206-03164 00000/Co00 20015/0234 02/14/73 50 2864 4021N 10417E 29.8 145*9 GGGG
1206-03171 00000/0000 2C015/0235 02/14/73 40 2864 3R55N 103482 30.8 145.0 GPGG
1206-03173 00000/0000 20015/0236 02/14/73 0 2864 3730N 10319E 31,8 144.1 GGGP
1206-03223 00000/0000 20015/0237 0?/14/73 50 2864 2017N 09M26E 425 131.7 GOGG
1206-03230 00000/0000 2U015/02
3 8 02/14/73 10 2864 lR51N 09804E 43*3 130.5 PPPG
1206-03232 00000/00CC00 20015/0239 02/14/73 10 2864 1725N 09742E 44.0 129*2 GSGG
1206-03235 00000/0000 20015/0240 02/14/73 10 2864 1558N 09721E 44.7 127.9 GGGG
1206-04593 00000/0000 20015/0241 02/14/73 0 2865 4146N 07858E 28*8 146.7 GGG
1206-05000 00000/0000 20015/0242 02/14/73 0 2865 4r20N 07828E 29.8 145.9 GGGG
1206-05002 00OCO/0000 20015/0243 02/14/71 0 2865 3s54N 07759E 30.8 145.0 GGG
1206-035005 00000/0000 20015/0244 02/14/73 0 2865 3728N 07730E 31*8 144.1 
GGGG
1206-05011 00000/00-0 20015/C24 5 02/14/73 0 2865 3603N 07702E 32.8 143.2 GGGG
1206-05014 0000/0000 20015/0246 02/14/73 0 2865 3437N 07635E 33.7 142.3 GGGG
1206-05020 OC000/oo0K 20015/0247 02/14/73 30 ?865 3111\ 07608E 34.7 141o4 
GGG
KEYS: LL U COVER % ... ,  .. ,, 0 TB 1C00 % CLOUD CAVeR. ** NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE CUALITY o. ,... .... LANKS.BAND NOBT PREScNT/REnUESTED, R-RECYCLED. G=GeO, F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PBPBBR,
16:44 Ar 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeP NBN.US PAGE 0582
FRO5i 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIDN NICPFILM ROLL '!./ DATE CLOUD JRBIT PPINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN iMAGE QUALITY10 P4SITISN I' ReLL ACL WTJED COVER NUMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1206-05023 CC000/orO 20015/0248 02/14/73 70 2865 3145N 07542E 35.6 140.4 GGGG1206-05025 0C00/o000 2o015/0249 02/14/73 7o 2865 3r19N 07517E 36*6 139.4 GGGG1206-05032 00 000/0000 20015/0250 02/14/73 6C 2865 2q53N 07453E 37.5 138*4 G3GG12 06 -o 5 034 000CCO/000 20015/0251 02/14/73 4r 2865 2727N 07429E 38*4 137.4 GGGG1206-05041 00000/000O 20015/0252 02/14/73 0 2865 2601j 07405E 39.2 136.3 GGGG
1206-05043 300/1,000 20015/0253 07/14/73 0 2865 2436N 07343E 40*1 135*2 GGG1206-05050 00000/000 20015/0254 02/14/73 0 2865 2310N 07320E 40*9 134.1 GGGG1206-05C52 0C000/000C 20015/0255 02/14/73 ; 2865 2144N 07257E 41.7 132.9 GGGG
1206-05055 00000/0000 20015/0256 02/14/73 0 2865 2n17 07235E 42.5 131.7 GPGG1206-05061 000o00/000 20015/0257 0P/14/73 C 2865 1R50N 07214E 43.3 130.4 GGG1206-05064 00000/000 20015/0258 02/14/73 0 2865 1723N 07152E 44*0 129*2 GGPG1206-05070 ooo00/Coc 20015/0259 02/14/73 2n 2865 1557N 07131E 44.7 127.8 GGG
1206-05073 00300/0000 20015/0260 02/14/73 40 2865 1430N 07110E 4504 126.5 GGPP
1206-05075 000CO/OCoU 2uC15/0261 02/14/73 20 2865 104lo 07049E 46.1 125.1 PGGG1206-05082 0C000/00C 20015/C262 0 /14/73 40 2865 1139N 07028E 46.7 123.6 GGGG
1206-05084 0000O/0000 20015/0263 0?/14/73 3r 2865 10122  07008E 47.3 122.2 GGG1206-06504 0C000/0000 20018/0029 02/14/73 0 2866 1432N 04523E 45*4 126.5 GGGG12 06 -u 6 5 11 00OC0/O0OC 20018/0030 02/14/73 10 2866 1107N 0 4O02E 46*1 125.1 GGGG1206-06513 00000/0000 20018/0031 02/1/73 10 2866 1141N 04441E 46.7 123.6 GGGG
1206-06520 000/OC/0000 20018/0032 02/14/73 10 2866 113N 04 420E 47*3 122*1 GGGG1206-06522 00000/0000 20018/0033 02/14/73 0 2866 044N 04400E 47.8 120.6 GGGG1206-06525 00000/0000 20018/0034 02/14/73 0 2866 07 2 1N 04 3 4 0E 48.4 119.1 GGGG12063-6531 OCOO/0000 20018/0035 02/14/73 0 2866 or55N 04320E 48.8 117.5 GGGG1206-06534 000,/C00o 20018/0036 0?/14/73 0 2866 0429N 04300E 49.3 115.9 GGG1206-06540 o000O/OOGO 2.018/003 7 02/14/73 0 2866 0102N 04240E 49.7 114.2 GGGG
1206- 6543 00000/0000 20018/0038 02/14/73 0 2866 0134N 04219E 50.0 112*5 GGG
1206-06545 00300/0000 20015/0264 02/14/73 20 2866 0NORN 04159E 50.4 110.8 GGGG1206-36584 00000/0000 20015/026 5 02/14/73 4C 2866 1'525 03854E 51.2 94*9 GGGG1206-06590 OC00o/Cocc 2j01 5 /C2 6 6 02/14/73 4o 2866 141s 03833E 51.1 93.1 GGGG1206-36593 0000/0000CC 20015/0267 02/14/73 30 2866 1543S 0 3812E 50.9 91.4 GGGG
1206-0695 0CG00/0COJ 20015/0268 02/14/73 20 2866 171)S 03 751E 5C.7 89.7 iGG1206*-7002 00000/0000 20015/0269 02/14/73 20 2866 1237S 03730E 50*4 88.0 GfGG1206-o700o OC0CO/0000 20015/0270 02/14/73 20 2866 2)02S 03708E 50.1 86.4 GGGG
1206-07011 U00C/0CCo 20015/0271 0?/14/71 10 3866 212 S 0 3645E 49.7 84.8 GGGG1206-37013 00000/000 2015/0272 02/14/73 10 ?866- 255S 03 622E 49.3 83.3 GGGG1206-37020 000oO/CCrO 20015/0273 02/14/73 1r 2866 P2S 03558E 48.9 81.8 GGGG
1206-37022 00000/0000 2001510274 02/14/73 20 2866 254RS 03535E 48.4 80.3 GGGG1206-37025 0000/OC00C 20C15/0275 02/14/73 20 2866 2714S C3511E 47*9 78.9 GGGG
1206-37031 -00300/0o00 20015/0276 02/14/73 20 2866 2P41S 03447E 47.4 77.6 GGGG
KEYS: 0~t0 C VE~R ...%... ..,.. Tb 100 x % CLOUD CoVER. ** = Nb CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I1AGe QUALITY ............. PLANKS=BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REOUFSTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GBD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE, P=sPSR,
16:44 MAP 11p'74 STANDARD CATALBG FeR NBN-US PAGE 0583
FROM 17/23/72 T' 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRFILM R9LL N5,/ DATE CL5UD 9RRIT PRINCIPAL PlINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 P5SITISN IN RELL ACQUIRED CBVER 'NUMBcPR F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT  LONG 123 45678
1206*08370 00000/0000 20018/0039 02/14/73 0 2867 0427N 01710E 4903 115.8 G7GG
1206 -08 372  O0000/oo 00 20018/0040 02/14/73 lo 2867 O3ON 0o1650E 49*7 114.2 GGGG
1206-08375 00000/0000 20018/0041 02/14/73 10 2867 0134 031630E 0*0 11205 GOGG
1206-08381 00000/0001) 20018/0042 0?/14/73 c 2867 007TN 01609E 50C4 110*8 GGG
1206-10404 00000/0000 2u015/0742 0?/14/73 60 2868 64593 034470 25*0 65.5 GGGP
1206-10410 00000/000C 20015/0743 0?/14/73 70 2868 6419 03614W P4*0 66.2 PGGG
1206-10413 00000/0000 20015/0744 0?/14/73 80 2868 67375 03747W 22.9 67.2 GGGG
1206-10415 00000/0000 20015/0745 0/14/73 100 2868 6254S 03932W 21.8 68.3 GPPP
1206-10422 00000/0000 20015/0746 02/14/73 100 2868 7o105 04130W 20.8 69*7 GGPP
1206-10424 00000/0000 20015/0747 02/14/73 100 2868 7125S 043 44 W 19*7 71.4 GPGG
1206-10431 00000/00o0 20015/0748 02/14/73 90 2868 7239S 046 16W 18.6 73.3 PAPG
1206"10433 00000/000) 20015/0749 02/14/73 70 2868 7?5?S c4911W 17*5 75.7 GPGG
1206-10440 00000/0000 20015/0750 02/14/73 70 2868 7502S 05231W 16.4 78*5 GGGP
1206-10442 00000/0000 20015/0751 02/14/73 70 2868 7609S 05618W 1593 81.8 GGPP
1206-10445 00000/0000 20015/0752 02/14/73 100 2868 7711S 06040W 14.2 85.8 GGGP
1206-10451 00000/00o0 20015/0753 0?/14/73 100 2868 709QS 0 6557W 13*1 90*6 PGGP
1206.15161 OCO00/O00 20015/0277 02/14/73 20 2871 5142N 07144W 21*5 152.5 GGGG
1206-15164 OC00000/0000 20015/0278 0?/14/73 30 2871 5117N 07226W 22.6 151.6 GGG
1206-15170 00000/0000 20015/0279 02/14/73 30 2871 4.53N o7305W 23.7 150*8 6GGG
1206-15502 00000/0000 20015/0 7 5 4 02/14/73 100 2871 64595 11207W 24*9 65.4 PGGG
1206-15505 00000/0000 20015/0755 02P/14/73 100 2871 661 , 11332W 23,9 66*2 GOGG
1206-15511 OC00000/0000 20015/0756 02/14/73 90 2871 673AS 11b05w 22.8 67.1 GGGG
1206-15514 00000/0000 20015/0757 02/14/73 50 2871 6253S 1165 2 21.8 68.3 GGGG
1206-15520 00000/0000 20015/0758 02/14/72 10 2871 7009S 11850w 20,7 69.7 Gppp
1206.15523 00000/0000 20015/0759 02/14/73 O1 2871 7125S 12104W 19.6 71*3 PGGG
1206-15525 00000/000 20015/0760 02/14/73 4n 2871 7P395 12336w 18.6 73.3 PPGP
1206-15532 00000/0000 20015/0761 02/14/73 70 2871 7351S 12630w 17.5 75*6 GGGP
1206-15534 O00000/0000 20015/0762 02/14/73 70 2871 7502S 12948w 16*4 78.4 GPGP
1206-15541 00000/0000 20015/0763 02/14/73 100 2871 7608S 13333W 15,3 81.8 GPGP
1206-15543 00000/0000 20015/0764 02/14/73 80 2871 7711S 13755W 14.2 85.8 PPGP
1206-16561 00000/0000 20015/0280 02/14/73 10 2872 6?48N 09022W 12.8 160.2. 1GG
1206-16564 00000/0000 20015/0281 02/14/73 10 2872 6125N 09131W 13*9 159*1 GGGG
1206-16570 00000/000 20015/0282 02/14/73 10 2872 6002N 09235W 150 158.0 GGGG
1206-16573 00000/0000 20015/0283 02/14/73 10 2872 5,39N 09333W 16.1 157.0 GGGG
1206-16575 00000/0000 20015/0284 02/14/73 0 2872 5716N 09 4 28 w 17.2 156*0 GGGG
1206-16582 00000/0000 20015/0285 02/14/73 0 2872 555N 0 9519W 183 155.1 GGGG
1206*16534 0000/cco0 20015/0286 02/14/73 0 2872 542RN 09607w 19.4 154,2 GGGG
1206-16591 00000/0000 20015/0287 02/14/73 10 2872 5304N 09652W 20.5 153.3 GGG
1206-16593 00000/0000 20015/028 8 02/14/73 10 2872 5140N o973 5w 21.6 152.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD CBVER % *,.*...*...,*. 0 TB 100 = % CLOUD C~VER. ** m NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE nUALITY *.............. BLANKSmBAND NOT PRrESNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. =G880D. F=FAIR BUT USABLE- PaP8OR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0584
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICReFILM R5LL NB./ DATE CLOUD JRBIT PPINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYID PeSTTIBN IN ROLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
R5V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1206-1700C 00000/0000 20015/0289 02/14/73 20 2872 5n15N o981 6W 2P*7 151.6 GGGG1206*17064 00000/0000 2o015/0765 02/14/73 10 2872 2725N 10 614W 38.5 137*2 GGGG
1206-17070 00000/0000 20015/0766 02/14/73 0 2872 2559N 10638W 39.4 136.2 GGGG1206-17073 00000/0000 20015/0767 02/14/73 0 2872 2433N i0700o 40.2 135.0 GGGG1206-17075 OCO0O/COC 20015/0768 02/14/73 0 2872 2307N 10723W 41.1 133.9 GGGG1206-17082 00000/0000 20015/0769 02/14/73 7n 2872 2141N 10 745W 41*9 132.7 GGGG
1206-17084 00000/0000 20015/0770 02/14/73 60 2872 2 14 N 10807W 42*7 131*5 GGGG1206-18381 00000/0000 20015/0771 02/14/73 0 2873 6649N 11206W 9.5 164.2 GPPG1206-18384 00000/0000 20015/0772 02/14/73 0 2873 6529N 11335W 10*6 162.8 PGPG
1206.18390 OCO00/o000 20015/0773 02/14/73 0 2873 6408N 11456w 11.7 161.5 GGGG1206-18393 00000/0000 20015/0774 02/14/73 0 2873 6247N 11610A 12.8 160.2 GGGG1206-18395 00000/000 20015/07.75 02/14/73 o 2873 6125N 11718W 13*9 159.1 GPGG1206-18402 o0000/CCoo 20015/0776 02/14/73 10 2873 60O2N 11820W 15.1 158.0 GPGG
1206-18404 00000/0000 20015/0777 02/14/73 10 2873 5839N 11919w 16.2 157*0 GPGP1206-18411 00000/0000 20015/0778 02/14/73 10 2873 5 716N 12014W 17.3 156*0 GGGP1206-18413 00000/0000 20015/0779 02/14/73 10 ?873 5553N 12106W 18o4 155.1 GPGP1206-18420 00000/0000 20015/0780 02/14/73 10 2873 5429N 12155W 19.5 154o2 PGGG1206-18422 00000/0000 20015/0781 02/14/73 50 2873 5 304 N 12241W 20*5 153*3 GGGG1206-18425 00000/0000 20015/0782 02/14/73 80 2873 5140N 123 24W 21.6 152.5 GGGG1206-18431 0000/0000 20015/0783 C2/14/73 90 2873 5015N 12404W 22.7 151.6 GGG1206-21001 00000/o000 20015/0784 02/14/73 90 2874 65015 17024E 24.8 65.4 GGGG
1206-21004 00000/0000 20015/0785 0?/14/73 8c 2874 6620S 16859E 23.8 66.2 GGGG1206-21010 00000/0000 20015/0786 02/14/73 70 2874 673$S 16724E 22.7 67.1 GGGG1206-21013 00300/c000 20015/0787 02/14/73 80 2874 6R55S 16537E 21.7 68.3 GPGG1206-21015 00000/0000 20015/0788 02/14/73 50 2874 7011S 16338E 20.6 69.7 POGP
1206-21022 00000/0000 20015/0789 02/14/73 30 2874 7127S 16125E 19.5 71.4 PGGG1206-21024 00000/0000 20015/0790 0?/14/73 10 2874 7241S 15853E 18.5 73.3 GGGG1206-21031 00OCO/OC00 20015/0290 02/14/73 0 2874 7953S 15558E 17.4 75.7 GGGG
1206-21033 00000/0000 20015/0291 02/14/73 0 2874 7;03S 152 3 8E 16*3 78.5 GGGG1206-2104C 00000/0000 20015/0292 02/14/73 c 2874 7609S 14852E 15*2 81.9 GGGG
1206-21042 .00000/0000 20015/0293 02/14/73 0 2874 7712S 14426E 14*1 85.9 GGGG1206-22215 00000/0000 20015/0791 02/14/73 30 2875 0845N 17136E 48.0 120.3 GGG
1206-22221 00000/0000 20015/0792 02/14/73 10 2875 0719N 17116E 48'5 118.8 GPGG1206-22224 00000/0000 20015/0793 02/14/73 20 2875 0550N 17056E 48.9 117*2 PGGG
1206-22230 00000/0000 20015/0794 02/14/73 30 2875 0424N 17036E 4904 115.5 PGGG1207-00103 00000/0000 20015/0294 02/15/73 2o 2876 000oS 14126E 51.3 98.0 P GG1207-u0110 00000/0000 20015/0295 02/15/73 10 2876 1127S 14105E 51.3 96.2 GGGG1207-00112 00000/000 20015/0296 02/15/73 2C. 2876 1953S 14045E 51.2 94.4 GGGG1207-00115 00000/0000 20015/0297 02/15/73 20 2876 141S 14 023E r1.0 92.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % *........ ..... c TO 100 8 X CLBUD CRVER. * * NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .. 0........... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED, R=RECYCLED* G=GBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PoPBBR.
Ib:44 "A 11''7 STANARD C4TALeG FeP NeN-US PAGE 0585
FROM )7/23/'2 T 071/23/73
eBSERVATI5N .ICrFI' R4LL \e./ DAT CLBUD PRRIT PDI.ICIPAL P9INT SUN SU ITMAGE QUALITY
1S FP IT ISTI 1 k8LL ACCU T R CVrFR NUMBrR F I AGF ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1207.-0121 0OC?/0C03 20O15/0298 o0/15/73 3o 2676 1;46S 14002E 50*9 91.0 GGGG
1207-03124 O000/CO0 20015/0299 0o/15/73 2C 2876 1713S 13940E 50.6 89.3 GGGG
1207"00130 00u 0/0000 20015/0300 0?/ /71 20 2876 1l39S 13918E 50.3 87.6 GGGG
1207-00133 0 01000 ?20015/0301 0/173 ic 2876 20S49 13856E 50*0 86.0 GGGG
1207-00135 20000/C,0O 20015/030? 0f/!/73 30 2876 2131S 13834E 49.7 84.4 GGGG
1207-D014 OQo0000/0c 20015/030 3 0?/15/73 20 2876 2257S 1312E 49*2 82?9 GGGG
1207-,j0144 CCooO./000 20015/0304 02/15/72 20 2876 2423 13 749E 48*8 81.4 GGGG
1207-00151 00000/0000 20015/0305 0?/I /73 10 2876 2r48S 13726E 48.3 80.0 GGGG
1207-00153 C0030/0COC 2c015/0306 02/15/73 10 2876 2714S 13703E 47.8 78.6 GGGG
1207"-0160 ccc0(/,:o: 20015/C30
7 02/I/73 10 ?876 2i39S 13639E 47.3 77.3 GCGG
1207-o0152 0S3/CC'0 2501 5 /0303 0/1/73 10 2876 3004S 13615E 46*7 76,0 GGGG
1207-C0165 CQCno/ocou 20C15/0309 02/19/73 0 2876 313,S 13550E 46*1 74.8 GGGG
1207-0138? 0000/0CC0 23,015/0310 0/i /73 1O 877 4111N 12941E 28*0 147.4 GGGG
1207-01385 000I0/COM 20015/0311 02/19/73 10 2877 4146N 12909E 29.1 146,6 GGG
1207-1403 00C0I0/0CQ0c 20C1510?12 02/19/73 0 2877 3603N 12712E 33.0 143.0 GGGG
1207-C1 05 0000/C003 20015/0313 02/19 73 10 2877 3437N 12645E 340 142.1 GGGG
1207-01412 COO) /(CO 20C15/0314 o0?/15/71 10 2877 311N 12619E 35*0 14192 GGGG
1207-0150? 0C0CC00/00 20015/0315 02/19/73 50 2877 0!29N 11818E 50,1 112.1 GGGG
1207-01512 OC,003/C00 20015/0316 07/19/73 40 2877 01.22S 11737E 50*7 108.6 GPGG
1207-0210 000oC0/00U 22015/0317 03/19/73 20 2877 
6501S 09252E P4#8 65.4 GPGG
1207-02133 300co/ocoo 20015/0318 0?/1 /73 2877 6$205 09125E 23,7 66*1 PPGG
120 7 -0210 5 00000)003 )015/0319 02/15/73 100 2877 67393 0 8950E 22.7 67.1 GPGG
1207-02112 OL0/0/0.00 20015/0320 02/15/73 100 2877 685(S 0880 3 E 21*6 68.3 GGGG
1207-2114 000'0/0000 20015/0321 02/j5/73 100 2877 7,1?S 08606E 20o5 69,7 GGGG
1207-02121 0000/000 23015/0322 02/15/73 100 2877 7127S 08354E 19i5 71.3 GPGG
1207-212 3 0..._/,,00 20015/0323 C?/tR/73 100 2877 7?40S 08124E 18.4 73.3 
GPGG
1207-02130 000 3 O 22015/0324 0:/15/73 100 2877 7353. 07830E 17.3 75.7 GPGG
1207-02132 C0Cr/COC' 20f015/0325 02/15/7! 100 2877 7504S 07b512E 162 78*5 GDGG
1207-2135 00O0/C00 20315/0326 02/1/73 100 2877 7,10S o7127E 15.1 81.8 GPGG
1207-02141 C00/o0000 20015/0327 02/1/73 100 2877 771?S 06659E 14*0 85.9 GPGG
1207-'3241 QO0/C00o 2:Q015/0328 0'/1/73 n 2878 3437N 10058E 34*0 142.1 GGGG
1207-03243 0000/0000 20015/0329 02/15/73 0 2878 3111N 10032E 35*0 141.2 GGGG
1207-03250 O0000/COc 2015/0330 02/15/73 30 2878 3145N 10006E 359 140*2 GGGG
1207-33252 C00O0/3000 20015/0331 0?./19/73 90 2878 3l19N- 09941E 36*8 139.2 GGGG
1207-03255 0000/0c00c 20015/0332 0?/15/73 90 2878 2Q54N 0 9917E 37.7 138.2 GGGG
120 7-03 261 C03C0n/0000 20015/0333 0/15I/7; 80 2878 272.N 0 9853E 38.6 137.1 PGPG
1207-03264 O000/0C00 2J015/0334 30/15/73 50 2878 2602N 09830E 39*5 136.0 GGGG
1207-03270 Co030/000 20015/0335 02/15/73 10 2878 2435N 09806E 40*3 134.9 GGGG
1207-03273 OC000/000) 20015/0336 02/19/73 0 2878 2103N 09743E 41*2 133.8 GGG
KEYS: CLuUD CevER % ,,,...., ,,. 0 TO 100 a % CLUD CRVER, ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE ,UALITY ,,,..,,,,, * RLANKS-BAND NBOT PRcSFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=G5BD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR,
16:44 YAP 11'74 STANDARD CATALaG FMR N5N-US PAGE 0586
FRO M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATTSN M ICFIL ReLL ./ DATF CLOUD ZRBIT PIN!CIPAL PfINT SUN SUk; TMAGE QUALITY
I) PCSITI5N IN ROLL AOUT En CBVE R NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIV. RBV MSS
7EV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1207-)3275 C003,0/000 2 015/0337 0/1 /73 20 2878 2143N 09721E 42,0 132.6 GGGG
1207-03282 O0000/0000 2)0015/033A 0 c/19/73 10 2878 2r17s 09700E 4P-8 131.4 GGGG
1207-"328 CCCo0/O00C 20C15/033 9 0/15/7 00 2878 1851N 09638E 43*5 130*1 GGGG
1207-03291 O0000/C000 20015/034 02/j5/73 10 2878 1724N 09616E 44.2 128.8 GGGG
1207-05090 00330/0C00 20015/0341 02/15/73 0 2879 2R53N 07326E 37.8 138.2 GSGG
1207-35093 00o0,/C0:3 20015/0342 02/15/73 0 2879 2723N o7302E 38.6 137.1 GGGG
1207- 5095 uC00/000 22015/0343 02/15/71 n 2879 2602N 07238E 39.5 136.0 GGGG
1207-05102 00000/000r 2o015/C344 02/15/73 0 2879 2436N 07216E 40*4 134.9 G3GG
1207-0510! 00C0 /0000 20015/0345 02/15/73 C, 2879 2 10N 07153E 41 2 133.8 GGGG
1207-u5111 000hO/OU.) 2 015/C346 02/15/73 c 2879 2 14 3 N 07131E 42.0 132.6 GGGG
120 7 -05113 U00000/000 20015/0347 02/19/73 10 2879 2016N 07110E 42.8 131.4 GGGG
1207-05120 00000/000 22015/0348 0?/15/73 n 2879 1850N 07048E 43.5 130.1 GGGG
1207-0512 00000/000C 20015/0349 02/19/73 10 2879 1724N 07r26E 44o3 128.8 GGGG
1207-05125 OCO/00/0u 2Q015/035C 02/15/73 10 2879 1558N 07004E 45*0 127.5 GGGG
1207-05131 00000/000 2U015/0351 02/15/73 10 2879 1431N 06942E 45o6 126.1 GGGG
1207-05134 00C00o/OO 20015/0352 0:/15/73 20 2879 104N 06922E 46.3 124.7 GGGG
1207-05140 0000/CO 20015/0353 0?/19/73 20 2879 1138N 06902E 4609 123*2 GGGG
1207-05143 C0030/oo00 20015/0354 02/15/73 20 2879 1012N o6842E 47.5 121.7 GrGG
1207-C701 C0O000/00C 20015/0795 02/15/73 0 28 80 0133N 04051E 50.2 112.0 GGGG
1207-07004 00000/rCO0 21015/0796 02/15/73 4 C 2880 c006N 04031E 50*5 110.3 GGGG
120 7 - ;7054  0000/000 20015/0797 02/15/73 20 28~0 1713S 03625E 50.6 89*2 GrGG
120 7-07C60 c0000/C0( 20015/0798 0/!1/73 20 2880 139S 03604E 50.3 87o5 G1GG
1207"&7063 CCOCO/000 200C15/0799 02/19/73 20 2880 2005S 0354 2E EC'O 85.9 GGGG120 7-C7065 o00o00o/0r 20015/0800 02/19/73 30 28R0 2131S 03520E 49.6 84.3 GGGG
1207C-7072 CCOO0/COC 20015/C801 0'/15/7? 20 2880 2?58S 03458E 49.2 82.8 GGGG
1207*C707 CCOo00/OCO 20015/0802 0"/19/73 10 280R 2424S 03435E 48.8 81,3 GGGG
1207",7081 OCOOC/C00 2'015/0803 0/15/73 1C, 28R0 248S 03 41CE 48'3 79*9 GGPG
1207"-7063 OCOo/CC0 2015/0804 02/1r/73 10 2880 2713S 03346E 47.8 78.5 G5GG1207-07090 00D000/oco 20015/080 5 0:/19/73 lo 2880 2841S 0 3321E 47.2 77*2 GGGG1207-07195 0C3S/0C000 20015/0355 0'/15/73 30 2880 6=04S 01b48E 24.7 65.3 GOGG
1207-7201 'O0UC/CC0Oc 2 0015/C356 01/15/7? 4o 2880 6619S 01357E 23*7 66*1 GGGG
1207- 7224 00000/C000 20015/C357 0o2/1971 30 2880 67375 01223E P226 67*1 GGGG
1207-07210 0C0C3C/O0 23015/035 8  0:'/15/73 5C 28R0 68545 0 1o37E 21.6 68*2 GIGG1207-07213 00300C/000 20015/0359 0/15/73 80 28R0 7103 00840E 2095 69.6 GGGG
1207-072? 0000o/COU 2o015/0360 02/15/73 50 2880. 7239S 00356E 18*3 73*2 GGGG
1207-07224 OC000/C000 22015/03361 0?1/73 5 280RO 7955S 00101E 17*2 75.6 GGGG
1207-07231 000co0/00C 20015/0362 0?/19/73 10 ?8o 7502S c0016W 16.2 78*.4 GGGG
1207-07233 00000/0OCO 20015/0363 0~/1q/73 10 2880 7A08S 00601w 15.1 81*8 GrGG
1207-07240 CG030/7CO 20015/0364 02/1;/73 20 2880 7710S 01027W 14*0 85.8 GGGG
KEYS: C05L C5VER .. oo......o.o. r TL 100 %= ' CLBUD CPVERo ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I1AG GJALITY ........ 04-.. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESrNT/RErUFSTED. R=ReCYCLED. G=GoBD. FoFATR BUT USABLE. PwPB5R.
16:44 MAP 11p'74 STANDARD CATALPG FeR N5N-US PAGE 0587FRqM 07/23/72 Tl 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICRFILM RSLL ,i./ DATE CLBUD RPIT PPNICIPAL PtINT SUN SUN 
TMAGE QUALITY
0o DeSITIN I
N NeLL ACUTRpED CeVER NJUMBt R F I AGE ELEV. AZI . RBV 'SS
PEy MS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1207-U 7 242 CCOCO/CCC 20015/0365 0?/i!73 4Q 2880 709S 015488 12*9 90.5 
GGGG
1207-08345 c00oCO/C00 20015/0366 0?/i/7 2r 29FR 3!47N CP241E 36.0 140*2 
GGGG
1207-08351 000C0/C000 20015/0367 02/15/73 20 2881 3021N 02216E 36,9 139o2 GGGG
1207-08354 00000/0000 20015/0368 0?/15/73 20 2891 2955\ 02152E 37.8 138.1 GGGG
1207-12282 COOO0/000C 20015/0369 02/15/73 100 2883 6r56A 0515W 27-8 63.8 GGG
1207-12285 00000/0000 2c015/0
3 7 0 0P/1/73 100 2883 6217S 05923w (-.7 64,2 UGG
1207-12291 00000/C000 20015/0371 0?/15/73 90 28 3 6339S 06036 25,
7  64.7 GGGG
1207-12294 00000/000 20015/0372 0p/18/73 90 2883 6459 C6156W p24
7  65o3 GOGG
1207-12300 O0000/C000 20015/0373 02/15/73 90 2883 6617S 06321W 23.6 66*1 G6GG
•120 7 -12 3 03 00000/0000 20015/0?74 02/19/73 8n 2883 67365 06457W 2,*6 67.0 GGGG
1207-12305 00000/0000 20015/0375 0j/15/73 80 283 685c3 06644W 1*5 68*2 
GGGG
1207-12312 00O/O000' 20015/0376 02/15/73 8C 2883 7o0
0 S 06842w 204 69*6 GGG
1207-15184 00000/0000 20015/0806 02/15/73 20 2885 6P49N 06555w 13,1 160.2 GGGG
1207-15190 Q0o/00/CO0 20015/0807 02/15/7 8n 2885 6127N 06704W 14.2 159,1 
GGG
1207-15193 OCOO0/OC0o 2u'15/0808 02/15/73 90 2885 
6
o04N 06808W 15*3 158.0 G(GG
1207-15195 o00oooo/oo 20015/0809 02/15/73 70 2885 5941N 06908W 16*4 157*0 
GrGG
1207-15202 00000/000C 20015/010 0/15/73 40 2835 571 j 070038 17*5 156.0 GGGG
1207-15204 0000/OCC0000 20C15/0811 02/15/73 ?885 5;54 C07055w 18#6 155.1 GrGG
1207-15211 00oC/Ono00 2015/0812 o0/i5/73 0 2885 543nN 07143W i9*7 1541 GGGG
1207-15213 00000/0000 20015/0813 02/15/73 0 2885 51 0 6N 07228W 
c20. 153.3 GGGG
1207-15220 0 ,000/0000 20015/C814 09/15/73 ( 2885 5142N 07311W 21,9 152.4 GGGG
1207-1522 0000/0000 20015/0815 02/1l/7q 50 2885 5^17N 07351W 22.9 151.5 GGGG
1207-15225 OCOOC/,O00 2j015/081 6  02/15/73 70 2885 4953N 07430W P490 150.7 GGGG
1207-17020 0000OC/O00 20015/0R17 02/15/73 30 ?886 6;49N 09145W 13.1 160,2 GGGG
1207-17022 00000/0000 20015/0818 02/15/73 0 2886 6127N 09?54w 14.2 159.1 GGGG
1207-17025 O00oo/0C0 20015/0819 02/i5/73 0 2886 
6 0p4N 09357W 15*3 158.0 GGGG
1207-17031 0000/C000 20015/0820 0?/15/73 0 28R6 5942N 09456W 16.4 157.0 
GGGG
1207-17034 00000/0000 20015/0821 02/15/73 0 2886 571qN 09551A 17*5 156.0 
GGGG
1207-17040 0000/COC 20015/0822 0?/15/73 0 2886 5r55N 09642w 18.6 155.1 
GrGG
1207-17043 0000/O000 20015/0823 09/15/73 0 28R6 5431N c9731W 197 154*1 
GGGG
1207-17045 0000/000C 20015/0824 02/15/73 0 2896 5;07N 09816W 20.8 
153.3 GGGG
1207-17052 00000/000C 20015/0825 02/15/73 0 2886 514?N 09859w 21.9 152*4 GWGG
1207-17054 00o00/0oo, 20015/026 0?/15/73 O 2886 58lRN 09940W 23*C 151*5 
GGG
1207-17122 00000/0000 20015/0827 02/15/73 0 2886 2729N 107378 38.8 137.0 
GOGG
1207-17125 0000/0000 2J015/0828 02/15/73 0 2886 2403N 10801W 39*6 135,9 
GGGG
1207-17131 00000/0003 20015/0829 02/15/73 0 2886 2437N 10824W 40.5 134*8 GGGG
1207-17134 00O/000 200 15/083C 02/15/73 1C 2886 2311N 10847W 41*3 
133.6 GGGG
1207-17140 000/O00 20015/0831 02/15/73 2o 2886 2145N 10909W 
42,1 132o5 GfGG
1207-17143 300000/0CO 20015/0832 0/15/73 40 2886 2CR1N 10931W 42.9 131.2 
GrGG
KEYS: CLSUD C4VEP X ,.****.**...*' 0 TO 100 = % CLeUD CAVER* ** 
= N5 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IJA-GE .OALTTY . LANKSBAND NBT PRrSrNT/REOUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GD80. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P.PODR,
16:44 ',A0 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0588
FReM 07/23/72 Tf 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICkBFILM ReLL 1N./ DATE CLUD 9R9IT POINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID eSITI4N IN R8LL ACaUTRED CeVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
RtV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1207-17393 00000/0000 20015/0377 02/15/73 6C 2886 645S 139 19W 24.6 65,2 G
1207-17395 000nO/000 20015/0378 0?/1J/73 60 286 66175 14044W 23*6 66.0 GGGG
1207-17402 0000/CC00 20015/0379 02/19/73 60 2886 6735S 14220W 22.5 67.0 GGGG
1207-17404 00000/0000 20015/0380 02/15/73 50 2886 6853S 144 06w 214 68.1 GSGG
1207-17411 00oo0/000 20315/0381 02/15/73 60 2886 700RS 14603W ?0C* 69.5 GGGG
1207-17413 00000/co00 20015/0382 02/15/73 70 2886 7124S 1415W 19-3 71.2 GGGG
1207-17420 00000/0000 20015/0383 02/15/73 90 2886 723RS 1504 6W 18.2 7392 GGGG
1207-17422 C00000/000 20015/0384 0?/15/7? 90 2886 751S 15341w 17.1 75.5 GGGG
1207-17425 0000/C0000 20015/0385 02/15/73 80 2886 7501S 15700W 16P0 78.3 GGGG
1207-17431 00000/00O 20015/0386 02/15/73 90 2886 7608 16046W 14*9 81.7 GrGGG1207-17434 O00COO/C00, 20015/0387 02/15/73 90 2886 7710S 16511W 13.8 85.6 GGG
1207-17440 00000/CC0 20O15/03A8 0P/15/71 80 2886 780RS 17024W 12*7 90.4 QGG6
1207-22491 0000/O0000 20015/0389 02/15/73 80 2889 6458S 14310E 24*5 65.2 GGGG1207-22494 OC0OOO/000 20015/0390 02/15/73 90 2889 6616S 14147E 23.5 66.0 GGGG
1207-22500 00o00/o000 20015/0391 02/15/73 100 2889 67355 14011E 22*4 66*9 GGGG
1207-22503 00000/0000 20015/0392 C0/15/73 100 2889 6952S 13825E 2104 68.1 GGGG
1207-22505 00000/OCC 20C15/0393 02/15/73 100 2889 700RS 13627E 20*3 69*5 GOGG
12C7-22512 0000/0000 2U015/0394 02/15/73 100 2889 7124S 13413E 19.2 71.2 GGGG
1207-22514 00000/0000 20015/C395 02/15/73 100 2889 7139S 13142E 18*1 73*1 GGGG1207-22521 0 b000/0002 20015/0396 02/15/73 100 2889 735?S 12849E 17.1 75.5 GGGG
1207-22523 O0000/0000 20015/0397 02/15/7? 100 2889 7=01S 12532E 16.0 78.3 GGGG
1207-2530 000OO/0000 20015/0398 02/15/73 100 2889 76085 12147E 14.9 81.6 GGGG
1207-22532 OO00/000 20015/0399 02/19/73 100 2889 77115 11719E 13*8 85.6 GGGG1207-22535 00300/OC0 20015/0400 02/15/73 100 2889 7R09S 2ol0E 12,7 90.4 GGGG
120800075 000C/o00 20015/0833 02/1A/73 30 2890 1R53N 14648E 43.7 129.9 GGGG
1208-00832 00o0O/cC'0 2u015/0834 02/1/73 1o 2890 1726N 14627E 44*4 128.6 GGGG
1208"00084 3000/OC00 20015/0835 02/16/73 20 2890 1 00N 14606E 45.1 127.2 GGGG
1208-00031 00000/0002 20015/0836 C2 /1A/ 7 3 60 2890 143 4N 14 545E 45*8 125*8 GGGG1208"00093 O0000/C000 20015/0837 02/t1/73 6o 2890 1o07N 14524E 46*4 124.4 GGG31208-00100 00000/0000 20015/083R C2/16/73 70 2890 1140N 14503E 47.0 122.9 GGGG
1208"00161 .00000/0000 20015/0839 C2/lA/73 60 2800 0957S 14000E 5.4 97.5 GGGG
1208-00164 0OOO0/o0o C 20015/0840 0 2 /1A/ 7 3 50 2890 11245 139 40E 51.3 95.7 GOGG
1208-00170 00000/0000 20015/0841 02/16/73 20 2890 1P495 13919E 51.2 93.9 GGGG
120 8 "00173 OC00/0000 2Ru1 5/04? 02/16/73 20 2890 14165 13858E 51*0 92.2 GGGG
1208-00175 00000/C000 20015/0843 02/1A/73 20 28q0 ir425 13 836E C*,8 90*5 GGG1208-00182 00000/0on00 20015/0844 02/16/73 30 2890 170RS 13815E 50.6 88.8 GGGG
1208-00184 00000/0000 20015/0845 02/16/73 30 2890 1835S 13753E 50*3 87.2 GGGG
1208-00191 00000/0000 2U015/0846 0?/1I/73 20 2890 20015 13731E 49.9 856 GfGG
1208-00193 00000/000 20015/0847 02/16/73 10 2890 21285 13709E 49*6 8400 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUL CovER % *.............. 0 T8 100 - % CLOUD CAVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o...*......... LANKS.BAND NOT PRcSrNT/REOUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=G8eD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PO9R,
16:44 "IA 11s' 7 4 STANDARD CATALRG F; NeN.US PAGE 0589
FR5M , 7/2?/72 TR 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN "TCLrFILM R"LL NP,/ DATE CLUD RHIT PPINCIPAL P-INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
12: 617T7i! IN ReLL A3QUIRE CtVER NUM~PER F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
rV MSS LAT LtNG 123 45678
1208-00200 O uCDCo0 e-15/041 0?/16/73 17 2890 2256S 13647E 49,2 82.5 GGGG
12C08-002o? o 000/00C, / C15/ 84 0?1A/73 10 2890 242?S 13624E 4 *7 81*0 GGGG
12 08",0205 OCOCO/0 0 2 n15/0850 07/1/73 1 28 90 2 4AS 13601E 48.2 79,6 GGGG
1208-00711 OOrO/O;O 2.'015/0851 30/16/73 0 2890 271,5 13b38E 47.7 78.2 GGGG
12 08 -00214 0.../C. O i 15/5 02/16/7 0 28 90 2R36S 13514E 47*1 76.9 PGGG
120800220 O000/C0,. 20015/0853 G?/1/73 10 2890 3001S 13450E 46e5 75.6 GGGG
12 08-L0223  00o00/c020 2j015/0 5C 02/16/73 10 2890 31275 13425E 45,9 74* GGGG
1208-31373 00.0/.0*' 2n15/0855 C?/1A/7 0 2891 6E29N 14146E 11*0 162.7 GGGG
12 o081 3 7 5  CvOL /C~00 2"015/0856 02/16/73 0 281 6403N 14024E 12*2 161.4 GGGG
1208-,1382 00000/0000 23015/0857 0'/1/73 C c 281 6?46N 13909E 13*3 16032 GGGG
1208-o138 4 00OC-/,C 2')15/0858 0D/1A/73 2c 2891 6125N 13e0CE 14*4 159*0 GGGG
1208-"14 5 5  O0010icoo 2c015/0 859  0?/1J/73 1- 2891 3728N 12615E 32*o 143*8 GGGG
1208-1461 000/00 20015/0860 0/1/73 0 891 3602N 12548E 33*4 142.8 GrGG
120 8 *-1464 0000/0CU2 2,015/0861 02/16/73 0 2891 3437N 12b21E 34.3 141*9 GGGG
1208-31470 03000/000 20015/0862 C.?/16/73 60 2891 .311N 12455E 35*3 141*0 GGGG
1208"01591 n00000/co0 2u015/o 86 3  02/16/73 40 2891 0R34S 11432E 51i4 99.2 GGGG
1208-03270 00300/007; 20015/0864 02/16/73 0 28q2 4436N 10259E 27.4 148.1 G
-1208-03272 3C0C0 ./.C' 2R015/086b 02/16/73 0 2892 4~10' i0226E 28*4 147*2 GGG
1208-03275 O0CO/Co00o 2C015/0866 CP/fA/73 0 2892 4!45N 10154E 29*4 146.4 GGGG
1208-03281 CO ,/COGC 2C015/0867 C?/16/73 30 2892 4020n 10124E 30i4 145.5 GGGG
1208-.359.0 00/Co;C 2 o15/OPbS C2/1 /73 90 2892 6 01S 06536E 24. 65.2 GGGG
1208-J 35 9 3 00o0/ 0C 20015/0869 0/16/7 100 2892 6-2nS 06411E 23*4 66*0 GGGG
1208"c 3535 oo000/)0 2U15/0 70 CP/16/73 100 28q2 6739S 06236E 22-3 66*9 GPGG
1208-0400 C00C0/C000 0j 015/0R71 C0/16/73 100 2892 6957S 06049E 21.3 68.1 GPPG
1208-400J4 0o000tO0 0015/0872 01/1i673 90 2892 70125 05852E 20.2 69.5 GrGG
1208-*4011 300-0/n00 20015/0873 C?/16/73 90 28q2 712RS 05639E 19e1 71*2 GGGG
1208- 4c.13 O00.C/O0o 2"015/0874 C?/16/73 100 2892 742?S 05406E 18i0 73.2 GGGG
1208-c4020c 00O/0000 20015/0875 0?/16/73 100 2892 73555 O5111E 16,9 75.5 GGGG
1208-4022 C00C/C000C 2015/0876 C?/16/73 100 2892 7904S o4753E 15*9 78.4 GPGG
1208-04025 O000/CO00 2C15/0877 C0/16/73 t10 2892 7A10S C4408E 14.8 81*7 GSGG
1208-34031 000OC000/0 20015/0878 02/16/73 100 2892 7712S 03939E 13*7 85.7 GGGG
1208-04034 OCOCC00/, 2v015/0879 C0/1h/73 90 2892 7Q09S 03418E 12o6 90.5 GGGG
120805140 00Cn0/1r o0 15/0 80 0?/16/73 o; 2893 3146N 07250E 36.2 139.9 PPPP
1208-c5142 C0C00OC/o0 2(015/0881 0?/16/73 0 2893 3020N 07226E 37.2 138*9 GrGG
1208035145 00000/0000 2u015/0882 02/16/73 C 2893 2?54N 07201E 3801 137.9 GGGG
1208-35151 2OC1/O 00 5/0883 0C/16/73 0 2893 2728N 07138E 38.9 136*8 GGGG
1208-Q5154 0000/OCO0 20015/0884 02/1l/73 0 2893 2601N 07114E 39*8 135.7 GGGG
1208- 5160 00330/00 2015/C885 0?/16/73 0 28q3 2435N 07051E 40s6 134.6 GGG
1208-05163 00000/0000 20015/0886 02/16/73 0 2893 2308N 07028E 41*5 133.5 GGG
<EvS: CL ~L C9vE , ........ *...,.. 0 TB 100 CLOUD C4VER. ** = No CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
i'"AGE QUALITY q,.... ,,,, BLANKS.BAND NET PRrSrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=CBD,. FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PUPB9R,
1 45;4 11. '7 4 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0590
F2OM 07/23/72 Tt 07/23/73
OSERVATI9% TC,FI ;; ULL ".,/ DTF CLOUD 9BrIT PoI'!CIPAL P91NT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I PSITI4N IN SLL AC:IFTJED C!VER NUMBER 'F I4AGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
LSS AT LtNG 123 45678
1208-7516 UCCC/Co 201 87  /1/7 C 2893 2142N 07005E 42.2 132.3 GGGG
1208 - 5172 OLOC /CO: 2 R5/8 0(i?/16/73 30 2893 216N 06943E 43.0 131*0 GGGG
1208J5174 15"/, 200 /0889 (,,/1/71 10 28 3 1951& O021E 43.8 129.8 GPGG
1208J 511 GDCS/0o0 2C 15/0890 02/1A/73 2893 1-2 4 N C 9 0OOE 44*5 128*4 PGGG
12 08-35183 3 O/Or 2c; 15/0891 0?/ ,6/73 0 283 l057N 06%39E 45*2 127.1 GGGG
120" 5190 C /0'C/C P.I 2o,15/92 (//73 1 28 3 1431Ni 0 6818E 45o8 125*7 GGGG
120C -519 2, 1 CC/FO / ,01/0 93 0C/16/73 i' 2863 10 0N 06757E 46*5 124.3 GrGG
12Cd- 5195 b0OC'0 / Cr' 2 015/C894 C0/1A/73 1i 2893 138N 06736E 47.1 122.8 GGGG
1208 -5201 0uC/^cO0 20c15/0895 0?/1,/73 10 2893 1 12N 06716E 47*6 121.3 GGGG
1208- 656E ':ic/p'?rC 2v 01C5/089 02/1/73 30 2894 3411!\ 04729E 35*3 140*9 GPGG
1208-06571 ,0C /CO 2Cl1/0 8 9 7  n2/1,/7q rO 28Q4 3145 04 7 04E 36.3 139.9 GGGG
1208-C6574 0(0 CC/C;' -' 2"015/0898 02/1A/73 20 2894 304N 04639E ?7.2 138.9 GGGG
1208-0 C6 C00 '0/0 0 2015/C8 9 9  02116173 1- 2894 2?53N 04615E 38*1 137.9 GGGG
1208-06583 00r0/00 2c015s/09 o 02/1i/71 0 2894 272;N 04551E 38.9 136.8 GGGG
1208-06585 0C0C00/rCC 20015/C901 02/16/7/ 10 2894 2Io2N 04b27E 39.8 135*7 GAGG
1208-06592 OC00C/0 10 2Q0 15/0902 0?2/1/73 70 2894 ?435N 04504E 40.6 134.6 GnGG
1208-6594 COCUC/00Lc 20015/0903 0211,/73 80 2894 2?0qN 0441E 41o5 133.4 GGGG
120 8 -7001 oncS/-v C 20015/0904 02/16/73 10 2894 2142 04418E 42.3 132.2 GGGG
12C8-07003 00?C0/C00 20015/0905 C2 /16/77 0 2894 2n? 1 04355E 43*0 131.0 GGGG
1208-070 0 CCc">/'0:O 20015/0906 02/16/73 C 2894 150N 04333E 43.8 129.7 GGGG
1208-7012 ?CC0cC/00 20015/0907 C02/A73 2r 2804 1723N 04312E 445 128.4 GGGG
1208-07015 F0030/"00 2 15/ 908 C2 /16/73 30 2894 1=57N 04251E 45.2 127.1 GGGG
1208270o1 1 bC//OC 200 go15/0909  02/1A/7A 10 2894 1431 04230E 45.9 125.7 GGGG
1208"C8410 G1E/ 200 18/043 02/1/7 30 2895 302rN 02049E 37.2 138.9 GGGG
1208"8'p 12 0C0D/Cc 0 2C018/0044 0G/16/73 40 2805 ?254\ 02025E 38,1 137.9 GGGG
12080-415 0 )/00 2'0 1 A /0C45 02/1(/73 20 2895 272,N 02001E 39"0 136.8 GG
1208-8421 0CO30/00 2(0D15/0910 02/16/73 100 28a5 260? 01937E 395.8 135.7 GGGP
1208- j8 ?4 COCCC/'0 23015/0911 C?/1A/73 90 2895 2 3N 01914E 4C.7 134.6 GCGG
1208-~ 843C 03O/CC J 20 15/0912 02/!/73 30 2895 2 09N 01 8 52E 41.5 133.4 GGGG
1208-j8433 ~/ .3/. 2'.15/0913 02/16/713 1 2?85 2144N c1829E 42.3 132.2 GGGG
1208-" 43 O C0/CoC 2J15/0914 0-/16/73 1 2b95 2 1N 01 07E 43,1 131.0 GGGG
1208-"84? OC%00/Cr-S 2 015/0915 02/1 /73 3c 28 5 1R52N 0 1745E 43.8 129*7 GGG
1208*?84O4 0CQ0 /0OC." 201 5 /091 6  02/16/73 6C 2895 172F 01723E 44"5 128.4 GGG
1208CR8451 Cc,/,C0 2C"15/0917 0C/16/7 1C00 2895 155,N 01702E 45.2 127.0 GGGG
1208-*8453 C00r ,c . 20 15 /091 0C/16 /7 8r 2895 1431N 01641E 45.9 125.7 0GG
1208. 846C O0no/Ocr 0C315/0919 02/16/73 61' 2805 1 0N 01620E 46.5 124.2 GGG
12C08-8462 0C000C/CrO 2 L15/0920 02/16/73 0 2895 1131'N 1Jb59E 47.1 122*8 G(GG
1 2 0 8 -j9905 O00 /C c0 20015/0921 C/1A/73 30 2895 65045 01126W 24.4 65.1 GGGG
120 8 °93992 . /00000000 2(0015/0922 CP/16/73 90 2895 6620S 01317W 23*3 65.9 GGGG
KEYS: LL"LE, CSVE % o.,o..**a*a.,o. T b 100 % CLOUD CqVER. ** 5 NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
,P JALTTY o. .... o..... , LA,iLKS=BAND YNT PRCSrNT/PEURFSTED* R=RECYCLED* G=GCSD* F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PIPBBR*
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALBG F6R NeN.US PAGE 0591
FR8M 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
6BSERVATIBN MICRBFILM RBLL NO,/ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PINJCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITI5N IN nRLL ACQUTRED CeVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1208-09094 00000/0000 20015/0923 02/16/73 90 2895 6736S 014 50W 22*3 66*9 GGGG
1208-09101 00000/0000 20015/0924 02/16/73 90 2895 6853S 01636W 21*2 68.1 GGGG
1208.09103 00000/0000 20015/0925 02/16/7 30 2895 70095 01834W 20'1 69.5 GGGG
1208-09110 00000/0000 20015/0926 02/16/73 80 2895 7125S 02048W 19*1 71.1 GGGG
1208-09112 00000/0000 20015/0927 02/16/73 50 2895 7239S 02320w 18.0 73.1 GGGG
1208-09115 00000/0000 20015/0928 02/16/73 30 2895 7152S 02615W 16.9 75,5 GGGG
1208.09121 00000/0000 20015/0929 02/16/73 10 2895 7502S 02932W 15.8 78.3 GGGG
1208.09124 00000/0000 20015/0930 02/16/73 10 2895 76085S 03319W 14.7 81*7 GGGG
1208.12220 00000/0000 20015/0931 02/16/73 50 2897 20 03S 04311W 49.9 85.3 PPPP
1208-12223 00000/0000 20015/0932 02/I6/73 30 2897 2129S 04333W 49*5 83.7 GGGG
1208-12225 00000/0000 20015/0933 02/6/73 30 2897 22545 04354W 49.1 82*2 GGGG
1208-12232 00000/0000 20015/0934 02/16/73 60 2897 2421S 04417W 48*6 80.7 GGGG
1208.12341 00000/0000 20015/0935 02/16/73 30  2897 6056S 0 5943W p7.5 63*6 GGGG
1208-12343 00000/0000 20015/0936 02/16/73 40 2897 6217S 06050W 26*4 64.0 GGGG
1208-12350 00000/0000 20015/0937 02/16/73 30 2897 6338S 06203W 25*4 64.5 GGGG
1208"12352 00000/0000 20015/0938 02/16/73 50 2897 64 59S 06323W 24*3 65*1 GGGG
1208-14184 00000/0000 20015/0939 02/16/73 100 2898 6500S 08913W 243 65.1 GGGG
1208-14190 00000/C0000 20015/0940 02/16/73 100 2898 6619S 090 38w 23.3 65.9 GGGG
1208-14193 00000/0000 2o015/0941 02/16/73 90 2898 6737S 09213W 22.2 66*9 GGGG
120814195 00000/0000 20015/0942 02/16/73 70 2898 6854S 09359W 2191 68.0 GGGG
1208-14202 00000/0000 20015/0943 02/16/73 30 2898 7010S 09557W 20.1 69*4 GGGG
1208-1524 00000/0000 20015/0944 02/16/73 10 2899 6411N 066 10W 12*3 161.4 GGGG
1208.15242 00000/0000 20015/0945 02/16/73 10 28q9 6249N 06724W 13.5 160*2 GGGG
1208-15245 00000/0000 20015/0946 02/16/73 10 2899 6127N 06832W 14.6 159.0 GGGG
1208w15251 o0000/0000 20015/0947 02/16/73 0 2899 6005N 06936W 1597 157.9 GGGG
1208-15254 00000/0000 20015/0948 02/16/73 0 2899 5R2N 07035W 16.8 156.9 GGPG
1208-15260 00000/0000 20015/0949 02/16/73 0 2899 571SN 07130W 17.9 155.9 GGGG
1208-15263 00000/0000 20015/0950 02/16/73 0 2899 5555N 07222W 19.0 155.0 GGGG
1208-15265 00000/0000 20015/0951 02/16/73 0 2899 5431N 07310W 20.1 154*.1 GGGG
1208-15272 00000/0000 20015/0952 02/16/73 0 2899 5307N 07356W 21.1 153.2 GGGG
1208-15274 00000/0000 20015/0953 02/16/73 0 2899 51.2N 07439W 22*2 152*3 OGGG
1208-15281 00000/0000 20015/0954 02/16/73 0 2899 5018N 07519W 23.3 151.4 GGGG
1208-17104 00000/0000 20015/0955 02/16/73 20 2900 53 06N 09944W 21.2 153.2 GGGG
1208-17110 00000/0000 20015/0956 02/16/73 20 2900 5142N 10027W 22.2 152.3 GGGG
1208-17113 00000/0000 20015/0957 02/16/73 10 2900 5018N 10108W 23.3 151*4 GGGG
1208-17181 00000/0000 20015/0958 02/16/73 80 2900 2729N 10905W 39*1 136.7 GGGG
1208-17183 000CO0/000 20015/0959 02/16/73 90 2900 26 03N 10928W 39*9 135.6 GGGG
1208-17190 00000/0000 20015/0960 02/16/73 100 2900 2436N 1095 1W 40*8 134s5 GGGG
1208-17192 00000/0000 20015/0961 02/16/73 100 2900 2?10N 11013W 41.6 133.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % .o........ .. o TO 100 - % CLOUD CovER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.....** ... o BLANKSwBAND NOT PRSEPNT/REQUESTED* RaRECYCLED. GvG9RD. FmFAIR BUT USABLE. POPB9R.
16:44 MAR 112'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NONnUS PAGE 0592
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NOB/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1208-17195 00000/0000 20015/0962 02/16/73 100 2900 214 4N 11036W 42.4 132.1 GGGG
1208o19283 00000/0000 20015/0963 02/16/73 100 2901 6458S 16633W 24*3 65.1 GGGG
1208-19285 00000/000o 20015/0964 02/16/73 100 2901 6617S 16800W 23*2 65o9 GGGG
1208-19292 00000/0000 20015/0965 02/16/73 100 2901 6735S 16935W 22*2 66.8 GGGG
1208*19294 00000/0000 20015/0966 02/16/73 100 2901 6852S 17120W 21*1 680 GGGG
1208-19301 00000/0000 20015/0967 02/16/73 90 2901 7008S 17318W 20.0 69.4 GGGG
1208-19303 00000/0000 20015/0968 02/16/73 20 2901 7124S 17531W 18.9 71o0 GGGG
1208-19310 00000/0000 20015/0969 02/16/73 40 2901 7239S 17804W 17*9 73.0 GGGG
1208-19312 00000/0000 20015/0970 02/16/73 70 2901 7352S 17902E 16.8 75.4 GGGG
1208-19315 00000/0000 20015/0971 02/16/73 90 2901 7502S 17546E 15*7 78*2 GGGG
1208-19321 00000/0000 20015/0972 02/16/73 90 2901 7608S 17201E 146 81.6 GGGG
1208-19324 00000/0000 20015/0973 02/16/73 40 2901 7710S 167321 13*5 85*6 GGGG
1208.19330 00000/0000 20015/0974 02/16/73 60 2901 7808S 16217E 12*4 90.3 GGGG
1209m00022 00000/0000 20018/0046 02/17/73 0 2904 5718N 15927E 18.0 155.9 GGGG
1209-00025 00000/0000 20018/0047 02/17/73 0 2904 5555N 15836E 19.1 155.0 GGGG
1209-00031 00000/0000 20018/0048 02/17/73 10 2904 5431N 15748E 20*2 154.0 GGGG
1209-00034  0o000/0000 20018/0049 02/17/73 0 2904 5307N 15702E 21.3 153.1 GGGG
1209w00040 00000/0000 20018/0050 02/17/73 10 2904 5143N 15619E 2293 152.3 GGGG
1209w00225 00000/0000 20018/0051 02/17/73 20 2904 1308S 13748E 51.1 93.0 GGGG
1209-00232 00000/0000 20018/0052 02/f7/73 20 2904 1434S 13727E 50.9 91,3 GrGG
1209*00234 00OO0/0000 20018/0053 02/17/73 40 2904 1600S 13706E 50*7 89.6 GGGG
1209w00241 00000/0000 200181/0054 02/17/73 50 2904 1727S 13644E 50*5 87a9 GGGG
1209-00243 00000/0000 20018/0055 02/17/73 90 2904 1854S 13622E 50*1 86.3 G3GG
1209&00245 00000/0000 20015/0975 02/17/73 70 2904 2002S 13605E 49*9 85.0 GPGG
1209-00252 00000/0000 20015/0976 02/17/73 60 2904 2128S 13543E 49*5 83.5 GGGG
1209-00254 00000/0000 20015/0977 02/17/73 40 2904 2254S 13521E 49*0 8109 GGGG
1209-00261 00000/0000 20015/0978 02/17/73 20 2904 24215 13458E 48.6 80.5 GGGG
1209-00263 00000/0000 20015/0979 02/17/73 0 2904 2546S 134352 48*1 79.1 GGGG
1209-00270 00000/0000 20015/0980 02/17/73 0 2904 2711S 13412E 47.5 77.7 GGGG
1209-00272 00000/0C00 20015/0981 02/17/73 0 2904 2838S 13348E 47*0 76.4 GGGG
1209-00275 00000/0000 20015/0982 02/17/73 0 2904 30 03S 13324E 46s4 75.1 GGGG
1209.00281 00000/0000 20018/0056 02/17/73 20 2904 3128S 13259E 45'7 73.9 GGG
1209-00384 00000/0000 20018/0057 02/17/73 20 2904 6617S 11431E 23.2 65e8 GGG
1209-00390 00000/0000 20018/0058 02/17/7n 30 2904 6735S 11258E 22.1 66.8 GGG
1209-00393 00000/0000 20018/0059 02/17/73 20 2904 6852S 11111E 2190 68*0 GGG
1209-00395 00000/0000 20018/0060 02/17/73 0 2904 7008S 10912E 19*9 69.4 GGG
1209-00402 00000/0000 20018/0061 02/17/73 0 2904 7124S 10658E 18*9 71o0 GGG
1209-00404 00000/0000 20018/0062 02117/73 0 2904 7239S 10425E 17.8 73.0 GGG
1209-00411 00000/0000 20018/0063 02/17/73 0 2904 7352S 10132E 16. 7  75.4 GGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % 9...***..**..*. O TO 100 %  CLOUD CAVER. ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PReSENT/REUESTED. RRPECYCLED. GaGBRD. FwFAIR BUT USABLE, P.POR,*
16:44 MAP 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NON-US PAGE 0593
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATiBN MICReFILM ROLL NB./ DATE CLBUD 5RBIT pPINICIPAL p5INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PBSITI5N IN RBLL ACUITRED CBVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV , AZIM. RBV MSS
RPV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1209-00413 00000/0000 2U018/0064 02/17/73 100 2904 7502S 09817E 15*6 78*2 GGG
1209"00420 00000/0000 20018/0065 02/17/73 100 2904 7609S 09431E 14.5 81.5 GGG
1209-01570 00000/0000 20015/0983 02/17/73 4) 2905 1R5?N 11934E 44*0 129.5 GGGG
120901572 00000/0000 20015/0984 02/17/73 30 2905 1726N 11913E 44.7 128.2 GGGG
1209-01575 00000/0000 20015/0985 02/17/73 40 2905 1600N 11852E 45*4 126.8 GGGG
1209-01581 00000/0000 20015/0986 02/17/73 50 2905 1434 N 11832E 46*0 125.4 GGGG
1209"01584 000o00/000 20015/0987 02/17/73 40 2905 1307N 11811E 46*6 124.0 GGGG
1209-01590 00000/0000 20015/0988 02/17/73 50 2905 1140N 11751E 47*2 122*5 GGGG
1209"01593 00o00/0000 20015/0989 02/17/73 50 2905 1013N 11730E 47*8 121.0 GGGG
1209-01595 00000/0000 20015/0990 02/17/73 50 2905 0847N 11710E 48*3 119.4 GGGG
1209-03324 C00000/0000 20015/0991 02/17/73 30 2906 4 43 8 N 10132E 27.6 148.0 GGGG
1209"03331 00000/000U 20015/0992 02/17/73 70 2906 4313N 10100E 28*7 147.1 GPGG
1209"03333 00000/CC00 20015/0993 02/17/73 90 2906 4147N 10029E 29*7 146.3 GPGG
1209-03340 00000/0000 20015/0994 02/17/73 40 2906 4022N 09958E 30*7 145.4 GPGG
1209-05203 00000/000U 20015/0995 02/17/73 0 2907 2852N 07033E 38.3 137.6 GGGG
1209"05210 00000/0000 20015/0996 02/17/73 10 2907 2726N 07009E 39*2 136.6 GGGG
1209-05212 00000/0000 20015/0997 02/17/73 10 2907 2600N 06946E 40.1 135.5 GGGG
1209-05215 00000/0000 20015/0998 02/17/73 10 2907 2434N 06923E 40*9 134.3 pppp
1209-05230 00000/0000 20015/0999 02/17/73 40 2907 2014N 06816E 43*3 130.7 GGGG
1209o05233 00000/0000 20015/1000 0?/17/73 30 2907 1848N 06754E 4490 129.4 GGGG
1209-05235 00000/0000 20015/1001 02/17/73 0 2907 1722N 06733E 44*7 128.1 GGGG
1209-05242 00000/o00o 20015/1002 02/17/73 10 2907 1556N 06712E 45*4 126*7 GPGG
1209-05244 00000/0000 20015/1003 02/17/73 0 2907 1430N 06651E 46.1 125.3 GGGG
1209-05251 00000/0000 20015/1004 02/17/73 30 2907 130 3N 06630E 46.7 123.9 GGGG
1209-05253 00000/000o 20015/1005 02/17/73 40 2907 1137N 06610E 47*3 122.4 GGGG
1209"05260 00000/0000 20015/1006 02/17/73 40 2907 I011N 06549E 47.8 120.9 GGGG
1209"05480 00000/0000 20015/1007 02/17/73 90 2907 65015 03821E 24*1 65.0 PPGG
1209-05483 00000/0000 20016/1008 02/17/73 70 2907 6619S 03658E 2391 65.8 GGGG
1209-05485 00000/0000 20015/1009 02/17/73 10 2907 67375 03523E 22.0 66.8 GGGG
1209-05492 00000/0000 20015/1010 02/17/73 60 2907 6g55S 03337E 20.9 68.0 GGGG
1209-05494 00000/0000 20015/1011 02/17/73 40 2907 7010S 03139E 19.9 69.4 GPGG
1209-05501 00000/0000 20015/1012 02/17/73 50 2907 7126S 02925E 18.8 71,0 GGGG
1209-05503 00000/0000 20015/1013 02/17/73 70 2907 7240S 02652E 17*7 73*0 GPGG
1209-C5510 00000/0000 20015/1014 02/17/73 50 2907 7353S 02359E 16.6 75.4 GPGG
1209-o05512 00000/0000 20015/1015 02/17/73 10 2907 7502S 0o042E J155 78*2 GrGG
1209-05515 00000/0000 20015/1016 02/17/73 0 2907 7609S 01654E 14.4 81.6 GGGG
120905521 oooo000/0000' 20015/1017 02/17/73 40 2907 7712S 01220E 13*3 85.6 GGGG
1209-05524 00000/0000 20015/1018 02/17/73 60 2907 7810S 00658E 12.2 90.4 GGGG
1209-07035 00000/0000 20015/1019 02/17/73 0 2908 2P53N 04448E 38*4 13796 PPPP
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % ............... 0 TB 100 a % CLOUD CFVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.............. BLANKSaBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RPRECYCLEDi G-GBAD. FwFAIR BUT USABLE. POP0OR.
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR N6N.US PAGE 0594
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN ICFR8FILM R9LL N./ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P SITIVN IN RwLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
REV MRS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1209-07041 00000/0000 20015/1020 02/17/73 10 2908 2726N 04424E 39*2 136.6 GGGG
1209-07044 00000/0000 20015/1021 0?/17/73 10 2908 2601N 04400E 40.1 135o4 GGGG
1209-07050 00000/000o 20015/1022 02/17/73 10 2908 2435N 04337E 40C 9  134.3 GGGG
1209-07105 00000/0000 20015/1023 02/17/73 20 2908 0427N 03839E 49*7 114.4 GGGG
1209"07112 00000/0000 20015/1024 02/17/73 10 2908 0301N 03820E 50.1 112.7 GGGG
1209-07114 00000/000C 20015/1025 02/17/73 10 2908 0134N 03800E 50*4 111.0 GGGG
1209-07121 00000/0000 20015/1026 0?/17/73 30 2908 00 07N o3740E 50*7 109*2 GGGG
1209-08453 00000/0000 20015/1027 02/17/73 90 2909 3437N 02041E 34.7 141-o7 PGG
1209-08455 00000/0000 20015/1028 02/17/73 90 2909 3312N o2015E 35.7 140.7 PGGG
1209-08462 00000/0000 20015/1029 02/17/73 80 2909 3146N 01949E 36'6 139.7 GGGG
1209-08464 00000/0000 20015/1030 02/17/73 50 2909 3020N 01924E 37.5 138*7 GGGG
1209-08471 00000/0000 20015/1031 02/17/73 o50 2909 2854N 01859E 38.*4 137.6 GGGG
1209-08473 00000/0000 20015/1032 02/17/73 30 2909 2727N 01835E 39*3 136*5 GlGG
1209-08480 00000/0000 20015/1033 02/17/73 20 2909 2601N 01811E 40.1 135.4 GGGG
1209-08482 00000/OC0000 20015/1034 02/17/73 30 29n9 2435N 01747E 40o9 134*3 GGGG
1209-08485 00000/0000 20015/1035 02/17/73 20 2909 2308N 01724E 41*8 133.1 GGGG
1209-08491 00000/0000 20015/1036 02/17/73 0 2909 2142N 01702E 42*5 131.9 GGGG
1209-08494 00000/0000 20015/1037 02/17/73 10 2909 2016N 01640E 43*3 130*6 GGGG
1209-08500 00000/0000 20015/1038 02/17/73 20 2909 1R50N 01618E 44-0 129.4 GGGG
1209-08503 00000/0000 20015/1039 02/17/73 10 2909 1724N 01557E 44.8 128.0 GGGG
1209-08505 00000/0000 20015/1040 02/17/73 40 2909 1558N 01535E 45.4 126.7 GGGG
1209-08512 00000/0000 20015/1041 02/17/73 20 2909 1431N 01514E 46.1 125.3 GGGG
1209-08514 00000/0000 20015/1042 02/17/73 20 2909 1305N 01453E 46*7 123.8 GGGG
1209-08521 00000/0000 20015/1043 02/17/73 0 2909 1139N 01432E 47.3 122.3 GGGG
1209008523 00000/0000 20015/1044 02/17/73 0 2909 1012N 01411E 47,9 120.8 GGGG
1209-08530 00000/0000 20015/1045 02/17/73 0 2909 084 6 N 01351E 48*4 119.2 GGGG
1209-10575 00000/0000 20015/1046 02/17/73 70 2910 6500S 03902W P4s0 65*0 GGGG
1209-10582 00000/0000 20015/1047 02/17/73 80 2910 6619S 04028W 23*0 65.8 GGGG
1209-10584 00000/0000 20015/1048 02/17/73 80 2910 67365 04203W 21*9 66.7 GGGG
1209-10591 00000/0000 23015/1049 02/17/73 80 2910 68545 043 49W 20*9 67.9 GGGG
1209-10593 00000/0000 20015/1050 02/17/73 80 2910 7010S 04546W 19.8 69.3 GGGG
1209-11000 00000/0000 20015/1051 02/17/73 70 2910 712rS 04759W 18*7 71.0 GGGG
1209-11002 00000/0000 20015/1052 02/17/73 10 2910 7?40S 050 3 2 w 17.6 73,0 GGGG
1209-11005 00000/0000 20015/1053 02/17/73 70 2910 7353S 05326W 16.5 75.4 GGGG
1209.11011 00000/0000 20015/1054 02/17/73 80 2910' 7503S 05643W 15o4 78.2 GGGG
1209-11014 00000/0000 20015/1055 02/17/73 40 2910 7609S 060 3 1W 14,3 81*6 GGGG
1209-11020 00000/0000 20015/1056 02/17/73 10 2910 7711S 06501w 13.2 85.6 GGGG
1209-11023 00000/0000 20015/1057 02/17/73 10 2910 7R09S 07022W 12*1 90.4 GGGG
1209-12390 00000/0000 20015/1058 02/17/73 90 2911 5R135 05910W 29.2 63.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % *,.. ,.,. O0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CRVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE DUALITY *o.,.*,,....,, BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED, GqGBD., F-FAIR BUT USABLE* PoPBR,
16:44 MAp 11'74 STANDARD CATALPG FeR NON.(US PAGE 0595
FR M 37/23/72 Tf c7/23/73
OBSERVATISN MICROFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PRINCIPAL PINT SUN SUN WMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITI IN RLL ACLJTPED CeVER NUMBCR 5F IMAGE ELEV AZIM RBV MSS.
PRV MSS LA T  LONG 123 45678
1209-12393 OOCO/000 20015/1059 0?/17/73 8C 2911 5o35 Of009W 2p.2 63.2 GGGG
1209-12395 00000/0000 20015/1060 0?/17/73 60 2911 605'S 06111w 27.2 63.4 GGGG
1209-12402 00000/0000 20015/1061 02/17/73 50 2911 6219S 06217W 26.1 63.8 GGGG1209-12404 00000/00C 20015/1062 0?/17/73 30 2911 6139S 06330W 25.1 64.3 OGG
1209-12413 00oo/C000 20015/1063 0?/17/73 40 2911 641"S 0 6615W 23*0 65.8 GCGG1209-13501 00000/0000 20015/1064 02/17/71 100 2912 5140N 05015w 22.6 152.2 GPGG
1209-13504 00000/0000 20015/1065 02/17/73 100 2912 5015% 05 05 6 w 23*6 151.3 GGGG
1209-13510 00000/0000 20015/1066 02/17/73 100 2912 4R51N 05134W 24.7 150.5 PGGG1209-13513 00000/0000 20015/1067 03/17/73 100 2912 4726N 05212W ?5.7 149.6 GrGG
1209-13515 00000/0000 20015/1068 02/17/73 100 2912 4o01N 05248w 26.8 148.8 PGGG1209-13595 00000/0000 20015/1069 02/17/73 20 2912 1950 06109W 44.1 129.3 GGGG
1209-14001 00P00/00o0 20015/1070 02/17/71 20 2912 1723& 06131W 44.8 128.0 GGG
1209-14004 00000/G000 20015/1071 02/17/73 20 2912 155'N 06152w 45*5 126.6 GGGG
1209-14010 O0000/oo0 20015/1072 02/17/73 20 2912 1430N 06213w 46.1 125.2 GGGG1209-14013 00000/0000 20015/1073 0/17/73 3r 2912 104N 06234W 46.8 123.7 GGGG1209-14015 OC000/0(cO0 20015/107' 0/17/73 3' 2912 1137N - 0 6254W 47*4 122.2 GnGG
1209-14022 00"00/00co 20015/1075 02/17/73 30 2912 l1Nl 06315W 47.9 120.7 GGGG
1209-14024 OCo00oO/C0 20015/1076 02/17/73 30 2912 0a44N 06335W 48.4 119.1 GGGG
1209-14031 00000/0000 20015/1077 02/17/73 10 2912 071~N 0 6356W 48.9 117.5 GGG
1209-14033 00000/0000 20015/107 R 01/17/73 10 2912 05cN 06417W 49*3 115.9 PpPP
1209-14040 00000/0000 20015/1079 02/17/73 20 2912 C426N 06 4 3 7 W 49.7 114.2 GGG1209-1531 00C000/000 20015/1080 02/17/73 10C 2913 5717\ 07256W 18.2 155.8 GGGG
1209-15321 0000/0000 20015/1081 02/17/73 90 2913 5953N 07348W 19*3 154.9 GGGG1209-15324 00000/00C 20015/1082 02/17/73 80 2913 529'\ 074 3 6W 20C4 15400 GAGG
1209-15330 00000/0000 2001511083 02/17/73 50 2913 5405N 07521W 21J5 153.1 GrGG
1209-15333 000-0/000000 20015/1084 02/17/73 10 2913 5141N 07 6 04W 22.6 1522? GGGG
1209-1 335 OCo/0000 20015/1085 02/17/73 0 2913 5014N 07645w 23.6 151.3 GGGG1209-15435 00000/0000 2001 /1086 02/17/7 2! 2913 1;57N 0874 2w 45.5 126.6 GGGP
1209-15442 0000C0/0000 U215/1087 0'/17/73 2, 2913 1430N 08803W 46.2 125.2 GGGG
1209-15444 000c0/C00 2(0i15/1088 02/17/73 10 2913 1 04* 0824W 46.8 123.7 GGGG
1209-15451 00000/0000 20015/1089 02/17/73 10 2913 1137N 0CR44W 47-4 12?2. GOGG
1209-16074 0000C/00 20015/1090 02/17/73 70 2913 6458S 11624w 24.0 64.9 GGGG
1209-16080 00000/oc0 20015/1091 02/17/73 80 2913 6A17S 11749W 22.9 65.7 GGGG
1209-16083 0000O/0000 20015/1092 02/17/73 90 2913 6735S 11925W 21.9 66.7 GGG
1209-16085 00000/00 20015/1093 0C/17/73 100 2913 695?S 12112W 20.8 67.9 GIGG
1209-16092 00000/0000 20 0 15/1094 02/17/73 100 2913 7o0qS 12312W 19*7 69.3 GOGG
12 09"1 6 0 94 00o00/o0o0 20015/1095 0?/17/73 100 2913 712S 12526W 18.6 71.0 GGGG
1209-16101 00000/0000 20015/C196 02/17/73 20 2913 740S 12757W 17.6 73.0 GGGG1209-16103 00000/0000 20015/1097 02/17/73 20 2913 7 535 13049w 16.5 75.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CSBER % .......... 0o TO 100 = % CLBUD CrVER ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF.
IMAGE OUALITY ,.........,., . 8LANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GOPD, FxFAIR BUT USABLE. PaPBBR,
16:44 MAR 114'74 STANDARD CATALOG FsR N6N.US PAGE 0596
FR8M 07/23/72 TB C7/23/73
BBSERVAT15N ICReFILM RSLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD 5RBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITION IN ROLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RHv MSS LAT LONG 123 4567B
1209-16110 00000/ooO 2('015/1098 02/17/73 40 2913 7503S 13 4 05W 15.4 78.2 GGGG
1209-16112 0000O/000C 20015/1099 02/17/73 100 2913 7A0qS 13754W 14.3 81.5 GGGG
1209-16115 00000/000o 20015/1100 02/17/73 90 2913 7712S 14230W 13.2 85.5 GGG
1209-16121 00000/0000 20015/1101 02/17/73 90 2913 7810S 14749W 12*1 90*3 GGGG
1209-17151 00000/0000 20015/1102 02/17/73 50 2914 5717N 09946 18*3 155.* GGGG
1209-17153 00000/0000 20015/1103 02/17/73 40 2914 5554N 09937W 19.3 154.9 GGGG
1209-17160 00000/0000 20015/1104 02/17/73 10 2914 5430N 10025W 2094 154.0 GGGG
1209-17162 0000o/0000 20015/1105 0?/17/73 0 2914 5?06N 1110W 21.5 153*1 GGGG
1209-17165 000o0/00oc 20015/1106 02/17/73 0 2914 514PN 10153W 22*6 152.2 GGGG
1209-17171 00000/0000 20015/1107 02/17/73 0 2914 5018N 10234W 23*7 151.3 GGGG
1209-17233 00000/0000 20015/1108 02/17/73 10 2914 2 P54N 11008w 38*5 137*5 GGGG
1209-17235 00000/o00o 20015/1109 02/17/7n 10 2914 2728N 11032W 39*3 136.5 GGGG
1209-17242 00000/0000 20015/1110 02/17/73 20 2914 2602N 11055W 40.2 13503 GGGG
1209-17244 00000/0000 20015/1111 02/17/73 20 2914 2436N 11118w 41*0 134.2 GGGG
1209-17251 00000/0000 20015/1112 0?/17/73 20 2914 230qN 11140W 41.8 133*0 GGGG
1209-17253 000o0/co00 20015/1113 02/17/73 30 2914 2143N 11202W 42*6 131.8 GGGG
1209-21173 00000/0000 20015/1114 02/17/73 70 2916 6459S 16 607E 23*9 64*9 GGGG
1209-21175 0000/0000 20015/1115 02/17/73 80 2916 6617S 16443E 22*9 65.7 G1GG
1209-21182 00000/0000 20015/1116 02/17/73 90 2916 6734S 16309E 21.8 66.7 GGGG
1209-21184 00000/o000 20015/1117 02/17/73 100 2916 6.52S 16123E 2C*7 67.8 GGGG
1209-21191 00000/Oc00 20015/1118 02/17/73 100 2916 70 09 8 15925E 19*7 69*2 GGGG
1209-21193 00000/0000 20015/1119 02/17/73 100 2916 7125S 15711E 18*6 70.9 GGGG
1209w21200 OOO00/COOo 20015/1120 0?/17/73 10 2916 7240S 15439E 17*5 72.9 G$GG
1209-21202 00000/0COC 20015/1121 02/17/73 2c 2916 7153S 15146E 16*4 '75*3 GGGG
1209-21205 00000/0000 20015/1122 02/17/73 30 2916 7503S 14831E 15.3 78*1 GGG
1209-21211 00000/0000 20015/1123 02/17/73 30 2916 7q09S 14443E 14*2 81,5 GGGG
1209-21214 00000/0000 20015/1124 02/17/73 30 2916 7712S 14012E 13*1 85.5 GGGG
1209-21220 00000/0000 20015/1125 02/17/73 20 2916 7809S 13455E 12*0 90.2 GGG
1210-00074 00000/0000 20015/1126 02/IA/73 10 2918 5.41N 1r854E 17.2 156,8 GGGG
1210-00081 00000/0000 20015/1127 02/18/73 10 2918 5718N 15 75 9E 18*3 155*8 GGGG
1210-00083 00000/CCOu 20015/1128 02/18/73 20 2918 5554N 15708E 19*4 15499 GGGG
1210,00090 '00000/0000 20015/1129 02/18/73 20 2918 5430N 15619E 205 153*9 GGG
1210-00092 00000/0000 20015/1130 02/18/73 3C 2918 5306N 15534E 21.6 153.0 GGGG
1210-00095 00000/000 2u015/1131 02/I8/73 20 2918 5142N 1F451E 22*7 152.2 GGGG
1210"00304 00000/0000 20015/1132 02/18/73 10 2918 2005S 13437E 49.8 84.5 GGGG
1210-00310 OC00/0000 20015/1133 02/18/73 10 2918 2131S 13416E 49*1 82.9 GGGG
1210-00313 00000/0000 20015/1134 02/18/73 10 2918 2255S 13354E 48.9 81.4 GGGG
1210-00315 00000/0000 20015/1135 02/18/73 10 2918 2420S 13331E 48.5 80*0 GGGG
1210-00322 00000/0000 20015/1136 02/R1/73 10 2918 2546S 13308E 47*9 78.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % o.....***....  TB 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGrE UALTTY *.o......*,... BLANKSoBAND NOT PReSFNT/RECUESTED* R=RcCYCLED G=GD80. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PPOOR,
16:44 IAP 1174 STANDARD CATALG FPR N9N.US PAGE 0597
FR8M 07/23/72 Te u7/23/73
BBSERVATISN mICkFI M R'LL N9./ DATE CL6UD 9RRIT POINCIPAL p9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PtSITI1N IN R5LL ACJ UT ED CBVER NUMBER "F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
V MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1210-00324 Ci00t00/0 20015/1137 02/19/73 iC 2918 2712S 13245E 47-4 77.2 GGGG
1210"00331 0000/o0000 20015/1138 0?/1/73 0 2918 2p37S 13221E 46.8 75.9 GGGG
1210-00333 00000/C00 20015/1139 CP/18/7 10 ?918 3003s 13156E 46,2 74.7 GGGG
12 10"00 34 0 00000/0000 20015/114 0?/18/73 2 0 2918 312oS 13131E 45*5 73.5 GGGG
1210-0156C 0000/rO 20015/1141 02/18/73  0 2919 4'4 6N i.1251E 30.0 146.1 GGG
1210-01563 00000/OCOL 20015/1142 02/18/73 lC 2919 4021N 12420E 31*0 145o2 GGGG
1210-01565 0000/O(i00 E0015/1143 02/18/73 10 2919 355N 12351E 3290 144*3 GGGG
1210"01572 00000o/o00 20015/1144 02// 7 3 2o 2919 3729N 12323E 33*0 143.4 GGG
1210-~ O74 000C0000O 20015/1145 02/18/73 30 2919 3604N 1225 5E 34.0 142.5 GGGG
1210-0227P 00000o/00C 20015/1146 0/1R/73 30 p919 65015 08837E 23,9 64.8 GGGG
1210-o2274 C0000/0/00 20015/1147 0/1/73 60 2919 6195S 08712E 22.8 65.6 GGGG
1210-02?81 000)0/000 20015/1148 02/18/73 80  2919 6735S 08538E 21*7 66.6 GGGG
1210-02283 0000000 00 20015/1149 0?/19/73 70 2919 6p52S3 03 53E 20*7 67o8 GGGG
1210-02290 0000o/C00 20015/1150 C0?/ /73 100 2919 700 S 08154E 19*6 69o2 GGGG
1210-02292 00000/00C 20015/1151 0P/19/73 100 2919 7124S 07940E 18*5 70.9 GGGG
1210-C2295 Coo00/o00o 20015/1152 0/1A8/73 90 2919 7239S 07708E 17,4 72.9 GGGP
1210-02301 cooc000/c0 20015/1153 0C/18/73 100 2919 7153S 07415E 16.3 75,3 GGGP
1210"02304 GC000/0C00 20015/1154 c,/1? /73 100 2919 75 0 2S 0 7100E 15.2 78.1 GGGP
1210-02310 OCO00CO/CC0 20015/1155 02/I1/73 100 2919 76 08S 06711E 14.1 81.4 GGGG
1210-02313 000o0/ocOO 2u015/1156 02?/A/73 100 2919 7711S 06238E 13*0 85.4 GGGG
1210-02315 00000/0000 ?2015/1157 0O/18/73 100 2919 7o09S 05723E 11*9 90.2 GGGG
1210-03451 00000/0000 20015/1158 02/18/73 10 2920 2145N 09301E 42.7 131.7 GGGG
1210-03453 0COO/00 2 0015/1159 0;?/1/73 10 2920 201N 09239E 43.5 130.4 GGGG
1210-05262 ou0C/0o0oO 2U015/1160 0?/tA/73 10 2921 2055N 0 6911E 3A.6 137.4 GGGG
1210-05264 00000/0000 20015/1161 02/I1/7 3  0 2921 273 0N 06848E 3995 136.3 GGGG
1210-05271 00000/0C00 20015/1162 02/1/73 10 2921 2604N o6825E 40,3 135.2 GrGG
1210-05273 CO000/00Cc 20015/1163 0?/18/73 10 2921 2438N 06801E 41.2 134.1 GGGG
1210-05280 C000o/oOO0 20015/1164 02/1/73 20 2921 2311N 06737E 4290 1329 GAGG
1210-05282 00000/000) 20015/1165 02/18/73 30 2921 2145N 06714E 42.7 131.7 GGGG
1210-05285 OC00/0000 20015/1166 0O/18/73 40 2921 20 17N 06652E 43*5 130*4 GGGG
1210-0521 Coo00/00oo 20015/1167 022/iR/73 50 2921 1850N O6631E 442 129*1 GGGG
121 0 -0 5294 co0000/ncC 20015/1168 02/18/73 60 2921 1724N 06610E 44.9 127o8 GGGG
1210-05300 0000/C000 20015/1169 02/1R/73 50 2921 1559N 06548E 45,6 126,4 GGGG
1210-053o3 OCCo00/0000 20015/1170 02/18/73 5C 2921 1434N 06527E 46.3 125*0 GGGG
1210-05305 00000/0000 20015/1171 02/18/73 40 2921 1307N 06506E 46*9 123.5 GGGG
1210"05312 O000/00C00 20015/1172 02/1/73. 30 2921 114N 0 6445E 47*5 122.0 GGGG
1210-C05314 COCO/COC3 20015/1173 02/ /73  40 29?1 1015N 06424E 48.0 120.5 GGGG
1210-07075 00CO/C00o 20015/1174 02/1t/73 90 2922 3440N 04503E 35.0 141.5 GGGG
1210-07082 00000/0000 20015/1175 02/1R/73 40 2922 3;15N 0 4436E 35,9 140.5 GGPG
KEYS: CLeUD CeVEO.% ......... ,.... 0 TO 100 * % CLBUD C VER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IAGE QUALITY .............. eLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/RE~UESTED. R8RECYCLED. G=GBRD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPOOR
16:44 Ac 11,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FeR NeN.US PAGE 0598
FReM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN "ICRAFILM RYLL N,,l DATE CLOUD 9RBIT POI!CIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PSITI3N IN q&LL A0CUTRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGF ELEV. AZI. RBV MSSFV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
12 10-o7084  00CC/Cn000 20015/1176 0/18/73 0 2922 3149N 04411E 36.8 139.5 GGPG1210-07091 OC00O/C00 2C015/1177 0?/18/73 c 2922 3023N 04346E 3177 1385 GOPG1210-07093 00000/rc0 20015/1178 02/18/73 0 29?2 2 85 7 N 04322E 38.6 137.4 GGPG1210-07100 000/r0C0 20015/1179 02/18/73 0 2922 273n 04258E 39.5 136.3 GGPP1210-07102 00000/000 20015/1180 0?/18/73 O 2922 2603N 04235E 40.3 135.2 GGGG
1210oo71j5 0000/0000 20015/1181 C0/18/7? C 2922 2437N 04 12E 41.2 134.0 GGGG1210-07161 0U000/O000 20015/1182 02/18/73 40 2922 0O55N 03734E 49.4 115.6 GGGG1210-07164 C00000/0000 20015/1183 02/1./73 100 2922 042N 03714E 49*8 113.9 GPPG1210-07373 00000/0000 20015/1184 02/18/73 30 2922 661RS 00942E 22*8 65*6 GGGG1210-07375 0000/00oo 20015/1185 02/18/73 60 2922 6734S 00808E 21.7 66.6 GGGG1210-07382 O0000/000n 20015/1186 C0/18/73 50 2922 6P50S 00624E 20*6 67.7 GGGG1210-07384 00000/COCC 20015/1187 02/18/73 60 2922 7007S 00#27E 19*5 69.2 GOGG
1210-07391 00000C/000 2001C/1188 02/18/73 90 2922 712?S 00214E 18*5 70.8 GGGG1210-07393 00000/0000 20015/1189 02/18/73 90 2922 723RS 00017W 17o4 72.8 GGGG1210-07400 00000/OCO 20015/1190 02/18/73 90 2922 7150S 00308W 16*3 75.2 GGGG
1210-07402 000oC/Oc00 20015/1191 0O/18/73 90 2922 7500S 00623W 15.2 78.0 G GG1210-07405 00000/000o 20015/1192 02/18/73 90 2922 7607S 01013W 14.1 81.4 GGGG1210"07411 00000/0000 20015/1193 02/18/73 80 2922 7710S 01 449W 13.0 85.4 GGGG1210-07414 00C00/oCC 20015/1194 02/18/73 40 2922 7 RO.S 02007W 11*9 90.1 GGGG
1210-O8561 00000/O000 20015/1195 02t18/73 100 2923 1725N 01432E 45*0 127.7 GppP1210-08563 00000/0000 20015/1196 02/18/73 100 29P3 1559N 01 410E 45*7 126.3 GPPG1210-08570 O000/OOC30 20015/1197 0?/18/73 100 2923 1433N 01349E 46.3 124.9 GpPG1210-08572 00000/003 20015/1198 0?/18/73 0 2923 1306N 01328E 46.9 123.4 GPGG1210-08575 00000/0COO 20015/1199 0?/18/73 0 2923 l141N 01 3 C7E 47P5 121.9 GGGG1210-08581 00000/C000 20015/1200 0?/18/73 0 2923 1n5\N o0147E 48.0 120.4 GGGG1210-08584 00000/0000 2 u015/1201 02/18/73 0 2923 0948N 01226E 48.6 118.8 GGGG1210"08590 00000/0000 20015/1202 0-/18/73 C 29?3 0721N 0 1206E 49.0 117.2 GGGG1210-08593 00000/0000 20015/1203 02/14/73 20 2903 056N 01145E 49.5 115.6 GOPG
1210-08595 00000/0000 20015/1204 02/18/73 5c 2923 0429N o1125E 49.9 113.9 GGGG
1210-1406c0 00CO/oCOC 22015/1205 0/18/73 20 2926 1 7 25N 06257W 45-0 127.6 GGGG1210-14062 CO0/OC00 2!015/1206 0?/18/73 60 2926 1955N 06319W 45.7 126.2 GGGG
1210-14065 00000/OCCO 20015/1207 02/!8/73 60 2926 1433\ 06340w 46.3 124.8 GGGG1210-14071 00000/0?o0 20015/120 02/18/73 40 2926 1106N C6400W 47,0 123*4 GGGG12 10"1 4 c7 4 OCO00/00oo 2j015/1209 02/18/73 4C 2926 1138 06421W 47*5 121*9 GGGG1210-14080 000CO/0002 20015/1210 02/18/73 3C ?926 1412N 06441W 48.1 120.3 GGGG
1210-14083 OL000/000 20015/1211 02/18/73 70 2926 0846N 06501W 48*6 118.7 GOGG1210-15362 00000/0000 20015/1212 0'/18/73 60 2927 6125N 07126W 15*3 158.9 GG G1210-15364 00000/OOO 20015/1213 02/18/71 60 2927 6ro 07230 16.4 157.8 GO G1210-15371 .00000/00C0 20015/1214 02/18/73 50 29?7 5P39N 07328 17*5 156.8 GG G
KEYS: C LU: CBVER % **e,***.,o C T9 100 = % CLBUD CAVER, ** = NE CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CJALTTY ,*o.,*.,.o. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSrNT/REPUESTED, R=RECYCLED, G=GBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPB9R.
16;44 MAR 11',74 STANDARD CATALOG FR NBN-US PAGE 0599
FR8M 07/23/72 T5 07/23.73
OBBSERVATISN MICROFILM RSLL Ne,/ DATE CLBUD R9RIT PIN'CIPAL PfINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PPSITI N IN RBLL ACQUTPE D CeVER NUMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1210-15373 OCo00oo00 20015/1215 02/18/73 30 2927 5716N 07 4 2 3w 18.6 155.8 GG G
1210-15380 0000o0000 20015/1216 01/R/73 90 29P7 5752N 07514W 19.7 154.8 G G
1210-15382 00000/0000 20015/1217 02/19/73 80 29P7 5428N 07602W 20.8 153.9 GG G
1210-15385 00000/0000 20015/1218 0?/1/73 70 2927 5104N 07648W 21.9 153.0 GGGG
1210-15391 00000/C0000 20015/1219 02/1g/73 70 2927 5140u 07731W 22.9 152.1 GGGG
1210-15394 00000/0000 20015/1220 0P/18/73 20 2927 5r15N c7812W 24.0 151.2 GGGG
1210-15494 00000/0000 20015/1221 02/1R/73 70 29?7 1556N 08908W 45*7 126.2 GGGG
1210-15500 00000/0000 20015/1222 02/18/73 30 2927 1430N 08930W 46.4 -124.7 GGGG
1210-15503 00000/0000U 20015/1223 02/18/73 20 2927 1i03N 08950w 47*0 123*3 GGGG
1210-15505 00000/0000 20015/1224 0?/18/73 20 2927 i136N 09011W 47.6 121.8 GGGG
1210-17214 00000/0000 20015/1225 0P/18/73 80 2928 5429N 10153 20.8 153,9 G GG
1210-17221 00000/C00o 20015/1226 07/18/73 9c 2928 5?O5N 10238W p1.9 153.0 GGGG
1210-17223 00000/0000 20015/122 7 02/18/73 40 2928 5141N 10321W 22.9 152.1 GGGG
1210-17230 00000/0000 20015/1228 0P/18/73 40 2928 501oN 10402W 24*0 1510 2  GGGG
1210-17291 00000/0000 2C0015/1229 02/18/73 o 2928 2853 N 11134W 38*8 137.3 GGGG
1210-17294 00000/0030 20015/1230 02/A1/71 10 ?9?8 2727N 11159W 39a6 136.2 GGGG
1210-17300 00000/0000 20015/1231 02/18/73 60 29?8 2600N 11222w i 5  135.1 GGGG
1210-17303 00000/0000 20015/1232 0?/18/73 90 2928 2434N 11245W 41*3 133.9 GGGG
1210-17562 00000/0000 20015/1233 0r/18/73 90 2928 6'43S 14P25W 24.7 64.1 PGGG
1210017564 OC00/00o00 20015/123 02/1j/73 100 2928 650?S 14342W 23.7 64*7 GGG
1210"17571 00000/00 20015/1235 0?/18/71 80 29?8 6418S 14506W 22*6 65.5 GGG
1210*17573 00000/0000 20015/1236 01/18/73 8c 2928 6736S 146 4 2 W 21.5 66.5 GGG
1210-17586 00000/000 20015/1237 02/18/73 9c0 298 6853S 14827W 20.5 67.7 GGGG
1210-17582 00000/0000 20015/1238 02/14/73 90 2928 7n10S 15025W 19s4 69.1 GGGG
1210-17585 0.0000/000u 20015/1239 02/18/73 90 2928 7126S 15240W 18i3 70.8 GG
1210-17591 00000/0000 20015/1240 02/18/73 90 2928 7?40S 15513W 17.2 72.8 GG
1210"17594 00000/0o00 20015/1241 02/18/73 90 2928 71$?S 15804W 1691 75.2 GGGG
1210-18000 00000/0000 20015/1242 02/I1/73 90 2928 7502S 16120W 15.0 78.0 GGGG
1210-23063 00000/0000 20015/1243 02/18/73 40 2931 64585S 13856E 23.6 64.7 GGG
1210-23065 00000/0000 20015/1244 02/18/73 30 2931 6617S 13730E 22.5 65.5 GPGG
1210-23072 00000/0000 20015/1245 0?/18/73 C 2931 6736S 13553E 21*5 66.5 GPPG
1210-23074 00000/0000 20015/1246 02/18/73 0 2931 6854S 13406E 2C*4 67*7 GGGG
1210-23081 00000/000 20015/1247 0?/18/73 0 2931 7n10S 13208E 19.3 69*1 GGGG
1210-23083 00000/0000 20015/1248 0/18/7? 0 2931 7126S P1954E 18.2 70.8 GGGG
1210-23090 OC000/0000 20015/1249 02/18/73 0 2931 7241S 12721E 17.1 72.8 GPGG
1210"23092 c00o0/o000 20015/1250 02/18/73 0 2931 7953S 12430E 16.0 75.2 GPGG
1210*23095 00000/0000 20015/1251 02/18/73 o 2931 7502S 12116E 14*9 78.0 GGGG
1210"23101 00000/CC00 20015/1252 02/18/73 0 2931 7A09S 11725E 13*8 81.4 GGGG
1210-23104 00000/0000 20015/1253 0?18/73 0 2931 7712S 11253E 12*7 85.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLUl CBVER % *,,,*****..... 0 TB 100 = X CLBUD CPVER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
.IMAGE CUALITY 9 *...,,,.,,. BLANKS.BAND NeT PRESrNT/REOUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.G9D,. F.FAIR BUT USABLE P.PBOBR,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR NON-uS PAGE 0600
FROM 07/23/72 Ta 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILM R5LL N9./ DATE CLOUD BRRIT PRINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1210-23110 00000/0000 20015/1254 02/18/73 10 2931 7809S 10739E 11*6 90.2 GGGG
1211-00333 00000/0o00 20015/1255 02/19/73 50 2932 q059S 13539E 514 95.8 GGGG
1211-00335 00000/0000 20015/1256 0P/jl/73 40 2932 1125S 13519E F1#3 94*0 GGGG
1211-00344 00000/0000 20015/1257 02/19/73 30 2932 1418S 134 37E 50*9 90.5 GGPG
1211-00351 00000/0000 20015/1258 02/19/73 30 2932 1544S 13416E 50o7 88.8 GGPP
1211000353 /0000/0000 20 15/1259 02/19/71 40 2932 1709S 13354E 50*4 87*1 GGPP
1211-00360 00000/0000 20015/1260 02/19/73 40 2932 1836S 13332E 501 85.5 GGPP
1211-00362 00000/0000 20015/1261 02/Iq/73 20 2932 2003S 13310E 49*7 83.9 GPPP
1211-00365 00000/0000 20015/1262 02/19/73 0 2932 2131S 13249E 49*3 82.4 PPGP
1211-00371 00000/0000 20015/1263 0?/19/71 10 2932 2258S 13227E 48.8 80.9 GGGP
1211-00374 00000/0000 20015/1264 02/19/73 0 2932 24235 13205E 48.3 79.5 PPGP
1211-00380 00000/0009 20015/1265 02/19/73 0 2932 2547S 13143E 4798 78*1 GGPP
1211-00383 00000/0000 20015/1266 02/1q/73 60 2932 2712S 13119E 47.2 76.7 GGGP
1211-00385 00000/0000 20015/1267 02/19/73 70 2932 283RS 13056E 46.6 75.5 GGPG
1211-03494 00000/o000 20015/1268 02/19/73 20 2934 2602N 09245E 40.6 134.9 G
1211-03500 00000/0000 20015/1269 02/19/73 20 2934 2436N 09221E 41.4 133.8 GGGG
1211-03503 00000/0000 2Q015/1270 0/19/73 20 2934 2 3 09N 09158E 42.2 132*6 GGGG
1211"03505 00000/0000 20015/1271 02/19/73 20 2934 2143N 09136E 43.0 131.3 GGGG
1211-04162 00000/0000 20015/1272 02/19/73 30 2934 6457S 06129E 23*5 64.7 G(GG
1211-04164 00000/0000 20015/1273 02/19/73 30 2934 6617S 06003E 2205 65'5 GGGG
1211-04171 00000/0000 20015/1274 02/19/73 60 2934 67355 05828E 21.4 66.4 GGGG
1211-04173 00000/0000 20015/1275 02/19/73 100 2934 6 53S 05643E 20.3 67.6 GGGG
1211-04180 00000/0000 20015/1276 02/19/73 100 2934 7009S 05445E 19*2 69.0 GGGG
1211-04182 00000/000 20015/1277 0/19/73 90 2934 7126S 05230E 18.2 70,7 GGGG
1211"04185 00000/0000 20015/1278 02/19/73 80 2934 7P41S 04957E 17.1 72*7 GGGG
1211-04191 COOO0/c000 20015/1279 02/19/73 50 2934 7353S 04705E 16*0 75.1 GGGG
1211-04194 00000/C00 20015/1280 02/19/73 100 2934 7503S 04348E 14*9 77s9 GGGG
1211-04200 00000/0000 20015/1281 02/iq/73 100 2934 7A09S 0 3958E 13.8 81.3 GGGG
12110C4203 00000/000o 20015/1282 02/19/73 100 2934 7 711S 03526E 12.7 85.3 GrGG
1211-04205 00000/0000 20015/1283 02/19/73 100 2934 7808S 03013E 11.6 90.1 GOGG
1211-05311 00000/0000 20015/1284 02/19/73 0 2935 3146N 06830E 37*1 139.3 GGG
1211-05314 00000/00u 20015/1285 02/19/73 10 2935 30 21N 06606E 38*0 138.2 GGGG
1211w05320 00000/0000 20015/1286 02/19/73 10 2935 2855N 06742E 38*9 137.2 GGGG
1211-05323 00000/0000 20015/1287 02/19/73 10 2935 2729N 06719E 39.8 136,1 GGGG
1211-05325 00000/0000 200C15/128R 0/19173 i 2935 2603N 06656E 40.6 134.9 GGGG
1211-05332 00000/OC00 20015/1289 02/19/73 10 2935 2436N 06632E 41*4 133.8 GGGG
1211-05334 00000/0000 20015/1290 02/19/73 20 2935 2310N 06609E 42.2 132.6 GGGG
1211-05341 00000/OC00 20015/1291 P/19q/73 20 2935 2144N 06547E 43.0 131.3 GOGG
1211-05343 00000/000o 20015/1292 02/19 /7 10 2935 2018N 06524E 43.8 130.0 GrGG
KEYS: CLeU COvER % c...........,,, C TB 100 * % CLOUD CaVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *,,,o*o,... 9LANKSuBAND NOT PRESrNT/RECUESTED* R=RECYCLEDo G=GBOD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* PPBBRs
16:44 "AP 11s'74 STAN)ARD CATALBG FRP NRN.US PAGE 0601
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BPSERVATI N MC ICRFILM RLL L)./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PmICIPAL PINT SUN SUL)N TMAGE QUALITY
I DSIT I RPLL ACl'ITPEO CVER 'UMBER RF I
M AGE ELEV. AZIN. RBV MSS
Lv MSS AT LBNG 123 45678
12 11"* 7C4?3 L00000/CC 2c0 15/12 93 0?/9/73 n 2936 6C20N 0 6004E 12*2 162.7 GGGG
1211*-7C45 C00000C/000 20015/1?94 0?/19/73 0 2936 64OPN 05842E 1303 161,3 GGGG
1211-07052 00C0/0000 20015/1295 01/19/73 0 2936 6247N o5727E 14.4 160*1 GGGG
1211-07054 0cOCo/0c00 20015/129S 0?/19/73 0 2936 6124N 05619E 15.5 158.9 GGGG
121107122 OCr00/ cC) 2?0015/12 9 7 0 / 19/73 C 2936 3P56N 04459E 32*4 144*1 GGGG
1211-07125 000/OC 20015/1298 0/1q/7 3  C ?936 3730N 04430E 3304 143.2 GGGG
1211-07131 00300/00.) 20015/1299 0 ?/1q/73 10 2936 3A04N 0 4402E 34*3 142*2 GGGG
1211-07134 0;3C0/0 0 20015/1300 0?/1J/7 3  20 2936 3438N 04335E 35*3 141.3 GGGG
1211-071l0 000C0/3c00) 2015/1301 02/19/73 50 2936 3313 N 04309E 36.2 14 .3 GGGG
1211-07143 O0000/0oC9 20015/1302 02/1/73 60 2936 3147N 04244E 371 139*3 GGGG
1211-07145 OCO0/0C 20015/130 3 02/1q/73 70 2936 3020\ 04219E 38.0 138.2 GGGG
1211--7152 n/7 2oq15/1304  0 ?2/q/71 
4 C 2936 28541 04155E 38.9 137.2 GGGG
1211-07154 C300C/OCO0 20015/1305 02/1q/7 3  10 2936 272RN 04132E 39.8 136*0 GGGG
1211C-7161 00000/0000 20015/1306 02/19/73 0 2936 2602N 04108E 40.6 134.9 GGGG
1211-07163 OCO00/000 20015/1307 02/q/73 10 2936 2436N 04045E 41.5 133*7 GGGG
1211-07170 00000/000 20015/1308 02/19/73 0 2936 2310N 04022E 42*3 132.5 GGGG
1211-07172- OC0"0/c0 C 015/1309 0?/19/71 0 2936 2144s 04000E 43.0 131.3 GGGG
1211-C7175 00CO/ooCi 2n015/1310 0 /19/73 0 ?936 2018N 03938E 43.8 130*0 GrGG
1211-07181 00000/0000 20015/1311 02/1q/73 2936 1851N 03916E 44*5 12 997 GGGG
1211-67184 C0OOO/Co00 20015/1312 0?/q1/73 10 2936 172 5N 03854E 45.2 127.3 GGGG
12 11-07190 00Con/00o& 20015/1313 0 Q/1/73 10 2936 1558N 03832E 45.9 126.0 GGGG
121 1-C7193 00000/C000 20015/1314 02/19/73 0 2936 1432N 03811E 46.5 124.5 GGGG
1211-.7195 c0000/C00r 20015/1315 02/l9/73 q 2936 1Q06N 03750E 47*1 123*0 GGGG
1211-0 7 2o? 003000C00 20015/1316 0?/19/73 0 2936 114nN 03730E 47*7 121.5 GGGG
1211"07? 4 OCOO/oCoC 20015/1317 0/19/73 0 2916 1014N 0 3709E 48.2 120.0 GGGG
1211-C7211 000 3/000' 20015/1318 02 /19/73  C 2936 OP48N 03 649E 48*7 11894 GGGG
1211-07213 OCO0/000o 20015/1319 02/19/73 30 2936 0721N 03628E 49.2 116*8 GGGG
1211-07220 0000C/COO 20015/1320 0/19/73 30 2936 0r54 03608E 49*6 115*1 GGGG
1211-07222 00000/000 2C015/1321 07/19/73 0 2936 0428N 03548E 50.0 113.4 GGGG
1211- 7 2 4  00000/CO00 20015/1322 0'/Iq/73 40 2936 1708S 03042E 50. 87.0 GGGG
1211-07290 0000/0000 20015/1323 0?/19/73 40 2936 1R34S 03020E 50*0 85.4 GGGG
1211-07293 00000/0000 2001r/1324 02/19/73 30 2936 2001S 0 2958E 497 83.8 GGGG
1211-07295 00000/C000 23015/1325 02/19/73 0 2936 21278 02936E 4902 82.3 GGGG
1211-0730? 00O0C/0:00 20015/1326 0'/19/73 0 2936 2P25S 02913E 48.8 80*8 GGGG
1211-0926C0 00000/0000 20015/1327 0r/19/73 100 2937 6458S 01604W 23.5 64.6 GIGG
1211-0 9 263  O00oo/0000 20015/1328 0?/19/73 100 2937 661AS 0 1729 22*4 65.4 GGG
1211-09265 00000/0000 20015/1329 02/19/73 90 2937 6734S 01905 21*3 66.4 GGGG
1211-09274 00000/0C00 20015/1330 0o/19/73 90 2937 7008S 02249w 19.2 69.0 GGGG
1211-09281 00000/CCO 20015/1331 0°/19/73 90 2937 7124S 02504W 18*1 70*7 GGGG
KEYS: CLSUC CBVER % .............. 0 TO 100 . % CLBUD CnVER, ** =-NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMArE OUALrTY ............... LANKSPBAND NOT PRESeNT/REQUESTED. pRRECYCLED. GaGanD. FvFAIp BUT USABLE* P8PB5R*
16:44 <AO 11,'7 STANDARD CATALBG Fl8 NON.US PAGE 0602F~BM 07/2/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATTN r;ICFFILM PLL le./ DATE CLe D 9RRIT PPI"ICIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYI PTSTITN IN 'LL ACUJTPED COVER NUMFR 4F IMAGF ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSSV mSS LAT LNG 123 4F678
1211-C9283 0000C/CO 2C,015/1332 02/19/73 80 2937 7P39S OR7 37w 17,0 72.7 GGGG
1211-C929C 000C/OCo 20015/1333 0?/tq/73 80 2917 73515 03u30W 15.9 75.1 GGGG1211-09?9? OCCo00/000 20015/1334 0/19/73 r; 2937 7501S 0 3344W 14,8 77.9 GGGG1211-C9295 00000/0000 20015/1335 02/19/7q 90 2937 7A08S 03734W 13*7 81.3 GGGG1211-C9301 OC0/000 20015/1336 027/1i73 80 2937 7710S 04208W 12.6 85.3 GGGG1211-09304 OOO/000 0 2U015/1337 02/1/73 80 F937 7R07S 04720W 11*5 90*0 GGGG1211-12142 OOCO 0o0 20015/1338 02/19/73 80 2934 6530N 01723W 12.2 162*7 GGGG1211-12492 000C0/0CO3 20015/1339 02/19/73 100 2939 5402S 05926W 31.6 62*5 6GGG1211-12494 00090/C00O 20015/1340 02/19/73 90 2939 5525S 06014W 30,6 62*4 GGGG1211-12531 0C0000/000 20035/1341 02/19/73 60 2939 5A48S 06104W 29*6 62.5 GrGG
1211-12513 OC00/0u; 2u015/1342 0?/19/73 90 ?939 5oinS 06159w 28.6 62.5 GGGG1211-12510 C 00C O/v00 22015/1343 02/19/73 80 2939 593?S 06257W 27.6 62.7 GGGG1211-12512 P0000/0000 /015/1344  ?2/19q/73 9 2939 6056S 06400W 26*6 63. 0  GGGG1211-14003 O20t0/rCr0 20015/1I45 02/1q/7 3  80 2940 5 55N 05051W 20*0 15498 GGGG1211-14005 Oo00030/CO 20015/1346 02/19/73 80 2940 5431N 05139w 21.1 153.8 GGG1211-14c12 OCo30O/Or u 20015/1347 0"119/73 20 2940 5107N 05225W 22.1 152.9 GGGG1211-14014 00C00/0,0 20015/1348 C0/19/73 0 2940 514?N 05308W 23.2 152.0 GGGG1211-14021 000C0/OcOlr 20015/1349 02/19/73 C 2940 51AN 0 34 9 W 24.3 151.1 GGGG1211-14023 0C 00/0000 2U015/1350 02/19/73 0 2940 4853N 05427W 25.3 150.3 GGGG121 1-140 3 0 ouOO/Ou.0 2nu015/1351 0V/1q/73 ?2940 4728N 05503W 26.4 149*4 GGGG1211-14032 0030/C00C3 2
-015/1352 0'/19/73 30 2940 4 403 N 05538W 27.4 14F. 5  GGGG1211-1035 00CO/CC00 20015/1353 02/19/73 40 2940 4438N 056 12W 28*5 147.7 GSGG1211- i1 3c 0 OC20/0002 2o015/1354 0?/19/73 80 2940 1305N 06528w 47.2 122.9 GGGG1211-14132 000O/o0000 20015/1355 0/19/73 50 2940 1140N 06548W 47.7 121.4 GPGG1211-14355 OCr 0;O. 20015/1356 01~/9/73 8 2940 6459S 0932 7w 23#4 64.6 GGGG1211-1436? SOOCtoo/COY 2u15/1357 02/9I/71 70 294C 6616S 09453W 22.3 65*4 GGGG1211-14364 0C0 /CC0u 2015/135 0/19/73 90 2940 6734S 09628W 21*3 66,4 GGGG1211-14371 00000/C00D 2U015/1 3 59 02/19/73 90 2940 695?S 0981 3 W 20.2 67.6 GGGG1211-14373 00000/000 2?015/1360 0P//9/7 100 2940 70095 10011W 39.1 69.0 GGG1211-14380 O0000/0LCC 20015/1361 0/!9/73 90 2940 7126S 10224W 18*0 70*7 GGGG1211-1438? 000C /000r ?2c15/1362 02/q9/73 70 2940 724S I0456W 16*9 72*7 GGG
1211-143R 00000/000 20015/1363 0 /19/73 90 2940 7152S 10746W 15*8 75s0 GGGG1211-14391 OC0/O002 20015/1364 0P/19/73 90 2940 702S 11102W 14*7 77.9 GIGG
1211-1439 0(00/.0OJ 2)015/1365 02/19/73 60 2940 760S 114 56w 13*6 81*2 GGGG1211-1545 FOCC0/CC0 202 15/1366 02/79/73 6n 2941 6F31l 06904W 12.3 162.7 GGGG1211-15411 COLC/,(C 20C15/1367 02/1s/7? 80 2941 6 4 1o 07026W 13*4 161*3 GGGG1211-15414 00000/000; 20015/1368 02/19/73 5c 2941 6249N 07141W 14.5 160.1 GGGG1211-15420 00Q/0,o 2L015/1369 02/19/73 50 2941 6127\ 072 51W 15*6 158.9 GGGG1211-15423 
-COO(,O/C 2,2 015/137. 0?/19/73 30 2941 6C04N' 07355w 16.7 157.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLrUC COVEp % *o......, ... , T8 10C = % CLUD CVER- ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I"A3E cUALITY .. *......,.,. RLANKS=BAND NOT PReSFNT/REqUESTED* R=RECYCLED. G=G)AD. F=FAIR PUT USABLE. PuPBAR,
16:44 MA 11s'74 STAN3ARD CATALBG FRP NtN-US PAGE 0603
FRRM C7/23/72 T9 07/P3./73
BBSERVATIN IC cFi M ReLL \8,/ !ATE CLeUD 4QIT PrIICIPAL P9INT SUN SUSU TMAGE QUALITY
ID PSITI19N IN R9LL ACCTED C9v:R NUMcR 9F IMAGF ELEV. AZIY. RBV MSS
EV SS LAT LiNG 123 45678
1211-15425 00000/iCO0 20615/1371 02/19/73 10 2941 541N 07454W 17.8 156.7 GOGG
1211-1543P O00O/0000o 20015/1372 C"/19/73 30 2941 571 o7549W 18.9 155.7 GGGG
1211-15434 00OOo/0oOo 2G015/1373 02/19/73 20 2941 5r5rN 076 39w 20*0 154.8 GGGG
1211-15441 00000/00oo 20015/1374 0?/19/73 0 2941 5431. 0c7727W 2l.1 153.8 GGGG
1211-15443 00C0/00O00 20015/13 75 02/19/72 2941 5107N 07s13~ 2p.2 152.9 GGGG
1211-15450 O0000/00c 20015/1376 0'/19/73 0 2941 5141N 07856W 2- 2 152.0 GGGA
1211-15452 00000/0000 20015/13 7 7  02?19/73 70 2941 5i7N7 079 37w 24.3 151*1 GGGG
1211-17264 OO00000/00 C2015/1378 0/19q/7? 70 2942 5'159N 013sw 19*0 155.7 GGG
1211-1727o 00000/OC00 20015/1379 02/19/7q 8 2942 5~5?N 10229 20*1 154*7 GGGG
.1211-17273 0000C0/0000 20015/1380 0?/1//73 80 2942 542AN 10317W P212 153o8 GrGG
1211-17275 0O00/C0o 20015/1381 02/19/71 60 2942 504N 10103W 22.2 152.9 GGGG
1211-17282 00000/0000 2C315/13;8 02/19/73 40 2942 5140N 10446W 23*3 152*0 GGGG
1211-17284 oGOOo/C000 ?015/1383 o0/19/73 3, 2942 5016~ 10527W P4.4 151.1 GGGG
1211-17350 000Co0/03, 20015/184 02/19/73 50 2942 2t53N 11300w 39*1 137.0 GGGG
1211-17352 o000o0/Co0 2015/1 3 85 02/19173 70 2942 2727N I1324 39*9 135o9 GrGG
1211-17355 0O0 0^/C0 20015/13,R 0?/19/72 80 2942 2601J 11347K 40o8 13468 GGGG
1211-17361 0OQ00/o00o 2O315/1387 0o/19/73 100 2942' 2435 i141o0 4t.6 133,6 GGG9
1211-1454 o000~/C00o 20015/1388 0?/ 9/73 8' 2943 645RS 17051N p3.3 64.6 GGG
1211-19461 oorOC/000 ?015/1389 02/29/73 g 2943 6617 17218W 22,2 65,4 GGG
1211-19463 0000/co0 20015/1?90 02/19/73 90 2943 673rS 173 5 3w P1.2 66.4 GGGG
1211"19470 000O0/0000 2o015/1391 C,/19/73 80 2943 6E5?S 17539W 2,01 67.6 GGGG
1211-19472 oo00OO0/00 2'0o15/1392 02/19/71 70 2943 7010S 17738v 19"0 69*0 GGG
1211-19479 0000/0000 2jC15/1393 02/19/73 70 2943 7127S 17952W 17o9 70*7 GGGG
1211-19431 00000/000U 20015/1194 0?/19/73 8o 2943 7P435 17735E 16o8 72*7 GGGG
1211-19484 0000/0000 20U15/13q5 0-2/19/73 80 2943 7155S 17443E 15.7 75.1 GOGG
1211-19490 00000/00oC 20015/1396 0'/19/73 8P 2943 7 504S 17124E 14.6 77.9 GGGG
1211-19493 00000/,000 20015/1397 0?/!q/73 8c 2943 7610S 16730E 13*5 81.3 GCGG
1211-19495 00000/000 2001511398 0,'19/73 80 2943 771PS 16258E 12*4 85.3 GGGG
1211-19502 00000/o000 20015/1399 C?/19/73 50 ?943 7Ro9S 15747E 11*3 90.1 GIGG
1212-00214 000CC000 20015/1400 02/20/73 0 2946 5015N 15117E 24*5 1511 OGG
1212-0221 00C00/C0o 2(!015/1401 0 / 0/73 80 2946 4P51N 15038E 25*5 150*2 GGGG
1212-00223 000OO/u0 20015/1402 0?/20/73 90 2946 4726N 15002E 26.6 149.3 GGGG
1212-00432 000O/ C 2,u01/1403 02/Th/73 30 2946 2422S 13040E 4 -2 78.9 GGGG
1212-00435 00000/0o0j 2C015/1404 0?/2i/73 10 2946 Pc4PS 13017E 47*7 77,6 GrGG
1212-J0553 00000/000 20015/1405 02/20/71 80 2946 645RS 1114oE 232 64.5 GGGG
1212-2"0555 0o000/ 00 20015/14C6 02/2/71 8r 2946 661RS 11014E 22*2 65*3 GAGG
1212-0056? 00000000 00 20015/1407 02/ 0/73 100 2946 6737S 10i40E 21.1 66*3 GGG
1212-00564 Ou000/0000 ?0015/140~  09/2/73 100 2946 6P54S 10656E 20*0 67.5 GOGG
1212-30571 O o00000/iO 20015/1409 0p/20/71 40 2946 7011.S 0456E 18.9 68.9 GGGG
KEYS: CL"UD CVER ..... ,.,.... O TB 100 = % CLBUD CqVER, ** r NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I"IAGE ')UALTTY .... ,....... 0LNKSBAND NOT PRESrNT/RECUFSTED# R=R-CYCLED* G=G3RAD F=FAIR BUT USABLE* PuPBBR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NON-US PAGE 0604
FRBM 07/23/72 Tf 07/23/73
8BSERVATIN MICReFILM RSLL :9,/ DATE CLOUD qRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PSSITISN IN ROLL ACCUTRE0 COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1212-00573 00000/000 20015/1410 02/P0/73 100 2946 7128S 10240E 17*9 70*6 GGGG
1212-00580 00000/0000 20015/1411 02/20/73 100 2946 7542S 10009E 16*8 72.7 GGGG
1212-00582 00000/C000 20015/1412 02 /p2/ 7 3  100 2946 7353S 0 9718E 15,7 75*1 GGGG
1212-00585 00000/0000 20015/1413 02/20/73 100 2946 703S 09359E 14,6 77.9 GGGG
1212-00591 00000/0000 20015/1414 02/20/73 100 2946 7610S 09005E 13.5 81.3 GGGG
1212-00594 00000/0000 20015/1415 02/20/73 100 2946 7713S 0 8533E 12-4 85.3 GGGG
1212-01000 00000/0000 20015/1416 02/20/73 100 2946 781)S 08023E 11*2 9001 GGGG
1212-03552 00000/0000 20015/1417 02/20/73 10 2948 2 601N 09118E 40*9 134.7 GGGG
12122-03555 0000/000 200C15/1418 0/P/73 20 2948 2435N 09056E 41*7 133.5 GGGG
1212-03561 0000/0000 ?0015/1419 02/20/73 20 2948 2308N o9033E 42.5 132.3 GGGG
1212-03564 00000/000o 20015/1420 02/20/73 10 2948 2142N 09011E 43.3 131.0 GGGG
1212-05370 000C0/000 20015/1421 02/ 0/71 0 2949 3145N 06705E 37.4 139*0 PGGG
1212-05372 00000/OCOC 20015/1422 02/P0/73 0 2949 3020N 06640E 38.3 138.0 PGGG
1212-05375 00000/0000 20015/1423 02/20/73 0 2949 2853N 06616E 39e2 136*9 GGGG
1212-05381 00000/000U 20015/1424 02/20/73 0 2949 2727N 06552E 4C.1 135.8 GGGG
1212-05384 0000O/CCO 20015/1425 02/20/73 C 2949 2 601N 06528E 40*9 134.6 GGGG
1212-35390 00000/0000 20015/1426 02/20/73 10 2949 2435N 06505E 41*7 133.5 GGGG
1212-0539: OC00C/0000 20015/1427 02/~2/73 30 2949 2310N o6442E 42*5 132.2 GGGG
1212-05395 00000/000o 20015/1428 0?/n/73 70 2949 2!43N 06419E 43.3 131.0 GGGG
1212-06052 00000/0000 20015/1429 02/20/73 100 2949 6459S 03405E 23*2 64.5 GGGG
1212-06054 o0000/coCc 20015/1430 02/20/73 I00 2949 6617S 03239E 22.1 65.3 GGGG
1212-06061 00000/0000 20015/1431 0?/20/73 80 2949 6735S 03104E 21.0 66.3 GGGG
1212-06063 00000/0000 20015/1432 0?/20/73 80 2949 6R52S 02918E p2*0 67.5 GGG
1212-o6070 00000/Coo0 20015/1433 02 /20/73 70 2949 7n09S 02720E 18.9 68.9 GGGG
12 12 -06072 0000/0000 20015/1434 02/20/73 0 2949 7126 0 2b505E 17.8 70o6 GGGG
12212-06075 00000/C000 20015/1435 0?/20/73 0 2949 7241S 02233E 16*7 72s6 GPGG
1212-06081 00000/0000 20015/1436 02/20/73 100 2949 7153S 01943E 35*6 75,0 GGGP
1212-06084 00000/0000 20015/1437 02/0/73 100 2949 7r03S 01628E 14.5 77.8 GGGP
1212-06090 00000/0000 20015/1438 02/20/73 100 2949 7A10S 01231E 13*4 81.2 GGGG
1212-06093 00000/0000 20015/1439 02/20/73 100 2949 7713S 00753E 12.3 85.2 GGGG
1212-06095 0000O/q000 20015/1440 02/20/73 10o 2949 7R09S 00240E 11.2 90.0 GGGG
1212-07115 00000/00C 20015/1441 02 /20/7 3 5n 2950 60 0 1N 0 5349E 17*0 157.7 GGGG
1212-07122 00000/000 20015/144? 02/20/73 70 2950 5R39N 05250E 18*1 156.7 GGGG
1212-07172 00000/0000 20115/1443 02/20/73 40 2950 4 145N 0 4436E 30.8 145*8 GGGG
1212-07174 00000/000 20015/1444 02/20/73 10 2950 4020N 04405E 31*8 144.9 GGGG
1212-07231 00000/000() 20015/1445 02/20/73 0 2950 2143N 03833E 43.3 131.0 GGPP
1212-07242 0000/C0000 2015/1446 02/20/73 0 2990 1725N 0372,E 45.5 127*0 GGGG
1212-07245 00000/0000 20015/1447 0?/P0/73 0 2990 1558N 03707E 46.1 125.6 GGGG
1212-37251 O0oo00/oou 2u015/ 1 448  02/20/73 0 2950 1431N 03646E 46.7 124.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COvEP % 0T........,..  TO 100 = % CLOUD CAVER. ** a NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE GUALITY .... *.......... PLANKSvBAND KBT PRFSFNT/REUESTED. RORECYCLED* G=GWRD. FzFAIR BUT USABLE, POPBBR*
1~:44 " 11, '74 STAN"APD CATALgG Fk NHN.US PAGE 0605
FR9r! 07/21/72 T4 07/23/73
BESER'AT9, 0 1 ' /L ., ATF CL9D 4R0~RIT PrI'CIPAL P"INT SUN SUJ ItAGE QUALITY
I I? I SL.L ACc T! I CtR q JUB:R F I
1 AGE ELEV. AZI . RBV MSS
L V 1 S IAT LiNiG 123 45678
1212-7254 u- .215/1449 0)/ 0/73 ? ?90 1105< 03625E 47.3 122.6 GGGG
1212-72~ C/ CO ?15/1450 3?/2 /7 ?950 1' 3 N 0'304E 47.9 121,1 GGGG
1212-"726b3 PC3 /C O 27'15/1451 0/1?0/73 2950 1. 14N 3543E 48.4 119*5 GGGG
122-7265 o0 /C'' 2'l15/1452 0/-n/7 10 ?2950 0R47 03522E 48.9 117.9 GGGG
122-727? 000'/cO. '10015/1453 O9/20/ 73 20 ?950 0720N 03bC2E 49.4 116.3 PPGG
1212-1001 0C0C0/Cc:0 20015/145s 0/0/73 30 295
2  54?\ 00121 21,4 153.8 GGGG
1122-10403 000C00 / 0 C, 20015/145 5  02/0/71 80 2952 5O04N 0o207w 22.5 152,8 GGGG
121210!41 C00o/~~0 0 2 4 15/1 56 0 //7/
7 3 7 ?952 514 0 ooP0?5 23,5 151.9 GGGG
1212-16+2 003/01 ? 1/157 C0/2/?73 30 39R2 3711 00953W 36,6 140.0 GrGG
1212-10465 0:0 /C0 C 2 015/145/ 0 7/2 4/73 2C 2952 3147N 01C19w 37*5 13990 GGG
1?12 10471 C )/~C") ?2 151459 0'?n/71 1 2952 3^20N 01044W 38.4 137.9 GGGG
1?12-"C1 4 7  C/0, 2 ,15/1460 02/7/73 2~ 2952 2254N 01108w 39.3 136.9 GGGG
1212-1048 C ' /300J 20l,15/161 0?/20/77 2C 2952 2728N 01132W 40.1 13597 GGGG
1212-13483 OCDO0i/WO; 2 '15/146 0"/?n0/ 7 3 10 ?952 2AO?N 01155 41*0 134.6 GGGG
1212-104895 0 0/ 2,015/1463 071?/2/73 ?952 2436N O1218W 41.8 133.4 GGGG
1212- C494 00300/000C 2L015/ 14 6 4  01/20/73 70 2952 
2 14 4 N 01 3 04W 43.3 130*9 GRGG
1212-10501 00/000 ?(015/1465 C07/,/73 70 2952 2 1RN 01326W 44.1 129*6 GGGG
1212050O3 O)F/ -2015/146~ 0 /70 /73 90 ;952 195,: 01 348 44.8 129.3 GGGG
1212-1051C OUC n/COZ, 2""15/1467 02/P)/73 80 29r2 172 ,N 01410W 45*5 126.9 GGG
1212-105t2 O0?0/:O: ?0 DC15/1465 0/?~/73 20 2952 160N 01
4 31W 46.2 125,5 GOGG
1212-11151 C000 /3000 /15/14b9 0/?0/73 90 2952 6458S 04
3 16w 23.1 6494 POPP
1212-11153 c'00/lCCC 200151470 0/20/73 9)0 2952 6A16S 0 4442W 22.1 65.3 GGGG
1212-1116 "OC, / 00 2 015/1471 02/20/73 70 2952 6 34S 04 16W 21.0 66,2 GGGG
1212-11162 0 /0 2C 615/i1472 02/~0/73 8r 2952 6952S 0 4W0?W 19*9 67*4 PPPP
1212-11165 O0 0 /C. FC015/1473 07/2Q/73 100 2952 7,10S 05000W 18.8 68*9 GSGG
1212-11171 0C0 'O/0 , 2 E15/1474 0,/n/73 1Cc 2952 7127S 05
2 15 W 17,7 70.6 GGGG
1212-11174 O100/2,/ZL 200151975 0Z,20/73 70 29"2 724?S 0 5
449W 16.6 72.6 GGGG
112-1118C 0 00 0, 20 15/1476 /;0/73 1 2952 71545 05742W 15*5 75*0 GrGG
1212-i1113 0C0 ,/00, 2015/1477 0?/2?/73 Io 2952 7=0S 060566 14*4 77.8 GGGG
1212-1185 L!'Cc00/O00C 15/1478 0 2/73 lo 2952 7607s 06
4 4 9W 13.3 81*2 GGGG
1212-1?200 ?C O/,0. 5n1 1479 0 0//73 91 2953 6rE2N 01848 . 12,6 162*6 GGGG
1212-12P03 C3C/r"0, I 0 "1/148 0/?n/7? 100 2953 640N 02010w 13*7 161.3 GGGG
1212-12205 OC5 ,/IC00 ?L'15/1481 0 2CIm/73 100 2953 6?4N 02125W 14.8 160*0 GGGG
1212-1255C0 00000/0000 .15/1482 0'/T/73 
7 0 2953 5403S 0 6056W 31*3 62.3 G3GG
1212-12553 0C30CL00 L 315/1483 02/P2/73 50 2953 552AS 06142w 30,
3  62.2 GGGG
1212-12555 CCrO0/ u0' 2015/1489 02/20/73 30 2953 5648S 06
2 3 2w 29.3 62.2 G9GG
1212-i2562 C 0 0/ ;C' 20 15/1485 O /~~/73 30 2953 51.)S 06326W p,*3 62*3 GGPG
1212-12564 ,000C;,/C10 2,4165/148
6  0'/ n/ 7 9 80 2953 5933S 06424W 27*3 62.5 GVGG
1212-12571 000/o 0CO, 20015/1487 0?/20/73 90 ?953 6057S 06 528w 26.2 62,w GGGG
<EYv: CUL., CVE ~ * .. * *...... 0 TB 100 = CLUD C"VE pR ** = N6 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
1Y'i, DUOALITY DI.. :: : .... , 3LANKSBAN-D OT PRESNT/RECUESTE0D R.RECYCLED. G=G RD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE- PwP58R,
lb:44 a1= 11p'74 STANIARD CATALBG FRP NN-.US PAGE 0606
FP9 M 07/23/72 T 0C7/23/73
OBSERVATI4\ ICC1,FI: LL T./ O4TE CLtUD3 ?R IT P1I\ICIPAL PbINT SUN SJN IMAGE GUALITY
1 'ITIN I% OL..L ACUTE .ED C VER UMBER IF I"AGF ELEV, AZIE* RBV -SS
Pv LAT L~NG 123 45678
1212 14C7 0 :5 2C/ . 2j01/14~ 02/?n/73 20 954 51 05514 2466 151*0 GGG
112214CR/ CCOLO/:CO. 2C 15/14 9 0, /7 6,r 2954 4954! 05b53w 257 150*1 GGG
1212-14(01 nf /rr "L 2rufD15/1493 0?// 7 3 70 2954 403N 05 7 04W 278 148.4 GGGG
1212-1 49 3 C0-/ Cn 2(015/1491 C?/?n/ 7 3 8r 2954 443RN 0 5738W 28*8 147.5 GGGG
1212-1547 00 /0 2*. 15/1492 CP/4/7 43 2955 641ON 07152N 13.8 161,3 GG G
112-15,72 003rC/ )0 2 15/1493 0 /V/73 10 2955 6-48N 07307W l149 160*0 GrGG
1212-1545 0CCS/0CC 2'015/1494 OT/n/73 1 ?955 6126N 0 7 4 1 6w 16*0 158.8 GGGG
1212-:154~ CCOC/CCO p 20015/1495 0 n2?/7 3 20 2955 6-03N c0720w 17*1 157.7 GGGG
1212-15484 C ;0/01 : ,015/1496 0 2 /2/73 2 0 2955 54O' 0 0 7620 W 18.2 156.7 GGGG
1212-1549 Cr00CO/CcO, 20n15/1497 0 // 7 3 20 2955 571FN 07714w 19*3 155.7 GGGG
1212-15493 COO/C"C 2L15/1499 02/2q/7? 3C 2955 5r5*N 0705W 2C# 4  154.7 GGpG
1212-15495 21CS/ 19 C015 499 0 2/ 7/7; 50 2915 543nUN 7852W 21.5 153.7 GGGG
1212 -1550? 0 00 (/C 2016/1500 02/20/73 40 2955 5106N 079 3 8W 22*5 152*8 GGPG
12 12 -1 5 504 O000/=0u2 20 15/1501 0?/?o/ 7 3 4c0 p95 5 1 4-N 08022w 23,6 151.9 GGPG
1212-15511 O /00C?0 cIS001S/150? 0C 2n/73 20 ?955 51RN 08103w P4.7 151.0 GGGG
1221-16245 D0,00/00 20 15/1503 0?/2n/73 90 2955 645RS 12041W 23.1 64*4 GSGG
1212-162 5 , 0000/C0 2lS01 5/04 0 /20/73 90 2955 661
7 5 12207w 2G0 65.2 GGG
1212-16254 OC /0C 2015/105 3/~ n/73 90 2955 6734S 12342W P209 66@P GGGG
1212-16261 OP/ 0/IP0O 2C015/1505 0/20/73 9 2955 695?S 12S28w 19.8 67.4 GGGG
1212-16263 3O0/C00 20015/1507 0'/Po/ 7 3  100 2955 7CC?S 12727W 18.8 6R*8 GGGG
1212-1627f 03000/CO P 0015/190 0 /2n/79 100 ?955 7 2 S 12941W 1797 70,5 GGGG
1212-16272 0CC0/CC C 2!015/1503 0 '/20/71 100 2955 730~5 13212w 16*6 72.5 GGGG
1212-16275 00'/ OC 2 15/19 1 0/2~/79 1 0 ?955 73515 1i3c,2 15.5 74.9 GGGG
1212-16 81 O ?Ol(/100 2 015/111 0 V/0/73 ico 2955 7501S 13 8 2CW 14.4 77.7 GGGG
1212-162' 0-^'/~.. ? )1.5V/1512 0 h/20/73 100 2955 7 3073 14E14N 13*3 81.1 GAGG
1212-1629 0 / 2j15/1513 0 / 0/ 7 3 100 o 955 771)9 14648w 12.2 85.1 GGGG
1212-16293 00n0/,00o 2?015/1514 0?/20/73 10" 2955 7OS l15615W 111 899 GGGG
1212-17?15 o%0c /o L 2d015/1515 0//7q 956 5Q4 1 \ 10208w 18.2 156.7 GGGG
1212-,7322 C' 00/Cc F1B/1516 0/(/73 7 2956 571N 10303 19"3 155*7 GAGG
1212-17324 u0L', c/ 7 15/151 0?/20/7? 2956 5 54\ 1i354 PC* 4  154~7 G1GG
1212-17331 0 ?70/000 2 0 15/1r1 O2/,?/73 n 29%6 531 104 434 3!.5 153.7 GGG
1212-1733 2 015/1519 0/2 /73 Ic 2956 5107N 10728W p225 152.8 GGGG
1212-1734C , . 0/.C.O 2)15/12 0F/~0/7- 90 2956 5142\ 10611W 23.6 151.9 GGGG
1212-17342 00O,/C* . 2Dc15/1521 02/?n/73 9c ?956 5 17 10652 2P4-7 151*0 GGGG
1212-17 4 04  000/C 2015/152 02/2/7, 1 0 296 2p5LN 11424 g39'4 1 3 6*F GGGG
1212-1741c 020l/00 2)01515523 0./P20/73 1C00 956 2729N 114486 40*2 135*7 GGGG
1212019124 ."10L ' r 015/1524 02/20/73 1, 2957 6A51\ 12039W 11.6 164*1 GrOG
1212-19131 00 30/0sC E_ /1.?5 01/20/71 4C 2957 6 31\ 1 2209W 12*7 162.6 GGGG
1212'1133 I0SL/3C00 2015/1526 02/n/73 100 2957 641'N 12331W 13,8 161.3 GGGG
KEYS: CL - C9VELR * ..... * ,. . Tb 100 = % CL5UD COV:Ro ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
1,Ar,E r.ALTY ........ S.... HLANK BAND NT PRcSrNT/REQJESTED. RPRECYCLED. G=G9BD. F.FAI P BUT USABLE, p.PBSR,
16:44 'IAP 11,'74 5TANIARD CATALOG FPR N NU S PAGE 0607
FRn" 07/23/72 TB .7/23/73
BBSERVAT71N 'ICI'FI M LL './ DATE CLeUD iRRIT PPI\CIPAL PtINT 5liN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
liJ PPSITI- IF, 9LL ACT;IRET CBVEp NJ" bR 'F IF1AGE ELEV. A7ZM. RBV MSS
1P4 1S LAT L9NG 123 45678
1212-19140 CC0000/000, 2?015/1527 02/?0/ 7 3  I00 P957 6nAH4 12445 14*9 160.0 GIGG
1212-19142 0000/0000 2"015/152 C?/2l/73 9) 2957 6!2AN 12b54w 16.0 158.8 GGGP
1212-19145 C000o0/OO 2015/15I29 C?/2l/ 73 7, 2957 6 O4~ 1?657W 17*1 157.7 GGGP
1212-19151 no00o/O000 2"015/153Q 0 /~?/73 90 29= 7 541N 12756w !A*2 156.7 GGG
1212-r1344 00000/000,o 20 15/1531 O /P0/77 100 29r8 FI5RS 16155E 230 64.3 GGGG
1212-21351 151O/OCO3 2 5/15 2 08/0/73 80 2958 6(14S 16029E 2109 65*2 GGGP
1212-21353 o',/00oo 2 1/1533 0?/T0/
7 3  5r q58 673"S 15653E 2PC9 66.2 GGG
1212-213i,0 00000/000 2.015/1534 0 3 /2i/7 3 2998 650"S 15707E j9.8 67.3 GGG
2212-1362 00000/o0 2151535 O?in/73 100 29v8 7n0RS 1rbO7E 1R.7 68.8 GGGG
1212-21365 0C0000/CCO 200r151536 0 iP1/73  10C 29r8 712-; 15252E 17.6 70.5 GGGG
1212-21371 UCCeO0/OC0 2U015/1537 C0/20/7 10( 2958 7'3Qq 15021E 16*5 72.5 GGG
1212-21374 tCo0000/00 20015/153 C ?/2n/73 10 2?958 7'51 14731E 15. 74*9 GDGP
1212-21380 000000 C 2,0 15/ 15 3 9  0 /0/7 10o( 2958 7"015 14413E 14.3 77*7 GoGP
11212-2133 00C 0/ ( C ?015/154o 0/2n/73 100 29;8 7A402 14018E 13*2 81.1 GoGG
12-12=1385 00000/00Y n515/1541 0?/ 2 0/73 10. 2998 771oS 13?48E 12.1 851 GGG
1212-21392 Oul /00, 20r15/154? 0?/?O/73 10o 2998 7Q 0 7 5 13042E 11C 89.8 GOGG
1213-00275 010cr0/00/ 2001515 4 3  0i/P1/7. 100 o 960 4P53N 14913E 25.8 15).1 GGGG
1213-C028 C 000C/000 015/1544 0/21/7 100 2960 472,N 1436E 7699 149.2 G 
GG
121 3-C0284 OCC000/000 205/1/145 08/1/73 90 2960 40
3 N 1 4 A01E ?7.9 148.4 G(GG
1213-C0291 0000/0CO 2 015/1546 0?/21/?7? 90 ?960 443- 14727E 29.0 147.5 GAGG
1213- 0293 CC0000/000 2-l1515477 C~21/73 80 ?9Ao 411N 14654E 30*0 146.6 G1GG
121 3 -. 0330 r r/ycu, 2015/15 0J2/1l77 8'" 2960 4147. 14622E 31.0 145.7 GGG
1213-~0302 c0000/0000 i0015/15 4 9  02/91/73 iOr1 2960 
4 rn2 2 14551E 320 144o8 GAGG
1213-j1305 00Qn 0r0/C 20015/1552 0?/21/73 1C0 ?960 33954N 1t21E ?30 143.8 GSGG
121 3 -,:0311 C000/000) 20 15/1551 0 9173 10 ? 60 373 1~52E 339 142?9 GGGG
1213-10314 C00,o0/C ') 20151555 0/21i/73 10t 2960 305N 14424E 34*9 141.9 GGGG
1213-00320 O000ntc o 2 15/1553 0/~1/73 100 2960 34 29N 14357E 35.8 140.9 GGG
1213-00323 300C0000 2? 015"1555 0/?1/73 90 2960 3!1IN 14331E 36.8 139.9 GfGG
1213-003?5 OCo00/OCGo l5/1 F , 0) /1/73 8r 2960 34~ 4 14305E 37.7 138.9 GGGG
1213-00491 0/CL3 nO O 2,0 1 5/15 5 6  0 /21/73 2C0 290 2410? 12912E 48*1 78*5 GGGG
1213 -"0413 00'/Co0 20015/1557 0;/21/71 20 2960 P24*S 12x49E 47.5 77.1 GGGG
1213-30500 OCcC/o00 20015/155 0'/21/73 10 2960 2709S 12826E 47.0 75*8 GGGG
1213-2443 010*/0 2,01511559 071//
7 3 107 2961 6455S 08425E 22*9 64.3 GrGG
1213-0 2 O449 6/rO 2'0015/19 2 0 1/?/73 4? ?961 661 O 02A58E 21.9 65.1 GrGG
1213- 02 2 00I )/O 00 2 15/1561 0?/1/71 20 2961 673 S 0 8122E p,.8 66,1 G.GG
1213-244 ( UDOO0/000 2~015/ 56 2  0C/21/73 10 2961 6951S 0 7937E 19.7 67.3 GGGG
121 3 -2461 CoC0/CCC0 2'001 156 3  0/211/73 3n F961 7InOS 0 7737E 1A.6 68.7 GGGG
1213- 2463 O'O)O/COO 2i015/1564 02/21/72 10 2961 7124c 0 7522E 17*5 704 GGGG
1213-o247i 0'C003/0,o 0 2;015/195 02/21/73 9 ?961 7239 07250E 16*4 72*4 GrGG
KEYS: CuLnjD CvEr % *.- *......... C TO 1-0 = % CjLUD ClVER, ** = Nt CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'lAGE b ILTT ........ ,r.., 9LANKS:=AND NOT PRrSrNT/REUEFSTED. RgRECYCLEDs G=.GRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P.PBBR,
15:44 "AP 11''74 STANDARD CATA4LG FHR NON-US PAGE 0608
FR6M 07/23/72 T5 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN :ICRnFIL R2LL 'I,/ DATE CLeUD RHRIT PoINCIPAL PRINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 P'SbTTI'4N IN HNLL ACCUTRED CYVER NUMBER 0F IMAGE ELEV. AZIN. RBV MSS
PEV MSS (AT LRNG 123 45678
1213-02472 O00000/ cO 20015/1566 ?/P21/73 100 2961 7151S 07001E 15.3 74.8 GGG1213-02475 Oc JO/Oc ~c 20015/156 7 03/?/73 100 o 961 7;0nS 06644E 14*2 77.6 GSGG
1213-02481 00000/0000 2015/1568 0?/p1/71 100 2961 7A07S o6250E 13.1 81.0 GGGG
1213-02484 00000/0000 2t0'15/1569 0/21/73 100 ?961 771)S 05 819E 12.0 85*0 GGGG
1213-02490 0000/O00ou 20015/1570 02/21/7: 100 2961 7Q07S 05311E 10.9 898 GGGG
1213-C4011 00000/o030 2015/1571 0?/21/73 o 2962 255aN 08951E 41.2 134.4 GSGG1213-04013 0000/o00 20015/1572 02?21/73 2962 2433N 08928E 42.0 133.2 GGG
1213-04029 000 0/000 2u015/1573 0?/21/73 2962 2302 N 08906E 42*8 13199 GGGG
1213"04022 O000oo/C 2o)015/1574 0 /Pi/73 2962 214 'N CO844E 43o6 130.7 GGGG
1213-05424 00000/0000 2v015/1575 0/P?1/71 30 2963 314FN 06539E 37*8 138.8 G GG
1213-J5431 00000/0000 20015/1576 02/21/73 20 2963 3o19N 06bl4E 38.7 137.7 GAGG
1213-"5433 CC0j/,nC00 2.015/1577 0/P21/73 5sn 963 253N o0 6450E 39.5 13A.6 GGGG
1213- 5440 0000n/CO0 20015/1578 0 /21/73 20 2963 2727 06426E 40.4 135o5 GGGG
1213-05442 000CC/OCOC 20015/1579 02/P1/73 7r 2963 2600N 06402E 41.2 134.3 GGGG
1213-C5445 00000/CC 0 20015/1580 02/21/73 60 2963 2434N c6339E 42.0 133.1 GGGG
1213-C7260 COo0/O00U 20015/1581 0o/?1/73 10 2964 3144N 03952E 37o8 138.8 G5GG
1213-C 7262 COo00/CC00 20015/158P 0/21/73 7r 2964 3010N 03927E 38.7 137.7 GGGG
1213-07265 00000/0000 20C15/153 02p/1/73 80 2964 p51 N 03 903E 39*5 136*6 GGGG1213-j7271 00000/000 2,01515 584 0/21/73 50 2964 2727,N 03838E 40*4 135.5 GGGG1213-07274 00000/0000 2015/1585 2/,/ 71 0 2964 2601\ 03815E 41.2 134.3 GGG
1213072~0 000 0 /00Q0 2G 15/1586 0?/21/73 n 2964 2435N 03751E 42*0 133.1 GGGG
1213-07283 C0000/000 20015/1587 C?/21/73 0 2964 2 309N 03729E 42.8 131.9 GGGG121 3 - 7 25 0000/0COU 20015/1598 0P/21/73 2964 2143N o3707E 43.6 130.6 GOGG
1213'07292 OCoe/COOJ 2,015/159 0'/21/73 2964 201 7 N 03646E 44.3 129.3 GGGG
1213-07342 000O0/G000 20015/1590 02/21/73 80 2964 0,01\ 03 236E 50.6 110.6 GGGG1213-37344 00000/CrO2 20015/1591 02/P1/73 50 2964 0134\ 03215E 50.9 108.9 GGGG1213-07351 COoC0000/C, 2 00515/15 CP/21/73 100 '964 onON 03154E 51.1 107.1 UGGG1213-"7353 00000/000' 2C015/1593 0/21P/73 100 2964 011FS 03134E 51.3 105.3 GGPG121 3 l0736 0 00G0/00 2015j/159 4  C?/21/73 80 2964 0246S 0 3114E 51.4 103.5 GsGG
1213-j7362 OO0/o0000 20015/1595 02/21/73 80 2964 0413S 03054E 51.5 101.7 GGGG
1213-07365 .00000/o000 20015/1596 02/21/73 8n 2964 o039S 03o34E 51*6 99.8 GGGG1213-07371 O0000/0oO 20015/1597 02/;1/73 7 r 2964 0704S 03013E 51.6 98*0 GAGG
.1213-07374 O0/0000.O 20015/1598 0'/21/73 50 2964 0930S 02953E 51*5 96.2 GGGG
1213-07380 C0000/0C00 2u015/1599 02/21/73 70 2964 057S 0 2932E 51*4 94.4 GrGG1213-07383 00000/000C 20015/1600 0 /21/7. 90 2964 11245 02912E 51.3 92.7 GGGG
1213-,9130 0000/C00oo 20015/1601 02/21/73 90 2965 1q5lN 01033E 45.1 127.9 GGG
1213-09132 o000C0/GC-0 20015/1602 0 '/1/73 100 2965 172AN 01011E 45.7 126.6 GGGG
1213-.9135 00000/0000 20015/1603 0 /*1/73 100o 2965 1 00\ 00950E 46.4 125.1 GGGG
1213-~9141 0C00/0C0l 2oC15/1604 0)/21/73 3r 2965 14 3 3 N 00928E 47.0 123*7 GGGG
KEYS: CLIUL CivER D% **,*,,,,,**. Te 100 u % CL9UD CAVER. ** U NB CLBUD DATA A\AILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ,........o,,o. PLANKS-BAND BT PReSFNT/REOUESTED* R=RECYCLED. G-G9iD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE, P-PBR.
16:4 "-0 11''74 STANVARD CATAL9G FOR NqN-US PAGE 0609
FOM 77/23/72 Tt C7/23/73
BSERVATr~N !C IL1 RF'LL j.*/ CATF CLOD 4RnIT PPI',CIPAL PRINT SU I SUN TMAGE QUALITY
Ip ITI' IN R LL ACC: C ftVER .JLlU b:-hR qF I"AGF ELEV. AZIr. RBV MSS
v -S lAT LNG 123 45678
1213-. 14 3700/3(2: 2.b15/105 0/",1/71 30 2965 1 0 % 00908E 47*6 122*1 GGGG
1213-,- 15 C 0002/00 ?rl15/1A0 0/21/73 I ?9A5 114?m 00C47E 4801 120.6 GGG
1213,-.153 0C00/0o00 2C15/1607 02/21/73 2r 2965 1014 0027E 4P.6 119.0 GGGG
1213-10455 c0or 015/~ 1608 0?~21/73 50 2966 54271 C0249W 21.8 153.7 GGGG
121 3 -1462 000 o 2001/1609 0/1/73 l10 ?966 51 0 4Nj 00334W 22.8 152.7 GGGG
1213-10464 o00'IC , 2( 015/1610 02/?i/73 1CC 2966 513"N 00418w 23.9 151.8 GGGG
1213-10532 0C0(O/rCL~ 5/1~11 / 0''I21/ 7 3 1i 2966 2,5 4 N 012
3 5w 39.6 136.6 GGGG
1213-10535 2U10/roco v 15/612 0/9,1/73 2c 2966 272PN 01o 5 9 W 40.4 135*5 GGGG
1213-103541 000/0CoOS 2 015/1613 02/21/73 20 2966 2602N 0 1322W 41.3 134.3 GGGG
1213"10544 OCO/ C 0 2'-b1/1614 02/21/73 10 2966 24 3N 013458 42.1 133*1 GGGG
1213-105C50 CO /00, 2)0015/1615 CP/1/73 C 2966 2309 01408W 42.9 131.8 GGGG
1213-10553 0000c/OC C 2 -15/1616 02/P1/73 0 2966 ?243N 01430w 43.6 130.6 pppp
1213-10555 C0000/003 2 /15/1617 GP/21/73 0 2966 2r16N 01452W 44*4 129.3 PPPP
1213-i352 0000 20C15/161 02I/1/71 1c 29A6 15\ olb114W 4501 12779 GPGG
1213-1056 030C0/0C0Q 2 315/1619 0?/21/73 1i ?966 1724" C1535 45.7 126.5 GGGG
1213-10571 CO /OOC p0"15/1620 02/21/7- 0 2966 15 01557W 46.4 125*1 GGGG
1213-10573 0"00 2 '315/1621 02/?1/73 2966 1431\ 01618W 47.0 123.6 PGGG
1213-1JF80 0C00 00 ?u_151622 0?7173 29A6 10CrN 01639w 47.6 1221 GGGG
1213- 10 8 C3o0 ; '015/16P3 C/'0/7 3  2966 113 N 0 1659W 48.1 120*6 GPGG
1213-12252 L00/~/0: 2,015/1624 0/21/73 8C 2967 644AN 01846 11t9 164.1 G
1213-12255 C6200O/00 2C015/1625 C //?1/73 70 ?967 6r26N 02016w 13,0 162.6 GGGG
1213-32261 00O/ncC C15/ 166 0 21/73 5r 2967 6407N 02138n 14,1 161? GGGG
1213-12264 0' /c'0 01015/1627 CP/?,1 /73 90 2967 6244N 02252W 1F5* 16 0*0 GAGG
1213-12441 CLO,/C 2' 15/162A 02711/73 90 2947 C~41? 04633q 51,5 101* 5  GGGG
1213-1273 I 0? ) 20/oC  315/16?9 01/?1/73 10o 2967 0O31S 04734 51 .5 96*1 GOGG
1213-12475 0'0'/  ,f 2 015/163D 0/21/73 100 2967 0o57S 04754W 51* 94*3 PGG
1213-1248 COCC/C 2CnT1/1A31  02/21/73 80 ?967 11235 015 W  *1i3 92.6 GGGG
1213-1244 003C/CCGC 23015/1632 02/21/73 6( 2967 1?50S 04836W 51.1 90.8 GGGG
1213-1?491 O0y 0O/n 0 2 0011633 0/71/I73 2(C 2967 1416S 04.56W 5C, 8  89.1 GGG
1213-i2493? U * 15/163? 0 / 1/73 4O ?967 1549 04917W C,*6 87o4 GG
1213-i2530 C0('/0Co0 20C15/1635 0?/21/7- 70 2967 1713S 0493W 50 2 85.8 GGG
1213-12502 0 ur/Co , 20 15/163- 01/21/73 80 2967 1336S 05000W 49.9 84.2 GGGG
1213-1.?50- 0C /C00 20 15/1637 02/1/73 50 29A7 200?S o0022W 49.5 82.6 GGGG
1213-12511 30000/ OC 20015/1633 C7/21/7- 10 2967 2128S 05043w 49.0 81.1 GGGG
1213-12514 ~3o/nC 2u015/1639 02/21/73 10 2967 2255S 05105- 48*5 79.6 G5GG
1213-12520 0O0Ou/n0CC 2 015/1 640 02/21/73 50 2967 2421S 05128w 48.0 78.2 GGGG
1213-53 C0OC0/C?0 2C'015/1641 02/21/73 90 2967 2546S 0515101 47*5 76.8 GPPG
1213-1252 0rD/0000 20015/1642 C02/1/73 30 ?967 2711S 05214W 46.9 75*5 GGGG
1213-12532 OC000/00 2u015/1643 C/21/73 1I 2967 237S 05239w 46.2 74.3 GGPG
KEYS: CL UL: CBE\ F *..... ... **... T0 1CC0 % CLBUD CFVER. ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAG AE o LTY .............. ;LANKS=BANND NT PRPSrNIT/REUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GRD,0 F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PaP8BR,
1 :44 r 11.-'74 STAN-ARD CATALAG FPP NbN-uS PAGE 0610
FROM 07/23/72 T" 07/23/73
OBSERVATILL A/ TF CLOU R9PIT P-l'CIPAL P9INT SUN SU TMAGE QUALITY
PID IT I3 I' KWLL ACcJ1EED CAVER UMBER 9F I AGE ELEVe AZI~. RBV 'ISS
'V7 M.S LAT LNG 123 45678
1213-14134 S00 C/,ro0 '0015/1644 C2/o1/73 9C 2968 5n17N o5642w 25.0 150.9 GPGG
1213"1-14c0 0C0 /C0 3015/1645 //7- 100 2968 4952l 05720O P261 150*n GGGG
1213-14143 0 U30/',j 2tl /14 0?/21/77 10 20 968 4727N 055757W 271 149*1 GGPG
1213-14145 DC0,)0 2" 015/ 1, 6 47 0/21/73 100 2968 4o02 R0S832W 8.l1 148.3 GGPG
1213-14152 0 2:0 15/164 02/21/7? 9r 2968 4437N r0 906W 29.2 147o4 GGGG1213-i422C 0000/0C : 20015/1649 0 /91/73 80 2968 2142! 06611 43,7 130.5 GGGG
1213-1422? OLC 0/1 2 /015/1650 0~/1/73 8n 2968 2A1.N 06633W 444 129*2 GGGG
1213-142?5 ' C/C0., 200c15/1651 02/21/73 8 r 968 1940N 06655W 45.1 127.9 GGGG
1213-14231 o0'00D3/C3 20,15/1652 0/21/73 30 ?968 172"N 06717w 45.8 126.5 GGGG
1213-14234 000013/~/ 0  200151653 0?/2?1/74 5C 2968 157N 06738W 46'4 125*0 GGGG
1213i5531 3000/000CQ u015/1654 0?/21/73 2969 6744\ 07437w 15.3 159*9 GGPG
1213-15533 00U-O/oC. 2v ,15/1655 02/21/73 C ?969 6i2-N 07546A 1A,4 158.7 GPPG
1213 -1554C D0)0/;CO'l 2uC15/1656 02/21/73 ni 2969 6CON\ 07650w 17.5 157.6 PPPG
1213-1554? 3 P0/".0 2)15/1657 0 2b/P/73 3P 2969 537N 07749W 18.6 156.6 GGGG
1213-15545 .t7, / 2)C 0015/1658 02/ 1/73 4r 2969 571+ C743w 19*7 155.6 GrGG
1213-15551 LCOCO/0r0~ 2'15./1659 02/21/73 10 ?969 555C\ 7934A 20*8 15406 GGG
1213-1555 000/,0 ?C015/166f 02/21/73 C ?969 5426N 08022W 21.9 153.6 GGGG
1213-15560 c-- O/C 0 2<015/1661 02/P1/73 i 2969 5O0N 08107W 22.9 152.7 GGGG
1213-19563 Ct'0/0; 2 31-/1662 10?/2/73 C 2969 513 8 N 08149 24.0 151.8 GGPG1213-15565 / 215/1666 02/21/73 0 2969 5'13N c0 2 3 0c 25.1 150*9 GGGG
1213"17330 00C /00 20015/1664 02/21/73 1' 2970 54271N 10612w 21,9 153.6 GG
1213-17392 0 r 2 l/10, 2 S :15/165 0'/21/79 C 297C 5?03N 1i 6 57W 23*0 152*7 GGGG
1213-17395 CCn/C. 2001r/1666 0'/ 1/73 2970 513QN 10 7 40 W  240C 151.8 GGGG1213-17401 P3,-/C' ?'C015/1667 0/21/73 2970 5 15\ 10M21W 25.1 1509 GGG
1213-174 6 0 r000/C'OO 1 2015/166 02/21/73 9C 2970 3n17\ 11528W 388 137.6 GGGG
1213-23241 O00 0r 2015/1669 0?/21/73 9 ?973 6~I~S 13309E 21.5 65.0 GoGG
1213 3243 0/Of 2 015/167? 02/21/73 1o 2973 6736S 13134E 20.5 66*0 GGGP
1213"13250 GC3/CO0 2 15/1 6 7 0 7/21/73 100 9973 6Q54S 12948E 19*4 67.2 GGGP
1213-23292 0'CO/ C ? '015/1672 0 /P1/73 100 2973 7-12S 1?748E 1,.3 68*7 GAGP
1213-23255 00Y003/0C3 2 015/1673 0/P1/73 10C 2973 712RS 12533E 1702 70.4 GGGP
1213-23261 02i/1 20 15/1674 C 3/?1/ 73 10C ?973 7742S 1?303E 16.1 72.4 GGGP
1213-23264 OC0 0/0? C015 /1675 0?/71/73 1CC p973 7154S 12 013E 15.0 74*8 GGGP
1213"2327' O0C0/rC0 2 015/1676 02/21/73 100 2973 7504S 11652E 13*9 77*7 GGGG1213-23273 03 /2300b 20 15/1677 0?21/73 100 2973 7611S 11254E 12.8 811 GGGG
1213.23275 0C 0/ C , 20015/17; 0 / 1/73 lc10 973- 7713 s  10 24E 11.7 85.2 GGGG1213-23282 OOCC/00 1 2 F 0 5/1679 0/91/73 10cc 2973 7A1 S 10316E ir.6 90.0 GOGG121'4-0334 C300/CcO0 2:015/168: 0 /?P/7 1 2974 449\ 14745E 26.2 150.0 GGGG
1214 -t034c0 000CC/LG 2;r15/1681 0 /22/73 10 2974 4724N 14708E 27.3 149.1 GGG
1214-.0343 -0CC00/OCOC 20015/1682 0/22p/73 2 29 74 4A0I\ 14633E 28e3 148*2 GGGG
(FYS: CL J. CavEp Y o ....... *... C T I100 . % CLBUD CQVER* ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I1~AE CU.LIT Y ....... o.. ... PLANKS=BAND NDT PRFSrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED* G=GS9D. F=FAR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR,
16:44 MAR 11'74 3TANDAPD CATALtG Ft9 NeN-uS PAGE 0611
FROM 07/2/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN 'ICFRFILM RiLL Ni./ DATE CLOUD RRIT PINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
IL PnSITISN IN NSLL ACCUTRE0 CHVER NUMBER "F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
E'v MAS IAT LBNG 123 45678
1214-00345 00000/0000 20015/1683 02/P2/73 2c0 974 4&34N 14559E 2993 147*3 GGGG
1214"00352 00100/o00 20015/1684 0?/22/73 20 2974 4,09N 1452bE 3C*4 146*4 GOGG
121 4 -00354 00000/O00O 20015/1685 0/P~/73 Sc. 2974 444 14455E 31*4 1455. GGGG
1214"00361 o00u0/OCOu 2C015/1 6 98 02/?2 /71 90 ?974 4n;1N 14424E 32j* 144.6 GGG
1214-00363 00000/0000 20015/1687 0?/22/73 100 ?974 3852\ 14355E 33*3 143.6 GGGG
1214-00370 00300/0000 20015/1688 02/?2/71 9 2974 3727N 14326E 34.3 1427 GGGG
1214-00372 00000/0000 2015/1689 0,0?2/73 80 2974 301\j 14259E 35*3 141*7 GGGG
1214"-0375 00000/00.;0 20015/1690 0P/?p/73 80 2974 3436N 14232E 36.2 140*7 GqGG
1214-00381 OC000/O000 2015/1691 02/2/73 70 2974 3,11 N 14?05E 7.1 139*6 GGGG
1214-00384 00300/C0 20015/1692 02/'/73 9r 2974 3144\ 14139E 38*0 138.6 GGGG
1214-00540 00000/0000 20015/1693 02,?P/71 2974 2131S 12830E 49.0 80*8 GGGG
1214c00543 00000/0000 20015/1694 0/P/ 73 0 2974 2)5S 12807E 48.5 79.3 GGGG
121410545 00000/000C 20015/1 695 C?/P'/73 2974 242?S 1 2745E 47.9 77.9 GGGG
1214-00552 00000oo/00 20015/169 6 0?/PP/73 2974 255 S 12722E 47.4 76.6 GGGG
1214-00554 00000/GC0U 20015/1697 0C/92773 20 2974 2715S 12658E 468 75.3 GGG
1214-00561 OUO00//000 20015/1698 0?/P?/73 40 2974. 2q 405 I26 3 4E 46.2 7400 GGGG
1214-,0563 000COo0/ 0i 2001/1699 0'/2P/73 1 2974 30063 12609E 45.5 72.8 GnGG
1214o00570 00c' 0/000 20015/1700 0/22/73 10 2974 3131S 12544E 44.8 71.7 GGGG
1214-02272 o0000/000c 2o,01 5 /1 701 0/22/ 7 3  10 2975 1003 11057E 47.8 121*8 GGG
1214-02275 00000000/00 20015/1702 C?/2/73 10 2975 1137N 11037E 48*.3 120.3 PGG
1214-04065 00000/0000 20015/1703 0022/?73 1 2976 259N O8824E 41.5 134*1 GlGG
1214 -04072 00000/00C0 20015/1704 02/PP/73 2976 243IN 08802E 42.3 132.8 GfGG
124-1 4074 000C0/0000 2)015/1705 0?/22/73 2976 2?06N 08739E 43.1 131.6 GGGG
121 4 ",40A1 00O/O00Cu 2j315/1706 0' / P /73 10 2976 2!3N 0 8716E 43.8 1
3 0* 3  GGG
1214-04360 00000/OO00 20015/1707 0,/22/73 10o 2976 742S 04 532E 1i.0 72*4 GGGP
12 14-U4 363 OC000/0000 20015/1708 02/22/73 100 2976 7334S 04244E 14*9 74.8 GOGP
1214-"0365 00010/cO0 20015/1709 0?p/2/73 100 2976 7r04S 03921E 13.8 77.6 GGGG
1214-0n372 000o0/o000 20015/1710 0P/22/73 100 2976 7h1iS o3525E 12*7 81.0 PAGG
1214-04374 00000/0000 20015/1711 02/2/73 100 2976 771?2 03058E 11*6 85*1 PGG
1214-04 3 81 000o0/000 20v15/1712 0)/PP/7 100 2976 709S 02549E 0o*5 89*9 PPGG
1214-053 q 4 COOO/C0' 2 00 1 5j 7 1  0"'/2/71 0 ?977 6123N 07746E 16.6 158.7 G3GG
1214-05401 00000/Oc 210015/1714 0?/P2/73 2977 6ri0N 07643E 17*7 157.6 GlGG
1214-5465 000O/o000 2')015/1715 0?/22/73 6o ?977 3728N 06559E 34*4 142P6 GGGG
1214-05471 000o0/OC0 20015/1716 02/22/73 8c 2977 360?N 06532E 35*3 141.6 GGGG
1214-"5474 003 0/00'00 2015/1717 C / p P /7 3  90 2977 3'36 06505E 36.3 140*6 GGGG
12140548C0 OC00/0C0 20015/171 0?/2P/73 60 2977 312iN 06439E 37.2 13906 GlGG
121 4 -3548 3 000O0/OO 2.015/1719 0?/I2/73 31 2977 3144N 06414E 38.1 138.6 GGGG
1214-5485 00030/000 200o15/1720 0o/p2/73 20 ?977 3r 1N 06349E 39-0 13795 GGG
1214-05492 00000/000 20015/1721 02/2pp/7 30 2977 2q53N 06324E 19.8 136.4 GGGG
KEYS: CL9UO CSVEP, 0 .,*,,*....,. TO 100 = % CLBUD CfVER* ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAcrE 0A LTTY .............. . LANKSBAND NOT PREScNT/REUESTED. R.RrCYCLED. G.GBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN-uS PAGE 0612
FR9M 07/23/72 Tr 07/23/73
89SERVATI1N MICFPFILM RiLL N./ DATE CLeUD 9RRI T  PDI\CIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TIMAGE QUALITYID P&SITIN IN ROLL ACCUIRED COVER NUMBER 4F IpAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
fRV MSS LAT L.NG 123 45678
1214-35494 00000/0000 2-015/1722 02/?2/73 30 2977 2727N 06300E 407 135,2 GGGG
1214-35501 00000/0000 20015/1723 02/22/73 30 2977 201N 06236E 4105 134.0 GGGG1214-05503 00000/000( 20015/1724 02/2/73 20 2977 2435N 06213E 42.3 132.8 GGGG1214-07335 00000/0000 20015/1725 02/22/73 1o 2978 2433N 03626E 42o3 132.8 GGPG1214-07341 0000o/0000 20015/1726 02/22/73 0 2978 2307N 03603E 43,1 131*6 GGPG
1214-07344 00000/0000 20015/1727 0/ /73 0 2978 2142 N  03540E 43.9 130.3 GGGG
1214-7350 O00000/COC 20015/1728 0?/22/73 0 2978 2n15N 03518E 44.6 129*0 GGG1214-'7353 00o30/000o 2C015/1729 0?/22/73 2978 1149N 03456E 45.3 127.6 GGGG
1214-07355 00000/000O 2'015/1730 0?/PP/73 2978 1723N 03435E 46.0 126.2 GGGG1214-07362 00000/000 20015/1731 02/p2/73 C 2978 1556N 03413E 46.6 124.7 GGGG1214-07364 00000/C00 20015/1732 03/22/73 0 2978 1430N 03352E 47.2 123.3 GrGG1214-07371 00000/0000 20015/1733 OP/P/73 0 2978 1304N 03331E 47-8 121*7 GGGG
1214-07373 0000/000C 20015/1734 02/P/73 o 2978 1138N 03311E 48.3 120.2 GGGG1214-C738r 00000/0000 20015/1735 02/22/73 0 2978 Ini N 03250E 48*8 118.6 GAGG1214-07382 00000/0000 20015/1736 0?/22/73 0 2978 0947N 03229E 49.3 116.9 GGGG
1214.07453 000o0/c000 2C015/173 7  022/73 70 2978 1q43S 02 6 44E 50.5 86.9 GGGG1214-07455 00000/0000 20015/1738 02/22/73 50 2978 1710S 02623E 50.2 85.3 GGGG1214-07462 00000/0000 20015/1739 02/Pp/73 10 2978 18375 02601E 49.8 83.7 GGGG
1214-07464 00000/O000 20015/1740 0'/PP/73 20 2978 22015 02539E 49s4 82a2 GGGG
1214-07471 00000/000 20015/1741 02/2p/73 20 2978 2127S 02517E 48.9 80.6 GGGG
1214-07473 00COO/C0000 20015/1742 0?/22/73 10 2978 2253S 02454E 48*4 79*2 GGG
1214-10511 00000/0000 20015/1743 02/P2/73 80 2980 5551N 00327W 21.0 154.5 GGGG1214-10514 00000/0000 20015/1744 C0/22/73 70 29R 0  5427N 00415W 22*1 153.6 GGGG1214-10520 00000/0000 20015/1745 02/22/73 40 2950 50O3N 00 5 01w 23*2 152.7 GGGG
1214-10523 0000/o000C 20015/1746 02/22/73 70 2980 5 138N 00 544W 24.3 151.7 GGGG1214-10593 00000/0000 20015/1747 02/22/73 20 2983 2727N 01426W 40,7 135.2 GGGG1214-1100 00000/0000 2 (015/174P 02/PP/73 20 2980 2 AO0N 01449W 41*6 134*0 GrGG1214-11002 00000/OCOo 20015/1749 02/22/73 10 2980 2435N 01 5 12W 42*4 132.8 GGGG1214"11005 00000/0000 20015/1750 0/22/73 P 2980 2301N 01 5 35W 43.2 131*5 GGGG1214-11011 00000/0000 20015/1751 02/22/73 c 2980 2 142N 01557w 4399 13 0*2 GGGG
1214-11014 00000/O000 20015/1752 02/22/73 0 2980 2,,1N 01618W 44*6 129.9 GOGG
1214-1102C 00000/0000 20015/1753 02/22/73 10 2980 1Z5N 0 1640W 45*3 127.5 GGGP1214-11023 00000/0000 20015/1754 02/PP/73 10 2980 1724N 01701W 46.0 126*1 GGGP
1214-11025 00000/0000 20015/1755 02/22/73 10 2980 1555N 01722W 46.6 124*7 GGGG1214-11300 00000/000o 2c015/1756 0?/22/73 50 2980 7 04S 06 3 53w 13.7 77.6 GGGG1214"11312 00o00/000o 20015/1757 02/22/73 50 2980 7409S 06750 12.6 81.0 GGGG
1214-11305 00000/C00o 20015/1758 02/22/73 60 2980 7711S 07219w 11-5 85.0 GGGG
1214-125o2 00ocO/00 20015/1759 02/22/73 4) 2981 0132N o4636W 51*0 108.2 GGGG1214-12504 0000/co 20015/1760 02/~p/73 30 991 OnON 04656W 51.3 106.4 GGGG
KEYS: CL5UD CBVER X ............ 0 TO i0C * % CLOUD CqVER*. * = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ........-...... PLANKSBAND NOT PR;SrNT/RE0UESTED. RzRECYCLED. G=GPBD F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PoPBBR,
l44 "A 11s'74 STN)3ARD ChTLMG FeP N\N-US PAIE 0613
FRM C7/23/72 Tr 07/23/73
BBSERLATI9N MIC"'FIlA PLL 'A.T/ LATF C !0D iRIT PPP'CIpAL pBIN T SU N SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PcSTIlN I WSLL ACCUTRE CTVER UMBrR 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV "SS
L v MSS -AT LUNG 123 45678
1214-12511 0C00o/C00 200u15/1761 02/22/73 4' 2981 0119S 04716w 51.4 104.6 GGGG
1214-12513 0 0o0/C000 2C015/176 "/p?2/7? 6o ?91 02P4S O4736W 51.5 102.8 GGGG
1214-12520 OOCCO/c0C. 2;15/1763 CP/o?/73 7' 29R1 041?S 04757W 51.6 101.0 GGGG
1214-12522 00C0/'00/  20015/1764 301/2/73 80 ?9Q1 05395 0481R 51*6 99.1 GGGG
1214-12525 0LD00/o 0~ 20015/1765 0/?,/7p 3 8 2981 0706S 0 4b398 51.6 97*3 GIGG
1214-12531 0000/0r00 2'015/1766' 0 /?/73 10 2981 OR3PS 04900W F515 95.5 GGGG
1214-12543 0C000/Cc0 2 015/1767 07?/2/7? 60 2981 1'51 0500 51.1 90 2 GGGG
1214-12545 000'/000) 20n15/176S 0/22P/73 60 2981 141 7 S 05022w 50.8 88.5 GGG
1214-12552 0000/C000 2C015/1769 o0/2/7 50 2981 1r45S 05043w 50.5 86.8 GGGG
1214-12554 300C0/0200 2j215/177c 02/2/73 40 2981 1710S 05105w 50.2 85.2 GPGG
1214-12561 0000,/c00o 2,015/1771 02/?P/73 4C 2981 1936S 05126w 49.8 83.6 GGGG
1214-12563 3003:C/000 20015/1772 02/22/73 0 2981 200S 05147W 49.4 82.0 GOGG
1214-12570 00020/000J 20015/1773 02/?,/73 0 2991 2 285 05 209W 48.9 80.5 GGGG
1214-1?572 O0000/30.; 20015/1774 0'/2P/73 0 2981 2?54S 05231w 48 * 79.1 GGGG
1214-12575 00iO0/C00 ?u2015/1775 01/?2/73 C ?981 2418S 05254W 47.9 77.7 GGGG
1214-12581 o00o00/G00 2015/1776 02/?2/73 20 2981 2545S 5318 47.3 76.3 GGGG
1214-12584 OC00/CO' 20015/1777 02/p2/7? 10 29R1 271pS 05342w 46.7 75.0 GGGG
121 4 -12 5 9c u000/C00 20015/1778 02/22/73 20 2981 2840S 05406W 46*1 73.8 GPGG
1214-!2593 00000/000) 20015/1779 OR/pp/73 73 2 991 3007S 09429W 45*4 72.6 GPGG
121 4 -12 5 9 5 Q003i/0 00 201,6/006 0o/22/73 70 2981 3132S 05453W 44.7 71.5 GPGG
1214-13011 00003/O000 20018/067 0?/22 73 10 2981 3546S 05612W 42.5 68.5 GGGG
1214-13013 P0 jO/C0U 2 18/0068 0?/P/73 20 2981 37115 356404 41.7 67*A GOGG
1214-13020 200C'0/00 1 18/0 69 0?/PP/73 40 2991 39 3 6S 05 708W 40.9 66*8 GGGG
1214-i3022 Oo O/' r 000 2')01 /0070 0 /2/73 80 2981 4r02S 05/138 40.0 66.0 GGGG
1214-13025 CO ?00 I/00 o18/0071 02/P2)/73 60 2981 4t25S 05809W 39.2 65.3 GGGG
1214-14165 OCo00/OOC 2©C15/1780 02/22/73 80 2982 5Q4oN 05324 18.9 156.5 GGGG
1214'i4172 Oro0/oo00 2L0015/1781 0?/22/73 80 2982 5717N 05420W 20*0 155.5 GGGG
1214-14174 00oo/O000 20C15/178 0?/2?/73 90 2982 5553N 011W 21.1 154.5 GGGP
1214-14181 o000/000U 20)15/1783 0/2p/73 80 2982 5429N 05 6 00w 22.2 153.6 GGGP
1214-14183 00003/nOC L 2L15/1784  o?/PP/73 100 2982 5305N 05645W ?3.2 152.6 GGGP
121414190 n000o0/000 20015/1785 ?/22/73 100 2982 5140N 0 5728 24.3 151.7 GGPP
1214-1,192 00000/0000 20015/1786 02/22/73 100 2982 5015N 0508W 254 150.8 GGPP
1214-14195 0000/000) 20015/787 0?/22/73 100 2982 4P50N 05846W 26.4 149.9 GGPP
1214-14201 0000/000 20015/1788 02/22/73 100 2982 4726N 05 9 2 3 w 27.5 149.0 GGGP
1214-14204 O0CO/o00 20015/1789 02/P2/73 100 2982 4601N 05958K P8.5 148*1 GGGP
1214-14210 00000/C00O 20015/1790 0?/2P/73 90 2982 4435N 06032w 29*5 147.2 GGGG
1214-14213 00000/0000 20015/1791 02/22/73 90 2982 4-31'N 06105W 30*5 146.3 GGGG
1214-14315 00000o00 20018/0072 02/22/73 i0 2982 0719N 07108W 49.8 115.1 GGGG
1214-14322 C0000/CC00 20018/0073 0 /Pp/73 1o 2982 0551N 07127W 50.2 113.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CbVEP % o*.......*.. 0 TO 100 % CLOUD CRVER ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE OUALTY ,,.,,,...,, LANKS.BAND NBT PRFSeNT/RECUFSTED. RPRECYCLED. G=GSBD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBBOR,
16:44 '1A 11s74 STANDARD CATAL9G FRP NeN-US PAGE 0614
FRBM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
5BSERVATIN "1CR9FIL% RFLL ./ DATE CLSUD 9RIT POIJCIPAL PlINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I PCSITI9\ IN H;LL ACOUI4ED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1214-16015 00300/0C00 2G015/1792 0/2P/73 20 2983 505k OP231w 23*3 152.6 GGGG12 14 -16c21 00000C/O0 20015/1793 02/22/73 o 2953 5141N CF 3 14w 24*3 151.7 GGGG
1214-16C24 CO/0000/O0 2015/1794  O2/P/73 0 2983 5~16N 08355W p5.4 150*8 GGGG1214-17401 00000/0000 20015/1795 02/Pp/73 2984 6924N 09420W 10*1 167.4 G GG1214-17403 OUco00/00o 20015/1796 02/pp/73 C 2944 6RO6\ 09610W 11.2 165.6 G GG12 14-1 7 41C;0 0C00/CCC 20015/1797 O'?/2/73 2984 6647N 09749W 123 164*0 GGGG1214-17412 00000/0000 20015/1798 0?/P22/73 2 2924 6E26N 09919W 13,5 162.5 GOGG
1214-17415 00000/C0000 20015/1799 02/22/73 N 2984 6405N 10040W 14.6 161*2 GGGG1214-17421 00CC0/0000 23215/1800 02/?P/73 0 2984 6P44N 10155w 15-7 159,9 GGGG1214-17424 0000C/Co0o 23015/1801 0?/22/73 C 2984 6122N 103038 16*8 158.7 GGG
1214-17430 0002/COC 20015/1802 0?/22/73 0 2994 6000G 10406W 17.9 157*6 GGGG
1214-17433 000CO/000o 20015/1803 02/22/73 0 2984 5837N 105058 19*0 156.5 GGGG1214-17435 003C0/000 2 U015/1 8 04  02/~2/73 n 2984 5715N 10600 2o01 155.5 GGGG1214-17442 00300/0000 20018/0074 0/22/73 90 29A4 5 51N 10651W 21,2 154*5 G1214-17444 CCOCO/COOC 2018/C0075 02/22/73 10 2984 5427N 10 7 39W 22,3 153.5 GGGG1214-17451 00000/0000 20018/0076 C/PP/73 0 2984 5?03N 10b24W 23.3 152.6 GGGG1214-17453 0003o/ocO0 2 ,u018/007 7  02/22/73 0 2984 513RN 10907W 24.4 151.7 GGGG
1214-17460 0000/0000 20018/0078 02/PP/71 0 2984 50134 10947W 2E*5 15008 GGGG1214-17515 00000/0000 23018/0079 02/2P/73 10 2984 3D16N 11656w 39.1 137.3 GPGG1214-20055 c0cO0/O000 23015/1805 02/22/73 40 2985 7354S 17023E 14.7 74,7 GGGG
1214-20062 0OQ00/CO00 20015/1806 0'/22/73 30 2995 7c04S 16/OOE 13.6 77.6 GGGG1214-20064 00300/000 2015/1F 70 02/22/73 0 2985 7 (118 16302E 1 .5 81.0 GGGG1214-20071 o0000/C00, 20315/180F 0/PP/73 0 2985 7713S 1533E 11. 4  A5.1 GGGG1214-20073 OU000/OCrO 2U015/1809 C2/22/73 C ?29 5  7810S 15325E 103 89*9 GPGG
1215-C0510 C0000/oC0 20315/181C 02/,3/73 7c 2988 0043N 13418E 49.4 116.6 GGGG1215-30513 COoo/Crc'0 2,015/1811 0?/2,/73 70 2988 0716N 13358E 49o9 114*9 GGGG
1215-c0515 COCO/CO U 2U015/1112 02/21/73 7C 2988 0557N 13337E 50*2 113.2 GGGG121 5 -00522 00000/0000 20015/1813 02/23/73 70 29P8 0423N 13317E 50.6 111.4 GrGG
1215-02324 00000/O0OC 2U015/1814 02/23/73 0 2989 142~N 10951E 47*4 122.9 GGGG1215-02331 0C00O/0O 20015/1R15 o'/23/73 0 2989 130?N 10931E 4q*0 121*4 GGGG1215-C2333 000OO/0CC0 2J01,/1F16 02/21/73 10 2989 1135N 10911E 48'5 119*8 GrGG
1215-04080 00000/000D 20015/1817 02/2/73 0 2990 4143N 09150E 31,8 145*3 GGG1215-04083 OCO0o00/Coj 2J15/1813 02R //73 10 2990 4 17 09119E 32.8 144.4 GGGG1215"04085  o00oC/30C 20C17/1819 0/P3/73 10 2990 3g5?\ 0 9049E 33*7 143,4 GGGG
1215-24092 OCO0/000C 20015/1820 C0/c/73 2 2990. 3727\ 09020E 34*7 1424 GGGG
1215-j4094 CU0Co/0C00 2015/1821 02/23/73 ln 2900 3601N 08953E i5,6 141.4 GGGG
1215-D4101 CQ010/00Sr p0015/1822 0?/23/73 10 2990 3435N 0o926E 26.6 140*4 GGGG1215-04103 C0000C/o00 20C15/1823 02/23/73 1c 2990 3 30 9 N 0890CE 37e5 139.4 GGGG1215-0411 .OOO,0/000C 20015/1824 0/23/73 0 2990 3143N ()834E 38.4 138.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLvUD C8vE % o..*........., 0 Te 100 = % CLBUD CAVER. ** NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
iAGE CUALITY ,.,,,,,...., BLANKS=BAND 1B1T PRFSFNT/REUESTED. R=RrCYCLED. G=G9RD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PaPBBR,
16:44 MAR p11'74 STANDARD CATALOG F8R N9N-US PAGE 0615
FRSM 07/23/72 TR C7/23/73
BBSERVATI9N MICReFILM RBLL N9,/ DATE CLetJD RRIT PPIVCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIBN IN NBLL ACCUTPED C9VEC NUMrBER 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZIr, RBV MSS
RPV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1215-04112 00000/00 2J015/1825 02'/3/73 20 2990 3017N o880oE 39.3 137.2 GGGG
1215-04115 0000000000 20015/1826 02/PR/73 30 ?990 2R51N 08746E 401 136.1 GGGG
1215-04121 O0000/000o 20015 / 1827 02/~3/73 40 2990 2724N 0 8722E 41.0 135.0 GGGG
1215"J4124 00000/O000 20015/1828 02/23/73 20 2990 2s58N 08659E 41.8 133*8 GGGG
1215-04130 00CO0/000 20015/1829 0o/2 /73 40 2990 2432N 08636E 42*6 132.5 GGGG
121 5 "041 3 3 000oo00/00 ?0015/1830 02/23/ 73 50 2990 2306N 0 8614E 43*4 131.3 GGGG
1215-04135 00000/0000 20015/1831 02/23/ 7 3 60 2900 213q" 08551E 4401 130.0 GGGG
121 5 -u4 142 00000/0000 20015/1832 02/23/73 6o 2990 2 C13 N 08529E 44*8 128.6 GGGG
1215-04144 00000/00CO 20015/1833 02/P/73 70 2990 1 47N Q8507E 45.5 127*3 GGGG
,1215-04151 00000/000 20015/1834 0?/23/73 70 2990 1721N 08445E 46.2 125.8 GGGG
1215"04153 00000/0000 20015/1835 02/23/73 5 2990 1r54N 0 8424E 46.8 124.4 GlGG
1215-04160 000C0/OCC0 20015/1836 02/23/73 20 2990 1427N 08403E 47.4 122.9 GGGG
1215-04162 00C00/0000 20015/1837 OP/2i/73 10 2990 1O01N OP342E 48.0 121.3 GGGG
1215-04165 00000/0000 2 0015/1838 02/23/73 20 2990 1135N 08321E 48.5 119.8 GGGG
1215-34171 00000/0000 20015/1839 0?2/3/73 20 2 9Q 0  100
8 N 08301E 49.0 118.2 GGGG
1215-05455 00000/0000 20015/1840 02/?3/73 1o 2991 6c00N o7b14E 1801 157.6 GGGG
1215-05553 00000/0000 20015/1841 0/P3/73 50 2991' 2727N 0 6133E 41.0 134.9 GGGG
1215-35555 0000/000 2 0 0 1S/1842 02/23/73 60 2991 2A00 N 0 6109E 41.8 133#7 GOGG
1215-0552 00000/OCCO00 20015/1843 0/23/73 40 2991 24 3 qN 06046E 42.6 132.5 GGGG
1215-05564 00000/000 20015/1844 02/23/73 10 2991 2307N 06023E 43.4 131.3 GGGG
1215-05571 00000/0000 20015/1845 02/2l/73 40 2991 2140N 06001E 44.1 130.0 GGGG
121 5 -05573 00000/00 2uC15/18 4 6 02/23/73 50 29q1 2 ,15N 05940E 44.9 128.6 GGGG
1215-05580 00000/0000 20015/1847 02/?3/73 6c 2991 1P49N 05918E 45*5 127.2 GGGG
1215-05582 00000/00 20015/1848 0F/2P/73 8( 2991 1722N 05857E 46.2 125.8 GGGG
1215-J6244 00000/0000 20015/1849 0/PI3/7 100 2991 7128S 02047E 16.8 70.2 GGGG
1215-06250 00000/0000 20015/1850 02/23/73 100 2991 7242S 01817E 15-7 72.2 GGG
1215-06253 00000/0000 20015/1851 02/23/73 40 2991 7104S 01525E 14*6 74.6 GGGG
1215-06255 00000/0000 20015/1852 02/23/73 40 2991 7o05S 01159E 13.5 77.5 GGGG
1215-07391 00000/0000 20015/1853 0?/?1/73 10 2992 2600N 0 3522E 41.8 133.7 GGGG
1215-07393 00000/0000 20015/1854 02/23/73 10 2992 2434N 03459E 42.6 132.5 GGGG
1215-07400 00000/0000 20015/1855 02/23/73 10 2992 2?07N 03436E 43*4 131*2 GGGG
1215-C7402 00000/0000 20015/1856 0O/23/73 0 2992 2141N 03413E 44.2 129.9 GGGG
1215-07405 00000/0000 20015/1857 0?/?3/73 0 2992 2015N 03 352E 44.9 128.6 GGGG
1215-07411 00000/0000 20015/1858 0'/?3/73 0 2992 1849N 03330E 45.6 127*2 GGGG
1215-07414 00000/0000 20015/1859 02/23/73 0 2992 172?N 03309E 46*2 125.8 GGGG
1215-07420 00000/000 20015/1860 07/P/73 O 2992 1556N 0 3248E 46.9 124.3 GGGG
1215-07423 00000/0000 20015/1861 02/23/73 0 2992 14 3 0N 03227E 47*5 122.8 GGGG
1215-07425 00000/0000 20015/1862 0/23/73 0 2992 1304N 0 3206E 48*0 121.3 GGGG
1215-07432 00000/0000 2r015/1863 02/23/73 0 2992 113RN 03 145E 48.6 119*7 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVER % *"..'*o''*...* 0 T9 100 = % CLBUD CIVER. ** = N8 CLBOD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY .............. PLANKS.BAND NBT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. P=RECYCLED. G.G4eD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBSR.
16:44 MAR 11i'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR N6N-US PAGE 0616
FR9M 37/23/72 Tf 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICROFILM R8LL NS./ DATE CLeUD 9RIT POINCIPAL PnINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIN IN RBLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
QBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1215-07434 00000/0000 20015/1864 02/23/73 0 2992 I011N 03124E 49*0 118.1 GGGG
1215-07441 00oo0/0o000 20015/1865 02/23/73 20 2992 0245N 0 3104E 49.5 116.5 GGGG1215"07443 00000/0000 20015/1866 02/23/73 70 2992 0719N 03043E 4909 114i8 GrGG
1215-07505 00000/O000 2C015/1867 02/23/73 70 2992 14175 02539E 50.8 88*0 GGGG1215-07511 00000/0000 20015/1868 02/23/73 80 2992 1543S 02519E 50*5 86*4 GGGG
1215-07514 0000o0/000 20015/1869 02/23/71 9r 2992 1710S 0 2457E 50*1 84o7 GOGG1215-07520 00000/0000 20015/1870 0?/23/73 60 2992 1836S 02436E 497 83.1 GGGG
1215-07523 00000/0000 20015/1871 02/23/73 40 2992 2002S 02414E 49.3 81,6 GGGG1215-C7525 00000/0000 20015/1872 02/23/73 0 2992 2128S 02351E 48.8 80*1 GGGG
1215-"7532 00000/0000 20015/1873 0o/23/73 20 2992 2254S 02329E 48*3 7897 GGGG
1215-09102 O00o00o/00 20015/1874 02/P/73 20 2993 6647N 02955E 12*6 164.0 GGGG
1215-09104 C00000/0000 20015/1875 0?/23/73 30 ;993 6q26N 02826E 13*7 162.5 GGGG
1215-09111 00000/0000 20015/1876 02/23/73 10 2993 6 406 N 02705E 14,8 161,2 GGGG1215-09113 00000/000o 20015/1877 0V/23/73 c 2993 6244\ 02551E 1599 159.9 GGGG1215-09120 00000/0000 20015/1878 02/23/73 0 2993 6122N 02442E 17.0 158*7 GGGG
1215-12563 00000/0000 20015/1880 0?/23/73 30 2995 0006N 04823W 51.4 105.8 GG 3
1215-12565 00000/0000 20015/1881 02/23/73 30 2995 0119S 04843W 51*5 104*0 GGGG
121512572 00000/0000 20015/1882 02/~3/73 40 ?995 0245S 0 4903W 51.6 102.2 GGGG1215-12574 00000/0000 20015/1883 02/23/73 70 2995 0412S 04923W 51i7 100.4 GGGG
1215-12581 00000/0000 20015/1884 0,/23/73 80 2995 0395c 049 44W 51*7 98.5 GGGG1215-12583 00000/0000 20015/1885 0?/23/73 90 2995 0706S 05005W 51*7 96.7 PGGG
1215-12590 O0000/000u 20015/1886 02/2 /73 80 2995 08325 05025W 51*6 94*9 GGGG
1215-12592 00000/0000 20015/1887 02/23/73 7r 2995 0959S 05046W 51'4 93.1 GGGG
1215-12595 0000/0000 20015/1888 02/23/73 20 2995 it25S 05106W 51,3 91@4 GGGG1215"13001 COoo000/O0 20015/1889 02/23/73 70 2995 1251S 05127W 51*0 89*6 GGGG
1215-13004 C00000/000 20015/1890 02/21/73 60 2995 1418S 05148W 50*8 8799 GIGG
1215-13010 00000/0000 20015/1891 02/23/73 80 2995 1545S 05 2 0 9 W 50,5 86.2 GGGG1215-13013 00000/0000 20015/1892 02/23/73 70 2995 17129 05230W 50.1 84*6 GGGG
1215-13015 00000/0000 20018/0080 02/23/73 20 29q5 1838S 05252w 49*7 83.0 GGGG
1215-13022 00000/0000 20018/0081 02/23/73 10 2995 2004S 05313W 49.3 81*5 GGGG
1215-13024 00000/0000 20018/0082 02/23/73 0 2995 21305 05 3 35w 48.8 80.0 GGGG
1215-13031 000000000 20018/0083 02/23/73 0 2995 22565 05 3 5 7 W 48.3 78.5 GGGG1215-13033 00000/0000 20018/0084 0?/23/73 0 2995 242?S 05420W 47.8 77.2 GGGG
1215-13040 00000/0000 20018/0085 02/23/73 0 2995 2;47S 0 5443W 47o2 75.8 GGGG
1215-13042 00000/0000 20018/0086 02/23/73 0 2995 2712S 05506W 4A*6 74.5 GGG
1215-13045 00000/C000 20018/0087 02/23/73 0 2995 2R3FS 05530W 45.9 73.3 GGGG
121 5 -13051 0000/0,000 20018/0088 02'23/73 10 2995 3003S 0554W 45-2 72.2 PGPP
1215-13054 00000/0000 20018/0089 0?/13/73 50 2995 312S 05620W 44o5 71*0 GGGG1215-13060 OC0000/COC 20018/0090 0 /p3/73 90 2995 3P54S 056461 43*8 70.0 GGGG
KEYS: CL5UD CBOEp % *************** 0 TO 100 %  CLBUD CPVER. ** m NO CLeUD UATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY **...***,**.... BLANKS.EAND NOT PRESFNT/RECUESTED. R=RECYCLED* G.GBpD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE- PaPBR.,
16:44 ,.A ll'7a STANARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0617
FR3M 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
eBSERVATI9N "ICVFIL RWLL ':9,/ DATE CLFUD 9RS9T PnPI\CIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I; P0TTIT~ I' KBLL ACI.JTRED CEv e \UMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM,. RBV MSS
rv MSS LAT LJONG 123 45678
1215 -13c63 CL300/Or:O 20.180091 0/)'/T73 .t100 2995 342S 05712W 43.1 69.0 PPPP
1215-13065 oCCo/ooro C018/0092 01/23/73 10 29Q5 3 475 057 38W 42*3 68.1 PPPP
121 5 -13(72 OCOC/OCOJ 22 1&/C093 0?/? /7 10o( 29q5 371qS 05805W 41*5 67*2 GPPP
1215-13074 CO0/coCC 2c0018/009 4  0~//2/73 10 2995 3F37S 0 5833W 40.6 66.4 GPPG
12150101 0'~ OC/C'D 2018/0095 3 /3/7i 10C 2905 4000S 05903W 39.8 65.6 GPPG
121 5 -13083 0l Co0/oCC 2001/0095 0 /?3/73 70 2995 4124S 05933W 38.9 64.9 GGGG
1215-1311 C-- / C. 2001/,009 7  0'/27/73 1r 2?995 4703S 06147W 35.3 62.8 GGGG
1215-131c4 OCO/ OCrCc 2: 1,/0098 0 /??/73 2n 2995 4928S 06224W 34.3 62*4 GGGG
1215-13110 0C30/rC6C 2C1'A/0099 0?/21/ 73 80 2995 405PS 06302W 33*4 62.1 GGG
1215-13113 PuC/CC 2001/0100 0/k3/77 70 2995 5115S 06342W 32.4 61.8 GGGG
1215-13115 OO 0/D:0 2 '01/0101 0/23/73 30 2995 5240S 06425W 31*4 61.6 GGG
1215-13122 C0'0/0'j 21 /102 09'/71 8n 2995 5404S 06509W 30*4 61.5 GGGG
1215-13124 000o0.0 0 c 2er018/l0c13 02/23/73 90 2995 5526S 06557W 29*4 61*5 GGGG
1215-14224 LCO00/iC? ,215/193 02/"q/73 100 996 539N 05 4 5 3 > 19*3 156.5 GGGG
1215*14230 00O,0/C C 23015/19 4  02/2~/73 1iO 29Q6 571N 0 5548W 20*4 155*5 GGGG
1215-14233 003(/CC 2 /0115/95 0/21/73 100 2996 5553N 05639w ?1.5 154.5 GGGG
1215*14235 CooU,/COOJ 20015/189b 02/?/73 100 2996 5429N 05727W 22.5 153.5 GGGG
1215-14242 00Ct/O00C0 2315/1597 0/21'/73 90 2996 5305N 05212W 23.6 152.6 GGGG
1215?1 241 00010/OCOC 20015/1898 0/P1/73 30 2996 514)N 05 85 5 w 24.7 151.6 GGGG
1215-14?51 00P/y 200 15/1899 0-31/73? 0 2996 50159 05935W 25.7 150.7 GGGG
1215'?2'? c0000/rC'OC 2015/19 00 0?/123/73 6 0 2996 4 95CN 06014W 26*8 1498 GGG
1215142P0 0000/000CC 20015/1901 0/23?/73 90 2996 4725N 06050 27.8  148.9 GGG
1215-1*262 0000/r Uo 2 015/1 0c 2  0Q/ ~ /73 100 ?996 4 400o 06125W 28.9 148.0 GGGG
1215-14265 00000/cc 20 15/1903 02/3/71 10c 2996 4439N 06159W 29.9 147.1 GGGG
1215-14271 0000cCr/C 200?15/1904 0?/Pi/73 iOc 2996 4 1 N 06232W 30*9 146.2 GGGG
1215-14315 OZ0,/00 20016/0001 0 /2/73 9r 2906 272AN 067 32# 41.1 134.8 GGGG
1215-14362 OC0030/C0 ?C2 18C O4 0,/p3/73 40 2996 1137N 07132W 48.6 119.6 GGGG
1215-14365 r' /cC 201(/010 02//73 40 2996 Inl1N 07153W 49.1 118.0 GGGG
1215-16C032 0CC/00" , 201 /0106 0?/2/73 c 2907 600eN 07146W 11.5 165*6 GGGG
1215-16E32 OCOlOCC0 2018/017 02~/73 20 2997 6649N 073 25w 12#7 164*0 GGGG
1215-16035 00C,/0C COC' 16C002 0,;/'/71 20 29P7 6922N 07455W 13.8 162*5 P G
1215-16C41 C00000/000C 2C016/003 C?/2/7? 2( 2927 640N 07616W 14.9 161*2 GGGG
1215-16044 C03OC/CCC 2v16/3004 02/P3/73 20 2927 624AN 07730W 16.0 159*9 GGGG
1215-1605 CC0.C/OC0 ?c0r16/005 0'2/P/73 20 2927 6124N 07839w 17.1 158a7 GGGG
121 5-16C5 3 00O/0oCoC' 2'0016/0006 02/~3/73 1C' 29?7 6c0N 07942W 18.2 157.6 GGG
1215-1605F 000/00 o0 20016/C0007 0?/?/73 i 2927 5R39N 08041W 1 9.3 156.5 GGGG
121 5 -1606 0020'06/1O r 2016/000 7 lo 297 5715N E0135W 20*4 155.5 GGGG
1215-16064 0C /CCO 0 2C016/C0009 02/3/73 2( 2927 555PN 08227W 21*5 154.5 GGG
1215-16071 CC000/"0C0 2C016/001C 07/21/73 30 2927 5 42 9 N 08315W 22.6 153.5 GGGG
(EYS: CLUD C5VEP ' ,........... Ce TO 100 - % CLBUD CPVER- ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IIAGE CUALITY ,,,.., ,,. RLANKS=BAND NOT PRFSrNT/REGUESTED. RURECYCLED. G=G5BD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE. P-POeR,
16:44 - 11,'74 5TANOARD CATAL5G FP NeN.US PAGE 0618
FR9m 07/21/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERvATIN 'IICIFIL ~ LL 19,W/ rATF CljEUD 5R9IT PolvCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
I0 1TSITI;' I ReLL AC(sTEJTE VER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AzV. RBV YSS
: V mSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1215-16C73 00000/0000 2'016/C011 0/23/73 in 2927 5304N 08401W 23.6 152.6 GGGG
121 5 -16c80 00.,0n0/J . 2P 16/001G C?/ 1/73 2C 2927 5140N 08 4 4 5w 24.7 151.6 GGGG
1215-16082 oCo/OC(, 2P 16/C013 0 177 41 2927 5016N 08b26W 25.8 150.7 GGGG
1215-17461 l- C /00/C . 20018/0108 0 /P/7 3  40 P998 6ORJ ON9734W 11*6 165.7 GGGG
1215-17464 nOr r? 0/2 .  20/31/C109 0/2~/73 2 2998 664.9N 099141 12.7 164.0 GGGG
1215-17470 0000/0c.. 2018 /011f, 0 //73 10 2998 6c23N 10044W 13*8 162.5 GGGG
1215-17473 00300/0000 20018/0111 0/271/73 10 2998 64 08 10205W 14. 9  161.2 GGGG
1215-17475 OO /OC(.) 23018,0112 02/23/71 20 2998 646N 10319W 16*0 159.9 GGGG
1215-17482 0000o/00 20018/0113 0V/2/73 10 2998 6124N 10427w 17*1 158.7 GlGG
1215-17484 00030/000 20018/011 4 0u, /73 2998 600?N 10530W 18*2 157.6 GGGG
1215-17491 C00CC/CoC0 2001C/0115 0/23/73 10 2998 5Q39\ 10628W 19,3 156.5 GGGG
1215-17493 COCOC/0: 201l/Clis 02/2/73 20 2998 571AN 0723W 20.4 155*5 GrGG
121 5 -750 0C 0c/CO , 20018/0117 03'/2/73 20 2998 55'5N 10814W 21*5 154.5 GGGG
1215-17502 0 C000/000 2018/011~ 02/21/73 40 2998 542 N 10903w 22.6 153.5 GGGG
1215-17505 00CO/C00 2c0018/0119 02/71/73 20 2998 5?oY 4 10949w 23*7 152.6 GGGG
1215-17511 o00 ccc,00 201810120 0/2/73 9, 2998 5140N 110328 24.7 151.6 GGPG
1215-17514 000Q /COC 20018/C121 0/2P/73 90 2998 5016N 11113W 25.8 150.7 GGGG
1215-17573 OCOOO/C000 2uC18/0122 02/21/73 30 2998 3n20N 11621W 1904 137*1 GGGG
1215-21534 000o/C0oC 2j01b/0014 02/3/73 100 3000 7010S 15044E 17*7 68.3 GPGG
1215-2154- 00300/0000 2'16/0015 0 /3/ 7?  10 c 3000 7126 14~30E 16.6 70.0 GcGG
1215-2153 o /0- 2016/CO16  0?/21/71 100 3000 74.?S 14559E 15*5 72*1 GGGG
1215-21545 063/.c.. 2, 16,017 O'/?1/73 1CC 3C00 7 53S 14306E 14* 74.5 GPGG
1215-2155? O0O./CS 00 20316/001 0 /21/73 100 3000 7503S 13942E 13.3 77.4 GGGG
1215-21554 CC00 /oC0 P:016/0019 0/1/73 10 .  3000 7 10S 13548E 12.1 80.8 GGGG
1215-21561 OO /OCo0 20016-/0020' 0/pl/7)3 o10 3000 7712S 13124E 11.0 4.8 GGPG
1215-21563 C00O)0/CoC 20016/C021 0/?1/73 1cr 3000 7909S 12617E 9.9 89.6 GGPG
1215-22574 00C0/C,0C 2-?018/0123 02/21 73 80 3001 6246N 17914E 16.1 159.9 GGGG
1215-2?581 000 o/o00c 20018/0124 2/2/71 9 3?3 001 612 4 N 17805E 17.2 158.7 GGGG
1215"2583 0C000/O000 ~C18/0125 p02/3/79 1 3001 6nO2N 17703E 18.3 157*6 GAGG
1215-22590 OcOOC/coco 20C1A/0126 0 /21/73 1I 3c01 5a39N 17605E 19.4 156.5 GGGG
1216-.02380 O00~C 0 20016Clb/002 2  ?,"/4/73 1o 3013 155N 1044E 47.1 124.0 GGPG
1216-02383 0000C/0CO0 20016/0023 02/4/73 1: 3003 i42AN 10823E 47.7 122*5 GrGG
1216-C2385 OC30/000c 2016/0024 0 1~14/73 1 3013 1?01N 10803E 48.2 120.9 GGGG
1216"023? OCOC/0CO 1 2016/0025  0"/24/71 10 303 1135 10743E 48.7 119.3 GGPG
1216-C2394 Co02/CO0, 2r016/026 0?/24/71 1c 3003. 1 8c 10723E 49.2 117o7 GGPG
1216-.)3053 CCC00 /000 2;016/027 0/2P4/73 100 3003 7 612S 0514E 12*0 80.9 GGPG
1216-03060 00--0/C " 200 160028 0/P~4/73 100 3003 7710S 05349E 10,9 84*9 GGpG
1216- 3062 OCCo2C/C't 2.16/,0029 0A/24/73 60 3003 7 1S 04837E 9.8 89.7 GGPG
1216-04135 -OL O0/00Cj 20016/0030 0'/24/73 80 3004 4142N 09023E 32.1 145.1 GGG
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16:44 MAP 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0620
FP5M 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
OBSERVATION mICR9FILM R9LL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PoINCIPAL PeINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PqSITI5N IN ROLL ACnUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVe AZIM. RBV MSS
RV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1216-07504 00000/0000 20016/0070 02/p4/73 10 3006 0552N 02857E 50.5 112*5 GGGG
1216-07511 0000/0000 20016/0071 02/24/73 C 3006 0425N 02837E 50°8 110.8 GGG
1216-07570 00000/C000 20016/0072 0/4/73 80 3006 1945S 02352E 50*4 85,8 GGGG
1216-07572 00000/CC00 20016/0073 02/24/73 90 3006 171S 02331E 501 84*2 GGGG
12 16 -07 5 7 5 00000/0000 20016/0074 02/P4/73 90 3006 137S 02310E 49.7 82.6 GGGG
1216-07581 00000/0000 20016/0075 02/24/73 60 3006 20035 02248E 49.2 81.0 PSGG
1216-07584 00000/00OC 20016/0076 02/24/73 30 3C06 2129S OP226E 48.7 79,6 GGGG
1216-07590 00000/0000 20016/0077 02/24/73 50 3006 PP54S 02204E 48.2 78.1 GGGG
1216-08143 00000/0o00 2o016/0073 02/24/73 3c 3006 7355S 01150W 14.2 74,5 GGGG
1216-08145 00000/C0000 20016/0079 02/24/73 30 3006 7505S 01516w 13*1 77.4 GGGG
1216-08152 00000/0000 20016/0080 02/24/73 10 3006 7611S 01912W 12*0 80*8 GGGG
1216-Q8154 00000/oo oo 0016/0081 02/?4/73 0 3006 77135 02340W 1089 848 GGG
1216-08161 00000/0000 20016/0082 02/24/73 0 3006 71RCS 02851W 9*7 89.6 GGG
1216-09154 00000/OCU0 20016/0083 07/24/73 50 3007 6906N 03010E 19i8 165.6 GGGG
1216-09160 00000/0000 20016/0084 02/24/73 10 3007 6646N OP831E 129 164*0 GGGG
1216-"9163 00000/0000 20o16/008 5  02/4/73 10 30n7 6521N O2702E 14*1 162.5 GGGG
1216-09165 00C000/0C0 2 016/0086 02/24/73 0 3007 6406N 025 40E 15.2 161o. GGGG
121 6 -"9172 0000010000 20016/0087 OP/24/73 0 3007 6945N 02426E 16*3 159.9 GGGG
1216-09174 00000/0000 2u016/0088 0/P4/73 0 3007 612 3 N 02317E 17.4 158.7 GGGG
1216-12433 00000/0000 200 16/0089 02/24/73 100 3009 6405N 02559W 15*2 161.1 GGGG
1216-12435 00000/0000 20016/0090 0?/24/73 100 3009 6244N o2 7 13w 16.3 159.9 PGGP
1216-12442 00000/C000 20016/0091 02/24/73 100 3009 6122N p082?W 17*4 158.7 GGGP
1216-13015 00000/G00 20016/0092 02/24/73 30 3009 0133N 04928W 51*3 107.1 GGGG
1216-13021 00000/0000 20016/0093 0!/24/73 70 3009 0,06N 04948W 51*5 105.3 PAGG
1216-13024 000/0000 2u0l6/0C94 02/24/73 90 3009 011S 05008W 51.6 103.4 GGGG
1216 G13 030 00000/0000 2,016/0095 02/24/73 80 3009 0246S 05029W 51.7 101.6 GGGG
1216-13033 00000/0000 20016/0096 02/24/73 70 3009 041IS 05050W 51*7 99.8 GGGG
1216-13035 OCO00/O00c 20016/0097 0o/24/73 70 3009 054OS 05110W 51.7 97.9 GGGG
1216-13042 00000/OCOC 20016/0098 02/24/73 60 3009 0706S 05131W 5197 96*1 GGGG
1216-13044 00000/0o00 2ol06/0099 02/94/7 50 3009 0p32S 05152W 51.6 94.3 GGGG
1216-13051 .00000/1000 20016/0100 02/24/7, 50 3009 0959S 05213w 514 92.5 GGGG
1216-13053 0000/0000 20016/0101 02/24/73 80 309 1126S 05233W 51.3 90.8 GGGG
1216-13060 00000/G000 20016/0102 0/24/73 80 3009 125?S 05254W 51.0 8900 GGGG
1216-13062 00000/0000 20016/0103 02/24/73 60 3009 141AS 05315W 50.7 87.3 GGGG
1216-13065 00000/000 2016/0104 02/24/73 90 30n9 1I44S 05336W 50.4 85.7 GGGG
1216-13071 00000/0000 20016/0105 0>/P4/73 90 3009 17105 05357W 5060 84.0 PPPP
1216-13074 00000/0000 20016/0106 0:/24/73 80 3009 1037S 05 4 1 8 W 49.6 82.5 GGGG
1216-13080 00000/OOC 20016/0107 02/P4/73 40 3009 200?S 054408 49.2 80.9 GGG
1216-13083 00000/OCOL 20316/010 02/24/73 40 3009 21295 05502W 48.7 79.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLoUD COvEQ * ",..,....... 0 TO 100 s % CLOUD CqVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE 'UAL1TY o .,........... BLANKSu.AND 1BT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RFCYCLED. GaGaAD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE, P.POOR,
16:44 ' 11,7 STANDARD CATALeG FeR N8N-US PAGE 0621
FR9M 37/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN 'ICRFILM RtLL rB./ DATE CLBUD 9RRIT PPINJCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID VSITI9N IN nKLL ACrUTRED C9VER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
qRV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1216-13085 000o/00/00 200lb/109 0?/P4/73 0 3009 2255S B0524W 48.2 78*0 GGGG
1216-13092 00000/0000 20016/0110 0?/?4/73 10 3009 2421S 05547W 47.6 76.6 GGGG
1216-13094 00000/C000 2(016/0111 0?/2P/73 0 3009 254AS 05610W 47.0 75*3 GGGG
1216-13103 C0000/0000 20018/0127 02/24/73 0 3009 2239S 05656W 45.7 72.8 GGGG
1216-13110 00000/oc00 20018/012 02/24/73 40 3009 3004S 0572CW 45*1 71.7 GGG
1216-13112 0000/0Co00 2Po01/0129 02/?4/73 90 3009 3130S 05745W 444 70.6 GGGG
1216-13115 00000/0000 20018/0130 02/24/73 100 3009 3255S 05810W 43.6 69.6 GAGG
1216-13121 C000C/0000 20018/0131 02/?4/71 100 3009 3421S 05836w 42.8 68.6 GGGG1216-13124 00000/OCo0 20018/0132 02/24/73 100 3009 35465 05902w 42.1 67.7 GGGG
1216-1313C C00000/0CO 20018/0133 02/2~/7; 100 3009 3711S 05930W 41.2 66.8 PGPP
1216-13133 OUO00/GCOU 20018/0134 02/24/73 100 3009 3935S 06000W 40.4 66.0 GGGG
1216-13135 C0OC0/0u30 20018/0135 02/P4/73 100 3009 4o00S 06030W 39.6 65.3 GGGG
1216-13142 00COc/o0C 218/0136 02/24/73 100 3009 4125S 06101W 38.7 64.6 GGGG
1216-14253 OCo00/o00C 20018/01 37 02/24/73 100 3010 6807N 04 720W 11.9 165.6 GGGG
1216-14255 00000/OCOC 20018/0138 02/24/73 90 3010 6648N 04859 13*0 164*0 GGGG1216-14262 00000/OC0) 20018/0133 0?/24/73 80 3010 6527N 05030W 14.1 162.5 GGGG
1216*14264 0oo0/000 20018/010 0?/24/73 20r 3010 6 40hN 5152W 15.2 161.1 GGGG
1216-i428C 00000/0000 20016/0112 02/24/73 90 3010 6000N 05518W 18.6 157.5 GGGG
1216-14282 OC00oO/C0 2o01b/0113 02/94/73 90 3010 5Q33N 05617W 19.7 156.4 GGGG
1216-14285 OC010/CO) 20016/0C114 02/24/73 90 3010 5 715 N 05712w 20.8 155.4 GGGG
1216-14291 000/CC000 20016/0115 02/P4/73 90 3010 5551N o0504W 21.8 154.4 GGGG
1216-14294 O0OOC/000 20016/0116 0/24/73 90 3010 5427N 05852W 22.9 153.4 GOGG
1216-14300 000C0/CC00 20016/0117 0 ~/4/73 80 3010 5?01N 05937w P4*0 152.5 GGGG
1216-14303 OOOC/C00C 20016/0118 02/24/73 6c 3010 5138N 06021 25*1 151.5 GGGG
1216-14305 00000/0000 20016/0119 02/24/73 70 3010 5r13N 06101w 26.1 150.6 GGGG
1216-14312 00000/C000 20016/0120 0/?4/73 90 3010 4849N 06140W 27.2 149.7 GGGG
1216-14314 00000/0000 20016/0121 02/24/73 90 3010 4724N 06216W 28.2 148.8 GGGG
1216-14321 00000/0c00 20016/0122 0Q/24/73 90 3010 4559N 06252W 29.2 147.9 GGGG
1216-14323 00000/o00C 20016/0123 02/4/73 90 3010 4434N 06325W 30.2 147.0 GGGG
1216-14330 0000C30/G0 20016/0124 02/?4/73 70 3010 4309N 06357w 31*3 146*0 GGGG
1216-14332 00UOO/00OC 20016/0125 00/P4/73 80 3010 4144N 06428W 32.3 145.1 GGGG
1216-16111 OCOGO/C0 20016/0126 0/P?4/73 10 3011 6000N 08109W 18.6 157.5 GGGG
1216-16114 00000/OOC 2J016/0127 02/?4/73 10 3011 5837N 0208W 19.7 156.4 GGPG
1216-16120 00000/0000 2001b/0128 02/24/73 10 3011 5714N 08302W 20.8 155.4 GGPG
1216-16123 00000/0000 20016/0129 02/24/73 10 3011 5551N 08353W 21.9 154*4 GGGG
1216-16125 00000/0000 20016/0130 02/24/73 10 3011 5427N 08441W 22.9 153.4 GGGG
1216-1613? 0000/0000 20016/0131 02/24/73 10 3011 5303N 08627W 24.0 152.5 GGGG
1216-16134 00000/0000 20016/0132 02/24/73 10 3011 5139N 086108 25.1 151.5 GGGG
1216-16141 0000/0000 20016/0133 02/24/73 10 3011 5014N 08651W 26.1 150*6 GGGG
KEYS: CUD:9 CVE % *.....*........ 0 Te 100 = % CLBUD CAVER. ** * NE CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'AGE QUALITY *.,,,,,,* ... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLED. Gm.G9D. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PdaR,
16:44 '1Ar 11'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NON-US PAGE 0622
FRBM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN IICRPFIL' RPLL 4.o/ DATE CLOUD MRBIT PRINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I PSITI N IN KeLL ACCUTIEn CeVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV M SS
PEV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1216-1752C 0000/CC0000 20018/0141 02/24/71 30 3012 6908N 09 9 03W 11*9 165.6 GGG
1216-17522 000/oooo00 20018/0142 02/24/73 30 3012 6648N 10042W 13.1 1640 GGGP
1216.17525 O0000/0000 20018/0143 0P/?4/73 30 3012 652N 10 212W 14*2 162.5 GGGG
1216-17531 00000/0000 20018/0144 02/24/73 20 3012 6407N 10333W 15.3 161.1 GGGG
1216-17534 0000/0000 20018/0145 02/24/73 0 3012 6246N 104 47W 16*4 159.9 GGGG
1216-17540 00000/0000 20018/0146 02/24/73 0 3012 6 124N 10555W 17.5 158.7 GGGG
1216-175*3 00000/0000 20018/0147 02/P24/73 0 3012 6001N 106 5 7w 18.6 157.5 GGGG
1216-17545 00000/0000 20018/0148 0?/4/73 0 3012 5838N 10756W 19*7 156.4 GGGG
1216-17552 00000/0o00 2c018/0149 02/24/73 0 3012 5715N 10851W 20.8 155.4 GGG
1216-17554 00000/0000 20016/0150 02/24/73 50 3012 5551N 10942W 21.9 154*4 GPGG
1216-17561 00000/0000 2001&/0151 02/?4/73 90 3012 5427N 11031W 23*0 153.4 G GG
1216-17563 00000/0000 20018/0152 02/P4/73 100 3012 5 303N 11116W 24.0 152.5 G GG
1216-17570 OCoco/GOou 20018/0153 02/24/73 100 3012 5139N 11159W 25.1 151.5 G GG
1216-17572 00000/0000 20018/0154 02/24/73 100 3012 5015N 11240W 26.2 150*6 G GG
1216-19352 00000/oC0C 20018/0155 02/24/73 10 3013 6808N 12451W 12.0 165.7 GGGG
1216-19354 00000/0000 20018/0156 02/14/73 10 3013 6(49N 12631w 13.1 164.0 GGGG
1216-19361 00000/0000 20018/0157 02/24/73 20 3013 6529N 12800W 14.2 162.5 GGGG
1216-19363 00C000/00C 20018/0158 02/24/73 0 3013 6408N 12922w 15.3 161.1 GGGG
121619370 OCC00000/0000 20018/0159 02/4/73 0 3013 6;4AN 13036W 16*4 159*9 GGGG
1216-23301 00000/CCO 20016/0134 02/?4/73 10 3015 2839S 14805E 45.7 72.6 GGGG
1216-23303 00000/0003 20016/0135 02/24/73. 30 3015 30055 14741E 4590 71,5 GGGG
1216-23310 0000/0000 20016/0136 02/24/71 30 3015 3130S 147 16E 44.3 70.4 GGGG
1216-23312 00000/0000 20016/0137 0?/P4/73 40 3015 3p57S 14651E 43.5 69.4 GGGG
1216-23315 00000/OC00 20016/0138 02/24/73 3( 3015 3422S 14626E 42.8 68*4 GGGG
1216-23321 00000/0000 20016/0139 0Q/24/73 1o 3015 3547S 14600E 42,0 67.5 GGG
1216-23324 00000/0000 20016/0140 32/24/73 20 3015 3 71PS 14534E 41.2 66*6 GGGG
1217-00505 000C0/cCOO 20016/0141 02/2S/73 40 3016 4851N 14327E 27*3 149*7 GGGG
1217-00512 00000/0000 P0016/0142 0?/9s/73 50 3016 4726N 14250E pR,3 148.8 GGGG
1217-30514 00000/0000 20016/0143 02/P9/73 70 3016 4A01N 14214E 29*4 147.8 GrGG
1217-00521 00000/0000 20016/014 4  02/25/73 80 3016 44 35N 14 139E 30'4 146.9 GGGG
1217-00523 '00000/o00/ 0 2016/0145 02/25/73 80 3016 4310N 14106E 31.4 146.0 GGGG
121 7 -00530 00000/oC0 20016/0146 02/p/73 8 0 3016 4144N 14034E 32*4 145.0 GGGG
1217-00532 0000/0000 20016/0147 02 /2 5/73 90 3016 4019N 14003E 33'4 14401 GGGG
1217-00535 o0000/000 PCo16/0148 02/P2/73 90 3016 3853j 13934E 34*3 143*1 GGGG
1217-00541 C0000/00 20016/0149 32/P9/73 90 3016 3727 13906E 35.3 142.1 GGGG
1217-00544 0000C/0/00 20016/0150 0?/25/73 40 3016 3A02N 13838E §6.2 141.1 GGGG
1217-00550 00000/0000 20016/0151 02/25/73 20 3016 3436N 13811E 37.2 140*1 GGGG
12 17 *u2425  00000/0000 20016/0152 02/25/73 30 3017 184 9 N 10803E 46*0 126.6 GGGG
1217-02432 .00000/0000 20016/0153 02/29/73 60 3017 1722N i0741E 46.7 125.1 GGGG
KEYS: CL9UC C8VEp % ,.,.,.*.o,...., 0 To 100 8 % CLBUD C9VER *o - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE OUALITY ,.**,***.... RLANKS.BAND NeT PRFSeNT/REQUESTED* RaRECYCLED. GuGOBD* F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PIP55R.
16:44 MAAP 11' 7 4 STANDARD CATALOG F9P NBN-US PAGE 0623
FROM 07/23/72 T5 07/23./73
OBSERVATIeN MICR9FILM RiLL NJ8./ DATE CLUD )RPIT POINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PgSITISN IN RBLL ACOUTRED CBVER NUMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45679
12 17- 243 4 00000/C0000 20016/0154 02/29/73 5C 3017 I156N 10720E 47.3 123.6 GGGG
1217-02441 00000/0000 20016/0155 02/25/73 50 3017 1430N 10659E 47.9 122*1 GGGG
1217-o2443 000CC/0o00 20016/0156 02/p5/73 3o 3017 1 04N 10638E 4894 120.5 GGGG
1217-02450 00000/OCO0 20016/0157 02/s/73 20 3017 1138N 10618E 48*9 118.9 GGGG
1217*02452 00000/0000 20016/0158 02/Pr/73 70 3017 1012N Io557E 4994 117.3 GGGG
1217-04193 00000/0000 20016/0159 02/2S/73 ioc 3018 4149N 08857E 32o4 145.0 GGGG
1217-04200 00000/0000 20016/0160 0?/P//73 100 3018 4n2oN 0 8827E 33.4 144*1 GGGG
1217,04202 00000/0000 20016/0161 0/2PS/73 100 3018 3954N OP758E 34.4 14301 GGGG
1217-04205 00000/0000 20016/0162 02/29/73 100 3018 37 29N 0 8730E 35*3 142*1 GGGG
1217-06020 00000/0000 20016/0163 02/25/73 0 3019 4433N 06413E 30,5 146.9 GGGG
1217-06022 00000/000 20016/0164 02/2/73 10 3019 4307N o6340E 31*5 145.9 GGGG
1217-06025 0000o/c000 20016/0165 02/25/73 10 3019 4 4?N 06307E 32.5 145.0 GGGG
1217-"6031 oCoo/oo000 20016/0166 02/29/73 C 3019 40 17N 0 6237E 33.5 144*0 GGGG
1217-06034 00000/0000 20016/0167 02/25/73 0 3019 3951N 06208E 34*5 143.0 GGGG
1217-06040 00000/0000 20016/0168 02/25/73 0 3019 3725N 06140E 35.4 142.0 GGGG
1217-06043 00000/0000 20016/0169 0o/25/73 60 3019 3559N 06113E 36.3 141.0 GGGG
1217.06045 00000/0000 20016/0170 02/25/73 7C 3019' 3 434N 06046E 37.3 140.0 GGGG
1217-06054 00000/0000 20016/0171 0?/P2/73 10 3019 314N 05954E 39*1 137.8 GGGG
1217-06061 00000/0000 20016/0172 02/?9/73 10 3019 3016N 05928E 39.9 136.7 GPGG
1217-06063 00000/0000 20016/0173 02/?25/73 3019 2R49N 05904E 40 *8 135.6 GPGG
1217-06070 00000/000 20016/0174 02/29/73 10 3019 2723N 05840E 41o6 134.4 GGGG
1217-0607? 00000/o00 20016/0175 02/25/73 0 3019 2557N o5817E 42*4 133.1 GGGG
1217-06075 00000/0000 20016/0176 02/25/73 30 3019 2431N 05754E 43.2 131.9 GGGG
1217-06081 00000/0000 20016/0177 02/PS/73 0 3019 2105N 0 5731E 44,0 130.6 GGGG
1217-06084 0.C000/00CO 2C:016/0178 02/25/73 0 3019 2139N 05708E 44.7 129*3 G3GGG
1217-d6090 00000/O000 20016/0179 02/25/73 0 3019 201?N 05646E 45*4 127.9 GoGG
1217-06093 00000/0000) 20016/0180 0?/25/73 20 3019 1R47N 05 623E 46.1 126.5 GPGG
1217-06095 00o000/o00o00 20016/0181 02/25/73 40 3019 1720N 05602E 46.7 125.0 GGGG
1217-06102 00000/000 20016/0182 02/29/73 50 3019 1954N 05541E 47*3 123.5 GGGG
1217-06104 00000/0000 20016/0183 02/p5/73 50 3019 1428N 05520E k7.9 122.0 GGGG
1217-08024 00000/0000 20016/0184 02/25/73 60 3020 144S 02224E 50.4 85.2 GGGG
1217-08031 00000/0000 20016/0185 0/25P/73 70 3020 1711S 02203E 50.0 83.6 GSGG
1217-08033 00000/0000 20016/0186 0?/25/73 70 3020 1;38S 02142E 49*6 82.0 GGGG
1217-08040 00000/0000 20016/0187 02/25/73 40 3020 2004S 02120E 49.1 80.5 GGGG
1217m08042 00o00/000 20016/018 0?/;9/73 30 3020 213,S 02058E 486 79,0 GGGG
1217-08045 00000/0000 20016/0189 02/25/73 0 3020 2256S 020 35 E 48*1 77.6 GGGG
1217-13064 00000/0000 20016/0190 02P/5/73 70 3023 0423N 05015W 51C0 110.1 GGGG
1217-13071 00000/0000 20016/0191 02/25/73 7C 3023 025RN O5035W 51.2 108*3 GGGG
1217"13073 00000/0000 20016/0192 02/25/73 80 3023 0132N 05055W 51*4 106.5 G GG
KEYS: CLUD CBOVER % *............. 0 TB 100 * % CLBUD ClVER, ** - NE CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ... ... LANKSuBAND NBT PRESNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G=.GRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.P0BR.
16:44 MAP 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0624
FR8M 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM RRLL rO,./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPI\CIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIJN IN HBLL ACUTIPED COVER nUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1217-13080 ooo000/000 20016/0193 02/29/73 60 3023 O06N 05115W 5196 104*7 GGGG
1217-13082 00000/C00O 20016/0194 02/2?/73 7o 3023 0120S 05136W 51*7 102.8 GGGG
1217-13085 00000/0000 20016/0195 02/25/73 80 3023 0247S 05156W 51.8 101.0 GGGG
1217013091 00000/0000 20016/019 6 02/25/73 90 3 02 3  0414S 0 5217W 51.8 99.2 GGGG
1217-13094 00000/9000 20016/0197 02/25/73 100 3023 0540S 05237W 51*8 97*3 G3GG
1217-13100 00000/0000 20016/0198 02/25/73 100 3023 0707S 05258w 51*7 95.5 GGGG
1217-13103 00000/0000 20016/0199 02/25/73 100 3023 034S 05319W 51*6 93.7 GGGG
1217-13105 00000/0o00 20016/0200 02/25/73 90 3023 1001S 05341W 51i5 91.9 GGGG
1217-13112 00000/0000 2001610201 02/P5/73 90 3023 1128S 05401W 51.2 90.1 GG G
1217-13114 00000/0000 20016/0202 02/25/73 80 3023 1254S 05 4 22W 51.0 88,4 GG G
1217-13121 00000/0000 20016/0203 02/25/73 70 3023 1420S 05443W 50*7 86.7 GO G
1217-13123 00000/0000 20016/0204 0?/2P/73 60 3023 15479 05503W r0.4 85.1 GG G
1217-13130 00000/0000 20016/0205 02/2?/73 40 3023 1713S 05525W 50.0 83.5 GGGG
1217-13132 00000/0000 20016/0206 02/P/73 70 3023 1839S 05546W 49.6 81.9 GPGG
1217-13150 00000/0000 20016/0207 02/23/73 80 3023 2423S 05714W 47.5 76.1 GGGG
1217-13162 00000/000U 20016/0208 02/25/73 70 3023 2840S 05825W 45.6 72.3 GGGG
1217-13164 00000/0000 20016/0209 02/29/73 20 3023 3n05S 05849w 44*9 71*2 GGGG
1217-13171 00000/0000 20016/0210 02/25/73 0 3023 3129S 05914W 44.2 70.1 GGGG
1217-13173 00000/0003 20016/0211 02/29/73 0 3023 3256S 05939W 43.4 69.1 GGGG
1217-13185 00000/0000 20016/0212 02/25/73 0 3023 3712S 06059W 41*0 66.4 GGGG
1217-13191 00000/C000 20016/0213 02/25/73 10 3023 3836S 06127W 4092 65.6 GGGP
1217-13194 00000/0000 20016/0214 02/2~/73 10 3023 40028 06157W 39.3 64.9 GGGP
1217-13200 00000/0000 20016/0215 02/29/73 10 3023 4127S 06228w 38.4 64.2 GFGG
1217-13203 00000/0000 2016/0216 02/29/73 10 3023 4251S 063 00W 37*5 63.6 GGGG
1217-13205 00000/0000 20016/0217 02/25/73 10 3023 4417S 06333W 36.6 63.1 GGGG
1217-13212 00000/0000 20016/0218 02/25/73 20 3023 4541S 06 4 06w 35*7 62.6 GGGG
1217-13214 00000/0000 20016/0219 02/25/73 30 3023 4705S 06442W 34.7 62.1 GGGG
1217-13221 00000/0000 20016/0220 02/P9/73 40 3023 430S 06519W 33.8 61*8 GGGG
1217-13223 00000/0000 20016/0221 02/p9/73 10 3023 4953 S 06557W 3298 6195 GGGG
1217-14343 00000/0000 20016/0222 02/25/73 100 3024 5 7 13 N 05 8 38W 21*1 155.3 GGGG
1217-14350 00000/0000 20016/0223 02/25/73 100 3024 5550N 05930W 22.2 154.3 GGGG
1217-14392 000000/00 20016/0224 02/25/73 100 3024 5426N 06018W 23.3 153*4 GGPG
1217-14355 00000/0000 20016/0225 02/25/73 100 3024 53 02N 06103W 24.4 152.4 GGGG
1217-14361 00000/0000 20016/0226 02/25/73 100 3024 5138N 06146W 25.4 151*5 GGGG
1217-14364 o0000/o000 20016/0227 0C/25/ 7 3 20 3 02 4  5014N 06227W 265 150.5 GGGG
1217-14370 00000/0000 20016/0228 02/29/73 10C 3024 449N 06305W 27*5 149*6 GGGG
1217-14375 0000/000u 20016/0229 02/25/73 40 3C24 4959 N  06418w 29.6 147*7 GGGG1217-14382 00000/0000 20016/0230 0?/25/73 7C 3024 4434N 06452W 30.6 146.8 GGGG
1217-14475 00000/0000 20016/0231 CP/P5/73 10 3024 1137N 07426W 49*0 118.7 PGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ... *****...... 0 TO 100 a % C4OUD CVe R,. * = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *. ...***** BLANKS.BAND NOT PREScNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLEDs GwGORD* F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PvPBOR.
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOB NeN.US PAGE 0625
FROM :7/21/72 T 07/23/73
BBSERVATI9N MICR4FIL, RtLL D,/ ATE CLUD JRBIT PRINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
1O P4S ITI N I5 HRL L  AC01U4E) CBVER NUMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZIN. RBV MSS
RV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1217-14482 0000/00U 2(016/0232 0/ 5/73 10 30?4 1, 1N C7 44 7 w 49.5 117.0 GGGG
1217-15102 00000/000 200 16/02 3 3 0?2P5/7 3 4' 30C? 645RS 10203W 21.4 63.5 GGGG
1217-15105 000oo0/oCo 2'j016/0234 c0/25/73 5 C 30'4 6617S 10330n 203 64.3 GGGG
1217-15111 000o0/o, 2'C16/0235 02/29/73 40 3024 6736S 10507W 19.2 6504 GGGG
1217-15114 OC0000o/o 20016/0236 0/29/73 30 3024 6R55S 10655W 18*2 66.6 GGGG
1217-1512C 0C o0/c000 2016/0237 0/25/73 20 3024 7n1'S 10855W 171 68.1 GGGG
1217-15123 0C00/0000 2u016/0238 0/?5/73 20 3024 7128S 11107 16*0 69.8 GGGG
1217-15125 00000/0C00 20016/0C?39 0o?/2r/73 40 3024 724?S 11337w 149 71.9 GGGG
1217-i5132 00000/0CC0 2001/0C240 02/29/73 40 30~4 7154S 11635 13.7 74.3 GlGG
1217)15134 0000/C0C) 20016/0241 0/25P/ 7 3 50 3 02 4  
7 504S i1957 12.6 77.2 GGGG
1217-15141 00000/00b 0 0016/0 2 4 0?/2,/73 5 ? 3 2 710S 123 46W 11*5 80*6 GGGG
1217-15143 COOC/Oo00o 20016/0243 02/25/73 50 3024 7712S 12814W 10o4 84.7 GGGG
121 7 -15150 CC00000/000 20016/0244 0/?5/73 7' 3024 7810S 13324W 9.3 89.5 GGGG
1217.16163 00300/000' 20016/0245 02/25/73 10 3025 6122N 08131W 17.9 15p,6 GGGG
1217-1617r 0000/00C 2C0016/0246 02/25/73 20 3025 6nOON 08234W 19.0 157.5 GGGG
1217-16172 00000/0000 2C016/02 47  02/25/73 30 3025 5q37N 0 8333W 20.1 156.4 GGGG
1217-16175 O000r,/OcO) 2r016/024  0?2/P/73 10c 30
5  5714N 08427W 21*2 155.3 GGGG
12 1 7 -1b181 000C/C COU (l'016/0249 02/25/73 10 30'5 5950N 08518W 22*2 154*3 GGGG
1217-161u 00000/0000 20016/0250 0F/?5/73 r 3025 5426N 08606w 23.3 153*# GGGG
1217-16190 0000,0/0 0 20f16/C251 0? 2;/73 0 3025 510?N 08653w 2444 152.4 GGGG
1217-16193 00000/000' 20C16/0252 02/5/73 0 3 02 5  5138N 08737i 25*4 151*4 GGGG
1217-16195 00000/0000 20016/0253 0u/?5/73 5, 3025 513N 08818 26.5 150.5 GGGG
1217-16275 00o00/0000 2c018/01 6 0 0/2/73 80 3025 2307N 09721W 44.1 130.5 GGGG
1217-16281 OCoo00/C C 20C18/01 6 1 02/25/73 100 
3 02 5  2141N 09743w 44.8 129*1 GQGG
1217-16284 000CO/0CO 20018/0162 02/9'/73 50 3025 21i5N 098058 45.5 127.7 GGGG
1217-16290 C000C/cC0 2c018/0163 0a/?/73 30 3025 184 9 N 09827w 46.2 126*3 GGGG
1217-17572 00000/C00C 2CC16/0254 02/25/73 10 3026 6925N 0 9837W 11.2 167.4 GGGG
1217-17574 O0oO0/oO 2c016/0255 02/25/73 10 3026 607N 10028W 12*3 165.6 GGGG
121 7-17581 00000/000C 20016/0256 0?/25/73 10 3026 6 47N 10207W 13.4 164.0 GGGG
1217-17583 c00o0/OCjC 20016/0257 02/2p/73 10 3C6 6527N 10336W 14.6 162*5 GGG
1217-175q0 0000C0/000 20016/0258 02/2 /73 0 3026 6407N 10457W 15.7 161.1 GGG
1217-17592 C00000/0000 20016/0?59 0?/25/73 0 3026 6?45N 10611W 16.8 159.8 GGG
1217-17595 00000/0G00 20016/0260 02/25/73 10 3026 6123N 10720W 17*9 158.6 GGG
1217-18001 U0000/0000 20016/0261 02/25/73 10 3026 6001N 10823W 1990 157.5 GGG
1217-18004 00U0/000C 20016/C262  02/2?/73 50 3026 5837N 10922W 20.1 156.4 GGG
1217-18010 0CC0O0/000 2~0:18/0164 02/25/73 100 3026 5714N 11016W 21.2 155.3 GPGG
1217-18013 OCOo/COOC ?P018/0165 02/29/73 100 3026 5r51N 1 1108W 2*.3 154.3 GPGG
1217-18015 000C0/000C 2u018/01 6 6  02/25/73 100 3026 5427N 11156W P3.3 153.4 GPGG
1217-18022 00000/000O 2jC18/0167 02/2?/73 100 3026 5303N 11241W 2444 152.4 GPGG
KEYS; CL UD C'vER 4 ,,,. .,,,.... 0o TB 100 = % CLBUD CnVER. ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I1'AE CUALITY ..... *,..... PLANWSBAND NeT PRpSFNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED" G=GBeDe F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR.
16:44 MA" 11s'74 STANDARD CATALG FeOR NBN-US PAGE 0626
FROM 37/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERvATIBON 'ICP eFlM PLL 'q,./ DATE CLOUD qRRIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PRSITIN IN RLL ACGUIIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM RBV MSS
DFV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1217-18024 00000/0000 20018/0160 02/25/73 100 3026 5139N 1132 4 W 25.5 151.4 GGGG
121 7-1831 C00000/0000 20018/0169 02/P2/73 80 3026 5015N 11404W 26*5 150.5 GGGG
1217-18083 OC000/0000 20018/0170 02/s5/73 100 3026 3145N 12047W 39.2 137.7 GOGG
1217-19404 00000/CO 20016/0263 02/P5/73 10 3027 6926N 12427K 11.2 167.4 GGG1217-19410 00000/0000 20016/0264 0?/,2/73 0 3027 6R08N 12618W 12,3 165.6 GGG
1217-19413 00000/0000 2U016/0265 0c225/73 c 3027 6649N 12 7 57w 1395 164.0 GGG1217-19415 00000/0003 20016/0266 02?/P/73 0 3027 6528N 12926W 14*6 162.5 GGGG
1217-19422 000o0/oo00 20016/0267 02/25/73 0 3027 6408N 13047W 15.7 161.1 GGGG
1217-20231 OU000/0060 20016/0268 0~/2/7 50 3027 7354S 16559E 13*7 74.3 GGGG
1217-20233 00000/0000 20016/0269 0?/P5/73 40 3027 7504S 16238E 12.6 77.1 GGGG
1217-20240 00000/0000 20016/0270 02/25/73 30 3027 7610S 15849E 11*5 80.5 GGGG
1217-20242 00000/C000 20016/0271 02,/P/73 10 3027 7712S 15425E 10o3 84.6 GGGG
1217-20245 00000/0000 20016/0272 0?/?2/73 10 30?7 7809S 14916E 9*2 8994 GGGG
1218-02484 00000/000o 20016/0273 0?/26/73 20 3031 1P49N 10636E 46.3 126.2 GGGG
1218-02490 00000/C0 20016/0274 02/26/7q 20 3031 1721N 10615E 46.9 124.7 GGGG
1218-02493 00000/0000 20016/0275 02/26/73 20 3031 155N 10554E 47.5 123.2 GGGG
1218-02495 00000/0000 20016/0276 0P/PA/73 20 3011 142RN 10533E 48.1 121*7 GGGG
1218-02502 00000/000 20016/0277 02/26/73 20 3031 1?02N 10b12E 48*6 120.1 GGG
1218-02504 0000/0000 20016/0278 02/26/73 20 3031 1137N 10451E 49.1 118.4 GGGG
1218-02511 00000/0000 20016/0279 02/P26/73 20 3031 I0IgN 10431E 49*6 116s8 GGGG
1218-04295 00000/0C00 20016/0280 0?/26/73 10 3C32 2601N 08239E 42.7 132.9 GGGG
1218.04302 00000/C00O 2o016/0281 02/26/73 0 3032 2436N 08216E 43*5 131.6 GGGG
1218-04043 00030/C000 2C016/028 2 02/26/73 20 3032 2309N 08153E 44.2 130.3 GGGG
1218-04311 00000O/000 20016/0283 0'/?/73 10 3032 2 142N 08131E 44.9 129.0 GGGG
1218-04313 OCOCO/OC00 2C0016/0284 0P/26/73 0 3032 2016N 08109E 45.6 127,6 GGGG
1218-04320 O00C/CrCC 2U016/0285 02/?A/73 0 3032 l150N 08047E 46*3 126.2 GGGG
1218-04322 00000/CCCj 20016/0286 02/P/73 10 3032 1 7 2 3 N 08,027E 47.0 124.7 GGGG
1218-04325 O000/0COO 20016/0287 02/26/73 10 3032 1i57N 08006E 47.6 123.2 GGPG
1218-04331 000C0/0oo0 2u016/0288 02/26/73 10 3012 1431N 07944E 48.1 121.6 GGGP
1218.04334 o00000/000 20016/0289 0?/26/73 10 3032 1305N 0 7923E 48.7 120.0 GGGG
1218-04340 00000/000G 20016/0290 02/26/73 10 3032 1139N 07902E 49,2 118*4 GGGG
1218-04343 00000/0000 20016/0291 0?/26/73 10 3032 l1l 3 N 07841E 49.6 116*8 GGGG
1218-04345 00000/0000 20016/0292 02/26/73 ic 3032 0946N 07820E 50.0 115.1 GGGG
1218*06072 O0000/0000 20016/0293 02/26/73 40 3C03 4o01N 06321E 29*8 147.7 G G
1218-06074 00000/0000 20016/0294 02/26/73 80 3033" 4436N 06247E 30C8 146#8 GGGG
1218-06081 00000/0000 2CG16/295 02/26/73 40 3033 4311N 06215E 31*8 145.8 GGGG
1218-06083 000/0/000 20016/0296 02/PA/73 0 3033 4145N 06143E 32*8 144.9 GGGG
1218*06090 00000/0000 20016/0297 02/26/73 10 3033 4020N 06112E 3398 143.9 GGGG
1218-06092 00000/0000 20016/0298 02/2A/73 30 3033 3854N 06043E 34.8 142.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD CBVEP % (I............ 0 TB 100 a % CLOUD CRVER* ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE CUALITY ,,,****,,,,*,, BHLANKS.BANO NOT PRFSrNT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLED- G.GBAD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PuPBBR,
1 6;44 MAR 11i'74 STANDARD CATALG FOR NON-US PAGE 0627FR M 07/23/72 T 07/23/73
OBSERVATIeN MICPRFILM ROLL N,./ DATE CLOUD BR9IT PPINCIPAL P(INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PeSITIN IN HbLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1218-06095 00000/0000 20016/0299 02/P6/73 20 3033 372IN 06015E 35.7 141e9 GGGG
1218-06101 0000/000 20016/0300 02/26/73 10 3033 3603N o5947E 36*7 140.9 GGGG
1218-06104 000000/0000 20016/0301 02/26/73 in 3033 3437N 05920E 37*6 139.8 GGGG
1218-06110 00000/0000 20016/0302 02/26/73 0 3033 3311N 05854E 38*5 138.7 GGGG
1218.06113 00000/0000 20016/0303 0?/?6/73 0 3033 3145N 05829E 39.4 137.6 GGGG
1218*06115 oc000/0000 20016/0304 02o/2/73 10 3033 302nN 05803E 40*2 136.5 GGGG
1218-06122 00000/0000 20016/0305 02/p6/73 10 3033 2R54N C5738E 41.1 135.3 GGGG
1218-06124 00000/O000 20016/0306 02/26/73 n1 3033 
2 72 7 N 05714E 4199 134.1 GGGG
1218-06131 00000/0000 20016/0307 02/26/73 10 3033 2A0ON 05650E 42*7 132*9 GGGP
1218-06133 00000/C000 20016/0 3 08 0O/26/73 o 30 33 2434N 0 5627E 43.5 131.6 GGGG
1218-06140 00000/0000 20016/0309 02/26/73 0 3033 2108N 05605E 44*2 130*3 GGGG
1218.06142 00000/0000 20016/0310 02/26/73 r 3033 2141N 05543E 45.0 128*9 GGGG
1218-"6145 00000/0000 20016/0311 02/26/73 0 303
3  2015N 05521E 45.7 127.6 GGGG
1218-06151 00000/0000 20016/0312 0/926/73 0 3033 18 4 9N 05459E 46"3 126.1 GGGG
1218-06163 00000/0000 20016/0313 02/26/73 3c 3033 1432N 05356E 48.1 121*6 GIGP
1218-06165 00000/0000 20016/0314 02/26/73 30 3033, 1306N 05335E 48.7 120*0 GGGP
1218-06172 00000/0000 20016/0315 0?/26/73 
40 3 03 3  1140N 0 5314E 49.2 118#4 GGGG
1218-06174 00000/0000 20016/0316 02/6/73 80 3033 113N 05253E 49.6 116*7 PPPP
1218-06263 00000/0000 20016/0317 02/26/73 60 3033 20 02S 0 4541E 49*0 80*0 GGGG
1218.06265 00000/0000 20016/0318 02/26/73 10 3033 2129S 04
5 19E 48.5 78,5 GGGG
1218-06272 00000/0000 20016/0319 02/26/73 10 3033 2P55S 04456E 48.0 77*1 GGGG
1218.06274 00000/0000 20016/0320 0?/26/73 0 3033 2420S 04434E 47.4 75.8 GGG
1218-06281 00000/000U 20016/0321 02/26/73 40 3033 2546S 0 4411E 46.8 745 GGGG
1218-06395 00000/0000 20016/0322 02/26/73 90 3013 6456S 02531E 21.2 63.3 GGGG
1218-06401 00000/0000 20016/0323 02/26/73 90 3033 6614S 02405E PO.i 64*2 GGGG
1218-06404 00000/000L 20 1 6/0 3 24 02/26/73 100 3033 6733S C2228E 19,1 65*2 GGGG
1218c06410 00000/0CO 20016/0325 02/26/73 100 3033 685PS 0 2041E 18.0 66.5 GGGG
1218-06413 00000/0000 20016/0326 02/26/73 100 3033 7OilS C0141E 16.9 67,9 GGGG
1218-06415 00000/000o 20016/0327 02/p6/73 50 3033 7127S 01630E 15.8 69*7 GGGG
1218-06422 00000/0000 2016/0328 02/26/73 3o 3013 7241S 0 1400E 14*7 71*7 GGGG
1218-06424 00000/0000 20016/0329 02/2?/73 10 3033 73548 01059E 13.5 74,1 GrGG
12180-6431 00000/0000 20016/0330 02/26/73 20 3033 7504S 00733E 12.4 77.0 GGGG
1218-06433 00300/0000 20016/0331 02/26A/73 30 3033 7610S 00343E 11.3 80.4 GGGG
1218-06440 00000//0000 20016/0332 02/p2/73 30 3033 7711S 00038W 10.2 84*5 GGGP
1218-06442 00000/0000 20016/0333 02/26/73 C1 3033 7808S 00547W 9.1 89.3 GGGP
1218-0933 5 00000000C/COC 20016/0334 02/26/73 0 3035 4A00N 0 1146E 29.9 147.7 GGGG
1218-09341 00000/0000 20016/0335 02/26/71 0 3035 4435N 01112E 30*9 146.7 GGGG
1218-13125 00000/0000 20016/0336 02/26/73 90 307 0301N 05201W 51.4 107.8 GGGG
1218-13132 00000/0000 20016/0337 02/26/73 90 3037 0135N 05221W 51*6 106.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVEP % *....*..,*..... 0 TB 100 * % CLOUD C9VER. ** 
= NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY *...... , ...** BLANKSBAND NBT PREScNT/RErUESTED* R=RECYCLED. GGBRD* F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PuP55R*
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0628
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
8BSERVATTIN MICReFILM RBLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 5RBIT PICIPAL pOINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITy
ID P SITISN IN H8LL ACQUTRED COVER VUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
R3V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1218-13134 00000/0000 20016/0338 0?/26/73 90 3037 O0ORN 05241W 51.7 104.2 GGGG
1218-13141 00000/0000 20016/0339 02/26/73 50 3037 0118S 05 3 01w 51*8 102,3 GGGG
1218-13143 00000/0000 20016/0340 02/26/73 80 3037 0244S 05321W 51*9 100.5 GGGG
1218-13150 O0000/C000 20016/0341 02/26/73 9n 3 03 7  0411S 05341W 5199 98*6 GGGG
1218-13152 00000/0000 20016/0342 02/26/73 100 3037 05375 05 402W 1 ,9 96.8 GGGG
1218-13155 00000/0000 20016/0343 01/2A/73 100 3 01 7  0704S 05423W 51.8 95.0 GGGG
1218-13161 00000/0000 20016/0344 02/P6/73 100 3037 031S 05444W 51.6 93.2 GGGG
1218-13164 000001/000 20016/0345 0?/26/73 100 3037 0957S 055 05 w 51.5 91*4 GGGG
1218-13170 00000/0000 20016/0346 0/26p/73 100 3037 1123S 05525W 51.2 89*6 GGGG
1218-13173 00000/0000 20016/0347 0 /26/73 100 3037 1p50 05545W 51*0 87.9 GGGG
1218-13175 00000/0000 20016/0348 0'/2A/73 100 3037 1416S 05606w 50.7 86.2 GGGG
1218-13182 00000/0000 20016/0349 02/PA/73 90 3037 15425 05 6 27W 50,3 84.5 GGGG
1218-13184 O0000/0000 20016/0350 02/26/73 90 3037 1708S 05648W 49.9 82.9 GGGG
1218-13191 0000O/0000 20016/0351 02/26/73 100 3037 1834S 05710w 49.5 81.4 GGGG
1218-13193 00000/0000 20016/0352 02/26/73 90 3037 2001S 05732W 49*0 79.9 GGGG
1218-13200 00000/0000 20016/0353 02/26/73 100 3037 2127S 05754W 48.5 78.4 GGGG
1218-13202 C00000/0000 20016/0354 0/26/7 3 60 3037 2p5sS 05817W 48.0 77.0 PPPP
1218-13205 00000/uOC0 20016/0355 02/PA/73 30 3037 2418S 05 840W 47*4 75@6 ppp
1218-13211 00000/0000 20016/0356 02/26/73 60 3037 2545S 05 9 03W 46*8 74.3 GGPG
1218-13214 00000/0000 20016/0357 08/26/73 80 3037 2711S 05926W 46*1 73.1 GGGG
1218-13220 O000/0000 2)0016/0358 02/26/73 30 3037 2837S 0 5949W 45.4 7199 GGG
1218-13223 00000/0000 20016/0359 02/26/73 50 3037 3n03S 06013W 44.7 70*8 GGGG
1218-13225 00000/000o 20016/0360 02/26/73 20 3 0 3 7  3128S 06038W 44*0 69.7 PPPG
1218-13232 Ou000/000 20016/0361 02/26/73 0 3037 32535 06104W 43*2 68.7 GGGG
1218-13234 00000/0000 20016/0362 02/26/73 0 3037 3419S 06130w 42.5 67.7 GOGG
1218-13241 00000/0000 20016/0363 02/26/73 0 30?7 3544S o6156w 41*7 66.9 GGGG
1218.13243 00000/0000 20016/0364 02/26/73 0 3037 3708S o6223w 40*8 66.0 GGGG
1218-13250 00000/000 20016/0365 02/26/73 0 3037 3833 06252W 40.0 65s2 GGGG
1218-13252 00000/0000 20016/0366 02/26/73 n 30 3 7 3 958S 06321W 39*1 6405 GGGG
1218-13255 00000/0000 20016/0367 02/26/73 30 3037 4123S 06 351W 38.2 63.9 PGGG
1218-13261 CO00/000oo 20016/0368 02/26/73 10 3 03 7  4247S 06 4 23w 37*3 63.3 PPGG
1218-13264 00000/OC00 20016/0369 02/26/73 10 3037 44125 06456W 36o4 62.7 GPGG
1218"13270 00000/0000 20016/0370 02/p6/73 80 3037 4537S 06530W 35.5 62.3 GGPG
1218-13273 00000/0000 20016/0371 02/26/73 70 3037 4701S 06605W 3405 61.8 POGG
1218-14393 00000/0000 20016/0372 02/26/73 80 3038 6002N 05 8 09 W 19*3 157*5 GGGG
1218-14395 00000/oC00 20016/0373 02/26/73 80 3038 5-39N 05908W 20*4 156.4 GGGG
1218-14402 00000/0000 20016/0374 02/26/73 80 3038 5716N 0 6002W 21.5 155.3 PGGG
1218-14404 0COO/00C00 20016/0375 02/ A/73 90 30C8 5F53N 0605 4w 22.6 154.3 GGGG
1218-14411 00000/0000 20016/0376 02/26/73 9c 3038 542 N 06142w P3.6 153.3 GGPG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ..... ..... 0 TP 100 " % CLOUD CPVFR. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY *.......,.... 9LANKS.BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. G=GO8D. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPB8R.
16:4, lAr 1.174 STANDARD CATALeG F9R NBN.US PAGE 0629
FRSM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
BeSERVATISN iICRsFI..M RiLL N9./ CATE CL9UD PRRIT poINCIPAL pBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
Il PSITI , I N BLL ACOUICPC COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
Cv MSS LAT L.NG 123 45678
1218-14413 o00000/0000 16/0377 o0/?A/73 50 308 5105N 062284 P4.7 152.3 GOGG
121 8 -1 4 4 20 o00o0o/000 20016/0378 02/?P/73 0 3038 5141N 06311W 25.8 151.4 GGGG
1218-14422 00000/000 2.016/0379 02/A2/7 0 3038 5f1AN 06352W 26.8 150.5 GGGG
1218-14425 000000C0 2CU0016/038O 0 ?6/73 n 3038 4Q52N C6 4 3 0w P279 149.5 GGGG
1218-14445 00000/00 ) P016/038 1 0P/?6/73 70 3038 4146N 0 6721W 32*9 144.8 GGG
1218-14452 0030o/000u 20016/03 8 2 0P/PA/73 70 3038 4n21N 0 6751w 33.9 143.8 GGGG
1218-16213 0000000000 20016/0383 02 /P~/ 7 3 0 3039 64 06N 08037W 16*0 161.1 GGGG
1218-16215 o00o00o/000 2016/03 8 4 0?/26/73 0 3 03 9  6244N 0 8152w 17.1 159.8 GGGG
1218-1622? 000C/C0000 2 C16/0 3 8 5 0?/26/7 ~ 3039 6122N 0 8301W 18.3 158.6 GGGG
1218-16224 00000/000 20016/0386 0 /?6/73 0 3039 6000N 0840 3 W 1904 157.4 GGGG
1218-16231 00O00/C000 20016/0387 02/PA/73 0 3039 5R37N 08501W 20.4 156.3 GGGG
1218-16233 00000/0000 20016/0388 0?/26/73 0 3039 5714N 0 8555W p1.5 155.3 bGGG
121816240 00C300/000 2016/0389 02/PA/73 0 
3 03 9  5551N 08647o 22*6 154.3 GGGG
1218-16242 00000/OO00 20016/0390 0?/26/73 0 3039 5427N 08735F 23*7 153.3 GGGG
1218-16245 00000/0000 20016/0391 0o/26/73 10 3039 5303N 088
2 1W 24.8 152.3 GGGG
1218-16251 OC000/00C 2L016/0392 0?/2A/73 10 3039 5138N 08904W 25.8 151.4 GGGG
1218-16254 0000/000t 20016/0393 02/PA/7? 10 3039 5013
N  08944W 26*9 150.4 GGGG
1218-16331 000CO/0000 2C016/0394 02/26/73 90 3039 
2 4 3 2N 09825W 43*6 131.4 GGGG
1218-16340 0000/cc0 20016/0395 02/26/73 40 3039 2140N 0 9909W 45.1 128r8 GGGG
1218.16342 00000/0000 20016/0396 0/2P6/73 10 
3 03 9  20 13N 0 9930W 45.8 127*4 GGGG
1218*16345 003C00/0000 20016/0397 0?/26/73 10 3039 1R 4 7N 09952W 46*5 125.9 GGGG
1218-16351 00o00/0000 20016/0398 02/26/73 10 3039 1721N O10015 47*1 124.5 GGGG
1218-1830 00000CC/0000 20316/0399 02/26/73 0 3040 6024N 10009W 11.6 167*4 PPP
1218-18033 00o00O/C CO 2016/0400 02/P6/73 
4
, 3040 6R0 6 N  10158W 12.7 165.6 PGP
1218-18035 OC00c/CO00 20016/0401 02/26/73 90 3040 6A47N 10336W 13.8 164.0 GGPG
1218-18042 Ooo00/C000 20016/0C402 0/26/73 80 3040 6526N 10505W 14-9 162.5 GGPG
1218-18044 C0000/0000 20016/0403 02/26/73 30 3040 6405N 10626W 16.1 161.1 GPGG
1218-13051 00000/0000 20016/0404 02/26/73 0 3040 6P44N 10740W 17.2 159.8 GGGG
1218-18053 00000/CCOC 20016/0405 02/26/73 0 3040 
6 12?N 10 8 49W 18.3 158.6 GGGG
1218-18060 C00CO/C00 20016/0406 02/Ph/73 0 3040 6000N 10952W i9*4 157.4 GGGG
1218-18062 00/00/000 2o016/0407 07/26/73 0 3040 5837N 11050W 20.5 156.3 GGGG
1218-18065 OC0C00/0000 20016/0404 02/h/73 10 3040 5713N 11145W 21*6 155.3 lGG
1218-18071 0000/C0000 20016/C409 02/26/73 40 3040 5550N 11235W 22*6 154.3 GGGG
1218-18074 0000o/0000 2u0 1 6/0 4 10 02/26/73 30 3040 5427N 11323W 23.7 153*3 GrGG
1218-1808C0 0000/0000 2u016/0411 OR/P6/73 90 3040 5302N 11408W 24.8 152.3 GGGG
1218-18083 00300/C000 20016/0412 02/h/73 50 3040 5138N 11
4 5 1w 25.8 151*4 GGGG
1218-18085 0000c/0000 20016/0413 02/26/73 60 3040 5013N 11531W 26.9 150.4 GGGG
1218-18142 00000/C000 2D016/0414 02/26/73 50 
3 040 3144N 12215W 39.5 137.5 GGGG
1218-19462 00/00000 20016/0415 02/2A/73 40 3041 6926N 12556W 11.6 167*4 GGPG
KEYS: CL"UD CBVEP % ".....'.'*.... 0 Te 100 %  CLBUD CRVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IiAE IUALITY ............... RLANKS.BAND NI'T PRFSENT/REQUESTED* RuRECYCLED* GxG(RD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE* PsPegRe
16:44 'AR 11.'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0630
FRBe 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN ICRAFILM RBLL N.,/ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PoIlCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 09SITI9N IN" RLL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEVe AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1218-19465 00000/C000 20016/0416 02/26/73 0 3041 6R07N 12746W 12*7 165.6 GGGG
1218-19471 00000/0000 20016/0417 02/2A/73 0 3041 6648N 12925W 13*9 164*0 GGGG
1218.19474 00000/0000 20016/0418 0/26/73 c 3041 652,N 13054w 15*0 162.5 GGGG
1218-19480 00000/0000 20016/0419 0-/26/73 0 3041 6407N 132 15 w 16*1 161*1 GGGG
1218-23400 000^0/CO00 20016/0420 0?/26/73 10 3043 2259S 14647E 47.9 76.7 PGG
121823402 00000/C0000 20016/0421 0?/p6/73 0 3043 2423S 14625E 47.3 75.4 GGGG
1218-234035 00000/0000 20016/0422 03/PA/73 0 3043 2c4RS 14603E 46*7 74.1 GGGG
1218-23411 00000/0000 20016/0423 0?/26/73 0 3043 2714S 14540E 4690 72*8 GGGG
1218-23414 0000/0000 20016/0424 02/26/73 0 3043 2840S 14516E 45-3 71.7 GGGG
1218-23420 00000/000c 20016/042 5 0/26/73 10 3043 3005S 14452E 44.6 70.6 GGGG
1218-23423 000oo/0000 20016/0426 C2/26/73 10 3043 3131S 14427E 43.9 69*5 PPPP
1219 -01013 00000/0000 20016/0427 02/27/73 40 3044 5138N 14153E 26.0 151.3 GGGG
1219-01020 000000 20016/0428 02/27/73 0 3044 501 4 N 14112E 27*0 150.4 GGGG
1219-01022 00000/0000 20016/0429 02/27/73 0 3044 4849N 14033E 28.0 149*5 GGGG
1219-31025 00000/O000 20316/0430 02/27/73 10 3044 4724N 13955E 29.1 148,5 GGGP
1219-01220 000o0/0000 20016/0431 02/27/73 0 3044 1839S 12202E 49.4 81.1 GGGG
1219-01222 00000/0000 20016/0432 02/27/73 C 3044 2n05S 12141E 49.0 79*5 GGPG
1219-01225 00000/0000 20016/0433 02/27/73 0 3044 213 1S 12118E 48'4 781 GGPG
1219-02533 00000/C0000 20016/0434 02/27/73 5C 3045 2141N 10554E 45.2 128.6 GGGG
1219-02540 0000/O000 20016/0435 02/27/73 40 3045 201rN 10532E 45*9 127.2 GPGG
1219-U2542 003C0/o000 20016/0436 02/27/73 20 3045 1849N 10510E 46.6 125.8 GPGG
1219-02545 00000/0000 20016/0437 02/27/73 0 3045 1722N 10448E 47.2 124.3 GPGG
1219-02551 00000/0000 20016/0438 02/27/73 0 3045 1555N 10428E 47.8 122*8 GGGG
1219-02554 00300/000 20016/0439 02/27/73 0 3045 1429N 10407E 4804 121.2 GGGG
1219-02560 00030/C00 20016/0440 02/27/73 30 3045 1304N 10346E 4899 119.6 GGGG
1219-02563 00300/0000 20016/0441 02/7/73 30 3045 1138N 10326E 49,4 118*0 PGGG
1219-02565 00000/00 20016/0442 02/27/73 7C 3045 lP12N 10305E 49.8 116.3 GGGG
1219-03204 O0000/0000 20016/0443 02/27/73 3C 3045 7rl S 06858E 16.6 67.8 GGGG
1219-03210 00000/0000 20016/0444 02/27/73 10 3045 7128S 06647E 15*5 69.6 GGGG
1219-C3213 00000/000n 20016/0445 02/P7/73 20 3045 7242S 06413E 14.3 71.6 GGGG
1219-03224 00003/0000 20016/0446 02/27/73 20 3045 76095 05403E 11*0 80.4 PPPP
1219-33231 00300/00OC 2 u0 16/0447 02/27/73 40 3045 7711S 04938E 9.9 84*.4 GPGG
1219-03233 30000/0000 20016/0448 02/27/73 40 3045 7809S 04430E 8*7 89*3 GPGG
1219-o4354 00C00/C000 20016/0449 02/27/73 80 3046 2559N 08112E 43.0 132.6 GGGG
1219-04360 00000/0000 20016/0450 02/27/73 20 3046 2434N 08049E 43*8 131o3 GGGG
1219-C4363 CO00/0000 20016/0451 0?/27/73 10 3046 2?03N 08026E 44.5 130.0 GGGG
121 9 -j436 5 O0000O/OCO 20016/0452 02/27/73 C 3046 214?N 08004E 45.2 128.6 GGGG
1219-C437? 0000/000 2016/C453 0P/27/73 0 30 4 6  2r16N 07942E 4509 127.2 GGGG
1219-04374 .00000/000O 20316/0454 02/27/73 0 3046 1850N 07921E 46.6 125.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLLUD CBVEO 0 ..... , ,.,., Te 100 . % CLBUD CPVER. ** c NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALTTY o............ ALANKSBAND NBT PREScNT/RE0UESTED. RURECYCLED, GeG9RD, F=FAIR BUT USABLE@ PNPBBR,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NeN.US PAGE 0631
FROM 07 /23/7 2 T, 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRPFILM R4LL l,/ DATE CLBUD RRIT P'INCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
.ID PRSITISN IN RLL ACQUTRED CtVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RSV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1219-04381 00000/0000 20016/0455 02/27/73 0 3046 1724N 07559E 47*2 124*3 GGGG
1219P04383 00000/0000 20016/0456 02/27/73 O 3046 158N 07838E 47.8 122.7 GGGG
1219"04390 00000/0000 20016/0457 02/P7/73 C 3046 1431N 0 7817E 48*4 121*2 GrGG
1219-04392 00000/0000 20016/0458 02/27/73 0 3046 1304N 07756E 48#9 119.6 GGGG
1219-04395 00000/0000 20016/0459 02/27/73 0 3046 1138N 07736E 49.4 117.9 GGGG
1219-04401 00000/0000 20016/0 4 60 02/27/73 10 3046 IJ1PN 07716E 49.8 116.3 GGGG
1219-06080 00000/0000 20016/0461 02/27/73 20 3047 6245N 0 7141E 17.3 159.8 GGGG
1219"06083 00000/0000 20016/0462 0O/27/73 20 3047  6123N o7032E 18.5 158.6 GGGG
1219-06085 00000/0000 20016/0463 0-/P7/73 10 3047 6001N 06929E 19.6 157.*4 GGGG
1219-06133 00000/0000 20016/0464 0/27/73 0 3047 4435N o6120E 31.2 146.6 GrGG
1219-06135 00000/0000 20016/0465 0/27/73 0 3047 4?10N 06047E 22.2 145.7 GGPG
1219-0614 ooooo/oco00 20016/0466 02/27/73 10 3 04 7  4144N 06016E 33.2 144.7 GGGG
1219-06144 00000/0000 20016/0467 02/27/73 90 3047 4019N 05946E 34.2 143.7 GGGG
121 9 -06151 O0000/000U 20016/0468 02/27/73 80 3047 3F53N 05917E 35.1 142.7 GGGG
1219-06153 00000/0000 20016/0469 02/P7/73 30 3047 3727N 05849E 36.1 141.7 GGGG
1219-06160 000CO/C00 20016/0470 02/27/73 0 304 7  3601N 0521E. 37.0 140.7 GGGG
1219-06162 00000/0000 20016/0471 0?/27/73 0 3047 3436N 05754E 37*9 139*6 GGGG
1219-06165 00000/C000 20016/0472 02/27/73 0 3047  3310N 0 5728E. 38.8 138.5 GGGG
1219-U6171 00000/0000 20016/0473 02/27/73 0 3047 3143N 05702E 39.7 137.4 GGGG
1219-06174 00000/0000 20016/0474 02/27/73 0 304 7  3017N 05637E 40.6 136.2 GGGG
1219-06180 00000/0000 20016/0475 02/27/73 0 304 7  2851N 05613E 41o4 135.0 GGGG
1219"0618a 00000/00C0 20016/0476 02/27/73 10 304 7  2725N 0 5549E 42.2 133.8 GGGG
1219-06210 00000/0000 20016/0477 02/27/73 40 3047 1849N 05334E 466 125.7 GGGG
1219-06212 00000/0000 20016/0478 02/27/73 0 3047 1723N 05312E 47*2 124*3 GGGG
1219-06215 00000/0000 20016/0479 0?/27/73 50 3047 115 7N 05251E 47.8 122.7 GGGG
1219-06221 00000/0000 20016/0480 02/27/73 20 3047 1431N 05229E 48.4 121.2 GGGG
1219-06224 00000/0000 20016/0481 02/27/73 40 3047 1305N 0 5208E 48.9 119.6 GGGG
1219-06230 00000/0000 20016/0482 02/27/73 30 3047 1139N 05147E 49o4 117.9 GGGG
1219-06233 00000/0000 20016/0483 02/27/72 20 3047 101 3N 05126E 49*8 116.2 GGGG
1219-06235 00300/0000 20016/0484 02/27/73 3n 3047 O046N 05106E 50o3 114*5 G0IGG
1219-06315 00000/0000 20016/0485 02/27/73 80 3047 1936S 04438E 49*4 80.9 GGGG
1219-06321 00000/0000 20016/0486 02/27/73 80 3047 2002S 04416E 48*9 79*4 GGGG
1219-036324 00000/0000 20016/0487 02/27/73 40 3047 2127S 04354E 48*4 78.0 GGGG
1219-06330 00000/0000 20016/0488 0?/27/73 30 3047 2252S 04331E 47.9 76.6 GGGG
1219-06333 00000/0000 23016/0489 02/27/73 50 3047 241RS 0 430 8E 4793 75*2 GGGG
1219-08082 00000/0000 20016/0490 02/27/73 30 3048 0427N 02419E 51.2 109.2 GGGG
1219-08085 00000/000 20016/0491 02/P7/73 30 3048  0300N 02358E 51*5 107.4 GGGG
1219-08091 000oo/O000 20016/0492 02/27/73 60 3048 013?N 0 2338E 51.7 105.5 GGGG
1219-08094 O000/0000 20016/0493 02/27/73 30 3048 0007N 02318E 51.8 103.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVER % . ............. 0 TO 100 a % CLBUD CtVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESFNT/REOUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GeBD. FFAIR BUT USABLE# PxPBR,
16:44 MAR 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0632
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICPBFIL. ROLL N\./ DATE CLOUD IRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P5SITIBN IN HeLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER iF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PEv MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1219"08100 00000/00oo 20016/0494 02/27/73 70 3048 0118S 02257E 51.9 10108 GGGG
1219-08103 00000/0000 20016/0495 0?/27/73 .50 3048 0245S 02237E 51.9 100.0 GGGG
1219-08105 00000/0000 20016/0496 02/27/73 80 3048 0411S 02217E 51*9 98.1 GGGG
1219-o8112 000C0/0000 20016/0497 0'/27/73 100 3048 053PS 02157E 51.9 96*3 GGGG
1219-08114 00000/oo00 20016/0498 02/?7/73 100 3 048  0704S 02136E 51.8 94.5 GGGG
1219-08121 00000/0000 20016/0499 02/27/73 100 3048 0R3"S 02116E 51.7 92*7 GAGG
1219-08123 00000/0000 20016/0500 02/27/73 100 3048 0957S 02056E 51o5 90.9 GGGG
1219-08130 00000/0000 20016/0501 02/27/73 100 3048 113S 02035E 51.2 89.1 GGGG
1219-09393 00000/0000 20016/0502 02/27/73 0 3049 4557N 01015E 30*3 147.5 GGGG
1219-09400 00000/0000 20016/0503 02/27/73 0 3049 44 31N 00941E 31*3 146.6 GGGG
1219-13263 00000/0000 20016/0504 02/27/73 20 3051 2418S 06005W 47.2 75.1 GGGG
1219-13270 00000/0000 20016/0505 0?/27/73 10 3051 2544S 06029W 46.6 73.8 G2GG
1219-13272 00000/0000 20016/0506 02/27/7, 0 3051 2712S 06052W 46.0 72.6 GGGG
1219-13275 00000/0000 20016/0507 02/97/73 20 3051 2R38S 06117W 4503 7194 GGGG
1219-13281 00000/0000 20016/0508 02/27/73 50 3051 3oO2S 06141W 44*6 70o3 GGGG
1219-13284 00000/000 20016/0509 0 /27/73 80 3051 3128S 06206W 43.8 69.2 GGGG
1219-13290 00000/0000 20016/0510 02/27/73 80 3051 3256S 0623 2W 43*0 68.3 GGGG
1219-13293 00000/000 20016/0511 02/27/73 20 3051 34215 06258W 42.2 67.3 GGGG
1219-13295 00000/000o 20016/0512 02/27/73 C 3051 35445 06324W 41.4 66.4 GGGG
1219-13302 00000/0000 20016/0513 02/27/73 30 3051 3709S 06351W 40.6 65*6 G5GG
1219-13304 00000/0000 20016/0514 02/27/73 10 3051 3835S 064 19W 39*7 64.9 GGGG
1219-13311 00000/0000 20016/0515 02/27/73 0 3051 3958S 06448W 389 64.1 GGGG
1219-13313 00000/0000 20016/0516 02/27/73 40 3051 4123S 06519W 38*0 63.5 GPGG
1219-13320 00000/0000 20016/0517 02/27/73 40 3051 4?48S 06550W 37*1 62.9 GPGG
1219-13322 00000/0000 20016/0518 02/27/73 10 3051 4414S 06623W 36*1 62.4 GPGG
1219-13325 000o0/00 20016/0519 02/27/73 0 3051 4538S 06657W 35*2 61P9 GPGG
1219-13331 00000/0000 20016/0520 02/P7/73 0 3051 47025 06732W 34.2 61.5 GPGG
1219-13334 00000/0000 20016/0521 02/27/73 50 3051 4%26S 06809W 33.3 61o2 GPGG
1219-13340 ou000/0000 20016/0522 02/27/73 10 3051 4q5nS 06847W 3203 60*9 GPGP
1219-13343 00000/0000 20016/0523 02/27/73 80 3051 51145 06927W 31.3 6097 GPGG
1219-14454 00000/0000 20016/0524 02/27/73 20 3C02 5835N 06C 3 9W 20*8 156*3 GGGG
1219-14460 00000/0000 20016/0525 02/27/73 20 3052 5712J 0 6133W 21i9 155.2 GGGG
1219-14463 00000/0000 20016/0526 02/27/73 10 3052 554sN 06224W 23*0 154.2 GGGG
1219-14465 00000/0000 20016/0527 02/27/73 10 3052 5425N 06311W 24.1 153.2 GGGG
1219-14472 00000/0000 20016/0528 02/27/73 0 3052 5301N 063 57W 25.1 152o2 GGGG
1219-14474 00000/0000 20016/0529 02/27/73 0 3052 5136N 06440W 26.2 151*3 GGGG
1219-14481 00000/0000 2u016/0530 02/27/73 101 3052 5.12N 06520w 27.2 150.3 GGGG
1219-14483 00000/0000 20016/0531 02/27/73 C1 3052 4 47N 06559W 28.3 149*4 GGGG
1219w14513 00000/0000 20016/0532 02/27/73 100 3052 3 51N 069 48W 35*3 142.6 GGGG
KEYS: CL6UD CBvEP % *,.,...., ..o. o Te 100 a % CLOUD CFVER a* . NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY o,..4.6,, ,,,,. RLANKS.BAND NBT PRFSrNT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLED. G=GeD., F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P=PBOR,
1:'44 "A 11'74 STAN)ARD CATALRG F R NeN-US PAGE 0633
FRmM -7/2-/72 TO 97/?3/73
BeSERVATIN 'ICiFIL" R1LL %:9./ DATE CL L!D SRcIT PPICIPAL PRIM'T SUN SUj TMAGE QUALITY
ID P451TI' I " LL ACC I FED CeVF R  IUMBR 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV 'ISS
AV tSS T LdNG 123 45678
1219-14515 0 03C / C CC L016/033 0?/27/7 10C 30c2 3726N 07016w 36*2 141*6 GIGG
121 9 -34522 C3C/CC( 2i31/053 4  0/27/73 Occ 3052  36ON 0 7044W 37.2 140*6 G3GG
12179-14524 00C0/000C 20016/0535 0/7/72 7, 3052 3434N 07112w 38*1 139.5 GGGG
1219-14531 03C0C/,C 20016/0536 u//?7/73 6C 3052 3 10N 0713Ww 39.0 13R,4 GGGG
121.9-14533 0000/2000 2C16/0o37 00/7/73 60 3052 314PN 07204W 3999 137.3 GGGG
12 19 -14 5 4(0 Coi / C-c 2 016/C538 02/27/7- 8 0 3052 3,16N 0 7229W 40*7 136.1 GGGG
1219-14542 00000/000C 20016/C539 02p/7/73 53 3052 2RS0N 07253W 4105 134.9 GGGG
1219-14545 CO0y0/20C(; 20C'l16/054Q 02/7/73 40 3052 2724N 07 3 17 W 42*4 133.7 G3GG
1219-14551 O0O0/0OOU 2u016/0r 4 1 02/?7/71 50 3052 2F59N 07340W 43.2 132.4 GSGG1219-14554 CLCO0/O00C 20016/0542 02/27/73 40 3052 2 43 4 N 07 403W 43.9 131.1 GGGG121 9 -14560 CO00?O/CO 2001b/0543 0-/27/79 20 30C2 2908N 07 4 2 6W 44.7 129.8 GSGG
1219-15001 000'n/O'O0 2U001o0544 02;/7/73 20 3052 ^O44N 07759W 50*3 114.3 GGGG
1219 1500S (0030/0;0u 20316/0545 02/27/73 40 3 05 2  0717N 0 7b20W 50.7 112*5 GGGG
1219-15001C 0 000/00 2 016/0546 02/27/73 30 3052 Or50N 078 40W 51.0 110.8 GGGP
1219-15013 0000/0000 2010/0547 02/27/73 20 3052 0423N 078 5 9W 51*3 109.0 GGGG
1219m15015 3030/C03C 2t016/0548 03127/73 2c 3052 0?56N 0 7919W 51.5 107.1 GGGG1219-16244 30000/000 2016/0549 0,/P7/73 10 3053 7157N 07123 9*7 171*7 GGPG
1219-16251 00000/o000 20016/055C 0?/27/73 0 3Ci3 7n41 07 3 42W 10.8 169.4 GGGG
1219-16253 O000/0.0 20016/0551 02/?7/73 1r 3053 6924N 0 7b45W 12*0 167*4 PGGG
1219-16271 00300/0000 20(16/055? 0o/27/73 0 3053 6405N 08204W 16.4 161*1 GGGG
1219-16274 00000/0000 2J16/0553 0?/27/73 0 3053 6 4 4N 08318W 17*5 159.8 GGGG
1219-16280 00C0/n'00 20016/0554 02/27/73 10 3053 6121N 08426w 18.6 158.5 GGGG
1219"162?3 20000/OCC 20C160 5 55 03/27/73 20 3053 5q59N 08529W 19*7 157.4 GGGG
1219-1628 5  0C000/000 ?0016/O556 0;?/27/73 10 3053 5836N 0 8
6 28W 20.8 156.3 GGGG
1219-1629? 00n/,000C 20316/0557 02/27/73 i 3053 5712N 08722W 21J9 155.2 GGGG
1219-1629, 0000/000( 2016/055, 0/27/73 0 3053 5549N 08813W 23*0 154.2 GGGG
121 9 -1b301 0Q000/0000 21016/559 02/27/73 O 3053 5425N 0 8901W 24*1 153*2 GGGG
1219-16333 0000/C0000 2lj01/0560 03/27/73 .0 3093 5302N 08946A 25.1 152.2 GOGG
1219-16310 OO0O0/0O0U 2,316,0561 02/27/73 0 3053 5137N 09029W 26.2 151.3 GGGG
1219-16312 00o0/CrOCO 20016/0562 0?/27/73 30 3 05 3  5q13N 09110W 27.3 150.3 GGGG
1219-16385 0000C/co00 2u016/0563 02/27/73 90 3053 2433N 09953W 43s9 131.1 GGGG
1219-16392 00000/0000 20016/0564 02/27/73 90 3053 2?05N 10015W 44*7 129.8 GGGG
1219-16394 00000/0000 R201 6 /05 6 5  0?/27/71 100 3053 2139N 10037W 45*4 128.4 GGGG
1219-16401 OuOO0/oc0 20016/0566 0?/27/73 30 3053 2013N 10059W 46*1 127.0 GGGG
1219-16403 00 /0000 20016/0567 02/27/73 20 3053 1947N 10120W 46*7 125.5 GGGG
1219-16410 QOC00/o0Q( 2J016/056 8 02/P7/73 10 3053 1720N I1 4 2W 47*4 124*0 GGGG
12191-8073 0000/00033 28016/C569 02/27/73 10 3054 7q11N 09435W 8.6 174*3 PGGP
1219"18~00 0UO30/(000 23016/0570 02/27/73 30 3054 7157, 0 9713W 9.7 171*7 GGGG
1219-180a2 00 o0/000-0 20016/0571 02/27/73 100 3054 7n41N 09932W 10,8 169.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLL!D C5VER % *..*....*.*.... 0 T9 100 = % CLBUD CPVER. ** =.NO CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE QUALITY R.............. PLANKS.BAND NBT PRESrNT/RECUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G.GBAD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR,
16:44 ' A 11p,'74 STANDARD CAT4LeG FRR NBN-US PAGE 0634
FR5M 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICFRFIL1 RDLL ,.9/ DATE CLOUD 3RPIT PRIICIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P-STTI;N IN R6LL AC QUTE D C Vf ) UER N MBR F IMAGE ELEVe AZIh. RBV MSS
-v MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1219-1805 000001000) 20016/0572 0>/P7/7 100 3054 6924N 10135W 12.0 167.4 PGGG
1219-18091 C0000/o000 20016/0573 02/P7/73 9o 3054 6P05N 10325W 13.1 165.6 GGGG
1219-16C94 uOOO/CCOc( 20016/0574 0/27/73 4 c 3054 6646N 10503 14.2 164.0 GGGG
1219-18100 000CO/Co00 2u016/0 5 75  0?/P7/73 0 3054 626N. 10 6 32W 15.3 162.5 GGGG
121 9 -16103 00000/C0000 20016/C576 0"/27/7i C 3054 6405N 1o753W 16.4 161.1 GGGG
1219-18105 cO0C/CCCA 2UO16/0577 02/27/73 10 3 054 6P44N 10907W 17.6 159.8 GrGG
1219-1811 00000/CC00C 2U016/0578 02/27/73 40 3054 612 2N 11015W 18.7 158.5 GGGG
1219-18114 C00000/00 20016/0579 02/27/73 50 304 6000N 11119W 1.98 157.4 GGGG
1219-18121 0000,0/00C 20016/0580 02/27/71 70 3054 5836N 11217W 20*9 156.3 GGGG
1219-18123 0C000/000 20016/0581 0?/27/71 100 3054 5712N 11312W 21*9 155.2 GGGG
1219-18130 00300/000 20016/0582 02/27/71 100 30C4 S5e8N 114 03W 23.0 154.2 GGGG
1219-18132 0000C/OCO 20016/0583 0C/27/73 100 3054 5425N 11451w 24*1 153*2 GGGG
1219-18135 00O10/C00C 2u016/0 58 4  02/27/73 70 3054 5302N 11b36W 25*2 152.2 GGGG
1219-18141 0000/00u 20016/0585 02/27/73 70 3054 5137N 11619W 26*2 151.3 GGGG
1219-18144 0300/00C0 2C0016/0586 02P?7/73 90 3054 5012N 11 6 59 27.3 150.3 GGGG
1219-19514 G0000/0000 20016/0587 0'/?7/73 O 3055 7042N 12519W 10*9 169.5 GGPG
1219-19521 OCO00/OCo0 20016/0588 0?/27/73 0 3055 6924N 12723W p12* 167*4 GGGG
1219-19523 00000/C0000 200316/0589 02/P7/73 0 3055 6q06N 12913W 1301 165*6 GGGG
1219-19530 00000/000 20016/0590 0?/27/73 20 3055 6647;\ 13052W 14*2 164.0 GGGG
1219-19532 C00c0/CC 2u016/0591 0/127/73 90 3055 6;2 7 N 13221w 15*4 162*5 GGGG
1219-21341 00000/0003 20016/0592 02/27/73 0 306 7111N 14609W 8.6 174.3 GGGG
1219-21343 00000/0000 20016/0593 02/7/73 20 30q6 7157N 14847w 9.8 171.7 GGGG
1219-23172 00Oo/0o000 20016/0594 02/?7/7z 100 3017 7110N 17159w 8.7 17*3 GGGG
1219-23175 o0000/OCOj 20016/0595 0c?'7/73 100 3057 7157N 174 36w 9*6 171.7 GGGG
1219-23181 00000/CO0D 2016/059 6  02/27173 100 3 05 7  7 0t4?N 17655W 10*9 169.5 GGGG
1219-23184 00000/0000 2f016/0597 0/?27/73 90 3057 6 2 N 17859W 12'1 167.4 GGGG
1219-23190 00000/0000 20016/0598 02/27/73 10 3057 607N 17909E 13*2 165.6 GGGG
1219-23193 00000/0000 20016/0599 02/27/73 0 3057 6647N 1773oE 14#3 164.0 GGGG
1219-23195 00000/000C 20016/0600 0?/27/73 C 3057 6527N 17o01E 15*4 162*5 GGGG
1219-23202 0000C/000 22016/0601 02/P7/73 0 3057 6405N 17440E 16.5 161.1 GGGG
1220-01081 '0300/CC0 2C016/0602 0/28/73 20 3058 448N 1 3 907E 28.4 14904 GGGG
1220-31083 000UO/CCOO 20016/0603 0'/2?/73 10 3058 4724N 13830E 29*5 148*4 GGGG
1220-1090 00000/0000 2J016/0604 02/28/73 10 3058 4559N 13754E 30*5 147.5 GGGG
1220-01092 00300/00C0 20916/0605 02/2A/73 10 3058 443"N 13720E 31*5 146.5 GGGG
1220-01095 00000/000C 203016/0606 0/28/73 20 3C58. 4108N 13 647E 2.*5 145*5 GGGG
1220-01101 OCO00/C00Q 20016/0607 02/8/73 40 3058 4143N 13616E 3.*5 144v6 GGGG
1220o01104 o(OCO/CC 2'016/060B 02/28/73 20 3058 4^17N 13b46E 34,5 143.6 GGGG
1220*01110 00000/0000 22016/0609 02/28/73 30 3058 3 R5?N 13 516E z5*4 142.6 GGGG
1220-J11?3 o00C0/000 20016/0619 0?/28/73 40 3058 3726N 13448E 36*4 141.5 GGGG
<EYS: CL9U0 C8VEP % ............. *. TP 100 a % CLBUD CaVER. ** = Nb CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I"AGE rUALTTY e.............. LANKS=BAND NRT PRESFNT/REUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=G9SD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBBR.
16:44 MAR 11j'74 STANOARD CATALOG FAR NeN.US PAGE 0635
FROM 37/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICR~FILM RILL ;,./ DATE CLeUD RRBIT PI~N!CIPAL PHINT SUN SU ITMAGE QUALITY
ID P5SITISN IN HOLL ACOUTRED COVER \IUMBER F IMAGE ELEV. AZIt., RBV JSS
LV FSS AT LONG 123 45678
1220-01115 0000/C0000 2,016/0611 0/PR/73 70 3058 3601N 13420E 37.3 140.5 GGGP
1220"01122 00010/OOo) 20016/0612 0Y/28/73 90 3058 3435N 13353E ?82 139.4 GGGP
1220-01124 00000o/000 2u016/0613 0?/28/73 60 3058 3?310 13327E 39.1 138.3 GGGG
1220-01131 00000/0000 2001 6 /0614 0P/28/73 60 3058 3144N 13301E 40.0 137*2 G3GG
1220-01133 00000/000u 20016/0615 02/28/73 50 3058 3017N 13237E 40.8 136.0 GIGG
1220-01140 00000/0000 20016/0616 0?/2/73 40 3058 2R5N 13212E 41.7 134.8 G5GG
1220-01142 00000/0000 20016/0617 0/28/73 40 3058 2725N 13148E 42*5 133.6 G3GG
1220-02592 003000/000 20016/0618 02/?8/73 20 3059 214 ' 1C427E 45.5 128*3 GGGG
1220"O2594 00000/Coo0 20016/C619 02/28/73 10 3059 2014N 1iO04E 46.2 126.8 GGGG
1220-03001 00000/0000 20016/0620 0?/pR/7? 5? 3059 1P4RN 10342E 46*8 125.4 GPGG
1220-C3003 00000/0000 20016/0621 02/R/71 0 3059 1722N 10321E 47.5 123.9 G GG
1220-03010 00000/0000 20016/0622 02/28/73 0 3059 1556N 0300E 48.1 122.3 GPGG
1220-03012 00000/0000 2Co16/0623 02/28/73 0 3059 143)N 10239E 48r6 120*8 GGG
1220-03015 00000/000C 20016/0624 02/2Q/73 20 3059 1303N 10218E 49.1 119.1 GGGG
1220-03021 00000/0000 20016/0625 0/P8/73 40 3059 1136N 10158E 49.6 117*5 GGGG
1220-03024 00000/0000 20016/0626 02/PR/73 30 3059 1009N 10138E 50*0 115.8 GGGG
1220-03030 00000/0000 20016/0627 0/2R/73 50 3059 0R4N 10117E 50.4 114*1 GGGG
1220-03033 000-0/C000 20016/0628 02/PA/73 40 3C59 0717N 10057E 50*8 112.3 GPGG
1220-03035 00000/0000 20016/0629 02/A8/73 50 3059 051N 10037E 51.1 110.5 GGG
1220-04274 C000OO/0000 20016/0630 ?/PR/73 o 3060 7156N 10803E 9.9 171.7 GGGG
1220-04280 00000/C000 20016/C6 3 1 02/?8/73 0 3060 7041N 1 0 544E 11'0 169*5 GAGG
1220-0428P 00000/0000 2)016/0632 0/8/73 0 3060 6 o2lN 10341E 12*1 167.4 GGG
1220-04285 0000/00oo 20016/0633 0/28/73 0 3060 6R05N 10150E 13.3 165.6 GGGG
1220"c4292 0CO00/0CO 2v016/0634 02/28/73 0 3060 6646N 10011E 14*4 164*0 GGGG
1220-0429 00000/0000 20016/0635 02/28/71 0 3060 6526N 098 4 1E 15.5 162,5 GGGG
1220"04301 00000/0000 20016/063b 02/28/73 c 3060 64'5N 0 9720E 16.6 161.1 GGGG
1220-04303 00000/0000 20016/06 3 7 02/2R/73 C 3060 6244N 09604E 17*7 159.8 GGGG
1220-04310 00000/0000 20016/0638 02/28/73 0 3060 6122P 0 9455E 18.8 158.5 GGGG
1220'04312 00000/000C 20016/0639 02/28/73 0 3060 6000N 09351E 19*9 157*4 GGGG
1220"04403 0000/000,0: 2?016/0640 CP/PR/73 10 3060 2p52N 08035E 41.7 134*8 GGGG
1220-U4410 00000/0000 2)016/0641 02/28/73 10 3060 2726N. 08010E 42*5 133*5. GGGG
1220-04412 00000/0000 20016/0642 02/28/73 0 3060 2559N 07947E 43*3 132*3 GGG
1220-04415 00000/0000 20016/0643 02/?/73 0 3060 2433N 07923E 441 131.0 G1GG
1220"04421 00000/0000 20016/0644 0 i/8/73 0 30560 2308N 0 7900E 44*8 129*6 G3GG'
1220-04424 000O0/0000 20016/0645 0;?/?/73 10 3060 21 42N 07b 3 7E 4585 128,2 GGGG
1220-04430 00000/0000 20016/0646 02/28/71 0 3060 2015N 07815E 46,2 126.8 GGGG
1220-04433 00000/0000 20016/0647 0?/2R/73 0 3060 1848N 0 7754E 46.9 125.4 GGGG
1220-04435 00000/000 20016/0648 0/28/73 0 3060 1722N 07733E 47.5 123.9 GGGG
1220-04442 000C0/0000 20016/0649 02?/R/73 0 3060 1756N 07712E 48.1 122*3 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD C;vER % **..*.***.*,, ; Te 100 * % CLeUD C"VER. ** = NE CLUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NO8 PRESNT/REQUESTED, RERECYCLED. G=G960, FaFAIR BUT USABLE, P- PBR
16:44 MAP 11,74 STANDARD CATALBG FeR NeN-US PAGE 0636
FRBm 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN M !CRFILM RLL !B./ CATE CLOUD SRRIT PPINCIPAL P4INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIN IN HBLL ACCUT!ED CeVER "'UMBER F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM* RBV MSS
RV Mr.S LAT LBNG 123 45678
1220-04444 00000/0000 20016/0650 02/2R/73 0 3060 1430N 07651E 48*6 120.7 PGGG
1220-04451 00O00/0000 20016/0651 0?/28/73 o 3060 1303N o7630E 49.1 119*1 PGGG
1220-04453 00000/0000 20016/0652 02/28/73 10 3060 1137N o7609E 49*6 117s4 GGGG
1220-04460 00000/0000 20016/0653 02/?8/73 20 3060 1CllN 07549E 50C0 115.8 G3GG
1220-05065 00000/000 20016/0654 0?/28/73 100 3060 6r56S 05208E 73*8 61.2 GGGG
1220-05071 0OoC0/000. 20O16/0655 02/28/73 100 3060 6P16S 05103E 22.7 61.7 G3GG
1220-05074 00000/000o 20016/0656 02/?8/73 100 3060 63359 04951E 21.7 62.3 G3GG
1220-05080 00000/0000 20016/065 7 0'/2R/73 100 30650 6 455S 04831E 20,6 63.0 GGGG
1220-05083 00000/c00 20016/C65E 02/28/73 100 3060 6616S 04703E 19*5 63o9 G3GG
1220-05085 00000/0000 20016/0659 0/PA/73 100 3060 6736S 04526E 18o4 64.9 GPGG
1220-05092 0000/CC00 20016/0660 OP/28/73 100 3060 6R55S 04339E 17.3 66*2 GoGG
1220C5094 0000/000ooC 20016/0661 0/pR/73 100 3060 713S 0414 E 16.2 67*6 GoGG
1220-C5101 00000/0000 2,0 1 6/0662 02/28/73 100 3060 7129S 03930E 15,1 69*4 GOGG
1220-05103 00000/C00 2001 6/06 6 3 02/2R/73 100 3060 7744S 03651E 140 71,.5 GPGG
1220-05110 000C0/0000 20016/0664 0-?PA/73 100 3060 7156s 03353E 12.9 73*9 GPGG
1220-05112 0000/000 20016/0665 0/28/73 100 3060 7904S 03034E 11.7 76.8 GPGG
1220-05115 000oo00/00 20016/0666 03/2R/73 100 3060 7610S 02645E 1.. 6  802. GPGG
1220-05121 00000/OcOU 20016/0667 02/38/73 100 3060 77125 02216E 9*5 84.3 GPGG
1220-06194 00000/0000 2u016/0668 02/P/73 3061 4-09N 05922E 32,6 145*5 GGGG
1220.-06200 00000/0000 23016/0669 02/2R/71 0 3061 4144N 05850E 33*6 144.5 GGGG
1220-06203 00000/000 20016/0670 02/28/73 0 3061 4018N 05820E 34.5 143.5 GGGG
1220-06205 000000/00 20016/0671 02/28/73 10 3061 3853N 0 5750E 35*5 1425 GGGG
1220-06212 00000/0009 20016/0672 02/28/73 0 3061 3727N 05721E 36*4 141.5 GGG
1220-06214 00000/0000 20016/0673 0!/28/73 0 3061 3601N 05654E 37.4 140.5 GGGG
1220-06221 00000/0000 20016/0674 02/28/73 0 3061 3435N 05627E 38,3 13904 GGGG
1220-06223 00000/0000 20016/0675 0/P/7 0c 3061 311'N 05601E 39.2 138.3 GGG
1220-0623C 00000/000o 20016/0676 02/28/73 0 3061 3143N 05536E 40*0 137.1 GGG
1220"-6232 0000/000 20016/0677 02/28/73 c 3061 3017N 0 5511E 40*9 136.0 GGGG
1220-06235 00000/0000 20016/0678 02/?8/73 0 3061 2R51N 05447E 41'7 13488 GGGG
1220-06241 00000/0000 20016/0679 02/28/73 0 3061 2725N 05423E 42*5 133.5 GGGG
1220-06244 00000/0000 20016/0680 02/28/73 0 3061 2559N 05359E 43*3 132.3 GGGG
1220-06250 00000/0000 20016/0681 02/2R/73 0 3061 2434N 05336E 44.1 131.0 PPP
1220-06253 C0000/C000C 2016/0682 02/2R/73 0 3061 2(07N 0 5314E 44.8 129o6 GGGG
1220-06255 00000/0000) 20016/0683 02/28/73 0 3061 2141N OCF51E 45.6 128.2 GPGG
1220-L6262 00000/0000 20016/0684 02/28/73 c 3061 2015N 05229E 46.2 126.8 GPGP
1220-06264 OCOO0/000 20016/0685 02/28/73 0 3061 1R49N 05207E 46.9 125.3 GPGG
1220-06271 000000/OC0 20016/0686 ?02/P/73 c 3061 1723N OE145E 47.5 123.8 GPGG
1220-06280 00000/0000 20016/0687 02/PR/73 40 3061 1431" 05103E 48.6 120.7 GGG
1220-06282 00000/0000 20016/0688 02/28/73 30 3061 1l05N 05042E 49.1 119.1 GGG
KEYS: CLrC COVE9 . *.,,,',,,,,,*** : TO 100 u % CLDUD C VER, ** * Nb CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE CUALTTY ,..,, ..... RLANKS.BAND NOT PRSrSNT/REQUESTED. RPRECYCLED. G.GSD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBR.
4 A ,p 74 STANIARD CATAL.G Fe NOm-US PAGE 0637
F:,Br '  7/21/-2 TH 7/p3/73-
B SER\ATT, 'C ' I.' " LL- "' / I.,TE CL.: 'R IT Po ,'CIPAL PF INFT SN" SU, TAGE QUALITY
I; \"i-(' ' , I L AC I r' CSVFR L;MBR F I4 AG ELEV. AZIM. RBV 'SS
;S LAT L.N 123 45678
1E20 -~2 ,. C . .' ,1/ 79 1 -//7 30h1 113B. c502 1 49*6 117s4 GCGG
1220-, 6F91 2 C / .. 16 /069 0//73 2: 3061 1'11 C501E 5*- 1 115 7 GGGG
1220-,* ;"/ ?1 3/0691 C2/2R/71 2 3C61 0-45N 04940(E CC.5 114.0 GPGG
122c- ,63)c 2'C 2 '1/0697 P /2/7 1. 3061 n-16N 04920E C* 8 112.2 GPGG
1220- : 33 7L/ 7'' e 0 // 2 3 306 1 c'5~N 0 4900E 51.1 110.5 GPGG
122"0 b'vc/C ,/2 C'/IR/7 3 C61 025N C4,4CE 514 108*6 GSGG
1220- "3 c /. ''1~/',9 "0?' 7" 3?" 3 041 0"5°"N C ,4~2E 51.b 106*8 GGGG
1220-; ,314  CU~, //C 6 69 301 13" 0040CE 591.8 105.0 GGGP
1220- :6321 '/ 0 2 16/7697 C0/2R/7 3(' 3061 0 OE'j 0 4739E i5,9 10 3 .1 GGGP
1220- 63? C. 201/0 6 9 C'/R/ 7 " 3r 301 1 5 04~19E 52*0 101o3 GGGG
1220-L 9r~' 4 4  i', . . 16/,699 0 /PR/71 3063 4433N o0 819L 31 6 146*5 GGG
1220-1324?' C 20. , 2,l e/C70. 0"/ T;/73 10C 3C , 5 C1(0 N 054536 511.6 106*7 GnGG
1220-L32 5  C. :'. i ' 16,/C701 0C2/'/ 7 3 10. 3065 313' C051k 51i.8 104.F GGGG
1220D1~2.1 -" 7- . 3/ 2 /, .' J"/PR/7- 10C 3Cr5 0"07: ,535v 1 4j,9 103.0 GGGG
1220c "0 P/'t ?::16/ 703 3j1/2'/7" 100c 3O5 0112 0 5b55% F 520 101*1 GGGG
1220-1'2A 3, C 2 3' 16/70 0?/?;/73 t0o 3C65 04 6 0C5615 'i 52.0 99*2 GGGG
1220"i3263 " 2316/705 C?/ / 7 3 100 3065 041IS OF635W 52*0 97.4 GGGG
1220-1325 2 1 h/706 02/o/73 9 3C"5 O31 S 556. 50G 95*5 GSGG
1220-327? j /c 2 1b0707 C- 0//71 8R 3065 0"305S F0 716I 5 .8 93.7 GGGG
1220"13i76 00 3/000 2 66/07C.? 02/2/73 8c 3005 'Q315 05736W 51*7 91*9 GGG
1220-i3241 'i/' 2 '16/0709 C0/2/73 80 3065 0"5 S 05577 51*5 90.1 GGGG
1220-1 ?"3 00/ :t,/07l3 O/PR/7 to 3C65 11 41S 0581 51.2 88 GGGG
1220-132? '1/0711 O/PR/71  C 3:065 24195 06134w 47.1 74.6 G SG
1220-1 3333 o' /' 2;- lb/0712 3-/24/7? 2] 3C65 236S 06
2 4 4 W 45*1 70.9 GGGG
1220- 1334 . / 2016/0713 0/2p/73 9 3065 300:S 06309 44* 698 GGG
1220-1334 .. /,' 2, 16/0714 0/?k/73 100 3C65 312RS 06333v 43*6 6'*8 GGGG
1220-1334 5  0 0/16/ 2.. 16/2;715 0/P3/73 2 3065 3E5R;S 0635R8W 4 *8 67*8 GGG
1220-13351 A / ' .i.,' vt/O 7l,' 0/R/ 73 3. 3065 3420S C6424w 4PO 669 GGGG
1220-' 533 0.;,0/.0 2 Ol,!717 02/;,/7 3066 5!3aL 0 6607W 26*5 151-2 GGG
122C0-335 ,,/C'.- 2 -16/171 02//73 3C66 5 15\ 0 6 647 s 27.6 153.3 GOGG
1220- 15+c ; / ? /6,'71 0?/ R/73 3066 495N 06725 28.*6 149.3 GfGG
1220-16.33 00 ,0C 2 ,:1 ,/72?' r/?8/77 3C67 6404N 0O329b 16.8 161.0 POGG
1220-16332 C ? ' 1 016 /72 1  A/7 c 3067 6 :4 h 08444W 17.9 159.7 rjGG'
1220- 16335 3: .I/%. 2 1C'/072 0'/2/73 3C67 612)N (ob53w 19.0 15R.5 GPGG
1220.634i ' ./ 0' F_: 1//73 O?/PR/73 0 3C67 55. 08655W 2PC1 157.3 GPGG
1220-1634 F 1 7"07 2" 0//!73 r' 3067 53-\N 08753V 21 2 156.2 GGGG
122-16 35 .. /"-!' 2ib /072 0/'/7' 3067 5F71 N 08847N 22.3 155*2 GGGG
1220-! 13," 0 /c.0 2 16 /C726 C//73 1" 3C67 5r4 0 N 089384 P23 4 154*1 GGGG
1220i-16355 0, / , 2?/C7 C0?/2/7 9c 3067 5425N 09026 24*5 153.1 GGGG
,<EYSt; L"' CV'E; * .,LC..0...*.. TP 100 . % CLULJD CQVC, *.* = N: CLBIU DATA AVAILABLE.
I1a'r 'UtLTiTY• ....... .... .. ILANKS=AN) \RT PRFSrNT/PEc'UESTED. R=RECYCLE.L G=G9D0. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P=PBBR
1t.:44 11 '7, STANARD CATALOG FP ~ LN)-US PAGE 0638
F'R?" 07/2/72 Th 07/23/73
fe SER VAT,! CF 1 L 'C. Q/ L TF CLUD R 7 IT PoI',CTPAL PSINT S!:N SUN ITMAGE CUALITY
I SITI' : ' : LL AC'ZJTF!: C VeR JBER F IAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
SRS;9 I.AT L4NG 123 45678
1220-o16 36-2 0c. ,0' 2'16/C 72 ?/ 73 10 3067 5"0'0 09111, 255 152 1 GGGG
1220o-136 4 .JDL .!100729 091/73 10o 3067 5136N 09155 76*6 151e2 GGG
122(-16371 /- 2,16/073- 0C/.R/7 I 0 "C 6 7  5 11N 09?36K 276 150*2 GIGG
1220°16e4 41 /. 2 1 731 O/ R/72 20 3067 243?, 1011w 44.3 130.8 GGG
1220 o 640 /0" 216/O73: 0C/'/7 1 3067 220 ,  10140 45.0 129,4 GGGG
1220=i-653 O- ~ / .'6/0733 0-/2R/7 1? 3067 239N 10203k 45.7 128.0 GGGG
1220-1~6i5 30.031C0/ ?.16/0&734 0'/P2/7 2" 3067 201?i 10225 46*4 126.6 GGGG
1220-16462 ' COCV?/9 2L 016/0735 0 7?/2/73 20 3067 1 4 N 104?7 47*0 125*1 GGGG
1220- 164, I' /- ..01/C 7 3 33/'8/73 3067 1720N 1030W 47.6 123.6 GSGG
1220-1> 22- v-rI/. 1D /C 737 0?R/7i 100 3048 51I:N 1124W~ 27*7 150*2 GGGG
1220C- 400 0': /CJ .01 t- /073 32/?R/7' 0 3069 7244S 16429E 13*7 71.4 G.GG
1220 3 ' 0000/0 016/0739 0?/9 /7 3069 7)54S 16133E 12.6 73.9 GGGG
12200-04T75 // 0 ?'h1/C740 02/PR/73 0 3069 7 0 0 15B13E 11,5 76.8 G GG
1220-c 411 0 L I 20 16/0741 0?1/R/7 P 3069 7611 1I5423E i C, 4  80.2 G GG
1220- 0414 CL 3./"'O -)16/074?2 0Q//73 3069 7713S 14956E 9*2 84.3 GGGG
1223- 3594 .0, ?/003 2091/0743 Oi/eA/73 3C71 p?0oS 14447E 4F,8 78o GOGG
12210- 3351 OS /C0:; 2 16 /744 ?/2,/73 t 3071 21313 14425E 48.2 77.0 GGGG
1220-3513 / 2,) )16/745 0~ 2P/73 C 3071 2p57S 14'+03E 47.6 75.6 GGGG
122-2351 2 16/.74 6  0/ /73 3071 242'3 14340E 47*0 74.3 GGGG
1220- 3522 3o'o/00. 2'.16/0747 02/~/73 3071 2F49S 14317E 46.4 73*0 GOGG
1220-h235 ?  0. ./ : 2.'6/'074 !/' /73 C 3071 27'S 14?54E 4c *7 71*8 GGG
1220-23533 0C/CO . ,1/0749 2/ J/73 9 0 1 3n0QS 14155E 44,3 69o6 OGGGG
1220- 5~ /00 2)016/075 0V/8/73 0 3071 31355 14131E 43.5 68.6 GGGG
12-0-25'2 P 4/ 1' bJ l/0751 R ,/73 ., 3071 3"0~ 14106E 42.7 67.6 GGGG
1220-4c 0Q0' V 2C 160752 0//77 2 7 3071 3,426 14041E. 41-9 6(.7 GOGG
1220- 1531 0 0.0 2 :316/0753 O'/P2/7? 40 3C71 3549S 14015E 41-1 65.8 GGGG
1220-355 , 2'016/0754 '0v/p173 5; 3071 3'14S 13947E 40*2 65.0 PpPP
1221- 1144 'V D CTS 2' :,/0755 0 ,1/73 * 3072 4/57\ 13 6 2 8 E 3r.9 147.3 GOGG
1221- 111 r O/C 2 6/0 75 03/01 /72 1C 3072 4h314 13554E 31.9 146.4 GGGGr
1221- 1353 P0L 0 ']3: 2;U16/0757 0?1/7 4 r 3072 Pl5-S 11719E 46-4 73*0 GCGG
1221- 1 36. . / C 2 3h16/075 / /1/73 o ?3072 2714S 11655E 45,7 71.8 GGGG
1221- 1362 0.3 /O 2 :16/0759 0"/1/73 50 3072 294rS 1i 30E u5*0 70)7 GGGG
1221- .1474 0' /?' 2.0 C11/761 0 -/r1/7 ,  70 3072 6A18S 09716E 19.2 63.7 . GGG
1221- 146 0 / 61: 076 3/r1 /77 0) 3072 673% 094bOE l.1 64.8 GnGG
1221_1/ 20016/076 /1 73 8 3C72 6P5S 0 9354L 17*0 66,0 GOGG
1221- 14,5 U C /.fO 20 16/0763 0'?/1 /7- 10r 3072 7^13S o0156E 15,9 67.5 GGGG
1221-149b 0 . / L'/0764 03/-11/73 80 3072 7!3rS CP939E 14.8 69*? GGGG
1221-19 0:_0/. 22016/0 765 03/r i/7z 7C 3072 7245 Og701E 13.6 71.4 GGGG
1221-AUJ1 .4LS2/CoO 21016/0766 01/21/73 70 3072 7 57S 08405E 125 73.8 GGGG
<S: ,. C vEo , . *..*.*..o... . T9 100 = % Ct5UD C VERI = NB CLUD DATA AVAILABLE*
,iALITY' ................ ... LAIKS AND "BT PRrScNT/REJFSTED. R=~FCYCLED. G=G'3~D FFAIR BUT USABLE. P.P89R.
16:44 ";Am 111'74 STAN'IARD CATALeG F 'P NN-US PAGE 0639
F,'9M 07/2?/'2 T9 7/P3/73
e5SERVATTN IC'FILM p'L.L .. / DATE, CLSbD 5) 3R1T P'':CIPAL P4INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
S1 ,IT . I; T:'tLL AC E COVE' U F U I'E' GF ELFV. AZTF. RBV mSS
:V S I AT L"G0 123 45678
1221-015.3 C,0/OCO,: 2?,i(16/0767 0 3 /:1/ 7 3 7;) 3072 7,QF5S OPq48E 11*4' 76.7 GnGG
1221-ASIC510 C,30/00 2,,16 /078 03/"1 /73 8, 3C72 7Al',S 07658E 10C3 80.2 GSGG
1221- 0151 cIo ,o 2:,16/0769 03/ 1/ 7 ? 5, 3072 771S 0723CE 9.2 84.3 GGGG
1221- c 2500 C' D0/0'CO 2':316/0772 03/ 1 /73 3073 745N-, 1??24E 1r.2 171.7 GoGG
1221- 2503 3rCO,/u C 2,016/771 3/1/73 r 3C73 7r43; 13,05E 1.4 169.5 GGGG
1221-'2505 U 2/Co', 1  /0 6 77 3, 1/73 073 6021N 12t02E 12.5 167.4 GGGG
1221-'2512 0O,/C,0 2,01 '16/773 0/r,i/7: C 30C73 6AC4\ 12612E 13.6 165.6 GGGG
1221- :2514 000, /16C? 7,07 7 7 4  01/1 /73 73 A 45N 12433E 14.7 164.0 GG
1221- 2~51 00000/000 P ,lb/0775 03/1 /73 1 307 3  625 1 23203E 15.*9 162.4 GGG
1221- , :," ', -,.-,/.77. 0 / 1/71 3073 640' 121 4 2E 17.0 161.0 GGGG
1221- 30 55 C 'q/ 0"16/0777 0n /1/71 0 3C73 1 'J 10C17E L7.1 1P250 IPGG
1221- 3062 00 /;0'0 2 : 1 !f 0 7 71 0 /71 3073 17 23 10156E 47.7 123.5 6 GG
1221. 3% 6.4 P1/. 29 31b/77 9 0/l/ 7  3C73 157 10135E 4 3 121.9 GCGG
1221- 3r71 /. -1./.7. 0/ 17 , 3 73 143! 1114E 48.9 120.3 GOGG
1221- 3371 0'/ U0 2 16/078 1 0'i,1/7 1i. 3073 10 10055E 49.4 118.7 GOGG
1221- :i3o '/ r0 ?2 16/78 2 03/,,1/71 4' 3 0 7 3 .  1134'N 10035E 49.8 117. 0  GGGG
1221'.3C02 0 0/, 20?'16/0783 031/7" 5O 3073 1011, 10014E C0*2 115.3 GSGG
1221-C085 0/ C00 2 o1e/07F4 03/1 /7"i 3 o 3073 ,R 45v 09952E 50.6 113.5 GGGG
1221-0309 000.00"/ O 2 016/0785 .,1 / 7  22 3073 071N 09932E "1,0 111.8 GGGG
1221-3094 00,/0, 2,j016/07 6 03/,n1 /7- 3r 3073 O=5 Ci 09912E 51*3 110"0 GGG
1221-,44K' 00'/OO " 2(3 16/C787 03/r'1/73 30 3074 2P 5 1N 07909E 42*0 134*5 GOGG
1221- J44A 0' O/'00 20b01/0784 03/1/73 30 / 3074 272r' 07R45E 42.9 133.2 GGGG
1221-4471 0 .rII'L , 231/3789 U/ 1/71 10 3074 259' 0 7821E 43.6 132.0 GGGG
1221-,4473 OC00/O00 2 016/0790 0-/ 1/73 C 3C74 243. 1N 07758E 44*4 130.6 GGG
1221-,448c 0 ro0/or' 2 016/0791 0./ 1/71 0 3074 2-07N 07736E 45.1 129.3 GGGG
1221-'44 82 C 00.0/C 201b/n79? 07/ :/7 0 3074 2:N 07713E 45.8 127.9 GfGG
1221-+ 44 ,5  C.0'/ ! 2, 1 Li/ C79 3  09/1/1 
3 7 4 2I 
-15\ 0 7651E i6.5 126.4 GGGG
1221- 4,491 0,n/fc/ ) 2,l1/079 03/ :1/73 3074 1~4 0C7628E 47.1 125.0 GGGG
1221-0449 00000 00 20016/0795 0. /1/7 ' C 3074 1722N o7607E 47.8 123*4 GGGG
1221-04500 : / . 2 16/ '7r6 03/01/7 1i 30
7 4 15 07546E 48.3 121.9 GGG
1221-4503 0 "0(/ C 2"0 16/C797 03/01/7 3074 14 ' 0 7 6 2 5 E 4'.9 120.3 GGGG
1221-C4505 00 IOC ? 216 /795 03/ 1/73 1 3074 1 N 07505E 49*. 118.6 G7GG
1221-,4 51. - C0 /C 2 '.16/"79? 03/r1/73 30 30
7 4 113N 0 7445E 49*8 116.9 GGGG
1221-,;4514 00'00/nc 20 1 6 /0 0 ,' /7 8an 3074 1011 07424E 0*3 115.2 GGGG
1221-o6191 , O:/ u -1 21l/' 01 03/01 17 10
,  3075 640.5 07004E 17*0 161.0 GPGG
1221*-0617 0C0 r2Ct 2,?016/080C 0/'1/71 80 3075 6 44N 0650E 1I.1 159.7 GGGG
1221- .62120 00C0O/ 201/0803 O /'
1 /7 2  20 3075 612 0 6741E 19.2 158.5 GGGG
1221-,62032 / 20 16/0 0 01/1. 1/73 1' 307
5  5n 5 06637E 20.3 157.3 GGGG
1221- Ja.2. 0:./ 0C 2016/j005 0 /1/ 7 3 3075 4bO*6 05755E 32.9 145.4 GGPG
<EYS: LLi' CVEPR , .... *...*.. .., T 1"0 
= % CLRUD CIVER( ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
,ie UALITY ...... ,...,. LANKS:F.AN3 "!T PRc SF-NT/PFEOUETED. R=RvCYCLEL) G=GAP. F.FAIR RUT USABLE. Pr.PB4R.
1: 44 AP 11s'74 3TANDARD CATALRG FeP NAN-US PA3E 0640
FQRM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN ICSFIpIM R'LL ';./ T;ATe CLBUD iRPIT PoIvCIPAL PHINT sUNI SUN TMAGE QUALITY
IJ PSITIN Ik 3LL ACCt' TEr C VER 'UMBER lF I'AGE ELEV- AZI . REV M SS
V SS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1221 -j6255 O0000/0 GL 2 016/n06 0/21/73 ) 30 7 5  4!43 0 5723E 33*9 144.4 GGGG
1221-J6261 0C~00/000, 2C,1 6 /0,07 03/(01/73 r 3075 41R\ 05653E 34.9 143.4 GGGG
1221-u6264 0CCO,3/00 21 /0308 0?/r1/7.3 3075 35PN 05624E 35*9 142*4 GGG
1221-36270 CC000/)C 2E016/0F09 03/71/ 7 3 ic 3075 3727N o5555E 36*8 141.3 GOGG
1221-6273 L000/0000 20016/010 03/1/73 2, 3075 360'x 0 5527E 37v7 140*2 GGGG
1221-,6F75 U000/C0.0 2,0016/[-11 03/:1/71 1 3075 3a3 05501E -R*6 139*1 GGGG
1221-C6282 1000C/COr/ 2'0 '/0812 0/1/73 C 3075 3109N 05435E 39*5 138.0 GGGG
1221-062;4 00000/0COr 2016 /01 3  0/C 1/71 0 3C75 314N 05410E 40.4 136*9 G3GG
1221-c6291 00C0/C0, 2 0 1 6 /081 4  03/01/73 0 3075 3'1A\ 05345E 41t2 135.7 GGG
1221 6293 CW0 GO/O00 20316/0815 01/o/73 3075 2q51N 05321E 42.1 134.5 GGG
1221c6300 c0,'O/000  P 3 16/0816 03/ 1/73 0 3075 2725N 05256E 42.9 133.2 GSGG
1221-%6334 C00/ ?16/P17 01/21/73 3 30C75 143n% 04936E 48.9 120*2 GGGG
1221-)6341 0000//000) 2C01b/0C81 0/,C1/73 60 3075 1 10 4 N 04915E 49*4 118.6 GGGG
1221-'6343 C0Qo'j/OC'- 2Cl16/081 0/01/73 20 3075 113'N 0Y54E 49. 116.9 GqGG
1221-6350 O /00 20016/0520 03/q1/73 c 3075 I QN 0434E 50*3 115.? 6GG
1221-06352 0O'-/jn,0 2 16/0G21 03/01/73 3075 Op4 N 04814E sC#7 113.5 GGGG
1221-06355 000/3 C ' 20 16/0F22 03/11/73 0 3075 071 N C4754E 51.0 111.7 GGG
1221-06361 000/'Co 2001? b/023 Q0/'1/7; C 3075 0551N 04734E 51.3 109*9 GGGG
1221~6364 0oC0/C 2c16/(2 4 0T/1/73 3: 3075 0425N 04713E 51.5 108*1 GGGG
1221C6370 0 i/ 2016/0825 0)/'1/73 4"I 30 7 5 059N 04653E 51*7 106*2 GGGG
1221-06373 000ZC/COC 2,-16/0826 03/:1/7! 40 30 7 5 0 3?j 04633E 51,9 104.4 GGG
1221-(6b375 C000(3 n/'y. 2'016/0827 03/oi/ 7 3 40 3075 Or05N 04613E 52.0 102.5 GGGG
12 2 1"C9513 C0000/CCC 201 b/0E26 03/0l/ 7 3 0 3 07 7  443.N 00650E 32.0 146.3 G3GG
1221-t9515 C, UCo/c 20016/082 03 /1/ 7 3 30 7 7  470 N 00617E 33.0 145*4 GGG
1221-L9522 Q , /0 G 2,016/0830 03/1i /73 3077 4143N 00545E 34.0 144.4 G1GG
1221-12094 CC~3/C c.' 2 v16b/031 03/O1/73 60 3078 7 5 S 07049W 1r24 73*7 GPGP
1221-12101 000/r0£ 2 316/0832 03/n1/73 29 3078 7r065 07+05 11.3 76.6 GPGP
1221-12103 OCS2O/)Cr3 ~3016/08 3 3  0'/01/73 70 3078 7610S 0 7751 10.1 80.1 GPGP
1221-12110 0 00 C / ,0 20n16/0834 03/01/73 80 3078 771'S oF222 9.0 84*2 GPGG
1221-13301 0000/C.0 2C0016/0835 0'/I1/73 60 3079 0O5 N 05620 51.8 106.1 Gr;GG
1221-13303 c000C ,/C 2i016/0836 03.30173 60 3079 013?N 05640w 51.9 104.2 GGGG
1221-1331C 0 ' ,/C%, 016/0r837 0/11/73 90 3079 0005% 05/00w 52*0 102.3 GGGG
1221-13312 0 o000/30C L 2C016/083 04/,:1/7- 80 3079 012c5 05720W 52,1 100.5 GGGG
1221-13319 COCO/COOL. 2' 16/0839 0q3/1/73 70 3079 046S 0574Wo 52*1 98*6 GOGG
1221-13321 000Cf/ 'o 2l01 6/0840 03/01/73 70 3C79 041S 05O01W =2.1 96*8 GGGG
1221-13324 CO3 /CCOc 2v016/0,41 03/:1/77 7' 3c79 (,34 05 8 21w 52*0 94a9 GSGP
1221-1333 O 0L /C 2; 16/CP4P 0?/ 1/71 70 - 3079 C0705 0542W 51.9 93.1 GGGP
1221-13333 C,3 /C0cO 21 016/C 43 03/1/73 50 ?079 r)3P5 05903 5,*7 91.3 GGG
1221-13335 O3n0/CO00:' 2'P16/0844 03/C1/7- 60 3079 05S 0524k 515 89.5 GOGG
KEYS: CLU C ............ Te 1 = CLUD CVER, ** NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
I A . rUALITTY ......... . ,, LANKS=FAN') !T PReS-NT/RE0JESTED* R=RECYCLE,. G=GWBD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE* PaPBBR.
S 11'74 STA4ARD CATALG FPP NVN-US PAGE 0641
FP, ' k.,7/21/72 T i C7/23/73
"SERvATTE. .Tr-F " . LL ;3'./ .ATe rLUD RRIT PRIr'iCIPAL P'INT SUN SUN, TMAGE Qt'ALITY
' ci"TI' I: ht~LL AC": C rV 'UB:R ;F IPAGE ELEV. AZIM
,  ReV '"S-
v ,"s IAT L"NG 123 45678
1221-13342 '/0 2 5 i ,/t/7 4 079 1! 95944 1*2 87.7 GGGG
1221-i3334 '/0 1 016/C e  0/"1/7 4n 3079 1?5iS 0 60 0 5W 5C.9 86.0 GGG
1221-i3 3 51 030.:/00 ?. i6/0C47 3/p1/7 r 3079 1l1' 06('251 5C*5 8404 GGGG
1221-1335. .-D. /C3 il 71C :1/2  3r 3079 47.S 06046 V c*1 82.7 GGGG
1221-1330 5 0 0/ 1 l , '/ 4 9  03/-1/71 3r 3079 171'S 06107 49.7 81 2 GGGG
1221-1362 00:, - 2, /c 1 /C C,:I 1/73 4#: 3079 1 375 061295w 49* 79.6 CGGGG
1221-13365F O 0C/C' 2~1h/G 51 0 3/ '1/73 r, 3079 20t C06151% 48*7 78*1 G GG
1221- 3371 OCJ,/,r v 2 "16/Ci? 03/,1/71 31 3C79 2!2 S OA213', 4+*2 76.7 GGGG
1221-:337 O / 2 .,16/05 3  0/,1/71 1C 3C79 25CS 062368 47.6 75.3 GGGG
1221-1332L0 ,C2C/ LCO 2' 105lb/ 4 4/ 1/7 10 3C79 2425 0625ew 47.0 74.0 GrGG
1221-133A3 'C:. C'. 2'l16/C5 0 /'1 /73 17 3079 2C4S 06 321PN 463 72.8 GGGG
1221-1335 C 2, 16/f5 Go/r 1/7 2 3079 271 06346W 45.6 71.6 GOGG
1221-133c)? C3' " " 0, b. 1 /c 7  O/r1 /7' 4o 3 0 7 9  23 S 06410W 44.9 70.
4  GGGG
1221-13394 0,??r/0J 2.,,0 c/ 5 - /'1/73 30 3079 303S 06434 442 69*3 GGG
1221-.340! 0 rC/C0: . C 1610 59 C/ 1/73 3079 31P2 06458 43.4 69*3 GGG
1221-134,3 03.-) r 1 0, 6 , 6  0 1/71. 2 ?r 3079 3254S 06523i 42.6 67.3 GGGG
1221"1341C 0 C; 00,C c0/ C: 2,016/C - 61 0/ r1/7 1  60 3079 341 PS 0650R48 41.8 66.4 GGGG
1221-1341F .. /j. -. 16/b 8 6 0 /-1/73 3c 3079 34qS3 0661 0 N 41.0 65.6 GGGG
1221"13415 0,- F!) I b /0863 0/ 11 / 7 3  20 3079 1,09S 06644w 40*1  64*R uGG
1221-13421 .C,,./0.:" 20 016/064 0/" 1/7- 20 3079 3935S 067108 39.3 64*1 GGGG
1221-13424 O'o /C, 2 ,' 16/C65 0'"1/ 7 3 10 3 79 4 300?3 06740w $4 63 4 GGGG
1221-13430C 0 C 1 , 6 66 , 177 10 3079 41.25S C6-10
W  37.5 62.R GGG
12213"33 no I:c; 2' "16/06 7  /01 /73 -3079 405nS 0642 36.5 62. GSGG
1221-13435 CDO /00CC 2 '16/068 - / 1/73 3079 4414S 06915 35.6 61.7 GGGG
1221-14562 c', ./1C 2016/,;069 03/,1/73 20 30C0 6122jN C6129v 19*4 158.5 GG
122-14564 C 0 2 1/ 870 03/1 /7 20 3C0 6,0"\ 06232 20c.b 157.3 GGGG
1221-1571 /C C c l 160871 103 1 /7 20 3020 5 93,; 06330 21-6 156.2 UGG
1221-14573 o0cy/O ? "16,0872 0311/73 I" 309C 571rN 06424w 22.6 155.1 GGG
1221- 45A ) 000F /10 2.n- 10/ 4 7 3  C/ 1 /7 10 3080 5=51,\ 0616w 
3*7 1541 GGG
1221-4bu5 2 0 2L ,16 /,74 0/'1/73 30 0 52'NJ 06604W 24.8 153.1 GGGG
1221-io435 3CL3 C / C ?1?l,/W7" -' 1/ 7? ' 3 0 5104\ 06b5C0 25*9 152.1 GGGG
1221-1459 1 000,/ 0 00 2:,16/0 7" 0C3/r/ 7  - 30 0 5139N 06732W P 69 151.1 GlGG
1221-145 4 0oC3 /COL 2001t/DR7 7 03/-1/73 10 3080 514N o06812W 28,0 150.2 GoGG
1221-15000 02j I'00 ' 2 ),/I7 C3/01 /7z 50 30,0 44N 06851w 290 149.2 GOGG
1221*15414 / 76/3 
7 9  03/r 1/72 1 3C01 5422N 09152,A 4*o 153.1 GGGG
1221-16420 0 30 r0 2 016/0 ,8 03/01/7z 10 3C1 5104N 09238W 25.9 152.1 GGGG
1221-16423 0 CC/C' ?' 1 b6/0 ' 81 0;/01 /73 2C 3 01 5139N 09321w 26.9 151*1 GGG
1221-i16.4?5 -,/6" 1 6 /0 F 2 03 /,1/7l 30 3081 515\L 09 402 28.0 150.2 GGGG
1221-1650? C r/C . ;16/0F 3  03/. 1/7 0 3C8 1  ?600n 102228 4'.8 131., GOGG
KEYS: CLl L CB VE : .... ,.....,,. Tk 10C = % CL9UD CrVF. . = NH CLBULD DATA AVAILABLE.
I"., ':j 4LIT' Y ' ............. -LA KS-ANr NT PRSFNT/IEUFTEC. Q=RvCYCLED. G-=GlPD. FFAIR BUT USABLE* PPBB
9 R,
16'4 ". 11s,'74 STA'ARD CATALOG Ft9 P N-US RAGE 0642
F RS' )7/23/72 T_ 07/23/73
8SERATT9; !'F:FIL" R L.L T"./ 'Tt CLU' RTIT PF'ICIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I ;'SITI\ IV, FOLL AClIT-F C V U BER OF I AGF ELEVo AZI*i. RBV "SS
v AS L T L'tNG 123 45678
1221-165)2 C, c r F R16/ 4 / /7 2 C 30C1 213N 10 245vw 44.5 130.5 G! ,
1221- 165E5 F CoC /o'J0 r 16/C8~85 0c01/7 20 3CP1 2107N 1301 45E3 129o1 GOGG
1221-16511 G0C3-/70- 2 ,16/' t C3?/1/7 2 3C1 214'\ 1C33 0 460C 127.7 GGG
1221-16514 C0/C2O O 20" 3 16 / 7 0C/; 1/73 42 3CR1 2r1iN 10352W 466 126,3 GGGG
1221-16520 rCCL(/,C 20 3168/C8 -C33/ -1/7- 2r 30R1 1 p 4 ; N  10414 , 47*3 124.8 GGG
1221-16523 L C./" . 2 Ib,0F890  C/ 1 /73 10 3 01 72? 1 10435w 47*9 123.3 GOGG
1221-1652. 0;uz / 0.' 2 16b/0~9 C/ 1/7 10 3C 1 1F5 ' 1C4 5 7w 48.4 121.7 GGG
1221-1653? 00c C 2?, 16/C,91 or,'/73 2' 30C1 142N 1 0 b17W 49,0 120*1 GGGG
1221-1352 5/"r, , 2r 36/0 E9 0/r"1/73 6- 3032 5103. 11827W 25*9 152*1 ir,GG
1221-1i254 2 j /" ?,, 1/0 93 0/ 1/77 9c 2C!2 53"\ 11910w 27*C 151*1 GGGG
1221-1261 CJ000/O- 200161/,94 C3/1/71 4 o 3C2 5n14N 11951 2 8*0 150.2 GGGG
1221-22292 O(0P/OCo -2S 16/C;95 3/.1/73 10o 3Cz4 7154S 13430E 12.3 73.6 GGG
1221-2295 00/O ." -,16/3-R9 5 03/ 1/7 1 0 o C4 7'0S 13112E 11.1 76.5 GOGGG
1221- 23j.1 0./ C J 20C16/0897 3/r 1/77 100 "C 4 71- S 12/22E I0*0 80n. G GG
1221-223)4 0.C/. , 2: 16/9~ 1 3/"1/73 100 3C4 77125 12257E r*9 84.1 GGGG
1221-- 56P 00h/CCr 2r016/~99 3O/C1/7? 3095 2?r01 14314E 48.7 77.9 GGP
1221-2, 5 00C/ C 0 2L 16/C90 0/1/73 3 7 3085 2127 14251E 1 76.5 GPGP
1221-23571 CU2, 0o/rC 2 001-/09c1 C3/'-1/73 3C5 2535? 14229E 47.5 75*1 (GGPP
1221-23574 02 '_c/j) 216/9C, ? 03/1/7q r ;C85 41RS 14205E 46.9 73.8 GPGP
12 2 1- t 35% _ <v0/' 2 '1, 9~,3 07"1 /73 0 31'5 2=45S 14142E 46.3 72.6 GPGP
1221-235 3  C 0/,C) 2CDlA/904 C/ 1/7 r0 4C5 2"11S 14119E 456 71a4 GGGP
1221-"2355 0C rn0./Co. 2 'Jlb/0905 ,317!/7 0 305 2 0 37S 14055E 44.9 70.2 GPGP
12 2 1-23592 /CC '  16/90" 07/1/7 C 3(5 30?S 14C31E 44*1 69*2 GGGP
1221-23594 00000/.00 ' 2r01/0907 03//7 r 3085 312SS 1407E 43*3 68.1 GPGG
122 2 -001 -/... 2 ' 03c// 7 1  1i 3 C. 5 3'5?S 141E 42.6 672 GGGG
12 2-00003 0 P,; 16/3909 /7 305 3,14S 13915E 41*7 66.3 GGGG
1222-*31J0 t07'/r 2.?16/3913 03/ /73 Ir 3Cp7 2!44M\ 10134E 46.1 127.6 GGGG
1222- 3111 CL3/"C /0 9 11 o /7 307 1 4 10112E 46.7 126.1 GGGG
1222-3114 i L 0?/300C2 201o/091' O?/2/7 7, 30 R 7 1 5RN 10051E 47.4 124.6 PGGG
1222- 31;2t 3 /) 2C: 169/913 03/' /73 6' 30,7 1724-  10".29E 4 0 123.1 P!GG
1122.J3123 C o/s' O 2 1 914 q03//73 3 30.97  15R IC 1009E 42*6 121.5 PGGG
1222- 3125 . /, 1'/091 .  0/,'P/73 3CR7 143N 09948E 49,1 119.9 P*GG
1222- :11 ,C3 0/ 2 1/91 03/-2/7- 1' 3C67 1')4N 0 9928E 45*6 118 2 PGGG
1222-9134 t"/C, 2 '16/0917 0?//2/7" 3 .  30R7 113: 09908E EC0O 116.5 P-GGG
1222- '311 ,' 2 C lb/C 9~ 13. /7 3" 3c07 1 ,-1\ (947E 50.4 114.8 PGG
1222- r3!3 rC C/ ,r 2 6i 16/T1 9 1;.2/73 ?" 3C7 rno. 094 827E 0,8 113*1 PGGG
1222--315C 0 / 1 2' 0//73 F7 0r71 N 0 9107E 51*1 111*3 PGGG
1222...3373 ./0 ;P,,v 1 6/ 921 0'3 2/7 7" 3CP7 6Q545 r6643E 16.6 65.8 GGGG
1222-,3375 0', '/C2 R 2 16/022 0/':,2/73 3' 3CR7 7"113 C6445E j5.5 67.3 GGGG
<EYS: CL.'L[ CvE '/ *............. . T9 1C - , CLUJD C VER. a* = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
1 4_ CU jLTTY ............. -LANKS:AND) 15T PfRSrNT/REUFsTED RP=RECYCLED. G=GtAD. FFAIR BUT USABLE. PuP8LR,
1 6:44 'IA 11o'
74 STANdARD CATALeG FR NeN-US PAGE 0643
FR? o7/23/72 T9 C,7/23/7 3
BBSERVATIN MICPeFILM R9LL 1!,./ CATE CL9BUD RBIT PmI%'CIPAL PINT S. N S Uh TMAGE GUALITY
10 PASITISN IN HRLL ACCUTRED CeVcR NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV ASS
PEV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1222-r338 00000/c0oC 2L)016/092 3 03/12/73 6r 3087 7127S 06229E 14o4 69.0 GGGG
1222-03384 00000/000 200 1t/09 2 4 03/ 2/73 6- 3087 724?S 05954E 13.3 71*1 GSGG
1222-03391 00000/000 20016/0925 03/cp/73 80 30C7 7-54S 05702E 12.2 73*6 GGGG
1222-03393 C000Q0/C00' 20016/0926 03/1P/73 7C 3087 70oS 05345E 11.1 76.5 GiGG
1222-)3400 00000/0000 20016/0927 03/';/73 1:) 30R7 7AllS 0 4956E 9C9 79*9 GiGG
1222-03402 0000/0COC 2u016/092S 03/Cp/73 0 307 7712S 04531E 8*8 84.0 PGGG
1222-04520 0000/000u 2)016/0929 03/?p/73 10 30
R 8 2a53N 07741E 4 2. 134.3 GGGG
1222-0452?2 0000o/0O0 2,01 /0 9 3 0 03/0P/73 10 30 R 8 2727N 07717E 43.2 133.0 GGG
1222-04525 00030/O000 200 16/09 3 1 03/(:P/73 3028 260?N 0 7654E 43.9 131.7 GOGG
.1222-14534 00000/CC000 20016/0 9 32 3/q/7 308g 2Q09N 0 7608E 45*4 129*0 GGGG
1222"04540 000?0/00 23016/0933 03/~2/73 0 30R8 2142N 07b45E 46"1 127.6 GSGG
1222-04543 00000/0000 20016/0934 03/0/73 0 3088 216N 07b23E 46.8 126.1 GGGG
1222-04545 00000/0000 20016/0935 03/P/73 n 30F8 1q51N 07501E 47*4 124.6 GOGG
12 2 2*04 5 52 0000/020 2:016/0936 03/oP/73 C 308
8  1725N 0 7439E 48*0 123.1 GGGG
1222-C4554 0000/0CC00 20016/0937 03/02/73 0 30 8  15RN 07418E 48*6 121.5 GGG
1222-04561 00OO0/0002 20C16/0938 031/ /73 10 30C8 1431N 07358E 49.1 119.9 GGGG
1222-C4563 00000/00C 2u016/0939 03/;2/7? 50 308'8 105N 07337E 49.6 118.2 GGGG
1222-,45 7 0 00000/CCO 2C16/094o 03/,P/73 80 
3 088 114'\i 07317E 500C 116.5 GGGG
1222-04572 00000/0C000 2016/0941 03/'/73 80 30C8 1013N 07256E 5c05 114.8 GGGG
1222-08163 0C0O0/0003 20016/0942 03/1/73 20 30-0 360(N 02813E 38.1 140*0 GGGG
1222-08165 O00CO/00u 2U016/0943 03;/Ip/
7 3 4q 30 90 3434N 02746E 39.0 13689 GGGG
1222-0817? 0000/00 2u016/0944 03/o;"/73 3" 3090 30iN 0 2720E 39*9 137*8 GGGG
1222-08174 00000/0000 2U01 6 /09 4 5 03/ :/73 30 3090 3142? 0655E 40*8 136.6 GGG
1222-08181 000/000 2J010/0946 03/0/73 10 300 3r17N 02630E 41.6 135.4 GGGG
1222-08183 C00000/O00 2-,016/0947 03/U2/73 2,0 090 2851N 02606E 42*4 134o2 GOGG
1222-L0190 Oc/000 2 016/0948 03/~p/73 50 3C00 P72'N 02b42E 43.2 132.9 GGGG
1222-08192 OCO0/O0CO 20)16/0949  03/02/71 4r 3090 559N 02bl9E 44*C 131*6 GGGG
1222-08195 C00/C0000 20016/0950 03/0/73 50 3090 2433N 02455E 44 8 130.3 GGGG
1222-C8201 00000/000 20016/0951 03//73 4(" 3090 2,07N c2432E 45.5 1 2 809 GrGG
1222- 8 204 C00000/0000 2016/0952 03 [,c/7 3 10 3090 214r, 0 2410E 46.2 127.5 GOGG
122 2 -0823 3 00000/o000 2,018/017! 03/Cp/73 0 3090 1136N 0 2139E 50*1 116.4 GGGG
1222-C9240 0000/00G0 ,?018/C172 03/,r/73 10 30,0 11inN 02119E 50.
5  114.7 GGGG
1222-0834 00000/C000 20016/0053 0/n)/73 30 3000 2OS O1409E 48.6 77.7 GGG
1222-08331 00000/0000 2LC 1 6/C 9 5 4 031//71 10 3090 212rS 0 1347E 48*1 76.3 GGG
1222-(8333 O00oO0/000 2,016/0955 03/0P/7? 10 3090 2P55S 01324E 47.5 74*9 GGGG
1222-03340 00000/0000 200316/0956 03/Ct/73 10 30 0 24205 01302E 46.8 73.6 GGGG
1222-09562 OO000/OCO0 20016/09C7 03/1(,/7 7n 3001 4723N 00633E 30*4 148*1 GGGG
1222-09565 COC000/CO 20016/0958 03/2p/73 70 3001 4 5% 00557E 31.4 147*2 GGGG
1222-09571 C00 )0/COCC 2?n16/0959 03/ P/73 40 3001 4432N 00b23E 32*4 146*2 GGG
KEYS: CL"J C5VER % ... ,..., ....... 0 T 100 = % CLUD C"VER. ** NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'AGE u.ALITY ,..,'..". 0LAs:KS=eAN) T PRESNT/REOUESTED. R'RECYCLEDI G=GlRg. F:FAIR BUT USABLE* PwPaBRq
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALfG FOR NON.US PAGE 0644
FR5M 07/23/72 TP 07/23/73
BPSERVATIN 1ICPBFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLLUD 9RRIT PfI'CIPAL POINT SUN SUN ?MAGE QUALITY
10 PeSITIN I: OLL ACCUTPED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
PPV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1222-11553 00000/0000 20016/0960 03/02/73 90 3092 0706S 034201 51.9 92.5 P P
1222-11555 00000/000 20016/0961 03/02/73 80 3092 0931S 03440w 51*7 90.7 P G
1222-1156? 00000/0000 20016/0962 03/2/73 60 3092 0953S 03501W 51.5 88.9 PPpp
1222-11564 00000/00 2r0016/0963 03/02/73 50 3092 112iS 03521W 51*2 8702 GGPP
1222-11571 00000C/0000 20016/0964 03/oP/73 60 3092 1P51S 03541w 50. 9  85.4 GGGP
1222-11573 00000/0000 20016/0965 03/(,2/73 60 3092 1416S 03603W 505 8308 GGGP
1222-13362 0000O/0000 20016/0966 03/0q/73 100 3093 013?N 05809W 52*1 103*6 GGGG
1222-13364 00000/0000 20016/0967 03/02/73 70 3093 0005N C5829W 52.2 101.7 GGGG
1222-13371 00000/o00 20016/0968 03/02/73 60 3093 0121S 05 49W 52.2 99.8 GGGG
1222-13373 CO000/000 23016/0969 03/02/73 60 3093 0248S 05909W 52.2 98.0 GGGG
1222-13380 00000/0000 200 16/C0970 03/2/7 60 3093 0414 S 05929 52.2 96.1 GGGG1222-13382 000o0/000o) 20016/0971 03/1 /73 60 3093 0 40 05950W 52.1 94.3 GGGG
1222-13385 0000/COOC 2L016/0972 03 /02/73 70 3093 0706S O6010W 51*9 92*4 GGGG
1222-13394 00000/0000 20016/0973 03/02/73 90 3093 0958S 06051W 51,5 88.9 GGGG
1222-13400 00000/0000 200 1b/0974 03/o0/73 60 3093 1124S 06112w 51.2 87.1 GGGG1222-13403 000000000 20016/0975 03/02/73 50 3093 1.515 06133W 509 85*4 GGGG
1222-13405 0000/0000 20016/0976 03/)2/73 60 3093 14193 06154W 50*5 83*7 GGGG
1222-13412 00000/0000 2u016/0977 03/c2/73 60 3093 1=49S 06215W C0.1 82.1 GGGG
1222-13414 000/0003 20016/0978 03 /c.2/ 7 3 60 3 09 3  17119 062364 49.6 80*6 GGGG
1222-13421 00000/0000 20016/0979 03/2P/73 30 3093 1q 3 7S 06258W 49*1 79*0 PPPP
1222-13423 00000/0000 20016/0980 03/0~/73 20 3093 2%0 4 S 06319w 48*6 77,6 GGGG1222-13430 oo000o/0000 20016/0981 0 3 /c2/ 7 3 10 3 09 3  2131S 06341W 48*0 76.2 GGGG
1222-1343? 00000/0000 2016/0982 03/02/73 10 3 09 3  22575 06403W 47.4 74.8 GGGG
1222-i3435 00000/0000 20016/0983 03/(2/79 20 3093 2421S 06425w 46*8 73.5 GGGG1222-13441 00000/0000 20016/0984 03/02/73 20 3093 2G479 064488 46*2 72.2 GGG
1222-1344 00000/0000 20016/0985 03 /oP/ 7 3 3o 3093 27125 06512w 45.5 71.1 GGGG
1222-13450 00000/0000 20016/0986 03/n0/73 40 3093 23S 06537w 44.7 69.9 GGG
1222-13453 0000/000, 20016/0987 03/op/73 40 3093 3004S 06 6 02w 44*0 68.9 GGGG
1222-13455 00000/0000 2u016/0988 03/02/73 20 3093 313nS 06627W 43*2 67*8 GGGG
1222-13462 00000/0000 20016/0989 0 3 /02/ 7 3 10 3 09 3  3256S 06653W 42*4 66*9 GGG
1222-13464 00000/000v 20016/099 03/02/73 20 3093 3422S 06719W 41.6 66.0 GGGG
1222-13471 C00000/0000 20016/0991 03/r/73 30 3093 3z48S 06745w 40.8 65*2 GGGG
1222-13473 00000/0000 20016/0992 01/~7/73 10 3093 3713S 06813W 39.9 64.4 GGPG
1222-13480 00000/0000 20016/0993 03/0)/73 0 3093 3836S 06841W 39#0 63.7 GGGG1222-13482 00000/0000 20016/0994 03/nc/73 0 3093 40025 06911w 38.1 63.0 GGGG
1222-13485 00000/0000 20016/0995 03/i/73 0 3093 4126S 069411 37*2 62.4 GAGG
1222-13491 00000/0000 20016/0996 03/0/73 0 3093 4251S 07013W 36.3 61.8 GGGG
1222"15014 00000/0000 20018/0173 03/0)/73 30 3094 6?24N C6147W IF*7 159.7 GGGP
1222-15020 00000/0000 20018/0174 03/02/73 30 3094 61t2, 06255w 19.8 158.5 63GG
KEYS: CLPUD COVER % o****,,*,,..... 0 TO 100 a % CL5UD CcvER, ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .... **..*... .. LAN.KS AN D NBT PRESrNT/REUEFSTED. R=RPCYCLED. GGSAD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PoPOR,
6b:44 'tA 11s'4 STNAN3ARD CATALOG FFR NDN-US PAGE 0645
FSM ,7/23/72 TO 07/23/73
eBSERVAT!N ICy FILRM 2LL ' 9./ DATF CLJUD 3RRIT PoI'CIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P!SIrIN IN j LL AC UTRE C 9VER 'U1iBr rF IVAGE ELFV. AZIV. RBv MSS
V SS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1222-15023 000I0/0000 20018/0175 03/:2/7 30 3094 5958N 06357w ?0.9 157*3 GGGG
1222-150c5 C&j /cC' 20018/0176 03/ 7; 10 30q4 5936N 06455v 22*0 156.2 GGGG
1222-1503 0o0000/000 20018/0177 0310/!73 10 3094 5713N 06550 23.0 155.1 GGGG
1222-15034 0030/C0 20018/0178 03//73 0 3094 5540q 06641W 24.1 154*0 GGGG
1222-15041 0C001/C000 2:018/179 03102/7? 0 3094 542 3N 0 6730o 25.2 153.0 GGGG
1222-15043 C;0D/o , 21018/180 03// 7 3  n 30q4 5301 06616W 26.3 152.0 GGGG
1222"15050 010,/00 20018/0181 03//!,/73 3094 5137N 0 6859W 27.3 151.0 GGGG
1222-1505? 3S /C'Cf ?d.018/0182 03/2 /73 0 3094 512N 069408 28*4 150.1 GGG
1222-15055 0000/000 20?d18/0183 0/2/7A 30 ?094 404RN 07U19W 29.4 149*1 GGGG
1222-15123 QC0/0O00 2V018/ 184 03/'/71 80 3094 2r59N 0 7O00W 44*1 131.5 GGPG
1222-15125 ovooS/CLOc 1/018/0185 03/r2/ 7 3 40 3 09 4  2433N 07823w 44.8 130.2 PGPG
1222-16445 0C000/iCO 2001 6 /0997 03/1;/7z 40 3065 644 08737W 18*7 159*7 GGGG
1222-1645F 0C.OC/ C j 2016b/0998 03/0/73 10 3 0 q5 6122 08847w 19o8 158.5 GGG
1222-16472 00C/C01000 20016/0186 0l/p/73 100 3095 5426 099320W 25*2 153.0 GGPP
1222-16475 0 0 ~n0/I 2 i18/0187 03/up/71 100 3095 510N 09406W 26.3 15200 GGPP
122 2 -1b641 C0O0/O00D0 2L1018/18 03//73 100 3095 513N 09 4 4 9W P7.3 151.0 GGPG
1222-16484 O0,C0/ u0 20016/0189 03/~2/71 100 3095 5013N 09529v 28* 150.1 GGPP
1222-15554 03/00/Ou 20016/0999 03/n/73 20 3005 2r5qN 10350 44,1 131*5 GGGG
1222-16561 0CC0/'000 20016/1000 03/0/73 0 3095 243N 10413 44.9 130.2 GGGG
1222-16563 00000/C000 2016/1001 03042/73 0 3095 2107N 10435v 45*6 128*8 GGGG
1222-16570 02:00/L0U 20016/100? 03/02/73 0 3095 2140N 10457W 46.3 127.3 G GC
1222-16572 CC0/OC0 20016/100 3  03//73 10 3095 2,14N 10519w 46.9 125.9 GGGG
1222-16575 O0O/CCOo 2u016/1004 03/p,/ 7  10o 3095 19R4N 10540w 47.6 124*4 GGGG
1222-16581 DC3 0/000 2C016/1005 03/ ;/73 iC 305 1722N 10602W 48*1 122.8 GGGG
1222-18251 oUO/CC000 20016/1006 03/ 2/71 1i 3096 715AN 101308 109 171.8 PGGP
1222-18254 00000/000 20016/1007 03/ P/73 10 3096 704N 10350W 12*0 169.5 GGGG
1222-18260 00000/0000 2U016/1008 03/P/73 10 3096 6n24N 10b 5 3w 13.1 167.5 GGG
1222-18263 0030/OCC 20016/1009 037c/73 20 3096 6106N 10743W 14.2 165.7 GGG
1222-18265 00000/000 2:D016/1010 03/o2/ 7 3 10 3096 6647N 10921w 15.4 164.0 GGGG
1222-:8272 CC0CO /cC 2?016/1011 03/0i/73 10 3096 6m26N l1050W 16.5 162.5 GGGG
1222-18274 00000/0000 20016/1012 03/10/73 20 3096 6406N 11211W 17.6 161*0 GGGG
1222-18281 00000/000 20016/1013 03/2P/73 10 3096 6P44N 11326W 18.7 159.7 GGGG
1222-182A3 2'0O/C01 016/1014 03/r/73 10 3096 6122N 11434w 19.8 158.5 GGGG
1222-18290 000)oCo0/0 2016/1015 03/ P/73 20 3C96 505nN 11537w 20*9 157.3 GGGG
1222-1292 00300/0 00 20316/1016 03/0/7 10 3096 5R36N 11636W 22*0 156.2 GGGG
1222-18295 00000 /00o 2016/1017 03/r2/73 10 3096 5713N 117308 23.1 155.1 GGGG
1222-13301 0LO00/O00C 20016/101* 03/(2/73 10 3096 5550N 1121W 24.2 154.0 GSGG
1222-18304 00000/C00C 20016/1019 03/oP/7 10 3096 5b26N 11909W 25*2 153.0 GGGG
1222-18310 O0000/O'0o 2J016/1020 03//73 10 3096 510?N 11954W 26.3 152.0 GGGG
KEYS: LL000 C8VED 1 .,,,.,,,,,,. 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CVER. ** = Ne CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I.AGE 4UALITY .............. "LANKS-BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED* G=GBD F=FAIR BUT USABLE PzP5 BR.
16:44 MAP l11s74 STANDARD CATALeG FOP NBN.US PAGE 0646
FR1M 37/21/72 Tf 07/3/73
OBSERvATISh ICPFILM RPLL -,9./ DATE CLBUD 3RPIT PPI'CIPAL POINT SN SuN TMAGE QUALITY
IL MSITIN Ir RHLL AC UT F COVER NJUM BER F IIAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
.v MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1222-18313 OCCO/oCC0 20j16/1021 03/02/73 10 306 513QN 12036W ?7*4 151.0 (3GG
1222-18315 30D2c/CrOC 2U016/1022 03/nP/73 30 3016 5013\ 12117V 28.4 150.1 GGGG
1222-18354 00000/000C 20016/123 03/01/73 10 3096 3727' 12615W 37.3 141.0 GGGG
1223-C0002 C0O/00 C 2 -C16/1024 03/3/73 0 3C99 2128S 14124E 480 75.9 G GG
122 3 - 003c 0C,]/OCC 20016/1025 03/03/7z 30c99 2253S 14102E 47.4 74.6 GPGG
1223-00C3? 0000/G000. 2u016/1026 03/13/73 0 3099 24213 14U39E 46.8 73.3 G GP
1223-0o035 OCO00/CCO 2,016/1027 0303,/73 3 3099 2c48S 14016E 46*1 72.0 G GP
1223300 41 000 0/CO 2016/1028 03/3/73 3099 27133 13953E 45.4 70*9 G GG
1223-00044 O o30/0O0 20016/1029 03/3/73 0 3099 2.3PS 1q929E 44.7 69.7 G GG
1223-,1191 OOrO//CCO 20016/I030 0/93/7 0 3100 6b24N 15053E 13.2 167*5 GGGG
1223-31193 00000/000C 20016/1031 0/r/73 0 3100 6RO6N 14903E 1494 165.7 GGPG
122 3-01200 00CC/0iC 2c01/1032 03/(,/71 C 3100 6A4oN 14725E 15.5 164*.0 G3GG
1223-1202 0CCS/OCO0 2016/1033 03/03/73 1 3100 6 26N 14b55E 16.6 162.5 GSGG
1223-01205 03'/0'0C 2.l16/1034 0'3/r?/73 O 3100 6405N 14434E 17.7 161.0 GGGG
1223-;1270 30 r0/000j 20016/1035 03/03/71 10 3100 4308N 13228E 33.6 145.1 GGGG
1223-31273 300L/000' 20016/1036 03/03/73 0 3100 4140N 13157E 34*6 144.1 GGPG
1223-01275 0000/0005 22016/1037 03/~/ 7 3 C 3100 40 1RN 13126E 35.5 143*1 G3GG
1223-012~2 030000 000 2 016/103 03/n,3/73 10 3100 3Q52N 13057E 36.5 142.0 GGG
1223-j1284 000c/O00j 2C016/1039 03/:3/73 10 3100 372?N 13029E 37.4 141.0 GGGG
1223-01?91 0UO00/CCo 2C01h/1040 03/O3/73 10 3100 3601N 13001E 3J*3 139.9 GGPG
1223-;1293 003/000CC 1 2C016/10C1 03/,A73 10 3100 343r5N 12934E 39*2 1388 GGG
122 3 -,1300 OU00/C'0 2, 016/1042 03/n3/73 10 31q0 331rN 12908E 40o1 137.6 GGGG
1223 -,132 0OcOOO/0 0 2001o/1143 0c33/73 10 3100 3143N 12843E 41*0 136.4 GGGG
1223-01305 0000 J /000! 2,016/1344 3/)/73 6n 310 3 01 7 N 12t18E 41.8 135.2 GpG
1223-01311 OCo0/000, 2u16/1D45 03/n3/7 60 3100 2q52; 12754E 42.6 134.0 GGGG
1223-01314 00000/000C 20016/1046 03/03/71 80 3100 2726N 1273CE 43.4 132.7 GGGG
1223-01320 0 r0/000 2 ,16/1047 0 3?/r/ 7 3 90 3100 2 ON 12706E 44*2 131.4 GPGG
1223-"1323 00C0/0CCO 23016/1048 03/r)3 /7 100 3100 2434N 1264 3 E 4590 130.0 GpGG
1223-1325 000 o/Cc 1 2 6/1~49 33r,,/7 100 3100 2OR1 12620E 45.7 128.6 GGGP
1223-,1332 03300/3 0L 20016/1050 03~31/73 90 3100 214?' 12557E 46.4 127.2 GGGG
12 2 3 -,133 4 C003C0/900 2 /16/1051 ~3 1/7 40 3100 2 0 15N 1b36E 47.0 125.7 GGGP
1223-,'1341 00309/ 000 22016/105 03/pr/71 3n 310 1049N 12b14E 47*6 124,2 GGGP
1223-01342 03 0/0000 20316/1053 3/70/73 30 3100 172N 12453E 4P*2 122.7 GG
122 3 -,:13 50 2C003/05 2 16/154 /,./7 4- 310o 1557\ 12432E 48.8 121*1 GGGG
1223-/1352 r0/V00r0 2%L316/1.55 03/;c/71 6 3100, 1431 12411E 49-3 119.4 GPGP
122 3 -:1355 0C L 3/C00 o 2 16/1, 5 6 03/7-/73 40 310 105 N 12350E 49.8 117.8 GGGP
1223-31361 C 0003/C0' 2J0161c5 7 07 13/7 3r) 3100 114n 12329E 5C,2 116.1 GPG
1223-21364 OC3 0/ co 2C016/1C58 03/-/ 7  30 3100 113', 1?308E 5,. 6  114.3 PPG
1223-"1370, O0)C/OCO 20016/1059 03/03/73 30 3100 Cj45N 12248E 51*0 112.5 PGPP
KEYS: CLUt CbvEP X o...o,.,,.* , 0 T9 100 = % CLeUD CNVE~ ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'AArE 0UALTTY ............., OLANKS=BAND N4R PRrSrNT/RECUESTED. R=RECYCLED. Gv=G5D. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PPSR,
16:44 MAP 11'74 STAN)ARD CATALOG FPR NVN-US PAGE 0647
FRM 17/23/72 TR 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN ICR~FILM uOLL DA,/ TE CLBUD sRRIT PDINCIPAL PFINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PRSITIN TN R8LL ACCUTRED CVVER NUM5R 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV "SS
Pv Mss LAT LHNG 123 45678
1223-01373 00000/0000 20016/1060 03/03/73 40 3100 0712N 12228E 51*3 110.7 GPPP
1223-03013 00000/OCCC 20018/0190 03/03/73 30 3101 7157\ 12929E 11.0 171.8 GGGG
1223-03020 00000/0000 20018/0191 03/03/71 10 3101 741tN 12711E 12*1 169*5 GGGP
1223-03022 00000/0000 20018/019? 03/03/73 10 3101 6024N 12507E 13*3 167.5 GGGG
1223-03025 00000/0000 20018/0193 0?/ 3/73 10 3101 6R05! 12316E 14*4 165.7 GGGG
1223-03104 0000/C00 20018/0194 03/03/73 20 3101 4144\ 10608E 34.6 144.1 GrGG
1223-03111 00000/000 20018/0195 03/03/73 4C 3101 4rnN 10538E 35.6 143.1 GGGG
1223-03113 0COoO/o0C0 20016/0196 03/,3/73 30 3101 305'N 10509E 36.5 142*0 GPGG
1223-03163 00000o/C00 20018/0197 03/93/73 o 3101 2141N 10O08E 46.4 127.2 GGGG
1223-03170 000c00/000 2018/0198 03/i3/73 10 311 2n15N 0 9946E 47.0 125.7 GGGG
1223-03172 00000/0000 20018/0199 03 /r/ 7 3 1o 3101 1P49N 09924E 47.7 124.2 GGGG
1223-03175 00000/0000 20018/0200 03/oq/73 1 
3 101 1723N 0 9903E 48,3 122.6 GGGG
1223-03181 0000C/0000 20018/0201 03/ 9/73 1 3101 1556N 0 9841E 48.8 121.0 GGG
1223-03184 0000/000000 20018/0202 03/03/73 10 3 1n1 14 29N 09821E 49*3 119*4 GGG
1223-03190 00000/C00C 20018/0203 01/03/7 10I 3101 1101N 09800E 49.8 117.7 GGGG
1223-3193 00000C/0000 20018/0204 03/~3/73 10 311 11t3k 0 9740E 50*3 116.0 GGGG
1223-03195 00000/0000 2u018020 5 03/3/73 o10 3101 1o1iN 09719E 50,7 114*3 GGGG
1223-04565 00000/0000 20016/1061 03/03/73 0 3102 S144N 07704E 41.0 136.4 GGG
1223-34572 00000/0000 20016/1062 03/03/73 0 3102 3M1~N 07640E 41.9 135.2 GOGG
1223-04574 00000/000C 2o016/1063 03/93 / 7 3  0 3102 25?N 07615E 42*7 134*0 GGGG
1223-04581 00000/0000 2C018/0205 03/03/73 3 3102 2726N 07551E 43-5 132.7 GGGG
122 3 -04583 000C0/0000 20018/0207 03/:/73 0 3102 2600oN 07527E 44.3 131.4 GGGG
1223-04590 00000/0000 20018/0208 03103/73 C 3102 2434N 07504E 45.0 130.0 GGGG
1223-04592 0000/C0000 20018/0209 03/0/73 3132 2307\ 07441E 45.7 128.6 GGGG
1223-04595 00000/0000 20018/0210 03/03/73 0 3102 2140N 07419E 46.4 127.2 GGGG
1223-05001 00000/0000 20018/0211 03/(3/73 C 3102 2014N 07357E 47.1 125.7 GGGG
1223-05010 00000/0000 20018/0212 C3/03/79 0 3102 1722N 0 7313E 48.3 122.6 GGPG
1223-05013 00900/000 20018/0213 03/03/73 C 3102 1Ir5N 07252E 4F8 121.0 PPPP
1223-05015 00000/0000 20018/C214  03/0/73 10 3102 1428N 07232E 49.3 119*4 GGPG
1223-05022 00300/0000 20018/0215 03 /31/ 7 3 10 3102 1l0oN 0 7211E 49.8 117.7 GGGG
122 3-0502 4  0U000/000- 20018/0216 C3/03/73 20 3102 1137N 07149E 50*3 116,0. GGGG
1223-C5031 00000/0000 20018/0217 03/03/73 30 3102 1011N 07128E 50*7 114*2 GGGG
1223-05274 00000/0000 20018/0218 03/03/73 90 3102 7P43S 0 3225E 12-9 71,0 GGGG
1223-05281 00000/0000 20018/0219 03/03/73 100 3102 7 55S 02934E 11.8 7394 GGGG
1223-05283 00000/0000 20018/0220 03/03/73 100 3102 7504S 02616E 10.7 76.3 GGGG
1223-05290 00000/0000 20018/0221 03/03/73 0 3102 7A10S 0 2226E 9.5 79.8 GPGG
1223-05292 00000/0000 20018/0222 03/03/73 0 3102 77129 0 1759E 8.4 83.9 GPGG
1223-06295 00000/0000 20018/0223 03/03/73 10 3103 6646N 07004E 15.6 164.0 GGGG
1223-06301 00000/000C 20018/0224 03/03/73 0 3103 6r26N 06833E 16.7 162.5 GGGG
KEYS: CL8UD COVER % *..,.0..-***.. O Te 100 = % CLOUD C4VER. ** . NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE CUALITY -........... , APLANKSBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=G8BD, FUFAIR BUT USABLE, PPBDR,
16:44 MAP 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG F&R NeN-US PAGE 0648
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRBFILM RBLL v9./ DATE CLBUD IRRIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PSITI5 IN NBLL ACCJTRE0 COVER NUMBER ,F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
PbV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1223-06304 00000/0000 20018/0225 03/i3/73 10 3103 6405N 06712E 17*8 161*1 GGGG
1223"09553 00000/0000 20016/1064 03/o3/73 60 3105 6024N 02155E 13*4 167.5 GGGG
1223-09555 00000/0000 20016/1065 03/03/73 70 3105 6805N 02005E 14,5 165.7 GGG
1223-12020 00000/G0000 20016/1066 03/r3/73 80 3106 0056S 03 6 25w 51*5 88.3 GGGG
1223-12023 000/O0000 20016/1067 03/03/73 70 3106 1123S 03647W 51.2 86.6 GGGG
1223-12025 0000/0oo000 20016/1068 03/03/73 60 3106 1;50S 03708W 50.8 849 GGGG
1223-12032 00000/0000 20016/1069 03/0oy73  50 3106 1415 03729w 50.5 R3 .2 GGGG
1223-12034 0000O/0000 20016/1070 03/03/71 4c 3106 1541S 03749W 50*0 81.6 GGGG
1223-12041 00000/0000 20016/1071 03/03/73 40 3106 1708S 0 3809W 49*6 80.0 GGGG
1223-12043 00000/0000 20016/1072 03/r3/ 73 50 3106 1034S 03830W 49.1 78.5 GPGG
1223-12050 00000/0000 20016/1073 03/03/73 50 3106 2P00S 03852w 48.5 77.1 GGGG
1223-12052 00000/0000 20016/1074 03/03/73 50 3106 2127S 03915W 48.0 75.7 GGGG
1223-12061 00000/0000 23016/107 5  03/o3/73 50 3106 2418S 04000W 46.7 73.0 GGGG
1223-13413 00000/0000 20016/1076 03/03/73 80 31n7 000N 05914W 52-1 104.9 GGG
1223-13420 00000/0000 20016/1077 03/03/73 90 3107 01 3 4 N 05934W 52.2 103.1 GGGG
1223-13422 00000/0000 20016/1078 03/03/73 90 3107 0007N 05 9 54W 52*3 101*2 GGGG
1223-13425 00000/0000 20016/1079 03/03/71 9c 3107 0119S 06014W 52-3 99.3 GGGG
1223-13431 00000/0000 20016/1080 03/03/73 90 3107 0245S 06034W 52*3 97.4 GGGG
1223-13434 00000/0000 20016/1081 03/03/73 100 3107 0411S 06054w 52.2 95.5 GGGG
1223-13440 00000/0000 20016/108? 03/o3/73 100 3 10 7  038S 06114W 52.1 93.7 GGGG
1223-13443 00000/0000 20016/1083 03/03/73 100 3107 0705S 06134W 51*9 91.9 GGGG
1223-13445 00000/0000 20016/1084 03/03/73 90 3107 0R31S c6154w 51*7 90.1 GGGG
1223-13452 00000/0000 20016/1085 03/03/73 80 3107 0057S 06215W 51*5 88.3 GGGG
1223-13454 00000/0000 20016/1086 03/03/73 80 3107 1123S 06236W 51*2 86.5 GGGG
1223-13461 00000/C000 20016/1087 03/03/73 90 3107 1P49S 06257W 50.8 84.8 GGGG
1223-13463 00000/0000 20016/1088 03/o7/73 70 3107 1416S 06 3 17W 50*5 83*2 GGGG
1223-13470 00000/0000 20016/1089 0 3 /03/ 7 3 50 3197 14?S 06338w 50.0 81.6 G5GG
1223-13472 00000/0000 20016/1090 003/3/73 50 3107 1708S 06359w 49.6 80.0 GGGG
1223-13475 00000/0000 20016/1091 03/03/73 20 3107 1935S 064 2 1W 49*1 78.5 GGGG
1223-13481 00000/0000 20016/1092 03/0,/73 10 3107 20015 06442W 48.5 77.0 GGGG
1223-13484 00000/0000 20016/1093 03/03/73 10 3107 2126S o6505W 47*9 75.6 GGGG
1223o13490 000CO/C00C 20016/1094 03/03/73 1c 3107 2P53S 06527W 47.3 74.3 GGGG
1223-13493 00000/0000 20016/1095 03/03/73 20 3107 2419S 0655Cw 46.7 73.0 GGGG
1223-13495 00000/000 20016/1096 03/03/73 20 3107 2544S 06 6 13W 46.0 71.8 GGGG
1223-13502 00000/0000 20016/1097 03/o0/73 20 3107 27095 06636W 45.3 70.6 GGG
1223-13504 00000/0000 20016/1098 03/03/73 50 3107 2835S 06700W 44*6 69*5 GGGG
1223-13511 00000/0000 20016/1099 03/03/73 60 3107 3001S 06725W 43.8 68.4 PPPP
1223-13513 00000/0000 20016/1100 03/03/73 7C 31n7 3127S 06750w 43.C 67*4 GGGG
1223-13520 00000/C000 20016/1101 03/03/73 50 31i7 353?S 06815w 42.2 66.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLPUD CevEP 2 ,..**..**,* 0 TB 100 a % CLOUD C4vER, ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY ,.,..., ... , LANKS.BAND NBT PRFScNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G-GSBD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P.POBR,
1lt;4 11,1'7,4 5TANOARD CATALOG FeR N9N.US PAGE 0649
FF"M 7/23/72 Te 07/P3/73
BOSERVATIN 'IC,8FI. cLL 9,/ DTE CLOUD 3R!IT PPRINCIPAL P9INT SUN SLI.' yMAGE QUALITY
1D rnSITI' IN NeLL ACCIOPED CeVER NUmBER sF IAGE ELEV. AZIr. RBV t-SS
V SS LAT LONG 123 45678
1223-1352? , 1 /600 1 6/1 2 03/0/73 30 31n7 341'S 06841w 41*4 65.6 GGGG
1223-135P5 L; 0/3000 201' l/1103 03/-3/73 20 31n7 34?S 06907W 4C06 64*8 GGGG
1223-13531 C0300/O000 2DlL/11O' 03 /~/73 1n 310 7  3708S 06935W 39.7 64.0 G GG
1223-13534 oCO'/C0c 21 "16/1105 33/23/7 3107 3R345 07005W 38.8 63.3 GPGG
1223-!3540 - ,45/.4 2C016/110 03/37/73 0 3 107  3n53S o7034W 37.9 62.6 GGGG
1223-13543 00,0/C CO &0216/1107 03/ 3/73 ' 31,7 4124S 07105w 37*0 62*0 GGGG
1223-13545 0o3OCOoc 2001b/1108 0O~/3/ 7 3 4C 3107 449S 0 7136W 36*0 61.5 GGrG
1223-13552 OCO/CCC 2,016/1109 03/r3/73 90 31-7 4413S 07208W 35.1 61*0 GGGG
1223-151,? 0000/0Cc0 2.cl/C22I 03/03/73 60 3108 5303N 06941W 26-6 152.0 GG
1223-151)' 0c0CO/000C 2 13227 03/3/71 60 3108 5439N 07024w 27.7 151.0 GG
1223-15111 00CoC,/CcO 20018,0228 C03 /( 3 /73 70 3108 5n14N 0 7104W P8.7 150.0 GP
1223-15113 00300/CC00 2"(01,/0229 0 3/0 /73 60 3108 
4 R50N 0 7143W p298 149.0 GP
1223-15192 0C o/CC 2-018/0230 03/'3/73 60 3138 21 N 08010W 45.8 128.5 GGGP
1223-165542 ' 0CC0/.?C 201/0231 03/3/73 3109 5F15\ 09655W 28*7 150.0 PG P
122 3 -17C13 3000C/c0C 2Clb/110 03/n3/7 2 31n9 260AN lobl14 44.4 131.2 GGGG
1223-i7015 0'c/0000 20016/1111 0/13/73 0 31n9 2434N 10536W 45.1 129.9 GGGG
1223-1702? 0 o /c.0c 2 16./1112 ~3 1/73 0 31)9 2308N 10559W 45.9 128.5 GGGG
1223-17C024 03Cc/0000 2r001/1113 03/03/73 " 3109 2 N142 10621 46*5 127.0 GGGG
1223-i7031 ./,0000 2Col/1114 0Q /3/73 3109 2-17N 10643W 47.2 125.5 GGGG
1223-17o033 OuoC2/o J 2'016/1115 03o//73 10 3139 1~5n 10704W 47.8 124.0 GGGG
1223-170'0 000/Co0 20r16/1115  03/o3/73 1 31 9 17?3 10/26 48*4 122*4 GGGG
1223-18374 0COO0/oC00 O01e/1117 0?/n,/73 70 3110 5nlls , 12246W p8.8 150.0 GGG
1223-18401 C0000/0C00 2016/111 03/93/73 20 3110 414?N 12614W 34.8 144*0 GGGG
1223-20571 00C0/0 C 2l0016/1119 03/03/73 1C 3111 7P44S 16017E 12.7 70.9 GGGG
1223-20573 CCCCO/O000 20016/1120 03/n3/73 ' 3111 7356S 15726E 11.5 73.4 GGGG
1223-2058c oCOOo/CCO0 20016/1121 03/,11/73 1c 3111 7P05S 15407E 10*4 76.3 GGGG
1223-20582 O0000/CC00 20016/112? 03/r3/73 20 3111 761'S 15018E 993 79*8 GGGG
1223-20585 00000/OC. 2J016/1123 03/03/73 30 3111 771rS 14550E 8.1 83*9 GOGG
1223-2343? CU0O0/OCC(: 200i16/112 031/7:/73 lo 3113 6407N 16856E 18.0 161*1 GGGG
1223-23434 C0000/0CCOC 20016/1125 C3/0,1/7? 20 3113 646'N 16742E 19.2 159.7 GGGG
1223-23441 00000CO/OCC 2016/1126 03/03/73 20 3113 6124N 16633E ?203 158.5 GGGG
1223-'344. 003 C0/C0 2L016/112 7  03/03/73 10 3113 6r01N 16530E 21.4 157.3 GGGG
1224-00073 0CC0/00 20016/112 8  03/-4/73 90 3113 1,37S 14042E 49.0 78.3 GOGG
1224- 0075 000/00C 0 20016/1129 03/4/73 70 3113 2O01S 14021E 48.5 76.8 GGGG
1224-00082 Co00/CO0 20016/1130 03/04/73 3C 3113 212AS 13958E 47.9 75.4 GGGG
1224-,L0084 0C00/0000 ?2016/1131 0o/04/ 7 3 ( 3113 2253S 13936E 47.3 74.1 GGGG
1224-00091 OLCOC Oc0 20016/113? 03/04/72 0 3113 2419S 13913E 46*6 72.8 GGG
1224-u0093 COC/cOu 2C016/1133 03/n/73 0 3113 2r46S 1385cE 46.0 71.6 GGGG
1224-30100 OuCO0/ocCO 20016/113 4  03/U4/73 c 3113 2711S 13826E 45.3 70.4 GGGG
KEYS; CL0[D; CBVEO % .... *....*... 0 T 100 % CLOUD CqVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
InAGE UaAL!TY .. o..........0.. LANKSeANO NT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLE). GGBeRD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. P=PB9R.
16:44 A: 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FRP NeN.US PAGE 0650
F5r.1 C7/21/72 TO 07/23/73
BSERVATI \ "TCP9FILM "PLL .35./ 'ATE CL5UD qRBIT PrIYCIPAL PfINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I- P9SITI1N I% ROLL ACrCUTED CeVER NUMBER 9F I"AGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
.V -1S LAT LBNG 123 45678
1224-010? 00C0/o0Ou 2016/1135 03/4/73 0 3113 2R36S 13802E 4405 69*3 GrGG
1224-010.5 00cJ/00C1 2u016/1136 03/04/73 9 3113 3904S 13737E 43.8 68*2 GGGG
1224-J111 O3OCO/00 20C1/1(' 13 7  03/ 4/73 0 3113 3130S 13713E 43.0 67.2 G GG
122 4 -oo1 ; .O/000O, 20016/1138 01/14/73 - 3113 3255S 13649E 4292 66*3 GGGG
1224-015 000C/00C 2L016/1139 03/04/71 0 3114 6c26N 14 929E 13*6 167o6 GCGG
1224-v125/ C 300,00 2U016/1140 03/)4/73 r 3114 6908N 14738E 14.7 165.7 GGGG
1224-21254 00c301/000' 20016/1141 0314/ 7 3 0 3114 6648N 14559E 15s8 164.0 GGGG
1224-,1261 0C co. /C 2.016/11 4 2  03/4/73 Q 3114 6528N 14430E 17.0 162.5 GGGG
1224-,1263 0 C0/r,02 2-016/1143 0/-4/77 O 3114 6 40 7 N 14308E 18.1 161.1 GGGG
1224 -132 5  000,/000 20016/1144 03/4/7* 0 3114 4'10 13103E 33.9 145.0 G GG
1224- 1331 1ocy/Or L. 200 6/1145 03/.4/7 0 3114 4145N 13031E 34.9 144.0 GGGG
1224*-1334 00000/C00, 22016/1146 03/04/73 60 3114 4020N 13001E 35,9 143.0 UGGG
1224-01340 C3 0/0 IO0 22)016/1147 03/,4/ 7 3 90 3114 3 P 5 4 N 12931E 36.8 141.9 GGGG
1224-134'3 O _/~c %C 20016/1148 03/04/73 8 3114 3729N1 12903E 37.8 140*8 GGGG
1224-01345 0,'. 0/0 _ 2016/1149 03g,4/73 7: 3114 360?N 12835E 38.7 139.7 GSGG
122 4 -1352 00,CO/Cr00 2v016/1150 03/04/7 7C 3114 3437N 12808E 39.6 138.6 GGGG
1224-01354 C0o00/C , (C 20016/1151 03/04/73 100 3114 3311N 12742E 40,4 137.4 GGGG
1224-02061 Do/ 0/O .. 2u016/1152 01/'4/7; 0 3114 712S 08741E 14*9 66.9 GGGG
12 2 4 -PC06 3  0 0/ C " 2,0016/115 3  03/-4/73 3114 7127S 08525E 13*7 68.7 GGGG
1224- o270 00, 0/'0n 210161154 03/0 4/73 3114 724"S 08255E 12.6 70.8 GGGG
1224-0207?2 oOD00/o00 20016/1155 03/04/73 3114 7352S 08001E 11.5 73.3 GGGG
1224-02075 o00OO/0CO' 20016/1156 03/r'4/7" 0 3114 750RS 0 7642E 1C*4 76.2 GGGG
12 2 4 -20C81 0000/0000 20016/1157 0Q/r4/73 0 3114 7A08 S 07253E 9.2 79.6 GGGG
1224-02084 O0000/CrC 20016/1153 03/)4/73 10 3114 7711S 06329E 8.1 83.7 GGGG
1224-u3072 OuCOO/Cocj 2r. 2/00o04 0-/r4/73 50 3115 7156N 12758E 11*4 171a8 GGGG
1224-u3074 C0O0/00 L 20020/0005 03/94/73 60 3115 7n4qN 12540E 125 169.5 GGG
122 4 -. 301 O0,'/000C 20020/O06 03/r,4/73 40 3115 6h23\ 12337E 13,7 167.5 GGGG
1224-3083 0 0. 0/C 0 20o20/0007 0G /4/73 3115 6 05N 12147E 14o8 165.6 G3GG
122 o30 90 oc00/ c 23j/00/C08 03/r 4/ 7 3 0 3115 6645A4 12007E 159 164.0 GGGG
12 2 4- 309 2  O00.O/CCOt 2020/0009  0 3/c/
7 1  0O 3115 6=259N 1137E j7.0 162.4 GGG
1224"3160 C, 00/ C J 2'020/001" 33/4/73 70 3115 4107N o1bl3E 34.0 145.0 GGGG
1224-.3163 000/ oc 2020/00C11 0l/',4/71 41. 3115 4142 \ 10442E ?350 143.9 GGGG
1224-"3165 0 " 0/000 20 20/0,C12 0/:4/73  0 3115 4"17N 10411E 35.9 142.9 GrGG
1224- 322?2 C /30 2 200 0/0 13 0'1 p4/73 3115 2141N 0 9842E 46.7 126.8 GGGG
1224- 3224 D5:0j. /0 -?20/O014 03/:4/73 1i 3115. 214 lt 0920E 47.3 125.3 GGG
1224- 3231 -,,/-.. . 2 (1 C/(G1 5  0?3/4/73 Cl 3115 194 ,, 09758E 48.0 123.8 GGGG
1224-23233 00/ 2 2/ 16 0/04/73 r 7115 1722 09736E 48* 122 GiGG
1224-_3240 CL"C OO" 2002!C 17 0 3/04/7 10 3115 11556 9715E 49.1 120.6 GGGG
1224.324? ..CC 0/. 0 2'0/001 03/-4/73 2 3115 1429N c9654E 49.6 118.9 GG3G
<ES: CL"urJ C5VE ................ o Te 100 = % CLUD CnVE P ** = Nb CLUD DATA AVAILABLE-
I1r 'A,.ALTITY .o... . .. cLANKSaBAND ' 5T PRcSrNT/RE'UESTED* RuRFCYCLED) G=GBAD, F=FAIR BUT USABLE, PmPOBR*
16:44 'IA 11,'74 sTAN7ARD CATALOG FArP NON.US PAGE 0651
FOM :"7/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSER ATI-N ICR1)FILM -QLL DA/ TF CLO L "R"IT PPICIPAL PRINT tNI SUK TMAGE QUALITY
IDI PSITIN IN HOLL AC 'UT r'E C4VCR 'UIBER F IAGE ELFV* AZIV. RBV 'SS
cEV MS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1224-0500 3 OoC/0o0O 20016/1159 03/"4/73 70 3116 3Q51N 07752E 36,9 141*8 GPGG
1224-C5010 00300000)0 2C016/1160 03/.')4/73 6o 3116 372;N 07724E 37.8 140.7 GGG
122 4 -0501 000C/O0Q'.. 23020/0019 0~/4/7! 7C 3116 3559N 07657E 39*8 139.6 GGGG
1224- 5015 0OO/ 00~C ' 2C020/020 03/0 4/7 3" 3116 3413N O7630E 39.7 138.5 GGGG
1224-05021 C 0)000/0 0 200 2 0/C021 03/(4/73 5n 31!6 3 0 N 0C7604E 40.5 137*3 GGGG
1224-%5024 OCO00/COr 20C, 2 0/C2 2  03/n4/73 30 3116 3!43N! 0 7538E 41*4 136.1 GGGG
1224 (5030C 0000/"00F0 2'020/0023 07/04/73 '116 3-17-0 07513E 42*2 134*9 GGGG
1224-;,5033 C0'C/000 2c0C0c/024 0A/4/74 73 n 3116 2 52P 07448E 43*0 133.7 GGG
122 .035 cO0O/o 2 020/c,2 5  0 3/4/7 0 3116 2, A 0Q7424E 43.8 132.4 GGG
1224-504P 00000/0?00 20000026 03 /r4/71 3116 2?59N 07040CE 44*6 131.0 GGGG
1224-05044 00OO0/c000 2000/0027 0/1"~/73 ' 3116 24334 07337E 45*3 129.7 GGG
122 4 -05051 000,/o000r 20C20/0C2 03/4/7q 3116 207\i 07315E 46.0 128.2 GGGG
12 2 4 -050 5 3  O000C/0Gc 2(02/002 9  0?/ 4/73 r 3116 214 0N 0 7253E 46*7 126.8 GGGG
1224-95060 0000O/C,0n 20020/0 3 0 03/ 4/73 3116 21 4N 0 7231E 47.4 125.3 G GG
1224-65062 0000/000' 20020/0031 03-/:4/73 C 3116 194RT4 07209E 48.0 123*7 GGGG
1224-05065 00000/000 20020/C003? 03/p4/ 7  3116. 1721N 07147E 48.6 122.2 GGGG
1224-05071 0000/C000o 220/0033 03/14/73 C 3116 3555N 07125E 49*1 120.5 GGGG
1224*-05074 09@O0/opp 2 2 0/0034 @3/t4/72 0 3116 1428N 7104E 49.6 118.9 GOGG
122 4 -,50C8 00000/000 2 0/C00035 03/ 4/73 ' 3116 1'01K 07044E 50s1 117.2 GGGG
1224-D50~3 0000/0,000 20 20/(036 3/O 4/7?, 3116 1135 07024E FC.5 115.5 GGG
1224--5085 000o0/Co0 20020/0037 03/,4/73 0 3116 1091 0 7003E 50.9 113.7 GGGG
1224-07142 OC0C/O00C 20020/003 03/04/73 100 3117 6458S 01655E 19.2 6?22 GGGG
1224-07144 OOo0/0000 2~020/0039 03/14/ 7 3 100 3117 661S 01527E 18.1 63*1 GGGG
1224-07151 000/0/000 2O020/0 0 40 03/04/71 100 3117 6738S 01353E 17.0 64.2 GGGG
1224--7153 0000/000O 20020/0041 03/04/73 100 317 6956S 0 1208E 15*9 65.4 G7GG
1224-07160 000C/000 2000/0042 03/"4/73 100 3117 7013S 01005E 14.8 66.9 GGGG
1224-07162 00000/0 0 2u020/0043 03/"4/73 8( 3117 7129S 00747E 13*6 68.7 GGGG
1224-07165 0000C/ 0 2020/044 01/04/7 80 3117 7242S 00516E 12?5 70.8 GOGG
1224-0717l 00C/00,c0 2J020/0045 03/f'4/7 80 3117 79545 00222E 11*4 73.3 GGGG
1 2 2 4 -0 7 1 7 4  00000/0000 20 20/0046 03/C4 / 7 3  8 0 3117 750S 0 0056W 10,3 76e2 GGGG
1224-0710 0000/0003 20J20/0C47 03/04/73 100 3117 7411S 00445w 9.1 79.7 GGGG
1224-j7183 00000/e0J 2L)020/004E 03/04/73 100 3117 7713S 00911W 8.0 83.8 GGGG
122-12081 00000/0000 2J0016/1161 03/ 4/7- 50 3120 11231 03813w 51*2 85.9 GGG
1224-12034 00300/0000 2001b/1162 03/,4/73 40 3120 1749S 038341 50o
8  84*2 GGG
1224-12090 00 ?O/rC'0 20 j16/1163 03/04/73 60 3120 1416S 0385FE 50.4 82,6 GiGG
1224-12o93 cOo0/cc0 2'016/1164 03/04/ 7 3 30 3120 j144S 03916N 50.0 81.n GGGG
1224-12095 O0000/C0') 2,01n/1165 03/04/73 10 3120 1'0 S 03937W 49*5 79o4 GGGP
1224-12102 00C)0/0000 20016/1166 03/04/73 10 31?0 1l35S 03958N 49,0 77.9 GGG
1224-1344 0000/000 2oC16/1167 03/04/7? 50 3121 0O44N 05921, 5193 111.7 PGG
KEYS: CLUD C8VEP % .,..,,-..... 3 TB 100 = % CLOUD CAVER, *, = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
1nAGE (UALTTY .,............ LANKSA94ND N5T PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R=RFCYCLED. GaGBRD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE, P.PBR,
16:44 :A l1' 74 STANDARD CATALeG F5R N9N-US PAGE 0652
FR5M 07/23/72 Tt 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICR4FILM RFLL NS*/ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PoIVCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIJN IN ROLL ACrUTRED CeVER \UMBER RF IMAGE ELEV* AZIr. RBV MSS
v MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1224-1346C C0000/0000 2U0lb/l160 03/04/73 80 3121 0719N 05941W 5106 109.9 GGGG
1224-13463 000CO/OO0 2016/116 9 03;o4/73 9C 3121 0551N 06001W 51.8 108.1 GGGG
1224-13465 OCOOC/C00 2u016/117C 03/04/73- 2r 3121 0424N 06021W 521 106.2 GGGG
1224-13472 000o0/0000 20016/1171 03/04/73 10 3191 0?58N 06041W 52.2 104*3 GrGG
1224-13474 00OOO/0000 20016/117? 0 /04/73 20 3121 0131N 06101W 52.3 102.4 GGGG
1224-13481 00u00/00J 2?016/1173 03/n4/73 5 0 3121 0090N 06121W 52*+ 100.5 GrGG
1224-13483 C0000/0 20020/0049 03/04/73 40 3121 0I20S 06141W 52.4 98*6 GGGG
1224-1349C 000O0/0CO0 2CC2C/0050 03/04/73 40 3121 0246S 06201W 52*4 96o8 GGGG
1224-13492 O000/000 2020/0051 03 /04/73 20 3121 0412S 0 6222W 52*3 94*9 GGGG
1224-13495 o0000/CCOu 20020/0052 03/04/73 50 3121 00399 06242W 52.1 93.0 GGGG
1224-13501 00000/0000 23020/0053 03/"4/73 30 3121 0705S 06302W 52*0 91.2 GGGG
1224-13504 000o0/0,00 20020/0054 33/04/73 40 3121 0?32S 06323W 51*7 89.4 GGGG
1224-1351C 00000/COC0 20020/0055 03/04/73 40 3121 0o59S 0 6343W 51*5 87.6 GGGG
1224-13513 00000/0000 2,0020/0056 03/04/73 20 31P1 1124S 06403W 51.2 85.9 GOGG
1224-13515 00000/0000 20020/0057 03/04/73 20 3121 1?51S 06424W 50*8 84.2 G3GG
1224-13522 00000/0000 20020/0058 03/14/73 40 3121 1419S 06445W 50*4 82.5 GGGG
1224-13524 00000/0009 20020/0059 03/n4/73 70 3121 1545S 06506W 50*0 80.9 GGGG
1224-13531 00000/O0000 2020/0060 03/n 4 /73 9C 3121 1711S 06527W 49,5 79.4 GGGG
1224-13533 00000/0000 200?0/0061 03/4/73 50 3121 137S 065 49W 49*0 77.9 GGGG
1224-13540 00000/0000 20020/0062 03/4/73 20 3121 203S 06611W 48.4 76.4 GGGG
1224-13542 00000/000 20Un20/006 3  0.3/4/73 20 3121 2129S 06633w 47.8 75*1 GGGG
1224-13545 0000/0000 20020/0064 03/nr/71 30 3121 2255S 066 5 5W 47.2 73,7 GOGG
1224-13551 00090/0000 20320/0065 03/~4/73 33 3121 2421S 06717W 46.5 72*4 GGGG
1224-13554 U0000/CCO 2cj020/C066 03/n4/71 30 31?1 2;46S 067 4 0w 45.9 71.2 GOGG
1224-13560 00000/0000 20020/0067 03/04/73 30 3121 2712S 06804W 45.1 70.1 GfGG
1224-13563 00000/000 20020/0068 03/-4/73 30 3121 2939S 068 29w 44.4 69*0 GGGG
1224-13565 00000/00o 20020/0069 03/04/73 30 3121 3005S 06854W 43*6 67.9 GGGG
1224-13572 OOCO/000 2C0 2 0/00 7 0 03/ , 4/73 30 3121 31305 0 6919W 42,8 66.9 GGGG
1224-13574 00000/0030 20020/0071 03/n4/73 20 3121 3255 0694 4 W 42*0 66*0 GGGG
1224-13581 03o00/COC 20020/0072 03/04/71 20 3191 3420S 07010W 41.2 65.1 GGGG
1224-13583 0*000/030 20020/0073 03/04/73 10 3121 3c45S 07037w 40-3 64.3 GGGG
1224-13590 00000/CCO 2O02 0/0074 03/"4/73 20 3121 3710S 07104W 39*4 63.6 GGGG
1224-13592 0000/o000 23020/0075 03/14/7 20 3121 3Q36S 07133W 38*5 6299 GGGG
1224-15160 00000/000 20016/1174 03/r04/73 90 3122 5301N 07108W 27*0 151.9 GGGG
1224-15163 00000/00 20016/1175 03/n4/73 80 3122 5137N 07152W 28.1 150.9 GOGG
1224-15165 00000/00CO 20016/1176 03/04/73 90 3122 5r1N 07232W 29.1 149.9 GGGP
1224-15172 03000/C00 20016/1177 03/-4/73 9' 3122 4R49N 073 11W 30.2 148*9 GGGP
1224-16580 00000/000' 20016/1178 03/04/73 20 3123 5715N 094 34W 23.8 155.0 GGGG
1224-16583 OUOO0/00oC 20016/1179 03/r4/71 29 31?3 5551N 09526W 24.9 154*0 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD C8VEP o ..,..,*...* 0 Te 100 = % CLBUD C"VER, ** = 1B CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I:IAc OUUALTY .. **,,*,,.. PLANKS=BAND FNBT PRrSrNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED* G=GBAD, F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PO9R,
It:44 *), i '1 17 4  STANDAPD CATALBG FPR NAN-US PAGE 0653
FR-i4  37/2/"72 T5 07/23/73
eBSERVATI1' TCf - iF Il RLL ".,/ :rATE CLOLD :R7IT PDI'"CTPAL PHINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I) P ITIrS 1 1 R.LL AC cRlsE O Ce'?R \UMFBR "F IMAGE ELEV, AZI, RBV MSS
- 4 MS LAT L.NG 123 45678
1224-16C' ,,c'/&
. 
00 16/,11 ? 01/ 4/74 3, 3123 5427N 09614 26.0 152.9 GGGG
1224-1659 q? li. 2 16/1181 ,3/'4/7 2 3123 503 N o06 5 9W 27.0 151.9 GGGG
1224-165.4 0 ,0/0 . 2" 16/11? 03/n4/7 1 3123 5!3-N 09742v ?R2e1 150.9 GGGG
1224-:17j31 . C L Cz S' len/1 183  0 /!7:,1 , 3123 51 )4 09823 p9.1 149e9 GGGG
1224-1765 40' -0'/. 2/ Clr/113+ 03/'4/73 S 3123 2726N 106188 44#0 132*2 GGGG
122 4 -1 7 C71 < '/-'0 ,16/115 0 / 4/7; 7. 31p3 2600op i06b42W 44.7 130.9 GGGG
1224-17C74 0 V / . 0 1 F0/1 18 0 74/C/73 9 3123 243 4 N 10705 45.5 129*5 GGGG
122 4 -1 7CSO " -16/1187 038/ 7  8' 3123 ?'07 10728W 46.2 128*1 GGGG
12 2 4 -1 7 013 " .:./C0. 2 31b/188 6 0/4/73 1' 3123 214N 10751 46.8 126.6 GIGG
1224-17cs: O00'n/Co 2 C16/1189 03/'4/71 10 3123 201', 108128 47,5 125.1 GGGG
1224-18423 C0'/-0 2' ?16/119" C,/ /7 3 70 3124 51N 12246 27.1 151.9 GGPG
1224- 184'3u 0 0'c' ' 2,lt/l1191 0t:4/73 60 31?4 5138N 12329w 28.1 150.9 GGGG
1224-.8432 0OO/C00 2"1/1192 03/-4/71 9. 3124 5rl'*N 12409 29*2 149.9 GGPG
1224*1845'. ' /0' 2016/1133 0 /4/73 70 3124 4 435N 12635W 33*2 145.9 GGPG
1224--2425 CC /Co 2.0 c'/0C70 0?/34/ 7  5ri 3126 6415S 14713E 21.2 60.6 GGGG
1224-,'2431 OC ,'0 . 2.0 d0077 03/"4/7? 4n 31P6 6?3AS 14601E 2CP1 61*3 GGGG
1224-.2434 CC ,CCn/ 2ci ? /0~7 0 nC/ 4/73 1 3126 6458S 14441E 19.0 62.0 GGGG
1224-292'4 C. 0C./00 K,0or79 03/4/7 1 3126 6A1:S 14315E 17.9 62.9 GOGG
122-2,243 0 /. ' .. 0 23cd /1 80 03~/'4/73 3i 176 6737S 14140E 16.8 64.0 GGGG
,,1224" 2' , 0 /,.. C/'?. 0iE 1Oe 0C3'/94/7 10 3126 656S 13952E 15.7 65*3 GGGG
1224-'24';? i. /0 2O' /C0 03 /,4/7.;3 3126 7-14S 13749E 14.5 66.8 GGGG
122~-?P 24 , , 2/ - (!008 3  03/ ,14/7 i 31'6 7129S 13533E 13,4 68.6 GGGG
1224-2461 2,"' /O. .8 0/3/o 4/73 1t 31'6 7;43S 13301E 123 7 07 GGGG
1224'?22463 ,0r'j/m 2'," r8-085 0"//7 q 3116 7155S 13007E 11.2 73.2 GGGG
1224- 247r 2 ( /02 4~' ?-,C 76 /7 1 3126 75055 12647E 10*0 76,1 GGGG
1224-2, 47 " p/ 0 - r0/" 87 093/4/71 2c 316 74 1 S 12258E 8*9 79.6 G5GG
12 2 657 6'"y/' ) '1b/119 03/ /73 2fl 3131 1'0N 0 4 331E 503 116.7 GGPG
1225" ~'C 0C0,,/ r 2;o10/1195 l0, /71 io 312 0720N 01621E 51I7 109.5 PG G
1225-'S?3 . "/(0 2 0/1 9 / 03 7: 60 3112 Q05544 01601E 52.0 107.6 GG G
1225-13425 O; /c Z 16/1197 03/ /7 7Q 3132 C0428N 0b40E 52.2 105.8 G3 G
1225-'843F 0 L 3,J 2?lo1/119 03/75/73 3112 030?1 01520E 52*3 103*9 G G
1225-133F? "- c 16 V? 119q 01/rc;/73 10 3135 5401" 04644W P274 151.9 GGGG
12251 335 : L ._ 0 2l o/120 0j3/,/73 100 3135 513RN 04727W 28 4 150.8 GGGG
1225-1 3 3 n C0 0C/Cr( ~1/1120c-1 01/-5/73 100 3115 5(14N 04807W 2995 149.8 GSGG
12251,3314 , OC,"/C' 2 016/1202 0/c/ 7 3 9 0 3135 44. 04846w 30*5 148 8 GIGG
1225-1341 OCC/ CCOC 1/120:3  0/5/7 90 31?5 4729"' 04923W 3195 147.8 GGGG
1225- 134C3 L /CC L 2 ,1 /12tO, 09/-ci/73 7r: 3135 4 0 , 04958W 32*5 146.8 GGGG
1225- 341C' 0C'0/0 2 016/1 2C5 03/C'./7S 90 3115 4435N 05032W 33*5 145.8 GGG
1225-13412 0c.C/r0. 2..016/1206 0//,5/ 73 60 3115 4'1 )1 051C5) 34.5 144.8 GGGG
KEYS; CeI, C.1E9 %*..........,. T6 100 * % CLPUD CVER. ** : N& CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I AGE CUALITY ..... ,....,,. FLANbKSz=AN0 NBT PRcSFNT/REQUJSTED. RaRECYCLED, 6=GOBRD F=FATR BUT USABLE. P:PB9R,
1.:4' 11 '7, STANARD CTAL9G FF NPN-US PAGE 0654
F491, )7/21/*72 Te 07/73/73
bESERVATT C F I.:' c:LL -:./ LA T: CLUD ?;PIT FP'I!CIPAL PtINT SUN SuN TMAGE QUALITY
I? 'ITI' I" "LL A CI F' CtOVR ,!UMBR iF Im'AGE ELEV, AZI . RBV MSS
I AT LtNG6 123 45678
1225-135.?- L OC /1. 7  0, /./71 30 315 C007\ 06248W 52.5 10 00 GOGGG
1225-135*2 rO''312/ . .l,12/ 0I,:5/7, 5, 3135 011rS 06308W 5P5 98.1 GGGG
1225-13541 . im /12R09 03/O5/7 6r 3115 C? S4 06328w 52.4 96.2 GGG
1l25-i3551 LLC/. . 2 1612 07/75/73 6r 3135 04115 06348 52.3 94.3 G'GG
1225r13553 7it"C/3rO '.C16/1?11 C ?/5/73 6C 31Z5 05375 06 0 52*2 92*4 GGGG
1225-1.Sh? )2C C!y . 216/11. 03/ 8/7" 80 3115 07045 064284 52.0 90.6 GrGG
1225-I135,E 5 , r ' ,16!1?13 C31.73 i-00 3115 C0325 06448 51.8 88.8 GG
1225-13565 OCS3 /'vc' 2"')16/1214 0D'/ 5/7: 10 3115 0057S 06bow 51*5 870.o GrGG
1225-13571 0''~"/0'0 ' .l6/ 215 3/1 5/73 100 3115 11245 06530 51.2 85.3 GIGG
1225-1357 0."'/ 00. 216/121' n 3/"5/73 100 3115 1250S 06551w 50.8 83.6 GGGG
1225-1135 ' C C0/3CC' 2',16/1217 0 5 /7 lc 3135 1ls 066412w 50*4 82.0 GGGG
1225-1353 C/C 2r 01/1218  0/,/7 10 3135 1544S 066 3 3 w 4909 80.4 GGGG
1225-135i CLS? /L;0 21/ 0-/25/73 8?, 3115 1S 06654W 4994 78*8 G GG
122S359i3 CiC.3/ , 2)16/122 03/?5/7' 71, 3135 14365 06715 48.9 77.3 GGG
122b-1359' -: / " "2"1o /121 01'/73 7" 3135 2 015 06 7 36 48 3 75.9 GGGG
1225-1'+C4? '' /" C: 216/i??2 0?/';/73 30 3135 3P 4S 07203 40.i1 63*9 GGG
1225-14C'4 C I: O o. ?. 163 6/7 . 315 37095 C7230 3S2 63*2 GlGG
1225-14,51 -r Pt'o 2( 16/12'+ 0 /5/7 8 3115 334S 07258W 383 62.5 GGG
1225*-52" .? o/ ' - . 2' , 1"155 0(?/?3/71 3136 5P3: O0913W 23,1 156.1 P'GG
122 5 -152 3  , / 16/12?6 0 /7? 3116 5715' 07008w 24.2 155*0 GGGG
122515205 Y . /;0, 2'016/1? 7 7/,/73 3116 5=51N 07059W 25*3 153.9 GrGG
1225-1512 "'; 0/' 2016/1~2 3/ ,37:3 0. 3176 542'N 07147 26.3 152,9 GrGG
1225-1 21 i / o 2 16/1 2 29 03/ 5/7 3136 5?04- 07233W 27*4 151.8 GGGG
1225-15221 ./or 'jR 16/1233 7 31"6 513'-N 07316 2F 4 150,8 GGGG
12215?23 0CC7/O cC 2,16P123i 3D!/ / 7  ? 1176 5 r, 07358w 29*5 149.8 GGGG
1225-1691 OCC C16/1232 0?/-5/7  100 3117 7157\ 07956, 12,0 171.9 6GG
1225-159 "  "'LC /3 , 2c 16/233 3/,i05/71 100 3117 7 4 N OF 15. 13*1 1696 GGG
1225-171 , /0 21631171634 2f/::;/7 104 317 6 r" 0419 14*3 167;6 GGGG
1225-17-j3 'O t . 2.?161?35 32//7 1C 31 7  6 07 oPbl1Cw 15.4 165.7 GGGG
1225- 17C05 O-O/ C 2C016/1236 0q/ 5/7 10 3117 664N 87P+9 16*5 164.0 GOGG
1225-17C12 " ,c~/"' 2: 161237 03,/7 10 31 7 6C2 C8918 0 7.6 162*5 GGGG
1225-17.1' :: 7/ 1- 3' 16/1238 03?1/-5/   17 6i06N 09 3 9, 18.7 161,0 GGGG
1225-17C1t / 216/1239 0/:5 /7 3 3137 6 48\ 09152k 1F.8 159.7 GGGG
1225- 1702 C , '216/124" 03'"/73 2 1"7 612 C9301k ?0*9 15,*5 GGGG
1225-171 L, / , . it /1241 3 /7 1 3171 6 rn~ 09405 ?2.0 157.3 GGGG
1225-17132 _C. , 2 16/lp242 03./5/7- 1" 3117 5 3. b 9 04 23*1 156.1 GoGG
1225-17 :/ 2 16,13 OV /r-;/7"3 17 31q7 571 q ,9558, 2.2 155.0 GpGG
1225-17.4' "/'.' 2.C16/1? + 03/:5/73 1C 3117 5C52N 9649V 25,3 153.9 GGGG
1225-:17 44 ' D 2: 16/1245 C3/r37/73 1' 3137 5257 09 737 W 26.3 152.9 GPGG
< 'YS: 'C- C~OVE: o.. o.oo.., TR 100 .* CLOUD CVER. = N t CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I', '.LLiTY . .......... .L..KS..N. . . . ,BT PRFSrNT/ECUESTEDo P=RECYCLED G=G6iD F=FATR BUT USABLE* P=POR,
16:44 'AR 11,'74 STAN.ARD CATALOG FnP NeN.US PAGE 0655
F45M )7/21/72 T3 07/23/73
BBSERVATI5N qICRFIL; R TLL N./ iATE CLUD 9RRIT PoINCIPAL PRINT SUNr SU TiMAGE QUALITY
Ib iSITIN IN RLL AC'OT 4E C9VER vUMBrR 9F IM AGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV t'SS
V M L.AT LBNG 123 45678
1225-17050 00000/000 200C16/1246 03/0) /73 1 3137 505 i OC 83 27*4 151.9 GGGG
1225-17053 0000/3C 20016/1247 0 1/'/73 20 3177 5141 09C078 b.,5 150.8 GGGG
1225-17055 c0 C/, ?;016/124 03i/7r/73 1 3117 5,17, 099 4 8W 29*5 149.8 G3GG
122 5 -17123 000/COC. 2016/1249 33P r,'7 3 17 2729N 10742w 44.3 13P.0 GrGG
1225-1713i 00e/OCC. ) 2-016/1250 03/9/77 70 3137 FAO r 10 06W 45.0 130.6 GGGG
1225-1713? 0,C /00o 2a016/1251 0 3 ,/5/71 80 3137 437N 1029H 45.8 129.2 GGGG
1225-20502 13O0000/00) 2r16/125 03/,/73 4!: 3  9 1i23S 16845 1.2 85,2 PGGG
1225"20504 00000/3000 20016/1253 07/!7 4f 3!9 1 57S 16905w 8 83*5 GGGG
1225-20511 C(3o0/'CrC; 20016/1254 30 c;/73 4r 3139 1417S 16925w 5 C 4 81*8 GGGG
1225-20513 'OC/or:o! 16/1255 0 3 ,5/73 3139 1r4 S 16946k 49.9 80.2 GGGG
1225-205C20 Cr00 /0 l 2,J116/12 5 6 03/;5/7 50 3139 170,S 17007iW 4914 78.7 GGGG
1225-20522 0001/0001 2S16 1257 03p)5/73 6; 3139 1P34S 17029w 48.9 77*2 GGGG
1226-00342 000C0/OCO1 0F/-1;7P 1' 3141 7 147 11039E 14*2 66,6 GOGG
1226-30344 00o/0c;' 2,, 16/1259 03/761/7 1 3141 71 2AS 10 23E 13*1 68.4 GPPG
1226-00351 00300/010 2 016 /1260 03/"A/ 7 3  2- 3141 740S 10553E 11.9 70.5 GDGG
1226-C0353 300COY/'0 2(j16/126P 0l/(n/73 314: 7595S 10300E 10'8 73*0 GPGG
1226-00360 OCOCO/r000 20016/1262 Ol//7(/ 10 3141 75025 09941E 9.7 75.9 GPpG
1226")0362 0000/000 2,016/1263 03/,4/7 1 311 7608S 09b53E 8.5 79.3 GPP
1226-j0365 0030/')00 2~016/1264 03/I /73 1C 3141 7711S 09125E 7 4 83.4 Gopp
1226"-511 00000/0000 2i016/1265 03/r6 /73 3144 3147N 0 7247E 42*0 135.7 GGGG
1226-05143 U0UO0/0CO' 20016/1266 O/,/73 . 3144 321N 07222E 42.9 134.4 G:GG
1226-05150 0000/0C0 200 16/1267 0iP6/ 7 3 3144 255N 0C7158E 43.7 13391 GGG
12 2 6 -U6 4 4 3 0000/O,'0 2f016/1268 07/A/173 1? 3145 7423N ' 07923E 9,9 177*6 (GGG
1226-06445 c00 /CO00U 20016/1269 0 1/0A/73 2 3145 711?. 07621E 11.1 174.6 GGG
1226-06452 0C000/0000 20016/1270 031/,;/7? 2 3145 7i5i\ 0734CE 122 172*0 GGGG
1226-06454 0 00000 00 20016/1271 03/0/73 10 3145 7?2N 07119E 1~33 169.7 GGGG
1226-06461 000C O/C0C0 2 016b/1272 0 7 // 73 10 3145 6o26Ni 06915E 14.5 167.6 GGGG
1226-06463 o0u O -c00l, 2 '16/1273 0/C A/73 20 3145 6907N 06725E 1E.6 165.8 GSGG
1226-.647 0OCC _ /.C 2u16 /127 C/1/ 73 1 31,5 -64, 06545E 16.7 164.1 GGGG
1226-0647? 0('0 0 ' 0 2.O16/127b5 03/06,73 10 314 5 62'N 06415E 17.8 162.5 GGG
1226-06572 0r//CuJ 20016/1276 0?3/;/73 10 31 '5 3147\ 04658E 42.1 135.7 GGGG
1226-j6575 C000/Q00c0 2c ,16 /1277 03 /r!A/73 2r 3145 21N'i 0 4 633E 42*9 134.4 GGGG
1226-)6581 0C3C0/C00 20316/1?78 0 3 /c/7 30 3145 2Q55N 04609E 43.7 133.1 GGGG
1226-06584 0CO0/.000. 2-'016/1279 0/,'f,/73 3; 3145 272ON 0 4545E 44,5 131*8 GGG
1226-(659C ; /C:, r 2C 016/12 0/'c4/73 1i' 3145 2( 0 3N 0 4b21E 45.2 130, GGG
1226-,659 0,COc/c00L 2 016/1281 C0/p/ 7 3 10 3145 2437N 0 4459E 45*9 129.0 G GG
1226-6595 6 00 0 C ' 16/1282 03/,6/73 20 3145 2"1 IN 0 4436L 46.6 127.6 GGG
1226-07002 C00.0/IOC 0' 20 31/128 3 03/./7 2r 3145 2 44i 04414E 47.3 126,1 GrGG
1226- .7004 0L00/ " 00 J l/1284 03/r6/73 10 3145 219\ 04352E 47o9 124.5 GGG
KEYS: CLU-jr' C'V a o m......*,, . 0; TL 100 z % CLPUD CnVER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
i'GE T .UALITY .............. , pLANVS=BAN '3 BT PReSFNT/REJUFSTED. R=RFCYCLED. G=GS D. F=FAIR BUT USABLE, PzPBBR,
16:44 '"A 11'7'4 STANDARD CaTALG FOR NON.US 
PAGE 0656
FR1m 17/23/12 T9 07/23/73
a6SERVATI5N MICRFILM RSLL :O./ DATE CLOUD RRIT PPRICIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
1I PeSITI_- I" RSLL ACCUTREP COVER NUMBER qF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
pV MRS LAT L5NG 123 45678
122 6 -07011 OG000/0000 20016/128 5  03/r)/7 0 3145 E152N 04330E 48.5 123.0 GGGG
1226-0701 3 00OO/300o 20016/12?6 03/O/7? 10 3145 1726Nj 04308E 49*1 121.3 GGGG
1226-07020 000U/CCOU 20016/1287 03/n6/73 50 3145 155qN 0 4247E 49.6 119.7 
GGGG
1226-c702 OOOoO/CC0U 20016/1288 03/0A/
7 3 30 3145 1433N 04226E 50,1 118.0 GGGG
1226-07025 U00O0/000o 2Q016/1289 03/0A/73 0 3145 1707N 04205E 50*5 116.3 GGG
1226-j7031 00C000/0000 20016/1290 C03/C'/73 3145 114 1N 04144E 509 114.5 GGG
1226-07034 000j0/OCOO 20016/1291 03/0c/7? C 3145 ic15r 0 4124E 51.3 112.7 GGGG
12 2 6 -07C40 O0000/CCO0 2U016/1292 03/eA/73 0 3145 O4,N- 0 4103E 51*6 110.9 GGGG
1226-07043 00300/0000 2(0)16/1293 0/(A/73 3145 0722N 04042E 5109 109*0 GGGP
1226-37045 00000/0000 20016/1294 03/0A/7? 0 3145 055
6 N 04021E 52.1 107*2 GGGG
1226-07052 o00co0/0o0 20016/1295 03/06/7?3 3145 0428N 04001E 52.3 105.3 GGGG
1226-07054 0OCC0/C0c0 20016/1296 03/06/73 20 3145 0301N 03941E 52*4 103.4 GGGG
1226-37061 Co000O/CCO 2u016/1297 03/06/ 73 30 3145 0136N 0 3922E 52*5 101a5 GGGG
1226-07063 00UOCO/CO0 20016/1298 03/06/7' 30 3145 0011N 03902L 52*6 99.6 GGGG
1226-07070 OU00O/CC00 20016/1299 03/(6/73 50 3145 0115S 03842E 52*6 97.6 GGGG
1226-07072 00000/000 20016/1300 03/o0/73 30 3145 0P42S 0 3822E 52.5 95.8 GGGG
1226-07075 00000/0OC 20016/1301 03/A/73 50 3145 04089 03 801E 52*4 9309 GGGG
1226-07081 oCOo00/0O0 20016/130P 03,06/73 90 3145 0536S 03741E 52 2 9290 GGGG
1226-07084 000C0O/CC 20016/1303 03/CA/73 100 3145 0703S 03720E 52.0 90.2 GGGG
1226-07143 C00Q0/000 2C(016/1304 01/0A/73 50 3145 2712S 03217E 44.9 69.3 GGGG
1226-07145 00000/0000 20016/130 0i/cA/7 3 40 3145 2R35S 03 204E 4401 68.2 GGPG
122 6-08422 00000/0000 20016/1306 03/06/73 0 3146 2604N 0 1934E 45.2 130*4 GPGP
1226-08424 00000/0000 2u016/1307 03/-A/73 C 3146 2438N 01911E 46*0 129*0 GGGP
1226-08431 00000/0CC0 22016/1308 03/06/73 0 3146 2-12N 01548E 46*7 127*5 GGGG
1226-38433 00000/000C 22016/1309 C0/6/7? 3146 2146N 01826E 47.3 126.0 GGGG
12 2 6-j84 40 0000/O00C 20016/1310 03/ 6/73 3146 2n19N 0 1804E 47.9 124.5 GG G
1226-08442 00000/0000 2016/1311 03/rA/
73 60 3146 1853N 0 1742E 48.5 122.9 GGGG
122 6 -C 8 445 00000/0000 20016/1312 0/06/73 40 3146 1727N 01721E 49*1 121.3 GGGG
1226-08451 00000/0000 20016/1313 03/06/73 90 3146 1601N 0 1659E 49.6 119*7 GGGG
1226-08454 CGo00/0000 20016/1314 03/0A/73 90 3146 1435N 0 1638E 50c1 118.0 GGGG
1226-10133 OOOCO/OCOC 20016/131 5 03o0A/71 90 3147 6A47N 0 1409E 16.8 16491 GGGG
1226-10140 00000/00C0 20016/1316 03/06/73 8r 3147 6527N 01239E 17*9 162.5 GGGG
1226-10142 G0000/CCCU 20016/1317 03/oA/ 7 3 30 3147 6407N 01118E 19*0 161.1 GGGG
1226-10145 00000/0000 2(0016/1318 03/06/73 30 3147 6P45N 01003E 20.1 159.7 GGGG
1226-10151 0U000/000C 20016/1319 03/C,/7' 10 3147 6123?N 0055E 21*2 158,5 GGGG
1226-10154 0000/0000 20016/1320 03/06/73 20 3147 6000 00/52E 22*3 157.3 GGGG
1226-10160 00000/0C00 2L016/1321 03/0A/73 20 3147 5%38N 00653E 23.4 156.1 GGGG
1226-13435 00000/0000 20016/1322 01/ A/73 6C 3149 5429N 04722W 26.7 152.8 GGGG
1226-13441 OC000/O00C 22016/1323 03/06/73 70 3149 5?051 4807W p277 151.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLQUD CBVE0 1 .. *.... .. ,,. o TA 1CO a Y CLOUD CvER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAG6E CUALITY ,..,....... RL4NKS=BAND KBT PRpScNT/RErUESTED* R=RECYCLED. Ga=G D, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P=PBOR,
16:44 'AR 11.'74 STANARD CAT.ALG FRR NeN.US PAGE 0657
FRBO 07/21/72 TO 07/23/73
BeSERATTI "!C FI ,1 SLL T./ D4 E CLrJD ?4RIT PPI\ICIP4L PPIT SJUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
IIT PSITI I RBLL AU TQF' CPVPR \JMBER ?F IMAGE ELEV. AZ I:. RBV MSS
-v SS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1226-13444 c0jO/0c:0 2n16/1324  C3/,)6/73 8 3149 51.41. c450 28*8 150.8 GGGG
1226-t345C 00C3L3/CJ' ?016/1325 03/A/717 60 3149 5rl' 04932W 29.8 149.8 GSGG
1226-13453 COCO/Cr'u 2001/b'13 2 6 03/06/73 40 3149 4R1lN 05011W 30.9 148.8 GGGG
1226-53,55 -0/oC,0 20316/1327 03/A/73 9C 3149 4727N 0504E8 31*9 147.7 GGGG
1226-13462 03Q030/J03 2:)16/132F 03/-A/7' 80 3149 460fN 0 5123W 32*9 146.7 GrGG
1226-13464 3C0DC/Cc 22016/1329 0/hA/73 80 3149 4L37\ 05156W 3309 145.7 GGGG
1226-13471 OLi0o/Cc00 20016/1332 03/,6/7 90 3149 411 ? 05228w 34*9 144.7 GGGG
1 22 6 -1 358 CoC""/" .2A0/16t/1331 07//73' 30 3149 042N 06312W 52.4 105.1 GGG
1226-13585 00000/00(0 20016/133 33/: /7 37 3149 c02 06331w 52.5 103.2 GGGG
1226-13591 C0 03/00L 2016/1333 0 /16/73 In 3149 0!36N 06351W 52.6 101.3 GGGG
1226-13594 C0-00/rC, 20 16/133 0o/:A/73 20 3149 01r)N 06411W 52.6 99*4 GAGG
1226-14000 O00O/000e 21016/1335 03/tA/71 40 319 0116S 06431W 52*6 97.5 GGGG
1226-14003 0000C/0 c 20016/1336 0 3 /6/73 40 3149 0?42S 06 4 5 2w 52*5 95.6 GGGG
1226-14053 L00O/000 20016/1337 03/A/73 10 3149 A157S 0 6903N 48*2 75.4 GGGG
12 2 6 -14C 5 5  0030/0003 2.016/133 C3/:A/7 10 3149 212 5 S 06925W 47.6 74.0 GGGG
1226"i406? 00Co0/o0C:' 2C016/1339 09/6/73 10o 3149 2251S 06
9 4 7W 47*0 72.7 GGGG
1226-14064 300 30/C?0 200113 4 03/rA/73 1 3149 24 17S 07010 46*3 71.4 GGGG
1226-14071 cO -00/Ce'0 20(16/1341 03/rA/73 40 3149 2F43S 0703 3 w 45.6 70.2 GGGG
1226-1473 000 '0ICCC 20316/1342 04/::6/73 4c 3149 271 5 0 7056w 44.8 69.1 GGGG
1226:-1082 0/000c0D 2016/1343  07/.3A/74 6C  3149 3 C4S 07145i 43.3 67*0 GGGG
12 26-14085 3*000/00' 2016/1344 03/'/73 70 3149 312SS 07209W 42"5 66'1 GGGG
1226-14091 0c0CO/3002 2c016/13 4 5 60/,6/72 8  3149 325?S 072 3 5w 41.6 65*1 GGGG
1226-15241 003C3/000< 2C016/1346 03/n6/73 c 310 64oSN 06613W 19,1 161.1 GGGG
1226-15243 oCo,0/OnC0 20016/1347 0?/C/73 2 3150 6?47N 06729 20.2 159.7 GGG
1226-15250 0o. 0/00 .20016/1348  03/nA/73 3190 6125N 06838w 21i3 158.5 GGGP
1226-15252 C0000/000c 2,316/1349 07/r6/73 9c 3150 6?N 06942W 22*4 157.2 GPGP
1226-15255 CLD/C00 u 2/016/1350 03/C6/71 9c 3150 5 3 N 0 7040W p3.5 156*1 GPGP
1226-!5261 00303/0000 20016/1351 07t1//73 60 3150 517 07133W 24.5 155.0 GPGP
1226-15264 0C00q/0002 2u016/1352 01/o6/7 3 10 3150 5553N 07 2 23W 25*6 1539 GlGG
1226-15270 0000/0000 20316/1353 03/6/73 1O 310 5429N c7311W 26*7 152.8 GGG
1226-15273 '0300/000O 20016/1354 07/'6/73 10 3150 5305N 0 7356W 27.8 151.8 GGGG
1226-15275 00o0/0C c 2j016/13 031A/73 30 3150 5141N 07 4 38W 28.8 150.8 GGGP
1226-1528? 30030/000 2j016/1356 C?/A/73 20 3150 5niN 07520o 29.8 149*8 GGG
1226-17102 U0'o/OOCC, 20016/1357 03/-6/73 80 3151 543CN 09902W 26.7 152*8 GGGG
1226-17104 CO00/OCOJ 2 20 1 6/ 1 358 03/C(/73 70 3151 5-06N 09948W 27.8 151.8 GGGG
1226-17111 00000/0000 20016/1359 03/26/73 90 3151 5!4?N 10031w 28.8 150.8 GGGG
1226-17113 0C000/000 2. 016/136 03/06/73 100 3151 5 17N 10112W 29*9 149.8 GGGG
1226-17181 0C O/CCOC 2cj16/13 6 1 03/~A/73 20 3151 273'N 10910W 44*6 131.7 GGGG
1226-17184 000 0/C0Q0 20-16/1362 03/t/73 40 3151 2A04N 10934W 45*3 130*3 GGGG
KEYS: CL'UC CEvER % ...... .. .. 2 T 100 = %CLLBUD COVER. ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
1"AGE OUALITY .... ,........ LANKSBAND hBT PReScNTRE)UESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GaRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR.
16:44 '? ! '74 3TANDARD CATAL9G FPP NfN-US PAGE 0658
F B4 07/23/72 T5 07/23/73
BBSERVATI9N "ICcFI:1 LL ./ DATE CLVUD tRPIT PPI\CIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I PRFITI IN LL AU.UIrE C VFR N:UMBER F IMAGF ELEV. AZI F. RBV SS
cV "IS LAT LNG 123 45678
1226-i7190 CCC)/ ; O 2,016163 031 /7 4,) 3151 243A"N 1i0957v, 46.1 128*9 GGGG
1226-171?3 60I00/00, 2,c16/13 4 3/,r/7 20 3151 2 1' 11i0u19W 4b.8 127.4 GOGG
1226-17195 000C/C00 2011/1365 0 A/7 50 3151 214N\ 110 4 1w 47.4 125.9 GGGG
1226-20304 00C 0/C00 2:016/136 0/CA /71 , 3153 742AN 12716K io01 177.6 GGG
1226-.0310 C0 / 30 2ju16/1367  03/06/7 3 C 3153 7 14 1301 78 11*3 174.7 GGGG
1226-20313 30, /CO0) 2 016/136 031-A/7 7 3153 7p00N 13256W 12,4 172.0 GGG
1226-20315 0CO0/0C0 2 C16/1?69 03,:A/73 r 3153 7 -455m 13516, 1335 169.7 GGGG
1226-20322 OC'O/O000 2C016/1370 37/673 $ 3153 6023N 13719w 14*7 167.7 GGGG
1226-22135 Ovo2r/C0C 0016/1371 03/0/73 3 3154 7425N 15307W 10C 2  177.6 GGGG
1226-22142 0300/C00D 20'16/1372 031A6/73 7c 3154 7313 15 6 10 11*3 174.7 GGGG
1227-0o255 OC 0o0/O0 2. 16/1373 03/C7/71 c 3155 2249S 13519E 46.9 72*5 G.GG
1227-0026P 00000/0000 20016/1374 03/:,7/73 C 3155 2414S 13 455E 4be2 71.2 GGGP
1227-00264 C 0000/OCO 20016/1375 03/(,7/73 0 3155 2 S41S 13432E 45.5 70.0 GGGP
1227-00271 0000C/000C 20016/1376 C?/n7/73 C 31q5 270qS 13410E 44.8 68.9 GGGP
1227-00273 0003 /000C 2001 6 /13 7 7  0'/1,7/ 7 3 3o 3155 2q3'S i3346E 4400 67.8 GGGG
12 2 7 -00280 0(O/o00 0 20C16/1378  03/q07/73 5(, 3155 3000S 13 323E 43.2 66.8 G0GG
1227-j0282 00OD/00G 20016/1379 0307/7? 90 3155 3125S 13259E 42.4 65.9 GGG
1227-00285 OCOt/O00 2.0161382 09/1;7/73 100 3155 3755 13234E 41.6 65.0 GGG
1227-01570 20r/CO09 016/1381 03/7/73 10 3156 1P51N 11929E 48.7 122.7 GCGG
1227-21573 C0030/0C00 2uC016/138 0?/-7/73 10 31=6 1727% 11907E 49.3 121.0 G GG
1227-11575 030l00/ 22016/1383 0/ 7/7 3 l 31156 1401N 11847E 49*8 119.4 G5GG
1227-31582 f I0/lCOO 2,01b/1984 03/7/77 1! 31=6 143 N 11826E 50.3 117*6 GGGG
1227-'1584 CS' f/DOO0 20016/1385 C3r7/173 1 3156 1l11N 11804E 50c 7  115.9 GGGG
1227-01591 OO "/C C 2 016/1386 0/,7/73 20 3156 1144N 11743E 51.1 114.1 GGGG
1227=,1593 L0000/0000 ?016b/1387 07/7/7 60 3156 1 13N 11723E 51.5 112.3 GGGG
1227-02000 C000 C'/000 20016/138 0C3,17/73 4C ?156 051\ 11703L 51.8 110.5 GGGG
1227-02250C 100 /0c 0' 23016/1389 C /c7/7 100 3156 701S 07225E 9.3 75.6 GIGG
1227-0333? U000/000 20016/1 90 03/7/73 C 3157 4?13N 10057E 35*1 144*6 GGGG
1227-,3334 CCOC/C)O 2o16/1391 0?/,7/73 0 3157 4414~ 10026E 36*0 143.5 GGGG
1227-05195 - 00Y/O00C 2'016/1392 03/C7/73 90 3158 3145N 07121E 42-4 135.4 PSGG
1227-0520 C /C00 2:016/1393 03/(?7/73 9 31r8 3 19N C7056E 43.2 134.1 GGGG
1227-05204 CO00r/C0, 2j016/1394 0371 7/73 40 3158 2R53N 07031E 44*0 132.8 GGGG
12 2 7 -c5211 000/C0u 2316/1395 0/,7/ 7 , 30 3158 2727N 07006E 44.8 131.5 GGG
12 2 7-05213  OC030/000 2o 16/139 03/07/79 2C 31 8 2 (0 1 N 06943E 45.5 130.1 GGGG
1227-522? 0000C/O00 2016/1397 09?/7/73 315& 24344 06920E 46.2 128.7 GGGG
1227-C5222 0CuO/0o0D 20016/1398 0 3/07/73 3158 2109q 06857E 46.9 127.2 GIGG
1227-25225 OC 0O/ 2,c16/1399 03/7/7 D 31 = 8  2143N 0 6t35E 47.6 125.7 PGGG
1227-05231 C"OC0/0< 28016/1400 0/~/7/7 3158 2m17', 06813E 48.2 124*1 GGGG
1227-05234 -GCO30/00 20 16/1401 03r7/7 c 3158 r75T7 06751E 48.8 122.5 GGGP
KEYS: CLio. CBvE I *......*,,. , C TR 100 %  CLBUD C VER. ** = NU CLOUD DATA AvAILABLE.
IMAGE GUALITY ,,.,....,, . FOLA1NKSSBAND N T PRSrNT/RE2UESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GnD,. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P=PBBR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STAN)ARD CkTALRG FeR NUN-US PAGE 0659
FROM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICReFILM RLL rB,/ DATE CLBUD 9RRIT PoI'JCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 POSIT1SN IN RRLL ACQUIRED C VER \iUMBR F IMAGE ELEV. AZI,. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1227-05240 00000/0000 20016/1402 03/f7/7 0O 3158 1723N 06729E 49.3 120.9 GGPG
1227-05243 00000/0000 20016/1403 03/o7/73 0 3158 1957N 06708E 49.9 119.2 GGG
1227-05245 00000/0000 20016/140 4 03/o7/73 0 3158 1431N 0 6648E F0.3 117.5 GGGP
1227-05252 0000/0000 20016/1405 03/07/73 10 3158 1905N 06627E 50.8 115*8 GGGP
1227-05254 00000/0000 20016/1406 03/07/73 10 3158 1i39N 06606E 51 2 114.0 G"GG
1227"05261 00000/0000 20016/1407 03/07/73 10 3158 11'?N 06546E 51*5 112.2 G7GG
1227-07340 00000/0000 20016/1408 09/07/73 10 3159 7 4 25S 0059E 11,5 70.3 GGGG
1227-07342 00000O0000 20016/1409 03/07/73 50 3159 7154S 00153w 10*3 72.8 PGG
1227-07345 00000/0000 20016/1410 03?/7/73 80 3159 7r03S 00 bllW 9.2 75.7 GPGG
1227-08460 0000O/C00 2)016/1411 03/17/73 6n 3160 3 ~1N 0 2009E 41*6 136.6 GGGG
1227-08462 COO00/0000 20016/1412 03/97/73 40 3160 3146N 01943E 42*5 135.4 GOGG
12 2 70 8 46 5 o0000/00o0 20016/1413 03/n7/73 3o 3160 3n20N 01918E 4303 134.1 GGGG
1227-08471 00000/0000 20016/1414 03/07/73 0 3160 2R54N 0154E 4401 132.8 GGGG
1227-0847 0O0000/000C 20016/1415 03/07/73 c 3160 27?RN 01630E 44.8 131*4 GGGG
1227-08485 o0000/00oo 20016/1416 03/17/73 1C 3160 2109N 0172CE 47*0 127.2 PPPP
1227w08492 00000/000 20016/1417 03/r7/73 0 3160, 214'N 0 1658E 47.6 125.6 P=PP
1227-08501 00COO/000 20016/1418 03/07/73 20 3160 1951N 01615E 48* 8  122.5 GGPG
1227-08503 00O00/0000 20016/1419 03/07/73 40 3160 1724N 01b54E 49#4 120.8 GGGG
1227-08510 00000/0000 20016/1420 03/07/73 90 3160 155RN 01533E 49.9 119.2 GGGG
1227-08512 00000/000 20016/1421 03/07/73 50 3160 1432N 01512E 50.4 117.5 GGGG
1227-08515 00000/OCOO 20016/1422 03/07/73 4C 3160 10o6N 01451E 508 115.7 GGGG
1227-08521 00000/0000 20016/1423 03/07/73 0 3160 1139N 01430E 51.2 113.9 GGGG
1227-08524 00300/0o00 20016/1424 03/07/73 10 3160 ln13\ C1 4 09E 51o5 112.1 GGGG
1227-08530 00000/0000 20016/1425 03/07/73 30 3160 041AN 01349E 51*8 110.3 G.GG
1227-08533 00020/0000 20016/1426 03/07/73 20 3160 072rN 01329E 52.1 108*4 GGGG
1227-08535 000000000 20016/1427 03/07/73 C 3160 0554N 01308E 52*3 106.5 GGGG
1227-10192 00000/0000 20016/142 03/07/7 60 3161 6A46N 0 1242E 17*2 164*1 GGGG
1227-10262 3000/0000 20016/1429 03/c7/73 80 3161 4?1'ON 00218W 35*2 144.5 GIGG
1227-10265 00000/G0O 20016/1430 03/07/73 30 3161 4144N 00250W 36.2 143.5 GGGG
1227-10271 00000/0000 20016/1431 03/07/73 10 3161 401N 00320w 37.1 142.4 GGGG
1227-10274 00000/0000 20016/1432 03/07/73 30 3161 3F54, 00350w 38.1 141.3 GGG
1227-10230 00000/OOOO 20016/1433 03/07/73 40 3161 372~\ 00418W 39.0 140o2 GGGG
1227-10283 00000/0000 20016/1434 03 /07/ 7 3 50 3161 3602N 00445W 39*9 139*0 GGGG
1227-10285 00000/0000 20016/1435 03/07/73 40 3161 34 3 6N 00511W 40.8 137.8 GGGG
1227-10292 0000000000 20016/1436 03/07/73 30 3161 3310N 00538W 41*6 136.6 GGGG
1227-10294 00000/0000 20016/1437 03/07/73 10 3161 3144N 00604W 42-5 135.4 GGG
1227-10301 00300/0000 20016/1438 03/07/73 10 3161 3?1 p 00629w 4393 134.1 GGGG
1227-10303 000 0/0000 20016/1439 03/07/73 50 3161 285'N 00654W 4401 132.8 GGGG
1227-10310 000CO/000U 20016/140 01/07/73 100 3161 2726N 00718W 44*9 131.4 G3GG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % o....o.,,o,... 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CRVER, ** = Nb CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE OUALITY ,o.,,,.,,. RLANKSoBAND N'BT PRcSrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GBeD, F=FAIT BUT USABLE. P.P5BR,
16:44 MlAP 1i'74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0660
FRsM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRBFILM ROLL Ni./ DATE CLBUD 9RRIT POINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PRSITI3N IN RBLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV 'ASS
RV MSS - LAT L9NG 123 45678
1227-10312 000OOC/CCO 20016/1441 03/07/73 100 3161 2600N 0074 1w 45*6 130*0 GGGG
1227-10315 00000/C0000 20016/1442 03,07/73 90 3161 2434N 0005W 46*3 128.6 GGGG
1227-10321 o0000/oo00 20016/1443 C4/,7/ 73 90 3161 2109N 0 0 828W 47.0 127*1 GGGG
1227-10324 0CC000/0000 20016/1444 03/07/73 80 3161 214?N 00850W 47.6 125.6 GOGG
1227-10330 00000/COOC 20016/14 5 03/07/7? 90 3161 2^16N 00912 4803 124*1 GGGG
1227.10333 00000/0000 20016/1446 03/07/73 60 3161 1I50N 009 33W 48.9 122.5 GOGG
1227-10335 00000/0000 20016/1447 03/07/ 7 3 20 3161 1724N 00954W 4994 120.8 GGPG
1227-10342 00000/0000 20016/1448 03/07/73 c 3161 1556N c0015W 49*9 119.1 GGPG
1227-10344 00000/0000 20016/1449 03/07/73 0 3161 1430N 01035W 50*4 117.4 GGPG
1227-10351 00000/0000 20016/1450 03/07/73 0 3161 130 6 N 01055W 50*8 115.7 GGGG
1227-10353 00000/0000 20016/1451 03/07/73 I0 3161 114ON 0111 6W 51*2 113.9 GGGG
1227-10360 00000/0000 20016/1452 03/07/73 60 3161 1-13N 01138W 51.6 112.1 GGGG
1227-10362 00000/0000 20016/1453 03/07/73 70 3161 O846N 0 1159W 51.9 110.2 GGGG
1227-10365 00000/0000 20016/1454 03/07/73 70 3161 0720N 01219W 52*1 108,3 UlGG
1227-13493. 00000/00 2C0016/145 5  03/17/73 100 3163 5426N 0 4852W 27.1 152.8 PGGG
1227-13500 00000/0000 20016/1456 03/07/73 90 3163 502N 04936W 28.1 151.7 PGGG
1227-13502 00000/0000 20016/1457 03/07/73 10 3163 5 13 8 N 05017W 29.2 150.7 ppGP
1227-13505 00000/0000 20016/1458 03/07/73 0 3163 5014N o5057W 30*2 149*7 PPGP
1227-13511 00000/000o 20016/1459 03/07/73 0 3163 4R49N 05136W 31*3 148.6 PGGP
1227-13514 00000/0000 20016/1460 03/07/73 0 3163 4724N 05214w 32*3 147.6 PGGP
1227-13520 00000/0000 20016/1461 03/07/73 0 3163 4600N 05251w 33.3 146.6 PGGG
1227-13523 00000/0000 20016/1462 03/o7/73 0 3163 4435N 0 5326 34.3 145.6 PGGG
1227-13525 00000/0000 20016/1463 03/07/73 0 3163 43 10N 05359W 35*3 1445 PGGG
1227-13532 00000/0000 20016/1464 03/07/73 40 3163 4 14 5N o54 31W 36.2 143.4 PGGG
1227-13534 00000/o000 20016/1465 03/07/73 80 3163 4,20N 05501W 37.2 142.4 PGGG
1227-13541 00000/0000 20016/1466 03/07/73 90 3163 3F54N 05531W 38*1 141.3 PGGG
1227-14025 00000/0000 20016/1467 03/07/73 30 3163 OR47N 06340W 51.9 110.1 GGGG
1227-14032 00000/0000 20016/1468 03/07/73 30 3163 0 718N 06400w 52.1 108.3 GGGG
1227-14034 00000/0000 20016/1469 03/07/73 40 3163 0552N 0 6420W 52*3 106.4 GGGG
1227-14105 00000/0000 20016/1471 03/07/73 20 3163 1836S 0 7008w 48.7 76.2 PPPP
1227-14111 00000/0000 20016/1472 03/07/73 20 3163 2no2S 07030w 48.1 74.8 GGGG
1227-17145 00000/OC00 20016/1474 03/07/73 0 3165 5F37N 09755W 23.9 15690 GGGG
1227-17151 0000C0/0000 20016/1475 03/07/73 0 3165 5714N 09 8 49W 25*0 154.9 GGGG
1227-17154 00000/0000 20016/1476 03/07/73 40 3165 5F51N 09940W 26*1 153.8 GGGG
1227-17160 00000/0000 20016/1477 03/07/73 90 3165 5428N 10028W 27.1 152.8 GGGG
1227-17163 00000/0000 20016/1478 01/07/73 90 3165 5-04N 10113W 28*2 151.7 GGGG
1227-17165 00000/0000 20016/1479 03/07/73 100 3165 5t4 N 10157W 29.2 150o.7 PGGG
1227*17172 00000/0000 20016/1480 03/07/73 100 3165 5015N 10239W 30.3 149.7 GGGG
1227-17233 00000/0000 20016/1481 03/07/73 1t 3165 2955N 11009W 44*2 132*7 PGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % C.*... ..... 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CPVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY .............. ', LA.,KSBAND NOT PR.FSrNT/REQUESTED R=RECYCLED* G=GOfD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PoPOO09
16:44 -'AA lip'74 STANIARD CATALG FAR NtN.US PAGE 
0661
FROM 07/23/72 T5 07/23/73
OBSERVATI?N MICRFL Rt LL ./ DNTF CLAUD RBIT PPINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN 
WMAGE QUALITY
t10 oSITI;N IN ROLL ACoUTllED CVER NUMBER QF IMAGE ELEV. AZIW, RBV MSS
Pv 'SS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1227-17240 000C0/0C00C 2L016/148? 03/i7/73 40 3165 2729N 11033w 4499 
131.4 GPPP
1227-17242 0.000/000C 20016/1483 03/r7/
7 3 30 3165 2603N 11056W 45*7 130o0 GPGP
1227-17245 00000/000C 20016/1484 03/07/73 30 3165 2437N 11120W 46*4 128.5 GGGG
1227-17251 OCCO0/O00C 21016/1485 03/r7/73 90 3165 2310N 11142w 47.1 127.0 GGGG
1227-17254 O000/000 2C016/1486 0'3/C7/
7 3 100 3165 2144N 11204W 47.7 125.5 GGGG
1227-18524 000CC00/000 20016/1487 03/07/73 30 3166 7533N 09931W 9.4 181.0 GPGG
1227-18531 0000/000 200b/14888 03/7/73 50 3166 7424N 10259w 10,5 177.6 GPPG
1227-18533 O000/C0000 20016/1489 03/7/7? 70 3166 731?N 10559W 11.7 174.6 GGGG
1227-18540 00000/0000 2L016/149C 03/07/73 10 3166 7158N 10837W 12.8 172.0 GGGG
1227-18542 00000/0000 20016/1491 030r7/73 10 3166 7042N 11056 13*9 169.7 PGGG
1227-18545 00000/C0Co 200 1 6/14
9 2 03/c7/7 1o 3166 6925N 11259W 1561 167.6 GGG
1227-18551 CO0000/CCO 20016/1493 01/07/7- 10 3166 6R07N 11448W 16.2 165.8 GGGG
1227-18554 00000/0000 2L016/1494 03/'7/73 0 3166 6A40N 11626W 17.3 164*1 GGPG
1227-18560 000!0/0000 20016/1495 03/07/73 0 3166 6528N 11
756W 18.4 162.5 GGGG
1227-18563 0000/0000 20016/1496 03/07/73 0 3166 6407N 11918W 19.5 161.1 GGGG
1227-18565 00000/0000 20016/1497 03/07/73 C 3166 6245N 12034W 2006 159.7 GGGG
1227-18572 00000/0o00 20016/1498 03/-7/73 0 3166 6123N 121
4 4
w 21*7 158*4 GGGG
1227-18574 00000/0000 20016/1499 03/07/73 40 3166 6001N 12247W 22.8 157.2 
GGGG
1227-18581 00000/0000 20016/1500 03/07/73 20 3166 593"N 12345v 23*9 156.0 GGGG
1227-18583 00000/0000 20016/1501 03/07/73 10 3166 5715N 12 439W 25*0 154.9 GGGG
1227-18590 0000/0CO0 20016/150 2  03/07/73 10 3166 5551N 12530W 26*1 153.8 GGGG
1227-18595 00000/0000 2u016/1503 03/07/73 70 3166 5304N 12704W 28.2 151.7 
GGGG
1227"19001 00000o/o0 2v016/1 5 04  03/07/73 100 3166 5139N 12
747W 29*3 150s7 GGGG
1227-19004 00000/0000 20016/1505 C3/07/
7 3 90 3166 5 01
5 N 12828W 30.3 149.7 GGGG
1227-19010 00000/0000 20016/1506 03/07/73 90 3166 4A51N 12906W 31.3 148.6 GGGG
1227-20360 00000/0000 20016/1507 03/7/73 o 3167 
7 533N 12517W 9.4 181.0 GPGG
1227-20362 00000/0000 20016/1508 03/07/73 40 3167 7424N 128 4 6W 10.5 177.6 GPGP
1227-20365 00000/OCO0 20016/1509 03/o7/73 0 3167 7312N 13149W 11*7 174*6 GPGP
1227-20371 00000/0000 20016/1510 n0/r7/73 80 3167 
7 158N 13428W 12*8 172.0 GGGG
1227-20374 OU000/000 2C16/1511 03/n7/73 
9 0 3167 7042N 13648W .140 169.7 PGPP
1227-21010 00000/0000 2C016/1512 03/07/73 20 3167 0829S 17057W 51*8 87.4 PPPP
1227-21012 00000/o000 20016/1513 03/07/73 20 3167 0956S 17118W 51*5 85.6 GGGG
1227-21015 000CO/0000 20016/1514 03/07/73 20 3167 1123S 17139W 51.1 83.9 PPPP
1227-22191 00000/CLO0 20016/1515 03/C7/ 7 3 90 3168 7534N 15107W 9.4 181.0 GPPG
1227-22194 00000/000C 20016/1516 03/07/73 80 3168 7425N 15436W 10*6 177.6 
GPGG
1227-22200 O000/000- 20016/1517 03/07/73 30 3168 7,13N 15738W 11*
7  174.6 GPGG
1228-00305 00000/000C 20016/1518 03/0r/73 90 3169 19595 13437E 48.1 7405 GGGG
1228-00311 O0000/000 20016/1519 03/08/73 80 3169 2127S 13414E 47,4 73.2 GGGG
122 8-00314 00000/0000 20016/1520 03/08/71 50 3169 2253S 13352E 46.8 71*9 GGGG
KEYS: (LeUC COVER % *************** 0 TP 100 0 % CLBUD CPVER* ** NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE (UUALTTY ,.,,..,.,.... BLANKS&BAND NBOT PRrSENT/REQUFSTEDo RaRECYCLED. G.G3RD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBBR
16:44 mA 11s'74 STAN3ARD CATALeG FR NeN-US PAGE 0662
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN "!CROFILM R-oLL 'i,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PQIxCIPAL P.bINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PHSTTI9N IN ROLL ACCIJTEO CDVER NUMBER sF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
V MSS LAT LbNG 123 45678
1228-003P0 0000o/0000 2001(/1521 03/'R/73 10 3169 2419S 13329E 46*1 70-7 GGGG
1228-30323 00000/0000 20016/1522 03/8R/73 20 3169 2545S 13306E 45.3 69*5 GGG1228-00325 000000000 20016/1523 03/0R/73 6r0 3169 2711S 13244E 44.6 68.4 GGGG122 8-30332 00000/0000 20016/1,24 03/0R/73 60 3169 2936S 13220E 4398 67.3 GGGG122800334 0C000/0000 2(016/1525 03/CR/73 8 C 3169 3 001S 13156E 43,0 66.3 GGGG
122 8 - 0341 00WO/CC0 2Q016/1526 07/r'/77 70 3169 3127S 13231E 42'2 65.4 GGGG
1228-01495 0000/0000 20016/1527 03/8R/73 0 3170 6?4 6 N 13610E 20*8 159*7 GGPP
1228-01502 00000/000 2L016/1528 0-3/,)/73 0 3170 6124N 13501E 219 158.4 GGGG1228-01504 00000/0000 20016/1529 03/nR/73 0 3170 6001N 13358E 23.0 157*2 GGGG1228-01561 00000/C000 20016/1F30 03/3/73 C 3170 4145N 12447E 36.4 143*4 GGGG1228-01563 00000/00o 20016/1531 03/C./7? 10 3170 4023N 12 4 17E 37*4 142.3 GGPG1228-01570 000/000 20016/1532 09/'8/7? 10 3170 3s55N 12347E 38.3 141*2 GGPG1228-01572 00000/000C 20016/1533 03/08/73 0 3170 3729N 12318E 39*2 140.1 GGPG1228-04134 0000/,CC0 20016/1534 03/08/73 20 3171 7-54S c4821E IC*o 72.6 GGGG1228-04140 O000/o000 20016/1535 03/c8/73 20 3171 7r03S 04501E 8.9 75.5 GGGG
1228-C5254 00000/0000 20016/1536 03/c8/73 80 3172 3146N 06954E 42.7 135.2 GG G1228-05260 OC0 /OC0000 20016/1537 03/,0/73 40 3172 3020N 06929E 43*5 133.9 GG G
1228-05263 00000/00O 2 0016/1538  03/0R/73 10 3172 2954N 06905E 44,3 132.6 Go 01228-o5265 00000/000, 20016/1539 03/98/7 3  0 3172 2728N 06841E 45.1 131.2 GG G1228-05272 00000/0000 20018/0232 03/)R/73 0 3172 2(02N 06817E 45*8 129.8 GGGG1228-05274 000/000o 20018/0233 03/-8/73 0 3172 2436N o6753E 46.5 128*4 GGGG1228-05281 00000/CO00 20018/0234 03 /:R/ 7 3 10 3172 2310N c6731E 47.2 126.9 GGGG
1228-05283 CO000/OCOC 20018/0235 03/ R/73 C 3172 2144N 06709E 47.9 125.3 GGGG1228-05290 00000/000L 20016/0236 03/08/73 3 3172 2n18N 06647E 48.5 123.8 GGGG1228-0,5292 o00o00/o000 20O1R/0237 C3/3R/7 0 3172 1R52N 06625E 49*1 122.1 GGG1228-05295 00000/0000 20018/0238 03/0R/73 0 3172 1725N 06604E 49.6 120.5 GOGG
1228"05301 0000010003 20018/0239 03/C8/7- 0 3172 155RN 06542E 50.1 118.8 GGGG
1228-05304 o00Cc/CCOO 2c01/0o24o 03/0R/73 0 3172 1432N 06521E 50*6 117.1 GGGG1228-05310 00000/c00o 20018/0241 03/;/7 C 3172 1307N C6500E 510 115.3 GGGG1228-05313 00000/C000 20018/0242 03/"9/73 10 3172 1140N 06439E 51*4 113.5 GGGG
1228-05315 000000/000 20018/0243 03/nR/73 n10 3172 1 01 4 N 06419E 51*7 111.7 GGGG1228-07124 00000/0000 22018/0244 03/,R/73 1C 3173 1952N 04038E 49.1 122.1 GGG1228-07130 00000/0000 20018/0245 03/(f8/7? 20 3173 1726N 04017E 49.6 120.5 GGGG
1228-07133 00000/0000 20018/0246 03/8/73 20 3173 160i N 03956E 50C1 118.8 GGGG1228-07135 00000/000c 20018/0247 03/C8/73 20 3173 1434N 03935E 506 117.0 G3GG
1228-07142 00000/0000 20018/02r4 03/,P/73 12 3173 190;N 03913E F1#0 115.3 GGGG1228-07144 000f,0/CC000 2,j18/0249 03/rRA/73 10 3173 1142 033853E 51*4 113.5 GGGG1228-07151 00000/C003 20018/0250 03/'/73 10 3173 ln15N 03832E 51*7 111.6 GGG
1228-07153 
-o0o00/0000 20018/0251 03/n/73 10 3173 0R5ON 03812E 52,0 109.8 G3GG
KEYS: CLSU[ CBvER p% o ,.,,,,..... C TO 100 = % CLOUD CAVER. ** = Nb CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I"AGE L'ALITY *.o,,*,*,o,*o SLANKS=BAND NPT PRFSrNT/REUESTED* R-RECYCLED. G'GB0.D FcFAIR BUT USABLE& PoPOBR.
16:44 MA 11'74 STANDARD CATALgG FOR NVN.US PAGE 0663
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICRFILM ROLL N9./ DATE CLOUD 5PrIT PPINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PtSITISN IN ROLL ACCUTRED COVFR \UMBER 'F IMAGE ELEv. AZI
,
. RBV MSS
RPV MSS IAT LNG 123 45678
1228-07160 00000/0000 20018/0252 03/o0/73 20 3173 0723N 03751E 52,3 107.9 GGGG
1228"07162 OCO00/O000 20018/0253 0o/08/7? 20 3173 0O56N 03731E 52*5 106*0 GGGG
1228-07165 00000/0000 20018/0254 03/08/73 10 3173 0429N 03710E 52.6 104.1 GSGG
1228-o8544 00000/0000 20016/154c 0l/0p/73 60 3174 2311N 01556E 47.3 126.8 GGGG
1228"08550 00000/0000 20016/1541 03/c8/73 4 0 3174 2145N 01534E 47.9 125.3 GOGG
1228-08553 00000/0000 20016/1542 03/08/73 30 3174 2(19N 01512E 48.5 123.7 GGGG
1228-o8555 00000/0000 20016/1543 04/08/73 90 3174 1854N 01449E 49*1 122.1 GGGG
1228-08562 00000/OCOo 20016/1544 03/08/7 100 3174 1727N 01428E 49*6 120*4 GGG
1228-08564 00000/0000 20016/1545 03/o0/73 100 3174 1AOON 0 1406E 50c1 118.7 GGGG
1228-08571 00000/0000 20016/1546 03/08/73 30 3174 1433N 01346E 50.6 117.0 GGGG
1228-08573 00000/0000 20016/147 03/0R/73 20 3174 10 7 N 01325E 51.0 115.2 GGGG
1228-08580 000o0/oo00 2C016/154 03/,R/73 70 3174 lt41' 0 1305E 51*4 113.4 GGGG
1228-J8582 00000/000~ 20016/1549 03/n8/73 60 3174 1015N 01244E 517 111*6 GGGG
1228-08585 00000/C00o 20016/1550 03/,8/73 70 3174 004RN 01223E 52-0 109.7 GGG
1228-08591 00000/0000 20016/1551 03/0c/73 50 3174 072?N 01203E 52.3 107.8 GrGG
1228-08594 ooooo/o000 2o16/1552 03/08/73 0 3174 0556N 0 1142E 52*5 105.9 GGG
1228-09000 00000/0000 20016/1553 03/no/73 10 3174 04 30N 01122E 52,6 104.0 GGG
1228-09003 00000/0000 2u016/1554 03/8/7 3  20 3174 0303N 01102E 52,7 102.1 GGGG
1228-09005 00000/000C 2o016/1555 03/c/73 30 3174 0136N 01042E 5P28 100.2 GGGG
1228-9012 00000/C00 20016/1556 03 /08/ 7 3 20 3174 Oo09N 01022E 52.8 98*3 GGGG
1228-10293 00000/0000 20016/1557 03/8/73 10 3175 514nN O0006W 29.5 150,6 GGGG
1228"10300 o0000/0o00 20018/0255 03/C8/ 7 3 20 3175 50 16N 00046k 30*5 149.6 GGGP
1228-10302 00000/0000 20018/0256 03/C0/73 10 3175 4951N 00125W 3196 148*6 GGGG
1228-10305 O00OO/0000 20018/0257 03/08/73 0 3175 4726N 00202w 32.6 147*6 GGG
1228-10311 000C00/CO 2J18/025 8 0 3 08/C7 3 Ic 3175 40N 00
2 3 8W 33.6 146.5 GGGP
1228.10314 000C0/C00j 23018/0259 03/0~/73 1C 3175 4437N 0 0 311W 3496 145.5 GGGG
1228-10320 00000/0000 20018/0260 03/0P/73 20 3175 4312N 00344 35*6 1444 GGGG
1228-10323 00000/0000 2u018/0261 03/,8/7 3 20 3175 4146N 00415W 36.5 143.3 GGGG
1228-10325 00000/0000 20018/0262 03/0R/73 O 3175 4021N 0 0446W 37.5 142.2 GGGG
1228-10332 00000/0000 20018/0263 03/08/73 10 3175 3Q55N 00515W 2894 141.1 GGGG
1228-10334 00000/0000 20018/0264 03/08/73 10 3175 3 72 9 N 00 544w 39*3 140*0 GGGG
1228-10341 00000/00CO 20018/0265 03/0R/73 10 3175 3604N 00611W 40.2 138,8 GGPG
1228-10343 00000/0000 2Q018/0266 03/08/73 10 3175 3438N 00639v 4101 137.6 GGPG
1228.10350 00000/0000 20018/0267 03/DR/73 10 3175 3312N 0 0 705W 42*0 136.4 GGPG
1228-10352 00000/0000 20018/0268 03/08/73 10 3175 3146N 00731w 42.8 135*1 GGG
1228-10355 00C00/0000 20018/0269 03/(8/ 7 3 10 3175 3 0 21N 00756w 43.6 133*8 GGG
1228-10361 O0C/c/c00o 20016/1558 03/0/73 20 3175 2R55N 00820 444 132.5 GGGG
1228-10364 00000/0000 20016/1559 03/0C/73 20 3175 272PN 0084 4  45.2 131.1 GGGG
1228-10370 00000/0000 20016/1560 o03/0/73 10 3175 2A02N 00907W 45.9 129*7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COvER X *,,*,,..,,* .*, 0 TB 100 - % CLOUD CFVER. ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGF QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSrNT/REQUESTED. R=RrCYCLED. G=GB~D. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P*P95R,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NeN-US PAGE 0664
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRBFILM ReLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN ROLL ACCUTRED CeVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1228-10373 00000/o000 20016/1561 03/oR/73 10 3175 2437N 009 30W 46*6 128.3 G3GG
1228-10375 OO00000/OO 20016/1562 03/og/73 20 3175 2312N 00953W 47.3 126.8 GGGG
1228-10382 00000/0000 20016/1563 03/08/73 80 3175 2t46N 00116W 479 125.3 GGGP
1228-10384 OCOOO/O00C 20016/1564 03/08/73 70 3175 2019N 010 3 8W 48.5 123.7 GGGP
1228-10391 00000/00OU 20016/1565 03/o8/73 60 3175 1853N 01100W 49.1 122.1 GGGP
1228-10393 00000/0000 20016/1566 03/08/73 10 3175 1727N 01121W 49.7 120o4 GGGP
1228-10400 00000/C000 20016/1567 03/0R/73 10 3175 1600N 01142W 50.2 118.7 GGGG
1228-10402 00000/0000 20016/1568 03/o0/73 10 3175 143 4N 01202W 50.6 117*0 GGGG
1228-10405 00000/0000 20016/1569 03/0A/ 73 0 3175 1?07N 01223W 51,0 115.2 GGGG
1228-10411 0Ooo/o000o 20016/1570 03/08/73 0 3175 1141N 01244W 51o4 113.4 GGG
1228-10414 C0OOO/0000 20016/1571 03/~o/73 0 3175 1015N 01305W 51.8 111.6 GGGG
1228-10420 00000/0000 20018/0270 03/08/73 10 3175 OP48N 01325W 52,0 109.7 GGGG
1228-12332 00000/0000 20018/0271 03/08/73 20 3176 1I32S 04544W 48.6 75.7 GGGG
1228-12334 00000/0000 20016/1572 03/OR/73 40 3176 1957S 04606W 48.0 74*3 G
1228-12341 00000/0000 20016/1573 03/8/73 40 3176 2124S 04628W 47.4 72.9 GGGG
1228-12343 00000/o000 20016/1574 03/~8/73 50 3176 2251S 0465CW 46.7 71.6 GGGG
1228-12350 00000/0000 20016/1575 03/0~/73 90 3176 2416S 0 4712W 46*0 70*4 GGGG
1228-12352 00000/00CC 20016/1576 03/C0/73 100 3176 2542S 04735W 4503 69.2 GGGG
1228-12355 00000/0000 20016/1577 03/C,8/ 73 100 3176 2709S 0475 8w 44.5 68.1 GGGG
1228-12361 00000/C000 20016/1578 03 /c;/73 100 3176 2834S 0 4823W 43.7 67,1 GGGG
1228-13522 00000/0000 20016/1579 03/08/73 90 3177 6407N 0 4317W 19.8 161.1 PGGG
1228-13525 00000/0000 20016/1580 03/O8/73 90 3177 6245N 04433W 20*9 159*7 PGGG
122813531 00000/0000 20016/1581 0?/C0/73 70 3177 6123N o4542W 22.1 158.4 GGG
1228-13534 00000/0OC 20018/0272 .03/08/73 10 3177 6001N 04645W 23.1 157.2 GGGG
1228-13545 00030/0000 20016/1582 03/O8/73 50 3177 5551N 04930W 26.4 153*8 GGGP
1228-13552 00000/0000 20016/1583 03/08/73 60 3177 5428N 05018W 27.5 152.7 GPGG
1228-13554 00000/oo00 20016/1584 03/08/73 60 3177 5304N 05103W 28*5 151.7 PrGP
1228-13561 00000/0000 20016/1585 03/R/73 50 3177 5140N 05146W p296 150.6 GGGG
1228-13563 00000/0000 20016/1586 03/08/73 30 3177 5016N 05226W 30*6 149.6 GGGP
1228-13570 00OOO/000 20016/1587 03/n8/73 2o 3177 4851N o53 05w 31o6 148.6 GPGG
1228-13572 00000/0000 20016/1588 03 /o8/73 90 3177 4727N o534 2W 32.6 147.5 GPGP
1228-13575 00000/0000 20016/1589 03/0A/73 80 3177 4602N 05418W 33*7 146.5 GGGG
1228-13581 00000/0000 20016/1590 03/08/73 40 3177 4437N 0 5452W 34*6 145.5 GGPP
1228-14161 00000/0000 20018/0273 03/C/73 20 3177 1706S 07112W 49.2 77.1 GGG
1228-14163 00000/0000 20018/0274 03/o/ 73 30 3177 133S 07133w 48*6 75.6 GGGG
1228-14170 00000/0000 20018/0275 03/08/73 50 3177 2nooS 0 7155W 48.0 74.2 GGGG
1228-14172 00000/0000 20018/0276 03 /o8/ 73 70. 3177 2126S 0 7217W 47.4 72.9 GGGG
1228-14175 00000/0000 20018/0277 03/b0/73 70 3177 2P50S 07239W 46.7 71.6 GGGG
1228-1*181 00000/0000 20018/0278 03/08/73 100 3177 2416S 07302W 46.0 70*4 GGGG
KEYS: CL9UD CSVEp % *..*****.*..* 0 TF 100 = % CLBUD CPVER* ** * N8 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ............. ,. rLANKSBAND NBT PRFSENT/REUESTED* R=RECYCLED. G.GBeD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE, P.PSbR,
16:44 ii 11j'74 STANDARD CTALeG F2eR NBN-US PAGE 0665
F4BM n7/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATI } IC FIL R LL \.A,/ ATE CLft p9RIT PPIN'CIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
1) SITTIN I, RLL AC~jrED CoVER \)UMBR F IMAGE ELEV. AZIMH RBV MSS
:v M"S LAT LNG 123 45678
1228-14184 C00/CG ?C 2018/0?79 03/,R/7 100 3177 2Z4?S 07
3 25w 45.3 69*2 GGGG
1228-14190 0 3C0/000C 2018/028 C 0
3 /:8/7? i0C 3177 270PS 07348 44.5 68*1 PPPP
1228-14193 00~./cCC0 20018/C?81 03/'8/73 100 3177 2834S 07412IN 43*7 67.1 PPPP
1228-15392 CC.10/00 0 20016/1591 03/,/74 100 3178 5141 07734W 29*6 150.6 GG G
1228-15395 00300/0C00 20'016/159? 07~i8/77 100 3178 5016N 07
8 15w 30*6 149*6 GPGG
1228-172o3 OCO-/~3 2016/159 3  03/- /873 80 3179 5930N 09922W 24.3 156.0 PGGG
1228-17210 Oi l"/ 0~ 2,019 159 4  C3/-R/7 8. 3179 5716N 10017W 25.4 154.9 PGGG
1228-17212 oC,00n/C j 23316/1595 33/rA/73 10 3179 5F52N 10109W 26*4 153.8 GGGG
1228-17215 C033U/D0, 20016/1596 03/,8/73 3179 5429N 10157W 27.5 152.7 GOGG
1228-17?21 00O /OCO0 2c016/159 7  03/08/
7 3 c 3179 5305N 10 242W 28.6 151*7 GGPG
1228-17224 00~;;/C00C 20016/1598 C3/0P/73 10 3179 5141N 10325W 29.6 150*6 GGGG
1228-17230 0 D' /000 27016/1599 0?108/73 5 3179 5016N 10 05w 30.6 149.6 GGGG
1228-17292 Q00o /c00 20,16/1600 03/,08/ 73 10 3179 2Q55N 11135W 44.5 132.4 G3GG
1228-1729 o0.00/3C,.. 20R16/1601 0
3 /8/ 73 1 0 3179 2729N 11159W 45.3 131.1 GGPG
1228-17331 0000/0,000 20D16/ 1 60? 03/C8/73 20 3179 2A04N 11223W 46.0 129.7 GGGG
1228-17303 00OO0/0C00 20016/1603  03/8/71 90 3179 2438~ 11
2 4 7 j 46*7 12892 G3GG
1228-18591 c 00C/C':0 2'.018/0282 03/08/73 20 3180 713N 1 0 723W 12*0 174.7 GGGG
1228-18594 OUOOO0/C00 20019/0283 03/08/73 6C 3180 
7159N 11002W 13"2 172*1 G9GG
1228-1900C 00000/COO 2018/0284 0/3 A/73 10C 3180 7r43. 11221w 14*3 169.8 GGGG
1228-19003 00O00/OC00 2C018/0285 0/o/73 100 3180 6n26N 11425W 15*4 167.7 GGGG
1228-19005 00000/0000 2u018/0286 03108/73 80 3180 6RO8N 11616W 16*6 165.8 GGGG
1228-'90t? L C/ 20?01/0287 33/9R/
7 3 50 3180 6649N 11755W 17,7 164*1 GGGG
1228-19014 0CCO/G0000 2001/0288  07/c/73 20 3180 6r29N 11925W 18-8 162.5 GGGG
1228-19021 00000/0000 20018/0289 03/R8/73 0 3180 6408N 12U
4 6w 19s9 161*1 GOGG
1228-19023 0r /0 ,O 2j018/0290 03 /0R/ 73  0 3180 6;47N 12200W 21.0 159.7 GGGG
1228-19030 0C'0/0C0 2t018/0291 03/'8/7 0 3180 6125N 12309W 221 158.4 GGGG
1228-19032 C0000 000- 2001 /C292 03/cA/73 O 3180 
6 00 3 N 12412v p232 157.2 G3GG
1228-19035 C0030/00,0 20:18/0293 03/18/73 20 3180 5R40N 12510W 24*3 156.0 GGGG
12219041 02O/O00' 2C018/0294 03/08/73 8r 3180 5717N 12604W 25~4 1549 GGG
1228-19044 00000/CC 2Q018/0295 C3 /CA/73 90 3180 5553N 12655
w  26*5 153.8 GGG
1228-19053 '0000/CC00 2C?018/029 6  03/0 /73 100 3180 53O5N 12830W 28*6 151.7 GGGG
1228-19055 000o/COC 2l018/029
7  03/CR/73 100 3180 514lN 12913W 29.6 150.6 PSGG
1228-20421 C000n/O00 20018/0298 03/08/73 90 3181 
7426N 13016W 10*9 177*7 GPGP
1228-20423 00000/CC0 23018/0299 03/0 /73 90 3181 7314N 13317W 1201 174.7 GGG
1228-20430 QOcr/CC00 2 01 8 /C?00 0?3/8/ 7 3 2C 3181 7?00N 1 3554W 13.2 172.1 GGGG
1228-20432 0C00/COC0 20018/0301 03/0~/73 0 3181 7044N 13813W 14*3 169.8 GSGG
1228-22252 C00000/000 20018/0302 03/08/73 100 3182 7425N 15559w 10*9 177.7 GGGG
1228-22255 00000/0CCC 20018/0303 03/C8/73 100 3182 7?13N 15901W 12.1 174.7 GlGG
1228-22261 00000/0000 2o001/0304 03/08/73 50 3182 7159N 16139W 13*2 172*1 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUC CDVER 0 ... ,.,..,,,, a Te 100 % ~ CLeUD CPVEP. ** = NU CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IrAGE OJALITY .. ... . . ,LANKSUBAND NBT PRSFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G=GeBD, FFAIR BUT USABLE. PuPeR.
16:44 11s'74 STANA'RD CATALOG FOP NON-US PAGE 0666
FRM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
OeSERVATISN CICATFI. RSLL .P/ ATF CLBUD 9R9IT PoINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
I0 PtSITIS\ Ic "'1LL ACCU'T"EC C5VER NUMBE9 IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
V SS I-AT L5NG 123 45678
1229-00511 G030/OCo 2 J016/1604 03/r9/71 5n 31R3 6Q54S 10 I7E 14*3 64o5 GGGG
1229-00513 0PC 0/3o, C 2001616605 03/;9/73 70 3193 7r11S 10619E 13*1 660 GGGG
122 9 -0 052c 003o0/o000 2:016/1606 C3/,9/73 40 3183 7126S 10407E 12.0 67.8 GCGG1229-90522 OC300/000 2:016/1607 03p09/73 50 3183 7240S 10134E 10,9 69.9 GGG
1229-00525 CCO00/O0CX 2j016/160K 03/~9/73 30 3183 75PS 09843E 9.7 72.4 GGGG
12 2 9 -0o531 0C3/0-00 20016/1609 03/19/73 4 U 3183 7502S o9526E 8.6 75.4 GPGG
1229-01515 0000/0000C 20018/0305 03/9/73  20 3184 7425N 15222E 11.0 177*7 GPGG
1229-31522 0C0*,0/0C00 2)018/03C06 03/9/73 10 3184 7;13N 14921E 12*1 174*7 GGGG
1229-31524 000.0/O000 20018/0307 03 /n9/7 3 20 3184 7159N 14641E 13*3 172*1 GGGG
1229-01531 o ,on/360' 23l18/0308 33/,9/73 2o 31 4 7043N 14421E 14*4 169.8 GGGG
1229 ,1533 000'0o/c00 2 0118/j 3 0 9  0/09/73 10 3184 6027N 14218E 15.5 167.7 GGGG
1229 15 0 03Co/CO0 2 18/0310 C3/c9/73 0 3184 60oRN 14028E 16*7 165.8 GGGG
1229-01542 C00t0/0 2J018/0 3 11 03/09/73 O 3184 6449N 13850E 17*8 164+1 G3GG
1229-01545 O00o0/000C 2jO 1/0312 03/09/73 0 3184 6F29N 13720E 18*9 162,5 GGGG
1229 01551 coC'/CC''" 20018/0313 03 /q/7? C 314 640RN 13558E 20.0 161.1 GGGG
1229-j1 5 54 0O000/o0O 2j18/0314 03/39/73 3184 6P47N 13444E 21,1 159.7 GGGG
12290156D 00000/00, 2,01/0315 03/9/73 0 31R4 6125N 13335E 22*2 15804 GGGG
1229-1563 C000/ y0 2.018/0116 03109/7 0 3184 6o~02N 13232E 23.3 157.2 GGGG
1229-;2c15 C0 5"/00rc' ,  Cl/0317 03/C9/73 100 31P4 4147N 12320E 36.8 143.3 GGG
1229-02C22 3C30/COL 2JC18/031* 03/'9/71 10 3194 4^22N 1225CE 37.7 142,2 GPGG
1229-,5321 0OS /SCJ 2)C16/1610 03/39/73 4C 3186 2;5A 06738E 44.7 132.3 G3GG
12 2 9 -0 5 324 C0.0/C000 2C016/1611 C03/,q/7 10 31,6 273nN 06714E 45.4 130*9 GGG
1229-5330 00.0/00)k 2001 /1612  033.09/73 3186 2A05 0C6650E 46*1 129.5 GGGG
12290C5333 O0000/1 2OC J016/1613 0?/r"9/73 C 3186 243qN 06627E 46*9 128*0 GOGG
1229-C5335 00CC/CCO 20016/1614 03/ 9/73 10 3186 213N o6604E 47P5 126*5 GGGG1229-0534 L9 /0;' 20016/1615 03/r9/ 7 3 In 3186 2146N 06541E 48.2 125*0 GGGG
1229-,5344 0000/v0%- 216/1616 C3/9/7, 10 3186 2 19N 06520E 48.8 123.4 GG
1229-C5351 C0/.C0O0, 2?.16/1617 03/r9/73 D 3186 195'N 06458E 49o3 121.8 GGG
1229 05353 O0, /Oo 2.0J-16/1618 03/(/73 0 3186 172 7 N 06437E 4909 120.1 GGGG
1229-536C 0 'o /,00 2 , 16/1619 03/ 9/73 3186 1600N 06416E 50*4 11864 G-GG
1229-G536? 000 )C/C00 20016/1620 0'/9/73 c 31P6 1434\ 06o355E 50.8 116*6 GGG
1229-07121 C0 .0 /00 0 2316/1621 0 /:;9/7; 2- 3187 4 !2-N 04525E 37.8 142.1 GSGP
1229-071?3 0("0/(00 22 16/1622 03/9/7? 3r" 3187 3957N 04455E 38.7 141.0 GGGP
1229-1713C: CC/D00 2,016/162 3  0 ,/9/73; 20 31R7 3732N 04427E 39-6 139.8 GGGP
1229*-7262 ,03C.0/.3 CO 2016/624 03/ 9/73 8(, 3187. CR27S 03244E I,8 86.5 GSGG
1229-07264 ... ,/c. 20'.16/1625 034-/7 4 317 cq53S 03223E 51.5 84o8 GOGG
1229-37271 0C 0/ ' 20?16/162 33/-9/7. 30 3197 1119S 03203E 51.1 83*0 GSGG
1229--7273 0 00/C r o0 20016/1A27 01/9/7 40 3187 1 45S 03 142E 50.7 81,4 GGGG
1229-,728C 3 2C 16/1628 03/09/73 10 3187 1411S 03121E 50.2 79.8 GGGG
KEYS: CL _C9 CivEP % ...... ,,,*,. 0 T 100 = % CLOUD CAVER* ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAG'E UALTY .............. "LAKKS=9AND NOT PR!SrNT/RE0iJESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GRDD. FFAIR BUT USABLE, POP89R.
16:44 ' AP 11'74 STANOARD CATALRG FPR NeN-US PAGE 0667
FR M 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
BBSERVATI9N "ICRAFIL:1 R6LL I.;/ OATE CLOUD 0)PIT PoINCIPAL PJINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PfrSITIN I1 ,RLL ACCTIrPE C9VER .U?3ER F IAAGF ELEV. AZIM, RBV SS
M S LAT LNG 123 45678
1229-07292 000000/C00 2C1 6/1629 037I?/73 10 3187 1=37S 03100E 49,7 78o2 GGGG
1229-o7285 OC/,OO000 200C16/1630 0/.9/73 ' 317 1704S 03039E 49,1 76.7 GGGG
1229-07291 O0000/CCC0 0016/1631 03t?9/77 1" 3187 193CS 03017E 48,6 75*2 GGGG
1229"C7294 00O/OC000 2C016/1632 c3/ 9/7 3187 1'55S 02955E 47*9 73.9 GGGG
1229-J7300 0 0 00/0000 20016/1633 0,/9/73 3187 21225 02933E 47*3 72*5 GGG
12 29-0730 3 000CO/0C0O 20016/163+ 0 /59/73  20 3187 p24"5 02911E 4606 71.2 GGGG
1229-07305 O0OU0/o000 20016/1 6 3 5 0 /f9/73 2: 3187 ?41r5 02848E 45.9 70-0 GGGG
1229-073.12 ['000/0. 20016136 03/9/73 40 3197 2r40S 0 2825E 45.2 68.9 GGGG
1229-,7314 O00C0/00, 2:016 37 3/637  /7 30 3187 2-70A 0 2802E 44*4 67.8 GGGG
1229-U7321 O00C0/O00 2?31 6/163S 0j/9/79 22 3187 2237S 02738E 43*6 66*7 GGGG
1229-07323 2000/C00? 16/1639 03/i9/73 2) 3187 205'5 0 2714E 42P8 65.7 GGGG
1229-)7330 OC3CO/CC', 2 016/164( 03r/q/7z 3? 31k7 31255 0 2649E 420O 64.8 GOGG
1229-27332 0000/000C 20016/1641 C3/P9/ 73 9r 3187 3p5P5 02624E 411 63.9 GGGG
1229-07335 2000/C'v 1 16/164? 03/9/7? 5 3187 34165 02558E 40.2 63.1 GOGG
1229-j9014 0C0000/C0 2 0011643 03/9/73 lc 3188 1854 01322E 49*4 121.7 GGGP
1229-090 0 0 CCO/ 20016/164'I 03/79/
7 ? . 3188. 172\ 0 1301E 49.9 120.0 GGGP
122910320 000/00 2 016/1645 0/q9/7? 90 3189 6 2 46N 00542E ?1,3 159.7 G-GG
1229-10322 o0-/C0 2,016/1646 039/73 80 31R9 6125": 0 434E 22*4 158.4 GGPP
1229-10325 C0000/XOC0 2.016/1647 03/:9/7 60 3189 60 02N 00330E p235 157*2 GGP
1229-10331 00000/0006 2016/1648 09/o9/7, 50 3189 5Q94N 0 0 231E 24.6 156*0 GGP
1229-10334 O0QD0/f'0 22016/1649 03/'9/7-3 51 31R9 5716N 001 3 7E P256 154.9 GOP
1229-1034E) 10000/'C . 200 b/1650 03/~9/72 20 3189 55 N 00)45E P6*7 153.8 Ppp
1229-10343 00000/0000 22016/151 0:4'/0/ 7 3 1 3189 542 N 0 0002w 27.8 152,7 3GG
1229-10345 COvo0/ C O 2C01,u/1652 0o/09/7 3 2: 3189 5105 000 4 8 w 28*8 151.6 GGGG
1229-10352 0C0/C00 2A.)16/165 3 03/9/73 20 3189 5141N 00131w 29,9 150*6 GGGG
1229-10354 00O0/C.0) 2 01/,,1654 03/n9/73 10 31q9 5 17N1 0 0 211W 309 149*6 PGP
1229-10361 O0C?0/900 2'016/1655 0)/,9/71 10 3389 4?5 ' 00250W 719 148*5 PGP
1229-10363 00/000C 20016/1656  0/ 9/ 7 3 , 3189 47 2N 00327 33*C 147.5 Pap
1229-10370 00 O0/C(00 2,0016/1657 03/r9t 7 1  0 3189 4603N OC403W 34.0 146.4 PGP
1229-10372 O0c./O000 23016/1658 03/n9/73 10 3189 443 N 0 0 437W 35*0 145.4 PGG
1229-10375 0C3C/OC00 200C16/1659 03/09/73 0 3189 4313N 00510k 35*9 144.3. G3
1229-10381 000/Or 0 2016/1660 03/09/73 3189 414RN 00
5414 2609 143,2 GO G
1229-138 0000/C0. 2,"16/1661 l0/o/73 1  189 4n23N 0 0 612W 37*8 142.1 GGG
1229-10390 .CCCn0/o00- 2"016/1662 03/09/7 0 3189 3857N 00641 38"8 141.0 GGGG
1229-10393 00o20/0000 r20161663 03/o9/77 I 3189 373?N 0010 397 139.8 GOGG
1229-10395 000 0/0000 20016/1664 03/n9/71 30 3189 3AQAN 00737w 40,6 138.6 GGGG
1229-10402 00000/000i 20016/1665 03 /o9/7 3 30 31R9 344oN 0 0 804W 41*5 137.4 GGGG
1229-10404 OCOOO/00&0 20016/1666 03/09/73 60 3189 3314N 00830 42'3 136*2 GGGG
1229-1041,1 0000/000 22016/1667 03/09/73 70 3189 314FN 00856W 43*1 134*9 GGGG
KEYS: CLODtt COVER V *.....,*.... . TP 100 C % CLOUD C~VER, *. = NL CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE UALITY .,............ . LANKSBEANO NhT PRcSrNT/REUFSTED. R=RFCYCLED, G=GBRD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE- PuPBiR.
16:44 "P 11 '74 STANDARD CATAL G Fe NON-US PAGE 0668
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
eBSERVATISN 'ICR9FILM RSLL NS./ DATE CLOUD 3RBIT PRINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITIh IN NeLL ACQUTQE0 CPVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
paV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1229-10413 o000o0/000 20016/1668 03/r)9/73 70 31P9 3e23N 009 21w 43.9 133*.6 GGGG
1229-10420 0000/O000 20016/1669 03/.,/73 40 3189 2857N 00945W 44.7 132.3 GGGG
1229-10422 00300/000C 20016/1670 02/9/73 40 3189 2731N 01009W 45.5 130.9 GGGG
1229*10425 o0000/0000 20016/1671 03/09/73 30 3189 2606N 0 1033W 46*2 129*4 GGGG
1229-10431 00000/0000 2u016/1672 03/09/73 20 3189 2439N 01056W 46*9 128*0 GGGG
1229-10434 00OOC/0000 20016/1673 03/09/73 10 3189 2113N 01119W 47*6 126,5 GGGG
1229-10440 00000/0000 20016/1674 0309/73 0 3189 2146N 01141W 482 124.9 GGGG
1229-10443 0000/OO0 2o016/1675  03/09/73 0 3199 2020N 01203W 48*8 123.3 GGGG
1229-10445 00000/0000 20016/1676 03/09/73 0 3189 1R54N 01225W 4904 121.7 GGGG
1229-10452 00000/0000 20016/1677 03/09/73 0 3189 1728N 01246W 49*9 120*0 GGGG
1229-10454 OOO/C000C 20016/1678 03/n9/73 0 3189 1602 01307W 50.4 i18-3 GGGG
1229-10461 00000/C000 20016/1679 03/cq/73 0 3189 1436\ 01328W 50*9 116*5 0GGG
1229-10463 00000/0000 20016/1680 03/09/7 0 3189 1309N 01349W 51s3 114*7 GrGG
1229-10470 000o0/000 20016/1681 03/-9/73 0 3189 1143N 01410W 51.6 112.9 GGGG
1229-10472 00000/0000 20016/1682 03/09/73 0 3189 l16N 01430W 52*0 111.0 GGGG
1229-12140 00000/OC0O 20016/1683 03109/73 20 3190 6649N 01558- 18.0 164*1 G GG
1229-12142 00000/0000 20016/1684 C3/Ci9/73 30 3190 6529N 01727W 19*1 16296 G3GG
1229-12145 00000/0000 20016/1685 03/09/73 50 3190 6408N 01849W 20,2 161*1 GGGG
1229-12151 00000/0000 20016/1686 03/09/ 7 3 100 3190 6?47N 02005W 21*3 159.7 GGGG
1229*13545 00000/0000 20016/1687 03/09/73 100 3191 7426N 02816W 11,2 177.8 PGGG
1229-13551 00000/0000 20016/1688 03/9/73 1C00 31Q1 7314N 03119W 12@3 174.8 PGGG
1229-13554 00000/Or0C 20016/1689 03/09/73 100 3191 7209N 03358W 13,5 172.2 GGG
1229-13560 00000/0000 20016/1690 03/09/73 100 3191 7,44N 03619W 1496 169*8 GGG
1229-13563 00000/0000CC 20016/1691 03/09/73 40 3191 60 27N 03823W 15*7 167.7 GGGG
1229-14001 00000/0000 20016/1692 03/,9/73 100 3191 5717N 05002W 25*7 154*9 G
1229-14004 00000/0000 203016/169 3 0?/09/73 90 3191 5554N 05053W 26.8 153.8 GP P
1229-14010 00000/0003 2L016/1694 03/19/73 90 3191 5430N 05141W 27.8 152.7 GGPG
1229-14013 00o00/0000 20016/1695 03/09/73 90 3191 5306N 05227w 28.9 151*6 GGGG
1229-14015 0000C0/000 20016/1696 03/09/73 80 3191 5142N 05310 29.9 150.6 GGGG
1229-14022 00000/000 20016/1697 03/09/73 30 3191 50171N 05351W 3100 149*5 GfGG
1229-14024 00000/0000 2U016/1698 01/09/73 60 3191 4R53N 05430W 32.0 148o5 GGGG
1229-14031 O0000/OCOC 20016/1699 03/09/73 100 3191 4728N 055088 33*0 147.5 GGGG
1229-14033 ooooo/oo0 20016/1700 03/09/73 100 3191 4603N 05543W 34*0 146.4 GGGG
1229-14040 00000/C000 20016/1701 03/09/7; 7C 3191 4438N 05617W 35*0 145.3 GGGG
1229"14142 00000/0000 20016/1702 03/09/73 30 3191 050N 06631W 52*3 109.1 GGGG
1229-14145 00000/C000 20016/1703 03/09/73 10 3191 072N 06651W 52*5 107.2 GGGG
1229-14151 OCO0C/OC0 20016/1704 03/(9/73 20 3191 C=56N 06711W 527 105*3 GGG
1229-14154 00000/0000 20016/1705 03/09/73 10 3191 04 3 0N o67 31W 52.8 103*3 G
1229-15412 00000/0000 20016/1706 03/09/73 50 3192 6409N 07034W 20*2 161.1 P7pp
KEYS: CLeUD CBOEP % ...... ****.. 0 Te 100 * % CLOUD CqVER. o* = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE rGUALTTY *..,..*..... LANKS.BAND NeT PRESFNT/RECJESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GBD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. Pu=P8R
1:'4 ',- 11s'74 "zTAN'APD CATALG F'R N&N-US PAGE 0669
F 9M .7/21/72 T 07/23/73
PSERVATI\ 'IC -FI. FLL \./ ATF CLbUD JRQIT POIvCIPAL PMINT rUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I0 "TCTIL IR5 RLL ACCU CpVER MU'bR F I"AGF ELEV. AZI r;. RBV MSS
v "S LAT L NG 123 45678
1229-15415 0C03 co/' ? rlh/17C7  0 V9/7 2" 3 192 66P4N 0714
8
w P1*3 159.7 GG3PG
1229-15421 P i 20 16 17 0 03 19/73 10 3192 612A 07256W 22o4 1584 GGPP
1229153424 ...." "  0 16/170 t 03/!.q/73 1 31 c2 6003\ 07358W 23.5 157.2 GGPG
1229-1543C0 0 C, m' P. -016171' 03/rs /73 3102 5040,' 07457W 24*6 156.0 GGPG
1229-15433 0j."/ C . -"01 /1711 1 i9/73 30 3102 5717,N 0o751w 25*7 154*9 GGpG
1229-15+35 300/C3 C00. .2161712 03 /"/73? 4. 3192 5554N 07 6 42w 2Aa8 153.8 GG P
1229-1544_ 003 00. 16/1713 03,-9/7 70 3102 5430' 07730W 27*9 152*7 GG G
1229-1544 2 00t/C0, '16/1714 3/-9/73 4n 3 192 510 7 N 07e16w 2..9 151.6 GG P
1229-i545,1 ; 0 /c u 2 o- 1 b/ 1 7 1 5 03/' /7 3  3192 514?N 07900W 3000 150.6 GGPP
1229-154q3 oC , P ~~ 16/1716 13/9q/773 3192 5018N 0 7 942W 31*0 149.5 GGGG
1229-17C6? 00 30/00 0 2 1/1 717 3/,,9/73 5o 3193 523%N 10051w 24*7 156*0 GGGG
1229-17264 0 /0i . 2 .016/171, 3/79/73 65 3193 571r 1 .145W 25-6 154.8 UGGG
1229-17271 0C312/0;0 2C16/1719 03/",/73 10 31q3 5551N 10235W 26*9 153.7 GGGG
1229-17273 C 0JC/CO 0 20 16/172 03/9,/73 30 3193 5427N 10323W 27*9 152.7 GGGG
1229-172C, 0 /"- 16/1 7 21 c?,/0/ 7 3 30 3103 510?N 1 04 0 8W 29.C 151.6 GGGG
1229-1 7 p?2 63-/ C 0 2~01h/172 0/r/9/7 50 3193 5130\ 10451W 3C*0 150*5 GGGG
1229-1729 OCO3/OCC' 20016/1723 03?/,/7" 3c, 3193 59t1N 10532W 31.1 149.5 GGGG
122 9 -i735 30/1nc ' 2C16/1724 03/-9/ 7 3 6C 3193 2R53N 11305W 44*8 132*1 GGGG
1229-17353 0 30\/CCL l16/1725 03/t9/7z 60 3193 2727N 1 1328W 45*6 130*7 GGGG
1229-1735 Q- 0 /3C" 2 1e/17_6 3/ 9q/73 60 3193 24OpN 11352, 46*3 129.3 GGG
1229-17362 0jOU"0/ 0"0 2 ?016/1727  03/,-9/73 60 3193 2 43 6 N 11415 47*0 127.8 GGGG
1230-0331 '3UO/IC"0C 2- 16/172F 03/10/ 7 3 10 3107 1144N 13916E 51*8 112.6 GGG
1230-20333 003001900 2C'16/17 2 03/1 /73 20 3197 1,13N 13855E 52.1 110*7 GGG
1230-.0340 OG3 /C 0; 2 i016/1733 03/10/73 6r 3197 051\ 13835E 5p-3 108*9 GGG
1230-2C342 '2 /000 2o1b/1731 03/11/73 20 3197 C724N 13816E 52.6 10790 GGG1230-90-4C ', ,3n jI 31 68o5 G1230-0 Q 000 2 '16/1732 03/10/73 10 3197 2c4S 13014E 451 68.5 GGPG
1230-C0041 0300/ 0 2 716/1733 0 /10/73 0 3197 27075 12951E 44*3 67.4 PGGG
1230-0'44 5  0030/0,Cc0'  2,'16/173, 03/10/773 3197 2933S 12928E 43.5 66*4 P9GG
1230"00451 O30o/ O 00 2 l16/1735 03?/10/7? 1 3197 2959S 1P904E 42.7 65*4 GGGG
1230.j045 0n' /310' ?P016/1736 03/! /74 10 3197 312 S 12839E 41.8 64.5 GGPP
1230 -b15;3 C0300/ 0. 20016/1737 03/10/73 3198 6;06N 13901E 17*1 165*8 GGGG
12 30- 2 ,) I /OCC0C/C 20016/173 03/0/7n 0 3198 6647' 13722E 1f*2 164,1 GGGG
1230*-'394 ', / n C 2. '1/1739 03/1,/73 20 3198 673 S OF245 E  1.0 63.0 GGGG
1230-02401 _./ ._ 216/1741 03/10/7 c 3198 6956S 08059E 13*9 64*3 ,GG
1230-243 C3. :C/ . 20 l1/1741 03/10/73 O 3198 7r12S 07900E 12.7 65*9 GGGG
1230-'241Q ,O00/jO v 2C0 016/1742 0C/10/73 3 31q8 71285 0 7646E 11-6 67*7 GGGP
1230-02412 0 0 0/C. 2C3 16/1743 0)/10/73 0 3198 7?425 37414E 10*5 69*8 GGGG
1230- 241 00'3 C/, 2 216,/1744 C3/'10/73 3 3198 7354S 07121E 9.3 72.3 GGG
1230-)2421 0CIC/O-o 2o0'16/1745 03/10/73 C 3198 7503S 06O02E 8.2 75.3 P
<EYs: LLLPUU C VEr' C ............. 0 T9 100 = % CLBUD CAVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I1AE .UALITTY .. .... ..... LANKS=AND NBT PRSFNT/REQUESTED R=RECYCLED. G=G3AD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE, PPB R,
1 :4 ' 11'74 STAN3ARD CATALIG FP NJON.US PAGE 0670
FRM '7/23/72 TH 07/23/73
BvSER \TI' "IC-'FIU 4'.LL "9./ C.AT CLOUD 0'1 r PoIN!CIPAL PINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I P FTI I VmLL ACC TE CCV '4UBER 4F I AGE ELEV* AZIrM RBV ;SS
R.v MS LAT LtNG 123 45678
1230-j3553 02000/CO D 2016/174C 0/1/7 )  8C 3199 2 6 0 4N: 09113E 46"5 129.2 GfGG
1230- .3555 L02o/co. 20016/1717 03/11/73 3"' 3199 2437\ 9O50E 47.2 127.7 GGPG
1230- :356F O /CCCr 2,~,16/174 0/1/73 1C 3199 211N 09027E 47.8 126.1 GGGG
1230" 3564 Oc ,/Cn O 20 16/1749 C3/10/73 4 3199 2143? 0 9006E 48.5 124.6 GGPP
1230-:5371 002l/0(CC 2? 16/1750 03/in/73 3' 3200 3!46N 06702E 434 134*7 GGGG
1230-'5373 P0"00/3 CO 2 16 1751 C /1!/73 10 3200 3021N 06637E 44*2 133.4 GPGG
1230-:533A' 00/ 2, 016/175? 0/10/73 20 3200 ?R55 0 6612E 45.0 132.0 GGGG
1230"- 532 02CC0/000 2c16/1753 I0/10/
7 1 e 3200 27258 0 6b47E 4 5.8 130.
6  GGGG
1230"-53i5 0 /00/000r r 0 16/1754 0V/1/7' 1o 3
2 00 2o40? 06523E 469b 129.1 GGGG
12300 5391 0C'0C/,0C0 2 016/1755 G3/10/73 2" 
3 200 2436N 0 6500E 47*2 127.7 GGPG
1230- 539~4~ O4 CC 2 16/1756 0,/ln/73 - 3200 212N 06438E 47.8 126*1 GGGG
1230-354,0 C0'"/Q" 2' 16177 0 /10/ 7 3 10 32 I0 214?, 06416E 48.5 124.6 GGGG
1230-072l1 o00030/0C, 201 /1 7 5- 03/1/ 7 3 90 3201 ?255N 04025E 45.0 132.0 G1GG
12 3 0- o 7 21 4 CCOC/CCO' 2C 1 61175 9  03/1n/7? 4- 32c1 2729N O4001E 45.8 130.6 GGGG
1230-}7R20 00' /C",C0 2 016/1760 3 /10/173 C 32.1 260N 03938E 46"5 129*1 G3GG
1230-'7223 00000/CC.I 2016/1761 0/10/ 7 1 3201 237N 03915E 47.2 127.6 GGGG
1230-7225 0 30"00/3 2L016/176 03/10/73 40 321 2'11N 03853E 47.9 126.1 GGG
123C-D7232 L0C0/ COu 2016/1763 03/10/71 50 3201 2144N 03 831E 48.5 124.5 GGGG
1230-17234 1c0/C'C" 2?2'16/1764 03/10/73  30 3201 2"1~N 03809E 49.1 122.9 GGGG
12 3 0-o 7 243 OC3 0/CC"O ?016 /176 5  3?/30/7 3~ I 321 1 52N 01747L 49.6 121.3 GGG
1230- 7243 o03'"3/o 2LC16/1766 03/10/73 1 32n1 1726N 03725E 50.2 119*6 GGGG
1230-7341 0 0O/OC 2- 16/1767 03/10/73 0 3201 13"S C02933L 49.6 77.6 GIGG
1230- 73?43 CO-/CCO 2C016/1768 0 ,/10/73 1 3201 1705S 02912E 49.1 76.1 GGGG
1230- 7350 Cr/OCC 2 .0"16/1769 03/!n/
7 3 10 3201 1p31S 02851E 48,5 74.6 GiPG
1230- 7353 0003 /70,2 ::;16/1777 3?/10/ 7  3, 3121 1 56 02O28E 47.8 73.3 GGGG
1230-.7355 0720/>00( ?016/1771 0/1n/73 5" 32,1 2123S 02806E 47*2 71.9 GGGG
1230 7301 C 3tb/0 1o 2 16/177' 0//10/7 4 3201 ??50S 02744E 46.5 70.7 GGGG
1230- 7364 0'C33/000 C ~ 16/1773 0/1/73 0 3201 2415S 0 2722E 45.7 69.5 GGGG
1230-27370 C "DC/"'00 ? 316/1774 03/10/73 3201 2c423 02700E 45.0 68.3 GGGG
1230- 7373 0oc"/,oe; 2 016/1775 03/1/73 32r1 2'ORS 02637E 44.2 67*2 GGGG
1230- 737 " L'3i/COC 21 16/1776 03/1n/7 3201 2Q33S 026122 43.4 66.2 GGGG
1230"-7502 C0/CCCj 2 0016/1777 03/10/73 C 3201 7-113 0 0 129E 12.7 65.8 GGGG
1230-75o05 020002/00 2 '16/177. 03/* / 7 3 3201 7127S C0C 4 4W 11.5 67.6 GGGG
1230 7511 000 /000 2 j16/1779 03/!0/73 1 3201 741S 00316w 104- 69.7 GGGG
123C( 7514 0C cCO 2; ~16/172 0j/1/73 321- 7533 0 0b09 9.3 72.2 GGG
1230-7 20 ULOCO /000 2 0//1781 ?/ /73 . 3221 7c02S 00927w 8.1 75.2 GGGG
12 3 0-L90C;, 3  O2/O 210016/17F' 03/10/73 2: 3202 2955N 01435E 45.1 132.0 GGG3
1230" 090 5 3 oi/ o'.. 2.016/1 7 R3 03/12/ 7 3 4' 3202 2729\ 0 1411E 45.8 130.5 GGPG
1230*-9Cq05 .&C3/C 'I.C 2 c1b/1 7 84 03/!0/77 8" 322 2603". 0 1348E 46.5 129.1 GGPG
<FYS: C 3" u C %vE ............. : T9 100i % CLCUD COVER. ** 
= NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
SI i - JALI TY . ....... EzLANKS.EiAND NDT PRSFrNT/REQrESTED. R=RPCYCLED. G=GlD. FcFAIR BUT USABLE- PPOPBR.
16:44 "A !, 74 5TANIARD CATIL9G FP NfN-US PAGE 0671
F'9 " :7/23/72 TR f7/P/73
BBSERLATOtN "IC'FI. 9"LL ,./ :~ATE CLSJD 38RT PorI',;CTPAL P4INT SiN SUJN TMAGE QUALITY
I" PSITI I, HLL ACC"2T E C9VF R  Ji"BHcR 'IF I"AGF ELEV AZIr ,  R8v "SS
ci I ArT L NG 123 45678
1230-. 9054 '000D /CO 2;16/1785 03/10/7 100 32n2 2437N 01325E 47.2 127.6 G3GG
1230-c9(6 0I OL O/0 2CC 01t /1 7 8 6  03 /1073 6 32?2 ?212 01302E 47.9 126.1 GGGG
1230-09063 D0/0 00.: 2_016/178 7  31/10/7 3202 214 i 01r40E 4.*5 124.5 GSGG
1230-09070 0C?0/l C0 0 i 16/178 37/10/7 30 32n 2 ?"2,N 0118E 49.1 122.9 GGGG
1230-09072 0.0?O/ C'" 2',016/178O 010172 10o 3202 15 01157E 49*7 121.2 GGGG
123C0-9075 O003m/,J 2., 16/1790 01/10/7? OC 322 1727\ 0 1136E Fr0 119.5 GGPG
1230.-90 1 03 o 0/c ;,C 16/1791 02/1n/7: 9' 32P2 140GvI 0111 4 E f5 ;7 117.8 63GG
1230 C90A4  003/!00. 2, "16179? 0 /1/ 7  7' 32r 1433N c1o54E 51.1 116.0 GSPG
1230:;:9090 0C?/CC, ,:C 16/1793 ~ ,1/73 , 3202 107 1 0 033E 51.b 114.2 PGG
1230- 9n.n9? '"" ,  7,.;" 16/1794 O~3 1 /7l 32-2 1E4' 0 1 12E 51 91 112.4 GGGG
1230-.90 5 L O 1:u7 290 i/1 95 0/ I/73 3?q2 114 N 0015l 52.2 110 5 GIGG
1230 .91 '/ 216/179t 0 /1-7  3202 4 -n o 31E 52*4 108.6 PGGG
12 3C-L9104 0 0'/- . 2 '016/1797 C/10/7-3 .32:2 C72PN 0 C410 526 106*7 FGGG
12300'9111 000I0/n ~ 1/179" 0/1 /7: 3 ) 32"2 0CN4 0050E 52.8 104.8 PGGG
1230-L3117 OCr/0, C ?C, 1/179 9  03/ 1/73 4. 3202 04?7N 00~.3CE 52*9 102.8 PGGG
1230- 0 12c 0 o0/, , 2. '01 / l 0 0 1/?/71 20 322 C1oN 00c 10 53*C 100.9 PGGG
1230-91 ?2 C0/ 6'.. 2 CL016/1801 03/1./73 5' 3272 013A 0075CE 5* 98.9 GGG
1230-0912E C0n/", l' 2016/180? /1V 0/7 5 32,02 OnO*N 00730E 53.0 97.0 GGGG
1230-10395 0 00 0 /0 2 16/1803 0 /0 / 7 '~ C 32t3 5=51, 00040 W  27.1 153.7 GGGG
1230-10401 0 11r0o 40! 6/104 03/1n/73 1 3203 5 s427 00128 2882 152.6 GGG
1230-0',4 0 / . ; 160/105 t3/10/73 5r 3203 5101. 00213w 29*3 151.6 GGGG
1230"o1C41 0 0C /C0' 2"0 16/1P06 0 /10/73 7" 3203 5139% 00256N 3.3 150.5 G.GG
1230-I0413 o0/O00 -0 ?:;016/1 07 $/10/7 60 32,:3 5?15N 00338s 31*3 149.5 GIGG
12 3 0-] 0415 O/,' 2 , 16/180 0/10/73 10' 323 4/51N 0416v 3 *4 148.4 GGPG
12301 04 1 2 l/ 16/1309 // 7 ' 6, 32n3 273 :o 01137, 45.8 130.5 GGG
12301043 ? 0J';. 200 l/b1"lo 0/10/7. 70 3203 2631N 1200W 46.6 129.1 GIGG
1230-1090 0CrO/:O. 20 16./1,1 03/10/73 40 32, 3 2,3ANN 01222W 47.2 127.6 GTGG
1230-104.2 o00/o/ :1611l"  03/11/73 90 32n3 ?11 C 12455W 47*9 126.0 GGGG
1230-10495 00'/C 2 016/113 O '//7? 8rn 3203 24 45. 01307W 485 124.5 GGGG
1230"1053 C0C0/C00X' 2016/181, 03C/10/73 50 32n3 219 N' 01329w 49.1 122*9 G3GG
1230-10504 0CO /"C , 2 16/1.15 03/10/73 60 3203 1,5?\ 01351V 49.7 121*2 GGGG
1230-1:510C r/I r ' n16/1'16 093/1:/73 70 3203 1726N 01012 5C*2 119.5 G6G
1230-10513 0 o c o lr O : , 16/ 17 i/10/7 1 3I203 160, 01433W 507 117.8 GIGG
1230-0515 '0/0 /C: 0 216/1 1 031/10/7" 3203 11,34Ni 01454W 51.1 116.0 GGGG
1230-1052 C; C0/PC 0C 2016/1e19 /1C//7 32"3 10o N 01515W 51,5 114.2 GIGG
1230-10524 C 3 00/' r 2" 1 /1 2'2 0/10/73 32C3 11 41- 015 3 6 0 51*9 112,3 G3GG
1230-121934 C0cl/r: 2CC016/1F21 03/10/71 40 32"4 6447N C1726W 1-*4 164.1 P(GG
1230-12201 0 /'/ , Pr ,16 /1 01:/7, 90 3204 6 27" 01b56W 19.5 162.5 GGGG
1230-1?2203 OLOO/CO 2 16/1 3 0 1/1r,/73 100 3204 6407N 02018w 2C*6 1611 GGGG
KEYS: CL"U' CvE .,,,...........,, To 10 = % CDUD CcVE R * ** = NP CLUD DATA AVAILABLE*
'It$F CUALITY *...... ...... . ~LAwSBAND ,iT PRcS NT/Er0UFTED. R.RECYCLED. G.G3B0. FFAIR BUT USABLE- P.PeBR.
16:44 IA 11,174 STANOARD CAT4LVG FSR NSN.US PAGE 0672
FR8M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATI5N ICR3FI M R2LL \0./ DATE CLOUD .RAIT PPINCIPAL P INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 SSITIN I N RBLL ACUTEr'ED CeVER 9UMBER F IAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV 'SS
V MSS LAT LFNG 123 45678
1230-12210 C0,O/ 00 2o016/124 0 /1/73 10Q 3204 6'4FN 02133W 21*7 159.7 G(GG
1230-1406c 000/000 21016./1,25 0 3 1n/ 7 3 90 3205 5715N 05127W- 261 154,8 GGG
12 30-1462 00000/0C0) 2?16/12? 01/1i/71 90 32n5 5552\ 05219W 27.2 153.7 GOGG
1230"14065 00300/0V00 2c016/127 03/10/7 40 32n5 542q?' 05309 28*3 152*6 GGGG
1230-14071 0U000/c 0 : 2(0016/12? 03/10/73 40 3205 50 05354W 29*3 151.6 GGG
1230-14074 0000/QCO 2'016/1E29 03/1fn/7 30 32r5 5140\ 05436W 30*4 150.5 GAGG
1230-14080 Ooo/OCO 2 016/1830 03/10/73 1 3205 5,16N c5516w 31*4 149.4 PGGP
1230-14083 uoO/,'O. 20016/1831 03/n0/73 0 32n5 4 51N 05555W 32*4 148@4 GGGG
1230-14085 00000/000j ?0 16/183 -03/10/73 3205 4726N 05632W 33.4 147.3 GnGG
1230-14092 0000/000; 20016/1833 03/10/7 10 3205 4 01N 05707W 34*4 146*3 GsGO
1230-14094 OC00/o00'0 2f016/1F34 09/0/73 10 3205 4436N 05 7 4 2 35.4 145.2 GGPG
1230-14171 o0000/0ooo) 2016/18 35 0O/In/73 10 3205 153? 06529W 49.7 121.1 GIGG
1230-14174 0000/CO 2 016/183b 03/10/73 10 3205 1726N 0 6551W 50*2 119.4 GGGG
1230-14130 OcO00/oZ 2c,016/1R37 03/10/73 30 3205 1601N 06613w 507 117.7 GGGG
1230-14183 CC;0/0 2016/1 3 03/10/73 20 3205 135N 06634W 51*2 115.9 GGGG
1230-14j85 020u0/,0 20016/139 C3/1/73 10l 3205 108N 06655W 51m6 114.1 GGGG
1230-14192 0COOO/000 20016/1 40 03/10/73 10 3205 1141J 06716W 5199 112*3 GGGG
1230-1+194 0000/O000 20016/141 03/j,0/73 10 3205 1!15N 06 7 36W 52.2 110.4 GGG
1230-14201 00300/00:0 ?20016/142 03/1n/73 10 3205 c5N 06756W 52*5 108.5 GGGG
1230-14203 o00oo/oo0 20016/143 03/1n/73 10 3205 07231 0616W 52.*7 106.6 GGG
1230-15503 00030/000J 2JC16/1844 03/10/73 10 3206 5i05N 07943W 29*3 151.6 GGGG
1230-15505 O0000/c00 20016/1845 03/1/73 lo 3206 5141N 08026W 30*4 150*5 GGGG
1230-15512 O200oo/co 2b16/18 4 6 03/1r0/73 10 3206 5016N 0 8107w 31*4 149*4 G3GG
1230-1732:3 C C00000/000 22016/1847 03/1(/73 10o 3207 571 N 10311W 26*2 154.8 GGGG
1230-17325 0000o,/000C 2.j016 /1b 4 014o/73 90 3207 5554N 104010 27*2 153.7 GGGG
1230-17332 O0co3C/CC: 20016/1 49 03/in/7 40 3207 5 42N 10 448w ?28*3 152.6 GGGG
1230-17334 C -000/% ?2016/150 0/l/73 3207 5?05N 10 5 3 3 29*4 151.6 GGGG
1230-17341 0000/0O0 20016/151 03/10/73 0 3207 514?2N 10616W 30*4 150.5 GGGG
1230-17343 ?0000/000 2 16 1852 03/10/73 C 3207 5017N 10657W 31.*4 149o4 GGG
1230-17405 00000/C0000 20016/153 0/10/7 3  10 3207 256N 11431W 45.2 131.9 GGGG
1230-17411 0C:C 0O 0 201e1854 03/ln/73 20 32o7 273"N 11456~ 45.9 130,4 GGG
1230-23183 UD00/CC)C 2 "016,1?55 0/1i0/73 80 3210 61 6 S 13437E 15*9 61.7 GPGG
1230"23190 C300o/o00, 0016/1F56 01/10/73 9) 3210 673RS 13259E 1.4*7 62.8 GGGG
1230-23195 00C C/rPr0 21 01/1857 03/1o/73 90 3210 7(10S 12915E 12*5 65*7 GGGG
1230-23201 Q000c/000 20016/15P 03i/10/7 90 3210 7126S 12702E 11.3 67*5 GGPG
1230-232o4 000/o00. 20001 /159 03/13/73 70 3210 7241S 12432E 10).2 69.6 GGG
1230-?321i 00 0/u0r 2016/1P60 03/1/7l 70 3210 7153S 12140E 9*0 72*1 G"GG
1230-32i3 3(00/'rQ 2016/1M861 03/10/73 60 3210 702S 11823E 7*9 75.1 GGPG
1231-3023C 0C300/ 0C 2016/1862 03/11/7 C 3211 6522 16015E 19.7 162.6 PpPG
KEYS: CL0UL COvEM on******* ' T 10C = % CL9U D CkVRF ** = N" CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE-0 pE CfUALITY ,,, *.. LAkKS.BAND K T PRySrNT/RECUSTED* R=RECYCLED. G.G8pD. F.FAIR SUT USABLE- P.PB9R,
1t.:44 - 1',l T STANDARD CATALG FpR NtN-IUS PAGE 0673
FR' 0,7/2-/'7. TH C7/23/73
8ESERvATI N 'T C:- F '  'LL T./ 4A , CLUD 9RqIT FPI'!CIPAL P41NT SUN SUN IMAGE CUALITY
c 1I\ 1 kL ACf."T"'F7 Cp V; U"MER ?F I AGE ELFV. AZIM. RBv .SS
v 'S LAT L'NG 123 45678
1231-0.2C C ''E' 1/18 / 3/11/73 1r 3211 45?\ 1490IRE 32.6 148*4 G GG
1231- 4,2; 3 . t . 2)161 /  /11/7-, ' 3211 4727\ 14'30E 33.6 147*3 GGGG
1231 35 /11/7 3r 3211 1 3749E 52,0 112,0 GSGG
1231-/3? F6 0/- 0 /1/16 13 7 03 7 40 3211 1 r16 13728E 523 110.2 GGGG
1231- 039) r4 i2 16/167 03/11/7" 1 3211 04' 13708E 52?5 108o3 GGGG
1231C O~G~ ... " P 016/1P 6 036/11 /7 6 3211 072%i 13648E 528 106*3 G(GG
1231- 0+ 2 0 .' - 21 6/ 1i-69 )3/t1/7 3211 ?41 1.09E 45*6 69'1 GGGG
1231- 494 2 16170 03/11/73 c 3211 2543S 12b46E 44.9 68.0 GGG
1231-' 051 .1 'l0 2C,16C/171 03/11/73 20 3211 2705S 1222E 4401 66.9 GGG
1?31- ,.503 0 0 0'/ 2.- 16 /172 03/11/73 50 3211 2R33S 12759E 43.3 65.9 GGGG
1231 cE-1L "/... 2 1~ " 'b/1873 0?11/7; 9C 3211 3rnOS 12735L 42*5 64.9 GGGG
1231- 0512 , /C' 2Lt1/1874 03/11/ 7 1 91 3211 3126( 12711E 41.6 64.0 GGGG
1231-"205C / 0 16/17. 0./11/73 6C 3212 12 13928E 16.3 167.8 GGGG
1231-.2C3 I, , 2 1 ' 6/187 031!1/7 3212 bQN0 " 13737E ,7.5 165*9 GGGG
1231-Z+011 ; 0/ 016/177 '3/11/73 8 ,  3213 26L4N 08948E 46.8 128*9 GGG
1231-r ~c14 C 'I/CrC 2 16/17 3/11 /71 90 321.3 2439. 0925E 475 127.3 GIGG
1231-Co402 - ? 1 0 /1 ,~79 03/11/73 9 3213 21 08902E 48.1 125. GGG
1231- 54 5 0c 2 P316/18: 03/11/7 C. 3214 31 4N 0 6537E 43*8 134*4 GGGG
1231-5431 C 2 ...016/1P 1 0/11/73 3214 322N 0612E 44.6 1331 GGGG
1231-25434 03 C0 ? 016/1 82 03/1'/7 " 3214 2,56N C6447E 45.3 131.7 GGGG
1231- ' 44t ':C /C0 2? 016/1A$3 0, /11/7 3214 273,VN 06423E 46.1 130.3 GrGG
12313 5443 cu/C.. 2(. 16/18 "  03/ 1 /7 3 , 3214 2 OZL 0 6359E 46*8 128*8 GGGG
1231-544~ OC"/00J 24 014/38,5 03/11/73 1 3214 23N\ 06336E 47.5 127,3 GPGG
1231-c7261 0P e/( -C . ?,C016/1 8e 03/!1/73 t. 32!5 34 .N 0C395CE 43,8 134*4 GGG
1231-.72A3 00--0/'0 2' 1 /1s 7  03/11/73 1 3215 3r234 0 3925E 44*b 133.1 GGG
1231-727c ."/ 2C16/18. 03/11/7'. 2 '  3215 257N ,0900E 45*4 131.7 GGGG
1231- 7272 , 0 16/~89 C,/11/7j 20 3215 2731 03836E 46*1 130.3 GGGG
1231-C7p75 rGc,/ e0, 2o016/19 9 03/11/73 0 3215 2f05N c3813E 46.8 1288 GGGG
1231- 7?81 26/. / 1R 916/ 1 91 r/11/73 1  3215 2439N 03750E 47*5 127.3 GGGG
123172't 00, ./nC4 2' 016b/1~9 09/11/71 12 3215 2 13' 0 3727E 48.2 125.8 GGGG
12317 2 '1,/1%93 '1/11/73 1C 3215 2 6 , 0705E 4 -8 1.24,2 GrPG
1231-j7395 J03.C / C." 2C16/1 94  01/11/73 30 3215 137S o2?09E 43.5 770r GGG
1231-07242 O0 0 /CC C 20161 95 03/ 1 /73 2c 3215 1703S 02747E 49.0 75,5 GGGG
1 2 3 1- 7 '+04 oC.0o/r , 2 016/1 -96 03/11/7 3n 3215 192qS 02726E 48#4 74*1 GGGG
1231-C7411 02.00/n 2 14/1]97 33/11/73 10 3215 1054S 02704E 47.7 72*7 PGP
31 13 /11/7 2u 3215 21215 o2641E 47.1 71*4 GGG
1 2 3 1-.u7 .2 2 1 b 1 /1899 03/11/73 2c 3215 24
7 S C2618E 46*: 70.2 PGGG
1231-,7422 O 1e// 2)1 190o 03/11/72 3r, 3215 2414S 02555E 45.6 69.0 GGGG
1231-)7 4 25 '/" 0 2316/1901 3/17 20 3215 240S 0253 3  9 67.8 GGGG
KEYS: C, C'vE 1 .......... TP 00 = % CILUD C 'V. ** = N CLUJD DATA AVAILABLE.
I"FsA :IALTTY ........ *...., LANKSBAND NT PRESFNT/RECUFSTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GOAC, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.P8R,
1 :4 11 '7 3STANDARD CATALIG FF) NN-US PAGE 0674
FPQ89' 7/22/72 T9 07/3/73
BFSERvATI'. "'IC"I.'S RLL 4./ E CLUD WR IT PINCIPAL PIINT SUN SUK TMAGE QUALITY
I AbITI I "LL AC7iTEI CVE NUMBU.E F I"'AGE ELEV. AZIt. , RBV "'SS
S S LAT LONG 123 45678
1231-274 31 C' "0/-( 2l 1/02 03/11/7- i7 3215 270S 02510E 441 66.8 GGGG
1231- 7434 ~ C/C0¢ 01/1903 07/11/73 r 321.5 ?23pS 02446E 43.3 65.7 G GG
1231-J7440 )LD 3/0 2 106/190 0/11/7- -3215 295*S 02421E 42.4 648 PGGG
1231- j7443 V OO 01/19C5 03/11/77 0 3215 3121S 02356E 41.6 63,9 GPGG
1231- 744 0I00 c/ . qlo/lO6  0?/11/73 0 3215 324S 0 2331E 4C. 7  63.1 PSGG
1231- 7452 COC, ?/' 01 6/19 0 7  03/j1/7- C 3215 3414S 0205E 39*8 6?.3 GGPP
1231- 745' C 3 1COS 2 T /190 4 0/11/73 20 3215 3539S 02239E 38*9 61,5 PGGG
1231-F9092 C¢ /r~/C0 2;017/0001 03/11/7 3o 3216 3 14 1  01359E 43.8 134.4 GfGG
1231- 0n095 -- '? / C "-C17/0002 03/11/73 I00 3216 3'24i 01335E 44.6 133*1 GGGG
1231- 9101 O00C.O/, 2517/C;003 03/11/73 9 3216 2?57N 01311E 45,4 131.7 GrGG
1231-09104 C./0 .2' 17/CO04 C3/11/7q I0c 3216 2731N 01247E 46*1 130.3 GGGG
1231- 011iC SSCoCC o 2 017/0005 /11/73 90 3216 2(05N 0223E 46.8 128.8 GfGG
1231"- 9113 0CO/C 2,017/0C06 01/11/73 9 C 3216 243 \ C1200E 47*5 127.3 GGG
1231- 3115 O0,, /CCb 2t_ ':017/0007 03/11/7 100 3216 211i 01137E 48*2 125.7 GGGG
1231-91- oOO/OOo 2 0171000 0/11/71 100 3216 2147N o0115E 48.8 124,1 GGG
1231- 3914 P/OO 2017/009 0/1I1/ 7 3 100 3216 2020N 01053E 49.4 122.5 GGGG
1231- 9131 3, 'C1/CiC' 2 317/010 0/1 1/7 1oC 3216 1s54N 01031E 49*9 120., GrGG
1231- 9133 OOC31/uCu 20017/0C1 /1I/7, 100 3216 172 0l10E 50-4 119.1 GGGG
1231-391'0 00 C /3'0D Ar01/19 0 ?7 1/73 ( 3216 1 1)9 00948E 50*9 117.4 GGGG
1231- 912 IOCh/O00* E 01 /03 . 03/1 /73 C 3216 1437% n0927E 51.3 115.6 GGGG
1231-915 OCo o 201/C1 0?/1/7 0 3216 1310\ 09n06EL 51.7 113.7 GGG
1231-'9151 OLoC /CCO 20 17/0c1? 03/1/7? 90 3216 1144N 0045L 521 111.9 GGGG
12-31- 9134 0 / 0,) 210 17/ 001 0/11/73 30 3216 1017 \ 00e25L 52, 110.0 GGGG
12 3 1-c9 162 CD00 /-O' 2, 17/001 4  03/T1177 6 ' 3216 095 N 0$05E 52*6 108.1 GGGG
1231-11435 OC O/J)o 20 17/0015 0?/11/73 4r 3217 6 124 N 00142E 23.2 158,4 GGG
1231-1044F ? CC/0000 2 '17/O016 03/11/7 60' 32i7 6Q02N 0oo39E 24.3 157.2 GGGG
12 3 1-10 4 4 4 D /Cc 217/17 03/11/73 60 3217 5230N 00C19W 25.4 156*0 GGGG
1231-1045 0/ 2- 17/01 3 0 /11/7 10 3217 5716N: 0011'~ 26.4 154.8 GGGG
1231"10453 QU'0p/:r o- 2,017/001 03 /11/7, 2- 3217 5r53 00206 27.5 153.7 GGGG
1231-12252 oOL,O 2017/0020 03/11/7 80 32i8 664 0152W 18.8 164.2 GGG
1231-12255 "OOjO/C''0 20017/0021 03/11/7 9" 3218 6q29' 020228 19*9 162.6 0GGGG
1231-1226? C20O/CCI 201 7 /CC; 2  03/11/73 100 3218 6409K' o 144 N 210 161*1 GGSG
1231-12264 C C00/CC 2C 18/032? 03/11/73 9" 3218 647' 02259 22.1 159.7 PPPP
1231-1?462 003-/CC t 2A18/0323 03/11/ 7 3 9- 3218 040S 0.46348 E2P7 90*5 PPGP
1231-124h6 "C/IC o 2T01~r/02 03/11.173 90 3218. 034S 0C454w *4 887 3GGG
1231-12471 00c~ CO 201~/C325 03/!1/73 90 3218 0701S 047148 52.2 86*9 GGPG
1231-12473 2C"/CC'0 2 017/0023 03/11/73 70 3218 0I26S C4734W 51.8 85.1 GGGG
1231-124i, 0 O/O 2 017/(024 03/11/7; 97 3218 0053 S 4a754W 5.5 83.3 GGGG
1231-12482 .730/oo0C 217/0C25 01/11/73 60 3218 1119S 04~15 51q0 81*6 GGG
<EYS: C0 FLY, CIvE I , *~ ,.....,... . TiO 10 = CLiUD CLvER ** = N. CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE-
1'"AE UALITY ....... A.... L NKSzbAND ';T PRcSrNT/RECUFSTED* R=RECYCLED* G:GB5D. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBRI
16:44 MAR 11,74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN-US PAGE 0675
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICR5FILM PRLL N9,/ DATE CLOUD0 RBIT PMINCIPAL PRINT SUN SUN iMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITION IN ROLL ACUITRED COVER NUMBER qF IMAGE ELEV. AZIt. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1231-12485 00000/CC00 20017/0026 03/11/73 80 3218 1?45S 04
835w 50.6 80.0 GGGG
1231-12491 00000/0000 20017/0027 03/11/73 90 3218 141PS 04856W 50.1 78*4 GGGG
1231-12494 00000/0000 20017/002 03/11/73 9c 3218 1385S 0 4917w 49.5 76.9 GGGG
1231-12500 00000/0000 20017/0029 03/11/73 9c 3218 1705S 04
9 39w 49*0 75.4 GGGG
1231-12503 00000/00 20017/0030 03/ti/73 90 3218 1933S 05001W 48.3 74*0 GOGG
1231-12505 00000/000 20017/0031 03/11/73 40 3218 1059S 0 5023W 47.7 7296 UGG
1231-12512 00000/0C00 20017/0032 03/11/73 10 3218 2124S 05045W 47.0 71*3 GGGG
1231-12514 00000/0000 20017/0033 03/11/73 10 3218 2?499 05106w 46.3 700 PPpP
1231-12521 00000/00C00 20017/0034 03/11/73 40 3218 2417S 0 5128W 45.6 68.8 GGGG
1231-12523 00000/0000 20017/0035 03/11/73 
5
c 3218 2,42S 0 5151W 44.8 67.7 GGGG
1231-12530 00000/0000 20017/0036 03/11/73 30 3218 2705S 05215W 44.0 66.7 GGGG
1231-12532 00000/0000 20017/0037 03/11/73 30 3218 2;3PS 05238W 43.2 65*6 PPPP
1231-12535 00000/0000 20017/0038 03/11/73 60 3218 2n59S 05302W 42*4 64*7 GGGG
1231-12541 00000/0000 20017/0039 03/11/73 70 3218 3125S 05326k 41.5 63.8 G9GG
1231-12544 00000/0000 20017/0040 03/11/73 60 3218 3?49S 0 5351W 40.6 63.0 GSGG
1231-12550 00000/0C00 20017/0041 03/11/71 60 3218 3414S 05417w 39.7 62.2 GGGG
1231-12553 00000/0000 20017/0042 03/11/73 40 3218 3540S 05
4 4 5 38*6 61.4 GGGG
1231-12555 00000/0000 20017/0043 C/11/73 30 3218 970AS 05514W 37.9 60o8 GGGG
1231-12562 00000/0000 20017/0044 03/11/73 10 3218 3R30S 05543W 36.9 60.2 GGGG
1231-12564 00000/000u 20017/0045 03/11/73 10 3218 3n5hS 056 12w 36.0 59.6 GrGG
1231-14114 00000/0000 20017/0046 03/11/73 9c 3219 5718N 05252W 26.5 154.8 GGGG
1231-14120 00000/0000 20017/0047 03/11/73 90 3219 5554N 05343W 27.6 153*7 GGGG
1231-14123 00000/0000 20017/0048 03/11/73 50 3219 5430N 05431W 28.6 152.6 GGG
1231-14125 00000/0000 20017/0049 03/11/73 10 3219 506N 055 17 W 29.7 151.5 GGGG
1231-14132 00000/0000 20)017/0050 03/11/7? 10 3219 5142N 05600W 30,7 150.4 GGGG
1231-14134 00000/0000 20017/0051 03/11/71 0 3219 5018N 05641W 31.8 149*4 PPPP
1231-14141 00000/0000 2017/0052 03/11/73 0 3219 4253N 05720W 32*8 148,3 GGGG
1231-14143 00000/0000 20017/0053 0?/11/73 0 3219 4729 05757W 3398 147.3 GGGG
1231"14150 00000/0000 20017/0054 03/11/7! 0 3219 4603N 0 5833W 34*8 146.2 GGGG
1231-14152 O0000/OCCO 20017/0055 03/11/73 C 3219 443PN 05907W 35.8 145*1 GGGG
1231-14155 00000/0000 20017/0056 03/11/73 20 3219 4413N 05940W 36.8 144*0. GGGG
1231-14200 00000/0000 20017/0057 03/11/73 20 3219 2956N 064 16w 45.5 131*6 GGGG
1231-14202 00000/0000 20017/0058 03/11/73 20 3219 2730N 06439W 46.2 130.2 GGGG
1231-17340 00000/c0000 20017/0059 03/11/73 C 3221 7046N 09051W 15 4 169.9 GGGG
1231-17343 00000/000 20017/0060 03/11/73 0 3221 6q2pN 09254W 16*6 167.8 GGGG
1231-17345 00000/0000 20017/0061 03/11/73 0 3221 6R09N 09
444W 17*7 165*9 GGGG
1231-17352 00000/0000 20017/0062 03/11/73 0 3221 6,65N 09623W 18.8 164.2 GGGG
1231-17354 00000/0000 20017/0063 03/11/73 C 3221 6530N 09752W 19*9 162*6 GGGG
1231-17361 00000/0000 20017/0064 03/11/7 0 3221 641ON 09914W 21.1 161.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLRUD CaVER % C..... *...* 0 TO 100 % CLOUD CVER. ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE r.ALTY .. ......... OLANKS=BAND NOT PRrSrNT/REOUFSTED. R=RcCYCLED. G=GBRD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PmPBbR,
16:44 MAR 11j'74 STANDARD CATALBG FeP NBN-US PAGE 0676
FR9M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN MICReFILM ROLL Ne./ DATE CLBUD eRBIT PPINCIPAL P1INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PSSITISN IN ~BLL ACOUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM* RBV MSS
0EV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1231-17363 00000/0000 20017/0065 03/11/73 0 3221 6248N 10028W 2292 159*.7 GGGG
1231-17370 00000/0000 20017/0066 03/11/73 C 3221 6126N 10137 23*3 158*4 GGGG
1231-17372 00000/0000 20017/0067 03/11/73 C 3221 6004N 10240W 24*4 157*2 GGGG
1231-17375 00000/0000 20017/0068 03/11/73 0 3221 5841N 10339W 25,5 156,0 GGGG
1231-17381 C00000/0000 20017/C069 03/11/73 10 3221 5718N 10433W 26.5 154.8 GGGG
1231-17384 00000/0000 20017/0070 03/11/73 20 3221 5554N 105 25W 27.6 153.7 GGGG
1231-17390 00o00/000 20017/0071 03/11/73 100 3221 543CN I0613W 28.7 152.6 GGGG
1231-1.7393 00000/0000 20017/0072 03/11/73 i00 3221 5?06N 10659W 29.7 151*5 GGPG
1231-17395 00000/0000 20017/0073 03/11/73 90 3221 5!42N 10742W 30.8 150*4 GGGG
1231w17402 00000/0000CC 20017/0074 03/11/73 70 3221 501nN 10823W 31.8 149.4 GGGG1231-17461 00000/0000 20017/0075 03/11/73 70 3221 3(24N 11530W 44.7 133.0 GGGG
1231-17463 00000/0000 20017/0076 03/11/73 60 3221 2R58N 115551 45.5 131.6 GGGG
1231-17470 00000/0000 20017/0077 03/11/73 60 3221 2732N 11619W 46,2 130.2 GGGG
1231-19572 00000/0000 20017/0078 03/11/73 10C 3222 6455S 17336W 16,7 60.5 GGGG
1231-19574 00000/0000 20017/0079 03/11/73 100 3222 6615S 17506W 15*6 61*5 GGGG
1231-19581 00000/OCOc 20017/0080 03/11/73 80 3222 6734S 17643w 14.5 62.6 GGGG
1231-19583 00000/0000 20017/0081 03/11/73 90 3222 6P52S 17829W 13.3 63*9 GGGG
1231-19590 000co0/000 20017/0082 03/11/73 90 3222 7008S 17932E 12.2 65*5 GGGG
1231-19592 00000/0000 20017/0083 03/11/73 90 3222 7124S 17718E 11*0 67*3 GGGG
1231-19595 00000/C0000 20017/0084 03/11/73 100 3222 7239S 17448E 9.9 69*4 GGGG
1231-20001 00000/C00OO 20017/0085 03/11/73 80 3222 7351S 17157E 8*7 71.9 GGGG
1231-20004 00000/0000 20017/0086 03/11/73 90 3222 7500S 16b40E 7*6 74.9 GGGG1232-00271 00000/0000 20018/0326 03/12/73 0 3225 7045N 16554E 15.6 170.0 G G
1232-00273 00000/000 20018/0327 03/12/73 0 3225 6928N 16350E 1697 167.8 GGGG
1232-00280 00000/0000 20018/0328 03/iP/73 0 3225 6809N 16200E 17*8 165.9 GGGG
1232*00282 00000/0000 20018/0329 03/12/73 0 3225 6651N 16020E 18*9 164.2 GGGG1232-00285 00000/0000 20018/0330 03/1p/73 0 3225 6530N 15850E 2091 162.6 GGGG
1232-00294 00000/000o 20018/0331 03/1P/73 0 3225 6248N 15615E 22s3 159*7 GGGG
1232-00300 00000/0000 20018/0332 03/12/73 0 3225 6126N 15507E 23.4 158.4 GGGG
1232-00341 00000/0000 20017/0087 03/1~/73 40 3225 4729N 14705E 34*0 147.2 GGGG
1232-00344 00000/0000 20017/0088 03/1i/73 60 3225 4 604 N 14630E 35*0 146.1 GGGG
1232-00350 00000/0000 20017/0089 03/12/73 50 3225 4439N 14556E 35.9 145*1 PGGG
1232-00353 o000/o000o 20017/0090 03/1/73 70 3225 4314N 14523E 36*9 144.0 GGGG
1232-00355 00000/0000 20017/0091 03/12/73 90 3225 4148N 14451E 37*9 142.8 PGGG
1232-01071 00000/0000 20017/0092 03/12/73 30 3225 6455S 10851E 16@6 60*5 PGGG1232-01073 00000/0000 20017/0093 03/1p/73 40 3225 6615S 10722E 15*5 61.4 GGGG
1232-01080 00000/0000 20017/0094 03/12/73 40 3225 6734S 10546E 14.4 62.6 GGGG
1232*01082 00000/0000 20017/0095 03/1/73 80 3225 652PS 10400E 13.2 63.9 GGGG
1232-01085 00000/0000 20017/0096 03/t1/73 80 3225 7009S 10201E 12.1 65.4 PGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .,......,..., 0 T 100 a % CLBUD CqVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY *,.,,,**,.,,,, BHLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQESTED* R-RECYCLED* G(GBRD* FuFAIR BUT USABLE* PPBBR#
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CkTALBG FeR NDNwUS PAGE 0677
FROM 37/23/72 TO 07/23/73
8BSERVATIIN "ICPFILM RMPLL %B,/ DATE CLOUD RBIT PoI\CIPAL PBINT SUN SUN iMAGE QUALITY
IL PeSITI9N IN RLL ACCUTREE CBVER NUMBER AF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
Rev MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1232-C1091 00000/000, 2J017/0097 03/12/73 90 3225 7125S 09948E 11.0 67*3 PGGG
1232-01094 00000/0000 20017/0098 03/12/73 100 3225 72 39 5  09717E 9.8 69*4 GGGG
1232-0110C 00300/0000 20017/0099 03/12/73 90 3225 7'525 09425E 8*7 71*9 GGGG
1232-01103 0oO o/CCO3 2%.017/0100 03/12/73 80 3225 7502S 09107E 7*5 7488 PIGG
1232-02C91 00000/000 20018/0333 03/12/73 0 3226 7426N 14811E 12*2 178.0 GGGG
1232-02093 00000/0000 20018/0334 03/12/7 0 3226 7314N 14508E 13*3 174*9 GGGG
1232-02105 oCO00/Co00 20018/0335 03/12/73 C 3226 6928N 13805E 16*7 167.9 GGGG
1232o02111 00000/0000 20018/0336 03/1P/73 ( 3226 6PION 13614E 17*8 16690 GGGG
1232-02114 000o0/Coo 2o018/C337 03/12/73 0 3226 6650N 13434E 19*0 164.2 GGGG
1232-02120 00300/C00O 23018/0338 03/12/73 0 3226 6m30N 13303E 20.1 162*6 GGGG
1232-32123 00000/0000 20018/0339 03/12/73 0 3226 6410N 13141E 21.2 161.1 GGGG
1232o02125 0000/00 2)018/0340 03/1/73 0 3226 66 4 qN 13027L 22*3 159*7 GGGG
12 3 2 -0c1 3 2  COo00000/0 20018/0341 03/12/73 0 3226 6126N 12918L 23*~ 1584 GGGG
1232-02134 00000/0000 2C018/0342 03/12/73 O 3226 6004N 12815E 24b 157.2 PPPP
1232-04070 O00 /000 20018/0C343 03/12/73 50 3227 2608N 08621E 47*1 128.5 GGGG
1232-04072 00000/0000 20018/03 4 4 03/12/73 7C 3227 2441N 08757E 47.8 127.0 GGGG
1232-04C7 5  00000/0000 2u018/0345 03/12/73 60 3227 21N 08735E 48*4 125.5 GGG
1232-04081 O0000/C000 20018/0346 03/12/73 30 3227 2149N 08712E 49.0 123.9 GGGG
12 3 2 % 4 084 00000/000¢ 20018/03 4 7 03/12/73 20 3227 2022N 0865 0 E 49.6 122.2 GGGG
1232-04090 00000/0000 20018/0348 03/12/73 c1 3227 156N 08628E 50*1 120*5 PGGG
1232-04093 00000/00oc 20018/0349 03/12/73 0 3227 1729N 08607E 50*6 118.8 PGGG
1232-04095 00000/C0000 20018/C353 03/ 1/73 0 3227 1003N 08546E 51*1 117*0 GGGG
1232-04102 00000/0000 20018/035 1 03/12/73 0 3227 1438N 08525E 51*5 115.2 GGGG
1232-04104 00000/0000 20018/0352 03/12/73 30 3227 1,1?N 08505E 51*9 113.3 GGGG
1232-04111 00000/0000 20018/0353 03/12/73 50 3227 1145N 08444E 52.2 111.5 GGGG
1232-C4113 00000/000C 20018/0354 03/12/73 60 3227 1018N 08425E 5 25 109.6 GGGG
1232-05501 00000/0002 20017/0101 03/12/73 0 3228 2604N 06232E 47 1 128.5 GGGG
1232-05504  00000/C000 20017/0102 03/12/73 0 3228 2439N 06209E 47*8 127.0 GGGG
1232-"6165 00000/0000 20017/0103 03/17/73 90 3228 6455S c31
2 1E 16.6 60.4 GGGG
1232-06172 00000/C0000 20017/0104 03/1P/73 80 3228 6615S 02951E 15s4 61.4 GGGG
1232-06174 00000/0000 20017/0105 03/12/73 70 3228 6733S 02815E 14.3 62.5 GGGG
1232-06181 00000/00CO 20017/0106 C3/1P/73 70 3228 6851S 02629E 13.2 63.8 GPGG
1232-06183 00000/C0OC 20017/0107 03/12/73 80 3228 7008S 02429E 1200 65.4 GGGG
1232-06190 o0oo00/000 20017/0108 03/12/73 70 3228 7124S 02217E 10,9 67.2 GGGG
1232-06192 00000/000 20017/0109 03/12/73 60 3228 7239S 01948E 9*7 6903 GGGG
1232-06195 00000/0000 20017/0110 03/12/73 70 3228 73505 01658E 8.6 71.8 GGGG
1232-06201 00000/CC000 20017/0111 03/12/73 80 3228 7500S 0 1341E 7*5 74.8 GGGG
1232-07335 00300/0000 20017/0112 03/12/73 0 3229 2441N 0 3624E 47.8 127.0 GGGG
12 32 -0 7 342 C00O/000-3 20017/0113 03/12/73 0 3229 23 15N 03 602E 48*5 12504 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CbVER % *..****,,..., 0 TB 100 = % CLBUD CPVER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY ,,,, ,,, BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, RRECYCLED, G.GOAD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE P=PSBR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NBN.US PAGE 0678
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICPAFILM R5LL KN./ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PSSITI9N IN RBLL ACCUTRED COVER 'UMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM RBV MSS
RpV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1232-07344 00000/0000 20017/0114 03/12/73 10 3229 2149N 03539E 49.1 123.8 GGGG
1232-07351 O0000/0000 20017/0115 03/1?/73 20 3229 2023N o3517E 49.6 122.1 GGGG
1232-07353 00000/oCO0 20017/0116 03/1/73 c 3229 1856N 03455E 50*2 120*5 GGGG
123 2 -07360 OOo0/000 20017/0117 03/12/73 f 3229 1730N 03433E 50*7 118*7 GGGG
1232-07362 00000/OCoo 20017/0118 03/p1/73 30 32?9 1603N 0 3413E 51*1 116.9 GGGG
1232-C7365 00000/0000 20017/0119 03/1~/73 0 3229 14 37N 03352E 51.6 115.1 GGGG
1232-10453 000000/00 20017/0120 03/12/73 50 3231 7425N 01908E 12*3 178.0 GGGG
1232-10455 C0000/000 20017/0121 03/1~/73 60 3231 714N 01606E 13.4 175.0 GGG
1232-10462 00000/0000 20017/0122 03/1l/73 60 3231 72OON 0 1328E 14.6 172.3 GGGG
1232-10464 00000/0000 20017/0123 03/12/73 60 3231 7045N 01108E 15*7 170.0 GGGG
1232-10471 00000/0000 20017/0124 03/12/73 60 3211 6027N 00904E 16.9 167.9 GGGG
1232-10473 00000/0000 20017/0125 03/1/73 70 3231 6809N 00713E 1890 166*0 GGGG
1232-10480 00000/0000U 20017/0126 03/1I/73 60 3231 6650N 00533E 19,1 164*2 GGGG
1232-10482 C0000C/000 20017/0127 o3/1/73 60 3231 6530N 00402E 20.2 162.6 GGGG
1232-1045 00000/CC00 20017/0128 03/1;/73 80 3231 640N 00240E 2113 161.2 GGGG
1232-10491 C000o/0000 20017/0129 03/12/73 90 3231 6;4?N 00125E 22*4 159*8 GGGG
1232-10500 OCOOO/00C 20017/0130 03/12/73 60 3231 6003N 00046W 24.6 157.2 G3GG
1232-10503 0000/Co00 2 j0 1 7/01 3 1 03/1~/73 60 3231 5Q41N 00144W 25.7 156.0 GGG
1232-10505 00000/0000 20017/0132 03/12/73 50 3231 571RN 00239W 26.8 154.8 GGG
1232-10512 00000/00.00 20017/0133 03/12/73 50 3231 5554N 00331W 27.9 153.7 GGGG
1232-10514 ooo0000/OO 20017/0134 03/12/73 30 32?1 5431N 00419W 28*9 152.6 GGGG
1232"10521 00000/OCO 20017/0135 03/12/73 20 3231 5307N 00504W 30.0 151.5 GGGG
1232-10523 00000/0000 20017/0136 03/12/73 10 3231 5143N 00 5 47W 31.0 150.4 GGGG
1232-10530 00000/0000 20017/0137 03/tP/73 20 3231 5n19N 00628w 32.1 149.3 GGGG
1232-12502 0000O/O0O 20017/0132 03/12/73 20 3232 0139N 04641w 53.3 97.6 GGGG
1232-12505 00CO0/0000 20017/0139 03/12/73 20 3232 0014N 04702W 53*2 95.7 GGGG
1232-12511 00000/000 20018/0355 03/12/73 40 3232 0111S 04722W 53*1 93.7 GG G
1232-12514 0000o/000o 2018/0356 03/12/73 60 3232 0?40S 04742w 52.9 91.8 GG G
1232-12520 00000/0000 20018/0357 03/P1/73 90 3232 0407S 04802v 52*7 89,9 G3 G
1232-12523 00000/o000 20018/0358 03/2/73 90 3232 0533S 04821W 52*5 88.1 GG G
1232-12525 00000/0000 20018/0359 03/12/73 80 3232 065RS 04841W 52.2 86.3 G3 G
1232-12532 00CO/co/c 20018/0360 03/12/73 70 3232 0825S o4901W 51.8 84*5 GGGG
1232-12534 CCo00/CO0 20018/0361 03/1P/73 60 3232 0952S 04922W 51.4 82.7 G3GG
1232-12541 C0000/000o 26018/0362 03/12/73 50 3232 1118S C49424 51*0 81.0 GGGG
1232-12543 00000/0000 20017/0140 03/12/73 9o 3232, 144S 05003w 5o.5 79*4 GGGO
1232-12550 0000/COOO/OCOC 20017/0141 03/12/73 91 3232 141-S 05024W 50.0 77.8 GGGG
1232-12552 Oo0o0o/oco 20017/0142 03/12/73 80 3232 1536S 05045w 49.5 76.3 GGGG
1232-12555 OC000/0000 20017/0143 03/1p/73 10 3232 1703S 05107W 48.9 74.8 GGGG
1232-12561 OC000/30000 20017/0144 03/P1/73 10 3232 1929S 05128W 483 7394 GGGG
KEYS: CLFUC CBvEP % O,,*,,* ,,, o Ts 1CC00 CLBUD CRVERo ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY -.. *sa.ts ..... , BLANKS=BAND NBT PRFSENT/REGUESTED, R=RECYCLED. G=G8BD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBeR.
16:44 MAR 11P174 STANDARD CATALOG FOR N8N.US 
PAGE 0679
F-,M 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERvATIBN MICRFILM RtLL \e./ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PPIN!CIPAL PRINT qUN SUN TMAGE 
QUALITY
1D PeSITI5N IN ~OLL ACCUTRED CeVE
R  ]UMBER qF IMAGF ELEV. AZIM ,  RBV MSS
WRV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1232-12564 00000/CO0 20017/0145 03/I /73 32 2 1955S 05150W 47.6 72.1 GGGG
1232-12570 00000/OCo0 20017/0146 03/12/71 C 3232 2121S 05212w 46.9 70.8 GRGG
1232-12573 000o0/CO00 20017/0147 03/1p/73 0 3232 2249S 05233W 46.2 69.5 GGGG
1232-12575 o0000/C000 20017/0148 0 3/1/71 10 3212 24159 05256K 45.4 68.3 GGG
1232-12582 000CO/0000 2C317/0149 03/t/73 0 3232 2=3"S 05319 44.7 67.2 GGGG
1232-12584 00000/0000 20017/0150 03/12/73 c 3212 2706S 05342W 43.9 66.2 GGGG
1232-12591 00OO0/O000 20017/0151 03/1/7 3232 2F34S ,5406W 43.0 65.2 UGGG
1232-12593 0000/COOC 20017/0152 033oI/73 10 3232 205pS 05431W 42.2 64.2 GGGG
1232*13000 00000/CO0C 2j017/0153 0 3/12/73 10 3232 312,S 054568 41.3 63.4 PPPP
1232-13002 0000/O00 20017/0154 03/1~/73 10 3232 3249S 05521w 4C*4 62.5 PpPP
1232-13005 00000/000 20017/0155 03/12/73 10 3232 3?14S 05b48w 39.5 61.8 PPGG
1232-13011 00000/0000 20017/0156 Oip171 10 3232 3r3qS 05615W 38.6 61.0 GDPG
1232-13014 0030C/0000 20017/0157 03/12/73 10 3232 3705S c
5 6 4 3 W 37*7 6 0.4  P PP
1232-13020 0000/CCC00 200 1 7/015 8 03/12/73 10 3212 3930S 057121 36.7 59.8 GPPG
1232"13023 00000/00oo 2"017/0159 03/71/7? 10 3232 39558 057418 35.7 59.2 GGGG
1232-13025 00000/0000 21017/C160 03/12/73 10 3232 4120S 05811w 34.7 58*7 PPP
1232-14170 000CO0/000 2r017/0161 03/12/73 80 3233 5R42N 05323 2?5.8 156.0 GGGP
1232-14172 000o0/0COC 2o017/016 2 03/12/73 100 3233 571'\ 054188 26.9 154.8 GGGP
1232-14175 00000/0000 2o017/0163 03/12/73 100 3233 5 55N 0 551 0 W 27*9 153.7 
GGGG
1232-14181 00000/CC00 20017/0164 03/12/72 90 3233 5432N 05558w 29*0 152.6 GGGG
1232-14184 00000/0000 20017/0165 03/12/73 90 3233 5?08N 05644W 30,1 151.5 GOGG
1 2 3 2
-1 4 1 9 p o0000/0oc0 20017/0166 03/12/73 90 3233 5144N 05727K 31.1 150.4 GGPG
1232-14193 00000/0000 20017/0167 03/12/73 10C 3233 5020N 05807W 32.1 149.3 GGGP
1232-14195 0000/oo0O 20017/0169 03/12/73 100 3233 
4055N 05845W 33.2 148.3 GGGP
1232-14202 o0030/0000 2017/0169 03/12/73 90 3233 4739N 05923W 34.2 147.2 GGGG
1232-142 0 4 00o00o/000 20017/017 0 03/12/73 100 3233 4605N 0959W 35*2 146.1 GGGP
1232-14211 Oc000/0000 20017/0171 03/12/73 100 3233 44 CN 06033
W  
3 6*1 145.0 GoGG
1232-14213 00000/00C ?0017/0177 03/12/73 o10 3233 4315N 06105W 37*1 143.9 GGGG
1232-14252 00000/0000 20017/0173 03/1/73 50 3233 3n26N 06518W 45-0 132.8 G1PG
1232-14254 00000/0000 20017/0174 03/12/73 40 3233 2259N 06542W 45.8 1131.4 GPPP
1232-14261 000/ouo 2017/01
7 5 03/12/73 60 3233 2734N 0 6606W 46.5 129a9 GPGP
1232-14322 00000/0COO 20017/0176 03/12/73 40 3233 0,59N 07127W 53.2 103.5 GGGG
1232=14325 00000/0C00 20017/0177 03/12/73 4c 3233 0432N 07147W 53*3 101.5 GGG
1232-14331 00000/Co3O 20017/017F 03/lP/71 100 3233 O0O5N 7207 W 53.3 99*6 GGG
1232-14334 O0000/C00 20R017/0179 o3/12/71 100 3233 039N 07227W 53.3 97.6 GGG
1232-14340 00000/OCOC 20017/0190 03/!2/73 90 3233 0013N 07248W 53.2 95*6 GGGG
1232-14343 00000/000; 20017/0181 03/12/73 80 3233 0113S 07308W 53*1 93*7 GGGG
1232-14345 00000/0001 20017/0182 03/12/73 90 3233 0239 07328W 53.0 91.8 GGGG
1232-i6022 000001/0000 2018/0363 03/;2/73 20 3234 5142N 08320W 31.2 150.4 PPPG
KEYS: CLeUD CB~EP % *...*. o... c T9 100 = % CLOUD CovER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IrAGE QUALITY ......... ..... PLANKSuBAND NOT PRPSrNT/RECUESTED* RuRECYCLED. G=GBD,. F=FAIR BUT USABLE, PUPOR*
16:44 MAR 113'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOP NON-US PAGE 0680
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN .ICRFILM R9LL ki./ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PPINCIPAL POINT qSU SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PfSITI3N IN ROLL AC TRED CeVER NUMB R IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RbL MSS LAT LfNG 123 45678
1232-16025 000o0/0000 20018/0364 03/1~/73 7 0 3234 5017N 0801W 32*2 149.3 GPGG
1232-17460 00000/OC00 20017/0183 03/1/73 0 3235 5017N 10948W 32*2 149.3 G
1232-17515 00000/0000 20017/0184 03/12/73 80 3235 3023N 116 56W 4501 132.7 GGGG
1232-17522 00000/0000 20017/0185 03/12/73 60 3235 2;57N 11721W 45.9 131.3 GGGG
1232-23173 00000/0000 20018/0365 03/12/73 1C 3238 2416S 15206E 45*4 68.1 GGGG
1232-23175 00000/0000 20018/0366 03/12/73 0 3238 254?S 15144E 44*6 67.0 GGGG
1232-23182 00000/0000 20017/0186 03/12/73 10 3238 2710S 15121E 43.8 65.9 GGGP
1232-23184 00000/0000 2u017/018 7 03/12/73 10 3238 2R36S 15057E 42,9 64.9 PGGP
1232-23191 00300/0000 20017/0188 03/1/73 50 3238 3001S 15033E 42.1 64.0 GGGP
1232-23193 O0000/OCC0 20017/0189 03/12/73 60 3238 3!26S 15007E 41.2 63.1 GGGP
1233-00343 00000/oCO 20017/0190 03/13/7q 0 3239 6519N 15722E 20.6 162.5 GGG
1233-00350 00000/000o 2c017/0191 03/13/73 C 3239 6?50N 15602E 21.7 161*0 GGGG
1233-00352 00000/0000 20017/0192 03/13/73 C 3239 6237N 15448E 22.8 159*6 GGGG
1233-00355 00000/0000 20017/0193 03/13/73 0 3239 6115N 15340E 23*9 158.3 pppP
1233-0593 00000/C0000 20017/0194 03/13/73 30 3239 2006S 12732E 47.5 71.6 GGGP
1233-01000 00000/0000 20017/0195 03/13/73 30 3239 2132s 12710E 46.8 70.3 PGGP
1233-01002 00000/0000 20017/0196 03/13/73 c 3239 2P58S 12648E 46*0 69*1 PGGP
1233-01005 0000/ocCO 20017/0197 03/1q/73 0 3239 2424S 12626E 45*3 68.0 GGGP
1233-01011 00000/0009 20017/0198 03/13/73 40 3239 2550S 12603E 44*5 66*9 GGGP
1233-01014 00000/0000 20017/0199 03/13/73 70 3239 2715S 12539E 43.7 65.8 GGGP
1233-02325 00000/0000 20018/0367 03/11/73 10 3240 1429N 10950E 51*8 114.5 GGPP
1233-02331 00000/0000 20018/0368 03/13/73 10 3240 1303 10929E 52*2 112.7 GGPP
1233-05510 00000/OC.00 20017/0200 03/11/73 20 3242 4306N 06628E 37.5 143.7 GGGG
1233-05513 00000/0000 20017/0201 03/13/73 10 3242 4 14 1N 06556E 38.4 142.5 GGGG
1233-05515 00000/0000 20017/0202 03/13/73 0 3242 401nN 06525E 39.3 14194 GGGG
1233-05522 00000/0000 20018/0369 03/13/73 10 3242 3p50N 06455E 40*3 140.2 G G
1233"05524 00300/0000 20018/0370 03/13/73 30 3242 3724N 06427E 41.2 139.0 GGGG
1233-05533 00000/0000 20018/0371 03/13/73 30 3242 343?N 06333E 4209 136*5 GPGG
1233-05540 00000/000~ 20018/0372 03/13/73 10 3242 3308N 06307E 43*7 135.2 GGGG
1233-05542 00000/0000 20018/0373 0o/13/73 30 3242 314?N 06241E 44.5 133o8 GGGG
1233-05545 00000/0000 20018/0374 03/13/73 20 3242 3n16N 0 6217E 45.3 132.4 GGGG
1233-05551 00000/0000 20018/0375 03/11/73 2o 3242 2P49N 06152E 46.1 131.0 GGGG
1233-05554 00000/0000 20018/0376 03/13/73 30 3242 2723N 06128E 46.8 129.5 GGGG
1233-05560 000o0o0000 20018/0377 03/13/73 20 3242 2556N 06105E 47.5 128.0 GGGG
1233-05563 00000/0000 20018/0378 01/13/73 10 3242 2430N 06042E 48*2 126.5 GGGP
1233-05565 00000/0000 2u018/0379 03/13/73 20 3242 204N C6020E "48.8 124.9 GrGP
1233-05572 00000/0000 20018/0380 03/13/73 10 3242 2138N 05958E 49*4 123.3 GGPP
1233-05574 00000/0000 20018/0381 03/11/73 0 3242 2nl;N o5935E 50*0 121.6 GGGP
1233-05581 00000/000 20018/0382 C?/13/73 0 3242 1R46N 05913E 50*5 119.9 GGGP
KEYS: CL8UD COVER X e.............. 0 Te 100 * CLOUD CnVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I1AGE QUALITY 9..L.......*.. R ANKSBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED, G=GOBRD F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P=POSRe
. :44 S 11,'74 TANDARD CATALO FPP N N.US PAGE 0681
Fqm j7/23/72 TB 07/2/73
BSERVAT\n 'ICIl '.'LL 9.,/ r.ATF CLeBD 9RQIT PrPIJCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
1 P TI 1 i ,lOL AC.I E C RBVR \~UMpBR F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
"v MS LAT LNG 123 45678
12 3 3 -.7503 O0/0CL~ ? 01-/0.33 05/1 /73 2" 3243 1p529 Ob56E 50*5 7F#8 PGGG
12 3 3 -, 7 5 10 C cOoc 2 01/038 03/1/!7/ 1 3243 1411 02535E 49.9 77.2 GGGG
1233" 7512 00"/00 ?I018/0385 0 /13/73 0? ?243 1 4 S 02514E 49.4 75.7 GGGG
1233-, ;7515 0020/00 2 018/0386 03/1/7 3243 1712S 02453E 48*7 74*2 GGGG
1233-7521 OJC/ 20180387  o/ 71 0 3243 193~5 02431E 48.1 72*8 GGGG
1233-: 7524 21Cs/CO  ,?19/038 03/11/7? 0 3243 2 0,S 02410E 47.4 71.5 GGGG
1233-07530 0 C ?0/C .  /oR18/0389 0C/13/73 20 3243 2130S 02348E 46*7 70.2 GGGG
1233-09073 Co00C/Co 0' 2 017/02c? C1/11/73 60 3244 72FN 0c4639E 11*6 181*2 GGGG
123 3 -309 c 03-0/0 0C. 20017/020 03/11/74 6o 3244 741~ 0 4311E 12.8 177.7 GGGG
1233- i90 2 OC C/ :: Z17 ,025 t/11/73 60 3244 7 CN 0 4011E 33.9 174.8 GGGG
1233 O,985 D /CCO 17/0206 03/13/7 90 3244 715?N 0 3735E 15*1 172.1 GGGG
1233- 9091 "'"/0" 2;17/C207 03/13/73 90 3244 7r37N 03517E 16.2 169.8 GGGG
1233-)909C :;"000" CC 2-0 17/020 3 ,/1/73 2, 3244 6n20N 03314E 17.3 167.7 GGGG
1233- 911? 000: ; 00; "016/03 9 07/~3/7 2  70 3244 6402\ 02655E 21.8 161.0 GGGG
1233- 911 4  C3n/C0, 2 )18/0391 0 ./13/73 4, 3244 6241N 0 2541E .229 159.6 GGGG
1233-916da 3000/r000 2' "1/0392 0/13/73 8' 3244 4r56N 01558E 35'6 145.9 GGGG
1233-,9171 '00l'0 2J 18/0393 03 /1./73 40 3244 443N 01524E 36.6 144.8 GGGG
1233- 05FC O000LC/ 2 1/0394 07/3//73 r00 3245 
6 P
4 9N C000 3W ?3.0 159.6 GGGG
1233-10532 O c 40L/C0- 18/C0395 03/1I/73 100 3245 611RN c0011 24*1 158.3 GGGG
1233"10555 OC00O/OC 018/0396 03/11 /7 4 70 3245 5C55N 00215 p252 157*1 GGGG
123318/051 0302/C00 201/C0397 03/ /73 60 3245 5R 32N 00313 26*2 155.8 GGGG
123 3 -10564 00c000 2cC ?018/039 3/1//73 20 3245 5710N 00071 27*3 154.7 GGGG
1233-10570 0 ;0D/C ),0 P rl/0399 o0/11/73 2c 3245 5=46N 00459W 28.4 153.5 GGG
1233-10573 /c"r/C, iv1CC04 0 03/3/71 5r 3245 5423N 0 0547w 29.5 152.4 GGGG
1233-10575 0OOCO/;o 1/c401 03/13/73 20 3245 5759N 00632W 3095 151s3 GGGG
12 3 3 -ji05 2  2'C3 /0A / 18 0400 C /1/73 70 3245 5135' 0 0 715W 31.5 150.2 GGGG
1233-1255 0000000 C 20C01/0403 03/13/7,3 10 3246 04 2 3N 04729W 53.4 100.8 GGGG
1233-12554 O L c 0 81/040(il 03/1 /73 10 3246 C5RN 04
7 4 9w 53.4 988 GGGG
1233-1251 O *, /*0 2316/0405 03I/1/ 7 3 10 3246 0131" 04810 53.*4 96.8 GGGG
1233-12563 0CcO0/OCoo 2 018/04c 04/13/73 20 3246 Or05N 04829W 53.3 94.8 GGGG
1233-12570 OOOOC/O00C 2 (018/0407 03/13/73 50 3246 0120S 04849w 53.2 92.9 GGGG
1233-12572 0000/0000 ' "17/C209 0-/13/73 60 3246 0O46S 04
9 09W 53.0 91.0 GGGG
1233-12575 OIOO/o000j 201710210 03/13/73 90 3246 0413S 0 4929W 52.8 89.1 GGGG
1233-125I eO 0/3CC -'017/0211 L0/11/73 9r0 3246 0539S 04949w 52*5 87.2 GGGG
1233-125 84 C000C/L 20l17/021 03/13/73 60 3246 0706S 05009w 52.2 85.4 GGGG
123 3 -:259o 03'0"/02 20017/0213 0Z/13/
7 3 60 3246 0C33S 05o29w 51.8 83.6 GGGG
1233-125I3 000 3/C C 20j17/0214 03/13/73 50 3246 0959S 05050c 5104 81*9 GGGG
1233-12595 000o0/c00' 2 217/0215 0 '/11/73 60 3246 1126S 05110W 5C09 80*2 GGGG
1233-13002 oCO00/0 uC 2 017/0215 03/i3/73 60 3246 1p53S 05131 50*4 78.6 GGGG
KEYS: CL0LU COVEO , ......... *.... (, T9 100 C, CLeUD CPVER ** 
= NE CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE
IMAOE fUALITY ,,,,,.....,,. )LANKSBAND N5T PR-SiNT/REiUESTED. R=RECYCLED, G=GBD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PwPBSR,
1644 "';e 1.1'74 STANDARD CATALG FeR NiN-US PAGE 0682
FR9M 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN 'IC.Fl." ..LL :9./ ATE CLeU R IT PmI\CIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I0 PRSITIs' I' HL.L ACCUTED CPVER NUMBaR qF I"AGE ELEV. AZIM RBV MSS
3EV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1233-13004 0000/C C 20017/0217 03/11/71 60 3246 14185 05151w 49.9 77.1 GGGG
1233-13cll0 j000,o/%uj01 2 , 0 1 7 / 0 2 1 ; 03/13/73 5. 3246 1q4FS 05213W 49.3 75.5 GGGG
1233-13013 C3?70/0(0. 2017/0219 0/i1/73 20 3246 1711S 0 5234w 48.7 74.1 GGGG
1233-19020 CLC /o" 20017 /0o2 03/11/7~ 1 3246 19P3S 05256y 48-1 72.7 GGGG
1233-13c~2 o.3C/,C0 2u017/C221 0?/1/7 3  3246 200 4S o5317W 47o4 71.4 GGGG
1233-13c2?5 0(OC/r/'C 2 .17/?022 0/I31/73 1" 3246 2129S 0 5339W 46.7 70.1 GGGG
1233-13031 0 LC / CCC 2 ~17/023 01/!3/73 20 3246 2255S 05402W 460 68.9 GGG
1233-13034 0')CO/ . 2?017/0224 03/11/73 20 3246 24225 05424W 45.2 67.7 GGGG
1233- 3C4 0 0 /(c.07C c 017/225 03/131/73 1c 3246 2~4?S 05447W 44.4 66o6 GGGG
1233-13C43 CLC/ 'c 2C.C17/322b 0/!i3/73 i, 3246 2715S 05510w 43.6 65.6 GGGG
1233"1304. O ./3. 2.O 17/0227 03/13/7- 1c0 3246 2,39S 05534W 42.8 64.6 G3GG
1233-13c52 0 O/- 2.. 17022 0/1/77 1 3246 3n05S 05558W 41.9 63.7 PpPP
12 3 3 -1 3 :)54 U ,/Cr 2, 17/0229 03/13/73 5 3246 3131S 05623w 41*0 62.8 GGGG
1233-13061 C 30/ C,,j 2,17/0230 03/13/73 40 3246 3256S 05650, 40.1 62.0 GGG
1233-13063 -('. IrCO 2C 17/0 31 03/i1/7 2 3246 3421S 05716v 39*2 61.3 GGGG
1233-13c70 OC O/Cju. 2 ,017/0232 0'11/ 73 20 3246 3946S 05744W 36*3 60.6 PPPP
1233-13,072 ,,S./CO, 2-'170233 03/13/7 "  2" 3246 371?S 05812 37.3 59*9 GGGG
1233"13075 6 2O 107/04/234 03/13/73 il 3246 393,S 05840w 36*4 59*3 GGGP
1233-19234 C.oC/CCO , : 17/0235 03/ 13/73 7 3247 5548N 05641w 28.4 153.5 GGGG
1233i94240 C C'Z /"O. 2, 17/0236 03/11/7 100 3247 5424N 05729W 29.5 152.4 GGGG
1233-1 243 0 o00?O/rCO 2/L17/0237 03/13/73 1 0. 3247 5 0' 05 8 15w 30.6 151*3 GGGG
123314245 C ,C'/CO 22 17/023 03/113/73 9!, 3247 51 35N 05858K 3 .6 150.*2 GGGG
1233-1425 C0 0/PC 2017/0?39 C3/13/73 90 3247 511 N 059381 3?P6 149.1 GGGG
1233-14254 P 73/C , 2017/024' 03/13/73 5c 3247 4 R4 6 N 06 176 33,7 148*1 GGGG
1233-14261 90/ 2C17/0241 0 /11/7 1 3247 4722N 06054 34.7 147*0 GGGG
123314262 ~ 0. ,/ . 2, 017/C242 C/!, 14/73 20 3247 4,57N 06129W 35.7 145.9 GGGG
1233-1427- OQ )O/.CCO P 117/0P43 C3/13/73 40 3247 443?N 06203, 36.6 144.8 GGGG
1233-1427?2 oC0ro'/0 2j 017/0244 03/11/7? 1? 3247 4'07N 06236k 37.6 143.6 GoPP
1233-14313 0/0" 2 .17/C245 03/13/73 3, 3247 2 49, 067121 46.2 130*9 G3GG
1233-143 C "0' 17/042'4 03/13/71 1 34 7 2 24M 06736k 46.9 129.4 G0GG
1233-14? 6' 00.'"-/" 2f.'17/0247 C03/Iq73 20 3247 1136 07135! 52.6 110.5 GPGP
1233-1604C , ~'/ " , 2 17/024 02/1"I73 3248 6r23N 07502, 20,8 162*5 pppp
1233-16C42 .0 / 17 2,0 /0249 C?/11/73 n 3248 64CPN 07622n 21.9 161o0 GGGG
1233 -160C45 C ./CC4 2r17/!250 03/13/73 : 3248 6 .41N 077361 230 159*6 GSGG
1233-16051 C o0/C.' 2 ,17/0251 013, /73 : 3248 6 119N 07843N 24.1 158.3 GGG
1233-!6054 n/" j 217/c.25 2  c?/13/73 3248 5057N 07946W 25,2 157*1 GPGG
1233-1606U 003/OC0- 2' 17/0253 0?/1.3/73 ? 3248 5. 3 N 08045W 26.3 155.8 GGGG
1233-16C63 S /O000 2 ',17/0254 0~/1i/73 . 3248 5711 08139, 27o4 154.7 PGGG
1233-16o65-  , 0/ I 2 17/C?55 03/i1 /71 10 3248 5547"N 08230w 28.5 153.5 GGGG
KEYS: LL',.:L; CvE ; .. ,r ... # T, 1.0 O CL5UD CVERP ** = Nh CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I A' E ~LyLTY *............ RL4KSAN AND k'T PRrSFNT/REc.UF TED* R=RECYCLE0D G=G.RD. FFAIR BUT USABLE. P RPR.
6TANDARD CATALfG FrR NeN.US 
PAGE 0683
j16*4 A 11,)78 FnM 07/23/y2 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATI N MICP'tFILM RLL !5.9/ DATE CLOUD ,R3IT pcl\CIPAL 
psINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITy
IL PSI TI1N I qtLL ACQUTRED C9VER ,UvBER Ai F IMAGE ELEV* AZITm PBV SS
E, vS LAT LONG 123 45678
1233-16C72 00O0/000L, 20017/0256 03/13/73 20 3248 5424N 08319w 
29.5 152.4 GPGG
1233*16074 0030/000q 22017/0257 03/13/73 3r 3248 51OON C8404w 30.6 151.3 GGG
1233-16081 o000/000~ 20017/C258 03/ i/73 9f 3248 5136N 847 3126 150*2 GOGG
1233-16083 co00?0/00oo 22817/0259 0"/1/73 1C0 3248 5r1N c8
5 27 32.7 1491 GGG
1233-17512 00000/C0O8 2L017/026
0  03/13/73 8, 3249 513N 11038W 31.6 1502 GG G
1233-17515 0000/OO0 2017/0261 03/11/73 8f 3249 5 cN 11118W 27 149.1 GP G
1233-17574 C0000/CO0 20017/0262 03/13/73 8 3249 31 7N 11825W 455 132.3 GGG
1233-23223 00000/00:o 2P018/0C4C 0'/13/7 3 3252 213S 15126E 46.7 
69.9 GGGG
1233-23232 CCCO0/CC:00 2C0
1 8/0 4 09  03/11/73 5,- 322 2415 1504oE 45.2 67.5 GGGG
.1233-23234 OCO00/C00 2.018/0
4 0 03/13/73 20 3252 264S 15016E 44*4 66,4 G3GG
1233-23375 CO0CO/COC 2 018/0411 03/14/73 10 3252 7647S 12005E 9.0 
69.2 GPGG
1234 00381 00000/0000 20018/0412 03/14/73 323 715rN 16513E 15.3 172*2 
GGGG
1234-,0384 G0000/OC0 20018/C413 03/14/7 0 3253 7n36N 16254E !60 169o9 
GGGG
1234-0o390 00000/CO' ; ?0018/014 03 /1/7; 3253 602?N 16050E 17.6 
1678*9 GGGG
123 4 -0o 3 93  000Co/CC00 2u018/0415 03/14/73 3253 604 15059E 18.7 
165.9 GGGG
1234-00395 000O/COC: 20018/041b 03/1 /73 ' 3253 664SN 1572oE 19.8 
164*1 GGGG
1234-040? 0 Oo/:. 2018/0417 03/14/73 3253' 625N 15550E 21,0 162.5 
GGGG
1234-00404 00000/0000 20018/041 03/14/73 0 3253 4o'N 15429E 22.1 
161,0 G3GG
1234-00411 00000/0000 2r018/0419 03/14/7; n 3253 64?rN 15316E 23.2 
159.6 GGGG
123 -00413 00o0O/C00o 2U01/42
0  03 /!4/ 7 ? c 3253 62~)1 15209E ?43 158.3 PPP
1234-02381 03000/0000 20018/0421 03/14/73 4C 3254 1c53N 10841E 51.6 
115.9 GrGG
1234"C238 O0U00O/OCO, 2018/0422 03/!4/7? 4. 32594 143N 1021E 
52@0 114,1 GGGG
123 4 -23 OOcO00/O00 ?20018/0423 01/14/73 5 3254 1 05N 1080CE 52 4 112.2 
GGG
123'4-0392 o000C/OCO 2018/424 0:3/14/73 6r 3254 139N 1C739E 527 110Y 3 
GG
1234-12395 CO"0000 22018/0425 01/14/7 5 3294 n112 10719E 5299 
108.3 G3-G
123-0-4135 003CC/0000 ?r,018/0426 03/14/73 20 3255 41 iN 09019E 38,8 142.4 
5GG
1234-04142 000CC/000C 20018/0427 03/14/73 10 3255 40iON 08949E 39o7 
141.3 GGGG
1234-c 4144 Q000./CO FOClOvS0
2 3 03/14/73 10 3255 3Q51N 08919E 40*6 140.1 6GGG
1234- 4151 O000/000, 2,018/C429 03/14/73 0 3255 3726N 08851E 
41.5 138.8 GGGG
1234-4153 000/0G03 2018/0430 03/14/73 325 3600N o823E 
42*4 137.6 GGGG
1234-0416C OC'/"OOO 2Clh/031 03/14/73 3255 3435N 08755E 
43.2 136.3. GGGG
1234-04162 000/0/000 218,0432 014/73 3255 310oN 08729E 44.0 135,0 
GGGG
1234-04165 00000/0000 2J018/043
3  03/14/73 0 3255 3144N 0703E 44.9 133'6 GrGG
1234-U4171 00000/OC00 2;01S/43
4  03/14/73 3255 3o1PN 08639L 45,6 132.2 GGGG
1234-4174 C?000/000C ?0C18/0435 03/14/73 0 3255 2q5?N 08615E 
46.4 130,8 GGGG
1234-04180 0O000/O.00O 2(C18/043 03/14/73 0 32c5 2726N 08551E 47.1 129.3 
GGGG
1234Q-413 0,0C/0 , 0 2,018/037 01/14/73 3255 2600N 08527E 47.8 
127.7 PGGG
1234-'04185 O0000/,^00 20018/0438 03/14/73 o 3255 2433N oSbOSE 48o5 
126.2 GGGG
1234-04192 00C/;OCO 2,018/0439 03/14/73 3255 2?07N 08443E 49.1 124.6 
GGGG
KEYS: COLO C VEP R %...sv.o... .. 0 T5 100 m X CLOUD CPVER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY ,..... ,,,,, 8LANKSBAND NFT PRpSNT/REQUESTED, R=RECYCLED, G=GeD. 
FxFAIR BUT USABLE, Pw-R5S,
16:44 MAP 114'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NON.US PAGE 0684
FRBM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICReFILM RqLL \!8,/ DATE CLBUD 9RRIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
IDO DSITI9N I HRALL ACGUTPED COVER NUMBPR 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
PEV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1234-04194 00000/0000 20018/0440 03/14/73 0 3255 2142N 08420E 49.7 122.9 GGGG
1234-04201 OOO00/000 20018/0441 03/14/73 0 3255 2'16N 08357E 50.2 121,2 GGGG
1234-04203 00O000/OOO 20018/0442 03/14/73 1C 3255 1250N 08335E 50*7 119.5 GGGG
1234-04210 C00OO/00C( 22018/0443 03/14/73 0 3255 1723N 08314E 5192 117.7 GGGG
1234-0421?2 00oo0/oj 2C0018/0444 03/14/73 4n 3255 1557N 0 8253E 51*7 115.9 GGPG1234-04215 00000/0000 20018/0445 03/14/73 30 3255 1431N 08233E 52.1 114.0 GGGG
1234-34221 00000/000,J 20018/0446 03/14/73 30 3255 1l05N 08213E 52*4 112.1 GIGG12 3 4 -04224 O0OCO/0000 2001/0447 03/14/73 40 3255 1138N 08152E 52*7 110.2 GGGG
1234-04230 OCO00/000 20018/0448 03/14/73 30 3255 1012N 08132F 53,0 108.3 GGGG
1234"04233 00000/0000 20018/0449 0?/14/73 30 3255 O045N o8111E 53.2 106.3 GGGG
1234-04474 00000/0000 20018/0450 03/14/73 70 3255 7P47S 04240E 9.0 69.2 GGGG1234-C5562 00000/0000 20018/0451 03/14/73 20 3256 4430N 06534E 36.9 144.7 GIGG
1234-05574 O0000/000j 20018/0452 03/14/73 60 3256 4014N 06359E 39.7 141.2 GGGG
1234-05580 00000/000 20018/0453 03/14/73 50 3256 3R48N 06330E 40.7 140.0 GGGG1234-055R3 ooo000/000 20018/0454 03/14/73 30 3256 3723N 06301E 41.6 138.8 GGGG1234.05585 00000/0000 20018/0455 03/14/73 50 3256 3557N 06 2 3 4E 42,4 137.5 GGGG
1234-05592 00000/0000 20018/0456 03/14/73 50 3256 3432N 06208E 43*3 136.2 GGGG
1234"-5594 00000/000, 20018/0457 03/14/73 40 3256 3306N 06142E 44.1 134.9 GGG
1234-06001 00000/000 20018/0458 03/14/73 10 3256 3141N 06116E 44.9 133.5 GGGG
1234-:6003 00000/OCo0 20018/0459 03/14/73 0 3256 3015N 06052E 45.7 132*1 GPGG1234-06010 00000/0000 20018/0460 03/14/73 0 3256 2849N 06027E 46.4 130.7 GGGG1234-06012 00000/00C 2C0018/0461 03/14/73 0 3256 2723N 06003E 47.2 129.2 GGGG1234-06015 00000/000.) 20018/0462 03/14/73 o 3256 2556N 05940E 47.8 127*7 GGGG
1234-06021 00000/0COC 20018/0463 03/14/73 10 3256 2 42 9 N 05918E 48.5 126.1 GGGG
12 3 4 -07462 00000/0000 20018/0461 03/14/73 20 3257 2138N 03244E 49.7 122.8 GGGP1234-07464 ooooo0/000 20018/0465 03/14/73 20 3257 2013N 03222E 50*3 121*1 GGGP1234*u9155 o000/C0000 20017/0263 03/14/73 20 3258 6801N 02951E 189 165.8 GGGG
1234-"09161 0000/C0000 20017/0264 03/14/73 20 3258 6642N 02813E 20*0 164.1 GGGG
1234-C9164 00000/OCGJ 20017/0265 03/14/73 10 3258 6r23N 02644E 21*1 162.5 OGG1234-o9170 CO000/0000 20017/0266 03/14/73 0 3258 640PN 02522E 22.2 161.0 GGG
1234-,9173 000o0/0000 20017/0267 03/14/73 0 3258 6240\ 02409E 23,4 159P6 GGGG
1234-13013 'O00000/000 2001&/0466 03/14/73 50 3260 0?58N 04914W 53.5 98.1 GGGG
1234-13015 00000/0000 20018/0467 03/14/73 50 3260 0130N 04934W 53*5 96*1 GGGG
1234"13022 00000/C00 20018/0468 03/14/73 50 3260 0002N 04954W 53o4 94*2 GGGG1234-13024 O000/0000 20018/0469 03/14/73 60 3260 0123S 05014w 53.2 92.2 GGGG1234-13031 00000/000 20018/0470 03/14/73 60 3260 024PS 05034W 53.0 90.3 GGGG
1234-13033 GCC000/G00 20016/0471 03/14/73 60 3260 0415S 05054w 52.8 88.4 GGGG
1234-13040 C0CO/C0000 20018/0472 03/14/73 40 3260 0=42S 05114W 5295 86.5 GGGG1234-13042 000,/Oo0) 2J018/0473 03/14/73 22 3260 070SS 05 135W 52.2 84.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLIJUD COVER f ,,*,.,,,,,, 0 TO 100 : % CLIUD C4VER e** NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
I'AGE GUALTTY .. ,.......,. LANKSSBAND NOT PRFSNT/EQUESTED, R=RECYCLED. G=GBAD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PsPBBR,
b4 4 *.4 1"74 STANIARD CATALe FOR NUN-US PAGE 0685
FQ'M t)7/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATIT IC .F'' ?R:LL '0./ CATF CL6UD 9RRIT PINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PPSITI I' WPLL ACCrLTE CL;R NUMBeQ F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
EV MzS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1234-13C 5  OC C/C000 20.: 18/0474 03/14/73 20 3260 0835S 05155w 518 83*0 GGGG
1234-13o01 00.2/ 30' 2-017/0?6, 03/14/71 4r; 3260 1001S 05215
W  51.4 81.3 GGGG
12 3 4 o135 4  C;IM1/,'O 20 17/0269 03/14/73 6; 3260 1122S 05236w 50*9 79s6 GGGG
1234-13062 Oot0' 2 "17/0?7 0/14/7; 5, 3240 1;54S 0 5256 50o*4 78*0 GGGG
1234-13065 Ocl/C 0/ 2 017/0271 03/14/73 2, 3260 1F46S 0 5338W 49.2 74s9 GGGG
1234-13C7? C * 1/ 2 u00P17/027 0?/14/73 20 3260 171?S 05400W 48.6 73.5 GGGG
1234-13074 C'0'CC/'C2 2,017/0?73 0/14/73 10 3260 139S 05
4 21w 48.0 72*1 GSGG
1234-1301 C0 , r/CO 2 017,/027 03/14/73 lo 3260 2005S 05443W 47*3 70.8 GGGG
1234-13C 3  C0 ;/ C 2? 17/0275 C4/14/7 10 3260 213oS 0505W 46.6 69.5 GGGG
1234-13o090 OOCC0/O 0 217/C?7b 03/14/73 10 3260 2256S 05527w 45.8 68*3 GGGG
12 3 4-130c- C0C/0 ?c0 217/0277 0/14/73 0 3260 242?S C5550W 45.0 67*2 GGGG
12 3 4-13 095  C ,0/0 2.;-17./027r 0-/14/73 1: 3260 2r4?S 05612W 44.2 66.1 GGGG
1234-13104 O-C?/C"t;  2017/0279 03/14/73 12 3260 2P38S 05700W 42.6 6401 GGGG
1234-1311C I00 /C' 2 'C18/C75 0/14/73 20 3260 306S o5724w 41.7 63*2 GSGG
1234-13113 300)0/CCO 2018/C0476 01/14/73 1u 3260 313?S 057491 40.8 62.3 GGGG
1234-13115 000 0/OCO 1 2 /018/0477 03/1~/7 2? 3260 3i5RS 05815W 39.9 61.5 GGGG
1234-&3122 0 000/CC0 2 001/0478 03/14/73 5C 3260 3423S 05841w 39.0 60o8 GGGG
1234-,312 4  Cu OC/O00 2r01 4/ 79 03/14/73 90 3260 3540S 05907W 38*0 60.1 GGGG
1234-13131 0O20/Co0 2 0.01F/04
8 0  03/14/73 8, 3260 3'14S 05935w 37*1 59.5 GGGG
1234"13133 020J0/00i 2j016/0491 0/14/73 30 3260 3 3RS 06003W 36*1 5F.9 GGGG
1234-1314CO OCD/ 0r0 2?18/0482 03/14/73 20 3260 4003S 06032t 35.1 58.4 GGGG
1234-13142 O /00CioC 2 018/0483 /; /7 3' 3260 412FS 06103W 34*1 580 GGGG
1234-192'33 003'/0c0" 2, 17/0283 03/14/7 10ic 3261 5R32N 0 5622W 26.7 155.8 GGGG
1234-14290 000, /OC' 23017/0281 03/14/7-3 ic 3261 5709N 05717w 27*8 154.6 GGGG
1234-1429 OCO C/OC0 C 2'017/0282 03/14/73 1OC 3261 5546, 05809w 2P89 153.5 GGGG
1234-14295 0CCo/CC0. 2017/0C283 0/14/73 100 3261 5421 058598 29*9 152.3 GGG
1234-14301 OoC/CC0c 2 017/0284 03 14/7 100 3261 5P57N 05945W 31.0 151.2 GGGG
1234-:4304 000oo0,C/ 20'317/0285 04/14/73 100 3261 5133N 06027W 32.0 150,1 GGGG
123 4 -14310 0C0/0O00 2017/0286 0 /14 /7 3  40 3261 5n009 06107W 33*0 14990 GGGG
1234-14313 03,O/cOC 20017/0287 0/14/73 50 3261 4R44N 06146W 34.1 147,9 GGGG
1234-14315 C003C0/000 2017/028 03/14/73 30 3261 4719N 06223w 35.1 146.8 GGGG
1234-14322 00000/OC 2C017/0289 03/14/73 20 3261 4555W 06258W 36*1 145.7 GGGG
1234-14331 C0C0/Oc O .  2,17/C290 0?/14 / 7 7 0 3261 4405N 06404W 38.0 143,5 GGGG
1234-14333 00060000' 2017/0291 03/14/71 32A1 
4 13 9 N 06435i 38*9 142.3 G3PG
1234-1442? C0;0/C0 2l016/0 4 84  03/14/73 3) 3261 1134N 07301W 52.8 109*9 GGGG
1234-144 4 0 o0/ 0 2?018/C4 8 5  0/ 4/73 20 3261 1 ORN 07322W 53.1 1080 GGG
1234-1609 4 OC3C/C0C 21C8/048 03/14/73 80 3262 6422 076338 21.2 162*5 PGGP
123 4-16101 0C0C/OCc 2,318/0487 03/14/73 7C 3262 6401N 07754W 2P?3 161.0 GGGP
1234-16133 OO tC/C0. 2?001/0488 03/14/7; 80 3262 6240N 079088 23*5 159*6 GGGP
KEYS: CL"CE C.vEr ........... ,, T 100 ' % CLBUD COVER. ** 
= NE CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'A0GE iALTY ..,,,....,,, PLA4<KS1uAND NOT PRPSFNT/REQUESTED, RaRECYCLED. G-GD0D, FIFAIR BUT USABLE. PoPBBR,
16 -31''7 ;T \24D CATAL'G Fr1 'Nh-US PAGE 0686
F Ml )7/21/72 Ti e7/131/73
l.SER' i L .. / "aT CLL ' R I T FrPICIPAL PIINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
T TI • .AC. E C, vrR NUML FP"r F I' AGF ELEV. AZIN, RBV MSS
: IAT LS\G 123 45678
1234-11 , 7/14/7 8 3262 611'\, f0ROb 24 6 158.3 uG3GP
1234- i-. 112 ./ ",! l/ 7 7r ?2t2 5pr.. 0813 25.7 157.0 GGGP
123" " 13 ,'41 /14/73 4: 32.2 533, rF?16H 26.7 155*8 GGGP
123- 61 / 2 1 ','' C /14/7 1) 362 571" C8309,, p7.8 154.6 GGG
123'1 / 1-"t , 1/93 / 73 1 2 54 47 0F+90CV 2?,9 153.5 GOGG
1234- 61 / 2 1-/, /1 ./7 2c2 5,2"?J\ 0P 4.4t' P299 152*3 GGGG
1234-133 / 2. 16 95 0/'14/77 3c 3262 535'4\ 08534 21*0 151.2 GGGG
1234-!615 i 2 1; / , 147 9 1 7, 3262 513", 08616 32C 150*1 GGGP
123,-1- -/ ,  2, le,97 C3/14/7 9: 322 51 N ( 86568bV 331 149,0 Gr-GP
1234-2?1 / " 1/ 9 C/14 /7; 2 -~A2 204' 09601 49.3 124.3 GGGG
1234-1622" .:. 2 ,1,/049 03/i4/7 1 ?~2 ? 37\ 0 q623 49*8 122.7 GGGG
123M- 1.6 3/ , . 1 :1-0 3/r /7- 1" 3262 011. 096'4 5 .4 121.0 GGGG
1234" . _18/50 3/ 7 2 32 63 314 1,; 11928 451l 133.4 GGGG
123. 032- / 1 P~ 8/ 2 C'14/73 9. 3264 7-35 1C549A 11.1 185.2 GPGG
1234-1:932 - ' 14/C523 /14/72 8i 3264 72)' 1C3049 12.2 181.2 GGGG
1234-. 193- '/ 5 ? 1/ /1 /7"; 6 32j4 7419\ 11316 13*4 177*8 GGGG
123-1 -33 C/ _ lh/;CF 03/!4/7 32 7076 1616t" 14*5 174.8 GGGG
1234-P 19, 3 : 2 :,6 , 3, /73 32~4 7j5TL 11852 15.6 172.2 GGPG
1234- 3 3 / - 2 1i/ 57 0/14/73 r 3 244 73 RN 12110 16.8 169.9 GGGG
123 '"4-; / 4C  2 ' 0 /7" " 24 621 131?2 17.9 167.8 GrGG
1234-125? C/C 21/509 0 7/ 7 3264 690 \ 12b02W 19*0 165.9 GGGG
1234-19 355 / 2 16/51 /14/7q 5' 3264 644 1P64 CW (' 2 164.1 GGGG
1234'13i1 '/ 13/ ,/14 /7 3" 326 4 62' 12 10 w p1*3 162,5 GPGG
123--'3" / .. 2 . .4/7 /4. 4/ 6L4 ~ 12930k 22-4 161.0 GPGG
123- 37 '0 / 2 1l6/TSt 3"/14/7, 6e 3264 634,,. 13043w 23.5 159.6 GGGG
123 4 -115 :  . / 2'18/~51 314/72 : 3265 763r\ 13138w 11.1 185.2 GPGG
1234-116 / P 1515 /14/7 3265 7r2 ' 13b38 w 12.2 181.2 GGGG
1234- 1 2 /'_ 2 1i/516 03/14/72 1 3265 7'2- 13905W 13** 177.8 GGGG
12340,1 7 / 2 1"/.217 C-4 /1 /7 :-25 7 0\ 14204 14.5 174.8 G.GG
123P-..17- / ,. 216f/51 C?/114/7i 3 "265 715, 14441, 15- 7  172.2 GSGG
1234-i 1 ./ 2 .""51 /1.4/7 4 n 3265 0 30S 1793GE 5o;.5 86.3 GGGG
123 -14, P/" 1/52: 3/14/7 5 325 0 7 0 S5 17919E 52.2 84.5 G3GG
1234-L111 "/ 2, 16/0-521 0/14/7 4," ?2A5 C33 S 17k58E 'E:G 2.8 GGGG
123-i, / 2 16/ 2 1 4/7i 6 3265 01!S 17538E ,514 81.0 PPP
123'*-/53 _ .16/B2 3 /14/7 36 7A35\ 15728, 111 185.2 GLGG
1234 .25 1, , /14/7 366 7r2-,, 16127, 12.3 181.2 GGGG
123 -*c2 1? ,/25 0/~4/7 3266 719, 16454, 13.4 177.8 GGGG
1234?L / . 1 26 14/7 4" 3266 707\7 16753v 14.6 174.8 GGG
123 I 2 '1A/oF27 0/14/'7 4r 3266 715", 170298 15*7 172.2 G,GGG
< VS L C , ,................... T 10 % CL5UD CPVeFR ** = Nt' CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
i'. "'UALLTY ........... ... NL,KS=PAN. T PRSCNT/EUESTEDo R=RECYCLEU). G=GBRD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. D=PBBR
I.:4 4 A, 11 '74 'STANARD CATALG FfPl N4N.US PAGE 0687
FRi . -)7/21/72 TR 97/ ./73
eBSERvTIN "IC.FiA <'LL 't;, T.- CLL3 7RIT PclI' CIPAL P'IIrNT 7- SjU T MAGF GU)ALITY
1" FSI TI I' LL AC CVrq NU!ERb :F IMAGF ELFV AZIM
,  RBV MS
r V ! AT L NG 123 45678
1234 '3 1t L)S":.1 0 / , 2"l8/052F D3/14/7z 452 3266 7"37 17247w 16,8 169,9 G rGG
1234-L3C13 0 " '0 2C 18/C52 9  0i/1i 4/77 + 3266 6o2' 1744w o*0 167,8 GPGG
123 4 -32: ' 0 1 /14/7 2( 3266 60 17.3 10.1 165.9 Gr)GGG
1234 - 2 ^ -/20 2 1 /,531 03/14/7z 1. 3266 6e 4 . 1 7M17h c:*2 164.1 GGG
1234-23 _ ,.C 20 1/1 0-1/ /7 . 26 6-,52 1794f- P1*3 162*5 GGG
1234- 3031 C./ 1/0533 01/14/7 F 32"6 60 ' 17852E 2*5 1610 GGG
1234- 34 0 / . 2' 1C-/03 4 0/14/7- 1 3266 6 4' 17737E P3i6 159.6 GGGG
1234-c3,. , L-,/ ,,- 2 lo/,9-'5 0/14/7 3 3266 611 . 17629E 24*7 153.3 G-G
1234--3-3 c', " P 1 / "36 $)/1 4/73 2 32-6 50 5 . 17526E 2 5 8t 157.0 rG'GG
1234-23c35 ;?: / - -IF/sS37 /4/73 3: 3266 .37\ 174P2E 26. 155.F GGGG
1234C /. ?/ 1 '/53 1 /1 4/7 4" 32A6 57 1 17434E P279 154.6 G GGG
1234- 54 " /C ' 1 /C39 03/ 4/73 8 66 544 1743E 9.0 153 .5 GPGG
1235- 045 " .. 0 2 1/C5C /11/7 1 3247 ,6902N F730E 19.1 165.9 PPP
1235- ' . . .. / .... 1/.F /13 /734 r I 27 A4r 1F551E P-.3 164,1 GGGG
1235 05 . ... .' 17/ "  3/15/7 32c7 5 3': 14'38 ?2.2 150.1 GGG
1235-, oi .- 17,C 3 C7/7 ' 3267 5,l1/ 14357E 33.2 '149.0 G G1235= 15') / ,- ,4? 7 17/.,9 0 /F /7: 7 .c I1431 4 2 1 7 9 G S G
1235- .051 3 " 17/ 29 /1 /7 1- 3- P 7  472; 14242L 5.2 2 146. GGG
1235" 051- 30 C: 2 17/?, ,/!5/73 3 3267 c55r" 1406E 36.2 145.7 GCGG
1235-. ;52 >0. 0/" . 2. 177 ? 7 43r 1 /7 243 3.7  ,3-; 14132E 7.*2 144.6 GGGP
1235- 4 ? .? 17/9" 07/1?/7 1 3267 4 0 \ 14100E 3F-2 143.4 GGGP
1235- :0 5 31 0 00 . ^ 17/02,99 C3/15/7p 1: 3207 444 4 14 ?91' 142,3 GG
1235- ,533 /. 2 _ 17 /0 Cr 0:/15/7 2 c 3267 4 15\ 13958E 40.0 141.1 GGGP
1235- 0 0 / " .1703C1 c r7/ /77 4' 3267 40' 13929E 4f* 9 139.9 GOGP
1235- '05 , 17/ 0 3//7 7 ?24 313901E 41-8 138.6 GGG
1235 0545 0 / 2 017/030:3 03t ; /7" F 67 3C N I 13 34E 42*7 137.4 GGGG
1235- 1 .00/ 0 2l17/( 30,  01/1~/ 7 ' 9r: 3267 34B:N 13 07E 43:j 136.1 GGGG
1235- 2P30 r ~/ . . P 1/154 r?//7 6, 3268 1 4', 1C758E 51.C 119.0 GPGG
L.- 3P I/. .. -3 ,/ 4! 12 "9 2 .  10737E .*5 i17 GPGG1235- ?435 . / 1/4 3268 1 54 J 1071E I "1 115*4 GGGG
1235- 44? 0 ' , 1 /045 ?/ /71 5:- 3268 14 30 10654E 52.*3 113.5 GGGG
1235, ,  ( . /C " A ~/4n /s 5/73 4. 3268 311 1 0 633E 5;,6 111.6 GGGG
1235- .2451 C , / - 1, / 47 ,/1 /7- 4' 3268 11 3, 10613E "9 10997 G
'GG
1235-t",,3 0 ," ' 12 /iF. 03/15/7" 3" ?268 1 11\ 1 0 553E 53*1 107.7 GGGG
1235- i24 3:., / C 1 /04 C/,/7 3 3 26 0 44 10532E 53*3 105.7 GGGG
1235"4131 C:',/ 0- L 2'. 12/F:3 0 /1 /7 10 269 4 1 -- n923E .5.2 143.4 GPGG
1235- ,4194 0 1/ /I /1/73 369 414N 052E 39.2 142.3 G.GG
1235- )'+20 C:,/, 2:O.  /15 5? 03/!5/7 3729 4-15, 08-22E 40.1 141.1 GGGG
1235-,4203 00 4 C2' 1/CS' 3  07/1/ /15/7 3 26 9  3 5r'; OR752E 410'. 139.8 GrGG
K YS: L:- CO'ED ....... ,., 9 Tr 10 = % CI.JUD C VE , ** = N CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'A-,: .. oTV L......TY .. :nLAuNKS=A"N- NOT PRcSrT/IRE'UEFSTED. R=RCCYCLEu. G=G_ D. F:FA!T BUT USABLE. PaPBIR.
16:44 "AR 11, 74 3STANARD CATALEG FBR NBN.US PAGE 0688
FROe 07/2?/72 T6 07/23/73
BBSERVATTSN XICAFIL RALL C'A./ ATE CLOUD 9PsIT PPINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
Ik BSITITN I1N RLL ACGUTPED CPVER "UMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV WSS
,V SS AT LNG 123 45678
1235--420 O uc000/CC0 " 2,018/0554 0 /1r/73 20 3269 3725N 0 8724E 41*9 13F.6 GGGG
1235-L4212 00000/000J 2u018/0555 03/1c/73 50 3269 3 r5N 08656E 42,7 137*3 GGGG1235-U4214 OC300/CCC 20018/0556 03/15/73 40 3269 3433 08629E 43,6 136*0 GGGG
1235-W4221 0000/000y ( 20018/0557 0o/1/73 20 3269 3?c.?N 08603E 44o4 134.7 GGGG
1235-S4223 0000/0,0u-, 20318/055 30//73 3269 3142N 08537E 45.2 133.3 GOGG
1235-L4230 CCCro/OCO0" 2-01 8 /0 5 5 9  03 /15/ 7 3 C 3269 3011N 0 8512E 46. 131.9 GGG
1235-56020 COCL30/uC~ 2001F/056 0/15/73 20 3270 443PN 064082 37.3 144.6 GGGG
1235-36023 003C0/00 2001/0562 03/!/73 10 3270 ?C7N 06335E 38.2 1434 GGGG
1235- 6025 OC 0000 20018/0562 03/1 /73 10 3270 4141N 06304E 39.2 142.2 GGGG
1235-0603 CC0/OC 20C18/0563 03/15/73 20 3270 4016N 06233E 40.1 141.1 GGGG
1235*6C034 (00000/0003 2j018/0 5 6 4 03/15/73 20 3270 3 50N 06204L 41*0 139.8 GGGG
1235-604o1 OC000/0COC 20018/C565 03/f5/73 10 3270 3725- 06135E 41*9 138o6 GcGG
1235-L6C43 OU3 O/C0 0 0 20018/0566 03/15/73 30 3270 3A03N 061072 4 2*8 137.3 GOGG
123 5 -C6o05 0 000/'CO 20'18/0567 0/15/7,3 1 3270 3434N 06040E 43.6 136*0 GGGG12 3 5 -06 05 2 000S/c 20018/0568  03/15/73 0 3270 3107N 06014E 44o4 134.7 GGGG
1235-06C55 OC0 C/C 00 20018/C569 03/15/73 0 3270 3140N 05949E 45,2 133,3 GOGG
1235-0606. 0U0000o/0 200 1 8/0570 03/15/73 r 3270 3-14N 05924E 46.0 131o9 GGPG
1235-)6064 O0/020 23016/0571 03/15/73 0 3270 2 4N 05900E 46.8 130.4 GGGG12350b6070 0COC0/O000 2018/0572 03/15/73 20 3270 2723N 05835E 47.5 128.9 GGGG
1235-J6073 000'0CO/000 2 A018/0573 0/15/73 20 3270 255 7 N 05812E 48#2 127.4 GGGG
1235-06075 O300/CCO, 20018/C574 0/15/7! 50 3270 2A3N 05749E 48.8 125.8 GGGG
1235-b6082 O.3 00/O, C, 20018/C 5 7 5  03/15/73 10 3270 2?03N 05727E 49.4 124.1 GOGG
1235-06084 0C000/0C0C; 2 018/0576 0/15i/73 2Q 3270 2137N 05704E 50*0 1.22o4 GPGG
1235-c06091 OC00/000, 2.018/05 7 7  03/15/73 0 3270 201?~ 05642E 50*6 120,7 GPGG
12 3 5 -06093 OCO/CeCC 20018/057 8  03/15/73 o 3270 1Q47N c5620E 51.1 119.0 GOGG
1235-06130 00000/0000 20018/0579 03/15/73 n 3270 172tN C5558E 51 5 117.2 GGGG
1235-361o0 0 00CJ/0 2l018/0580 0/15 /7 F 3270 1 55 05537E 51*9 115.3 GGGG
1235-06105 00CO/000C? 20018/0581 03/15/73  60 3270 la29N 05515E 52*3 113o4 GGGG
1235-06202 C0.00/C0f 20018/0582 0/15/73 80 3270 1 3RS 04724E 47,9 71.7 GSGG
1235*06205 OCCO0/CCOO 23018/083 03/15/73 80 3270 20'4S 04703E 47.2 70*4 GGGG1235-6211 00000/0i00 20018/0584 03/15/73 70 3270 2130S 04651E 46.5 69.1 GGG
1235-06214 0000/C(O 20018/0585 03/15/73 60 3270 2p256 04629E 45*7 67.9 GGGG
1235-36220 00010/CCO) 20318/0586 03/15973 30 3270 2422S 04607E 4449 66*8 GGGG
12353)?2?- 3rC/CC00 20318/0587 03/15/73 30 3272 6522N 02524E 215 162.5 GGGG
1235-.J9225 GOO0/o00 2018/0588 03/15/73 2' 3272 6401N 02403E 22*6 1610 GGGG
1235-,,923 0000/0O ~ 2 0183/0589 03/15/73 10 3272 6240 02249E 23*7 159.6 G'GGG1235-39234 00CO0/CL:0 231/0590 03/15/7 2 3272 611(: C02140E 24*8 158.3 GGGG
1 2 3 5"0924L 0000/CO0:; 20018/0 5 9 1 03/13/73 1 ' 3272 5055N 02037E 25.9 157.0 GGGG
1235"09334 U000/0C00 2w318/0592 03/1 /73 2" 3272 27261 0070E o 75 128*9 GGG
KEYS: CLI I;U CfVE7 * ***o*..... , .. * TS 100 = % CLBUD C"VER. ** = NB CLUC, DATA AVAILABLE*
I"AGE QUALITY *...... ...... 3LANKS=BAN)D OT PRESrNT/RECUESTED, R.RECYCLED. G=GBRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.P89R.
14:44 !A 11 4 7 TANhARD CAT4ALG F 'it N-US 
PAGE 0689
F , " : '7/23/'? T - p7/2p3/73
OBSERVATI?> ',TC. ;'"LL .9./ CTe CL 9;i I r PnI CIPAL P'INT SUN 
SUN TMAGE QUALITY
II " lTI L ACC.JTE" CV:
;4 5Jr 'F I"AGE ELFV, AZIN, RBV 13SS
SIAT LeNG 123 45678
1235*34 21./3597 0/1/7 1 372 2 0 0016E N 48.2 127.3 PGG
1235. '3 " " /0594 //7 3272 /4347\ o E 2 
49 125.7 GGGG
1235- 934 -. /0 2 '/ 0 95 03: 15/73 , 3?272 2I07N 0050E 4195 
124.1 GGG
1235-.32 .C , - 2' 1/C'936 O //
73 13 272 2141\ 00528E 5C'0 122,4 GGGG
1235-:94 O 00/ oL. 2 01/07 0 1 73 3272 
2
ri 3  OCb'6EE 5, 6  1207 G GG
1235-.o1 L C44 4' 1/0*9 0 
1/15/7 : 3272 1. 84 044E 13.9 GGGG
1235.-93 COC./ , 31,/0997 C0~ 5!/72 2r 3272 172N -0423L 51.6 117.1 
GPGG
1235-1:.37 0C.'0 '. ' ; 01 /15/7 1" 3272 j55\ 0 0 03E 52,0 115.3 
GPGG
1235-9372 .G CC ' 200 1/06 1 C 
r
,
/  2/ 7 _ 272 1 2:: 00342E 5,4 113 - GGG
123561C15 c0 CO 1!060 03/15,/73 - 1 3273 7A3,3 0 ?200 1163 185.3 
GGG
1235-11,? 2/ ?C1 /l O
3  CC/,/ 3 2' 3273 752Th C1nOOE 12*5 181.3 GGG
1235-13C71 C0?0r/C0. 20C 
F/CA 03/15/ 7  5 3274 57 05
4 1v 53.7 97.5 GOGG
1235-1.4o74 2Cl/o65 /-i /7" 51 ?274 0l3)\i 0101 59
6 S5 G(7G
1235-13163 CC'/('CO 2cC018/ .06 0/1. /
7 3 4C0 3274 0122S 05141k 53. 3 916 GGGG
1235-13C1 5  0 .0/ C . 261860
7  037/1/7" 6o 3274 C?4S 05100V 5-31 P9 7 GGG
1235 3(.92 o 0 / ') . 2 18/Tl O /1r/7 4C 3274 41S 05-20 52.8 877 
GGGG
:1235-13C-94 Qs6O. I e0 : /1 ;7" 3 2174 41 05240 0 525 85,9 
GGG
1235-13101 0 OC/.O J21 /0b1. ,)/
r/ 7 "  4- 3274 C7CAS c5300w 52.2 84.1 GGG
1235-13103 C0 V/, ' 1/061 3/ 1/72 3
n  3274 0R343 053210 51*8 824 GGGG
1235-13 112 " 1* /* 1 1, */0173 3 3274 1PO S 05
3 4 1 5!,i3 80.6 GRGGG
1235-1311- koCI"O/C', - !
6 1 3  C/ f77 2, 3F74 1'27F 5 02,. Mc.9 79*0 GGGG
1 2 3 5.1 3 11 F C.C._'c" i "i ? C,614 31/
7 3 29 3274 125S 05423W 5G,
3  77.4 GGG
1235"11 ' ' 21ic1' "-/ - _ ,/7- i 1 27 1419S 
05444w 49,8 75.9 GGG
1235-1313C ( ">/,./ '1,'1 c ~//73 1" 32
7 4 171S 05 5 2 7 w 48.5 72.9 GGGG
1235-1313 &'lO/3. '3lal
b 1 7  031/71 r 3274 137S 0 5548w 47,9 71,5 GGGG
1235-!3135 '? / Ic" - 2 31,/C61s 03/5/73 32-4 2p0OS 05610 
47.2 70.2 GGGG
1235-131D? C3/ ii 3,j 8 018 /06 19 03/15/73 3274 22~S 05633, 46.4 69.0 GGG
1235-1314,+ C" 1. . 2 C 1/C62
- 03t/tt/73 3274 2254S 05655A 4 57 67.8 GGGG
1235-13151 00000/0000 20018/0621 03/15/73 0 3274 2422S 05717W 
44.9 66o7 GGG
1235-,3153 , 1 18,/; C62 
/ /7 -  i 3P27r 24,S 057,1 44 '1 6596 GCGG
12 3 5-1 3 16c C 1 0.. /6 3 C/1/
7  1 -3274 P71-3S 05804W 433 64.6 GCGG
1235-31 ,3' C r L l!occt2 4 C03
' 1/73 3r, 3274 c39S C5628 & 2 63.6 GGG
1235-13165 r u 2.. 0625 3 /1 /73 9" 3274 3005S 05853V 41,5 62.7 PPP1235-13?71 aCor,-/O,.O 2.18n62 C8/7 80 3274 31313 05917w 4o0.6 61o9 GP
1235-13174 0 n ;1,~C 2' 1E/0627 11/I !73 5 3274 3257 S  (5
9 4 2w 39.7 6191 PP
1235-31r Co"vC 2, ,18/ C3 73 4 3274 3421S 0 6008W 38.8 
60.4 PGP
1235.131.3 24c/" ?'18/0629 33/5/7A 4, 3274 34A6 0
634W 37.6 59.7 GiGG
1235-131 5 L/A 1 6"3 r /1/7 20 3274 371?S 06102, 
36-68 59.1 GPGG
1235-13192 C 300 / C F 1 1C/0631 03/q/7" 3. 3274 3q37S 06130, 35.9 
58,6 GGG
KEYS; Lt..'CJ CE E , ............. !: Tl 100 a % CL6UD CnvER * Ne CLeOD DATA 
AAILAHLF.
I"IAF 2I;ALITY .. .......... vLANKS=BAN) "'()T PRSrNT/REECCSUTED. RuRFCYCLED. G:GD, F=FAIR BUT USABLE- 
PuPBIR,
l 44 ' 1 ,'74 STAN4APD CtTAL9G F5 ' NeN-US PAGE 0690
FR M ,'7/23/72 TB i7/23/73
BSER v-Tl. Ci F* L . 0;LL ". T CLi JD IiAIT PPI\CIPAL P4INi SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I :-. SITI" I' Fi LL A-C I E: CAevR "UMB 'F I'AGE ELEV* AZIF. RBV "SS
•v' 1. LAT LONG 123 45678
1235-13.4 .3,. .,.18/63 0"/1,/73 /r 4 324 01S 06200W W 4.9 580 GOGG1235-t3201 3 / C .21/i633 0C/15/7/? 40 327+ 41.2S C6230 33.9 57.6 PPgP
123 5 -1:233 00- 9/ .. 2:.1,/t3 4  C3/15/7 3 3274 45lS 06 3 0 32 8 57.2 PPG
1235-1321 r. -/ 2 1/ 0 63 /5 /7 3" 3 274 41"S 0' 3 3 4K 31 '  56,9 GGGP
1235-1321? . / 1A3: ,3/15/7 2 3274 441!S 0640 3 0*6 56.6 GPGP
123521321 ,5 "/ . 2' 18/"6A7 23/l/7  3F74 OS 06443 29.7 56.3 GoGG
1235-13F21 0 ?/ '3 ."1/C3;' .3/1 /73 2 3274 49 3rS 0652C0 2.6 56.2 GfGG
1235-1322 0 C 2 _:1/, 63" t3/'5/7 3 374 C5543 6559k 27.6 56*0 GGGG
123 5 -1323( GODc c 8/04 03//7- 4- 3274 511RS 06639Pw 26.5 56*0 GGGG
1235-1434 0 0C /'C' 2 3 17/3C5 03/1R/7 3  1" 3275 5 !N 06232" 3"34 1 9*0 GGG
1235-I737 , u /. ; C17/0306 (. 74/1 5/ 3 1 3275 4C44'N C06311kW 344 147.9 GGGG
1235-1'3c 0 2: 17/,3C7 , / /7' 3275 4 r57N 06423, 36*4 14597 GGGG
1235-I43 2 ;./C( 2C- 17/030 037/12/73 3275 4433N 064571 37.4 144*5 GGGG
1235!14335 40 /r 2)17/0309 03/l5/7  3275 4,;0 .' 06 5 29v: 3F4 143*4 GGG
1235-14391 C,'O/0 " .17/0310 C0/!5/73 9 3275 4143 06601w 39.3 142.2 GGGG1235-1443, 00 ' .: 2L317/C311 0!1?5/73 1 3275 2P51 ' 070C02 46*9 130.3 GGGG
1235-14432 OrC 0", 2,-: 17/C312 0 /15/73 1: 3275 2725i 07026N 47*6 1288. GGG5
1235-:4435 0'0/0,, 2n '17/C313 0/!15/7 1( 3275 pr2c j 07050 48.3 127*2 GAGG
1235-14441 , /C P 17/0314 03/!5/77 1 3275 2433 07113 4.E 9 125.6 GGGG
1235-1444-' 0 ,/ C7I 2 C17/C?15 035/73 2r 3275 2-074 0C7135w 495 124.0 GGGG
1235-1613 4  0/ 21 17/C316 03/15/7' 1C0 3276 513' 0 8C739,, 3234 150*1 OGGG
123 5 -1-.620/ 2 17 317 -15/72 10c 3276 5r 1 081 2 0w 33* 149*0 GGGG
1235-162,0 'C2l/r 2 .'C 1 /4 1 !/ 1/7 4- 3276 307 \ 097 26 49*5 124.0 G GG
1235-16282 Con/C; 21 ~/642 03/ 1,/7 4' 3276 2141\ 09748W 5C.1 122.3 GSGG
1235162;5 bOo C/0? 2:1' g/56h 3 3 s/73 1" 3276 2'- 1' 09oS1 C*7 120.6 GSGG
1235-16293 .3. ./ 2 1./CA44 03/!5/73 3276 1 4\ . 9 v31v, 512 11 8. GGGG1235-1756,4 CC0 ?0/00" 2 '0/0 03//73 1' 3277 715" 09426A 16*C 172.3 GAGG
1235-1757- 0 :0/.CJ 2 3/2o/c 89 03/1/73 1; 3277 7 3' 0 644, 17*1 169.9 GGG
1235-17"73 " /': 0 2L0,0/0'9 03/15 /7,3 0 3277 6O2 ,;  0947V 1*3 167,8 G-GG
1235-1757~ / ' 20/.C 91 a /1, /7" 10 3277 6 0- 10n37 19.4 165.9 GGGG
1235-17Eg2 C,/ 3 P 2 2/, 9 C/?71/7, 2- 3277 6644\ C2151 20.5 164.2 anoo
1235 17c 3 2 3; C 93 7 1 /7" 2_ ?277 6,24, 1C3 43,, 21.6 16206 GGGG
12351i75- 9 2F9 C/CrJ/7' 793 03 3277 6 34 0 I C3 22*8 1611. GGG
1235-17993 0"r.' 2 I r r/95 2/15/73 3" 3277 6424'N 10C617 233*9 159.7 GGGG
1235 180. - / 2, 3idC./Cr9 0D ~ e/1s/ 7 " 2: 3277- 6 i 2 10 725W 5*0 158~3 GGGG
1235-10co? i . C- / 2 ,"C/c,97 0 /15/7 2c, 3277 505"N 10 28y 26*1 157.0 GGGG
1235-18,35 0 " ...r' .2 0/ 5 9 0 /1/73 1 3277 5 35"\ 10926i 27.1 155.8 GGG
1235*18 11 3: / ., 2 .:/0099 03/15/73 1': 3277 5712? 110 21 2P82 154*6 G3GG
1235-1214 ?/ , 2 _ 1o/l~15 /7 3277 5;4N( 11112 293 153.5 GOGG
<EYS: LL C5 /. **......... ,.*. T5 iCO = CLOUD CoVER ** = Nb CLBUD UATA AVAILABLE.
ILA- -LTTY .,,........,,,. ;LAKS.bAN T PRrScNT/REUESTED, R=RECYCLED. G=G3 0. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PwP69R.
16;44 "AP 11s'74 .TAN3ARD CATALfG FOR NCN-US PAGE 0691F7," :-7/21/12 TP C7/P3./73
OBSERVATIN MICRqFLM RLL 8.o/ OATE CLuD IRIT Pto'CIPAL PINT SUN SUN 
TM AGE QUALITY
ID PSITIVN I' ROLL AC UT ED CcVrR u MBER 'F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
Ory MrS LAT L NG 123 45678
12 3 5 "18 020 COCc0/000f 2-018/0646 03/~5/7? r 3277 51424> 1 1201 30.
3  152.3 GOGG
1235-18023 OCCC/0(00 20018/0647 01/15/73 0 3277 50:N 11246W 31.4 151.2 GGGG
1235-18025 00000/0000 20018/0648 03/18/73 10 3277 5136N 11329W 32.4 150o.1 GGGG
1235-18032 C000/D0 20018/06 4 9 C3/19/73 30 3277 5012\ 11409W 33.5 149.0 GGG
1235130 4 1 OOOoO/OCO0 2018/0650 0? / 15/7 3277 3144N 12053' 45.4 133.2 GGG
1235-19381 6OCO/C00o0 2?020/0103 03/!/73 4" 327 7A36N 10712w 11.4 185.4 GGGG
1235-1934 2000/,C d20/0101 C?/!,/7l 31 3278 7 3 11111" 12.6 181.4 GIGG
1235-1939,0 000/CO0C 20.20/010 09/!5/73 17 3278 721N i 114i3 137 178.0 GGG
1235-19393 000?/co~ 2 3o200103 0/1.5/71 0 3278 710~N 11738W 14*9 175.0 GrGG
1235-19395 00300/O0 2 C)C0/0104 0?/15
/ 7 3  7 3278 7155N 12014 16.0 172.3 GOGG
1235-19402 COo0/cO0 20'20/0105 03/18/73 278 7^30 1P2328 17.2 170.0 GGGG
1235-1944 C0C/C000 ,2/0106  03/18/73 3278 AP22 12
4 34W 18*3 167.9 GGGG
1235-19411 00000/0C0C 2')0O/0107 03/15/73 / 3278 6O04N 1?625c ]9*4 165.9 GGGG
1235"19413 0ooo0/O Ui 22 /0108 03/15/77 1 3278 6A45N 12503W 20,5 164.2 GGGG
1235-19420 C002/0000 20 0/0109 03/15/73 20 3278 6 2& 12932W 21.7 162.6 
GGG
1235-19422 00000/0000 %D~00/0113 03/15/71 10 3278 6403N 13053w 22.8 161.1 GGGG
1235-21213 OLC/C000 20C20/0111 C71i5/73 3279 7A36 13300W 11-5 185.4 
GGGG
1235-21215 O0000/Oo C C020/0112 03/15/73 1ij 3279 7C3?2 13700 12.6 181.4 GGG
1235-212P22 o00ooo/CO R,20/!011 3 C0/15/73 1? 3279 742jN 14027w 13.8 178.0 GGG
1235-21224 0C0/C000 2C/0114 03/i5/73 lo 3279 7 ON 14327o 14.9 175.0 GGGG
1235-21231 00000/300 2'0C/0115 0/15/73 3279 74 5N 14603W 1 .C 172.3 GGG
1235-23044 C00 0/C0 2 '18/0651 03/15/73 3280 7 35N 158468 11.5 185.4 PGGG
1235-23051 C0C/C0C0 2 018/0652 C0/J5/73 C 320 7=31 I\ 16246W 12.6 181.4 PPGP
1235-23053 00000/O000 23C01/6 5
3  03/15/73 320 7422N 16614W 13.8 178.0 PPPG
1235-23060 0000/0000 20C18/0654 03/15/73 280 7-0=N 16915 14,9 175*0 
PPP
1235-23062 00000/0000 20180655 03/15/79 q 320 7!55N 17152w 16.1 172.3 PGPP
1235-23065 000C00/000 20c18/0656 03/7/73 i 3280 79) 3 17411k 17.2 170.0 GPGP
1235-23071 O0000/OO 200o18/0657 0/15/73 3280 A62Pp 17614W 1A94 167.9 G GG
1235-23074 00000/00u 20018/0658 09/15/73 3290 6Q04N 17803 19.5 165*9 
GPGG
1235-23080 0000/OCO 20018/065 03/15/73 32I0 6(44N 17941wk Po6 164.2 GGG
1235-23083 0000/0000 2018/0660 03/15/7 32P0 6524N 17848E ' ! 217 162.6 GPGF
1235-23C5 C00C00/00L 20018/0661 03/15/73 C 3290 6403N 17728E 22.8 161,1 GGGG
1235-2309Z 3O000/CO 0 P?718/066? 03/15/73 o 32;0 6 4N 17613E 23*9 159.7 GGG
1236-0 0 480 Otu / 0 , 2 18/C663 03/1A/73 2r ?21 7A34N 
17524E 11~5 185.4 GPGG
123 6 -c0 4 8 3 C O000/n0C 2? ,18/066 4  3?/16/7 2- 32R 1  7r3', 17123E 1p7 181.4 GPGG
1236-00435 00c0/ZOC00 21801/065 03/1A/71 12 3291 74 21% 16756E 13.8 178*0 G6GG
123 6 -00 4 9 2 000/ 0O18: 2 018/0S66 03/16/73 20 3281 710~N 16456E 15.0 175.0 6rGG
123 6 - 3494 OO'l/COO 2: ,l/C667 o03/1/73 In 3211 7155"; 16219E 16.1 172.3 GGG
1236-00501 00000"C/?0 2018/0 6 6 8  0 7/6/
7  10 3281 7n39N 16000E 17.2 170.0 GGG
KEYS: Lr I F C3VE1 t i ... ,*........ 0 T 100 = % CLfUD CcVEQ, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I A3 )U4LITY .............. * LA KS= ANs T PHScNT/RE0UFSTED. RRFCYCLEDn G=0GS9. F=FAIR 9UT USABLE. PDPB0R*
16'44 %4IA 11ll'74 STANDARD CATALG FBR NON.US PAGE 0692
FR O 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATTIN XICrFILM RqLL 5.,/ DATE CLOUD 9R3 IT PoI\CIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
IO P4SITIN IN ReLL ACOUTRED CfVER jUMB R 'F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
Qrv MCS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1236-00503 0000C/r000 20018/0669 03/ A/73 10 3 221 602?N 15758E 18.4 16799 GPGG
1236-00510 00000/0000 2'018/0670 03/16/73 0 32p1 6Q04N 15609E 19.5 165*9 GGGG
1236"02312 00000/0000 2001/0o671 03/16/73 10 3282 7636N 14939E 11,5 185.4 GPGG
1236-02314 00000/000C 20018/0672 03 16/73 C 3282 7530N 14537E 12*7 181.4 GPPG
1236-02321 00000/c00C 20018/0673 03/1h/73 C 3232 7421N 14207E 13*8 178.0 GGGG
1236-02323 00000/000 20018/0674 03/1(/73 0 32F2 709k 13907E 15*0 175.0 GGGG
1236-o2330 00000/0000 20018/C675 03/16/73 c 3282 7155N 13630E 16,1 172.3 GGGG
1236-02494 0000o/0000 20018/0676 03/16/73 20 3282 1556N 10b50E 52*2 114*9 PGGG
1236-02500 00 00/C0000 20018/0677 03/16/73 ic 3282 1430N 10529E E2*5 113,0 GGGG
1236-03150 000?0/000o 20018/0678 03/16/73 20 3292 7015S 07018E 10.6 64.8 GGGG
1236-03153 000c00/000 2(018/0679 03/16/73 c 3282 7130S 06t04E 9.4 66*7 GGGG
1236-03155 00000/C000 20018/0680 03/1A/7 0 3292 7p4;S 06530E 8.2 68*8 GGGG
1236-04252 0000U/0000 20:18/0681 03/16/71 1 3283 4 140N 08727E 39.6 14291 GGGG
1236-04255 00000/0000C 2C018/0682 03/1/73 4o 3283 4015N 08656E 40o5 140.9 GGGG
1236-04261 00000/000 20018/0683 03/!6/73 70 3283 385nN 08626E 41.4 139.6 GGGG
12 3 6 -06 07 2 00000/000 20017/0318 03/16/73 10 32R4 4;54N o6316E 36.7 145.6 GGGG
1236-06075 CCOCO/COOC 20017/0319 0.j/16/73 c1 3284 4429N 0624 3 E 37*7 14404 GGGG
1236-06081 00o000/000 20017/0320 03/16/73 10 3284 4 %4N 06211E 38.6 143*2 GIGG
1236-06084 00000/0000 20017/0321 0,/16/73 1c 3284 41 3 9N C6140E 39.6 142.1 GGGG
1236-06090 00000/0000 20017/0322 03/16/73 2c 3284 4013N 0611OE 40o5 140*9 GGGG
1236-06093 000o0/0000 20017/0323 03/16/73 100 3284 3458N 06040E 41,4 139.6 G G
1236-06095 000o0/O0 20017/0324 03/16/73 100 3294 3723N 06011E 4203 138.4 PGPG
1236-06102 00000/0000 20017/0 325 03/16/73 100 3284 3r58N 05943E 43.2 13761 GGPG
1236.06104 00000/0000 20917/0326 03/16/73 90 3284 3432N o5915E 44,0 135.8 GGGG
1236-06111 OCO00/000O 2,017/0327 03/16/73 8n 3284 3307N 05849E 4408 134.4 GGGG
1236-06113 00000/0000 23017/C328 03/16/73 80 3284 3140N 05924E 45,6 133*0 GGGG
1236-06120 00000/CC0, 20017/0329 03/16/73 90 3284 3o14N 05800E 46.4 131.5 GGGG
1236-06122 00000/0000 20017/0330 03/16/73 100 3284 2Q48N o5735E 47*1 130.1 GPGG
1236-06125 OO00/COO 20017/0331 03/16/73 100 3284 2723N 05710E 47.8 128.5 GGGG
1236-06131 00000/OOC0 20017/0332 03/16/73 70 3284 2556N 05646E 4805 127.0 GGGG
123 6 -0613 4 00000/0000 2CO17/0333 03/1A/73 5, 3284 2431N 05623E 49.1 125*4 GPGG
1236-06140 00000/0000 20017/0334 03/16/73 0 3294 2?05N 05601E 49.7 123.7 GPGG
1236-06143 00000/C000 20017/0335 03/16/73 0 3284 214On 0 5538E 50*3 122.0 GMGG
1236-07552 00000/0000 20017/10336 03/16/73 0 3285 315N 03209E 46*4 131.5 GGGG
1236-07554 00000/000; 20017/0337 03/16/739 3285 2849N 03145E 47.1 130.0 GGGG
1236-07561 00000/0000 20018/0684 03/16/73 0 3285 2724N 03122E 47.8 128.5 GGGG
1236-07563 0000/0000 20018/0685 03/16/73 10 3295 2557N 03059E 4805 126.9 GGGG
1236-07570 0000/000C 20018/0686 0/1 /73 20 3285 2431N 03036E 49.2 125.3 G$GG
1236-07572 00000/0000 20017/033R 03/16/73 1 3285 2P05N 03013E 49*8 123.7 GGGG
KEYS: CL6LUD COVER Z .,,.******.**, 0 TO 100 a % CLBUD C9VERo ** a N5 CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY *.,*.**.**.... RLANKS.BAND NeT PRrSrNT/REUESTED* RPRECYCLED. Ga=GSD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBBR.
1:4 4 '4 STAN2ARD CATAL8G FeP NN.US PAGE 0693
F '?5 17/23/72 Tl 07/23/73
BBSERbATI 9 N "ICPF.I. s'LL " ,/ DATE CLFUD IRIT PI\JCIPAL P!INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
P IT.ITI 0 1I, (LL ACCUt E CVc"R 'UBU BR F IPAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
Sv M;S LAT L5NG 123 45678
1236"-7575 C00 rC 0 ? 2'017/C339 09/16/73 2 3?25 213 N C2950E 50*3 122.0 GGGG
1236-.7581 0"0/0, 20 17/0340 0'/!A/7 1 3285 2n12N 02928E 50,9 120.2 GGGG
12 3 6 -, 7 5 J4 0- -0-0t/- 2%17/0341 03/16/7' 3285 1045N 0 2906E 51a4 118,4 GGGG
1236-:7590 00/C00) 20317/0342 03/1/73 , 3285 17 2!N o?845E 51.8 116.6 GPGG
1236-07593 Ci03C/OC- ' 2 :017/0343 0V/6/73 0 3295 154N o0224E 52.2 114.7 GGGG
1236--7595 O0-?C/O'* 2 '17/C344 0 /1A/73 0 3285 1429N 0 2803E 5P*6 112*9 GGGG
1236*C.02 0' C0 2 ,17/C345 0/1 A/73 3285 1~O01N 02 742E 52,9 110.9 GGGG
123 6-C0800 0030/:C l 2C 17/0346 0/16/79 3285 1131N 02721E 53.2 109*0 GGGG
1236"8011 ?(0/CC LC.17/0347 0C/16/73 3285 l09N 0270olE 53.4 10790 GGGG
1236-931C0 0 C , Fc : 2 018C687 03/ (/73 2c 3286 5r45N 01625E 29.6 153.4 GGGG
1236-13130 - LD /CCOO ?0018/0688 03/16/7? 62 3288 0P56N 05207 53.8 96*8 GGGG
1236-13132 0 0 .0 U ',18/0 689 03/16/73 72 3288 013') 0 5 2 2 7 v 53.7 9488 GGGG
1236-13135 0 O 1C/OOnU 2. 8/069o 0/16h/73 90 3288 Ono04 052476 53.6 92.8 GGGG
1236-13141 0 i />20 2,316/0691 09/1A/73 8c 3288 012?S 0 53 0 7w 53*4 90,9 UGGG
1236-13144 3'0jO/ "0. 2C018/0692 03/16/79 50 32 88  0'4 S 05327w 53.2 89.0 GGGG
1236*13150 o 3,0/C 0 2(.)18/0693 03/16/73 6c 3288 0416S 05346 52*9 87.1 GGGG
1236-13153 OC 0/00 2Jo18/0694 09/1A/73 40 3288 042S o5407k 52.6 85.2 GGGG
1236"13155 000C0/o00C 2001 8 /0 6 9 5  ,3/1/73 30 32%8 07095 05427W 52*2 83*4 GGG
123 6-1316? 00020/000/ 2018/0696 0?/1A/73 4C 3288 0035S 054 4 7W 51,8 81*7 GGGG
1236-13164 000, 0/0000 20017/034 03/16/73 52 3288 1001. 05508W 51*3 80.0 GGGG
1236-13171 O.O00/C000 2o017/C349 03/16/73 5C  3288 1128S 05528W 50.8 78.3 GGGG
1236-13173 C0 0i/COCJ 22017/C350 03/16/73 32 3288 153S 05549W 5C03 76.7 GGGG
1236-1318C0 Z 02 C/ n0 2 0.17/C351 03/16/71 20 3288 1419S 05b10o 49.7 75.2 GGGG
1236-13182 0COn0/0) 2u017/0352 04/A1/73 20 3288 1~4L'S 05631w 49*1 73*7 GGGG
1236-13185 OC00/cOC0 20017/0353 03/16/73 1, 3288 1712S 05653W 48.4 72*3 GGGG
1236*13191 C0 0/CO; 20017/0354 0/16/73 10 3288 193FS 05714 47.7 70,9 GGG
1236-13194 n0"0/r~0 20017/0355 03/16/731 1 3288 2005S 05736W 47.0 69.6 GOGG
1236-13200 00j'0/C0 2Lo017/035 6  03/1/73 3r 3288 213S 05757w 46.3 68.4 GGGG
1236-13203 '000/CrO1U 2 7017/0357 0./16/73 22 3288 225qS 05820 45 -5 67.2 GGGG
1236-13205 CC2"/OOO 2017/0358 03/1/73 IC 3288 242?S 05543W 44.7 66*1 GGGG
1236-13212 00300/0000 2D318/0697 03/16/73 4C 3288 2549S 05906W 43.9 65.1 GGGG
1236-13214 0 000/C00: 2u01 /0698 03/A/73 50 3288 2716S 05929W 4301 64.1 GGGG
1236-13221 U0C00/00 20D18/0699 03/16/73 90 3288 2842S 05953W 42*2 63.1 GGGG
1236-13223 O0O0O/COO0 2u018/070 0/16/73 60 3288 3005S 06017w 41,3 62.3 GGGG
1236-1323 00 0o/ )0J 20018/0701 03/16/73 70 3288 3131S 06041W 40,4 61.4 GGGG
1236-13232 00020/000 2018/0702 03/16/73 801 3288 3P57S 06107W 39.5 607 GGGG
1236-13235 00000/C000" 2iC18/C073 03/16/73 10o 3288 3422S 06133W 3805 60*0 GGGG
1236*13244 000. /000 20018/070+ 03/16/73 90 3288 3714S 06228W 36'6 58*7 PGGP
1236-13250 00000/o00:) 20018/0705 03/16/73 60 3288 3R39S 06257W 35*6 58,2 GGGG
KEYS: CLchLW C6vEP x% *.....(,,..... O TB 100 * % CL9UD CVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMaGE WUALITY ,,,.,........ 9LANKS=BAND NBT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. GGOBAD. FFAIR BUT USABLE, PwPBeR,
1i:44 V~ 11s,'74 STANDARD C'TALeG FV NN-US PAGE 0694
FqBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSSERVATI9N "ICh FI ROLL \0,/ OATE CLOUD 0RQIT Po\lCIPAL P INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIJ I OLL ACUIRED CRVER NUMBER RF I'AGF ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
7,v MSS LAT L9NG 123 45678
1236-13253 C0003/500 2C018/0706 O?/16/7? 4C 32P8 4CC4S c6326w 34.6 57.7 PGGP
1236-13255 00020/Cuc 2U 1D/0707 03/16/73 50 3288 4!2PS 06356v 33.6 57*2 GGGG
1236-13262 OCOC/c 2 c1 8/0708 01/1/73 60 3288 425?S 06428w 3.5 56.8 GGGG
1236-13264 0Cc)0/0c00 20018/0709 03/16/73 60 3288 4418S 06500w 31*5 56.5 GGGG
1236-13271 00000/00C0 20018/0710 O?/IA/7 5r 3298 454?S 06534V 3C.5 56.2 GGPG
123613273 OCOCO/CO: 20018/0711 ?03/1/ 7 3 2f 3288 47065 0 6610 % 9*4 56.0 PGPG
1236-13280 0 CO/O 0u_ 20018/0712 03/1(/73 60 3288 4P3?S 06646W 28*3 55.8 PGPP
1236-14144 OC00C/C0C 2017/C359 03/1.A/7 " 32,9 5 59N 06235v 31*8 151.1 GGGG
1236-1442;0 OLc0,/co5 2..17/C36c 03/ 6/73 50 3289 5134N 06317W 32.8 150*0 GGGG
1236-1442? O0000/0000 2,017/0361 03/!6/7? 0 C 3289 510 N 06358w 33*8 148.9 GGGP
1236-14425 O0C0/0000 2u017/C362 01/16/73 100 3289 4P46N 06438 34*8 147.8 GGGP
1236-1445C O0000/000 2(017/0363 03/16/73 100 32R9 4141N 06730; 3997 142,0 G3GP
1236-14452 n17DC/OCOo 0'017/0364  /16 7  100 3289 4'16N 06800W 40.6 140,8 GPGG
1236-14455 000C0/0000 2!017/0365 03/16/73 100 3289 3P50N 06529w 41.5 139.6 GGGP
1236-14461 0000/Oo 2017/0366 0/16/73 100 3289 3725N 06858W 42*4 138.3 GPGP
1236-14464 ^00 /D0/00" 20017/0367 03/16/73 100 32F9 3AO0N 06925w 43.3 137*0 GGGP
1236-14470 000/0000 2j017/036 8 03/16/73 8C 3289 3434N 06952W 44.1 135o7 GGGG
1236-14473 00o00/000c 20017/0369 0?/16/73 20 3289 3?0,N 07018w 44*9 134.3 GOGG
1236-14475 OCO0/00c 23017/037c 03/16/71 30 3289 3142N 07043W 45.7 132*9 GGGG
1236-14482 O0C2C/CC0. 20017/0371 03/16/71 4, 3289 3016N 07108W 46*5 131.4 GGGG
1236-14484 000 0/000. 20017/0372 0z/16/73 3C 3289 2 50N 07132W 47,2 130.0 GGG
1236-14491 DOOO/O00J 2C017/0373 0?/1A/73 30 3289 2723N 07156W 47.9 128.4 GGGG
1236-14493 00030/000r 20017/0374 03/1i/73 4c 3289 2=57N 072 20W 48.6 126.8 GGGG
1236-14500; 0' 0/f00 20 17/0375 33/16/73 50 3299 2431N 07243w 492 125*2 GGGG
1236-145o? 003, /CCO 2- 17/0376 03/16/7 40 32R9 2105N 07306K 49.9 123.6 GGG
1236-14534 0CQ00/CD0 22018/0713 03/1./ 73  2r 32R9 l~34 07554 ' 53*2 108.8 PGGG
1236-14541 C0 0/0C 23018/0714 03/16/71 2n 32R9 1-0NN 07615y 53.5 106.8 PGPP
1236-16202 OC00o/O00U 2;018/0715 0/16/73 3290  6802. 076 16w 19.8 165*9 PPPG
1236-16205 COj C/CCO 2C01/0716 03/1I/73 C 320 644'N 07754V 20.9 16492 PGGG
1236-16211 0020/00 2 -0 18/0 7 17 03/16/73 3290 6m23N 079 2 3 y 22,0 162.6 PSGG
1236-16214 OCO0O/C00o 20018/0718 03/16/73 0 3290 6403N 0 8044 Po1i 161.0 POGG
123616220 00300S/C 00 2C017/0377 0'/1A/73 " 3290 6;41N 0158w P4*3 159*6 GPGG
1236-16223 000O3/C00o 20017/0376 01/1A/7 n 3200 6 11"N 0 3 0 7w 25.4 158*3 GPGG
1236-16225 00030/0000 23317/0379 0,/16/73 0 32 0 5056N 68409w 2 *5 157.0 GGGG
1236-16232 0CCO/o003 2-0017/0380 01/lA/73 3?2P0 5P34N 08508W 7,5 155.8 GGGP
1236-16234 5000/00C2 2J017/0381 C0/16/7? 3290 5711! 08602W 28*6 154*6 GGGG
1236-16241 OCOOC/000 20017/0382 03/1A/73 C 3290 5=47N 08654W 29*7 153.4 GGGG
1236-i6243 OCOCo/CC' 2!017/0383  03/1/73 c 3200 5L23N 08741w 30,7 152.3 GGGG
1236-16250 0 C0000/0000CC 2017/0384 0z/16/73 3290 55N 08826v, 31.8 151.1 GGGG
KEYS: LLg0  CbVEo n ........, . 0 Tq 100 = % CiLUD CpVER ** Nb CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
'IAGE :UALITY ............... LAINS=AN) NT PRrSNT/REUESTED. R=RFCYCLED. GC=GBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. Po.P8R.
16:44 MAR 11'74 STAN3ARD CATALOG FOR NEN-US PAGE-0697
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
5BSERVATI N  MICRFILM ROLL '.8/ DATE CL'UD BRBIT PrINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PSITTIN IN RkLL ACCUTED CeVER NUMBER AF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBv MSS
PRv MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1237-06231 00000/0000 20018/0752 03/17/73 60 3298 1135N 05143E 53.4 108*5 GGPG
1237-06233 00000/0000 20018/0753 03/17/73 50 3298 In0oN 05123E 53.6 106.5 GGPG
1237-0624C 0CO00/C000 20018/0754 03/17/73 40 3298 0143N 05103E 53*7 104.5 GGPG
1237-06242 00000/C000 20018/0755 03/17/73 50 3298 0717N 05043E 53.8 102.5 GGPG
1237-36245 C000/0000 20018/0756 03/17/73 40 3298 0C51N 05023E 53.9 100.4 GGPG
1237-06251 0000/C0000 20018/0757 03/17/73 10 3298 0424N 05003E 53*9 98.4 GGPP
1237-06254 00000/0000 20018/0758 03/17/73 10 3298 0258N 04943E 53,9 96*4 GGPG
1237-06260 00000/0000 20018/0759 03/17/73 50 3298 0131N 04923E 53.8 94*4 GGPG
1237-06263 00300/0000 20018/0760 03/17/73 70 3298 0005N 04902E 53.6 924 GGPP
1237-06265 00000/0000 20018/0761 03/17/73 80 3298 0121S 04842E 53.4 90*5 PPPG
1237-08083 00000/0000 20018/0762 03/17/73 10 3299 0425N 02414E 53.9 9804 PPPP
1237-08092 00000/0000 20018/0763 03/17/73 10 3299 013?N 02334E 53.8 94*3 GGGG
1237-08094 00000/0000 20018/0764 03/17/73 20 3299 0005N 02314E 53.6 92.4 GGGG
1237-08101 00000/0000 20018/0765 03/17/73 10 3299 Oi20S 02254E 53.5 90.4 GGGG
1237-08103 00000/0000 20018/0766 03/17/73 10 3299 OP46S 02234E 53.2 88*5 GGGG
1237-08110 00000/0000 20018/0767 03/17/73 20 3299 0413S 02214E 52*9 86.6 GGGG
1237-08112 00000/0000 20018/0768 03/17/73 40 3299 0539S 0 2154E 52.6 84.8 GGGG
1237-08115 00000/0000 20018/0769 03/17/73 20 3299 0705S 02133E 52.2 83.0 GGGG
1237-08121 00000/0000 20018/0770 03/17/73 10 3299 0832S 02113E 51.8 81*2 GGGG
1237-081?4 00000/0000 20018/0771 03/17/73 20 3299 o059S 02053E 51,3 79.5 GGGG
1237"08130 00000/0000 20018/0772 03/17/73 40 3299 1125S 0 2032E 50.8 77,9 GGGG
1237-08133 00000/0000 20018/0773 03/17/73 20 3299 1p51S 02012E 50.2 76.3 GGGG
1237w08135 00000/0000 20018/0774 03/17/73 30 3299 14175 01951E 49*7 74.7 GGGG
1237-08142 00000/0000 20018/0775 03/17/73 30 3299 14S 01930E 49.0 73.3 GGGG
1237-08144 00000/0000 20018/0776 03/17/73 10 3299 1710S 01909E 48*4 71*9 GGGG
1237-08151 00000/0000 20018/0777 03/17/73 20 3299 1836S 01847E 47*7 70*5 GGGP
1237-08153 00000/0000 20018/0778 03/17/73 20 32 99 200?S 0 1825E 47*0 69.2 GGGP
1237-08160 00000/0000 20018/0779 03/17/73 30 3299 2128S 01803E 46.2 68*0 GGGG
1237-08162 00000/0000 20018/0780 03/17/73 60 3299 2255S 01741E 454 66.8 GGGG
1237-08165 00000/0000 20018/0781 03/17/73 80 3299 24215 01718E 44.6 65.7 GGGG
1237-08171 00000/0000 20018/0782 03/17/73 90 3299 2546S 01655E 43.8 64.7 GGGP
1237-08174 00000/0000 20018/0783 03/17/73 90 3299 2712S 01631E 4209 63*7 GGGG
1237-08180 00000/0000 20018/0784 03/17/73 70 3299 2R38S 01607E 42'1 62.8 GGGG
1237-08183 00000/0000 20018/0785 03/17/73 50 3299 3003S 0 1543E 41.2 61.9 GGGP
1237-08185 00000/0000 20018/0786 03/17/73 50 3299 31285 01518E 40o3 61.1 GGGP
1237-09330 00000/OC00 20018/0787 03/17/73 0 3300 680PN 02540E 20*1 166.0 GGGG
1237-09333 00000/C0000 20018/0788 03/17/73 0 3300 6643N 02401E 21.2 164o2 GGGG
1237-09335 00000/COO0 20018/0789 03/17/73 0 3300 6523N 02231E 22*3 162.6 GGGG
1237-09385 00000/0000 20018/0790 03/17/73 0 3300 4R47N 01124E 35*1 147.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ,*o .. *~....r.* C TB 100 = % CLOUD ClVERo ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .... ,,,o,.,..* BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, RERECYCLED6 G=GOBRD FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PsPeRR
16:44 MAR 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0698
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN ICP5FILM RVLL N9,/ DATE CLOUD DRBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PSSITIN IN ROLL ACGUTIED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSS
RPV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1237-u9392 00000/0000 20018/0791 03/17/73 0 33 00 4722N 01047E 36.1 146.6 GGGG
1237-13184 00000/0ooo00 20018/0792 03/17/73 50 3302 o?58N 0 5332? 53*9 96*2 GGGG
12 37-1 3 191 00000/000 20018/0793 01/17/73 60 3302 0132N 05352W 53.8 94*2 GGGG
1237-13193 00000/0000 20018/0794 03/17/73 60 33n2 0on05 05 4 12w 53.7 922 GGGG
1237-13200 0C000/0000 20018/0795 03/17/73 50 3302 0120S 05432W 53.5 90.3 GGGG
1237-13202 00000/0000 20018/0796 03/17/73 50 3302 047S 05452W 53*2 88.3 GGGG
1237-13205 00000/0000 20018/0797 03/17/73 40 3302 0413S 05512W 52,9 86.5 GGGG
1237-13211 00000/0000 20018/0798 03/17/73 60 3302 0O40S 05532W 52.6 84.6 GGGG
1237-13214 00000/0000 20018/0799 03/17/73 50 3302 0706S 05552w 52.2 82.8 GGGG
1237-13220 00000/0000 20018/0800 03/17/73 50 33r2 OR32S 05613W 51.8 81.1 GGGG
1237-13223 00000/0000 20018/0801 03/17/73 60 3302 0059S 05633W 51.3 79*4 GGGG
1237-13225 00000/0000 20018/0802 03/17/73 40 3302 1125S 05654W 50.8 77.7 GGG
1237-13311 00000/0000 20018/0803 03/17/73 20 3302 4001S 06451 34s4 57.3 GGGG
1237-13314 00000/0000 20018/0804 03/17/73 10 3302 4126S 0 6521W 33.3 56.9 GGGG
1237-13320 00000/0000 20018/0805 03/17/71 5C 3302 4?51S 06552W 3P.3 56.5 GGGG
1237-13323 0000/0000 20018/0806 03/17/73 70 3302 4416S 06625W 31.3 56*2 GGGG
1237-13325 00000/0000 20018/0807 03/17/73 80 3302 4540S 06659W 30,2 55*9 GGGG
1237-14475 00o00/0000 20018/0808 03/17/73 60 3303 5136N o6444W 33.2 150.0 G
1237-14481 00000/0000 2O018/0809 03/17/73 50 3303 5011N 06524W 34.2 148.8 GGGG
1237-14484 00000/coo 20018/0810 03/17/73 40 3303 4 847N 06603w 35.2 147.7 GGGG
1237-14520 00000/0000 20018/0811 03/17/73 50 3303 3729N 07022W 42.8 138.1 PPGG
1237-14522 0000/0000C 20018/0812 03/17/73 40 3303 3602N 07050W 43.6 136,8 GPGG
1237-14525 00000/0000 20018/0813 03/17/73 40 3303 3436N 07117W 44*5 135.5 GPGG
1237-14531 00000/0000 20018/0814 03/17/73. 20 3303 3 319N 071 4 3W 45.3 13411 PPGG
1237-14534 O0000/000 20O18/0815 03/17/73 20 3303 3t44N 0 7208W 46.1 132.7 GPGG
1237-14540 00300/0000 20018/0816 03/17/73 30 3303 3 R18N 07233W 46.8 131.2 GPGG
1237-14543 00000/0000 20018/0817 03/17/73 30 3303 285?N 07257w 47.6 129.7 GPGG
1237-14545 00000/0000 20018/0818 03/17/73 20 3303 2725N 07320W 48.3 128.1 GPGG
1237-14552 0000/CC0000 20018/0819 03/17/73 20 3303 2559N 07343W 48.9 126.5 GPGG
1237-14554 00000/0000 20018/0820 03/17/73 20 3303 2434N 07406W 49*5 124.9 GPGG
1237-14561 o000oc/000 20018/0821 03/17/73 20 3303 2 3 07 N o7 4 29W 50*1 123.2 GPGG
1237-14595 00000/0000 20018/0822 03/17/73 20 3303 o111N 07 7 4 0w 53.6 106.3 GGpG
1237-15002 0000/0000 20018/0823 03/17/73 30 3303 0O45N 0 7801W 53*8 1043 GOGG
1237-1500 0o00/0000 20018/0824 03/17/73 30 3303 071QN 0 7822W 53*9 102.2 GGPG
1237-15011 00000/0000 20018/0825 03/17/73 40 3303 0554N 07843W 5400 100.2 GGGG
1237-15013 0000/0000 20018/0826 03/17/7? 40 3303 0 425N 07903w 54.0 98.2 GGGG
1237-15020 00000O0000 20018/0827 03/17/73 50 3303 025RN 07 922W 53.9 96.2 GGG
1237-15022 00o00/0000 20018/0828 03/17/71 40 3303 0131N 07942W 53.8 94.2 GGPG
1237-15025 -0ooo0/000 20018/0829 03/17/73 60 3303 0004N 08002W 53*7 92.2 GGGG
KELYS: CLPUD CVER % ,,......o..,.. 0 TA 100 = % CLOUD CqVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I1A3E QCALITY ..... ,.o,*,,, LANKS=AND N3T PRrSPNT/REGUESTEDe R=RECYCLEOD G=GBRD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE* PmPBBR.
16:44 'AP 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG FOB N5N-uS PAGE 0695
FRM 27/2-/72 Ti 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRRFILM RPLL D,/ ATE CLtOD RRIT PPI'CIPAL PSINT SUN SUK TIMAGE QUALITY
ID PnSITI5N IN ROLL ACCUTRED) CVEFR 'UMBER 9F I MAGE ELEV. AZIF. RBV NSS
9QV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1236-16252 00000/0000 20017/0385 03/16/7 r 3290 5134N c0909v 32.8 150.0 GOGG
1236-16255 00000/0000 20017/0386 03/16/73 0 3290 511N 0P499 33.9 148.9 GGGG
1236-16332 O00000/00 23018/0719 03/16/73 100 3290 2431N 09830W 49.3 125.2 GGGG
1236-16334 00000/0000 20018/072C 03/16/73 100 3290 205oN 0 9853W 49.9 123.5 GGGG
1236-16341 OOC/OCO00 2o018/0721 03/16/73 9( 3290 2!3cN 0 9916W 50#4 121*8 GiGG
1236-16343 00000/0000 20018/0722 0/16/73 20 3290 2n 1N 09938W 510 120.1 GGGG
1236-16350 000O0/00 20018/0723 03/16/73 20 3290 1946N 09 9 59w 51*5 1183 GGG
1236-16352 00000/000 20018/0724 03/1A/7 10 3290 172(N 10020W F1.9 116.5 GGGG
1236-18013 00000/0003 20017/10387 03/16/73 20 3291 7419N 09020 14.1 177.9 3G
1236-18020 0000/0000 2C0017/038 0?/16/73 40 3291 7307 09319W 15*3 174*9 GGGG
1236-18022 00oo0/o000 20017/0389 03/16/73 4r 3291 7154N 0 9555W 16*4 172*3 GGG
1236-18025 00000/OCOc 20017/0390 03/t6/73 20 3291 703?N 09613w 17*6 170.0 GOGG
1236-18031 oo00o/c00 20017/0391 03/16/73 c 3291 6021N 10016w 18.7 167.8 P GG
1236-18034 00000/0000 20017/0392 03/16/73 0 3291 6~0?N 10205W 19.8 165.9 GPGG
1236,18040 00000/0000CC 2u01 7 /0 3 9 3  03/16/73 C 3291 6641N 1 0 343W 209 164o2 GGGG
1236-18043 00000/0000 20017/094 0/16/73 C 32 1 6523N 10512V 22.1 162*6 GGGG
1236-18C45 00000/0000 20017/0395 03/16/73 3291 6402N 106326 23.2 161.1 GGGG
1236-18052 C o/ooo, 20017/0396 03/16/73 2n 3201 6;40N 10 7 4 6 24.3 159.6 GGGG
1236-18054 00000/000C 23017/0397 03/16/73 50 3291 6J1IN 10854w 25*4 158.3 GGGG
1236"18061 00000/Co00 20017/0398 C?/ A /7 3 100 3291 5056N 1 0 957w 26*5 1
5 7
*0 GGGG
1236-18063 00000/0000 20017/0399 03/16/73 70 3291 5931N 110 5 5 W 27.6 155*8 GGGG
1236-18070 00000/0000 22017/0400 03/16/73 80 3291 5710N 1114 9 W 28.6 154.6 GGGG
1236-18072 00000/000 20017/0401 03/16/73 60 3291 5546N 11240W 29*7 153.4 GGGG
1236-18075 00000/0000 20017/0402 03/16/73 4C 3291 5423N 11328W 30*8 152*3 GGGG
1236"18081 00000/0000 2D018/0 7 2 5  03/16/73 90 3291 5?5qN 11413W 31.8 151,1 GGGG
1236-18084 00000/0000 20018/0726 03/16/73 60 3291 51-5N 11456W 32.
9  150.0 GOGG
1236-18090 00000C/000 2C018/0727 03/16/73 70 3291 5)11N 11537 33*9 148.9 GGGc
1236-18143 00o00/000o 2o016/0728 03/16/73 100 3291 3143N 12218w 45*8 132.9 GGGG
1236-19440 00000/0000 20017/0403 03/t6/73 40 3292 7 636N 10842W 11.8 185*4 GPGG
1236-19442 00000/0000 20017/0404 03/16/73 30 3292 752qN 11242W 13.0 181.4 GGGG
1236-19445 00000/0000 20017/0405 03/16/73 20 3292 7420N 11 6 09v 14*1 178.0. GGGG
1236-19451 00000/000o 20017/0406 03/16/73 0 3292 7 1 08N 11909W 15S3 175,0 GGGG
1236-19454 00000/0000 20017/0407 03/16/73 0 3292 7154N 12145W 16.4 172.3 "G
1236-19460 00000/0000 20017/0408 03/16/73 0 3292 7038N 12403W 17*6 170*0 GH
1236-19463 O0000/0000 20017/0409 03/16/73 0 3292 6921N 12605W 18.7 167*9 GGGG
1236-19465 00000/0000 20017/0410 03/16/73 60 3292 6aO3N 12754 19.8 165.9 GGGG
1236-19472 00000/0000 20017/0411 03/16/73 70 3292 6644N 12 9 3 2W 21*0 164.2 GCGG
1236-19474 00000/0000 20017/0412 03/16/73 70 3292 6523N 13101W 22.1 162.6 GGGG
1236-19481 00000/0000 2017/0413 03/16/73 40 3292 6402N 13222W P3*2 161.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVEP % ,.0,,... ,,, O TO 100 c % CL9UD CAVER. ** * NB CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ...... *,,..... BLANKS.BAND NeT PRESrNT/RE9UESTED* paRFCYCLED. G=GB0D* F-FAIR BUT USABLE* PBP05R*
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NON-US PAGE 0696
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICROFILM R9LL N59/ DATE CLBUD 3RSIT PoINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN tMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIBN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM PRBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1236-21271 00000/0000 20017/0414 03/16/73 0 3293 7635N 13 431W 11.9 185.4 GGGG
1236-21274 00000/0000 20017/0415 03/16/73 0 3293 7529N 13831W 13*0 181*4 GGGG
1236-21280 00000/0000 20017/0416 03/16/73 0 3293 7420N 14158W 1j42 178* 0  GGGG
1236-21283 00000/0000 20017/0417 03/16/73 0 3293 710 N 14457W 1Ie3 175.0 GGGG
1236-21285 00000/0000 20017/0418 03/16/73 0 3293 7154N 147 34W 16.5 172.3 GGGG
1236-23103 0000/0000 20017/0419 03/16/73 10 3294 7r35N 16020W 11*9 185.4 GGG
1236-23105 00000/0000 20017/0420 03/16/73 10 3294 7929N 16420W 13*1 181.4 GGGG
1236-23112 00000/0000 20017/0421 03/16/73 10 3294 74 20N 16747W 14.2 178.0 GGGG
1236-23114 00000/0000 20017/0422 03/1A/73 10 3294 7305N 170 4 6W 15o4 175*0 GGGG
1236-23121 00000/0000 20017/0423 03/16/73 10 3294 7154N 17324W 1695 172,3 GGGG
1236-23123 00000/0000 20017/0424 03/16/73 0 3294 7o38N 17542W 17*6 170*0 GGGG
1236-23130 00000/0000 20017/0425 03/16/73 0 3294 6921N 17744W 18*8 167*9 GGGG
1236-23132 00000/0000 20017/0426 03/16/73 0 3294 6R02N 179 34 19.9 16509 GGGG
1236-23135 00000/0000 20017/0427 03/16/73 0 3294 6643N 17847E P2*0 164*2 GGGG
1236-23141 00000/0000 20017/0428 03/16/73 10 3294 6523N 17718E 22*1 162*6 GGGG
1236-23144 00000/0000 20017/0429 03/16/73 0 3294 6402N 17557E 23.3 161*1 GGGG
1237-00535 00000/0000 20018/0729 03/17/73 0 3295 7635N 17350E 11.9 185.4 GGGG
1237-00541 00000/0000 20018/0730 03/17/73 0 3295 7529N 16951E 13.1 18104 GGGG
123 7*005 44 00000/0000 20018/0731 C3/17/73 0 3295 7419N 16624E 14.2 178.0 GGGG
1237-00550 00000/0000 20018/0732 03/17/7z 0 3295 7107N 16325E 15*4 175*0 GGGG
1237-00553 00000/0000 20018/0733 03/17/73 o 3295 7 15 3N 16048E 16.5 172.3 GGGG
1237-00555 00000/0000 20018/0734 03/17/73 0 3295 703RN 15830E 17.7 170*0 GGGG
1237100562 00000/0000 20018/0735 03/17/73 0 3295 6921N 15628E 18*8 167.9 GPGG
1237-02370 00000/0000 20018/0736 03/17/73 10 3296 7 634N 14806E 1290 185.4 GPGG
1237:02373 00000/000 20018/0737 03/17/73 10 3296 7529N 14 406E 13.1 181.4 GPGG
1237 02375 00000/0000 20018/0738 03/17/73 0 3296 7 42 0N 14039E 14*3 178*0 GGGG
1237-02382 00000/0000 20018/0739 03/17/73 0 3296 7308N 13739E 15.4 175.0 GGGG
1237-02384 00000/0000 20018/0740 03/17/73 0 3296 7154N 13502E 16.6 172.3 GGGG
1237-02391 00000/0000 20018/0741 03/17/73 10 3296 7038N 13245E 17*7 170o0 GGGG
123 7 =023 9 3  00000/0000 20018/0742 03/17/73 10 3296 6921N 13043E 18,8 167.9 GPPP
1237-02564 00000/0000 20018/0743 03/17/73 20 3296 1138N 10320E 53*3 108.5 GGGG
1237*02570 00000/0000 20018/0744 03/17/73 20 3296 101 2 N 10300E 53.5 106.6 GGGG
1237-02573 00000/0000 20018/0745 03/17/73 20 3296 OR45N 10240E 53*7 10495 GGGG
1237"06060 00000/0000 20018/0746 03/17/73 20 3298 6921N 07904E 18.9 167.9 PPPP
1237"06165 00000/0000 20018/0747 03/17/73 20 3298 330N 05722E 45.2 134*2 PPPP
1237-06172 00000/0000 20018/0748 03/17/73 10 3298 3142N 05657E 4509 132.7 GGGG
1237-06174 00000/0000 20018/0749 03/17/73 10 3298 3016N 05632E 46.7 131*3 PPPP
1237-06222 00000/0000 20018/0750 03/17/73 60 3298 1429N 05224E 52*8 112*4 GGGG
1237-06224 00000/0000 20018/0751 03/17/73 60 3298 1302N 05203E 53*1 110.4 GOGG
KEYS: CLOUD CeVER % *...,*',**.*,,, 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CAVER. ** * NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *............. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRpSrNT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLED G.GBOD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P.PBBRs
16:44 lAP 11's74 STANDARD CATA\LG FOR NN.US PAGE 0699
FROM c,7/21/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICROFILM RBLL D./ ATE CLOUD BRRIT PoINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
IU P9SITIeN IN qRLL ACCUTED CVE.R ,UMBR QF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
qPv MSS LAT LfNG 123 45678
1237-15031 00300/0000 ?0018/0830 03/17/73 60 3303 Ot21S 08022W 53.5 90*2 GUGG
1237-15034 00000/0000 20018/0831 03/17/73 2. 3303 0?48S OR042W 53.2 88.3 GGPG
1237-15040 00000/0000 2u018/08 32 03/17/73 10 33r3 O414S 08102W 5.9 86.4 GGGG
1237-15043 00000/0000 20018/0833 03/17/73 1i 33 3 054nS 08122W 52.6 84*6 GGPG
1237-15c45 0o0000/0000 2018/0834 03/17/73 20 3303 0705S 081424 52.2 82.8 GGGG
1237-15052 C00000/000 20018/0F35 03/17/73 20 3303 0931S 08203W 51.8 81*0 GGGG
1237-16245 00000/0000 20018/0836 03/17/73 20 3304 7155N 07 129w 168 172.4 GPGP
1237-16251 00000/0000 20018/0837 03/17/71 20 3304 74-N\ 07347w 17.9 170.0 GGGG
1237-16254 00000/0000 2C018/03 03/17/73 10 3304 6923N 0 7b51W 19*0 167.9 GGPG
1237-16260 00000/00C00 2001/0839 03/17/73 10 3304 605lN 07741W 20.2 166.0 GGPG
1237-16263 00000/0000 2 u0 1 8 /0 8 4 0 03/17/73 10 33 04 6446N 0 7921W 21.3 164.2 GGPG
1237-16272 00000/0000 20018/0841 03/17/73 0 33 04 64O4 N 08211W 23.5 161.1 GrGG
1237-16274 00000/0000 20018/0842 03/17/73 0 3304 6P42N 08325W 24.6 159.7 GGGG
1237-16281 0000/0000 20018/0843 03/17/73 O 3304 612!N 08432W 25.7 158.3 GGGG
1237-16283 00000/0000 20018/0844 03/17/73 o 3304 5058\ OR535w p6.8 157.0 GGGG
1237-16290 00000/0000 20018/0845 03/17/73 0 3304 5q34N 08633W 27*9 155.8 GGG
1237-16292 o000o0/000 20018/0846 03/17/73 n 330n 5711N 0 8727W 29.0 154.6 GGGG
1237-16295 00000/C00O 2 0 18/084 7 03/17/73 0 3304 55r9N 08817W i0*1 153.4 GGGG
1237-16301 0000/0000 20018/0848 03/17/73 0 33,4 5425N 08905W 31-1 152.2 GGGG
1237-16304 00O00/0000 20018/0849 03/17/73 C 3304 5101N 08951W 32.2 151.1 GGGG
1237-16310 00000/0000 20018/0250 03/17/73 0 3304 5137N 090 3 4 W 33.2 150.0 GGGG
1237-16313 00000/0000 20018/0851 03/17/73 0 33 04 5rn12N 09115 34.2 1488 GGGG
1237-16390 00000/u u 20018/0852 03/17/73 n 3304 2433N 09 9 561 49.6 124.9 GGGG
1237-16392 00000/CC0 20018/0853 03/17/73 1. 33~4 207N 10018W 50*2 123.2 GGGG
1237-16395 00000/C0000 20018/0854 03/17/73 20 334 2141N 10039w 50,7 1214 GGGG
1237-16401 00000/0000 20018/0855 03/17/71 10 3304 2015N 10101W 51*2 119.7 GGG
1237-16404 OCOOC/CCOC 20018/0856 03/17/73 2c 3304 1949N 10122W 51*7 117.9 GGGG
1237-16410 00000/0000 20018/0857 03/17/73 1 33r4 1722N 10144W 52.2 116*0 GGGG
1237-18072 00000/C00C 20018/0858 03/17/73 10 3305 7421N 09145K 14.5 178.1 GGGG
1237-18074 O0000/CC00 20018/0859 03/17/73 10 3305 7;09N O9444 15.6 175.1 GGG
1237-13081 00000/0000 23C01/0860 03/17/73 10 33r5 7155N 09721W 16.8 172.4 GGGG
1237-18083 00OC0/0000 20018/0861 03/17/73 10 3305 7039N 09939W 17*9 170*1 GPGG
1237-18090 00000/0000 20018/0862 03/17/73 10 33'5 6922N 10142w 1991 167.9 P GG
1237-18092 00000/Co0C 20018/0863 03/17/73 30 3305 6F04N 10331w 20.2 166*0 GGGG
1237-18095 00000/0000 20018/0864 03/17/73 90 3305 6644N 10509W 2193 164.2 GGG
1237-18101 00000/C00C 20018/0865 03/17/73 100 3305 6524N 10638W 22.4 162*6 GPGG
1237-18104 00000/o000 20018/0866 03/17/73 100 3305 6 40 3 N 107 5 8 W 23.6 161*1 PPGG
1237-18110 00000/0000 20018/0867 03/17/73 90 3305 624N 10912w 24.7 159.7 GGGG
1237-18113 C00000/C0000 20018/0868 03/17/73 100 3305 6120N 11020W 25.8 158.3 GPGG
KEYS: CLbUD CaVER % c....... ...... 0 T 100CC X CL9UD CtVER, ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE )UALITY ,,.,,,,,,,,,, RLANKS=RAND NMT PRESFNT/REUESTED, R=RECYCLED, G=GOBD, FmFAIR BUT USABLE. PuPOBR,
16:4.4 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0700
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ReLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PoINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIBN IN ROLL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1237-18115 00000/0000 20018/0869 03/17/73 90 3305 5957N 11123W 26.9 157*0 GGGG
1237-18122 00000/o000 20018/0870 03/17/73 90 3305 5035N 112 20 27R9 155.8 GGGG
1237-18124 00000/0000 20018/0871 03/17/73 80 3305 5712N 11315W 29.0 154.6 GGGG
1237-18131 00000/0000 20018/0872 03/17/73 40 3305 5548N 11406W 30*1 153.4 GGGG
1237-18133 00000/0000 20018/0873 03/17/73 70 3305 5424N 11454W 31.1 152.2 GGGG
1237-18142 00000/OC00 20018/0874 03/17/73 90 3305 5136N 11622W 33.2 150.0 GGGG
1237-18145 000C/o0000 20018/0875 03/17/73 80 3305 50 12N 117 0 3W 34.3 148.8 GGGG
1237-19494 00000/0000 20018/0876 03/17/73 10 3306 7637N 11006W 12.2 185.5 GGGG
1237-19501 00000/0000 20018/0877 03/17/73 10 33o6 7531N 11 4 07 w 13.4 181.5 GGGG
1237-19503 00000/0000 20018/0878 03/17/73 10 3306 7422N 11735W 14*5 178.1 GGGG
1237-19510 00000/o000 2o18/0879 03/17/73 10 3306 7310N 12035W 15.7 175.1 GGGG
1237-19512 00000/0000 20018/0880 03/17/73 10 3306 7155N 12311W 16.8 172.4 GGGG
1237-19515 00000/0000 20018/0881 03/17/73 0 3306 7 03 9 N 12 5 2 9W 18.0 170*1 GPGG
1237-19521 00000/0000 20018/0882 03/17/73 10 3306 6Q22N 12731W 19o1 167.9 GPGG
1237-19524 00000/0000 20018/0883 03/17/73 20 3306 6804N 12920W 2002 166.0 GGGG
1237-19530 00000/0000 20018/0884 03/17/73 10 3306 6 4 4 N. 13058W 21.3 164.3 GGGG
1237-19533 00000/0000 20018/0885 03/17/73 20 3306 6525N 13227W 22*5 162*6 GGGG
1237-21330 00000o/000 20018/0886 03/17/73 0 3307 7636N 13551W 12.2 185.5 GGGG
1237-21332 0000/0000 20018/0887 03/17/73 0 3307 7531N 13952W 1304 181.5 GGGG
1237-21335 00000/CC00 20018/0888 03/17/73 10 3307 7421N 14320W 14.6 17891 GGGG
1237-21341 00000/0000 20018/0889 03/17/73 20 3307 7309N 14621W 15*7 175.1 GGGG
1237-21344 00000/0000 20018/0890 03/17/73 20 3307 7155N 14857W 16.8 172.4 GGGG
1237-23161 00000/0000 20018/0891 03/17/73 20 3308 7636N 161 4 1w 12.3 185.5 GGGG
1237-23164 00000/0000 20018/0892 03/17/73 20 3308 7530N 16541W 13.4 181.5 GGGG
1237-23170 00000/0000 20018/0893 03/17/73 10 3308 7421N 16909W 14.6 178.1 GGGG
1237-23173 00000/0000 20018/089* 03/17/73 30 3308 7109N 17210W 15.7 175.1 GGGG
1237-23175 00000/0000 20018/0895 03/17/73 40 3308 7155N 17 448W 16.9 172*4 GGGG
1237-23182 00000/0000 20018/0896 03/17/73 20 3308 70 40N 17707W 18.0 170.1 GGGG
1238-00593 0000/0000 20018/0897 03/18/73 0 3309 7637N 17229E 12.3 185.5 PPPG
1238-00595 00000/0000 20018/0898 03/18/73 0 3309 7q32N 16828E 13.5 181.6 PPPG
12 3 8 0100 2 00000/0000 20018/0899 03/18/73 0 3309 742?N 16500E 14.6 178.1 GGGG
1238-01004 00000/0000 20018/0900 03/18/73 0 3309 710N 16200E 15*8 175.1 GGGG
1238-01011 00000/0000 20018/0901 03/18/73 20 3309 7155N 15923E 16.9 172*4 GGGG
1238-01013 00000/000 20018/0902 03/18/73 50 3309 7n39N 15705E 18*0 170*1 GGGG
1238"01020 0000/0000 20018/0903 03/18/73 O 3309 6922N 15503E 19.2 167o9 GGGG
1238-01072 00000/0000 2C0018/0904 03/18/73 10 3309 5136N 14020E 33*3 150.0 GGGP
1238-01075 00000/0000 20018/0905 03/18/73 10 3309 5nl2 N 13940E 34.4 148.8 GGGG
1238-01081 0000/OO 000 20018/0906 03/18/73 60 3309 4048N 13901E 35.4 147.7 GGGG
1238-01084 00000/0000 20018/0907 03/18/73 40 3309 4723N 13824E 3694 146.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % n,*,,....*,...  TO 100 x % CLOUD CAVER. ** a Nb CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .... ,.......... BLANKS.BAND NBT PRFScNT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED* G.GOOD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.POOR,
16:44 -ik 11*1'74 STANIARD CATALeG FeP NhN-US PAGE 0701
FR9M 07/23/72 TB 07/2 3 /7 3
BrSERVATI1' 1 ICR;F.YM PLL 9./ 4DTE CLUD eFR IT PFI'ICIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITI IN 1iLL ACCUTPED COVCR 'UM"ER 'F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
CQv MS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1238 b1C90 C0 Cc/COCL 2n18,/0908 03/(1/73 2r 3309 495Pk 13749E 37*4 145*4 GGGG
1238-'2593 c0CC/O'o 2ib/1Ql/OP9 03/14/7 3  9o 331G 2143\ 10424E 5 0. 8  121.3 GGGG
1236-22535 0000/C0003 20.I8l/0910 0318/l7 3  90 3310 216N 10402E 51*4 119.5 GGG
1238"23CO2 QO/00 c 20-)018/0911 03/18/7q 50 3310 149N 1034CE 51.8 117*7 GGGG
1238-:3 0 34 OCo00/GCCO P~018/091? 03/13/73 40 3310 1724N 10319E 52*3 115.8 QGGG
1238-3011 000C00/,0 O 20018/0913 03/18/73 40 3310 1 r 5 qk 10258E 52.7 113*9 GGGG
1238-03013 000/C00 2 31/0914 03/18/73 50 3310 1432N 10237E 53*0 112.0 GGGG
12383-3020 00G"O/COo, 23018/0915 C3/18/73 7( 3310 1C06N 10 216E 53.3 110.0 GGGG
1238"03022 0 C/?CC:OO 20018/0916 03/1/73 70 3310 114 qN 10156E 53'5 108*0 GGGG
1238-3O.5 00000/C000C VOl/0917 03/1i/71 60 3310 101?N 10135E 53.7 106*0 GGGG
1238-03031 0O03/320 201/091 03,18/73 70 3310 0 46N 10115E 53.9 104.0 GPGG
1238"-.3034 oC'C,/CCO0 20018/0919 03/R1/71 90 3310 0720N 10056E 54,0 101,9 GGG
1238- 4365 30003/0000 2 018/0920 03/1R/73 0 3311 4143N 08O33 40*3 141.8 GGGG
12 3 8 -j437? 0000/0000 20316/0921 03/1i/73 10 3311 4r17N O402E 41.2 140.6 GGG
1238J34374 O000 /CCO7 2001i/0922 03/1 /73 80 3311 3551N o8333E 42*1 139.3 GGGG
1238-34381 00 C0/000 2018/C923 0 j'/!/73 7. 3311 3726N 0o305E 43.0 138.0 GGG-
123- 6212 000C0/C0 20017/C430 0,/18/73 lC 3312 3724N 05718E 43.0 138.0 GGGG
1238-06215 00030/C0 2 17/0431 O1/1R/7i 20 3312 3558N 05650E 439 136.6 GGGG
1238-6221 000C0/000, 20017/043? 03/14/73 13 3312 3432N 0 5624E 44*7 135*3 UGGG
1238-62?24 0CO/03 ?2017/0433 03/18/71 3312 3106N 05558E 45-5 13309 GGGG
1238-0 36230 C /C00 y Pn17C434 03/18/73 0 3312 3141N 05532E 46.3 132.4 GGGG
1238-06233 003C3 /0000 2 017/C43 03/18/7 ( 3312 3n16N O5507E 47.1 13110 GGGG
1238- P80 00~C00/'0 C 20017/C43 6  03/18/73 30 3312 1?29N 05059E 53*0 111.8 GGGG
1238-J6283 0C300/c0r0 2 017/0437 03/18/73 20 3312 1~03N 05038E 53*3 109*9 GGGG
1238-0625 uoDoo/CO 200 17/043- 03/1R/73 10 3312 1135N 05018L 53*6 107*9 GGGG
1238-06297 C0 CCC, 2017/0439 03/18/73 20 3312 108 0 4958E 53.8 105*9 GGGG
1238-36294 00030/000 2C017/0440 03/18/73 2(0 3312 0c43V 04937E 53.9 103.8 GGGG
1238-J630 F 0000/ O-C 17/C441 03/18/73 20 3312 0716N 04917E 54*0 101,8 GGGG
1238-063o3 C0OO/OCO 20C18/C924 03/18/73 21 3312 OF49N o0457E 54.1 99.8 GGGG
1238-06310 3C0-00/CC0 20018/0925 03/18/73 20 3312 0423N 04837E 54.0 97*7 GGGG
1238-06312 0QC,00/C000 2'018/0926 03/18/73 20 3312 0257N 04817E 54.0 95.7 GGPG
1238-06315 POCI0/SC00 018/092 7  03/18/73 20 3312 0130N 04757E 53*9 93.7 GGGG
1238-06321 OC' O/O000 2 cC01/0928 03/18/73 20 3312 On 4N 04737E 53.7 91*7 GGPG
1238-6324 0030/C000 2L018/0929 03/18/73 1'0 3312 01225 04716E 53'5 89.8 GGPr
1238-6362 CU-C/c 20018,0930 03/18/73 20 3312 14205S 4413E 49*6 74*1 GGGG
1238-06365 C 0O/O CO0 20018/0931 03/18/73 20 3312 1=455 04352E 48.9 72.7 GGGG
1238-06371 2O/-/Q000, C186/ 93? 03/18/73 20 3312 171PS 04331E 48o3 71.3 GGGG
1238-06374 02000/000 1 230 8/3933 03/18/73 10 3312 lP3pS 04310E 47*6 70.0 GGPG
12 3 8 -u6 3 8 0 0OC00/'Gct 20018/C934 03/18/73 10 3312 2(055 04247E 46.8 68.7 GPPG
<EYS: L~18 , CbvE *............ 0 Te 1O : % CL8UD CayER. ** = Nb CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE-
I'!AE OUALTY .............. RLANKSmBAN) NOT PRrSFNT/rEOUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=0BRO. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PIPB89R
16:44 MA" 11,'74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0702
FR5M 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERvATISN ICReFIL RtLL ',I,/ DATE CLeUD 9RRIT PDI\JCIPAL PbINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
I) COSITI31 IN eLL AC UIRED CbVER 'JMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PEV M;S LAT LtNG 123 45678
12385363 0003/000 20C18/0935 03/18/73 1 3312 2131S 04225E 46.1 67.5 GrGG
12 3 8 =u6385 CCO0/00C 2L018/0936 03/18/73 10 3312 22575 04202E 45.3 66.3 PPPG
1238-7553 000000C00 2U016/093 7 03/18/73 20 3313 6001N 05000E 20*5 166.0 Pppp
1238- 7555 0000/0002 2018/0938 03/18/73 2c 3313 6641. 0422E 21.6 164*2 GGGG
1238-)756? o0000/:OO 2501/0939 03/18/73 20 3313 692?N 0 4654E 22*7 162.6 GGGG
1238-07564 0000/C00 20018/0940 03/18/73 10 3313 6401N 04533E 23.8 161*1 GGG
1238-7571 LuCO0CO/00 20018/0941 03/19/73 1i 3313 6P39N 04418E 24'9 159.6 GGGG
1238-u7573 00C3oC/000 2(018/0942 03/18/73 1 3313 6117N 04309E 26.0 158.3 GGGG
1238-0758 O0OOC/000- 2C018/094 3 03/18/7? 2, 3313 5055N 04206E 27.1 157*0 GGGG
1238-&945C OOOCo/0000 20018/0944 03/18/73 6, 3314 4719N 00924E 36.6 146.5 PppP
1238-09453 00300/0000 20018/0945 03/18/73 10 3314 4;54N 00848E 37.5 145.3 GGGG
1238-,9455 O0000/C,;0 2018/0946 03/P3/73 2n 3314 4 430N 00814E 38-5 144*1 GOGG
1238-12011 C00O0/0,co 23018/0947 03/18/73 0 3315 6504S 05450W 14'3 59.2 GGGG
1238-1?014 000 30/0C0 2301 /09 4 03/18/73 10 3315 66245 0b619L 13.1 60.2 GGGG
1238-12C0 0O000/;000 20)01/0949 03/18/73 30 3315 6743S 05756W 12*C 61.4 GGGG
1238-12023 00030/Co00 2u017/o442  03/18/73 60 3315 6015 05944w 10*8 62.8 GGGG
1238-12025 00000/0003 2J017/0443 03/18/73 60 3315 7018S 06145W 9.7 64.4 GGGG
123 8 -12C32 0000/O003 2J017/044 4  33/1R/73 60 3315 7133S 06400W 8.5 66.3 GGGG
12 3 8 -12c34 00930/3C00 2,017/0445 03/18/73 60 3315 7449S 06633w 7.4 68.5 GGGG
1238-1324 O00Cj /0C0 2017/0446 03/18/73 7 3316 OP5AN 054 59w 54.0 955 GGGG
1238-13245 j00C0/000C 20017/04 4 7 03/18/73 70 3316 0130N 05520W 53.9 93.5 GGGG
1238-13252 O0000/JO 0 20017/044 03//73 6C 3316 0003N 05541W 53*7 91.5 GGGG
1238-13254 0000/000 20017/0449 03/g1/73 60 331.6 0123S 05601W 53*5 89.6 GGG
1238-13261 3U0000/C3 22017/0450 03/18/73 60 3316 0250S 05621w 53*3 87.6 GGGG
1238-13263 000O:/00 2,017/0451 03/1/71 50 3316 0416S 05641w 52 9 85.8 GGGG
1238-13270 0000C/0CO0 2C17/0452 03/18/73 40 3316 042S 05701w 52.6 83.9 GGGG
1238-13272 OO O/000 23C017/0A 53  03/18/7, 50 3316 0709S 05721 52.2 82.1 GGGG
1238-13275 00Co0/00 2C17/045 4  03/1/73 40 3316 0q35S 0 5741W 51.7 80 4 GGGG
1238-13281 00-00/000 2'0C17/0455 03/18/73 30 3316 Inl0S 05802W 51*3 78.7 PppP
1238-13284 00000/000 20017/0456 03/18/73 30 3316 112RS 058 22W 50.7 77*1 GAGG
1238-13290 000C0/000 20017/0457 03/18/73 30 3316 1253S 0543W 50.2 75.5 GGG
1238-13293 0C000/CGCO 22017/0458 03/18/73 20 3316 1418S 0 59041 49.5 74*0 GGGG
1238-13295 0OC3o/O0h2 20018/0950 C3/18/73 e2 3316 145S 05925W 48.9 72,5 GGGG
1238-13302 000-C/CCO0 20018/0951 03/18/73 2C 3316 17115 05946W 48.2 71.1 GGGG
1238-13304 00u30/00,u 2018/0952 03/!8/73 30 3316 193RS 06008 47.5 69*8 GGGG
1238-13311 0cO/O0000 20018/0953 03/18/73 3r 3316 2005S 06029w 46.8 68.5 GGGG
1238-13313 0 uc0/CoA 2 /018/0954 33/18/73 41 3316 2131S 06051W 46.0 67.3 GGGG
1238-13320 0030/000 23018/0955 03/18/73 80 3316 2256S 06113w 45.2 66.2 PPPG
1238-13370 J3!]0/ 0-- 21016/0956 03/18/73 23 3316 404S 06619w 34*1 56*9 GOGG
KEYS: LLUC C vEo /.. ............ r Te 130 a % CL9UD CAVER. ** m NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE CJALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRcSENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED* G=GBAD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. Pf)R,
16:44 MAP 11'74 STANDARD CATALG FeR NBN-US PAGE 0703
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
B8SERVATIeN MICRBFILM RBLL ,iB./ DATE CLeUD 5RRIT PINICIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN RBLL ACUTRED CnVER NUMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PRV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1238-13372 0000/0000 23018/0957 03/1~/73 20 3316 4129S 06649 33.0 56.5 GGGG
1238-13375 00000/000 20018/0958 03/18/73 2o 3316 4254S 06721 32,0 56.1 GGGG
1238-13381 000ooC/000 20018/0959 03/18/73 0 3316 4419S 06753V 31.0 55.8 GGGG
1238-13384 00000/0000 20018/0960 03/18/73 ) 3316 4c44S 06827W 29.9 55.6 GOGG
1238-13390 00000/0000 20018/0961 03/18/73 0 3316 4708S 06903W P.8 55.4 GGGG
1238-13393 O0000/0000 20018/0962 03/18/73 10 3316 4033S 06941W 27*7 55.2 GGGG
1238"13395 00000/0000 20018/0963 01/18/73 1"0 3316 4057S 07019 26.6 55.1 GGGG
1238-14542 00000/0000 20018/0964 03/18/73 90 3317 4P45N 06730W 35.6 147.6 GGGG
1238-14583 o0000/Co00 20018/0965 03/18/73 6r 3317 3433N 0 7243w 44.9 135*2 GGGG
1238-14590 00000/0000 20018/0966 03/18/73 60 3317 3307N 07309W 45.7 133.8 cGGG
1238-14592 00OC0/o000 23018/0967 03/18/73 70 3317 3 142N o7335w 46-4 132.3 GGGP
1238-15051 00000/0000 20018/0968 03/18/73 4r 3317 1136N 07848W 53.7 107v7 GGGG
1238-15054 00000/0000 20018/0969 03/18/73 60 3317 1O10N 07 9 09W 53.8 105.6 GGGG
1238-15060 00000/0000 23018/0970 03/1i/73 40 3317 0843N 07 9 29W 54.0 103.6 GGGG
1238-15063 00000/0000 23018/0971 03/18t73 3n 3317 0716N 07949W 54.1 101.6 GGGG
1238-16330 00000/0000 20018/0972 03/18/73 0 3318 6402N 08335w 24.0 161.1 GPPG
1238-16333 00000/0000 20018/0973 03/18/73 0 3318 6P40N 08449W 25.1 159.6 GGGG
1238-16335 00000/0000 20018/0974 03/18/73 0 3318 611.N 08 5 5 7 w 26.2 158.3 GGGG
1238-16342 00000/0000 20018/0975 03/18/73 0 3318 5q56N 08 7 00W 27*3 15790 GGGG
1238"16344 00000/o000 20018/0976 03/18/73 0 3318 5833N 0 8759W 28*3 155.7 GGGP
1238-16351 0000/C0000 20018/0977 03/18/73 10 3318 5710N 0885 3 W 29.4 154*5 GGGG
1238-16353 00300/0000 20018/0978 03/18/73 0 3318 5 54 6 N 08 9 4 4W 30.5 153.3 GGGG
1238-16360 0000o/00co 20018/0979 03/18/73 o 3318 5423N 09031W 31*5 152.2 GGGG
1238-16362 00000/0000 20018/0980 03/18/73 0 3318 5P59N 0 9116W 32*6 151.0 GGGG
1238-16365 00000/0000 20018/0981 03/18/73 0 3318 5135N 09159W 33.6 149*9 GGGG
1238-16371 00000/0000 20018/0982 03/18/73 0 3318 50)rN 0 9 2 40W 34.6 148.7 GGGG
1238-16444 00000/000o 20018/0983 03/18/73 0 3318 242N 10121W 49.9 124.5 GGGG
1238-16451 00000/0000 20018/0984 03/18/73 10 3318 2307N 10143W 50.5 122.7 GGGG
1238-16453 00OO0/o000 20018/0985 03/1-/73 10 3318 2141N 10205 51*0 121*0 GGGG
1238-16460 00000/0000 20018/0986 03/18/73 10 3318 2r15N 10227W 51.5 119.2 GGGG
1238-16462 00000/0000 20018/0987 33/18/73 10 3318 1R48N 102 4 9W 52.0 117.3 GGGG
1238-16465 00000/0000 20018/0988 03/1t/73 10 3318 1721N 10311W 52.4 115.5 GGGG
1238-1812 00000/C0000 20018/0989 C3/18/73 3319 752iN 0 8945W 13.8 18195 PPPP
1238-18151 00000/0000 2u018/0990 03/18/73 100 3319 6R0AN 10459W 20*6 166.0 GGGG
1238-18153 00000/000ou 2018/0991 03/18/73 100 3319 6643N 10 6 3 8 w 21.7 164.2 GGGG
1238-18160 00030/0000 20018/0992 03/18/73 100 3319 6521N 10 807 22.9 162.6 GGGG
1238-18162 00000/0000 2001g/0993 03/1A/73 40 3319 6403N 10927W 24.0 161.1 GGGG
1238-18165 00000/0000 20018/0994 03/18/73 ( 3319 6P40N 110 4 1W 5.1 159*7 GGGG
1238-18171 0000/0000 20018/0995 03/18/73 10 3319 6118N 11148W 26.2 158.3 GGGG
KEYS: CL-UC COVER % . * *..*, 0 TB 100 a % CLBUD CqVER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE OUALITY *,,*,,,,**,,,,, BLANKS=BAND NBT PRESeNT/REQUESTEDO R=RECYCLED, G-GBOD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* P-PBBR.
16:44 lAP 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR NBNNUS PAGE 0704
FROM 07/23/72 Te C7/23/73
8BSERVATIN MICRqFIL6 QrLL ,!F./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PMINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID O~SITISL I- d4BLL ACCUTRED COVE R  NUMBER PF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
cV Mil LAT LBNG 123 45678
1238-18174 00000/0000 20018/0996 03/18/73 10 3319 5956N 11251w 2703 157*.0 GGGG
1238-1818C 000,0/0000 20018/0997 03/18/73 ic 3319 5834N 11348w 28*4 155.7 GGGG
1238-18185 Ci 00/C000 20018/0998 03/1R/73 10 3319 5547,, 11533W 30.5 153.3 GGGG
1238-16192 C00000/C0000 20018/999 C3/1R/73 10 3319 5424N 11620 31,6 152.2 GGGG
1238-18134 00000/OC00 2Q018/1000 03/18/73 10 3319 50OoN 11706W 32*6 151*0 GGGG
1238"18231 00300/0000 20018/1001 03/18/73 2? 3319 5136N 11749W 33.7 149.9 GGGG
1238-18233 00000/0000 20018/1002 03/1R/73 40 3319 5012N 11830w 34*7 148.7 GGGG
1238-19553 00000/0000 20018/1003 03/1R/73 10 3320 7A35N 11136 12.6 185,5 GGGG
1238-19555 000CO/C0000 2Q18/1004 03/1q/73 0 3320 7529N 11537w 13*. 181*5 GGGG
1238-19562 000GO/O0o 2C0018/1005 03/18/73 0 3320 7420N 11903W 14*9 178*1 GGGG
1238-195 o0000oo/uou 20018/o00 03/18/73 C 33?0 7308N 12201W 16,1 175,1 GGGG
1238-19571 OOCC/CtCU 2001/1007 03/19/73 0 3320 7154N 12437 17.2 172*4 GGGG
1238-19573 00000/C00C 20018/1008 03/18/73 0 33?0 7039N 12655w 18.4 170.1 G3GG
1238-19580 00000C/000 2001/1009 03/18/73 0 33?0 6922N 12657W 19*5 167.9 GPGG
1238-19532 000CO/0000 20018/1010 03/18/73 0 3320 69 03N 13046W 20*6 166*0 GGGG
1238-19585 0000/0000 20018/1011 03/18/73 10 3320 6 64 4 N 13224w 21.8 164.3 GGGG
1238-21384 ooo00/00 20018/1012 03/18/73 o 3321 7635N 13724W 12.7 185.5 GGG
1238-21391 oo000/000 20018/1013 03/18/73 0 3321 7F29N 14122W 13o8 181e5 GGGG
1238-21393 00000/0000 20018/1014 03/18/73 0 3321 7420N 14449W 15.0 178*1 GGGG
1238-21400 00000/0000 20018/1015 03/18/73 0 3321 7308N 14748W 16*1 175.1 UGG
1238-21402 00000/0000 2 u01 8 /101 6  03 /1/73 0 3321 7153N 15026W 17,3 172.4 GGGG
1238-23213 00000/0000 20018/1017 03/18/73 C 3322 7738N 15834W 11*5 190.1 GPPG
1238-23220 00300/0000 20018/1018 03/18/73 0 3322 7636N 16315W 12*7 185.5 GGGG
1238-23222 00000/0000 20018/1019 03/18/73 C 3322 7530N 16716W 13*9 181.5 GGGG
1238-23225 00000/0000 20018/1020 03/18/73 0 3322 7421N 17043W 15*0 178.1 GGGG
1238-23231 30000/0000 20018/1021 03/18/73 0 3322 7308N 17342W 16.2 175.1 GGGG
1238-23234 003C0/000o 20018/1022 03/18/71 0 3322 7154N 17618W 17*3 172.4 GGGG
1238-23240 00000/C000 20018/1023 03/18/73 0 3322 7039N 17836w 18.4 170*1 GGGG
1238-23243 Oo0/COC 20018/1024 03/18/73 0 3322 6q22N 17922E 19s6 167*9 GGGG
1238-23245 o0000/03 20018/1025 03/18/73 0 3322 6P03N 17733E 20.7 166.0 GGGG
1238-23252 00000/ocoU 20018/1026 03/18/73 0 3322 6645N 17554E 21.8 164.3 GGGG
1238-23254 00000/O000 20018/1027 03/18/73 0 3322 6126N 17424E 23*0 162.6 GGGG
1238-23261 000CO/OCCO 20018/1028 03/18/73 0 3322 6403N 17304E 24.1 161.1 GGGG
1238-23263 00000/0000 20018/1029 03/18/73 C 3322 6240N 17151E 25.2 159*7 GGGG
1239-41051 00000/0000 20018/1030 03/19/73 0 3323 7A35N 17101E 12.7 185.5 GGGG
1239-01054 00000o/000 20018/1031 03/19/73 0 3323 7529N 16700E 13.9 181.6 GGGG
1239-01060 00OO0/0000 20018/1032 03/19/73 0. 3323 7419N 16333E 15,0 178,1 GGGG
1239-1063 00000/0000O 20018/1033 03/19/73 0 3323 7107 N 16033E 1602 175.1 GGGG
123 9 -0106 5 00000/0000 20018/1034 03/19/73 0 3323 715tNj 15756E 17,3 172.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLAUC COVER %~ o*. ,****,** 0 TO 100 . % CLOUD CAVER. ** a NP CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE OUALITY .,....... . . FLANKS.AND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GSAD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE- PwPBSR.
16:4 'IA P11p'74 STANDARD CATALOG F(R NON.US PAGE 0705
FR-OM 07/21/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN mICRqFILm 7qLL N5,/ DATE CL9UD RBIT PRINCIPAL P INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
13 P-SITI\N I ROLL ACUIRED CeVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
;v MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
12 3 9 *o107 2 03c0o/000o 2001/1035 03/19/73 r 33?3 737N 15539E 18*5 170.1 GGGG
1239-J309C 0300/3000 2C018/1036 03/19/73 30 3324 0q4RN 09948E 54*1 103,3 PPPP
1239-J3032 0000/000C 20'018/103 7  03/19/73 20 3324 0717N 09928E 54*2 101.3 GGGG
1239-33334 0003CyO/CO 20018/1038 03/1.9/7? 30 33?4 6503S 07247E 14*1 59.0 GGGG
1239-33310 O00CO/COO 20012/1039 C3/1q/73 2n 3324 6A24S 07120E 12*9 60.1 GGG
1239-23313 CO0 //19CO 2&12/1040 3 /73 20 3324 674'S 06945E 11* 61.2 GGGG
1239-03315 OCC-/C"oc 20018/1041 03/19/73 20 3324 6n02S 06759E 1066 62.6 GGGG
1239-03322 0C00/ 000 2018/1042 03/19/73 10 3324 7n1RS 06559E 9.5 64.3 GGGG
1239-03324 0000/CC0C 20018/1043 0/19/73 8C 3324 7134S 06344E 8.3 66.2 GGGG
1239-03331 0000/nC0 2c018/1044 03/19/79 80 3324 7?485 06111E 7*1 68*4 pppp
1239-04371 03o,-/cOo0 2?2l8/1045 C3/19/73 20 3325 5j57N 09217E 27*4 157*0 GGGG
1239-14424 o000/00C 20318/1046 03/19/73 10 3325 4141N 08308E 40.7 141.6 PPPP
1239-4430 0CO 20/c2O0 J301/1047 03/19/73 2r 3325 10 N OP238E 41*6 140.4 GGGG
1239-04433 0 0/~300 23018/1048 03/19/73 20 3325 3250N 08209E 42.5 139.1 GGGG
1239-34435 00oo0/000c 2D018/1049 03/19/73 23 3325 372N c8141E 43-4 137.8 GGGG
1239-04442 000/0000 20018/1050 C3/19/73 10 3325 3559N 08113E 44-2 136*5 GGGG
1239*-4444 0030/00j 2C018/1051 03/19/73 12 3325 3434N 08046E 45.0 135.1 PGPP
1239-06130 00303/000: 20018/1052 01/19/73 4., 33?6 6%03N 07427E 20*8 166.0 GPPG
1239 6182 00000/0300 200C8/1053 L3/19/73 1 33?6 6 h44 0 7248E 21*9 164.3 GGPG
1239-36125 000,0/C000 2uC18/1054 03/19/73 C 3326 6524N 07118E 23.1 162*6 PPPP
1239-36273 0)0/0oC2 2018/1055 0C/19/73 20 3326 3559N 05523E 44.2 136.4 GGPG
1239-.,62 00; o000/CK) 2,018/1056 03/19/73 0 3326 3433N 05456E 45*1 135.1 PGPG
1239-36232 3;300/O00J 20018/1r5 7 03/19/71 3326 3307\ 05430E 45*9 133.6 GGPG
1239-36285 OCOC/o00O 20C18/1053 03/19/73 0 3326 3 142N 05404E 46.7 132.2 GGPG
1239-'6231 00020/0000 20018/1059 03/19/73 0 3326 3015N 05340E 47.4 130.7 GGPG
1239-26294 OOSC/OOO/ 201/1060 03/19/73 e 33P6 2 49N 0 5315E 48*1 129*1 PGPG
1239-"6300 Oooo0/oo 2r018/1061 03/19/73 0 3326 2721N 0 5252E 48.8 127*6 GGPG
1239-C6303 0230/0203 22018/1062 0/19/73  -3326 2,58N 05228E 4905 125*9 PGPG
1239-36305 C30C0/0000 2 01 /1063 01/19/73 50 3326 43?rN 05205E 50,1 12492 GGGG
1239-36312 OC?/c0000o 20018/1064 03/19/73 50 3326 2306N 05142E 50*7 122.5 GGGG
1239-06314 00300/C00 20018/1065  03/19/73 10 3326 2139N 0 512 0 E 51.2 120o8 GGGG
1239-06321 0000/0000 20018/1066 03/19/73 c 3326 2o13N 05059E 51,7 118,9 GGGG
1239-36323 0C00O/OCO 20016/1067 03/19/73 10 3326 1046N 05038E 52.2 117.1 GGGG
1239*3633C 000o0/O0j 20018/1068 03/19/73 10 3326 1720 0 5017E 52.6 115o2 GGGG
1239-26332 00C00/0000 23018/1069 03/19/73 20 3326 1555 04955E 53.0 113.3 GGGG
1239-)6335 00000/r00C 21018/1070 03/19/7? 30 3326 1429N 04933E 53.3 111*3 GGGG
1239-36341 0000 /3)00 20018/1071 03/19/73 5n 3326 1103N 04912E 53.6 109*3 GGGG
1239"35344 00300/0000 2j318/1072 03/19/73 50 3326 1 3(N 0 4852E 53*8 107*3 GGGG
1239-)6350 -0000/00 20018/1073 03/19/73 10 3326 101ON 04831E 5400 105.3 GGGG
<EYS: C L UL COVER9 c.....,**... 0 Tf 100 = % CLOUD CnVEa ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
ila0E OUALITY . ......... .. LANKSBAND NOT PRFSrNT/REGUSTED. R=RECYCLED. G.GBAD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE, PRPBBR,
16:44 'A, 11'74 STANDARD CATALBG FeR NBN-US PAGE 0706
FR~M 07/23/72 T5 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN 1ICtEFILM RLL '9.,/ DATE CLSuD 9RIT P!'INCIPAL PINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
.10 PSITI3N IN aLL ACCUITRE CeV:R 'UMBRp 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZIMn RBV MSS
S v m;j LAT LONG 123 45678
1239-u6353 CCQ00/O3, 20018/107 03/19/73 20 3326 O44N C411E 5411 103.3 GGGG
123 9 -06355 00000/0000 20018/1075 03/19/72 1C 3326 071714 04750E 54*2 101.2 GGGG
1239-06362 OU000/?O J p0018/1076 03/19/73 20 3326 0550N 04730E 54.2 99.2 GGPG
1239-06364 0000/,0000 2,018/1077 03/19/73 20 3326 0424N 04710E 54.2 97*1 UGGG
1239-06371 O0000/0000 2,018/1078 03/19/73 40 3326 0581N 04650E 54.1 95.1 GGGG
1239"06373 00000/0000 20018/1079 03/19/73 4 3326 0!31N 04630E 54.0 93.1 GGGG
1239-06380 00000/0000 20018/1080 03/19/73 40 3326 0005N 04609E 53.8 91.1 GGGG
1239-08200 00000/0000 20018/1081 03/19/73 70 3327 0425N 02122E 54.2 97*1 GGG
1239-08202 OC000/000U: 2U018/1082 03/19/73 20 3327 0?58N 02102E 54.1 95.0 GGGG1239-09413 00000/0000 23018/1083 03/19/73 10 3328 7 63 5 N 04203E 12*9 185.6 GGGG
1239-09420 00000/0000 20018/1084 03/19/73 90 3328 7F29N 03802E 14*0 181.6 GGGG
1239-09422 00000/000 2001/1085 03/19/73 100 3328 7420N 03435E 15.2 178.2 GGGG
1239-09425 OCO/000j 2CC0018/1086 03/19/73 100 3328 73 0N 03134E 16*3 175.1 GGGG1239-09431 00000/0000 20018/1087 03/19/73 60 3328 7154N 02857E 17,5 172.5 GGGG
1239-09434 00000/00Ou 20018/1088 03/19/73 40 3328 703RN 02638E 18.6 170.1 GGGG
1239-U9443 00000/0000 20018/1089 03/1/73 40 3328 6903N 02246E 20.9 166*1 GGPG
1239-09445 00000/0000 20018/1090 03/19/73 30 3328 6643N 02107E 22*0 164.3 GGPG
1239-C9452 00000/CC 20018/1091 03/19/72 8.0 3328 6523N 01938E 23.1 162*6 GGPG1239-09454 OC000O/OCO 20018/1092 03/19/73 60 3328 6402N 01817E 24.2 161.1 GGPG
1239-09461 v0000/0C00 2 18/1093 03/19/73 8" 3328 6P41N 01703E 25.3 159*7 GGPG
1239-U9463 CO00/GCOo 20018/1094 03/t9/73 70 3328 6119N o1554E 26.4 158*3 GGPG
1239-09470 00000/000 2C0018/1095 03/19/73 10 3328 5057\ 01451E 27,5 157.0 GGPG
1239-j9472 OGo00000/c 20018/1096 03/19/73 0 3328 5R34. 01354E 28*6 155.7 GGPG
1239-09475 00000/0000 2o001/1097 03/19/73 3328 5711N 01300E 29.7 154.5 GGPG
1239"09481 00000/0C00 20018/1098 03/19/7 10 3328 5548N 01209E 30*8 153.3 GGPG
1239-09484 Oc0C/CO 0c P C 1 8/10 9 9 03/19/73 10 3328 5424N 01121E 31*8 152.2 GGPG1239-13301 00000/000 20018/1100 03/19/73 9 0 3330 0259N 05624W 54.1 94.9 GGPG
1239-13304 00000/OCOL 20018/1101 03/19/73 90, 3330 0132N 05644W 54.0 92*9 GGGG
1239-13310 CC00000/0000 20017/0459 03/19/73 30 3330 000 5 N 05704W 53* 90*9 GGGG1239-13313 OCOGC/COO0 20017/0460 03/19/73 30 3330 0120S 05725w 53.6 88.9 GGGG1239-13315 ' 00 00/000 23017/0461 03/19/73 4o 3310 0247S 05 7 45W 53.3 87.0 GGGG
1239-13322 00000/0300 23017/0462 03/19/71 20 3330 0414S 05805w 53*0 85.1 GGGG
1239-13324 00000/0000 20017/0463 03/19/73 4n 3330 OF40S 05625w 5.6 83.3 GGGG
1239-13331 00000/0000 20017/0464 03/19/73 50 3330 C706S 05845w 52.2 81*5 GGGG
1239-13333 00000/0000 20017/0465 03/19/73 60 3330 0832S 05905W 51.7 79.8 GPGG
1239-133C4 00000/0000 20)17/0466 03/19/73 30 3330 0958S 05926W 51.2 78.1 GGGG
1239-13342 00000/0000 20017/0467 03/19/73 10 3330 1125S 05947W 5C.7 76*5 pppp
1239-13395 00000/000 20017/0468 C3/19/71 30 3330 3005S 06434 40.7 60*9 G GG
1239-13401 -OOO/00/00 20017/0469 03/19/73 10 3330 3132S 06459v 39.8 60.1 GGGG
KEYS: CL!UD CeVER ,.......... . & 100 % CLeUD CPVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ****..o *.... BLANKSOBANO k:BT PRES;NT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED G=GBRD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE* P-PB9R#
16:44 MAR l 1'74 STANDARD CATALMG FER NtN.US PAGE 0707
FRbM 07/23/72 TO 07/?3/73
BBSERvATIBN MICReFILM R3LL r-.,/ DATE CLbUD ?RRIT PrI'JCIPAL PfINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I1 PeSITISN IN RbLL ACOUTRED CeVeR \UMBER RF IMAGE ELEV* AZIN. RBV MSS
PRV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1239-13404 00000/0000 20017/0470 03/19/73 10 3310 3P56S 06526 38.8 59*4 GGGG
1239-13410 00000/000 20017/0471 03/19/73 10 310 3421S 06 5 5 2W 37.9 58*7 GGGG
1239-13413 00000/iO3 ?On17/0472 0o/19/7? ( 3330 3;47S 06619W 36.9 58.1 PPGG
1239-13415 00000/0000 20017/0473 0?/19/73 10 3330 3712S 06646W 35*9 57.5 PGGG
1239-13422 C000O0/0CC 20017/0474 03/19/73 10 3330 3R37S 06714 34.9 57*0 GGGP
1239-13424 CO00/O0000 2-017/0475 03/19/73 n 3310 4n01S 06743w 33.8 56.5 GGGG
1239-13431 0000/oCo0 2o017/0476 03/19/73 c1 3330 4126S 06813W 32.8 56.1 GGGG
1239-13433 00000/0000 20017/0477 03/19/73 C 3310 4251S 06844W 31.8 55.8 GGG
1239-13440 00000/OC00 20017/0478 03/19/73 30 3330 44178 06 9 17W 30*7 55.5 GGGG
1239-13442 000cc0/00 2 .01 7 /0 4 7 9  03/19/73 60 3330 4542S 06951W 29.6 55.2 GGGG
1239-13445 00000/0000 2)017/0480 03/19/73 70 3330 4706S 07027W 2p,5 55*0 GPGG
1239-13451 000CO/0000 20017/0481 03/19/72 70 3330 4R3nS 07103W 27.5 54.9 PPPP
1239-14592 00000/0000 20017/0482 03/19/73 80 3331 5135N 06738W 34*0 149.8 GGGG
1239-14594 00000/0000 20017/0483 03/19/73 90 3331 511N 06817W 35*0 148.7 GGPP
1239-15001 00000/0000 20017/0484 03/19/73 100 3331 4R47N 06855W 3600 147*5 GGPP
1239-15053 0U00CO/000 2,v017/0485 03/19/71 0 33311 3017. 07524w 47*5 130.6 GGPP
1239-15060 00000/0000 2Q017/0486 03/19/7? 10 3331 2P51N 07549W 48.2 129.0 G~pP
1239-15062 00000/000 20017/c48 7 03/19/73 10 3331 2726N 07613 48*9 127.4 GPGP
1239-15110 CC0000/0000 20017/0488 03/19/73 iC 3331 1136N 080134 53.9 107.1 GGGP
1239-15112 00000/0000 20017/0489 03/19/73 10 3331 11~ON 08033w 54.0 105.1 GGPP
1239-15115 00000/0000 20017/0490 03/19/73 2c 3331 0~44N 08053w 54.2 103.0 GGGP
1239-15121 Ooooc0/000 20017/0491 03/19/73 10 3331 C71RN 08114W 54.2 101.0 GGGP
1239-16385 Coo00/Coc' 20017/0492  03/19/73 5, 3332 634?N 08b21w P4*6 160*7 PPPP
1239-16392 0000/OOO 20017/0493 03/19/73 20 3332 6221N 08633W 25.7 159.3 PPPG
1239-16394 0000/0000 20017/049, 03/19/73 50 3332 6n59\ 08739W 26.8 158.0 PGPP
1239-16431 00000/000 20017/0495 03/19/73 10 3332 5o 7N 08841W 27.9 156.7 GGPG
1239-16403 o000o0/o00 20017/0496 03/19/73 C 3332 5914N 08940W P9*0 155.4 GGPP
1239-1641C OO0000/COO 20017/0497 03/19/73 3332 5651N 090346 30.1 154.2 GGPG
1239-16412 o000/OCo0 2j017/0498 03/19/73 c 3332 5527N 09125W 31*1 153*0 GGGG
1239-16415 00000/0000 20017/0499 03/19/73 0 3332 5403N 09211w 32"2 151*8 GGGG
1239-16421 0000/0000 20017/0500 03/19/73 20 3332 5p3%N 09255w 33.2 150.7 GPPG
1239-16424 00000/0000 20017/0501 03/19/71 30 3312 5114N 09 3 3 7 w 34*3 149.5 PPPG
1239-16500 00000/cC00 20018/110c 03/19/73 90 3332 200N 10223W 49.6 125,8 GGGG
1239-16503 00000/C000 20018/1103 03/19/73 90 3332 24334 10246w 50*2 1241 GGGG
1239-16505 00000/1000 20018/1104 03/19/73 60 3332 2907N 10309W 50*8 122.4 GGGG
1239-16512 OGO00/o000 2j018/1105 03/1i / 7 3  50 3332 2141N 10332W 51*3 120.6 GGGG
1239-16514 00000/0000 20018/1106 03/19/73 40 3332 2014N 10354W 51.8 118.8 G3GG
1239-16521 00000/0000 20018/1107 03/19/73 30 3332 1948N 10417w 52*3 116.9 GGGG
1239-16523 0000/000C 20018/1108 03/19/73 60 3332 1722N 10438w 52.7 115,0 GGGG
KEYS: CL lD CBVER % *............ n TO 100 = % CLUD COVER. ** . NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAGE oUALITY ,..,........,, BLANKSBAND NBT PRFSeNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. GGBefD, FxFAIR BUT USABLE. PrPBBR,
16:44 MAP 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOP NON-US PAGE 0708
FRM 37/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATIRN MICP9FI'i1 R9LL D./ ATE CLOUD 5RRIT PPIVCIPAL POINT SUN SUNi TMAGE QUALITY
ID P.I TI9N Ii HeLL ACOUTPED C$VE R NYMBECR F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
SMsS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1239-16530 O00O/C/OCO 2jC18/1109 03/19/73 69 3332 1556N 10 5 00w 53.1 113.1 GGPG
1239-16532 00000/O000 2018 /1110 03/19/73 50 3332 1430C 10521W 53.4 111.1 GGPG
1239-18252 o03001/COu 20018/1111 03/19/73 90 3333 5 3 01N 11832W 33*0 151*0 GGGG
1239-18255 00000/OC0 20018/1112 03/19/7? 90 3333 5137N 11915 3 4 *0 149.8 GGGG
1239-18261 00000/0000 2J0 18/1113 C3/19/7 90 3333 5013N 11956w 35*1 148*7 GGGG
1239-20011 o000o/00o 20018/111 4 03/9/73 0 3334 7637N 11302W 13*0 185.7 GGGG
1239-20014 000C/C0000 2j018/1115 03/i9/7 C0 3334 7531N 11703W 14*2 181.7 GGGG
1239-20023 00000/cOc 2018/1116 03/19/73 10 3334 704N 12340w 16.5 175.2 PPPG
1239-20025 OC000/0060 2,018/1117 03/19/73 10 3334 7154N 12606W 17*6 172.5 GGGG
1239-20032 00000/OCOr 2(1018/1118 03/19/73 I0 3334 7040N 12822W 18,8 170*2 GGGG
1239-20034 00000/0(0' 20O018/1119 03/19/73 20 3334 6)2?N 13024W 19.9 168.0 GGGG
1239-20041 O0000/CO00 2u018/1120 03/19/73 20 3334 6 04N 13 2 14W 21*0 166.1 GGGG
1239-20043 00100/OOL 20018/1121 03/19/73 10 3334 6A45N 133521 22*2 164.3 GGGG
1239-21443 GCOC00/000 20018/1122 03/19/73 C 3335 7(36N 13845W 13.0 185.7 GGPG
1239-21445 00000/C0000 2018/1123 03/19/73 0 3335 7530N 142478 14.2 181.7 GSPG
1239-21452 0000/0O0C 20018/1124 03/19/73 10 3335 7421N 14614W 15.4 178.2 GPPG
1239-21454 00000/0000 20018/1125 03/19/73 0 3335 7109N 14915W 16*5 175.2 GGPP
1239293272 06000/00! 23018/1126 03/19/73 0 3336 7738 15956W 11.9 190.3 GrGG
1239-23274 0000c/OCOU 2:2016/1127 03/19/73 o 3336 7636 N  16435w 13.1 185.7 GGGG
1239-23281 00000/0000 21018/1128 03/19/73 0 3336 7=30N 16835w 14.2 181.7 G9GG
1239-23283 00000/00O0 22018/1129 03/19/73 0 3336 7421 172038 15*4 178.2 GGGG
1239-23290 00000/0000 20018/1130 03/19/73 0 3316 7 109N 175038 16.5 175.2 GGGG
1239-23292 o000O/O000 20018/1131 03/19/73 C 3336 7155N 17739w 17t7 172.5 GGGG
1239-23295 00000/C0000 22018/1132 03/19/73 10 3336 7039N 17958W 1.8.8 170.2 GGGG
1239-23301 G0000/3O0O 20018/1133 01/19/73 0 3336 6o22.4 17759E 20.0 168*0 GGGG
1239-233oj 00000C000/ 20018/1134 03/19/73 U 3336 6804 17609E 2191 166.1 GGGG
1239-23310 O0000/0000 20018/1135 03/19/73 C 3336 6 645 17431E 22,2 164.3 GGGG
1239-23313 00000/0000 20018/1136 03/19/73 0 3336 6525N 17301E 23.3 162.7 GGG
1239--3315 00000/00o0 2u018/113 7 03/19/73 0 3336 6404' 17140E 24*4 161*1 GGGG
1239-23322 OCO00o/000C 20018/1138 03/19/73 r 3336 6,43N 17026E 25P6 159.7 GGGG
1239-23324 00000/0000 20018/1139 03/19/73 0 33?6 6121N 16918E 26*7 158,3 GGGG
1240-)1110 O0000/O000 20018/1140 03/?0/73 n 3337 7636N 16936E 13.1 185.7 GGGP
1240-01112 Oo00/0000 20018/1141 03/20/73 0 3337 7530N 16536E 14.3 181.7 GGGG
1240-01115 00000/,000 2'018/1142 03/?0/73 0 3317 7421N 16210E 15.4 178.2 GGGG
1240-01121 00000/0000 20018/1143 03/20/73 0 3337 7109N 15909E b166 175*2 GGGG
1240-31124 00000/0000 2u018O1144 03/20/73 C 3337 7155N 15632E 17.7 172.5 GGGG
1240-01130 00000/0000 2)018/1145 03/2 0/ 7 3 C 3337 7n39N 15414E 18*8 170.2 G5GG
1240-02541 00000/0000 20018/1146 03/20/71 C 33-8 7435N 14350E 13.1 185.7 GGGP
1240-02544 OCO00/0000 20018/1147 03/20/73 0 3338 7R30N 13950E 14.3 181*7 GGGG
KEYS: CLPUD COVER % .............. 0 TO 100 u % CLAUD CAVER. ,, z NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALTY .............. nLANKSuBAND 0BT PRcFSNT/PEUFSTED. RcRECYCLED. G=GdnD. FFAIR BUT USABLE. PIPBBR.
16:44 AR li'74 STANOARD C4TALtG FOR NON.US PAGE 0709
FRYOM 7/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATI ; ICSFILM RtLL "i.,/ DaOr CLUD 4R9IT PoI' CIPAL PeINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
1. PASITI3N IN qLL ACOFJT4ED CPVER NUMRER 9F IMAGF ELEV. AZIM. RBv MSS
;v ASS L T LNG 123 45678
1240-02550 0C000/00O) 20018/114 03/20/7 3338 7421N 13623E 15*4 178.2 GGGG
1 2 4 o-0 2 5 53  0o00/O00:. 2 ,JCl / 11 4 9 03/20/73 0 3338 7?309' 13323E 16.6 175*2 GGGG
1240-3305) 000 0/000 20018/1150 03/Pn/73 3338 414 N 10731E 41.0 141.5 GGGG
1240-33053 00000/0300 2001R/1151 03/0/73 O 3318 4o17N 10701E 41*9 140.2 PrGG
1240-03105 o30,/002 2 0C18/1152 03/'0/ 7 4 40 3318 214~N 10130E 51.4 12094 GGGG
1240-03112 OoL/ 2 2j 1 8 /11 5 3 0 3 /2n/ 7 3 40 3338 2?17" 10108E 51*9 118.6 GGGG
1240-13114 00 /CX0DJ 2vJ1a/1154 03/20/73 40 33 8 15A2N 10047E 52.4 116*7 PGGG
12 4 0-U 3 12 1 0Cj00/00C 2001S8/155 03/20/73 4n 3338 1725N 10025E 52.8 114*8 GGGG
1240-03123 Oc0 /000u 2,018/1156 o3/o/73 
3 C 3338 150N 10004E 53.2 112.8 GG
1240-J3130 000/000 2,318/1157 03/2~/73 70 3398 1432N C9943E 53'5 110.9 GGGG
1240-33132 coO/OC000 2018/1158 0 3 /?2/73 70 3338 1904N 09922E 53.7 108.9 GGGG
1240-3135 000/9000 2j016/115 9 03/) /73 40 3338 1137N 0 9902E 54.0 106*8 GGGG
1240-J6205 i3~o/00,u 0)1/1162 0 3 /0/ 7 3 80 3340 7436N 09219E 13.2 185.7 GGGG
1240-06211 OC(O0/0CO2 20C1,1/161 03/?0/73 20 3340 7 30 08818E 14*3 181*7 GGGG
1240-0621 000/002 2.;01R/1162 03/n/ 73 1I 3340 7421N 08449E 15.5 178.3 GGGG
1240-06223 3CO0/J0i0 2)18/1163 03/20/73 30 3340 
7 109N 08148E 16.6 175.2 GGGG
1240-06223 ou0 o/0) 20018/116 03/ /73 0 3340 7155N 07911E 17.8 172.6 GGG
1240-)6225 0c0/000 20Cl0/11 6 5 0
3 /0/ 7 3 3 o, 3340 703qN 0 7653E 18.9 170.2 GGGG
1240-36232 0039010 2/0:1D/1166 O3/ 0/73 7,o 3340 6q?N 0 7451E 2l*1 168*0 GGG
1240-06234 000D/C000 2?.3018/1167 03/0 /73 8 3340 6R0 4 N 07302E 21*2 166*1 GGGG
1240-J6241 00o"O/o00 20018/1168 03/20/73 100 3340 6644N 07122E 22.3 164.3 GGGG
1240-J6243 O00 3 0/O000 2u018/1169 0
3 /P0/7 3  4 3340 6524N 06952E 23*4 162.7 GGGG
1240-26250 000/O003 2IT18/1170 C3/0/73 iC 3340 6404N 06830E 24.6 161*1 GGGG
1240-06257 0c0C/2000 20018/1171 03/20/73 1i 3340 
6 p43 N 06716E 25.7 159*7 GrGG
1240-06265 C0c0/OO0 2)018/1172 0 3 /2/ 7 3 1' 3340 6121N 06607E 26.8 158.3 GGGG
1240-025 OC3000/Ou 200)18/1173 03/20/73 3341 0552N 02015E 54.4 98.5 GGGG
12'0-13254 000/C0o? 2)018/1174 03/ 0/ 7 3 1 3341 0426N 01955E 54*3 96.5 GGGG
1240-09560 00300/0000 20018/1175 03/?O /73 20 3342 4Z47N 00707E 36.3 147.5 GGGG
1240-09563 o0000c/0Oc 2'18/1176 03/o/73 0 3342 4723N 0 Ob30E 37-3 146.3 GGGP
1240-j9565 00030/0000 2001/1177 03?0/73 c 3342 455RN 00555E 38.3 145.1 GGGG
1240-09572 C300/:C0 20018/1178 03/C0/
7 3  0 3342 4434N 00521E 39.3 143o9 GGGG
1240-11553 00OO/002 22018/1179 03/20/73 50 3343 0704S 03
421W 52.2 80*9 GG G
1240-1156C 0U300/000J 22)16/1180 03/Pn/71 50 3343 0930U 0 3441W 51*7 79.2 GGPG
1240-1156? 30000/000 2018/1181 03/20/73 50 3343 0957S 0 35 0 3W 51*2 77.5 GGGG
1240-11565 00000/30 2 018/1182 03/?0/73 50 3343 1123S 03524w 50.6 75.9 GGGP
1240-11571 00OO/oo=0 20018/1183 03/?0/73 50 3343 1252S 03546w 50*0 74.3 GGG
1240-11574 00Co /c00,0 2 C18/118 03/20/73 70 3343 1417S 03607W 49.4 72.9 GGGG
1240-1336? OC3001 2,18/1185 0 3 /20/
7 3 100 3344 0133N o58114 54.1 92o2 GGGG
1240-13365 0000/CC00 2001/1186 03/20/73 100 3344 0007N 0 5 831W 53.9 90*3 GGGG
KEYS: L.UDC COVEP % C...'** '*." 0 TE 100 = % CLBUD CRVER* ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'A3E 7UALITY R......,. ..... LANKSmBAN NOT PRESPNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED, G=GBAD, F=FAIR BUT USABLE, P,P5R,.
16:44 -AD il'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0710
FRSM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATI9N 'ICPRFILM R5LL \,9./ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PPIJCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P(SITIN IN, NbLL ACOUTED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVe AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1240-13371 00000/0000 20O18/1187 03/20/73 20 3344 011RS 05 8 5 1W 53.7 88.3 GGGG
1240-13374 O0000/O0S0 20018/1188 03/?0/73 20 3344 0244S 05912W 53.4 86.4 GGG
1240-13380 00000/0000 20018/1189 03/pn/ 73 30 3344 0410S 05932W 53.0 84*5 GGGG
1240-13383 O0000/Coo0 20018/1190 03/20/73 20 3344 0536S 05952W 52.6 82*7 GGG
1240-13385 000CO/0000 20018/1191 03/ 0/73 20 3344 0705S 06013W 52.2 80.9 GGG
1240-13392 00000/0000 20018/1192 C3/?0/73 20 3344 0D33S 06033W 51*7 79.1 GGGG
1240-13394 000OO/000C 20018/1193 C?/2O/73 10 3344 0 595 06053W 51*2 77.5 GGGG
1240"13401 00000/0000 2uC18/1194 03/20/73 20 3344 1124S 06113W 50.6 75.9 GGGG
1240-13403 00000C/O000 20018/1195 03/20/73 20 3344 1o51S 06134W 50.0 74.3 GGGG
1240-13415 00Ooo/oo00 20018/1196 03/20/7 3 10 3344 1710S 0 6237W 48.0 70.0 GGGG
1240-13421 o00000/000 20018/1197 03/20/73 20 3344 137S 06258W 47.3 68.7 GGGG
1240-13424 00/030/0000 2n18/119 03/0/73 3C 3344 2n03S 06320w 46.5 67.5 GGGG
1240-13430 OC000/000c 20018/1199 03/20/73 20 3344 21305 06341W 45.8 66.3 GGGG
1240-13433 00000o/00o 2001%/1200 03/p0/73 10 3344 2P55S 06 4 04v 44#9 65.2 GGGG
1240-13435 00033/0000 20318/1201 03/20/73 10 3344 2420S 06426W 4461 64.1 PGGG
1240-13442 000C0/0c00 2,C,18/1202 C3/0o/73 10 3344 2546S 06 4 50C 43*2 63.1 GGGG
1240-13444 00COC/000 20018/1203 03/C/73 0 3344 2711S 06514W 42*4 62.2 GGGG
1240-13451 0000/0003 20018/1204 03/20/73 0 3344 2938S 06 5 3 8W 41.5 61.3 GGGG
1240-13460 O000O/OCO 20018/1205 03/0/73 0 3344 3130S 06627w 39.6 59.7 G GG
1240-13462 0000/00c 2c0c18/1206 03/20/7 3 10 3344 3255s 0 6b52W 38*6 59.0 GGGG
1240-13465 0000/0000 20018/1207 C3/20/73 nr 3344 34213 06 7 18W 37.6 58.3 GGGG
1240-13471 00000/0000 20018/1208 03 /2q/ 7 3 20 3344 3547S 06 745W 36.7 57.7 GGGG
1240-13474 0000/00o00 2 018/1209 03/20/73 30 3344 3712S o0613W 35.6 57.1 GG G
1240-13480 00000/0000 2j018/1210 03/20/73 30 3344 3Q375 06842e 34.6 56.6 GGGG
1240-13483 O0000/000o 20016/1211 03/20/73 2c 3344 4002S 06912W 33.6 56*2 GGGG
1240-13485 00000/0000 20018/1212 03/20/73 C 3344 4128S 06942W 32.6 55.8 GGGG
1240-13492 00000/0000 20018/1213 03/20/73 1: 3344 4252S 0701 3 w 31.5 55.4 GGGG
1240-14564 00000/0000 20018/1214 03/20/73 0 3345 7737N 03208W 12.2 19o.4 GGGG
1240-14573 00000/0000 20018/1215 03 /20/73  0 3345 7529N 04048W 14*5 181.8 GGGG
1240-14580 00000/0000 2'018/1216 03/20/73 0 3345 7 420N 044164 15.6 178*3 GGGG
1240-14582 00000/0002 20018/1217 03/?0/73 0 3345 7909N 04 7 17w 16.8 175.3 GGGG
1240-14585 00000/0000 20018/1218 03/20/73 S 3345 7155N 04955W 17*9 172.6 GGGG
1240-14591 00000/C000 20018/1219 03/o2/73 0 3345 7039N 05214W 19.1 170.2 GGGG
1240-14594 00000/000 20018/1220 03/20/73 10 3345 6n22N 05 4 18w 20*2 168.1 GGG
12 4 0-15000o 00000/0/ O 20018/1221 03/20/73 10 3345, 60o4N 0 5608W 1.3 166.1 GGGG
1240-15003 00000/0000 20018/1222 03/p0/73 0 3345 6645N 05748W 22.5 164.3 GPGG
1240-15005 00000/000u 2o018/1223 03/20/73 0 3345 6 5 2 4 N C5 9 17W 23.6 162.7 GPGG
1240-15012 00000/000C 20018/1224 03/20/73 0 3345 6404N 06038w 24.7 161.2 GGGG
1240-15014 00000/00L 2,018/1225 03/20/73 0 3345 6?24N 06151W 25.8 159.7 GPGG
KEYS: CLSUD CBVE % I............... 0 TR 100 = % CL9UD CRVER. * = Nb CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY o....o......... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESeNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GORD, FvFAIR BUT USABLE. PaPBBR,
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALG FR NeN.uS PAGE 0711
FR9M 07/2;/72 T C07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRFFILM RtLL h3./ DATE CLOUD IRBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
tI POSTTIN IN ROLL ACCIUTRE C5VER ' MEBEP 9F IIAGE ELEV. AZIMi. R8V MSS
RPV M!S LAT LONG 123 45678
1240-15053 000C00/0000 2018/1226 03/?0/7? 40 3345 5"j3N 06943w 35*4 148*6 GPPP
1240-15055 00000/0000 ?2018/1227 03/20/73 50 3345 4R49N 07020 36.4 147.5 GGPP
1240-15123 00000/0000 200 1 8/122 8 03//73 o10 3345 2602?N 7803W 49.9 125*5 GGGP
1240-15130. 00000/0000 20018/1229 03/P,/7? 1C 3345 2436N o7826N 50,5 123.7 GGGP
1240-15164 00000/OCC0 20018/1230 03/20/73 1n 3345 1139N 08139W 54.1 106o6 GPGG
1240-15171 00000/0000 20C18/1231 03/P0/73 10 3345 11o2N 08159w 54.2 104*5 GPGG
1240-15173 00000/0000 20018/1232 03/20/ 7 3  lo 3345 094N 08219% 54.3 102.5 GPGG
1240-15180 00000/0000 2u018/1233 03/?0/7? 20 3345 071RN 08240W 54.4 100*4 GPGG
1240-16391 00000/000C 20018/1234 03/?2/73 o 3346 7a2?N 0 4612W 9.8 202.0 GPGG
1240-16393 00000/0000 20018/1235 03/20/73 0 3346 7R34N 05232w 11.0 195.8 GPGG
1240-16400 00000/0000 20018/1236 03/20/73 0 3346 7738N 0
5 7 5 9
w 12.2 190.4 GpGG
1240-16402 00000/0000 20018/1237 03/20/73 10 3346 7636N 06239 13e3 185.8 GGGG
1240-16470 00000/000 20018/1238 03/20/73 20 3346 5551N 0 9233W 31.2 153.3 GGGG
1240-16473 00000/0000 20018/1239 03/20/73 20 3346 5428N 0 9321W 32,3 152.1 GGGG
1240-16475 00000/000o 20018/1240 03/20/73 10 3346 5104N 09407W 3304 151.0 GGGG
1240-16482 00000/000 20018/1241 03/20/73 10 3346. 5140N 09450w 34.4 149*8 GGGG
1240-16484 00000/000C 20016/1242 03/20/73 10 3346 5n15N 09531W 35.4 148.6 GGG
1240"16555 00000/0000 2u018/124 3 03/2o/73 20 3346 2A0?N 1 0 35 0 W 49.9 125.4 GoGG
1240-16561 00000/0000 2?018/1244 03/20/73 40 3346 24 3 cN 10413W 5C*5 123*7 GGGG
1240-16564 00000/000C 20018/1245 03/2~/73 90 3346 2 09N 10435W 51.1 122*0 GGGG
1240-16570 00000/0000 20018/1246 03/po/73 90 3346 2143N 10457W 51.6 120.2 GGG
1240-16573 00000/000n 20018/1247 03/20/73 60 3346 2elAN 10
5 18W 52,1 118*3 GGGG
1240-16575 00000/C00C 20018/1245 03/20/7? 70 3346 1P49N 10540V 52.5 116.5 GGGG
1240-16582 00000/o000 20018/1249 03/P0/7! 100 3346 1723N 10603W 52.9 114.5 GGGG
1240-18302 0000/0000 20018/1250 03/20/73 30 3347 555N 11822W 31.3 153.3 GGPG
1240-18304 00000/000o 2u018/1251 03/?o/73 30 3347 5427N 11910W 32,3 152.1 GGPG
1240-18311 00000/0000 20018/1252 03/20/73 70 3347 53N 11956W 33.4 15190 GGPG
1240-18313 00000/0000 20018/1253 0?3/?/73 60 3347 5138N 12038w 34.4 149,8 GGPG
1240-18320 00000/0000 20018/1254 C0/2p/73 40 3347 5013N 12119W 35*4 148*6 GGPG
1240-18354 00000/0000 20018/1255 03/?0/73 50 3347 3729N 12616W 43*9 137.5 GGPG
1240-20063 00000/0000 2u018/1256 03/2n/73 30 3348 7739N 10937W 12*2 190*5 GGGG
1240-20065 00000/0000 20018/1257 03/20/73 40 3348 7637N 11418W 13*4 165.8 GGGG
1240-20072 00000/00U 2J018/12 5 8 03/20/73 20 3348 7531N 11619K 14.5 181.8 GGGG
1240-20074 00000/0000 20018/1259 03/20/73 10 3348 7422N 12146W 15*7 178*3 GGGG
1240-20081 00000/0000 2C0018/1260 03/ 0/73 20 3348 7?10N 12446W 16*9 175*3 GGGG
1240-20083 00000/00C 20018/1261 03/20/73 30 3348 7156N 12723W 18.0 172*6 GGGG
1240-20090 00000/0000 20018/1262 03/?O/73 40 3348 70 4 (N 12941W 19.1 170*2 GGGG
1240-20092 00000/0000 25018/126 3 03/20/73 50 3348 6q23N 131
4 4
w 20.3 168,1 GGGG
1240-20095 000C0/0000 2u018/1264 03/20/73 60 3348 6905N 13333W 21.4 166.2 GGGG
KEYS: CL5UD CBVER x .. *.......*.. 0 TB 100 - % CLOUD CPVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAG E QUALITY ,.,,.,,,..., OLANKS=EANO 'gOT PRESFNT/REQUES'iED* RvRECYCLED G=GOpD, FwFAIR BUT USABLE* 
P-P9,
16:44 MAP 11s'74 STANDARD CaTALBG FBR NeN.US PAGE 0712
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATI5N MIC"F-IL 2RLL - ./ DATE CLeUD RgIT PDI'JCIPAL pfINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITy
Io  PeSITIN IN N RLL ACUITRED CeVER NUMBER AF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
rEV 13S LAT LNG 123 45678
1240-21490 OO000/GO00 20018/1265 03/20/73 30 3349 7923- 12336W 9*9 202.1 GGGG
1240-21492 0000/OCOO 20018/1266 0 3 /2o/ 7 3 30 3349 7934\ 12957W 11*1 195.9 GGGG
1240-21495 O000O/00: 2u018/1267 03/2h/73 40 3349 7 738N 13 5 24W 12*3 190.5 GGGG
1240-21501 000o/oco0j 20018/1268 03/20/ 7 3 40 3349 7636N 14005W 13*4 185.8 GGGG
1240-21504 00000/C000 20018/1269 03/20/73 40 3349 7530N 144 0 6W 14.6 181.8 GGGG1240-21510 C0000/C0 2U018/1270 03 /20/ 73  2o 3349 7421N 14734W 15. 7  178.4 GGGG
1240-21513 00000/0000 2;018/1271 03/20/73 10 3349 710)N 15034w 16.9 175.3 GGGG
1240-23324 00000/0000 20018/1272 03/?0/73 3'0 3350 7P34N 15544W 11*1 195*8 PtGGG
1240-23330 00000/0000 23018/1273 03/20/73 0 3350 7738N 16114W 12.3 190.5 GGGG
1240-23333 00000/000 20018/1274 03/20/73 0 3350 737N 16556w 13.4 185.8 GGGG
1240-23335 00000/0cu 20018/1275 03/20/ 7 3  1C 3350 7531N 16956w 14.6 181.8 GGGG
1240-23342 00000/0000 20018/1276 03/2o/7? 30 3350 7422N 17323W 15.8 178.3 GrGG
1240-23344 0000/o000 23018/1277 03 /20/ 73 40 3350 7?10N 176 2 3W 16.9 175.3 GGGG1240-23351 00000/0000 2318/1278 03/20/73 30 3350 7156N 17900W 18.1 172.6 GGG
1240-23353 00000/0002 20018/1279 03/20/73 30 3350 7040N 17840E 19*2 170*3 GGG
1240-23360 O0000/OCOo 20018/1280 03/20/73 lo 3350 6923N 17636E 20.3 168.1 GGGG
1240-23362 0000/C00 2C018/1281 07/20/7 3  0 3350 6805N 17 447E 21.5 166.2 GGGG
1240-23365 0000/,0000 20018/1282 03/T;/73 0 3350 6646N 17308E 22*6 164.4 GGGG
1240-23371 000CO/OO0 20018/1283 03/20/73 0 3350 6c26N 17139E 23.7 162*7 GGGG
1240-23374 00000/0000 20018/1284 0?/20/73 0 3350 6405N 17018E 24.8 161*2 GGG
1240-23380 00000/0000 20018/1285 03/20/73 0 3 3 50 6244N 16903E 25o9 159.7 GGGG1240-23383 00000/0000 20018/1286 0?/0/7?3 3350 6 12 1N 16755E 27.0 158.3 GGGG
1241-01155 00000/0000 20018/1287 03/21/73 70 3351 7-33N 17832E 11.2 195.9 GPGG
1241-01162 00000/oc 20018/1284 03/p1/73 7o 3351 7737N 17306E 12.3 19c.5 GPGG
1241"01164 00000/C00 20018/1289 03/21/73 40 3351 7A3AN 16826E 13.5 185.8 GGGG
1241-01171 00000/OC0 20018/1290 03/21/73 1r 3351 7530N 16424E 14.6 181.8 GGGG1241-01173 0000/000 0 200181291 03/1I/73 0 3351 7421N 16055E 1598 178*4 GGGG
1241-01180 o00000/000 2 18/1292 03/21/73 0 3351 7309N 15754E 3]69 175.3 GGGG
1241-01182 00000/00 20018/1293 03/21/73 0 3351 715rN 15 5 16 E 18 1 172.6 GGGG1241-02584 0000/0000 20018/1294 03/21/73 40 3352 7922N 15907E 10.0 202.1 GPGG
1241-02591 .00000/GnO 20018/1295 03/21/73 10 3352 7$33N 15244E 11.2 195.9 GGGG
1241-02593 o0oo0/o000 23018/1296 03/1i/73 20 3352 7736N 14714E 12.3 190*5 GGGG
1241-03c00 00000/0000 20018/1297 03/21/73 10 3352 7A35N 14234E 13*5 185o8 GGPG
12 4 1-0:3002 00000/000c 20018/1298 03/21/73 0 3352 7530N 1333E 14*7 181.8 GGGG
1241-03005 00000/0000 20018/1299 03/21/73 30 3352 7421N 13504E 15.8 178.4 GPGG
12 4 1-j3105- 000O/O000o 20018/1300 03/21/73 30 3352 4144N 10606E 41*4 141*4 G6GG
1241-03111 00000/0000 20018/1301 03/21/73 40 3352 4n19N 10535E 42.3 140.1 GGG
1241-03114 00000/0000 20018/1302 03/21/71 40 3352 3R53N 10506E 43.2 138.8 GGGG
1241-03120 00000/000 20018/1303 0 /1i/73 10 3352 372RN 10437E 44.1 137.4 GGG
KEYS: CLBUD CeVEP % ...... ,,,,,. o Te 100 * CLeUD CPVER. ** a NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o...o,,,....,, BHLANKS:BAND NBT PR.rSCNT/REQUFSTED* P-RECYCLEDo G-GBD* F-FAIR BUT USABLE@ PuPBbR,
,.:4+ 11s,'74 STANDARD CTALPG FOR NON.US PAGE 0713
FR9" ]7/23/72 Tf3 07/23/73
BBRSERVATT, 'ICRiFI" L.L f,/ CTF CLOUD RCQIT PPI"ICIPAL PtINT SUN SUN tMAGE QUALITY
1 PSITIN I: t9LL ACQLU:TF7) Co!VFR N~'jrBE" R 4F IMAGF ELEV. AZIF , PBV MSS
v LTS AT LING 123 45678
1241- -3?00 L /j l 1/1304 3/24/7 22 3352 1q1 N 0 9716E 54.3 104.2 GGGG
1241 )4401 V, 0/,jO. 201/1305 03/1/73 10 3353 6q04:~ 09726E 21.6 166.2 G7GG
1241- 4463 ,0O.0,/2 , 01 /1306 0/"1i/7 10 3353 6A45N 09546E 22*7 164.4 GGGG
1241- '3447C 0 ,'0/C0 2'l 1'/1307 /21/71 10 3353 6 265 09416E 23*6 162.7 GGGG
1241-. 47 J O/OCC , 01 /13 0  0/1/ 7  , 3353 o64"N 0 9254E 24*9 161.? GGGG
1241-' 475 'J '~'/ j 2? '1/1309 03/2t1/73 C 333 6 444' 09140E 26.0 159.7 GGGG
1241-41 1 2 1/131, o /1/73 3353 6 22' 09032E 27.1 158.3 GGGG
1241- 545 2 1'i ,O  ,1 -/1311 /21/73 2, 3353 395'N 0 7917E 43.2 13o8* GGGG
1241*- 455 _0 0/_ ' 2" ?18/131? 03/21/73 3353 3727N C784e9E 44*1 137.4 GGGG
1241- "534 'z3/s 0, 2 . /1313 0'/21 /73 1)' 3353 3f02 , 0o7821E 44.9 136.1 GOGG
1241- o:,, 561 , 2 :18/131 O/21 /71 2, 3353 3436'N 0 7755E 4r.8 134.6 GGGG
11-2-29553 o 3/0 , 20 18/1315 0.3/i71/73 3353 3111N 07728E 46.5 133*2 GGGG
1241-,457- -,,'2/- L ] 18/1316  0 1/73 0 3353 31135 07703E 47.3 131.7 GGGG
1241-.457' 3 2,01 8/1317 03/?1/71 0 3353 3'19N 07637E 4.0 130*1 GGGG
1241-4575 , 2 18/1318 0/~1 /73 c 3353 2254N 07612E 48.8 128.6 GGGG
1241-.j952 C 00 0/0 2 018/1319 0 3/?1/73 50 3356 6645N 9 0151 8 E 22.8 164,4 GGGG
1241- 36 0 0/0' 2 18/1320 0.3/21 /73 5e 3356 6 24N 01649E 23.9 162.7 GGGG
1241-03571 0.33/ 0 ?18/1321 03/?1/73 6- 3356 6403N 0 1527E 25#0 161.2 GGG
1241-. 957'4 00 /O, 20 18/132- P 3/1/ 7 ! 7, 3356 634?N 01413E 26.1 159.7 GGGG
1241-253C 30 3'1 /50 2P 18/1323 3q/P1/73 90 3356 6120N 01305E 27*2 158.4 GGGG
1241-i953 - 0 C 1? 3 1/ 3t,1,24/73 8.- 3356 595. 01202E 28.3 157.0 GGGG
1241- 35385 300-/: 2! .1813 25 03/21/7 4o 3356 5 3N 011O04E 29,4 155.8 GGG
1241- 959r 0 / ,C1 /1325 37/ 1 /7 10 3356 5713N 0 1009E 30.5 154.5 GGGG
1241- 9594 1,;/ 2,18 /1327 03/21/73 40 3356 553,j ,0918E 31.5 153.3 GGG
1 2 4 1"10031 0 /" ' 2 186132 03/1/73 6 3356 5426N o0030E 32b6 152.1 GGGG
1241-0JC03 03 ./ .:3 018/13P9 09/1/73 4. 3356 5-0?N 00744E 3396 150*9 GGGG
1241-100l1C , L 0 L/0% 2, 0 18/1330 03 /P1/7 1 02 3356 513g N  00701E 34.7 149&8 GGGG
1241-1001?2 P0'CC/00 Y 018/1331 03/21/7? 9. 3356 501TN 00620 35*7 148.6 GGG
1241-10015 0C3 0/ ' 2" 018/1332 03/P1/73 4r 3356 4*49N 00542E 36.7 147.4 iGGG
1241-1Z1 0/ ,c) -, "18/1333 03/21/73 30 3356 472 4 N 0 0505E 37.7 146.2 GGGG
1241-10024 003CC/C' - 2018/1334 0P/21/73 30 3356 455C)N 00430E 38*7 145.0 GGGG
124 10030 3 C./OO 2, 18/133 C3/ 1/73 40 3356 4434\ 0 0356E 39.6 143.8 G GG
1241-10033 0')_0/00, 20018/1 3 3 6 03/21/73 30 3356 410N 00323E 40.6 142.6 GGPG
1241i.0035 O03"/0 ... 2016/1337 03/21/7 40 3356 445,N 0O250E 4195 141*3 GGGG
1 41-13414 LC, 00 lo U / 218/1335 013I11/73 100 3358 0 01N 05915,J 54.4 93,6 GGGG
1241-1342C0 000 / o 20018/133 9  03/?1/73 90 3358 0135\ 05935w 54.2 91*6 GGGG
1241-L34?13 00D0/00OC 2C01/1340 03/21/73 90 33r8 0009N 05956W 5490 89.6 GGG
1241-1343? C 3/ r" 0/ 2~l08/1'41 U/?1/73 6n 3358 0743S 06036w 53 +4 85.7 GGGG
1241-13434 -00 2,; 1 /1342 03/P2/73 6U 3358 0410S o6056 53*0 83.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLU%? COVEP : *..,.. *....,... 0 TH 100 ' % CLBUD CAvER. ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I"a:,E q'UALITY ,, .. ,.,., LANKS=BAND NbT PRFSrNT/REUUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G.6B9D. F.FAIR BUT USABLE, PPB5R,
16 44 .R 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR Ne4N-US PAGE 0714FR5M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
O8SERvATISN IC4FIL 1 R LL N ./ DATE CLOUD 5ReIT PoI'VCIPAL P'INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
Ij TSITI" IN KLL ACCJitFEC C.VER N4UBER %F I'IAGE ELEV. AZIr, RBV MSS
'v5 5s LAT L9NG 123 45678
1241-13441 200o:/ 18 18 1343 03/?1/73 50 3358 0537S 06116 5296 82.0 GGG1241-13443 o 01:/C000 2 18/1344 03/21/73 70 3358 07035 06136W 52.2 80,2 GGGG
1241-13450, 00 0/, 0 20?18/1345 03/21/73 7, 3358 )029S 06157W 51.7 78.5 GGGG
1241-13452 00)0/J0 2C'18/1346 03/21/73 60 3358 095qS 062 18W 51o2 76.9 GGGG1241-13493 O000/O000 2)318/1347 0/1/771 50 3358 242cS 06b52W 43,9 63.6 GGGG12 4 1-1353C 000C;)/000 2 01/1348 0o/21/73 50 3358 2545S 0 6616 43.1 62*6 GGGG
1241-135)2 ~"/0 ,, C 3 20018/1349 03/?1/73 50 3358 2711S 066 4 0W 42*2 61.7 GGGG1241-135o5 C00/000L, 2.0 18/1350 03/21/73 50 3358 2936S 06 704W 41*3 60.8 GGGG
1241-13511 020 / 100 2''', 16/1351 03/21/73 50 3358 3nO2S 06728W 40*3 60*0 GGGG
1241-13514 00000/0000 2"018/1352 03/'1/73 60 3358 31295 06753W 39.4 59.2 GSGG
1241-13520 0000/CO O 2018/1353 03/21/73 40r 3358 32545 06818W 38*4 58.5 GGGG1241-13523 c0C00/Cl0 2e01/1354 0?/21/73 0 3358 341RS 06844W 37.4 57*9 QGGG1241-13525 00;= /y.0 20)18/1355 03/21/73 3358 35435 06911w 36,4 57.3 GGGG1241-13532 00000/00C 2-O18/1356 03/21/73 3358 37110S 06938W 35*4 56*7 UGGG1241-13534 0000/..000 20018/1357 03/ 1/773 0 3358 30375 07006W 34.4 56.2 GGGG
1241-13541 000O/"r~0. 20)16/1358 03/21/73 0 3358 4 O?S 07035W 33*3 55.8 GGGG1241-13543 00C0cO/Coo 20018/1359 03/21/73 3358 41245 07106 32.3 55.4 GGGG
1241-15014 G 000/:,. -2"18/1360 03/l1/73 40 3359 724\1 02145w 10.2 202.2 GGPG1241-15020 00 D0/O00C ;2018/1361 03/21/73 80 3359 7935N 02804V 11*4 195.9 GGPG
1241-1503 0 c v ?0/ j 2I18 /1362 03/P1/73 8r 3359 773qN 0 3332W 12*5 190.5 GGPP1241-15C25 0P0 0/000 2,018/1363 0?/21/73 90 3399 7637N 03 813W 137 185*9 PGPP12 41-153.. 000. /C U 2> ,18/1364 3?/?1/7q 10 3359 7 531N 04 2 13 W 14*9 1819 GGPP1241-15034 30-'/CO 2016/1365 C /. /7. 100 3359 7422N 04541 16*0 178*4 GGPP
1241-15041 0CCO/O0c 2'0318/1366 03/21 /73 100 3359 7 10rN 04843W 17.2 175.4 GGPP
1241-15043 0C0.O/C , : 2uc 18/1367 03/21/71 5r 3359 7156N 05123 18*3 172.7 GGPP1241-15050 C0/CCOL 2 01 1368 03/21/71 1 3359 7n4rn 05 3 42 19*4 170.3 GGPP1241-15032 00300/00'0 23018/1369 03/21 /73 1 3359 6924N o55444 20.6 168*1 GGPG
12411C55 000. /O000 2_,018/1370 C/p?1/73 C 3359 6a054 05 7 3 5 W 21*7 166.2 GGPG12 4 1-13C61 0009 6/ 2018/1371 03/21/73 33C9 A461 05 9 13 W 22.8 164.4 GGPG
1241-15064 0/CO, 2'0 ,-18/137? 07/1/7 3359 6 r6N 06042W 24,0 162.7 GGPP12 4 1-1507, c O /OC C 2,1'-/1373 03/21/73 3, 33r9 6 059 N 0 6204w 25.1 161*2 GGPG
1241-15C075 OrAO/OCC3 20 18/1374 03/21/73 0 3359 6122N 06426W 27.3 158.4 GGGG1241-15o82 OLOC,/CCOC 2 18/1375 03/21/73 3359 6r0o\ 06 5 2 8, 28.4 157.0 GGG
1241-1504 000/'OC 0 2 018/1376 03/21/73 0 3359 5937% 06627v4 2905 155.7 GGPG1241-15091 O'0C3,)O/OCO' 2018/1377 03/21/73 n 3359, 5714N 06721w 30*5 154.5 GGGG1241-15093 30/3_. 2j018/1378 03/21/73 0 33c9 5c51N 06!13w 31*6 153.3 GGGG1241-1513, G OC0/,CO, 2:.18/1379 03/21/73 n 3359 5429N 06901W 32o7 152.1 GGGG
1241151. 2 C 00/ 30 20l18/1380 03/21/73 0 3399 5q 03N. 06946W 33*7 150.9 GGGG
1241-i5105 .0u~",./O.. 2.018/1381 03/21/73 0 3359 5139N 07U28W 34*7 149.7 GGGG
4EYS: CL'C! C9Eo .*.... .,,,, ' "r 100 . % CLUD * CLD DATA AVAILABLE.
IA e CUAlLITY *... ...... RLANKS.bAN0D NBT PR-ScNT/REUEFSTED* R"RFCYCLED. G-GBAD. F'FAIR BUT USABLE. PwP85R.
16: 44 i74 TAN'7ARD CATaLeG FOR NftN-US PAGE 0715
FRBM .7/21/72 Tf 07/23/73
BBSER'AT N IC FI 'LL './ TF CLB'.;D IT PrINCIPAL P.INT S N SUN IMAGE Q'IALITY
I-) PblTI ' IN j1LL A 'T . r CfVR NU c F I AGE ELEV ,  AZIM. RBV HSS
v S LAT LNGU 123 45678
1241-1. 5111 7i0/C 218 /1' 2 03/1/7 " 339 5 ', I 07109 35.8 1486 GGG
1241-15114 CCO/"0 C0 213. 18/1383  C0121,/7 3359 495.1 071
4 8j 3?h.8 147.4 GG
1241-1654- 0-O i/ 0 2,!n 1/138'8 03/21 /7? 11 3360 5139 09616W 74.8 149.7 GGGG
1241-16543 v300/;0" 2 018/1385 0/21/71 - 3360 501i 09657w 35.8 148.6 GGGG
1241-17013 "...?v . 2 ,IJ/1366 C3/1/ 7 1 1'- 3360 240?N 10517W 50.2 .25*1 GGG
1241-170~ , 2 18 /1387 03/91/7 "1 I 3360 2439 ' 1 Cb4 cW 5 11 A 123.4 GGGG
1241-17C?2 0 3r 3/0, 2 1k/I38 3/1/79 20 330 231CN 10603w 51*4 121.6 G(GGG
1241-17025 C k..../C.CJ 21/1389 0?/21/73 6 3360 2143\4 10624w 51*9 119.8 GGGG
1241-17031 3C 0/o 2 18/139 0 /1 /7- 20 3360 2n17N 10646w 52.4 117.9 GGGG
1241-17034 , ,-/ : -.,, 2)18/1391 C"/2i/ 7 1 20 336n 15n 101076 52.8 116*0 GGGG
1241-170 4C Can2/C . 2'018/1392 0/1/73 52 3360 1726N 107296 5732 1140 UGGG
1241-18372 3C30/00- ;2'18/1393 0/21/7. 1' 3361 5131N 1 22 0 7w 34-8 149.7 GGGG
1241-13374 0 0/0 '- r2 1/1394 -3/21/7- 3 3 61 5015N 12248 35 8 148o6 GGGG
1241-18401 c0-0' 0/00 . 20018/1395 03/21/73 3': 3361 4 41 ;.N 12616w 41.6 141.3 GGGG
1241-20115 0.00:1C0 2, '18/1396 03/?1/73 5n 3362 7,36 N 10534' 11 4 196.0 GGGG
1241"0121 Ou3_/ . 2o0018/1397 0,/ :1/7I 5r 3362 7739q, 11101 12*6 190*6 GPG
1241-20124 00/30 2 u 01/1398 0/1 /73 5C 33A2 73 11543 1. 8 1 A6* GrGG
1241-20130 C, / . 2C 18,1399 0~//)73 5 3362 7-32., 11945 1 9 181.9 GGGG
12 4 1-2,1 3 3  00 ./00 R'016/1400 0?/71 /73 40 3362 7423\N 12313V 16*1 178.5 GGGG
1241-20135 0 0/?00J -i) 1/1 4,1 03/?1 /73 23 3362 7 11 16pb12 17*2 175*4 GSGG
1241-2014 00,/O00 2jol8/140 03/1/73 1 3362 7157,4 1249 18*4 1727 GGGG
1241-2014' 0/C O 2 11/1403 03/1/73 2 3362 7r41! 13109 1 .5 17C.3 GGGG
124120151 0c' /OC 2C18l/1 Y  03/21/7 10 3362 62\N 13312 2*7 168.2 .GGGG
1241-20153 0./. 2 r1140
;4 03/?1/ 7  2' 3362 6906' 13L03 21.8 166.2 GGGG
1241-21544 U-C'/ j r'l18/1406 03/r1/73 1 3363 725, 1250i1N 10.3 202.3 GPGP
1241-2155 84 /C o18/1407 0V / 3 10 3363 7934\ 13123k 115 196.0 GG3G
1241-21553 30 C 2 '18/1408 03/?i/73 10 3363 7739N 13651w 12.6 190.6 GGGG
1241-21555 00O0/h P..18/1409 03/21/73 V 3363 743'\ 14131V 13.8 186*0 GGGG
1241-215h C?/ '0 ? 18 /141 03/1/73 1 3363 7 3?N 14532v, 150 18P*0 GGG
1241-21564 C ',/2 ' ;18/1411 0 7/ / 3 1V 3363 742 z 149004 16*1 178.5 GGGG
1241-21571 j~21ESr7, Ll 16/141 03/21/73 D 3363 7311 15201v 17*3 175*4 GGGG
1241-13380 y000/000 -, 216 1413. 0 ?1I/73 i 3364 7n24N 15u48v 10*
3  202*3 GPGG
1241-233A/ 2/3) 1/1414 0/ 1/ 7  1 3364 735 ;3 157 0q 11.5 196.0 CiGGG
1241,23385 0 / 218/141 031/1/73 1' 3364 7739 16235 y 12*7 190*6 GGGG
1241-'3391 J'0:/,c0 2. 184/1 41 03/1/ 73 1: 3364 7f3-N 16716. 13.8 186*0 GGGG
1241-23394 0C3/0000 2 018/1417 03/21/73 1c 3364 7r32N 17118w 15*0 181.9 GGGG
1241-34)0 003'0/00' 2 18/1418 03/21/73 3364 7423N 17447w 16*1 178*5 GGGG
1241-23403 200,/000o3 018/1419 03/21/73 10 3364 7?11 17749v 17*3 175.4 GGGG
1241 -3435 00 00/ 0;3 23018/142D 03/21/73 12 3364 7157 17932E 18 4 172.7 GfGG
KEYS: COU. CSVE-, .. ,,, ,... . TR ~ = u . ClUD CqVTR, **o NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE
I, .kALITY ,, .......... . .LANKS=e.ANnD \T PRS-NT/REqESTED. R"RECYCLED G-G eD. FFAIR BUT USABL E PPBR,
1044 ll1s'74 STAN'ARD CATALPG FfR J5N-US PAGE 0716
FRM 37/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVAT3N !TCPFI *lV LL .1/ DATE CL6UD 'fRIT PFINCIPAL PfINT SUN SUN, IMAGE QUALITY
I PFSITI3 N14 rLL AC-aTI:ED CfVER NUM.BER F I"AGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV "SS
Qv "S LAT LANG 123 45678
1241-23412 o0o'*/C;), 2 318/1421 03/'1/73 10 3364 741N 17713E 19.6 170.3 GGGG
1241-23414 0000/C0j 2 018/142? 033/1/73 1; 3364 6n2NN 17510E 0.7 168.2 GGGG
1241-23421 00000/OCu 20018/1423 03/21/73 * 3364 6R06O 17321E 21*9 166.2 GSGG
1241*2342 3 0000/0 2.018/142 03/?1/73 0 3364 604NN 17143E 23*0 164.4 GGGG
1241-23430 O000/3C00 20018/1425 0-/21/73 0 3364 6526' 17014E 24.1 162*8 GGGG
1241-23432 0u/C0CJ 2,018/1426 03/21/73 ( 3364 6405N 168 53E 25*2 161.2 GGGG
1241-23435 0CGO/CoCo 201 /1427 09/21/73 C 3364 6244N 16739E 26@3 159*8 GGG
1241-234410 0 C 0/C0,U 2l'18/1428 03/21/73 C 3364 6123N 16630E 27*4 158,4 GGGG
1241-23444 00000/0000 20018/1429 03/21/73 10 3364 600N 16527E 28*5 157.0 GGGG1242-q1211 000 rO/00j 2j018/1430 0c3/2/73 10 3365 7924N 17634 t10. 4  202.3 GPGG
124 2 -,1214 00C00/ 0o 20018/1431 03/PP/73 10 3365 7s35N 17703E 11*5 196*0 GGGG
1242- 1220 00 0/CCGJ 2Cr18/1432 C~/P?/7 1 3365 77 3 9N 17135E 12-7 190o6 GGGG
1242 -. 1223 000 0/00) 20018/1433 03/2/7 10 3365 763N 16653E 13,9 186.0 GGGG
1242-31225 OCCO/CO/0 20018/1434 03/?2/7- 10 3365 7532N 16?52E 15.0 182.0 GGGG
1242-01232 CCC/O t  '0018/1435 03/22/73 10 3365 7 423N 15923E 16.2 178.5 GGGG
1242-11234 O0000/GOOc 20018/1436 03/P2/73 1 3365 711 15 6 22E 17.3 175.4 GGGG
12 4 2 -1241 3'0oC/OCO 2u018/1437 03 /'2/71 1 3305 715n 15344E 1i*5 172*7 GGGG
1242-01243 000CO/ 0C 2018/143; 03/?2/ 7P 10 3365 7042N 15125E 19.6 170.3 GPGG
1242-01250 000 0/oc 1 2 0 8/1 39 03/22/73 c0 365 6o92N 14922E 0',8 168*2 GGGG
1242-1252 0OC30/000C 20018/1440 03/22/73 1' 3365 69 0aN 14732E 21*9 166*2 GOGG
1242-01255 00000/00, 2u18/1441 03/22/73 2 f. 3365 6 64 7 N 14 5 53E 23*0 164.4 GGGG
12 42-Q1?l 00000/C0OC 20018/1442 0O/22/73 C 3365 6526 r 14 4 2 5 E 24.1 162.8 GGGG
1242-01264 CCO/0 20018/1443 j3/?P/77 ( 3365 6406N 14304E 25.3 161.2 GGGG
124201270 QOOC/00C 20018/1444 03/P/73 r 3365 6744N 14149E 26*4 159.8 GGGG
1242-01273 0 U / I-. 2 0018/1445 03)17/73 r0 3365 6122N 14041E 27*5 158.4 GGGG
1242-01275 Oj cr/Cooo 20018/1446 03/22/73 10 3365 60)N 13938E 286 157.0 GGGG
1242-1282 000o0/c000 20016/1447 03/22/73 10 3365 5-37N 13640E 29.6 155.7 GGGG
1242*-1361 Q03 /C00 2f516/1448 03,/P2/7 3C 3365 3146N 12 712E 47*6 131*5 PPPG
1242-j1364 C0000//C100 2018/1449 03/~2/73 30 3365 3^2n0 12648E 48*3 129.9 GGGG
1242*03095 00r.0/ru 2r018/1457 U3 /2~/ 7 3 r 3366 64C06 11715E 25.3 161.2 GGGG
1242"03102 OLO0/OCO 200186/1451 33/02/73 0 3366 6245 1160C0E 264 159.8 GGGG
1242-)3222 2O00O/c-O 011 1452 03/PP/71 3366 2!45N 09837E 52*0 119.6 GGGG
12 4 2 -u 3 2?5 003'0/C0 2k01/1453 0 /p22/7 10 3366 2019N 09815E 52*5 117*7 GrGG
1242-.;3231 o0'/CO 2C 18/1 4 5 03/22/7? in 3366 1Q5 N 0 9754E 52*9 115*. GGGG
12420323* 00003/CC00 2U018/1455 03/7p/73 2c 3366 172-N 09732E 53.3 113.8 GGGG
1242*-324C 00D0/000 2C18/1456 03/22/73 2r 3366 15 9 N 09711E 5'736 111.8 G-GG
1242-03243 0Ooo0/CO. l.018/1457 0G~2P/73 20 3366 143PN 09650E 53*9 109*8 GGGG
1242-33481 G00u0O/0C0 2J018/1458 01/22/71 5r 3366 6621S 06705E 11.9 5904 GrGG
1242-,3484 OCO,300/oc00 20018/1459 03/22/73 40 3366 674)S 06530E 1C.8 60.6 GGGG
KEYS: LUCj CivE~ .............. 0 Tf 100 % CLOUD CVFER* ,* = Nb CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
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10 POSTTIN IN ROLL ACrUTREr C9VFR "NUMB R F I'AGF ELEV. AZI . RBV MSS
MV SS LAT LtNG 123 45678
1~2*0j490 OCCO/000OC 2018/1460 03/22/7q 2c 3366 605zS 0 6343E 9.6 62.0 GGGG
1242-04531 00000/0000 20018/1461 03/7?2 73 33A7 14CON 09129E p.3 161.2 GGG
1242-o4533 O0000/oo0 20016/1462 03/2~/71 3367 64;N 09014E ?e*. 159.8 GGG
1242-04540 0000/000o 20018/1463 03/P /7?! 3367 6124N 0R906E 27*5 158.4 PPPP
12 4 2 -04 542 OUOuoo0/0oO0 2 /1 8 1 4 6 + 03/2/73 1o 3367 6n01N 0E03E 28.6 157.0 GrGG
1242-34545 00000/0000 20018/1465 03/2/7? 1" 33f7 5@38 t 08704E ~297 155*7 G:GG
12 4 2*05024 00000/0000 20018/1466 03/PP/73 33A7 31 4.8 07536E 47*7 131o4 GGGP
1242-35031 u000/0000 20018/1467 03/'/73 1' 3367 3 2N 0 7511E 4.*4 129*9 GGGP
1242-05033 000O00/000 2018/1465 0C3/22/73 1.  3367 2o563 07446E 49.1 128.3 GGGP
1242-05040 00000/000 20018/1469 03/22/73 3367 2729N 07423E 49.7 126.6 GGGP
1242-05 042 00C00/000 20018/1470 03/p/7 n 3367 2AO4N 07359E 50.4 124.9 GGGG
1242-050o5 o0000/000Co 2,.18/1471 o031P/7? 7 , 3367 2437N 0 7335E 51*0 123.2 GGGG
1242-05051 00000/C000 2 018/147P 03/2/73 o 3367 210rN 07312E 51*5 121.4 6GG
1242-:5054  30UOO/00Co 20C18/1473 03/?P/73 . 3367 ?141N 07250E 52*0 119*5 GGGG
1242-05060 30000/000. 20018/1474 03/7Py73 0 3367 2-1AN 07229E 52.5 117.7 GGG
1242-o5063 0ooOO/OCC 20018/1475 09/p2/73 1t 3367 19 a 5  0 7o08E 52.9 11547 GGGP
1242"-5065 00000/000) 2,018/147b 03/ p/73 0 33A7 1724' 0 7146E 53.3 113.8 3GGG
1242-05072 00000/000' 20018/1477 03/2/73 1 3367 157N 07125E 53.7 111*8 GGG
1242-05074 00000/0000 20,318/1478 C3/22/73 1r 3367 l4 3 0(N 07104E 54*0 109*8 GpG
1242-j5081 0000/C003 2018/1479 O3/;P/73 10 3367 1305N 07044E 54.2 107.7 bGGG
1242-05083 00000/0000 20n18/1 4 0 C3/22/73 10 3367 113?9 07023E 54.4 105.7 GGG
1242-0509.0 OC)O:O/OOC0 20A18/1 4 91 0/'P/73 10 3367 113. 07003E 54.5 103.6 GGGP
1242-10062 00000/O)00 20016/1482 03/p/73 P2 3370 5.03~) 00617E 34*0 150.9 GGGG
1242-10064 00000/0000 2o018/1483 103/P/73 r 3370 5 139N 0C534E 35.1 149.7 GGGG
1242-10071 0,000/000. 2?0018/1484 03/?/73 0 3370 5n 1N 00453E 16.1 148.5 GGGG
1242-10073 C0000/ocGO 2,018/1425 03/?/7? , 3370 4 5N 0 C414E 37.1 147*3 PGG
1242-100o OC03o/o03o 2!018/1486 C?/;p73 3370 476N 0 0338E 381l 146.1 GGGG
1242"10082 00000/0000 20018/1487 03/P2/73 r 3370 4A01 00303E 39*0 144.9 GGGG
1242-10085 00020/0000 20018/1488 03/PP/73 C 3370 4436N 00229E 40.0 143.7 GGGG
1242-134 7c 00o00/000 P0018/1489 03/P2/73 5 o 3372 042 \ 060238 54.6 95*0 GGGG
1242-13475 00000/000 20018/1490 G31/p/7 90 3372 o(36N 0610 3 W 54.3 910 GGG
1242.13481 go000/ooo0 20018/1491 03/22/73 90 3372 olN1N 06123w 54*1 89.0 U G
124213484 O0ooO0/OCo 20018/149? 03/22/73 100 3372 o0l6S 06143w 53.8 87*0 GGOG
1242-15131 00P00/0000 2-.18/1493 03/'2/73 4- 3373 6n42N 06447w 26.6 15907 GGGG
1242-15134 0000/000J 2001/1494 03/92/73 40 3373 612.N 06555w p277 158.3 GGGG
1242-15140 000C0/0000 2001l/1495 03/2?/73 40 3373 505fN 066 5 7 : pF.8 157.0 POPP
1242-15143 2O00/O000 j2 18/149 6 03?22/73 50 3373 5Q35J 06755 29.9 155.7 PGGP
1242-15145 OCOOC/C00C 2(.18/1497 0/22/73 20 3373 571?N 06849w 31.0 154.4 UOGP
1242-15152 )0000/000I 2JJ18/1498 03/-2/73 10 3373 5 49 06940" 320 153.2 GGG
KEYS: CLoC C'VEo . ............ 0 Te 100 u CLPU D CV
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242-15154 00000/OCC0 200181499 03/ 2/73 0 3373 52'6N 07029w 33*1 152*0 GGGG
242-15161 Ou0/OO00C 20018/1500 03/12/73 r 3373 5102N 07114) 34*1 150.8 GGG
242-15163 j0000C/0: 2301,8/1501 03/22/73 3373 5137N 07 15 7 W 35*2 14996 GGGG
242-151790 000/C000' 2 L,018/150 03/22/7 ; 3373 5 1 ~ 0 7238W 36.2 148*5 UGGG
242-15172 0000/000 2018/1503 03/22/73 0 3373 40 4 qN 07316W 37* 2  147.3 GGGG
242-17001 00000/00/ 20018/1504 03/P2/73 30 3374 5 13N 09827w 36.2 148*5 IGG
242-17065 00CO/C000 2018/1505 03/P/7' 0 3374 272R, 10620W 49.9 126s4 bGGG
242-17072? 0000/O0(C 2018/1506 03/P2/73 3374 2601N 10644w 50.6 124*7 GGGG
242-17074 U0000/C(:O:' 2)018/1507 03/22/73 30 3374 ?434N 10707w 51.1 122.9 GGG
242-17081 003 0/0C 2C018/150c8 3/22/73 40 3374 210CsN 10729* 517 121,1 GOGG
242-17083 U00oo/00)j 20018/1509 03/22/73 70 3374 214?N 10751 52.2 119.3 GGGG
242-17C90 00000/000 2018/6151L 03/22/7? 86 3374 2-17N 10813v 52.7 117.4 GGGG
242-18365 uCOOO/O00J. 2 018/1511 0/P22/73 3375 7156 10434W 18*8 172.7 GGGG
242-18371 00000/00J 2&018/1512 03/22/73 10 3375 7047N 1C652 19.9 170.3 GGG
242-18374 00000/OC 0 2018/1513 03/p /71 2' 3375 ba23\ 10855 211 168.2 GGGG
242-18380 o0000/0c.' 20018/1514 03/pp/73 20 3375 60t4N 11044W 2*2 166.2 GGGG
242-18383 00000/000o 218/1 5 1 5  03/pp/73 3375 6~45I 11222A 23*3 164.4 GG
242-18385 00000/000 2C018/1516 03/p2/73 3375 6521N 11351w 24.5 162.7 GGGG
242-18392 00000/0000 2uC18/1517 03/2P/73 3375 6404 11511W 25*6 161*2 GGGG
242-18394 000o0/o000 20018/1515 03/22/73 ? 3375 6242: 11624V 26.7 159.7 GGGG
242-18401 000/OC'0,0C 20018/1519 03/22/73 ) 3375 6121N 11731W 27.8 158*3 PGGG
242-18403 00000/0 00 2,018/1520 C3/22/73 3375 5o8n, 11 8 3 4 w 28*9 15790 PGGG
242-18410 00000/0000 2018~15 2 1 03/P22/73 C 3375 5Q36N 11 9 3 2; 300 155*7 GGGG
242-18412 03o/O0U ?PC18115 2 2 03/22/73 3375 5713 12026 31*0 154.5 GGGG
242-18415 O000Co0/00 29018/15923 03/22/7 2(, 3375 F53~ 12118w 32*1 153*2 PGGG
242-18421 00000/00Ju 20018/15 2 4 33/22/73 10 3375 542AN 12207W 33*1 152*0 GGGG
242-18424 o00o 00o00o 20018/1525 03/22/73 C 3375 5 102N 12252W 34.2 150.8 GGGG
242-18430 00000/000) 23018/1526 03/22/73 0 3375 5137, 12335W 35*2 149*6 GGGG
242-18433 00000/o0oC 20018/1527 03/22/73 9 3375 513?N  1215w 36*2 148.5 GGGG
242-18451 000C0/0C000 20018/1528 03/22/73 5C 3375 4 434N 126408 40n2 143.6 5GGG
24 2-20173 Q00000/000 29018/1529 03/PP/73 r 3376 7,35, 10711w 11i9 196.0 GGGG
242-20180 6oooo/O(,00 2r)018/1530 03/ P2 / 7 3 1C 3376 77.1\ 1123 8 13'0 190*6 GGGG
242-20182 0000/00~ 2UC1,/1531 0 /22/73 20 3376 7 3 6 N 11719V 14.2 1 8 5 *9 G1GG
242-20185 ooo000COO 2r018/1532 03/PP/71 10 3376 7c;3NJ 12119w 15*4 181.9 GrGG
242-20191 00000/3000 20018/1533 03/22/77 3376 7421N 12445w 1.65 178.4 GGGG
242-20194 0Uo00/00C 20018/1534 03/22/73 0 3376 7-0oK, 1i745w 17*7 175.4 GOGG
242-20230 oooco/Cooo 20018/1535 0322/73 , 3376 755N 13022v 18.8 172.7 GAGG
242-20203 0U000/0000 20018/1536 03/2/7 0C 3376 73q9N 13240W 2r*0 170o3 G GG
242-20205 003300/000 20018/1537 03/22/73 " 3376 6,2' 13442W 21.1 168.2 GGGG
KEYS: CL)UD CSvEP X .............. T 1C0C u I CLUD CVCR. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE OUALITY ....... *..... mLANKS=[jAND Nl;T PRFScNT/RECESTEDe R.PFCYCLED. G.G9PD. FcFAIR BUT USABLE. P.P5BBR
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OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD bRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1242-22002 00000/0000 20018/1538 03/P2/73 O 3377 7924N 126 40W 107 202*2 PPGP
1242*22005 00000/0000 20018/1539 03/2P/73 30 3377 7A34N 13259W 119 196.0 GGGP
1242-22011 00000/0000 20018/1540 03/2p/73 30 3377 7738N 13825W 13.1 190.6 GGGG
1242-22014 00000/0000 20018/1541 03/2~/73 0 3377 7636N 14305W 14.2 185.9 GGGG
1242-22020 00000/0000 20018/1542 03/2P/73 0 3377 7530N 14705W 15.4 181.9 GGGG
1242-22023 00000/0000 20018/1543 03/2P/73 0 3377 7421N 15032W 1695 178.4 GGGG
1242-22025 00000/0000 20018/1544 03/22/73 10 3377 7 309N 15331w 1797 175.4 GGGG
1242-23434 00000/0000 20018/1545 03/22/73 0 3378 7923N 15 2 2 7W 10*8 202*2 GGGG
1242-23441 00000/0000 20018/1546 03/2P/73 20 3378 7834N 15845W 11.9 195.9 GGGG
'1242-23443 00000/0000 20018/1547 03/?P/73 10 3378 7738N 16412W 13o1 190.6 GGGG
1242-23450 00000/0000 20018/1548 03/22/73 10 3378 7636N 16852W 14*3 185*9 GGGG
1242-23452 00000/0000 20018/1549 03/2~/73 20 3378 7530N 17252W 15*4 1i819 GGGG
1242-23455 00000/0000 20018/1550 03/2P/73 10 3378 74 21N 17620W 16*6 .178.4 GGGG
1242-23461 00000/0000 20018/1551 03/2P/73 10 3378 7309N 179 20W 17*7 175o4 GGGG
1242-23464 00000/0000 20018/1552 03/22/73 10 3378 7156N 17801E 18.9 172*7 GPGG
1242-23470 00000/0000 20018/1553 03/22/73 10 3378 7040N 17542E 20'0 170*3 GGGG
1242:23473 00000/0000 20018/1554 03/22/73 0 3378 6923N 17339E 21.2 168.2 GGGG
1242o23475 00000/0000 20018/1555 03/2P/73 10 3378 6805N 17149E 22.3 166.2 GPGG
1242-23482 00000/0000 20018/1556 03/2P/73 10 3378 6646N 17011E 23*4 164*4 GGGG
1242-23484 00000/0000 20018/1557 03/2P/73 20 3378 6526N 16843E 24@5 162.7 GGGG
1242023491 00000/0000 20018/1558 03/2p/73 10 3378 6405N 16722E 257 161.2 GGGG
1242-23493 00000/0000 20018/1559 03/22/73 0 3378 6244N 16608E 26,8 159*7 PGGG
1242-23500 00000/0000 20018/1560 03/22/73 0 3378 6122N 16501E 279 158.3 GGGG
1242-23502 00000/0000 20018/1561 03/22/73 0 3378 5959N 16358E 29.0 157.0 GGGG
1243-01270 00000/0000 20018/1562 03/23/73 10 3379 7922N 17809W 10*8 202*2 PGGG
1243-01272 00000/0000 20018/1563 03/23/73 20 3379 783N 17531E 12.0 196*0 PGGG
1243-01275 00000/0000 20018/1564 03/23/73 20 3379 7727N 17004E 13.1 190.6 PGGG
1243-01281 00000/0000 20018/1565 03/23/73 20 3379 7636N 16523E 14*3 185.9 POGG
1243-01284 00000/0000 20018/1566 03/23/73 10 3379 7530N 16122E 15.4 181.9 PGGG
1243-01290 00000/0000 20018/1567 03/23/73 0 3379 7421N 15754E 16.6 178.4 PGGG
1243-01293 00000/0000 20018/1568 03/23/73 10 3379 7309N 15453E 17.8 175*4 GGGG
1243*01295 00000/0000 20018/1569 03/23/73 30 3379 7155N 15215E 18.9 172*7 GGGG
1243-01302 00000/0000 20018/1570 03/2 /73 20 3379 7040N 14957E 20'0 170.3 GGGG
1243-01304 00000/0000 20018/1571 03/23/73 20 3379 6922N 14754E 21.2 168*2 GGGG
1243-01311 00000/0000 20018/1572 03/23/73 0 3379 6804N 14604E 22.3 166.2 GOGG
1243-01313 00000/0000 20018/1573 03/23/73 0 3379 6 64 4 N 144 26 E 23*4 164*4 GGGG
1243-01320 00000/0000 20018/1574 03/23/73 0 3379 6524N 14257k 24.6 162.7 GGGG
1243-01322 00000/0000 20018/1575 03/23/73 0 3379 6403N 14136E 25.7 161.2 GGGG
1243"01325 00000/0000 20018/1576 03/23/73 0 3379 6242N 14022E 26.8 159,7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ,,,,,,,*,... O TO 100 % CLOUD CRVER, ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o,,,,*...*.,,. BLANKSUBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED , R-RECYCLED* GaGB8D. FaFAIR BUT USABLE* PBP BBR.
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ID POSITION IN RBLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV* AZIMe RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1243-01331 00000/0000 20018/1577 03/23/73 0 3379 6120N 13914E 27*9 158.3 GGGG
1243-01334 00000/0000 20018/1578 03/23/73 10 3379 5958N 13811E 29.0 157.0 GGGG
1243-01340 00000/0000 20018/1579 03/23/73 20 3379 5835N 13713E 30,1 155.7 GGGG
124301484 00000/0000 20018/1580 03/23/73 90 3379 0R48N 11953E 54*8 100*9 GGGG
1243-03222 00000/0000 20018/1581 03/23/73 20 3380 4142N 10312E 42.2 141.0 PGG
1243-03224 00000/0000 20018/1582 03/23/73 30 3380 4018N 10242E 4301 139,7 PGGG
1243-03231 00000/0000 20018/1583 03/23/73 50 3380 3 8
5 2 N 10212E 44#0 1384 PGGG
1243-03233 00000/0000 20018/1584 03/23/73 60 3380 3727N 10144E 44.8 137*0 PGGG
1243-03240 00000/0000 20018/1585 03/23/73 70 3380 3602N 10116E 45,7 135,6 PGGG
1243-03242 00000/0000 20018/1586 03/23/73 90 3380 3436N 10049E 46*5 134.1 GGGG
1243-03245 00000/0000 20018/1587 03/23/73 90 3380 3309N 10023E 47,2 132.6 GGGG
1243-03251 00000/0000 20018/1588 03/23/73 50 3380 3143N 09958E 48.0 131*1 GGGG
1243-05083 00000/0000 20018/1589 -03/23/73 0 3381 3144N 07409E 48*0 131.1 GGGG
1243-05085 00000/0000 20018/1590 03/23/73 0 3381 3n19N 07344E 48.7 129.5 GGGG
1243-05092 00000/0000 20018/1591 03/23/73 0 3381 2853N 07320E 4904 127.9 GGGG
1243-05094 00000/0000 20018/1592 03/23/73 0 3381 
2 727 N 07256E 50.1 126.2 GGGG
1243-05101 00000/0000 20018/1593 03/23/73 0 3381 2601N 07233E 50*7 124*5 GGGG
1243-05103 00000/0000 20018/1594 03/23/73 0 3381 2435N 07210E 51*3 122.7 GGGG
1243006415 00000/0000 20018/1595 03/23/73 10 3382 6505N 06508E 24.9 162,3 GGGG
1243-06422 00000/0000 20018/1596 03/23/73 10 3382 
6 34 4 N 06348E 26.1 160*8 GGGG
1243"08200 00000/0000 20018/1597 03/23/73 100 3383 7923N 07835E 10.9 202.3 GGGG
1243-08203 00000/0000 20018/1598 03/23/73 100 3383 7833N 07216E 12.1 196.0 GGGG
1243-08205 00000/0000 20018/1599 03/23/73 100 3383 7735N 06646E 13.2 "190.6 G
1243-08212 00000/0000 20018/1600 03/23/73 10 3383 7633N 06207E 14* 186.0 GGGG
1243-08214 00000/0000 20018/1601 03/23/73 10 3383 7527N 058081 15*6 182.0 GGGG
1243-08221 00000/0000 20018/1602 03/23/73 20 3383 7418N 05441E 16.7 178.5 GGGG
1243-08223 00000/0000 20018/1603 03/23/73 40 3383 7306N 05141E 17.9 175s4 GGGG
1243-08414 00000/0000 20018/1604 03/23/73 10 3383 0;44N 01644E 54*8 100*7 GGGG
1243o08421 00000/0000 20018/1605 03/23/73 10 3383 0717N 01624E 54*8 98.6 GGGG
1243*1012C 00000/0000 20018/1606 03/P3/73 10 3384 5259N 004551 34.5 150.8 GGGG
1243*10121 00000/0000 20018/1607 03/23/73 0 3384 5135N 00412E 35*5 149.6 GGGG
1243-1012E. 00000/0000 20018/1608 03/23/73 0 3384 5010N 003311E 36.5 148.4 GGGG
1243-10132 00000/0000 20018/1609 03/23/73 0 3384 4846N 00253E 37.5 147.2 GGGG
1243-10134 00000/0000 20018/1610 03/P3/73 0 3384 4721N 00216E 38.5 146.0 GGGG
1243-10141 00000/0000 20018/1611 03/23/73 0 3384 4556N 00141E 39*5 144*8 GGGG
1243-10143 00000/0000 20018/1612 03/23/73 0 3384 4434N 001011E 404 143.5 GGGG
1243-12122 00000/0000 20018/1613 03/23/73 50 3385 0537S 0 3821W 52.6 80.7 GGGG
1243-12125 00000/0000 20018/1614 03/P2/73 50 3385 0703S 03842W 52*2 78.9 GGGG
1243-12131 00000/0000 20018/1615 03/23/73 50 3385 0829S 03903W 51.6 77.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % *.. ...'**.* 0o TO 100 a % CLBUD CAVER. ** " NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ..*.....*.... BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* ROBECYCLEDz G-GBeD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE* PmPOSRs
16:44 MAR ll1'74 STANDARD CATALG FOR NeNwUS PAGE 0721FRBM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM RBLL Ne,/ DATE CLBUD 5RBIT PRINCIPAL pBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITI N I LL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1243*12134 o0000/00o0 20018/1616 03/p3/73 30 3385 0955S 0 3924W 51*1 75.6 GGGG
1243-12140 00000/0000 20018/1617 03/23/73 30 3385 11225 039 4 4 W 50.5 7400 GGGG
1243m12143 00000/0000 20018/1618 03/23/73 60 3385 1250S 04005W 4998 72.5 GGGG
1243-12145 00000/0000 20018/1619 03/23/73 50 3385 14185 04025W 49o2 71.0 GGGG
1243-12152 00000/0000 20018/1620 03/23/73 30 3385 1544S 0 4046W 48.4 69.6 GGGG
1243-12154 00000/0000 20018/1621 03/23/73 20 3385 1710S 04107W 47,7 68.3 GGGG
1243-12163 00000/0000 20018/1622 03/23/73 90 3385 2003S 04151W 46,1 65.8 GGGG
1243-12170 00000/0000 200.18/1623 03/23/73 90 3385 21295 04213W 45*3 64.7 GGGG
1243-12172 00000/0000 20018/1624 03/23/73 80 3385 2255S 04236W 44o5 63.6 PGPP
1243-12175 00000/0000 20018/1625 03/23/73 80 3385 2421S 04258W 43.6 62.6 GGGG
1243-12181 00000/0000 20018/1626 03/23/73 70 3385 2547S 04320W 42*7 61*6 GGGG
1243-13383 00000/0000 20018/1627 03/23/73 40 3386 5301N 04
64 9W 34.5 150,8 GGGG
1243-13390 00000/0000 20018/1628 03/23/73 40 3386 5137N 04732W 35*5 149.6 GGGG
1243-13392 00000/0000 20018/1629 03/23/73 40 3386 5012N 04813W 36.6 148,4 GGPG
1243"13395 00000/0000 20018/1630 03/23/73 60 3386 4848N 04851W 37.6 147.2 GGPG
1243-13401 00000/0000 20018/1631 03/21/73 50 3386 4724N 04928W 38.6 146.0 GGPG
1243-13404 00000/0000 20018/1632 03/23/73 40 3386 4559N 05003W 39o5 144.8 GGPP
1243-13524 00000/0000 20018/1633 03/23/73 10 3386 0425N 06150W 54.7 94.3 GGGG
1243-13531 00000/0000 20018/1634 03/2/73 20 3386 0259N 06210W 54#6 92e3 GGGG
1243*13533 00000/0000 20018/1635 03/23/73 30 3386 0133N 06230W 54*4 90o2 GGGG
1243-13540 00000/0000 20018/1636 03/23/73 60 3386 0007N 06250W 5491 88.2 GGGG
1243-13542 00000/0000 20018/1637 03/23/73 60 3386 0119S 06310W 53.8 86.3 GGGG
1243-13545 00000/0000 2U018/1638 03/23/73 60 3386 0246S 0 6330W 53*5 84.3 GGGG
1243-13551 00000/0000 20018/1639 03/23/73 70 3386 0412S 06350W 53*1 82.5 GGGG
1243-13554 00000/0000 20018/1640 03/23/73 60 3386 0538S 06411W 52.6 80.7 GGGG
1243-13560 00000/0000 20018/1641 03/23/73 40 3386 0705S 06431W 52*2 78*9 GGGG
1243w13563 00000/0000 20018/1642 03/23/73 40 3386 0832S 06
4 5 1W 51*6 77.2 GGGG
1243-13565 00000/0000 20018/1643 03/23/73 40 3386 0958S 06512W 51.1 75.5 GOGG
1243-13572 00000/0000 20018/1644 03/23/73 40 3386 1125S 06533W 50,5 74*0 GGGG
1243-13574 00000/0000 20018/1645 03/23/73 30 3386 1252S 06553W 49.8 72.4 GGGG
1243-13581 00000/0000 20018/1646 03/23/73 50 3386 1418S 06
6 14W 49.1 71.0 GGGG
1243-13583 00000/o00 20018/1647 03/23/73 90 3386 1545S 0 6634W 48.4 69.6 GGGG
1243"13590 .00000/0000 20018/1648 03/23/73 40 3386 1711S 06655W 47*7 68.3 GGGG
1243"13592 00000/0000 20018/1649 03/23/73 10 3386 1836S 06
7 17 W 46*9 67*0 GGGG
1243-13595 00000/0000 20018/1650 03/23/73 10 3386 2002S 0 6739W 46,1 65.8 GGGG
1243*14001 00000/0000 20018/1651 03/23/73. 10 3386 2129S 06801W 45.3 64.7 GGGG
1243-14004 00000/0000 20018/1652 03/23/73 0 3386 2255S 06824W 44*5 63.6 GGGG
1243-14010 00000/0000 20018/1653 03/23/73 0 3386 2420S 06847W 43o6 62*6 GGGG
1243-14013 00000/000O 20018/1654 03/23/73 0 3386 2547S 06911W 42*7 6196 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVER % ........ ,,, 0 TO 100 - % CLeUD CeVER, ** a NO CLCU0 DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY ........ '..... 9LANKSmBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* RNRECYCLED. GGBeRBD F-FAIR BUT USABLE9 PwPBBR*
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALeG FBR NBN.US PAGE 0722
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
3BSERVATIBN MICRBFILM RBLL Nee/ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PBSITIBN IN RBLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1243014015 00000/0000 20018/1655 03/23/73 0 3386 2714S 06934W 41.8 60.7 GGGG
1243-14022 00000/0000 20018/1656 03/23/73 0 3386 2840S 06958W 40.8 59.9 GGGG
1243014024 00000/0000 20018/1657 03/23/73 10 3386 3004S 07021W 39.9 59.1 GGGG
1243-14031 00000/0000 20018/1658 03/23/73 10 3386 3130S 07046w 38.9 58.3 GGGG
1243-14033 00000/0000 20018/1659 03/23/73 20 3386 3255S 07111W 37.9 57.7 PPPP
1243-14040 00000/0000 20018/1660 03/23/73 30 3386 3421S 0 7137W 36.9 57*0 PPPP
1243*14042 00000/0000 20018/1661 03/23/73 20 3386 3546S 07204W 35.9 56.5 GGGG
1243-14045 00000/0000 20018/1662 03/23/73 30 3386 37115 07231W 34,9 56.0 GGGG
1243-15201 00000/0000 20018/1663 03/23/73 80 3387 5836N 06920W 30*3 155.7 GGGG
1243.15203 00000/0000 20018/1664 03/23/73 100 3387 5 713N 07014W 31.4 154.4 GGGG
1243-15210 00000/0000 20018/1665 03/23/73 100 3387 5549N o7105w 32*4 153.2 GGGC
1243-15212 00000/0000 20018/1666 03/23/73 80 3387 5426N 07152W 33.5 152.0 GGGO
1243-15215 0.0000/0000 20018/1667 03/23/73 50 3387 5302N 07237W 34.5 150.8 GGGG
1243-15221 00000/0000 20018/1668 03/23/73 10 3387 5138N 07320W 35o6 149*6 GGGG
1243-15224 -00000/0000 20018/1669 03/23/73 0 3387 5014N 07401W 36.6 148.4 GGGG
1243-15335 0000070000 20018/1670 03/23/73 10 3387 1138N 08558W 54.7 104.8 GPGG
1243-17024 00000/0000 20018/1671 03/23/73 0 3388 6121N 0 9308W 28*1 158.3 GGGG
1243-17030 00000/0000 20018/1672 03/23/73 10 3388 595 9N 094 12 29.2 157.0 GGGG
1243-17033 00000/0000 20018/1673 03/23/73 10 3388 5836N 09510W 30*3 155.7 GGGG
1243-17035 00000/0000. 20018/1674 03/23/73 10 3388 5 712N 09605W 31* 154*4 GGGG
1243-17042 00000/0000 20018/1675 03/23/73 10 3388 5549N 09656W 32*5 153,2 GGGG
1243-17044 00000/0000 20018/1676 03/23/73 20 3388 5426N 09743W 33.5 152.0 GGGG
1243-17051 00000/0000 20018/1677 03/23/73 60 3388 5301N 09827W 34.6 150*8 GGGG
1243-17053 00000/0000 20018/1678 03/23/73 100 3388 5138N 09910W 35.6 149o6 GGGG
1243s17060 00000/0000 20018/1679 03/23/73 80 3388 5014N 09951W 36.6 148*4 GGGG
1243-17124 00000/0000 20018/1680 03/23/73 20 3388 2728N 10 744W 50.3 126.0 GGGG
1243-17130 00000/0000 20018/1681 03/23/73 10 3388 2602N 10808W 50*9 124.3 GGGG
1243-17133 00000/0000 20018/1682 03/23/73 10 3388 2436N 108 3 1W 51.4 122.5 GGGP
1243-17135 00000/0000 20018/1683 03/23/73 30 3388 2310N 10853W 52*0 120o7 GGGG
1243*17142 00000/0000 20018/1684 03/23/73 60 3388 2144N i0 9.15W 52*5 118.8 GGGG
1243017144 00000/0000 20018/1685 03/23/73 80 3388 2017N 10937W 5209 116.9 GGGG
1243-18405 00000/0000 20018/1686 03/23/73 20 3389 7638N 09251W 14,5 186.0 PGG
1243-18412 00000/0000 20018/1687 03/23/73 20 3389 7532N 09652W 15*7 182.0 PGGG
1243-18414 00000/0000 20018/1688 03/23/73 20 3389 7422N 10020W 16*9 178.5 PGGG
1243-18421. 00000/0000 20018/1689 03/23/73 10 3389' 7310N 10320W 1,8.0 175.5 GGPG
1243-18423 00000/0000 20018/1690 03/23/73 0 3389 7156N 10557W 19,2 172*8 GGGP
1243-18430 00000/0000 20018/1691 03/23/73 0 3389 704ON 10816W 20*3 170.4 GGGG
1243*18432 00000/0000 20018/1692 03/23/73 0 3389 6923N 11019W 21.5 168.2 GGPG
1243-18435 00000/0000 20018/1693 03/23/73 20 3389 6804N 11208W 22o6 166.3 GGPG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % **,.,**.*** . o TB 100 u % CLOUD CRVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ***,,.,****,, BLANKSPBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED" RURECYCLEDt G=GBBD. FpFAIR BUT USABLE* PaPOBR,
16:44 MAR 11l'74 STANDARD CATALG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0723
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
8BSERVATIBN MICR8FILM R5LL N5./ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN RBLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1243-18441 00000/0000 20018/1694 03/23/73 40 3389 6645N 1134 6w 23*7 164.5 GGPG
1243-18444 00000/0000 20018/1695 03/23/73 100 3389 6F25N 11515W 24.8 162.8 GGGG
1243-18450 00000/0000 20018/1696 03/23/73 100 3389 6405N 11635W 26*0 161.2 GGGG
1243-18453 00000/0000 20018/1697 03/23/73 30 3389 6243N 11749W 2701 159.8 GGGG
1243-18455 00000/0000 20018/1698 03/23/73 10 3389 6122N 11057w 28.2 158.3 GGGG
1243-18462 00000/0000 20018/1699 03/23/73 10 3389 5q5qN 12001w 2993 157.0 GGGG
1243-18464 00000/0000 20018/1700 03/23/73 10 3389 5836N 12059W 30*3 155.7 GGGG
1243-18471 00000/0000 20018/1701 03/23/73 10 3389 5713N 12154W 31*. 154.4 GGGG
1243-18473 00000/0000 20018/1702 03/23/73 20 3389 5550N 12245W 32.5 153.2 GGPG
1243-18480 00000/0000 20018/1703 03/23/73 70 3389 5426N 12332W 3395 152.0 GGPG
1243*18482 00000/0000 20018/1704 03/23/73 80 3389 5302N 124 17w 34*6 150*8 GGGG
1243-18485 00000/0000 20018/1705 03/23/73 40 3389 5138N 12459W 35*6 149.6 GGGG
1243-18491 00000/0000 20018/1706 03/23/73 2C 3389 5014N 1254 0 W 36*6 148*4 GGGG
1243-18500 00000/0000 20018/1707 03/23/73 20 3389 4725N 126 55W 386 146.0 GGGG
1243-20232 00000/0000 20018/1708 03/23,73 0 3390 7936N 10837W 12.2 196.1 GGGG
1243"20234 00000/0000 20018/1709 03/23/73 0 
3 3 90, 7739N 114 0 4W 13*. 190*7 PGGG
1243*20241 00000/0000 20018/1710 03/23/73 0 3390 7637N 11844W 146 186.1 PGPG
1243-20243 00000/0000 20018/1711 03/23/73 0 3390 753 1N 12243W 15*7 182.0 PGGG
1243-20250 00000/0000 20018/1712 03/23/73 0 3390 7422N 12609W 16*9 178.6 PGGG
1243-20252 00000/0000 20018/1713 03/23/73 0 3390 7310N 12908W 18,1 175,5 PPGP
1243'20255 00000/0000 20018/1714 03/23/73 0 3390 7156N 13145W 19.2 172.8 GGGG
1243-20261 00000/0000 20018/1715 03/23/73 0 3390 7040N 13402W 20.3 170.4 GGGG
1243-20264 00000/0000 20018/1716 03/23/73 10 3390 6Q23N 13605W 21o5 168*2 PGGG
1243-22061 00000/0000 20018/1717 03/23/73 0 3391 7925N 12804W 11*1 202.4 PGGG
1243-22063 00000/0000 20018/1718 03/23/73 0 3391 7835N 13423W 12*3 196.1 PGGP
1243-22070 00000/0000 20018/1719 03/23/73 0 3391 7738N 13950W i3.4 190.7 GGGG
1243-22072 00000/0000 20018/1720 03/23/73 0 3391 7637N 14430W 14*6 186.1 GGGG
1243-22075 00000/0000 20018/1721 03/23/73 0 3391 7531N 14831W 15.8 182.0 GGGG
1243-22081 00000/0000 20018/1722 03/23/73 0 3391 7421N 15158W 16.9 178.6 GGGP
1243-22084 00000/0000 20018/1723 03/23/73 0 3391 7309N 15458W 18,1 175.5 GGGG
1243-23492 00000/0000 20018/1724 03/23/73 0 3392 7925N 15350W 11.1 202.4' PGGG
1243-23495 00000/0000 20018/1725 03/23/73 0 3392 7835N 16009W 12*3 196*1 PGGG
1243-23501 00000/0000 20018/1726 03/23/73 0 3392 7739N 16537W 13*5 190.7 GGGG
1243-23504 00000/0000 20018/1727 03/23/73 0 3392 7637N 17018W 146 186*1 GGGG
1243-23510 00000/0000 20018/1728 03/23/73 0 3392 7531N 17418W 1598 182*0 GGGG
1243m23513 00000/0000 20018/1729 03/23/73 0 3392 7421N 17
7 45W 17,0 178.6 GGGP
1243-23515 00000/0000 20018/1730 03/23/73 0 3392 7309N 17913E 18.1 175.5 GGGP
1243.23522 00000/0000 20018/1731 03/23/73 0 3392 7 156N 176 37E 19.3 172.8 GGGG
1243-23524 00000/0000 20018/1732 03/23/73 10 3392 7040N 17418E 20.4 170.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % 0..............  T8 100 a % CLBUD CBVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............ . BLANKS-BAND NET PRFSrNT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. G.GBBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. POPBBR.
16:44 MAR 11 '74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NOeNUS PAGE 0724
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL fIO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PqINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITI9N IN ROLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVo AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1243-23531 00000/0000 20018/1733 03/23/73 10 3392 6923N 17216E 21.5 168.2 GGGG
1243-23533 00000/0000 20018/1734 03/23/73 10 3392 6805N 17026E 22.7 166.3 GGGG
1243-23540 00000/0000 20018/1735 03/23/73 0 3392 6645N 16848E 23.8 164.5 GGGG
1243-23542 00000/0000 20018/1736 o3/23/73 0 3392 6F25N 16720E 24.9 162.8 GGGG
1243-23545 00000/0000 20018/1737 03/23/73 0 3392 6404N 16559E 26.0 161.2 GGGG
1243-23551 00000/0000 20018/1738 03/23/73 0 3392 6243N 16445E 27.2 159.8 GGGG
1243-23554 00000/0000 23018/1739 03/23/73 0 3392 5121N 16337E 28*3 158.3 GGGG
1244.01324 00000/0000 20018/1740 03/24/73 0 3393 7924 N 17939W 11.2 202.4 GPGG
1244-01331 00000/0000 20018/1741 03/24/73 10 3393 7935N 17401E 12i3 196.1 GGGG
1244-01333 00000/0000 20018/1742 03/24/73 0 3393 7739N 16834E 13.5 190.7 GGGG
1244-01340 00000/0000 20018/1743 03/24/73 0 3393 7637N 16353E 1497 186.1 GGGG
1244-01342 00000/0000 20018/1744 03/24/73 0 3393 7531N 15952E 15.8 182.0 GGGG
1244-01345 00000/0000 20018/1745 03/24/73 0 3393 7422N 15624E 17*0 178.6 GGGG
1244-01351 00000/0000 20018/1746 03/24/73 0 3393 7310N 15324E 18*1 175.5 GGGG
1244-01354 00000/0000 20018/1747 03/24/73 0 3393 7156N 15047E 19.3 172,8 GPGG
1244-01363 00000/0000 20018/1748 03/24/73 10 3393 6923N 14627E 21*6 168.2 GGGG
1244-01365 oQ000/o000 20018/1749 03/24/73 0 3393 6R05N 14437E 22s7 166.3 GGGG
1244-01372 00000/0000 20018/1750 03/24/73 0 3393 6646N 14258E 23.8 164.5 GGGG
1244"01374 00000/0000 20018/1751 03/24/73 0 3393 6525N 14 129E 25.0 162.8 GGGG
1244-01381 00000/0000 20018/1752 03/24/73 0 3393 6404N 14008E 26.1 161*2 GGGG
1244101383 00000/0000 20018/1753 03/24/73 0 3393 6243N 13854E 27.2 159.8 GGGG
1244-01390 00000/0000 20018/1754 03/24/73 20 3393 6121N 13745E 28,3 158.3 GGGG
1244-01392 00000/0000 20018/1755 03/24/73 20 3393 5959N 13642E 29.4 157.0 GGGG
1244-01395 00000/0000 20018/1756 U3 /24/ 73 10 3393 5836N 13544 E 30.5 155,7 GGGG
1244-03160 00000/0000 20018/1757 03/24/73 0 3394 7925N 15428E 11*2 202.4 GPGG
1244-03162 00000/0000 20018/1758 03/24/73 0 3394 7s35N 14809E 1294 196.1 GGGG
1244-03165 00000/0000 20018/1759 03/24/73 10 3394 7739N 14244E 13*5 190.7 GGGG
1244*03171 00000/0000 20018/1760 03/24/73 20 3394 7437N 13804E 14o7 186.1 GGGG
1244-03174 00000/0000 20018/1761 03/24/73 20 3394 7531N 13404E 15*9 182.0 GGGG
1244-03180 00000/000 20018/1762 03/24/73 40 3394 7422N 13037E 17*0 178.6 GGGG
1244-03183 00000/0000 20018/1763 03/24/73 40 3394 7310N 12737E 18.2 175.5 GGGG
1244-03185 00000/0000 20018/1764 03/24/73 20 3394 7157N 12500E 1903 172*8 GGGG
L244-03192 00000/0000 20018/1765 03/24/73 10 3394 7041N 12241E 20*5 170o4 GGGG
1244-03194 00000/0000 20018/1766 03/24/73 10 3394 6923N 12038E 21.6 168.2 PPPG
1244-03201 00000/0000 20018/1767 03/24/72 0 3394 6P05N 11849E 22o7 166.3 GGGG
1244-03203 00000/0000 20018/1768 03/24/73 0 3394 6645N 11711E 23s9 164.5 GGGG
1244-03210 00000/0000 20018/1769 03/24/73 10 3394 6525N 11542E 25.0 162.8 GGGG
1244-03212 00000/0000 20018/1770 03/24/73 0 3394 6405N 11421E 26.1 161.2 GGGG
1244-03215 00000/0000 20018/1771 03/24/73 0 3394 6244N 11308E 27*2 159.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % **.*****.,,*, 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CBVER* ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ........ ..... 8LANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R8RECYCLED. GGBOD., FsFAIR BUT USABLE# PEPBOBR
16:44 MAP jj,74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0725
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRSFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD 5RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
IO POSITIBN IN RELL ACCUTRE COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
R8V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1244*03221 00000/0000 2U018/1772 03/24/73 0 3394 6122N 11159E 2893 158.3 GGGG
1244-03224 00000/0000 20018/1773 03/24/73 0 3394 5959N 11056E 29*4 157.0 GGGG
1244-03280 00000/0000 20018/1774 03/24/73 2c 3394 4143N 10145E 42*6 1409 G G
1244-03283 00000/0000 20018/1775 03/?4/73 30 3394 4C18N 10115E 43.5 139.6 G GG
1244-05150 00000/0000 20018/1776 03/24/73 10 3395 2P54N 07152E 49.8 127.6 GGGG
1244-05153 00000/0000 20018/1777 03/24/73 0 3395 2728N 07128E 50*4 125.9 GGGG
1244o5155 00000/0000 20018/1778 03/24/73 0 3395 2601N 07104E 51*0 124.1 GGGG
1244-05162 00000/0000 20018/1779 03/24/73 0 3395 2435N 07042E 51.6 122.3 GGGG
1244'06584 00000/0000 20018/1780 03/24/73 30 3396 2727N o4541E 50*4 125.8 GGGG
1244-06591 00000/0000 20018/1781 03/24/73 30 3396 2602N 04518E 51.1 124.1 GGGG
1244-06593 00000/0000 20018/1782 03/24/73 10 3396 2435N 04455E 51s6 122*3 GGGG
1244-07000 00000/0000 20018/1783 03/24/73 10 3396 2309N 04433E 52.2 120s5 GGGG
1244-07002 00000/0000 20018/1784 03/24/73 0 3396 2143N 04411E 52o7 118*6 GGGG
1244-07005 00000/0000 20018/1785 03/24/73 20 3396 2017N 04349E 53.1 116.6 GGGG
1244-07011 00000/0000 20018/1786 03/24/73 20 3396 1951N 04328E 53*5 114.7 GGGG
1244-07014 00000/0000 20018/1787 03/24/73 10 3396 1725N 04306E 53.9 112.7 GGGG
1244-07020 00000/0000 20018/1788 03/24/73 10 3396 1558N 04244E 54.2 110.6 GGGG
1244-07023 00000/0000 20018/1789 03/24/73 10 3396 1431N 04223E 54*4 108.6 GGGG
1244-07025 00000/0000 20018/1790 03/24/73 10 3396 1 04N 04203E 54.6 106*5 GGGG
1244-07032 00300/0000 20018/1791 03/24/73 0 3396 1 13 8N 04143E 54.8 104*4 GGGG
1244-o7o34 00000/0000 20018/1792 03/P4/73 0 3396 1012N o4123E 54*9 102.3 GGGG
1244'08404 00000/0000 20018/1793 03/24/73 70 3397 3i45N 02106E 48*4 130.8 GGGG
1244-08411 00000/0000 20018/1794 03/P4/73 50 3397 3020N 02041E 49,1 129*2 GGGG
1244-08413 00000/0000 20018/1795 03/P4/73 80 3397 2855N 02016E 49o8 127.5 GGGG
1244-08420 00000/0000 20016/1796 03/24/73 80 3397 2730N 01952E 50*5 125.8 GGGG
1244-08422 00000/0000 '20018/1797 03/P4/73 70 3397 2604N 01929E 51.1 124.1 GGGG
1244-08425 00000/0000 20018/1798 03/24/73 90 3397 2438N 01906E 51.6 122*3 GGGG
1244-08431 00000/0000 20018/1799 03/24/73 30 3397 2312N 018432 52.2 120*4 GGGG
1244'08434 00000/0000 20020/0116 03/24/73 0 3397 2145N 01821E 52*7 118.5 GGGG
1244-08440 00000/0000 20020/0117 03/24/73 0 3397 2018N 01800E 53.1 116.6 GGGG
1244"08443 00000/0000 20020/0118 03/24/73 10 3397 1851N 01738E 53.5 114@6 GGGG
1244-08445 00000/0000 2002010119 03/24/73 10 3397 1725N 01717E 53.9 112.6 GGGG
1244w08452 00000/0000 20020/0120 03/24/73 10 3397 1600N 01655E 54*2 110.6 GGGG
1244-08454 00000/0000 20020/0121 03/24/73 10 3397 1433N 01634E 54*4 108.5 GGGG
1244-10134 00000/0000 20020/0122 03/24/73 40 3398 6645N 01358E 24*0 164*5 GGGG
1244-10140 00000/0000 20020/0123 03/24/73 30 3398 6525N 01228E 25.1 162.8 GGGG
1244-12224 00000/00OQ 20018/1800 03/24/73 70 3399 2129S 04
3 38w 45.2 64*2 GGGG
1244-12231 00000/0000 20018/1801 03/24/73 90 3399 2254S 04400W 44.3 63*1 GGGG
1244-13435 00000/0000 20018/1802 03/24/73 30 3400 5426N 04731W 33*9 152.0 GGGP
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % ,*..,,**,,.* 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE JUALITY ",,,,e,**'..*wq BLANKSaBAND NET PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RlRECYCLED, GvGOBBD FwFAIR BUT USABLE* PPBBOOR
1644 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALeG FBR NONwUS PAGE 0726
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
IBSERVATION MICReFILM RBLL NB./ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN RBLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1244-13442 00000/0000 20018/1803 03/24/73 10 3400 5302N 04 816W 34r9 150.7 GGG124413444 00000/0000 20018/1804 03/24/73 10 3400 5138N 04858W 35.9 149.5 GGG1244-13451 00000/o000 20018/1805 03/24/73 20 3400 5o13N 04938W 36.9 148.3 GGP
1244-13453 00000/0000 20018/1806 03/24/73 80 3400 4 849N 05017W 37*9 147*1 GGP
1244-13551 00000/0000 20018/1807 03/24/73 10 3400 1557N 06032W 54.2 110*5 GGGG1244-13553 00000/0000 20018/1808 03/24/73 10 3400 1432N 06053W 54*5 108*4 GGGG1244-13560 00000/00O 20018/1809 03/24/73 10 3400 1306N 06114W 54.7 106.3 GGGG
1244-13562 00000/0000 20018/1810 03/24/73 20 3400 1140N 06135w 54.9 104.2 GGGG
1244-13565 00000/0000 20018/1811 03/P4/73 30 3400 1013N 06155W 55*0 102.1 GGGG
1244-13571 00000/0000 20018/1812 03/P4/73 40 3400 0846N 06215W 55.0 100.0 GGGG
1244"13574 00000/0000 20018/1813 03/24/73 60 3400 0720N 06235W 55*0 97.9 GGGG
1244-13580 00000/0000 20018/1814 03/24/73 30 3400 055 4 N 06255w 54.9 95.8 GGGG1244-13583 00000/0000 20018/1815 03/24/73 30 3400 0427N 06315W 54.8 93.7 GGGG
1244-13585 00000/0000 20018/1816 03/24/73 40 3400 0300N 06335W 54.7 91.6 GGGG
1244"13592 00000/0000 20018/1817 03/24/73 50 3400 0134N 06355W 5404 89*6 GGGG
1244-13594 00000/0000 20018/1818 03/24/73 90 3400 0007N 06415W 54*2 87.6 GGGG
1244-14001 00000/0000 20018/1819 03/24/73 80 3400 0118S 06435W 53.9 85.6 GGGG1244-14051 00000/0000 20018/1820 03/24/73 0 3400 1R36S 06841W 46.8 66.5 GGGG
1244-14053 00000/0000 20018/1821 03/24/73 0 3400 2001S 06903W 46*0 65*3 GGGG
1244-14060 00000/0000 20018/1822 03/24/73 0 3400 2127S o6925w 45s2 64.1 GGGG
1244-14062 00000/o000U 20018/1823 03/24/73 0 3400 22545 069 4 8W 44.3 63.1 GGGG1244-14065 00000/0000 20018/1824 03/24/73 10 3400 2419S 07011W 43s4 62.1 GGGG
1244-14071 00000/0000 20018/1825 03/P4/73 10 3400 2546S 07034w 42.5 61.1 GGGG
1244-14074 00000/0000 20018/1826 03/~4/73 70 3400 2712S 07058W 41*6 60.2 GGGG
1244-14080 00000/0000 20018/1827 03/24/73 60 3400 28385 07122W 40*7 59.4 GGGG1244-15255 00000/0000 20018/1828 03/24/73 10 3401 5837N 07045w 30*7 155.7 GGGG
1244-15262 00000/0000 20018/1829 03/P4/73 0 3401 5 714N 07139W 31.8 154.4 GGGG
1244-15264 00000/0000 20018/1830 03/24/73 10 3401 5550N 07230W 32*8 153.2 GGPG
1244-15271 00000/0000 20018/1831 03/24/73 10 3401 5426N 07318W 33.9 152*0 GGPG
1244-15273 00000/0000 20018/1832 03/24/73 10 3401 5303N 074 03w 34&9 150.7 GGGG
1244-15280 000000/0000 20018/1833 03/24/73 20 3401 5139N 07446W 36*0 149.5 GGGG
1244-15282 00000/0000 20018/1834 03/24/73 10 3401 5014N 07527W 37*0 148.3 GGGG
1244-17020 00000/0000 20018/1835 03/24/73 100 3402 7925N 05158W 11*4 202.5 GGGG
1244*17023 00000/0000 20018/1836 03/24/73 100 3402 7A36N 058 19W 12.6 196*2 GGGG1244-17025 00000/0000 20018/1837 03/24/73 90 34o02 7739N 06348W 13*7 190*8 GGGG
1244-17038 00000/0000 20018/1838 03/24/73 0 3402 7638N 0 6829W f4*9 186.2 GGGG
1244-17034 00000/0000 20018/1839 03/24/73 0 3402 7532N 07229W 16.1 182.1 GGGG
1244-17041 00000/0000 20018/1840 03/24/73 20 3402 7422N 07556W 17*2 178.6 GGGG
1244-17043 00000/0000 20018/1841 03/24/73 50 3402 7310N 07855W 18.4 175.6 GGGG
KEYS; CLOUD COVER % o.............. 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CRVERa ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *..*.*..,,* . BSLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RaRECYCLED. G=.GBBD F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PaPSeOR
16:44 MAR 11J74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NON.uS PAGE 0727
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
SBSERVATIN MICRBFILM RBLL NB./ DATE CLOUD RB9IT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID pBSITI9N IN RBLL ACOUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1244-17050 00000/0000 20018/1842 03/24/73 0 3402 7156N 08132W 19*5 172.9 GGGG
1244-17052 00000/0000 20018/1843 03/24/73 0 3402 7 041N 083 50w 20*7 170.5 GGGG
1244-17055 00000/0000 20018/1844 03/24/73 0 3402 6924N 08552W 21*8 168.3 PGGG
1244o17061 00000/0000 20018/1845 03/24/73 0 3402 6806N 08742W 2300 166.3 GGGG
1244-17064 00000/0000 20018/1846 03/24/73 0 3402 6646N 08920W 24.1 164.5 GGGG
1244-17070 00000/0000 20018/1847. 03/24/73 0 3402 6526N 09049w 25.2 162.8 GGGG
1244-17075 00000/0000 20018/1848 03/24/73 90 3402 6244N 093 25W 27o4 159*8 PGP
1244-17082 00000/0000 20018/1849 03/24/73 90 3402 6122N o94 34W 28*5 158.4 PGP
1244-17084 00000/0000 20018/1850 03/24/73 100 3402 6000N 09538W 29.6 157.0 GPPP
1244-17091 00000/0000 20018/1851 03/24/73 60 3402 5P38N 0 9636W 30o7 155.7 GG P
1244-17093 00000/0000 20018/1852 03/24/73 10 3402 5715N 09731W 31*8 154*4 GGPP
1244-17100 00000/0000 20018/1853 03/24/73 10 3402 5552N 098 22W 32*8 153.2 GGGG
1244-17102 00000/0000 20018/1854 03/24/73 0 3402 5428N 09910W 33.9 152.0 GGPP
1244-17105 00000/0000 20018/1855 03/24/73 0 3402 5304N 09955W 34*9 15o07 GGPP
1244-17111 00000/0000 20018/1856 03/24/73 0 3402 5140N 10038W 36.0 149.5 GGPP
1244-17114 00000/0000 20018/1857 03/24/73 0 3402 5015N 10118W 37*0 148.3 GGPP
1244-17182 00000/0000 20018/1858 03/24/73 0 3 4C2 2728N 10 913W 50.6 125.7 GGGG
1244-17184 00000/0000 20018/1859 03/24/73 0 3402 '26 03 N 10936W 51.2 12309 GGGG
1244-17191 00000/0000 20018/1860 03/24/73 0 3402 2436N 109 59w 51,8 122*1 GGGG
1244-17193 00000/0000 20018/1861 03/24/73 0 3402 2309N 11021W 5213 120*3 GGGG
1244-17200 00000/0000 20018/1862 03/24/73 30 3402 2143N 11043W 52.8 118,4 GGGG
1244-18470 00000/0000 20018/1863 03/24/73 0 3403 7532N 09816W 16.1 182.1 GGGG
1244-18473 00000/0000 20018/1864 03/24/73 90 3403 7423N 10145w 17.3 178.7 GGGG
1244-18475 00000/0000 20018/1865 03/24/73 60 3403 7311N 10445W 18* 175,6 GGGG
1244-18482 00000/0000 20018/1866 03/24/73 40 3403 7157N 10722w. 1996 172.9 GGGG
1244-18484 00000/0000 20018/1867 03/24/73 0 3403 7641N 10940W 20*7 170*5 GGGG
1244-18491 00000/0000 20018/1868 03/24/73 0 3403 6924N 11143W 21.8 168.3 GGGG
1244-18493 00000/0000 20018/1869 03/24/73 10 3403 605N 11332W 23*0 166.3 GGGG
1244-18500 00000/0000 20018/1870 03/24/73 10 3403 6646N 11510W 24*1 164.5 GGGG
1244-18502 00000/0000 20018/1871 03/24/73 60 3403 6526N 11639W 25,2 162o8 GGG
1244-18505 00000/0000 20018/1872 03/24/73 70 3403 6406N 11800W 26.3 161.3 GGG
1244-18511 00000/0000 20018/1873 03/24/73 0 3403 6244N 11914W 27*5 159*8 GGGG
1244-18514 00000/0000 20018/1874 03/24/71 0 3403 6122N 12023W 28.6 158.4 GGGG
1244-18520 00000/0000 20018/1875 03/24/73 30 3403 6000N 12126W 29*7 157.0 GGGG
1244-18523 00000/0000 20018/1876 03/24/73 20 3403 5837N 12224w 30*7 155.7 GGGG
1244-18525 00000/0000 20018/1877 03/24/73 60 3403 5714N 12319W 31*8 154.4 GGGG
1244-18532 00000/0000 20018/1878 03/24/73 90 3403 5550N 12410W 32*9 153.2 GGGG
1244018534 00000/0000 20018/1879 03/P4/73 90 3403 54 27N 12458W 33*9 152.0 GGGG
1244*18541 00000/0000 20018/1880 03/24/73 90 3403 5302N 12543w 35*0 150*7 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD CBVER % .....,,,*, 0 TB 100 * % CLBUD COVER. ** m NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .............. RBLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. G.Ge8D, F.FAIR BUT USABLE, PuPBOR,
16:44 MAR 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NOBNUS PAGE 0728
FROM 07/23/72 Ta 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN RBLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEVe AZIMe RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1244*18543 00000/0000 20018/1881 03/24/73 90 3403 5138N 126 26w 360 149a5 GGGG
1244-18550 00000/0000 20018/1882 03/24/73 90 3403 5014N 12706W 37*0 148.3 GGGG
1244*18552 00000/0000 20018/1883 03/24/73 90 3403 4850N 12745W 38.0 147*1 GGGG
1244-20570 00000/0000 20018/1884 03/24/73 0 3 404 1414S 17053W 49.0 70*2 GGGG
1244-20572 00000/0000 20018/1885 03/24/73 10 3404 1540S 17114W 48*3 68*9 GGG
1245-00235 00000/0000 20018/1886 03/25/73 70 3406 1545S 13705E 48.3 68.8 GGGG
1245-00242 00000/0000 20018/1887 03/25/73 100 3406 1710S 13644E 47.5 67.5 GGGG
1245-00244 00000/0000 20018/1888 03/25/73 100 3406 1834S 13622E 46.8 66.2 GGGG
1245-00251 00000/0000 20018/1889 03/25/73 100 3406 2001S 13600E 459 65*0 GGGG
1245-00253 00000/0000 20018/1890 03/25/73 70 3406 2128S 13538E 45.1 63.9 GGGG
1245-00262 00000/0000 20018/1891 03/25/73 40 3406 2418S 13453E 43.4 61.9 GGGG
1245-00265 90000/0000 20018/1892 03/25/73 10 3406 2545S 13430E 2,4 60.9 GGGG
1245-00271 00000/0000 20018/1893 03/25/73 0 3406 2711S 13407E 41.5 60.0 GGGG
124500274 00000/0000 20018/1894 03/25/73 10 3406 2837S 13343E 40.6 59.2 GGGG
1245-00280 00000/0000 20018/1895 03/25/73 20 3406 3002S 13319E 39*6 58.5 GGGG
1245-00283 00000/0000 20018/1896 03/25/73 40 3406 3127S 13255E 38.6 57.7 GGGG
1245-00285 00000/0000 20018/1897 03/25/73 30 3406 3254S 13230E 37.6 57.1 GGGG
1245*01382 00000/0000 20018/1898 03/25/73 10 3407 7925N 17856E 11*5 202.5 GGGG
1245-01385 00000/0000 20018/1899 03/25/73 20 3407 7935N 17236E 12*7 196.3 GGGG
1245*01391 00000/0000 20018/1900 03/P5/73 10 3407 7739N 16710E 13*9 190.8 GGGG1245-01394 00000/0000 20018/1901 03/25/73 10 3407 7638N 16229E 15.0 186.2 GGGG
1245-01400 00000/0000 20018/1902 03/2/73 10 3407 7531N 15828E 16.2 182.2 GGGG
1245"01403 00000/0000 20018/1903 03/25/73 10 3407 7422N 15501E 17*4 178*7 GGGG
1245-01405 00000/0000 20018/1904 03/25/73 0 3407 7311N 15201E 18.5 175.6 GGGG
1245-01412 00000/0000 20018/1905 03/25/73 100 3407 7157N 14923E 19s7 172*9 GGGG
1245-01414 00000/0000 20018/1906 03/25/73 70 3407 7042N 14704E 20.8 170*5 GGGG
1245-01421 00000/0000 20018/1907 03/25/73 0 3407 6924N 14 501E 22.0 168*3 GGGG
1245-01423 00000/0000 20018/1908 03/p5/73 0 3407 6R05N 14311E 23,1 166*3 GGGG
1245"01430 00000/0000 20018/1909 03/26/73 0 3 407  6646N 14133E 24*2 164.5 GGGG
1245-01432 00000/0000 20018/1910 03/25/73 0 3407 6526N 14004E 25.3 162.8 GGGG
1245*01435, 00000/0000 20018/1911 03/25/73 0 3407 6405N 13843E 26.5 161.3 GGGG1245-01441 00000/0000 20018/1912 03/25/73 0 3407 6244N 13729E 27*6 159.8 GGGG
1245:01444 00000/0000 20018/1913 03/25/73 0 3407 6122N 13621E 28.7 158.4 GGGG
1245-01450 00000/0000 20018/1914 03/25/73 0 3407 5959N 13518E 29.8 157*0 GGGG
1245-01453 00000/0000 20018/1915 03/25/73 0 3407 5836N 13420E 30*9 155.7 GGGG1245-01503 00000/0000 20019/0001 03/25/73 0 3407 4145N 12608E 42.9 140.7 GGGG
1245-01505 00000/0000 20019/0002 03/25/73 0 3407 4020N 12538E 43.8 139,4 GGGG
1245-01512 00000/0000 20019/0003 03/25/73 0 3407 3R55 N 12508E 44*7 138.0 GGGG
1245-01564 00000/0000 20019/0004 03/25/73 40 3407 2018N 11949E 53.3 116.3 PGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *.*...***... 0 TB 100 = % CLOUD CAVER, ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY e.,999*00,,,,0 BLANKSoBAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RmRECYCLED. GaGBD, FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PwPBOR,
1644 'IAR 11'4 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NN-US 
PAGE 0729
1 aR FRBM 07/21/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATI4N MICRPFILM ReLL NO./ DATE CLOUD RBIT PINCIPAL PINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I0 PPSITIJN IN HBLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE 
ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
P1V MSS LAT LBNG 
123 45678
1245-01571 o000o/0000 20019/0005 03/P?/73 10 3407 1851N 11927E 53.7 1143 GGGG
124 5 *015 73 00000/0000 20019/0006 03/2r/73 10 3407 1724N 11906E 54.1 112.3 GGGG
1245-01530 00000/0000 20019/0007 03/25/73 20 3407 1958N 11844E 54.4 110.2 GGGG
1245-01582 0C300/0000 20019/C0008 03/P5/73 40 3407 1432N 11823E 54.6 108.1 
GGGG
1245-01585 00000/0000 20019/0009 03/25/73 30 3407 1906N 11802E 54.8 106.0 GGGG
1245-01591 00000/Co00 20019/0010 03/25/73 3) 3407 1 41N 11741E 54.9 103.9 GGGG
1245-01594 00000/0000 20019/0011 03/25/73 10 3407 1014N 11720E 55.0 101.8 GGGG
1245-04050 00000/0000 2000/0124 03/95/73 40 3408 6 0S 06417E 12.1 577 GGGG
1245-04053 00000/0000 20020/0125 03/29/73 50 3408 6623S 06250E 10.9 58.8 
GGGG
1245-04055 0000/0000 20020/0126 03/25/73 60 3408 6742S 06115E 9.7 60.0 
GGGG
1245-04062 00000/0000 20020/0127 03/29/73 90 3408 6901S 05928E 8.5 61.4 GGGG
124505205 00000/0000 20019/0012 03/29/73 30 3409 2R54N 07026E 50.1 127.2 GGGG
1245-05211 00000/0000 20019/0013 03/25/73 30 3409 272RN 07002E 50.7 125.5 GGGG
1245-05214 00000/0000 20019/0014 03/25/73 70 3409 2602N 0 6938E 51.3 123.7 GGGG
1245-0712 00000/0000 20020/0128 03/25/73 30 3410 0117S 03713E 53.9 85.1 
GGGG
1245-07131 00000/0000 20020/0129 03/25/73 40 3410 0244S 03653E 53.5 83.2 GGGP
1245-07172 00000/0000 20020/0130 03/P/73 i0 3410 1708S 0 3328E 47.5 67.3 GGG
1245-07175 00000/0000 20020/0131 03/25/73 10 3410 J134S 03306E 46*7 66*1 GGG
1245-07181 00000/0000 20020/0132 03/25/73 10 3410 2000S 0324 5E 45.9 64.9 
GGG
1245-07134 00000/0000 20020/0133 03/2F/73 10 3410 21.27S 03223E 45.1 63.8 GGG
1245-07190 00000/0000 20020/0134 03/29/73 10 3410 2?53S 0 3201E 44.2 62.7 GGG
1245-07193 00000/0000 20020/0135 03/25/73 20 3410 2419S 0 3139E 43.3 61.7 GGG
1245-07195 00000/0000 20020/0136 03/2i/73 30 3410 2545S 0 3116E 42Po 60o8 GGG
1245-08313 00000/000 20019/0015 03/25/73 60 3411 
7n2 4 N 07553E 11.6 202.6 
GGGG
1245-08315 00000/0000 20019/0016 03/25/73 60 3411 7R31N 0
6932E 12.8 196.3 GGGG
1245-08322 00000/0000 20019/0017 03/29/73 40 3411 7739N 
06404E 14o0 190.9 GGGG
1245"08324 00000/0000 20019/0018 03/25/
73 20 3411 7637 4 05923E 15.2 186.2 GGGG
1245-08331 00000/0000 20019/0019 03/25/73 30 3411 7F31N 
05522E 16.3 182.2 GGGG
1245-08333 00000/0000 20019/0020 03/29/73 60 3411 7422N 05155E 
175 178.7 GGGG
1245-08340 00000/0000 20019/0021 03/29/73 50 3411 731N 0
4855E j86 175.6 GGGG
1245:08342 000CO/C00 20019/0022 03/,5/73 70 3411 7156N 0 4618E 
19o8 172o9 GGGG
124508345 00000/0000 20019/0022 03,29/73 100 3411 704ON 04358E 
20.9 170.5 GGGG
1245-08351 00000/000 20019/0024 03/25/73 100 3411 6923N 0
4155E 22.1 168.3 GGGG
1245"03354 00000/0000 20019/0025 03/25/73 60 3411 6751N 03946E 
23,4 166.0 GGGG
1245-08361 00000/0000 20019/0026 03/25/73 20 3411 66
31N 03808E 2485 164.2 GGGG
1245-08363 00000/0000 20019/0027 03/29/73. 20 3411 6511N 0 3639E 
25.7 162.6 GGGG
1245-08370 00000/0000 20019/0028 03/25/73 0 3411 6350N 0 3518E 
26.8 161.0 GGGG
1245"08372 00000/0000 20019/0029 03/25/73 20 3411 6P29N 
O3404E 27*9 159.5 GGGG
1245-08375 00000/0000 20019/0030 03/29/73 30 3411 6107N 03257E 29.0 
158.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVER-~ ...**.** ***.... 0 TO 100 % CUD COVER N5 CLUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ...... .. LANKS.BAND NOT PRESeNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. 
G.GOBD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPOBRo
16:44 IAP 11'74 STANDARD CATALBG FPR NBN.US PAGE 0730
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATTN MICR6FILM RSLL NO,/ DATE CL6UD BRBIT PRIJCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P6SITIeN I' ROLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1245-08381 00000/0000 20019/0031 03/25/73 0 3411 5944N 03155E 30.1 156.8 GGGG
1245-03384 00000/0000 20019/0032 03/p5/73 0 3411 5822N 03057E 31.2 155.5 GGGG
1245-08481 00000/0000 20019/0033 03/26/73 50 3411 2603N 01805E 51.4 123.7 GPPG
1245-08483 00000/0000 20019/0034 03/25/73 9o 3411 2437N 01743E 51*9 121*9 GGGG1245-08490 00000/0000 20019/0035 03/25/73 30 3411 2311N 01720E 52.5 120*0 GPGG
1245-08492 00000/C000 20019/0036 03/p2/73 30 3411 2145N 01658E 53*0 118*1 GPGG
1245-09145 00000/0000 20019/0037 03/25/73 70 3411 65015 01314W 1290 57.7 GPGG1245-o9151 00000/0000 20019/0038 03/25/73 70 3411 6621S 014 4 2W 10*8 58.7 GPGG1245-09154 00000/0000 20019/0039 03/25/73 60 3411 6740S 01619W 9.6 59.9 GPGG
1245-09160 000O00/00 20019/0040 03/25/73 30 3411 6R58S 01806W 8.5 61.4 GPGG
1245-11580 00000/0000 20019/0041 03/25/73 0 3413 7923N 02414E 11*7 202.6 GPGG
1245-11583 00000/0000 20019/0042 03/P5/73 0 3413 7934N 01753E 12.9 196*3 GPGG1245-13412 00000/0000 20019/0043 03/25/73 0 3414 7923N 00139W 11.7 202.6 PGGG1245-13414 00000/0000 20019/0044 03/25/73 0 3414 7834N 00758W 1299 196*3 GGGG1245-13421 00000/0000 20019/0045 03/25/73 0 3414 7738N 01327W 14.1 190.9 GGGG
1245-13423 00000/C0000 20019/0046 03/2?/73 0 3414 7637N 01809W 15.2 186.2 GGG1245-13430 00000/0000 20019/0047 03/25/73 0 3414 7532N 02211W 16.4 182.2 GGGG
1245-13432 00000/0000 20019/0048 03/25/73 20 3414 7423N 025 40W 17,6 178.7 GGGG1245-13435 00000/0000 20019/0049 03/2/73 20 3414 7312N 028 40 18.7 175.6 GGGG
1245-13441 00000/0000 20019/0050 03/25/73 50 3414 7158N 03117W 19.9 172.9 GGGG1245-13444 000CO/Cc00 20019/0051 03/25/73 100 3414 7042N 03336W 21.0 170*5 GGGG
1245-13450 00000/0000 20019/0052 03/25/73 100 3414 6925N 03540W 22*2 168*3 GGGG
1245-13453 00000/0000 20019/0053 03/p5/73 100 3414 6R0 7 N 03 7 30W 23.3 166.4 GGGG1245-13455 00000/0000 20019/0054 03/25/73 100 3414 6647N 03909W 24*4 164.5 GGGG
1245-13462 0000o/0000 20019/0055 o3//7/ 100 3414 6527N 04039W 25.5 162.9 GGGG
1245-13464 00000/0000 20019/0056 03/25/73 20 3414 6 407 N 042 00w 26.7 161.3 GGGG
1245-13471 00000/0000 20019/0057 03/25/73 10 3414 6245N 04314t 27*8 159.8 GGGG
1245-13473 00000/0000 20019/0058 03/2P/73 10 3414 6123N 04421W 28*9 158*4 GGGG
1245-13512 00000/0000u 20019/0059 03/25/73 0 3414 4950N 05142W 38*3 147*0 GGGG
1245-13514 00000/0000 20019/0060 03/25/73 30 3414 4726N 05 2 20W 39.3 145.8 GGGG
1245-13521 00000/0000 20019/0061 03/25/73 50 3414 4601N 052 5 5 W 40.3 144*6 GGGG1245-13523 00000/0000 20019/0062 03/?5/73 70 3414 4436N 05330W 41*2 143.3 PGGG1245-13530 300o00/o000 20019/0063 03/95/73 90 3414 4310N 05403W 42e2 142*0 PGGG
1245-13532 00000/0000 20019/0064 03/P5/73 100 3414 4144N 05 4 34w 43.1 140.7 GGGG
1245-14041 00000/0000 20019/0065 03/26/73 20 3414 0427N 06443W 54*9 93.0 GGGG
1245-14100 00000/0000 20019/0066 03/25/73 30 3414 1541S 06927W 48,2 68.5 CGGG1245-14103 000/0000 20019/0067 03/25/73 20 3414 1709S 06949W 4795 67.2 GGGG
1245-14105 00000/0000 20019/0068 03/25/73 10 3414 1R35S 07010W 46*7 65.9 GGGG1245-14112 .00000/o00 20019/0069 03/25/73 10o 3414 2001 07032W 45.9 64.7 GGG
KEYS; CLBUD COVERP .... ,*.,., 0 T8 100 a % CL8UD C9VER. ** m NO CLUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY ,**,,,****.. * RLANKSoBAND NBT PRESrNT/REQUESTED* RPRECYCLED* G-GBeD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE* PaPdBR.
16:44 MAR jl'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0731
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICReFILM ROLL NOs/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER "F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV. MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1245-14114 00000/0000 20019/0070 03/2P/73 20 3414 2127 07054W 45.0 63*6 GGGG
1245-14130 00000/0000 20019/0071 03/25/73 40 3414 2546S 07203W 42*3 60.7 GGGG
1245-14132 00000/0000 20019/0072 03/25/73 40 3414 2713S 07226W 41*4 59.8 GGGG
1245-14135 00000/0000 20019/0073 03/25/73 50 3414 2838S 07249W 40.5 59.0 GGGG
1245o14244 00000/0000 20019/0074 03/25/73 80 3414 65025 09037w 11*9 57.6 GGGG
1245-14250 00000/0000 20019/0075 03/25/73 50 3414 6622S 09205W 10*7 58.7 GGGG
1245-14253 00000/0000 20019/0076 03/25/73 40 3414 6741S 0 9343W 9.6 59.9 GGGG
1245-14255 00000/0000 20019/0077 03/25/73 10 3414 6859S 09531W 8.4 61.3 GGGG
1245-15300 00000/0000 20019/0078 03/25/73 10 3415 6 40 6 N 0
6 7 4 8 W 26s7 161.3 GGGG
1245-15302 00000/0000 20019/0079 03/25/73 10 3415 6244N 06 9 01W 27*8 159.8 08GG
1245-15305 00000/0000 20019/0080 03/25/73 0 3415 6123N 07009W 28.9 158.4 G
1245-15311 00000/0000 20019/0081 03/25/73 0 3415 6 000N 07112w 30*0 157.0 GGGG
1245-15314 00000/0000 20019/0082 03/25/73 80 3415 5837N 0 7211W 31,1 155.7 GGGG
1245"15320 00000/0000 20019/0083 03/25/73 100 3415 5714N 0 73 0 6W 32.1 154.4 GGGG
1245-15323 00000/0000 20019/0084 03/25/73 100 3415 5551N 07357w 33'2 153.2 PPG
1245115325 00000/0000 20019/0085 03/25/73 90 3415' 5 42 7 N 07 4 45 W 34*3 151.9 GPGG
1245-15332 00000/0000 20019/0086 03/25/73 90 3415 5303N 0 7530W 35*3 150.7 GPGG
1245"15334 00000/0000 20019/0087 03/25/73 70 3415 5139N 07613W 36.3 149*5 GPGG
1245-15341 00000/0000 20019/0088 03/25/73 10 3415 5015N 07653W 37.4 148.3 GPGG
1245-17145 00000/0000 20019/0089 -03/25/73 0 3416 5838N 09801W 31*1 155*7 GGGG
1245*17152 00000/0000 20019/0090 03/25/73 0 3416 5715N 09855W 32.2 154.4 GGGG
1245-17154 00000/0000 20019/0091 03/25/73 10 3416 5551N 09
9 4 6W 33*2 153.2 GGGG
1245-17161 00000/0000 20019/0092 03/25/73 20 3416 5428N 10033W 34*3 151.9 GGGG
1245v17163 00000/0000 20019/0093 03/25/73 10 3416 5303N 10119W 35.3 1507 GGGG
1245-17170 00000/0000 20019/0094 03/25/73 10 3416 5139N 10202W 36*4 149*5 GGGG
1245-17172 00000/0000 20019/0095 03/25/73 10 3416 5015N 10242W 37.4 148.3 GGGG
1245-17234 00000/0000 20019/0096 03/25/73 0 3416 2855N 11016W 50*3 127.1 GGGG
1245-17240 00000/0000 20019/0097 03/25/73 0 3416 2730N 11039W 50.9 125.3 GGGG
1245-17243 00000/0000 20019/0098 03/25/73 0 3416 2604N 11103W 515 123.6 GGGG
1245-17245 00000/0000 20019/0099 03/25/73 0 3416 2438N 11125W 52*1 121.7 GGGG
1245-17252 00000/0000 20019/0100 03/25/73 10 3416 2311N 11147W 52.6 119.9 GGGG
1245-17254 00000/0000 20019/0101 03/25/73 20 3416 2144N 11209W 53.1 117*9 GGGG
1245-18540 00000/0000 20019/0102 03/25/73 10 3417 7157N 10848W 19*9 173*0 GGGG
1245-18542 00000/0000 20019/0103 03/25/73 10 3417 7041N 11106W 21,1 170*6 GGGG
1245-18545 00000/0000 20019/0104 03/25/73 10 3417 6924N 11308W 22@2 168*4 GGGG
1245-18551 00000/0000 20019/0105 03/25/73 0 3417 6806N 11458W 23*4 166.4 GGGG
1245-18554 00000/0000 20019/0106 03/25/73 20 3417 6647N 11636W 24*5 164.6 GGGG
1245-18560 00000/0000 20019/0107 03/25/73 30 3417 6527N 11805W 25.6 162*9 GGGG
1245-18563 00000/0000 20019/0108 03/25/73 20 3417 
6 40 6 N 11926 2697 161.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % **,*,,,**,,*,, 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CeVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY a ... ,,,,.... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REOUESTED. R!RECYCLED. G*GBbD. F-FAIR ,BUT USABLE, PPOBR,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NONwUS PAGE 0732
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PBSITION IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1245-18565 00000/0000 20019/0109 03/25/73 0 3417 6244N 120 3 9W 27.8 159.8 GGGG
1245-18572 00000/0000 20019/0110 03/25/73 0 3417 6123N 12147W 28*9 158.4 GGGG
1245-18574 00000/0000 20019/0111 03/25/73 10 3417 6001N 12250W 30*0 157*0 GGGG
1245-18581 00000/0000 20019/0112 03/2s/73 30 3417 5838N 123 4 8W 31*1 155.7 GGGG
1245-18583 00000/0000 20019/0113 03/25/73 40 3417 5715N 124 4 3W 32.2 154.4 GGGG
1245-18590 00000/0000 20019/0114 03/25/73 20 3417 5 55 1N 125 34W 33.3 153o2 GGGG
1245-18595 00000/0000 20019/0115 03/25/73 40 3417 5304N 12708W 35.4 1507 GGGG
1245-19001 00000/0000 20019/0116 03/P2/73 30 3417 5139N 12751W 36q4 149o5 GGGG
1245-19004 00000/0000 20019/0117 03/25/73 20 3417 5015N 12832W 37.4 148.3 GGGG
1245-19010 00000/0000 20019/0118 03/25/73 20 3417 4851N 12911W 38.4 147.0 GGGG
1245-23010 00000/0000 20019/0119 03/25/73 70 3419 6502S 14020E 11.8 57.5 GGGG
1245-23012 00000/0000 20019/0120 03/25/73 100 3419 6622S 13853E 10.6 58.6 GGGG
1245-23015 00000/0000 20019/0121 03/25/73 100 3419 6741S 13717E 9*4 59.8 GGGG
1245-23021 00000/0000 20019/0122 03/pR/73 100 3419 6900S 13529E 8*3 61.3 GGGG
1246-00441 00000/0000 20019/0123 03/26/73 50 3420 6502S 11430E 11*8 57.5 GPGG
1246-00444 00000/0000 20019/0124 03/26/73 40 3420 6622S 11303E 1096 58.6 GPGG
1246-00450 00000/0000 20019/0125 03/26/73 60 3420 6741S 11127E 9*4 5908 GPGG
1246-00453 00000/0000 20019/0126 03/6P/73 50 3420 6859S 10939E 8.2 61.3 GPGG
1246.01461 00000/0000 20019/0127 03/26/73 10 3421 7423N 15338E 17*8 178.8 GGGG
1246-01464 00000/0000 2.0019/0128 03/p2/73 10 3421 7312N 15038E 18*9 175.7 GGGG
1246-0147C 00000/0000 20019/0129 03/26/73 80 3421 7158N 14800E 20.1 173.0 GGGG
1246-01472 00000/000 20019/0130 03/26/73 50 3421 7042N 14542E 21.2 170,6 GGGG
1246-01482 00000/000C 20019/0131 03/2A/73 0 3421 6807N 14147E 23*5 166*4 GGGG
1246-01484 00000/0000 20019/0132 03/26/73 0 3421 6648N 14007E 24*6 164.6 GGGG
1246-01491 00000/0000 20019/0133 03/26/73 0 3421 6527N 13838E 25*7 162*9 GGGG
1246-01493 00000/0000 20019/0134 03/26/73 0 3421 6406N 13717E 26.9 161.3 GGGG
1246-01500 00000/0000 20019/0135 03/26/73 0 3421 6245N 13604E 28.0 159.8 GGGG
1246-01502 00000/0000 20019/0136 03/2A/73 0 3421 6123N 13456E 29.1 158.4 GGGG
1246-01505 00000/0000 20019/0137 03/26/73 0 3421 6000N 133539 30.2 157.0 GGGG
1246.01511 00000/0000 20019/0138 03/26/73 0 3421 53 7N 1325 4 E 31.2 155,7 GGGG
1246"01561 00000/0000 20019/0139 03/26/73 0 3421 4145N 12442E 43.3 140.6 GGGG
1246-01564 00000/0000 20019/0140 03/26/73 10 3421 4020N 12412E 44*2 139.2 GGGG
124 6 -01570 00000/0000 20019/0141 03/26/73 10 3421 3855N 12342E 45.0 137.8 GGGG
1246-01573 00000/0000 20019/0142 03/26/73 20 3421 3729N 12314E 45*9 136.4 GGGG
1246-01575 00000/0000 20019/0143 03/26/73 30 3421 3603N 12247E 46o7 134.9 GGGG
1246,01582 00000/0000 20019/0144 03/26/73 30 3421 3437N 1222cE 47.5 133.4 GGGG
1246-02075 00000/0000 20019/0145 03/26/73 3c 3421 0134N 11354E 54.6 88.6 GGGG
1246-02082 00000/0000 20019/0146 03/P6/73 4C 3421 0008N 11334E 54*3 86.6 GGGG
1246-05104 00000/on n 20019/0147 03/26/73 30 3423 7926N 12603E 12*0 202.7 GPGG
KEYS:. CLOUD COVER % *,.....**... 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CtVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLe*
IMAGE QUALITY .......... ,.... BLANKSBAND NOT PRESeNT/REQUESTED* R. ECYCLED4 GcGBaD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.POBBR
16:44 'AR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0733
FRBM 07/23/72 TO C7/23/73
SBSERVATISN MICRBFILM ROLL Ny./ DATE CLBUD 5RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1246-05111 00000/0000 20019/0148 03/26/73 20 3423 7R37N 11942E 13*1 196.4 GGGG
1246"05113 00000/0000 20019/0149 03/26/73 20 3423 7741N 11411E 1493 191*0 GGGG
1246-05120 00000/0000 20019/0150 03/26/73 20 3423 7639N 10928E 15o5 186.3 GPPP
1246-05122 0000/0000 20019/0151 03/26/73 20 3423 7533N 10525E 16*6 182.3 GGGG
1246-05125 00000/0000 20019/0152 03/26/73 10 3423 7423N 10158E 17.8 178.8 GGGG
1246*05131 00000/C000 20019/0153 03/26/73 10 3423 7311N 09858E 19*0 175.7 GGGG
1246-05134 00000/0000 20019/0154 03/26/73 40 3423 7157N 09621E 20.1 173.0 GGGG
1246"05140 00000/0000 20019/0155 03/26/73 30 3423 70 42N 09403E 21.3 170.6 GGGG
1246-05143 00000/0000 20019/0156 03/26/73 30 3423 6925N 09200E 22s4 168.4 GGGG
1246-05145 00000/0000 20019/0157 03/26/73 10 3423 6 F0 6 N . 09010E 23*5 166*4 GGGG
1246-05152 00000/0000 20019/0158 03/26/73 0 3423 6647N 08831E 24*7 164.6 GGGG
1246"05154 00000/0000 20019/0159 03/26/73 20 3423 6528N 08700E 25.8 162.9 GGGO
1246"05161 O0000/000 20019/0160 03/26/73 20 3423 6407N 08539E 26*9 161.3 GGGG
1246-05163 00000/0000 20019/0161 03/26/73 40 3423 6P46N 08425E 28.0 159.8 GGGG
1246-05170 00000/0000 20019/0162 03/26/73 4o 3423 6124N 08317E 29.1 158.4 GGGG
1246-05172 0000/0000 20019/0163 03/26/73 30 3423 6002N 08215E 30,2 157,0 GGG
1246-05175 00000/0000 20019/0164 03/26/73 80 3423 5P39N 08116E 31*3 155.7 GGGG
1246-05520 00000/0000 20019/0165 03/26/73 60 3423 512S 04240E 17*5 54.1 GGGG
1246-05522 00000/0000 20019/0166 03/26/73 70 3423 5935S 0 4142E 16.4 54.5 GGGG
1246-05525 00000/0000 20019/0167 03/26/73 50 3423 6057S 04 039E 15.2 55.1 GGGG
1246"05531 00000/0000 20019/0168 03/26/73 50 3423 62195 03932E 140 5508 GGGG
1246-05534 000o0/0000 20019/0169 03/26/73 30 3423 6340S 03819E 12.9 56.6 POGG
1246"05540 00000/0000 20019/0170 03/26/ 73 80 3423 6 901S 03701E 11.7 57.5 GGGG
1246-05543 00000/0000 20019/0171 03/26/73 80 3423 6621S 03534E 1095 58.5 GGGG
1246*05545 00000/0000 20019/0172 03/26/73 70 3423 6739S 03357E 9.3 59.8 GGGG
1246"05552 00000/0000 20019/0173 03/26/73 80 3423 6858S 03210E 8.2 61.2 GGGG
1246-07081 00000/0000 20019/0174 03/26/73 0 3424 3439N 04456E 47*6 133.4 GGGG
1246-07131 00000/0000 20019/0175 03/26/73 10 3424 17 27 N 04014E 54*4 111.6 GGGG
1246-07133 00000/0000 20019/0176 03/26/73 30 3424 1601N 03954E 54.6 109.6 GGGG
1246-07140 00000/0000 20019/0177 03/26/73 20 3424 1434N 03933E 54*9 107.5 GGGG
1246-"7145 00000/0000 20019/0178 03/26/73 20 3424 1142N 0 3851E 55*2 103*2 GGGG
1246"07151 00000/0000 20019/0179 03/26/73 20 3424 I015N 03830E 55.3 101.1 SGGG
1246"07154 00000/0000 20019/0180 03/26/73 20 3424 0849N 03809E 55.3 98.9 GGGG
1246-07160 00000/0000 20019/0181 03/26/73 20 3424 0723N 03 748E 55.2 96.8 GGGG
1246-07163 00000/0000 20019/0182 03/26/73 20 3424 0257N 0 3728E 55.2 947 GGGG
1246-07165 00000/0000 20019/0183 03/26/73 30 3424 0430N 03708E 55.0 92.6 GGGG
1246-07224 00000/0000 20019/0184 03/26/73 .30 3424 1540S 0 3224E 48*2 68*1 GGGG
1246-07231 00000/0000 a0019/0185 03/26/73 20 3424 1706S 03202E 47.4 66.8 GGGGG
1246-07233 00000/0000 20019/0186 03/26/73 10 3424 18325 03141E 46.6 65.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVER % ............... 0 TB 100 u % CLOUD CRvER. ** . NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NET PRESENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED. GqGORD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P-POR.
16:44 'IAR 11't74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0734
FRBM 07/23/72 Tb 07/23/73
OBSERVATI9N MICReFILM ROLL Ne./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
11 PBSITISN IN ROLL ACQUIREr COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* R8V MSS
RSV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1246-07240 00000/0000 20019/0187 03/26/73 10 3424 q159S 03119E 45.8 64*4 GGGG
1246-37242 00000/0000 20019/0188 03/2P/73 20 3424 2125S 03058E 44.9 63*3 GGGG
1246z-07245 00000/000u 20019/0189 03/p6/73 30 3424 22 52S 03036E 44.0 62.2 GGGG
1246o07251 00000/0000 20019/0190 03/2P/73 40 3424 2417S 03013E 43*1 61.2 GGGG
1246-08433 00000/0000 20020/0137 03/26/73 10 3425 6123N 03143E 29e2 158.4 GGGG
1246-08435 00300/0000 20020/0138 03/26/73 0 3425 6000N 0 3040E 30.3 157*0 GGGG
1246-08442 00000/0000 20020/0139 03/26/73 0 3425 5 38N 02941E 3104 155*7 GGGG
12 4 6 -u 8 5 4 4 00000/000U 20020/0140 03/26/73 20 3425 2313N 01552E 5298 119.6 GGGP
1246-08551 00000/0000 20020/0141 03/26/73 20 3425 2147N 01530E 53.2 117.6 GGGP
1246-08553 00000/0000 20020/0142 03/26/73 20 3425 2021N 01508E 53.7 115*7 GGGP
1246-08560 00000/0000 20020/0143 03/26/73 30 3425 1854N 01447E 54.0 113.7 GGGG
1246w38562 00000/0000 20019/0191 03/P6/73 30 3425 1728N 01425E 54.4 111.6 GGG
1.246-08565 00000/0000 20019/0192 03/26/73 20 3425 1602N 01403E 54*7 1095 GGGG
1246-08571 00000/0000 20019/0193 03/26/73 10 3425 1435N 01341E 54.9 107*4 GGGG
1246-10323 00000/0000 20019/0194 03/26/73 20 3426 4146N 00419W 43.4 140*5 GGGG
1246-10330 00000/OCO0 20019/0195 03/2A/73 10 3426 4021N 00450W 44*3 139.2 GGGG
1246-10332 00000/0000 20019/0196 03/26/73 10 3426 3856N 00519W 45*2 137*8 GGGG
1246-10335 00000/0000 20019/0197 03/26/73 10 3426 3731N 00548W 46.0 136.3 GGGG
1246-10341 00000/0000 20019/0198 03/26/73 10 3426 3605N 00616W 46.8 134.9 GGGG
1246-10344 00000/0000 20019/0199 03/26/73 20 3426 3440N 00 6 4 3w 47*6 133.3 GGGG
1246-10350 00000/0000 20019/0200 03/26/73 10 3426 3314N 00709W 48.4 131.8 GGGG
1246-10353 00000/0000 20019/0201 03/26/73 0 3426 3148N 00735W 49.1 130*2 GGGG
1246-10355 00000/0000 20019/0202 03/26/73 0 3426 3023N 00800w 49.8 128.5 GGGG
1246-10421 00000/0000 20019/0203 03/26/73 10 3426 0849N 01328W 55.3 98.8 GGGG
1246-13550 00000/0000 20019/0204 03/26/73 70 3428 5552N 04934W 33.6 153*1 GGGP
1246-13552 00000/0000 2j019/0205 03/26/73 80 3428 5428N 05022W 34.6 151.9 GGGG
1246-13555 00000/0000 20019/0206 03/26/73 90 3428 5 30 4 N 05107 35.7 150.7 GGGG
1246-13561 00000/0000 20019/0207 03/26/73 60 3428 5140N 05150W 36*7 149.4 GGGG
1246-13564 00000/0000 20019/0208 03/?6/73 80 3428 501
7 N 05230W 37.7 148*2 GGGG
1246-13570 00000/0000 20019/0209 03/26/73 80 3428 4852N 05308W 3897 147.0 GGGG
1246-13573 00030/0000 20019/0210 03/2A/73 20 3428 4 7 2 7 N 05345W 39*7 145*7 GGGP
1246-13575 00000/0000 20019/0211 03/26/73 30 3428 4o02N 05 4 20w 40*7 144.4 GGPP
1246-13582 00000/0000 20019/0212 03/26/73 30 3428 4437N 0 5454W 41*6 143*2 GGGP
1246-14061 00000/0000 20019/0213 03/26/73 3 0 3428 1726N 0 63 0 3W 54*4 111.5 GGGG
1246-14064 00000/0000 20019/0214 03/26/73 10 3428 1i59N 06 3 24W 54.7 109*4 GGGG
1246-14070 00000/0000 20019/0215 03/26/73 10 3428 1433N 0 6345W 54*9 107*3 GGGG
1246-14073 00000/0000 20019/0216 03/26/73 10 3428 1307N 0 6406W 55*1 105o2 GGGG
1246-14075 00000/0000 20019/0217 03/26/73 10 3428 1141N 06427W 5592 103.0 GGGP
1246-14155 00000/0000 20019/0218 03/26/73 20 3428 1543S 07051W 48.1 67o9 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CavER % *....*...*.. 0 TO 100 = % CLeUD CVER. *. = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE NUALITY .,.,,..... . OLANKS=BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLED. G=GBORD FaFAIR BUT USABLE, PIPBBeR
16:44 MAP .11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0735
FR5M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICRRFILM ReLL N9./ DATE CLOUD R9IT PRINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN RLL ACOUTRED CBVER NUMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RbV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1246-14161 00000/0000 20019/0219 03 /26/73  10 3428 17095 07112W 47*4 66.6 GGGG
1246-14164 00000/0000 20019/0220 03/26/73 10 3428 1F34S 07134w 46.6 65.4 GGGG
1246-14170 00000/0000 20019/0221 03/26/73 10 3428 1959S 0 7155W 45.7 64.2 GGGG
1246-14173 00000/C00 20019/0222 03/2A/73 40 3428 2125S 0 7217W 44*9 63*1 GGGG
1246-14175 00000/00c 20019/0223 03/2A/73 90 3428 2251S 07239W 44.0 62.1 GGGG
1246-14182 00000/0000 20019/0224 03/2/73 70 3428 2417S 07302W 43.1 61.1 GGGG
1.246-14184 00000/0000 20019/0225 03/26/73 90 3428 2543S 07325W 42.2 60*2 GGG
L246-14191 00000/OC00 20019/0226 03/26/73 70 3428 2709S 07349W 41.2 59.3 PPPP
1246-14193 00000/0000 20019/0227 03/26/73 30 3428 2R34S 07414W .40*3 58.5 GGGG
1246-15354 00000/0000 20019/0228 03/PA/73 0 3429 6407N 06918W 27*1 161*3 GGGG
1246-15361 00000/0000 2u019/0229 03/26A/73 0 3429 6 24 6 N 07033W 28,2 159*8 GGGG
1246-15363 00000/000o 20019/0230 03/2A/73 0 3429 6124N 07140W 29.3 158.4 GGGG
1246-15370 00000/0000 20019/0231 03/2A/73 0 3429 600N 07242W 30o4 157.0 GGGG
1246-15372 O0000/o00 20019/0232 03/26/73 100 3429 53qN 07339w 31*5 155*7 GGGG
1246-15375 00000/0000 20019/02 3 3 03/?A/73 90 34P9 5716N 07433W 32P5 154.4 GGGG
1246-15381 00000/0000 20019/ 0 234 03/6/73 70 3429. 5553N 07524W 33.6 153.1 GGGG
1246-15384 00000/0000 20019/0235 03/pA/73 20 3429 5429N 07612W 34P7 151o9 GOGG
1246-15390 00000/0000 20019/0236 03/26/73 10 3429 5 004N 7 6 5 7 W 35,7 150o7 GGGG
1246-15393 00000/0000 20019/0237 03/26/73 0 3429 5140N 07740W 36.7 149.4 GGGG
1246-15395 00000/0000 20019/0238 03/2A/73 0 3429 5o16N 07820W 37.7 148.2 GGGG
1246-17160 00000/0000 20019/0239 03/ 26/73 10 3438 7-12N OR150W 19.1 175.8 GGGG
1246-17163 00000/0000 20019/0240 03/?2/73 10 3438 7159N 08428W 20-3 173.1 GGGG
1246-17165 o00o000/00 20019/0241 03/26/73 10 3438 7 , 42N 086454 21
,4  170*6 GGGG
1246-17172 00000/00000 20019/0242 03/26/73 10 3438 6025N 08846W 22.6 168.4 GGGG
1246-17174 00000/0000 20019/0243 03/26/73 30 3438 6qQ7N o9035w 23-7 166.4 GGGG
1246-17181 00000/0000 20019/0244 03/26/73 40 3438 664QN 09212W 24.9 164.6 GGG
1246-17183 00000/0000 20019/0245 03/26/73 20 3438 65~8N 09341W 26.0 162*9 GGGG
12 6-17 2 04 00000/C000 20019/0246 03/2A/73 20 3430 5Q3qN 09928w 3155 155.7 QGPG
1246-17210 00000/0000 20019/0247 03/26/73 90 3430 5 7 16 N 10022W 32.6 154o4 GGPG
1246-17213 00000/0000 20019/0248 03/26/73 90 3430 5552N 10113 33.6 153*1 GGPG
1246-17215 00000/0000 20019/0249 03/26/73 70 3430 5428N 10201W 34.7 151.9 GGPG
1246-17222 00000/0000 20019/0250 03/26/73 40 3430 5304N 10246W 3597 150.7 GGPG
1246-17224 00000/0000 20019/0251 03/26/73 10 3430 5 14 0N 10 3 29W 36.7 149*4 UGGG
1246-17231 00000/0000 20019/025? 03/2A/73 10 3430 5 M16N 10 4 09W 37.8 148.2 GGGG
1246-17292 00000/0000 20019/0253 03/26/73 10 3430 2856N 11140W 50.6 126*7 GGGG
1246-17295 00000/oo00 20019/0254 03/26/73 10 3410 2730N 11204W 51*2 125.0 GGGG
1246-17301 00000/0000 20019/0255 03/26/73 20 3430 2604N 11227W 51.8 123.2 GGGG
1246-17304 00000/0000 20019/0256 03/26/73 30 3410 2438N 11250W 5294 121.3 GGGG
1246-19010 00000/0000 20019/0257 03/26/73 70 3431 6q07N 11625W 23.8 166.5 PGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............ 0 TO 100 = % CLBUD CIVER* ** = NO CLOU D DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 9LANKS.BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.G80D. F.FATR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR,
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALG FBR NeN.US PAGE 0736
FROM 07/2!/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICRBFILM R9LL N,./ DATE CLBUD 5RBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 P9SITIN IN RELL ACQUTRED CeVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
Rv MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1246-19012 00000/0000 20019/0258 03/26/73 90 3431 6648N 11803W 24*9 164.6 GGGG
1246-19015 00000/000 20019/0259 03/P6/73 40 3431 6r29N 11932 26*0 162.9 GGGG
1246-19021 00000/000C 20019/0260 03/26/73 20 3431 6407N 12053W 27.1 161.3 GGGG
1246-19024 00000/0000 20019/0261 03/26/73 c 3431 6'45N 12207w p8.2 159.8 G-GG
1246-19030 00000/0000 2u019/0262 03/26/73 0 3431 6124N 12315W 29*3 158.4 GGGG
1246-19033 00000/0000 20019/0263 03/26/73 o 3431 6001N 12418W 30.4 157.0 GGGG
1246-19035 00000/0000 20019/0264 03 /PA/ 7 3  10 3431 5 93QN 12516W 31*5 155*7 GGGG
1246"19042 00000/0000 20019/0265 03/26/73 10 3431 5716N 12611W 32*6 154*4 GGGG
1246-19044 OOO0000000 20019/0266 03/PA/73 3 c 3431 5552N 12702W 33.7 153.1 GSGG
1246-19053 00000/0000 20019/0267 03/26/73 80 3431 5405N 12834 35o7 150*7 GGGG
1246-19060 00000/0000 20019/0268 03/26/73 90 3431 5141N i2917W 36.8 149*4 GGGG
1247-00364 00000/0000 20020/0144 03/27/73 5o 3434 1q59S 13308E 45.7 64.0 GGGG
1247-00370 O0000/00o0 20020/0145 03/27/73 20 3434 2125S 13246E 44.8 62.9 GGGG
1247-00373 00000/0000 20020/0146 03/27/73 10 3434 2P52S 13224E 43*9 61.9 GGGG
1247-00375 00000/0000 20020/0147 03/27/73 0 3434 2418S 13202E 43.0 60.9 GGGG
1247"00382 00000/0000 20020/0148 03/27/73 o 3434 2r44S 13139E 42.1 60.0 GGGG
1247-00384 00000/0000 20020/0149 03/27/73 0 3434 2709S 13 116E 41*1 59*1 GGGG
1247-00391 00000/C0000 20020/0150 03/27/73 10 3434 2935S 13052E 40.2 58.3 GGGG
1247"00393 00000/0000 20020/0151 03/27/73 20 3434 3000S 13027E 39.2 57.6 GGGG
1247-00400 00000/0000 20020/0152 03/27/73 30 34 4 3126S 13002E 38.2 56.9 GGG
1247-00500 00000/OC00 20020/0153 03/27/73 40 3434 6902S 11303E 11*4 57.3 GGGG
1247-00502 00000/0000 20020/0154 03/27/73 50 3434 6621S 11136E 10*2 58.4 GGGG
1247-00505 00000/0000 2002C/0155 03/27/73 50 3434 6741S 10959E 9.1 59.6 GGGG
1247-00511 00000/0000 20020/0156 03/27/73 40 3434 6859S 10812E 7.9 61.1 GGGG
1247-01495 00000/0000 20019/0269 03/27/73 20 3435 7024N 17558E 12*3 202*6 GGGG
1247-01502 00000/0000 20019/0270 03/27/73 10 3435 7 834N 16938E 13*5 196*3 GGGG
1247-01504 00000/0000 20019/0271 03/27/73 0 3435 7738N 16410E 14.7 190.9 GGGG
1247*01511 00000/0000 20019/0272 03/P7/73 0 345 7636N 15930E 15,9 186.3 GGGG
1247"01513 00000/0000 20019/0273 03/27/73 0 3435 7r30N 15529E 17*0 182*2 GGGG
1247-01520 00000/0000 20019/0274 03/27/73 0 3435 7421N 15203E 18*2 178.7 GGGG
1247-01522 00000/0000 20019/0275 03/P7/73 10 3435 7310N 14904E 193 175.7 GGGG
1247"01525 00000/0000 20020/0157 03/27/73 10 3435 7155N 14627E 20*5 173*0 GGGP
1247"01531 00000/0000 20020/0158 03/27/73 10 3435 7e40N 14409E 21*6 170.6 GPGG
1247-01534 00000/0000 20020/0159 03/27/73 0 3435 6922N 14 207E 22*8 168.4 GGGG
1247-01540 00000/0000 20020/0160 03/27/73 9 3435 6R04N 14017E 23*9 166.4 GGGG
1247-01543 00000/0o00 20020/0161 03/27/73 0 3435 6645N 13838E 25*0 164.6 GGGG
1247"01545 00000/0000 20020/0162 03/27/73 0 3435 6924N 13708E 26*2 162*9 GGGG
1247-01552 00000/0000 20020/0163 03/27/73 0 3435 6404N 135 48E 27*3 161*3 GGGG
1247-01554 00000/0000 20019/0276 03/27/73 0 3435 6P42N 13435E 28*4 159.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CeVER % .........** 0 T 100 - % CLBUD CVER. ** . NO CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .. ,.......,..,. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. GmG5D., FwFAIR BUT USABLE. PP0BR,.
16:44 MAP 11i'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR N6N.US PAGE 0737
FRPM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVAT15N MICROFILM ReLL N9,/ DATE CLBUD 9R9IT PMlvNCIPAL PfINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PfSITIBN IN RfLL ACQUTRED COVE R  NUMBcR RF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
i)v MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1247-01561 00O0/000 2u019/027 7 03/?7/73 0 3435 612N 13327E 29.5 158.3 GGGG
1247-01563 00000/0000 20019/0278 03/?7/73 10 3435 5qs~N 13224E 30.6 157.0 GGGG
1247-01570 00000/000c 2u019/0279 03/27/73 10 3435 5F3cN 13125E 31*7 155*6 GGGG
1247-02020 00000/C000 20019/0280 03/P7/73 100 3435 4142N 12315E 43.7 140.4 GGGG
1247"02022 00000/0C000 20019/0281 03/27/73 100 3435 4018N 12245E 44*6 139*0 GGGG
1247-02331 00000/000u 20019/02 8 2 03/27/73 7o 3435 6505S 08709E 11*4 57.3 GGGG
1247-02334 00000/000o 20019/0283 03/27/73 50 3435 6625S 08541E 10.2 58,4 GGGG
1247*02340 00000/0000 2u019/02 8 4  03/17/73 10 3435 6744S 0 8406E 9*0 59.6 GGGG
1247P02343 00000/0000 20019/0285 03/27/73 40 3435 6902S 08219E 178 61,1 GGGG
1247-03340 00000/0000 20019/0286 03/?7/73 0 3436 7738N 13827E 14*7 190.9 GGGG
1247-03342 000O00/000 20019/0287 03/27/73 0 3436 7636N 13347E 15.9 186.3 GGGG
1247-03345 00000/0000 20019/0288 03/27/73 0 3436 7530N 12947E 17*0 182?3 GGGG
1247- 03351 00000/0000 20019/0289 03/27/73 0 3436 7421N 12619E 18.2 178o8 GGGG
1247-03354 00000/0000 20019/0290 03/27/73 0 3416 7309N 12319E 19*4 175.7 GGGG
1247-03360 00000/0000 20019/0291 03/P7/73 0 3436 7155N 12041E 20*5 173.0 GGGG
1247-03363 00000/0000 20019/0292 03/27/73 0 3436 7o40N 11823E 21.7 170*6 GGGG
1247"03365. o0000/0000 20019/0293 03/27/73 10 3436 6923N 11619E 22.8 168.4 GGGG
1247-03495 00000/0000 20019/0294 03/p7/73 10 3436 2601N 09236E 52.0 122.9 GGGG
1247-03501 00000/0000 20019/0295 03/27/73 10 3436 2435N 09213E 52.5 121.1 GGGG
1247"03504 00000/0000 2019/0296 03/27/73 20 3436 23 0 9 N 0 915 0 E 53.0 119.2 GGGG
1247-03510 00000/0000 20019/0297 03/27/73 10 3436 2141N 09126E 53*5 117.2 GGGG
1247-07153 00000/0000 20019/0298 03/27/73 60 3438 2853N 0 4147E 50*8 126.5 GGGG
1247-07160 00000/0000 20019/0299 03/27/73 20 3438 2727N 04124E 51.4 124.7 GGGG
1247-07162 00000/0000 20019/0300 03/27/73 10 3438 2601N 0 4101E 52*.0 122*9 GGGG
1247-07165 00000/0000 20019/0301 03/?7/73 0 3438 24 3 5N 04 03 8E 52*6 121.0 GGGG
1247-07171 00000/0000 20019/0302 03/?7/73 0 3438 23 0 9N 04016E 53*1 119.1 GGGG
1247-07174 00000/0000 20019/0303 03/27/73 0 3438 21 4 3 N 03954E 5395 117.1 GGGG
1247-07180 00000/0000 20019/0304 03/27/73 0 3438 2018N 0 3931E 53o9 115*1 GGG
1247-07294 00000/0000 20019/0305 03/27/73 10 3438 20055 02954E 49.6 63.8 GGGG
1247-07301 00000/0000 20019/0306 03/27/73 10 3438 2131S 0 2932E 44*7 62?7 GGGG
1247-07303 00000/0000 20019/0307 03/27/73 20 3438 2256S o2909E 4308 61*7 cGGG
1247-07310 00000/0000 20019/0308 03/27/73 10 3438 2421S 02846E 42o9 60*7 GGGG
1247-07312 00000/0000 20019/0309 03/27/73 20 3438 2F47S 02823E 42*0 59.8 GGGG
1247-10270 00000/0000 20019/0310 03/27/73 10 3440 7736N 03
5 15 E 14.8 191.0 GGGG
1247-10273 00000/0000 20019/0311 03/27/73 20 3440 7635N 03037E 16.0 186.3 GGGG
1247-10275 00000/0000 20019/0312 03/27/73 30 3440 7529N o2637E 17.2 182.3 GGGG
1247-10352 00000/0000 20019/0313 03/27/73 10 3440 5137N 0 0 136W 37*1 149,3 GGGG
1247-10393 00000/0000" 20019/0314 03/27/73 90 3440 3729N 0071 4 W 46'4 136*1 GGGG
1247-10400 00000/0000 20019/0315 03/27/73 40 3440 3603N 00742W 47.2 134.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % *.**.****...* 0 TB 100 * % CLeUD CRVER. ** D NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... RLANKS'BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED. G.GBAD, F=FAIR BUT USABLE, muPBOR,
16:44 MA; 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOP NON.US PAGE 0738
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICRqFILM ReLL '5./ DATE CLOUD RBI1T PR ICIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSSTI N IN ROLL ACCUTRED CRVER \UMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RoV MSS
RBv MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1247-10402 00O00/C000 20019/0316 03/27/73 40 3440 3437N 00 8 09W 48*0 133.0 GGGG
1247-10405 00000/300 20019/0317 03/27/73 20 3440 3311N 00835W 48.8 131.5 GGGG
12 4 7 "10411 0000/CC0 20019/0318 03/27/73 0 3440 3145N 0090ow 49.5 129.8 GGG
1247-10414 00000/0000 20019/0319 03/27/73 0 3440 3020N 00925W 50.2 128*1 GGGG
1247-10420 00000/0000 20019/0320 03/?7/73 n 3440 2854N 00949W 50*8 126.4 GGGG
1247-10423 00000/000O 20019/0321 037/7-73 0 3440 2728N 01014W 51.5 12406 GGGG
1247-10425 00000/0000 20019/0322 03/27/73 0 3440 2601N 010 3 8w 52.1 122.8 GGG
1247-10432 OCO0O/OCO 20019/0323 03/27/73 0 3440 2434N 01101W 52.6 121.0 GGGG
1247-10434 00300/000 20019/0324 03/27/73 0 3440 2308N 0 1123W 53.1 119*0 GGGG
1247-12093 0000/0000 20019/0325 03/27/73 100 3441 7n22N 02113E 12.5 202.7 GGGG
1247-12095 o0000/o000 20019/0326 03/27/73 100 3441 7-32N 01456E 13*7 196.4 GnGG
1247-12102 00000/0000 20019/0327 03/27/73 90 3441 7736N 00929E 14.9 191.0 GGGG
1247-12104 00000/000 20019/0328 03/P7/73 90 3441 7( 35N 00448E 160 186.3 GGGG1247-12111 00000/C0000 20019/0329 03/27/73 100 3441 7~29N O0047E 17.2 182.3 GGGG
1247-12145 00000/0000 20019/0330 03/27/73 90 3441 6404N 01900W 27.5 161*3 GGGG
1247-12393 00000/C000 20019/0331 03/27/73 20 3441 2004S 0 4734W 45.6 63.7 G
1247-12395 00000/0000 20019/0332 03/27/73 0 3441 2129S 04 756W 4497 62*6 P1247-12402 00000/0000 20019/0333 03/27/73 o1 3441 2P55S 048 18W 43.8 61.6 GGGG
1247-12404 0000o/co0 20019/0334 03/?7/713 10 3441 2422S 04840W 42.9 60*6 GGGG
1247-12411 00CO/CO00 20019/0335 03/P7/73 10 3441 2549S 04903W 42*0 59.7 GGGG
1247-12413 COOCO/OCCO 20019/0336 03/27/73 20 3441 2714S 04926o 41*0 58.9 pppp
1247-12420 O0000/C00 20019/0337 03/27/73 10 3441 29389 04950W 400 58*1 PPPP
1247-12422 00000/0000 20019/0338 03/P7/73 60 3441 3004S 05015W 39.1 57.3 GGGG
1247-12425 00000/0000 20019/0339 03/27/73 60 3441 3130S 05041W 38.1 56.7 GGGG
1247-12431 00003/000 20019/0340 03/27/73 10 3441 3P56$ 05107w 37*0 56.0 UGGG
1247-12434 00O00/0000 p0019/0341 03/27/73 10 3441 3422S 05134W 36.0 55.4 GGGG
1247-14002 0000/000U 2U019/0342 03/27/73 70 3442 5712N 05010W 32.9 154.3 GGGG
1247-14004 00000/0000 20019/0343 03/27/73 80 3442 5549N 05101W 34.0 153.1 GGGG
1247-14011 00000/0000 2u019/0344 03/27/73 80 3442 5425N 05149W 35*1 151.8 GGGG
1247-14013 00000/000 20019/0345 03/27/73 80 3442 5301N 05 2 3 4 W 36.1 150s6 GGGG
1247-14020 00000/0000 20019/0346 03/27/73 60 3442 5137N 05317W 37.1 149*3 PG P
1247-14022 00000O/0000 20019/0347 03/27/73 90 3442 5 01 3 N o5 3 58w 38.1 148.1 GG
1247-14025 00000/0000 20019/0348 03/P7/73 100 3442 4848N 05436W 39.1 146.8 GGGP
1247-14031 00000/0000 20019/0349 03/?7/73 100 3442 4724N 0 5513W 40*1 145.6 GGGG
1247-14034 00000/0000 20019/0350 03/27/73 100 3442 4559N 05548W 41.1 144.3 GGGG
1247-144o0 00000/000o 2u019/0351 03/27/73 90 3442 4434N 05621w 42.0 143.0 GGGG
1247-14043 00Co0/0000 20019/0352 03/27/73 90 3442 4309N 05654W 43.0 141*7 GGGG
1247-14045 00000/0000 20019/0353 03/27/73 90 3442 4144N 05725W 43*9 140.3 GGGG
1247-14131 0000/000 20019/0354 03/P7/73 10 3442 1306N 06532W 55.3 104.5 GGGG
<EYS: CLqUD C5VER % ...... ..... .. 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY *............... LANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/RECUESTED. R=RECYCLED* GGBD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* PwP 8 SR.
16:44 "'A; 11,'74 STANARD CATALG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0739
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
eBSERVAT IN MiICRkFILM RBLL ~o./ DATE CLeUD BRBIT POINCIPAL PRINT SUN SUNi TMAGE QUALITY-
10 PFSITISv IN RLL ACGriUT ED CeVER NIU M BER 4F IMAGE ELEV* AZI i. RBV MSS
P SS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1247-14134 00000/GC00 2019/0355 03/27/73 10 3442 1140N 06553W 55*4 102.3 GGGG
1247-14140 00000/0000 20019/0356 03/P7/73 10 3442 1013N 06612W 55*5 100.2 GGGG
1247-14143 00000/00b0 20019/0357 03/27/73 10 3442 0R47N 06633w 55.5 98*0 GGGG
1247-14145 00000/0000 20019/03 5 8  03/27/73 10 3442 0721N 06653W 55*4 95*9 GGGG
1247-14152 00000/0000 20019/0359 03/27/73 10 3442 O 54N 06713W 55.3 93*7 GGGG
1247-14154 00000/0000 20019/0360 03/P7/73 20 3442 0~27N 06733W 55.1 91.6 GGGG
1247-14213 00000/00o 20019/0361 03/27/73 20 3442 1r45S 07219W 48-0 67.3 GGGG
1247-1422w 00000/0000 20019/0362 03/27/73 10 3442 1711S 072404 47.2 66.0 G GG
1247-15433 00000/0000 20019/0363 03/27/73 10 3443 5713N 07558W 33.0 154*3 GOGG
1247-15440 00000/0000 20019/0364 03/27/73 0 3443 5r5oN 07 6 49w 34*0 153.1 GPGG
1247-15442 0000/0000 20019/0365 03/27/73 10 3443 5426N 0 7737W 35*1 151.8 GGGG
1247-15445 00000/0000 20019/0366 03/27/73 20 3443 5302N 07823w 36*1 150.6 GGG
1247-15451 00000/0000 20019/0367 03/27/73 20 3443 5!38N 07906W 37.2 149.3 GGGG
1247-15454 00000/C0000 20019/0368 03/27/73 0 3443 513N 07 9 4 7  38.2 148.1 GGGG
1247-15545 00000/000 20019/0369 0327/73 30 3443 1R40N 08956W 54.4 112.9 GGGG
1247-15551 00000/0000 20019/0370 03/27/73 30 3443 1723N 09018W 54.7 110.9 GGGG
1247-15554 00000/0000 20019/0371 03/27/73 20 3443 1558N 090 3 9w 55.0 108*7 GGGG
1247-15560 00000C/000 20019/0372 03/27/73 10 3443 1432N 09100W 55.2 106.6 GGGG
1247-17244 00000/0000 20019/0373 03/P7/73 50 3444 6404N 09632v 27*5 161.3 GGGG
1247-17251 00000/0000 20019/0374 03/27/73 70 3444 6'43N 09746W 28*6 159*8 GGGG
1247-17253 00000/0000 20019/0375 03/27/73 90 3444 6121N 09 8 54W 29.7 158.4 GGGG
1247-17260 00000/0000 20019/0376 03/27/73 40 3444 5q5ON 09957W 30*8 157.0 GGGG
1247-17262 00000/0000 20019/0377 03/27/73 10 3444 5936N 10055W 31*9 155.7 GGGG
1247-17265 0 o000/0000 20019/0378 03/27/73 10 3444 5713N 10149W 33-0 154.4 GGGG
1247-17271 00000/0000 20019/0379 03/27/73 7 0 3444 5550N 1 0 24 0 W 34*1 153*1 GGGG
1247-17274 00000/0000 20019/0380 03/27/73 90 3444 5427N 10329w 35*. 151.8 GGGG
1247-17280 00000/0000 20019/0381 03/27/73 90 3444 5?03N 104 1 4 W 36*1 150.6 GGGG
1247-17283 00000/0000 20019/0382 03/27/73 90 3444 5139N 10457W 37.2 149.3 GGGG
1247-17285 O000/OoO0 20019/0383 03/?7/73 90 3444 5014N 10537 38.2 148,1 GGGG
1247-17351 00000/0000 20019/0384 03/27/73 10 3444 2R54N 113074 50s9 126,3 GGGG
1247-17353 00000/0060 20019/0385 03/27/73 20 3444 2728N 11331W 51*6 124.6 GGGG
1247-17360 00000/00CO 20019/038 03/27/73 30 3444 2 60 3 N 11355W 52.1 122.7 GGG
1247-17362 00000/OC00 20019/0387 03/27/73 40 3444 2436N 11418W 52.7 120.8 GGGG
1247-20455 0000/0000 20019/038 03/27/73 90 3446 7923N 10 759w 12*6 202.8 GGGG
1247-20461 00000/0000 20019/0389 03/27/73 40 3446 734N 11419W 13.8 196,5 GGGG
1247-20464 00000/0000 20019/0390 03/27/73 20 3446 7738N 11944W 15.0 191*1 GGGG
1247-20470 00000/0o00- 20019/0391 03/27/73 20 3446 7636N 12424W 16-1 186.4 GGGG
1247-20473 00000/0000 20019/0392 03/27/73 10 3446 73,3N 12825W 17#3 182.4 GGGG
1247-20475 00000/0000 20019/0393 03/27/73 10 3446 74 21N 13152W 18*5 178s9 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % ...... *......* 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD CRVER ** N CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .............. ~LANKS.BAND NBT PRESpNTREr~UESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GB9D. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PSBR,
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NOBNUS PAGE 0740
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICReFILM R5LL NO./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITIBN IN RBLL ACUTRED CBVER NUMBER aF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1247-20482 00000/0000 20019/0394 03/27/73 0 3446 7309N 13452w 19*6 175.8 GGGG
1247-20484 00000/C0000 20019/0395 03/P7/73 C 3446 7156N 13729W o208 173.1 GGGG
1248-00175 00000/0000 20019/0396 03/28/73 0 3448 6404N 16014E 27*6 161*3 GGGG
1248-00181 00000/0000 20019/0397 03/28/73 0 3448 6P43N 15900E 28.8 159.8 GGGG
1248-00184 00000/0000 20019/0398 03/8P/73 0 3448 6121N 15752E 29*9 158*4 GGGG
1248-00434 00000/0000 20019/0399 03/P2/73 0 3448 2423S 13035E 42*8 60.4 GGGG
1248-00440 00000/0000 20019/0400 03/28/73 20 3448 2547S 13012E 41*9 59.5 (GGG
1248-00443 00000/0000 20019/0401 03/28/73 90 3448 2711S 12948E 40*9 58.6 GGGG
1248-00445 00000/0000 20019/0402 03/28/73 90 3448 2838S 12925E 39*9 57,9 GGGG
1248.00452 00000/0000 20019/0403 03/28/73 80 3448 30045 12 9 00E 39.0 57.1 GGGG
1248-00454 00000/0000 20019/0404 03/28/73 7o 3448 3130S 12835E 37.9 56.4 GGGG
1248-03565 00000/0000 20019/0405 03/~R/73 10 3450 2143N 09001E 53.8 116*7 GGGG
1248-07232 00000/0000 20019/0406 03/P8/73 0 3452 2142N 03828E 53.8 116.7 GGGP
1248-07235 00000/0000 2C019/0407 03/?2/73 0 3452 2017N 03 806E 54*2 114.7 GGGG
1248-07241 00000/0000 20019/0408 03/28/73 20 3452 1851N 03745E 54.5 112s6 GGGG
1248-07344 00000/000o 20019/0409 03/28/73 10 3452 1709S 02910E 47.1 65.6 GGGG
1248-07350 00000/0000 20019/0410 03/28/73 10 3452 1935S 02848E 46.3 64.4 GGGG
1248-o7353 00000/0000 20019/0411 03/28/73 10 3452 2003S 02827E 45.5 63.3 GGG
1248-07355 00000/0000 20019/0412 03/28/73 0 3452 2129S 02805E 44.6 62.2 GGGG
1248-07362 00000/0000 20019/0413 03/28/73 0 3452 2254S 02743E 43.7 61o2 GGGG
1248-07364 00000/0000 20019/0414 03/28/73 20 3452 2419S 02720E 42.8 602 GGGG
12483-7371 00000/0000 20019/0415 03/28/73 10 3452 25469 02657E 41.8 59*3 GGGG
1248-07373 00000/0000 20019/0416 03/28/73 60 3452 2713S 02633E 40*9 58*5 GGGG
1248-07380 00000/OCOU 20019/0417 03/28/73 20 3452 2839S 02609E 39.9 57*7 GGGG
1248-12440 00000/0000 20019/0418 03/28/73 3C 3455 1543S 04756W 47*9 66.8 GGGG
1248.14060 00000/0000 20019/0419 03/28/73 60 3456 5 713N 05135w 33.3 154.3 GGGG
1248-14062 00000/0000 20019/0420 03/R8/73 60 3456 5550N 05226W 34.4 153.1 UGGG
1248-14065 00000/0000 20019/0421 03/28/73 50 3456 526N 05314W 35*4 151*8 GGGG
1248-14071 00000/0000 20019/0422 03/28/7, 50 3456 5102N 05400W 36*5 150.5 GGGG
1248-14074 00000/0000 20019/0423 03/PR/73 60 3456 5137N 05 4 4 3w 37*5 149.3 GGGG
1248-14080 00000/0000 20019/0424 03/28/73 70 3456 5013N 05524h 38*5 148.0 GGGG
1248-14083 00000/0000 20019/0425 03/28/73 0 3456 4;49N 05602W 39*5 14698 GGGG
1248-14085 00000/0000 20019/0426 03/PR/73 0 3456 4724N 05639W 4095 14505 GGGG
1248-14092 000CC/0000 20019/0427 03/PR/73 10 3456 4559N 057 14W 41s5 144.2 GGGG
1248-14094 00000/000O 20019/0428 03/28/73 20 3456 4435N 05748W 42.4 142.9 GGGG
1248-14101 00000/oco0 20019/0429 03/2R/73 40 3456 4109N 05821W 43.3 141.5 GGGG
1248-14103 00000/0000 20019/0430 03/28/73 70 3456 4144N 05852W 44*2 140.2 GGGG
1248-14185 00000/0000 20019/0431 03/28/73 20 3456 1 3 05 N 06658W 55.5 103*9 GGGG
1248-14192 00000/0000 20019/0432 03/28/73 20 3456 1139N 06 7 19W 55.6 101*7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *........ *...., 0 TB 100 . % CLeUD CPVER. ** x NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... RLANKSmBAND NET PRFSENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. Gm=GBD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE* P.P8SR.
16:44 MAR 11',74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NVN-US PAGE 0741
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICROFILM RtLL NB./ DATE CLOUD eRBIT PRIvICIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITIbN IN ROLL ACGUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV SS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1248-14194 00000/0000 20019/0433 03/28/73 10 3456 1o13N 067 39W 55*6 99.6 GGGG
1248-15451 00000/0000 20019/0434 03/8/73 0 3457 7)41N 0 6345W 22.2 170.7 GGGG
1248-15453 00000/0000 20019/0435 03/28/73 0 3457 6923N 06549w 23*4 168.5 GGGG
1248-15460 00000/0000 20019/0436 03/28/73 10 3457 6R05N 06
7 38w 24.5 166.5 GGGG
1248-15462 00000/0000 20019/0437 03/2R/73 10 3457 6A46N 06916W 25.7 164*6 GGGG
1248-15465 00000/0000 20019/0438 03/28/73 2O 3457 6526N o704bW 26.8 162.9 GGGG
1248-15471 00000/0000 20019/0439 03/28/73 10 3457 6405N 07207W 27*9 161.3 GGGG
1248-15503 00000/0000 20019/0440 03/2?/73 100 3457 530 3N 079 4 9W 36.5 150.5 GGGG
1248-15510 00000/0000 20019/0441 o3/2/73 9c 3457 5138N 08032W 37.5 149.3 GGGG
1248-15512 00000/0000 20019/0442 03/28/73 50 3457 5014N 0 8113W 38.5 148.0 GGGG
1248-17344 00000/0000 20019/0443 03/28/73 60 3458 5015N 10702W 38.6 148.0 PGGG
1248-17405 00000/000 20019/0444 03/28/73 40 3458 2R55N 11434W 5193 126.0 GGGG
1248-17412 00000/C0000 20019/0445 03/28/73 60 3458 2728N 11459W 51*9 124.2 GGGG
1248-19082 00000/0000 20019/0446 03/28/73 30 3459 7924N 08332w 13.0 202.9 GGGG
1248-19084 00000/0000 20019/0447 03/?R/73 20 3459 7935N o8950W 14*2 196.6 GGGG
1248-19091 00000/0000 20019/0448 J3/PR/ 73 10 3459 7739N 09517W 15.3 191.2 GGGG
1248-19093 00000/0000 20019/0449 03/28/73 0 3459 7638N 099570 16*5 186.5 GGGG
1248-19100 00000/0000 20019/0450 03/P8/73 10 3459 -7J32N 103 58W 17*7 182.5 GGGG
1248-19102 0000/000 20019/0451 03/2R/73 10 3459 7422N 10727W 18*8 179.0 GGGG
1248-19105 00000/0000 20019/0452 03/28/73 10 3459 7!10N 11027w 20*0 175.9 GGGG
1248-19111 00000/0000 20019/0453 O3/R8/73 0 3459 7156N 11305W 21.1 173.1 GGGG
1248-1911 4 00000/00O0 20019/0454 03/28/73 10 3459 7041N 11524W 22.3 170*7 GPGG
1248-19120 00000/0000 20019/0455 03/28/73 0 3459 6q2 4 N 11727W 23.4 168*5 GPGG
1248-19123 00000/0000 20019/0456 03/28/73 0 3459 6q06N 11
9 16W 24.6 166.5 GPGG
1248-19125 00000/0000 20019/0457 03/28/73 20 3459 6647N 12054W 25.7 164.7 GPGG
1248*19132 00000/0000 20019/0458 03/28/73 10 3459 6F'26N 12223W 26.8 163*0 GPGG
1248-19134 00000/0000 20019/0459 03/28/73 10 3459 6406N 1234 4W 27*9 161*4 GGGG
1248-19141 00000/0000 20019/0460 03/2R/73 10 3459 6245N P1459W 29*1 159.8 GGGG
1248-19143 00000/0000 20019/0461 03/28/73 20 3459 6123N 12607W 30.2 158.4 GGGG
1248-19150 00000/0000 20019/0462 03/28/73 20 3459 6000N 12710W 31.3 157.0 GGGG
1248-19152 00000/0000 20019/0463 03/2R/73 40 3459 5.37N 12808W 32*3 155.7 GGGG
1249-07175 00000/0000 20019/0464 03/29/73 10 3466 6000N 0 5212E 31.4 157.0 GGGG
1249-07181 00000/0000 20019/0465 03/P9/73 10 3466 5137N 05113E 32*5 155*7 GGGG
1249-07311 00000/0000 20019/0466 03/29/73 0 3466 1434N 03516E 55.5. 105.7 GGGG
1249-10472 00000/0000 20019/0467 03/29/73 10 3468 50 15N 0 0508W 38*9 148.0 GGGG
1249-10483 00000/0000 20019/0468 03/29/73 20 3468 4601N 00659W 41.8 144.1 PPPP
1249-12260 00000/0000 OO00/0000 03/29/73 10 3469 6526N 02031w 27.1 163.0 GPG
1249-14114 00000/0000 20019/0469 03/29/73 60 3470 5714N 0 5302W 33*7 154.3 GGGG
1249-14121 00000/0000 20019/0470 03/29/73 60 3470 5552N 05353W 34.8 153.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CeVE % ............. 0 T8 100 a % CLeUD CAVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .o......... ,. BLANKSrBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED* RNRECYCLEDi GuGBD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PaPBBRN
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0742
FROM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATI5N MICReFILM RBLL N9./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITI5N IN RBLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1249014123 00000/00 20019/0471 03/q/73 50 3470 5429N 05441W 35*8 151*8 GGGG
1249-14130 00000/0000 20019/0472 03/29/73 10 3470 5104N o5525W 36.9 150.5 GrGG
1249-14132 00000/0000 20019/0473 03/29/73 20 3470 514CN 05608W 37.9 149.2 GGGG
1249-14135 00000/0000 20019/0474 03/29/73 20 3470 5116N 0 5648W 38.9 148*0 GGGG
1249-14141 00000/000 20019/0475 03/29/73 0 3470 4q5 ?N 05727W 39.9 146.7 GGGG1249-14144 00000/000u 20019/0476 03/29/73 0 3470 4727N 05804W 40*9 145*4 GGGG
1249-14150 00000/0000 20019/0477 03/29/73 0 3470 4601N 05839W 4198 144*1 GGGG
1249"14153 00000/0000 20019/0478 03/29/73 0 3470 44 36N 05912W 4208 142.7 GGGG1249-14155 00000/0000 20019/0479 03/29/73 10 3470 4111N 05945 43*7 141*4 GGGG
1249-14162 00000/0000 20019/0480 0.3/29/73 30 3470 4146N 06017W 44o6 140*0 GGGG1249-15523 00000/0000 20019/0481 03/29/73 10 3471 6527N 07211W 27.2 163.0 GGG
1249-15525 00000/C00 20019/0482 03/29/73 0 3471 6406N 07331W 28.3 161.4 GGGG
1249-15532 00000/000 20019/0483 03/29/73 C 3471 6245N 07445W 29*4 159.9 GGGG
1249-15534 00000/0000 20019/0484 03/29/73 c 3471 6123N 07554W 30.5 158.4 GGGG
1249-15541 00000/0000 20019/0485 03/29/73 C 3471 6000N 076 5 7W 31*6 157.0 GGGG1249-15543 00000/0000 20019/0486 0l/29/73 0 3471 5P3N 07755W 32*7 155.7 GGGG1249-15550 00000/0000 20019/0487 03/29/73 0 3471 5715N 07850W 33*7 154.3 GGGG
1249-15552 00000/0000 20019/0488 03/29/73 0 3471 5552N 07941W 3408 153.0 GGGG
1249-15555 00000/0000 20019/0489 03/29/73 0 3471 5429N 08C29w 35.9 151.8 GGGG1249-15561 U00000/000 20019/0490 03/29/73 0 3471 5305N 08115W 36.9 150*5 GGGG
1249-25564 00000/0000 20019/0491 03/29/73 0 3471 5140N 08158W 37.9 149.2 GGGG
1249-15570 00000/0000 20019/0492 03/29/73 20 3471 5015N 08239W 38o9 148.0 GGGG1249-17384 00000/0000 20019/0493 03/29/73 lo 3472 5552N 10530W 34.8 153*0 GGGG
1249-17391 COO00/OCOu 20019/0494 03/29/73 0 3472 5428N 106 18W 35*9 151o8 GGGG1249-17393 00000/0000 20019/0495 03/29/73 0 3472 530 4N 10704W 36*9 15005 GGGG
1249-17400 00000/0000 20019/0496 03/29/73 o 3472 5140N 10747W 37o9 149.2 GGGG
1249-17402 00000/0000 20019/0497 03/29/73 0 3472 5n16N 10828W 39.0 148.0 GGGG
1249-17461 00000/0000 20019/0498 03/29/73 10 3472 3r21N 11536W 50*9 127.4 GGGG
1249-17464 00000/C0000 20019/0499 03/29/73 10 3472 2855N 11601W 51.6 125.7 GGPG
1249-17470 00000/000J 20019/0503 03/29/73 20 3472 2731N 11625W 52.2 123.8 GGGG
1249-19163 00000/0000 20019/0501 03/29/73 20 3473 7311N 11152W 20*4 176.0 GGGG
1249-19170 00000/0000 20019/0502 03/29/73 0 3473 7158N 11429W 21.5 173.2 GGGG
1249-19172 00000/0000 20019/0503 03/29/73 20 3473 7042N 116 4 8W 22-7 170.8 GGGG
1249-19175 0000/0000 20019/0504 03/29/73 10 3473 6925N 11851W 23.8 168.6 GGGG
1249-19181 00000/0000 2u019/0505 03/29/73 10 3473 6R07N 12041W 25.0 166.6 GGGG
1249-19184 00000/0000 20019/0506 03/29/73 20 3473 6A47N 12220w 26.1 164.7 GGGG
1249-19190 00000/0000 20019/0507 03/29/73 20 3473 6r27N 12349W 27.2 163.0 GGGG
1249-19193 00000/0000 20019/0508 03/29/73 10 3473 6407N 12510W 28.3 161*4 GGGG
1249-19195 00000/0000 20019/0509 03/29/73 10 3473 6'45N 12624W 2904 159s9 G GG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % 0..,..*o'.....  TB 100 = % CLOUD CAVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *,,*,*,**,., BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSCNT/REQUESTED* R=RPCYCLED. G=GRBD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE- P=PBeR.
16:44 mAR 11j'74 STANDARD CATALOG FR NUeNuS PAGE 0743
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
8SERVATISN MICFFILM ROLL Nb./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY.
10 P9SITISN IN RSLL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER AF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RV MsS LAT LNG 123 45678
1249-19202 00000/0000 20019/0510 03/29/73 20 3473 6123N 12732W 30.5 158.4 GGGG
1249-19204 O00000/0000 0019/0511 03/29/73 30 3473 6n02N 12835W 31.6 157*0 GGGG
1250-14170 00000/0000 20020/0164 03/30/73 70 3484 5P39N 05333w 33*0 155.7 GGGG
1250-14173 00000/0000 20020/0165 03/30/73 70 3484 5716N 05428W 34.1 154.3 GGGG
1250"14175 00000/COOo 20020/0166 03/30/73 50 3484 5553N 05520W 35.2 153*0 GGGG
1250-14182 00000/0000 20020/0167 03/30/73 10 3484 5428N 05607W 36b 2  151*7 GAGG
1250-14184 00000/0000 20020/0168 03/30/7 3 20 3484 5404N 05 6 52W 37*3 150.4 GGGG
1250-14191 000C0/0000 20020/0169 03/30/73 30 3484 5141N 0 5735W 38,3 149@2 GGGG
1250-14193 0000000000 20020/0170 03/30/73 10 3484 5L18N 05815W 39*3 147*9 GGGG
1250-14200 00000/0000 20020/0171 03/30/73 10 3484 4R53N 05 8 5 3W 40*3 146.6 GGGG
1250-14202 00000/0000 20020/0172 03/30/73 10. 3484 4728N 05930W 41.3 145.3 GGGG
1250-14205 00000/0000 20020/0173 03/30/73 10 3484 46 03N 06005W 42*2 144.0 GGGG
1250-14211 00000/C000 20020/0174 03/30/73 10 3484 44 37N 06040W 43.2 142*6 GGGG
1250-14214 00000/0000 2(020/0175 03/30/73 10 3484 4312N 06112W 44.1 141.2 GGGG
1250-1420 O00000/0000 20020/0176 03/30/73 40 3484 4147N 06144W 45*0 139.8 UGGG
1250-14261 00000/0000 20020/0177 03/30/73 20 3484 2729N 06 6 11W 52*5 123.5 GG G
1250-15595" 00000/0000 20019/0512 03/30/73 10 3485 6nO1N 07825W 32*0 157.0 GGGG
1250-16002 00000/0000 20019/0513 03/30/73 10 3485 5%39N 07922W 33,1 155.7 GGGG
1250-16004 00000/0000 20019/0514 03/30/73 0 3485 5716N 08016W 34.1 154.3 GGG
1250-16011 00000/0000 20019/0515 03/30/73 0 3485 5 r 5 3 N 08107W 35.2 153.0 0GGG
1250-16013 00000/000o 20019/0516 03/30/73 0 34R5 5429N 08155W 36.2 151.7 GGGG
1250-16020 00000/0000 20019/0517 03/30/73 0 3485 5305N 0 8240o 37.3 150*5 GGGG
1250-16022 00000/0000 20019/0518 03/30/73 20 3485 5141N 0832 3  38*3 149.2 GPGG
1250-16025 00000/C0000 20019/051 9 03/30/73 50 3485 5016N 08404W 39.3 147*9 GPGG
1250-17395 0o000/oo00 20019/0520 03/10/73 10 3486 7n43N 09224W 2300 170.9 GGGG
1250-17401 00000/0000 20019/0521 03/30/73 20 3486 6926N 09428W 24'2 168*7 GGGG
1250-17404 00000/0000 20019/0522 03/30/73 30 3486 6R07N 09 6 18W 25*3 166.6 GGGG
1250-17410 00000/0000 20019/0523 03/30/73 90 3486 6648N 09757W 26#4 164.8 GGGG
1250-17413 00000/0000 20019/0524 03/30/73 100 3486 6528N 09 9 27W 27-6 163*0 GGGG
1250-17415 00000/0000 20019/0525 03/30/73 100 3486 640N 10048W 28*7 16194 GGGG
1250-17422 00000/0000 20019/0526 03/30/73 100 3486 6247N 10202W 29.8 159.9 GGGG
1250-17424 00000/0000 20019/0527- 03/30/73 40 3486 6125N 10311W 30*9 158*4 GGGG
1250-17431 00000/C000 20019/0528 03/30/73 0 3486 6003N 10413W 3290 157.0 GGGG
1250-17433 00000/0000 20019/0529 03/30/73 0 3486 5840N 10 5 11w 33*1 155.7 GGGG
1250-17440 00000/0000 20019/0530 03/30/73 0 3486 5717N 10606W 34*1 154.3 GGGG
1250-17442 0000/0000 20019/0531 03/30/73 . 0 3486 5554N 10657W 35.2 153*0 GGGG
1250-17445 00000/0000. 20019/0532 03/30/73 0 3486 5430N 10745W 3693 151.7 GGGG
1250-17451 00000/C00 20019/0533 03/30/73 0 3486 5306N 10829w 37.3 150*5 GGGG
1250-17454 00000/C000 20019/0534 03/30/73 c 3486 5141N 10911W 38*3 149.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % *.*...,.*o.... 0 TO 100 = % CLeUD CVER. ** - NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY '..........,.. BLANKSBAND NOT PRESeNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED " G=GBAD F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PnPOSR,
16:44 MAR 11i'74 STANDARD CATALeG FOP NoN.US PAGE 0744
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM RbLL N5./ DATE CLOUD 5RRIT PRI\CIPAL POINT SUNI SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I0 POSTTIN IN ROLL ACCUTRED COVER NLMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV lSS
RbV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1250-17460 00000/000 20019/0535 03/30/73 10 3486 5017N 10952W 39*3 147*9 GGGG
1250-17515 Oo00co/000 20019/0536 03/30/73 20 3486 3025N 11700W 51i3 127*1 GGGG
1250-17522 00000/0000 20019/0537 03/30/73 20 3486 2859N 11725W 51*9 125.3 GGGG
1250-17524 00000/0000 20019/0538 03/30/73 20 3486 2732N 11750W 52s5 123.5 GGGG
1250-19215 00000/0000 20019/0539 03/30/73 0 3487 7425N 11018W 19.6 179.2 GGGG
1250-19222 00000/0000 20019/0540 03/30/73 0 3487 7113N 11319W 20*7 176.1 GGGG
1250-19224 00000/0000 20019/0541 03/3n/73 0 3487 7158N 11556W 21.9 173.3 GGGG
1250-19231 00000/0000 20019/0542 03/30/73 0 3487 7043N 11814W 23.0 170.9 GGGG
1250-19233 00000/0000 20019/0543 03/30/73 0 3487 6926N 12017W 24.2 168*7 GGGG
1250-19240 00000/0000 20019/0544 03/30/73 20 3487 680RN 12206W 25.3 166.6 GGGG
1250-19242 00000/0000. 20019/0545 03/30/73 50 3487 6649N 12346W 26.5 164*8 GGGG
1250-19245 00000/0000 20019/0546 03/30/73 20 3487 6529N 12516W 27*6 163.1 GGGG
1250-19251 00000/0000 20019/0547 03/30/73 10 3487 6408N 12637W 2897 161.4 GGGG
1250-19254 00000/0o00 20019/0548 03/3o/73 10 3487 6P47N 12751W 29.8 159.9 GGGG
1250-19260 00000/0000 20019/0549 03/30/73 10 3487 6124N 12859 30.9 158.4 GGGG
1250-22494 00000/0000 20019/0550 03/30/73 30 3489 7044N 16953W 23.1 170@9 GGGG
1250-22500 00000/0000 20019/0551 03/30/73 60 3489 6926N 17156W 24*3 168*7 GGGG
1251-00320 00000/0000 20019/0552 03/31/73 90 3490 7313N 16915E 20*8 176*1 GGGG
1251-00323 00000/0000 20019/0553 03/31/73 100 3490 7 15 9 N 16637E 22.0 173.3 GGGG
1251*14230 00000/0000 20019/0554 03/31/73 30 3498 5812N 05516W 33*8 155,2 GGGG
1251-14232 00000/0000 20019/0555 03/31/73 30 3498 5649N 0 5610W 34*8 153*9 GGGG
1251-14235 00000/0000 20019/0556 03/31/73 0 3498 5927N 05700w 35.9 152*6 GGGG
1251-14F41 00000/0000 20019/0557 03/31/73 0 3498 5403N 05747w 37.0 151.3 GGGG
1251-14244 00000/0000 20019/0558 03/31/73 10 3498 5 237N 05831W 38*0 150.0 GGGG
1251-14250 00000/0000 20019/0559 03/31/73 10 3498 5 113N 059 12W 39.0 14897 GGGG
1251-14253 00000/0000 20019/0560 03/31/73 2c 3498 4 9 4 9 N 05 952w 40*0 147*4 GGGG
1251-14255 00000/0000 20019/0561 03/31/73 0 3498 4824N 06030W 41*0 146*1 GGGG
1251-14262 00000/0000 20019/0562 03/31/73 0 3498 4,59N 06107 42*0 144*7 GGGG
1251-14264 00000/0000 20019/0563 03/31/73 10 3498 453 4N 06142W 42*9 143.4 GGGG
1251-14271 00000/0000 20019/0564 03/3t/73 10 3498 44 09N 06216w 43.8 142*0 GGGG
1251-14273 00000/0000 20019/0565 03/31/73 0 3498 4P43N 06249W 44,8 140*6 GGGG
1251-14320 00000/0o00 20019/0566 03/31/73 30 3498 2730N 067 3 7 k 52*8 123.1 GGG
1251-16045 00000/0000 20019/0567 03/31/73 80 3499 62 47N 07739W 30'2 159.9 GGG
1251-16051 00000/0000 20019/0568 03/31/73 90 3499 6t25N 07847W 31*3 158*4 GGGG
1251-16054 00000/0000 2j019/056 9 03/31/73 90 3499 6003N 07951W 32*3 157.0 GGGG
1251-16060 00000/0000 20019/0570 03/31/73 80 3499 5R41N 08050W 334 155*7 GGGG
1251-16063 00000/0000 20019/0571 03/31/73 80 3499 5717N 08144W 34.5 154.3 GGGG
1251-16065 00000/0000 20019/0572 03/31/73 80 3499 5553N 08234W 35.6 153.0 GGGG
1251-16072 00000/0000 20019/0573 03/31/73 2, 3499 5430N 0 8322W 36.6 151.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CdVER % 0.......,.,,,,  Te 100 * % CLOUD CqVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ..... , ..... RLANKS-BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED G=GeD, FaFAIR BUT USABLE* PmPaBR.
16:44,MAR 11-74 STANDARD CATALRG FBR N5N.US PAGE 0745
FROM 07/23/'2 TO 07/23/73.
BBSERVATIBN MICR5FILM RBLL NB./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINJCIPAL PbINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PgSITI5N IN ReLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGF ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RsV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1251-16074 00000/0000 20019/0574 03/31/73 0 3499 5307N 08408W 37*7 150#4 GGGG
1251-16081 00000/C0000 20019/0575 03/31/73 0 3499 543N 08451w 38.7 149*1 GGGG
1251-16083 00000/0000 20019/0576 63/31/73 0 3499 5019N 0 8532W 39.7 147*8 GGGG
1251-17444 00000/0000 20019/0577 03/31/73 30 3500 7311N 08900W 21,1 176.1 GGGG
1251-17451 000oo00/00 2u019/0 5 7 8 03/31/73 40 3500 7157N 091
3 8W 22.3 173*3 GGGG
1251-17453 0000o/0000 20019/0579 03/11/73 20 3500 7041N 0 9357W 23*4 170.9 GGGG
1251-17460 00000/0000 20019/0580 03/31/73 40  3500 6q24N 09601W 24*6 168*7 GGGG
1251-17462 00000/0000 20019/0581 03/31/73 4C 3500 6 PO6N 09751W 25*7 166.6 GGGG
1251-17465 00000/0000 20019/0582 03/31/73 40 3500 6647N 09929w 26*9 164.8 GGGG
1251-17471 00000/0000 20019/0583 03/31/73 30 3500 6c27N 10058W 28.0 163.0 GGGG
1251*17474 00OO/0000 20019/0584 03/31/73 
5 0 3500 6406N 10218W 29.1 161.4 GGGG
1251-17480 00000/0000 20019/0585 03/31/73 100 3500 6244* 10332W 30*2 159.9 GGGG
1251-17483 00000/0000 20019/0586 03/31/73 60 3500 6122N 10040W 31.3 158.4 GGGG
1251-17485 00000/0000 20019/0587 03/31/73 10 3500 6000N 10
5 4 3W 32*4 157.0 GGGG
1251-17492 00000/0000 20019/0588 03/31/73 0 3500 5837N 10641W 33*5 155.6 GGGG
1251-17494 00000/00oO 20019/0589 03/31/73 c 3500 5714N 10
7 3 6o 34.6 154*3 GGGG
1251-17501 00000/0000 20019/0590 03/31/73 0 3500 5550N 10827W 35.6 153.0 
GGGG
1251-17510 00000/o000 20019/0591 03/31/73 10 3500 -5102N 10959w 37*7 150*4 GGGG
1251-17512 00000/0000 20019/0592 03/31/73 10 3500 5138N 11041W 38.7 149.1 GGGG
1251-17515 u0000/000o 20019/0593 03/31/73 10 3500 5014N 11121w 39.7 147.8 GGGG
1251-17574 00000/0000 20019/0594 03/31/73 90 3500 3n20N 11829W 51s6 126,7 GGGG
1251-19260 00000/C000 20019/05 95  03/31/71 0 3501 7A36N 0 9412W 15*3 196*9 GGGG
1251-19262 0030C/0000 20019/0596 03/31/73 10 3501 7740N 09940W 16'5 191.5 GGGG
1251-19265 .000C0/00U 2d019/0597 03/31/73 20 3501 7 63
8 N 10421w 17*7 186.8 GGGG
1251-19271 00000/0000 20019/0598 03/31/73 30 3501 7532N 10821W 18,8 182.7 GGGG
1251-19274 00o0000000 20019/0599 03/31/73 20 3501 7~23N 11148W 20*0 179*2 GGGG
1251-19280 00000/0000 20019/0600 03/31/73 0 3501 7411N 11449W 21*2 176.1 .GG
1251-19283 00000/0000 20019/0601 03/31/73 0 3501 7157N 11726W 22*3 173.3 GGGG
1251-19285 00000/0000 20019/0602 03/31/73 0 3501 7041N 11945W 23*5 170.9 GPGG
1251-19292 00000/0000 2001.9/0603 03/31/73 10 3501 6P24N 12 149W 24*6 168*7 GPGG
1251-19294 00000/0000 20019/0604 03/31/73 50 3501 6RO6N 12338W 25.8 166.6 GGGG
1251-19301 00000/0000 20019/0605 03/31/73 20 3501 6646N 12515W 26.9 164*8 GGGG
1251-19303 00000/0000 20019/0606 03/31/73 10 3501 6526N l2644W 28.0 163*0 GGGG
1251-19310 00000/0000 20019/0607 03/31/73 10 3501 6406N 12
8 04W 29.1 161.4 GGGG
1251-19312 00000/0000 20019/0608 03/31/73 10 3501 6244N 12
9 17W 30.2 159.9 GGGG
1251-19315 00000/0000 20019/0609 03/31/73 0 3501 6122N 13024W 31*9 158a4 GGGG
1251-22550 00000/0000 20019/0610 03/31/73 50 3503 
7 200N 16656W 2293 173*4 GGGG
1251-22552 00000/0000 20019/0611 03/31/73 20 3503 7044N 17115W p3.5 171*0 GGGG
1252,14290 00000/0000 20019/0612 04/01/73 40 3512 5718N 0 5719 349 154.3 GPGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ... ,,,******,*, 0 TB 100 u % CLOUD CRVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY "............, BLANKSUBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTEDO RERECYCLED. G=GOo8 D FvFAIR BUT USABLE. PaPBeRs
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0746
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERvATION MICROFILM R3LL N9,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
ReV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1252-14292 00000/0000 20019/0613 04/01/73 40 3512 5555N 05810 35.9 153.0 GPGG
1252-14295 00000/0000 20019/0614 04/01/73 90 3512 5431N 05858W 37,0 151*7 GPGG
1252-14301 00000/0000 20019/0615 04/01/73 100 3512 5307N 0 5944W 3890 15094 GGGG
1252-14304 00000/0000 20019/0616 04/01/71 100 3512 5143N 0 6027W 39*0 149*1 GGGG
1252-14310 00000/0000 20019/0617 04/01/73 100 3512 5019N 06 107W 40.0 147.8 GGGG
1252-14313 0000/0000 20019/0618 04/01/73 70 3512 4P54N 06145W 41.0 146.4 GGGG
1252-14315 00000/0000 20019/0619 04/01/73 60 3512 4729N 06222w 42*0 145*1 GGGG
1252-14322 00000/0000 20019/0620 04/01/73 40 3512 4604N 06257W 43.0 143.8 GGGG
1252-14324 00000/0000 20019/0621 04/01/73 50 3512 4439N 06330W 43*9 142*4 GGGG
1252-14331 00000/0000 20019/0622 04/n1/73 50 3512 4314N 06402W 44.8 141.0 GGGG
1252-16101 00000/0000 20019/0623 04/o1/73 0 3513 6407N 07753W 29*5 161*4 GGGG
1252-16103 00000/0000 20019/0624 04/01/73 0 3513 6246N 07908W 30*6 159.9 GGGG
1252-16110 00000/0000 20019/0625 04/01/73 0 3513 6124N 08o16W 31*7 158*4 GGGG
1252-16112 00000/0000 20019/0626 04 /01/ 73  0 3513 6 002N 08119W 32*8 157.0 GGGG
1252-16115 00000/0000 20019/0627 04/01/73 50 3513 5839N 08218W 33.9 155.6 GGGG
1252-16121 00000/0000 20019/0628 04/01/73 90 3513 5716N 08312W 34o9 154.3 GGGG
1252-16124 00000/0000 20019/0629 04/n1/73 10 3513 5553N 08403W 36*0 15209 GGGG
1252-16130 00000/0000 20019/0630 04/01/73 0 3513 5429N 08451W 3740 151.6 GGGG
1252-16133 00000/0000 20019/0631 0/01/73 0 3513 5305N 08536W 3891 150o3 GGGG
1252-16135 00000/0000 20019/0632 04/01/71 C 3513 5141N 0 8619W 39.1 149,0 GGG
1252-16142 00000/0000 20019/0633 04/01/73 0 3513 5016N 08659W 40*1 147.7 GGGG
1252-16221 O0000/0000 20019/0634 04/01/73 20 3513 2110N 09603W 54.6 116.7 GGGP
1252-16224 00000/0000 20019/0635 04/0(/73 30 3513 2144N 09625W 55*0 114*6 GGGG
1252-16230 00000/000C 20019/0636 04/01/73 70 3513 2017N 09646W 55.3 112.4 GGGG
1252-17500 00000/0000 20019/0637 04/01/73 10 3514 7 42 4N 08722W 20*3 179.3 GGGG
1252-17503 00000/0000 20019/0638 04/01/73 10 3514 7;12N 09023W 21.5 176.2 GGGG
1252-17505 00000/0000 20019/0639 04/01/73 0 3514 7 15 8N 09300W 22*7 173*4 GGGG
1252-17512 00000/0000 20019/0640 04/01/73 0 3514 7043N 09519W 23.8 17190 GGGG
1252-17514 00000/0000 20019/0641 04/01/73 10 3514 6926N 09722W 25.0 168*7 GGGG
1252-17521 00000/0000 20019/0642 04/01/73 ao 3514 6 807N 09912W 26.1 166.7 GGGG
1252-17523. O0000/00O 20019/0643 04/01/73 100 3514 6648N 10051W p7*2 164.8 GGGG
1252-1753( 00000/0000 20019/0644 04/01/73 100 3514 6528N 10221W 28*4 163*1 GGGG
1252-17532 00000/0000 20019/0645 04/01./73 100 3514 6407N 10343W 29s5 16104 GGGG
1252-17535 00000/0000 20019/0646 04/01/73 100 3514 6 P45N 10456W 30.6 159*9 GGGG
1252-17541 00000/0000 20019/0647 04/o0/7i 50 3514 6123N 10604W 31*7 158.4 GGGG
1252-17544 00000/0000 20019/0648 04/01/73 30 3514 6001N 10707W 32*8 157.0 GGGG
1252-17550 00000/0000 20019/0649 04/01/73 0 3514 5838N 10805 3309 155.6 GGGG
1252-17553 00000/0000 20019/0650 04i01/73 0 3514 5715N 10859W 35.0 154.3 GGGG
1252-17555 00000/0000 20019/0651 04/01/73 10 3514 5552N 10950 36.0 152*9 GGGG
KEYS: CL.UD CBVER % ............... 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CqVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE DUALITY ............. BLANKSwBAND NOT PRFSENT/REGUESTED* R=RECYCLED* G=G8pD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE* PuPd5R.
16:44 "aPa ll#74 STAN3ARD CATAL5G FPR NeN.US PAGE 0747
FR6m 37/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN YlICRFILM RfLL NO./ DATE CLOUD PRBIT PPICIPAL PlINT SUN SUN iMAGE QUALITY
10 PeSIT14JN IN NALL ACGUTREr CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
aV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1252-1756 O000O/OC0 20019/065? 04/n1/73 10 3514 5428N 11038W 37*1 151*6 GGGG
1252-17564 00000/0000 20019/0653 04/01/73 30 3514 5304N 11123W 38.1 150*3 GGGG
1252-17571 O00000/000 29019/0654 04/01/73 50 3514 540N 11206; 39.1 149*0 GGGG
1252-17573 000~uCO000 2C019/0655 041/r1/73 50 3514 5n)15N 11247W 40.1 147.7 GGGG
1252-18030 0000/0000 20019/0656 04/01/73 10 3514 3146N 11929W 51,3 128.2 GGGG
1252-19325 00000/0000 20019/0657 04/01/73 0 3515 753IN 10945 19*2 182.8 GGGG
1252-19332 0000/0000 20019/0658 04/t)1/73 0 3515 7424N 11
3 14W 20*4 179.3 GGGG
1252-19334 00000/0000 20019/0659 04/Ci/7 0 351.5 7312N lib 5W 21.5 176.2 GGGG
1252-19341 0000O/000 20019/0660 04/31/73 20 3515 7158N 11851W 22.7 173.4 GGGG
1252-19343 OuO00/00u~ 20019/0661 04/01/73 20 3515 7043N 12109w 23.8 171*0 GGGG
1252-19350 COo00/o000 20019/0662 04 /01/ 7 3  6, 3515 6o25N 12311 25*0 168.7 GGGG
1252-19352 U00O3/0000 20019/0663 04/01/73 40 3515 6007N 12500W 26.1 166*7 GGGG
1252-19355 00000/0000 20019/0664 04/01/73 20 35t5 6648N 12
6 3 9
w 27*3 164.8 GGGG
1252-19361 00000/0000 20019/0665 04/01/73 0 3515 622RN 12A08W 28*4 163.1 GGGG
1252-19364 OUOoo/OOCO 2U019/06
6 6  04/1/73 10 3515 6407N 12929W 29*5 161.5 GGGG
1252-19370 00000/0003 20019/0667 04/01/73 10 3515 
6 245N 130 4 3w 30*6 159.9 GGGG
1252-21143 00000/C000 20019/0668 04/01/73 10 3516 7927N 11503W 14*5 203.4 GGGG
1252-21150 00000/C0000 20019/0669 0 4/1/73 0 3516 7R38N 12122W 15*7 197.1 GGGG
1252-21152 00000/0000 20019/0670 04/01/73 0 3516 7742N 12649W 16*9 191.6 GGG
1252-21155 00000/0c0 20019/0671 04/C1/73 0 3516 
7 640N 13130w 18.1 186a9 GGGG
1252-21161 00000/0000 2 00 1 9/0 6 7 2 04/1/73 0 3516 7534N 13531W 19,2 182.9 GGGG
1252-21164 oCOOo0/OcOu 20019/0673 04/01/73 0 3516 7424N 13859W 20*4 179.3 GGGG
1252-21170 00000/C00 20019/0674 04/01/73 50 3516 7312N 14159W 21.6 176.2 GGGG
1252-21173 00000/000 20019/0675 04/01/
7 3 40 3516 7158N 14437W 22,7 173*4 GGGG
1252-23004 00000/0000 20019/0676 04/01/73 80 3517 7!58N 17028W 22,8 173.4 PPGG
1252-23011 o00o000000 20019/0677 04/n1/73 30 3517 7 042N 17246W 23P9 171*0 PGGG
1252-23013 00000/00 20019/0675 04/01/73 10 3517 6925N 17449W 25.1 168.7 PGGG
1252-23020 OCo /oCU 20019/C6
7 9  04/01/73 40 351.7  6o06N 17638w 26.2 166.7 PPGG
1252-23022 00000/0000 20019/0680 04/01/73 0 3517 6047N 17817w 27*3 164.8 PGGG
1252-23025 00co0/CC0 20019/0681 04/1/ 7 3  40 3517 6;27N 17
9 46w 285 163.1 PGGG
1252-23031 00000/0000 20019/0682 04/01/73 70 3517 6406N 1 7852E 29.6 161.5 PGGG
1252-23034 00000/0000 20019/0683 04/01/73 70 3517 6,45N 17738E 30s7 159.9 PPGG
1253-14335 00000/0000 20019/0684 04, 2/73 10 3526 600oN 05654w 33.2 157.0 GGGG
1253-14342 000,00000 20019/0685 04/JC/73 0 3526 5837N 0 5752 34.2 155.6 
GGGG
1253-14344 ooo0/o0000 20019/0686 0
4 /02/ 7 3  0 3526 5713N 0 5847W 35.3 154*2 UGGG
1253-14351 00000/0000 20019/0687 04/02/73. 0 3526 5549N 05938W 36'4 152.9 GGGG
1253-14353 O000/000, 20019/0689 04/02/73 0 3526 5426N 0602
6
w 37.4 151*6 GGGG
1253-14360 00000/0000 20019/0689 04/n?/73 0 3526 5303N 06112W 38o5 150.2 GGGG
1253-14362 00000/0000 20019/0690 04/(e2/
7 3 10 3526 5138N 06155W 39.5 148.9 GGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVEP % ..... *.,.. 0 T8 100 = % CLRUD CRVER. ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALTTY ............... OLANKSuBAND NtT PRFSENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GBRD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBB
8 R,
16:44 MAR li'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0748
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATTSN MICR8FILM R6LL NO*/ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITI9N IN ROLL ACUITRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RFV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1253-14365 00000/0000 20019/0691 04/ P/73 20 3526 5014N 06235W 40.5 147.6 GGGG
1253-14371 00000/0000 20019/0692 04/0/73 10 3526 44~9N 0 6313W 41.5 146.3 GGGG
1253-14383 00000/0000 2u019/0693 04/02/73 90 3526 4434N 0 65 0 0 W 44.3 142.2 GGGG
1253-14385 00000/0000 20019/0694 04/0P/73 100 3526 4309N 06533 45.2 140.7 GPGG
1253-14392 000c0/0000 20019/0695 04/02/73 90 3526 4144N 06 604W 46*1 139.3 GGGG
1253-14433 o00o00/000 20019/0696 04/o,/73 10 3526 2731N 07030W 53*4 122.3 GGGG
1253-14435 0000/0000 20019/0697 04 /10/ 7 3 20 3526 2605N 07053W 53.9 120.3 GGGG
1253-14442 0000/0000 20019/0698 04/o0/73 10 3526 24 39N 07116W 54*4 118.3 GGGG
1253-14444 00000/0000 20019/0699 04/0/73 10 3526 2313N 07 13 8W 54.8 116s2 GGGG
1253-16153 00000/0000 20019/0700 04/02/73 0 3527 6529N 07757W 28*7 163.1 GGGG
1253-16155 00000/0000 20019/0701 04/07/73 0 3527 6408N 07918W 29.8 161.5 GGGG
1253-16162 00000/0000 20019/0702 04/02/73 10 3527 6P46 N  08033W 31*0 159.9 GGG
1253-16164 00000/0000 20019/0703 04/02/73 10 3527 6t23N 081 4 1W 32.1 158.4 GGGG
1253-16180 00000/0000 20019/0704 04 /02/73 20 3527 5716N 08434W 35.3 154.3 G
1253-16182 00000/0000 20019/0705 04/0O/73 20 3527 5 553N 08524W 36.4 152.9 GGGG
1253-16185 00000/0000 20019/0706 04/oP/73  0 3527 5429N 08612W 3704 151*6 GGGG
1253-16191 00000/00U00 20019/0707 04/0c/73 0 3527 5305N 08658W 38.4 150.3 GGGG
1253-16194 00000/0000 20019/0708 04/07/73 0 3527 5141N 08 7 4 1W 39*5 149,0 GGGG
1253-16200 00000/0000 20019/0709 04/0,2/73 20 3527 501 7N 08822W 40*5 147.6 GGGG
1253-16280 00000/0000 20019/0710 04/02/73 20 3527 2313N 09726W 54*9 116.2 GGGG
1253-16282 00000/00o 0 20019/0711 04/9/73 20 3527 2146N 09748W 55*2 114.1 GGGG
1253-16285 00000/0000 20019/0712 04/0?/73 10 3527 2020N 09810W 55'6 111*9 GGGG
1253-1621 00000/0000 2u019/0713 04 /o?/ 7 3 10 3527 153N 09 8 3 2w 55,9 109.8 PPPP
1253-17555 o000oo/000 20019/0714 04/0o/73 0 3528 742 5N 08847W 20'7 179.4 GGGG
1253-17561 00000/0000 20019/0715 04/07/73 0 3528 7313N 0 9149W 21.9 176.3 GGGG
1253-17564 00000/0000 20019/0716 04/0/73 0 3528 7159N 09427w 23*0 173.5 GGGG
1253-17570 000c0/o000 20019/0717 04/02/73 10 3528 7n44N 09646W 24.2 171.0 GGGG
1253-17573 00000/0000 20019/0718 04/0r/ 7 3 30 3528 6927N 09849 25*3 168.8 GGGG
1253-17575 00000/0000 20019/0719 04/07/73 20 3528 6808N 10038W 26'5 166.8 GGGG
1253-17582 0000C0/o00 2QO19/0720 04/0/73 10 3528 6649N 10216W 27.6 164.9 GGGG
1253-17584 00000/0000 20019/0721 04/oP/73 20 3528 6529N 10344W 28,7 163.1 GGGG
1253-17591 00000/000U 20019/0722 04/07/73 30 3528 6408N 10 505W 29.9 161.5 GGGG
1253-17593 0000C/0000 20019/0723 04/0o/73 30 3528 6247N 10619W 31.0 159.9 G3GG
1253-18000 00000/000 20019/0724 04/o0/73 10 3528 6125N 10 7 28W 32.1 158.4 GGGG
1253*18002 00000/0000 20019/0725 04/02/7 3  10 3528- 60 03N 10830W 3.*2 157*0 GGGG
1253-18005 00000/C0000 20019/0726 04/Op/73 C 3528 5840N 10929W 34*3 155*6 GGGG
1253-18c11 00000/0000 20019/0727 04/0o/73 0 3528 57 17N 11024w 35.3 154.3 GGGG
1253-18014 000/0000 20019/0728 04/0/73 0 3528 5553N 11115W 36.4 152.9 GGGG
1253-18020 00000/0000 20019/0729 04 /02/7 3 0 3528 5429N 11203W 37.4 151.6 PPGG
KEYS: CL6UD COVER % o,,,,,,,,.,, 0 TO 100 % CLOUD CPVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY *.*,,,....... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, R=RECYCLED, G=GBRD* F-FAIR BUT USABLE* POPBeR.
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0749
FROM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN MICROFILM RBLL N8./ DATE CLBUD eRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIN IN ROLL ACOUTRED CBVER NUMBER 1F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBv MSS
pBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1253-18023 00000/0000 20019/0730 04/0o/73 0 3528 5305N 11249w 38.5 150.3 GGGG
1253*18025 00000/0000 20019/0731 04/0o/73 0 3528 5141N 11331W 39*5 149'0 GGGG
1253-18032 00000/0000 20019/0732 04/cP/73 20 3528 50 17N 11412W 40e5 147.6 GGGG
1253-18084 00000/0000 20019/0733 04/02/73 10 3528 3148N 12055W 51.6 127.9 GGGG
1253-19375 00000/0000 20019/0734 04/o0/73 30 3529 7741N 10224W 17*2 191*8 GGGG
1253-19381 000O0/0000 20019/0735 04/0o/73 20 3529 7640N 10707W 18*4 187.1 GGGG
1253-19384 00000/0000 20019/0736 04/0P/73 0 3529 7534N 11110W 19*6 183.0 GGGG
1253-19390 00000/0000 20019/0737 04/0/ 73 0 3529 7425N 11438W 20*7 179*4 GGGG
1253-19393 00000/0000 20019/0738 04/0/73 10 3529 7313N 11738W 21*9 176.3 GGGG
1253-19395 00000/0000 20019/0739 04/o0/73 30 3529 7159N 12017W 2301 173.5 GGGG
1253-19402 00000/0000 20019/0740 04/0/73 40 3529 7043N 12235W 24*2 171.1 GGGG
1253-19404 00000/0000 20019/0741 04/0/73 40 3529 6q26N 12438W 25*4 168*8 GGGG
1253-19411 00000/0000 20019/0742 04/nP/73 20 3529 6R07N 12627W 26*5 166.8 GGGG
1253-19413 00000/0000 20019/0743 04/02/73 0 3529 6648N 12805W 27.6 164.9 GGGG
1253-19420 00000/0000 20019/0744 04/0O/73 10 3529 6528N 129 3 4W 28*8 163.1 GGGG
1253o19422 00000/0000 20019/0745 04/02/73 20 3529 6407N 13055W 29*9 161*5 GGGG
1253-21231 00000/0000 20019/0746 04/0o/73 20 3530 7158N 14600W 23.1 173*5 GGGG
1253"23063 00000/0000 20019/0747 04/02/73 10 3531 7159N 17152W 23.1 173.5 GGGG
1253-23065 00000/0000 20019/0748 04/0P/73 10 3531 7043N 17411w 24.3 171*1 GGGG
1253-23072 00000/0000 20019/0749 04/o0/73 10 3531 6026N 17614W 25*4 168*8 GGGG
1253:23074 00000/0000 20019/0750 04 /03/7 3 10 3531 6807N 17804W 26.6 166.8 GGGG
1253 23081 00000/0000 20019/0751 04/0o/73 10 3531 664 8N 17942w 27*7 164*9 GGGG
1253-23083 00000/0000 20019/0752 04/0p/73 10 3531 6928N 17848E 28.8 163*1 GGGG
1253-23090 00000/0000 20019/0753 04/0c/73 20 3531 6407N 17727E 30*0 161.5 GGGG
1253-23092 00000/C000 20019/0754 04 /op/ 7 3 30 3531 6246N 17613E 31*1 159.9 GGGG
1253-23095 00000/0000 20019/0755 04/07/73 100 3531 61q4N 17505E 32.2 158.4 GGGG
1254-14394 00000/0000 20019/0756 04/03/73 10 3540 5a59N 05821w 33.5 157.0 GGGG
1254-14400 00000/0000 20019/0757 04/03/73 0 3540 5R36N 05920W 34*6 155.6 GGGG
1254-14403 00000/0000 20019/0758 04/03/73 0 3540 5713N 0 6015W 35.7 154.2 GGGG
1254-14405 00000/0000 20019/0759 04/03/73 10 3540 5550N 06106W 36.8 152.8 GGGG
1254-14412 00000/0000 20019/0760 04/03/73 20 3540 5426N 06154W 37.8 151*5 PPPP
1254-14414 00000/0000 20019/0761 04/03/73 10 3540 5302N 06240W 38.8 150.2 PPPP
1254-14421 00000/0000 20019/0762 04/03/73 10 3540 5138N 0 6322W 39.9 148.8 GGGG
1254-14423 00000/0000 20019/0763 04/03/73 20 3540 50 13N 06402W 40*9 147.5 GGGG
1254*14430 00000/0000 20019/0764 04/03/73 30 3540 4R49N 06440W 41*9 146*2 GGGG
1254-16214 00000/0000 20019/0765 04/03/73 10 3541 6405N 08050W 30*3 161.5 GGGG
1254-16220 00000/000o 20019/0766 04/03/73 20 3541 6244N 08203W 3194 159*9 GGGG
1254-16223 00000/0000 20019/0767 04/03/73 80 3541 6122N 08310W 32*5 158.4 GGGG
1254-16225 00000/0000 20019/0768 04/03/7 100 3541 6000N 0 8412W 33.6 157*0 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *,,.......... 0 TB 100 u % CLOUD CfVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY O........i.... RLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REGUESTED R-RECYCLED. G=GBOD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* PBPBRo
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0750
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
8BSERVATION MICPRFILM R8LL N5./ CArE CLUD 'RBIT PoINCIPAL PbINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITISN IN ReLL AC4UTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV mSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1254-16232 00000/00 20019/0 7 6 9  04/03/73 60 3541 5q3RN O8blOW 34.7 155.6 GGGG
1254-16234 00000o0000 20019/0770 04/03/73 10 3541 5715N 0 8605W 35.7 154*2 GGGG
1254-16241 0000/0000 20019/0771 04/03/73 10 3541 5551N 08657w 36*8 152.8 GGGG
1254-16243 00000/0000 20019/0772 04/03/73 100 3541 5428N 08745W 37.8 151.5 GGGG
1254-16250 0000/0000 20019/0773 04/03/73 6C 3541 5304N 08830w 38.9 150.2 GGGG
1254-16252 o0000/ooo 23019/0774 04/03/73 10 3541 5140N 08913W 39.9 148.9 GGGG
1254-16255 00000/0000 20019/0775 04/03/73 10 3541 5015N 08953W 40.9 147.5 GGGG
1254-16332 00300/0000 20019/o776 04/0o/ 73 30 3541 2436N 09832W 54.7 117.8 GGGG
1254-16334 00000/0000 20019/0777 04/03/73 10 3541 23 09N 09854W 55.1 115*7 GGGG
1254-16341 00000/0000 20019/0778 04/03/73 10 3541 2144N 09916w 55*5 113.5 GGGG
1254-16343 000C0/0000 20019/0779 04/03/73 0 3541 2n17N 09938W 55.8 111.3 GGGG
1254-16350 00000/0000 20019/0780 04/03/73 10 3541 1949N 10000w 56.1 109.1 GGGG
1254-16352 00000/0000 20019/0781 04/03/73 10 3541 1723N 10022W 5603 106.9 GOGG
1254-18013 00000/00U00 20019/0782 04/03/73 20 3542 7423N 09026W 21*1 179.4 GGGG
1254-3a020 00000/0000 2u019/078 3 04/03/73 10 3542 7312N 09326W 22.3 176.3 GGGG
1254.18022 00300/0000 20019/0784 04/03/73 30 3542 7 i5 8N 09603W 23.5 173.5 GGGG
1254-18025 00000/0000 20019/0785 04/03/73 90 3542 7n42N 09820W P246 171.0 GGGG
1254-18031 00000/0000 20019/0786 04/0O/73 10 3542 6q25N 10022W 25.8 168.8 GGGG
1254-18034 00000/0000 20019/0787 04/03/73 90 3542 6806N 10211W 26*9 166.8 GGGG
1254-18040 00000/0000U 20019/0788 04/03/73 70 3542 6647N 10348W 28.0 164.9 GGGG
1254-18043 00000/0000 20019/0789 04/03/73 90 3542 6927N 10516W 29.2 163.1 GGGG
1254-18045 00000/0000 20019/0790 04/o3/73 90 3542 6406N 10636W 30*3 161*5 GGGG
1254-18052 00000/0000 20019/0791 04/03/73 70 3542 6245N 10749W 3104 159.9 GGGG
1254-18054 00000/000u 20019/0792 04/03/73 10 3542 6t23N 10857W 32.5 158.4 GGGG
1254-18061 00000/0000 20019/0793 04/03/73 10 3542 6rOON 11000W 33.6 157.0 GGGG
1254-18063 00000/0000 20019/0794 04/03/73 40 3542 5837N 11058W 34.7 155.6 GGGG
1254-18070 00000/0000 20019/0795 04/03/73 60 3542 5714N 11153W 35.7 154.2 GGGG
1254-18072 00000/0000 20019/0796 04/03/73 50 3542 5r50N 11245W 36.8 152*8 GGGG
1254-18081 00000/0000 20019/0797 04/03/73 30 3542 5?03N 11418W 38.9 150.2 GGGG
1254-18084 00000/0000 20019/0798 04/03/73 40 3542 5139N 115 00W 39.9 148.9 GGGG
1254-18090 00000/0000 20019/0799 04/03/73 40 3542 5015N 11541W 40.9 147.5 GGGG
1254-18143 00000/0000 20019/0800 04/03/73 0 3542 3 146N 12222w 52.0 127.5 GGGG
1254-19431 00000/0000 20019/0801 04/n3/73 10 3543 7R37N 098 3 6w 16.5 197*2 GSGG
1254-19433 00000/0000 20019/0802 04/03/73 20 3543 7740N 10i05W 17.6 191.8 GGGG
1254-19440 o0000/0000 20019/0803 04/c3/73 0 3543 7639N 10846W 18*8 187*0 GGGG
1254-19442 00000/0000 20019/0804 04/1/73 0 3543 7534N 11246W 20.0 183.0 GGGG
1254-19445 00000/0000 20019/0805 04/)3/73 r 3543 7424N 11614W 21.2 179.4 GGGG
1254-19451 00000/0000 20019/0806 04/03/73 20 3543 7312N 11914w 22.3 176.3 GGGG
1254-19454 00000/0000 20019/0807 04/i/73 30 3543 7158N 12151W 23.5 173.5 GGGG
KEYS: CL9UD CSVER % 0............ T 100 X CLeUD C9VER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ..... *... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RWRECYCLED' G=GOeAD F=FAIR BUT USABLE* P.P89R9
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOP NSNUS PAGE 0751
FROM 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRRFILM R5LL N8./ DATE CLOUD eRRIT PTINCIPAL PUINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PfSITI5N I' RBLL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIMi RBV MSS
PFV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1254-19460 00000000/00 20019/0808 04/03/73 90 3543 7042N 12408W 2406 171.0 GGGG
1254-19463 00000/0000 20019/0809 04/03/73 4C 3543 6a24N 12610 25.8 168.8 G1GG
1254-19465 00000/000 20019/0810 04/03/73 0 3543 6 80 5 N 12 7 59W 26.9 166.8 GGGG
1254-19472 00000/0000 20019/0811 04/n0/73 10 3543 6046N 12936W 28.1 164.9 GGGG
1254-19474 00000/0000 20019/0812 04/03/73 20 3543 6526N 13104W P9.2 163.1 GGGG
1254-19481 00000/0000 20019/0813 04/03/73 60 3543 6405N 13225W 30o3 161*5 GGGG
1254-21285 00000/0000 20019/0814 04/03/73 30 3544 7157N 14735W 23.5 173.5 GGGG
1254-23142 00000/0000 20019/0815 04/03/73 100 3545 6928N 17716E 29*3 163.1 GGGG
1255-14445 00000/0000 20019/0816 04/04/73 20 3554 6123N 05845W 32.8 158.4 GGGG
1255.14452 00000/0000 20019/0817 04/04/73 10 3554 600ON O5947W 33.9 157.0 GGGG
1255-14454 00000/0000 23019/0818  0/04/73 60 3554 5938N 06045W 35.0 155.6 GGGG
1255-14461 00000/000 20019/0819 04/04/73 40 3554 5714N 06139W 3601 154.2 GGGG
1255-14463 00000/00.0 20019/082o0 4/04/73 50 3554 5551N 06230w 37.1 152.8 GGGG
1255-14470 00300/0000 20019/0821 04/04/73 40 3554 54 28N 06318W 38.2 151.5 GGGG
1255-14472 o0000o0/00 20019/0822 04 /04/ 7 3 20 3554 5304N 06 4 04 W 39*2 150.1 GGGG
1255-14475 o0000o/000 20019/0823 04/04/73 20 3554 5139N 06447W 40.2 148.8 GGGG
1255-14481 00000/0000 20019/0824 04/04/ 73  80 3554 5014N 0 6b27W 41.2 147.4 UGGG
1255-14484 00000/0000 20019/0825 04/04/73 100 3554 450oN 06605W 42.2 146.1 GGGG
1255-14520 00000/0000 20019,0826 04/04/73 100 3554 3729N o7023W 49.3 134.2 GGGG
1255-14522 00000/000) 20019/0827 04/04/73 100 3554 36 03N 07051w 50.1 132.5 GGGG
1255-14525 00000/0000 20019/0828 04/04/73 50 3554 34 37N 07118 50.9 130.8 GGGG
1255-14531 00000/0000 20019/0829 04/04/73 100 3554 3311N 07144W 51*6 129.0 GPGG
1255-14534 00000/0000 20019/0830 04/04/73 100 3554 3146N 07209W 52*2 127.2 GPGG
1255-14540 0000C/0000 20019/0831 04/94/73 100 3554 3o21N 07234W 52*9 125.3 GGGG
1255-14543 00000/0000 20019/0832 04/04/73 100 3554 2A54N 07258W 53*5 123.4 GGGG
1255-14545 00000/0000 20019/0833 04/94/73 8o 3554 272RN 07322W 54.0 121.4 GGGP
1255-14552 00000/0C00 20019/0834 04/04/73 80 3554 2602N 07345W 54.5 119.4 GGGP
1255-14554 00000/0000 20019/0335 04/04/73 70 3554 2436N 07407W 55.0 117*3 GGGP
1255-14561 00000/0000 20019/0836 04/04/73 70 3554 2?10N o7430w 55*4 115.2 GGGP
1255-16272 00000/0000 20019/0837 04/04/73 0 3555 6407N 08211W 30.6 161.5 GPGG
1255-16275 00000/0000 20019/0838 04/04/73 0 3555 6246N 08325W 31.8 159.9 GGGG
1255-16281 00000/0000 20019/0839 04/04/73 0 3555 6124N 08432W 32.9 158.4 GGGG
1255-16284 00000/0000 20019/0840 04/04/73 0 3555 6001N 08536W 33.9 157*0 GPGG
1255-16290 00000/C000 20019/0841 04/04/73 0 3555 5R38N 08636W 35.0 155.6 GGGG
1255-16293 00000/000 20019/0842 04 /o4/ 7 3 0 3555 5715N 08730W 36*1 154*2 GGGG
1255-16295 00000/C00 20019/0843 04/04/73. 0 3555 5552N 08821W 37.2 152.8 GGGG
1255-16302 00000/0000 20019/0844 04/04/73 0 3555 54 2TN 08908W 38.2 151.5 GGGG
1255-16304 00000/0000 20019/0845 04/04/73 0 3555 5104N 08954W 39.2 150.1 GGGG
1255-16311 00000/0000 20019/0846 04/04/73 0 3555 5141N 09036W 4C03  148.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TB 100 - % CLOUD C9VER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ...... .,... RLANKS=BAND NBT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED. G=GOD., F-FAIR BUT USABLE, PPB.R,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBNvUS PAGE 0752
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICRAFILM R9LL NO./ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PoINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
if PfSITIBN IN N8LL ACQUTRED CqVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
FBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1255-16313 00000/0000 20019/0847 04/04/73 0 3555 5016N 09117w 41*3 147o4 GGGG
1255-16390 00000/00o 20019/0848 04/04/73 4C 3555 2436N 0 9957W 55.0 117*3 GGGG
1255-16393 00000/0000 20019/0849 04/04/73 50 3555 2310N 10020W 55.4 115.2 GGGG
1255-16395 00000/000o 2U019/0850 04/04/73 40 3555 2 14 4 N 100 4 2W 55.8 113.0 GGGG
1255-16402 00000/0000 20019/0851 04/(,4/73 o 3555 2018N 10104W 56.1 110.8 GGGG
1255°16404 00000/c000 20019/0852 04/04/73 10 3555 1F52N 10126W 56.3 108.6 GGGG
1255-16411 00000/0000 20019/0853 04/04/73 10 3555 1726N 10147W 56*5 10693 GGGG
1255-18074 00000/0000 20019/0854 04/04/73 60 3556 7?12N 094 4 6W 22*7 176.4 GGGG
1255-18081 00000/0000 20019/0855 04/04/73 20 3556 7158N 09723W 23*8 173.6 GGGG
1255-18083 00000/0000 20019/0856 04/04/73 100 3556 7042N 09941W 25*0 171.1 GGGG
1255-18090 00000/0000 20019/0857 04/04/73 100 3556 6a25N 10143W 26*1 168.9 tGG
1255-18092 00000/0000 20019/0858 04/04/73 70 3556 6906N 10332W 27*3 166.8 GGG
1255-18095 00000/0000 20019/0859 04/04/73 80 3556 6647N 10510W 28.4 164.9 GGGG
1255-18101 00000/000 20019/0860 04/04/73 100 3556 6 5 2 7 N 10638W 29o5 163*2 GGGG
1255-18104 00000/0000 20019/0861 04/04/73 100 3556 6407N 10759W 30.7 161.5 GGGG
1255-18110 00000/0000 20019/0862 04/04/73 100 3556 6P46N 10913W 31.8 159.9 GGGG
1255-18113 00000/0000 20019/0863 04/04/73 90 3556 6124N 11021W 32.9 158*4 GGGG
1255-18115 00000/000o 20019/0864 04/04/73 90 3556 6001N 11124w 34.0 157.0 GGGG
1255-18122 00000/0000 20019/0865 04/04/73 80 3556 5038N 11223W 35.1 155.6 GGGG
1255-18124 00000/0000 20019/0866 04/04/73 30 3556 5715N 11318W 36.1 154.2 GGGG
1255-18131 00000/0000 20019/0867 04/04/73 20 3556 5552N 11409W 37.2 152.8 GGGG
1255-18133 00000/0000 20019/0868 04/04/73 70 3556 5428N 11457W 38.2 151.5 GGGG
1255-18140 00000/0000 20019/0869 04/04/73 90 3556 53 04N 11542W 39.3 150*1 GG G
1255-18142 00000/0000 20019/0870 04/04/73 80 3556 5140N 116 25W 40.3 148.8 GGGG
1255-18145 000c0/0000 20019/0871 04/04/73 70 3556 5016N 11705W 41.3 147.4 GGGG
1255-19483 00000/C00 20019/0872 04/n4/73 70 3557 7926N 09336W 15.6 203.7 GGGG
1255-19485 00000/0000 20019/0873 04/04/73 100 3557 7Q37N 09956W 16.8 197.4 GGGG
1255-19492 00000/0000 20019/0874 04/04/73 70 3557 7741N 10523W 18.0 191.9 GGGG
1255-19494 00000/0000 20019/U875 04/t4/73 20 3557 7640N 11004W 19.2 187*2 PGGG
1255-19501 00000/0000 20019/0876 04/04/73 0 3557 7E34N 11406W 20*4 183.1 GGGG
1255-19503 00000/0000 20019/0877 04/04/73 10 3557 7425N 11734W 21*5 179*5 GGG
1255-19510 00000/0000 20019/0878 04/04/73 10 3557 7313N 12035W 22.7 176.4 GGGG
1255-19512 00000/0000 20019/0879 04/04/73 10 3557 7159N 12312W 23*9 173.6 GGGG
1255-19515 00000/0000 20019/0880 04/04/73 20 3557 7043N 12530W 25.0 171.1 GGGG
1255-19521 00000/CCOC 20019/0881 04/04/73 10 3557 6q26N 12733w 6.2 168.9 GGGG
1255-19524 00000/0003 20019/088? 04/04/73 20 3557 6907N 129 23W 27*3 166.8 GGGG
1255-19530 00000/0000 20019/0883 04/04/73 10 3557 6649N 13101w 28.4 164.9 GGGG
1255-19533 00000/000 20019/0884 04/04/73 10 3557 652RN 13230W 29.6 163.2 GGGG
1255-21312 O0000/000 20019/0885 04/04/73 90 3558 8r0ON 11205W 14o5 211.0 GIGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ...... ,....., 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CAVER. ** u NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *..,.*,*,,,,,. RLANKS=BAND BNT PRESrNT/REQUESTED, R=RECYCLED* G=GBRD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE* P-POOR.
16144 MAR 11,'74 STANIARD CATALBG FeR NBN.US PAGE 0753
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBBSERVATION MICRBFILM RBLL N8./ DATE CLBUD 4RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN RBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1255-21314 00000/0000 20019/0886 04/04/
7 3  20 3558 7q27N 11922W 157 203,7 GGGG
1255-21321 00000/0000 20019/0887 04/04/73 0 3558 7837N 12b44w 16.8 197*4 GGGG
1255-21330 00000/0000 20019/0888 04/04/73 30 3558 7639N 13554W 19.2 187.2 GGGG
1255o21332 00000/0000 20019/0889 04/04/73 30 3558 7533N 13956W 20*4 183.1 GGGG
1255-21335 00000/0000 20019/0890 04/04/73 30 3558 7424N 14324W 21.6 17995 GGGG
1255-21341 00000/0000 20019/0891 04/04/73 60 3558 7312N 14624W 22*7 176.4 GGGG
1255*21344 00000/0000 20019/0892 04/04/73 70 3558 7158N 14901W 23,9 173.6 GGGG
1255-23143 00000/0000 20019/0893 04/O4/73 10 3559 8008N 13752W 14*5 211.0 GGGG
1255-23150 00000/0000 20019/0894 04/04/73 20 3559 7928N 14510W 15.7 203.7 GGGG
1255-23152 00000/0000 20019/0895 04/04/73 50 3559 7R38N 15133W 16*9 19704 GGGG
1255-23155 00000/0000 20019/0896 04/04/73 20 3559 7741N 15703W 18*1 191,9 GGGG
1255-23161 00000/0000 20019/0897 04/04/73 20 3559 7639N 16144W 19.2 187.2 GGGG
1255-23164 00000/0000 20019/0891 04/04/73 20 3559 7533N 16544W 20.4 1,83*1 GGGG
1255-23170 00000/0000 20019/0899 04/04/73 20 3559 
7 42 4 N 16912w 21.6 179.5 GGGG
1255-23173 00000/0000 20019/0900 04/04/73 40 3559 7312N 17212W 22*8 176.4 GGGG
1255-23175 00000/0000 20019/0901 04/04/73 80 3559 71.5N 17449W 23*9 173.6 GGGG
1255"23182 00000/0000 20019/0902 04/04/73 100 3559 7042N 17707W 25*1 171.1 GGGG
1255o23184 00000/0000 20019/0903 04/04/73 90 3559 
6 92 5 N 17910W 26.2 168*9 GGGG
1255-23191 00000/0000 2u01 9/0904  04/04/73 60 3559 6807N 17859E 27o4 166*8 GGGG
1255-23193 00000/0000 20019/0905 04/04/73 70 3559 6648N .17720E 28*5 164#9 GGGG
1255-23200 00000/0000 20019/0906 04/0' / 73  90 3559 
6 528N 17550E 29*6 163.2 GGGG
1256-00575 00000/0000 20019/0907 04/0/7 70 3560 8006N 16344W 14*5 211*0 GGGG
1256-00582 00000/0000 20019/0908 04/05/73 70 3560 7q25N 17100W 15*7 203.7 GGGG
1256-00584 00000/0000 20019/0909 04/05/73 70 3560 7836N 17719W 16*9 197*4 GGGG
1256*00591 00000/0000 20019/0910 04/05/73 10 3560 
7 740N 17712E 18.1 :191*9 GGGG
1256-00593 00300/0000 20019/0911 04/05/73 20 3560 76,39N 17232E 19*3 187.2 GGGG
1256-01000 00000/0000 20019/0912 04/05/73 20 3560 7533N 16831E 20*4 183.1 GGGG
1256-01002 00000/0000 2o019/0913 04/~5/73 70 3560 7424N 16503E 21*6 179.5 GGGG
1256-01005 00000/0000 20019/0914 04/05/73 90 3560 73 13N 16202E 22.8 176.4 PGGG
1256-01011 00000/0000 20019/0915 04/0o/73 100 3560 7159N 15924E 23.9 173.6 GGGG
1256-01014 00000/0000 20019/0916 04/05/73 100 3560 7043N 15704E 25.1 171.1 GGGG
1256-01020 00000/0000 20019/0917 04/05/73 100 3560 6925N 15500E 26*2 168.9 GGGG
1256-14533 00000/0000 20019/0918 04/05/73 100 3568 514ON 0 661'4W 40.6 148.7 GGGG
1256.14540 00000/0000 20019/0919 04/0R/73 100 3568 5016N 0 6654W 41.6 147*4 GGGG
1256-14542 00000/0000 20019/0920 04/05/73 100 3568 4851N 0673 3W 42m6 146*0 GGGG
1256-14583 00000/0000 20019/0921 04/05/73 30 3568 3438N 072 4 3w 51.2 130.5 UGGG
1256-14590 00000/0000 20019/0922 04/05/73 20 3568 3312N 07308W 51*9 128*7 GGGG
1256-14592 00000/0000 20019/0923 04/05/73 20 3568 
3 14 6 N 07333w 52*6 126.9 GGGG
1256-14595 00000/0000 20019/0924 04/05/73 60 3568 3021N 0 7359W 53*2 125*0 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *....,,.*..*. O TO 100 * % CLBUD C4VER. ** - NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,,.,,.,.,,, RBLANKSaBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RRECYCLED, GuGOBD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE, PP5OR,
16:44 MAR 11st74 STANDARD CATALOG FOP NON.US PAGE 0754
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM R1LL NB/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITIDN IN ROLL ACOUTRED CeVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT L5NG 123 45678
1256-15001 00000/0000 20019/0925 04/C5/73 70 3568 2a55N 07423W 53.8 123.0 GGGG
1256-15004 00000/0000 20019/0926 04/05/73 .30 3568 2728N 07448W 5403 121.0 GGGG
1256-15010 00000/0000 20019/0927 04/05/73 10 3568 2602N 07511W 54.8 119*0 GGGG
1256-15013 O0000/0000 20019/0928 04/05/73 10 3568 2436N 07534W 55.2 116*9 GGGG
1256-15015 00000/0000 20019/0929 04/05/73 10 3568 2309N 07557W 55.6 114*7 GGGG
1256-16330 00000/0000 20019/0930 04/05/73 0 3569 6408N 08335W 31.0 161*5 GGGG
1256-16333 00000/0000 20019/0931 04/05/73 0 3569 6246N 084 49w 32.1 159.9 GGGG
1256-16335 00000/0000 20019/0932 04 /15/ 7 3 0 3569 6124N 08557W 33.2 158.4 GGGG.
1256-16342 00000/0000 20019/0933 04/05/73 0 3569 6002N 08700W 34'3 157.0 GGGG
1256-16344 00000/0000 20019/0934 04/0S/73 0 3569 5839 N 087 59W 35.4 155.6 GGGG
1256-16351 00000/0000 20019/0935 04/05/73 20 3569 5716N 0854W 36.5 154*2 GGGG
1256-16353 00000/0000 20019/0936 04/05/73 90 3569 5552N 08945W 37*5 152.8 GGGG
1256m16360 00000/0000 20019/0937 04/05/73 100 3569 5428N 09033W 38.6 15104 GGGG
1256-16362 00000/0000 20019/0938 04/05/73 100 3569 5304N 09119W 39*6 150.1 GGGG
1256m16365 00000/0000 20019/0939 04/05/73 80 3569 5140N 09202W 40.6 148.7 GGGG
1256-16371 0000oo0/00 20019/0940 04/05/73 70 3569 5016N 09242W 416 147.4 GGGG
1256s16444 00000/0000 20020/0178 04/o5/73 10 3569 2436N 10121W 55.3 116*9 GGGG
1256-16451 00000/0000 20020/0179 04/05/73 10 3569 23 11N 10144w 557 11*7 GGGG
1256-16453 00000/0000 20020/0180 04/05/73 20 3569 2 145N 10206W 56.0 112.5 GGGG
1256-16460 00000/0000 20020/0181 04/05/73 2C 3569 2019N 1022 8 W 56.3 110.3 GGGG
1256*16462 00000/0000 20020/0182 04/0/73 50 3569 1R53N 10250W 56.6 108.0 GGGG
1256-16465 00000/0000 20020/0183 04/05/73 60 3569 1726N 10312W 56.7 105*8 GGGG
1256-18135 00000/0000 20319/0941 04/05/73 100 3570 7158N 09848W 24*2 173*7 GGGG
1256-18142 00000/0000 20019/0942 04/05/73 60 3570 7043N 10105W 25o4 171*2 GGGG
1256-18144 00000/0000 20019/0943 04/05/73 0 3570 6926N 10308W 26*5 168*9 GGGG
1256-18151 00000/0000 20019/0944 04/05/73 10 3570 6908N 10457w 27*7 166.9 GGGG
1256-18153 00000/0000 20019/0945 04/05/73 40 3570 6649N 10635W 28.8 165*0 GGGG
1256-18160 00000/0000 20019/0946 04/S5/73 7 0 3570 6529N 10804W 2999 163.2 GGGG
1256-18162 00000/0000 20019/0947 04/05/73 70 3570 6407N 10924W 31*0 161.5 GGGG
1256-18165 00000/0000 20019/0948 04/05/73 70 3570 6246N 11038w 32*2 160.0 GGGG
1256*18171 00000/0000 20019/0949 04/0/73 80 3570 6124N 11145w 33.3 158.4 GGGG
1256-18174 00000/0000 20019/0950 04/05/73 80 3570 6002N 11248W 34.3 157*0 GGGG
1256,18180 00000/0000 20019/0951 04/05/73 70 3570 5839N 11346W 35*4 155.6 GGGG
1256-18183 00000/0000 20019/0952 04/05/73 70 3570 5716N 11441W 36*5 154*2 GGGG
1256-18185 00000/0000 20019/0953 04/05/73 90 3570 5553N 115 32w 37,6 152.8 GGGG
1256-18192 00000/0000 20019/0954 04/05/73 80 3570 5430N 11620W 38.6 151.4 GGGG
1256-18194 00000/0000 20019/0955 04/05/73 90 3570 5306N 11706W 39o6 150*1 GGGG
1256-18201 00000/0000 20020/0184 04/05/73 90 3570 5142N 11749W 40*7 148.7 GGGG
1256-18203 00000/0000 20020/0185 04/05/73 60 3570 5017N 11830W 41*7 147.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *.*****,**,,, Oc TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** u NU CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *,,.,,,,,*,,,, BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESeNT/REQUESTED* RORECYCLED, G=GROD, FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PuP9R,.
16:44 AAR lls'74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR N8NwUS PAGE 0755
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATTgN MICPPFILM R9LL NJ,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL P8INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PSSITI9N IN ROLL ACQUTRED CeVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIh. RBV MSS
RMV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1256-19544 00000/0000 20019/0956 04/0r/73 90 3571 793FN 10114w 17*2 197.5 GGGG
1256-19550 00000/oo00 20019/0957 04/05/73 100 3571 7742N 10642W 18*4 192.1 GGGG
1256-19553 C0000/0000 20019/0958 04/05/73 100 3571 7641N 11125W 19.5 187*3 GPGG
1256-19555 0000ooo000 20019/0959 04/05/73 100 3571 7 534N I1b29W 20*7 183.2 GPGG
1256-19562 00000/0000 2u019/0960 04/5/73 30 3571 7425N 11858W 21*9 179*6 GGGG
1256-19564 00000/0000 20019/0961 04/05/73 40 3571 7313N 12158W 23.1 176.5 GGGG
1256-19571 0000/O/CO 20019/0962 04/05/73 60 3571 7159N 12435W 24.2 173.7 GGGG
1256-19573 o000o0/00 20019/0963 04/r0/ 73 30 3571 7e43N 12654w 25.4 171.2 GGGG
1256-19580 00000/0000 20019/0964 04/05/73 60 3571 6P26N 12857W 26.5 169.0 GGGG
1256-19582 00000/0000 20019/0965 04/05/73 10 3571 6R08N 130460 27.7 166*9 GGGG
1256-19585 00000/0000 20019/0966 04/o5/73 10 3571 6649N 13225W 28.8 165.0 GGGG
1256-21370 00000/00U 20019/0967 04/0i/73 100 3572 80 08N 11331W 148 211.2 GGGG
1256-21373 0000/C0000 20019/0968 04/05/73 80 3572 7927N 12048W 16.0 203.9 GGGG
1256-21375 00000/0C00 20019/0969 04/05/73 70 3572 7P38N 12708W 17.2 197.5 GGPG
1256-21382 00000/000 20019/0970 04/o5/73 20 3572 7741N 132 3 6W 18*4 192*1 G GG
1256-21384 Oo0000/CO 20019/0971 04/05/73 10 3572 764nN 13717W 19*6 187.3 G GG
1256-21391 o000C/Oco 20019/0972 04/05/73 2n 3572 7934N 14119W 20.8 183*2 GPGG
1256-21393 00000/0000 20019/0973 04/o0/73 40 3572 7424 N 14446W 21*9 179.6 GGGG
1256-21400 00000/CC0000 20019/0974 C/5/73 10 3572 7312N 14745W 23*1 176.5 GGGG
1256-21402 O000/0000 20019/0 9 75  04/r5/73 10 3572 7159N 15023W 24.3 173*7 GGGG
1256-23222 00000/0000 20020/0186 04/05/73 0 3573 7C33N 16707W 20-8 183.2 GGGG
1256-23225 00000/0000 20020/0187 04/0~/73 10 3573 7424N 17035W 22*0 179.6 GGGG
1256-23231 00000/C000 20020/0188 04/05/73 20 3573 7312N 17335W 23.1 176.5 GGGG
1256-23234 00000/0000 20020/0189 04/0 S /7 ? 20 3573 715FN 17612W 243 173.7 GGGG
1256-23240 00000/0000 20020/0190 04/05/73 30 3573 7043N 17831W 25*4 171.2 GGGG
1256-23243 00000/0000 20020/0191 04/o c /7 3 30 3573 6026N 17924E 26*6 169.0 GOGG
1256-23245 00000/0000 20020/0192 04/05/73 10 3573 6Q08N 17733E 27*7 166.9 GGG
1256-23252 00000/COO Q 20020/0193 04/',5/73 30 3573 664q N  17555F 28*9 165.0 GIGG
1256-23254 00000/0000 20020/0194 04/0r/73 100 3573 6528N 17426E 30,0 163.2 GGGG
1256-23261 00000/0000 2c002/0195 04/)5/73 100 3573 6407\ 17305E 31.1 161.5 GGGG
1256-23263 000CO/C000 20020/0196 04/05/73 50 3573 6046N 17152E 32.2 160.0 GGG
1256-23270 00000/0000 20020/019.7 04/05/73 20 3573 6124N 17044E 33.3 158.4 GGGG
1256-23272 00000/0000 200 2 0/01 98  04/05/73 10 3573 6002N 16941E 34.4 157*0 GGGG
1256-23275 00000/0000 20020/0199 04/05/73 20 3573 5R38N 16842E 35.5 155.6 GGGG
1257-01033 00000/00CC00 20020/0200 04/rA/73 10 3574 800 7 N 16501W 14.9 211*1 GGGG
1257-01040 0000010000 20020/0201 04/06/73 10 3574 7926N 17219W 16.1 203*9 GGGG
1257-01042 00000/0000 20020/0202 04/06/73 10 3574 7!37N 17840W 17.3 197.5 GGGG
1257*01045 00000/0000 20020/0203 04/06/73 10 3574 7741N 17549E 18.5 192*1 GGGG
1257-010~1i O000/0000 20020/0204 04/06/73 1C 3574 76 39N 17108E 19.6 187.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ......... a..... 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CVER. ** a NB CL6UD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ......... ,.. BLANKSBAND NOT PRFSrNT/REUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GBRD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P=P5BR.
16:44 MAP 11s'74 STANOARD CATALOG FeR NON-US PAGE 0756
FROM 37/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICRPFILM RSLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 3R!IT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 P5SITIN IN 88LL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MRS LAT LONG 123 45678
1257-01054 00000/0000 20020/0205 04/06/73 20 3574 7533N 16707E 20P8 183*2 GGGG
1257-01060 00000/0000 20020/0206 04/06/73 80 3574 7424N 16339E 22,0 179.6 GGGG
1257-01063 00000/0000 20020/0207 04/06/73 2 0 3574 7 13N 16039E 23.2 176.5 GGGG
1257-01065 00000/0000 20020/0208 04/06/73 20 3574 715QN 15802E 24*3 173.7 GGGG
1257-01072 00000/0000 20020/0209 04/06/73 30 3574 7043N 15543E 25.5 171*2 GGGG
1257-14592 00000/0000 20019/0976 04/6/73 90 3582 5141N 06739W 41*0 148.7 GGGG
1257-14594 00000/0000 20019/0977 04/06/73 90 3582 5017N 06820W 42*0 147,3 GGGG
1257-15001 00000/0000 20019/0978 04/36/73 90 3582 4952N 068 5 8 W 43*0 145*9 GGGG
1257-16423 00000/0000 20019/0979 04/06/73 70 3583 5!42N o9328W 41,0 14897 GGGG
1257-16430 00000/0000 20019/0980 04/06/73 90 3583 5017N 09409W 42.0 147.3 GGGG
1257*16500 00000/0000 20019/0981 04/0A/73 20 3583 2(04N 10225W 55*1 118,5 GGGG
1257-16503 00000/0000 20019/0982 04/06/73 10 3583 2438N 10248W 55*5 116*4 GGGG
1257-16505 00000/0000 20019/0983 04/06/73 10 3583 23 1 2N 10310W 55*9 114*2 GGGG
1257-16512 00000/0000 20019/0984 04/06/73 10 3583 2146N 1033 3w 56*3 112.0 GGGG
1257-16514 00000/0000 20019/0985 04/06/73 10 3583 2019N 10355W 56*5 109.8 GGGG
1257-16521 00000/0000 20019/0986 04/06/73 10 3583 1853N 10417W 56.8 107s5 GGGG
1257"16523 00000/0000 20019/0987 04/o6/73 10 3583 1726N 10439W 56*9 105.2 GGGG
1257-16530 00000/0000 20019/0988 04/06/73 20 3583 1559N 10500W 57*1 102.9 GGGG
1257-16532 00000/0000 20019/0989 04/06/73 80 3583 1433N 1021W 5791 100.6 GGGG
1257-18185 00000/0000 20019/0990 04/06/73 100 3584 7 423N 09436w 22*3 179.6 GGGG
1257-18191 00000/0000 20019/0991 04/06/73 100 3584 7311N 09736W 23.5 176.5 GGG
1257-18194 00000/0000 20019/0992 04/06/73 100 3584 7157N 10014W 24.6 173.7 GGGG
1257-18200 00000/0000 20019/0993 04/06/73 100 3584 7041N 102 33W 25*8 171.2 GGGG
1257-18203 00000/0000 20019/0994 04/06/73 30 3584 6924N 104 37W 26*9 168.9 UPGG
1257o18205 00000/0000 20019/0995 04/06/73 30 3584 6R05N 10628W 28.1 166.9 GGGG
1257-18212 00000/0000 20019/0996 04/06/73 4C 3584 6645N 10806W 29.2 165.0 GGGG
1257-18214 00000/0000 20019/0997 04/06/73 100 3584 6526N 10934W 30'3 163.2 GGGG
1257-18221 00000/0000 20019/0998 04/06/73 100 3584 6405N 11054W 31*5 161*5 GGGG
1257-18223 00000/0000 20019/0999 04/06/73 30 3584 6?44N 11208W 32*6 159.9 GGGG
1257-18230 00000/0000 20019/1000 04/06/73 0 3584 6122N 11316W 33.7 158*4 GGGG
1257-18232 00000/0000 20019/1001 04/06/73 20 3584 5959N 11419W 34.8 156.9 G3GG
1257-18235 00000/0000 20019/1002 04/06/73 10 3584 5R36N 11517W 35.8 155.5 GGGG
1257-18241 00000/0000 20019/1003 04/06/73 10 3584 5713N 11611W 36*9 154.1 GGGG
1257-18244 00000/0000 20019/1004 04/06/73 40 3584 5750N 11702W 38,0 152*7 GGGG
1257-18250 00000/0000 20019/1005 04/0A/73 80 3584 5426N 11750W 39.0 151.3 GGGG
1257-18253 00000/0000 20019/1006 04/06/73 80 3584 5302N 11835W 40o1 150.0 GGGG
1257-18255 00000/0000 20019/1007 04/06/73 O 3584 5!38N 11917W 41.1 148.6 GGGG
1257-18262 00000/0000 20019/1008 04/06/73 10o 3584 5014N 11958W 42*1 147.2 GGGG
1257-20025 00000/0000 20019/1009 04/06/73 0 3585 7159N 12603W 24.6 173.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *.* **...*..... 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CRVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... PLANKSBAND NOT PRESFNT/REOUESTED* R=RECYCLED* G=GBPD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P.POOR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR NON-US PAGE 0757
FRO~ 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM RLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINICIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITISN IN RBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT .L5NG 123 45678
1257-20032 00000/0000 20019/1010 04/06/73 10 3585 7043N 128 21W 25.8 171.3 GGGG
1257-20034 00000/o000 20019/1011 04/06/73 0 3585 6q26N 13023W 26*9 169.0 GrGG
1257-20041 0000/0000 20019/1012 04/06/73 10 3585 6808N 13212H 28.1 167*0 GGGG
1257*20043 00000/0000 20019/1013 04/06/73 0 3585 6A49N 13350 29.2 .165*0 GGGG
1257-21443 00000/0000 20019/1014 04/06/73 0 3586 7641N 13 8 4 4W 19*9 187.4 GGGG
1257-21445 00000/0000 20019/1015 04/0A/73 0 3586 7 c35N 14 2 4 3w 21*1 183.3 GGGG
1257-21452 00000/0000 20019/1016 04/06/73 20 3586 7426N 14611W 22*3 179.7 GGGG
1257-21454 o00000/000 20019/1017 04/o6 / 7 3 10 3586 714N 14911W 23*5 176.6 GGGG
1257-21461 00000/0000 20019/1018 04/06/73 0 3586 7201N 15150W 24*6 173.8 GGGG
1257-23260 00000/0000 20020/0210 04/06/73 0 3587 8 008N 14040W 15*2 211.3 GGGG
1257-23263 00000/0000 20020/0211 04/06/73 0 3587 7q27N 14757W 16*4 204.0 GGGG
1257-23265 00000/C0000 20020/0212 04/06/73 0 3587 7 38 N 15419W 17.6 197.7 GGGG
1257-23272 00000/0000 20020/0213 04/06/73 o 3587 7742N 15949W 18.8 192.2 GGGG
1257-23274 00000/0000 20020/0214 04/06/73 20 3587 7641N 16431W 20.0 187.4 GGGG
1257-23281 00000/0000 20020/0215 04/o6/73 10 3587 7535N 16833W 21*2 183.3 GGGG
1257-23283 00000/0000 20020/0216 04/06/73 10 3587 7426N 17202W 22'3 179o7 GGGG
1258-01112 00000/0000 20020/0217 04/07/73 20 3588 7 5 3 4 N 16541E 21.2 183*3 GGGG
1258-01115 00000/0000 20020/0218 04/07/73 20 3588 7425N 16213E 2294 179*7 GGGG
1258-01121 00000/0000 20020/0219 04/17/ 7 3  40 3588 7?13N 15912E 23o5 176.6 GGGG
1258-15050 00000/0000 20020/0220 04/07/73 90 3596 5141N 06905W 4194 148*6 GGGG
1258-15053 00000/0000 20020/0221 04/07/73 80 3596 5017N 06945w 42.4 147*2 GGGG
1258-15055 00000/0000 20020/0222 04/07/73 80 3596 4853N 07024W 43*3 .145v8 GGGG
1258-1512t 00000/0000 20020/0223 04/07/73 20 3596 2604N 0780 4 W 5544 118.1 GGGG
1258-15130 00000/0000 20020/0224 04/07/73 10 3596 2 4 3 8 N 07 8 27w 55.8 116*0 GGGG
1258,16443 00000/0000 20020/0225 04/07/73 0 3597 6409N 08 6 30w 31*8 161.6 GGGG
1258-16450 0000/0000 20020/0226 04/07/73 0 3597 6P48N 08745W 32*9 160*0 GGGG
1258-16452 00000/0000 20020/0227 04/07/73 0 3597 6t?6N 0 8853W 34*0 158.5 GGGG
1258-16455 00000/0000 20020/0228 04/07/73 0 3597 6004N 08955W 35.1 157.0 GGGG
1258-16461 00000/0000 20020/0229 04/07/73 0 3597 584?N 09053W 36*2 155.5 GGGG
1258*16464 00000/0000 20020/0230 04/07/73 0 3597 5719N 09148W 37.2 154.1 GGGG
1258-16470 00000/0000 20020/0231 04/07/73 0 3597 5555N 09239W 38.3 152.7 GGGG
1258-16473 00000/0000 20020/0232 04/07/73 0 3597 5431N 09327W 39.3 151.4 GGGG
1258-16475 000o0/0000 20020/0233 04/07/73 0 3597 5307N 09412W 40*4 150*0 GGGG
1258-16482 00000/0000 20020/0234 04/07/73 0 3597 5144N 09454W 41o4 148*6 GGGG
1258-16484 00000/0000 20020/0235 04/07/73 10 3597 5019N 09534W 42.4 147.2 GGGG
1258-16555 00000/0000 20020/0236 04/07/73 0 3597 2605N 10354W 55*4 118*1 GGGG
1258-16561 00000/0000 20020/0237 04/07/73 0 3597 2438N 10416W 55s8 115.9 GGGG
1258*16564 00000/0000 20020/0238 04/07/73 0 3597 2111N 10439W 56.2 113.7 GGGG
1258-16570 00000/0000 20020/0239 04/07/73 0 3597 2145N 10 5 01 56.5 111.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBvER % ........ *..... 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD C VER. ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RIRECYCLED. G.GBD,. FNFAIR BUT USABLE, PoPOBR.
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NONUS PAGE 0758
FR5M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NB*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1258*16573 00000/0000 20020/0240 04/07/73 10 3597 2019N 10522W 56*8 109.2 GGGG
1258-16575 00000/0000 20020/0241 04/07/73 10 3597 1,52N 10b44w 57.0 106P9 GGGG
1258-16582 00000/0000 20020/0242 04/07/73 40 3597 1726N 10605W 57.2 104*6 GGG;
1258-18243 00000/0000 20019/1019 04/07/73 0 3598 7425N 0 9558W 22.6 179*8 GGGG
1258-18245 00000/0000 20019/1020 04/07/73 0 3598 7114N 09900W 23.8 176*7 GGG
1258-18252 00000/0000 20019/1021 04/07/73 10 3598 7200N 10138w 24*9 173.9 GGG
1258-18254 00000/0000 20019/1022 04/07/73 10 3598 7044N 10355W 26.1 171.3 GGGG
1258-18261 00000/0000 20019/1023 04/07/73 10 3598 6927N 105 58w 27.3 169.1 GGGG
1258-18263 00000/0000 20019/1024 04/07/73 0 3598 6809N 10748W 28*4 167.0 PGGG
1258*18270 00000/0000 20019/1025 04/o7/73 10 3598 6650N 10927W 29*5 165.1 GGGP
1258-18272 00000/0000 20019/10 2 6 04/07/73 10 3598 6530N 11057W 30*7 163.3 GGG
1258*18275 00000/0000 20019/1027 04/o7/73 20 3598 6410N t1218w 31.8 161*6 GGG
1258-18281 00000/0000 20019/1028 04/07/73 0 3598 6P48N 11332W 32*9 160*0 GGG
1258-18284 00000/0000 20019/1029 04/07/73 0 3598 6126N 11440W 34*0 158.5 GGGG
1258-18290 00000/0000 20019/1030 04/07/73 0 3598 6003N 11544W 35.1 157*0 GGGG
1258-18293 00000/0000 20019/1031 04/07/73 0 3598 5840N 11642W 3692 155.5 GGGG
1258-18295 00000/0000 20019/1032 04/07/73 0 3598 5717N 11736W 3703 154.1 GGGG
1258w18302 00000/0000 20019/1033 04/07/73 0 3598 5554N 118 26 38*3 152*7 GGGG
1258*18304 00000/0000 20020/0243 04/07/73 0 3598 5430N 11913W 39*4 15194 GGGG
1258-18311 00000/0000 20020/0244 04/07/73 0 3598 5307N 11958W 40*4 150.0 GGGG
1258-18313 00000/0000 20020/0245 04/07/73 0 3598 5143N 12040W 41.4 148.6 GGGG
1258-18320 00000/0000 20020/0246 04/07/73 0 3598 5018N 12121W. 42.4 147.2 GGGG
1258-18354 00000/0000 20020/0247 04/07/73 40  3598 3732N 12618W 50 4 133.5 GGGG
1258-20072 00000/0000 20019/1034 04/07/73 10 3599 7535N 11817W 21.5 183*4 GGGG
1258-20074 00000/0000 20019/1035 04/07/73 10 3599 7426N 12146W 22s6 179.8 GGGG
1258-20081 00000/0000 20019/1036 04/07/73 0 3599 7313N 12448W 23.8 176*7 GGGG
1258-20083 00000/0000 20019/1037 04/07/73 20 3599 7200N 12726W 25*0 173.9 GGGG.
1258-20090 00000/0000 20019/1038 04/07/73 20 3599 7044N 12945W 2601 171.4 PGPG
1258-20092 00000/0000 20019/1039 04/07/73 30 3599 6q27N 13149W 27*3 169*1 PGGG
1258-20095 00000/0000 20019/1040 04/07/73 30 3599 6809N 13339W 28*4 167.0 PGGG
1258-21510 00000/0000 20019/1041 04/07/73 10 3600 7425N 14736W 22*7 179.8 GGGG
1258-21513 00000/0000 20019/1042 04/07/73 20 3600 7314N 15036W 23*8 176*7 GGGG
1258-23315 00000/0000 20020/0248 04/07/73 20 3601 8009N 14200W 15s6 211s5 GGGG
1258-23321 00000/0000 20020/0249 04/07/73 10 3601 7q28N 14920W 16.8 204.2 GGGG
1258-23324 00000/0000 20020/0250 04/07/73 20 3601 7R38N 155 43w 18.0 197*8 GGGG
1258-23330 00000/0000 20020/0251 04/07/73 30 3601 7742N 16112W 19.2 192.3 GGGG
1258-23333 00000/0000 20020/0252 04/07/73 20 3601 7640N 16554W 20*3 187.5 GGGG
1258-23335 00000/0000 20020/0253 04/07/73 30 3601 7535N 16956W 21*5 183.4 GGGG
1258-23342 00000/0000 20020/0254 04/07/73 50 3601 7426N 17324W 22*7 179.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % **,*..*******,, 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .. ,,.....,. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSrNT/REQUESTED. RWRrCYCLEDo G=GBeD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE, P.PBOR.
16:44 MAP 11*'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN.US PAGE 0759
FRBM 07/23/ 7 2 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICRsFILM RLL NO./ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY.
ID POSITIN IN RBLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBFR 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
ReV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1259-01150 00000/0000 20020/0255 04/08/73 10 3602 8008N 16
747w 15.6 211.5 GGGG
1259-01153 00000/0000 20020/0256 04/0/73 30 3602 7q27N 17506 16.8 204.2 UGGG
1259-01155 00000/0000 20020/0257 04/o0/73 20 3602 783AN 17831E 18.0 197.8 GGGG
1259-01162 00000/0000, 20020/0258 04/8/73 10 3602 7742N 17300E 19o2 192.3 GGGG
1259-15102 00000/0000 20020/0259 04/08/73 90 3610 5306N 0 6946W 40.7 149.9 GGGG
1259-15105 00000/0000 20020/0260 04/OR/73 80 3610 5142N 07029W 41.7 148.5 GGGG
1259-15111 00000/0000 20020/0261 04/0/73 4 0 3610 5017N 07110w 42.7 147.1 GGGG
1259-15114 00000/0000 20020/0262 04/ g/73 10 3610 4P53N 07149W 43.7 145.7 GGGG
1259-16511 00000/0000 20020/0263 04/R/73 0 3611 6126N 0 9017W 34*4 158*5 GG
1259-16513 00000/0000 20020/0264 04/08/73 c 3611 
6 00 3 N 09120w 35.5 157*0 G GG
1259-16520 0000o/0000 20020/0265 04/08/73 c 3611 5S40N 0 9218W 36.5 155.5 G GG
1259-16522 00000/0000 20020/0266 04/08/
7 3 10 3611 5717N 0 9313W 376 154*1 GGGG
1259-16525 00000/0000 20020/0267 04/I8/73 0 3611 5553N 09404W 38.7 152*7 GGGG
1259-16531 00000/0000 20020/0268 04/08/7 3 0 3611 
5 42 9 N 09 4 5 3w 39.7 151.3 GGGG
1259-16534 00000/0000 20020/0269 04//R/73 10 3611 5,05N 09
5 38W 40*7 149*9 GGGG
1259-16540 00000/0000 20020/0270 04/0i/73 10 3611 5141N 09621W 41*7 148.5 GGGG
1259-16543 00000/0000 20020/0271 04/0A/73 10 3611 50 17N 09702W 42*7 147*1 GGGG
1259-17013 00000/0000 20020/0272 04/n8/73 0 3611 2603N 10519W 55*7 117.6 GGGG
1259-17020 00000/0000 20020/0273 04/08/ 73 0 3611 2437N 10542W 56.1 115.5 GGGG
1259-17022 00000/0000 20020/0274 04/o8/73 0 3611 2312N 10604W 56*4 113.2 PPPP
1259-17025 00000/0000 20020/0275 04/08/ 7 3 0 3611 2 1
4 6 N 10626W 56*7 111.0 GGGG
1259-17031 00000/0000 20020/0276 04/08/73 0 3611 2020N 10648W 57.0 108.7 GGGG
1259-17034 00000/0000 20020/0277 04/08/73 0 3611 1853N 10710W 57.2 106.3 GGGG
1259-17040 00000/0000 20020/0278 04/08/73 20 3611 1727N 107 3 1W 57.4 10400 GGGG
1259-18301 00000/0000 20020/0279 04/08/73 0 3612 7426N 09
7 16W 23.0 179.9 GGGG
1259-18304 00000/0000 20020/0280 04/08/73 0 3612 7414N 10017W 24*2 176.7 GGGG
1259-18310 00000/0000 20020/0281 04/0R/73 0 3612 7201N 10257W 25*3 173.9 GGGG
1259-18313 00000/0000 20020/0282 04/08/73 0 3612 7045N 10
5 18W 26.5 171*4 GGGG
1259-18315 00000/0000 20020/0283 04/08/73 10 3612 6928N 10721W P7*6 169*1 GGGG
1259-18322 00000/0000 20020/0284 04/08/73 10 3612 6810N 10912W 28.8 167.1 GGGG
1259-18324 00000/0000 20020/0285 04/0R/73 20 3612 6650N 11051W 29.9 165.1 GGGG
1259-18331 00000/0000 20020/0288 04/08/73 100 3612 6530N 11
2 20 31-0 163.3 GGGG
1259-18333 00000/0000 20020/0287 04/0R/ 73 8o 3612 6409N 11341W 32.2 161.6 GGGG
1259-18340 00000/0000 20020/0288 04/0/73 30 3612 
6 ? 4 8 N 11 4 5 5w 33.3 160.0 GGG:G
1259-18342 00000/0000 20020/0289 04/08/73 20 3612 6126N li604W 34.4 158.5 GGPG
1259-18345 00000/0000 20020/0290 04/08/73 10 3612 6003N 11707W 35.5 157*0 GGPG
1259-18351 00000/000( 20020/0291 04/08/73 20 3612 5R41N 11806W 36*6 155*5 GGGG
1259-18354 00000/0000 20020/0292 04/08/73 10 3612 
5 71 7 N 11900w 37*6 154*1 GGGG
1259-18360 0000/00o 20020/0293 04/08/73 10 3612 5554N 11951W 38*7 152*7 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER %. *.......%,*.. o TB 100 - % CLUD CPVER. .e NE CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,.,... .. m LANKS-BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED, GaGOBD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PmPB9~R
16%44 MAR 11±'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NNwUS PAGE 0760
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL N5./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT P9ICIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITIBN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBv MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1259-18363 00000/0000 20020/0294 04/08/73 20 3612 5430N 12039w 39.7 151*3 GGGG
1259-18365 00000/0000 20020/0295 04/0o/73 20 3612 5306N 12124W 40.8 149*9 GGGG
1259-18372 00000/0000 20020/0296 04/08/73 o10 3612 5142N 12207W 41.8 148.5 GGGG
1259-18374 00000/0000 20020/0297 04/08/73 10 3612 5018N 12247W 42.8 147.1 GGGG
1259-18401 00000/0000 20020/0298 C4/0~/73 20 3612 4143N 12615W 48s3 138.2 GGGG
1259-20115 00000/COOO 20020/0299 04/08/73 0 3613 7839N 10526W 18.3 198.0 GGGG
1259-20121 00000/0000 20020/0300 04/08/73 10 3613 7744N 110 5 7W 19,5 192.4 GGGP
1259-20124 00000/0000 20020/0301 04/08/73 10 3613 7642N i1541W 20*7 187.7 GGGG
1259-20130 00000/0000 20020/0302 04/0~/73 2C 3613 7536N 11944W 21*8 183*5 GGGG
1259-20133 00000/0000 20020/0303 04/08/73 30 3613 7427N 12313W 23.0 179.9 GGGG
1259-20135 00000/0000 20020/0304 04/08/73 30 3613 7316N 126 14w 2P42 176.8 GGGG
1259-20142 00000/0000 20020/0305 04/08/73 30 3613 7702N 12853W 25*3 173.9 GGPG
1259-20144 00000/0000 20020/0306 04/08/73 10 3613 7046N 13 113W 26.5 171.4 GGPG
1259-20151 00000/0000 20020/0307 04/0A/73 0 3613 6 928N 13316W 27*7 169*1 GGGG
1259-20153 00000/0000 20020/0308 04/0~/73 10 3613 681ON 13505W 28.8 167.1 GGGG
1260-15163 00000/0000 20020/0309 04/09/73 10 3624 5142N 0 7155W 42.1 148o5 GGGG
1260-15165 00000/0000 20020/0310 04/09/73 0 3624 5017N 07236W 43*1 147.0 GGGG
1260-15172 00000/0000 20020/0311 04/09/73 0 3624 4853N 07315W 44*1 145.6 GGGG
1260-16563 00000/0000 20020/0312 04/q9/73 0 3625 6249N 09032W 33*6 160.0 GGGG
1260-16565 00000/0000 20020/0313 04/09/73 0 3625 6126N 09140W 34.7 158.5 GGGG
1260-16572 00000/0000 20020/0314 04/09/73 0 3625 6)04N 0 9243w 35.8 157.0 GGGG
1260-16574 00000/0000 20020/0315 04/09/73 0 3625 5841N 09342w 36.9 155.5 GGGG
1260-16581 00000/0000 20020/0316 04/09/73 0 3625 5718N 09436w 38.0 15411 GGGG
1260-16583 00000/0000 20020/0317 04 /09/ 7 3 0 3625 5554N 09528W 39*0 152.7 GGGG
1260-16590 00000/0000 20020/0318 04/09/73 0 3625 5430N 09616w 40.1 151*3 GGGG
1260-16592 00000/0000 20020/0319 04/09/73 0 3625 5107N 09701W 41i1 149.9 GGGG
1260-16595 00000/0000 20020/0320 04/09/73 0 3625 5142N 09743W 42.1 148*5 GGGG
1260-17001 00000/0000 20020/0321 04/09/73 10 3625 5018N 09824w 43,1 147.0 GGGG
1260-17065 00000/0000 20020/0322 04/09/73 0 3625 2731N 10623 55.5 119.3 GGGG
1260-17072 0000/o00 20020/0323 04/09/73 0 3625 2605N 10646W 55.9 117.2 GGGG
1260-17074 00000/0000 20020/0324 04/09/73 0 3625 24 3 N 10708W 56.3 115*0 GGGG
1260-17081 00000/0000 20020/0325 04/o9/73 10 3625 2311N 10730W 56,7 112.7 GGGG
1260-17083 00000/0000 20020/0326 04/09/73 0 3625 2145N 10751W 57.0 110.4 GGGG
1260-17090 00000/0000 20020/0327 04/09/73 0 3625 2019N 10813W 57.2 108*1 GGGG
1260-18353 00000/0000 20019/1043 04/09/73 30 3626 7535N 09523W 22.2 183.6 G
1260-18360 OUO00/0000 20019/1044 04/09/73 0 3626 7426N 0 9850W 23.4 180.0 GGG
1260-18362 00000/0000 20019/1045 04/09/73 10 36;6 7314N 10150w 24.5 176.8 GGGG
1260-18365 0000000/0000 20019/1046 04/09/73 20 3626 7P00N 10427W 25.7 174.0 GGGG
1260-18371 00000/0000 20019/1047 04/09/73 90 3626 7045N 106 47W 26.8 171.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLaUD COVER % *..,..** ,,*..* o TO 100 . % CLOUD CaVER =* NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o.............. BLANKSBAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQUESTED. RwRECYCLED. GG88O0D F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBBR.
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR N5N.US PAGE 0761
FRBM C7/23/ 7 2 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATI5N MICReFILM R9LL NB./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITIeN IN RBLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER sF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1260-18374 00000/0000 20019/1048 04/09/73 80 3626 6q29N 108 5 1w 28*0 169*2 GGGG
1260-18380 00000/0000 20019/1049 04/09/73 20 3626 690QN 11041W 29.1 167.1 GGGG
1260-18383 00000/0000 20019/1050 04/09/73 10 36?6 650N 11219W 30.3 165.2 GGGG
1260-18385 00000/0000 20019/1051 04/09/73 10 3626 6530N 11349W 31*4 163.4 GGG
1260"18392 00000/0000 20019/1052 04/09/73 10 3626 640 9N I1510W 32.5 161*7 GGGG
1260-18394 00000/0000 20019/1053 04/09/73 10 3626 6248N 11625W 33.7 160*0 GGGG
1260-18401 00000/0000 20019/1054 4/q9/73 0 3626 6126N 11733W 34*8 158.5 GGGG
1260-18403 00000/0000 20019/1055 04/09/73 0 3626 6003N4 11836W 35*9 157.0 GGGG
1260-18410 00000/0000 20019/1056 04 /o0/73 0 3626 5840N 11934W 36.9 155.5 GGGG
1260-18412 00000/0000 20019/1057 04/09/73 0 3626 5717N 12029W 38.0 154.1 GGGG
1260-18415 00000/0000 20019/1058 04/09/73 0 3626 555 4 N 12120W 39.1 152.7 GGGG
1260*18421 00000/0000 20020/0328 04/09/73 0 3626 5431N 12208W 40*1 151.3 GGGG
1260-18424 00000/0000 20020/0329 C4/09/73 0 3626 5307N 12253W 41*1 14999 GGGG
1260-18430 0000/c00 20020/0330 04/09/73 20 3626 5143N 12336W 42*1 148.5 GGGG
1260-18433 00000/0000 20020/0331 04/09/73 10 3626 5018N 12416W 43o1 147.0 GGGG
1260-18451 00000/0000 20020/0332 04/09/73 70 3626 4439,4 12641W 46.9 141.1 GGGG
1260-20205 o00000/0000 20019/1059 C4/03/73 40 3627 6928N 13439W 28.0 169.2 GGGG
1261-13392 00000/0000 20019/1060 04/10/73 90 3637 5n18N 0 4813W 43*4 147.0 GGGG
1261-13395 00000/0000 20019/1061 04/10/73 80 3637 4854N 04851W 4404 145.5 GGGG
1261-13401 00000/0000 20019/1062 04/10/73 70 3637 4728N 04928W 45.* 144.0 GGGG
1261-13404 00000/0000 20019/1063 04/10/73 10 3637 4603N 05003W 46.3 142.5 GGGG
1261-13410 00000/0000 20019/1064 04/10/73 60 3637 44 38N 050 37W 47.2 141.0 GGGG
1261-13413 00000/0000 26019/10 65  04/10/73 90 3637 4313N 05110W 48.1 139.4 GGGG
1261-13415 00000/0000 20019/1066 04/10/73 70 3637 4148N 05141W 49*0 137.8 GGGG
1261-13422 00000/0000 20019/1067 04/to/73 30 3637 4022N 05211W 49.8 136.2 GGGG
1261-15212 00000/0000 20019/1068 04/10/73 90 3638 5430N 07153W 40.4 151.2 GGGG
1261-15215 00000/0000 20019/1069 04/10/73 90 3638 5307N 07239W 4195 149*8 GGGG
1261-15221 00000/0000 20019/1070 04/10/73 80 3638 5142N 0 7321W 42.5 148.4 GGGG
1261-15224 00000/0000 20019/1071 04/10/73 70 3638 5018N 07402W 43.5 146.9 GGGG
1261-15230 00000/0000 20019/1072 04/10/73 70 3638 4853N 07441W 44*4 145*5 GGPG
1261-17044 00000/0000 20019/1073 04/10/73 30 3639 5430N 09744W 40*5 151.2 GGGG
1261-17050 00000/0000 20019/1074 04/10/73 10 3639 5306N 09829W 41*5 149.8 GGGG
1261-17053 00000/0000 20019/1075 04/10/73 10 3639 5142N 0 9911W 42.5 148.4 GGGG
1261-17055 00000/0000 20019/1076 04/1o/73 10 3639 5018N 0 9952W 43.5 146*9 GGGG
1261-17123 00000/0000 20019/1077 04/10/73 0 3639 2732N 10749W 55.8 118.9 GGGG
1261-17130 00000/0000 20019/1078 04/10/73 0 3639 2605N 108 12w 56*2 116.7 GGGG
1261-17132 00000/0000 20019/1079 04/10/73 0 3639 2439N 10835W 56*6 114.5 GGGG
1261-17135 00000/0000 20019/1080 04/10/73 0 3639 2913N 10857W 56*9 112@2 GGGG
1261-17141 00000/0000 20019/1081 04/10/73 0 3639 2146N 10919 57.2 10999 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % 0..,,...,,,,.  Ta 100 * % CLOUD CRVER. ** v NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY "..'.'.. .... BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED. G=GBBD* FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBBR,
16:44 'AR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NONUS PAGE 0762
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL Ne./ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
R8V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1261-17144 00300/0000 20019/1082 04/n10/73 10 3639 2020N 10941W 57.5 107.5 GGGG
1261-18482 o0000/Co00 20019/1083 04/10/73 80 3640 5307N 12418w 41*5 149.8 GGGG
1261-18485 00000/0000 20019/1084 04/10/73 20 3640 5142N 12501W 42.5 148.4 GGGG
1261-18491 00000/0000 20019/1085 04/10/73 30 3640 5018N 125 42W 43.5 146.9 GGGG
1261-18500 00300/0000 20019/1086 04/10/73 60 3640 4729N 12658W 45.4 144.0 GGGG
1261-20232 000o0/c000 20019/1087 04/10/73 10 3641 7P38N 10821W 19*0 198*2 GPGG
1261-20234 00000/0000 20019/1088 04/10/73 10 3641 7742N 11351W 20*2 192.6 GPGG
1261-20241 00000/0000 20019/1089 04/10/73 10 3641 7641N li834W 21.4 187.8 GGGG
1261-20243 00000/0000 20019/1090 04/10/73 20 3641 7535N 12238W 22*6 183.7 GGGG
1261-20250 00000/0000 20019/1091 04 1o/73 50 3641 7427N 12607W 2397 180.1 GGGG
1261-20252 00000/000U 20019/1092 04/10/73 30 3641 7315N 12908W 24*9 176*9 GGGG
1261*20255 00000/0000 20019/1093 04/10/73 20 3641 7201N 13146W 26.1 174.1 GGG
1261-20261 00000/0000 20019/1094 04/10/73 10 3641 7045N 13404W 27*2 171.5 GGGG
1261-20264 00000/0000 20019/1095 04/10/73 20 3641 6q29N 13606W 28.4 169*2 GGGG
1261-22054 00000/0000 20019/1096 04/10/73 0 3642 8008N 12023W 16.6 211*9 GGGG
1261-22061 00000/0000 20019/1097 04/10/73 0 3642 72.8N 12743w 17.8 204*5 GGGG
1261-22063 00000/0000 20019/1098 04/10/73 10 3642 7F38N 13406W 19.0 198.2 GPGG
1261-22070 00000/0000 20019/1099 04/10/73 20 3642 7742N 13935W 20.2 192*6 GPGG
1261-22072 00000/0000 20019/1100 04/10/73 20 3642 7641N 14417W 2194 187*8 GPGG
1261-22075 00000/0000 20019/1101 04/10/73 20 3642 7535N 14820W 22.6 183*7 GGGG
1261-22081 00000/0000 20019/1102 04/10/73 30 3642 7426N 15149W 23*8 180.1 GGGG
1261-22084 00000/0000 20019/1103 04/10/73 10 3642 7315N 15451W 25,0 176.9 GGGG
1261-23490 00000/0000 20019/1104 04/10/73 0 3643 8008N 14614W 16.7 211.8 GGGG
1261-23492 00000/0000 20019/1105 04/10/73 0  3643 7Q27N 15335W 17.9 204.5 GPGG
1261-23495 00000/0000 20019/1106 04/10/73 10 3643 7938N 15958W 19.1 198*1 GPGG
1261-23501 00000/0000 20019/1107 04/10/73 10 3643 7742 N 165 26W 20*3 192.6 GPGG
1261-23504 00000/0000 20019/1108 04/10/73 10 3643 7641N 17008W 21.4 187.8 GGGG
1261-23510 00000/0000 20019/1109 04/10/73 0 3643 7536N 17410W 22,6 183.7 GGGG
1261-23513 00000/0000 20019/1110 04/1.0/73 10 3643 7427N 17739W P3.8 180.1 GGGG
1261-23515 0000/0000 20019/1111 04/10/73 20 3643 7315N 179195 25*0 176*9 GGGG
1261-23522 0000/0000 20019/1112 04/10/73 20 3643 7201N 17640E 26.1 174*1 PGGG
1261-23524 00000/0000 20019/1113 04/10/73 10 3643 70 45N 17420E 27*3 171.5 GGGG
1261-23531 00000/0000 20019/1114 04/10/73 0 3643 6927N 17217E 28.5 169*2 GGGG
1261-23533 00000/0000 20019/1115 04/10/73 0 3643 6P09N 17026E 29.6 16791 GGGG
1261-23540 00000/0000 20019/1116 04/10/73 0 3643 6650N 16b47E 30*8 165.2 GGGG
1261-23542 00000/0000 20019/1117 04/10/73 0 3643 6530N 16718E 3199 163*4 GGGG
1261-23545 00000/0000 20019/1118 04/10/73 10 3643 6409N 16556E 33.0 161*7 GGGG
1261*23551 00000/0000 20019/1119 04/o10/73 20 3643 6P48N 16442E 34*1 160.0 GGGG
1261-23554 00000/0000 20019/1120 04/10/73 1i 3643 6127N 16333E 35.2 158.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... 0 TB 100 * % CLOUD CRVERv ** * NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ........ ~..... aLANKSBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RORECYCLED. G=GBRD. FzFAIR BUT USABLE. PIP8OR.
16:44 MAR 110,74 STANDARD CATALOG FfR NBN-US PAGE 0763FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIaN iICPlFILM RLL 5,./ DATE CLOUD YRBIT PoINICIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
IO P9SITIN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBPER F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
P V MSS LAT L NG 123 45678
1262-10274 0000/0000 20019/1121 04/11/73 90 3649 1854N 008 12W 57.8 104*7 GGGG
1262-10291 00000/0000 20019/1122 04/11/73 40 3649 172 7 N 00833W 57.9 102.3 GGGG
1262-10233 00000/0000 20019/1123 04/11/73 10 3649 1600N 0054W 57.9 99.9 PPPP
1262-10290 00000/0000 20019/1124 04/11/73 10 3649 1434N 00914W 57.9 97.6 GGGG
1262-13444 00000/0000 20019/1125 04/11/73 70 3651 5142N 0 4858W 42o8 148.3 GGGG
1262-13451 00000/0003 20019/1126 04/11/73 40 3651 5017N 04939W 43*8 146.9 GGGG
1262-134i3 00000/0000 20019/1127 04/11/73 50 3651 4P52N 05018w 44*8 145*4 GGGG
1262-13460 00000/0000 20019/1128 04/11/73 90 3651 4723N 05055W 45.7 143*9 GGGG
1262-17102 00000/OOu 2U020/0333 04/11/73 2(0 3653 5430N 09911W 40*8 151.2 GGGG
1262-17105 00000/0000 20020/0334 04/11/73 20 3653 5306 N 09957W 41*9 149.7 GGGG
1262-17111 U0000/0000 20020/0335 04/11/73 70 3653 5142N 10039W 42.9 148*3 GGGG
1262-17114 00o00/0000 20020/0336 04/11/73 30 3653 50 18N 10119W 43*9 146*8 GGGG
1262-17182 00000/0000 20020/0337 04/11/73 0 3653 2731N 10914W 56,0 118.4 GGGG
1262-17134 000100/,00 20020/0338 04/11/73 10 3653 2 605 N 109 3 7W 56.5 116*2 GGGG
1262-17191 00000/0000 20020/0339 04/11/73 o 3653 243sN 11000W 569 114*0 GGGG
1262-17193 00000/0000 20020/0340 0o/11/73 0 3653 2312N 11022W 57.2 111.7 GGGG
1262172 00000/0000 20020/0341 04/11t/73 10 3653 2146N 11045W 57.5 1 9*3 GGGG
1262-185 00000/0000 20020/0342 04/11/73 10 3654 5430N 12459W 40,9 15192 GGGG
1262-18540 00000/000 20020/0343 04/11/73 10 3654 5307N 12544W 41*9 149.7 GGGG
1262-18543 00000/0o00 20020/0344 04/11/7 20 3654 5143N 12627W 42.9 148.3 GGGG
1262-18545 00000/0000 20020/0345 04/11/73 60 3654 5018N 12708W 4369 146.8 GlGG
1262-18552 00000/0000 20020/0346 04/11/73 80 3654 4P53N 1274 6W 44*9 145.4 GGGG
1262-20281 00000/0000 20019/1129 04/11/73 0 3655 8009N 09606W 17.0 212*0 GG
126 2 -2028 4  000oo/0000 20019/1130 04/11/73 0 3655 7028N 10324W 18*2 204*7 GPGG
1262-20290 000oo/0000 20019/1131 04/11/73 0 3655 7P39N 1094 6 W 19*4 198.3 GPGG
1262-20293 00000/0000 20019/1132 04/11/73 0 3655 7743N 11515W 20.6 192.7 GGGG
1262-20295 00000/0000 20019/1133 04/11/73 C 3655 7642N 11958W 21*8 187.9 GGGG
1262-20302 00000/000o 20019/1134 04/11/73 20 3655 7735N 12401W 22.9 183.8 GGGG
1262-2o304 00000/0000 20019/1135 04/11/ 7 3 20 3655 7426N 12729W 24*1 180.1 GGGG
1262-20311 00000/0000 20019/1136 04/11/73 10 3655 714N 13029W 25*3 177.0 PPPP
1262-20313 0000/0000 20019/1137 04/11/73 10 3655 7200N 133 07W 26.5 174*.1 GGGG
1262-20320 00000/0000 20019/1138 04/11/73 10 3655 7n46N 13525W 27.6 171.6 GGGG
1262-23544 00000/0000 20019/1139 04/11/73 C 3657 8009N 14742W 17*0 211*9 GGGG
1262-23551 00000/0000 20019/1140 04/11/73 0 3657 7928N 15502w 18.2 204.6 GOGG
1262-23533 00000/0000 20019/1141 04/11/73 0 3657 7839N 16124W 19.4 198.2 GPGG
1262-23560 00000/0000 20019/1142 04/11/73 0 3657 7743 N 16656W 20.6 192.7 GGGG
1262-23562 00000/000i 20019/1143 04/11/73 0 3657 7641N 17138W 21.8 187*9 GGGG
1262-23565 00000/C000 20019/1144 04/11/73 0 3657 7935N 17540W 23'0 183.8 GGGG
1262-23571 00000/0000 20019/1145 04/11/73 0 3657 74 26N 17907W 24.2 180.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLUo C8VER % .............. 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CAVER. ** = NO CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ..... ....... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GOBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBER.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NOBNuS PAGE 0764
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD SRBIT PoINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN R8LL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1262-23574 00000/0000 20019/1146 04/11/73 0 3657 7314N 17752E 2593 177.0 GGGG
1262-23580 00000/0000 20019/1147 04/11/73 0 3657 7?00N 17513E 26.5 174,1 GGGG
1262-23583 o0000/00o0 20019/1148 04/11/73 10 3657 7044N 17253E 27#7 171.6 GGGG
1262-23585 00000/00O0 20019/1149 04/11/73 20 3657 6927N 17049E 28.8 16903 GGGG
1262-2352 00000/0000 20019/1150 04/11/73 10 3657 6809N 16859E 30*0 167*2 PPPG
1262-23594 00o00/0000 20019/1151 04/11/73 20 3697 6650N 16720E 31.1 165.2 GGGG
1263-00001 00000/0000 20019/1152 04/12/73 20 3657 6530N 16551E 32*3 163.4 GGGG
1263-00003 00000/O00C 20019/1153 04/12/73 10 3657 6409N 16430E 33*4 161.7 GGGG
1263-00010 00Oc0/o000 20019/1154 04/12/73 10 3657 6248N 16316E 34*5 160.0 GGGG
1263-01382 00000/0000 20020/0347 04/12/73 0 3658 7928N 17909E 18,3 204*6 PPPP
1263-01385 30000/0000 20020/0348 04/12/73 0 3658 7838N 17246E 19.5 198.2 PPPp
1263-01391 00000/0000 20020/0349 04/12/73 0 3658 7742N 16715E 20*6 192*7 PPPP
1263"31394 00000/0000 20020/0350 04/12/73 10 3658 7641N 16232E 21,8 187.9 PPPP
1263-10333 00000/0000 20020/0351 04/12/73 100 3663 1855N 00938W 58.0 104*1 GGGG
1263-10335 00000/0000 20020/0352 04/12/73 40 3663 1728N 00959W 58*1 101*7 GGGG
1263-10342 00000/0000 20023/0353 04/12/73 10 3663 1601N 01020W 58.1 99.3 GGGG
1263-10360 00000/0000 20020/0354 04/12/73 0 3663 101 4 N 01142W 57o6 89.8 GGGG
1263-13500 oooo0/000 20020/0355 04/12/73 50 3665 5306N 0 4942W 42*2 14997 GGGG
1263-13503 00000/0000 20020/0356 04/12/73 20 3665 5141N 0 5025W 43.2 148*2 GGGG
1263-13505 00000/0000 20020/0357 04/l2/73 60 3665 5l17N 05105W 44.2 146.8 GGGG
1263-13512 00000/0000 20020/0358 04/1,/73 100 3665 4853N 05144W 45.1 145.3 GGGG
1263-13514 00000/0000 20020/0359 04/12/73 100 3665 4727N 05221W 46*1 143*8 GGGG
1263-17172 00000/0000 20020/0360 04/12/73 10 3667 501N 10245W 4402 146.8 GGGG
1263-17234 oooo00/000 20020/0361 04/12/73 3667 2 05 7 N 11016W 55*8 120.2 GGGG
1263-17240 00000/000U 20020/0362 04/12/73 0 3667 2730N 11040W 56.3 118.0 GGGG
1263-17243 o0000/0000 20020/0363 04/1/73 10 3667 2604N 11103w 56.7 115.7 GGGG
1263-17245 00000/0000 20020/0364 04/12/73 0 3667 243 8 N 11125W 57*1 113.5 GGGG
1263-17252 0000/o000 2002/0365 04/12/73 10 3667 2312N 11146W 57.4 111.1 GGGG
1263-17254 00000/0000 2002/0366 04/12/73 10 3667 2146N 11208W 57*7 108.8 GGGG
1263-18563 00000/0000 20020/0367 04/12/73 70 3668 6409N 11927W 33.7 161*7 PGGG
1263-18565 00000/0000 20020/0368 04/1p/73 100 3668 6248N 12042W 3448 160*1 PGGG
1263-18572 00000/0000 20020/0369 04/12/73 40 3668 6126N 12150W 35*9 158.5 GGGG
1263-18574 00000/0000 20020/0370 04/12/73 30 3668 6004N 12253w 37*0 156o9 GGGG
1263-18581 00000/0000 20020/0371 04/12/73 4C 3668 5Q4tN 12351W 38.1 155.5 GGGG
1263-18583 00000/0000 20020/0372 04/12/73 30 3668- 5717N 1 2445W 19*1 154.0 GGGG
1263-18590 00000/0000 20020/0373 04/12/73 30 3668 5554N 12 536W 4002 152.5 GGGG
1263-18535 00000/0000 20020/0374 04/12/73 0 3668 5106N 12710W 42.2 149.7 GGGG
1263-19001 00000/o000 20020/0375 04/12/73 0 3668 5142N 12754w 43,3 148.2 GGGG
126 3 -1900 4 -00000/000 20020/0376 0 +12/73 0 3668 5017N 12834W 44.2 146.7 GGGP
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % ,..*....... ... o T8 100 u % CLOUD CcVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY ... ,,.*.**.... BPLANKSuBAND NOT PRpESNT/REQUESTED9 R=RECYCLED G=GOBD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE* PwPBR.
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STAN)ARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0765
FRSM 07/23/72 TO C7/23/73
BBSERVATI9N MICROFILM ROLL N9,/ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PRINCIPAL PRINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 P9SITISN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LfNG 123 45678
1263-19010 0C000/0000 20020/0377 04/2 / 7  30 3648 453?N 12913W 45.2 145.3 GGGG
1263-20374 00000/0000 20020/03 79 04/12/7i 30 3669 7045N 13658W 28.0 171.6 PGGG
1264-200003 00Co0/000 20020/0379 04/13/73 30 3671 8r09N 14910w 17*4 212.1 GGGG
1264-00005 00000/0000 2U020/0380 04/13/73 30 3671 7928N 15628w 18.6 204*7 GGGG
1264-j0012 00000/000 20020/0381 04/1/73 30 3671 7R3 0 N 16248W 19.8 198.3 GGGG
1264-0014 00000/0000 20020,0382 04/13/73 20 3671 7743N 16818W 21.0 192*8 PGGG
126 4 -00021 00000/0000 20020/0383 04/13/73 20 3671 7641N 17301W 22.2 188*0 PGGG
1264-00023 00000/0000 2C020/0384 04/lq/73 20 3671 7535N 17704 23.4 183.8 PGGG
1264"00030 00000/0000 20020/0385 04/11/73 30 3671 7426N 17925E 2495 180*2 GGGG
126 4 -00032 00000/0000 20020/0386 04/13/73 40 3671 7314N 17b25E 25.7 177.0 GGGP
1264-00035 00000/0000 20020/0387 04/13/73 40 3671 7200N 17347E 26.9 174.2 PGGG
1264-00041 00000/O00U 20020/0388 04/13/73 70 3671 7045N 17128E 28.0 171.6 PGGP
1264-30044 00000/0000 20020/0389 04/13/73 70 3671 6029N 16925E 29.2 169.3 PGGG
1264-00050 0000/00o00 20020/0390 04/11/73 30 3671 61ON 16735E 30*4 167*2 GGGG
1264-00053 00000/0000 20020/0391 04/11/73 0 3671 6A5iN 16556E 31.5 165.3 GGGG
1264-00055 00000/0000 20020/0392 04/13/73 0 3671, 6531N 16426E 32.6 163.4 GGGG
126 4 -0062 00000/0000 20020/0393 04/13/73 0 3671 6410 16304E 33.8 161.7 GGGG
1264-00064 00000/CC00 20020/0394 04/13/73 30 3671 6249N 16150 34.9 160*0 GGGG
1264-10385 00000/0000 20019/1155 04/11/73 80 3677 2 02?2 010U3w 58*0 106.0 GGGG
1264-10391 00000/0000 20019/1156 04/13/73 70 3677 1i56N 0110 4 4 58.2 103.5 GGGG
1264-10394 00000/0000 20o19/1157 04/1773 10 3677 1729N 01125w 58.2 101.1 GGPG
1264-10400 00000/o000 20019/1158 04/13/73 0 3677 1401-N 011468 58.2 98*7 GGPG
1264-10412 00000/0000 20019/1159 04/13/73 10 3677 1140N 01249W 57.9 91.5 GGGG
1264-13554 D0000/0Co0 20019/1160 04/1 /7: 4c 3679 5301N 051078 42e5 149.6 GGGG
1264-13561 00000/0c00 20019/1161 04/13/73 30 3679 5145N 05149W 43.5 148.2 GPGG
1264-13563 00000/0000 20019/1162 04/1i/73 20 3679 5"00\ 05229W 44.5 146.7 GGGG
1264-13570 00000/000 20019/1163 04u13/73 40 3679 4R56N 05308w 45.5 145.2 GGGG
1264-13572 0000/0000 20019/1164 04/11/73 5C 3679 4731N 05345W 46.4 143.7 GGGG
1264-13575 00000/0000 20019/1165 04/13/73 30 3679 4606N 05420W 47.3 142.2 GGPG
1264-13581 00000/0000 20019/1166 04/11/73 20 3679 4441N 05454w 48.3 140.6 GPPG
1264-13584 00000/000C 20019/1167 04/13/73 40 3679 4316N 05527W 49.1 138.9. GPGG
1264,13590 00000/0000 20019/1168 0'413/73 90 3679 4151N 05558W 50*0 137.3 GGGG
1264-15370 000/0000 20019/1169 04/13/73 100 3680 6'04N 07240 w  37.3 156*9 GG
1264-15372 00000/0000 20019/1170 04/13/73 100 3680 5R4tN 07339w 38.4 155.4 GGGG
1264-15375 00000/0000 20019/1171 04/13/73 100 3690 5717N 07434V 39*4 153.9 GGGG
1264-15381 00000/0000 20019/1172 04/13/73 20 36~R 5553N 0 7525w 405 152.5 GGGG
1264"15384 00000/0000 20019/1173 04/13/73 10 3680 5430N 076138 415 151.0 GGGG
1264-15390 00000/0000 20019/1174 04/13/73 0 3680 5306N 07658W 42.6 149.6 GGGG
1264-15393 00000/0000 20019/1175 04/13/73 0 3680 5142N 07741W 43.6 148.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER X .**,*,**...., 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CRVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ...... ,,........ LANKS-BAND NOT PRESrNT/RECUESTED, RxRECYCLED, G=GOBD, FzFAIR BUT USABLE, P-POOR,
16:44 MAR 11i'74 STANDARD CATALOG F9R NON-US PAGE 0766
FR5M 07/23/72 Tf 07/23/73
BBSERVATYBN ITCRFILM ROLL N9./ DATE CLBUD 9RRIT PPINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
1) PfSITISN IN HRLL ACOUTRED CBVER NUMBER AF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
Bv MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1264-15395 00000/000 20019/1176 04/13/73 0 3680 5018N 078 2 1l 44,6 146,7 GGGG
1264-17231 00000/0000 20020/0395 04/11/73 .30 3681 5Ri N 104114 44.6 146.7 GGGG
1264-17292 00000/0000 20020/0396 04/11/73 0 3681 2q57N 11142w 56*1 119*7 GGGG
1264-17295 0ooo00/OOU 20020/0397 04/I1/73 0 3681 2731N 11206W 56.6 117.5 GGGG
1264-17301 o00Co/o000 20020/0398 04/13/73 30 36P1 2AO6N 11229W 57.0 115,3 GGGG
1264017304 00000/00OO 20020/0399 04/11/73 50 3681 2440N 11251W 57.4 112.9 GGGG
1264-19024 00000/0000 20020/C400 04/11/73 0 3682 6?48N 12208W 35*1 160.1 GGGG
1264-19030 00000/0000 20020/0401 0+4/1/73 0 3682 6126N 12316W 36.3 158.5 GGGG
1264-19033 00000/C0000 2 00o2 /040 2 04/11/73 0 3682 603N 12417W 37#3 156.9 GGGG
1264-19035 00oo0/0000 20020/0403 04/13/73 10 3682 5R41N 12515W 38.4 155.4 GGGG
1264-19042 00000/0000 20020/0404 04/13/73 C 3682 5718N 12609w 39.5 154*0 GGGG
1264,19044 00000/0000 20020/0405 04/t/73 0 3682 5554N 12700W 40,5 152.5 GGGG
1264019053 00000/0000 20020/0406 04/13/73 0 3682 53 07N 12834W 4296 149.6 GGGG
1264-19060 00000/0000 20020/0407 C4/11/73 0 3682 5142N 12917W 43,6 148.1 GGGG
1264-20430 00000/0000 20020/0408 04/13/73 30 3683 7200N 13559W 2702 174.2 GGGG
1264-20432 00000/0000 2G0020/0409 04/13/73 10 3683 7,44N 138 18 28.*4 171.7 GGGG
1265-15453 00000/0000 20020/0410 0C/14/73 60 3694 5021N 07947W 44*9 146*6 GGGG
1265-17350 00000/0000 20020/0411 04/14/73 0 3695 2900N 11306W 56*4 119.4 GGGG
1265-17353 00000/0000 20020/0412 04/14/73 10 3695 2734N 11331W 56*8 11702 GGGG
1265-17355 00000/0000 20020/0413 04/14/73 70 3695 2 607 N i1355W 57*2 114.9 GGGG
1265-17362 00000/0000 20020/0414 04/14/73 100 3695 2441N 11418W 57*6 112.5 GGGG
1265-19032 00000/000o 20019/1177 04/14/73 0 3696 7746N 09330W 21*6 193.2 GGG
1265-19035 00000/0000 20019/1178 04/14/73 0 3696 7645N 09!16W 22.8 188*3 GPGG
1265-19041 00000/0000 20019/1179 04/14/73 10 3696 7539N 10221W 24*0 184.1 GGGG
1265-19044 00000/0000 20019/1180 04/14/73 1I 3696 7430N 10552W 25.1 18005 PGGG
1265-19050 00000/0000 20019/1181 04/14/73 0 3696 7318N 10i55w 26*3 177.3 G9GG
1265-19053 00000/0000 20019/1182 04/14/73 C 3696 7P04N 11135w 27*5 174.4 PGGG
1265-19055 00000/0000 20019/1183 04/14/73 C 3696 7048N 11355w 28.6 171*8 PGG
1265-19062 00000/0000 20019/1184 04/14/73 0 3696 6 931N 11559W 29.8 169.5 PGGG
1265-19064 00000/0000 20019/1185 04/14/73 20 3696 6913N 117 4 8W 31*0 16704 GGGG
1265-19071 00000/0000 20019/1186 04/14/73 40 3696 6654N 11927w 32*1 165.4 OGG
1265-19073 00000/0000 20019/1187 04/14/73 40 3696 6;34N 12056W 33*2 163.5 GGGG
1265-19080 00000/0000 20019/1188 0 /14/73 10 3696 6413N 12216W 34,4 161.8 GGGG
1265-19082 o000o0/000 2o019/1189 04/14/73 10 3696 6252N 12331W 35*5 160*1 GGGG
1265"19085 0000/o000 20019/1190 04/14/73 10 3696 6130N 12439W 36.6 158.5 GGGG
1265-19091 00000/0000 20019/1191 04/14/73 10 3696 6007N 12542 377 157.0 GGGG
1265-19094 00000/0000 20019/1192 04/14/7? 20 3696 5 844N 12640W 38*7 155.5 GGGG
1265-19100 O000C/C0o0 20019/1193 04/14/73 40 3696 5721N 12735W 39.8 154.0 GGGG
1265-19112 00000/0000 2C019/1194 04/14/73 100 3696 5310N 13001W 42.9 149.6 PGGG
KEYS: CL9UD CBVEP % 0.,.........., 0 TO 10C = % CLOUD CFVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY 9o,,*,'***,*,* nLANKS=BAND NOT PRESNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED. G=G58D. FmFAIR BUT USABLE* P=POBRo
16* *A w 1.1.'74 STANDARD CATkLOG F9R NN.US PAGE 0767
FRq1M c'7/2/72 Tb C7/23/73
OBSERVATIN 'IC"FIL R:)LL ,!9,/ DATE CL931D 'RsIT Pn'I'!CIPAL P4INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I CpSTTI N IN:  LL ACtIIFD COVER \UBER 'F IMAGF ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
CV MlS LAT LNG 123 45678
1265*19114 0 0 / ; 2J019/11) 04/14/7: 80 36'6 514rJ 13044 43,9 148.1 GGGG
1265-04A 0300/U00C 20)19/1196 04/14/73 C 3697 7 13N 13445w 26.3 177.3 GOGG
1265,-4, 8 000/0' 2,019/1197 0/14/73 0 367 710 4N 13724W 27.5 174.4 GGGG
1265-,2320 000 /(0 O 20019/119F 04/1 4/7? 10 3698 7'03N 1631 0 27*5 174.4 GGGG
1265-2 ?32 F000/nCO 2J019/11 9 9 04/14/7 20 3608 7'4RN 16529 28*7 171.8 GG
1266-14 0560 0oo00/o000 20o/415 04/!5/73 60 3707 5721N 05134W 40.1 153.9 GGGG
1266-140,6P C00?/3- 0 J 410/0416 0 n/15/71 1 37,7 S5 rN 052261; 41*2 152.5 PGPG
1266-10h5 00000/C/OO 20020/0417 04/1C/73 50 3707 5434N 05314W 42.2 151.0 GGPG
1266-14071 U 00/O CV 230)20/041 04/1/73 5c 37>7 5 1N 0 5 3 5 9w 43.2 149.5 GGPG
1266-1+074 .j /00j 0 2YDeO/0419 04/15/71 20 37?7 514 5 C4451 44*2 148.0 GrGPG
1 2 6 6-140 8t 00O/; 0: 200 L0/0420 04/15/7
3  10 37(7 5r21 0 5522 4552 146o5 GGPG
1266-14(;3 Oo0o0/00 2020/042 1 04/15/73 37?7 4 R56 N  05600w 46.2 145.0 GGPG
1266-14i05 04j00C/000 2UC0C/C42 0 /1./73 0 37 7 4731N 05637 47.1 143.4 GGPG
1266-9C92 000/0000 200 0/0423 04/15/73 1 37, 7 4606N 05/12 48*0 141*9 GGPG
1266-14094 00001/S0") 2001C/0 424 C34/15/73 2 3707 4 j41N 05746W 48*9 140*2 GGPG
1266-14101 j000/o0OJ 2r~0'O/0425 04/15/73 10 3707 4116N 058 19 W 49.8 138o6 GGPG
1266-14103 0000o/cOCL 02.0 / 04 2 6  0 /I5/73 10 3707 4951 05850W 50.7 136.9 G9PG
1266-1732o 00'0/0Cu) (0' 3 /0 427 /7 7 1 3709 546N 1022C0 39.1 155,4 G~GG
1266-17323 0000/00DC 20,0/0428 04/1/7, 10 3709 5723N 10314W 40.2 153.9 GGGG
1266-17325 000u0/000 2000/0429 0'/15/7 3709 5r55N 10405W 41.2 152*5 GGGG
1266-1733? 00000/0030 R000/0413 04/19/73 2 3709 54351 10453W 42*2 151.0 G5GGG
1266-17334 0C 00/i0 'eG O/0 431 04/1 /7- 3f 379 511N 10537w 43.3 149*5 GGGG
1266-17341 E0000/~0c0 2 '2,0/43 0/1573 80 37)9 5147N 10620W 44.3 148.0 GGGG
1266-1734?3 0000/CC U 200,0/0433 0 / 1/73 30 3709 522N 10 701w 45*3 146*5 GGG
1266-17405 00 00/0000 2002C/0434  0'/15/73 10 3709 20o1N 11435W 56.7 11990 GGGG
1266-17411 000oo/o0 2c020e/0435 04/15/73 10 37>9 2734'1 114 59W 57.1 116.7 CGiGG
1266-19113 000 /C," 200 0/043 04/15/73 1q 3710 74RN\ 1120W 29.0 171*9 PGGG
1266-19120 00000/000' 2020/043 7  04/1j/73 40 3710 6a31N 11724W 30.2 169.6 GGG
1266-191?2 0000900V0 20020/143- 04I/1/73 51 3710 6131 11914W 31*3 167*4 GGGG
1266-19125 O0000/O00 2 L0C0/0 4 3 9  04/15/71 50 3710 6653N 1054W 32*5 165.4 G3GG
1266-19131 00)/0/Ov4 0//1/73 20 3710 6r34N 12223W 33.6 163.6 GGG
1266"19134 300/01000r 2000o/0441 C/i5/73 20 3710 641I 12345W 34.7 161.8 PGG
1266-19140 )Of/)00') 2D000/0442 04/15/73 20 3710 6 '52N 1259W 3F.8 160.1 PGGG
1266- 91i 3 000' /0 o, 0 2 O/O0443 04/1 /7' 30 3710 6130N 12607W 36.9 158.5 GGGG
1266-19145 0D /000 2 I0/0 4 04/19/73 lc 3710 6r07N 12711W 38,0 1570 gGG
1266-191'5 0PC(00/000 2C()020/445 04/15/73 3r 3710 5P49\ 1280%9 3991 155*4 GGGG
1266-917 000/q'j 2JOeo/4 4 6  04/15/73 5( 3710 ION 13128W 4-33 149.5 GGGG
1266-1917P 0 orc/, O 2c 2 O/o447  04/!15/7 7 n 3710 5146N 13211W 44*3 148.0 PGGG
1262-5 3 1 020/0/o)0. 20020/0 4 831/15/7 10 3711 7539' 129 3 8W 2403 184.2 GGG
<FyS; L&LU C8VER Z .... *.......* 0 TO 100 = % CLUD C VE ** = N CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE-
1hAe jUALTTY .. ......... LANKS.AN0 NIT PRcSrNT/RECUESTED. R.=RCYCLED. G=GcRD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PaPBSR,
1>:44 1A 11'74 STANDARD CATALfG FRP NN-.US PAGE 0768
F09 M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
eBSERVATT N MICRAFILM RqLL './ DATE CLBU 9RRIT POINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
I0 PqSITI3N I'd 8LL ACCUTQED CeVER JMSE R 9F I 1 AGE ELEV. AZIV. RBV MSS
b MSS LAT LFNG 123 45678
1266-20534 C0030/0000 20020/0449 04/15/73 10 3711 7430N 13308W 25*5 180.6 PGG
1266-20540 00000/000C 20020/0450 041//73 1i 3711 7319N 136 11W 26*7 177*3 PGGG
1266-20543 0u 00/O00/O 2(020C0451 04/11/73 1 3711 7)04N 1350W 27*9 174,5 PGGG
1266-c233 0-000/00 220o /0452 04/15/7? 39 3 7 12 6930r 1i659w 30,2 169.6 GGGP
1266-2c'39 00n00/000 20020/0453 0C/15/73 3C 3712 6R1?N 17049W 31'4 167.4 GGGG
1267-10562 0000/C0000 2;019/1200 04/1J/73 10 3719 155N 0 1522W 58.7 101*8 GA
1267-1)565 000)0/0300 2j01 9/1201 C4 /1A/73 10 3719 1721N 015 44W 58*7 99.3 GGGG
1267-10571 OUOO/'0Ou 2 019/1202 C4/1A/73 3719 1 02N c16 05W 58.7 96.9 GGGG
1267-10574 0030/C'03 2jo019/1203 04/16/73 C 3719 1436N 0 1625W 58.6 94*4 GGGG
1267-17372 000'0/0000 200U0/0454 04/16/73 1( 3723 6o07N 10246W 38o4 156.9 GGGG
1267-17375 00000/0000 2J020/0455 04/16/73 10 3723 5R45r 10345W 39*4 155*4 GGG
1267-17381 00000/0000 20020/0456 04/1A/73 10 3723 5721N 10440w 40s5 153*9 GGGG
1267-17384 0C000/0C03 20320/0457 ,4/1A/73 10 3723 5558N 10b31W 41*6 152.4 GGGG
1267-17390 00000/0000 2U020/0458 04/16/73 0 3723 5434N 10619W 42,6 150.9 GGGG
1267-17393 00000/00o 2o20/0459 04/1A/73 0 3723 5310N 10 704W 43.6 149.4 GGGG
1267-17395 CO00O/C00C 20020/04 60 04/16/73 c 3723 5145N 107 47W 44*6 147*9 GGGG
1267-17432 000C0/0lO 20020/C461 04/16/73 10 3723 5"21N 10527w 45.6 146*4 GGGG
1267-17461 U0000/00C 200)0/0462 04/16/ 7 3 in 3723 326N 11535W 56@4 120.8 GGGG
1267-17463 o000Co0/0Q 2'020/ 0 463 04/16/73 20 3723 200N 11b59W 569 118.5 GGGG
1267-1747C 0U000/000 2020/04 64 04/1673 2I 33 2 2734N 1162 3 w 57.4 116.2 GGGG
1267-22442 0QO0/O002 0 20Oo0/0465 04/1A/73, 100 3726 6932N 17026W 30.6 169.6 GGG
1267-2244 000/O000 2u'20/0466 04/16/ 73 100 37?6 6P14N 17217W 31*7 167.4 GGG
1267-22451 OOoCC/000 2"02C/C467 0C/1 /73 90 3726 654N 173 5 6W 32*9 165.4 GGGG
126 8 -0255 O0000/ou' P,0 20/046R 04/17/73 39 3727 7427N 17341E 26*0 180*5 GGGG
1268-,0262 3000C0/ .) 2C020/0469 04/17/73 40 37P7 7,15N 17U39E 27.2 177.3 GGGG
12 68 -jO264 0 /. 2J0 2 0/047 30,/17/73 2C 3727 7?01 16802E 28*3 1744 GGGG
1268-0271 0UO00/o,/0 2200~00471 04/17/73 100 3727 7045N 16543E 29.5 171.8 GGG
12 6 8 "j0273 03Q00/no J 2;020/0j 47 04/17/73 1 3727 692N 6339E 30*6 169.5 GGGG
12 6 8 "302U 00300/ 000 2 C020/,473 04/17/73 10 3727 6209s - 16149E !1,8 167.4 G3GG
1268-j02?-2 00000/0000 2U0 20/0474 04/17/73 ! 3727 650') 16010E 32o9 165.4 GGGG
1268-0025 000C/005- 2,20/0n475 04/17/7 . 3727 hA3rN 15841E 3491 163.5 G3GG
1268-10503 U00/0o00 2J019/1204 04/17/73 80 37!3 5R41, 00152W 39*7 155*3 GGGG
126 8-10535 C000o/000 20019/1205 0 /17/73 80 3733 5718N 00246W 4(a8 153.8 GGGG
1268-10512 00000/0n00 2'019/1206 04/17/73 100 3733 5559N 00337W 41,9 152*3 GGGG
1268-10514 003305/2O 20019/1207 04/17/73 o10 3733 5431.14 004 259 W 429 150*8 GGGG
1268-14175 000.0/0000 20019/120o 04/17/73 69 3715 5554N o5519 41-9 152.3 GGG
126-1412 UO0020/002 L 2uC19/1209 04/17/73 70 3735 5430N 05607 43*0 150.8 GGGG
1268-14184 OCoCO/On() 23019/1213 04/17/73 30 3735 506 N 05652W 4460 14903 GGGG
1268-14191 0003/0(:0 210019/1211 04/17/73 70 3735 5142U 05735W 450 147o8 GGG
<EYS: CLUC C3vER ; ............. 0 TB i00 % CLOUD CIVER. ** : NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAOGE :;UALITY *.............. L4ANKSBAND NrT PRcScNT/REQUFSTED. R=RFCYCLEDo G=GBAD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P=P 8 9R.
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0769
FRnM 37/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILM RaLL N9./ DATE CL8UD 9RPIT PPINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PASITIN IN nBLL ACCUTRED CRVER NUMBERP F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1268-14193 00000/0000 20019/1212 04/17/73 80 3735 5f1IN 05816W 46.0 146.2 UGGG
1268-14200 00000/0000 20019/1213 04/17/73 70 3735 4.51N 05
8 55W 46.9 144o7 G0G
1268-14202 00000/0000 20019/1214 04/17/73 80 3735 4723N 05933W 47.9 143*1 GGGG
1268-14205 00000/0000 20019/1215 04/17/71 80 3735 4A04N 06008W 4688 141,5 GGGG
1268-14211 00000/0000 20019/1216 04/17/73 30 3735 4438N 06043W 49*7 139*8 GGGG
1268-14214 00000/0000 20019/1217 04/17/73 10 3715 4014N 06115W 5095 138*1 GOGG
1268-14220 00000/0000 20019/1218 04/17/73 10 3735 4148N 06146W 51*4 136.4 GGGG
1268-17460 00000/0000 20020/0476 04/17/
7 3 20 3737 51h8N 10954W 4690 146*2 GGGG
1268-17515 00000/0000 2Q020/0477 04/17/73 70 3737 3023~ 11700W 56*7 120.3 GGGG
1268-17522 0000/o0000 20020/0478 04/17/7 3  60 3737 ?957N 11724W 57.2 118.0 GGGG
1268-17524 00000/0000 20020/0479 34/17/73 40 3737 2731N 11747W 57.6 115*7 GGGG
1268-21055 00000/0000 20020/0480 04/17/73 20 3739 7o02N 14146w 28*6 174.5 GGPG
1268-22491 00o00/0000 20020/0481 04/17/73 20 3740 701N 1 6733W 28.6 174.5 GGGG
1268-22494 0000/0000 20020/0482 04/17/
7 3 50 3740 7046N 16953W 29.8 171.9 GGGG
1268-22500 00000/0000 20020/0483 04/7/73 100 3740 6q29! 17157W 31*0 16905 GGGG
12 6 8 -22 5 03 00000/0000 20020/048 4 04/17/73 100 3740. 6RsON 17
3 4 8
w 32.1 167*4 GGG
1268-22505 00000/0000 20020/0485 04/17/73 80 3740 
6651N 17b27W 33*3 165.4 GGGG
1269-00291 00000/0000 20020/0486 04/18/73 50 3741 8010N 156164 19.1 212.6 G(iGG
1269:0293 00000/c000 20020/0487 04/18/73 3n 3741 7931N 16335o 20*3 205s2 GGG
1269-00300 00000/0000 20020/0488 04/18/73 4C 3741 7R41N 1700 2 W 21.5 198*8. GGGG
1269-00302 0000/0000 20020/0489 04/18/73 40 3741 7743N 17b37W 22.7 193.2 GGGG
1269-00305 00000/0000 20020/0490 04/18/73 10 3741 7641N 17940E 23.9 188v4 GGGP
1269-00311 0000/0000 20020/0491 0/18A/73 10 3741 1536N 17541E 25*1 184*2 (GGGG
1269-00314 00000/0000 200 2 0/0
4 9 2  04/18/73 2n 3741 7427N 1 7213E 26.3 180.6 PGG
1269-00320 00000/0000 20020/0493 04/1R/73 20 3741 7315N 16911E 27*5 177.3 PrGG
1269-00323 00000/0000 20020/0494 04/1I/
7 3 40 3741 7201N 16633E 28.7 174.5 GGPG
1269-00325 00000/0000 20020/0495 04/18/73 100 3741 7045N 16413E 29.8 171.9 GGGG
12 6 9 -003 32  00000/0000 20020/0496 04/1A/73 80 3741 6q2rN 16210E 31*0 169.5 GGGP
1269-00334 00000/0000 20020/0497 04/18/73 0 3741 6!11N 16020E 32.2 167.4 GGGG
1269-00341 00000/0000 20020/0498 04/18/73 0 3741 6652N 15h40E 33.3 165.4 GGGG
1269-00343 00000/0000 20020/0499 04/18/73 0 3741 6=31N 15711E 34.4 163.5 GGGG
1269-39244 00000/0000 20019/1219 04/18/73 1C 3746 1R53N 0 0735E 59*0 100.5 GGGG
1269-09250 00000/0000 20019/1220 04/18/73 10 3746 1726N 00713E 59.0 98.0 GGGG
1269-09253 00000/0000 20019/1221 04/18/73 .10 3746 1559N 0 0652E 59*0 95,5 GGGG
1269-09255 00000/0000 20019/1222 04/i1/73 20 3746 1437N 0 0631E 58.8 93*0 GGGG
1269-14224 00000/0000 20019/1223 04/18/73 50 3749 541N 05500W 40*2 155*3 GGGG
1269-14231 00000/000 20019/1224 34/18/73 70 3749 5717N o5
554W 41*2 153.8 GGGG
1269-14233 00000/0000 20019/1225 04/18/73 100 3749 5554N 056444 42*3 152*2 GGGG
1269-14240 00000/0000 20019/1226 04/18/73 90 3749 5430N 05732W 43.3 150o7 GCGG
KEYS: CLUD COVER % ... *.....**,,. 0 Te 100 - % CLOUD COVER, ** 
= Nf CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY B..,,..... LANKSEBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLEDi G=GBsD. FvFAIR BUT USABLE, PnPB5R,
16:44 "AP 1li'74 STANDARD CATALG FeP NBN.US PAGE 0770
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATI9N MICRRFILM ROLL DA./ TE CLOUD RRIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PfSITION IN ROLL ACGUTRED COVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
EV MSS IAT LONG 123 45678
1269-14242 00000/0000 20019/1227 04/18/73 30 3749 5o07N 058 17w 44.3 149.2 GGGG
1269-14245 00000/00O 20019/1228 04/18/73 .40 3749 5143N 0 59014 45*3 147.7 GGGG
1269-14251 0000o/000 20019/1229 04/18/73 30 3749 501 N 05 9 4 2W 46*3 146.1 GGGG
1269-14254 00000/00o 2u019/1230 04/1R/73 10 3749 455N 06021W 47.3 144.6 GGGG
1269-14260 00000/0000 2o019/1231 04/18/73 0 3749 4730N 06059W 48.2 143*0 GGGG
1269-14263 030000/0000 20019/1232 04/18/73 0 3749 4A05N 061 34W 49.1 141.3 GGGG
1269-14265 00000/0000 20019/1233 04/18/73 20 3749 444j0N 06209W 500 139*6 GGGG
1269-14272 00000/0000 20019/1234 04/18/73 20 3749 4114N 06241, 50.9 137*9 GGGG
1269-17474 00000/0000 2C0 2 0/o501 04/18/73 100 3751 6410N 10214W 35.8 161.8 GPGG
1269-17480 00000/0000 20020/0502 04/18/73 100 3751 6249N 10328W 36.9 160.1 GPGG
1269-17483 00CO/000 20002/0503 04/18/73 80 3751 6126N 10436, 38.0 158.4 G3GG
1269-17485 00000/0000 20020/0504 04/18/73 3c 3751 6004r 10539W 39.1 156.8 GGGG
1269-17492 00000/0000 20020/0505 04/18/73 10 3751 5O41N 10638W 40.2 155.3 G
1269-17494 00000/0000 20020/0506 04/18/73 20 3751 5718N 10733w 41.3 153.8 G3GG
1269-17501 030000/c00 20020/0507 04/1R/73 10 3751 5554N 10824W 42.3 152.2 GGGG
1269-17503 O0000/o000 20020/0508 04/A1/73 20 3751 5430N 10912w 43.3 150.7 GGGG
1269-17510 00000/0000 20020/0509 04/18/73 50 3751 53 07N 10957W 44"4 149.2 GGGG
1269-17512 00000/000 20020/0510 04/18/73 40 3751 5t43N 11039W 45.4 147.7 GGGG
1269-17515 00000/0000 20020/0511 04/18/73 20 3751 5018j 11120W 46*3 146.1 GGGG
1269-17574 00000/0000 20020/0512 04/18/73 30 3751 3o23N 11826W 57.0 119.8 GOGG
1269-19255 00000/0000 20020/0513 04/1R/73 0 3752 7a40N 09357W 21*8 198.9 GGGG
1269-19262 00000/0000 2002C/0514 04/18/73 0 3752 7745N 0 9928W 23*0 193.3 GGGG
1269-19264 00000/0000 20020/0515 04/18/73 10 3752 7643N 10411W 24*2 188.5 PGGG
1269-19271 00000/0000 20020/0516 04/18/73 10 3752 7 5 3 7 N 10815W 25*4 184.3 PGGG
1269-19273 00000/0000 2 00 20/0 5 17 04/18/73 40 3752 7428, 11143w 26*6 180.6 PGGG
1269-19280 00000/0000 20020/0518 04/18/73 40 3752 7316N 11444W 27.8 177*4 GPGG
1269-19282 00000/0000 20020/0519 04/18/73 50 3752 7?01N 11 722w 28.9 174.5 GPGG
1269-19235 00000/0000 20020/0520 04/18/73 100 3752 7,46N 11941W 30.1 171.9 GGGP
1269"19291 00000/0000 20020/0521 04/18/73 90 3752 6029N 12143W 31,3 169*6 GGGP
1269-19294 00000/0000 20020/0522 04/18/73 80 3752 611N 12333W 32*4 167*4 GGGG
1269-19300 00000/OCOU 20020/0523 04/18/73 40 3752 6 65 !N 125 12W 33*6 165.4 GGGG
1269-19333 00000/0000 20020/0524 04/18/73 20 3752 6q31N 126424 34.7 163.5 POGG
1269-19305 00000/0000 20020/0525 04/18/73 20 3752 6411N 12803W 35.8 161.8 GGGG
1269-19312 00000/0000 20020/0526 04/~8/73 4C 3752 6?49N 12917W 36.9 160.1 GGGG
1269-19314 00000/0000 20020/0527 04/18/73 60 3752 6127N 13026W 3890 158'4 GIGG
1269-21111 00000/0000 20020/0528 04/R1/73 0 3753 7316N 14033W 27.8 177.4 GGGG
1269-21114 00000/0000 20020/0529 04/18/73 10 3753 7?02N 14311w 9*0 174.5 GGGG
1269-22540 00000/0000 20020/0530 04/18/73 80 3754 7428N 16323W 26*6 180.6 PGGG
1269-22543 00000/0000 20020/0531 04/18/73 60 3754 7416N 16625W 27.8 177.4 PGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CevEP % ............... 0 Tt 100 = % CLBUD CnVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.........*..... LANKSZBAND !OT PReSFNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED G=GBAD0 F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PEPBOBR
16, '1AR 1'74 STANDARD CATALOG FgR NeN.US PAGE 0771
FRO 37/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BSERvATI TM ICPFIL R3LL 9./ DATE CLeUD 9RIT PPIJCIPAL p9INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
I P0SITI Il HRLL ACOUITRED CBVER NUMBER qF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
71V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1269-22545 000o0/0000 20020/0532 04/19/73 100 3754 7P02N 16903W 29.0 174.5 GGGG
1269-22552 oooo0/0o00' 2?20/0533 04/1 /73 100 3754 7c46N 17122W 3C02 171*9 GGGG
1269-22554 O0000/OOOC 2=o00/0534 04/18/73 100 3754 629N 17325W 31.o3 169.6 GPPG
1269-22561 O000/O000 20020/0535 04/18/73 100 3754 6.1vN 17515W 32*5 167.4 GGGG
1269-22563 OC000/O000 2r020/0536 04/18/73 9c 3754 6650N 17
6 53W 33*6 165.4 PGGG
1269-22570 O0000/00o0 2,0n20/0537 04/18/73 30 3754 6530N 17822W 34.8 163.5 GGGG
12700Q0345 00000/0000C 2020/0535 04/19/73 23 3755 800
9 N 15741 19*5 212.7 PPGG
1270-00352 00000/0000 20020/0539 04/19/73 10 3755 7(28N 16
5 00w 20.7 205.4 PGG
1270-00354 00000/0000 20020/0540 04/19/71 0 3755 7839N 17124W 21*9 198.9 PGGG
1270"00361 00000/0000 20020/0541 04/19/73 r1 3755 7744N 17654W 23*1 193.3 PGGG
1270-00363 00000/0000 20020/0542 34/19/73 20 3755 7,43N 17822E 24.3 188*5 UGGG
1270-00370 000oC/0030 20020/0543 04/19/7? 1C 3755 7537N 17420E 25.5 184.3 PGGG
1270-00372 O0000/000 200o0/0544 04/19/73 0 3755 742RN 17050E 26*7 180.6 PGGG
1270-00375 00000/000O 20020/0545 04/19/7? 0 3755 7
1 15N 16749E 27.8 177.4 PGGG
1270-00381 00000/0000C 2U020/0546 04/19/73 70 3755 7?01o 16511E 29*0 174.5 PGGG
1270-00384 00000/000 20020/0547 O4/19/
7 3 100 3755 7n45\ 16252E 30.2 171*9 GGGG
1270-09335 C00000/0000 20020/0548 04/9/17 20 3760 1726\ 0 0 546E 59,2 97*4 G
1270-09311 00090/0003 20020/0549 0',/19/73 20 3760 1r59N 00b25E 591 9409 G5GG
1270-39314 00000/0000 20020/0553 04/19/73 20 3760 103 0 0504E 58*9 92*4 GGG
1270-14233 00000/000 20020/0551 04/19/73 90 3763 5q4 .h 05628W 40*5 155.3 GGGG
1270-14285 0000/000C 2u,20/u 5
5 2  04/1 9 / 7 3  3r 3763 5718N 05723W 41.6 153.7 GGGG
1270-14292 00000/0000 23020/0553 04/19/73 30 3763 5r54N 05 81 4 W 42.6 152.2 GGGG
1270-14294 00000/OCC0 20020/0554  C /1/73 90 3763 5430N 05902W 43*6 150.7 GGPG
1270-14301 00000/0000 20020/0555 04/19/73 90 3763 5-07N 05947W 4497 149.1 GGGG
1270-14303 00000/0000 20020/0556 04/19/73 20 3763 5143N 06030W 45*7 147*6 G
1270-14333 00000/0000 20020/0557 04/19/71 4n 3763 414!N 0 6437W 52*0 135.9 G
1270-16091 00000/Co03 2020/0558 04/19/73 90 3764 6651N 07501 33.9 165.4 PPPP
1270-16094 00000/0000 20020/0559 04/19/73 100 3764 6r31N 07631W 35.0 163.6 GpPG
1270-16100 00000/OC00 20020/0560 04/19/73 90 3764 641IN 07753W 36.1 161,8 GGGG
1270-16103 00000/0000 20020/0561 04/19/73 20 3764 6P49N 0 7908W 37.2 160.1 GGGG
1270-16105 00000/0000 20020/0562 04/19/73 0 3764 6127N 08016W 38.3 158.4 GAGG
1270-16112 00000/000) 2OC20/0563 04/19/73 0 3764 690n 08118W 39.4 156*8 GGG
1270-16114 00000/0000 20020/0564 04/19/73 0 3764 5,43N 0 8217W 40,5 155.3 GGGG
1270-16121 00000/0000 2C020/0565 04/19/73 0 3764 5719N 08311w 41.6 153.7 GGGG
1270-16123 00000/D00 20020/056 6 04/19/73 20 3764 5555 N  08403w 42.6 152.2 GGGG
1270-16130 00000/000) 20020/0567 34/19/73 0 3764 543?N 08 4 5 1W 43.7 150*7 GGG
1270-16132 00000/0000 29020/0568 04/19/73 40 3764 5107N 08536W 44.7 149.1 GGGG
1270-16135 00000/000f 20020/0569 04/19/73 10 3764 514N 0obl94 45.7 147.6 GGGG
1270-16141 00000/90C 20~J2/0570 04/19/73 C 3764 5n1 N 08700W 46*7 146.0 GGGG
KEYS: C LUD CBVER % *,............ 0 Te 100 = % CLBUD C'VE R * ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE
*
IMAGE 0UALITY ... . NLAniKSeAN3 BT PRFScNT/REOUFcTED. R.RcYCLED. G.GBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE- P.P89R,
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR N5N-uS PAGE 0772
F4OM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
BBSERVATIgN ICRFILM RtLL K19./ DATE CL9UD 9RBIT PQINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
Il PRSITION IN ROLL ACOUTREo COVER  UMB-R 7F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1270-16221 000000000 20020/057 1 04/19/73 50 3764 211N 09601W 58.9 107.3 GGGG
1270-16223 00000/000o 20020/0572 04/19/73 30 3764 2144N 09624W 5991 104*8 GGGG
1270-17514 OO00/0000 20020/0573 04/19/73 90 3765 6129N 09724W 31*6 169.6 GGGG
1270-17521 0000/C0000 20C20/0574 04/19/73 100 3765 691VN 09 9 14W 32.7 167.5 GGGG
1270-17523 o0000/0000 20020/0575 04/19/73 100 3765 665N 10053W 33.9 165.4 GGGG
1270-17530 00000/00C 2)020/0576 04/19/73 100 3765 6r;3N 10223W 35.0 163.6 GGGG
1270-17532 00000/0000 20020/0577 04/19/73 100 3765 6411N 10345W 36.2 161*8 GGGG
1270-17535 00000/000o 20020/0578 04/19/73 10C 3765 6p50N 10459w 37.3 160.1 GGGG
1270-17541 OC000/0000 20020/0579 04/19/73 20 3765 6126N 10607W 38.4 158.4 GGGG
1270-17544 00000/0000 20020/0580 04/19/71 10 3765 6003N 10709W 39.5 156.8 GGGG
1270-17550 00000/0000 20020/0581 04/19/73 10 3765 5041N 10807W 40.5 155*3 GGGG
1270-17553 00000/0000 20020G/0582 04/19/73 10 3765 5718N 10901W 41.6 153.7 GGGG
1270-17555 00000/0000 20020/0583 04/19/73 10 3765 5554N 10952W 42e7 152.2 GGGG
1270-17562 00000/0000 20020/0584 04/19/73  10 3765 5430N 11040W 43*7 150*7 GGGG
1270-17564 00000/0000 20020/0585 04/19/73 20 3765 5?06N 111 2 5 w 44*7 149*1 GGGG
1270-17571 00000/0000 20020/0586 04/19/73 70 3765 5142N 11208 45*7 147.6 GGGG1270-17573 00000/0000 20020/0587 04/19/73 50 3765 5017N 11249W 46.7 146.0 GGGG
1270-18030 O00000/000 20020/0588 04/19/73 20 3765 3148N 11930W 56.8 121.7 GGGG
1270-19364 o0000/o000 20020/0589 04/19/73 le 3766 6411N 12929W 36.2 161.8 GGGG
1270-19370 00000/0000 2)C20/0590 04/19/73 20 3766 6749N 13043W 37*3 160*1 GGGG
1270-21143 00000/0000 20020/0591 04/19/73 0 3767 7P30N 11447W 21*0 205.5 GGGG
1270-21145 00000/0000 20020/0592 04/19/73 0 3767 784N 12112 22.2 199*0 GGGG
1270-21152 00000/0000 20020/0593 04/19/73 c 3767 7 74 4 N 12643W. 23*4 193.4 GGGG1270o-21154 00000/0000 20020/0594 04/19/73 0 3767 7A43N 13126W 24.6 188.6 GOGG
1270-21161 00000/COO0 29020/0595 04/19/73 10 3767 7537N 13529W 25.8 184.4 GGGG
1270-21163 00000/0000 20020/0596 04/19/73 o 3767 7423N 13e59W 27.0 180.7 GGGG
1270-21170 ouo00/o000 20020/0597 04/19/73 0 3767 7116N 14201w 28.1 177.5 GGGG
1270-21172 00000OOO0 20020/0598 04/19/73 20 3767 7202N 14439W 29*3 174.6 GGG
1270-22590 00000/000 2u020/0599 C4/19/73 10 3768 7643N 15715w 24.6 188.6 GGGG
1270-22592 00000/0000 20020/0600 C4/19/73 20 3768 7 537N 16118W 25.8 184.4 GlGG
1270-22595- 00000/C00o 20020/0601 04/19/73 20 3768 742iN 16448W 27*0 180.7 PGGG
1270-23001 00000/0000 20020/0602 04/19/73 30 3768 711AN 16750 28.2 177*5 GGGG
1270-23004 00000/0000 20020/0603 04/19/73 7 , 3768 7o01N 17028W 29*3 174.6 GGGG
1270-23010 00000/0000 20020/0604 04/1q/73 70 37A8 7046N 17247W 30.5 172.0 PGGG
1270-23013 00000/000 20020/0605 04/19/73 100 3768 6Q23N 17 4 5 0w 31.7 169.6 GGGG
1270-23015 00000/000J 20020/0606 04/19/73 60 3768 6q10N 17 6 39w 32.8 167*5 GGGG
1270-23022 0000/o000 20020/0607 04/19/73 10 3768 6651N 17b17w 34*0 165.4 GGGG
1270-2304 C00000/0000 20020/0608 04/19/73 50 3768 6z3)N 17947W 35.1 163.6 GGGG
1270-23031 .000O/000u 20020/0609 04/19/73 40 3768 641)N 17851E 36*2 161.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLAU C8VEP , .........,.* 0 TB 100 . % CLOUD CPVER. ** = N8 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE OUALITY ..... ,,,*.. BLANKS=BAND N!T PREScNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GBRD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE- P=PBOSR
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALG F)R NeN.US PAGE 0773
FROM 07/23/72 Te C7/23/73
OBSERVATISN MICReFILM R5LL N9./ DATE CLeUD 9R9IT PPINJCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITI3N IN ReLL AC OUTRED COVE R  NUMBER 9F IMAGF ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
IFV MSS LAT LOBNG 123 45678
1270-23033 00000/0000 20020/0610 04/19/73 60 3768 6240 N 17737E 37*3 160o1. GGG
1271-00403 o0000/000 20020/0611 04/P0/73 10 3769 8l1N 15909W 19.8 212.8 GGGG
1271"00*10 000C0/0000 2U020/0612 04/po/73 10 3769 7930N 16630W 21*0 205.5 GGGG
1271-00412 00000/0000 20020/0613 04/20/73 10 3769 7 840N 17253w 22.2 199.0 GGGG
1271-00415 00000/0000 20020/0614 04/20/73 10 3769 7744N 17823k 23*4 193.4 PGG
1271"00421 O00oo/oo00 20020/0615 04/20/73 0 3769 7642N 17652E 24*6 188.6 GGGG
1271-00424 00000/0000 20020/0616 04/20/73 0 3769 7537N 17250E 25*8 184.4 GGGG
1271-00430 00000/0000 20020/0617 04/20/73 10 3769 742RN 16921E 27.0 180.7 GGGG
1271-00433 00000/0000 20020/0618 34/20/73 10 3769 7391N 16619E 28o2 177.5 GGGG
1271*00435 00000/0000 20020/0619 04/o0/73 20 3769 7202~ 16341E 29o4 174.6 GGGG
1271-00442 00000/0000 20020/0620 04/20/73 30 3769 704 6N 16122E 30.5 172.0 GGGG
1271-09365 ooo00oo/00 20020/0621 04/20/73 10 3774 160i 00358E 59.2 94.2 GGGG
1271-09372 00000/0000 20020/0622 04/20/73 0 3774 1433N 00338E 59*0 91.8 GGGG
1271-09374 00000/0000 20020/0623 04/?0/73 0 3774 1107N 00318E 58.8 89.3 GGGG
1271-09381 00000/0COU 20020/0624 04/20/73 10 3774 114!N 0 0258E 58.5 86.9 GGGG
271-14341 o0000/o000 20020/0625 04/20/73 10 3777 5846N 0575 0 W 40.8 155.3 GGGG
1271-14344 C0000/0000 20020/0626 0I4/0/73 20 3777' 5 722N? 058 4 5W 41.9 153.7 GGGG
1271-14350 00o00/0000 20020/0627 04/2/73 20 3777 5559N 059 36w 42.9 152o2 GGGG
1271-14353 0000/0000 20020/0628 04/20/73 10 3777 5435N 0 624W 43.9 150o.7 GGGG
1271-14355 00000/0000 20020/0629 04/2~/73 30 3777 5311N 06109w 45.0 14991 G7GG
1271-14362 00000/0000 20020/0630 04/20/73 70 3777 5147N 0 6152W 46*0 147.6 GGGG
1271-14364 00000/0000 20020/0631 04/2/73 20 3777 5n22N 0 6233W 46*9 146*0 GGGG
1271-14371 00000/0000 20020/0632 04/20/73 10 3777 4'58N 06313W 47*9 144*4 GOGG
1271-14382 00000/000U 20020/0633 04/20/73 20 3777 4 44?N o065 9w 50.6 139.3 GGGG
1271-14385 00000/0000 20020/0634 04/20/73 10 3777 4317N 065 31w 51*5 137.6 GGGG
1271-14391 00000/0000 20020/0635 04/20/73 10 3777 415jN 06601W 52.3 135.8 GGGG
1271-14394 00000/0000 20020/0636 04/7/73 2n 3777 4026N 06631W 53*1 133.9 PPPG
1271-16200 00000/0000 20020/0637 04/20/73 9C 3778 5n18N 08824W 47.0 145.9 GGGG
1271-16275 00000/0000 20020/0638 04/?0/73 10 3778 211N 09727W 5991 106.8 GGGG
1271-16282 00000/0000 20020/0639 04/20/73 10 3778 2144N 09749W 59*3 104.3 GGGG
1271-16284 00000/0000 20020/0640 04/20/73 0 3778 2 018N 09811 w 59*4 101*7 GGGG
1271-16291 00000/0000 20020/0641 04/20/73 10 3778 1952N 09833W 59.4 99.1 GGGG1271-17561 00000/0000 20020/0642 04/20/73 10 3779 7317N 0 9146W 28*4 177.5 GGGG
1271-17563 00000/0000 20020/0643 04/20/73 20 3779 7203N 09426W 29.6 174.6 GGGG
1271-17570 00000/0000 20020/0644 04/20/73 30 3779 7047N 09646W 30.8 172,0 GGGG
1271-17572 00000/0000 20020/0645 04/20/73 100 3779 6 929 N 098 49w 31*9 169.7 GGGG
1271-17575 00000/0000 20020/0646 04/20/73 100 3779 6810N 10039W 33*1 167.5 GGGG
1271-17581 00000/0000 20020/0647 04/20/73 100 3779 6651N 10218W 34*2 165.5 GGGG
1271-17584 00000/0000 20020/0648 04/20/73 100 3779 6531N 10346W 35*4 163.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *............. 0 T8 100 - % CLBUD CRVER. ** = Nb CL8 UD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .. ,..*....... BLANKS.BAND NBT PRrSENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GBBD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR,
16:44 MAR 11 '74 STANDARD CATALeG FPR NON.US PAGE 0774
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICR8FILM RjLL N9./ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITION IN RBLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV tSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1271-17590 0000/0000 20020/0649 04/2n/73 100 3779 6410N 10507W 36.5 161.8 GGGG
1271-17593 00000/0000 20020/0650 04/?/ 7 3 20 3779 6?49N 10621 37.6 160.1 GGG
1271-17595 00000/0000 20020/0651 04/20/73 10 3779 612 7 N 10730w 38.7 158.4 GGGG
1271-18002 00000/0000 20020/0652 04/20/73 10 3779 600N 108 3 3 W 39.8 156*8 GGGG
1271-18004 00000/0000 20020/0653 04/20/73 20 3779 5 841N 109 3 2W 40*9 155.2 GGGG
1271-18011 00000/0000 20020/0654 04/Po/73 20 3779 5718N 11026W 41*9 153*7 GGGG
1271*18013 00000/0000 20020/0655 04/20/73 30 3779 5555N tll7W 43.0 152.1 GGGG
1271-18020 00000/0003 20020/0656 04/20/73 50 3779 5431N 11206W 44.0 150.6 GGGG
1271-18022 0000/0000 23320/0657 04/P0/73 60 3779 5307N 11251w 45.0 149.0 GGGG
1271-18025 00000/0000 20020/0658 04/pn/ 73 4o 3779 5143N 11334W 46.0 147.5 GGGG
1271-18031 00000/0003 20020/0659 04/Pn/73 50 3779 5019N 11415 47*0 14509 GGGG
1271-18084 00o00/0000 20020/0660 04/p2/73 30 3779 3148N 12055W 57*0 121.3 GGGG
1271-19372 00000/0000 20020/0661 04/20/73 10 3780 7842N 09652w 22*5 199.1 GGGG
1271-19375 00000/0000 20020/0662 04/20/73 10 3780 7745N 10223W 23.7 193.5 GGGG
1271-19381 00000/0000 20020/0663 04/20/73 10 3780 744N 10706W 24,9 188.7 GGGG
1271-19384 00000/0000 20020/0664 04/20/73 10 3780 7538N 11110W 26.1 184.5 GGGG
1271-19390 00000/0000 20020/0665 04/21/73 0 37 80 7429N 11438 27.3 180.8 GGGG
1271-19393 00000/0000 20020/0666 04/20/73 0 3780 7116N 11739W 28'5 177*5 GOGG
1271*19395 00000/0000 20020/0667 04/,0/73 10 3780 7202N 12017w 296b 174.6 UGGG
1271-19402 00000/0000 20020/0668 04/2n/73 50 3780 7046N 12236W 30*8 172.0 GGGG
1271-19404 00000/0000 23020/0669 04/20/73 60 3780 6029N 12439W 32*0 169*7 GGGG
1271-19411 00000/0000 20020/0670 04/7n/73 40 3780 6R11N 12628W 33*1 167*5 GGGG
1271-19413 00000/o0000 20020/0671 04/20/73 10 3780 6652N 12807W 34*3 165.5 GGGG
1271-19420 00000/0000 20020/0672 04/20/73 0 3780 6532N 12936W 3594 163*6 GGGG
1271-19422 00000/0000 20020/0673 04/20/73 20 3780 6410N 13058W 36.5 161.8 GGGG
1271.21201 00000/0000 20020/0674 04/20/7? 10 3781 7q30N 11606W 21.3 205.6 GGGG
1271-21204 00000/0000 20020/0675 04/20/73 0 3781 7R41N 12229W 22.5 199*1 GGGG
1271-21210 00000/0000 20020/0676 04/20/73 0 3781 7745N 12802W 23.7 193.5 GGGG
1271-21213 00000/0000 200 20/0677 04/2o/73 c 3781 7643N 13247W 24.9 188.7 GGGG
1271"21215 00000/0000 20020/0678 04/20/73 0 3781 7538N 13649W 26.1 184.5 GGGG
1271-21222 00000/0000 20020/0679 04/20/73 10 3781 7429N 14020W 27*3 180*8 GGGG
1271-21224 00000/0000 20020/0680 04/20/73 20 3781 73 17N 14322W 28*5 177*5 GGGG
1271-21231 00000/0000 20020/0681 04/20/73 20 3781 7203N 146 01w 2997 174.6 GGGG
1271-23033 00000/0000 20020/0682 04/20/73 10 3782 7931N 14143W 21o3 205.8 PGGG
1271-23035 00000/0000 20020/0683 04/20/73 lo 3782 7k42N 14810o 22*5 199#4 GGGG
1271-23042 00000/0000 20020/0684 04/20/73 10 3782 7746N 15341W 23.7 193*7 GGGG
1271-23044 00000/0000 20020/0685 04/20/73 10 3782 7645N 15626W 24*9 188.8 GGGG
1271-23051 00000/0000 20020/0686 04/20/73 10 3782 7540N 16230W 26.1 184.6 GGGG
1271-23053 00000/0000 20020/0687 04/20/73 20 3782 7431N 16602W 27*3 180*9 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD CBvER % *,...,,,,.,.* C TO 100 ' % CLBUD CSVER. ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,..*****.,..,. BLANKSuBAND NOT PRFSCNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED. G=GBAD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE, P.PBR,
16:44 'AP i1s'74 STANDARD CATAL9G FP NN.US PAGE 0775
FR M 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BSSERVATISN MIC~AFILM R LL N ,/ DATE CLOUD IRBIT P91\CIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE GUALITY
I P5SITI1N IN ROLL ACTUIRED CVYER NUMBER sF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
lV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1271-23060 000C0/000C 2Q020/0684 04/20/73 100 3782 731?N 16906W 28.5 177*6 GGGG
12 7 1-2 3 062 00000/0OC 20020/0689 04/2p/73 100 378 2  7205N 17145A 29.6 17497 GOGG
1271-23065 00000/00JU 20020/C69C 04/Po/73 100 3782 7'49N 17405W 30o8 172*1 PGGG
1271-23071 o00co0/000 20020/0691 04/20/73 10o 3782 6030N 17609w 32.0 169*8 PGG
1271-2307 00000/00o0 20020/0692 04/2n/7 50 3782 6813\ 17759N 33*1 167.6 GGGP
1 2 7 2 0o4 6 2 00030/CO00 200 2 o/06 9 3 04/21/73 3793 
8 on1? 16011W 20*1 213.3 PPGG
1272-00464 00000/0000 20020/0694 04/21/73 C 3793 7931N 16736W 21*3 205-8 PGGG
1272-0o471 oo00oo/000 20020/0695 04/21/7? C 3783 7942N 17402W 22,5 199*4 PGGG
1272-00473 00000/0000 20020/0696 04/pt/73 0 3783 7746N 17
9 34W 23,7 193*7 PGGG
1272-00480 00000/OCO' 20020/0697 04/21/73 10 3783 7 64 5 N 17541E 24.9 188.8 PGG
1272-00482 o00o0o/OCo 23020/0698 04/21/73 0 3783 740N 17137E 26*1 184,6 PSGG
1272o00485 00000/cOOL 20020/0699 04/?1/73 0 37R3 7431N 16807L 27*3 180.9 PGGG
1272-00491 00000/0000 20020/0700 04/21/73 10 3783 7q19N 16b06E 28*5 177.6 PGGG
1272-00494 00000/0000 20020/0701 04/21/73 30 3783 7205N 16226E 29*7 174.7 PGGG
1272-00500 00000/0000 20020/0702 04/21/73 50 3783 7m4qN 16006E 30*8 172*1 PGGG
1272-09421 00000/000o 20020/0703 04/21/73 20 3788 173nN 00255E 59.4 96.2 GGPG
1272-09424 00000/0000 23020/0704 34/21/73 10 3788 1603N 0 0234E 59.3 93.7 GGPG
1272-J9430 00070/0003 20020/0705 04/21/73 0 3788 1435N 00213E 59.2 91.2 GGPG
1272-09433 00000/0000 20020/0706 04/21/73 0 3788 1l0
9 N 00152E 58*9 88,7 GGPG
1272-09435 00000/0000 20020/0707 04/21/73 c 3788 1143N 00131E 58*6 86.3 GGPG
1272-09442 00000/O000 200 20/070 8 04/p1/73 10 3788 1'16N 00111E 58*3 84.0 GGPG
1272-14450 00000/C000 2020/0709 04/21/73 0 3791 4151N 06
728W 5P.6 135.5 PGGG
1272-14452 00000/0000 20020/0710 04/21/73 0 3791 4n26J 06758W 53-4 133.6 rGG
1272-16331 00000/0000 2020/0711 04/?1/73 20 3792 2442?N 0 9830w 5941 108.9 GGGG
1272-16334 00000/000o 20020/0712 04/71/73 10 3792 2;15N 09853W 59*3 106*3 GGGG
1272-16340 oo000/co0 20020/0713 04/21/7 3  10 3792 2148N 09915w 59.5 103.8 GGGG
1272-16343 00000/0000 20020/0714 04/2p/73 0 3792 2022N 09937W 59*5 101o2 GGGG
1272-16345 0000/0000 2002 0/0 7 15 04/21/73 0 3792 1956N 09959W 59.5 9806 GGGG
1272-16352 00000/000 20020/0716 04/21/73 10 3792 1729N 10020w 59*5 96.1 GGGG
1272-18013 00000/0000 20020/0717 04/21/73 10 3793 7432N 09000W 27.5 181.0 G GP
1272-18015 00000/0000 20020/0718 04/21/73 0 3793 7320N 09304 287 177.7 GGGP
1272-13022 00000/0000 20020/0719 04/21/7 3 10 3793 7205N 09544W 29.9 174*8 GGG
12 7 2 -180R 4  00000/0000 20020/0720 04/?1/73 20 3793 7~49N 09805W 31'1 172.2 GGGG
1272-18031 00000/0000 20020/0721 04/21/73 60 3793 69 3 7N 10008W 32.2 169o8 GOGG
1272-18o33 00000/000 2UC20/0722 04/?2/73 90 3793 6 14N 10159W 33*4 167.6 GGGP
1272-18040 0000o/0000 20020/0723 04/21/73 90 3793 6655N 10338w 34*5 165.6 GGGG
1272-1804? 00000/000 20020/0724 0 4 /p1/ 7 3 90 3793 6
5 34N 10508w 35,7 163*7 GGGG
1272-18045 00000/0000 20020/0725 34/21/73 90 3793 6414N 10629w 36.8 161*9 GGGG
1272-18051 00000/0000 20020/0726 04/21/73 60 3793 6252N 10 7 4 3W 37.9 160*1 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .,*****to*., 0 TB 100 * % CLOUD CPVER. ** . NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGF OUALITY . ....... ,, PLANKSuBAND NOT PRrSrNT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. G-GBD0. F=FAIR BUT USABLE, PmPBBR,
16:44 'AR 11i'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0776
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
8BSERVATISN 'ICROFILM R9LL Ne./ DATE CLBUD 3ReIT PI\NCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I) PFSITIgN IN RBLL ACoCTREO CeVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT L9NG 123 45678
1272-18054 00000/0000 20020/0727 04/21/73 0 3793 6-130N 108 52W 39.0 158*5 GGGG
1272-18c60 00o00/O000 20020/0728 04/21/73 C 3793 6008N 10955W 40.1 156*8 GGGG
1272-18063 00000/0000 20020/0729 04/21/73 0 3793 5a45N 11054W 4102 155.3 GGGG
1272-18065 00000/0000 20020/0730 04/21/73 20 3793 5722N 11149% 42.2 153.7 GGGG
1272-18072 O0000/0000 2u0 2 0/0731 041Pi/73 20 3793 5558N 11240W 43o3 152.1 GGGG
1272-18074 00000/0000 20020/0732 04/21/73 1C 3793 5435N 11329W 44.3 150.6 GGGG
1272-18081 00000/0000 20020/0733 04/21/73 10 3793 5311N 11414W 45.3 149*0 GGGG
1272-18083 00000/0000 20020/0734 04/21/73 0 3793 5147N 11457W 46*3 147*5 GGGG1272-18090 00000/C000 2J020/0735 04/21/73 0 3793 5023N 11539W 47.3 145.9 GGGG
1272-18142 00000/0000 20020/0736 04/21/73 10 3793 3i54N 12219W 57.3 121.0 GGGG
1272-18145 0000/oo0000 20020/0737 04/21/73 20 3793 3028N 122 45w 57*8 118.6 GGGG
1272-19430 00000/000 20020/0738 04/21/73 10 3794 7942N 09758W 22.8 199.5 GGGG
1272-19433 00000/0000 20020/0739 04/21/73 10 3794 7746N 10331w 2P40 193.8 GPGG
1272-19435 00000/0000 20020/0740 04/21/73 10 3794 7645N 10817W 25.2 188*.9 GPGG
1272-19442 00000/0000 20020/0741 04/21/73 0 3794 7;39N 11222W 26.4 184.7 GGGG
1272-19444 Cu000/000o 20020/0742 04/21/ 7 3 c 3794 7430N 1I553W 27*6 181.0 GGGG
1272-19451 00000/0000 20020/0743 04/21/73 0 3794 7119N 11854w 28.7 177.7 GGGG
1272-19453 00000/00O0 20020/0744 04/21/73 10 3794 7205N 12133W 29.9 174.8 GGGG
1272-19460 00000/0000 20020/0745 04/21/73 10 3794 7,49N 12353W 31*1 172.2 GGGG
1272-19462 00000/C000 20020/0746 04/21/73 50 3794 6 93?N 12556W 32*3 169.8 GGGG
1272-19465 00000/0000 20020/0747 04/21/73 60 3794 6914N 12747W 33*4 167*6 GGGG
1272-19471 00000/0000 20020/0748 04/21/73 70 3794 6655N 129 27W 34.6 165.6 GGGG
1272-19474 00000/0000 200o0/0749 04/21/73 70 3794 6534N 13057W 35.7 163*7 GGGG
1272-19480 ooo/oo0000 20020/0750 04/21/73 70 3794 6414N 13219W 36.8 161.9 GGGG
1272-21255 00000/0000 20020/0751 04/21/73 0 3795 7932N 11719W 21.6 206*0 GGGG
1272-21262 o0000/c00O 20020/0752 04/21/73 0 3795 7 R43N 12343W 22.8 199.5 GGGG
1272-21264 00000/0000 20020/0753 04/21/73 C 3795 7 747 N 12917W 24*0 193.8 GGGG
1272-21271 00000/0000 20020/0754 04/21/73 0 3795 7645N 134 03w 25.2 188.9 GGGG
1272-21273 00000/0000 20020/0755 04/21/73 10 3795 7 540N 13808W 26.4 184.7 GGGG1272-21230 00000/0000 20020/0756 04/21/73 10 3795 7 431N 14141W 2796 181*0 GGG
1272-21282 00000/0000 20020/0757 04/21/73 20 3795 7119N 14444W 28*8 177*7 GGGG
1272-21285 00000/C000 20020/0758 04/21/73 30 3795 7205\ 14 7 23w 29*9 174.8 GGGG
1272-23085 00000/0000 20020/0759 04/21/73 30 3796 8011N 13545w 20*4 213.4 GGGG
1272-23091 00000/0000 20020/0760 04/21/73 60 3796 7931N 14309W 21.6 206.0 GGPG
1272-23094 00000/0000 20020/0761 04/21/73 3o 3796 7R434 14935W 22.8 199.4 GGGG
1272-23100 00000/uC00 200 2C/0762  04/?1/73 10 3796 .7747N 15509W 4.o0 193.8 GGGG
1272-23103 0000/O00CO00 20020/0763 04/p1/73 10 3796 7645N 15 9 53W 25'2 18809 GGGG
1272-23105 00000/0000 20020/0764 04/21/73 0 3796 7 540N 16 3 57W 26o4 184.7 POGG
1272-23112 O0000/OO000 2020/0765 04/21/73 0 3796 7431N 16728W 27.6 181,0 GOGG
KEYS: CL0Ub C8VER ' *,.. *..... . TO 100 = % CLeUD C4VER. ** NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
ImAGE QUALITY .......... . 6LANKS.BAND NST PRPFSNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GCBPD, FFAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBBR.
16:44 'AR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALFG FOR NeN-US PAGE 0777
FROM ,7/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATT5N TICYRFILM RLL ,./ DATE CLBUD SRaIT PqI'JCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P5SITItN INj ROLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PRV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1272-23114 00000/C000 20020/0766 04/21/73 0 3796 7313N 17031w 28.8 177,7 GGGG
1272-1 3 121 O00000/000 20010/0767 04/71/73 10C 3706 7205N 17310A 30*0 174.8 GGGG
1272-23123 00000/000 2 o00C/0 7 6 8 04/P1/ 7 3 5 C 3796 7050N 17531W 31*1 172.2 GGGG
1272-23130 0000C0/0000 20020/0769 04/21/73 8c 3796 693N 17736W 3203 169*8 GGGG
1272-23132 00000/000U 20020/0770 04/21/73 60 3796 6q13N 17927W 33*5 167*6 GGGG
1273-00520 00000/0000 20020/0771 04/?P/73 3 0 3797 8011N 16133W 20C4 213.4 GGGG
1273-00523 C0000/000Q 20020/0772 04/?P/73 40 3797 7n31N 16857 21*6 206.0 GGGG
1273-00525 00000/0000 20020/0773 04/22/73 10 3797 7R4?N 17 524W 22.8 199*4 GGGG
1273-U0532 00000/0000 20020/0774 04/PP/73 0 3797 7746N 17901E 241 193.8 GGGG
12 7 3 -00 5 34  00000/0000 20020/0775 04/ /73 o 3797 7645N 17415E 25*3 188*9 GGGG
1273-00541 00000/0000 2U020/0776 04/2P/73 0 3797 740N 17010E 26*4 184*7 GGGG
1273-00543 00000/00oo 20020/0777 04/PP/73 C 3797 7431N 16640E 27.6 181.0 GGGG
1273=00550 0000/C0000 2 0 02 0 /077 04/~2/
73 3 o 3797 7418N 16338E 288 177*7 GGGG
1273-09480 00000/0000 20020/0779 04/~2/73 60 3802 1730N 00130E 59.6 95,6 GG P
1273-09482 00000/0000 2u0 2 0/0780 04/2~/73 40 3802 1603N 00109E 59*4 93.1 GGGP
t273-09485 O0000/c)oO 20020/0781 04/?P/73 30 3802 1436N 00048E 59.3 90.6 GGGP
12 7 3 -Q 9 4 9 1 Oco00/C00O 2002/0782 04/22/73 10 38.2 1310N 00027E 59.0 88.1 GGGP
1273-09494 O0000/OOO 20020/0783 04/22/73 2C 3802 1143N 00006E 58.7 85*7 PGGP
1273-o9500 00000/00 20020/0784 04/22/73 10 3802 1r16N 00013w 58.3 83.3 GGGG
12 7 3 -144 5 1 00000/)00 20020/07 8 5 04/22/73 10 3805 600N 05940o 404 156.8 GPGG
1273-14454 COOCO/0000 20020/0786 04/22/73 0 3805 5845N 06039W 41*5 155*2 GGGP
1273-14460 00o00/0000 20020/0787 04/'2/73 0 3805 5722N 06133w 42*5 153.6 PGGP
1273-14463 00000/000 20020/0788 04/22/73 0 3805 5q59N 06224W 43*6 152*1 GGGP
1273-14465 00000/0000 2o02o/0789 04/72/73 30 3805 5435N 06312W 44.6 150.5 GGGP
1273-14472 00000/0000 20020/0790 04/PP/73 60 3805 5311N 063570 45*6 148.9 GPGP
1273-14474 00000/0000 20020/0791 04/22/73 90 3805 5147N 064 41w 46*6 147.4 GPGP
1273-14481 O0000/c000 20020/0792 04/P2/73 90 3805 5023N 0 6522W 47.6 145.7 GGP
1273-14483 00000/0000 2002 0/0 7 9 3 04/22/73 90 38 05  4958N 06 6 02w 48.6 144*1 GPGP
1273-14515 00000/0000 20020/0794 04/22/73 20 3805 3736N 07024W 55.1 129.4 GPGP
1273-14522 o00o0/0C00 20020/0795 04/22/73 2C 3895 3o10N 07051W 55.8 127.3 GGGP
1273-14524 00000/0000 20020/0796 04/?2/73 10 3805 3445N 07117w 56*4 125.1 PGGP
1273-14531 00000/0000 20020/0797 04/22/73 10 3805 3320N 07 14 4W 57*0 122o9 GpGP
1273-14533 00000/COC0 20020/0798 04/2/ 73 20 3805 3153N 0 7210W 57.5 120*6 PGGP
1273-14540 o0000o/C0c 2j020/0799 04/22/73 60 3805 30 27N 0 7235 58 *0 118.3 GPGP
1273-14542 00COO/0000 20C20/0800 04/22/73 100 3805 2901N 07259W 58*4 115.8 PPGP
1273-14545 0C0C0/Oo0C 20020/0801 04/22/73 80 3805 2735N 07322W 58.8 113*4 GGGP
1273-14551 00000/0000 20020/0802 04/pp/73 60 3805 2609N 07345w 59.1 110.9 GGGP
1273-14554 0Q000/0000 20020/0803 04/22/73 30 3805 2 4 4 ?N 07408W 59*3 108.4 GPGP
1273-14560 00000/0000 20020/0804 04/p2/73 20 3805 2?15N 07430W 59.5 105*8 GGGP
KEYS: CL9JUD COVER X ............... 0 TR 100 = % CLOUD C9VER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ............... BLANKSxBAND N1T PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. G=GBD,. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBBOR.
1644 ,AR 11'74 STANdARD CATALOG FBR NNUS PAGE 0778
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICROFILM RJLL 3,*/ DATF CLOUD 4RRIT PPICIPAL PMINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITISN IN ROLL ACnUTREI CeVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1273-16304 00000/000C 20020/0805 04/22/73 1o0 3806 5310N 08 9 5 2W 45.7 148.9 GGGG
1273-16310 00000/0Ou 20020/0806 04/22/73 90 3806 5146N 09035W 46.7 147.4 GG
1273-i6313 O00D0/0000 20020/0807 04/~2/7 90 3896 5021N 0 9115W 47s6 145.7 GGGG
1273-16390 00000/0000 20020/0808 04/2p/73 80 3806 2442N 09953W 59.3 108.3 GGGG
1273-16392 00000/0000 20020/0809 04/22/73 60 38o6 2315N 10016w 59.5 105.8 GGGG
1273-16395 00000/C000 20020/0810 04/22/73 3o 3806 2149N 10039W 5 9,6 103.2 GGGG
1273-16401 00000/C0000 2020/0811 04/pp/73 40 3806 2022N 10102W 59*7 100.6 GGGG
1273-16404 00000/000C 20020/0812 04/2/73 10 3806 1955N 1012 4 w 59*7 98.0 GGGG
1273-16410 00000/0000 2020/0813 04/22/73 30 38,6 173oN 10 1 4 6 W 59*6 95,4 GGGG
1273-18144 OCO00/0000 20020/081C  04/22/73 90 3807 5*22N 11705W 47.6 145.7 GGG
1273-18194 O000/000 2o020/0815 04/22/73 4- 3807 3320N 12321W 57*0 122.9 GGGG
1273-19435 00000/0000 20022/0001 04/22/73 10 3808 7R43N 09925W 23*1 199*6 GGGG
1273-19491 00000/OC 20022/CC02 04/22/73 10 3808 7747N 10b01W 24,3 193.9 GGGG
1273-19494 00000/0000 20022/0003 04/22/7? 30 3808 7645N 10947W 25*5 189*0 GGGG
1273-19500 o00000/000 20022/0004 04/22/73 0 3bn8 7;4oN 11350W 26.7 184.8 GGGG
1273-19503 00000/0000 20022/0005 04/22/73 0 38,)8 7431N 11720w 27.9 181.0 GGGG
1273-19505 00000/0000 2 ,022/0006 04/2//73 50 38)8 7119N 12022W 29*1 177.8 GPGG
1273-19512 00000/OCO' 20022/0007 04/pP/7! 10 3808 7'06N 12259w 30.3 174.8 GrGG
1273-19514 00000/0000 20022/0008 04/22/73 10 3808 705CN 12t18W 31*4 172.2 GGPG
1273-19521 00000/GC00 20022/0009 04/22/73 30 3808 6q33N 12722W 32.6 169.8 GGGG
1273-19523 G0000/000 20022/0010 04/22/73 7C 38n8 614\ 12914 33*7 167.6 GGGG
1273-19530 00000/0000 20022/0011 04/PP/73 80 3808 6655N 13053w 34,9 165.6 GGGG
1273-19532 O0000/0030 20022/0012 04/22/73 60 3808 653N 13 22 3W 3690 163.7 GGPG
1273-21341 00000/o000 20022/0013 04/22/73 10 38o9 7 3 20N 14610 29*1 177.8 GGGP
1273-21343 00000/000 20022/0014 04/22/73 80 3809 7p06N 14 8 5 0w 3* 3  174.8 GGGP
1273-23143 U00000/3000 2022/0015 04/2P/73 10 381.0 8n1N 13708W 2C07 213.5 GGGG
1273-23145 00000/000 20022/0016 C4/2/73 10 3810 7 932N 14431W 21,9 206.0 PGGG
1273-23152 OU000/0C00 20022/0017 04/22/73 0 3810 7R43N 15057W 23.2 199.5 GPGG
1273-23154 0000,/OCCo 20022/C01 8  04/22/73 0 3810 7747N 15631W 24*4 193.9 GG
1273-23161 0000/0000 20022/0019 04/22/73 0 3810 7 646N 16116w 25.6 189.0 GGGG
1273-23163 ,00000/0000 20022/0020 04/22/73 0 3810 7540N 16521N 26.8 184.7 GGPG
1273-23170 o000oo/000 20022/0021 04/22/73 0 3810 7431N 16853W 27*9 181.0 GGGP
1273-23172 00000/C000 20022/0022 04/22/73 100 3810 7319N 17157 29.1 177.8 GGGP
1273-23175 00000/000 20022/0023 04/22/73 100 3810 7?05N 17 4 3 7 w 30"3 174.8 PGGP
1273-23181 00030/0000 20022/0024 04/22/73 90 3810 7o49N 17657v 31.5 172.2 GGGG
1274"00575 00000/0000 20020/0816 0o/23/73 0 3811 811N 16305w 20*8 213.5 PGGG
1274-00581 00000/0000 20020/0817 0i/23/73 10 3811 7931N 17028i 22*0 206*0 GGGG
1274-00584 00000/0000 20020/0818 04/23/73 10 3811 7R43N 17652 2312 199.5 GGG
1274-00590 30000/000) 20020/0819 04/23/73 0 3811 7747N 17733E 24.4 193.9 GGGG
KEYS: CL5UD COvER % *....**..* 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CqVER* ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE QUALITY ........ .... oLANKSrBAND NOT PReSFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=68RD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P-POSR,
16:44 1AR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALG FAR NHN.US PAGE 0779
FRM 07/ 2 31/7 2 Tl 07/P3/73
BBSERVATI9 4N ICPRFIM R"LL 19,/ DATE CLBUD 9RrIT POINCIPAL PRINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I. PFSITIiN I'- R3LL AC.UTOED COVER NUMBER rF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV mSS
v MSS LAT L1NG 123 45678
1274-0593 00 00/000 200L0/0820 04/23/73 0 3811 7446N 17248E 25*6 189.0 GGGG
1274-:0055 001020/Oo0 20 20/021 04/2P/73 10 3811 7540N 16843E 26-8 184.7 GCGGG
1274-)1002 C0000O/OOO 20020/0822 04/23/73 10 3811 7431N 16513E 28.0 181.0 GGGG
1274-9534 O00C0/0000 20020/0823 04/P/73 0 3816 1724N 00002E 59*7 95.0 cGGG
1274-09541 00O00/0000 20020/0824 0/?23/73 1c 3816 160?N 00018W 59*6 92*4 GGGG
1274-19543 OCO00/00C  2020/01825 04/; / 7 3 10 3816 1436N 0 0039W 59.3 89.9 GGGG
1274- 9550 00000/0000 20020/0826 04/23/73 10 3816 1110N 00058W 59.1 87.4 GGGG
1274-n955? 0000/000 22o/o08F?7 04/71/73 10 3816 1143N 0011 8 w 587 85.0 GGGP
127 4-09 555 00000/0000 2920/082' 04/23/73 C1 3816 1017N 001 38W 58.4 82.7 GGGG
1274-14542 00000/U000 20020/0829 04/23/7? 100 3819 4 57N  06730W 48*9 144.0 PPGP
1274-14585 o0000o/o00 20020/0830 04/2V/73 10 3819 321PN 07311W 57.3 122*5 G0GP
1274-14592 00000/0000 20020/0831 04 / 2 ,/73 40 3819 3152N 0 7336W 57.8 120*2 PPGP
1274-14594 0OOO0/0000 20020/032 04/23/ 7 3 10 3819 3025N 07401W 58*2 117.8 BPGP
1274-15001 u0000/0000 20020/033 04/23/73 1i 3819 2o5aN 07 4 2 5w 58.6 115*4 GGGP
1274-15003 O0o00/O00o 20020/0834 04/23/73 10 3819 2734N 0 7448W 59*0 112.9 GGGP
1274-15010 00000/0000 20020/O835 04/23/73 20 3819 2O03 N 07512w 59.3 110.4 GPGP
1274-15012- 00000/,00 200 2 0/0 8 36 04/23/73 30 3819 2441N 07b35W 59.5 107*8 GGGP
1274-15015 0000/000 2o02 0/083 7 04/P/73 10 3819 2315N4 07558W 59*7 105*2 GGGP
1274-16364 00000/000 20020/0838 34/23/73 50 3820 5147N 09200W 47.0 147.2 GGGP
1274-16371 00000/00r 20020/0839 04/23/73 90 3820 5022N 09 2 40W 48.0 145.6 PPGP
1274-16444 00000/0000 220/08n0 04/23/73 40 3820 2441N 10123w 59.5 107.8 GGGG
1274-16450 00000/0000 20020/0841 S 4/p3/73 20 38p0 215qN 10 145W 59.7 105.2 GGGG
1274-16453 00000/000 23020/084 2 04/23/73 10 3820 2149N 10207W 59.8 102.6 GGGG
1274-16455 00000/0000 20020/0843 04/23/73 10 3820 2022N 1 0229W 59*8 100*0 GGGG
1274-16462 00000/0000 20/0844 04/23/73 10 3820 1R56\ 10251w 59.8 97.4 GGGG
1274-16464 00000/0000 20020/0845 04/23/73 30 3820 1729N 10313W 59.7 94.8 GGGG
1274-18203 C0000/C00oj 0020/0846 04/I2/73 90 3821 502PN 1130 48*0 145.6 G GG
1274-18253 00000/C000 20020/0847 04/21/73 100 3821 3319N 12447W 57.3 122*5 GGGG
1274-19573 00000000 2,020/0848 04/2q/73 40 3822 7 n51N 12 6 4 8w 31.8 172.3 GGGG
1274-19575 00300/C00 20020/0849 04/23/73 50 3822 6033N 12851W 32*9 169.9 GGGG
1274-19582 O00ooo/000 20020/0850 04/23/73 2r 3822 6215N 13041W 34*1 167.7 GG
1274-19584 00000/0000 20020/0851. 04/23/73 20 3822 6 655N 13221w 35.2 165.6 GGGG
12 74- 1959 1 000O0/0000 20020/0852 04/?3/73 0 3822 6r35N 13350W 36.4 163*7 GGG
1274-21370 00000/0000 20020/0853 04/P/ 7 1 10 3823 801?N 11251N 21'0 213.6 GGGG
12742"1372 O000C0/COO 20020/0854 04/23/73 20 3823 793?N 12015W 22*2 206.2 GGG
1274-21375 O0000/0000 20020/C855 04/23/73. 20 3823 7 %43N 126 43W 23.5 199.6 GGGG
1274-21331 000o0/000 20020/0856 04/23/73 I0 3823 7747N 13217w 24*7 194*0 GGG
1274-21384 00000/0000 2 020/0857 0,/p3/73 10 3823 7646N 13700W 25*9 189.1 G0GG
1274-21390 00000/o00 2UO2 /08 58 0 /23/73 10 3823 7540N 14104W 27*1 184.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD C5VER % *..... ..... . TO 100 = % CLBUD CaVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY *;.....*.,..... RLANKSDBAND 1O9T PRFSFNT/REOUESTED, R=RECYCLED. G=GOeDe F-FAIR BUT USABLE* PEPBBR,
16:44 MAP 11'74 STANDARD CATAL5G FOR NBN.US PAGE 0780
F1RM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
8BSERVATIN MICRtFILM ROLL \5./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITItN IN HeLL ACUITRED CeVFR \UMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
Rkv MSS LAT LJNG 123 45678
1274-21393 00000/0000 20020/0859 04/23/73 0 3823 7431N 14434W 28.3 181.1 GGGG
1274-21395 0OOOO0/OC0 20020/0860 04/p,/73 10 3823 7-19N 14736W 29*~ 177.8 GGGG
1274-21402 00000/0C00 20020/0861 04/23/73 10 3823 7P06N 15016W 30*6 174.9 GGGG
1275-1033 00000/0000 2 020/0862 04/24/73 10 3825 812N 16427 21.1 213.6 GGGG
1275-01035 00000/0000 20020/0863 04/24/73 10 3825 7932N 171518 22.3 206.1 GGGG
1275-71042 00000/0000 20020/0864 04/24/73 0 3825 7R43N 17818W 23*5 199*6 GGGG
1275-01044 00000/0000 20020/0865 04/24/73 0 3825 7747N 17607E 247 194.0 GGGG
1275-S1051 00000/0000 20020/0866 04/?4/73 0 3825 7646N 17123E 25.9 189.1 GGGG
1275-31053 00000/0000 20020/0867 04/24/73 0 3825 7540N 16718E 27.1 184*8 GGGG
1275-j595 00030/0000 2c020/0868 04/24/73 10 3830 1602N 00142W 59*7 91.8 GGGG
1275-10001 00000/0000 20020/0869 04/24/73 20 3830 1437N 00202W 59.4 89.3 GGGG
1275-10004 o0000/Oo 20020/0870 04/24/73 10 3830 1310N 00223W 59.1 86.8 GGGG
1275-10010 00000/0000 20020/0871 04/24/73 40 3830 1143N 00243W 58.8 844 GGGG
1275-10013 00000/0000 20020/0872 04/24/73 30 3830 116N 0030 58.4 82.0 GGGG
1275-14591 00000/0000 20020/0873 04/24/73 100 3833 5147NI 06737W 47.3 147.1 G
1275-14594 000o0/000o 20020/0874 04/24/73 100 3833 5o22N 06818w 48.3 145.5 GGG
1275-1500 00000/0000 20020/0875 04/24/73 100 3833 4157N 06858W 49.2 143.8 GGG
1275-15053 00000/000C 2U020/0876 04/24/73 100 3833 3n25N 0 7526W 58.5 117*4 G GG
1275-15055 00000/0000 20020/0877 04/24/73 100 3833 2q59N 07550W 58*9 114.9 G GP
1275-15062 00000/0000 20020/0878 04/24/73 30 3833 2733N 07614W 59.2 112.4 G
1275-16384 000o0/CO 2002C0/079 04/24/73 0 3834 6413N 0 8b 0 2W 37.8 161*9 GGGG
1275-16391 00000/0000 23020/0880 04/24/73 0 3834 625?N 08617w 38.9 160.1 GGGG
1275-16393 30000/0000 20020/0881 04/24/73 0 3834 6131N 08726W 40"0 158.4 GGGG
1275-16400 00000/000 20020/0882 04/24/73 0 3834 6009N 08829W 41*1 156.8 GGGG
1275-16402 00000/0000 20020/3883 04/24/73 0 3834 5946N 08928w 42.2 155*1 GGGG
1275-16405 00000/0000 20020/0884 04/24/73 80 3834 5723N 09023 43.2 153.5 GGGG
1275-16411 OC000/000U 20020/0885 04/24/73 0 3834 5559N 09115W 44.3 151*9 GGGG
1275-16423 00000/0000 20020/0886 04/24/73 40 3834 5-46N 09329w 47.3 147.1 GG G
1275-16425 00000/0o00 20020/0887 04/24/73 60 3834 5022N 09409w 48*3 145.5 GG G
1275-16500 00000/0000 20020/0888 04/24/73 30 3834 260 7N 102278 59.5 109.8 GGGG
1275-16502 00000/CC00 20020/0889 04/P4/71 60 3834 2441N 10251W 59.7 107.2 GIGG
1275-16505 000/OOOCO 20020/0890 04/24/73 60 3834 2314N 10314W 59*9 104.6 GGGG
1275-16511 00000O/0CO 20020/0891 04/24/73 20 3834 2147N 10336W 60.0 102.0 GGGG
1275-16514 00000/C00 200 2 0/0 8 92  04/P4/73 20 3834 2n20N 10358W 60-0 99.4 GGGG
1275-16520 000CO/O000 20020/0893 04/24/73 70 3834 1R54N 10419W 59.9 96.8 GGG
1275-16523 00000/0C00 2020/0894 04/24/73 8( 3834 1728N 10441W 59.8 94.2 GGGG
1275-t165? 0000/0000/ 20020/0895 04/24/73 60 3834 1601' N 10502 59.7 91.6 GGGG
1275-18254 00000/0000 20020/0896 04/24/73 80 3835 5146N 11915w 47.3 147.1 GGGG
1275-13261 0/00J0/0000 20020/0897 04/24/73 50 3835 502PN 11956W 48.3 145.5 GGG
<EYS: CLOuC CSVER 0 *.... .. *... Te 100 = % CLBUD CAVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I"AGL -UALTTY ................ LANKS=BAND NBT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G:GBRD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. pPBBeR,
16:44 IAP 11',74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NONwUS PAGE 0781
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRAFIM ROLL NB./ DATE CL8UD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID 09SITI3N IN ROLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBR ?F IMAGE ELEV. AZI.e RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1275-20002 00000/C000 20020/0898 04/?4/73 20 3836 7R44N i0215w 23#8 199*7 PGPG
1275-20004 00000/0000 200 20/0 89 9 04/24/73 40  3836 774-N 10750v 25*0 194*0 GPGG
1275-20011 00000/0009 20020/0900 0/?74/73 70 3836 7647N 1 1237W 26.2 189.1 PGGG
1275-20013 00000/000 2Q020/0901 0',/24/73 60 3836 7541N 11644W 27.4 184.9 PGGG
1275-20020 0000/000 20020/0902 04/24/73 70 3836 7432N 12016W 28*6 181.1 PPGG
1275-20022 00o30o0oC/0 2u020/0903 04/24/71 2r 3836 7320N 12
3 18w P9*7 177.9 PGGG
1275-20025 00000/0000 2U020/0904 04/24/73 0 3836 7206N 12p55W 30*9 174.9 PGGG
1275-20031 o000Co/0000 2020/0905 04/24/73 20 3836 7050N 12815W 32.1 172.3 GGGG
1275"20034 00000/0000 20020/090b 04/24/73 90 3836 6033N 13019W 33*3 169.9 GGGG
1275-20040 00000/0000 20020/0907 04/24/73 60 3836 6R14N 13
2 09W 344 167.7 GGGG
1275-20043 00000/0000 20020/0908 04/24/73 70 3836 6655N 13348W 35.6 165.6 GGGG
1275-23260 00000/0000 20020/0909 04/ /73 70 3838 8012N 14006W 21*4 213.6 GGGG
1275-23262 00000/0000 20020/0910 04/24/73 40 3838 7q32N 14728W 22*6 206*2 GGGG
1275-23265 00000/000o 20020/0911 04/24/73 10 3838 7R43N 15353W 23o8 199.7 
GGGG
1275-23271 oo00oo/000 20020/0912 04/24/73 10 3838 7747N 15925W 25*0 194*0 UGGG
275-23274 00000/0000 20020/0913 04/24/73 10 3838 7645N 16410W 2662 189.1 GGGG
1275-23280 00o00/OCO 20020/0914 04/24/73 C 3838 7540N 16
8 14W 27*4 184.9 GGGG
1275-23283 00000/0000 20020/0915 04/24/73 0 3838 7431N 17147W 28.6 181.1 GGGG
1275-23285 00000/000o 20020/0 9 16  04
/24/73 0 3838 7318N 17451W 29.8 177o9 GGGG
1275-23292 00000/0000 20020/0917 04/24/73 0 3838 7p05N 17730 31.0 174.9 uPGG
1275-23294 0000/0000 2u020/0918 04/P4/73 90 3838 7050N 1
7 9 49 W 32*1 172.3 GGGG
1276-01091 00000/0000 20020/0919 04/95/73 20 3839 80 12N 16553w 21*4 213.6 GPGG
1276-01094 00000/0000 20020/0920 04/25/73 10 3839 7q32N 17
3 17 W 22.6 206*2 GGGG
1276-01100 00000/0000 2000c/0921 04/?5/73 0 3839 784
3 N 1793W 23.8 199*7 GGG
127601103 00000/0000 20020/0 92 2  0 //2 /7 3  0 3839 7747N 17443E p250 194. 0  GPGG
1276-01105 00000/0000 20020/0923 04/P2/73 0 3839 7,45N 16958E 26.2 189.1 GGGG
1276-01112 00000/0000 20020/0924 04/25/73 0 3839 7540N 16553E 27*4 184*9 5(GG
1276-01114Q 00000/o0u 20020/0925 04/?5/73 10 3839 7430N 16221E 28*6 181.1 GGGG
1276-01121 00000/0000 20020/0926 04/25/73 30 3839 7318N 15918E 29.8 177.8 GGGG
1276-01123 O000/0000 20C20/0927 04/25/73 50 3839 
7 ?0 4 N 15638E 31*0 174*9 GrGG
1276-i0051 00000/0000 20022/0025 04/25/73 8 0 3844 1730N 0 0248W 59.9 93*7 G GG
1276-10053 OOO0/0000 20022/0026 04/25/73 60 3844 1604N 00309W 5 9*7 91.2 GGGG
1276-10060 00000/0000 20022/0027 04/29/73 20 3844 143 6N 00330W F9*5 88*6 GGGG
1276-10062 00000/0000 20022/0028 04/25/73 10 3844 110N 00
34 9w 59.2 86*2 GGPG
1276-10065 00000/0000 20022/0029 04/~5/73 10 3844 1143N 00409W 58.8 83.7 GGGG
1276-10071 00000/0000 20022/0030 04/25/73 0 3844 1,16N 0 0 430w 58.4 81.4 GGGG
1276-15041 00000/0000 20020/0928 04/25/73 100 3847 54 3 4 N 06737i 45.6 150.3 PGP
1276-15043 003CO/0000 20020/0929 04/25/73 100 3847 5309N 06822W 46.6 148.7 PPGP
1276-15050 00000/0000 20020/0930 04/25/73 100 3847 5145N 069054 47*6 147.0 PPGP
KEYS: CLUD COVER % 0......... *...  TO 100 * % CLOUD CFVER. ** w NU CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE UALITY s*............ RLANKSmBAND NOT PRFSrNT/REQUFSTED. R.RECYCLED. G=GBRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P.PBRo
16:44 MAP 11p'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NON-US PAGE 0782
FROM 07/21/72 TP C7/23/73
BBSERATISN ?!CRtFILm RiLL ,X./ DATE CLOUD 9RPIT POINCIPAL PINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I PaSITI9N IN ROLL AC QUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
r V MSS IAT LONG 123 45678
1276-1505 000C/C00 20020/0931 04/2c/73 100 3847 5-21N 06945w 48.6 145.4 PPGP1276-15055 0Co/CC) 20020/0 932 04/25/73 100 3847 4q55N 0 7024W 49.5 143.7 PPGP1276-15123 00000/0000 20020/0933 04/25/73 20 3847 p607N 07805W 59.7 109.3 PPGP
1276-15125 00000/0000 20020/3934 04/2/73 2) 3847 2441N o7828W 59*9 106*7 PPGP
1276-16452 00000/OCC0 20020/0935 04/25/7 100 3848 6131N 08853 40* 3  158.4 PPGP
1276-16454 C000/OCOC 20020/0936 04/PR/73 100 3848 6hOaN 08955W 41*4 156.7 PPGP
1276-16461 00000/0000 20020/0937 04/?5/7 100 3848 5146N 09053 42.5 155.1 PPPP
1276-16463 OC000/00c 20020/0938 04/P2/73 100 3848 5722% 09148W 43.6 153.5 PPGP
1276-16470 000C/0000C 2u000/0939 04/25/73 50 3848 5559N 09239w 44*6 151.9 PPGP
1276-16472 O00,O/o(OO0 20020/0940 04/25/73 10 3848 5436N c9327w 45.6 150*3 PPGP
1276-16475 00000/CC0000 20020/0941 04/25/73 0 3848 512?N 09413W 46.6 148.7 PPGP
1276-16481 00090/0000 2002 0/09 4 2 04/?5/73 40 3848 5147N 09455w 47.6 147.0 PPGP1276-16434 00000/0000 20020/0943 04/25/73 20 3848 502?N 09b36W 46o6 145.4 PPGP
1276-16554 00000/0000 2C02 0/0944 04/25/73 0 3848 2606N 10354W 59*7 109.3 GGGG
1276-16561 00Ui00U 2U020/0945 04/25/73 0 3848 2440N 10416w 59.9 106.7 GGGG1276.16563 00000/0002 20020/0946 04/25/73 0 3848 ?314N 104 3 8w 60.0 104.1 GGGG1276-16570 00000/000' 20020/0947 04/25/73 20 3848 2147 105008 60.1 101*4 GGGG
1276-16572 000C0/000 20020/0948 04/25/73 40 3848 2~20N 10523W 60C1 98*8 GGGG
1276-16575 00000/0000 20020/0949 04/25/73 90 3848 1R54N 10545W 60,1 96*2 GGGG
1276-16581 00000/00C0 20020/0950 04/25/73 90 3848 1727N 10607W 60'0 93*5 GrGG
1276-16584 00OOC0/000 20020/0951 04/25/73 70 3848 1600N 10628w 5998 91.0 GGGG1276-16590 0000/0000 20020/0952 0t/2 /73 70 3848 1434N 106484 59.5 88.4 GGGG
1276-18240 0000/0003 2,020/0953 04/25/73 0 3849 754?N 09217W 27*7 184.9 GGGP
1276-18242 00CO/0OC0o 20020/0954 04/25/73 10 3849 7 431N 09549w 28*9 181.2 PPGP
1276-18245 0000/O000 20020/0955 04/25/73 60 3849 7119N 098528 30*1 177.9 ppPP
1276-18251 00000/0O0 020 /0956 04/P2/73 100 3849 7 >05N 10132w 31.2 175*0 GGGP
1276-18254 00000/0000 20020/0957 04/25/73 100 3849 7 050N 10352% 32"4 172.3 GGGP
1276-18260 003)0/00090 220/0958 04/;5/73 100 3849 693?N 10556W 33*6 169.9 GGGP
1276-18263 O000O/O000 20020/0959 04/25/73 100 3849 6815N 107 46W 34.7 167.7 GPGP
1276-18265 00000/o000 20020/0960 o0/25/73 100 3849 6656N 10926W 35.9 165.6 GGGP
1276-18272 000Oc/O000 20020/0961 04/25/73 100 3849 6r36N 110568 37*0 163.7 PGGP
1276-18274 00000/0002 20020/0962 04/25/73 100 3849 6415N 11218W 3F81 161*8 GGGP
1276-18231 00000/00U0 20020/0963 04/25/73 30 3849 6o51N 113 33w 39*3 160.1 GGGP
1276-18283 00000/0000 20020/0964 04/25/73 C 3849 6131N 11441W 40.4 158.4 GGGP
1276-18290 00000C/000 20020/0965 04/25/73 0 3849 6008H 11544W 41*4 156.7 GGGG
1276-18292 uoo00/000 20020/0966 04/p2/73 0 3849 545N 11641W 4c.5 155,1 PPGG
1276-18295 00000/0000 23320/0967 04/25/73 0 3849 5722N 11735W 43.6 153.5 PGGP
1276-18301 00030/000) 20020/0968 04/25/73 0 3849 555RN 11826W 44*6 151*9 PGGG
1276-18304 C00000/000 20020/0969 04/25/73 40 3849 5434N 11914W 45.7 150,3 GGGG
KEYS: L iLUD COVER % .. oo..*oo..,,. 0 TR 100 . % CLOUD CVERo * = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .......... ,,, RLANKS=BAND NOT PR.ESrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GBODO F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P=PBBR.
16:44 " a 11'74 STANOARD CATL-G FeR N&N-US PAGE 0783
FR9 '4 -7/23/72 TC 07/23/73
BPSE:.RVAT IN ~ ICr "FI'"i R:LL 9./ DATE CLAUD 9RFIT PoINCIPAL PRINT ,UN SUN TMAGE QUALITY.
IO PrSITI'-N I* ,' LL ACZ UTRE0ED C9VER ,UMBER F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
SSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1276-,131 003j 00/0 2 3/0970 04/,5/73 90 3849 5 10N 119 59w 46.7 148.6 GGG
1276-831i3 O00CO/0CO 2000/0971 04/25/7 40 3849 514AN 12042W 47.7 147.0 GG
127 6 -1315 30 00/ OO3 20020/0972 04/25/73 30 3849 5n21'I 12123w 48.6 145.4 GGGG
1276-183 4 0o000/o0 2?0 0/0973 '0+1;, /71 3849 373?3 12620w 56*0 128.4 GGGP
1276-21515 .00.0/..0 2 0e 0/097 04/5/7 10Q 3851 720N 15307 31*3 175*0 GfGG
12 7 6 -23?31 jC 0/ .0C, ' 20/'975 4q/P/73 c 3852 7 31N 1 4 5 5 W ?229 206*q3 GGG
1276-23323 0000/OOC, 20020/0976 0/P7/7 10 3852 7R43N 15 5 20W 24*1 199*7 GGGG
12 7 6-r 3 3 30 000 ' ,' 20020/)077 0'+/P/7' 0 3852 7747N 16052W 25.3 194o1 GGG
1276-2333; 000O/,00 % 2 0/097' 4/5/7 0 3852 74AN 1 6b37W 26.5 189*2 GGGG
1276-P3335 3.1/ c0 ? 200/097 9  04/29/7, 0 3852 7-41N 1 694PW 27*7 184.9 PGGG
1276-c3341 0000/0... 20020/098C 0 /p /7 0 c. 3852 743; N 17313W 28*9 181.2 GPGG
1276-23344 00030/O:0 2-Q:? C/0981 04/Pt/7' C 3852 7 319N 17616W 30.1 177.9 GPGG
1276-?335D01 000/CO 2 ;CC0/098 2  04 /2/73 0 3852 70"5N 17854W 31.3 175.0 GGGG
1276-23353 OC0 D/C00 2 000/09.3 04/?9/73 9. 3852 7,4N 1 7845E 32*5 172*3 GGGG
1276-?3355 00~''/CO. 2.020/098. 04/35/73 70 38r2 6 32N 17641E 33*6 169*9 GGG
1276-23367 Oc/O/ccou J 00/0985 0'/~'/ 7 3 3r 3852 61- 17450E 34-8 167.7 GGGG
1276-23364 -3 0/ .0 0 -202 0986 04/25/73 100 3852 6,55N 17310E 36.0 165.6 GGG
1277-101 5 3 00i/00 0 200n2/098 7  04/26/73 5 0 38~8 172N 00148 60*0 93.1 GpGP
1277-1011 0o00,/ 0 D 20020/0988 0 / PA / 7 3 20 3858 1 O? 0 0 435W 59.8 9,05 GPGP
1277-10114 )000/n/0? 23J 2 /09 8 9  04/PA/ 7 3 10 3858 1 4 35N 00456W 59*6 88.0 GPGP
1277-10121 0,Cr/C0 ? 002C/0990 04/2A/73 1r 3858 10 o 00517w 59.3 85.5 GPGP
1277-101?3 203)/,00 .3 0010991 04/26/73 20 3858 142V 0 0 538W 59*9 83.1 GGP
1277-10130 0:3000/00, 0/099 0/2P6/73 20 3858 1015 00558w 58*4 80,8 GPGP
1277-15074 000 0/30': 20020/0993 04/PA/73 90 3861 6133N 064254 40.6 15894 GIGG
12 7 7 -153,1 0 0o/003 . 20020/0994 04/?A/72 70 3861 610\ 06528,4 41.7 156*7 GrPG
1277-15083 0 O/0, 0/ 2C02C/099 5  04/6/73 7r) 3861 543N 0 6627WV 42,8 155.1 GGGG
1277-13090 C0C0/o30C 203/0/0996 04/24/73 100 3861 5725N 067218 438 153*5 PPPG
1277-15092 C0000/0C'0 2020/099 7  0?/2h/73 100 3861 5601N 06812W 44*9 151*9 PEGG
1277-15035 0000/3- 2 02 ?/09 9 8  102 3861 5437N 069004 45*9 150,2 GPGG
1277-15101 O 00C/C0, 20070/C999 04 /A/73 90 3861 511IN 06 945 46.9 148*6 GGGG
1277-15134 u 0U0,0 / C 2. '20/100 04/24/73 9: 3861 5!4aN 07028W 47.9 147.0 GGGG
1277-15110 0C0o/Di) 2 020/1r0 1 04/P26/71 49 3861 5024' 07109w 48.9 145e3 GtGG
1277-15113 O00?/00Cr0n0 20: 1002 042A/73 0 3861 4 00 i 07149w 49.8 143.6 GGG
1277-16533 C0/0c 0 n ,C ) 20/10C2 3 04/ /,7? 20 3862 51?N 09538W 46.9 14.8.6 GGGG
1277-16540 :J 0/. 000 ?2D0 2 C/1004  04/?A/7- 10 3862 5151N o9 6 21w 47.9 147.o0 GPP
1277-16542 000C/C O 200E/1005 04/2A/73 3862 5-2N 09702W 489 145.3 PGPP
1277-17013 0C000/0 0020/1006 ~4/I6/7 3 n 3862 2038N 1 0 517W 59*9 108.8 GGGG
1277-17015 0,000/0000 2J020/1007 04/24/73 0 3862 ?44 N 10540,W 60.1 106* GGGG
1277-170p22 00/0/0C "2 0/1008 0 4/26/73 3862 2116N 10603 60.2 103.6 GGGG
<EYS: CLi JC C'vEr ,,).,... ,,. q TO 100 = % CL9UD CqV7R. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILAELE.
I'1AE 0nuALTTY ............. -LANVIS=AND "T PRrcSNT/RE§QUESTED. R=RrCYCLED. G=GBRD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P"PBbR,
16:44 '1AR 11j'74 STANDARD CATALRG FOR NRNwUS PAGE 0784
FRBM 07/2q/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN 1ICR9FILM RLL N9./ DATE CLOUD 9?RIT P INCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 P5SITIVN IN ROLL ACCUTRED CeVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
LV msS AT LBNG 123 45678
1277-17024 0JO00/000 2 020/100 9 0o/P6/73 20 3862 2150N 10 6 26 w 60.3 100*9 GGGG
1277-17031 O00o0/0000 23020/1010 04/6/73 10 3862 2023N 10649W 60*3 98.3 GGGG
12 7 7 -1 7 03 3 000/0000 200 2 0/1011 04/2A/74 5C 3862 1q56N 10711W 6 02 95.6 GGGG
1277-17040 00000/C0000 2020/1012 04/P6/73 100 3862 17 30N 10 7 32w 601 93.0 GGGG
1277-18292 O000C0/OCO 20020/1013 04/26/73 ' 3863 764974 08931W 26*8 189.4 PGGG
127718?294 00000/O000 20020/1014 C0/26/73 o 3863 754qN 0 9338W 28.0 185*1 GGGG
1277-18301 00000/000O 20020/1015 04/26/73 3 3863 7434; 09711w 29.1 181.4 GPGG
1277-183o3 00000/0003 20020/1016 04/P6/73 0 3863 732?N 100154 30.3 178.0 GGGG
1277-18310 00000/000o 20020/1017 04/26/73 0 3863 708N 10255W 31*5 175.1 GGGG
1277-18312 00000/o00 20020/1018 04/26/73 0 3863 7053N 10516W 32*7 172.4 GGGG
1277-18315 00000/0000 20020/1019 04/26/73 0 3863 6935N 10720W 33*9 170*0 GGGG
1277-18321 00000/o000 20020/1020 04/26/73 0 3863 6&a7N 10911W 35.0 167*8 GGGG
1277-18324 00000/0000 2JC20/1021 04/26/73 0 3863 6658N 11050W 36*2 165.7 GGGG
1277-18330 00000/0000 20020/1022 04/26/73 2 3863 6537N 11220w 37.3 163.7 GGGG
1277-18333 00300/000o 20020/1023 04/26/73 0 3863 6 4 16 N 11342W 38*4 161.9 GGGG
1277-18335 00000/0000 20020/1024 04/26/73 0 3863 6'55N 11456w 39*5 160*1 GGGG
1277-18342 00000/00o 20020/1025 04/26/73 0 3863 6133N 11604W 40*6 158.4 GGGG
1277-18344 00000/COGo 20020/1026 04/26/73 30 3863 610N 11707W 41*7 156*7 G5GG
1277-18351 00000/0000 20020/1027 04A26/73 60 3863 5847N 11 8 06W 42*8 155.1 GGGG
1277-18353 00000/o000 20020/1028 04/26/73 100 3863 5724N 11901W 43*9 153.5 GGGP
1277-18360 00300/0000 20020/1029 04/26/73 80 3863 560NN 11952W 44*9 151*9 GGGP
1277-18362 00C/0oc0o 23000/1030 04/26/73 90 3863 5 436N 120 4 1k 45*9 150.2 GGGP
1277-18365 00000/0000 20020/1031 04/PA/73 90 3863 5?1?\ 12126W 47.0 148,6 GGGP
1277-18371 0000'/0Co0 20o2 1032 04/26/73 90 3863 514N 12209w 47.9 14 7 ,0 GGGP
1277-1374 00000/0000 20020/1033 04/26/73 90 3863 524K 12 2 50W 48.9 145.3 GGGP
1277-16401 C00000/000 20020/1034 04/26/73 100 3863 4153N 12 6 18W 54.1 134.4 GGGP
1277-13403 0030/000C 2i;C02 /153 5 04/ A/73 100 3863 4C2RN 12648W 54.9 132.4 GGGP
1277-20144 00000/0000 20020/1036 04/P6/73 50 3864 7 5 3 N 13100w 32o7 172*4 G GG
1277-20150 00000/3000 20020/1037 04/PA/73 100 3864 6q36N 13305W 33.9 170.0 PGGG
1277-20153 00000/0000 2)20o/1038  04/26/73 4. 3864 6Q1 7 N 13457W 35.0 167.8 GGGG
1277"3404 000'0/000 2JO20/1C39 04/pA/73 100 3866 70ORN 17939E 31.6 175.1 GrGG
1277*-3411 000O0/000 20020/1040 04/26/73 90 3866 7 52N 17719E 32.8 172*4 GGGG
1277-23413 00000/0009 20020/1041 04/26/73 60 3866 6135, 17515E 33*9 17oo0 GGGG
1277-23420 30000/0000 20020/1042 04/? /73 80 3866 6 17N 17323E 35.1 167.8 GGGG
1277-23422 0o00o00/CC 2002C/1043 0C/26/73 5C 3866 665 7 N 17143E 36.2 165.7 GGGG
1277-23425 00000/0000 20020/1044 04/26/73 5' 3866 6537N 17013E 7.4 163.7 GGGG
1277-23431 0000/030U 20020/1045 04/26/7? 50 3866 6416N 16851E 38.5 161*9 GGGG
1277-23434 00000/0000 20 2 0/1046 04/-6/73 5( 3866 6?54N 16736E 39*6 160*1 GGG
1278-31204 0300/OO 23020/1047 04/27/73 10 3867 801-4N 168 3 1W 22C0 214.0 GG G
KEYS: CLU CJVER X *o.. **.*,.* 0 T O100 a % CLBUD CqVER, ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE-
I~AE CUALITY ,............. LANKS=BAND NOT PRFSrNT/REfUESTED* R=RCYCLEO GGOOBD. FUFAIR BUT USABLE. PwPBSR.
16:44 lAP 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-uS PAGE 0785
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICR9FILM RBLL !B./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT POINICIPAL PbINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
Io P9SITI5N IN ROLL AC0UTRED COVER IMUBER 9F VAG  ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1278-01211 00000/0000 20020/1048 04/P7/73 10 3867 7q33N 17557W 23.2 206.6 GGPG
127 8 -3121 3  000oo0/000 20020/1049 04/27/73 0 3867 7R45N 17731E 24. 200.0 GGPG
1278-31220 00000/0003 20020/1050 04/27/73 10 3867 7749N 17154E p256 194.3 GGPG
1278-01222 00000/0000 20020/1051 04/27/73 o 3867 7648N 16707E 26*9 189*4 GGGG
1278-01225 00000/0000 20020/1052 04/27/73 10 3867 7542N 16301E 2?81 185*1 GGGG
12 7 8"012 3 1 00000/0000 20020/1053 04/27/73 10 3867 7433N 15931E 2902 181*3 GGGG
1278-01234 00000/0000 20020/1054 0/127/73 20 3867 7321N 15627E 30.4 178.0 GGGG
1278-01240 00000/0000 20020/1055 04/27/73 30 3867 7p07N 15347E 31.6 175.1 GGGG
1278-01243 0000o/000U 2u02U/1056 04/27/73 60 3867 7.52N 15126E 32*8 172,4 GGGG
1278"08334 000o0/0000 20020/1057 04/27/73 90 3871 1604N 0 1948E 59.9 90*0 G
1278-08341 00000/0003 20020/1058 04/27/73 90 3871 1437N 01927E 59.7 87.5 PG
1278-08343 000001/00 20020/1059 04/27/73 90 3871 1311N 01906E 59*3 85.0 GG
1278-08350 00000/0000 23020/1060 04/27/73 0 3871 1144N 0 1845E 58.9 82*.6 G
127 8 0o8 352 00000/0000 20020/1061 04/27/73 0 3871 117N 0 1824E 58.5 80.3 GPG
1278-10161 00000/0000 20020/1062 04/27/73 0 3872 1859N 00518W 60-3 95*2 G
1278-10164 00000/0000 20020/1063 04/27/73 100 3872 1733N 00539y 60,1 92.5 G
1278-10170 00000/0000 20020/1064 04/27/73 90 3872 1604N 00601W 59*9 90.0 PG
1278-10173 00000/0000 20020/1065 04/27/73 40 3872 1437N 00622W 59-7 87.4 G
1278-10175 00000/0000 2U020/1066 04/7/73 40 3872 1111N 006 43w 59.3 84*9 G
1278-10182 00000/0000 20020/1067 04/7/73 20 3872 1145N 00703W 58.9 82*5 G
1278-10184 0000o/00o 20020/1068 04/27/73 20 3872 1018N 00
723w 58.5 80*2 GG
1278-15135 00oo00/oo00 20030/1069 04/P7/73 90 3875 6009N o6654w 4290 156.7 GPGG
1278-15142 00000/0000 20020/1070 01/27/73 90 3875 5847N 06752W 43.1 155*0 PPGG
1278-15144 00000/0000 20020/1071 04/27/73 100 3875 5724N 06847W 44.2 153.4 PPGG
1278-15151 0000o/0000 20020/1072 04/27/73 100 3875 5600N 06
9 38 45.2 151.8 PGGG
1278-15153 00000/0000 23020/1073 04/27/73 100 3875 54 96N 07026W 46.2 150*1 PGGG
1278-15160 0000/0000 20020/1074 04/q7/73 100 3875 531'?N 07111w 47*2 148.5 PPGP
1278-15162 00000/0000 20020/1075 04/27/73 70 3875 5148N 07154W 48.2 146.8 PPGG
1278-15165 00000/0000 20020/1076 04/P7/73 30 3875 5024N 07235w 49.2 145.2 GPGP
1278-15171 00000/0000 20020/1077 04/27/73 10 3875 4859N 07313w 50.1 143.4 GPGP
1278-16580 00090/0000 20020/1078 04/27/73 30 3876 5724N 09435W 44-2 153.4 PPGP
1278-16532 00000/0000 20020/1079 04/P7/73 0 3876 5 601N 0 b926w 45.2 151.8 PPGP
1278-16585 00000/0000 20020/1080 04/?7/73 0 3876 5436N o9615W 46.2 150.1 PPGP
1278-16591 00000/0000 20020/1081 04/27/73 0 3876 5312N 09700w 47.3 148.5 PPGP
1278-16594 00000/0000 20020/10C82 04/27/73 0 3876 5147N 09743W 4892 146.8 PPGP
1278-17000 0000o/0000 23020/1083 04/27/73 0 3876 5023N 09824w 49.2 145.1 PGGP
1278-17064 00000/000 20020/1084 04/27/73 20 3876 2734N 10622W 59.8 110.9 GGGG
1278-17071 00000/0000 20020/1085 04/27/73 0 3876 2608N 10645W 6091 108.3 GGGG
1278-17073 00000/0000 20020/1086 04/27/73 0 3876 24 41N 10708W 60.3 105.6 GGGG
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1278-1700 00000/00O0 2002O/1087 04/27/73 0 3876 ?314N 10 7 30w 60s4 103*0 GGGG
1278-17082 00000/0000 20 2 o0/10 8 8 04/27/73 20 3876 214RN 107 52W 60,4 100*3 GGGG
1278-17085 00000/0000 20020/1089 04/27/73 20 3876 2022N 10813W 60.4 97.6 GGGG
1278-18353 000o/00oo 2j020/1090 04/27/73 0 3877 7542 N 0 9502W 28*3 185*1 GGPG
1278-18355 00000/0000 20020/1091 04/27/73 60 3877 7433N 09833W 29*5 18194 GGPG
1278-18362 00000/00CO 20020/1092 04/27/73 90 3877 7321N 10137w 30.7 178.1 GGGG1278-18364 00000/0000 20020/1093 04/27/73 100 3877 7 07 N 10 4 16 w 31.8 175.1 GsGG1278-18371 00000/0000 20020/1094 04/P7/73 100 3877 7n52N 10636W 33.0 172.4 GGGG
1278-18373 000o0/0000 20020/1095 04/P7/73 100 3877 6934N 10104W 34*2 70* 0  GIGG1278-2020? 00000/0000 20020/1096 04/P7/73 100 3878 7o52N 13228W 33*0 172.4 GGGG
1278-20205 00000/0000 20020/1097 04/27/73 100 3878 6m34N 13434W 34.2 170.0 GGGG1278-23431 00000/000U 200 2 0/1098 04/27/73 0 3880 8r12N 14409w 22-3 214.1 GGG
1278-23433 O000/000C 20020/1099 C4/?7/73 0 3880 7933N 15134W 23,5 206.6 GGGG1278-23440 00000/0000 20020/1100 04/27/73 0 3880 7Q44N 15800W P247 200*0 GGG
1278-23442 00000/0000 20020/1101 04/27/73 0 3880 7749N 16333w 25*9 194#3 GGGG
1278-23445 00000/0000 20020/1102 04/27/73 0 3880 7A4,N 16 8 17w 27.2 189.4 GGGG
1278-23451 00000/0000 20020/1103 04/27/73 0 3880 754?N 17 224w 28.4 185.1 GGGP
1278-23454 00000/0000 20020/1104 04/27/73 0 38P0 7433N 17557W 29.6 181.4 GGGG
1278-23460 00000/000 20020/1105 04/27/73 100 3880 7!21N 17 9 01w 30.7 178.0 GGGG1278-23463 00000/0000C 20020/1106 04/7/73 100 3880 7?07N 17819E 31.9 175,1 GGGG1278-23465 00000/0000 20020/1107 04/P7/73 100 3880 7051N 17557E 33.1 172.4 GGGG
1278-23472 00000/0000 2U020/1108 04/27/73 40 3880 6q34N 17351E 34*3 170*0 GGGG
1278"23474 00000/0000 20020/1109 04/27/73 80 3880 6Q16N 17159E 35,4 167.8 GGGG1278-23481 00000/0000 20020/1110 04/27/73 90 3880 6656N 17019E 36*6 165.7 GGGG
1278-23483 00000/0000 20020/1111 04/27/73 20 3880 6536N 168 50E 37,7 163.7 GGGG
1278-23490 0000/000 20020/1112 04/27/73 C 3880 6415N 167 28E 38*8 161.9 GGGG
1278-23492 0000/0000 20020/1113 04/27/73 0 3880 6254N 16613E 39*9 160*1 GGGG
1279-01262 00000/0000 20020/1114 04/28/73 10 3881 801?N 17003W 22*3 214.1 GGGG1279"01265 00000/0000 20020/1115 04/28/73 10 3881 7 93?N 17724W 23*5 206.6 GGGG
1279-01271 00000/0000 20020/1116 04/28/73 20 3881 7844N 17609E 24.8 200*0 GGGG1279-01274 '0000/0000 20020/1117 0'o/28/73 10 3881 7749N 17036E 26*0 194.3 GGGG
1279-01280 000000/0000 20020/1118 04/29/73 10 3891 7648N 16550E 27*2 189*4 GGGG
1279-J3130 0000/O00O 20020/1119 04/28/73 100 3882 7p07N 12635E 32*0 175.1 PGP
12 7 9 -03133 O0000/000o 20020/1120 04/28/73 100 3882 7052N 12414E 33*1 172*4 PPGP
1279-03135 00000/0000 20020/1121 04/28/73 100 3882 61 3 4N 12209E 3403 170*0 GPGP
1279-03142 00000/000 20020/1122 04/28/73 90 3882 6R16N 12019E 35.5 167.8 GGGP1279-03285 00000/0000 20020/1123 04/2.8/73 20 3882 1856N 09626E 60.4 94s7 GGGG
1279-03292 00000/0000 20020/1124 04/28/73 30 3882 1731N 09605E 60-2 92.1 GGGG
1279-05055 00000/0000 20020/1125 04/28/73 30 3883 4026N 07653E 55o3 131*9 GGGP
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1279-05062 0000/OqO7 2')020/1126 C4/8P/73 0 3883 3901Q 07624E 56.0 129.8 GGGP
1279-05064 003C000/000 20020/1127 0/P28/73 0 3883 3734N 07b54E 56*7 127.7 GGGP
1279-05091 00000/000) 2O0 2 0/1128 04/p/73 0 38R3 2901N 07319E 59.6 113.2 GGGP
1279-051n0 000000/00 20020/1129 09/8/73 0 3883 2AORN 07230E 60.2 108.0 GGGP
1279-05103 0000/o00 ) 2u0E0/11 3 0 04/28/73 n 3883 2441N 072O8E 60*3 105.3 GGGP
1279-08390 00000/0000 20020/1131 04/28/73 10 385 1729N 01843E 6C.2 91.9 GGG
1279-08393 000/Oo000 20020/1132 04/~8/73 20 3885 1603N 01822E 600 89.4 G G
1279-08395 oo000/COo 2c020/1133 04/28/73 10 3885 1436N 018O1E 59.7 86*8 GGGP
12 7 9 -08 4 0? 00000/0000 200o0/11 3 4  04/28/73 10 3885 1210N 01/40E 59.4 84.4' GGGG
1279o08404 0000C 00 20020/11 3 5 0 /A/73 0 3885 1143N 01720E 590 81.9 GpGG
1279-10222 00000/0000 20c00/1136 04/?8/73 30 3886 1727N 00706W 60.2 91.9 GGGP
1279-102P o0000/OCO0 20020/137 04/ /71 10 3886 1603N 00726W 60*0 89.3 GGG
1279-10231 0000O0/000 20020/1138 0*/8/73 10 3886 1436N 00
747W 59.7 86.8 GGG
1279-1024? 00000/0900 20/1139 04 //73 20 3886 1016N 00849W 58.5 79.6 GGG
127 9 -15200 O000 C/G0 20.20/1140 04 /?8/73 90 38R9 5947N 06906W 43*4 155*0 PPPP
1279-15203 00000/0000 20020/1141 04/PR/7? 100 3889 5723N 07001W 44.4 153.4 PPGG
1279-15205. 00000/0000 20020/1142 04/28/73 100 3889 540,A 07053w 45.5 151.7 GPGG
1279-15212 000o0/C0O 0020/1143 04/28/73 100 3889 5436N 07141W 46.5 150.1 PPGG
1279-15214 00000/0000 2020/1144 04//73 100 3889 5312N 07227w 47*5 148.4 PGGG
1279-15221 00000/0000 20020/1145 04/?p/73 100 3889 514qN 07310W 48.5 146.8 PGGG
1279-15223 00000/0000 20020/1146 04/28/73 100 3889 5n24N 07351w 49.5 145*1 PGGG
1279-15230 00000/0000 2C0 2 0/11 4 7 0/?
R / 73 100 3889 40 59N 0 7430W 5C,' 143*3 PPGG
1279-17123 00000/0000 20020/1148 04/2R/73 0 3890 2735u 10745W 60.0 110.4 GGGG
1279-17125 00000/0000 20020/1149 04/28/73 0 3810 2,08N 10
8 0 8W 60.3 107.7 GGGG
1279-17132 n00on/00U 20020/1150 04/28/73 10 3890 2442N 10831W 60.4 105.1 GGGG
1279-17134 OOO0/0000 20020/1151 o/8/73 10 3890 2316\ 10 5 w 60.5 102.4 GGGG
1279-17141 O3000/000 20020/1152 0:/?/73 20 3890 2149N 10916W 6005 99.7 GGGG
1279-17143 00000/0000 20020/1153 0 1 8/73 3C 3890 2022N 10 9 3 8W 60-5 97.0 GGGG
1279-13422 00000/000O 20020/1154 0 /28/ 7 3 90 3891 7?08N 10543W 32.2 175*1 G G
1279-1,425 00000/1000 20020/1155 04/p/73 100 3891 7 5 ?2N 10803W 33.3 172.4 GGGG
1279-18431 O0000/Co CO 20020/1156 04/ 8/73 90 3801 634N 11007W 34.5 170.0 GGG
1279-18434 00000/000 20020/1157 C4/PR/73 100 3891 61i6N 11159W 35.7 167.8 GGGG
1279-15440 O000/0000 2002o/1158 04/28/73 100 3891 6656N 11339w 36.8 165.7 GGGG
1279-18443 000003/000 20020/1159 04/5/73 100 3891 6r36N 11b09w 38*0 163.7 GOGG
1279-18445 0000/0000, 20020/1160 04/P~/73 90 3891 641
6 N 11630W 39*1 161*8 GGGG
1279-18482 0000/0000 20020/1161 04/?8/73 80 3891 6?54N 11745 40.2 160.1 GGGG
1279-18454 00000/0000 20020/1162 04/28/73 50 3891 6132N 11853W 41*3 158*3 GGGG
1279-18461 O0000/0000 20020/1163 0/2?/73 60 3891 610N 11 9 5 6w 42*4 156*6 SGG
1279-18463 00000/000 20020/1164 04/p2/73 50 3891 5 47N 12055W 43.5 155.0 GGGG
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ID POSITION IN ROLL AC UTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
;RV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1279-18470 00000/0000 20020/11 6 5 03/28/73 30 3891 5723N 1215CW 44.5 153.3 GGGG
1279-18472 00000/0000 20020/1166 04/2?/71 40 3891 5559N 12242W 45.6 151.7 GGGG
1279-18475 00000/000o 20020/1167 04/p2/73 0 38P1 5435\i 12330W 46.6 150*0 GGGG
1279-18431 00000/0000 2002 0/116 8  04/2 8 / 7 3 0 3891 5711N 124154 47.6 148.4 GGGG
1279-18484 00000/000 20020/1169 04/p8/73 0 3891 5147N 12458W 48.6 146.7 GGGG
1279-18490 00000/000i 20020/1170 04/Pa/73 10 3891 5023N 12539w 49*5 145.0 GGGG
1279-13495 000oo/oc00 20020/1171 04 28/73 30 3891 4733N 126 55w 51s4 141.5 GGGG
1279-20242 00000/0000 20020/1172 04/28/73 10 3892 7 544N 12213W 28.6 185,3 GGGG
1279-20245 00000/0000 2 u020/11 7 3 04/28/73 10 3892 7435N 125 4 3W 29*8 181*5 GGGG
1279-320251 00000/0000 20020/1174 04/28/73 30 3892 7324N 12847W 31*0 178.2 GGGG
1279-20254 ooo00/0000 20020/1175 04/28/73 100 3892 7o10N 13128W 32*1 175.2 GGGG
1279-20260 00000/0000 20020/1176 04/28/73 90 3892 705 4N 13349W 33*3 172.5 GGG
1279-20263 00000/0000 2U00/201177 04/28/73 90 3802 6 937 N 135 54w 34*5 170.1 GGGG
1279-22054 00000/COOC 20020/1178 04/28/73 40 3893 8015N 11934W 22.5 2149.4 GGGG
1279-22060 00300/0000 20020/1179 04/28/73 10 3893 7935N 12702W 23.8 2069 GGG
1279-22063 00000/0000 20020/1180 04/?8/73 1o 3893 7q47N 13333W 25,0 200.3 GGGG
1279-22065 00000/0000 20020/1181 04/28/73 10 3893 7751N 13908w 26o2 194.6 GGGG
1279-22072 00000/000C 20020/1182 04/2 /73 20 3893 7650N 14355W 27*4 189*6 GGGG
1279-22074 00000/0000 20020/1183 04/28/73 70  3893 7-45N 148 01k 28.6 185.3 GGG1279-22081 0000/0000 20020/1184 04/28/73 90 3893 7436N 15133W 29.8 181*5 GGGG
1279-22083 o00/00co00 20020/1185 04/2?/73 100 3893 7224N 15437W 31,0 178*2 GGGG
1280-03273 00000/0000 20020/1186 04/29/73 20 3896 4420N 10217E 5400 135.8 GGGG
1280-03275 0000/000U 290 2 0/118 7 042P9/73 30 3896 4f55N 10145E 54*8 133.8 GGGG
1280-03232 00000/0000 20020/1188 04/29/79 40 3896 4,29N 10114E 55*5 131*7 GGGG
1280-03284 00000/0000 20020/1183 C4/29/73 50 3896 3903 N 10045E 56.2 129.6 GGG
1280-05145 00000/0000 20020/1190 04/29/73 C 3897 202?N 07155E 59.8 112*8 GGPG
1280-05152 00000o00oo 20020/1191 04/?9/73 0 3897 2737N 07131E 60.1 110.2 GGPG
1280"05154 00000/0000 20020/1192 C4/29/73 0 3897 2611N 07107E 60*3 107*6 GGPG
1280-05161 00000/0000 20020/1193 04/29/73 C 3897 2445N 07044E 60*5 104.9 GGPG
1280-08451 00000/0o00 20020/1194 04/9/73 20 3899 1305 01655E 60.1 88.8 G
1280-48454 00000/0000 20020/1195 ^4/29/73 10 3899 1439N 01635E 59*8 86,3 GiGG
12 8 0-08460 00000/0000 20020/1196 04/29/73 20 3899 1313N 01614E 5904 838 GGGG
1280"08463 00Ooo0/000 20020/1197 C04/2973 20 3899 1146N 01553E 59*0 8194 GGGG
1280-08465 00000/0000 20020/1198 04/29/73 10 3809 1~ 015 3 2E 5;85 79*1 GGGG
1280-10279 00000/0000 20020/1199 04/29/73 80 3900. 1059N 00809W 60.5 94.0 GGGG
1280-10280 00000/0000 20020/1200 C4/29/73 30 39n0 1732N 00831W 40.3 91.4 GGGG
1280-10283 00000/0000 20020/1201 C4/29/73 10 3900 1605\ 00852W 60.1 88.8 GGGG
1280-10285 0000/0000 20020/1202 04/29/73 10 3900 1439N 009 146 v9.8 86.2 GGGG
1280-10292 00000/000 20020/1203 04/29/73 10 3900 1111N 00935w 59.4 83.8 GGGG
<EYS: CLOUe CBvEp % *..**.*... 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CqVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
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1280-10294 00000/0000 20020/1204 04/P9/73 10 3900 1143N 00956N 59*0 81.3 GGGG
1280-10301 00000/0000 20020/1205 04/29/73 30 3900 ln174 010U16 58.5 79.0 GOGG
1280-13443 00000/0000 20020/1206 04/29/73 i00 3912 5149tN 04 8 57w 48.8 146.6 PPGP
1280-13450 00000/0000 20020/1207 04/29/73 100 3902 5025N C4938 49.8 144*9 PGP
1280-13452 00c00/00O 20020/1208 04/P9/73 100 3902 400oN 05016W 50.7 143.2 PPGP
1280-13455 00000/0000 20020/1209 04/P9/73 100 3902 4735N 05053W 51.6 141*4 PPGP
1280-13461 00000/00O0 20020/1210 04/P9/73 100 3902 4610N 05129w 52*5 139.5 GPGP
1280-13464 00000/0000 20020/1211 04/29/73 90 3902 4445N 05202W 53*3 137.6 PPGP
1280-13470 00000/0000 20020/1212 04/29/73 90 3902 4?20N 05235W 54*1 135.7 PPGP
1280-13473 00000/0000 20020/1213 04/P9/73 9C 3902 4154N 05306W 549 133.7 PPGP
1280-13475 00000/0000 20020/1214 04/p9/73 90 3912 4,28N 0 5336W 55.7 131.6 PPGP
1280"15282 00003/0000 20020/1215 0 4/P9/73 100 393 5026N 0 7528W 49.8 144*9 PPGP
1280-15284 00000/0000 20020/1216 04/ 2 9/73 100 3903 4902N 07607W 50s7 143.2 GGGP
1280-17084 00000/0000 20020/1217 04/p3/73 100 3904 6 012N o0935W 42.6 156.6 PPGP
1280-17090 00000/0000 20020/1218 04/29/73 100 3904 5F49N 09634W 43*7 155.0 PGGP
1280-17093 00000/0000 20020/1219 04/9/73 100 3904 5725N 09729W 44*8 153.3 GPGP
1280-17095 00000/0000 20020/1220 04/29/73 10 3904 5601N 09820w 45.8 151.7 GGGP
1280-17102 00000/0000 20020/1221 04 /29/7 3  i 3904 54 3 7N 09908W 46.8 15030 GPGP
1280-17104 00000/0000 20020/1222 0 4/29/73 10 
3 9 04 5114N 09953W 47*9 148.3 GPGP
1280-17111 00000/0000 20020/1223 04/29/73 80 3904 51 4 9N 10037 48*8 146.6 GPGP
1280-17113 O0000/oo00 20020/1224 04/,9/73 90 39o4 5025N 1011 8 w 49*8 144*9 PPGP
1280-17181 00000/0000 20020/1225 04/9/73 80 3904 2735N 10913W 60.2 109.9 GGGG
1280-17184 00000/0000 20020/1226 04/?9/73 50 3904 2408N 10936W 60*4 107*3 GGGG
1280-17190 00000/0000 20020/1227 04/29/73 40 3904 24 4PN 10959W 60*6 104*6 GGGG
1280w17193 00000/0000 20020/1228 04/P9/73 40 3904 2116N 110 2 2w 6C*7 101.9 GGGG
1280-17195 00000/0000 20020/1229 04/29/73 70 3904 21i50N 11044W 60-7 99.2 GGGG
1280-18533 00000/0000 20020/1230 04/29/73 0 390 5  5438N 12 4 5 4w 46.9 150.0 GGGG
1280-18540 00000/0000 20020/1231 04/29/73 0 3905 5315N 12539W 47.9 148*3 GGGG
1280-18542 00000/OCO0 20020/1232 04/29/73 0 3905 5151N 12623W 48.9 146.6 GGGG
1280-18545 00000/0000 20020/1233 04/29/73 10 3905 5026N 12703W 49.8 1449 GGGG
1280-20321 00000/0000 20020/1234 04/29/73 100 3906 6936N 13719W 34*8 170o.1 GGGG
1280-23544 00000/0000 20020/1235 04/29/7i 10 3908 8013N 14649W 22.9 214.4 GGGG
1280-23550 00000/0000 20020/1236 04/29/73 0 3908 7934N 15414W 24*1 206.9 GGGG
1280-23553 00000/0000 20020/1237 04/29/73 10 3908 7R46N 16043W 25.3 200.3 GGGG
1280-23555 00000/0000 20020/1238 04/29/73 10 3908 7750N 16618W 26.5 194.6 GGGG
1280-23562 00000/0000 20020/1239 04/29/73 C 3908 76 49N 17107W 27*8 189.6 GGGG
1280-23564 00000/0000 20020/1240 04/29/73 0 3908 7544N 17bl5 29*0 185.3 GGGG
1280-23571 00000/0000 20020/1241 04/P9/ 7 3 70 39 08  743kN 17850W 30.2 181.5 PPGG
1280-23573 0000/0000 20020/1242 04/29/73 100 3908 7322N 17805E 31.3 178.2 PGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % 0..oo ....... O TB 100 = % CLBUD C9VER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE QUALITY .,*.***.,..*,,. RLANKSsBAND NOT PRESENT/REOUESTED* R=RECYCLED* G=GOBRD FxFAIR BUT USABLE* PNPOBR,
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BBSERVATISN MICPBFILM ReLL NS./ DATE CLOUD eRBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIBN IN RBLL ACOUTRED CeVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1280-23580 00000/0000 20020/1243 04/29/73 100 3908 7?03N 17524E 32.5 175.2, PG G
1280-23582 00000/0000 20020/1244 04/29/73 100 3908 7r53N 17304E 33.7 172o5 PG G
1280-23585 00000/C0000 20020/1245 04/29/73 80 3908 6936N 17100E 34.9 1701 GGGG
1280-23591 00000/0000 20020/1246 04/2q/7 3  60 3908 6F17N 16909E 36*0 167*8 GGGG
1280-23594 00000/0000 20020/1247 04/29/73 40 3908 665RN 16729E 37,2 165*7 GGGG
1281-00000 000UO/0000 20020/1248 04/30/73 0 3908 6537N 16558E 38.3 163.7 GG
1281-00003 00000/0000 20020/1249 04/30/73 20 3908 6416N 16436E 39*4 161*9 GG
1281-00005 00000/000 20020/1250 04/30/73 20 3908 6?55N 16322E 40.6 160.1 GPGG
1281-00012 00000o0000 20020/12 5 1 04/3o/73 10 3908 613
3 N 16213E 41 7  158.3 GGGG
1281-01375 00000/0000 2O020/1252 04/30/73 10 3909 8O12N 17240W 22*9 214*4 GGGG
1281-01382 00000/0000 2002o/1253 0*/30/73 10 3909 7933N 17954E 24*1 206*9 GGGG
1281-01384 00000/0000 20020/1254 04/3o/73 0 3909 7R45N 17325E 25.4 200.3 GGGG
1281-01391 00000/0000 20020/1255 04/30/73 0 3909 774QN 16750E 26.6 194.6 GGGG
1281-01393 00000/0000 20020/1256 04/30/73 0 3909 7648N 16302E 27*8 189*6 GGGG
1281-U1400 00000/0000 20020/1257 04/30/73 10 3909 7F43N 15853E 29*0 185.3 GGGG
1281-01402 00000/0000 20020/1258 04/30/73 40 3909 7434N 15520E 30.2 181*5 GGGG
1281-01405 C0000/0000 20020/1259 04/3n/73 100 3909 732?N 15217E 31.4 178.2 GGGG
1281-01411 00000/0000 20020/1260 04/30/73 70 3909 7P09N 14936E 32*5 175*2 GGGG
1281-01414 00000/0000 20020/1261 04/30/73 60 3909 7053N 14714E 33.7 172.5 GGGG
1281-01420 00000/0000 20020/1262 04/30/73 10 3909 6936N 14 508E 34.9 170*1 GGGG
1281-01423 00000/0000 20020/1263 04/30/ 73 0 3909 6818N 14316E 36.0 167.8 GGGG
1281-01425 00000/0000 20020/1264 04/30/73 10 3909 6658N 14137E 37.2 165.7 GGGG
1281-01432 00000/0000 20020/1265 04/30/73 0 3909 6539N 14008E 38,3 163.7 GGGG
1281-01502 00000/0000 20020/1266 04/30/73 10 3909 4154N 12607E 55.1 133.5 GGGG
1281-01505 00000/0000 20020/1267 04/30/73 0 3909 4,28N 12537E 55.8 131.5 GGGG
1281-01511 00000/0000 20020/1268 04/30/73 10 3909 3903N 12508E 56.5 129.3 GGGG
1281-01514 00000/0000 20020/1269 04/30/73 10 3909 3737N 12440E 57.2 127.1 GGGG
1281-01520 00000/0000 20020/1270 04/30/73 10 3909 3610N 12412E 57.8 124.8 GGGG
1281-03211 00000/0000 20020/1271 04/30/73 0 3910 8012N 16130E 22.9 214*4 GGGG
1281-03220 00000/0000 20020/1272 04/3n/73 0 3910 7945N 14733E 2594 200.3 GGGG
1281103222, 00000/0000 20020/1273 04/30/73 10 3910 7749N 14159E 26.6 194.6 GGGG
1281-03225 06000/0000 20020/1274 04 /30/ 7 3  80 3910 7648N 13712E 27.8 189*6 GGGG
1281"03231 00000/0000 20020/1275 04/30/73 90 3910 7543N 13306E 29*0 185*3 GGGG
1281-03234 00000/0000 20020/1276 0*/30/73 70 3910 74 34 N 1293 4 E 30.2 181.5 GGGG
1281-03240 00000/0000 20020/1277 04/~0/73 60 3910 7322N 12631E 31*4 178*2 GGGG
1281-03243 00000/0000 20020/1278 04/30/73 90 3910 7208N 12351E 32.6 175.2 GGGG
1281-03245 00000/0000 20020/1279 04/3n/73 8n 3910 7r52N 1?129E 33.7 172,5 GGGG
1281-03252 00000/0000 20020/1280 04/30/73 60 3910 6936N 11924E 34*9 170*1 GOGG
1281-03254 00000/0000 20020/1281 04/30/73 20 3910 6R17N 11732E 36*1 167*8 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % .o.,,..., 0 TO 100 u % CLeUD CPVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.S-i----V- ........ ..---..- IaAe.SRAN03 nT PRrScNT/R0Ucv TFD. R=RnCYCLED. G=GBD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBBR.
16:44 MAP 11i' 7 4 STAN)ARD CATALBG FaR NBN-US PAGE 0791
FRgM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
B9SERVATI9N iICRFILM RLL N~B/ DATE CLbUD 'RqIT PrINCIPAL p!INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PfSITI9N IN ROLL ACQJTIRED COVER NUMBER AF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV mSS
RiV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1281105101 00000/0000 20020/1282 04/3n/73 20 3911 6417N 08714E 39.5 161*9 GGGG
1281-05104 00000/000o 20020/1283 04/30/73 30 3911 6'56N o8558E 40.6 160.1 GGGG12811-05110 00000/0000 2J020/1284 04/30/73 40 3911 6!34N 08449E 41.7 158*3 GGGG12 8 1 -0520 4  00000/000o 20020/1285 04/30/73 0 3911 2901N 07029E 60.0 112*3 GGGG1281-5210 00000/0000 23020/1286 04/30/73 10 3911 2734N 07005E 6003 109.7 GGGG
1281"05213 00300/000u 20020/1287 04/30/73 0 3911 2609N 06941E 60*5 107*0 GGGG
1281-05215 00000/0000 20020/1288 0O/30/73 0 3911 2443N 06917E 60*7 104.3 GGGG1281-;8510 OUO00/O000 20020/1289 04/30/73 100 3913 106N o01b27E 60.1 88*2 GGG
1281-08512 00000/0000 20020/1290 04/3n/73 100 3913 1440N 01 507E 59.8 85.6 GGG
1281-38515 00000/0000 20020/1291 04/3n/73 80 3913 1312N 01446E 59.5 83.2 GGG1281-08524 00000/OC0) 20020/1292 04/30/73 80 3913 1018N O1405E 5805 78.4 GGGG1281-10332 0000/0000 2 00 2 0/12 9 3 0 4 /3 3/ 7 3  90 3914 1857N 0 0 936W 60.6 93.4 GGG1281-10335 00000/0000 20020/1294 04/31/73 70 3914 1731N 00957 60*4 90*7 GGGP1281-10341 00000/0000 2000/1295 04/30/73 4 0 3914 1604N 01019 60.1 88.1 GGG
1281-10344 00000/0000 20200/1296 04 /30/7 3 30 3914 1437N 01040W 59.8 85.6 GPG128110350 0000000 20020/1297 04/3n/73 20 3914 1'1'N 01101W 59.5 83.1 GGP1281130353 00000/0900 20020/1298 04/30/73 30 391.4 1143N 0 1122W 59*0 80*7 GGG1281-10355 00000/0000 20020/1299 04 /30/ 7 3 3 0 3914 1016N 01143 58*5 78.4 GGG
1281-13502 00000/0000 200 2 0/1300 04/30/73 100 3916 5152N 0 5U21W 49.1 146.6 GPGP1281-13504 00000/0000 20020/1301 04/30/73 100 3916 5027N 0510 2W 50,0 144.8 GGGP
1281-13511 00000/0000 20020/1302 04/30/73 90 3916 4 02N 05 14 0w 5190 143.1 GPGP1281-13513 00000/0000 20020/1303 04/30/73 100 3916 4737N 05217W 51*9 141.3 GGGP1281-13520 00000/0000 20020/1304 04/30/73 100 3916 4613N 0 5253 52*7 139*4 GGGP1281-13522 00000/0000 20020/1305 04/30/73 50 3916 4447N 05327W 53*6 137.5 GGPP1281-13525 00000/0000 20020/1306 04 /30/ 7 3 60 3916 4122N 05 4 00w 54.4 135.5 GGGP1281-13531 00000/0001 20020/1307 04/30/7 3 60 3916 4157N 0 5432W 55.2 133.5 PGGP1281-13534 00000/0000 20020/1308 04/30/73 100 3916 4031N 05502W 55.9 131.4 GGGP1281-15322 000/0000 20020/1309 04/3n/73 100 3917 5605N 07 3 5 2W 46.1 151.6 p1281-15324 00000/0000 20020/1310 04/30/73 100 3917 5441N 07 4 41W 47.1 149*9 GG1281-15331 00000/0000 20020/1311 04/T0/73 100 3917 5317N 07527W 48*1 148.3 GG1281-15333 00000/0000 20020/1312 04/3/73 100 3917 5153N 07610W 49.1 146,6 GG
1281-15340 00000/0000 20020/131 04/30/73 100 3917 5'29N 07650W 50*0 144.8 GG1281-15342 00000/0000 20020/1314 04/30/73 100 3917 4n05N 07729w 51*0 14391 GGG1281-17145 00000/0000 20020/1315 0/30/73 10 3918 5947N 09802w 44*0 154.9 G
1281-17151 00000/0000 20020/1316 04/30/73 0 3918 5724N 09856W 45.1 153*2 GGGG1281-17154 00000/C0000 23020/1317 04/30/73 0 3918 5602N 09947W 46*1 151*6 GGGG1281-17160 00000/0000 20020/1318 04/10/73 0 3918 5439N 10036w 47.2 149.9 GGGG
1281-17163 00000/0000 20020/1319 04/30/73 10 3918 5315N 10122W 4802 148.2 GGGG1281-17165 00000/0000 20020/1320 04/30/73 10 3918 5150N 10204W 49-1 146.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *.,*,,,,..,,... 0 T8 100 = % CLOUD CqVER. ** NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ,,.......,,,.., SLANKS:BAND NOT PRFScNT/RErUFSTED. R=R-CYCLFD. GaG8D. F.FAIR RUT URl. iPARA
16:44 MAP 1l'74 STANDARD CAT4LOG FBR NON.US PAGE 0792FRBM 07/23/72 T8 C7/23/73
BBSERVATION MICReFILM RbLL NOI/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PDINCIPAL PRINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
I0 PeSITIN I'4 RBLL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER sF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1281-17172 0000/0000 20020/1321 04/0/73 50 3918 5n25N 10
2 4 5w 50.1 144*8 GGGG
1281-17240 00000/0000 20020/1322 04/30/73 10 3918 2734N 11040W 60.4 109.4 GGGG
1281-17242 00000/000o 20020/1323 04/30/73 10 3918 2608N 11104W 60.6 106*7 GGGG
1281-17245 00000/0000 20020/1324 04/30/73 10 3918 2442N 11126W 60,7 104.0 GGGG
1281-17251 00000/0000 20020/1325 04/30/73 10 3918 2315N 11149W 60*8 101*3 GGGG
1281.18553 00000/0000 20020/1326 04/30/73 40 3919 6 702N 11630W 37.4 165.8 GGGG
1281-18560 00000/0000 20020/1327 04/30/73 10 3919 6542m 11800w 38.5 163.8 GGGG
1281-18562 o0000/0000 20020/1328 04 /30/ 7 3 0 3919 6421N 11922W 39.6 161.9 GGGG
1281-18565 00000/C000 20020/1329 04/30/73 0 3919 6259N 12037W 40*8 160*1 GGGG
1281-18571 00000/0000 20020/1330 04/?0/73 10 3919 6137N 12145W 41.9 158*4 GGGG
1281-18574 00000/0000 20020/1331 04/30/73 10 3919 6015N 12249w 42.9 156.6 GGGG
1281-18530 0000/O00 20020/1332 04/30/73 O 3919 5R52N 12348W 44.0 155.0 GGGG
1281-18583 00000/0000 20020/1333 04/30/73 0 3919 5728N 12442W 45*1 153.3 GGGG
1281-18535 00000/0000 20020/1334 04/30/73 0 3919 5604N 12
5 33W 46.1 151.6 GGGG
1281-18594 00000/0000 20020/1335 04/30/73 0 3919 5317N 12706W 48.1 148.3 GGGG
1281-19001 00000/0000 20020/1336 04/30/73 20 3919 5152N 12748W 49*1 146.6 GGPG
1281-19003 00000/0000 20020/1337 04/30/73 40 3919 5028N 12829W 50.1 144.8 GGPG
1281-20373 00000/0000 20020/1338 04 /30/ 73 90 3920 705 6 N 13637W 33.9 172.6 GGGG
1282-00002 O0000/O00O 20020/1339 05/01/73 10 3922 8015N 14800W 23a2 214o7 GGrG
1282-00004 0000/0000 20020/1340 05/01/73 10 3922 7q35N 15529W 24*4 207.2 GGGG
1282-00011 00000/0000 20020/1341 05/01/73 10 3922 7R47N 16201W 25*6 200*5 GGGG
1282-00013 00000/0000 20020/1342 05/01/73 10 3922 7752N 16738W 26.8 194.8 GGGG
1282*00020 00000/0000 20020/1343 05/01/73 10 3922 7651N 17227W 28*0 189.8 GGGG
1282-00022 00000/0000 20020/1344 05/1/73 10 3922 7546N 17634W 29.2 185*5 PGGG
1282-00025 00000/0000 20020/1345 05/01/73 10 3922 7432N 17957W 30*4 181.7 GGGG
1282-00031 00000/0000 20020/1346 05/01/73 100 3922 7325N 17647E 31*6 178.3 GGPG
1282-00034 00000/0000 20020/1347 05/01/73 100 3922 7?11N 17405E 32*8 175.3 GGGG
1282-00040 00000/0000 20020/1348 05/01/73 100 3922 7056N 17143E 3400 172.6 GGGG
1282-00043 00000/0000 20020/1349 05/01/73 90 3922 6939N 16937E 35.1 170*2 GGGG
1282-00045 00000/0000 20020/1350 05/01/73 50 3922 6R21N 16744E- 36*3 167.9 GGGG
1282-00052 00000/0000 20020/1351 05/01/73 0 3922 6702N 16603E 37.4 165.8 GGGG
1282-00054 00000/000o 20020/1352 05/01/73 0 3922 6542N 16432E 38.6 163.8 GGGG
1282-00061 000CO/0000 20020/1353 05/01/73 C 3922 6420N 16 309E 39*7 161.9 GGGG
1282-03451 00000/0000 20020/1354 05/01/73 10 3924 2145N 09254E 60.9 98.2 GGGG
1282-0 3 45+ 00000/0000 20020/1355 05/01/73 10 3924. 2018N 09232E 6C*8 9595 GPGG
12820j5265 00000/0000 20020/1356 05/01/73 0 3925 2731N 0 6836E 0,5 10990 GPGG
1282-05271 00000/0000 20020/1357 05/01/73 0 3925 2605N 06812E 60.7 106.3 GPGG
1282-05274 00000/OC00 20020/1358 05/01/73 10 3925 2438N 06749E 60.8 103.6 GGGG
1282-j8564 .00000/0000 2.020/1359 05/01/73 10C 3927 1600N 01403E 60.2 87.4 P
KEYS: CLIUD CBVERP % .. ,...*.. .... 0 TB 100 * % CLeUD CPVER, ** a NB CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.I ... n.. - ..RA, P. c rT/oFLUJcTEr. o=oECYCLED. G-GBBD, FvFAIR BUT USABLE* PaPeeR*
16:44 MAR ll'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBP NON.US PAGE 0793
FRM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERvATION MICROFILM RILL N5,/ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PVINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
Iu POSITIN IN ROLL ACOURED COVER NUMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
R V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1282"08571 00000/0000 20020/1360 05/01/73 90 3927 1434N 0 1342E 59.9 84*9 PPGP
1282-08573 00000/0000 20020/1361 05/c1/73 90 3927 j107N 01322E 59.5 82.4 PPGP
1282-08580 00000/0000 20020/1362 05/01/73 80 3927 1141 01300E 59.0 80*0 PPGP
1282-08582 oC0000000 20O20/1363 05/01/73 90 3927 1O14N 01239E 58.5 77.7 PPGP
1282-10391 O0000/0o00 200o2/1364 35/(1/ 73 80 3928 1052N 0 1103 60.7 92.6 GPGP
1282-10393 00000/0000 20020/1365 05/01/73 0 3928 172kN 01125W 60*5 90*0 GPGP
1282*10400 00000/0000 20020/1366 05/nl/73 0 3928 1559N 01146W 60.2 87-4 GPGP
1282*10402 00000/C000 20020/1367 05/r1/73 0 3928 1433N 01207w 59.9 84.8 PPGP
1282"10405 00000/0000 20020/1368 05/01/73 0 3928 1306N 01 2 28w 59.5 82.4 PPGP
1282-10411 00000/0000 20020/1369 05/01/73 10 3928 1139N 01248W 59*0 80.0 PPGP
1282-10414 00000/0000 20020/1370 05/01/73 0 3928 1013N 01309W 58.5 77.7 GGGP
1282-13554 00000/0000 20020/1371 05/01/73 100 39-0 5308N 05110W 48.5 148*0 PPGP
1282-13560 00000/0000 20020/1372 05/01/73 100 3930 5144N 0515 3W 49.5 146.3 PPGP
1282-13563 00000/0000 20020/1373 05/01/73 100 3930 519N 05234W 50*4 144*5 GPGP
1282-13565 00000/0000 20020/1374 05/n1/73 100 3930 4~54N 05312W 51j3 142.7 PPGP
1282-13572 0000/0000 20020/1375 05/01/73 90 3930 4730N o5349W 52.2 140.9 PPGP
1282-13574 00000/0000 20020/1376 05/01/73 80 3936 4605N 05424W 53.1 139.0 PPGP
1282-13581 00000/0o00 20020/1377 05/01/73 50 3930 4439N 0 5459w 53.9 137.1 GPGP1282-13583 00000/000 20020/1378 05/01/73 100 3910 4414N 055 31w 54*7 13501 GPGP
1282-13590 00000/0000 20020/1379 05/o1/73 100 3930 4149N 05 602w 55.5 133.0 PPGP
1282-15353 00000/0000 20020/1380 05/,)1/73 80 3931 6L13N 06912W 40*0 161*7 GGGP
1282-15360 00000/0000 20020/1381 05/01/73 80 3931 6251N 0 7026W 411 159.9 GGGP1282-15362 00000/0000 20020/1382 05/01/73 70 3931 6129N 07134W 4292 158.2 GPGP
1282-15365 00000/0000 20020/1383 C5/01/73 100 3931 6006N 07238W 43.3 156*4 GPGP
1282-15371 00000/0000 20020/1384 05/1/73 100 3931 5R44N 0 7337w 44.4 154.7 GPGP
1282-15374 00000/0000 20020/1385 05/01/73 100 3931 57 0N 07432W 4504 153,1 PAGG
1282-15380 00000/0000 2c020/1386 05/01/73 100 3931 5567N 07523W 46.5 151.4 GGGG1282-15383 00000/0000 20020/1387 05/01/73 100 3931 5433N 0 7611W 47.5 149.7 GGGG
1282-15385 00000/oo000o 20020/1388 05/11/73 90 3931 5309N 07657W 48.5 148.0 GGGG
1282-15392 00000/0000 20020/1389 05/01/7 3  50 3931 5145N 07740W 49.5 146.3 GGGG
1282-15394 00000/0000 20020/1390 05/o1/73 30 3931 5020N 078 2 1W 50*4 144.5 PGGG
1282-17203 00000/0000 20020/1391 05/01/73 0 3932 5R45N 09928W 44.4 154.7 UGGG
1282-17210 00000/0000 20020/1392 05/01/73 0 3932 5722N 10022W 45.5 153.1 GGGG
1282-17212 00000/0000 20020/1393 05/01/73 0 3932 5559N 1011 4 W 46,5 151.4 GGGG
1282-17215 00000/0000 20020/1394 05/01/73 0 3932 5434N 10202W 47.5 149.7 GGGG
1282-17221 00000/0000 20020/1395 05/01/73 10 3932 5 10N 10 248W 48.5 148.0 GGGG
1282-17224 00000/0000 20020/1396 05/01/73 10 3932 5146N 10331w 49*5 146.3 GGGG
1282-17230 00000/0000 20020/1397 05/01/73 20 3932 5021N 10412w 504 144*5 GGGG1282-17292 00000/0000 20020/1398 05/01/73 0 3932 2857N 11143W 6093 111.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD C9VER % *.. T....,, 0 78 100 % CLOUD C9VER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ....... ,,,,. BLANKSUBAND NET PRESENT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED. G=GBD., F.FAIR BUT USABLE, PoPBSR,
16:44 MAP 11',74 STANDARD CATALEG FOR NON-US PAGE 0794
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATI5N MICFAFIL R9LL NB./ DATE CLBUD 9RPIT POINICIPAL P5INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID P6SITIN IN N8LL ACQUIRED COVE R  NUMBER sF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1282-17294 00000/0000 20020/1399 05/ul/ 73 10 3932 2731N 11206W 60o6 108.8 GGGG
1282-17301 00000/0000 20020/1400 05/n1/73 10 3932 2604N 11229W 60*8 106,1 GGGG
1282-17303 00000/0000 20020/1401 06i/1/73 20 3932 2438N 11
2 5 2w 60.9 103.3 GGGG
1282-19000 0000/0o000 20020/1402 05/1/73 100 3933 7049N 11229W 34*3 172.4 GGGG
1282-19003 00000/O00C 20020/1403 05/01/73 lO0 3913 6933N 11433W 35.5 170*0 GGGG
1282-19005 00000/000 20020/1404 05/01/73 100 3933 6R14N 116240 36.6 167*7 GGGG
1282-19012 00000/000o 20020/1405 05/ri/73 80 3933 665rN 118 04W 37*8 165.6 GGGG
1282-19014 00o00/000o 20020/1406 05/01/73 70 3933 6r34N 11932W 38.9 163.6 GGGG
1282-19021 00000/o00o 20020/1407 05/01/73 20 3933 6413N 12053W 40*0 161.7 GGGG
1282-19023 00000/C00 2u02o/1408 05/01/73 30 3933 6)52N 12207w 41.2 159.9 GGGG
1282-19030 00000/0000 20020/1409 05/01/73 0 3933 6130 12315W 42*3 158.2 GGGG
128219032 000o/00oo00 20020/1410 05/01/73 30 3933 60O7N 12418W 43.3 156.4 GGGG
1282-19035 00000/0000 20020/1411 05/r1/7 3  40 3933 5.43
N  12b17W 44'4 154.7 GGGG
1282-19041 00000/0000 20020/1412 C5/n1/73 30 3933 5720N 12611 45*5 153.1 GGGG
1282-19044 00000/0000 20020/1413 C5/01/73 30 3933 5957N 12702w 46.5 151.4 GGGG
12 8 2 -19 053  00000/0000 20020/1414 05/01/73 80 3933 5310N 12836w 48.5 148.0 GGGG
1282-19055 00000/00Ou 20020/1415 05/01/73 100 3933 5145N 12919W 49-5 14603 GGGG
1282-20432 00000/0000 20020/1416 05/01/73 100 3934 7f49N 13819W 34*3 172.4 GGGG
1282-22261 O0000/0000 20020/1417 05/1i/
7 3  10 3935 7208N 16142W 33*1 175.2 GGGG
1283-00060 00000/0000 20020/1418 05/r2/73 10 3936 8013N 14949W 23P5 214*4 GGG
1283-00063 00000/0000 20020/1419 05/02/73 0 3936 7933N 15714W 24.7 206.9 GGGG
1283-00065 00o00/0000 20020/1420 05/02/73 0 3936 745N 16342W 26*0 200.3 GGGG
1283-00072 00000/OCC0 2u02o/1421 05/ o2/7 0 3936 774 9 N 169178 27.2 194.6 GGGG
1283-00074 00000/0000 20020/1422 05/02/73 0 3936 7648N 17405W 28*4 189.6 GGGG
1283-00081 00300/0000 20020/1423 05/0P/73 10 3936 7 542 N 17812w 29.6 185.3 GGGG
1283-00083 00000/0000 20020/1424 05/02/73 20 3936 7433N 17815E 30.8 181.5 GGGG
1283-00090 00000/0000 20020/1425 05/32/73 20 3936 7321N 17512E 32.0 178*2 GGGG
1283-00092 00000/0000 20020/1426 05/OP/73 100 3936 7207N 17232E 33.2 175.2 GGGG
1283-00095 00000/0000 20020/1427 05/02/73 90 3936 
7052N 17o12E 34.3 172.5 GGG
1283-00101 00000/0000 20020/1428 05/n?/73 80 3936 6q35N 16 807E 35s5 170*1 GGGG
1283-00104 .00000/0000 20020/1429 05/0~/73 0 3936 6A16N 16614E 36.7 167*8 GGG
1283-00110 00000/0000 20020/1430 0502/73 0 3936 6656N 16434E 37*8 165.7 GGGG
1283-00113 00000/0000 20020/1431 05/0 p /73 0 3936 6=36N 16305E 38.9 163.7 GGGG
1283-00115 00000/0000 20020/1432 05/02/73 0 3936 6416N 16144E 40*1 161*8 GGGG
1283-J0122 00000/0000 20020/1433 05/p2/73 0 3936 6254N 16030E 41.2 160.0 GGGG
1283-01492 00000/0000 20020/1434 05/oP/73 20 3937 812N 17538W P235 214.4 GGGG
1283-01494 00000/0000 20020/1435 05/02/73 n1 3937 7032N 17656E 24*8 206.9 GrGG
1283-0151 00000/0000 20020/1436 05/02/73 10 3937 7R44N 17027E 26*0 20003 GGGG
1283-01503 00000/0000 20020/1437 05/02/73 10 3937 7748N 16452E 27.2 194o6 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ***o.******* 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CfVER. ** * NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE QUALITY ............... LANKS=BAND NOT PREScNT/REQUESTED. HRRECYCLED. G=GBmD. FvFATR BUT USABLE. p-P88R.
1t:44 IAP 11s'74 STANDARD C4ATLeG F9R NON.US PAGE 0795
FROM j7/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATI5N ICPIFIM ?LL >9,/ TDTE CLOUD 9RIT POINCIPAL PjINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
SP;SITIJN IN '3LL ACrTU ED CBVER PUFBE'R F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
qPV MSS LAT LtNG 123 45678
1283- 12022 000cCO/UnOC 22C!o0/143, 05/CP/73 9' 3937 42PN 12244E 56.4 130.8 GGGG
1283-03494 00000/Cu,:0 . 202/1439 05/,o/73 50 3938 2O06N 09236E 60.8 10509 GGGG
12 8 3 -0 3 5 01 u0000/00Cj 200 20/I440 05/n2/73 10 3918 2439N 09212E 60*9 103.2 GOGG
1283-03503 c00Co/000 2o20/1441 05/'2/73 c 3938 2?11N 09149E 61*0 100.4 GGGG
1283-J3510 0000/00oc 2020/1442 05/n~/7 1l 3938 2145N 09127E 61.0 97.7 GGGG
128 3 -052?3 00O0/O000 2000/1443 05/0P/73 20 3939 6132N 08155E 42*4 158*2 GGGG
1283-05230 00000/000 23020/1444 05/2/73 2C 3919 6009N 08052E 43@4 156.5 GGGG
1283-3523? 00000/0000 2002/1445 05/nt/73 10 3939 5946N 07953E 44*5 154.8 GGGG
1283-97132 000O0/00C 23020/1446 05/0P/73 1C 3940 360pN 04355E 58*3 123*9 GGG
1283-07134 00000/0003 29020/1447 05/0P/73 10 3940 3443N 04329E 58.8 121.5 GGGG
1283-37141 30000/0000 20020/144 05/0o/73 0 3940 3'71N 04303E 593 119.0 GGGG
1283-07143 00000/0000 2?020/1449 05/2p/73 0 3940 3152N 04237E 59.8 116*5 GGGG
1283-07150 00C0/00 21020/1450 0 50;/7 0 3940 3026N 04213E 60.1 113.9 GGGG
1283-37152 00000/0000 20020/1451 05/12/73 10 3940 2q00N 04148E 60o4 111.2 GGGG
1283-07155 00000/000 2020/1452 05/02/73 10 3940 2734N 0 4124E 60*7 108.6 6000
1283-07161 00000/000 2002C/1453 05/n2/73 10 3940 2407N 04100E 6C*9 105.8 GGGG
1283-0 7 164 00000/UC00 2?020/1454 05/(,/73 0 3940 2441A 04U37E 61.0 103.1 GGGG
1283-37170 00O0/o00oo0 0020/1455 05/0;/73 0 3940 2115N 04015E 61.0 100*3 GGGG
12 8 3 -90o20 0C300/00 20020/1456  05/0/ 7 3 9, 3941 1730N 01257E 60.5 89.5 GGGG
1283-0902? 0000/0000 20320/1457 05/fl/73 80 3941 1604N 01236E 60*3 86.9 GGGG
1283-09025 00000/00 20020/1458 05/f/73 20 3941 1436N 01215E 59.9 84*4 GGGG
12 8 3 -9031 00000/000, 20020/1459 05/0~/73 20 3941 1A09N 01154E 59,5 81.9 GGGG
1283-99034 0000/QO0 200dC/1460 05/0,/73 20 3941 1142N 01134E 5990 79.5 GGGP
128 3-09040 00000/000C 2o0 2o/1461 05/0P/73 20 3941 ini5N 01114E 58.5 77.2 GGGP
1283-10445 OU000/000 2002C/1462 05/0P/73 0 3942 1855N 01228W 60.8 92.1 GGGP1283-10451 0000/00C0 20020/1463 05/0P/ 7 3 0 3942 1728N 01250W 60*5 89*4 GGGP
1283-10454 J000/0000 20020/1464 05/'p/73 0 3942 1402N 01311w 60.3 86*9 GGGP
1283-10460 00000/Q000 20020/1465 05/P/7? 0 3942 1435N 01332W 59.9 84.3 GGGP
1283-10463 000C0/0000 20020/1466 05/0/73 0 3942 1i09N 01353W 5905 81*9 GGGG
1283-14010 O000/0000 20320/1467 05/(r/73 60 3944 54 3 5 N o51 4 7W 47.7 149.7 GGGG1283-14012 0000/0000 200 2 0/1468 05/02/73 50 3944 5112N 05233w 48.7 147.9 GGGG
1283-14015 00O0/000O 20020/1469 05/0,/7 50 3944 5147N 0 5317W 49.7 146*2 GGGG
1283-14021 0000/C0co 20020/1470 05/0p/ 7 3 40 3944 5,23N 05358W 50o7 144*4 GGGG
1283-14024 00000/0000 20020/1471 05/op/73 30 3944 4R59N 05437W 51.6 142.6 GGGG
1283-14030 o0000/000o 20020/1472 03/0/73 30 3944 4'3'7 05 5 1 4 W 52.5 140.8 GGGG
1283-14033 0000/00 20020/1473 05 /C0/ 7 3 3 0 3944 4AO0N 05b49W 53.4 138.9 GGGG
1283-14035 OCU03/C00L 20020/1474 05o9//73 10 3944 4443N4 05623W 54.2 136*9 GGGG
1283-14042 00000/0000 20020/1475 05/02/73 50 3944 4317N o5 6 55W 55,0 134,9 GGGG
1283-14044 00000/C0000 20320/1476 05/02/73 70 3944 415N 05727 55.8 132.8 GOGG
KEYS: CL~OD CeVEP % *...,**,*,,.. 0 Ti 100 = % CLBUD CmVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *...,,,...... rLANKS.BAND NOT PRFS NT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GBAD, FuFAIR BUT USABLE, PwP55R,
16:44 "AR 11',74 STANDARD CATALG FOR NON-US 
PAGE 0796
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATI9N ~ICRAFILM R5LL NB./ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PPINICIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN HOLL ACGUTRED CeVER NUMBER LF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV 
MSS
ngV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1283-14051 00000/OC00 2020/1477 05/02/73 80 3944 4026N 05
7 5 7w 56.5 130.7 GGGG
1283-15453 0 0 0 0 /0 0 0 20020/1478 05/02/73 70 3945 5r22N 07949W 50*7 
144.4 GGGG
1283-17261 00000/OCuo 20020/1479 05/02/73 0 3946 5R46N 10052W 44.7 154.7 GGGG
1283-17264 00000/000 20020/1480 05/02/73 0 3946 572 3N 10146W 45.7 153.0 
GGGG
1283-17270 00000/OCOc 20020/1481 05/0p/73 C 3946 5600N 10237W 46.8 151*3 GGGG
1283-17273 00000/000 2C0020/1482 05/r/73 0 3946 5436N 10 325W 47.8 149*7 
GGGG
1283-17275 00000/0000 20020/1483 05/02/73 20 3946 5-12N 10410W 4808 147*9 GGGG
1283-17282 00000/0000 20020/1484 05/-P/73 30 3946 5148N 104
53w 49.7 146*2 GGGG
1283-17284 00000/0000 20020/.1485 05/0op73 20 3946 50 24N 10534W 50.7 144.4 GGGG
1283-17350 00000/0000 20020/1486 05/9 /73 0 3946 2900N 1 1307W 60 *5 111*0 GGGG
1283-17352 00000/0000 20020/1487 05/')2/73 0 3946 2732N 11330W 607 108.3 GGGG
1283-17355 00000/0000 20020/1488 05 /op/7 3 0 3946 
2 606 N 11352w 60.9 105.6 GGGG
1283-17361 00000/0000 20020/1489 05/0/73 10 3946 2441N 11
4 15W 61*0 102,9 GGGG
1283-19052 0000/00o 20020/1490 05/o2/73 100 3947 7P07N 11131W 33.4 175,2 GGGG
1283-19054 00000/0000 20020/1491 05/02/73 100 3947 7051N 11351W 34.6 172.5 GGGG
1283-19061 00000/0000 20020/1492 05/02/73 90 3947 6934N 11
5 55W 35*7 170.1 GGGG
1283-19063 00000/0000 20200/1493 05/02/73 70 3947 6R16N 11746w 36.9 167.8 GGGG
1283-19070 00000/0000 20020/1494 05/02/73 60 3947 6656N 11924W 38.0 165o7 GGG
1283-19072 00000/0000 20020/1495 05/0
/ 7 3  5r 3947 6r36N 12054W 39.2 163.7 GGGG
1283-19075 00000/0000 2y020/1496 05/02/73 20 3947 6415N 12215w 40s3 161.8 GGGG
1283-19081 0C00C /000 ? C20/1497 C5 /0P/ 7 3 10 3947 6,54N 12
3 29W 41.4 159.9 GGGG
1283-19084 00000/0000 20020/1498 05/02/73 20 3947 6131N I2437W 42.5 158g.2 GGGG
1283-19090 00000/0000 20020/1499 05/2/73 20 3947 6009N 12540W 43*6 156.4 GGGG
1283-19093 00000/0000 2D020/1503 35/0 p2
73 30 3947 5946N 12639W 44.7 154.7 GGGG
1283-19095 00000/0000 2C020/1501 05/o0/73 50 3947 5723N 12734w 45.7 153.0 GGGG
1283-19111 00000/0000 20020/1502 05/0/ 7 3 70 3947 51i2NI 12959W 48*8 147.9 GGGG
1283-19113 0000/0000 20020/1503 05/02/73 40 3947 5147N 13043w 4908 146*2 GGGG
1283-20463 00000o/000 20020/1504 05/0P/73 30 3948 7749N 11914W 2p74 194.6 
GGGG
1283-20470 00000/000o 20020/1505 05/op/
73 10 3948 7648N 12400W 286 189.6 GGGG
1283-20472 00000/000U 23020/1506 051oP73 10 3948 7 54?N 12805W 29.8 185o3 GGGG
1283-20475 OOOOO/COO 2j020/1507 05/,2/73 10 3948 7433N 13136W 31.0 181.5 GGGG
1283"-?041 0000/000C 20020/1508 05/n2/73 10 3948 7121N 13
4 39W 32*2 178.2 GGGG
1283-20484 00000/0000 2G020/1509 0/02/73 20 3948 7207N 13719W 33*4 175*2 GGGG
1283-?0490 0C000/0000 202 2 0/1510 05/02/73 29 3948 7051N 13939W 34*6 172.5 GGGG
1283-22233 00000/0000 2002/1511 05,/2/73 10 3949 8n13N 12535W 23.8 214.4 GGGG
1283-22290 0C000/0000 20020/1512 05/.P/73 O 3949 7633N 13301W 25,0 206.9 GGGG
1283-22292 00000/0000 20020/1513 05/02/73 0 3949 7c44N 13928W 26o2 200.3 GGGG
1283-22295 00000/0000 20020/1514 05/<2/73 10 3949 7748N 14502W 27*5 194o6 GGGG
1283-22301 00030/000 2 0020/1515 05/np/73 0 3949 7647N 14947W 28.7 189.6 
GGGG
KEYS: C LRUD CBvEQ % *..*...o* .... n TO 100 = % CLOUD CAVER. ** T NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE
IAAGE 3OaLTY ,..,-..,,.,,,, BLANKSuBAND NOT PREScNT/RE0UESTED" R-RECYCLED, G=G5PDo F.FAIR BUT 
USABLE. PuPOeR.
16:44 iAQ 11s'74 STANDARD CATALRG FOR NN-wUS PAGE 0797
FR8M 07/23/72 TO C7/23/73
BBSERVATISN MICRFILM RtLL NS./ DATE CLOUD 'RBIT PoIIJCIPAL PINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PHSITI9N IN ROLL ACWUTREn COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1283-22304 00000/0000 20020/1516 05/p/73 10 3949 7s42N 153531 29.9 185.3 GGGG
1283-22310 00000/0000 20020/1517 05/p/73 10 3949 7 43N 15726W 31.1 181.5 GGGG
1283-22313 00000/0000 20023/1518 05/0o/73 10 3949 7 321N 16029W 32.3 178.2 GGGG
1283-22315 00000/0000 20020/1519 05/07/73 10 3949 7209N 16309W 33,4 175*2 GGGG
1283-22322 00000/0000 200 20/1520 05/op/ 73 10 3949 7 052N 16530w 34.6 172.5 GGG
1284-00115 00000/0000 2002011521 05/03/73 20 3950 801?N 15121w 23.8 214.4 GGGG
1284-00121 0000/0000 20020/1522 05/03/73 20 3950 7933N 1584 8w 25.0 206.9 GGGG
128 4 -0012 4  00000/0000 20020/152 3 C5/03/73 20 3950 7440 16517W 26.3 200*3 GrGG
1284-00130 00000/0000 20020/1524 05/03/73 10 3950 7749N 17051W 27-5 194.6 GGGG
1284-00133 00000/0000 20020/1525 05/03/73 0 3950 7648N 17 5 38w 2897 189*6 GGGG
1284-00135 00000/000 20020/1526 035//73 0 3950 7542N 17944W 29*9 185.3 GGGG
1284"00142 0000/0000 20020/1527 05/,3/73 9 39 5 0 743-N 17643E 31*1 181.5 GGGG
1284-00144 00000/0000 2u020/1528 05/03/73 10 3950 7121N 17339E 32.3 178*2 GGGG
1284-00151 00000/00 20020/1529 05/03/73 2C 3950 7206N 17058E 33.5 175*2 GGGG
1284-00153 00000/0000 20020/1530 05/03/73 50 3950 7051N 16838E 346 172.5 GrGG
1284-00160 00000/0000 20020/1531 05/03/73 50 3950 6933N 16633E 35.8 170.0 GGGG
1284-0162 00000/0000 20020/1532 05/rn373 0 39q0 6815N 16443E 37*0 167.8 GGGG
1284-00165 00000/0000 20020/1 533 05 /13/ 73 0 3950 6A56N 16304E 38*1 165.7 GGGG
1284-00171 00000/0000 20020/1534 05/03/73 0 3950 6r35N 16135E 39*3 163.7 GGGG
1284-00174 00000/0000 20020/1535 05/03/73 0 3950 6415N 16015E 40*4 161.7 GGGG
1284-02023 00000/0000 20020/1536 05/n3/ 7 3  0 3951 5846N 12959E 44.8 154.7 GGGG
1284-03382 00000/0000 20020/1537 05/o3/73 40 3952 8n12N 15658E 23.9 214*3 GGGG
1284-03384 00000/0000 20020/1538 05/03/73 30 3952 7 3N 14935E 25*1 206.8 GGGG
1284-03391 00000/0000 20020/1539 09/03/73 30 3952 7S44N 14307E 26.3 200.3 GGGG
1284-03393 00000/0000 20020/1540 05/03/73 10 3952 7748N 13732E 27.5 194.6 GGGG
1284-03400 00000/0000 20020/1541 05/0r/73 10 3952 7647N 13246E p8.7 189*6 GGGG
1284-03402 00000/0000 20020/1542 05/03/73 0 3952 7r41N 12841E 29.9 185.3 GGGG
1284-03405 00000/0000 20020/1543 05/03/73 0 3952 7432N 12508E 31*1 181*5 GGGG
1284-03411 00300/0000 20020/1544 05/03/73 100 3952 7320N 12205E 32.3 178.2 GGGG
1284-03414 00000/0000 20020/1545 05/~3/73 100 3952 7P06N 11924E 33.5 175.2 GGGG
1284-03420 00000/0000 20020/1546 C05/0 3 /7 3  90 3952 750N 11703E 34.7 172.5 GGGG
1284-03423 00000/0000 20020/1547 05/0q/ 73 100 3952 6q33N 11459E 35.9 170.0 GGGG
128 4-0708 4  30030/000 20020/15438 5/03/73 10 3954 7n05N 06531E 34.7 172.5 GGGG
1284-07090 00000/0000 20020/1549 05/33/73 0 3 954 6a33N 06327E 35.9 170*0 GGGG
1284-07093 00000/0000 20020/1550 05/3/73 0 3954 615N 06136E 37*1 167.8 GGGG
1284-07095 00000/000o 20020/1551 05/03/73 30 3954 6656N 05957E 38.2 165.6 GGGG
1284-07102 00000/0000 20020/1552 05/(3/73 20 3954 6536N 05827E 39.3 163.6 GGGG
1284-07104 00000/0000 20020/1553 05/03/73 0 3954 64 159N 05705E 40*5 161*7 GGGG
1284-07111 00000/000 20020/1554 05/03/73 10 3954 6253N 0 5b49E 41.6 159.9 GGGG
KEYS: CL9UD CBVER % .............. 0 TB 100 u % CLOUD CqVER. ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUSTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GB0D. FxFAIR BUT USABLE. P-P05R.
16:44 MA 11,'74 STANDARD CATALG FOR N5N-US PAGE 0798
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATTIN MICR9FIL.r R9LL N49/ DATE CLOD 9R9IT PPINCIPAL PfINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITISN IN ROLL ACOU IRED CMVER NUMBER sF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV PSS
P'V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
i2g4007113 00000/0000 20020/1555 05/03/73 0 3954 6131N 05439E 42.7 158.1 GGGG
1284-o7120 O000/0000 20020/1556 05/o3/73 10 3954 6008N 05335E 43*8 156.4 GGGG
1284-07122 00000/0000 20020/1557 05/03/73 20 3954 5R45N 05236E 44*8 154.7 GGGG
1284-09072 00000/0000 20020/1558 05/r3/73 100 3955 1853N 01152E 60.8 91*5 GGGG
1284-09074 00000/o000 20020/1559 05/03/~7 100 3955 1727N 0 1131E 60.6 88.9 GGGG
1284-09081 00000/0000 2,020/1560 05/03/73 90 3955 1600N 01109E 60,3 86,3 GGGG
1284-Q9083 00000/o00 20020/1561 05/03/73 90 3955 143 3 N 01048E 59*9 83*7 GGGG
1284-09090 O000/0000 20020/1562 05/13/73 90 3955 1306N 01028E 59.5 81.3 GGGG
1284-39092 0000/000 20020/1563 05/03/73 90 3955 1139N 01007E 59*0 78.9 GGGG
1284-09095 00000/0000 20020/1564 05/03/73 60 3955 1013N 00947E 58*5 76*6 GGGG
1284-10503 00000/O00') 20020/1565 05/03/73 80 3956 1952N 01357W 60.8 91*5 GGGG
1284-14064 o0000/000 2000/1566 05/03/73 70 3958 5435N 05315W 4800 14995 GGGG
1284-14071 00000/0000 2002o/1567 05/13/73 100 3958 5311N 05401W 49*0 147*8 GGGG
1284-14073 00000/0000 20020/1568 05/03/73 100 3958 5147N 05444W 50*0 146.1 GGGG
1284-14080 00000/0000 20020/1569 05/03/73 90 3958 5023N 05524W 51*0 144.3 GGGG
1284-14082 00000/0000 2001)201570 05/0~/73 40 3958 4R58N 05602W 51*9 142.5 GGGG
1284-14085 00000/0000 20020/1571 05/,/73 10 3958 4732N 0 5639W 52.8 140s6 GGGG
1284-14091 00000/0000 20020/1572 05/03/73 20 3958 4607N o5714W 53*6 138.7 GGG
1284-14094 00000/0000oooo 2 0020/ 1 5 7 3  05/,3/73 30 3958 4442N 05748W 54,5 136*7 GGGG
1284-14100 00000/0000 20020/1574 05/03/73 20 3958 4116N 05821W 55,3 134.6 GGGG
1284-14103 00000/0000 20020/1575 05/03/73 30 3958 4 150N 05853w 56.0 132.5 GGGG
1284-14105 00000/0000 20020/1576 05/03/73 30 3958 4n25N 05 9 23w 56.7 130.4 GGGG
1284-15464 00000/0000 20020/1577 05/03/7 100 3959 6535N 07046W 39.5 163.6 GGGG
1284-15470 00000/0000 2,'02o/1578 05/03/73 100 3959 6414N 07207w 40*6 161.7 GGGG
1284-15473 00000/c00 20020/1579 05/03/73 20 3959 6p52N 07322W 41o7 159o9 GGGG
1284-15475 o0000/OcOO 2 0020/1583 05/-3/73 50 3959 613N 07430W 42.8 158.1 GGG
1284-15482 00000/0000 20020/1581 05/03/73 100 3959 6007N 07534W 4309 156.4 GGGG
1284-15484 00000/0000 20020/1582 05/03/73 90 3959 5 ,4 4 N o7633W 45,0 154.6 GGGG
1284-15491 00000/0000 20020/1583 05/13/73 20 3959 5721N 07727w 46*0 152*9 GGGG
1284-15493 00000/000o 20020/1584 05/03/7 0 3959 5557N 0 7819w 47.0 151.2 GGGG
1284-15500 00000/0000 20020/1585 05/C3/73 0 3959 5434N 07906W 48.1 149*5 GGGG
1284*15502 0000 0000 20020/1586 05/03/73 0 3 9 5 9 510N 07951W 49.1 14708 GGGG
1284-15505 C00000/0000 20020/1587 05/n3/73 20 3959 5146N 08034W 50*0 146.0 GiGG
1284-15511 00000/0000 20020/1588 05/o0/73 20 3959 50 20N 0 8114W 51.0 144*3 GGGG
1284-17320 00000/0000 20022/0031 05/03/73 0 3960 5.45N 10218W 45.0 154.7 GGGG
1284-17322 00000/0000 20022/0032 05/3/73 0 3960 5722N 10 3 12w 46.0 152.9 GGGG
1284-17325 00000/0000 20022/0033 05/03/73 0 3960 5558N 10403W 47*1 151*2 GGGG
1284-17331 00000/0000 23022/0034 05/03/73 10 3960 5435N 10451W 48.1 149.5 GGGG
1284-17334 000000/0000 20022/0035 05/03/73 10 3960 5111N 10537W 49*1 147*8 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *.'..****.**"., o Te 100 = % CLOUD CsVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IAGE QUALTTY o.......,.... BLANKS.BAND NOT PR7SrNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED, G=GB8D, F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PPBBR,
16:44 'AR 11'74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR NeN-US PAGE 0799
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATI3N :!IC :oFIM RMLL i,5./ DATE CLLU)D BRRIT Pol'ICIPAL P-INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P'SITTI9N IN RLL AC0 t RE CBVvR NUMBER 'F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
V MS5 LAT LONG 123 45678
1284-1734. 00o000/0oc0 2w02/0C03 6  05/0i/ 7 3 20 3960 5146N 10 6 20 50*0 146.1 GGGG
1284-17343 00000/000 20022/0037 05/03/73 20 3960 5022N 10700W 51*0 144.3 GGGG
1284-17404 C0000/Co00 2 (J02 2 /00 3 8  05/q3/73 20 3960 2J59N 11433W 6097 110.5 GGGG
1284-17411 C00300/0CC 20022/0039 05/n3/73 30 3960 2732N 11456W 60*9 107.8 GGGG
1284-19083 00000/0000 20 0 20 /1589 05/e3/73 30 3961 7R44N 08917W 26*5 200.3 GGGG
1284-19090 00000/00C 20020/1590 05/03/73 40 3961 7748N 09452W 27*7 194.6 GGGG
1284-1909F 30000/000 Pe020/1591 05/03/7 3 60 3961 7 64 7 N 09938W 28*9 189.6 GGGG
1284-19095 0000/C000 20020/1592 05/03/73 60 3961 7541N 10344W 30.1 185.3 GGGG
1284-19131 00000C/00o 20 0 20/1593 05/103/73 7 3961 7432N 10715W 31*3 181.5 GGGG
1284-19104 0000/0000 ,0020/1594 05/i3/ 7 3 70 3961 7321N 11017W 32.5 178*2 GGGG
1284-19110 OCoo0/000o 200)0/1595 0/,03/73 70 3961 7207N 11257W 33.7 175*2 GGGG
1284-19113 00000/0000 20~0G2 1596 05/03/73 70 3961 7052N 11518 34*9 172*5 GGGG
1284-19115 00OOO/00C 200:0/1597 01/03/73 80 3961 6935N 11721W 36*0 170.0 GGGG
1284-19122 Ooo00/00o 2020/159 05/j3/73  80 3961 601iN 11911W 37.2 167.8 GGGG
1284-19124 00000/0000 ?0020/1599 05/03/73 70 3961 6657N 12049w 38,4 165.6 GGGG
1284-19131 000O0/0000 20020/1600 05/0)3/73 60 3961 6r37N 12219w 39.5 163,6 GSGG
1284-19133 00300/0000 200 20/1601 C5/3/73 40 3961 6416N 12341m 40.6 161.7 GGGG
1284-19140 00000/0000 20020/1602 05/1)3/73 20 3961 6o54N 12456W 41.7 159*9 GGGG
1284-19142 o0000/0000 20020/1603 05/0/ 73 10 3961 6132N 1260 5 W 42.8 158.1 GGGG
1284-19145 00000/0000 20( 0/1604 05/03/73 10 3961 6n09N 12 709w 4309 156.4 GGGG
1284-19151 00000/0030 20020/1605 05/03/73 10 3961 5Q46N 12808W 45,0 154.6 GGGG
1284-19165 00000/0c00 20020/1606 05/:3/73 30 3961 5311N 13128W 49.1 147.8 GGGG
1284-19172 0000/0000 20020/1607 05/?/73 20 3961 51 6N 13210W 50.1 146.0 G7GG
1284-?0515 00000/0300 200 2 0/1608 05/'3/73 10 3962 7 45N 11 5 06W 26.5 200.3 GGGG
1284-20521 00000/000 20020/1609 05/, 3/73 10 3962 7 749N 12041W ?7*7 194*6 GGG
1284-20524 0000/000 20020/1610 05/03/73 20 3962 7A48N 12527W 2849 189*6 GGG
1284-20530 00000/000 20020/1611 05/03/73 20 3962 7541N 12933W 3042 185.3 GGGG
1284-20533 000Co/O0Co 20i20/1612 03/'3/73 20 3962 743?N 13304W 314 181.5 GGGG
1284-20535 00000/0020 20020/1613 03/03/73 10 3962 7320N 13607W 32.5 178*2 GGGG
1284-20532 0000O00 20020/1614 05/33/73 9 3962 7 06n' 13 8 4 7 w 33.7 175.2 GGGG
1284-2?342 OO0/C,00 200200/1615 05/ 7/ 7 3 4~ 3463 8 0 13 12
7 04 W 24.1 214*4 GGGG
1284-22344 0000O/O000 ?002 0 /1616 05/n3/
7 3 60 3463 7n34N 13429W 2503 206.9 GGGG
1284-22351 00000/0o00 20020/1617 05/03/7 3 10 3463 7q45, 14057W 26*5 200,3 GGGG
1284-22353 00000/0000 20020/1618 05/93/73 90 3463 7749N 14632W 27*8 194.6 GGG
1284-?2360 0001/000 20020/1619 05/03/73 80 3463 7A47N 15118w 29Q0 189.6 GCGG
1284-22362 00000/0000 20020/1620 05/)3/73 80 3463 7r41N 15b23W 30.2 185.3 GGGG
1284-22365 00000/000 20020/1621 05/03/73 0 3463 7432N 15 8 5 3w 31*4 181.5 GGGG
1284-22371 00000/0000 20020/1622 05103/73 100 3463 7?20N 16156W 32.6 178.2 GGGG
1284-22374 o000oo/O00 23020/1623 05/03/7 100 3463 7006N 16434w 33.8 17592 PBGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............. 0 TB 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLBUO DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ..... **..., , BLANKS=BAND NBT PRSFhT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED* G=GOBDo F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P#PBaRe
1644 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FR NeN.US PAGE 0800
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
8BSERVATITN -ICReFILM ROLL MO./ DATE CL9UD 9RRIT PDI'CIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 P9SITIN IN NRLL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1284-22380 00000/0000 20020/1624 05/"3/73 100 3463 7051N 1665 3 W 34.9 172.5 GGGG
1284-22383 00000/0000 20020/1625 05/03/73 100 3463 6933N 16 8 58W 36*1 17090 GGGG
1284-22385 00000/0000 20020/1626 05 /03/ 7 3 100 3463 6RS5N 17049W 37.3 167*8 GGGG
1285-00182 C0000/o000 20020/1627 05/? 4 /73 10 3964 79444 16644W P266 200.3 GGGG
1285-00185 00000/0000 20020/1628 05/04/73 10 3964 77 4 8N 17220W 27.8 19406 GGGG
1285-00191 00000/0000 20020/1629 05/04/73 10 3964 7647N 17707W 29*0 189.6 GGGG
1285-00194 00000/0000 20020/1630 05/04/73 10 3964 7541N 17847k 30.2 185.3 GGGG
1285-00200 00000/0000 20020/1631 05/04/73 10 3964 74 3 ?N 17516E 31.4 181*5 GGGG
1285-00203 00000/0000 20020/1632 05/04/73 10 3964 7320N 17213E 32.6 178*2 GGGG
1285-03511 00000/0000 2U020/16 3 3 0/04/73 60 3966 6008N 10346E 44.0 156.3 GGGG
1285o03513 00000/0000 23020/1634 05/()4/73 30 3966 5845N 10247E 45.1 154.6 GGGG
1285-04011 00000/C000 20020/1635 05/04/73 30 3966 260N 08942E 6101 104.8 GGGG
1285-04013 00000/0000 20020/1636 05/04/73 20 3966 2439N 08920E 61.2 102.0 GGGG
1285-04020 00000/0000 20020/1637 05/04/73 20 3966 2112N o8857E 61.2 99.2 GGGG
1285-04022 00000/0000 20020/1638 05/04/73 20 3966 2145N 08835E 61.2 96.5 GGGG
1285-05324 00000/OOOC 2JO20/1639 05/04/73 0 3967 6535N o8248E 39*6 163.6 GGG
1285-05331 0000/0000 20020/1640 05/)4/73 0 3967 6414N 08126E 40*8 161.7 GGG
1285-35333 00000/0000 20020/1641 05/ 4/73 0 3967 6P53N 08010E 41.9 159.9 GGG
1285-35340 00000/0000 20020/1642 05/C4/ 73 0 3967 6131N 07900E 43.0 158*1 GGG
1285-05342 00000/0000 20020/1643 05/04/73 0 3967 6008N 07756E 44*1 156*3 GGG
1285-35424 00000/0000 20020/1644 05/94/73 0 3967 3150N 06533E 60.1 115*6 GGGG
1285-05431 00000/0000 20020/1645 05/04/73 10 3967 302 4 N 06507E 60.5 112.9 GGGG
1285-05433 00000/0000 20020/1646 05/n4/73 10 3967 2857N 06443E 60.8 110.2 GGGG
1285-05440 00000/0000 20020/1647 05/04/73 10 3967 2731N 06419E 61.0 107*5 GGGG
1285-05442 00000/0000 20020/1648 05/04/73 10 3967 2604N 06355E 61.1 104*7 GGGG
1285-05445 00o00/0000 20020/1649 05/04/73 10 3967 2439N 06332E 61.2 102.0 GGGG
1285-37265 00000/0000 20020/1650 05/04/73 20 3968 p257N 0 3855E 60.8 110.2 GGGG
1285-07272 00000/0000 20020/1651 05/04/73 30 3968 2731N 03 831E 61.0 107.5 GGG
1285-07274 0000oC/OC 20020/1652 05/04/73 10 3968 2605N 03807E 61.2 104.7 GGGG
1285-07281 00000/0000 20020/1653 05/04/73 10 3968 2439N 03744E 61.2 101.9 GGGG
1285-372g2 00300/0000 20020/1654 05/04/73 20 3968 2112N 03721E 61.3 99.2 GGGG
1285-07290 00000/0000 20020/1655 05/04/73 20 3968 2t45N 03659E 61.2 96*4 GGGG
1285-07292 00000/0C00 20020/1656 05/04/73 20 3968 2019N 03638E 61.1 93.7 GGGG
1285-07295 0000/0000 20020/1657 05/14/73 0 3968 1q52N 03616E 60*9 91.0 GGGG
1285-37331 00000/0000 20020/1658 05/04/73 10 3968 1726N 03554E 60.7 R83 GGGG
1285-09133 00000/0000 20022/0040 05/04/73 30 3969 1726N 01007E 60.7 88.3 GGG
1285-09135 00000/0000 20022/0041 05/04/73 20 3969 1600N 00946E 60.3 85.7 GGGG
1285-09142 00000/0000 20022/0042 05/04/73 10 3969 1433N 00925E 60.0 83.1 GGGG
1285-09144 00030/000C 20022/0043 05/04/73 10 3969 1106N 00904E 59.5 80.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLEUD COVER % ".*.......,.,,, 0 TO 100 . % CLuUD CovER, 
= NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I MAGE UALITY R..,..,.,.., LANKS.BAND NOT PRFScNT/PEOUESTED. R=RECYCLED. GaGBOD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* PmPBeeR
16;44 MAR 11j'74 STANDARD CATALBG FBP NBN-US PAGE 0801
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM R9LL N,./ DATE CLBUD RBRIT PRINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN RBLL ACOUTRED CHVER NUMBER 3F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM ,  RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1285-09151 00000/0000 20022/0044 05/04/73 10 3969 1131N 0084 4E 59,0 78,3 GGGG
1285-09153 00000/0000 20022/0045 05/04/73 20 3969 1012N 00823E 58.5 76*0 GGGG
1285-14113 00000/0000 20020/1659 05/04/71 40 3972 5725N 05259W 46*2 152.9 GGGG
1285-14120 00000/0003 20020/1660 05/04/73 50 3972 5601N 05351W 4703 151*2 GGGG
1285-14122 00000/0000 20020/1661 05/04/73 30 3972 5437N 05440W 4803 149s5 GGGG
1285-14125 00000/000 20020/1662 05/04/73 90 3972 5313N 05526W 49*3 147.7 GGGG
1285-14131 00000/0000 20020/1663 05/04/ 73  100 3972 5149N 05609W 5093 146*0 GGGG
1285-14134 00000/0000 20020/1664 05/04/73 100 3972 5025N 05650W 5102 144.2 GGGG
1285-14140 00000/0000 20020/1665 05/04/73 100 3972 4900N 05728W 52*1 142.3 GGGG
1285-14143 O000/0000 20020/1666 05/04/73 90 3972 4735N 05805W 53*0 140*5 GGG
1285w14145 00000/0000 20020/1667 05/04/73 80 3972 4610N 05841 53.9 138.5 GGGG
1285-14152 00000/0000 20020/1668 05/04/73 70 3972 444 9 N 059 15w 54*7 136.5 GGGG
1285-14154 00000/0000 20020/1669 05/04/73 50 3972 4320N 05948W 55*5 134.5 GGGG
1285-14161 00000/0000 20020/1670 05/n4/73 50 3972 4155N 06019W 56.2 132.3 GGGG
1285-14163 00000/0000 20020/1671 05/04/73 50 3972 4029N 060 49W 5740 130.1 GGGG
1285-14202 00000/0000 20020/1672 05/04/73 20 3972 2735N 06446w 61.0 107.4 GGGG
1285-15531 00000/0030 20020/1673 05/C4/73 50 3973 6;56N 07442W 4109 159.9 GGGG
1285-15533 00000/0000 20020/1674 05/04/7? 90 3973 6134N o7551W 43*0 158*1 GGGG
1285-15540 00000/0000 20020/1675 05/04/73 80 3973 6012N 07654W 44.1 15604 GGGG
1285-15542 00000/0000 20020/1676 05/34/73 50 3973 5~49 N 077 5 3w 45.2 154.6 GGGG
1285-15545 00000/0000 20020/1677 05/04/73 90 3973 5726N 07848W 46o3 152.9 GGGG
1285-15551 00000/0000 20020/1678 05/04/73 100 3973 5602N 07940W 47.3 151*2 GGGG
1285-15554 00000/0000 20020/1679 05/04/73 90 3973 5438N 08029W 4803 149*5 GGGG
1285-15560 00000/0000 20020/1680 05/04/73 40 3973 5 113N 08115w 49,3 147.7 GGGG
1285-15563 00000/0000 20020/1681 05/04/73 10 3973 5143N 08158W 50*3 146.0 GGGG
1285,15565 00000/0000 20020/1682 05/c 4 /73 20 3973 50~24N 08239W 51.2 144.2 GGGG
1285-17340 00000/0000 20020/1683 05/04/73 30 3974 7050N 090 57w 35.2 172.5 GGGG
1285-17342 00000/0000 20020/1684 05/04/73 30 3974 6q33N 09301W 36.3 170.0 GGGG
1285-17345 00000/0000 20020/1685 05/04/73 90 3974 6,15N 09453w 37.5 167.7 GGGG
1285-17351 00000/0000 20020/1686 05/c 4 /73 50 3974 6654N 09633W 38.6 165.6 GGGG
1285-17354 00000/0000 20020/1687 05/04/73 80 3974 6533N 09803w 39.8 163*.6 GGGG
1285-17360 00000/0000 20020/1688 05/04/73 100 3974 6413N 09924W 40*9 161.7 GGGG
1285-17363 00000/0000 20020/1689 05/04/73 100 3974 6252N 10037W 42*0 159.8 GGGG
1285-17365 00000/0000 20020/1690 05/04/73 60 3974 6129N 10145W 43*1 158.0 GGGG
1285-17372 00000/0000 20020/1691 05/04/73 60 3974 6007N 10248W 44*2 156.3 GGGG
128517374 00000/0000 20020/1692 05/04/73 50 3974 5844N 10347W 45.3 154.6 GGGG
1285-17381 00000/0000 20020/1693 05/04/73 60 3974 5721N 10442W 46*3 152.9 GGGG
1285-17383 00000/0000 20020/1694 05/C4/73 40 3974 5557N 105 33W 47*4 151.1 GGGG
1285-17390 00000/000 20020/1695 05/04/73 60 3974 5433N 10620 48.4 149*4 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % o...,,0*...,., 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CqVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.* *...***e.., BLANKSwBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RuRECYCLED* GGGOBD* F=FAIR BUT USABLE* PBPOOR.
16544 "AR 11'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0802
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
8BSERVATION 'ICReFILM !RLL 1!9./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT Pq'I4CIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITI N I RBLL ACYUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM ,  RBV MSS
REv MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1285-17392 00000/0000 20020/1696 05/n4/73 90 3974 5310N 10705W 49*4 147,.7 GGGG
1285-17395 00000/0000 20020/1697 05/O4/ 73 40 3974 5145N 10748w 50,3 145.9 GGGG
1285-17401 00000/0000 20020/1698 05/04/73 20 3974 5020r 10M29w 51s3 144.1 GGGG
1285-17460 00000/0000 20020/1699 05/04/73 60 3974 3023N 11536w 60.6 112*7 GGGG
1285-17463 00000/0000 20020/1700 05/04/73 60 3974 2257N 11600W 60*9 110.0 GGGG
1285-17465 00000/0000 20020/1701 05/,,/73 80 3974 2731N 11624W 61*1 107.3 GGGG
1285-19162 00000/0000 20020/1702 05/04/73 0 3975 7321N 11144W 32*8 178.2 GGGG
1285-19165 00000/0000 20020/1703 05/04/73 40 3975 7?07N 114 24W 34.0 175*2 GGGG
1285-19171 00000/0000 20020/1704 05/04/73 40 3975 7'51N 11644W 35*2 172.5 GGGG
1285-19174 00000/0000 20020/1705 05/04/73 90 3975 6933N 11848W 36.3 170*0 GGGG
1285-19180 00000/0000 20020/1706 05/04/73 80 3975 6814N 12039W 37.5 167.7 GGGG
1285-19183 00000/0000 20020/1707 05/n4/73 80 3975 6655N 12218W 38.7 165.6 GGGG
1285-19185 00000/0000 20020/1708 05/04/73 100 3975 6536N 12347W 39.8 163.6 GGGG
1285-19192 00000/0000 20020/1709 05/04/73 90 3975 64 15N 12510W 40.9 161*7 GGGG
1285-19194 00000/0000 20020/1710 05/04/73 80 3975 6P53N 12624W 42.0 159.8 GGGG
1285-19201 00000/0000 20020/1711 05/04/73 100 3975 6131N 12733W 43.1 158.0 GGGG
1285-19203 00000/0000 20020/1712 05/04/73 70 3975 6n00N 12835W 44.2 156.3 GGGG
1285-19224 00000/0000 20020/1713 05/01/73 100 3975 5309N 13252 4904 147*7 GGGG
1285-20571 00000/0000 20020/1714 05/04/73 0 3976 7934N 109 52W 25.5 207.2 GPGG
1285-20573 00000/0000 20020/1715 05/04/73 0 3976 7846N 11620W 26*8 200.6 GGGG
1285-20580 00000/0000 20020/1716 05/04/73 0 3976 7 75 0N 12157W 28.0 194#8 GGGG
1285-20582 00000/0000 20020/1717 05/04/73 80 3976 7650N 12645W 29.2 189.8 GGGG
1285-20585 00000C/C000 20020/1718 05/C4/73 80 3976 7;45N 13052W 30o* 185.5 GPGG
1285-20591 00000/0000 20020/1719 05/04/73 100 3976 7436N 13426W 31*6 181*7 GGGG
1285-20594 00000/OcOC 20020/1720 05/04/73 90 3976 7324N 13729w 32.8 178.3 GGGG
1285-21000 00000/0000 20020/1721 05/04/73 90 3976 7210N 14009W 34*0 175.3 GGGG
1285-22432 00000/0000 20020/1722 05/04/73 100 3977 7?09N 16556W 34.0 175.3 GGGG
1285-22434 00000/0000 20020/1723 05/04/73 100 3977 7052N 16817w 35.2 172.6 GGGG
1285-22441 00000/0000 20020/1724 05/04/73 100 3977 6936N 17U22W 36.3 170.1 GGGG
1285-22443 00000/0000 20020/1725 05/04/73 100 3977 6817N 17214W 37.5 167.8 GeGG
1285-22450 00000/0000 20020/1726 05/04/73 100 3977 665RN 17354W 38.7 165.7 GGGG
1285-22452 00000/0000 20020/1727 05/04/73 70 3977 6538N 175 24W 39.8 163.7 GGGG
1285-22455 00000/0000 20020/1728 05/04/73 40 3977 6417N 17647W 40*9 161.7 GGGG
1286-00261 00000/0000 20020/1729 05/05/73 0 3978 7322N 17048E 32.8 178.3 GGGG
1286-00263 00000/0000 20020/1730 05/06/73 10 3978 7208 N 16807E 34.0 175.3 PPGG
1286-00270 00000/0000 20020/1731 05/05/73 10 3978 7053N 16b47E 35.2 172.6 PPGG
1286-00272 00000/0000 20020/1732 05/05/73 30 3978 6936N 16343E 36*.4 170*1 GGGG
1286-00275 00000/0000 20020/1733 05/05/73 20 3978 681qN 16152E 3705 167.8 GGGG
1286-00281 00000/0000 20020/1734 05/05/73 0 3978 6658N 16013E 38.7 165.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % o... *...*..... o TB 100 a % CLOUD CRVER. *, . NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY e.............. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED- G=GORD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE* P-P8R.
16:44 'AR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0803
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATI9N MICROFILM RdLL '4./ DATE CL5UD 9RRIT PRIJCIPAL P4INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIN IN 'RLL ACCUTRE' CBVER 'UMBER sF IMAGF ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
reV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1286300284 00000/0000 20020/1735 05/:5/73 0 3978 653qN 15844E 39*8 163.7 GGGG
1286-02275 00000/0000 20020/1736 05/95/ 7 3 30 3979 11.41N 11031E 59,0 78.0 GGGG
1286- 4065 000OC/OO00 20020/1 737 05/r6/7; 20 39R0 2o07 08819E 61o3 104-3 GGG
1286-34072 00000/0000 20020/1738 05/:5/73 10 3980 2442N 08755E 61*3 101.6 GGG
1286-34074 00000/000J 20020/1739 03/C /73 10 3980 2315N 08732E 61* 98.8 GGGG
1286-j5394 OU0CO/000 2000/1740 05/0/73 0 3981 6133N 07 7 31E 43.2 158.1 GGGG
1286-05401 00000/0000 20020/1741 05/r0/73 0 3981 6010N 07628E 44.3 156.3 GSGG
128 6 -05403 00000/000u 20020/1742 05/Cs/73 0 3981 5Q47N 07b30E 45.4 154.6 GPGG
1286-05453 00000/0000 2000/1743 05 /05/ 73 20 3981 4152N o6718E 56.4 132.2 GGGG
1286-'5460 00000/000i 20020/1744 05/05/73 30 3981 4027N 06648E 57*1 129.9 GGGG
1286-05462 0300/00o00 20020/1745 05/r5/73 40 3981 301NN 06619E 57.8 127.7 GGGG
1286-05465 000C0/OC00 20020/1746 05/n9 /7 3 90 3981 3736N 06551L 58*4 125.3 GPGG
1286-05471 00000/009 20020/1747 05 /Or/ 7 3 100 3981 3610N 0 6523E 59,0 122,9 PGGG
1286-25474 00000/Cc0 202C0/1748 0/05r/7 80 3981 3443N 0 6457E 59.5 120.4 GGGG
1286-055~ 000C0/000 20020/1749 05 /0~/ 7  10 3981 1728N 06015E 6C07 87.8 GGGG
1286-07321 0000/000O 2002C/1750 05/05/7z 0 3982 3026N 03 752E AO, 7  112.5 GGGG
1286-07323 00000/0000 2u020/1751 05/0!/73 0 3982 2Q59N 03727E 60 9 109.8 GGGG
1286-07330 00000/OCO0 2U02C/1752 05/09/73 0 3982 273?N 03703E 61.2 107.0 GGGG
12 8 6 "07332 00000/0000 20020/1753 05/(,/73 3982 2606N 0 3639E 61*3 104.3 GGGG
1286-37335 00000/000 20020/1754 05/0 /7 392 2439N 0 3 616E 61*4 101.5 GPGG
1286-j7341 000O0/0000 2uo02/1755 05/05/73 0 3982 211?N 03554E 61.4 98.7 GGGG
1286*07344 00000/0000 20020/1756 05/0(/73 0 3982 2147N 03532E 61*3 95.9 GGGG
1286-07350 00000/CO0 20020/1757 05/'9/73 0 3982 2021N C3510E 61.2 93.2 GPGG
1286-27353 00000/000o3 20020/1758 05/0z/73 1 3982 1Q54N 03449E 61-0 90o5 GPGG
1286-07355 00000/0000 20020/1759 05/0,/73 10 3982 1728N 03427E 60.7 87.8 GGGG
1286-09184 00000/0000 20020/1760 05/05/71 0 3983 1855N 00901E 61*0 90*4 GGPG
1286-09191 00000/0000 20020/1761 05/0 5 /7 3  13 3983 1723N 00840E 60.7 87.8 GPG
1286-)9193 00000/0000 20020/176? 05/05/73 10 3983 1602N 00o18E 60*4 850? GGPG
1286-j9200 000o0/000n 20020/1763 05/9 73 0 3983 1359N 00758E 60*0 82*6 POPG
1286-0920? 00000/0000 2o020/1764 05/r5/73 10 39A3 1 0 9 N 00737E 59.6 80*2 GGPG
1286-09205 0O000/0000 20020/1765 05/,o/73 10 3983 1142N 00716E 59.0 77.8 GGPG
1286-11020 00000/000 20020/1746 05/05/73 10 3984 1Q 53N 0 1648W 61*0 90.4 GGPG
1286-11023 00000/0000 20020/1767 05/0/73 10 3984 1727N 01709W 60*7 87.7 GGPG
1286-11025 00000/0000 20020/1768 05/5/73 0 39R4 1600N 01731w 60*4 85.1 GGPG
1286-11032 000000/000 20020/1769 05/-0/73 10 3984 1434N 01752W 60*0 82.6 GGPG
1286-1417?2 00000/o00o 20020/1770 05/0 /7 3 8 0 3986 5723N 05424W 46.5 152.8 PPP
1286-14174 O0000/C000 20020/1771 05/r 9 /7 3  80 3986 5400N 05516w 4706 151.1 fGG
1286-14181 o00CO/0000? 200EC/1772 05/05/73 100 3986 5436N o5604W 48.6 149*4 OGG
1286-14193 00000/0000 20020/1773 05/0?/73 100 39R6 5 1?N 05650w 49.6 147.6 GGG
KEYS: CLOUD CvER % o....... ,.., 0 TO 100 z % CLOUD CqVER. ** = N8 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE#
IIAGE CGALTY ............ RLANKS=EAND NOT PRESrNT/REUFSTED. R.RECYCLED. G=GBBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PB ,R
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATAL6G FeR N8N*US PAGE 0804
FR9M 07/23/72 TD 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN. MICROFILM RSLL .e,/ DATE CLBUD 'RPIT PPINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN ROLL ACOUTRED CedER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV* AZIl, RBV MSS
rEV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1286-14190 00000/0000 20020/1774 05/r5/ 7 3 100 3986 5147N 05733W 50.5 145*8 GGGG
1286-14192 00000/0000 20020/1775 05/03/73 100 3986 5023N 05814W 51.5 144.0 GGGG
1286-14195 00000/0000 20020/1776 05/05/73 100 3986 4 R58 N 05,536 52*4 142.2 GGGG
1286-14201 00000/C0000 20020/1777 05/05/ 7 3 100 3986 4733N 059 30W 53.3 140*3 GGGG
1286-14204 00000/0000 20020/1778 05 /CF/ 7 3 80 3986 4608N o6005W 54*1 138*3 IGG
128 6 -14210 000C00/0000c 20020/1779 05/0R/73 9c0 3986 4443N 06039W 55.0 136.3 GGG
1286-14213 00000/0000 20020/1780 05/05/73  100 3986 4319N 06112W 55.8 134.2 PGGG
1286-14215 00000/0000 2 0020/178 1 05/0i/73 100 3986 4153N 06143W 56*5 132,0 GGG
1286-14222 00000/0000 20020/1782 05/05/73 100 3986 4028N 06214W 57o2 129*8 GGG
1286-15580 00000/0000 20020/1783 05/0;/73 40 3987 6 5 3 7 N 073 30W 40*0 163*6 GGGG
1286-15583 00000/0000 20020/1784 05/o0/73 40 3987 6416N 07 45 2w 41*1 161.7 GGGG
1286-15585 00000/0000 20020/1785 05/0/73 40 3987 6254N 07607W 42.2 159.9 GGGG
1286-15592 00000/0000 20020/1786 05/0S/73 40 3987 6133N 07717W 43.3 158*1 GPG(G
1286-15594 00000/0000 20020/1787 05/05/73 20 3987 6r10N 07821W 44'4 156.3 GGGG
1286-16001 00300/0000 20020/1788 05/08/73 0 3987 5847N 07920W 4595 154.6 GGGG
1286-16003 00000/0000 20020/1789 05/C5/73 0 3987 572 4N 08015W 46.5 152.8 G9GG
1286-16010 00000/0000 20020/1790 03/05/73 0 3987 5600N 08105W 47*6 15191 GGGG
1286-16012 00000/0000 20020/1791 05/nR/73 8" 3987 5437j 08152w 48.6 149.4 GGGG
1286-16015 00000/0000 20020/1792 0;/cg/73 0 3987 5313N 08237W 49*6 147*6 GGGG
1286-16021 o0000/0000 20020/1793 05/0C/73 C 3987 5149N o8320w 50.6 145*8 GGGG
1286w16024 00000/0000 20020/1794 05/05/7? 0 3987 5024N 08401W 51s5 144s0 GGGG
1286-17391 00000/0000 20020/1795 05/05/73 0 3988 7?20N 08954W 34.2 175.3 G
1286-17394 00000/0000 20020/1796 05/05/73 23 3988 7,53N 092 15W 35*4 172.6 GGGG
1286-17400 00000/0000 20020/1797 05/n0/73 70 3988 6936N 09 420W 36.6 170*1 UGGG
1286-17403 00000/0000 20020/1798 05/05/7 3 100 398 6198N 096 11W 17*7 167*8 GGGG
1286"17405 00000/0000 20020/1799 0505/73 80 3988 6A59N 097 52W 38*9 165.7 GGGG
1286-17412 00000/0000 20020/1800 05/05/73 80 3988 653qN 09923W 4000 163.6 GGGG
1286-17414 00000/0000 20020/1801 05/,5/73 100 3988 6418N 10 045W 41,1 161.7 GGGG
1286'17421 000o0/0000 20020/1802 05/05/73 80 3988 6?56N 10159W 42*3 159*9 GGGG
1286-17423 00000/0000 20020/1803 05/nr/ 7 3 60 3988 6134N 103 08W 43*4 158.1 GGGG
1286-17430 0000/000 20020/1804 05/05/73 40 3988 6011N 104 12W 44.4 156.3 GGGG
1286-17432 00000/0000 20020/1805 09/o/ 7 1 10 3988 548RN obl11w 45.5 154.6 GGGG
1286-17435 00000/0000 20020/1806 05/rc/ 73  70 39R8 5725N 106 06W 46.6 152.8 GGGG
1286-17441 00000/0000 20020/1807 05/n5/73 90 3988 5AO2N 10658W 47*6 151*1 GGG
1286-17444 00000/U0000 20020/1808 05/,~/ 7 3 100 3988 543RN 107 46W 48.6 149*4 PPGG
1286-17453 00000/0000 20020/1809 05/95/73 100 39'8 5114N 10832W 49*6 147.6 GGGG
1286-17453 00000/0000 22020/1810 05/0r/73 70 3988 5149N 10915W 50C6  145.8 GIGG
1286-17455 00000/0000 20020/1811 05/5/73 60 3988 5025N 10955W 51*5 144.0 GGG
1286-17514 00000/0000 20020/1812 05/0/73 90 3988 3126N 11703W 60.7 112*3 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ***..,,***..,, 0 TB 100 . % CLOUD C8VER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE QUALITY *.. .... ,...... LANKS.BAND NOT PRFSrNT/REOUESTED. R-RECYCLED. GGOD0. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PBBR,
16:44 IAR ll.'74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0805
FRO8M 07/23/72 T c7/23./7 3
BBSERVATIBN MICROFILM RLL N5,/ DATE CLOUD 3R3IT PINCIPAL PbINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LIAT LONG 123 45678
1286-17521 00000/0000 20020/1813 05/9q/73 o80 3988 2R59N 117 26W 61*0 109.6 GGGG
1286-17523 00o00O/0000 20020/1814 09/0q/71 SC 3988 2733N 11750W 61*2 106.8 GGGG
1286-19203 00000/0000 20020/1815 05/06/73 30 3989 7751N 09737W 28.3 194*8 GPGG
1286-19205 00000/0000 20020/1816 05/o05/73 30 3989 765oN 10225W 29*5 189.8 GGGG
1286-19212 00000/oco0000 20020/1817 05/05/73 30 39A9 7544N 106 33W 30.
7  185.5 GGGG
1286-19214 00000/0000 20020/1818 05/05/73 30 3989 7434N 11005W 31.9 181.7 GGGG
1286-19221 00000/0000 20020/1819 05/05/73 80 3989 7122N 113 08w 33.1 178.3 GGGG
1286-19223 00000/0000 20020/1820 05/05/73 80 3989 720p8N 11547W 34.3 175.3 GGGG
1286-19230 ooo00000/0000oooo 2 020/1821 05/s05/73 90 3989 7053N 11808W 35*4 172*6 GGGG
1286-19232 00000/0000 20020/1822 05/q/73 100 3989 6 935N 12012w 36.6 170.1 GGGG
1286-19235 00000/0000 20020/1823 05/95/73 100 39R9 617N 12203w 3798 167*8 GGGG
128619241 00o000/oo0000 20020/1824 05/i5/ 73 100 3989 665RN 12342W 38.9 165.7 GGGG
1286-19244 00000/0000 20020/1825 05/05/73 70 3989 6938N 12b512W 40*0 163.6 GGGG
1286-19250 00000/0000 20020/1826 05/oc/73 30 3999 6417N 12633w 4192 161*7 GGGG
1286-19253 00000/0000 20020/1827 05/09/73 90 3989 6P55N 12748W 42*3 159.9 GGGG
1286-19255 00000/0000 20020/1828 05/)5/73 100to 3989 6133N 12857W 43*4 15891 GGGG
1286*21025 00000/0000 20020/1829 05/05/73 30 3 990 7q35N 11121W 25*8 207.2 GGGG
1286-21032 ooooo00000/0000ooo 20020/1830 05/o9/73 4C 3990 7s47N 11751W 27*1 200,6 GGGG
1286-21034 00000/0000 20020/1831 05/05/73 30 3990 7751N 12327W ?8*3 19488 GGGG
1286-21041 00000/0000 2002C/1832 05/nF/73 30 3990 7650N 12?815W 29'5 189.8 GGGG
1286-21043 00000/0000 20020/1833 05/95/73 20 3990 7544N i3222w 30.7 185.5 GGGG
1286-21050 00000/0000 20020/1834 05/05o9/73 40 3990 7435N 13555W 31*9 181.7 GGGG
1286-21052 00000/0003 20020/1835 05/09/73 0 3990 7323N 13858W 33*1 178.3 GGGG
1286-21055 00000/0000 20020/1836 05/09/73 0 3990 7;08N 14137W 34.3 175,3 GGGG
1286-22454 00000/0000 20020/1837 05/09/73 30 3991 8014N 129 41w 24@.b 21497 GGGG
1286-22461 00000/0000 20020/1838 05/o,5/ 7 3 10 3991 7934N 13708W 25.9 207.2 GGGG
1286-22463 00000/0000 20020/1839 05/05/73 20 3991 7845N 14337w 27.1 200.5 GGGG
1286-22470 00000/0000 20020/1840 05/05/73 20 3991 7750N 14912W 28s3 194*8 GGGG
1286-22472 00000/0000 200C20/1841 05/05/73 50 3991 7648W 15400W 29*5 189*8 GGGG
1286-22475 00000/0000 20020/1842 05/05/73 100 3991 7543N 15807W 30.7 185.5 GGGG
1286-22481 00000/0000 20020/1843 05/05/73 100 3991 7434N 16139W 31,9 181*7 GGGG
1286-22484 00000/0000 20020/1844 05/05/73 100 3991 732PN 16444W 3301 178.3 GGGG
1286-22490 0000/0000 20020/1845 05/0/73 to100 3991 7209N 16725W 34*3 175.3 GGGG
1286-22493 00000/0000 20020/1846 05/05/73 100 3991 705'N 16946w 35*5 172.6 GGGG
1286-22495 00000/000 20020/1847 05 /CS/ 7 3 100 3991 6q36N 17150W 36*6 170*1 GGGG
1286-22502 00000/0000 20020/1848 05/o905/73 100 3991 68j17N 17341Wi 37.8 167.8 GPGG
1286-22504 00000/0000 20020/1849 05/05/73 100 3991 6658N 17521W 39*0 165.7 GGGG
1286-22511 00000/0000 20020/1850 05/05/73 30 3991 6F38N 176 5 1W 40.1 163.6 GGGG
1286-22513 00300/0000 20020/1851 05/05/73 20 3991 6417N 17813W 41.2 161.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .. ******,,,, o TB 100 % CLOUD CPVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY B............ SLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUFSTED* RERECYCLED. G=GB8D. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P*P55R*
16:44 IAR 11P' 74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR N8N*US PAGE 0806
FReM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATI9N MICRFILM ReLL N"9/ DATE CLeUD 5RBIT PRI'CIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I0 POSITISN IN RELL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
R6V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1286-22520 00000/000 20020/1852 05/05/73 90 3991 6255N 17927W 42*3 15908 GGGG1286-22522 00000/0000 20020/1853 05/0r/7, 70 3991 6133N 17923E 43*4 158.0 GGGG1287-00290 0000010000 20020/1854 05/06/73 20 3992 8013N 15533W 24#7 214.7 GGGG1287-00292 00000/0000 20020/1855 05/0A/73 30 3992 793 3N 16258W 25.9 207.1 GGGG
1287Q00295 00000/000 20020/1856 05/06/73 20 3992 7Q45N 16925vj 27*1 200.5 GGGG1287-00301 00000/0000 20020/1857 05/06/73 20 3992 7750N 17b01W 28*3 194*8 GGGG1287"00304 00000/0000 20020/1858 05/06/73 7C  3992 7648N 17950W 29*5 189.8 GGGG
1287-00310 00000/0000 20020/1859 05/06/7 80 3992 75 43N 17601E 30.7 185*5 GGGG1287-00313 00000/0000 20020/1860 05/n6/73 1 3992 7433N 17228E 3199 181*7 GGGG1287-00315 00000/0000 20020/1861 05/06/73 0 3992 7322N 16926E 33.1 178o3 GGGG1287"00322 00000/0000 20020/1862 05/06/73 100 39q2 7208N 16647E 343 175.3 GPGG1287-00324 00000/0000 20020/1863 05/q6/73 100 3992 7 052N 16427E 35.5 172*6 GPGG1287-00331 00000/0000 20020/1864 05/6/73 70 3992 6935N 16223E 36.7 170*1 GGGG1287-00333 o0000/C00 20020/1865 05/o6/73 60 3992 621 7 N 16033E 37.8 167*8 GGGG
1287-00340 00000/0000 200C20/1866 05/06/73 0 3992 6657N 15854E 39*0 165.6 GGGG1287-00342 00000/0000 20020/1867 05/06/73 0 3992 6537N 15723E 4001 163*6 GGGG1287-02121 0000/0000 20020/1868 05/06/73 10 3993 8012N 17848E 24.7 214.7 GGG1287-02124 0000/000 20020/1869 05/06/73 10 3993 7933N 17121E 25.9 207.1 GGGG1287-02130 00000/0000 20020/1870 05/CA/73 2C 3993 7R44N 16449E 27.1 200.5 GGGG1287-02133 00000/0000 20020/1871 05/06/73 10 3993 7749N 15910E 28.3 194.8 GGGG1287-02135 00000/0000 20020/1872 05/06/73 0 3993 7648N 15422E 29*6 189.8 GGGG1287-02142 00000/c000 20020/1873 05/O6/73 0 3993 754?N 15015E 30.8 185.5 GGGG1287-02153 00000/0000 20020/1874 05/06/73 100 3993 7?08N 14 058E 34*3 17593 GGGG1287-02160 00000/0000 20020/1875 05/o6/73 90 3993 7152N 13837E 35.5 172.6 GGGG1287-02162 00000/0000 20020/1876 05/56/73 10 3993 6935N 13633E 36.7 170.1 GGGG1287-02165 00000/0000 20020/1877 05/r6/73 0 3993 6817N 13442E 37.8 167.8 GGGG
1287"02324 00000/0000 23020/1878 05/06/73 10 3993 1435N 10945E 60.0 82.2 GPGG1287-02330 00000/0000 20020/1879 05/06/73 10 3993 1308N 10924E 59.6 79.8 GPGG
1287-02333 00000/0000 20020/1880 05/06/73 30 3993 1140N 10903E 59.0 77.4 GPGG1287-04121 00000/0000 20020/1881 05/06/73 30 3994 2734N C8714E 61.3 106.6 G1287-05450 00000/0000 20020/1882 05/n6/73 20 3995 6255N 07715E 42*4 159.8 GGGG1287-05453 000001/O00 20020/1883 05/06/73 20 3995 6133N o7606E 43.5 158.0 GGGG1287-05455 00000/0000 20020/1884 05/O6/73 10 3995 6011N 0 7503E 44.6 156*3 GGGG1287-05462 00000/0000 20020/1885 05/C6/73 10 3995 5R48N 07404E 45*7 154.5 GOGG1287-05512 00000/0000 20020/1886 05/1A/73 40 3995 4152N 06554E 56*7 131.9 GGGG1287-05514 00000/0000 20020/1887 05/-)6/73 30 3995 4f27N 06524E 57.4 129.6 GGGG1287-05521 00000/0000 20020/1888 05/06/73 2o 3995 3q90N o6454E 58*0 127.3 GGGG
1287-05523 00000/0000 20020/1889 05/C6/73 20 3995 3735N 06426E 58.6 125.0 GGGG1287-07420 0000/0000 20020/1890 05/6/73 20 3996 160IN 03242E 60,4 84*6 G GG
KEYS: CLoUD CBVER % .,.......,,., o TO 100 * % CLOUD CVER., ** = Nb CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *...°...,*°,,* 3LANKS=BAND NET PRESENT/REGUESTED* R=RECYCLED* G=G88OD FvFAIR BUT USABLE. PaP9SR.
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOP NON.US PAGE 0807
FROM 37/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERjATIN 'lICPAFILM IRLL N9./ 0ATE CL6UD 39RIT PINCTPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
1 PRSTTIN 14 H5LL ACQGUTEO CBVER \UJBER F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSS
R5v MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1287"-7423 000000000 2 0020/1 8 9 1 0 5 /r6/ 7 3 C1 3996 1436N 0 3221E 60*0 82.1 GGGG
12 8 7 -.7484 O00CO0/000 20020/1892 05/OA/ 71 0 3996 0706S 02715E 4804 55.1 GGGG
128 7 -37491 00000/O00C 2002C/1893 05/06/73 10 3996 CR32S 02655E 47.4 53*9 GGGG
1287*-9261 00300/0000 20022/0046 05/06/73 10 3997 10%ON 00610E 59.6 .79*6 G GG
12 8 7 -926 3  30000/000C 20022/0047 05/6A/73 2 3997 1142N 00550E 59.0 77s2 GGGG
1287-9270 00000/000 20022/0048 05/)'/73 20 3997 1015N 00530E 5895 75.0 GGGG
1287-14233 00000/0000 20020/1894 05/CA/73 90 4000 5600N 0 5645W 47.9 151*0 GGG
1287-14235 OOCO/0000 20020/1895 05/06/73 90 4000 5436N 0 57334 48*9 149*2 GGG
1287-14242 0QOO0/000 23020/1896 05/06/73 100 4000 531.N 05818W 49.9 147*5 PPGG
1287-14244 00000/o000 20020/1897 05/,~6/73 100 4000 5147 05
901W 50*8 145.7 PPGG
1287-14251 00300/0003 20020/1898 03/'6/73 100 4000 5r23N 05941W 51.8 143*8 GGGG
1287-14253 o0000/0000 20020/1899 05/;6 / 7 3 90 4 000 45%.N 06020W 52.7 142.0 GGGG
1287-14260 O000/0000 20020/1900 05/06/73 80 4000 4733N 06057W 53.6 140.0 GGGG
1287-14262 00000/0000 2 020/1901 05/A6/71 90 400 408N 06132W 54*4 138.1 GGGG
1287-14265 00000/C000 20020/1902 05/!6/73 9C 4000 4443N 062 06W 55.2 136.0 GGGG
1287-14271 00o00/0000 20020/1903 05/06/
7 3 90 4000 4317N 0 6239W 56,0 133.9 GGG
1287-14274 00000/000 2020/1904 05/06/73 9C 4'000 4152N 06310W 56*7 131.8 GGGG
1287-14280 00000/3000 20020/1905 05/,!o/73 80 4000 4n26N 06
34 1 W 57.4 129*5 GGGG
1287-16082 03000/0000 20021/0001 0506/73 100 4001 5~22N 08 5 3 0w 51.8 143o8 GGGG
1287-i7450 00000000 200 2 1/000 005101/73 c 4002 7?09N 0 9125W 34.5 175.3 GGGG
1287-17457 00000/000 .3 2uO21/0003 05/06/73 50 4002 
7
n
5 3N 0 9345W 35.7 172.6 GGGG
1287-17455 00000/00000 20021/0004 05o/n/73 100 4002 6630N 09549W 36*9 170.1 GGGG
1287-17461 0OCO0/00u 20021/0005 03/)6/73 100 4002 6917N 09
740W 38.0 167.8 GPGG
1287-17464 00000/0000 20021/0006 05/06/73 100 4002 6658N 09
920w 39.2 165.6 GGGG
1287-17470 00000/0000 23021/0007 05/0o/73 100 4002 6r38N I0050 40s3 163.6 GGGG
1287-17473 00000/0000 20021/0008 05/06/
7 3 J00 4002 6A16N 10211W 41*4 161.7 GPGP
1287-17475 00000/0000 2U021/0009 05/,6/73 100 4002 6?54N 10325W 42'5 159.8 GGGG
1287-17482 00000/0000 23021/0010 05/06/73 100 4002 6132N 10433W 4396 158.0 0G00
1287-17484 00000/0000 20021/0011 05/06/73 20 4002 60o0 N  10536w 44.7 156*2 GGGG
1287-17491 00000/0000 20021/0012 05/_6/73 20 4002 5847N 10635W 45.8 154.5 GGGG
1287-17493 00000C/0000 20021/0013 05/06/73 20 4002 5'24N 10730W 4699 152.7 GGGG
1287-17500 00000/000 20021/0014 05/06/73 10 4002 5600N 10822 47.9 151.0 GGG
1287-17502 00000/0000 20021/0015 05/06/73 20 4002 5435N 10911w 48*9 149.2 GGGG
1287-17505 00000/0000 20021/0016 05o/A/73 10 4002 5,i1N 10956W 49*9 147.5 GGGG
1287-17511 00000/0000 2U021/001 7 05/06/ 7 3 10 4002 514AN 11039W 50O9 145.7 GGGG
1287-17514 00000/0000 20021/3018 05/pA/73 10 4002 5n23N 111204 51.8 143.8 GGGG
1287-17573 0030/0000 23021/0019 05/06/73  90 4002 3026N 11828w 60-9 111.8 GGGG
1287-21095 00000/0000 20021/0020 05/06/73 10 4004 7649N 12945w 2998 189.8 GGGG
1287-21102 00000/0000 20021/0021 05/06/73 0 4004 7F43N 13351W 31*0 185.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD C5VEP % i..***..**,, ,, 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CRVER. ** = Nt CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IAGE IUALTY ,,....,... HRLANKSXBAND NO T PRESrNT/RECUESTED* R=RECYCLED. GG=6BOD FEFAIR BUT USABLE. PPOBR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STAN)ARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0808
FROM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
BBSERVATI9N MICR5FILM R9LL NO./ DATE CLOUD 6RRIT PRINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITIIN IN liLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV HSS
RPV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1287-21104 O0000/000O 20021/0022 05 /06 /73  0 4004 7434N 13723W 32o2 181.7 GGGG1287-21111 00000/0000 20021/0023 05/nA/73 4004 7322N 140264 33.4 178.3 GGGG1287-21113 00000/0000 20021/0024 05/:)6/73 0 4004 7P09N 14306W 34.6 175,3 GGGG
1288-04011 00000/0000 20021/0025 05/07/73 10 4008 8n13- 15120E 25.0 214*7 GGGG
1288",4014 00010/0000 20021/0026 05/07/73 10 4008 7934N 14354E 26.2 207*1 GGGG
1288104020 00000/0000 20021/0027 05/ 07/73 C1 4008 7R45N 13724E 27*4 200.5 GGGG
1288"040o3 00000/000 2o021/002 05/07/73 20 4008 7749N 13150E 28*7 194.8 GGGG
1288-04025 00000/0000 20021/0029 05/07/73 40 4008 7648N 12703E 29*9 189.8 GGGG
1288-04032 oooo0/000 20021/0030 05/07/73 10 4008 7542N 12256E 3101 185.5 GGGG
1288-04034 00000/0000 20021/0031 05/07/73 0 4008 7 433N 119 24E 32*3 181*6 GGGG
1288-04041 00000/0000 20021/0032 05/07/73 10 4008 7322N 11621E 33*5 178.3 GGGG1288-J4043 00000/0000 20021/0033 05/07/73 30 40)8 7207N 11340E 34.7 175.3 GGGG
1288-04050 00000/0000 20021/0034 05/07/73 60 4008 7051N 11118E 35*8 172.5 GGGG
1288-05564 00000/0o00 20021/0035 05/07/73 20 4009 4717N 06500E 56.2 133.8 GGGG
1288-05570 00000/0000 20021/0036 05/07/73 10 4009 4 15 1N 06429E 56*9 131.6 GGGG
1288-05573 00000/0000 20021/0037 05/07/73- 10 4009 4i25N 06359E 5796 129.3 GGGG1288-05575 00000/0000 20021/0038 05/07/73 10 4009 3 59N 06330E 58.2 127.0 GGGG
1288-05582 00o00/000o 20021/0039 05/07/73 20 4009 3733N 06301E 58.8 124.6 GGGG
1288"05584 00000/0000 20021/0040 05/07/7q 20 4009 3607N 06233E 59*4 122.1 GGGG
1288"05591 00000/O000 20021/0041 05/-7/73 10 4009 3442N 06206E 59e9 119*6 GGGG
1288-05593 00000/0000 20021/0042 05/07/73 10 4009 3316N 06139E 60*3 117.0 GGGG
1288-07472 00000/C000 20321/0043 05/07/73 0 4010 1727N 03138E 60.8 86.6 GGGG
1288-07475 00000/0000 200 2 1/0044  05/07/73 0 4010 1601N 03116E 60.4 84.0 GGGG
1288-37540 00000/0000 20021/0045 05/07/73 10 4010 054S 02609E 4993 55*9 GGGG
1288-07543 00000/0000 20021/0046 05/07/73 10 4010 0707S 02548E 48*3 54.7 GGGG
1288-07545 00000/0000 20021/0047 05/07/73 0 4010 0934S 02b28E 47.2 53.6 GGGG
1288-08022 0000/0000 P2021/0048 05/07/73 20 4010 34279 O1843E 26*3 43.0 GGGG
1288-09315 00000/0000 20022/0049 05/07/73 40 4011 1,0RN 0044 4 E 59,6 79.0 PGGG
1288-09322 00000/0000 20022/0053 05/07/73 20 4011 114?N 00423E 59*0 76.7 GGG
1288-09324 00000/0000 20022/0051 05/07/73 10 4011 in15N 00403E 58*4 74@4 GGG
1288-14282 00000/0000 20021/0049 05/07/73 20 4014 5Q50N 05625w 4690 154.5 GGGG
1288-14284 00000/0000 20021/005C 05/r7/7 3  0 4014 572fN 05719W 47*1 152*7 GGGG
1288-14291 00000/0000 20021/0051 05/07/73 0 4014 5602N 05810w 48.1 151.0 GGGG
1288-14293 00000/0000C 20021/0052 05/07/73 0 4014 5435N 058585 4901 149*2 GGGG
1288-14300 00000/0000 20021/0053 05/07/73 0 4014. Sl14N 05944W 50.1 147.4 GGGG
1288-14302 00000/0000 20021/0054 05/07/73 o 4014 5149N 06027W 51*1 145.6 GOGG
1288-14305 00000/0000 20021/0055 05/07/73 20 4014 5025N 06108W 52.0 143.8 GGGG
1288-14311 O00/00/co0 20021/0056 05/07/73 90 4014 41O1N 06146W 52*9 141*9 GGGG
1288-14314 00000/C0000 20021/0057 05/17/73 80 4014 4736N 06223W 53*8 139.9 GGGG
KEYS: CL UD CbVER % *..*..... e TO 100 = % CLBUD CqVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I1AGE OUALITY .......... ... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRFSrNT/RECUFSTED* R.RECYCLED. G.GBBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.POeR,
16:44 'lAP 11'74 STANDARD CATAL5G F R NtN-uS PAGE 0809
FR~M 37/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATITN MiTCPFILM RJLL ' ,/ DATE CLOUD 'RBIT PPI'ICIPAL P-INT SUN SUt TMAGE QUALITY
ID PrSITI5N IN noLL ACoUTQE7 CBVER NU4BER F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
rV MSS .AT LNG 123 45678
1288-14320 0000/0000 20021/005R 0/r/7/73 80 4014 4411N 06258w 54.6 137.9 G7GG
1288-14323 00000/000 20121/0059 05/07/73 60 4014 4446N 0 6332W 55.4 135*9 GGGG
1288-14325 00000/0000 200 2 1/00 6 0 05/7/71 5C 4014 4121N 06405W 56.2 133*7 GGG
1288-16093 00000/0000 20021/0061 05/07/73 100 4015 639?j 07626w 40*5 163.6 GGGG
1288-16100 00000/0000 20021/0062 03/07/73 100 4015 641RN 07749W 41*7 161.7 GGGG
1288-16102 oCo00/o000 20021/0063 05/r7/7 80 4015 6256N 07904w 42.8 159.8 GGGG
1288-16105 00000/0000 20021/0064 05/n7/73 0 4015 6134N 08012W 43.9 158.0 GGGG
1288-16111 00O0/0000 20021/0065 05/07/73 0 4015 6012N 08116w 45.0 156.2 GGGG
1288-16114 00000/0000 20021/0066 05/07/73 0 4015 5R49N 0 8214W 46.0 154.4 GGGG
1288-16120 00000o/000 20021/0067 05/07/73 0 4015 5725N 08
3 09W 47*1 152.7 GGGG
1288-16123 00000/000'0 20021/0068 05/07/73 0 4015 5602N 08400W 48*1 150.9 GGGG
1288-16125 00000/000o 20021/0069 05/07/73 0 4015 5438N 0 8449W 49.1 149.2 GGGG
1288-16132 C0000/0000 2u021/0070 05/07/73 50 4015 5114N 0 8534W 50.1 147.4 GGGG
1288-16134 00000/0000 20021/0071 05/07/73 90 4015 5150N 08618w 51.1 145.6 GGGG
1288-16141 00000/0000 20021/0072 05/07/73 80 4015 5 02 5 N o86 59W 52*0 143.7 GGGG
1288-16220 000000000 20022/0052 05/07/73 60 4015 2?15N 09
6 01w 61.6 97r4 GPGG
1288-16223 00000/0000 20022/0053 05/07/73 50 4015' 2149N 09623w 61.5 94.6 GPPG
1288-16225 00000/0000 20022/0054 05/n7/73 50 4015 2n23N 09645W 61.4 91.9 GPGG
1288-16232 00000/0000 20022/0055 05/07/73 10 4015 1855N 09707W 61.1 89.2 GGG
1288-17525 00000/0000 20021/0073 05/07/73 0 .016 6541N 10214W 40.6 163.6 GGGG
1288-17531 00o00/0o00 20021/0074 05/07/73 30 4016 6420N 10336w 41*7 161*7 GGGG
1288-17534 00000/0000 20021/0075 05/07/73 70 4016 6P58N 10450W 42.8 159.8 GGGG
1288-17540 00000/0000 20021/0076 05/07/73 20 4016 6 136N 10b58w 43.9 158.0 GGGG
1288-17543 00000/0000 20021/0077 05/o7/73 10 4016 6c13N 10700W 45.0 156.2 GGGG
1288-17545 00000/0000 20021/0078 05/07/73 30 4016 5850N 10759w 46.0 154.5 GGGG
1288-17552 00000/0000 20022/0056 05/17/73 40 4016 57 6N 10855W 47.1 152.7 GGGG
1288-17554 00000/0000 20022/0057 05/07/73 20 4016 5 603 N 10946w 48.1 151.0 GGGG
1288-17561 00000/0000 20022/0058 05/(,7/73 10 4016 5438N 110356 49*1 149.2 GGGG
1288-17563 00000/0000 20022/0059 05/07/73 10 4016 5314N 11121W 50.1 147.4 GGGG
1288-17570 00000/0000 20022/0060 05/r7/73 50 4016 5150N 11204W 51*1 145.6 GGGG
1288-17572 00000/0000 20022/0061 05/07/73 50 4016 5025N 11244W 52.0 143.7 GGGG
1288-18025 00000/0000 20022/0062 05/07/73 90 4016 3155N 11928W 60*8 114.2 GGGG
1288-18031 00000/0000 20022/0063 05/07/73 90 4016 3029N 11954W 61.1 111.5 GGGG
1288-19315 00000/0000 20021/0079 05/07/73 0 4017 7752N 10018w 28*8 195.0 GGGG
1288-19322 00000/0000 20021/0080 05/07/73 0 4017 7651N 10508W 30.0 190.0 GGGG
1288-19324 00000/0000 20021/0081 05/[7/73 0 4017 7r45N 10916W 31.2 185*6 GGGG
1288-19331 00000/0000 20021/0082 05/07/73 0 4017 7436N 11249W 32*4 181.*8 GGGG
1288-19333 00000/0000 20021/0083 05/07/73 0 4017 7125N 11553W 33.6 178.4 GGGG
1288-19340 00000/0000 20021/0084 05/07/73 0 4017 7211N 11835W 34.8 175.4 GGGG
KEYS: CL UD CBVER " ........ ,.... 0 TB 100 a % CLBUD CAVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'AE QUALITY .............. BLANKS.BAND NBT PRFSrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=CG"D. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.P88R,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FeR N8N-US PAGE 0810
FRM 07/23/72 TB C7/23/73
BBSERVATI5N MICR3FILM RHLL NS,/ DATE CLBUD aRRIT PPI CIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PBSITIN IN RLL ACQUIRED C5VER UMBER rF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
R5V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1288-19342 00000/0000 20021/0085 05/07/73 0 4017 7-55N 1205 6W 36.0 172.7 GGGG1288-19345 000/000 20021/9086 05/07/73 2o 4017 6138N 12301W 37*1 170*2 GGGG
1288-19351 00000/0000 20021/0087 05/07/73 60 4017 6220N 12453W 3803 167*8 GGGG
1288-19354 00000/0000 20021/0088 05/07/73 100 4017 6701N 1263 3 W 39*4 165*7 GGGG
1288-19360 0000/0000 20021/0089 05/07/73 IOU 4017 6539N 12 8 04W 40#6 163.6 GGG
1288-19363 00000/0003 20021/0090 05/97/73 40 4017 6418N 12926 41*7 161.7 GGGG
1288-19365 00000/000 20021/0091 05/37/73 20 4017 6;57N 130 40W 42.8 159.8 GGGG
1288-21135 C0000/0000 20022/0064 05/07/73 20 4018 8015N 10633W 25.1 215.0 PGGG1288-21142 00300/0000 20021/0092 05/07/73 O 4018 736N 11402W 26*4 207.5 GGGG
1288*21144 00000/0000 20021/0093 05/07/73 0 4018 7R4RN 120326 27.6 200.8 GGG
1288-21151 00000/0000 20021/0094 05/07/73 0 4018 7752N 12 6 11W 28.8 195*0 GGGG
1288-21153 00000/0000 20021/0095 05/07/73 0 4018 7651N 13101W 30*0 190.0 GGGG
1288-21160 00030/0003 20021/0096 05/07/73 0 4018 7c4FN 13509 31.2 185.6 GGGG
1288-21162 00000/0000 20021/0097 05/07/73 10 4018 7436N 13841w 32*4 181.8 GGGG
1288-21165 00000/000 20021/0098 05/07/73 40 4018 7324N 14145W 33*6 178.4 GGGG
1288-21171 00300/000 20021/0099 05/07/73 60 4018 7210N 14426W 34.8 175*4 GGGG
1289-01121 00000/OC0 20022/0065 Oi/0:8/73 30 4020 2431S 12323E 34.6 45.1 PGG
1289-02432 o00o0/o000 20021/0100 05/30/73 20 4021 172?J 10735E 60.8 86.0 GPGG
1289-02434 0000o/0003 20 2 1/0101 05/0~/73 20 4021 1555N 10713E 60#4 83.4 GPGG
1289-32441 00000/0o00 20021/0102 05/-0/73 30 4021 1430N 10652E 60*0 80.9 GGGG
1289-02443 00000/0000 20021/0103 05/C0/73 30 4021 1303N 10630E 5905 78.5 GGGG
1289-o2450 00000/C00O 20021/0104 05/r,/73 20 4021 1135N 10610E 59*0 76.2 GGGG
1289-02452 00000/0000 20021/0105 05/c8/73 10 4021 1008N 10550E 58.4 73*9 GGGG
1289-04120 00000/0000 20021/0106 05/0R/73 0 4022 6A53N 10417E 39.6 165.5 p G
1289-04122 000o/00o00 20021/0107 05/cA/71 0 4022 6532N 10247E 40-8 163.5 GPGG
1289-"0125 00000/0000 20021/0108 05/!9/73 0 4022 6411N 10125E 41.9 161.5 GPGG
1289-04131 00000/OGcO 20021/0109 05/,8/73 0 4022 6250o 10010E 43*0 159*6 GPGG
1289-34134 00000/0000 20021/0110 05/08/73 0 4022 6128N 09901E 44#1 157.8 GPGG
1289-04140 0000/c0000 20021/0111 035/0/73 0 4022 6 00 5 N 09758E 45.2 156.0 GPGG
1289.04143 00000/0000 20021/0112 05/08/73 0 4022 5R42N 096 5 9 E 46,2 154,3 GPGG
1289-06084 o0000/0000 20021/0113 05/0~/73 0 4023 2141N 0 5703E 61*6 94.1 GOGG1289-06090 bOOCO/0000 20021/0114 05/0O/73 0 4023 2n19N 05641E 61.4 91*3 GGGG
1289-36093 /000000000 20021/0115 05/ 0 /73 0 4023 1Q49N 0 5620E 61.1 88*6 GGGG
1289-06095 00000/0000 20021/0116 05/08/73' 10 4023 1723N 05558E 6088 86.0 GGGG
1289-06102 0000/0000 20021/0117 05/0A/73 10 4023 1I57N o5537E 60.5 83.4 GGGG
1289-06104 00000/0000 20021/0118 05/08/73 10 4023 1430N 05516E 60.0 80.9 GGGG
1289-06111 033000/0000 20021/0119 05/08/73 10 4C23 1303N 05455E 59*5 78*4 GGGG
1289-06113 00000/0000 20021/0120 05/38/73 10 4023 1136N 05434E 59.0 76.1 GGGG
1289-06195 00000/0000 20021/0121 05/0A/73 20 4023 1715S 04747E 404 48*0 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD COVER % .V..,.,.*. o TO 100 = % CLOUD CcVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IiAGE QOALITY **,* .* ,,° BLANKS=BAND BOT PRESpNT/REGUESTED* RmRECYCLED G=GQD. FFAIR BUT USABLE. P-PS8R,
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR NfN.US PAGE 08.1
F9qm 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN 11CPFliM RHLL NG./ 0ATE CLOUD 9R3IT PR9ICIPAL pOINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
I PSITTIN IN ROLL ACOUTPED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV "SS
;EV MSS LAT LHNG 123 45678
1289-06202 00000/0000 20021/0122 05/o8/73 30 4023 1R44S 04725E 39.3 4793 GGGG
1289-07515 O0oO/cOo 20021/0123 05/'8/73 C10 4024 2142N 0 3114E 6196 94*1 GGGG
1289-3752? O0000/O00J 20021/0124 05/0l/73 10 4024 216,N 03052E 61.4 91.3 GGGG
1289-.7524 000o/00oc 20021/0125 05/c8/73 10 4024 1949N 03031E 61.1 88*6 GGGG
1289-07531 00000/0000 2)001/0126 05/A8/73 2C 4024 1722N 03010E 60.8 85.9 GGGG
1289-.7533 00000/0030 20021/012 7 05/,8/73 20 4024 1556N 0 2948E 60.5 833 GGGG
1289-)75 40 00000/000 2C021/0129 05/0R/73 10 40?4 1430N 02926E 60*0 80.8 GGGG
1289-07542 00C0/000 20021/0129 05/8,/73 20 40 4 1102N 0 2906E 59.5 78.4 GGGG
12 8 9 - 7 54 5  00000/o0OC 20021/013 05/9-/73 20 4024 1135N 0 2845E 59.0 76.1 GGGG
1289-07551 00000/0000 20021/0131 05/08/73 10 4024 1 09N 02825E 58.4 7308 GGGG
1289-9362 0000/0000 20021/0132 05/)8/73 0 4025 1723Y 00421E 60.8 85.9 GGGG
1289-09365 00000/0000 20021/0133 05/8R/73 0 4025 1 57N 0 0359E 60*5 83.3 G3GG
128 9 - 9 3 7 1 00000/000C 20021/0134 05/o4/7 3 0 4025 1430N 0 0338E 60*0 80.8 GGGG
1289-09374 000CO/OCO 20021/0135 C5/08/73 0 4025 1;0?N 00317E 59.5 78.4 GOGG
1289-:9380 Oco0/0000 20021/0136 C05/0/73 10 4025 1137w 00257E 59*0 76*0 GGGG
1289-09383 00oo0C/00 20021/0137 05/08/73 10 4025 100 9 N 00 2 3 6E 58*4 73.8 GGGG
1289-09385 00000/0000 20021/0138 05/0~/73 20 4025 0R43N 00216E 57.7 71.6 GGGG
1289-09392 00000/00 20021/013 9 05/08/73 10 4025 0716N 00156E 57.0 69.6 GGGG
1289-14334 0000/000C C 20022/0066 05/08/73 10 4028 605N 0 5655W 45o3 156.0 GGGG
1289-14341 000OC/0000 20022/0067 C5/08/73 0 4028 5q42N 05754W 46'4 154.2 GGGG
1289-14343 OC00000/0000 20022/0068 o5/o/73 0 4028 5719N 05b49W 47*4 152.5 GGGG
1289-14350 000O/C000 20022/0069 05/0/73 0 4028 555N 05941W 48*4 150.7 GGGG
1289-14352 o0000ooo/0 20022/c070 05/08/73 0 4028 5431N 06029W 49#4 148*9 GSGG
1289-14355 U000/O0000 20022/0071 05/08/73 0 4028 5307N 06114w 504 147.1 GGGG
1289-14361 00000/0000 20022/0072 05/o8/73 20 4028 5143N 0 6156W 51.4 145.3 GGGG
1289-14364 00000/000 20022/0073 0 5 /lA/ 7 3 50 4028 5019N 0 6235W 52*3 143*4 GGGG
1289-14370 0000/000 20022/0074 05/08/73 70 4028 454N 06314W 5302 141.5 GGGG
1289-14382 00000/CO00 20022/0075 05/08/73 30 4028 4439N 06 5 01W 55*8 135*4 GGGG
1289-14384 00000/000O 20022/0076 05/08/73 10 4028 4313N 0 6534W 56*5 133*3 GG
1289-14391 00000/000 20022/0077 05/0/ 73 0 4028 4147N 0 66 0 6W 57*2 131*1 GGGG
1289-14393 00000/0000 20022/0078 05/08/73 20 4028 4022N 066360 57.9 128.8 GGGG
1289-17545 0000/0C00 20021/0140 05/08/73 10 4030 7645N 08105W 30.3 189.6 GPGG
1289-17551 00000/0000 20021/0141 05/CA/73 10 4030 7540N 085 10o 31*6 185.3 GPGG
1289-17560 00000/0000 20021/0142 05/08/73 0 4030 7?19N 09144W 33.9 17892 GGGG
1289-17563 00000/0000 20021/0143 05/n0/73 0 4030 7p0 4N 09425W 35.1 175.2 GGGG
1289-17565 00000/000 20021/0144 05/08/73 0 4030 7048N 09645W 36*3 172.4 GGGG
1289-17572 O0000/0000 20021/0145 05/08/73 0 4030 6-31N 0984 8 H 37o5 169.9 PPGG
1289-17574 00000/000C 20021/0146 05/08/73 20 4030 6912N 10039W 38.6 167.6 GGGG
1289-17581 O00o/3CD0 20021/0147 C5/08/73 30 4030 6653N 10217W 39*8 165.5 GGGG
KEYs: CLUD COVEP % .,,,,,..... 0 T9 100 = % CLOUD CRVER, *. = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMASE CUALITY . .....*,*..... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESrNT/REqUESTED* R-RECYCLED* G=GBAD* F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PBBR*
16:44 MAR 1l1'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0812
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRIJCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PSSITISN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
;&v MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1289-17583 00000/0000 20021/0148 05/0R/73 40 4030 6532N 10347W 40*9 163.4 GGGG
1289-17590 000oo00/0o 20021/0149 05/0R/73 30 4030 6411~ ob08W 4290 161.5 GGGG
1289-1759? 00000/0000 20021/0150 05/08/73 40 4030 625GN 10622W 43.2 159.6 GGGG
1289-17595 00000/0000 20021/0151 05/08/73 10 4030 6127N 10730W 44.3 157.8 GGGG
1289-18001 00000/0000 20023/0152 05/oR/73 10 4030 6005N 10833W 45.3 156*0 GGGG
1289-18004 oC000/CC00 20021/0153 05 /08/ 71 20 4030 584?N 10932W 46.4 154.2 GGGG
1289-18010 0030O0/000 20021/0154 05/0R/73 40 4030 5718N 11026W 47.4 152.5 GGGG
1289-18022 00000/0000 20022/0079 05/08/71 100 4030 5307N 11250W 50.5 147*1 GGGG
1289-18024 00000/0000 20022/0080 05/o/73 100 4030 5142N 11333W 51.4 145.3 GGGG
1289-18031 00000/0000 20022/0081 05/0R/73 80 4030 5.18N 11414W 52.4 143.4 GGGG
1289-18083 00000/000 20022/0082 05/08/73 10 4030 3148N 12055W 61.0 113.5 GGGG
1289-18090 -00o00/OC0o 20'022/00R3 0o/0,/73 30 4030 3022N 12121W 61.3 110.7 GGGG
1289-19374 00000/0000 20021/0155 05/08/ 73 70 4031 7748N 10213w 29*2 194*6 GGGG
1289-19380 00000/0000 20021/0156 05/08/73 30 4031 7A46N - 10658W 3004 189*6 GGGP
1289-19383 000/C00 20021/0157 05/08/73 0 4Ci1 7 r40N 11104W 31.6 185.3 GGGG
1289-19385 O0000/O00C 20021/0158 05/08/73 0 4031 7430N 11434W 32.8 181.5 GGGG
1289-19392 000o0/0C00 20021/0159 05/08/73 20 4031 7318N 11736W 34.0 178.2 GGGG
1289-193q4 00000/0000 20021/0160 05/08/73 90 4031 7204N 12015w 35.2 175.2 GGGG
1289-19401 00000/000 20021/0161 05/08/73 100 4031 7 048N 12234W 36.3 172.4 GGGG
1289-19403 00000/0003 20021/0162 05/0Q/73 100 4031 6931N 12438W 37.5 169.9 GGGG
1289-19410 00000/o003 20021/0163 05/0R/73 100 4031 6812N 12628W 38.7 167.6 GGGG
1289-19412 00000/0000 20021/0164 05/(8/73 40 4031 6652N 128 07w 39.8 165.5 GGGG
1289-19415 00000/0000 2 u02 1/01 6 5 05/08/73 0 4031 6532N 12936W 40*9 163*4 GGGG
1289-19421 00000/0000 20021/0166 05/0l/73 20 4031 6411N 13056W 42.1 161.5 GGGG
1289-21200 00000/0000 20021/0167 05/08/73 0 4032 7033N 11605W 2697 206.9 GSGG
1289-21203 00000/0000 20021/0168 03/08/73 0 4032 7 943 N 12233W 28*0 200.3 GGGG
1289-21205 00000C/000 20021/0169 05/~8/73 0 403 2  7747N 12806W 29*2 194.6 GGGG
1289-21212 0000/C000 20021/0170 05/08/73 10 4032 7645N 13250W 30'4 189.6 GGGG
1289-21214 00o000/000 20021/0171 05/08/73 10 4032 7539N 13654W 3196 185.3 GGGG
1289-21221 00000/0000 20021/0172 05/3/73 90 4032 7430N 14023W 32*8 181*5 GGGG
1289-21223 00OO0/OCO 23021/0173 o5/8/73 100 4032 731RN 14324W 34.0 178.2 GGGG
1289-21230 00000/CC00 20021/0174 05/08/73 100 4032 7204N 14602p 35*2 175.2 GGGG
1290-00573 000O/OCOC 20021,C17 5 05/09/73 0 4034 4606N 14039E 55.0 137.5 PGPG
1290-00575 00o0o/00o) 20021/0176 05 0q/73 50 4034 4441N 14006E 55.8 135*4 GPG
1290-C0582 00000C/COO 20021/0177 05/09/73  60 4034 4317N 13934E 56.6 133.3 GGG
1290-005'4 0o000/0000 20021/0178 0S/09/7i 90 4034 4151- 13902E 57*3 131.0 GG
1290-,0591 00000/COO0) 20021/0179 0/rq/73 90 4 034 4025N 13831E 58,0 128.7 GGG
1290-:0593 OU000/000C 20021/0180 05/09/73 80 4034 3R5q\ 13802E 58*6 126*4 GGG
1290-01000 OCC0o0/00 20021/0181 05/09/73 90 4034 3733N 13735E 59*2 123o9 GGG
KEYS: CLAL;' COVEp % C,.......,,... 0 Te 100 = % CLOUD CaVER. ** = Nb CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I 'AE CUALITY *.....*......, ELANKS-BAND NOT PPFSrNT/REQUESTED. p=RECYCLED G=GBORD FnFAIR BUT USABLE- P=POOBR
16:44 'lAR 1j' 74 STANOARD CATALG FBR NVN-US PAGE 0813
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
SBSERVATION MICRRFILM R9LL N ./ DATF CL8UD 9RBIT PcINCIPAL PsINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PPSITISN IN RBLL ACUTRED CBVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIP. RBV 
MSS
RBV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1290o02354 OUO00/CCO0 20022/0084 05/09/73 10 4035 653N 12436E 43.2 159,7 GGGG
1290-02361 0000C0/C00 20022/0085 05/(9/7! 10 4035 6130N 12328L 44*3 157*8 GGGG
1290-02363 00000/0000 20022/0086 05/C9/73 10 4035 6O08N 12224E 45.4 156.0 GGGG
1290-02370 00000/0000 20022/0087 05/09/73 10 4035 5R4N 12125E 46*5 154.3 GGGG
1290-02493 00000/C00 20022/0088 05/09/73 20 4035 1558N iob48E 605 83.0 GGGG
L290-02495 00000/0000 20022/0089 05/09/73 20 4035 14 32N 10527E 60*0 80*5 GGGG
L290-02502 00000/0000 20022/0090 05/09/73 10 4035 1306N 10b05E 59*5 78.0 GGGG
1290-02504 00000/0000 20022/0091 0
5 /09/ 7 3 10 4035 1140N 10444E 59.0 75.7 GGGG
1290-06142 00000/0000 20021/0182 05/09/73 50 4037 2142N 0 5537L 616 93.6 
GPPP
1290-06144 00000/0000 20021/0183 05/09/73 90 4037 2017N 05515E 61*4 90.9 GGGG
1290-06244 00000/0000 20021/0184 05/9q/73 0 4037 1422S 04703E 42.6 49*2 PGPG
1290-06251 00000/0000 20021/0185 05/o9/73 0 4037 15485 04642E 41o4 48*4 PGPG
1290-06253 00000/0000 20021/0186 05/09/73 0 4037 1715S 04621E 40*3 47o7 GGPG
1290-06260 00000/0000 20021/0187 05/09/73 o 4037 1I41S 0 4600E 39o2 47.1 GGGG
1290-36262 00000/0000 20021/0188 05/09/73 0 4037 20085 04 53 8E 3800 46,4 GGPG
1290-06265 00000/0000 20021/0189 05/09/73 0 4037 2134S 04517E 36.8 45o9 GGGG
1290-07535 00000/0000 20021/0190 05/09/73 0 4038 3441N 03325E 60*3 118.7 GGPG
1290*07541 00000/0000 2U021/0191 05/09/73 0 4038 3315N 0 3259E 60.7 116.0 GGPG
1290-07544 00000/0000 20021/0192 05/09/7 3  0 4038 3149N 03233E 61.0 11303 GGGG
1290-07550 00000/00G0 20021/0193 05/49/73 0 4038 3C23N 0 3208E 61*3 110.6 GGPP
1290-07553 00000/0000 20021/0194 0C/C9/7 3  0 4038 2856N 03 14 3 E 61.6 107.8 GGPP
1290-0 7555 00000/0000 20021/0195 05/09/73 0 4038 27 2 9N 03119E 61*7 104*9 GGPG
1290-07562 00000/0000 20021/0196 05/O9/73 0 4038 2A03N 03056E 6198 102*1 GGGG
1290-07564 0000/o0000 20021/0197 05/09/73 0 4038 2437N 03034E 61.8 99.2 GGGP
1290-o7571 00000/0000 20021/0198 069/9/73 0 4038 2311N 03012E 61.8 96.4 GGPG
1290-08062 00000/0000 20021/0199 059/9/73 20 4038 0Q36S 02236E 46*9 52,9 GGGG
1290-14392 0000/0000 20021/0200 05/09/73 80 4042 6007N 05
8 19W 45,5 156.0 GGGG
1290-14395 00000/0000 20021/0201 05/09/73 20 4042 5R44N 05917W 46.6 154.2 GGGG
1290-14401 00000/0000 20O21/0202 05/09/73 0 4042 5721N 06012W 47.6 152.4 GGGG
1290-14404 00000/0000 20021/0203 05/09/73 0 4042 5557N 06104w 48.7 15097 GGGG
1290-14410 00000/0000 2021/0204 05/,9/73 0 4042 5433N 0 6152W 49o7 148.9 GGGG
1290-14413 300000/0000 20021/0205 05/09/73 10 4042 53 09N 06237W 50*7 147.1 GGPG
1290-14415 00000/0000 20021/0206 05/09/73 80 4042 5145N 06320W 51.6 145.2 GGGG
1290-14422 00000/0000 20021/0207 05/09/73 90 4042 5020N 06401 52.5 143.3 GGGG
1290-14424 00000/0000 20021/0208 05/0L/73 60 4042 4956N 0 6440W 53.5 141.4 GGGG
1290-14445 00000/0000 20021/0209 05/09/73 90 4042 
4 150N 06730W 57*5 130.9 GGGG
1290-14451 00000/0000 20021/0210 05/09/73 60 4042 4024N 06800W 58.1 128o6 GGGP
1290-14454 00000/0000 20021/0211 05/09/73 80 4042 3859N 06830W 58.8 126.2 GGGG
1290-14460 00000/0000 20021/0212 05/09/73 100 4042 3733N 06858W 59*3 123.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLBU D CBVE R % .. *............ 0 TB 100 a % CLBUD CRVERe ** = Ne CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... iLANKS.BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLEDI G=GBD. FFAIR BUT USABLE. PuPSBR.
16:44 AP" 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NSN-US PAGE 0814
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATI9N ICR9FIM RLL N9./ DATE CLSUD 9RRIT PoINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
1I P9SITIjN IN R5LL ACCWTRED COVER NUMBER RF IHAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
v MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1290-16212 00000/000 20021/0213 05/79/73 0 4043 6414N 080444 42*3 161.5 GGGG
1290=16215 0000/00C00 20021/0214 05/c9/73 . 4043 6p25N 0 8158W 43.4 159.6 GGGG
1290-16221 0000/000oo 20021/3215 05/9/73 100 4043 613N 08306W 44.5 157.8 GGGG
1290-16224 00000/0000 20021/0216 C0/09/73 100 4043 6008N 08409W 45*5 156.0 GGGG
1290-1623C 00000/000C 20021/0217 05/09/73 100 4043 5945N 085 09W 46.6 154.2 GPGP
1290-16233 00020/1000 20021/0218 05/09/73 100 4043 5722N 08605W 47.7 152*4 GGGG
1290-16235 OC000/00C 20021/0219 05/09/73 100 4043 558N 08656w 48.7 150.7 GlGG
1290-16242 00000/0000 200C21/0220 05/9/73 100 4043 5434N 08744W 49*7 148.9 GGGG
1290-16244 00UOO00/00 20021/0221 05/09/73 100 4043 531N 08830W 50*7 147*1 GGGG
1290-16251 00000/0000 20021/0222 05/09/73 100 4043 5145N 08912w 51-6 145.2 GGGG
1290-16253 00000/0000 20021/0223 05/n9/73 50 4 04 3  5020N 08 9 52W 52.6 143.3 GGGG
1290-16330 000OC/000C 20021/0224 05/09/73 20 4043 2437N 09831W 61*9 99.0 GGGG
1290-16333 00000/C000 20021/0225 05/09/73 10 4043 2311N 0 9854W 61.8 96*2 GGGG
1290-16335 O00CO/000 20021/0226 05/:)9/73 10 4043 2144N 09 9 16w 61.7 93.4 GGGG
1290-16342 000000/0000 2001/0227 05/9/73 10 4043 2018N 09938W 61-5 90.6 GGGG
1290-16344 00000/0000 20021/0228 05/r9/73 10 404 3  1R51N 1000CW 61.2 87*9 GGGG
1290-16351 Ou000/0000 20021/0229 05/q9/7 3  10 4043 1725N 10021W 6009 85.2 GGGG
1290-18015 00000/0C0 20021/0230 05/09/73 c 4044 7?21N 09306W 34.2 178*3 GGGG
1290-18021 00000/0000 20021/0231 05/09/73 50 4044 7?07N 09 5 46w 35*4 175.3 GGGG
129 0-18024 0000/000CC 2o021/0232 05/,9/73 100 4 04 4  7 051N 09807W 36.5 172.5 GGG
1290-18030 00000/0000 20021/0233 05/9q/73 100 4044 6933N 10012W 37.7 170.0 GGGG
1290-18033 00000/0000 20021/0234 05/39/73 100 4044 6R14N 10203W 38.9 167.7 GGGG
1290-18035 00000/000 20021/0235 05/09/73 100 404 4  6r54N 10343W 40*0 165.5 GGGG
1290-180 4 2 00000/00C 20021/0236 05/09/73 100 4044 6534N 10512W 41.2 16305 GGGP
1290-18044 00000/0000 20021/0237 05/09/73 50 4044 6 414N 10 6 3 3w 42.3 161.5 GGGG
1290-18051 00000/300U 20021/0238 05/q9/73 90 404 4  6?5?N 10 7 4 7 w 43.4 159.6 GGGG
1290-18053 0000/000 20021/0239 05/0;9/73 10 4 04 4  6130N 10855W 44*5 157.8 GGGG
1290-18060 00000/0000 20021/0240 035/9/73 0 404 4  6007N 10958W 45.6 156*0 GGGG1290-18062 00000/C000 20021/0241 05/r9/73 30 4044 5544N 11056W 46,6 154.2 GGGG
1290-18065 00000/0000 20021/0242 05/09/73 80 404 4  5 721N 11151W 47*7 152.4 GPGG
1290-13071 00000/000 20021/0243 05/09/73 100 4044 5557N 11243W 48.7 150.7 GGGG
1290-18074 00000/0000 2001/0244 05/,9/73 80 404 4  5 433N 11 3 31W 49.7 148*9 GPGG
1290-18080 00000/0000 20021/0245 05/19/73 20 4044 5309N 11 4 17W 50C7 147.0 GGGG
1290-18083 00000/3000 20021/0246 05/09/73 30 4044 5145N 11500w 51.6 145.2 GGGG
1290-13805 00000/0000 20021/0247 05/09/73 30 4 0 4 4  5i2ON 11540 52.6 143.3 GGGG
1290-18142 00000/0002 20021/0248 05/09/73 10 4044 3149N 12222W 61.1 113.1 GGGG
1290-18144 00000/0000 20021/0249 05/c9/73 30 4044 3n23N 12246W 61.4 110.4 GGGG
1290-19432 00000/0000 20021/0250 05/i9/73 100 4045 7749N 10329W 29*4 194,8 GGGG
1290-19435 00000/0000U 20021/0251 05/n9/73 100 4045 7648N 10817W 30*6 189.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLLUD COVER % ,*.*.. ,* o TO 100 x % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I -AGE QUALITY B..*.,.~,..... LANKS=BAND NOT PRESrNT/REqUESTED. R=RECYCLED* G=GBD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PP8OR.
1 b:44 74 1 1 t'7 4  STANOARD CATALeG F)R NON.US PAGE 0815FR5M 07/2?/72 To 07/23/73
OBSERVATT3N "iIC~AFIME RLL \,/ DATE CLOUD 9RPIT pRI~CIpAL p'INT FUN SUN TMAGE QUALITy
ID P SIiTIN Ij R1LL ACGUITED COVER jUMBER P I"AGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
;'.V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1290-19441 0000/ 00i 2? 1/0252 0i/9/7 3  90 4045 754?N 11223 31.8 185.5 GGGG
1290-19444 0 0 CO0 /O 2,021/053 05 /09 73 SO 4045 7432N t1 5 52W 3390 181,7 GGGG
1290-19450 00010/0000 20031,025 4 05/09/73 9r 4045 7'20N 1153W 3492 178.3 PGGP
1290-19453 000C200000 2u021/ 0 255 0
5/9/73 100 4045 7)07N 12131W 35*4 175.3 GGGG
1290-19455 000/,00 2 ?( L1/0256 05/19/73 100 4045 7051N 12351W 36*6 172.5 GGGG
1290-19467 0'000/00O 20021O?57 05/9/73 100 4045 6933N 1P555 37.7 170.0 GGGG
1290-19464 000C/O0000 2021/025H 0 ,5/9/73 100 4045 6QISN 12746W 38.9 167.7 GGG
1290"1)471 UO( )c 000 2, 1/0259 05p 9/73 0 4045 6655N 12926w 40*0 165.5 GGGG
1290-19j 7 3  OC0000/C00 20 1/0,26 9 05/9q/7 3  0 4C05 6r35N 130564 41.2 163.5 GGGG
1290-1 90 C+.0 /O0 2 001/0261 05/09/73 4 404 5  6414 I 13217W 42.3 161.5 GGGG
1290-21? 5 030/000: 20021/026 05/c9/73 0 4046 814N 1C0952w p5*7 214.7 GPGG
1290-21235 C~'3 " o . 2 .21/0263 05/9/7 3 0 4046 734N 11716W 27*0 207.2 GPGG
129021261 P61O O0/COO 200210264  05/ 9/73 0 4046 7R45\ 12342W 2802 200.6 GPGG
1290-21264 00000/(r0003 2'21/0265 05/C9/73 4046 774N 12915W 29-4 194.8 GPGG
1290-21270 O 00/nO0C 0021/0266 05/09/ 7 3 0 4046 7;47N 13 4 02W 30, 6  189.8 GPGG
1290-21273 0000/0100D 2'021/0267 CS/09/ 7 3 40C46 7 ,41N 13807w 31.8 185.5 GGGG
1290-2127 5 0005/;007 20021/0268 05/09/73 100 4046 743N 14138w 33,0 181*7 PpGG
1290-21282 OOC ,/;00L 2 021/0269 05/9/73 100 4046 732\N 14440W 34.2 178*3 PGGG
1290-2123+4 .OC0/00J 2 /0021/0270 05/09/7 3  100 4046 7?07N 14 719W 35*4 175e3 GGGG
1290-;3413 00000/0 00 20021/0171 05/n9/73 30 404 7  2147S 14510E 30*
7  43.5 G
1290-234;?2 00000/000 2?:021/D272 05/9q 773 10 407 3n 1 4S 14446E 29.4 43*2 G GG
1290-23422 0 C00Co/o 2, n!1/02C73 -/51q/773 10 4047 3139S 14422 28.2 42.9 G GG
1290-24?25 0 0 C/Q00 2J021/0274 C5/n9/7 3  10 4047 3q04S 1 4 356E 27*0 42.7 G GG
1290-'34i 1 0C00/ 00 P2C21/0275 05/i9/73 10 4047 3429S 14330E 2F.7 42.5 G GG
1291-)1031 00000/0000 20022/0092 05/!0/73 20 404 8  4605~ 13912E 55.3 137.3 PGGG
12 9 1-010 33  00000/ 000 2022/0093 05/1n/73 10 4148 4440N 13k37E 5601 135*2 GGGG
12 9 1-!010 4-4 300/000 20022/009 4  05/10/73 r1 4048 4114N 13804E 56.8 133.0 GGGG
1291-:1042 OC00/10'u P0~ 022/0095 05/10/73 20 4048 414N 13733E 5715 130.7 PGGG
1291-'1045 OCo0/000 200,2/0096 05/10/73 20 4048 4n23N 13703E 58.2 128.4 (GGG
1291-01051 C00/O000 12 2021 0097 05/1/73 10 4048 3957N 13634E 58.8 126.0 GGGG
1291-"1054 0000/0000 2!022/009 05/10/73 10 4048 3731N 13606E 59*4 123.6 GGGG
1291-"1060 Oc /C C 20220099 05/10/73 10 4048 360N 13 538E 59,9 121*0 G1GG
1291-31943 O000/'CCJ 2U022/010' 05/10/73 20 4048 3440N 13511E 60*4 118.4 GOGG
1291-01065 0 OC ?'c 0 2 022/0101 05/1/7 20 4048 31151 13444E 60*8 115.7 GGGG
1291-17 C cO000O/c, 0 20022/1102 05/0/7 30 4048 314N 13419E 61,2 113.0 PGGG
1291-107 4  OC00/0000 2022/0103 0/10/73 20 4048 322,N 13354E 61*
4  110.2 PGGG
1291-10i1 000100/ 000 20022/0104 05/1./73 30 4 048 225 (N 13330E 61*7 107.4 GGG
1291-0162 0o00C/0C 20021/0275 05/1in/ 7 3 1C 4051 3439N 0 5747E 6c*5 118.3 GGGG
1291-0 6 16 4 C0, /i00. 2C021/0277 05/10/73 C 4051 313N 05720E 60*9 115*6 3GGG
KFYS: CLiJU[ COVEW .. ,............ i T8 100 a . CLBUD CPVER, ** = N5 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMArE EALITTY .............. 3LANKScBAND jNOT PRESrNT/REQUFSTED. R.RcCYCLED. G-GOAD. FmFAIR BUT USABLE. PEP89R.
16:44 AR lls'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NN.US PAGE 0816
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICRHFILM R9LL WB,/ DATE CLOUD 5RBIT POINCIPAL PeINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
1 PMSITIN IN RBLL ACOUJRED CeVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
rPV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1291-06171 00000/0000 20021/0278 05/10/ 7 3 0 4051 3148N 0 5654E 61.2 112.9 GGGG
1291=06173 00000/0000 20021/0279 05/10/73 0 4051 302PN 05628E 61*5 110.1 GGGG
1291-o6180 OUOOO/0000 20021/0280 05/10/73 10 4051 2.57N 05604E 61.7 107.3 GGGG
1291-o6182 00000/0000 20021/0281 05/10/73 0 4051 2731N 05540E 61.8 104*4 GGGG
1291-u6223 00000/0000 2002 1/028 2 05/10/73 10 4051 1304N 05202E 59.5 77.4 GGGP
1291-06230 00000/o000 20021/0283 05/10/73 0 4051 1138N 05142E 59.0 75*1 GGGG
1291-06232 C00000/000 20021/0284 05/10/73 0 4051 1011N 05121E 58.3 72*9 GGGG
1291-06235 00000/0000 20021/0285 05/10/73 10 4051 OR44N 05101E 57*7 70.8 GGGG
1291-06241 00000/0000 20021/0286 05/10/ 73 10 4051 0717N 05040E 56.9 68.8 GGGG
1291-J7593 00000/00C0 20021/0287 05/10/73 10 4052 3440N 03159E 60.5 118.3 GGGG
1291-08000 C000CO/C00 20021/0288 05/10/73 0 4052 3315N 03133E 60*9 11506 GGGG
1291-08002 0oo00/Ocoo 20021/0289 05/10/73 0 4052 3149N 03107E 61.2 112.9 GGGG
1291-o8005 00000/co0 20021/0290 05/10/73 0 4052 302 N 03042E 61.5 110.1 GGGG
1291-08011 oc000/o000 20021/0291 05/n/73 0 405 2  2R57N 03018E 61s7 107.3 GGGG
1291-08014 00000/0000 20021/0292 05/10/73 10 4052 2730N 02954E 61.8 104.4 GGGG
1291-08020 0000/o0000 20021/0293 05/10/73 10 4052 2604N 02931E 61o9 101.5 GGGG
1291-38023 00000/0000 20021/0294 05/10/73 40 4052 2438N 02908E 61s9 98*7 GGGG
1291-08025 00000/000 20021/0295 05/10/73 80 4052 2310N 02845E 61.8 95.8 GGGP
1291-08032 00000/0000 20021/0296 05/10/73 90 4052 2 144 N o0223E 61*7 93.0 GGGG
1291-08034 00000/000 20021/0297 05/10/73 90 4052 2OlPN 02801E 61.5 90.3 GGGG
1291- 0 9395 00000/0000 20021/0298 05/10/73 10 4053 4440N 00937E 56*1 135*1 GGGG
1291-09475 00000/O000 20021/0299 05/n/73 0 4053 1725N 00128E 609 84*8 GGG
1291-09481 00000/0000 20021/0300 05/10/73 0 4053 1558N 00107E 60.5 82.3 GGGG
1291-09484 00000/0000 20021/0301 05/10/73 0 4053 1431N 00046E 60*0 79.8 GGGG
129109490 00000/0000 20021/0302 05/10/73 10 4053 105N 00025E 59*5 77.3 GGGG
1291-09493 0000/0000 20021/0303 05/10/73 10 4053 1138N 00004E 58-9 75.0 GGGG
1291-09495 00000/0000 20021/0304 05/10/73 20 4053 1011N 00015W 58.3 72.8 GGGG
1291-14451 00000/0000 20021/0305 05/10/73 100 405 6  6007N 05 9 4 7 W 45.8 155.9 GGG
1291-14453 00C000/0000 20021/0306 05/10/73 90 4056 5R44N 06045W 46.9 154.1 GGG
1291-14460 00000/0000 20021/0307 05/10/73 70 4056 5721N 06140W 47,9 152*3 GGG
1291-14462 O0000/Co00 20021/C308 05/10/73 0 4056 5557N 06231 48.9 150*5 GGG
1291-14465 00000/0000 20021/0309 05/10/73 0 405 6  5433N 06318W 49.9 148*7 PGGG
1291-14471 00000/0000 20021/0310 05/i~/73 10 4 05 6  5308N 0 6404W 50*9 146o9 PGGG
1291-14474 00000C/C0000 20021/0311 05/10/73 20 4056 5143N 06448W 5109 145.1 PGGG
1291-14480 00000/0000 20021/0312 05/10/73 80 4056. 50 18N 0653 0 W 52*8 143.2 GGG
1291-14488 00000/000r 20021/0313 05/10/73 70 4C56 4R54N 06609W 3*7 141.2 GGG
1291-14515 0000/0000 20021/0314 05/1/73 70 4056 3 73 1N 07026W 59.5 123*3 GGG
1291-14521 00000/030U 20021/0315 05/10/73 70 4056 3405N 070 53W 60*1 120*8 GGG
1291-14524 00000/0000 20021/0316 05/10/73 50 405 6  3439N 07120W 60*5 118.2 OGG
KEYS: CL4LD C'VER % *..,.* ... * 0 TB 100 = % CLBUD CAVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALTY .,,..,... ,,, BLANKS=BAND NOT PREScNT/RECUESTED. RuRECYCLED. G=GO8D. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PSeR,
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NN.-US PAGE 0817
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICPFILM ROLL N45,/ DATE CL6UD ORBIT PPINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN yMAGE QUALITY
ID PSSITION IN ROLL ACCITRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIr. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1291-14530 00000/000 20021/0317 05/10/73 40 4056 3313N o7146W 60.9 115.5 GGG
1291-14533 00000/0000 20021/0318 C5/10/73 90 4056 3147N 07211W 6193 112.7 GGG
1291-14535 00000/0000 20021/0319 06/10/73 100 405 6  30 21N 0 7235W 61*5 109*9 GGG
1291-14542 00000/0000 20021/0320 05/10/73 100 4056 2R55N 07259W 61*7 107*1 GGGG
1291-14544 00000/Oo00 20021/0321 05/10/73 100 405 6 2729N o7
3 2 2w 61.9 104.2 PGGG
1291-14551 00000/o00C 20021/0322 05/10/73 90 4056 2602N 07346w 61.9 101.4 GGG
1291*14553 O000C/O000 20021/0323 0/i10/73 50 405 6  2436N o7409W 61*9 98.5 GGG
1291-16303 00000/0000 20021/0324 05/10/73 100 405 7  5309N 08953W 50*9 146*9 PGGG
1291-16305 00000/0000 20021/0325 0o/10/ 7 3 100 4057 5144N 0 90360 51*9 145*0 POGG
1291m16312 00000/0000 20021/0326 05/1o/7 3  100 4057 5020N 09116W 52.8 143.1 PGGG
1291-16385 00000/00O0 20021/0327 05/1 0/73 10 4057 2438N 09957w 61*9 98 5 GGGG
1291-16391 0000/C00 20021/0328 0/10/73 10 405 7  210N 10019W 61,9 95.6 GGGG
1291-16394 00000/C000 20021/0329 05/10/73 10 4057 2143N 10 041W 61.7 92.8 GGGG
1291-16400 0000/C000 20021/033C 05/10/73 10 4057 2017N 10103W 61*5 90.1 GGG
1291-16403 00000/0000 20021/0331 03/16/73 1 405 7  1851N 10 125W 61.2 87.3 GGG
1291-16405 00000/0000 20021/0332 05/10/73 20 405
7  
1725N 10 147W 60.
9  84.7 GGGG
1291-18143 00000/0000 20021/0333 05/10/73 30 4058 5019N 11706W 52.8 143.1 GGGG
1291*18193 00000/0000 20021/0334 05/10/ 7 3 0 405 8  3314N 12321w 60.9 115.4 GGGG
1291-19491 O0000/0000 20021/0335 03/10/73 80 4059 7749N 10457W 29*6 1948 GGGG
1291"19493 00000/0000 20021/0336 0o/10/73 90 4059 7647N 10944W 30*9 189.8 GGGG
1291-19500 00000/0000 20021/0337 05/10/73 80 4059 75 4 2N 11349W 32*1 185*5 GGGG
1291-19502 00000/0000 20021/0338 05/10/73 80 4059 7432N 11720w 33*3 181.6 GGGG
1291"19505 00000/0o00 20021/0339 05/10/73 80 4059 7320N 12023w 34#5 178.3 GGGG
1291-19511 00000/0000 20021/0340 05/10/73 70 4059 7P06N 12302W 3507 175.2 GGGG
1291-19514 00000/0000 20021/0341 05/10/73 80 4 059  7m50N 12522W 36.8 172.5 GGGG
1291-19520 00000/0000 20021/0342 05/10/73 90 4059 6932N 12726W 38C0 17090 GGGG
1291-19523 00000/0000 20021/0343 05/10/73 40 405 9  6814N 12916W 39*2 167.7 GGGG
1291-19525 00000/0000 20021/0344 05/10/73 20 4059 6655N 13055w 40*3 165.5 GGGG
1291-19532 00000/0000 20021/0345 05/1t/73 40 4059  653 4 N 132 25 W 41.4 163.4 GGGG
1291-21343 00000/0000 20021/0346 05/10/73 50 4060 7p06N 1 485 0W 35.7 175.2 GGGG
1291-23490 00000/0000 20021/0347 05/10/73 60 4061 34305 14204E 2595 4293 GGGG
1291-23492 00000/0000 20021/0348 05/10/73 80 4061 3556S 14137E ?4*3 42*2 GGGG
1291-23495 00000/0000 20021/0349 05/10/73 60 4061 3721S 14110E 23*0 42*1 GGGG
1292-01085 00000/000 20021/0350 05/11/73 90 4062 4605N 13749E 55.5 137.0 PGPG
1292-01092 00000/0000 20021/0351 05/11/73 30 4062 4439N 13 715E 56-3 134.9 PGPG
1292-01094 00000/0000 20021/0352 05/11/73 0 4062 4313N 13642E 57*1 132.7 PPGG
1292-01101 0000/0000 20021/0353 05/11/73 20 4062 4148N 13611E 57.8 130.4 PPPG
1292-01103 00000/0000 20021/0354 05/11/73 30 4062 4023N 13540E 58*4 128.1 PPPG
1292-01110 00000/o00 20021/0355 05/11/73 50 4062 3A57N 13511E 59*1 125*7 PPPG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ,.. ..... 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD CPVER. ** c NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKSEBAND NOT PRESCNT/REQUESTED. RURECYCLED. G=GBfD. FFAIR BUT USABLE* PaPeBR,
16:44 MA- 11s'74 STANIARD CAT4LeG F9R NON-US PAGE 0818
FR9M 07/23/72 T1 07/23/73
BBSERVATTIN MICPHFILM ReLL Na./ DATE CLOUD 5RBIT PoINCIPAL P9INT SUN SU IMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITI N IN RBLL ACUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM , RBV MSS
P6v MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1292"01112 00000/000 20021/0356 c5/11/73 30 4062 3732N 13443E 59.6 123.2 PPPG
1292*01115 00000/0000 20021/0357 05/11/73 30 4062 3606N 13415E 60C1 120.6 PPPG
1292-01121 00000/0000 20021/C35 05/11/73 60 4062 3 44 0N 13347E 60.6 118*0 PG G
1292-01124 00000/000U 20021/0359 05/11/73 70 4062 3314N 13320E 61.0 115.3 PP G12 9 2-01130 00000/0000 20021/0360 05/11/73 100 4062 3147N 13255E 61.3 112.5 GG G
1292-01133 00000/0000 20021/0361 05/11/73 100 4062 3021N 13230 61*6 109.7 GG G
1292-01135 00000/c000 20021/0362 05/11/7? 100 4062 2s54N 13206E 61.8 106.9 GG G
1292-02591 00000/0000 20021/0363 09/11/73 70 4063 2146N 10I22E 61.8 92*6 GG G
1292-"2594 00000/0000 20021/0364 05/11/73 30 4063 2018N 10400E 61.5 89.8 GGGG
1292-j3000 00000/0000 20021/0365 05/11/73 40 4063 195 1N 10338E 61*3 87.1 GGGG1292-03003 00000/0000 20021/0366 05/11/73 30 4063 1724N 10315E 60.9 84.4 GGGG
1292-03005 00000/0000 20021/0367 05/11/73 20 4063 1558N 10254E 6C*5 81.9 GGGG
1292-03012 000/0000 20021/0368 06/11/73 10 4063 1431N 10233E 60*C 79.4 GG
1292-03014 00000/0000 20021/0369 05/11/73 20 4063 1904N 10212E 5905 77.0 GGGG
1292-03021 00000/Coou 20021/0370 05/11/73 30 4063 1136N 10152E 58.9 74.7 GGGG
1292*33023 00000/0000 20021/0371 05/11/73 50 4063 1009N 10131 58*3 72.4 GGGG
1292-03030 00000/0000 20021/0372 05/11/73 50 063 OP4 3N 10111E 57'6 70.3 GGGG1292o06200 00000/0000 20021/0373 05/11/73 10 4C065 4148N 05842E 57.8 130.4 GGGG1292-06202 O0000/0000 20021/0374 05/11/73 20 4065 4C23N 05811E 58.5 128*0 GGGG
1292-06205 00000/0000C 20021/0375 05/11/73 20 4065 3Q57N 05742E 59.1 125.6 GGGG
1292-06211 O0000/OO 20021/0376 05/11/73 20 4065 3731N 05714E 59.7 123*1 GGGG
1292-06214 00000/OCO 20021/0377 05/11/73 20 4065 3605N c56 47E 60.2 120*5 GGGG1292*06220 000CO/C000 20021/0378 05/11/73 20 4065 3439N c5620E 60*6 117.9 GGGG
1292-06223 00000/0000 20021/0379 05/11/73 10 4065 3?14N 05554E 61*0 115.2 GGGG
1292-06225 00000/000 20021/0380 05/11/73 10 4065 3 148N o5528E 61.4 112*4 GGGG
1292-06232 00000/CCoC 20021/0381 05/11/73 10 4 06 5  3022N o553E 61*6 109*6 GGG6
1292-06234 000o0/C00 20021/0382 05/11/73 10 4065 2R56N 05439E 61.8 106.8 GPGG
1292-06241 O0000/0000 20021/0383 05/11/73 10 4065 2730N 05416E 61*9 103.9 GGGG
1292*-8072 00000/0000 20021/0384 05/11/73 10 4066 2728N 02827E 62.0 103.9 GGGG1292-08081 00000/0000 20021/0385 05/t1/73 20 4066 2435N 02741E 62.0 98.1 GrGG1292-08084 oo0000/co0 20021/0386 05/11/73 50 4066 2309N o2719E 61*9 95*3 GGGG
1292-08090 00000/0000 20021/0387 05/11/73 60 4066 2 143N 02656E 61.8 92.5 GGGG1292-08093 00000/0000 20021/0388 05/11/73 30 4C66 2c17N 02634E 61.6 89.7 GGGG
1292-08095 00000/0000 20021/0389 05/11/73 40 4066 1851N 0 2613E 61o3 87.0 GGGG1292-08102 00000/0000 20021/0390 05/11/73 50 4066 1724N 02552E 60*9 84.3 GGGG
1292-08104 00000/0000 20021/0391 05/11/73 10 4066 1557N 02531E 60.5 81.7 GGGG1292-08111 00000/0000 20021/0392 05/11/73 0 4066 1430N 02b09E 60*0 79.3 GGGG1292-08113 00000/0000 20021/0393 05/11/73 0 4066 1?04N 02449E 59.5 76.9 GGGG
1292-08120 00000/0000 20021/0394 05/11/73 0 4066 1137N 02427E 58.9 74.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVER % ,,**,,,, ,,,, 0 T8 100 a % CLBUD CRVER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMA3E QUALITY oo......,.* , ,. BLANKSwBAND TI PRESrNT/RErUESTED* RaRECYCLED. G=GBBD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* P=PBBR.
16:44 'A 11,'74 STANDARD CATALG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0819
FROM ?7/23/72 TP 07/23/73
BBSERYATISN -ICf9FILM R LL N9./ CATE CLBUD eRPIT PoPTICIPAL PeINT StUN SU, ITMAGE QUALITY
IU POSITISN I'4 ROLL A(COUTRED CVER N~MBE-R eF IMAGE ELEV, AZIF, RBV MSS
r V MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1292-09522 00000/000 20021/0395 05/11/73 20 4067 2144 00108E 61.8 92.4 GPGG
1292-j9524 000'O/CCO 20021/0396 05/11/73 20 406 7  2015N OCC46E 61.6 89.6 PPGG
1292-09531 000?0/n000 20021/0397 05/11/73 20 4067 151NN O0024E 6133 86.9 GGGG
1292-09533 OCDCO/OCCO 20021/0398 05/11/73 10 4067 1724N 00o03E 6C*9 843 GGGG
1292-0954( 00000/000) 20-1/0399 05/1.1/73 10 4067 1556N 00017W 6C05 81*7 G;GG
1292-09542 000oC/O - 2C.01/0400 05/11/73 1c 4067 143nN 00038w 60-0 79.? GCGG
1292-14541 0000/000 2:30D1/0 4 01 C5/!1/73 90 4070 4Q54N 06733w 53.9 141.0 GGPG
1292-1458? 00000/000 2' 210240 05/11/73 30 4070 3439N o7 2 43w 60*7 117*7 GppP
1292-14585 00000/0000 20021/0403 05/11/73 40 4070 3?1 N 07309W 61*1 115,0 ppp
1292-14591 00000/000u 20021/0404 05/11/73 30 4070 3147N 07335W 61*4 112 3 ppP
1292-14594 00000/00Q0 2u021/040 5  05/11/73 40 4070 3021N 0 740 0 W 61.7 109.4 PP
1292-16443 000/0000 20022/0105 05/11/73 10 4071 2437N 10121w 62.0 98.0 G4GG
1292-16450 C000o0/00C 20022/0106 05/1/73 10 4071 2,111j 101 4 3W 62.0 95,1 GGGG
1292-16452 00000/0000 200?2/0107 05/11/73 10 4071 2144N 10206W 61.8 92.3 GGGG
1292-16455 00000/00 20022/010 05/11/73 10 4071 2e17N 10228W 61i6 89.5 GGGG
1292-16461 O0000/O000 2002/0109 05/11/73 10 4071 1 05 1N 1 0 25 0 W 61*3 86.8 GGGG
1292-16464 00000/0000 2)022/0110 05/11/73 10 4071 1* 24 N 103 12W 60*9 8401 GGGG
1292-18152 00000/OCO 200,1/040 6 05/!1/73 70 4 07 2  6654N 10632W 40.6 165*4 GGG
1292-18154 000f,0/03,. 20021/040 7 05/11/73 70 4072 6534N 100 2 w 41*7 163.4 GPGG
1292-18161 00000/00O 20021/0408 05/11/73 O 4072 6 41?N 10923w 42.8 161*4 GGGG
1292-18163 00000/0000 20021/0409 C5/11/73 0 4 0 7 2  6D51N 11037W 43.9 159.5 GGGG
1292-18170 000C/0000 2002)1/0410 05/11/73 0 4 0 7 2  6 29N 11146W 45,0 157*6 GGGG
1292-18172 3OuO0/000 20021/0411 C5/11/73 0 4072 6007N 11249w 46*1 155.8 GGGG
1292-18175 0000/C000 20021/0412 05/11/73 0 4072 5944N 11348w 47.2 154.0 GGGG
1292-13184 00000/000) 20022/0111 05/11/73 80 407 2  5556N 11534W 49.2 150.4 GGGG
1292.18190 O0C00/C00 20022/0112 05/11/73 20 4u72 54331N 11622W 5.2 148.6 GGGG
1292-18193 CO000/000 200P20113 05/11/73 10 4072 5308N 11707w 51.2 146.8 GGGG
1292-18195 00300/0000 20022/0114 05/11/73 10 4072 5144N 11749W 5P?2 144,9 GGGG
1292-1320 2  OCo0 O0/ 00 20022/0115 05/11/73 10 4072 502N 11830W 53.1 143.0 GGGG
1292-19545 000003/0000 20021/0413 05/11/73 10 4073 7748N 10623W 29.9 194.8 GGG
1292-19551 00000/0 ., 20021/0414 C5/11/73 8P 4073 7 64 6 N 11109w 31*1 189*8 GPGQ
1292-19554 OU000/0000 ?0021/0415 05/11/73 10 4073 754N 11515W 3p.3 185.5 GGGG
1292-19560 0U0O0/Cc00 2001/0416 05/11/73 80 4073 7431N 11846W 33.5 181.6 GGGG
1292-19563 Ou0OCO000 2ui01/041 7 05/11/73 100 4 073 7-19N 12148W 34.7 178.2 GGG
1292-19565 0000/000 2001/0418 05/11/73 70 4073 7 205N 12428W 35*9 175.2 PGGG
1292-1957P 0000 /C 00 20021/0419 05/11/73 70 4073 704N4 12649 37.1 172.5 GrGG
1292-19574 000?n/nC0 20021/0420 05/11/73 100 4 073 6032N 12?53w 38.3 170o0 GGGG
1292-19581 00000/0000 20!'1/0421 0/11/73 0 4073 6013N 13043W 39.4 167.6 GGGG
1292-1953 00000/000/' 2 021/0422 05/11/73 0 4 0 7 3 6654N 13222W 4n. 6  165.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLgUO COVER X 0,,,,.,,,, O Tn 100 X CLBUD C"VE R . ** = Nd CLU DATA AVAILABLE,
I'AGE 'NULITY "..*......**.. 0LANKS=BAND NBT PRFSrNT/REDUESTED' R=RECYCLED* G=GBOD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE* PEP05RO
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0820
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICPF FIL RSLL '8./ DATE CLBUD R3IIT PPINCIPAL PiTNT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
.19 PeSITIjN IN RBLL ACOUTPED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
rPV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1292-19590 00000/0000 20021/0423 03/11/73 0 4073 6534N 13351W 4197 163.4 GGGG
1293-01244 00000/0000 20021/0424 05/12/73 70 4076 1141N 12617E 58.9 74.3 GRGG
1293-01250 00000/o00 20021/0425 C5/I1/73 70 4076 n14N 12557E 58*3 72*1 GGGG
1293-01253 00000/0000 20021/0426 05/!2/73 60 4076 0246N 12b37E 57.6 70*0 GGGG
1293-01255 00o00/000o 20021/0427 05/12/73 70 4076 0720N 12517E 56.8 68.0 GGGG
12 9 3 -01262 00000/0000 2U021/042, 05/12/73 70 4076 Oq53N 12457E 56.1 66.1 GGGG
1293-01264 00000/0000 20021/0429 05/12/73 70 4076 0425N 12437E 55.3 64.3 GGGG
1293-03050 00000/0000 20021/0430 05/12/73 80 4077 2146N 10257E 61.8 92.1 GGGG1293-03052 0000/0000 20021/0431 05/1/73 80 4077 2020N 10235E 61*6 89.3 GAGG
1293-03055 00000/0000 20021/0432 05/12/73 100 4077 153N 10213E 61.3 86.6 GGGG
1293-03061 00000/0000 20021/0433 05/12/73 90 4077 1726N 10152E 60,9 84.0 GGGG
1293-03064 O000/OO 20021/0434 05/12/73 80 4077 1600N 10130E 60*5 81*4 GGGG
129 3-0307 00000/0000 20021/0435 05/12/73 70 4077 1433N 10109E 60*0 78.9 GIGG
1293-0627? 00000/co00 20022/0116 05/12/73 20. 4079 3608N 05b22E 60.3 120.2 GGGG
1293-06274 00000/0000 20022/0117 05/12/73 10 4079 3443N 05455E 60*8 117.6 GGGG
1293-06281 00000/0000 20022/0118 05/i12/73 10 4 079 3317N 05429E 61.2 114*9 GGG
1293-06283 00000/0000 20022/0119 05/12/73 10 4079 3151N 05403E 61.5 112*1 GGGG
1293-06290 00000/0000 20022/0120 05/12/73 10 4079 3026N 05338E 61.8 109.3 GGGG
1293-06292 00000/0000 20022/0121 05/12/73 10 4079 2900N 05313E 61*9 1064 GGGG
1293-06295 00000/0000 20022/0122 05/12/73 10 4079 2734 N 05249E 62.1 103.5 GGGG
1293-06301 00000/0000 20022/0123 05/12/73 10 4079 2607N 05226E 62.1 100*6 GGGG
1293-06304 00000/0000 20022/0124 05/12/73 10 4 07 9 2441N 05204E 62*1 97.7 GGGG
12930"6310 00000/0000 20022/0125 05/12/73 20 4079 2313N 05142E 62.0 94.9 GGGG
1293-06313 00000/0000 20022/0126 05/12/73 20 4079 2 146N 05120E 61.8 92.1 GIGG
1293-06315 00000/000 20022/0127 05/1~/73 10 4079 2020N o5059E 61.6 89.3 GGGG
1293-08024 00000/0000 20322/0128 05/1)/73 0 4090 6P54N 04252E 44.0 159.5 GGGG
12 9 3 - 8031 00000/ooc 20022/0129 05/12/73 0 4080 6132N 0 4143E 45.1 157.7 GGGG
1293-38033 00000/0000 20022/0130 05/12/73 0 4080 6 09N 04404E 46.2 155.8 GGGG
1293-08040 00000/0000 20022/0131 05/12/73 10 4080 5846N 0 3942E 47.3 154*0 GGGG
1293-0811~ 0000/0OOu 2C;022/0132 05/12/73 10 409O 3151N 02815E 61.5 112.0 GGGG
1293-08122 00000/0002 20022/0133 05/1P/73 10 4 0RO 3025N 02750E 61.8 109.2 PPGG
1293-09501 O0000/000 20021/0436 05/l2/73 60 4081 4P57N 00831E 54.1 140.9 GrGG
1293-09503 0000/0000 20021/0437 05/12/73 60 4081 4734N 00754E 55.0 138.9 GGGG
1293-9510 00000/0000 20021/0438 05/l2/73 30 4081 4607N 0 0 718E 55.8 136*8 GGGG
1293-0951-2 00000/000C 20021/0439 05/12/73 30 4081 4 4 4 2N 00644E q6*6 134*7 GGGG
1293-14593 00000/0000 20021/0440 C5/12/73 100 40q4 5122N 06816W 53.3 142.9 GPGG
1293-14595 C0000/0000 20021/0441 05/12/73 90 4084 4857N 06855W 54*1 140.9 GGGG
1293-15052 C0000/000C 20021/0442 05/12/73 40 4084 3023N 0724W 61,8 109.1 GGPG
1293-1505* 00000C0000 20021/0443 065/l/73 20 4084 2R57N 0 7549W 62*0 106.2 GGPG
KEYS: CLPUU CBvER % .,.....,..... 0 Te 100 u % CLBUD CPVER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY .,,,..,,,**,,, RLANKS=BAND NeT PRFScNT/REOUFSTED* R=RECYCLELD G=GBRD F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PmPBSBR
16:44 MAR 11ll74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0821
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OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN R8LL ACQURED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIh, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1293-15061 00000/0000 20021/0444 05/1?/73 20 4084 2731N 07614W 62.1 103*3 GGPG
1293-16422 00000/0000 20022/0134 05/12/73 O 4085 5146N 09 3 28W 52*3 144.8 GGGG
1293-16425 00000/0000 20022/0135 05/1~/73 0 4085 5021N 09408W 53.3 142.9 GGGG
1293-16495 00000/0000 20022/0136 05/12/73 20 4085 2606N 10227W 62*1 100*4 GGGG
1293-16502 00000/0000 20022/0137 05/12/73 10 4085 2439N 10250W 62*1 97.5 GGGG
1293-16504 00000/o000 20022/0138 05/12/73 10 4085 2311.N 10312W 62*0 94*7 GGGG
1293-16511 00000/0000 20022/0139 05/12/73 10 4085 2145N 10335W 61*9 91.8 G GG
1293-16513 000CO/0o00 20022/0140 05/12/73 0 4085 2018N 10357w 61.6 89.0 GGGG
1293-16520 00000/0000 20022/0141 05/1/73 10 4085 1151N 10418W 61.3 86.3 GGGG
1293-16522 00000/0000 20022/0142 05/12/73 10 40 8 5  1725N 10439W 61*0 83.7 GGGG
1293-16525 00000/0000 2022/0143 05/12/73 10 4085 1558N 10501W 60.5 81.1 GGGG
1293-16531 00000/0000 20021/0445 05/12/73 30 4085 143 2N 10522w 60*0 78.6 GGGG
1293-16534 00000/0000 20021/0446 05/12/73 30 4085 1106N 10b42W 59.5 76.2 GGGG
1293-18254 00000/0000 20022/0144 05/12/73 0 4086 5146N 11916W 52*4 144*8 GGGG
1293-18260 00000/0000 20022/0145 05/12/73 0 4086 5022N 11957W 53.3 142*8 GGGG
1293-20033 00000/0000 20024/0395 09/12/73 100 4087 6934N 13 018W 38.5 170*0 GGG
1293-20035 00000/0000 20024/0396 05/12/73 90 4087 6R16N 13209W 39*6 167*7 GGGG
1293-20042 00000/0000 20024/0397 o5/1/73 0 4087 6656N 13348w 40 8  165.5 GGGG
1293-21455 00000/0000 20024/0398 05/12/73 80 4088 7208N 15138W 36.2 175,3 PGGG
1293-23275 00000/0000 20024/0399 05/1/73 100 4089 7543N 16813W 32*6 185*6 GGGG
1293-23282 00000/0000 20024/0400 05/12/73 0 4089 74 3 4 N 171 4 6w 33.8 181.7 GGGG
1293-23284 00000/000 20024/0401 05/12/73 80 4089 7322N 17449W 35.0 178.3 PGGG
1293-23291 00000/0000 20024/0402 05/12/73 100 4089 7 ;0 9 N 17729w 36.2 175*3 GGGG
1294-01164 00000/0000 20021/0447 05/13/73 30 4090 5845N 14126E 47*5 153,9 PG
1294-01205 00000/0000 20021/0448 05/13/73 30 4090 4439 N 13421E 56.7 134.5 GGGG
1294-01211 00000/0000 20021/0449 05/13/73 20 4090 4314N 13349E 57.5 132*2 GGPG
1294-01214 00000/0000 20021/0450 05/13/73 50 4090 4148N 13318E 58.2 129.9 GGGG
1294-01220 00000/0000 20021/0451 05/13/73 60 4090 4 c23N 13248E 58.8 127.5 GGGG
1294"01223 00000/0000 20021/0452 05/13/73 50 4090 3858N 13219E 59.4 125.1 GGGG
1294-01225 00000/0000 20021/0453 05/13/73 3 0 4090 3732N 13151E 600 122.5 GGGG
1294-01232 00000/0000 20021/0454 05/13/73 30 4090 3606N 13123E 60*5 119s9 PGGG
1294-01234 00000/0000 20021/0455 05/13/73 80 4090 3440N 13056E 60s9 117*2 GGGG
1294-03052 00000/0000 20021/0456 05/13/73 50 4091 4025N 10656E 58.8 127.5 GGGG
1294-03104 O000C/0000 20021/0457 05/13/73 70 4091 2145N 10130E 6169 91.6 GGGG
1294-03111 00o00/0000 20021/0458 05/13/73 70 4091 2018N 10107E 61.6 88.8 GGGG
1294-03113 00o00/000o 20021/0459 05/13/73 70 4091 1q51N 10044E 61.3 86*1 GGGG
1294"03120 00000/OO00 20021/0460 05/13/73 70 4091 1725N 10022E 61*0 83.4 GGGG
1294-03122 00000/0000 20021/0461 05/13/73 60 4091 1958N 10001E 60*5 80.9 GGGG
1294-03125 00000/0000 20021/0462 05/13/73 60 4091 1431N 09940E 60*0 78.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLSUD COVER % o,.........,,,, 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD COVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *,,,,,,**,,,, BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RERECYCLED* GxGSORD FUFAIR BUT USABLE* oP R*
16944 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOP NBN.US PAGE 0822
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICRAFILM RLLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT POINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIOS IN RLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
rbV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1294-06303 00000/0000 2002 2/0154 05/13/73 10 4093 44 38N 05656E 56.8 134.4 GGGG
1294-06310 00000/0000 20022/0155 05/11/73 .10 4093 4314N 05623E 57*5 132.2 GSGG
1294-06312 000o /c0000 20022/0156 05/1/73 10 4093 4149N o5551E 58o2 129.9 GlGG
1294-"6315 00000/0000 20022/0157 05/13/73 10 4093 4n24N 05520E 58*9 127.5 GGGG
1294-06321 00000/0000 20022/0158 05/13/73 60 4093 3R58N 05451E 59*5 125.0 GAGG
1294-06324 00000/0000 20022/0159 05/1j/73 20 4093 3733N 05423E 60*C 122.5 GGGG
1294-06330 0000/00o00 20022/0160 05/13/73 20 4093 3607% 05356E 60*5 119*8 GGGG
1294-06333 00000o/000 20022/0161 05/13/73 10 4093 3441N 0 5329E 61*0 117.2 GGGG
1294-06335 00000/0000 20022/0162 05/13/73 10 4093 331 6 N 05303E 61o3 114.4 GGGG
1294-06342 00000/000o 20022/0163 05/j1/73 20 4093 3149N 05237E 61.6 111.6 GGGG
1294-06344 00000/0000 20022/0164 05/13/73 40 4093 3023N 05212E 61*9 108.8 GGGG
1294-06351 OCoo00/000 20022/0165 05/13/73 70 4093 2R57N 05148E 62*1 105*9 GGGG
1294-08223 00000/0000 20021/0463 05/13/73 0 4094 1432N 02219E 60*0 78*3 GGGG
1294-08230 00000/0000 20021/0464 05/13/73 0 4094 1106N 02158E 59.5 75*9 GGGG
1294-08232 00000/0000 20021/0465 05/13/73 10 4094 1139N 02137E 58.9 73.6 GGGG
1294-09523 00000/0000 20021/0466 05/13/73 100 4095 60l08N 01328E 46*5 155.7 GGGG
1294-09530 00000/000 20021/0467 05/13/73 100 4095 5945N 01229E 47*5 153*9 GGGG
1294-09532 00000/0000 20021/0468 05/13/73 100 4095 5722N 01135E 48.6 152*1 GGGG
1294-09535 00000/0000 200 2 1/0469 05/13/73 90 4 095  5558N 0144E 49*6 150.3 GGGG
1294-09541 00000/0000 20021/0470 09/13/73 80 4095 5434N 00955E 50.6 148.4 GGGG
1294-09544 00000/COO 20021/0471 05/11/73 50 4095 51qN 00909E 51.6 146.6 GGGG
1294-09550 00000/C000 20021/0472 05/13/73 20 4095 5145N 00825E 52.5 144*7 GGGG
1294-09553 00000/0000 20021/0473 05/13/73 10 4095 5n21N 00744E 5394 142.7 GGGG
1294-15051 00000/0000 20021/0474 05/13/73 100 4098 501 9N 069 48W 53*5 142.7 G
1294-15054 000OC/0000 20021/0475 05/13/73 60 4098 4s55N 07026W 54*4 140.7 GGGG
1294-15122 00000/0000 20021/0476 05/13/73 10 409 8  2604N 070 4 W 62.2 99.9 PpPG
1294-15124 00000/0000 20021/0477 05/13/73 10 4 098  2438N 07827W 62.2 97*0 GGPG
1294-16451 00000/0000 20021/0478 05/13/73 40 4 099  6 130N 088 50W 45.5 157.5 GGGG
1294-16453 00000/0000 20021/0479 05/13/73 50 4099 600 8 N 089 53w 46.5 155*7 GGGG
1294-16460 00000/0000 20021/0480 05/13/73 50 4099 584 4 N o9052w 47.6 153*9 GGGG
1294-16462 00000/0000 20021/0481 05/13/73 30 4 099  5 721N 09146W 48*6 152*1 GGGG
1294-16465 00000/0000 20021/0482 05/13/73 10 4099 5559N 09236W 49.7 150.2 GGGG
1294-16471 00000/0000 20021/0483 05/13/73 10 4099 543 5N 09324W 50.7 148.4 GGGG
1294-16474 00000/0000 20021/0484 05/13/73 10 409 9  5?11N 09410W 51.6 146*5 GGGG
1294-16480 00000/0000 20021/0485 05/11/73 0 4 09 9  5147N 09453W 52*6 144,6 GGGG
1294-16483 00000/0000 20021/0486 05/13/73 10 4099 5^22N 09534W 53*5 142.7 GGGG
1294-16553 00000/0000 20021/0487 05/13/73 20 4099 2605N 10350Q 622 99.9 GGGG
1294-16560 00000/0000 20021/0488 05/11/73 10 4099 2439N 10413W 62.2 97.0 GGGG
1294-16562 00000/0000 20021/0489 05/13/73 10 4C99 231?N 10436W 6201 94*1 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ........... o.. O0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CqVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALTTY e.o,..., RLANKS=BAND vNT PRFScNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED* G=0ORD* FuFAIR BUT USABLE- PwP8BOR
16:44 AR 11p '74 STANDARD CATALBG FPR NeN.US PAGE 0823
FROM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERvATT9N AICnQFILM RLL !D./1 DATE CLBUD 'RRIT P9I'JCIPAL P5INT SUN SUNi TMAGE QUALITY
I. P9SITI4N IN ReLL ACUTFPE CRVER NUMBEI 1F IMAGF ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RPV MSS LAT L0NG 123 45678
1294-16565 00000/0000 20021/049C 05/13/73 10 4099 2146N 10458W 61*9 9103 GOGG
1294-16571 00000/0000 20021/0491 05/11/73 10 4099 2018N 10521W 61o7 88.5 GGGG
1294-16574 00000/0000 20021/049? 05/13/73 20 4099 1%51N 10544w 61-3 85.8 GGGG
1294-16580 O00CO/OCOo 21021/0493 05/,1/73 20 4099 1724N 10605w 61*0 83,1 GGGG
1294-18312 00C000/000 20021/0494 05/13/73 C 4100 5146N 12041W 52,6 144.6 GGG
1294-18315 00000/ooo0 2001/0495  05/1/73 0 4100 5021N 12121W 53*5 142.7 GGGG
1294-18353 00000/0000 20021/0496 05/11/73 C 4100 3733N 12619W 60.1 122,3 GGGG
1294-20082 O0000/000c 20022/0166 05/1q/73 2, 4101 7?07N 12718w 36.4 1753 GGGG
1294-2o0085 00000/or00 20022/0167 05/16/73 20 4101 751N, 12938w 37*6 172*5 GGG
1294-20091 CCoco/(On0 20022/016 05/13/73 1c 4101 6O33N 13141w 38-7 170#0 GGGG
1294-20094 00000/0000 20022/0169 05/13/73 10 4111 6157N 13331W 39.9 167*6 GGGG
1294-21514 COo00/c000 2002 2/0170 05/13/73 90 4102 7206N 15307W 36.4 175.3 GGGG
1294-23325 00000/OnO 20022/0171 05713/73 90 4103 774qN 16051W 30*4 194.9 GGGG
1294-23331 00000/002 20022/0172 05/11/73 90 4103 7A4N 16540W 31*7 189.9 GGGG
1294-23334 00000/c000 20022/C173 05/13/73 90 4103 7r42N i6947W 32,9 185.5 GGG
1295"01190 00000/000 200 2 1/049 7 05/14/73 0 410 4  6033N 15049E 38,8 169.9 GGG
1295-01192 00000/0000 20021/0498 05/14/73 0 4104 6"15N 1 4 857E 40,0 167.6 GGGG
1295-01195 00000/0000 20021/0499 0;/14/73 0 4104 6655N 14716E 41.1 165.4 GG
1295-01201 000000000 25021/C500 05/14/73 0 4 10 4  6=35N 14546E 42.2 163.3 GGGG
1295"01204 00000/COOL: 2021/0501 05/14/73 0 41(4 641 5 N 14424E 43.4 161.3 GIGG
1295-j1274 000/00/0 20021/050? 05/14/73 0 4104 402PN 13121E 59*0 127.2 GGGG
1295-.)1281 00000/0000 0021/0503 05/14/73 0 4104 3957N 13052E 59*6 124.7 GGGG
1295"-3110 00000/C000 20021/0504 05/14/73 10 4105 4022N lOb30E 59*0 127*2 GrPG
1295-03113 00000/000 2 0021/0505 05/14/73 10 4105 3P57N 10b01E 59*6 124*7 GGPG
1295-03115 00000/000~ 23021/0506 C5/14/73 20 4105 3731N 10432E 60.2 122.1 GGPG
1295-03183 00000/0000 20021/0507 05/14/73 50 4105 1429N 09817E 60*0 77*9 GGPG
1295-03190 00001/050 2021/0508 05/14/73 70 4105 1103N 09756E 59#4 75.5 GGPG
1295-03192 00000/0000 20021/0509 05/14/73 90 4105 1137N 09735E 58.8 73.2 GGPG
1295-j3195 00000/coOU 20021/0510 05/14/73 80 4105 1010N 09 7 14E 58.2 71.0 GrPG
1295-04480 0o0000/000 ?cc21/0511 05/14/73 40 4106 613iN 09025E 45.6 157.5 GGPG
1295-04483 00000/0000 20021/0512 05/14/73 30 4106 6007N 08922E 46*7 155.6 GGPG
1295-04535 00000/0000 20021/0513 05/14/73 20 41,6 4148N 08011E 58.4 129*6 GGPG
1295-04542 00000/0000 20021/0514 05/14/73 20 4106 4023iN C7941 59.0 127*1 GPG
12 9 5-o454 4  00000/0000 20021/0515 05/14/73 30 4106 3P58N 07911E 59*6 124.7 GGPG
1295"04551 00000/0000 20021/0516 05/14/73 10 4106 3733N 07842E 60o2 122.1 GGPG
1295"06305 00000/C00C 20021/0517 05/14/73 20 4107 6p52N 0 6548E 44.5 159.4 GGGG
1295-06312 000/OC00 20021/0518 05/14/73 10 4107 6431N 06439E 45.6 157.5 GGGG
1295-06314 OCoo00/000 20021/0519 05/14/73 10 4107 600eN 06335E 46. 7  155.6 GOGG
1295-06321 00000/000) 20021/0520 05/14/73 10 4107 5R45N 06236E 47.8 153.8 GGG
KEYS: CLPuD CeVEP % .,...,...,,, e C TO 100 = % CLOUD CqVER. ** = NO CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAGE CUALITY ****...,*.,.. BSLANKS=BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUFSTED. R=RECYCLED. G=G(B D . F=FAIR BUT USABLE* P.PBR.
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FUR NDN.US PAGE 0824
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
eBSERvATISN MICReFILM R LL i%./ DATE CLBUD RRBIT POIN\CIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
.ID PSTSTI5N IN ROLL ACQUIRED CeVER NUMBER ;F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
PEV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1295"06382 00000/o000 20021/0521 05/14/73 20 4107 3731N 05257E 60*2 122.1 GGGG
1295-06385 00000/0000 20021/0522 05/14/73 20 4107 3406N 05229E 60.7 119.4 GGGG
129 5 -06391 00000/0000 20021/0523 05/14/73 10 4107 3440N 05203E 61.1 116*7 GGGG
1295-06394 00000/0000 20021/0524 05/14/73 10 4107 3314N 05136E 61.5 114.0 GGGG
1295-06400 00000/0000 20021/0525 05/14/73 10 4107 3148N 0 5111E 61*8 111i 1 GGGG
1295-06403 00000/0000 20021/0526 05/14/73 10 4107 3023N 05046E 62.0 108.3 GGGG
1295-06405 00000/0000 20021/0527 05/14/73 10 4197 2957N o5021E 62*2 105.4 GGGG
1295-09575 00000/0000 20022/0174 C5 /14 /7 3 30 41r9 6 129N 01301E 45.7 157.5 PGGG
1295-09581 00000/0000 20022/0175 05/14/73 30 4109 6007N 01158E 46*7 155*6 PGGG
1295-10025 00000/0000 20022/0176 05/14/73 C 4109 4439N 00351E 57*0 134#1 PGGG
1295-10031 00000/0000 20022/0177 05/14/73 40 4109 4413N 00319E 57.8 131.8 PGGG
1295-15112 o0000/o00o 20021/0528 05/14/73 90 4112 4R57N )7152W 54.6 140.5 GGGG
1295-16453 00000/0000 20022/0178 05/14/73 100 4113 7748N 05904W 30*6 194.9 PPPG
1295-16514 00000/0000 2002i/0529 05/14/73 100 4113 5R43 N  09218W 47.9 153.8 GGGG
1295-16521 00000/0000 20021/0530 05/14/73 60 4113 5719N 0 9312W 48.9 151.9 GGGG
1295-16523 00000/0000 20021/0531 05/1.4/73 10 4113 5 55 6N 09403W 49.9 150*1 GGGG
1295-16530 00000/0000 20021/0532 05/14/73 10 4113 543?N 09450W 50.9 148.2 GGGG
1295-16532 00000/0000 20021/0533 05/14/73 0 4113 508.N 09535W 51*9 146.4 GGGG
1295-16535 00000/0000 20021/0534 05/14/73 C 4113 5144N 096 18W 52.8 144*4 GGGG
1295-16541 00000/0000 20021/0535 05/14/73 0 4113 5019N 09659W 53.7 142.5 GGGG
1295-17012 00o00/0000 20022/0179 _05/14/73 10 4113 2604N 10ob16 62.3 993 GGPG
1295-17014 00000/OCO0 20022/0180 05/14/73 40 4113 2436N 10539W 62'3 96.4 GGPG
1295-17021 00000/0000 20022/0181 05/14/73 30 4113 231-N 10601W 62.1 93.6 GGPG
1295-17023 00000/0000 20022/0182 05/14/73 10 4113 2144N 10624W 6200 90.7 GGPG
1295-17030 00000/0000 20022/0183 05/14/73 10 4113 2017N 10b46W 61.7 87.9 GGPG
1295-18332 00000/0000 20022/0184 05/14/73 10 4114 6413N 11342W 43*5 161o3 GG
1295-18334 00000/0000 20022/0185 05/14/73 50 4114 6)51N 11457W 44*7 159*3 GGGG
1295-18341 00000/0000 20022/0186 05/14/73 90 4114 6130N 11606 45.7 157e4 GGGG
1295-18343 Q00OCO/000 20022/0187 05/14/73 60 4114 6007N 117 09W 46.8 155.6 GGGG
1295-18350 00000/0000 20022/0188 C5/14/73 10 4114 5R44N 11809W 47,9 153*8 GGGG
1295-18352 00000/0000 20022/0189 05/14/73 0 4114 5721N 11903W 48*9 151.9 GGGG
1295-18355 00000/0000 20022/0190 05/14/73 10 4114 5557N 119 54W 49*9 150*1 GGG
1295-18361 000o0/.00 20022/0191 05/14/73 q 4114 5432N 12041W 50,9 148P2 GGPG
1295-18364 00000/000) 20022/0192 05/14/73 0 4114 510N 12126w 51*9 146.3 GGPG
1295-18370 00000/0000 20022/0193 05/14/73 0 4114 51 4 3\N 12209W $2-8 144.4 GGPG
1295-18373 00000/0000 20022/0194 05/14/73 1c 4114 5n19N 12249W 53o8 142.5 GGPG
1295-18400 00000/0000 20022/0195 05/14/73 20 4114 4147N 12617W 58.5 129.4 GGPG
1295-18402 000oC/c200 20022/0196 05/14/73 20 4114 4n21N 12647W 59.2 127.0 GGPG
1295-20111 00000/0000 20022/0197 05/14/73 10 4115 7a36N 09M30W 28.2 207.6 PGGG
KEYS: CLOUD C5VER % *......,,,,,** 0 TO 100 . % CLBUD CoVER. *x NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE-
IMAGE UALTY .,.......... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GBBD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PmPBBR.
16:44 MAP 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NON.US PAGE 0825
FRSM 07/23/72 T 07/23/73
OBSERVATI5N IC9FIFM RSLL i9./ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PPIJCIPAL PIINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PSITIN IN RbLL ACCUTRED CeVER N UMBER FF IMAGE ELEV. AZIN. RBV MSS
ReV MSS LAT L.NG 123 45678
1295-20113 0000o/0000 20022/0198 05/14/73 30 4115 7P47N 10b00w 29o4 200.9 PGGG
1295-20120 0000/000 20022/0199 05/14/73 30 4115 7751N 11035W 30.6 195.1 PGGG
12 9 5-2 012 2 00000/oo0 20022/0200 05/14/73 3c 4115 7649N 11521w 31,8 190.1 PGGG
1295-20125 00000/0000 20022/0201 05/14/73 40 4115 743MN 11927W 33.0 185.7 PGGG
1295-20131 00000/0000 20022/0202 05/14/73 50 4115 74351 12258W 34.2 181*8 PGGG
1295-20134 00000/0000 20022/0203 05/14/73 50 4115 7323N 12602W 35.4 178.4 PGGG
1295-20140 O00000/OOC 20022/0204 05/14/73 50 4115 7209 12843W 36.6 175*3 PGGG
1295-20143 00000/0000 20022/0205 05/14/73 40 4115 7052N 13105W 37.8 172.6 PGGG
1295-20145 00000/0003 20022/0206 05/14/73 10 4115 6q35N 13309W 39*0 170,0 PGGG
1295-20152 00000/0000 20022/0207 05/14/73 0 4115 617N 13500W 4091 167.6 PGGG
1295-21563 00000/0000 20022/0208 05/14/73 20 4116 7434N 14852W 34.3 181*8 GGGG
1295-21570 0000/0000 20022/0209 05/14/73 0 4116 7322N 15155W 35.4 178.4 GGGG
1296-00063 00000/000 20021/0536 05/15/7~ 0 4117 1548S 14121E 40-5 47.0 GGGG
1296-00065 OOC0/0000 20021/0537 05/15/73 10 4117 1714S 14100E 39"3 46*3 GGGG
129 6 -00072 00000/0000 20021/0538 05/15/73 0 4117 1R4PS 14039E 38.2 45.7 GGGG
1296-00074 C0000/GOOC 20021/0539 05/15/73 0 4117 2095S 14018E 37*0 45.1 GGGG
1296.00081 00OO/C0000 20021/0540 05/15/73 0 4117' 2136S 13957E 35.8 44*6 GGGG
1296-00083 000o0/0000 20021/0541 05/15/73 0 4117 2 01S 13935E 34.6 44.1 GGGG
1296-00090 00000/000o 20021/0542 05/15/73 0 4117 24263 13913E 33'4 43.7 GGGG
1296-00092 00000/0000 20021/0543 05/15/73 20 4117 2553S 13849E 32.2 43.3 GGGG
1296-00095 00000/000C 20021/0544 05/15/73 60 4117 2719S 13826L 30,9 42.9 GGGG
1296-00101 00000/0000 20021/0545 05/15/73 70 4117 2R84S 13803E 29*7 42*6 GGGG
1296-01244 00000/0000 20021/0546 05/15/73 0 4118 6Q35N 14925E 39#0 170*0 GGGG
1296-01251 00000/0000 20021/0547 05/1/73 0 4118 6R16N 14734E 40*2 167.6 GGGG
1296-01253 00000/0000 20321/0548 05/15/73 0 4118 6 657N 14554E 41*3 165.4 GGGG
1296-01260 00000/0000 20021/0549 05/15/73 10 4118 6597N 14424E 42,5 163.3 GGGG
1296-01262 00000/0000 20021/0550 05/15/73 10 4118 64'1N 14303E 43*6 161.3 GGGG
1296"-3173 00,o0/0000o 20021/0551 05/15/73 30 4119 3733N 10308E 60*3 121.8 GGGG
1296-04593 00000/0000 20021/0552 05/15/73 0 4120 4151N 07846E 58*6 129.3 GGGG
1296-05000 00000/0000 20021/0553 05/15/73 0 4120 4025N 07816E 59.2 126.9 GGGG
1296-05002 00000/0000 20021/0554 05/15/73 10 4120 3859N 07747E 59.8 12494 GGGG
1296-05005 00000/0000 20021/0555 05/t1/73 10 4120 3733N 07719E 60.3 121.8 GGGG
1296-06443 00000/0000 20021/0556 05/15/73 10 4121 3608N 05105E 60*8 119*1 GGPG
1296"06450 00000/0000 20021/0557 05/12/73 10 4121 3442N 05038E 61.3 116.4 GGPG
1296-06452 00000/000 20021/0558 05/15/73 10 4121 3316N 05012E 61.6 113.6 GGPG
1296-06514 00000/0000 20021/0559 05/15/71 0 4121 1141N 04434E 58*8 72.7 GGPG
1296-06520 00000/0000 20021/0560 05/15/73 0 4121 1114N 04413E 58.1 70.6 GGPG
1296-06523 00000/0000 20021/0561 05/15/73 10 4121 0846N 04353E 57.4 68.5 GGPG
1296-06525 00000/0000 20021/0562 C05/1/73 20 4121 0719N 04332E 56*6 66.6 GGPG
KEYS: CL 5UD CevER % C..*. ..*,,*... r TO 100 * % CLOUD CAVER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE DUALITY ............... SLANKSBAND NET PRESENT/RE9UESTED. RURECYCLED, G=GOeD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PIPBBR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALSG FOP NN.US PAGE 0826
FR9M 07/23/72 Tf 07/23/73
OBSERVATI9N ,IICRFIi RLL ,5,/ CDAT CLOUD 9RBIT PnIxICIPAL PnINT SUN SUN IMAGE GUALITY
1D PFSITI N IN FRLL ACGCJTRED CBVER NUMBER 1F IMAGE ELEV. AZIF. RBV MSS
PF MSS LAT LUNG 123 456 78
1296-06532 Oooo0000/C 20021/0563 05/1/73 3c 4121 055?N 04312E 55.8 64.7 GGPG
1296-u6534 000O/OCOU 20021/0564 05/19/73 50 4121 0425N 04252E 55.0 63.0 GGPG
129606541 000000000 2 01/0565 05'/15/73 40 4121 0"5N 04232E 54.1 61.3 GGPG
1296-10022 00000/0000 20021/0566 035/1,/73 9c '123 6m36N b0120E '2.5 163.3 PGGG
1296-10024 C00C0/?00 20021/0567 05/!5/73 70 4123 6415N 01400E 43.7 161.3 PGGG
1296-10031 ,000/C0000 2,0o1/0C56 05/15/73 6, 4123 6253N 0 1245E 44*8 159.3 GGG
1296-10033 O000C/000Q 20021/0569 05/19/73 20 4123 6131N 01137E 45.9 157.5 GGGG
1296-10040 000/C0000 20021/0570 05/1/73 20 4123 6008N 01034E 46*9 155.6 GGGG
1296-10042 C0000/0000 2u021/0571 0'/19/73 In 4123 545N 00935E 48.0 153.7 GGGG
1296-15164 C0o00/'003 20021/0572 05/j1/73 90 4126 5r24N 07235W 53.9 142.4 POGG
1296-15170 00000/000C0 20021/0573 05/19/73 70 4126 4P59N 07 314w 54.8 140*4 PGGG
1296=16591 00000/O000 20021/0574 05/19/73 40 41?7 5114N 09701W 52.0 14h6 3  GGGG
1296-16593 C/O0/C0 2002O1/G F 75 05/15;/73 2 4127 5150N 79744~ 53.0 144.4 6GGG
1296-1700 00000/0000 200 2 1/0576 05/19/73 60 '127 5025N 09826W 53*9 142.4 GGGG
1296-17064 00C'0/000) 20021/0577 o0S/i/73 80 4127 2734N 106 19w 62.4 102.0 GGGG
1296-17070 00000/000 20021/C578 03/15/73 20 4127 2603N 10642W 62.4 99.0 GGGG
1296-17073 O0uo0/0Q0C 20021/0579 05/15/73 10 4127 2441N 10705i 62.3 96.1 GGGG
1296-17075 )0000/0000 20021/0580 05/15/73 10 4127 2715 10727W 62.2 93.2 GGG
1296-17082 O00OO/00!0 20021/0581 05/15/73 10 4127 2149N 10750W 62.0 90.4 GGG
1296=17084 00000/00o 20021/0582 05/19/73 1 4127 2O2?N 10812W 61.7 87*6 GGG
1296-18345 00000/C000) 20021/0583 05/15/73 20 4128 7651N 0 9050W 32.0 190.2 GIGG
1296-18352 Oc0o0/00o 20021/0584 05/15/73 50 4128 7r45N 09457W 33.2 185.8 GGGG
1296-18354 0000O/O000 2u021/0585 05/1t/73 100 4128 7437 4 09830W 34'4 181*9 PGPG
1296-18361 00000/000 20021/0586 05/15/73 100 41?8 7 32 5 N 10135W 35.6 178.5 GGG
1296-18363 00000/0o00 20021/,587 5/9!/73 100 4128 7210N 1041 7 w 36.8 175.4 pppp
1296-18370 o0000/OCO 2u021/0588 03/15/73 100 4128 7054N 10 6 3 8W 38*0 172.6 GGGG
1296-18372 00000/0000 20021/0589 05/15/73 100 4128 6 93 7 N 1042w 39.1 170.0 GGGG
1296-18375 00OCO/o00o 20021/0590 05/15/73 80 4128 6Q1SN 11032W 4C03 167.7 GGGG
1296-18381 000o0/0000 20021/0591 05/15/73 10 4128 6659N 11212W 41.5 165.5 GGGG
1296-18384 00000/0000 20021/0592 05/!5/73 10 4128 6r39N 11342W 42.6 163.4 GGGG
1296-18390 00000/000 200 2 1/05 9 3 05/15/73 10 4128 6418N 11b05 w 43.7 161.3 GGGG
1296-18393 00000/000o 20021/0594 05/19/73 10 4128 6P56N 11620W 44.8 159.4 GGG
1296-18395 00000/0or0 2UC21/059 5 05/15/73 c 4128 6134N 11729W 45*9 157.5 GGGG
1296-18402 00000/00O0 20021/0 5 96 05/15/73 C 418 611N 11833W 47.0 155*6 GGGG
1296-18404 00000/000 2021/0597 05/11/73 10 4128 5.4zN 11932W 48.0 153*8 GGGG
1296-18411 0000/OCC00 20021/0598 0F/15/73 20 4128 572rN 12027W 49.1 151.9 GOGG
1296-18413 0000/0000 20'21/0599 05/1973 10 128 5O?N 12118W 5C.1 150.1 GGG
1296-18420 OuOoO/COCC 20021/0600 05/19/73 20 4128 5437\N 1206k 51.1 148.2 SGG
1296-18422 O0CO/000 20021/0601 05/15/73 20 4128 5313 12251w 52.1 146.3 GGG
KEYS: cLSUO COvEP % 0.............  Te 100 r % CLCUD CVER,. ** = N8 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY 2...,o. ,. 3LANKS=BAND NBT PRrSFNT/REGUESTED, R=RECYCLED* G=GBAD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P=PBBR*
16:44 gec 11,'7 STANOARD CATAL9G FBR NN.US PAGE 0827
FRBM ,7/21/72 Tf 07/23/73
e~SERVATItN 'I1ChFI LM : LL \C,/ DATE CLfUD iRIT PIJCIPAL P1INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSIT IN I: RLL A IQU ED IE CVR NUMBER "F IMAGE ELEV. AZI r. RBV MSS
m SS LAT L' 4NG 123 45678
1296-18425 000/CC~ 2C 2130602 03/!1/7 3 4128 51j4N 12333W 53*0 144.4 GGG
1296-18431 OC 0/C0L 20 21/0603 0!c /73 3rC 41P8 5 0 24N 12414W 539 142*4 GGGG
1296-18445 0,C/CC 02' 20 21/0604  03/35/73 5 4128 444N 12638W 57.2 133.9 GGG
1296-0172 C C0 20C021/060 05;/1 /73 3C 4129 7F47N 10610C 29*6 201.1 GGGG
1296-2o174 00o0r/oc n 2U'1/060 5 0 /15/73 8n 4129 775.N 11147w 30*8  195.2 GGGG
1296-;0181 0C  /Ci/ ' 201/607 .00 /73 8r 419 7651 i 71637W 32*C 190.2 GGGG
1296 0133. C00C/0C0 2 .. 1/06O 05/15/73 40 4129 746N 12047W 33*2 185*8 GGG
129O6-2019;0 0 /0,0 20211060709 0/15/73 4c 4129 7437 12423 34.4 181.9 GGGG
12962019? o 00/C/, 2o 2 1/010 5/15/73 1~ / 4129 7?26N 12728W 35-6 178.5 GGGG
1296-2019 , 0 /0 20 2 1/0611 05/1 /73 2n 4129 7211N 13009W 36,8 17514 GGGG
1296-2021 C /0 0C1O/,c0 2, 21,/612 5/1/73 20 4129 7 r55N 132 29w 36%0 172.6 GGGG
1296-220/4 C0:r/00r 00 221/0613 053//73 20 4129 6O3RN 13433w 39*2 170*0 GGG
1296-23444 000 /0000 20021/061 4  05/1 /73 90 4131 765nN , 6814W 32*1 190*1 GGPG
1296-"3450 C0 03/00' 200)2 1/0615 05/15/71 3o 4131 7 4FN 17 2 22W 33.3 185.7 GGPG
1296-23453 0 00o/ 00 u2021/0615 05/1y/73 30 4111 7436N 17556W 34*5 181C9 GGPG
1296-234955 000/o0no 20 0 ?1/0617 C5/19/7 3 3. 4131 7325N 17b59W 35*7 178.4 GGPG
1297-A1262 00000/0000 20021/0618 05/16/73 30 4132 801sN 16938W 27*2 215*3 GGG
1297-01264 CCCC/OCO 20021/G619 05/16/73 40 4132 7)35N 17 7 0 6 w p2 4 207.7 GGGG
129 7-01271 00000/00n, 20021/0620 5/16/73 40 4112 7;47' 17622E 29*6 201.0 GGGG
129 7 o127 3 0000/0o00 2c021/o621 05/IA/73 40 4132 7751 17C:44E 30o 9  195.2 GGGG
1297-01280 000('0/000 2Q021/0622 05/1,/73 20 4132 7450N 16b5 4 E 32.1 190.1 GGGG
1297-1282 000, o0/c00 20021/0623 05/14/73 10 4132 7 45N 16145E 33.3 185.7 GGG
1297-1?65 00CC0/0i 20021/0624 05/16/73 20 4132 7 4 3AN 1511E 24'5 181.9 GGG
129 7 -A1291 000 0/0000 20021/0625 05/1A/73 100 4132 7124\ 15506E 35.7 178.4 PPGG
1297-1?9 0C0/00 20021/0626 05/1./73 100 412 71"n 15224E 36.9 175.3 PPGG
1297 -01300 00O/j000o 20,21/0627 C5/16/73 9C 4132 7154N 15004E 38.1 372o6 GG
1297-01303 O00CC/r0CD 20021/062 C09/16/73 40 4132 6037N 14759E 39.2 170.0 GGG
129 7 -01305 0009 0 /000 2,021/0629 05/16/73 20 4132 619N 14608E 40o4 167.6 GGGG
1297-01312 C 0,0C00O, 20c021/03' 05/16/ 7 3 1 4132 6700N 14428E 41.5 165.4 GGG
129 7 -0131 0r0;/r0" 20021/0631 05/16/73 2C 4132 6531N 14258E 42.7 163,3 GGGG
129 7 -1321 00000/0000 20021/0632 05/16/73 20 4132 6418N 14136E 43.8 161.3 GGG
1297-91323 0000/0C0o 20021/0633 05/16/73 70 4132 6257N 14022E 4499 159.4 GGGG
12 9 7 -01330 00.'.0/00 201/0634 05/16/73 9q 4132 6!34N 13914E 46*0 157.5 GGGG
1297-"1332 0o0/n/Dcn 20021/0635 05/14/73 4,0 4132 6nl1N 13811E 47.1 155.6 GGGG
1297-91532 0C.0/C0 0 20021/0636 C5/16/7 3  1I 4132 0-33S 11b50E 46*0 50.9 GGG
1297-03161 00r,/ C0. 20021/0637 05/16/73 81 4133 6132N 11323E 46C 157.4 PG
1297-,,3164 0o,O/00, 2uo21/0638 05/1/73 30 4133 6nl0N 11220E 47*1 155.6 GSPG
1297-)317; 0O0'0o/0rCj 2(021/0639 05/16/73 4) 4133 547N 11122E 4~81 153.7 GGPG
1297-,3?3 OCrO0/0OJj 20C21/0640 05/16/73 100 4133 37359 1C141E 60*5 121.5 GGPG
KEYS: CLUi CBVER ... * ..... 0.. o TB 100 = % CLOUD CaVER. ** = NR CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'A E QUALITY .*...,*,*...* 0LANKS=BAND NOT PRFSYNT/PEQUESTED, R=RCYCLED. G=GORD, F=FAIR BUT USABLE* PsPO9R,
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FO N9N-US PAGE 0828
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICPFILM ROLL N3./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PpINCIPAL PBINT SUj SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PSITI N IN ReLL AC UJTRED CBVER NUMBER sF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
rv Mss LAT L5NG 123 45678
1297-05052 00000/0000 20021/0641 05/16/73 0 4134 4152N 07721E 58*7 129.1 GGPG
1297-05054 00o00/0000 20021/0642 05/A/73 10 4134 4n27N 07651E 59.4 126.7 GGPG
1297-05061 00300/0000 20021/0643 05/16/73 10 4134 3900N 07621E 6000 124,1 GGPG
1297-.5063 00000/0000 20021/0644 05/16/73 30 4134 3735N 0 7553E 60*5 121.5 GGPG
1297-05070 00000/0000 20021/0645 05/16/73 10 4134 3609N 07526E 61.0 118.8 GGPG
1297-05072 00000/0000 20021/0646 05/16/73 20 4134 3443N 07459E 61.4 116.1 GGPG
1297-05075 00300/0000 20021/0647 05/16/71 90 4134 3317N 0 7433E 61o7 113.3 GGPG
129 7 -135081 00000/0000 20021/0648 05/16/73 100 4134 3151N 07407E 62.0 110*4 GPPG
1297-05084 00000/0000 20021/0649 05/16/73 90 4134 3!25N o7342E 62*2 107*5 GGGG
1297-05090 00000/000 20021/0650 05/16/73 20 4134 2R59N 07318E 62a4 104.6 GGGG
1297-05093 00300/C000 20021/0651 05/16/73 10 4134 2734N 07255E 62.4 101 7 GGGG
1297-05095 00000/0000 20021/0652 05/16/73 10 4134 2609N 07231E 62P4 988 GGGG
1297-36422 000C0/000U 20021/0653 05/16/73 20 4135 6P56N 06259E 44*9 159*3 GGGG
1297-06424 000001/000 20021/0654 05/16/73 20 4135 6134N o6149E 46.0 15.7.4 GGGG
1297-06431 00003/0000 20021/0655 05/16/73 10 4135 6n12N 06045E 47.1 155.6 GGGG
1297-06433 00300/0000 20021/0656 05/16/73 10 4135 5449N 05946E 48.2 153,7 GGG
1297-06495 0000/0000 20021/0657 05/16/73 20 4135 3735N 05006E 60*5 121.5 GGGG
1297-06501 00000/0000 20021/0658 05/16/73 10 4135 3609N 04938E 61*0 118*8 GGGG
1297-06504 00000/0000 20021/0659 05/16/73 0 4135 3443N 04912E 61.4 116*1 GGGG
1297-06510 00000/0000 20021/0660 05/16/73 0 4135 3318N 04846E 61*7 113.3 GGGG
1297-08242 00000/Oj00 20021/0661 05/16/73 20 4136 6658N 04119E 41.6 165.4 GGGG
1297-0o244 00000/0000 20021/0662 05/16/73 40 4136 6538N 0 3949E 42o7 163.3 GGGG
1297-08251 00000/0000 20021/0663 05/I6/73 80 4136 64 17N 03 826E 439 161.3 GGGG
1297-10074 00000/0000 20321/0664 05/16/73 40 4137 6658N 01529E 41.6 165.4 GGGG
1297-10080 00000/0000 20021/0665 05/16/73 40 4137 6m38N 01359E 42*8 163*3 GGGG
1297-10083 0000/000 20021/0666 05/16/73 40 4137 6417 012 3 7E 43.9 161.3 GGG
1297-10085 00000/0000 20021/0667 05/1 /73 50 4137 6755N 0 1122E 45*0 159.3 GGGG
1297-1009? 30000/CC00 20021/0668 05/16/73 20 4137 6133N 01013E 46.1 157.4 GGG
1297-10094 0000O/0000 20021/0669 05/16/73 20 4137 6nl1N 0 0 910E 47.1 155.6 GGGG
1297-10101 00300C/000 20021/0670 05/16/73 10 4137 5R47N 00811E 48*2 153.7 GGGG
1297-15222 0000/C0000 20021/0671 05/16/73 20 4140 5n24N 07403J 54.1 142,2 PGGG
1297-15225 000001/030 20021,0672 05/16/73 2- 4140 4Q59N 07441W 55*0 140*2 GAGG
1297-17040 00000/0000 20021/0673 05/16/73 0 4141 5600N 09654W 50o3 149*9 GGGG
1297-17042 00000/0000 20021/0674 05/16/73 0 4141 5436N o9742W 51*3 148*1 GGGG
1297-17045 000CO/00o0 20021/0675 05/16/73 0 4141 5312N 09827w m283 146.2 PGGG
1297-17051 0000/Oo0 20321/0676 05/16/73 0 4141 
5 147 N 09910W 53.2 144.2 G5GG
1297-17054 0C300/c0C0 20021/0677 05/16/73 0 4141 5n22N o9951W 54.1 142.2 GGGG
1297-17122 00000/0u00 20021/0678 05/16/73 10 4141 2733N 10747 62.5 101.4 GGGG
1297-17124 000o0O/000 20021/0679 05/16/73 20 4141 260 6 10810w 62*5 98.5 GGGG
<EYS: CLaUD CovER 0 .. ,.°***,....  TO 100 = CLBUD CaVER, ** 
= NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
1.AGE 1ALTY ...... ....... ~LANKS=BAND NOT PRESeNT/REqUESTED R=RrCYCLED. G=GBOD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P=PeI.
16:44 'AR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NbN-US PAGE 0829
FRBM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
8BSERVATIN MICR5FILM ROLL N',/ DATE CLOUD iRRIT PRINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 P9SITI1N IN RBLL ACGUTRED COVER NUMBEPR F IMAGE ELEV. AZIt. RBV "SS
PPV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1297-17131 00000/0000 20021/0683 05/16/73 30 4141 2431N 10133W 2*4 95.6 GGG
1297-17133 000CC/0000 20021/0681 05/1A/73 20 4141 213N 1055W 623 92*7 GGGG
1297-17140 00000/0000 20021/0682 05/16/73 50 4141 2147N 109 17- 62,0 89.9 GGG
1297-17142 00000/0000 20021/0683 05/16/73 80 4141 2'21N 10939W 61.8 87.1 GGGG
1297-18424 00000/0000 20 021/0684 05/16/73 100 4142 7n5lN 10805W 38.2 172.5 GGGG
1297-18431 00000/0000 20021/0685 05/16/73 100 4142 6935N 11010W 3904 170.0 GGGG
1297-18433 00000/0000 20021/0686 05/16/73 100 4142 6q17N 112 02 4C0 6  167.6 GGGG
1297-18440 00000/0000 20021/0687 05/16/73 70 4142 665N 11342W 41.7 165.4 GGGG
1297-18442 00000/CU00 20021/0688 05/16/73 50 4142 6537N 11512v 42.8 16393 GGGG
1297-18445 00000/0000 20021/0689 05/16/73 60 4142 6416N 11634W 44.0 161.2 GGGG
1297-18451 00000/0000 20021/0690 05/16/73 70 4142 6254N 11748 45.1 159.3 GGGG
1297-18454 00000/0000 20021/0691 05/16/73 100 4142 6132N 11 8 5 7 w 46.2 157.4 GGGG
1297-18460 00Oo0/o000 2V021/0692 05/1/73 80 4142 61'iN 12000W 47.2 155.5 GGGG
1297-18463 0000/0000 20021/0693 05/16/73 50 4142 5Q47N 12059W 48*3 153*7 GGGG
1297-18465 00000/0000 20021/0694 05/16/73 30 4142 5724N 12154W 49.3 151.8 GGGG
1297-18472 00000/0000 20021/0695 05/16/73 50 4142 500\N 122 4 5 W 50,3 149.9 GGGG
1297-18474 o000C/0000 20C21/0696 05/1.6/73 20 4142 5436N 12333W 51*3 148.1 GGGG
1297-18481 00000/C000 20021/069 7 05/16/73 10 4142 531'N 12418W 52,3 146s1 GGGG
1297-18483 000o0/000U 20021/0698 05/16/73 0 4142 5 14 7 N 12 5 01W 53.2 144.2 GGGG
1297-18490 00000/0000 20021/06 9 9  05/16/73 0 4142 50221 12b4lW 54.1 142*2 GGGG
1297-18495 00000/0000 20021/0700 05/16/73 30 4142 4733N 12655w 5*9 138.0 GGGG
1297-20242 00000/0000 20021/0701 05/16/73 100 4143 7544, 12220W 33*5 185.7 GGGG
1297-20244 00000/0000 20021/0702 05/1A/73 50 4143 7435.N  12
5 5 2W 34.7 181.8 GGGG
1297-20251 00o00/0000 20021/0703 05/16/73 100 4143 7323N 12856w 359 178.4 GGGG
1297-20253 00000/0000 20021/0704 05/1A/73 100 4143 7P1cN 13137W 37*1 175.3 GGGG
1297-20260 00000/0000 20021/0705 05/16/73 100 4143 7r4N4 13358W 38*3 172.5 GGGG
1297-20262 00000/0000 20021/0706 05/1/73 100 4143 6936N 13602W 39f4 170*0 GGGG
1297-22082 000 /OCOo 20021/0707 05/IA/73 100 4144 7123N 15446w 35*9 178.4 GGGG
1297-23505 00000/0000 20021/0708 05/16/73 100 4145 7544N 17353W 33.5 185.7 GGGG
1297-23511 00000/0000 20021/0709 05/16/73 100 4145 7434N 17 7 2 7 q 34.7 181*8 GGGG
1297-23514 00000/0000 20021/C710 05/16/73 100 4145 7123N 17928E 35.9 17894 GIGG
1297-23520 00000/c000 20021/0711 05/16/73 100 4145 72 0 9' 17646E 37*1 175*3 GGGG
1298-01343 00000/0000 20021/0712 05/17/73 40 4146 7435N 15642E 34.8 181.8 GGGG
1298-01345 00000/0000 20021/0713 05/17/73 100 4146 7323N 15337E 35*9 178.4 GGGG
1298-01352 00000/0000 20021/0714 05/17/73 100 4146 7209N 15056E 37.1 175.3 GGGG
1298-01354 00000/0000 20021/0715 05/17/73 90 4146 7053N 14835E 38*3 172.5 GGGG
1298-01361 00000/0000 20021/0716 05/17/73 20 4146 6936N 14631E 39.5 169*9 GGGG
1298-01363 00000/0000 20021/0717 05/17/73 20 4146 618SN 14439E 406 167.6 GGGG
1298-01370 00000/000 20021/0718 05/17/73 0 4146 6658N 14300E 41.8 165.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD0 COVER % *.............. 0 To 100 = CLBUD CFVER. ,. = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .......... ,,, BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESFNT/REUEFSTED. R=RECYCLED. G.GRmD, F-FAIR BUT USABLE, PxPOeR,
16:44 MAP 11',74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeNwUS PAGE 0830
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICRFILM ROLL NB./ DATE CL8UD DRRIT PRINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 P5SITI1N IN R6LL ACCUTRE COVER NUMBER PF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RPV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1298o01372 00000/0000 2o021/0719 05/17/73 0 4146 65 3 8N 14130E 42*9 16302 GGGG
1298-01375 00000/0000 2U021/0720 05/17/73 .10 4146 6416N 14009E 44*0 161.2 GGGG
1298o01443 00000/000 20021/0721 05/17/73 10 4146 4151V 12733E 58.9 128.8 GGGG
1298-01445 O000000 20021/0722 05/17/73 40 4146 4n25N 12702E 59i5 126.3 G5GG
1298-01452 00000/0000 20021/0723 05/17/73 80 4146 3400N 12633E 60.1 123.8 GGGG
1298-01454 00000/0000 20021/0724 05/ 7/73 80 4146 3733N 12605E 60.6 121*2 GGGG
1298001461 00000/0000 20021/0725 05/17/73 40 4146 3608N 12537E 61*1 118*5 GGGG
1298-01770 00000/0000 20021/0726 05/17/73 20 4147 7648N 13830E 32-4 190.0 GGGG
1298"O3172 00000/0000 2U021/0727 03/17/73 10 4147 7F43N 13425E 33*6 185.6 GGGG
1298-03175 00/0000 20021/0728 05/17/73 0 4147 7435N 13 052E 34*8 181.8 GGGG
1298-03181 00000/CC0000 20021/0729 05/17/73 0 4147 732N 12749E 36*0 178.3 GGGG
1298-03184 00000/0000 20021/0730 05/17/73 ic 4147 7?1ON 12508E 37*2 175.3 GGGG
1298-03190 00000/0002 20021/0731 05/17/73 10 4147 7054N 12246E 38.3 172.5 GGGG
1298*03193 00000/0000 20021/0732 05/17/73 10 4147 6q36N 12041E 39.5 169.9 GGGG
1298-03195 0000/0000 20021/0733 05/17/73 10 4147 6818N 11849E 40.7 167.6 GGGG
1298-03202 00000/0000 20021/0734 05/17/73 20 4147 6658N 11709E 41.8 165.3 GGG
1298-03204 00000/0000 20021/0735 05/17/73 20 4147 6538N 115 3 9E 42*9 163.2 GGGG
1298-03211 00000/0000 20021/0736 05/17/73 30 4147 6416N 11417E 44.1 161.2 GGGG
1298-03213 00000/0000 20021/0737 05/17/73 20 4147 6254N 11302E 45*2 159.2 GGGG
1298.05010 00000/0000 20021/0738 05/17/73 30 4148 7434N 10505E 34.8 181*8 G5GG
1298-05013 00000/0000 20C21/0739 05/17/73 100 4148 7322N 10202E 
3 6b 0  178.3 6GG
1298-05015 00000/0000 20021/0740 05/17/73 30 4148 720RN 09922E 37.2 175.3 GGGG
1298-05022 00000/0000 20021/0741 05/17/73 10 4148 7n53N 09701E 38*3 172*5 GGGG
1298-05145 00000/0000 20021/0742 05/17/73 10 4148 2P57N 0 7154E 62.5 104.1 GGGG
1298-05151 00000/0000 20021/0743 05/17/73 20 4148 2732N 07131E 62*5 101.2 GtGG
1298-05154 00000/0000 20021/0744 05/17/73 20 4148 2607N 07108E 62*5 98.2 GGGG
1298-05160 00000/0000 20021/0745 05/17/73 10 4148 2440N 07045E 62.4 95.3 GGGG
1298-06492 00000/0000 20 0 21/C0746 05/17/73 10 4149 5,46N 05819E 48*4 153.6 GGGG
1298*07030 00000/0000 20021/0747 05/17/73 10 4149 1139N 04140E 58*7 71.9 GGGG
1298-07033 00000/0000 2002 1/07 48 05/17/73 10 4149 1012N 04120E 58.0 69*7 GGGG
1298-07035 00000/0000 20021/0749 05/17/73 10 4149 0845N 04059E 57*3 67*7 GGGG
1298-07042 00000/0000 20021/0750 05/17/73 10 4149 0719N 04039E 56.5 65.8 GGGG
1298"07044 00000/0000 20021/0751 05/17/73 20 4149 0552N 0 4019E 55.7 63.9 GGGG
1298-07051 00000/0000 20021/0752 05/17/73 30 4149 0425N 03959E 54.8 62*2 GGGG
1298-07053 00000/0000 20021/0753 05/17/73 20 4149 0258N 0 3938E 53.9 60.6 GGGG
1298-07060 00000/0000 20021/0754 05/17/73 10 4149 0132N 0 3918E 53.0 59.0 GGGG
1298-07062 00000/0000 20021/0755 05/17/73 10 4149 0005N 0 3858E 52*0 57.6 G3GG
1298-07065 00000/0000 20021/0756 05/17/73 10 4149 0120S 03838E 51.1 56*2 GGGG
1298-13445 00000/000o 20022/0210 05/17/73 80 4153 5024N 04940W 54.3 142.1 GGPG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVER % ... O........... o TB 100 * % CLeUD CPVER. ** m NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ........ *..... RLANKSBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* R3RECYCLED. G=G5PD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PwPB5Rm
1l:44 'iAR 1l1'
7 4 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0831
FRDM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
BBSERVATI9N MICFILM RSLL N./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL pOINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P0SITI9N IN ROLL ACQUITED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
_'V MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1298-13452 00O/O000 20022/0211 05/17/73 90 4153 4R59N 05018W 55.2 140*0 GGPG
1298-13454 00C00/0000 2002210212 05/17/73 70 4153 4734N 05055W 56,0 137.9 GGPG
1298-13461 00000/0000C 20022/0213 05/17/73 90 4153 460qN 05130W 56.8 135.7 GGPG
1298-13463 00900/0000 2o02 ?/0214 05/17/73 90 4153 4443N 05203W 57*6 133.5 GGPG
1298-13470 000o0/0c00 20022/0215 05/t7/73 80 4153 431N 05235W 58,3 131.2 GrPG
1298-13472 00000/00 20022/0216 05/17/73 90 4193 4153N 05306W r990 128*8 GGPG
1298-13475 00000C/0000 2u02 2/021 7 05/17/73 40 4153 4 02 7 N 05 336W 59.6 126.3 GGPG
f298-17112 00000/0000 20021/0757 03/17/73 10 4155 5025N 10116W 54*3 142.1 GGGG
1298-17180 00000/0000 20021/0758 05/17/73 30 4155 2735N 10 9 12W 62.6 101,0 GGGG
1298-17183 00000/0000 20021/0759 05/17/73 60 4155 2609N 10935W 62*6 98,1 GGGG
1298-17185 00000/0000 20021/0760 05/17/73 10 4155 2442N 10 958W 62*5 95.2 GGGG
1298-17192 00000/0000 20021/0761 05/17/73 20 4155 2,15N 11021W 6o3 92.3 GGGG
1298-17194 00000/0000 20021/0762 05/17/73 60 4155 2149N 11043W 6291 8994 GGGG
1298-18485 OUC00/0000 20021/0763 03517/73 100 4156 6939N 11133W 39.6 17090 GG
129818491 0000/000) 20021/0764 05/17/73 100 4156 6R23N 11325W 40.8 167*6 GGGG
1298-18494 00000/C0000 20021/0765 05/17/73 90 4156 6701N 11505W 41*9 165.4 GGGG
1298-18500 00000/CC00 20021/0766 05/17/73 30 4156 6541N 11636W 43*0 163*3 GGGG
1298-18503 00000/0000 20021/0767 05/17/73 30 4156 64 19N 11758W 44*2 16102 GGGG
1298-18505 00000/000 20021/0768 05/17/73 30 4156 6257N 119 13W 45.3 159*3 GGGG
1298-18512 000000000 23)021/0769 05/17/73 40 4156 6135N 12021W 46.4 157.4 GGGG
1298-18514 00000/o000 20021/0770 05/17/73 70 4156 6012N 1P124W 47.4 155.5 GGGG
1298-18521 00000/0000 20021/0771 05/17/73 90 4156 5 49N 12223W 48*5 153*6 GGGG
1298-18523 00000/00C00 20021/0771 05/17/73 50 4156 5725N 123 17W 49o5 151.7 GGGG
1298-18530 00000/0000 20021/0773 05/17/73 100 4156 5601N 12408W 50*5 149*9 GGGG
1298-18532 0000/0000 20C21/0774 05/17/73 100 4156 5437N 12455W 51*5 148.0 GGGG
1298-18535 00000/0000 20021/0775 05/17/73 100 4156 5313N 12540W 52o5 146.0 GGGG
1298-18541 00000/0000 20021/0776 05/17/73 100 4156 5,49N 12624W 53o4 144*1 GGGG
1298-18544 00000/0000 20021/0777 05/17/71 100 4156 5025N 12705W 54.3 142*1 PGGG
1298-20284 OC0000/000 20021/0778 05/17/73 40 4157 7 849N 10902W 30.0 201*1 GGGG
1298-2 0 291 00000/000 20021/0779 05/17/73 20 4197 7754N 11440W 31*3 195.3 GGGG
1298-20293 00000/000 20021/0780 05/17/73 30 4157 7653N 1193C0W 32.5 190.2 GGGG
1298-20300 000C0/0003 20021/0781 05/17/73 20 4157 7547N 12339W 3367 185.8 GGGG
1298-2030? 00000/0000 20021/0782 05/17/73 10 4157 743RN 12712W 34.9 181.9 GOGG
1298-20305 00000/0000 20021/0783 05/17/73 60 4157 7 326N 13017 36.1 17804 GGGG
1298-20311 00000/300 20021/0784 05/17/73 100 4157 721\N 13259W 37.3 175*4 GGGG
1298-20314 000O/O0000 20021/0735 05/17/73 90 4157 7054N 13520W 38.5 172*6 GGGG
1298-20320 00000/0000 20021/0786 05/17/73 80 4157 6937N 13725W 39*6 170*0 GGGG
1298-23572 00000/0000 20021/0787 05/17/73 90 4159 7324N 17805E 36*1 178.4 GGGG
1298-23575 00000/0C00 20021/0785 05/17/73 60 4159 7P10N 17525E 37o3 175*3 GGGG
KEYS: CLPUD COVER % ..... ,,....... 0 Te 100 = % CLOUD CpVER. ** = Nd CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE*
IIAGE QUALITY ,,.....,....... LANKSoBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. RERECYCLED. GuGSOD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE, PwPBeR,
16;44 MAP ll1'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NON"US PAGE 0832
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRRFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL P INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
lu PeSITION IN ROLL ACGUTRED COVER NUMBER rF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
MbV SS LAT L5NG 123 45678
1298-23581 00000/0000 20021/0789 05/17/73 30 4159 7055N 17304E 38o5 172.5 GGGG
1299-31445 00000/0000 20022/0218 05/18/73 10 4160 6,11N 13521E 47.5 15594 GGGG
1299.01451 00000/0000 20022/0219 05/18/73 10 4160 5R4SN 13
4 22E 48,6 153,6 GGGG
1299-03221 00000/0000 20022/0220 05/19/73 10 4161 7752N 14203E 31.3 195*2 GGGP
12 9 9 -0 3 22 4 00000/0000 20022/0221 05/18/73 0 4161 7651N 13713E 32.6 190.1 GGGP
129903230 000O/000' 20022/0222 05/1/73 0 4161 7r45N 13306E 33.8 185.7 GGGG
1299-03233 00000/0000 20022/0223 05/19/73 10 4161 7437N 12934E 35*0 181.8 GGGG
1299-j3235 00000/0oCO 20022/0224 05/1/73 C 4161 7?25N 12630E 36.2 178*4 GGGG
1299-0324? O00OO/0000 20022/0225 05/18/73 0 4161 7211N 12349E 37.3 175*3 GGGG
1299-05203 00000/0000 20022/0226 05/1R/73 0 4162 2q5g4 07027E 62.6 103.7 GGGG
1299-05205 00000/0000 20022/0227 05/1R/73 C 4162 27
32N 07004E 62.6 100*8 GGGG
1299-05212 00000/000O 200i2/0228 05/1R/73 0 4162 2606N 0 6942E 62.6 97.8 GGGG
1299-05214 00000/C000 2002 2/0229 05/18/73 10 4162 243(N 06919E 62*5 94.9 GGGG
1299-08464 00000/0000 20022/0230 05/18/73 60 4164 3 '24N 01915E 62*4 106.6 GGPG
1299-10190 00000/0000 20022/0231 05/18/73 30 4165 
665 9N 01236E 42.1 165.3 GGPG
1299-10193 o00000/0000 2022/0232 05/13/73 0 4165 6r39N 01105E 43.2 163.2 GGGG
1299-10195 00000/0000 20022/0233 05/18/73 0 4165 6417N 00943E 44#3 161.2 GGGG
1299-10202 00000/0000 20022/0234 05/18/73 0 4165 6P554 0 0828E 45*4 159*2 G!GG
1299-10204 00000/0000 20022/0235 05/18/73 0 4165 6134N 00720E 46.5 157.3 GGGG
1299-10211 0.000/00C0 20022/0236 05/18/73 20 4165 6,11N 00616E 47.6 155.4 GGGG
1299-10213 00000/0000 20022/0237 05/18/73 10 4165 5Q48N1 00518E 48.6 153.5 GGGG
1299-13501 00000/0000 20021/0790 05/R1/73 100 4167 514RN 05023W 53.6 143*9 PPPG
1299-13533 00000/0000 20021/0791 05/19/73 100 4167 5024N 05103W 54.5 141.9 PpPP
1299-13510 00000/0000 20021/0792 05/1/73 100 4167 4959\ 05142w 55.4 139.8 PGPP
1299-13512 00300C/00 20021/0793 05/18/73 100 4167 4733N 05219w 56.2 137.7 GGGG
1299-13515 00000/c000 20021/0794 05/1I/73 100 4167 440N 05
254W 57.0 135.5 GGGG
1299-13521 00000/0000 20021/0795 05/1R/73 100 4167 4443N 05328w 57.8 133.2 PGGP
1299-13524 O00o0/OCCo 20021/0796 05/!9/73 7i 4167 
4 118N 05401w 58.5 130.8 mGP
1299-13530 OCOOO/OC0 2021/0797 05/18/73 80 4167 4152N 05432W 59,2 128.4 PGG
1299-13533 00000/oo0 20021/0798 05/1R/73 90 4167 4027N 0
5 5 03W 59.8 125.9 PGP
1299-17150 000oO/CCOO 20022/0238 05/18/73 70 4169 5724N 0959 49.7 151.6 GGGG
1299"17153 00oCo0/cCO 2-022/ 0 239 05/IR/73 50 4169 5600N 0 9950W 50.7 149.7 GGGG
1299-17155 000CO/000 2'022/0240 05/1i/73 20 4169 5436N 10037W 51.7 147*8 G(GG
1299-17162 00000/0000 20022/0241 05/18/73 40 4169 5?12N 10122w 52.7 145.9 GGGG
1299-17164 00000/0000 20022/0242 05/18/73 30 4169 5147N C1
2 04 W 53.6 143.9 GGGG
1299-1717i 00300/000 20022/C243 05/18/73 30 4169 5023N 10244W 54*5 141.9 GGG
1299-17235 00000/0000 20022/0244 05/18/73 0 4169 2731N 11040W 6P.6 100*5 GGGG
1299-17241 00000/C000 20022/0245 09/18/73 0 4169 2A05N 11104W 62.6 97.6 GGGG
1299-!7244 00000/ 00 20022/0246 05/18/73 10 4169 2 43 8 N 11126W 62.5 94.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLqD C3VEP * .............. 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY ............... ELANKS=BAND NOT PRSFrNT/RECUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G.=G3D. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PUPBBR*
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STA^NARD CATALOG FOR NONwUS PAGE 0833
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM R.LL NB./ DATE CL8UD 9RRIT PPINCIPAL PaINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITI3N IN HRLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1299-17250 00000/0000 20022/0247 05/18/73 10 4169 2311N 11149W 623 91.7 GGGG
1299-18555 00000/0000 20022/0248 05/1A/73 40 4170 6537N 11806W 43.3 163.2 G PG
1299-18561 00000/000 20022/0249 05/iR/73 90 4170 6416N 11927W 44*4 161.1 GGPG
1299-18564 00000/0000 20022/0250 05/18/73 90 4170 6255N 12041W 45.5 159.2 GPPG
1299-18570 00000/0000 20022/0251 05/18/73 60 4170 6133N 12149W 46o6 157*2 GGPG
1299-18573 oo000/0000 20022/0252 05/1R/73 3 C 4170 601nN 12253W 47*7 155.3 GGPG
1299-18575 00000/0000 20022/0253 05/18/73 40 4170 5947N 1 2351W 48.7 153.5 GGPG
1299-18582 00000/0000 20022/0254 05/1R/73 80 4170 5724N 12446 49*7 151.6 GGPG
1299-18584 00000/0000 20022/0255 05/1A/73 70 4170 5600N 12537w 50.8 149.7 GPPG
1299-18593 00000/0000 20022/0256 05/9R/73 80 4170 5311N 12710W 5297 145*9 GGPG
1299019000 00000/o000 20022/0257 05/18/73 90 4 17 0 5146N 12753W 53*6 143*9 GGPG
1299-19002 00000/0000 20022/0258 09/18/73 100 4170 5022N 12834W 54*5 14109 GGPG
1299-20361 00000/0000 20022/0259 05/18/73 0 4171 7435N 12846W 35.1 181.8 GPPG
1299-20363 00000/0000 20022/0260 05/18/73 0 4171 7324N 13148W 36*3 178.4 GGPG
1299-20370 00000/0000 20022/0261 05/18/73 80 4171 7210N 13427W 37*5 175*3 GGPG
1299-20372 00000/0o00 20022/0262 05/18/73 70 4171, 7054N 13648W 38*7 172s5 GGPG
1300"00060 00000/0000 20022/0263 05/19/73 20 4173 6417N 16308E 445 161.1 GGGG
1300-00063 00000/0000 20022/0264 05/19/73 20 4173 6256N 16152E 45.6 159.1 GGGG
1300-00065 00000/0000 20022/0265 05/19/73 90 4173 6133N 16043E 46.6 157.2 GGGG
1300-00072 00000/0000 20022/0266 05/1q/73 30 4173 6 010N 15940E 47.7 155.3 GGGG
1300-00281 00000/0000 20022/0267 05/19/73 10 4173 1130S 136 40E 43*3 48k4 GGGG
1300-00283 00000/0000 20022/0268 05/19/73 50 4173 1p56S 13620E 42.2 47.6 GGGG
1300-00290 00000/0000 20022/0269 05/19/73 20 4173 1423S 13559E 41*0 46.8 GGGG
1300"00292 00000/0000 20022/0270 05/19/73 0 4173 1548S 13539E 39*9 46.1 GGGG
1300-00295 00000/0000 20022/0271 05/19/73 0 4173 1716S 13518E 38.7 45.5 GGG
1300-00301 00000/0000 20022/0272 05/19/73 0 4173 1542S 13 457E 37*5 44.9 GGGG
1300-00304 00000/0000 20022/0273 05/19/73 10 4173 2008S 13435E 36.3 44.4 PGGG
1300-00310 00000/0000 20022/0274 05/19/73 10 4173 213?S 13413E 35.1 43*9 GGGG
1300-01462 00000/0000 20022/0275 05/19/73 0 4174 7123N 15047E 36.4 178.3 GGGG
1300-01465 00000/0000 20022/0276 05/19/73 100 4174 7?09N 14806E 37.6 175.2 PPGG
1300-01471 00000/0000CO 20022/0277 05/19/73 0 4174 7053N 14545E 38.7 172.4 GGGG
1300-01474 00000/0000 20022/0278 05/19/73 0 4174 6936N 14340E 39.9 169.9 GGGG
1300"01480 00000/0000 20022/0279 05/j9/73 0 4174 6Q18N 14148E 41*1 167*5 GGGG
1300"01483 00000/0000 20022/0280 05/19/73 0 4174 6658N 14 008E 42.2 165.3 GGGG
1300"01485 00000/0000 20022/0281 05/19/73 2c 4174 6538N 13839E 43.3 163*1 GGGG
1300-01492 00000/0000 20022/0282 05/19/73 30 4174 6417N 13717E 44.5 161.1 GGGG
1300-01494 0000/O000 20022/0283 05/19/73 10 4174 6?55N 13602E 45.6 159.1 GGGG
1300-01501 00000/0000 20022/0284 05/19/73 C 4174 6 133N 13453E 46.7 157*2 GGGG
1300-01574 00000/0000 20022/0285 05/19/73 10 4174 3607N 12245E 61.4 117.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % n.. , o Te 100 * % CLOUD C0VER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,.............. BLANKSwBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, R=RECYCLED GmGIRD, FuFAIR BUT USABLE, P-PdaR,
16:44 IAP i11'74 STANDARD CATALG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0834
FRBM 07/23/72 TG 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICR5FILM RaLL N ./ DATE CLBUD 5RBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITISN IN ROLL ACCUTPED CeVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV mSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1300-01580 00000/0000 20022/0286 05/9q/73 50 4174 3441N 12218E 61*8 11499 GGGG
1300-03382 00000/0000 20022/0287 05/19/73 30 4175 4442N 09956E 57.9 133*0 3G
1300-03385 00000/0000 20022/0288 05/19/73 20 4175 4316N 0 9923E 58.6 130.7 GlGP
1300-03391 00000/0000 20022/0289 05/19/73 10 4175 4150N o9651E 59,3 128.2 G3GG
1300-03394 00000/0000 20022/0290 05/19/73 10 4175 4,25N 0 9821E 59.9 125.7 GGGG
1300-03450 00000/0000 20022/0291 045/19/73 50 4175 2147N 09254E 6201 88*7 GGGG
1300-03453 00000/0000 20022/0292 05/19/73 70 4175 21n9N 09232E 61.8 85.9 GGGG
1300-05264 00000/0000 20022/0293 05/19/73 0 4176 273'N 06837E 62*7 100*3 GGGG
1300-05270 00000/0000 20022/0294 05/19/73 0 4176 2603N 06814E 62*6 97.3 GGGG
1300-05273 00000/0000 20022/0295 0o/19/73 30 4176 2438N 06751E 62.5 944 UGGG
1300-07095 00000/0000 20022/0296 05/19/73 3C 4177 2731N 04248E 62*7 100.2 GGGG
1300-07102 00000/0000 20022/C297 05/19/73 40 4177 2605N 04224E 62.6 97*3 GGGG
1300-07143 00000/0000 20022/0298 05/19/73 20 4177 1147N o3851E 58*7 71*2 GGGG
1300-07145 00000/0000 20022/0299 05/19/73 20 4177 ln2oN 03831E 58.0 69.1 GGGG
1300-07152 00000/000o 20022/0300 05/19/73 20 4177 0853N 03 810E 57.2 67*1 GGGG
1300-10260 00000/0000 20022/0301 05/1q/73 70 4179 6258N 00703E 45.6 159*2 GGGG
1300-10263 00000/0000 20022/0302 05/19/73 80 4179 6136N 00554E 46.7 157*2 GGGG
1300-13462 00000/0000 20022/0303 05/19/73 20 4181 8016N 00531E 27.9 215.5 GGGG
1300-13464 00000/0000 20022/0304 05/19/73 0 4181 7936N 0 0157W 29.2 207.8 GGGG
1300-13471 00000/0000 20022/0305 05/19/73 0 4181 7048N 00829W 30.4 201.1 GGGG
1300-13473 00000/0000 20022/0306 05/19/73 0 4181 7753N 01406W 31.6 195.3 GGGG
1300-13480 00000/000o 20022/0307 05/19/73 10 4181 7652N 0 1856W 32*9 190.2 GGGG
1300-13482 00000/0000 20022/0308 05/19/73 10 4181 7546N 0 2306W 34*1 185.8 GGGG
1300-13485 00000/0000 20022/0309 05/19/73 20 4181 7437N 02 6 40w 35.3 181*9 GGGG
1300w13553 00000/0000 20022/0310 05/19/73 100 4181 5313N 05107W 52*8 145.8 GGGG
1300-13555 00000/0000 20022/0311 05/19/73 100 4181 5149N 05151W 53*8 143.8 GGGG
1300013562 00000/0000 20022/0312 05/19/73 100 4181 5024N 05
231W 54*7 141,8 PGGG
1300-13564 00000/0000 20022/0313 05/19/73 100 4181 4859N 05 3 10W 55s5 139*7 GGGG
1300-13571 00000/0000 20022/0314 05/19/73 100 4181 4735N 0 5347W 56*4 137.5 GGGG
1300-13573 00000/0000 20022/0315 05/19/73 100 4181 4609N 0 5422W 57*2 135.3 GGGG
1300-13580 00000/0000 20022/0316 05/19/73 100 4181 4444N 05455W 57#9 133.0 GGGG
1300-13582 00000/0000 20022/0317 05/19/73 100 4181 4318N 0 5528W 58,6 130*6 PPGP
1300-13585 00000/0000 20022/0318 05/19/73 100 4181 4153N 05559W 59*3 128.2 GGG
1300-15293 00000/0000 20022/0319 05/19/73 10 4182 8016N 02020W 28.0 215*5 GGGG
1300-15391 00000/0000 20022/0320 05/19/73 10 4182 5150N 07 7 43w 53s8 143.8 GGGG
1300-15393 00000/0000 20022/0321 05/19/73 20 4182 5026N 07824W 54.7 141.7 GGGG
1300-17225 00000/0000 20022/0322 05/19/73 20 4183 5025N 10406W 54P7 141*7 GGGG
1300-17290 00000/0000 20022/0323 05/19/73 10 4183 2901N 11140W 62.7 103.1 GGGG
1300-17293 00000/0000 20022/0324 05/19/73 0 4183 2734N 11204W 62*7 100*1 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % *,,,**.,,*..,** 0 TB 100 a % CLBUD C1VER, ** = NO CLUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE GUALITY ............... BLANKSBAND NET PRFSrNT/REQUESTED. RPRECYCLED. G=GGSD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P*PBBR,
16:44 "A; 11,'74 STANOARD CATALOG FRP NBN-US PAGE 0835
FRPM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICyFIlM RfLL N9./ DATE CLBUD 3RBIT PPINCIPAL PRINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 P9SITIN IN RELL ACOUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIr, RBV MSS
PV MSS LAT LING 123 45678
1300-17295 00000/0000 20022/0325 05/19/73 20 4183 2607N 11227w 6.7 97.2 GGGG
1300-17302 00oo0/o000 20322/0326 05/19/73 .80 41q3 2440N 11249W 62.6 94.2 GGGG
1300-18593 00000/0000 20022/0327 05/19/73 0 4184 7'11N 10955W 37.7 175.3 GGGG
1300-18595 00000/00CO 20022/0328 05/q9/73 C 4184 7055N 11217w 38-9 172.5 GGGG
1300-19002 00000/C00 20022/0329 05/19/73 0 4184 6038N 11422W 40*0 169.9 GGGG
1300"19004 00000/0000 20022/0330 05/19/73 0 4194 6920N 11615 41.2 167.5 GGGG
1300-19011 000C0/0000 20022/0331 05/19/73 0 4184 6700N 11756W 42*3 165.3 GGG
1300-19013 00000/000 20022/0332 05/19/73 30 4184 6540N 11926w 43*5 163*2 GGGG
1300-19020 00000/000C 20022/0333 05/19/73 50 4184 6419N 1 2048W 44.6 161. GGGG
1300-19022 00000/0OOO 20022/0334 05/19/73 70 4184 6O55N 12202W 45.7 159.1 GGGG
1300-19025 00000/0000 20022/0335 05/19/73 9. 4184 6136N 12311w 46.8 157*2 GGG
1300-19031 00000/0000 20022/0336 05/19/73 80 4194 6n12N 12 415W 47*8 155.3 GGGG
1300-19034 00000/0000 20022/0337 05/19/73 70 4184 5R49N  12b14W 48.9 153*4 GGGG
1300-19040 00000/0000 20022/0334 05/19/73 90 4184 5725N 12609W 49.9 151.5 GGGG
1300-19043 0000/C0000 20022/0339 05/19/73 90 4184 5602N 12700
W  50*9 149.6 GGGG
1300-19052 00000/0000 20022/0340 05/19/73 80 41 4 531 4 N 1283 4 W 52.9 145.7 GGGG
1300-19054 00000/Co00 20022/C341 05/19/73 30 4184 5149N 12 9 17w 53.8 143.8 GGGG
1300-19061 00000/0000 20022/0342 05/19/73 30 4194 5025 N 12958w 54.7 141.7 GGGG
1300-20415 00000/0000 20022/0343 03/19/73 0 4185 7437N 13005W 35.3 181.9 GGGG
1300-20422 00000/0000 2U022/0344 05/19/73 0 4185 7325N 13310W 36.5 178.4 GGGG
1300-20424 00000/0000 20022/0345 05/19/73 0 4185 711IN 1 3551W 37.7 175.3 GGGG
1300-20431 00000/0000 20022/0346 05/19/73 0 4185 7055N 13 811W 38.9 172*5 GGGG
1300-22260 00000/0000 20022/0347 05/19/73 0 4186 7712N 161 4 1W 37.7 175.3 GGGG
1301-00132 00000/0000 20022/034 035/20/73 10 4187 5R49N 15714E 48*9 153*4 GGGG
1301"00335 00000/0000 20022/0349 05/20/73 20 4187 1127S 13515E 43.2 48.2 GGGG
1301-00341 00000/0000 20022/0350 05/20/73 10 4187 1?54S 13455E 42.1 47*4 GGGG
1301-00344 00000/000 20022/0351 05/20/73 10 4187 1421S 13434E 40*9 46*6 GGGG
1301-00350 00CO0/0000 20022/0352 05/20/73 0 4187 1547S 13413E 39.7 46.0 GGGG
1301-00353 0U000/0000 20022/0353 05/20/73 0 4187 1714S 13352E 38.6 45o3 GGGG
1301-00355 00000/0000 20022/0354 05/20/73 0 4187 1?40S 13330E 37.4 44*7 GGGG
1301-00362 00000/0000 20022/0355 05/20/73 0 4187 2006S 13309E 36.2 44*2 GGGG
1301-00364 00000/0000 20022/035f 05/20/73 O 4187 213?S 13247E 35.0 43.7 GGGG
1301-00371 00000/0000 20022/0357 05/20/73 0 41R7 2?58S 13225E 33.7 43.2 GGGG
1301-03493 00000/0000 20022/0358 05/20/73 20 4189 2608N 0 9236E 62.7 96.9 GGGG
1301-03500 O0000/0000 20022/0359 05/20/73 2c 4189 2442N 09213E 62.6 94*0 GGGG
1301-03502 00000/0000 20022/0360 05/ 0/73 10 4189 2314N 09151E 62*4 911 G000GG
1301-C3505 00000/OC00 20022/0361 05/20/73 10 4189 2147N o9129E 62.1 88.3 GGGG
1301-07040 0000/00C00 20022/0362 05/20/73 2C 4191 665qN 06119E 42*5 165.2 GGGG
1301-07201 00000/0000 20022/0.6, 05/0/7 10 4191 1141N 0 3725E 58.6 70.7 QGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVEP % ............. O0 TB 100 a % CLBUD CPVER, ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ........ .... ,, LANKS=BAND NBT PRES7NT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED, G=G9BDe F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P=PBBR.
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATNLBG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0836
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERvATIeN MICROFILM RFZL.L N9S./ DATE CL' UD ~I PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID %SITI9N IN  RLL ACGUTRED COVER 'JUMBER 4F I"AGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LdNG 123 45678
1301c07204 00000/0000 20022/0364 05/P0/73 20 4191 .9'N 03704E 57*9 6A16 G3GG
1301-07210 00000/0000 20022/0365 05/20/73 20 4101 OR49N 03643E 57.1 66.6 GGGG
1301-07213 00000/0000 20022/0366 05/20/73 20 4191 0721N 03623E 56*3 64.7 GGG
1301-07215 00000/0000 20022/0367 05/Pj/73 30 4191 0554N 03602E 55.4 62*9 GGGG
1301-07222 o0000/000C 20022/0368 05/20/73 30 4191 0428N 03b42E 54-6 61.2 GGG
1301-07224 00000/0000 20022/0369 05/2n/73 20 4191 0301N 03522E 53*6 596 GGG
1301-07231 00000/0000 20022/0370 05/P2/73 10 4191 Ot34N 03501E 52.7 58.1 GGGG
1301-07233 00000/0000 20022/0371 05/20/73 10 4191 0007 03441E 51*7 56.7 GGGG
1301-10314 00000/0000 20022/0372 05/20/73 100 419. 6755N 00537E 45.8 159.1 GGGG
1301-10321 00000/oc00 20022/0373 05/20/73 100 4193 613'N 00428E 46*9 157.1 GGGG
1301-10414 00000/0000 2C022/0374 05/20/73 10 4 19 3  2R58N 00951W 62*7 102.7 GGGG
1301-10421 00000/0000 200?2/0375 05/20/73 0 193 2732N 01015W 62.8 99.8 GGGG
1301-10423 00000/0000 20022/0376 05/20/73 0 4193 2606N 01038W 62*7 96.8 GGGG
1301-10430 0000/0000 20022/0377 05/20/73 0 4193 2439N 01101W 62.6 93.9 GGGG
1301-10432 00000/0000 20022/0378 05/20/73 0 4193 2313N 01123W 62*4 91.0 GGGG
1301-10435 00000/0000 20022/0379 05/20/73 0 41"3 2147N 01145W 62*1 88*1 GGGG
1301-10441 00000/0000 20022/0380 05/20/73 0 4193 2020N 01207W 61.8 85.3 GGGP
1301-14011 00000/000 20022/0381 05/20/73 100 4195 5'31N 05232W 53.1 145.6 GGPG
1301-14014 00000/0000 20022/0382 05/20/73 70 4195 5147N 05316W 54*0 143.6 GGGG
1301-14020 00000C/00O 20022/0383 05/29/73 60 4195 5 02 3 N 05 3 5 7W 54.9 141.5 GGGG
1301-14023 00000/0000 20022/0384 05/20/73 90 4195 4R59N 05435W 55.7 139.4 GGGG
1301-14025 00000/0000 20022/0385 0o/20/73 C100 19' 4733N 05513W 56.6 137.3 GGGG
1301-14C32 00000/0000 20022/0386 05/20/73 60 4195 4608N 05548w 57.4 135.0 Gr3GG
1301-14034 00000/0000 20022/0387 05/20/73 30 4195 4442N 05622W 58*1 132,7 GGGG
1301-14041 00000/OO 20022/0388 053/2073 20 4 195 4117N 05654W 58.8 130.3 GGGG
1301-14043 00000/C0000 20022/0389 05/20/73 1 4195 4 15?N 05 7 25W 59.5 127*9 GGGG
1301-1405C 00000/o000 20022/0390 05/20/73 0 4195 4n26N 05755W 60.1 125.3 G3GG
1301-14125 00000/0000 20022/0391 0/20/73 10 4195 1306N 06532W 59*2 72*7 GCGG
1301-15411 00000/0000 20022/0392 05/ 2 0/73 100 4196 6417N 07039W 44.8 161.0 GGGG
1301"15413 00000/0000 20022/0393 05/20/73 80 ,196 6?55 N  071 54w 45.9 159.0 GGGG
1301-15420 00000/0000 20022/0394 05/20/73 80 4106 6133N 07302W 47.C 157.1 GGGG
1301-15422 00000/0000 20022/0395 05/20/73 60 4106 6010N 0 7406W 48.0 155.2 GGGG
1301-15425 00000/0000 20022/0396 05/20/7. 10 4196 5947N 07505W 49.1 153.3 GGGG
1301-15431 00000/0000 20022/0397 05/2n/73 10 4196 5 723N 07 6 00W 50.1 151*4 GGGG
1301-15434 00000/0000 20022/0398 05/?0/73 20 ,196. 5600N 07651w 51.1 149.5 GGGG
1301-15440 00000/0000 20022/0,99 05/20/73 50 4196 5435N 07738W 2.1 147.5 GGGG
1301-15443 00000/0000 20022/0400 0 /20/73 50 4196 5311N 07 8 23W 53,1 145.6 GGGG
1301-15445 00000/0000 20022/0401 05/20/73 6C 4196 5148N 07906W 54C 143*6 GGGG
1301-15452 00000/0000 20022/0402 05/20/73 70 41c 6 5r23N 07947W 54*9 141.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD C5VER % .,,.....,,... o Te 100 * % CLOUD CRVER, ** x NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY e..',,*,,* ,..., BLANKSuBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED* RFRECYCLED* GG380 F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PaPBOBR
16:44 AR p11,'74 STANDARD CATALG FOR NON.US PAGE 0837
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICReFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLBUD BRPIT PQINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, REV MSS
RBV MSS -AT LUNG 123 45678
1301-17260 00000/0000 20022/0403 O5/20/73 4 '197 5848N 10054W 49.1 153.3 UGGG
1301-17263 00000/0000 20022/0404 05/20/73 80 4197 5724N 10149W 50.1 151*4 GGGG
1301-17265 00O00/000U 20022/0405 05/20/73 70 4197 5600N 10240W 51.1 1 905 GGGG
1301-17272 00000/0000 20022/0406 05/pO/73 40 4197 5436,J 10328W 52*1 147*5 GGGG
1301-17274 00000/0000 20022/0407 05/20/73 40 4197 5312N 10414W 53*1 145.6 GGGG
1301-17281 00000/OOO/ 20022/0408 05/20/73 70 4197 5148N 10 457W 54*0 143.6 GGGG
1301017283 00000/0000 20022/0409 05/20/73 80 4197 5023N 10537W 54.9 141.5 GGGG
1301-17345 00000/0000 20022/0410 05/20/13 10 4197 2%58N 11308W 62.8 102.6 GGGG
1301-17351 00000/0000 20022/0411 0'/20/73 20 4197 2731N 11331W 62.8 99*6 GGGG
1301a17354 00000/0000 20022/0412 05/20/73 60 4197 2605N 11355W 6P*7 96.7 GGGG
1301-17360 00000/0000 20022/0413 05/20/73 90 4197 238N 11417W 62.6 93,7 GGGG
1301-19110 00000/0000 20022/0414 05/20/73 40 419 5312N 13001w 53.1 145.6 GGGG
1301"20460 00000/0000 20022/0415 05 /2/ 7 3 10 4199 7848N 11326W 30*7 201,0 GGGG
1301*20462 00000/0000 20022/0416 05/20/73 0 4199 7752N 11904W 31.9 195,2 GGGG
1301-20465 00000/0000 20022/0417 05/20/73 0 4199 7651N 12
3 5 3W 33*1 190*1 GGGG
1301-20471 00000/0000 20022/0418 05/20/73 0 4199, 7545N 12800W 34.4 185,7 GGGG
1301-20474 00000/0000 20022/0419 05/20/73 10 '199 7436N 1i13W 35*6 181.8 GGGG
1301-20480 00000/0000 20022/0420 05/20/73 *0 4199 7324N 13438W 36*7 178*3 GGGG
1301-20483 00000/0000 20022/0421 05/20/73 100 4199 7p10N 13719w 37*9 175,2 GGGG
1301-20485 00000/0000 20022/0422 05/2n/73 100 4199 7054N 13939W 39*1 7P94 GGGG
1302"03551 00000/0000 20022/0423 05/21/73 30 4203 2609N 0 9111E 62.7 96,6 GGPG
1302-03554 00000/0000 20022/0424 05/21/7% 20 '203 
2 4 4 2 N 09049E 62.6 93.6 GGGG
1302,03560 00000/0000 20022/0425 05/21/73 20 4203 2315N 09027E 62.4 90*7 GGGP
1302*03563 00000/0000 20022/0426 05/21/73 10 4203 2148N 09004E 62.2 87o9 PGGG
1302-07110 00000/0000 2022/0427 05/21/73 0 4205 6P'4N 05549E 46*0 159*0 PPGG
1302-07112 00000/0000 20022/0428 05/21/73 0 4205 61a2N 05440E 47.1 157.0 PPGG
1302-07115 00000/0000 20022/0429 05/21/73 C 4205 6009N 0 5335E 48.2 155.1 PPGG
1302-07121 00000/0000 20022/0430 05/21/73 0 4205 5846N 0 5236E 49.2 153*2 GPGG
1302-07260 00000/0000 20022/0431 05/21/73 90 4205 1140N 03557E 5895 70*2 UPGG
1302-07262 00000/0000 20022/0432 05/21/73 100 4205 1013N 0 3536E 57*8 68.2 GPGG
1302-10473 00000/0000 20022/0433 05/21/73 10 4207 2900N 0 1117W 62*8 102*4 GGGG
1302-10475 00000/0000 20022/0434 05/21/73 20 4207 2734N 01141W 62.8 9904 GGGG
1302-10482 00000/0000 20022/0435 0521/73 20 4207 2608N 01204W 42.8 9'*4 GGGG
1302-10484 00000/0000 20022/0436 05/21/73 0 4207 2441N 0 1226W 6296 93,5 GGGG
1302-10491 00000/0000 20022/0437 05/21/73 0 4207 2316N 0 1249W 62*4 90*6 GGGG
1302w10493 00000/0000 20022/0438 05/21/73 10 4207 2149N .'311W 6?22 87.7 GGGG
1302-10500 00000/0000 20022/0439 05/21/73 10 4207 2021N 0133"W 61.8 85.0 GGGG
1302-10502 00000/0000 20022/0440 05/21/73 10 4207 1855. 01
3 5 4w 61o4 82.3 GGGG
1302-10505 00000/0000 20022/0441 05/21/73 10 4207 1729N o1415W 61-0 79.7 GG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVER % 0,,,,,,****,,,* o TO 100 a % CLUD CbVER, ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ...... ' *.... RBLANKS!BAND N..T PRESENT/REQUESTE* V. 'ECYCLELp GaGeeD. FEFAIR BUT U.ABL E PmPBbR,
16:44 MAR lis'74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR NONvUS PAGE 0838
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILM RBLL No./ DATE CLOUD DRBIT PRINCIP-L POINT SUN SUN YMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITION IN ROLL ACOQURED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, ReV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 1Z3 45678
1302-14063 00000/0000 20022/0442 05/21/73 90 4 209 5W44N 05314W 52*3 147.5 GPGG
1302-14065 00000/0000 20022/0443 05/23/73 90 4209 5315N 05359W 53.2 145.5 GPGG
1302-14072 00000/0000 20022/0444 05/21/73 80 4209 5'51N 05442W 54.1 443#5 P GG
1302-14074 00000/0000 20022/0445 05/21/73 80 4209 502 6N 055 23w 55*0 141.4 PPGG
1302014081 00000/0000 20022/0446 05/21/73 90 4209 4901N 056 01W 55s. 13993 PPGG
1302-14083 00000/0000 20022/0447 05/21/73 90 4209 4736N 05639W 56*7 137*1 PPGG
1302-14090 00000/0000 20022/0448 05/21/73 90 4209 4611N 05714W 57*5 134.8 PPGG
1302-14092 00000/0000 20022/0449 05/21/73 80 4209 4446N 05748W 58*3 132.5 PPGG
1302*14095 00000/0000 20022/0450 05/21/73 30 42-9 4321N 05820W 59.0 130.1 PPGG
1302-14101 00000/0000 20022/0451 05/21/73 10 '209 4 t55 N Oik50W 59.6 127.6 1 GG
1302-14104 00000/0000 20022/0452 05/21/73 20 4209 4029N 0"920W 60.2 .25.* PPGG
1302-14204 00000/0000 20022/0453 05/21/73 iO 4209 0553N 06840W 55.3 62.5 GGGQ
1302-14210 00000/0000 20022/0454 05/21/73 10 4209 04,'6N 06859W 5405 60.5 GGGG
1302-17333 00000/0000 20022/0455 05/21/73 60 4211 5314N 10537W 53.2 145.5 GGGG
1302-17335 00000/0000 20022/0456 05/21/73 d0 4211 5150N 10620 '  54#2 143.5 GGGG
1302-17342 00000/0000 20022/0457 05/21/73 80 4211 5025 N 10701W 55*1 141.4 GGGG
1302-17403 09000/0000 20022/0458 05/21/73 20 4211 2R59N 11432- 62,8 102.3 GGGG
1302"17410 00000/0000 20022/0459 05/21/73 20 4211 2732N 11456W 62.8 99.3 GGGG
1302-19091 00000/0000 20022/0460 05/21/73 0 4212 7653N 09920W 33'3 '9.2 GGGG
1302-19094 00000/0000 20022/0461 05/21/73 0 4212 7047N 10-3SW 34.5 185.8 GGGG
1302-19100 00000/0000 20022/0462 05/21/73 0 4112 7438N 10704i 35.7 181.9 GGGG
1302*19103 00000/0000 20022/0463 05/21/73 10 4212 7 326N 11009W 36*9 178.4 GGGG
1302.19105 00000/0000 20022/0464 05/21/73 0 4212 7212N 11251W 38.1 17-:3 GGGG
1302.19112 00000/0000 20022/0465 .5/2t/73 10 4212 70.6N 11513W 39.3 172 GGG
1302*19114 00000/0000 20022/0466 05/21/73 90 4212 6938N 11718W 40'4 169.9 GGGG
1302-19121 00000/0000 20022/0467 05/21/73 90 4212 6820N 11909W 41.6 167.5 GGGG
1302-19123 00000/0000 20022/0468 05/21/73 80 4212 6700N 12049W 42*7 165*2 GGGG
1302*19130 00000/0000 20022/0469 05/21/73 60 4212 6540N 12219W 41*9 163.1 GGGG
1302-19132 00000/0000 20022/0470 05/21/73 10 4212 64 19N 12"40W 45*0 161.0 GGGG
1302-19135 00000/0000 20022/0471 05/21/73 30 4212 6258N 124 55W 46.1 159.0 GGGG
1302-19141 00000/0000 20022/0472 05/21/73 60 4212 6136N 12603W 47.2 157 .G GG
1302-19144 00000/0000 20022/0473 05/21/73 60 4212 6013N 12706W 48*2 155*1 GGGG
1302-19150 00000/0000 20022/0474 05/21/73 80 4212 5650N 128 05W 4901 15"*2 GGGG
1302"19164 00000/0000 20022/0475 05/21/73 70 4212 5315N 13125W 53*3 145.5 GGGG
1302*19171 00000/0000 20022/0476 05/21/73 30 4212 5150N 13209W 54.2 143.4 GGGG
1302-20520 00000/0000 20022/0477 05/21/73 20 4213 7755N 12020W 32*1 195.3 GGGG
1302-20523 00000/0000 20022/0478 05/21/73 10 4213 7653N 125 13W 33*3 190*2 GGGG
1302-20525 00000/0000 20022/0479 05/21/73 90 4213 7547N 12923W 345 185*8 GGGG
1302a20532 00000/0000 20022/0480 05/21/73 90 4213 7438N 132-7W 35*7 .181.9 3.0
KEYSI CLOUD COVER X .o,............ 0 TO 100 % CLOUD CRVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY ... ,.... .., BLANKS.BAND NO' PRESENT/REQUESTED. RORECYCLED. G;GoBD, FFAIR BUT USABLE* PuPD5R,
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0839FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/'/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRIN.IPAL PBIN SUN !U,. TMAGE QUA.ITY
ID POSITION IN RBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBE -  OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT L ,,G 123 45678
1302-20534 00000/0000 20022/0481 05/21/73 90 42*3 7326N 13601W 36.9 178.4 GGGG
1302-20541 00000/0000 20022/0482 05/21/73 40 4213 7211N 13842W 38*1 175.3 GGGG
1303-00172 00000/0000 20022/0483 05/92/73 20 4215 8016N 15221W 28o4 215.5 GGGG
1303"00175 00000/0000 20022/0484 05/22/73 20 4215 7937N 15953W 297 2079 GGGG
1303-00181 00000/0000 20022/0485 05/22/73 0 4215 7 48N 16624W 30*9 201.1 GGGG
1303-00184 00000/0000 20022/0486 05/22/73 0 WP15 775N 172,3W 32*1 195.3 GGGG
1303o00190 00000/0000 20022/0487 05/22/73 0 4215 7651N 17652W 33*4 190s2 GGGG
1303o00193 00000/0000 20022/0488 05/22/73 70 4215 7.46N 179011 34* 18"*7 GGG
1303000195 00000/0000 20022/0489 05/22/73 100 4215 7437N 17530E 35.8 18108 GGG
1303 00202 00000/0000 20022/0490 05/22/73 30 4215 
7 325N 172261 37.0 178.4 GGGG
1303-00204 00000/0000 20022/0491 05/2P/73 40 4215 7212N 16945E 38.1 175.3 GGGG
1303-00211 0000/0000 20022/0492 05/22/73 100 4215 7056N 16722E 39*3 172s4 GGGG
1303-00213 00000/0000 20022/0493 05/22/73 80 4215 '-39N 16516E 40*5 169*8 GGG
1303 00220 00000/0000 20022/0494 05/22/73 10 4215 6 820N 16322E 41.6 187.4 G
1303-00222 00000/0000 20022/0495 05/22/73 0 4215 6700N 161411 42.8 165.2
1303-00281 00000/0000 20022/0496 05 ,22/73 100 4215 4734N 14827E 56*8 137*0 PGGO
1303w00284 00000/0000 20022/0497 05/22/73 100 4215 4609N 14752E 57.6 13497 GGGP
1303w00290 00000/0000 20022/0498 05/22/73 100 4215 4443N 14718E 5893 132.4 GGPG
1303w00293 00000/0000 200a2/0499 05/22/73 90 4215 4318N 14646E 5990 130.0 GGPG
1303-00295 00000/0000 20022/0500 05/22/73 60 4215 4152N 14614E 59,7 12795 GGGG
1303"00302 00000/0000 20022/0501 05/22/73 80 42.5 4 27N 14543E 6 ,3 1'4*9 PGGG
1303-00304 00000/0000 20022/0502 05/22/73 60 4215 3qo1N 14514E 60.8 122.3 GGGG
1303-00311 00000/0000 20022/0503 05/22/73 60 4215 373-N 14445E 61 3 11'i6 GGGG
1303*00313 00000/0000 20022/0504 05/22/73 60 4215 3609N 14417E 6197 116.8 GGOG
1303-00320 00000/0000 20022/0505 05/22/73 20 4215 3443N 14351E 62.1 113.9 GGGG
1303-00322 00000/0000 20022/0506 05/22/73 20 4215 3318 14324E 62*4 111.0 GGGG
1303P02081 00000/0000 20022/0507 05/22/73 100 4216 5845N 128321 49*4 153.1 GG G
1303-04010 00000/0000 20022/0508 05/22/73 90 4217 2603N 08944E 62.8 96.0 GGGG
1303-04012 00000/0000 20022/0509 05/22/73 50 4217 2437N 08922E 62,6 93.0 G"
.%
1303-04015 00000/0000 20022/0510 05/22/73 30 4217 2310N 08900E 62s4 90.1 GGGG
1303w04021 00000/0000 20022/0511 05/22/73 40 4217 2144N 08838E 62*2 87.3 GGGG
1303-05430 00000/0000 20022/0512 05/22/73 0 4218 3021N 06505E 62*8 104.9 GPGG
1303e05432 00000/0000 20022/0513 o5/22/73 0 4218 2856N o0641E 62s9 101*9 OPGG
130305435 00000/0000 20022/0514 05/22/73 0 4218 2730N 06417E 62*9 98,9 0000GG
1303-05441 00000/0000 20022/0515 05/22/73 10 4218 2604N 06354E 628 959 GGGG
1303-05444 00000/0000 20022/0516 05/22/73. 10 421 2437N 06332E 62.7 *3 0 GGGO
1303-07305 00000/0000 20022/0517 05/2/73 10 4219 1431N 03511E 59*8 74.3 GGGO
1303-07312 00000/0000 20022/0518 05/22/73 20 4219 1304 03450E 59.1 72.0 GGGG
1303-07314 0000O/0000 20022/0519 05/22/73 40 4219 1137N 03430E 58.4 69.8 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER X% o..oo,*ir..o 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKSIBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, RPRECYCLED, GOGOD, FIFAIR BUT USABLE, PvPeBR,
16144 MAR 11s174 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NONWUS PAGE 0840
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/*3
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PR.NCIP.L pOINt SUN SUN iMAGE QUALITy
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS IAT LONG 123 45678
1303*07321 00000/0000 20022/0520 05/PP/73 40 4219 1,11N 03409E 57.7 67*8 GGGG
1303-07323 00000/0000 20022/0521 05/22/74 10 4219 0844N 03349E 56*9 65.8 GGGG
1303-14101 00000/0000 20022/0522 05/2P/73 30 4223 6129N 05008W 47,4 156.9 GGGG
1303-14103 00000/0000 20022/0523 05/2P/73 40 4223 6>-7N 05111W .8.94 154.9 GGGG
1303-14110 00000/0000 20022/0524 05/P/73 50 4223 5844N 05209W 49.5 153.0 GGGG
1303-14112 00000/0000 20022/0525 05/22/73 50 4223 5721N 053 04W 50 5 151.1 GGGG
1303-14115 00000/0000 20022/0526 05/2P/73 100 4223 5558N 05356W 51*5 149.2 GGGG
1303-14121 000o/0000o 20022/0527 05/22/73 100 4223 a434N 05444W 52.5 147.2 PGGG
1303-14124 00000/0000 20022/0528 05/22/73 2d1 4223 5309N 05530W 5364 145.2 GGGG
1303-14130 00000/0000 20022/0529 05/22/73 100 4223 51i6N 056 13W 54*4 143.2 OO"
1303*14133 00000/0000 20022/0530 05/22/73 90 4223 5020N 05653W 55.3 141o1 GPGG
1303-14135 00000/0000 20022/0531 05/22/73 100 4c23 4955N 0 5731W 56.1 139.0 GGGG
1303-14142 00000/0000 20022/0532 05/P22/73 100 4223 4729N 05808W 5649 136.8 GGGG
1303-14144 00000/0000 20022/0533 05/22/73 100 4223 4604N 05842W 57*7 134.5 GPPG
1303-14151 00000/0000 20022/0534 05/22/73 100 4223 4 439 N 05916W 58.5 132*1 GGGG
1303*14153 00000/0000 20022/0535 05/22/73 90 4223 4314N 05948W 59.1 129.7 lGPg
1303-14160 00000/0000 20022/0536 05/22P/73 100 4223 4149N 06018W 59*8 127.2 PGGG
1303-14162 00000/0000 20022/0537 05/22/73 100 4223 4024N 06048W 60.9 1e4.6 GGGG
1303"17394 00000/0000 20022/0538 05/2P/73 30 4225 5145N 10747W 5404 14302 GGGG
1303-17400 00000/0000 20022/0539 05/2P/73 20 4225 5 2"N 108 28W 55.3 141.1 GGG
1303-17455 00000/0000 20022/0540 05/22/73 20 4225 3021N 115 34W 62*8 104.7 GGGG
1303-17462 00000/0000 20022/0541 05/22/73 50 4225 ;854N 11559W 62.9 101.7 GGGG
1303-17464 00000/0000 20022/0542 05/22/73 80 4225 2728N 11623W 62.9 98*7 GGGG
1303-19202 00000/0000 20022/0543 05/22/73 80 4226 6008N 12835W 48.5 154.9 r-p
1303-22395 00000/0000 20022/0544 05/22/73 30 4228 8016N 12802W 28.6 215a4 GGGG
1303-22401 00000/0000 20022/0545 05/2P/73 4. 4228 7937N 13533W 29*9 207*8 GGGG
1303-22404 00000/0000 20022/0546 05/22/73 0o 4228 7848N 1429W 31.1 201.1 GGGG
1303-22410 00000/0000 20022/0547 05/2P/73 10 4228 7753N 147 47W 32.3 195.2 PGGO
1303-22413 00000/0000 20022/0548 05/22/73 9- 4228 7651N 15 2 3 7 W 33.6 190o1 GGGG
1303-22415 00000/0000 20022/0549 05/22/73 100 4228 75.5N 15646w 34.8 185.7 GGGG
1303*22422 00000/0000 20022/0550 05/22/73 100 4228 7436N 16018W §6.0 181.8 GGGG
1303-22424 00000/0000 20022/0551 05/22/73 90 4228 7324N 16320W 37.2 178*3 GGGG
1303-22431 00000/0000 20022/0552 05/22/73 70 4228 7210N 16559W 38'3 175.2 GGGG
1303-22433 00000/0000 20022/0553 05/2P/73 100 4228 70 54N 168 20W 39*5 172.4 GGGG
1303-22440 00000/0000 20022/0554 05/22/73 70 422& 6937N 17025W 40.7 169.8 GGP4
1303"22442 00000/000 20022/0555 05/2~/73 100 4228 6818N 17216W 41.8 167*4 GGGG
1303w22445 00000/0000 20022/0556 C5/?p/73 100 4228 6659N 17356W 43.0 165.1 GGPG
1304w00230 00000/0000 20022/0557 05/23/73 20 4229 8016N 15355W 28.7 2154 GGGG
1304-00233 .00000/0000 20022/0558 09/23/73 10 4229 7936N 16124W 29*9 207*7 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % ........ ,es.... 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CeVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ...e.e.ee.* .... BLANKSUBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RRRECYCLED* GuGBOD. FPFAIR BUT USABLE. PaPOOR.
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD ATALG FBR NBN.US PAGE 0841
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICReFILM RBLL NB,/ DATE CL8UD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT "UN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN RBLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGb E'EV, AZIM REV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1304*00235 00000/o000 20022/0559 05/23/73 10 4229 7F4-N 16754W 31*1 201.0 PGGG
1304'00242 00000/0000 20022/0560 05/23/73 10 *229 7753N 17333W 32*~ 195.2 GGGG
1304000244 00000/0000 20022/0561 05/23/73 10 4229 7651N 17825W 33.6 190*1 .,
1304-00251 00000/0000 20022/0562 05/23/73 20 4229 7545N 17726E 34.8 185.7 GGGG
1304,00253 00000/0000 20022/0563 05/23/73 0O 4229 7435N 17354E 36*0 181.8 GGGG
1304m00260 00000/0000 20022/0564 05/23/73 10 4229 7324N 17051E 37*2 178*3 GGGG
1304w00262 00000/0000 20022/0565 05/Pl/73 10 4229 '210N 16811E 38.4 175.2 GGGG
1304.00265 00000/0000 20022/0566 05/P3/73 20 *229 7054-' 16551E 39.5 172.4 GGGG
1304-00271 00000/0000 20022/0567 05/23/73 10 4229 6937N 16347E 40*7 169.8 GPGG
1304-00274 00000/0000 20022/0568 05/23/73 10 4229 6818N 16156E 419 167.3 GGGG
1304'04064 00000/0000 20022/0569 05/23/73 30 4231 2604N 0 8818E 62.8 95.6 GGGG
1304-04071 00000/0000 20022/0570 05/23/73 10 4231 24 39N 0'7552 2~27 92*7 GGGG
1304-04073 00000/0000 20022/0571 05;23/73 10 4231 2312N 08733E 62.5 89.8 GGGG
1304-05384 00000/0000 20022/0572 05/23/72 50 4J32 6417' 08000E 45.3 160.8 GGGU
1304"05391 00000/0000 20022/057- 05/23/73 40 4232 6255N 0 7845E 46*4 158.8 GGGG
1304-05393 00000/0000 20022/0574 05/23/73 20 4232, 6 133N 07736E 47.5 156.9 GGGG
1304-05400 00000/0000 20022/0575 05/23/73 1C 4232 6010N 07633E 48.5 154.9
1304-05402 00000/0000 20022/0576 05/23/73 10 4232 5947N o'534E 49*6 153.0
1304-05470 00000/0000 20022/0577 05/P2/'3 10 432 360SN 0 6525E 61.9 116.3 GGGG
1304-05473 00000/0000 20022/0578 05/23/73 20 4232 3443N 06458E 62-2 113.4 GGGG
1304-05523 00000/0000 20022/0579 05/23/73 20 4232 17 2 7N 06017E 60*9 78.9 GGGG
1304*07313 00000/0000 20022/0580 05/23/73 0 4233 3151N 03818E 62*7 107.5 GGG
1304-07320 00000/0000 20022/0581 05/23/73 0 4233 3o25N 03752E 62*9 104.5 GGGG
1304-07322 00000/0000 20022/0582 05/23/73 0 4233 2R59N 03728E 62.9 101.5 GGGG
1304-07325 00000/0000 20022/0583 05/23/73 10 4r33 2733N 03704E 62.9 98.5 GGGG
1304*07331 00000/0000 20022/0584 05/23/73 10 4233 26bN 03640E 62.8 95.5 GGGG
1304-07334 00000/0000 20022/0585 05/23/73 'o 4233 243'N 03617E 62,7 92.6 GGGG
1304-07340 00000/0000 20022/0586 05/z3/73 10 4 33 2312N 03556 62*5 89*7 GPGG
1304-07343 00000/0000 20022/0587 05/23/73 10 4233 2146N 03534E 62,2 8699 GGGG
1304-07345 00000/0000 20022/0588 05/23/73 o10 4233 2019N 03512E 61.8 8-*1 GGGG
1304-07431 00000/0000 20022/0589 05/23/73 10 4233 0R35S 02821E 45*0 49.2 GGGG
1304-09104 00000/0000 20024/0001 05/23/73 20 4234 4607N 01722E 57*8 134.4 GPGG
1304-09110 00000/0000 2004/0002 05/23/73 30 4234 4442N 01648E 58.6 132*0 PPPP
1304-12310 00000/0000 20024/0003 05/23/73 40 4236 6657N 0 20o4W 43*1 165.0 PGGG
1304-12312 00000/0000 20024/0004 05/23/73 50 4236 6538N 02154W 442 162.9 PPGG
1304-12315 00000/0000 20024/0005 05/23/73 60 4236 6416N 02
3 16W 45.3 160.8 PPGG
1304-12321 00000/0000 20024/0006 05/p2/73 60 4236 6255.v 02431W 46.4 158.8 PPGP
1304-12324 00000/0000 20024/0007 05/23/73 60 4236 6132N 0 2539W 4'.5 156.8 GPGP
1304-17452 00000/0000 20022/0590 05/23/73 10 42.9 5148N 10911W 54.5 143.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % *.** .. . 0 Te 100 X CLU D CbVER, ** • NB CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY . .......... BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESeNT/REQUESTED. R.RErYCLED. G.GBBD. FFAIR BUT USABLE. PPBBR.
16344 MAR 11i'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR N"NwUS PAGE 0842
FkeM 37/23/12 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRBFILM ROLL NOB/ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PbINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALIvY
D0 PBSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1304-17454 00000/0000 20022/0591 05/P3/73 10 4239 5023N 109 5 3W 55.4 141.0 GGGG
1304w17513 00000/0000 20022/0592 05/23/73 90 4239 3025N 11700W 62*9 104*3 GGGG
1304-17520 00000/0000 20022/0593 05/23/73 100 4239 2858N 117 25W 62*9 101.3 GGGG
1304w17522 00000/0000 20022/0594 05/23/73 100 4239 2732N 11749W 62*9 98.3 GGGG
1304"19234 00000/0000 20022/0595 05/23/73 90 4240 6918N 12205W 4',0 167.3 GGPG
1304019240 00000/0000 20022/.596 05/23/73 10 4240 6658N 12345W 4302 165.0 GGPG
1304-19243 00000/0000 20022/0597 05/23/73 70 4240 6 5 8 N 125 14W 44.3 162,9 GGGG
1304-19245 00000/0000 20022/0598 05/23/73 90 4240 6416N 126 36W 45*4 160.8 GGGG
1304w19252 00000/0000 20022/0599 05/23/73 0 4240 6255, 12750W 46.5 .158,8 GGGG
1304o19254 00000/0000 20022/0600 05/23/73 0 4240 6132N 12859W 47*6 156*8 GGGG
1304-22453 00000/0000 20022/0601 05/23/73 0 4242 8,,16N 12939W 28.9 215.3 GGPG
1304*22460 00000/0000 20022/0602 05/,3/73 0 4242 7936- 13708W 30'1 207.7 PGPG
1304-22462 00000/0000 20022/0603 05/23/73 0 42.2 7847N 14342W 3103 'GGGG
1304-22465 00000/0000 20022/0604 05/23/73 0 4242 7751N 14920W 32o5 195.1 GGGG
1304w22471 00000/0000 20022/0605 05/23/73 50 4242 7650N 15408W 33*. 190*0 GGGG
1304-22474 00000/0000 20022/0606 05/23/73 100 4242 7544N 15813W 35.0 185.6 GGGG
1304-22480 0o000/0000 20022/0607 05/23/73 100 4242 74 35N 16144W 36.2 181.7 GGGG
1304-22483 00000/0000 20022/0608 05/23/73 100 4242 7323N 16447W 37.4 178.2 GGGG
1304*22485 00000/0000 20022/0609 05/23/73 100 4242 7209N 16727W 38.6 175*1 GGGG
1304022492 00000/0000 20022/0610 05/23/73 100 4242 7 m53N 16949W 39*7 172.3 GGGG
1304-22494 00000/0000 20022/0611 05/23/73 100 4242 6 936 N 17155W 40o9 169.7 PPGG
1305-00400 00000/0000 20024/0008 05/24/73 0 4243 4605N 14455E 5799 134*2 GPPp
1305*00403 00000/0000 20024/0009 05/24/73 10 4243 4440N 11422E 58.7 131.8 PGPG
1305-00405 00000/0000 20024/0010 05/24/73 10 4243 4?1N 14349E 59.3 129.4 PptG
1305-00412 00000/0000 20024/0011 05/24/73 10 4243 4149N 14318 60.0 126.9 PPPP
1305*00414 00000/0000 20024/0012 05/p4/73 10 4243 4024N 14248E 60.6 124.3 PGPP
1305*00421 00000/0000 20024/0013 05/24/73 20 4243 385 8N 14219E 61.1 121.6 PPPp
1305-00423 00000/0000 20024/0014 05/24/73 20 4243 3733N 14150E 61*6 118.8 GPPG
1305-00430 00000/0000 20024/0015 05/24/73 30 4243 3608N 14122E 62.0 116*0 GGGG
1305-00432 00000/0000 20024/0016 05/24/73 30 4243 34 4'N 1i0,i E 6293 113.1 GrGt-
1305-00435 ,00000/0000 20024/0017 05/24/73 30 4243 3314N 14029e 62.6 110*2 GGGG
1305-00441 00000/0000 20024/0018 05/24/73 4" 4243 3148N 14004E 62o8 107.2 GPGG
1305-00444 00000/0000 20024/0019 05/P4/73 50 4243 30 21N 13940E 62*9 104.2 GGGG
1305-02323 00000/0000 20022/0612 05/24/73 10 4244 1432N 10947E 59.7 73.6 G G
1305-02325 00000/0000 20022/0613 05/24/73 60 4244 1305N 10926E 59.1 71.4 GGGG
1305*02332 00000/0000 20022/0614 05/24/73 40 4244 1138N 10905E 58*3 69.( G',,
1305-04084 00000/0000 20022/0615 05/R4/73 20 4245 3858N 09041E 61*1 121.5 GGGG
1305-04091 00000/0000 20022/0616 05/24/73 20 4245 3733N 09013E 61.6 11A.e GGPG
1305-04093 00000/0000 20022/0617 05/24/73 20 4245 3607N 08946E 62.0 115.9 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD CBVER % o,*****,,,**** 0 TB 100 = % CLBUD CAVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.*.***..,., BLANKSUBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RaRECYCLED. GGB8D. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PmPOBR.
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NN-US PAGE 0843
FROM 37/23/72 TO 07/23/73
eBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE bLEV. *Z", RBV MS
fBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1305-04100 00000/0000 20022/0618 05/24/73 30 4245 3442N 089205 62.3 113*1 GGGG
1305-04102 00000/0000 20022/0619 05/24/73 60 4245 3316N 08854E 62.6 I,* GGGG
1305-04105 00000/0000 20022/0620 05/24/73 60 4245 3151N 08828E 62.8 107*1 GGGG
1305-04111 00000/0000 20022/0621 05/24/73 40 4245 3n24N 0 8804E 62*9 104*1 GGGG
1305-04114 00000/0000 20022/0622 05/t4/7 3  30 42-5 2R58N 08740E 63*0 101.1 GGGG
1305-09162 00000/0000 20022/0623 05/24/73 30 4248 4606N 01556E 58*0 134.1 GPPG
1305-09165 00000/0000 20022/0624 05/24/73 10 4248 4441N 01522E 58.7 131.7 PPGG
1305-12364 00000/0000 20022/0625 05/24/73 100 4250 6658N .,2154W 4- 3 104.9 PPGG
1305-14234 00000/0000 20022/0626 05/24/73 70 4251 543"N 05733W 52.8 146.9 PPGG
1305-14241 00000/0000 20022/0627 05/24/73 90 4251 5310N 05819W 53.8 14409 PPGG
1305-14243 00000/0000 20022/0628 05/24/73 90 4251 5145N 05902W 54.7 142
t
' PPGG
1305.14250 00000/0000 20022/0629 05/24/73 90 4251 5020N 05942W 55.6 140.8 PPGP
1305-14252 00000/0000 20022/0630 05/24/73 100 4251 4856N -6-2,.w 56*4 1'8*r PPGG
1305-14255 00000/0000 20022/0631 05/24/73 90 4251 4731N 0 6057W 57.2 136.4 GGGG
1305.14261 00000/000 20022/0632 05/4/73 90 4251 4606N 0,133W 8*0 134.1 PGGG
1305-14264 00000/0000 20022/0633 05/24/73 90 4251 4441N 06207W 58*7 131.7 PGGG
1305-14270- 00000/0000 20022/0634 05/24/73 80 4251 4316N 06240w 59*4 129.2 PGGG
1305-14273 00000/0000 20022/0635 05/24/73 90 4251 4i50N 06311W 60*1 126.7 PGGG
1305-14275 00000/0000 20022/0636 05/24/73 100 4251 4024N 0 6341W 60*6 124*1 PPGG
1305-14361 00000/0000 20022/0637 05/24/73 10 4251 it36N 07137W 58*3 69.0 PPGG
1305-14364 00000/0000 20022/0638 05/P4/73 70 4251 loiON 07158W 57.6 67o. PPGG
1305-16072 00000/0000 20022/0639 05/24/73 4O 4252 5-10. 0 8409w 53*8 144*9 GGGG
1305-16075 00000/0000 20022/0640 05/24/73 9" 4252 514 5N 08451W 54*7 142.9 GGG
1305-16081 00000/0000 20022/0641 05/24/73 90 4252 5020N 08
5 32W 55*6 140*8 GGGG
1305-17463 00000/0000 20022 0642 05/24/73 10 4253 6658N 09925W 43.3 164*9 GGG
1305-17465 00000/0000 20022/0643 05/24/73 10 4253 6538N 1005 W 44o5 162,8 GGGG
1305-17472 00000/0000 20022/0644 05/P4/73 10 4253 64 16N 10217W 45*6 .60.7 GGGG
13051-7474 00000/0000 20022/0645 0;/24/73 10 4253 6-53N 10331W 46.7 158*7 GGGG
1305-17481 00000/0000 20022/0646 05/24/73 20 4253 6131N 10438W 47.8 156.7 PGGG
1305-17483 000000000 20022/0647 05/P4/73 ic 4 53 6008N 1-54 W 48.8 154.7 G G
1305P17490 00000/0000 20022/0648 0/24/73 10 4253 5845N 106394 4909 152.8 G G
1305"17492 00000/0000 20022/064 05/24/73 0 4253 5722N 10734W 50*9 150P9 GGGG
1305-17495 00000/0000 20022/0650 05/24/73 0 4253 5558N 10825W 5109 148,9 GGGG
1305-17501 00000/0000 20022/0651 05/24/73 10 4253 5434N 10913W 52*9 146.9 GGGG
1305-17504 00000/0000 2Pi' 22/0652 05/24/73 0 4253 5310N 10958W 53* 144o9 GGGG
1305-17510 00000/0000 20022/0653 05/24/73. 0 4253 5146N 11041W .7 142.9 GGGG
1305-17513 00000/0000- 20022/0654 05/24/73 10 425. 5022N 11122W 55.6 140*7 GGGG
1305-17572 00000/000, -00'2/0655 05/24/73 9 0 4253 30 23N 11829W 62*9 103*9 GGGG
1305-19271 00000/0000 20022/0656 05/24/73 90 4254 7434N 11137W 36*3 181*6 GG G
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % *,..,.*.**,,** 0 TB 100 & % CLOUD CAVER. ** 
= NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGi QUALITY s,.s,,opo,,ot BLANKSxBA' D NOT PRESFNT/REQESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GOeD, FFAIR BUT USABLE. P.PO5R,
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN=US PAGE 0844
FRB'" 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DTE CLBUD eRBIT PRINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeBITIbN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 5F IMAGF ELEV, AZIM, RBV ,,SS
RPV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1305-19274 00000/0000 20022/0657 05/24/73 90 4254 7322N 114 40W 37*5 178.2 GGPG
1305-19280 00000/0000 20022/0658 05/24/73 9o 4254 7209N 11719W 38.7 175*0 GGPG
1305-19283 00oo0O/000 20022/0659 05/24/73 90 4254 70 54N 11940W 3999 172.2 GGPG
1305-19285 00000/0000 20022/0660 05/p4.71 40 4254 6036N 12 145W 41*1 169*6 GGGG
1305-19292 00000/0000 20022/0661 05/24/73 0 4254 6917N 123 36W 42o2 167s2 GGGG
1305-19294 00000/0000 20022/0C662 05/24/73 3o 4254 6657N 12516W 4304 164@9 GGGG
1305w19301 00000/0000 20022/0663 05/24/73 7 4254 6537N 12646W 44s5 162*8 PGGG
1305-19303 00000/0000 20022/0664 05/24/73 90 4254 6417N 12 808W 45.6 160*7 PGGG
1305-19310 00000/0000 20022/0665 05/24/73 90 4254 6 254N 129 22W 46.7 158*7 PGGG
1305-19312 00000/0000 20022/0666 05/24/73 90 4254 6132N 13030W 47o8 156-7 GGGG
1305-21083 00000/0000 20022/0667 05/24/73 30 4255 7Q36N 11252W 3093 207.6 PGPG
1305"21085 00000/0000 20022/0668 0,/24 /73  20 +255 7847N 11923W 31*5 200*9 PGGG
1305-21092 00000/0000 20022/0669 05/24/73 C1 4255 775 1N 12500W 32.7 195.0 PGGG
1305-21094 000CO/0000 20022/0670 03/24/73 10 4255 765 0N 12948W 34*0 190*0 GGGG
1305"21101 00000/000o 20022/0671 05/P4/73 30 4255 7544N 133554 35*2 185.5 GGGG
1305-21103 00000/0000 20022/0672 05/24/73 20 4255 7434N 13729w 36.4 181.6 GGGG
1305-21110 O00000/0000 20022/0673 05/24/73 20 4255 7322N 14032W 37.6 178.2 GGGG
1305-21112 00000/0000 20022/0674 05,24/73 20 4255 7207N 143 11w 38.717-. GGGG
1305-22544 00000/0000 20022/067' 05/24/73 100 4256 7POSN 16852h 38*8 175,0 PGPG1305-22550 00000/0000 20022/0676 05/24/73 100 4256 7051N 17113W 39.9 172.2 G'PG
1305-22553 00000/00S' 20022/0677 05/24/73 100 4256 6934N 17317W 4101 169-6 PrPG
1306"00352 00000/0000 00000/0000 05/25/73 2. 4257 7846N 17057W 31*5 200.8 G GG
1306-00355 0000/001o 00000/0000 05/25/73 20 4257 7750N 17633W 32.8 195*0 #GGG
1306-00361 00000/0000 00000/0000 05/25/73 10 4257 764rN 1'-39E 34*0 189*9 GGGG
1306-00364 00000/0000 00000/0000 05/25/73 20 4257 7F43N 17432E 35*2 185.5 GGG
1306-00370 00000/0000 00000/0000 05/25/73 20 4257 7433N 170,9E 36*4 181*6 GGGG
1306-00373 00000/0000 00000/0000 05/25/73 0 4257 7i21N 16754E 3796 178*1 GGGG
1306-00375 00000/0000 00000/0000 05/25/73 30 4257 7207N 16513E 38.8 175.0 PGG
1306-00382 00000/0000 00000/0000 05,25-73 100 4257 7051N 16252E 3999 172.2 PGGG
1306"00384 O000000oo 00000/00o 05/25/73 40 4257 6634N 16049E 41*1 19*6 GGG
1306-00391 U000C/0000 00000/0000 05/25/73 IC 4257 6 P15N 15900E ?.3 16".2 GGGG
1306-00393 00000/000 00000/0000 05/25/73 C 4257 6656N 15721E 43*4 164*9 GGGG
1306-02375 O0,0OO/00 '00'5/0563 05/25/73 20 4258 1 '5N 10841E 60"3 75.6 GG
1306302381 OC 1'/O000 20025/0564 05/25/73 20 4258 1430, 10820E 59.7 73*2 GGGG
1306-02384 00000/0000 P0025/0565 05/25/73 20 4258 1 04N 10759E 9.00 71.0 GSGG
1306-02390 00000/0003 20025/0566 05/p5/73 10 4258 1 3 7 N 10739E 583 68.8 GGG
1306-0239 00000/0000 20025/0567 05/25/73 50 4258 1010N 10718E 57.5 66.8 IIGGG
1306-04083 00000/000 00000/0000 05/25/73 90 4259 54EN 09629E 49.9 152*8 PGGG
1306-04142 OC000/0000 000O0/0000 05/25/73 10 4259 3q01!! 08916E 61.2 121.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD C5VER %X *...0.0..**... 0 TB 100 = % CLOUD CRVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE rUALITY .......... ,... BLANKSmBAND NOT PRSES NT/REQUESTED. RcRECYCLED. G=G9AD. FatAIR BUT USABLE, PPO8R.
16:44 MAR 11',74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR N-N.US PAGE 0845
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRBFILM RBLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN RBLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
pBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1306-04145 00000/0000 00000/0000 0/pg/73 60 4259 3735N 08848E 61*7 118.5 GGGG
1306o05515 00000/0000 00000/0000 05/29/73 0 4260 5844N 07239E 50.0 152.7 GGGG
1306"05590 0000O0/00o 00000/0000 05/25/73 10 4260 3441N 0 6204E 62.4 112*. GGGG
1306-05592 00000/0000 00000/0000 09/5/73 20 4260 3,15N 06138E 62*7 109*7 GGG
1306-05595 00000/0000 00000/0000 O5/2/73 30 4260 3149N 06111E 62.9 106.7 GGGG
1306-06001 000/00 OOO 00000/0000 05/25/73 10 4260 3022N 06046E 63*0 103.7 GGGG
1306o06004 00000/0000 00000/0000 05/2-/73 10 4260 2855N 0 6022E 63.0 100.7 PGGG
1306-06010 00000/0000 00000/0000 05/25/73 0 4200 2729N 05959E 3*0 97@7 PGGG
1306-07365 00000/0000 00000/0000 05/p2/73 0 4261 5?O8N 04333E 53*9 144.8 GGG
1306-07371 00o0000000 00000/0000 05/25/73 10 4261 5144N 04250E 54*8 1*2.7 GGGG
1306.07374 00000/0000 00000/0000 05/2P/73 10 4261 500ON 04210E 55*7 140.6 GGGG
1306-07465 0000010000 00000/0000 05/25/73 0 4261 151N 03200E 6103 80.6 G GG
1306-07471 00000/0000 00000/0000 05/25/73 0 4261 172.N 03139E 60.8 78.0 GGGG
1306-07474 00000/0000 000UO/0000 05/2S/73 0 4261 115AN 03118E 60.3 75.5 G3GG
1306.07542 00000/0000 00000/0000 05/29/73 0 4261 0710S 0C550E 4508 49.7 GGGG
1306-07544 000/O00/0000 00000/0000 05/25/73 0 4261 083 7S 02530E 44.7 48.8 PGGG
1306.09214 00000/0000 20022/0678 0 ./P/7! 50 4262 4734 N 01505E 57.3 136.3 GG
1306"09221 00000/0000 20022/0679 05/P5/73 40 4262 4 609 N ^1429 E 58.1 134*0 GGGG
1306-09223 00000/0000 20022/0680 05/25/73 1to 4262 4443N 01356E 58*8 131.6 GGGG
1306.14281 00000/0000 20022/0681 05/25/73 50 4265 5.48N 05627W 50*0 152.8 GGGG
1306=14283 OU000/0000 20022/0682 052/5/73 90 4265 5724N 05
7 22W 51.0 150.8 GGGG
1306e14290 00000/0000 20022/0683 05/P5/73 80 4265 5601N 05813W 520 148.8 PGGG
1306"14292 00000/0000 2C022/068 4 05/25/73 30 4265 5436N 059 01w 53.0 146*9 GGGG
1306"14295 00000/0000 20022/0685 05/25/73 40 4265 5310N 0 5946W 53.9 144.8 GGGG
1306"14301 00""/'000 20022/0686 05/25/73 90 4265 5147N 0 6029w 54.8 142.8 GGGG
1306-14304 00000/0000 20022/0687 05/P/73 80 4265 5023N 06109w 55.7 140.6 GGGG
1306.14310 00000/0000 20022/0688 05/25/73 80 4265 4958N 06.148W 56.6 138.5 GGGG
1306-14313 00000/0000 20022/0689 05/2;/73 80 4265 4733N 0 ,225W .7.4 136.2 GGGG
1306-14315 00000/0000 20022/0690 05/;5/73 80 4265 4608N 06300W 58.1 133.9 GGGG
1306.14322 00000/0000 20022/0691 05,25/73 90 4265 4442N 063 3 4W 58*9 131*5 GGGG
1306-14324 00000/0000 20022/0692 05/25/73 90 4265 4316N 06406W 59.5 129.0 GGGG
1306"14331 00000/0000 20022/0693 05/25/73 80 4265 4151N 0 6437W 60' 126*. PGGG
1306-14333 00000/0000 20022/0694 05/25/73 90 4265 4026N 06508W 60.7 123.8 PGGG
1306.16215 00000/0000 20022/0695 09/25/73 10 4246 2311N 09600W 2'5 88.8 GGGG
1306-16222 00000/C0000 20022/0696 05/25/73 0 4266 2145.. 09622W 62.2 85.9 GGGG
1306 16224 00000/0000 20022/0697 05/25/73 4266 2018N 09644W 6'-8 83*2 GGGG
1306*16231 00000/0000 20022/0698 05/25/73 10 4266 1850N 09705W 61.3 80.5 GGGG
1306-16233 00000/0000 20022/0699 05/2?/73 10 4266 1724N 09726W 60.8 78*0 GGGG
1306-17542 00000/0000 20022/0700 05/2O/73 10 4267 6011N 1070 4W 49.0 154.7 GG
KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % *c******..... 0 TB 100 u % CLBUD C0VERo ** * "'0 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .............. RLANKS=BAND NOT PREjPNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G=GBRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBR,.
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN"US PAGE 0846
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN MICROFILM ROLL NBO/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN ROLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MS"
RBV MSS LAT LSNG 123 45678
1306-17544 00000/0000 20022/0701 05/p5/73 0 4267 5847N 10802W 50e0 152.7 GGGG
1306-17551 00000/0000 20022/0702 05/P5/73 .0 4267 5724- 10858W 51*C 150.8 GGGG
1306*17553 OOOOO/0000 20022/0703 O/26p/7" 0 4267 5600N 10949W 5290 14R*8 GGGG
1306-17560 00000/0000 20022/0704 05/P?/73 10 4267 5435N 110.*8W 53*0 146.8 GGGG
1306.17562 000o0/0000 20022/0705 05/25/7" 20 4267 5311N 1113W 5!9 '44*8 GGGG
1306-17565 00000/0000 20022/0706 05/25/73 30 4267 ,1.6N 11205W 54.8 142.7 GGGG
1306-17571 0COo0/O000 20022/0707 05/25/73 90 4267 5r21N 112 46W 55*7 140.6 GGGG
1306-18024 00000/0000 20022/0708 05/25/73 100 4267 3151N 11928W 62.9 106.6 GGGG
1306-18030 00000/0000 20022/0709 05/25/73 100 4267 3025N 11953W 63.0 103.6 GGGG
1306-19344 00000/0000 20022/0710 0 5/2 5/73  100 4268 6q36N 123 6W 41.2 169.6 GGGG
1306-19350 00000/0000 20022/0711 05/25/73 50 4268 618N 124 56W 42.4 167.2 GGGG
1306-19353 00000/O000 20022/0712 05/,5/73 80 4268 6 659 N 126 36W 43.5 14.9 GGGG
1306-19355 00000/0000 20022/0713 05/25/73 100 4268 6F39N 12806W 44**6 6 7 GGGG
1306-19362 00000/0000 20022/0714 05/2S/73 100 4268 6417N -298W 45.7 160.7 GGGG
1306e19364 00000/0000 20022/0715 05/25/73 90 4268 6256N 13043W 4608 1 8, . GGGG
1306-21152 00000/o000 20022/0716 05/25/73 20 4269 7650N 13107w 34.1 1'0.1 GPPG
1306.21155 00000/0000 20022/0717 05/?5/73 20 4269 7r45N 13513W 35.3 185*6 GGPG
1306-21161 00000/0000 2C022/0718 05/25/73 20 4269 7436N 13845W 36.5 181.7 GGPG
1306"21164 00000/0000 20022/0719 05/2/73 20 4269 '324N 14148W 37.7 178*2 GqPG1306-21170 00000/0000 20022/0720 05/25/73 30 4269 7pi1N 14427W 3899 17591 GGPG
1306-22570 00000/0000 20022/0721 05/25/73 0 4270 8r16N 13228W 29,2 215.4 GGGG
1306022572 00000/0000 20022/0722 05/p5/73 0 4270 7q3 7v 13956W 30*4 207*7 GGPG
1306*22575 00000/0000 20022/0723 05/p5/73 0 4270 7848N 146c8W 31*7 c01o0 GGGG
1306a22581 00000/0000 20022/0724 05/25/73 0 4270 7752N 15205W 32*9 195*1 GGGG
1306-22584 00000/0000 20022/0725 05/ 5/73 0 4270 7651N 15653W. 34.1 190*0 GGGG
1306-22590 00000/0000 20022/0726 05/2s/73 0 4270 745N 16100W 35*3 185.6 GGGG
1306-22593 00000/0000 20022/0727 05/pg/73 0 4270 7436N 164 33W 36.5 181.7 GGGG
1306-22595 00000/0000 20022/0728 05/25/73 0 4270 7324N 167 37w 37*7 178*2 GGGG
1306-23002 00000/0000 20022/07"9 05/25/73 0 4270 7210N 17018w 3,09 175.1 GGGG
1306-23004 00000/0000 20022/0730 05/25/73 0 4270 7054 1 7240W 40C1 172.2 GGGG
1306-23011 00000/0000 20022/0731 05/25/73 0 4270 6936N 17 4 4 5 w 41o2 169.6 GGGG
1306-23054 '0000/0000 20022/0732 05/25/73 100 4270 5435N 17152E 53*0 146.8 GGGG
1307"00402 00000/0000 20022/0733 05/26/73 20 4271 8016N 15807W 29*2 215.3 P
1307-00404 00000/0000 20022/0734 05/26/73 10 4271 7936N 16536W 30.5 207.7 GGGG
1307-00411 00000/0000 20022/0735 05/A/73 20 4271 7R48N 17209w 3197 201*0 GGGG
1307-00413 00000/0000 20022/0"36 05/2A/73 10 4271 7753N 17747w 32.9 195.1 GGGG
1307-00420 00000/0000 20022/0737 05/26/73 10 4271 7652N 17722E 34.1 190*0 GGGG
1307-00422 00000/0000 20022/0738 05/Ph/73 20 4271 7546N 17314E 35.3 185.6 GGGG
1307-00425 00000/0000 20022/0739 05/26/73 20 4271 74 ^7N 1694CE 36.5 181.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *oo,,,*o.,oo 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CRVER* ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILA'LE*
IMAGE QUALITY o ****,o**,, BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/"EQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GOOBD F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.POBBR
16:44 'AP 11''74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR NON-US PAGE 0847
FReM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN MICFILM P1LL NA,/ DATE CLBUD 9RPIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY.
ID pSSITIN IN ReLL ACUTIRED CBVFR NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RPV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1307-00431 00000/0000 20022/0740 05/pA/73 20 4271 73 24N 16635E 37*7 178.2 GGGG
1307-00434 00000/0000 20022/0741 095/6/73 20 4271 7P09N 16355E 38.9 175*1 GGGG
1307-00440 00000/0000 20022/0742 05/PA/73 90 4271 7054N 16135E 4001 172o2 GGGG
1307-0044 3 00000/0000 20022/074 3  05/26/73 20 4271 6a37N 15929E 41'3 169*6 GGGG
1307-00445 00000/0000 20022/0744 05/26/ 7 3 0 4271 6Q19N 15738E 42'4 167.2 GGGG
1307-02310 00000/0000 20022/0745 0S/P6/73 50 4272 5$47 N 12251E 50*1 152.7 GGGG
1307-02431 00000/0000 20022/0746 05/26/73 10 4272 1725N 1C7 36E 60.8 77.8 GGGG
1307-02433 00000/0000 20022/0747 05/PA/ 7 3 20 4272 1559N 10715E 60.*3 75,3 GGGG
1307-02440 00000/C000 20022/0748 05/26/73 6C 4272 1432N 10654E 59*6 73.0 GGGG
1307-02442 o00C00o/0 20022/0749 05/2?/73 50 4272 140rO 10633E 5990 70.7 GGGG
1307-02445 00000/0000 20022/0750 05/26,73 30 4272 1139N 10612E 58.2 68.6 GGGG
1307-02451 00000/o000 20022/0751 05/26/73 20 4272 1 11N 10b52E 57.5 66.6 GGGG
1307-02454 00000/000 20022/0752 05/PA/73 c10 .272 OP44N 10532E 56.7 64, GGGG
1307-04142 00000/0000 2U022/0753 05/26/73 40 4773 5R48N 09702E 50*1 152*7 GGGG
1307-04183 00000/0000 20022/0754 09 /?A/73 0 4273 4441N 08953E 58.9 131.3 (GGG
1307-04185 00000/0000 20022/0755 05/2A/73 0 4273 4315N o8920E 59*6 198.9 CGGG
1307-0419? 00000/0000 20022/0756 05/A/73 10 4273 415N 08848E 60.2 126.3 GGGG
1307-04194 00000/0000 20022/0757 05/pA/73 10 4273 4024N 0 8818E 60.8 123.7 GGGG
1307"04201 00000/0000 20022/0753 05/2A/73 10 4273 3R58N 08749E 61*3 120.9 GGGG
1307-04203 00000/0000 20022/0759 35/26/73 30 4273 3 7 3 3 N 08720E 61*8 118,2 GGGG
1307-06053 00000/0000 20022/0760 05/P6/73 20 4274 3151N 05947E 62.9 1064 GGGG
1307-06055 o00000/000 20022/0761 05/26/7" 20 4274 3n24N 0 5922E 63.0 103*4 GGGG
1307-06062 00000/0000 20022/0762 05/PA/7 3  10 4274 2R57N 0558E 63.1 100.4 GGGG
1307-06064 00000/0000 20022/0763 05/?6/71 1- 4274 2731N 05834- 6'.0 97.3 GfGG
1307-07535 00000/0000 20022/0764 05/26/73 30 4275 1408N 02921E 59.4 72.2 GGGG
1307"07542 00000/C000 20022/0765 05/?6/73 40 4275 1?40N o2900E 58*7 70 0  GGGG
1307-07544 00000/0000 20022/0766 05/26/73 20 4275 1112N 028 4 0E 58.0 67*9 GGG
1307-07551 00000/0000 20022/0767 05/26/73 20 4275 Oq46N 02820E 57.2 65.9 GGGG
1307-07553 00000/0000 20022/0768 05/26/73 30 4275 OR19N 02759E 56*4 64*0 GGGG
1307-07560 00000/0000 20022/0769 05/26/73 40 4275 0653N 02739E 55*5 62*2 GGGG
130 7 -o7 562 00000/0000 20022/0770 05/26/73 60 4275 OF27N 02719E 54.6 60.5 PGGG
1307"07565 00000/0000 20022/0771 05/26/73 50 4275 0359N 02658E 53.7 59*0 PGGG
1307-07571 00000/0000 20022/0772 05/2A/73 30 4275 rC32N 02638E 52.8 57.5 GGGG
1307-07574 00000/0000 20022/0773 05/26/73 40 4275 0101N 02618E 51.8 56*1 GGGG
1307-09375 00000/0000 20022/0774 0/26/73 20 4276 1i38N 00256E 58.2 68.5 GGG
1307-09382 00000/0000 20022/0775 05/P6/73 40 4276 n111N 00236E 57.4 66.5 GGGG
1307-14262 00000/0000. 20022/0776 05/p6/73 100 4279 8 015N 0 0449W 29.3 215.3 GGGG
1307-14265 00000/0000 20022/0777 05/?A/ 7 3 50 4279 7q93N 01217W 30*6 207.6 GGGG
1307-14271 00000/000.0 20022/0778 0I5/6/73 30 4279 7 P47N 01849W 31,8 200*9 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % ........... ,,. 0 Te 100 a % CLBUD CPVER. ** = s, CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,.....,,** .. BLANKSoBAND NBT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED , R=RECYCLEDi G.GS9D, FaFAIR BUT USABLE, PmPBBR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NON-US PAGE 0848
FRBM c7/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICPeFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD eR9IT PP'NCIP6L P9INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIgN IN ROLL ACCUTIED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1307014274 00000/0000 20022/0779 05/PA/73 10 4279 7751N 02,27W 33.0 195.1 GGGG
1307-14280 00000/0000 20022/0780 05/2A/73 90 4279 7650N 02915W 34*2 190.0 GGGG
1307-14315 00000/0000 20022/0781 05/26/73 90 4279 6537N 05208w 44.8 162.7 GGGG
1307-14321 000/0000 2002 2/0782 OS/A/73 90 4279 6416N 05330W 45*9 160.6 GGGG
1307-14342 0000010000 20022/0783 05/?6/73 80 4279 572?N 05847W 51.2 150.7 GGG
1307-14344 00000/0000 20022/0784 051/A/73 80 4279 5F59N 059 39w 52*2 148.7 GGGG
1307-14351 00000/0000 20022/0785 05/26/73 o 4279 5435N 06027W 53.1 146.7 PGGG
1307-14353 00000/0003 20022/.,786 05/26/73 0 4279 5?ijN 06112W 5401 144.6 PGGG
1307-14360 00000/00001 20022/0787 05/26/73 0 4279 5147N 06155w 55.0 142.6 PGGG
1307-14362 00000/0000 2U022/0788 05/P6/73 10 4279 5022N 06235W 55.9 140.4 GGGG
1307-14365 00000/0000 20022/0789 05/26/73 20 4279 4857N 06313W 56*7 138.2 PGGG
1307-14380 00000/0000 20022/0790 05/p2/73 100 4279 4 4 4 1N 06500W 59.0 131.2 PGGG
1307-14383 00000/0000 20022/0791 05/?A/73 100 4279 4116N 06533W 59.7 128.7 POGG
1307-14385 0o00O0/000 20022/0792 05/26/7? too00 79 4150N 06604W 60*3 126*2 PPGG
1307-14392 00O0/0000 20022/0793 05/26/73 100 4279 4023N 06635W 60*9 123.5 PGGG
1307-16153 00000/0000 20022/0794 05/96/73 100 4280 64 16N 079 18w 45.9 160.6 GOGG
1307-16155 00000/0000 20022/C795 05/2A/73 100 4280 6?55N 08032W 47.0 158.5 GGGG
1307-16162 00000/000o 20022/0796 05/~6/73 100 4280 6132N 08141w 48.1 156.5 GGGG
1307-16164 00000/0000 20022/0797 06/26/73 100 4280 6009N 08244i 49.1 154.6 GGGG
1307-16171 00000/0000 20022/0798 05/26/73 100 4280 5Q46N 08343W 50.*2 152.6 Gf-,G
1307-16173 00000/0000 20022/0799 03/P6/73 50 4280 5722N 08437W 51*2 150.7 GGGG
130 7 -16180C 00000/000 20022/0800 05/26/73 80 4280 5958N 0 8b29W 52.2 148.7 GGGG
1307-16182 00000/0000 20022/0801 05/26/73 0 4280 5435N 08617W 53.2 146.7 GGGG
1307-16185 00000/0000 20022/0802 05/26/71 0 4280 510N 08702W 54.1 144.6 GGGG
1307"16191 00000/000oooo 20022/0803 05/26/73 0 4280 5146N 0 8745W 55*0 142.6 GGGG
1307-16194 00000/C0000 20022/0804 05/26/7" 30 4280 5021N 08826W 5509 140*4 GGGG
1307-16273 00000/0000 20022/0805 05/?6/73 10 4280 2311N 097 25w 62-5 88.3 GGGG
1307-1628o 00000/0000 20022/0806 05/26/73 0 4280 2145N 09748W 62e2 85.5 GGGG
1307-16282 00000/0000 20022/0807 03/26/73 10 4280 2 ~1N 09810W 61.8 82.8 GGGG
1307-16285 00000/0000 20022/0808 05/26/73 10 4280 1852N 09832W 61.3 80.1 GGGG
1307-17555 O0000/0000 20022/0809 05/ '6/73 10 4281 7723N 09133W 37.9 178.1 GGGG
1307-17562 00000/000 20022/0810 05/P6/73 c 4281 7?09N 09413W 3990 175*0 GGGG
1307.17564 00000/0000 20022/0811 05/26/73 80 4281 7 05 3N 09633W 40.2 172.2 GGGG
1307-17571 00000/0000 20022/0812 05/26/73 100 4281 6936N 098 38w 41.4 169*6 GG0'
1307-17573 00000/0000 20022/0813 05/2A/73 90 4281. 681RN 10030 42.5 167.1 GGGG
1307-1758C O00000/0000 2002/0814 05/26/73 90 4281 6659N 10 210 W 43.7 164.8 GGGG
1307-17582 O00COO/00 20022/0815 05/2A/73 70 4281 6r39N 10341W 44.8 162.7 GGGG
1307-17585 00000/C000 20022/0816 05/PA/73 0 4281 6417N 10503W 45.9 160.6 GGGG
1307-17591 00000/C000 2U022/0817 05/P6/73 o 4281 6o55N 10617W 47*0 158.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X *c.*o. *,***.... 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE-
IIAGE OUALITY .,.....°...... RLANKSSAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED. G=GSRD. FzFAIR BUT USABLE* P=PBBR.
16:44 MAR 11,74 STANDARD CATALBG F9R NBN.US PAGE 0899
FR9M 07/23/72 Tl 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICR8FILM RBLL N9./ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIBN IN RBLL ACQUCRED COVER NUMBER "F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1307-17594 00000/0000 20022/0818 05/26/73 10 4281 6133N 1072 5 W 48,1 156.5 GGGG
1307-18000 00000/0000 20022/0819 05/26/73 0 4281 600?N 10828W 4901 154.6 GGGG
1307-18003 00000/0000 20022/0820 05/2/73 40 4281 5R46N 109 26W 50o2 152*6 GGGG
1307-18012 00000/0000 20022/0821 05/PA/73 80 4281 55 5RN 11112W 52.2 14897 GrGG
1307-18014 00000/0000 20022/0822 05/26/73 80 4281 5435N I1?01w 53*2 146.7 GGGG
1307-18021 00000/0000 20022/0823 05/2A/73 70 4281 591' 11247W 54.1 144*6 GGGG
1307-18023 00000/0000 20022/0824 05/2A/73 8! 4281 5 147N 11329o 5590 142.6 GGGG
1307-18030 00000/0000 20022/0825 05/26/73 90 1281 5022N 11410W 55.9 140.4 GSGG
1307"18082 00000/0000 20022/0826 05/26/73 10 4281 3151N 12053W 63*0 106*2 GGGG
1307-18085 00000/0000 20022/0827 0 /26/73 10 4281 3025N 12118W 63.1 10302 GGGG
1307-19370 00000/0000 20022/0828 05/26/73 40 4282 7R47N 09611W 31.8 200o9 PGG
1307-19373 00000/000 20022/0829 05/26/73 90 4282 7 752N 10148W 32,1 195.1 GGGG
1307-19375 00000/0000 20022/0830 05/26/73 90 428? 765cN 10 639w 34.3 190.0 GGGG
1307-19382 00000/0000 20022/0831 05/A2/73 30 4282 7545N 11047W 35.5 185.5 GGGG
1307-19 3 84 00000/0000 2U022/0832 05/26/73 20 4282 7435N 11421W 36.7 181.6 GGGG
1307-19391 00000/oo00 20022/0833 05/26/73 100 4282 7323N 117 24w 37*9 178*1 GGG
1307-19393 00000/0000 20022/0834 05/26/73 90 4282 7209N 12004W 39*1 175.0 GGGG
13 07:19 4 00 00000/0000 20022/0835 05/2'73 90 4282 753N 12226W 40.2 172.2 GGGG
1307-19402 00000/0000 20022/0836 05/26/73 60 4282 6 3 6 N 12430W 41* 169.6 GGGG
1307-19405 00000/0000 20022/0837 03/26/73 30 4282 6817N 12620W 42*5 167.1 GfGG
1307-19411 00000/0000 20022/0838 05/26/73 70 4282 6657N 12759W 43.7 164.8 GGGG
1307"1941'4 00000/000C 20022/0839 05/p2/73 3% 4282 6537N 12 928W 4408 162@6 GGGG
1307-19420 00000/0000 20022/0840 05/26/73 20 4282 6417N 130 5 0w 45.9 160.6 GGGG
1307-21211 00000/0000 20022/0841 05/26/73 90 4283 7650N 13231W 34.3 190,0 GGG
1307o21213 00000/0000 20022/0842 05/26/73 100 4283 7544N 13639W 35.5 185o5 GGGG
1307-21220 00000/0000 20022/0843 05/26/73 100 4283 7435N 14 011W 36*7 181.6 GGGG
1307-21222 00000/0000 20022/0844 05/2A/73 100 4283 7'23N 14314W 37.9 178.1 GGGG
1307-21225 00000/0000 20022/0845 05/PA/73 0 4283 7208N 14554W 39*1 175.0 GGGG
1307-23060 00000/0000 20022/0846 o5/26/73 100 4284 7209N 17 14 5W 39*1 175*0 GGGG
1307-23063 00000/0000 20022/0847 05/26/73 100 4284 7053N 17406W 40,3 172*1 GGGG
1308"00574 00000/0000 20022/0848 05/27/71 70 4285 4441N 14006E 59*1 131*1 GGP
1308-00580 00000/0000 20022/0849 05/27/73 70 4285 43 16N 13 93 3 E 59.7 128.6 GGP
1308-00583 0000C0/0000 20022/0850 05/27/73 30 4285 4150N 13902E 60*3 126*0 GPP
1308-00585 00000/0000 20022/0851 05/27/73 10 4285 40 25N 13832E 60.9 123o4 GGG
1308-00592 00000/0000 20022/0852 05/27/73 10 4285 358N 13~02E 61o4 120*7 GPP
1308w00594 00000/0000 20022/0853 05/27/73 10 4285 3732N 13733E 61*9 117.8 PGGG
1308-01001 00000/0000 20022/0854 05/27/73 10 4285 3606N 13705E 62.2 115*0 GGG
1308-01003 00000/0000 20022/0855 05/27/73 90 4285 3440N 13 637E 62*5 112.0 GGP
1308-01010 00000/0000 20022/0856 05/27/73 90 4285 3313N 13612E 62*8 109*1 GGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBvER % *#.,*,,e,, ,. 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD C~vER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,.......s,,, ,,, BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RIRECYCLED. GaGORD, FEFAIR BUT USABLE, P-PBR,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NN.US PAGE 0850
FRBM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATI5N MICROFILM ROLL N~9/ DATE CLOUD eRBIT PsINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITISN IN R8LL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1308o01012 00000/0000 20022/0857 05/27/73 90 4285 3147N 13547E 63.0 106.1 GGG
1308-01015 00000/0000 20022/0858 05/27/73 i00 4285 3021N 13523E 63.1 103.0 P(GG
1308o02365 00000/000 20022/0859 05/27/73 80 4286 5845N 12121E 50*3 152.6 GGGG
1308-"2483 00000/0000 20022/0860 05/27/73 20 4286 18511N 10 631E 61.3 79o9 GGGG
1308*02485 00000/0000 20022/0861 03/27/73 60 4286 1725N 10610E 60*8 7704 GGGG
1308-02492 00000/0000 20022/0862 05/27/73 70 4286 1558N 10548E 60.2 74o9 GGGG
1308-02494 00000/0000 20022/0863 05/P7/73 80 4286 143lN 10527E 596 72.6 GGGG
1308-02501 00000/0000 20022/0864 05/27/73 20 4286 1303N 10b07E 58.9 70.4 GGGG
1308-02503 00000/0000 20022/0865 05/27/73 10 4286 1138N 10446E 58*2 68.2 GGGG
1308-02510 00000/0000 20022/0866 05/27/73 20 4286 1o12N 10 426E 57*4 66o2 GGGG
1308-02512 00000/0000 20022/0867 095/7/73 10 4286 0R45N 10406E 56.6 64*3 GGGG
1308-04200 00000/0000 20022/0868 05/27/73 0 4287 5845N 09531E 50.3 152.5 GGGG
1308-04250 00000/0000 20022/0869 05/27/73 30 4288 4149N 08720E 60*4 126.0 GGGG
1308-04253 00000/0000 20022/0870 05/27/73 10 4288 4m23N 08650E 60e9 123.3 GGGG
1308-04255 00000/0000 20022/0871 05/27/73 0 4288 3858N 08621E 61*4 10.6 GGGG
1308-04262 00000/0000 20022/0872 05/27/73 0 4288 3733N 0 8553E 61*9 117*8 GGGG
1308-06032 00000/0000 20022/0873 05/27/73 10 4288 5846N 069 48E 5093 15295 GGGG
1308-06100 00000/0000 20022/0874 05/27/73 10 4288 3605N 05941E 62*3 114,9 PGGG
1308006102 00000/0000 20022/0875 05/27/73 10 4288 3439N 0 5914E 62.6 112*0 GGGP
1308-06105 00000/0000 20022/0876 05/27/73 10 4288 3314N 0 5848E 62.8 109*0 GGGG
1308-06111 00000/0000 20022/0877 05/P7/73 10 4288 3148N 05822E 63,0 106.0 GGGP
1308-06114 00000/0000 20022/0878 052/7/73 20 4288 302?N 05757E 63.1 103.0 GGGG
1308.06120 00000/0000 20022/0879 05/27/73 30 4288 2855N 0 5733E 63.1 99*9 GGGG
1308w06123 00000/0000 20022/0880 05/27/73 10 4288 2729N 05710E 6301 96.9 GGGP
1308-08081 00000/0000 20022/0881 05/27/73 0 4289 1549S 02054E 38.6 44*8 GQGG
1308-08084 00000/0000 20022/0882 05/27/73 0 4289 1715S 02033E 37o4 44.2 GGGG
1308-08090 00000/0000 20022/0883 05/27/73 0 4289 1842S 02011E 36s2 43.6 GGP
1308-08093 00000/0000 20022/0884 05/P7/73 0 4289 2007S 01950E 3560 4301 GGGG
1308-08095 00000/0000 20022/0885 05/27/73 0 4289 2133S 01928E 33.8 42.7 GGGG
1308-08102 00000/0000 20022/0886 05/27/73 0 4289 2259S 01906E 32,6 42*3 GGG
1308-08104 00000/0000 20022/0887 05/27/73 0 4289 2426S 0 1843E 31*3 4199 GGG
1308-08111 00000/0000 20022/0888 05/27/73 0 4289 2553S 0 1820E 30.1 41.6 G;PG
1308-08113 00000/0000 20022/0889 05/27/73 0 4289 2719S 01757E 28*9 41*3 GGGG
1308"14321 00000/0000 20022/0890 05/27/73 50 4293 8014N 00615W 29*5 215*2 GGGG
1308-14323 00000/0000 20022/0891 05/27/73 60 4293 7935N 013 42W 30.8 207.5 GGGG
1308-14330 00000/0000 20022/0892 05/27/73 50 4293 7846N 02014W 32*0 200.8 GGGG
1308-14332 00000/0000 20022/0893 05/27/73 80 4293 7750N 0 2552W 33.2 195*0 GGGG
1308014335 00000/0000 20022/0894 05/27/73 100 4293 7649N 03042W 3404 189.9 GGPP
1308-14341 00000/0000 20022/0895 05/P7/73 100 4293 7544N 03450W 35.6 185.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .*.*.*..* .. 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** x NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY **.,****o,,**. RLANKSOBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GARD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PoPOOR,
16:44 MAP 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NON.US PAGE 0851
FROM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN MICROFILM RtLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD 'RRIT PRICIPAL P5INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PlSITIN IN NeLL ACCUTRED COVER \'MBEP 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
P9V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1308-14344 00000/0000 20022/0896 OS/27/73 100 4293 7431N 038 22w 36.8 181*5 GGGG
1308*14350 00000/0000 20022/0897 05/27/73 100 4293 7321N 04124W 38.0 178.0 GGG
1308"14353 00000/0000 20022/0898 05/27/73 100 4293 7?0 8N 0440 3W 39*2 174*9 GGGG
1308-14355 000C00/000 20022/0899 09/27/73 100 4293 7C52N 04623W 4004 172*1 GGGG
1308-14362 00000/0000 20022/0900 05/27/73 9c 4293 6935N 048 28W 41*5 169.5 GGGG
1308-14364 00000/0000 20022/0901 095/7/73 50 4293 6816N 05022W 42.7 167.0 GGpG
1308-14414 00000/0000 20022/0902 05/27/73 30 4293 5146N 06318W 55*1 142.4 GGGG
1308-14421 00000/CO 20022/0903 05/27/73 10 4293 5021N 0 6358W 56*0 140*2 GGGG
1308-14423 00000/0000 20022/0904 05/27/73 10 4293 4856N 06437W 56.9 138.0 GGGG
1308-14444 00000/0000 20022/0905 05/27/73 20 4293 4149N 06730W 60*4 125*9 GGGG
1308-14450 00000/0000 20022/0906 05/27/73 30 4293 4023N 06759W 61*0 12302 GGGG
1308-14453 00000/0000 20022/0907 05/27/73 20 42 93 
3 Q5 7 N 06 8 29 61*5 120*5 GGGG
1308-14455 00000/0000 20022/0908 05/27/73 20 4293 3731N 06857W 61*9 117.6 GGGG
1308-14462 00000/0000 20022/0909 05/27/73 20 4293 3606N 06 9 24W 6p23 114.8 GGGG
1308-14464 00000/0000 20022/0910 05/27/73 20 4293 3439N 06951W 62.6 111.8 GGGG
1308-14471 00000/0000 20022/0911 05/27/73 10 4293 3313N 07017W 62*8 108.9 GGG
1308-14473 00UCO/0000 20022/0912 05/P7/73 10 42q3 3147N 07043W 63.0 105.8 GGGG
1308-14480 00000/000 20022/0913 05/97/73 10 4293 3021\ 07108W 63*1 102.8 GGGG
1308-14482 00000/0000 20022/0914 05/27/73 C1 4 29 3  2s54N 07132W 631 99*8 GGGG
1308.14485 00000/0000 20022/0915 05/27/73 10 4293 2729N 07 15 6 w 63*1 96.8 GGGG
1308.14491 00000/000 20022/0916 05/27/73 10 4293 2602N 07219W 62*9 93.8 GOGG
1308"14494 00000/CC00 20022/0917 05/27/73 10 4293 2434N 07242W 62.8 90.8 GGGG
1308-14500 00000/0000 20022/0918 05/27/73 20 4293 2307N 07305W 62*5 87*9 GGGG
1308.16211 00000/OC00 20022/0919 05/27/73 10 4294 6 415N 08 042W 46*1 160.5 GGGG
1308-16214 00000/0000 20022/0920 05/27/73 20 4294 6253N 08157W 47*2 158o4 GGG
1308-16220 00000/0000 20022/0921 09/27/73 30 4294 6132' 08306W 48.2 156.4 GGGG
1308-16223 00000/0000 20022/0922 05/27/73 10 4294 60 0 N 0
8 4 10W 49*3 154.4 GGGG
1308-16225 00000/0000 20022/0923 05/27/73 20 4294 5P46N 08509W 50,3 152.5 GGGG
1308-16232 00000/00 20022/0924 05/27/73 20 4294 5723N 08604W 51*4 150s5 GGGG
1308-16234 00000/0000 20022/0925 05/27/73 10 4294 5559N 08655W 52-3 148.5 GGGG
1308-16241 00000/0000 20022/0926 05/27/73 20 4294 5435N 08 7 44W 53*3 146.5 GfGG
1308"16243 00000/0000 20022/0922 05/27/73 10 4294 5310N 0 8829W 54*2 144*5 GGGG
1308-16250 00000/0000 20022/0928 09/27/73 10 4294 5145N 08912W 55.2 142.4 GGGG
1308"16252 00000/0000 20022/0929 05/27/73 20 4294 5020N 0 8952W 56.0 140*2 GGGG
1308-16325 00000/0000 20022/0930 05/27/73 0 4294 2436N 09832W 62.8 90.8 GGGG
1308-16332 00000/0000 20022/0931 05/27/73 0 4294 2l0 9 N o98 55W 62o5 87.9 GGGG
1308-16334 00000/0000 20022/0932 05/27/73 0 4294 2142N 09917W 62.1 85.1 GGPG
1308-18011 00000/0000 20022/0933 05/27/73 0 4295 7434N 09003W 36*9 181.5 G
1308-18013 00000/CCO 2u022/0934 05/27/73 0 4295 7922N 09305W 38.0 178*1 G
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % "....,**... 0 TO 100 a % CLBUD CPVER. ** u NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY . ,,,,...... RLANKS.BAND NOT PRrSrNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED G.GOBD, F.FATR BUT USABLE. PPB8R,
16:44 MAR 1ii'74 STANOARD CATALOG FOP NON-US PAGE 0852
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MCRqFILM R4LL NO,/ D4TE CLeUD 9RRIT PrINCIPAL PsINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
IU PeSITISN IN N6LL ACCUATRED CBVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RV MSS IAT LBNG 123 45678
1308-18020 OCOoo/0000 2U022/0935 05/P7/73 100 4295 7208N 095
46W 39o2 174.9 GGG
1308-18022 00000/0000 20022/0936 05/27/73 80 4295 7052N 09
807W 40.4 172.1 GSGG
1308-18025 00000/0000 20022/0937 05/27/73 100 4295 6935N 10012W 41*6 169.5 GGG
1308.18031 00000/oCo0 20022/0938 05/27/73 80 4295 6R17N 10203W 42*7 167*0 GGGG
1308"18034 00000/0000 20022/0939 05/27/73 10 4295 6658N 10343W 43.9 164.7 GGGG
1308-18040 00000/0000 20022/0940 05/P7/73 0 4295 6537N 10513W 45*0 162.6 GGGG
1308-18043 00000/0000 20022/0941 05/27/73 0 4295 6415N 10
6 35W 46.1 160.5 GGGG
1308-18045 00000/0000 20022/0942 05/27/73 10 4295 6253N 10750W 47.2 158.4 GGGG
1308-18052 0000CC/O00 20022/0943 051/7/73 30 4295 6131N 10858W 48*3 156.4 GGGG
1308-18054 OC000/0000 20022/0944 05/27/73 20 4295 600RN 11001W 49.3 15404 GGGG
1308-18061 000o00/000 20022/0945 05/27/73 40 4295 5Q45N 11059W 50*4 152.5 GGGG
1308-18063 0OCOo/C000 2c022/C946 05/27/73 70 4 295 5722N 11153W 514 150.5 GGGG
1308-18070 00o00/0000 20022/0947 05/27/73 90 4295 5557N 11244W 52*4 148.5 GGGG
1308-18072 O0000/CO00 20022/0948 09/27/73 100 4295 5433N 11330W 53.3 146.5 GGGG
1308-18075 0000O/0000 20022/0949 05/27/73 90 4295 53 0qN 11415W 54.3 144o5 GGGG
1308-18081 00000/000 20022/0950 05/P7/73 90 4295 514rN 11
4 58W 55*2 142*4 GGGG
1308-18084 00000/0000 20022/0951 05/27/73 90 4295 5020N 11538W 56.0 140.2 G3GG
1308-18140 00000/0000 20022/0952 05/27/73 90 4295 3149N 12224w 63.0 105*8 GGGG
1308"18143 00000/0000 2C022/0953 05/27/73 90 4295 3022N 12249W 63.1 102.8 GGGG
1308-19425 00000/0000 20022/0954 05/27/73 90 4206 7248N 09748W 32*0 200o8 GGGG
1308-19431 o000o /o000 20022/0955 05/27/73 100 4296 775PN 10 325W 33.2 195.0 GGGG
1308"19434 00000/0000 20022/0956 05/P7/73 100 4296 7651N 10815W ;4*5 18999 GGGG
1308-19440 o0000/0000 20022/0957 05/27/73 100 4296 7544N 11
2 22w 35*7 185.4 GGGG
1308"19443 0000O/0000 20022/0958 05/27/73 iOO 4296 7434N 11554W 36*9 181.5 GGGG
1308-19445 00000/000C 20022/0959 05/?7/73 90 4296 7322N 11858W 38*1 178.1 GGGG
1308-19452 00000/0000 20022/0960 05/27/73 90 4296 7702N 12139W 39*2 17409 GGGG
1308-19454 00000/000 20022/0961 05/27/73 100 4296 7052N 12
4 00W 4C04 172*1 GGGG
1308-19461 o0000/C000 20022/0962 05/27/73 70 4296 6935N 12
6 03 w 41*6 169.5 GGGG
1308-19463 O00000/000 20022/0963 05/2.7/73 20 4296 6916N 12754W 42*7 167*0 GGGG
1308"19470 00000/0000 2C022/0964 05/27/73 70 4296 6656N 12933W 43.9 164.7 GGGG
1308-19472 00000/0000 20022/0965 05/27/73 80 4296 6535N 13101W 45*0 16205 GGGG
1308-19475 00000/0000 200 22/0966 05/27/73 100 4296 6414N 13
222W 46.1 160.4 GGGG
1308-21254 00000/0000 20022/0967 .05/27/73 100 4297 7937N 11644W 30*8 207.8 GGGG
1308-21260 ooo00oo/00 20022/0968 05/P7/73 100 4297 7q48N 12320W 32*0 201.1 GGGG
1308-21263 00000/0000 20022/0969 05/27/73 100 4297 775?N 12900W 3.2 195.2 GGGG
1308*21265 000/00oc00 20022/0970 05/P7/73 90 4297 7651N 13349W 34s4 19091 GGGG
1308-21272 000O0/000 20022/0971 05/7/73 c 4297 7545N 13755W 35*6 185.6 GGGG
1308-21274 00000/000 20022/0972 05/27/73 10 42q7 7437N 14129W 3698 181*7 GGGG
1308-21281 000000000 20022/0973 05/7/73 9C 4297 7325N 14433W 38.0 178*2 GGGG
KEYS: CLAUD CBVER % *.. ***.*.,,*.. 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD C9VER. ** - NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OU4LITY , ..... o. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED, RZRECYCLEO. G=GOOD. FZFAIR BUT USABLE. PPBBOR,
16:44 MAR 11''4 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US 
PAGE 0853
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN 
TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIN IN ROLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZI. 
RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1308-21283 00000/0000 200 22/0974 05/7/73 90 4297 7p11N 14
7 15w 39.2 175.0 GGGG
1308-23083 OCO00/o000 20022/0975 05/27/73 100 4 298 8i16N 13507W 29.5 215.5 GGGG
1308-23085 00000/0000 20022/0976 05/27/73 50 4298 7037N 14236W 30.8 207.8 GGGG
1308-23092 00000/0000 20022/0977 05/27/73 0 4298 748 14909W 32.0 201.1 GGGG
1308-23094 00000/0000 20022/0978 05/27/73 0 4298 7752N 15
44 7 W 33.2 195.2 GGGG
1308w23101 00000/0000 20022/0979 05/p7/73 c 4298 7652N 15936W 34.4 190*1 GGGG
1308-23103 00000/0000 20022/0980 05/27/73 10 4298 7546N 16344W 15*7 185.6 GGGG
1308-23110 00000/0000 20022/0981 05/27/73 80 4298 
7 43 6 N 16717W 36*9 181*7 GGGG
1308-23112 00000/0000 20022/0982 05/27/73 100 4298 7324N 17021W 38*0 178.2 GGGG
'1308-23115 00000/0000 20022/0983 05/27/73 100 4298 711N 17303W 39.2 175.0 GGGG
1308-23121 00000/0000 20022/0984 05/27/73 100 4298 705 4 N 17525W 40,4 172.2 GGGG
1309-00514 00000/0000 20022/0985 05/?8/73 50 4299 8016N 16052W 29.6 215.4 
GrGG
1309-00521 00000/0000 20022/0986 05/28/73 50 4299 7936N 16b25W 30.8 207*8 GGGG
1309-00523 00000/0000 20022/0987 05/28/73 60 4299 7848N 17501W 32*0 201.0 GGGG
1309-00530 00000/0000 20022/0988 05/28/73 80 4299 7752N 17919E 33.2 195.2 GGGG
1309-00532 00000/0000 20022/0989 05/P8/73 100 4299, 7651N 17428E 34*5 190,0 GGGG
1309-00535 00000/0000 20022/0990 05/28/73 60 4299 754N 17020E 35*7 185,6 
G GG
1309-02350 00000/O00U 20022/0991 05/28/73 20 4300 8016N 17311E 29*6 215*4 GrGG
1309-02352 00000/0000 20022/0992 05/28/73 20 4300 7q37N 1654 0 E 30,8 20798 GGGG
1309-02355 00000/0000 20022/0993 05/28/73 0 4300 784 8 15908E 32.0 201.0 GGGG
1309-02361 00000/0000 20022/0994 05/pa/73 0 4300 7753N 15330E 33*3 195.1 GGGG
1309-02525 00000/0000 20022/0995 0/28/73 70 4300 2313N 10611E 62.5 
87.9 GGGG
1309-02532 00000/0000 20022/0996 05/?8/73 80 4300 2146N 10549E 
62.2 85*0 GGGG
1309-02534 00000/0000 20022/0997 05/28/73 50 4300 2019N 10b27E 61.8 82.3 
GGGG
1309-02541 0'0000/0000 20022/0998 05/?R/73 70 4300 1853N 10505E 61,3 797 GGGG
1309-02543 00000/0000 20022/0999 05/28/73 50 4300 1726N 10444E 60.8 77*1 
GGPG
1309-02550 00000/0000 20022/1000 05/28/73 20 4300 1589N 10423E 
60.2 74.7 GGPG
1309-02552 00000/0000 20022/1001 09/28/73 20 4300 1432N O4O01E 59.5 
72.3 GGPG
1309-02555 00000/0000 20022/1002 05/28/73 10 4300 1306N 10340E 58.8 70.1 
GGPG
1309-02561 00000/0000 20022/1003 05/2R/73 10 4300 1139N 10319E 58.1 68*0 GOGG
1309-02564 00000/0000 20022/1004 09/28/73 10 4300 i013N 10258E 57@3 66.0 GGGG
1309-02570 00000/0000 20022/1005 05/28/73 10 4300 0845N 10238E 56e5 64.1 GGGG
1309-04245 00000/0000 20022/1006 03/28/73 10 4301 6133N 0 9615E 
48.3 156.4 GGGG
1309-04252 00000/0000 20022/1007 05/28/73 10 4301 6011N 09511E 4904 154*5 
GGGG
1309w04254 00000/0000 20022/1008 05/28/73 C 4301 5R48N 09412E 50C. 152.5 G0GG
1309-04304 00000/0000 20022/1009 05/28/73 90 4301 4153N 08557E 60.5 125.8 
GGPG
1309-04311 00000/0000 20022/1010 05/28/73 80 4301 4027N 0 8527E 61*0 123.1 
GGPG
1309-04313 00000/0000 20022/1011 05/28/73 50 4301 3901N 08458E 61*5 120.4 GGPG
1309-04320 00000/0000 20022/1012 05/28/73 20 4301 3735N 08430E 61*9 117.6 
GGPG
KEYSI CL6UD COVER % 0 TO,, ...."o C 100 A X CLOUD COVER. ** = NS CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY 'o,' *'*'" BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTEDO R=RECYCLED" GGeOBD, F-FAIR BUT 
USABLE* PEPB9R,
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NOBNUS PAGE 0854
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
eBSERVATION MICRBFILM ReLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 9RIT PPRINCIPAL pBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITy
ID P&SITI9N IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV@ AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1309w06095 00000/0000 20022/1013 05/28/73 10 4302 5601N 06636E 52*4 148*5 GGGG
1309"06102 00000/0000 20022/1014 05/28/73 .0 4302 5437N o6548E 53.4 146.5 GGGG
1309-06104 00000/0000 20022/1015 05/28/73 10 4302 5312N 06502E 54.3 1444 GGGG
1309-06111 00000/0000 20022/1016 05/28/73 30 4302 5148N 06420E 55.2 142.3 GGGG1309-06113 00000/0000 20022/1017 05/28/73 10 4302 5023N 06339E 56.1 140*2 GGGG
1309"06152 00000/0000 20022/1018 05/28/73 0 4302 3734N 05841E 62.0 117o5 GGGG
1309-06154 00000/0000 20022/1019 05/28/73 0 4302 3608N 05814E 62.3 114,7 GtGG
1309-06161 00000/0000 20022/1020 05/28/73 C 4302 3442N 05747E 62.6 111.7 GGGG
1309-06163 00000/0000 20022/1021 05/28/73 0 4302 3316N 05721E 62*9 108*7 GGGG
1309-06170 00000/0000 20022/1022 05/28/73 0 4302 3149N 05656E 63.0 105.7 GGGG
1309-06172 00000/0000 20022/1023 05/28/73 10 4302 3023N 05632E 63,1 102.7 GGGG1309-07510 00000/0000 20022/1024 05/28/73 100 4303 6 55N 04545E 47.2 158.4 GGGG1309-07513 00000/0000 20022/1025 05/28/73 90 4303 6133N 04436E 48*3 156.4 GGGG
1309-07515 00000/0000 20022/1026 09/28/73 70 4303 6011N 04332E 49*4 154.4 GGGG
1309-07522 00000/0000 20022/1027 05/28/73 50 4303 5R48N 04233E 50*4 152.5 GGGG1309-08040 00000/0000 20022/1028 05/28/73 100 4303 1841N 02735E 61.2 79*2 GGGG
1309-08042 00.000/0000 20022/1029 05/28/73 100 4303 1715N 0271 4E 60*7 76.7 GGGG1309-08045 00000/0000 20022/1030 05/8/73 50 4303 1548N 02653E 60.1 74.3 GGGG1309-08115 00000/00oooo 20022/1031 05/28/73 40 4303 0O355 02111E 44.4 48.3 GGGG1309w09371 00000/0000 20022/1032 05/28/73 0 4304 5312N 01327E 54.3 144,4 GGGG
1309-09374 00000/0000 20022/1033 05/28/73 10 4304 5147N 01245E 55*2 142.3 GGGG
1309-09380 00000/0000 20022/1034 05/28/73 O 43n4 5f22N 01204E 56*1 140.2 GGGG1309w09383 00000/0000 20022/1035 05/28/73 0 4304 4858N 01126E 56.9 137*9 GGGG1309-09385 00000/0000 20022/1036 05/28/73 0 4304 4734N 01049E 57.7 135,6 GGGG
1309-14475 00000/0000 20022/1037 05/28/73 90 43n7 5n23N 065 2 7 W 56.1 140.1 GGG1309-14482 00000/0000 20022/1038 05/28/73 70 *307 4059N 06605W 57*0 137.9 PGPG
1309*14514 00000/0000 20022/1039 05/28/73 100 4307 3734N 07022W 62.C 117.4 GGGG
1309-14520 00000/0000 20022/1040 05/28/73 80 4307 3609N 07049W 62*4 114.5 GGGG1309-14523 00000/0000 20022/1041 05/28/73 60 4307 3443N 07116W 62*7 111*6 GGPG1309-14525 00000/0000 20022/1042 05/28/73 4) 4 3 07  3317N 07141W 62*9 108.6 PGGG
1309-14532 ,00000/0000 20022/1043 05/?8/73 40 4307 3151N 07206W 63*0 105.6 PGGG
1309014534 00000/0000 20022/1044 05/28/73 20 4307 3025N 07231W 63.1 102.5 PPGG
1309-14541 00000/OCo0 20022/1045 05/28/73 0 4307 2859N 07255W 6392 99.5 GGGG
1309-14543 00000/0000 20022/1046 05/28/73 10 4307 2733N 07319w 63*1 96*5 GGGG1309-14550 00000/0000 20022/1047 05/28/73 20 4307 2606N 07343W 63*0 93.5 G3GG
1309-14552 00000/0000 20022/1048 05/8/73 10 4307 2439N 07406W 62.8 90.5 PGPG
1309-16225 00000/0000 20022/1049 05/28/73 100 4308 7651N 05751W 34*6 190.0 GPGP
1309-16284 00000/0000 20022/1050 05/28/73 100 4308 5849N 08635W 50*5 152.4 GGG
1309-16290 00000/0000 20022/1051 05/P8/73 100 4308 5725N 08730W 51*5 150.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *..*....,,,,,, 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CRVER. ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,,......* ... * BLANKSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED. G=G56D. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P.P5BR
16:44 MAR 11'74. STANDARD CATALOG FeR N8N=US PAGE 0855
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICReFILM ROLL NJB,/ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZFiN RBV MSS
RPV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1309-16293 00000/c000 20022/1052 05/28/73 50 4308 5600N 08
8 21w 52*5 148*4 GGGG
1309-16295 00000/0000 20022/1053 05/28/73 10 4308 5436N 08908W 53*4 146.4 P.PG
1309-16302 00000/0000 20022/1054 05/PR/73 0 4308 5,11N 08953W 54*4 144.4 PGPG
1309-16304 00000/0000 20022/1055 05P/i71 0 4308 5146N 09036W 55*3 142*3 GGGG
1309-16311 00000/0000 20022/1056 05/P?/73 0 4308 50 21N 0 9116W 56.1 140.1 GGGG
1309-18113 00000/0000 20022/1057 05/?R/73 20 4309 6010N 11124W 4904 154.4 GGGG
1309-18115 00000/0000 20022/1058 0/PA/73 20 4309 5846N 11223w 50*5 152.4 GGGG
1309-18122 0000/0000 20022/1059 o05/?/73 50 4309 5723N 11317W 51.5 150,4 GGGG
1309-18124 00000/0000 20022/1060 0
9 / P /7 100 4309 5600N 11407W 52*5 148.4 GGGG
1309-18131 00000/0000 20022/1061 09/2/73 90 4309 5435N 11455W 53'4 146.4 GGGG
1309-18133 00000/0000 20022/1062 05/P/73 50 
4 30 9  5311N 11540W 54*4 144.4 GGGG
1309-18140 00000/0000 20024/0202 05/28/73 80 4309 5147N 11623W 55*3 14202 GGGG
1309-18142 00000/0000 20024/0203 05/8/73 80 4309 
5 0 2 2 N 11 7 04W 56*1 140.1 GGGG
1309-18192 OCOO0/0000 20024/0204 05/28/73 0 4309 3315N 12321W 62.9 10896 GGGP
1309-19485 00000/0000 20022/1063 05/28/73 30 4310 7754N 10443W 33.4 195s1 GGGG
1309-19492 00000/0000 20022/1064 05/PR/73 30 4310 765PN 10935W 14.6 190.0 GGGG
1309-19494 00000/0000 20022/1065 05/28/73 20 4310 7546N 11
3 4 3W 35*8 185.5 GGGG
1309-19501 00000/0000 20022/1066 05/2/73 10 4310 7437N 11716W 37*0 181.6 GGGG
1309-19503 00000/0000 20022/1067 05/28/73 10 4310 7324N 12022W 38.2 178*1 GGG
1309-19510 00000/0000 20022/1068 05/28/73 20 4310 721ON 12302W 39.4 17560 GGGG
1309-19512 00000/0000 20022/1069 05/28/73 30 4310 7054N 1P523W 40*5 172*1 GGGG
1309-19515 00000/0000 20022/1070 05/28/73 30 4310 6q3(N 12727w 41*7 169.5 GGGG
1309-19521 00000/0000 20022/1071 05/28/73 20 4310 6817N 12
9 18W 42*9 167.0 GGGG
1309"19524 00000/0000 20022/1072 05/28/73 30 4310 6658N 13056W 44.0 164.7 GGGG
1309*19530 00000/0000 20022/1073 05/28/73 40 4310 6F37N 13225W 45.1 162.5 GGGG
1309-21305 00000/0000 20022/1074 05/28/73 0 4311 8017N 11104W 29*7 215v4 GGGG
1309-21312 00000/0000 20022/1075 05/28/73 10 4311 7938N 11832W 30,9 207.7 GGGG
1309-21314 00000/0000 20022/1076 05/28/73 20 4311 7850N 12459W 32.2 201.0 GGGG
1309-21321 ooooo/oooo 20022/1077 05/28/73 10 4311 7753N 13039W 33*4 195.1 GGGG
1309-21323 00000/0000 20022/1078 05/28/73 20 4311 7651N 13528W 34.6 190*0 GGGG
1309-21330 00000/0000 20022/1079 05/28/73 80 4311 
7 54 6 N 13933W 35.8 185.5 GGGG
1309-21332 00000/0000 20022/1080 05/28/73 90 4311 7437N 14307W 37.0 181.6 GGGG
1309-21335 00000/0000 20022/1081 05/28/73 90 4311 7325N 14611W 38.2 178*1 GGGG
1309-21341 00000/0000 20022/1082 05/28/73 100 4311 72 10N 14851W 39.4 174.9 GGGG
1309-23150 00000/0000 20022/1083 05/28/73 70 4312 7848J 15051W 32.2 200.9 GGGG
1309-23153 00000/0000 20022/1084 05/28/73 50 4312 7752N 1 5627W 33.4 195.1 GGGG
1309-23155 00000/0Q00 20022/1085 05/2R/73 50 4312 7651N 16116W 34.6 190*0 GGGG
1309-23162 00000/0000 20022/1086 05/28/73 10 4312 7545N 16b23W 35.8 185.5 GGGG
1309-23164 00000/0000 20022/1087 05/28/73 100 4312 7436N 1 6854W 37*0 181.6 GGGG
KEYS; CLbUD COVER % ,.,,,*...,*, . TO 100 % CLOUD CAVER, ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY "......~.'.... BLANKS-BAND NBT PRESFNT/REOUESTED* RwRECYCLED" GuGBRD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* P-POOR*
16:44 MAR 11''74 STANDARD CATAL)G FOR NON-US PAGE 0856
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATT9N MICRaFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYID PeSITISN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER sF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1309-23171 00000/0000 20022/1088 05/28/73 100 4312 7324N 171 5 8W 3892 178.1 GGGG
1309-23173 00000/0000 20022/1089 05/28/73 100 4312 7210) 17438W 39*4 174.9 GGGG
1309-23180 00000/0000 20022/1090 05/28/73 100 4312 7n54N t7659W 40.6 172*1 GGGG
1309-23182 00000/0000 20022/1091 05/28/73 90 4312 6937N 17905W 41a7 169.4 GGGG
1309-23185 00000/0000 20022/1092 05/28/73 20 4312 6Q18N 17901E 4299 167*0 GGGG
1309.23191 00000/0000 20022/1093 05/28/73 50 4312 6659N 17 720E 44*0 164.7 GGGG
1309-23194 00000/0000 20022/1094 05/28/73 70 4312 653RN 17550E 45.2 162.5 GrGG
1309-23200 00000/0000 20022/1095 05/28/73 100 4312 6416N 17429E 46.3 160*4 GGGG
1309-23203 00000/0000 20022/1096 05/28/73 100 4312 6254N 17315E 47*4 158*3 GGGG
1309-23205 00000/0000 20022/1097 05/28/73 100 4312 6132N 17208E 48.4 156.3 GGGG
1309-23212 00000/0000 20022/1098 05/28/73 90 4312 6009N 17106E 49.5 154*4 GGGG
1310-01000 00000/0000 20022/1099 o5/29/73 10 4313 7436N 16520E 3790 181.6 GGGG
1310-01002 00000/0000 20022/1100 05/29/73 30 4313 7123N 16215E 38*2 178*1 GPGG
1310-01005 00000/0000 20022/1101 05/29/73 1OC 4313 70O9N 15933E 39.4 174.9 GGGG
1310-01011 00000/0000 20022/1102 05/2q/73 90 4313 7053N 15713E 40.6 172.1 GGGG
1310-01020 00000/0000 20022/1103 05/P9/7 3  10 4313 6P17N 15318E 42.9 167*0 GGGG
1310-01023 00000/0000 20022/1104 05/29/73 0 4313 665 8N 15139E 44.0 164.7 GGGG
1310"01025 00000/0000 20022/1105 05/29/73 20 4313 6538N 15009E 45.2 162.5 GGGG
1310-01032 00000/0000 20022/1106 05/29/73 70 4313 6417N 14846E 46.3 160.4 GGGG
1310-01141 00000/0000 20022/1107 05/2q/73 40 4313 2732N 13143E 63*1 96.3 GGGG
1310-02413 00000/0000 20022/1108 05/29/73 80 4314 7R48N 15736E 32*2 200.9 GGGG
1310-02420 00000/0000 20022/1109 05/29/73 100 4314 7752N 15158E 33.4 195*0 G
1310-02422 00000/0000 20022/1110 05/29/73 40 4314 7650N 14709E 34.7 189.9 GG G
1310-02425 00000/0000 20022/1111 05/q9/73 30 4314 7 45N 14303E ?599 185.5 GGGG
1310-02431 00000/0000 20022/1112 05/29/73 40 4314 7435N 13930E 37.1 181,5 GGGG
1310-02434 00000/0000 20022/1113 05/29/73 40 4314 7323N 13625E 38.3 178*0 GGGG
1310-02440 00000/0000 20022/1114 05/P9/73 100 4314 7p0 N  13 345E 39.4 174.9 GGPG1310-02443 00000/000 20022/1115 05/29/73 90 4314 7n54N 13124E 40.6 172.1 GGPG
1310-02445 00000/0000 20022/1116 05/29/73 50 4314 6o37N 12919E 41*8 169,4 GGGG
1310-02452 00000/0000 20022/1117 05/29/73 20 4314 6P18N t2728E 42,9 167.0 GGGG
1310-02454 00000/0000 20022/1118 05/P9/73 0 4314 6658N 12549E 44.1 164*7 GGGG
1310-02461 00000/0000 20022/1119 05/29/73 10 4314 6538N 12420E 45.2 162.5 GGGG
1310-02463 00000/0000 20022/1120 05/29/73 10 4314 6416N 12258E 46*3 160.4 GGGG
1310-02470 00000/0000 20022/1121 05/29/73 10 4314 6255N 12142E 47.4 158*3 GGGG
1310-04313 00000/0C00 20022/1122 05/29/73 80 4315 5 P47 N 09241E 50*5 152.3 GGGG
1310-06153 00000/0000 20022/1123 05179/73 0 4316 5600N o6510E 52.6 148.4 GGGG
1310-06160 0000/0000 20022/1124 05/29/73 4n 4316 5436N 06421E 5395 146.3 GGGG
1310-06162 00000/o00 20022/1125 05/p9/73 40 4316 5311N 06336E 54.5 144.3 GGGG
1310-06165 00000/0000 20022/1126 05/?9/73 10 4316 5147N 06254E 55s4 142*1 GGGG
KEYS: CL9UD COVER % *......*..... T 100 = % CLBUD C9VER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE OUALITY ,......**... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLEU* G=GBRD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* P.PBBR,
16:44 MAR 11*174 STANDARD CATALOG F@R NBN.US PAGE 0857
FReM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIeN MICROFILM RtLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD 9R9IT PRINCIPAL pBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID D'SITI5N IN RBLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBrR SF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1310-06171 00000/0000 20022/1127 05/29/73 10 4316 5022N 06213E 56.2 140.0 GGGG
1310-06174 00000/000 20022/1128 05/29/73 10 4316 4R57N 06135E 57*1 137.7 GGGG
1310-06180 0000/000C 20022/1129 05/P9/73 0 4316 4732N 06058E 57.8 135.4 GGGG
1310-06183 o00ooO/OO0 20022/1130 305/9/73 0 4316 4607N 06022E 58*6 133*1 GGGG
1310-06185 00000/0000 20022/1131 05/29/71 0 4316 44 41N 05948E 59.3 130*6 GGGG
1310-06192 00000/0000 20022/1132 05/29/73 0 4316 4'15N 05916E 60*0 128.1 GGGG
1310-08071 00000/0000 20024/0230 05/29/73 20 4317 2731N 02828E 63.1 96.2 GGGG
1310"08074 00000/0000 20024/0231 05/?9/73 20 4317 2604N 0 2805E 63.0 93.2 GPGG
1310-08083 00000/0000 20022/1133 05/29/73 100 4317 2311N 02720E 62.5 87.4 GGGG
1310"08085 O0000/0000 20022/1134 05/29/73 100 4317 2145N 0 2658E 62.1 84*6 GGGP
1310-08092 00000/C0000 20022/1135 05/29/73 100 4317 2019N 02636E 6197 81.8 GGG
1310-08094 00000/0000 20022/1136 053/29/73 100 4317 1852N 02615E 61.2 79*2 GGGG
1310"08101 00co0000 20022/1137 05/29/73 90 4317 1725N 02554E 60*7 76.7 GGGG
1310-08103 00000/0000 20022/1138 05/29/73 6C 4317 1558N 02533E 60.1 74.3 GGGG
1310"09423 00000/0000 20024/0232 05/29/73 10 4318 5434N 0 1244E 53.5 146.3 GPPG
1310-09430 00000/0000 20024/0233 05/29/73 10 4318, 53 10N 01159E 54*5 144*2 GGGG
1310-09432 00000/0000 20024/0234 05/29/73 10 4318 5146N 0 1116E 55.4 142.1 GGGG
1310-09435 00000/0000 20024/0235 05/29/73 20 4318 5n21N 01035E 56*2 139.9 GGGG
1310-09441 00000/0000 20024/0236 05/29/73 30 4318 4 85 6 N 00956E 57*1 137*7 GGGG
1310-14533 00000/0000 20022/1139 05/?9/73 90 4321 5021N 0 6654W 56*3 139*9 GGGG
1310-14540 00000/0000 20022/1140 05/29/73 100 4321 4R56N 0 6733W 57.1 137.7 PGGG
1310-14581 00000/0000 20022/1141 05/29/73 60 4321 34 41N 07243W 62.7 111.2 PGGP
1310-14583 00000/0000 20022/1142 05/29/73 60 4321 3315N 073 08w 62.9 108.2 GGG
1310-14590 00000/0000 20022/1143 05/29/73 60 4321 3149N 07333w 63.1 105.2 GPG
1310-14592 0000/0000 20022/1144 05/2q/73 50 4321 3023N 07358w 63.2 102.1 PPP
1310-16324 00000/0000 20022/1145 05/29/73 100 4322 6416N o8
33 7 w 46.4 160.3 G
1310-16331 00000/0000 20022/1146 05/29/73 80 4322 6254N 08451 47*5 158.3 PGPG
1310-16333 00000/0000 20022/1147 05/Pq/73 70 4322 6132N 08600W 48*5 156.2 GGPG
1310-16340 00000/0000 20022/1148 05/29/73 70 4322 6009N 08704W 49*6 154.3 GGPG
1310-16342 00000/0000 20022/1149 05/29/73 70 4322 5R45N 08802W 50.6 152.3 PGPG
1310-16345 OCOo/0000 20022/1150 C5/29/73 60 4322 5722N 08857W 51.6 150.3 PGPG
1310-16351 00000/0000 20022/1151 05/29/73 50 4322 55
5 9N 08949W 52.6 1483 PGPG
1310-16354 00000/0000 200 22/1152 C5/29/73 0 4322 54 35N 09037W 53.6 146*2 PGGG
1310-16360 00000/0000 20022/1153 05/29/73 10 4322 5310N 09122W 54.5 144.2 PGGG
1310-16363 00000/0000 20022/1154 05/29/73 10 4322 5146N o9204w 55.4 142.1 PGGG
1310-16365 00000/0000 20022/1155 05/29/73 C 4322 5020N 09244W 56.3 139.9 PGGG
1310-16442 00000/0000 20022/1156 05/29/73 0 4322 2436N 10125W 62.8 90.1 GGGG
1310-16445 00000/0000 20022/1157 05/29/73 0 4322 2310N 10147W 62*5 87.3 GGGG
1310-16451 00000/0000 20022/1158 05/29/73 10 4322 2145N 10210W 62.1 84.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER X ".,. .,*.... o TO 100 a % CLOUD CRVER. ** . N8 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,,,,..,.,,. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RRECYCLED, G=GBqD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PUPBoR,
16:44 MAR 11i'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NON-US PAGE 0858
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICP8FILM ROLL NB./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEVe AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1310-16454 00000/0000 20022/1159 05/29/73 10 4322 2018N 10232W 61*7 817 GPPG
1310-18130 00000/0000 20022/1160 05/29/73 .10 4323 7323N 09551W 38.4 178.0 GGGG
1310-18133 00000/0000 20022/1161 05/29/73 20 4323 7208N 09832W 39.5 174*9 GGGG
1310-18135 00000/0000 20022/1162 05/29/73 100 4323 7053N 10053W 40*7 172*0 GGGG
1310-18142 OCO00/C000 20022/1163 05/29/73 C1 4323 6936N 10258w 41i9 169.4 GGGG
1310-18144 00000/0000 20022/1164 05/29/73 0 4323 6818N 10451w 43.C 166*9 GGGG
1310-18151 00O00/000C 20022/1165 05/29/73 0 4323 6658N 106 31w 44.2 164.6 GGGG
1310-18153 00000/0000 20022/1166 05/29/73 10 4323 6537N 10803W 45.3 162*4 GGGG
1310"18160 00000/0000 20022/1167 05/29/73 30 4323 6416N 10925W 46s4 160.3 GGGG
1310-18162 00000/0000 20022/1168 05/29/73 50 4323 6254N 11039W 47*5 158.3 GGGG
1310-18165 00000/0000 20022/1169 05/P9/73 50 4323 6132N 11146W 48.5 156.2 GGGG
1310-18171 0000/000 20022/1170 05/29/73 20 4323 6 009N 11249w 49.6 154.3 GGGG
1310-18174 00000/0000 20022/1171 05/29/73 10 4323 5s46N 11347W 50o6 152.3 GGGG
1310m18180 00000/0000 20022/1172 05/29/73 10 4323 5723N 11442W 51,6 150.3 GGGG
1310-18183 00000/0000 20022/1173 05/29/73 20 4323 5559N 11533W 52*6 148,3 GGPG
1310-18185 00000/0000 20022/1174 05/29/73 10 4323 5435N 11622W 53.6 146.2 GGPG
1310-18192 00000/0000 20022/1175 05/29/73 0 4323 5310N 11706W 54.5 144.2 PpPP
1310-18194 00000/0000 20022/1176 05/29/73 10 4323 5144N 11749W 55*4 142.1 GGPG
1310-18201 00000/0000 20022/1177 05/29/73 20 4323 5019N 11829w 56'3 139.9 GGPG
1310-19544 00000/0000 20022/1178 05/P9/73 40 4324 7752N 10612W 33.6 195*0 GGGG
1310019550 00000/0000 20022/1179 05/29/73 40 4324 7650N 11102w 34.8 189.9 GCGG
1310-19553 00000/0000 20022/1180 05/29/73 30 4324 7 544N li51Ow 36.0 185.4 GGGG
1310-19555 00000/0000 20022/1181 05/29/73 40 4324 7435N 118 44W 37.2 181.5 GGGG
1310-19562 00000/000 20022/1182 05/29/7 40 4324 7323N 12148W 38.4 178.0 GGGG
1310-19564 00000/0000 20022/1183 05/29/73 50 4324 7'08N 124 28W 39s5 174.9 GGGG
1310-19571 00000/0000 20022/1184 05/29/73 60 4324 7 053N 12647W 40*7 172.0 GGGG
1310-19573 00000/0000 20022/1185 05/29/73 50 4324 6Q36N 12851W 41*9 169*4 GGGG
1310-19580 00000/0000 20022/1186 05/29/73 10 4324 6.17N 13042W 4300 166.9 GGGG
1310=19582 00000/0000 20022/1187 05/29/73 10 4324 6657N 13221W 44*2 164.6 GGGG
1310-19585 O0000/0000 20022/1188 05/29/73 30 4324 6 r 38 N 133 51w 45.3 162.4 GGGG
1310-21370 00000/0000 20022/1189 05/P9/73 40 4325 7936N 11955W 31.1 207.6 PGG
1310-21373 0000o0/000 20022/1190 05/29/73 40 4325 7847N 12627W 32*3 200*9 PGGG
1310-21375 00000/0000 20022/1191 0-/29/73 50 4325 775 1N 1320 5 w 3306 19F90 PGGG
1310-21382 00000/O000 20022/1192 05/29/73 50 4325 7649N 136 5 4W 34.8 1899 PGG
1310-21384 00000/0000 20022/1193 05/29/73 90 4325 7544N 14059W 36,0 185,4 GGGG
1310-21391 00000/0000 20022/1194 05/29/79 90 4325 7 435N 144 31W 37.2 181.5 GGGG
1310-21393 00000/0000 20022/1195 05/29/73 90 4325 7323N 14736W 38.4 178.0 GGGG
1310-21400 00000/0000 20022/1196 05/29/73 90 4325 7209N 15017W 39.6 174.9 GGGG
1310-23195 00000/0000 20022/1197 05/29/73 100 4326 8015N 13817W 29.9 215.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % a,* ,********* 0 TR 100 u % CLOUD CRVER* ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *o**, e*,, , BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. RxRECYCLED, G=GBD., F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P.PBOR.
16:44 MAR 11p'74 STANDARD CATALG FBR NBN-US PAGE 0859
FR6M 07/23/72 TP 07/23/73
BBSERVAT1SN MIC~BFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 5RBIT PRINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PeSITIgN IN RBLL ACOUTRED CSVER NUMBE R  9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1310-23202 00000/0000 20022/1198 05/29/73 100 4326 7035N 145 45W 31,1 207.6 GGGG
1310-23204 00000/000 20022/1199 05/29/73 100 4326 7P47N 15219k 32*4 200.8 GGGG
1310-23211 00000/0000 20022/1209 03/29/73 20 4326 7751N 15756W 33.6 195*0 GGGG
1310-23213 00000/0000 20022/1201 05/29/73 70 4326 7650N 16244 W 3408 189.9 GGGG
1310-23220 00000/000C 20022/1202 05/29/73 60 4326 7545N 166 5 0W 36*0 185.4 GGGG
1310-23222 00000/000u 20022/1203 05/o9/73 60 4326 7 4 35N 17023W 37.2 181,5 GGGG
1310-23225 00o0/0000 20022/1204 05/29/73 100 4326 7323N 173 2 6W 38.4 178.0 GGGG
1310-23231 00000/0000 20022/1205 05/29/73 100 4326 7P08N 17606W 39*6 174*8 GGGG
13 11-C1031 00000/C00o 20024/0020 05/30/73 30 4327 8016N 16410W 29.9 215.2 GPGG
1311-01034 000oo/00oo 20024/0021 05/30/73 40 4327 7936N 17140W 31*1 207*5 GPPG
1311-01040 00000/0000 20024/0022 05/30/73 100 4327 7847N 17609 32*4 200*8 PGPG
1311-01043 00000/0000 20024/0023 05 /~ 0 / 7  100 4327 7751N 17616E 33.6 194.9 GGG
13 11-C1045 00000/0000 20024/0024 05/30/73 80 4327 7650N 17128E 34.8 189.8 GGGG
1311-01052 00000/0000 20024/0025 05/30/73 80 4327 7 F4 4 N 16719E 36.0 185.4 GGGP
1311-01054 00000/0000 20024/0026 05/30/73 100 4327 7435N 16346E 37o2 181*5 GGGG
1311"01061 00000/0000 20024/0027 05/30/73 100 4327 7323N 16042E 38.4 178.0 GGGP
1311-01063- 00000/0000 2C0024/0028 0/30/73 100 4327 7P09N 15802E 3996 17408 GGGG
1311-01070 00000/0000 20024/0029 05/30/73 100 4327 7o53N 15542E 40.8 172.0 GPPr
1311-0107? 00000/0000 20024/0030 053/0/73 80  4327 6935N 15338E 41*9 169.3 GGGG
1311"01075 00000/0000 20024/0237 05/3o/73 30 4327 6A16N 15147E 43*1 166*9 GGGG
1311-01081 00000/0000 20024/0238 05/30/73 0 4327 6657N 15007E 44.2 164*6 G3GG
1311-01084 00000/0000 20024/0239 0/3o/73 0 4327 6537N 14837E 45.3 162.4 GGGG
1311-01090 00000/0000 20024/0240 05/30/73 0 4327 6416N 14715E 46.4 160*3 GGGG
1311-01c93 o00o0/00 20024/0241 05/30/73 0 4327 6255N 14600E 47*5 158*2 GGGG
1311-01095 00000/0000 20024/0242 05/30/73 0 4327 6 33N 14451E 48.6 156.2 GGGG
1311-02463 00000/0000 20024/0031 05/30/73 40 4328 8015N 17012E 29*9 215*2 GGGG
1311-02465 00000/0000 20024/0032 05/30/73 10 4328 7935N 16239E 31.2 207.5 PPGG
1311-u2472 000o0/C000 20024/0033 05/30/73 0 4328 7 ,4 6 N 15605E 32.4 200.8 GGGG
1311-02474 00000/0000 20024/0034 05/3n/73 0 4328 7750N 15028E 33*6 194*9 PGGG
1311-02483 00000/0000 20024/0035 05/30/73 9 0 4328 7544N 14137E 36*0 185.4 PGGG
1311-06341 00000/0000 20024/0036 05/30/73 20 4330 1136N 04849E 57,9 67*4 GGGG
1311-0634 00000/0000 2024/0037 05/30/73 70 4330 100 9 N 0 4829E 57*2 65*4 GGGG
1311"06350 00000/0000 20024/0038 05/30/73 80 4330 OR43N 0 4e09E 56o3 63*5 GGGG
1311-06353 00000/0000 20024/0039 05/30/73 80 4330 0716' 04749E 55.4 61*7 GGGP
1311-06355 00000/0000 20024/0040 05/30/73 90 4330 0549N 04729E 54.5 60.1 GGPG
1311-06362 00000/0000 20024/0041 05/30/73. 90 4330 0423N 04708E 53*6 58*5 PPPP
1311-06364 0000/000 2 024/0042 05/30/73 90 4330 0257N 04648E E526 57.0 GrGG
1311-06371 00000/0000 20024/0043 05/30/73 60 4330 0130N 04628E 51*6 55.6 GPG
1311-08114 00000/0000 20022/1230 05/30/73 10 4331 3147N 02816E 63.1 1049 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % **...,,,**,,. 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CRVER* . NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY 8,,r,0,*, ,.,,, BLANKSBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED. GuGBBD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PBBR,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CAT4ALG FOR NONIUS PAGE 0860
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
8BSERVATISN MICROFIM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIN IN RBLL ACGUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RHV HSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1311"08120 0000/0000u 20022/1231 05/30/73 20 4331 302?N 02751E 63.2 101.9 GGGG
1311-08123 00000/0009 20022/1232 05/20/73 10 4331 2,55N 02727E 63.2 98.8 PGGG
1311-08125 00000/0000 20022/1233 05/30/73 10 4331 2728N 02703E 6391 95.8 PGGG
1311-08132 00000/0000 20022/1234 05/30/73 20 4331 2602N 0264CE 63.0 92*8 GGP
1311-08134 00000/0000 20022/1235 05o/0/73 20 4331 2436N 0 2618E 62*8 89.9 POPG
1311-09475 00000/0000 20022/1236 05/30/73 10 4332 5558N 01205E 52,7 148.2 PGPP
1311-09482 00000/000 20022/1237 05/30/73 20 4332 5434N 01117E 53.7 146.1 GGG
1311-14571 00000/0000 20022/1238 05/30/73 60 4335 5720N 064 32w 51.8 150,1 GGGG
1311-14574 00000/0000 20022/1239 05/30/73 50 4335 5557N 06523W 52*8 148.1 GGGG
1311-14580 00000/c000 20022/1240 05/30/73 60 4335 5433N 06611W 53.7 146.1 GGGG
1311-14583 00000/0000 20022/1241 05/30/73 30 4335 5309N 06656W 54.6 144.0 GGGG
1311-14585 00000/0000 20022/1242 C5/3n/73 20 4335 5144N 06739W 55.5 141.9 GGGG
1311-14592 00000/0000 20022/1243 05/30/73 20 4335 5019N 06820W 56*4 139.7 GGGG
1311-14594 00000/0000 20022/1244 05/30/73 10 4335 4P54N 06859W 57*2 137.4 GGGG
1311-15051 00000/OC0000 20022/1245 05/30/73 10 4335 3020N 07525W 63*2 101*8 GGGG
1311-15053 00000/0000 20022/1246 05/3o/73 10 4335 2955N 07548W 63.2 987 GGGG
1311-15060 00000/0000 20022/1247 05/30/73 20 4335 2730N 07612W 63.1 95.7 GGGG
1311-16385 00o00/0000 20022/1248 05/30/73 90 4336 6252N 0 8616W 47.6 1581I GGGP
1311-16391 00000/0000 20022/1249 05/30/73 100 4336 6130N 0 8725W 48s7 156.1 GGGG
1311-16394 00000/0000 20022/1250 05/30/73 100 4336 6007N 08829W 49*7 154*1 GGGG
1311-16400 00000/0000 20022/1251 05/30/73 100 4336 5844N 089 28 W 50.8 152*1 GGGG
1311-16403 00000/OCoo 20022/1252 05/30/73 70 4336 5721N 09023W 51*8 150.1 GGGG
1311-16405 00000/0000 20022/1253 05/30/73 40 4336 5557N 0 9115w 52.8 148.1 GGGG
1311-16412 000CO/O00o 20022/1254 05/30/73 10 4336 5433N 09204W 53.7 146.1 GGGG
1311-1641k 00000/0000 20022/1255 05/30/73 10 4336 5309, 09248w 54*7 14490 GGGG
1311-16421 00000/0C00 20022/1256 05/30/73 60 4336 5t44N 09331W 55*6 141.9 GGGG
1311-1.6423 00000/0000 20022/1257 05/30/73 60 4336 5020N 094 10w 56*4 139.7 GGGG
1311-16494 00000/0000 20024/0044 05/30/73 10 4336 2602N 10 227W 63.0 92.7 GGGG
1311-16500 o000/0000 20024/0045 01/30/7- 10 4336 2435N I0 249W 62.8 89.7 GGGG
1311-16503 00000/0000 20024/0046 05/30/73 10 4336 2308N 10311W 6205 8609 GGGG
1311-16505 00000/0000 20024/0047 05/30/73 10 4336 2143N 103 33 W 62.1 84,1 GIGG
1311-16512 00000/0000 20024/0048 05/30/73 10 4336 2n17N 10356w 6197 81.4 GGGG
1311-18180 00000/0000 20022/1263 05/3o/73 0 4337 7544N 09054W 36.1 185.3 GGPG
1311-18182 00000/0000 20022/1264 0'/30/73 0 4337 7435N 09427W 37.3 181.4 GGPG
1311-1818r 00000/0000 20022/1265 0r/30/73 10 4337 7323N 09730W 385 177*9 GrPG
1311-18191 00000/0000 20022/1266 05/3/73 10 4337 7208N 10010W 997 174.8 GGPG
1311-18194 0000/C00 20022/1267 05/30/73 50 4337 7.52\ 10230w 40*9 171.9 GGPG
1311-18200 o00ooO/C00 2C022/1268 05/30/73 10 4337 6934N 10 434W 42*0 169.3 GGPG
1311-18203 0000/000C 20022/1269 0'r/30/73 10 4337 6P15N 1062 4W 43,2 166*8 GGPG
KEYS: CLUC COVER 4 '..** ***,..,* 0 TO 100 m % CLOUD CAVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAIL.ABLE.
IMAGE c:UALTTY a.......-.... ALANKS.BAND NOT PRESpNT/REqUESTED. RaRECYCLED. GGeRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBeR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0861
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICRAFILM R3LL 4B,/ DATE CLOUD 9RIIT PPI'CIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 SSITIgN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER %UMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. REV MSS
RSV MSS LAT L9NG 123 45678
13'11-18205 00000000/00 20022/1270 05/30/73 0 4337 6(56N 10*03w 44.3 164.5 G3GG
1311-18212 00000/CO00 20022/1271 0/13o/73 10 4317 6535N 10933W 45.4 162.3 GGGG
1311-18214 00000/0000 20022/1272 0O/3/73 20 4337 641N 11055w 46.5 160.2 GGGG
1311-18221 00o00/000 20022/1273 05/i0/73 10 4337 625?N 11210w 47*6 158.1 GGG
1311-18223 00000/0000 20022/1274 05 /30/73 20 4337 6130N 11318w 48.7 156.1 GOGG
1311-18230 00000/0000 20022/1275 05/30/73 30 4337 60 07N 11421W 49.8 154.1 G3GG
1311-18232 00000/0000 20022/1276 0/30/73 20 4337 5944N 11b19w 9C.8 152.1 GOGG
1311-18235 00000/0000 20022/1277 05/3O/73 10 4337 57214 116 13W 51.8 153*1 G3GG
1311-18241 OC00000 20022/1278 05/30/73 10 4337 5557N 11704W 52.8 148,1 GlGG
1311-18244 00000/0000 20022/1279 05/30/73 in 4337 5 43 3 N 11 7 52W 53*7 146*1 GGGG
1311-18250 00000/0000 20024/0049 05/50/73 30 4337 5310N 11;37 54*.7 144*0 GGG
1311-18253 ooo00o/O00o 20024/0050 05/30/73 20 4337 5144r 11920w 55*6 141.9 GlGG
1311-18255 00O0/0000 20024/0051 0r/30/73 20 4337 5020N 120000i 56o4 139*7 GSGG
1311-20002 00000/0Ooo 20022/1283 05/30/73 90 4338 7751N 10749w 33*7 194.9 GGPG
1311-20005 00000/0000 20022/1284 05/30/73 80 4338 7649N 11237W 34.9 18908 GGGG
1311-20011 00000/OCO' 20022/1285 05/3 0 /73 
8
0  4338, 7543N 11642W 36*1 185.3 GGGG
1311-20014 00000/0000 20022/1286 03/30/73 l- o 4338 7434N 12013W 37.3 181*4 GGGG
1311-20020 00000/0000 20022/1287 05/30/73 30 4338 7121\ 1 2316W 38.5 177*9 GGGG
1311-20023 00000/0000 20022/1288 05/30/73 30 4338 7p08N 12 5 55w 39.7 174.8 GGG
1311-20025 0000/0000 20022/1289 C0;/30/73 20 4338 7052N 12816W 40s9 171.9 GGGG
1311-20032 000o/0000 20022/1290 C0/30/73 20 4338 6034N 13020W 42.0 169.3 GGGG
1311-20034 00000/000 20022/1291 05/40/73 30 4338 bR16N 13211W 43.2 166.8 GGGG
1311-20041 U000/C000 20032/1292 05/30/73 90 4338 6A57N 13 3 49w 44.3 164.5 GGGG
1311-21454 OUOO/00o00 20022/1293 03/30/73 0 4339 7208N 15143W 39*7 174*8 GGGG
1312-01110 0000/000 20022/1294 05/31/73 100 4341 7546N 16557E 36.1 185.4 GGGG
1312-01112 O0000/OC0O 20022/1295 05/31/73 100 4341 74 6N 16224E 37*3 181.5 GGGG
1312-01130 000nC/0000 20022/1296 0'5/31/73 3C 4341 6937N 15213E 42.0 169*3 GGGG
1312-01133 00OCO/O000 20022/1297 03/31/73 10 4341 6SiN 15o22E 43.2 166*9 GGGG
1312-01135 00000/000( 20022/1298 05/31/73 20 4341 6658N 14842E 44.3 164.6 GGG
1312-01142 000000/COO00 20022/1299 05/31/73 20 4341 6538N 14712E 45.4 162*4 GGGG
1312-01144 00000/000J 20022/1300 05/11/73 20 4341 6416N 14b51E 46.6 160.2 GGGG
1312001151 00000/0oOO 2u022/1301 05/31/73 10 4341 6755N 14437E 47.6 158.2 GGGG
1312-01153 00000/O000 20022/1302 05/31/73 0 4341 6133N 14 329E 48.7 156*1 GGG
1312-01160 00000/0000 20022/1303 05/31/73 10 4341 6010N 14225E 49*8 154*1 GGGG
1312-01162 00000/no00 20022/1304 05/31/73 10 4341 58R4N 14127E 50.8 152.1 GGGG
1312-02541 00000/0000 20022/1305 05/31/73 80 4342 75 4 5N 14 006E 36.2 185.4 GGGG
1312-02544 00000/000 20022/1306 05/31/73 80 4342 7436N 13633E 37.4 181*5 PGGG
1312-02550 00000/0000 20022/1307 05/31/73 80 4342 7324N 13330E 38.5 178.0 PGGG
1312"02553 00000/uGOO 20022/1308 03/31/73 90 4342 7210N 13050E 39.7 174.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER 0 ............... o TO 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAIABLE.
IIAGE OUALITY *.,.**...., BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESrNT/RE'UESTErc RERECYCLED, G=G3RD* F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PPOBR,
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NDN.US PAGE 0862
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERvATIBN MICROFILM RBLL NB./ DATE CLBUD RBqIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PSSITIJN IN RBLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER 9F I
M AGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1312a02555 000C0/0000 20022/1309 05/31/73 80 4342 7054N 12829E 40.
9  172.0 GGGG
131202562 00000/000o 20022/1310 05/31/73 40 4342 6q37N 12625E 42.1 169.3 GGGG
1312002564 00000/0000 20022/1311 05/31/73 70 4342 6818N 12433E 43.2 166.9 PGGG
1312-02571 00000/000C 20022/1312 05/31/73 80 4342 6659N 12253E 44s3 1646 GGGG
1312-02573 00000/0000 20022/1313 05/31/73 90 4342 6538N 12123E 45.5 162.3 GGGG
1312-02580 00000/C000 20022/1314 05/31/73 80 4342 6416N 12001E 46.6 160.2 GGGG
1312104382 00000/0000 20022/1315 05/31/73 100 4343 7324N 10750E 38.6 178.0 GGGG
1312-04385 00000/0000 20022/1316 05/31/73 90 4343 7209N 10509E 39.7 174.8 PGGG
1312-04391 00000/0000 20022/1317 05/31/73 8n 4343 7m53N 10248E 40.9 172.0 GGGG
1312-04394 00000/0000 20022/1318 05/31/73 80 4343 6936N 10043E 42.1 169.3 GGGG
1312-04400 00000/0000 20022/1319 05/31/73 7 0 4343 6R17N 0 9851E 43*2 166.9 GGGG
1312-04403 00000/0000 20022/1320 05/31/73 50 4343 6658N 09711E 44.3 164.5 GGGG
1312-04405 00000/0000 20022/1321 05/31/73 50 4343 6538N 09540E 45.5 162.3 GGGG
1312-04412 00000/0000 20022/1322 05/31/73 40 4343 6416N 09418E 46.6 160.2 GGGG
1312-04414 00000/0000 20022/1323 09/31/73 20 4343 6P55N 09303E 47.7 158.1 GGGG
1312-04421 00000/0009 20022/1324 05/31/73 0 4343 6133N 09154E 48*7 156*1 GGGG
1312-04423 00000/0000 20022/1325 05/31/73 0 4343 6011N 09051E 49.8 154.1 GGG
1312-04430 00000/0000 20022/1326 05/31/73 0 4343 5847N 08952E 50.8 152*1 PGGG
1312-08175 00000/0000 20022/1327 05/31/73 10 4345 3n23N 02624E 63.2 101.6 GGGG
1312-08181 00000/0000 20022/1328 05/31/73 60 4345 2R57N 02600E 63*2 98.6 GGGP
1312-08184 00000/0000 20022/1329 05/31/73 100 4345 2731N 02 5 3 7E 63.1 95.5 GGGG
1312-08190 00000/0000 20022/1330 05/31/73 70 4345 2605N O2514E 63.0 92*6 GGGG
1312-08193 00000/0000 20022/1331 05/31/73 20 4345 2439N 02451E 62.8 89.6 GPGG
1312"08290 00000/0000 20022/1332 05/31/73 0 4345 0836S 01651E 44*0 47.9 PGGG
1312w09522 00000/0000 20022/1333 05/31/73 40 4346 6009N 01326E 49.8 154.1 GGGG
1312-09524 00000/0000 20022/1334 05/31/73 50 4346 5847N 01228E 50.8 152.1 GGGG
1312-15053 00000/0000 20022/1335 05/31/73 60 4349 4R56N 0 7025W 57.3 137.3 GGGG
1312-15121 00000/0000 20022/1336 05/31/73 30 4349 2605N 0 7802W 63.0 92.4 GGGG
1312-15123 00000/0000 20022/1337 05/31/73 40 4349 2439N 07825W 62.8 89.5 GGGG
1312-16455 00000/0000 20022/1338 05/31/73 100 4350 5847N 09050W 509 152.1 GGGG
1312116461 ,00000/0000 20022/1339 05/31/73 100 4350 5723N 09145W 51.9 150.1 PGGG
1312-16464 00000/0000 20022/1340 05/31/73 100 4350 5559N 09 2 3 6 W 52.9 148.0 GlGG
1312-16470 00000/0000 20022/1341 05/31/73 100 4350 5435N 0 9324W 53.8 146.0 GGGG
1312-16473 00000/0000 20022/1.342 05/31/73 80 4350 5?10N 0 9409W 54*8 143.9 GGGG
1312-16475 00000/0000 20022/1343 05/31/73 30 4350 5146N 09452W 55.6 141.7 GGGG
1312-16482 00000/0000 20022/1344 05/31/73 20 4350 5021N 09532w 56.5 139.5 PPPP
1312-16552 00000/0000 20022/1345 05/31/73 10 4350 2603N 10351W 63*0 92*4 GGGG
1312-16555 00000/0000 20022/1346 05/31/73 10C 4350 2437N 10414W 62.8 89*5 GGGG
1312-16561 00000/0000 20022/1347 05/31/73 10 4350 2311N 10437W 62*5 86.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % e.,,,,, l. ; TO 100 a % CLOUD CAVERq ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY R............. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED* G=GBBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PEPBOBR
16:44 MAP 11'74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR NBNUS PAGE 0863
FROM Co/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN MICR FILM RbLL NO./ DATE CLUD 9RBIT P!ICIPAL P9INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIbN IN ROLL ACQUIRED CPVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
RPEV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1312-16564 00000/000 20022/1348 05/31/73 20 4350 2144N 10459W 62*1 83.8 GGGG
1312-16570 00000/CO00 20022/1349 05/31/73 20 4350 201 8 N 105 21W 61.7 81,1 GGGG
1312-16573 00000100 20022/1350 05/31/73 30 4350 1P51N 10542W 61.2 78.5 GGGG
1312-16575 00000/c000 20022/1351 05/31/73 3 0 4350 1723N 10603W 60o6 76*0 GGGG
1312-18313 00000/0000 2002/1352 05/31/73 90 4351 5021N 12123W 56*5 139.5 GGGG
1312-18352 00000/0cO 20022/1353 05/31/73 80 4351 3733N 12619w 62*2 116.5 GGGG
1312-20083 00000/0000 2002/135 05/31/73 20 4352 7053N 12938W 41*C 171.9 GGGG
1312-20090 000o0/0000 20022/1355 05/31/73 50 4352 6q36N 13143W 42P2 169.3 ppPP
1312-21513 00000/0000 20022/1356 05/31/73 100 4353 7p09N 15308W 39.8 174.8 GGGG
1313-00024 00000/0000 2024/0134 06/01/73 O 4354 2300S 14101E 32*0 41.9 GGG
131 3-00030 00000/0000 20024/0135 06/01/73 0 4354 2427; 14038E 30.7 41.5 GGGG
1313"0003 3 0000/0C00 20024/0136 06/01/73 0 4354 2554S 14016E 29*5 41.2 GIGG
1313-00035 00000/0000 20024/0137 06/01/73 10 4354 2718S 13952E 28.2 40.9 GGGG
1313-0042 00000/0000 20024/0138 06/01/73 70 4354 2843S 13928E 27*0 40*6 GGGG
13 13 "0004 4  00000/0000 20024/0139 06 /n1/ 7 q 60 4354 3009o 13903E 25v7 40%4 GGGG
1313-00051 00000/0000 20024/0140 06/01/73 40 4354 3135S 13438E 24.4 40.2 GGGG
1313-01203 00000/0000 20024/0141 06/01/73 70 4355 6415N 14422E 46*7 160.1 GGGG
1313-01205 00000/0000 20024/0142 06,01/73 6 0 4355 6254N 14307E 47,8 15890 GGGG
131301212 00000/0000 20024/0143 06/01/73 80 4355 6131N 14158E 48.9 156.0 GGGG
1313-01214 000 0 0 /0000 20024/0144 06/01/73 10 4355 6009N 14054E 49*9 154.0 GGGG
1313-01221 00000/0000 20 0 24/0145 C6/01/73 0 4355 5845N 13955E 50c9 152.0 GGGG
1313-01273 00000/0000 20 0 24/0146 06/01/73 80 4355 4m24N 13120E 61.4 122.0 PGPP
1313-01280 O0000/00O0 20024/0147 06/01/73 100 4355 3o58N 13051E 61*8 119.2 GGGP
1313-01282 00000/0003 20024/0148 06/01/7 to100 4355 373PN 13022E 62*2 116.4 GGGG
1313-01285 00000/0000 2024/0149 06/01/73 20 4355 3606N 12955E 62.6 113.4 GGGG
1313-03105 00000/0000 200C2/13 7 3 06/01/73 20 4356 4023N 10531E 61*4 122.0 GGGG
1313-03111 00000/0000 20022/1374 06/01/73 30 4356 3i57N 10502E 61.8 119.2 GGGG
1313-03114 00000/0000 20022/1375 06/01/73 50 4356 3731N 10435E 62.2 116*3 GGGG
1313-03170 00000/0000 20022/1376 06/01/73 20 4356 1850N 09921E 61.1 78.3 GGGG
1313-03173 o00000/000 20022/1377 06/01/73 10 4356 1725N 09900E 60.6 75*8 GGGG
1313-03175 C0000/0000 20022/1378 06/01/73 10 4356 1559N 09K38E 60*0 73.4 GGGG
1313"C3182 00000/000c 20022/1.379 06/01/73 10 4356 1432N 09817E 59.3 71.1 GGGG
1313-03184 00000/0000 20022/1380 C6/01/7 3  10 4356 1305N 09757E 58.6 69*0 GGGG
1313-03191 00000/0000 20022/1381 06/01/73 10 4356 1138N 09736E 57.8 66.9 GGGG
1313-03193 00000/0000 20022/1382 06/01/73 10 4356 1011N 09715E 57*0 64.9 GGGG
131304534 00000/0000 20022/1383 06/01/73 80 4357 414N 08012E 60.8 124.7 GGGG
1313-04540 00000/00Q 20022/1384 06/01/73 30 4357 4022N 07942E 61*4 122.0 GGGG
1313-06420 00000/0000 20022/1385 06/C1/73 O 4358 2438N 04913E 62*7 89*3 GGGG
1313-06422 000C0/0O00 20022/1386 05/01/73 0 4358 2112N 045CE 62*4 86.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *..*...,....., 0 TB 100 = % CLOUD C"VER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,..,. .... , BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED, G=G9BD, FxFAIR BUT USABLE, PwPOaR,
16:144 ,AP 11',74 STANOARD CATAL9G FCR NeN.US PAGE 0864F~8M 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
8BSERVATIN MIC-eFILm RALL ,./ DATE CL5UD 9RFIT PRINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSTTIN IN RBLL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER RF I"AGE ELEV. AZI,. RBV MSS
pBV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
131 3 -0642 5 OOCO0/000, 20022/1387 06/01/73 1C 4358 2145N 04828E 62*1 83.6 GGGG
1313-06431 000CO/000C 2'022/1388 06/n1/7! 70 4358 2IR N 04806E 61.6 80.9 GGGG
1313"06434 O00000/O00o 20022/1389 05/01/71 100 4358 1s5?N 0 4744E 61*.1 78.3 GGGG
1313640 CU00000/000CC 23022/1390 0/01/73 80 4358 1725N 04723E 60*6 75.8 GGGG
1133-06443 00C0/C0~0 20022/1391 04 /01/ 7 3 3o 4358 1959N 04702E 60.0 73*4 GGGG
1313-06445 00OO0/000 20022/1392 06/1i/73 10 4398 1432N 04641E 59.3 71.1 GGGG
1313"'6452 ? C000/000O 2f,022/1393 06/01/73 10 4358 1?05\ 0 4621E 5F.6 68.9 GGGG
1313-08231 00000/000 20022/1394 06/01/73 40 4359 3147N 02524 E 63.2 104.3 GGGG
1313-08233 00000/000 20022/1395 06/01/73 20 4359 3021 0 2459E 63*3 101.2 GGGG
1313-08240 00000/0000 20022/1396 06/01/73 20 4359 2R59N 02434E 63.2 98*2 GGGG
1313-08242 00000/0000 20022/1397 06/01/73 2c 4359 
2 7 2 9 N 02410E 63.1 95*2 GGGG
1313-03245 O00O0/0000 20022/139 8 06/ol/73 20 4359 260N 02347E 63.0 92.2 GGGG
131 3 -38251 00000/0000 2022/1399 06/01/73 20 4359 2437N 02325E 62*7 89.2 GGGG
1313-09574 0000/CO00O 2U002/1400 0b/l1/73 70 4360 6130N 01301E 48*9 156*0 GGGG
1313-09580 CO00/O0000 20022/1401 06/01/73 50 4360 6008N 01159E 50.0 154.0 GGGG
1313-c9583 00000/0000 20022/1402 06/01/73 60 4360 
5 84 5 N 01100E 51.0 151.9 GGGG
1313-15102 O0000/000 2(1022/1403 06/01/73 70 4363 5144N 0 7032W 55.8 141.5 GGG
1313-15105 CO000/COL 20022/1404 06/ci/73 60 4363 5020N 07112 56*6 139.3 GrGG
1313-15111 00000/000 20022/1405 06/i/73 20 4363 
4 55N 07150W 57*4 137.1 GGGG
1313-16520 00000/0000 20022/1406 06/01/71 10 4364 5721N 09315W 52.0 149*9 GrGG
1313-16522 00000/C000 20022/1407 06/01/73 10 4364 5~58N 09406W 53.0 147*9 GGGG
1313-16525 00000/0000 2U022/1408 06/01/73 10 4364 5434N 09454W 54.0 145.8 GGG
1313-16531 00000/0000 20022/1409 06/01,/7 40 4364 5109N 09
5 39 54*9 143.7 GGGG
1313-16534 00000 OC0 20022/1410 06 /I'1/7 1 60 4364 5144N 09
6 2 1w 55.8 1415 GGGG
1313-16540 00000/0000 20022/1411 06/01/73 50 4364 5019N 09701W 56.6 139*3 
GGGG
1313-17011 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/01/73 0 4364 2402N 10520W 63.0 92.1 GGGG
1313-17013 000o0/000o u0o0/0000 06/01/73 10 4364 243-r 10542W 62.7 89.1 GGGG
1313-17020 000CO/00o O 00/00 0 06/ 1/73 4C 4364 2?09N 10604W 62.4 86.3 GGGG
1313-17022 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/01/73 30 4364 2143N 10626W 62.1 83.5 GGG
1313-17025 00000/0000 o000o/O000 06/01/73 40 4364 201)N 10648w 61.6 80.8 GCGG
1313-17031 00000/0000 000/000 06/r1/73 70 4364 1 49N 10710W 61.1 78.2 GCGG
1313-17034 00000/rC00 000oO/O000 0
6 /91/ 7 3 70 4364 1722N 10732W 60.5 75.7 GGGG
1313-1i310 0OOOO/oro0 20022/1412 0,/Ot/73 90 4365 7r51!N 10
5 17w 41.1 171.8 GGGG
1313-18313 00000/0000 20022/1413 06C/1/73 9r 4365 6o34N 10720W 42*3 169.2 GGGG
1313-18315 OCO00/CC0o 20022/1414 0"/01/73 30 4365 6R15N 10 911W 43.5 166.7 GGGG
1313"1832 000C0/0000 20022/1415 04/01/73 20 4365 6A56N 11051W 44.6 16444 GSGG
1313-18324 O00000/000 20022/1416 06/01/73 1C 4365 6936N i1221W 45.7 162.2 GGGG
1313-18331 O00000/0oc 20022/1417 06/01/73 1C 4365 6416N 11343W 46.8 160.0 GGGG
1313-18333 00000/0000 20022/1418 05/ni/73 0 4365 6P54N 11458W 47.9 158.0 GGGG
KEYS: CL. L CB EP % ,....,..,o... 0 Te 100 % CLBUD C"VER4 ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
InASE 3UALTTv . _ LANKSCBAND N!ST PReSENT/REQUSTED. R=RFCYCLED. G=GSAD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE, PvPBOR
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATAL0G FOR NEN.US PAGE 0865
FRBM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATI N MICRgFILM RBLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PVINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P8SITIN IN BLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGF ELEV. AZIM;, RBV MSS
ReV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1313-18340 00000/0000 20022/1419 0A/n/73 c 4365 6131N 116 06W 49*0 155.9 GGGG
1313-18342 00000/0000 20022/1420 06/01/73 2n 4365 60R9N 11710W 50*0 153.9 GGGG
1313-18345 00000/0000 20022/1421 06/01/73 80 4365 5946N 11608W 51*0 151.9 GGGG
1313-18351 00000/0000 20022/1422 06/01/73 70 4365 5722N 11903w 52.0 14999 GGGG
1313-18354 00000/0000 20022/1423 06/01/73 10 4365 5557N 11953W 5390 147.8 GGG
1313-18360 00000/0000 20022/1424 05/01/73 40 4365 5433N 12041W 54,0 145.8 GGGG
1313-18363 00000/0000 20022/1425 06/01/73 60 4365 510IN 12125w 5449 143.7 GGGG
1313-18365 00000/0000 000 000 06/01/7 90 4365 5144N 12208W 55.8 141.5 GGGG
1313-18372 oo000ooo/ooo0 0o /0000 05/ni/71 90 4365 5S19N 12248W 56.6 139.3 GGGG
1313-18395 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/01/73 60 4365 4148N 12616W 60*9 124*6 GGGG
1313-18401 00000/0000 CQ0000/0000 06/01/73 50 4365 4022N 12647W 61.4 121*8 GGGG
1313-20142 00000/0000 20022/1426 06/c0/71 80 4366 7r52N 13107W 41*2 171.8 GGGG
1313-20144 O0000/000C 20022/1427 06/01/73 80 4366 6934N 13311W 42.3 169.2 GGGG
1313-20151 00000/0000 20022/1428 06/01/73 40 4366 6R15N 13502w 43.5 166*7 GGGG
1314-01400 OC000/0000 2,022/1429 0/0)2/73 10 4369 1727N 12321E 60.5 75.6 GGG
1314"01402 00000/000O 2 002 2/1430 06/o0/71 20 4369 1600N 12300E 59o9 73.2 GGG
1314-01405 00000/0000 20022/1431 06/CP/73 20 4369' 1432N 12239E F593  71.0 GGG
1314-01411 00000/0000 20022/1432 06/0o/73 30 4369 1104N 12220E 58.5 68.8 GGG
1314-01414 00000/0000 20022/1433 06/0n/ 73 50 4369 1138N 12200E 57.8 66,7 GGG
1314-03225 o0000/coo 20022/1434 06/0c/73 20 4370 1853N 09754E 61,1 78.1 GGG
1314-03231 00000/0000 20022/1435 06/0P/73 20 4370 1728N 09733E 60*5 75.6 GGG
1314-03234 00000/0000 20022/1436 06 /0o/73 10 4370 1602N 097 12E 59.9 73.2 GGG
1314-03240 00000/0000 20022/1437 0i/0/73 10 4370 1435N 09651E 59.3 70.9 GGG
1314-04495 00000/000 20022/1438 06/,o/7- 40 4371 7q24N 10454E 38.8 177*9 GGG
1314-04501 O0000/OC0o 20022/1439 06o/0/7 90 4371 7?10N 10213E 40*0 174.7 GGG
1314"04504 0000n/000o 20022/1440 06/np/73 C00 4371 7n54N 0 9953E 41s2 171.8 GPG
1314-04513 00000/0000 20022/1441 06/0/73 40 4371 6,18N 09558E 4305 166*7 GGGG
1314-04515 00000/0000 20022/1442 06/oP/73 20 4371 6658N 09418E 44.6 164.4 GGGG
1314-04592 00000/0000 20022/1443 06/0/73 10 4371 4!5oN 0 7847E 60.9 124.5 GGGG
1314-04595 00000/0000 20022/1444 06/0?/73 0 4371 4025N 07817E 61.4 121.8 GOGG
1314-05001 00000/0000 20022/1445 06/02/73 0 4371 3859N 07748E 61.9 119.0 GPGP
1314-05004 00000/0000 20022/1446 0/,02/73 0 4371 3734N 07720E 62*3 116*1 GPPG
13140o6365 00000/0000 20022/1447 06/0/73 20 4372 6132N 06313E 49*0 155.9 GGGG
1314-06371 00000/C0000 20022/1448 0/0P/73 20 4372 6nO1N 06210E 50C0 153*9 GGGG
1314-06374 00000/0000 20022/1449 06/0/73 le 4372 5R46N 06111E 51,1 151.9 GGGG
1314-06442 00000/0000 20022/1450 06/0"/73 0 4372 3607N 05102E A2.6 113*1 GGGG
1314.06444 00000/0000 20022/1451 06/o0/73 0 4372 3 441N 050 3 6E 62.9 110.2 GGGG
1314-06451 00000/0000 20022/1452 06/o0/73 0 4372 3316N 05010E 63.1 107*1 GGGG
1314-06453 o0000/o00o 20022/1453 06/09/ 73 0 4372 3t50N 04944E 63.2 104.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVEP % C...... ...  TB 100 * CLBUD C!VER9 ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILAeLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ....... ,,, PLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED G=G8AD, FzFAIR BUT USABLE. PoP89R
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOP NeONUS PAGE 0866
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVo AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1314-06460 00000/0000 20022/1454 06/0p/73 0 4372 3023N 04919E 6393 1010 GGGG
1314-06462 00000/0000 20022/1455 06/02/73 0 4372 2857 N 04855E 63*2 98.C GGG
1314-06465 00000/0000 20022/1456 06/02/73 0 4372 2732N 04831E 63*2 94.9 GGGG
1314-06471 00000/0000 20022/1457 06/0o/73 0 4372 2605N 04809E 63*0 92.0 GPGG
1314,08200 00000/000o 20022/1458 06/02/71 30 4373 613?N 0 3727E 49*0 155.9 GGGP
1314-08203 00000/0000 20022/1459 06/07/73 30 4373 6C09N 03624E 50.1 153.9 GGGP
1314"08205 00000/0000 20022/1460 06/02/ 7 3 70 4373 5946N 03525E 51*1 151*9 GGGG
1314-10021 00000/0000 20022/1461 05/0p/73 50 4374 6537N 01522E 45*8 162*2 GGGG
1314-10023 00000/0000 20022/1462 06/02/73 10 4374 6 4 16 N 01401E 46*9 160*0 GGGG
1314-10030 OCOOO/000 20022/1463 06/0o/73 10 4374 6254N 01247E 48*0 157*9 GGGG
1314-10032 00000/C000 20022/1464 05/02/73 10 4374 6133N 01139E 49*0 155.9 GGGG
1314-10035 o00000ooo/ 20022/1465 06/P/73 0 4374 6~1ON 01035E 50.1 153.9 GGGG
1314-10041 00000/0000 20022/1466 06/02/73 10 4374 5846N 00935E 51*1 151.9 GGPP
1314-15151 00000/0C00 20024/0074 06/02/73 100 4377 5435N 07026W 54.0 145.7 GGGP
1314-15154 00000/0000 20024/0075 06/02/72 100 4377 5?12N 07112W 55*0 143.6 GGGG
1314-15160 000o/00/00 20024/0076 06/02/7 l100 4377 5147N 07155W 55*9 141*4 GGGG
1314-15163 00000/0000 20024/0077 06/02/73 100 4377 5022N 0 7237W 56.7 139.2 GGGG
1314-15165 00000/0000 20024/0078 06 /02/ 7 3 80 4377 4856N 0 7316W 57,5 136,9 GOGG
1314-16562 00000/0000 20024/0079 06/02/73 0 4378 6131N 09143W 49*1 155*9 GGGG
1314-16565 00000/0000 20024/0080 06/02/73 IC 4378 6010N 09246W 50.1 153.8 GGGG
1314-16571 00000/0000 20024/0081 06/02/73 0 4378 5847N 09346W 51.1 151.8 GGGG
1314-16574 00000/0000 20024/0082 06/02/72 10 4378 5723N 09441W 52*1 149..8 GGGG
1314-16580 00000/0000 20024/0083 06/o0/73 80 4378 5553N 09531W 53.1 147.8 PPGP
1314-16583 00000/0000 20024/0084 06/0o/73 100 4378 5434N 096 19W 54*1 145.7 GGGG
1314-16585 00000/0000 20024/0085 06/02/73 100 4378 5?10N 09704W 5500 143*6 GGGG
1314-16592 00000/0000 20024/0086 06/oP/73 40 4378 5145N 09746 55.9 141.4 GGGG
1314-16594 00000/0000 20024/0087 06/02/73 30 4378 5021N 09827W 5697 139*2 GGGG
1314-17062 00000/0000 20022/1467 06/0o/73 0 4378 2730N 10622W 63.1 94.8 GGGG
1314-17065 0000/0000 20022/1468 06/02/73 10 4378 2603N 10644W 63*0 91.8 GGGG
1314-17071 00000/0000 20022/1469 06/02/73 30 4378 2437N I0707W 62.7 88.9 GGGG
1314-17074 00000/0000 20022/1470 06/02/73 30 4378 2 !1nN 10730W 62*4 86.0 GGGG
1314-17080 '0000/0000 20022/1471 06/02/73 70 4378 2143N 10753W 62*0 83.2 GGGG
1314-17083 00000/0c00 20022/1472 06/02/73 80 4378 20 17N 10814W 61.6 80$5 GGGG
1314018380 00000/0000 20022/1473 06/02/73 20 4379 6659N 11219W 44*7 164.3 GGGG
1314-18383 00000/0000 20022/1474 06/02/73 0 4379 6 53 9 N 11349w 45.8 162.1 GGGG
1314-18385 00000/0000 20022/1475 06/02/73 0 4379 6418N 11510W 46.9 160.0 GGGG
1314-18392 00000/0000 20022/1476 06/02/73 10 4379 6p55N 11625W 48.0 157.9 GGGG
1314-18394 00000/0000 20022/1477 06/02/73 70 4379 6132N 11733W 49.1 155s9 GGGG
1314-18401 00000/0000 20022/1478 06/02/7i 100 4379 6009N 11836W 50.1 15398 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ooe,** .,*** 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CRVER. ** 
= NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .o-..e. ..**,*, BLANKS.BAND NOT PRrESNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED, G=Ge8D. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBOR.
16:44 MAR 11'1 7 4 STAN)ARD CATALOG FOR NVN-US PAGE 0867
FROM 07/23/"2 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN MICFFIlLM R5LL kiB./ DATE CLOUD SRRIT PPI\CIPAL P1INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITy
IL P9SITI9N IN RKLL ACCUTPED CeVER NUMBcR 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
qpv MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
131418403 C00000/0000 20022/1479 06/0~/73 100 4379 5846N 11935W 51.1 151.8 GGGG
1314-18410 00000/000 20022/1480 06/0o/73 100 4379 5722N 12030W 52.1 149*8 G3GG
1314-18412 00000/0o00 20022/1481 06/0o/ 73 100 4379 5959N 12121W 53.1 147*8 PGPG
1314-18415 00000/0000 20022/1482 0 6 /0~/ 7 3 100 4379 5434N 12208W 54*1 145.7 PGGG
1314-18421 00000/0000 20022/1483 06/lp/ 7 3 80 4379 5310N 12253W 55*0 143.6 PGGG
1314-18424 00000/000) 20022/1484 06/o0/73 80 4379 5 146 N 12336W 55*9 141*4 PGG
1314-13430 00000/0000 20022/1485 06/oP/71 90 4379 5B21N 12 4 16W 56.7 139s2 PGPG
1314-18444 00000/COO 20022/1486 06/0/73 90 4379 4439N 12641W 59.7 129.6 GGGG
1314-20200 00000/0000 20022/1487 06/n0/73 100 4380 7053N 13236w 41*3 17108 GGPG
1314-20203 00000/000J 20022/1488 06/0o/7; 100 4380 6936N 134 4 0w 42*4 169*1 GGGG
1314-21593 00000/000 20022/1489 06/0p/73 100 4381 815N 11809W 30*4  215.1 GGPG
1314-22000 00000/0000 20022/1490 06 /P/ 7 3 100 4381 7a36N 12539W 31*7 207.5 GGPG
1314-22002 00000/0000 20022/1491 06/02/73 100 4381 7Q47N 13 209W 32*9 200.7 GGGG
1314-22005 00000/0000 20022/1492 OS/o/73 100 4381 7752N 13 7 4 4W 34.1 194*9 GOGG
1314-22011 00000/0000 20022/1493 06/02/73 100 4381 7651N 14233W 35.3 189*7 GPGG
1314-22014 00000/0000 20022/1494 06/02/73 100 43R1 7c45N 14641W 36*5 185.3 GGPG
1314-22020 00000/0000C 20022/1495 06/02/73 100 4381 7436N 15014W 37.7 181.3 GGGG
1314-22023 00000/oo00 20022/1496 06/02/73 100 4381 7325N 15318W 38.9 177.8 GGGG
1315-00113 00000/o'00 20024/0089 06/03/73 10 4382 1424S 14018E 3990 44.7 GG G
1315-00120 00000/0000 20024/0090 06/03/73 10 4382 1c50S 13956E 37.8 44.1 GGGG
1315-00122 00000/000 20024/0091 06/03/73 0 4382 1715S 13935E 36.6 43.5 GGGG
1315-00125 00000/0000 20024/0092 06/C3/73 0 4382 1842S 13915E 35.4 43*0 GGGG
1315-00131 00000/0000 20024/0088 06 /0r/ 7 3  10 4382 2009S 13853E 34.2 42.5 G GG
1315-00134 00000/000' 20024/0093 06/33/73 0 4382 21355 13831E 32.9 42.1 GGGG
1315-00140 00000/0001 20024/0094 06/03/73 Q 4382 2300S 13808E 31*7 41.7 GGGG
1315"00143 00000/0000 20024/0095 06/r3/73 0 4382 24275 13746E 30.5 41.4 GeGG
1315-00145 00000/0000 20024/0096 06/03/73 0 4382 2554S 13723E 29.2 41.0 GGGG
1315-C0152 00000/0000 20024/0097 o06/3/73 90 4382 2719S 13700E 28*0 40.8 G3GG
1315-o0154 00000/0000 20024/0098 06/03/73 90 4382 2845S 13637E 26.7 40.5 GGGG
1315-00161 00000/0000 20024/0099 06/0p/73 100 4382 3io0S 13613E p255 403 GGGG
1315-01381 00000/0000 20024/0100 06/03/73 20 43R3 4312N 12930E A094 126.9 GGGG
1315"01383 OO00/000 200 2 4/0101 06/03/73 10 4383 4148N 1P900E 61*0 124.3 GGGG
1315"01390 00000/0000 20024/0102 06/0/73 10 4383 4n23N 12830E 61.5 121.5 GGGG
1315-01392 00000/0000 20024/0103 06/03/73 0 4383 3%57N 12801E 619 118*7 GGGG
1315-01395 O0000/00Cj 20024/0104 06/03/73 70 4383 3 7 3 2N 1P733E 62*3 115.8 GGGG
1315-01401 00000/0000 20024/0105 C6/ 3/7 3 80 4383 3607N 12706E 6p*7 112.9 GGG
1315-01434 00000/0009 20024/0106 04/3/73 80 4383 3442N 12638E 6P29 109*9 GGGG
1315-01410 00000/0000 20024/0107 05/03/73 70 4383 3315N 12612E 63.1 106*8 GGGG
1315-01413 00000/0000 20024/0108 0;/03/73 70 43R3 3150N 12545E 63.2 103*8 GrGG
KEYS: CLOUD C8VER % *.........* .. 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD C9VER ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,.....*.,...... BLANKSwBAND NOT PRESFNT/RE~UESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GBeD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBAR
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0868
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
eBSERVATI9N MICROFILM R9LL N ./ DATE CLeUD fRBRIT PPINCIPAL PeINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITI5N IN RsLL ACOUTPED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZI,. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1315-01415 00000/0000 20024/0109 06/03/73 50 4383 3023N 12520E 63*3 100*7 GGGG
1315-03210 00000/0000 20022/1519 06/,3/73 0 4384 4441N 10411E 59*8 129.5 GGGG
1315-03213 00000/0000 20022/1520 06/03/73 10 4384 4 11 5 N 10338E 60*4 126.9 GGGG
1315-05061 00000/00 20022/1521 06103/73 20 4385 3POAN 07606E 62.2 116*9 GGGG
1315-05064 00000/0000 20022/1522 06/0o/73 20 4385 3640 07538E 62.6 114.0 GGGG
1315-05072 00000/0000 20022/1523 06/3/73 0 4385 3420N 0 7454E 63.0 109.1 GGGG
1315-05074 00000/000C 20022/1524 06/03/73 0 4385 3P54N 07427E 63.2 106.1 G3GGG
1315-05081 000/000 20022/1525 06/0o/73 0 4385 3128N 07402E 63.3 103*0 GGGG
131 5 -05083 00000/C000 20022/1526 0651'173 0 4385 3n02N 0 7337E 63.3 99.9 GGGG
1315"05090 00000/0003 20022/1527 06/01/73 10 4385 2R35N o7312E 63.2 96.9 GGGG
1315-06491 00000/0000 20022/1528 06/03/73 20 4386 3057N 05032E 62.0 118.6 GGGG
1315-06494 00000/0000 20022/1529 06/3/73 40 4386 373?N 05003E 62*4 115.7 GGGG
1315-06500 00000/0000 20022/1530 06/03/73 10 4386 3606N 04936E 62*7 11248 GAGG
1315-06503 00000/0000 20022/1531 06/03/73 0 4386 3441N 04909E 62.9 109.8 GGGG
1315-06505 00000/0000 20022/1532 06/03/73 C 4386 3-15N 04843E 63.1 106.8 GGGG
1315"06512 00000/0000 20022/1533 06/03/73 0 4386 3149N 0 4817E 63o2 103.7 GGGG
1315-06514 00000/0000 20022/1534 06/03/73 0 4386 3023N 04753E 63*3 100*7 GGGG
1315-10054 00000/0000 20022/1535 06/03/73 80 4388 7pORN 02319E 40.2 174.6 GAGG
1315-10061 00000/0000 20022/1536 06/03/73 40 4388 7-52N 02058E 41.4 171.7 GGGG
1315-10063 0000/0000 20022/1537 0n/0/73 10 4388 603 N 01853E 4205 169.0 GGGG
1315-10070 00000/0000 20022/1538 06/03/73 10 4388 6P16N 0 1701E 43.7 166.6 GGGG
1315-10072 00000/0000 20022/1539 06/03/73 50 4388 6656N 01522E 44*8 164.2 GOGG
1315-10075 00000/0000 20022/1540 06/03/73 100 4388 6935N 01352E 45.9 162*0 GGGG
1315-10081 00000/00C0 20022/1541 06/03/73 90 4388 6415N 0 1231E 47*0 159.9 GrGG
1315-10084 00000/000C 20022/1542 o0/03/73 90 4388 653N 0 1115E 48.1 157.8 GGGG
1315-10090 00000/0000 20022/1543 04/n3/73 80 4388 6131N 01006E 4992 .155.8 GGGG
1315-10093 00000/0000 20022/1544 06/03/73 30 4388 6008N 00903E 5C@2 153.7 GGGG
131 5 1009 5 00000/00 20022/1545 06/03/73 30 4388 584,N 0 0804E 51*2 151.7 GGGG
1315-13390 00000/0000 20022/1546 06/03/73 20 4390 5019N 04815W 56* 8  139.0 GGPP
1315-13392 00000/00G 20022/1547 06/03/73 30 43q0 454N 04 8 54W 57.6 136*7 GGPG
1315-13395 00000/0000 2U022/1548 06/C0/73 30 4390 472aN 04931W 58.4 134.3 GGPG
1315-13401 00000/0000 20022/1549 06 /r3/7 3 50 43q 0  4o4N 05006w 59.1 131*9 GGGG
1315-13404 00000/0000 20022/1550 06/03/73 60 4390 44 39N 05039W 59.8 129*4 GPGG
1315-13410 00000/0000 20022/1551 06/03/73 80 4390 4113N 05112W 6094 126.8 GIGGG
1315-13413 00000/0000 20022/1552 06/03/73 10C 4390 4148N 05143i 61.0 124.1 GGGG
1315-13415 00000/0000 20022/1553 06/03/73 90 4390 402?N 05212w 61.5 1214 GGGGG
1315-17014 00000/0000 2LO022/1554 06/03/73 6 4392 695'N 09205W 4-.1 157.8 GGPG
1315-17021 00000/C000 20022/1555 06/03/73 8C 4392 6129N 09312W 49*2 155.7 GPPG
1315-17023 -C0000/0000 20022/1556 06/03/73 80 4392 6007N 09415W 50*2 153.7 GPPG
KEYS: CLU C8VER % ,......... .. 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CVER. ** = NU CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ...... ,..... BLANKS=BAND NOT PReSFNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLEO* G=0G8D. FuFAIR BUT USABLE* P=POSR.
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD C4TALBG FR NBN.US PAGE 0869
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRBFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PRIT!C.IPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PeSITIN IN R8LIL ACCUIRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1315-17030 O0000/C000 20022/1557 06/03/73 70 4392 5Q44N 09
5 14W 51*3 151.7 GGPG
1315-17032 00000/0000 20022/1558 06/03/73 40 4392 5720N 096096 52*3 149*6 GGPG
1315-17035 00000/0000 20022/1559 06/03/73 70 4392 5556N 0 9700W 53*2 147*6 GGPG
1315-17041 000CO/0000 20022/1560 06/C3/73 80 4392 5432N 09748W 54.2 145*5 GGPG
1315-17044 00000/0000 20022/1561 06/n3/73 90 4392 5308N 09833W 5591 143.4 GGPG
1315-17050 00000/c000 20022/1562 06/03/73 90 4392 5143N 09916 56.0 141*2 GGPG
1315-17053 00000/0000 20022/1563 06/03/73 90 4392 5nlN 09956W 56*8 139*0 GGPG
1315-17121 00000/0000 20022/1564 06/03/73 0 4392 2727N 10751W 63.1 94.4 GGGG
1315-17123 OO0CO/0000 20022/1565 06/03/73 10 4392 2600N 10813W 63.0 91.5 GPGG
.1315-17130 00000/0000 20022/1566 06/03/73 20 4392 2434N 10835w 62.7 88.5 GPGG
1315-17132 00000/0000 20022/1567 06/03/73 20 4392 2907N 10857w 6204 85.7 GPGG
1315-17135 00000/0000 20022/1568 06/03/73 70 4392 2141N 10919W 62.0 82.9 GPGG
1315-17141 00000/0000 20022/1569 06/03/73 90 4392 2015N 1O941W 61.5 80.2 GGGG
1315-18473 0000/0000 20022/1570 06/03/73 10 4393 5433N 12330W 54.2 145.5 GPGG
1315-18475 00300/0000 20022/1571 06/03/73 10 4393 5309N 12416W 55.1 143*4 GGGG
1315-18482 00000/0000 20022/1572 06/03/73 10 4393 5144N 12500W 56.0 141.2 GGGP
1315-18484 00000/0000 20022/1573 06/03/73 0 4393' 5019N 12542W 56.8 139.0 GGGG
1315-18493 00000/0000 20022/1574 06/03/73 70 4393 972qN 12657W 58
8
*4 134.3 UGGG
1315-20252 00000/0000 20022/1575 06/03/73 20 4394 7?08N 13138W 40-3 174.5 GGGG
1315-20255 00000/0000 20022/1576 06/03/73 20 4394 7051N 133 58W 41*4 171.7 GGGG
1315-20261 00000/0000 20022/1577 06/03/73 40 4394 6934N 13602W 42*6 169*0 GGGG
1315-22052 00000/0000 20022/157 05/03/73 90 4395 8,17N 11927w 30.6 215.2 GGG
1315-22054 00000/0000 20022/1579 0~/3/73 90 43Q5 7937N 12700W 31.8 207.6 GOGG
1315-22061 00000/0000 20022/1580 0A/03/73 80 4395 749qN 13331W 33*0 200*8 GGGG
1315-22063 00000/0000 20022/1581 06/03/73 90 4395 7753N 13
9 10W 34.2 194.9 GGGG
1315-22070 00000/0000 20022/1582 0/03/73 100 4395 7 65 1N 14359w 35.4 189.8 GGGG
1315-22072 00000/0000 20022/1583 06/03/73 100 4395 756N 14805W 36*7 185.3 GGGG
1315-22075 00000/0000 20022/1584 06/03/73 90 4395 7437N 15138W 37.9 181.3 GGGG
1315-22081 00000/0000 20022/1585 06/03/73 80 4395 7324N 15443W 39.0 177.8 GGG
1316-00163 00000/0000 20024/0403 06/04/73 60 4396 127S 13933E 41*3 45.9 GfGG
1316*00165 00000/0000 20024/0404 06/04/73 20 4396 153S 13912E 40.1 45.2 GGGG
1316*00172 00000/0000 20024/0405 06/04/73 0 4396 1419S 13851E 38*9 44.6 GGPG
1316*00174 00000/0000 20024/0406 06/04/73 0 4396 1545S 13830E 37.7 44*0 GGGG
1316"00181 00000/000o 20024/0407 06/04/73 0 4396 1713S 13810E 36.5 43.4 G3GG
1316"00183 00000/0000CO 20024/0408 06/04/73 0 4396 1A39S 13750E 3593 42.9 GGGG
1316-00190 00000/0000 20024/0409 06/04/73 0 4396 20 05S 13730E 34*1 42*5 GGGG
1316-00192 00000/C0000 20024/0410 06/04/73 10 4396 2131S 13708E 32.8 42.0 GGPG
1316-00195 00000/0000 20024/0411 06/04/73 10 4396 2257S 13645E 31.6 41*7 GGPG
1316-00201 0000/0000 20024/0412 06/04/73 70 4396 24245 13621E 30*4 41.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % ..... *......... 0 Te 100 - % CL6UD CPVER. ** 
= NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QU4LITY .............. RLANKS.BAND NBT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* RBRECYCLED* GeG880D F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P*PBR*
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR NBN.US PAGE 0870
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICR8FILM RBLL NO./ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN R8LL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1316w00204 00000/0000 20024/0413 06/o4/73 90 4396 2550S 13557E 29*1 41*0 GGGG
1316-01315 00000/0000 20024/0183 06/04/73 50 4397 8015N 17100W 30*6 215*2 GGGG
1316-01321 00000/0000 20024/0184 06/04/73 70 4397 7936N 17830 31*8 207.5 GGGG
1316-01324 00000/0000 20024/0185 06/04/73 80 4397 7R47N 17455E 33.0 200.8 GGGG
1316-01330 00000/0000 20024/0186 06/04/73 80 4397 7752N 16918E 34.3 194.9 PsGG
1316-01333 00000/0000 20024/0187 06/04/73 80 4397 7651N 16430E 35.5 189.7 GGGG
1316-01335 00000/0000 20024/0188 06/04/73 80 4397 7945N 16021E 36.7 185.2 GGGP
1316-01342 00000/0000 20024/0189 06/04/73 80 4397 7436N 15648E 37.9 181.3 GGGG
1316-01344 00000/0000 20024/0190 06/04/73 100 4397 7324N 15342E 39.1 177*8 GGGG
1316-01360 00000/0000 20022/1597 06/04/73 20 4397 693 6N 14632E 42*6 169.1 GGGG
1316w01362 00000/c00 20022/1598 06/04/73 10 4 3q7 6817N 14441E 43.7 166.6 PcGG
1316-01365 00000oooo/0000oo 20022/1599 06/04/73 20 4397 6658N 14301E 44.8 164.2 GGGG
1316*01371 00000/0000 20022/1600 06/04/73 40 4397 6538N 14 130E 46*0 162.0 GGGG
1316-01374 00000/0000 20022/1601 06/04/73 40 4397 6416N 14008E 47*1 159.9 GGGG
1316-01380 00000/0000 20022/1602 06/04/73 20 4397 6P54N 13854E 48.1 157.8 GG G
1316-01383 00000/0000 20022/1603 06/04/73 10 4397 6132N 13746E 49.2 155.7 GG G
1316-01385 00000/0000 20022/1604 06/04/73 10 4397 6009N 13643E 50.2 153*7 GGGG
1316-01392 00000/0000 20022/1605 06/04/73 10 4397 5847N 13544E 513 151.7 GGG
1316-03264 00000/0000 20024/0150 06/04/73 0 4398 4442N 10247E 598 129.3 GGPG
1316-03271 00000/0000 20024/0151 06/04/73 10 4398 4317N 10214E 60.5 126.7 GGPG
1316-03273 00000/0000 20024/0152 06/04/73 10 4398 4152N 10142E 61.0 124.1 GGPG
1316-03280 00000/0000 20024/0153 06/04/73 10 4398 4n27N 10111E 61.5 121.3 GGPG
1316-03282 00000/0000 20024/0154 06/04/73 20 4398 3900N 10042E 62.0 118*5 GGPG
1316-03285 00000/0000 20024/0155 06/04/73 80 4398 3734N 10015E 62*4 115.6 GrPG
1316-05055 00000/0000 20024/0156 06/04/73 90 4399 5846N 08406E 51*3 151*7 GGPG
1316-05105 00000/0000 20024/0157 05/04/73 60 4399 4150N 07556E 61.0 124*0 GGPG
1316-05111 00000/0000 20024/0158 06/04/73 30 43q9 - 4024N 07526E 6105 121.3 GGPG
1316"05114 00000/0000 20024/0159 06/04/73 10 4399 3858 N o7456E 62.0 118.5 GGPG
1316-06591 00000/0000 20024/0182 06/04/73 0 4400 243 9 N 04455E 62.7 88.4 G
1316-06593 00000/0000 20024/0191 06/04/73 0 4400 2?13N 0 4433E 66-4 85.6 GGGG
1316"07000 .00000/0000 20024/0192 06/04/73 0 44 00 2147N 0 4411E 62.0 82.8 GsGG
1316-07002 '00000/0000 20024/0193 06/04/73 0 4400 2020N 04 349E 61*5 80.1 GGGG
1316-07005 00000/0000 20024/0194 06/04/73 0 4400 1854N 04328E 61,0 77*5 GGGG
1316-07011 00000/0000 20024/0195 06/04/73 10 4400 1726N 04307E 60*4 75.1 GGGG
1316-07014 00000/0000 20024/0196 05/0 4 /73  20 4400 1559N 04 246E 598 72o7 GGGG
1316-07020 00000/0000 20024/0197 06/04/73 20 4400 1432N 04225E 59.1 70.4 GGGP
1316-07023 00000/0000 20024/0198 06/04/73 0 4400 1306N 04204E 58.4 68.3 GGGP
1316-07025 00000/0000 20024/0199 06/04/73 0 4400 1139N 04143E 57*6 66.3 GGGG
1316-07032 00000/0000 20024/0200 06/04/73 0 4400 101 3N 04123E 56.8 64.3 GLGG
KEYS: CLUD C8VER % *************,, 0 T8 100 * % CLBU D CPVER. ** N=  CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE-
IMAGE QUALITY ......,,....,. BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESPNT/REQUESTED RuRECYCLEDO GmGBD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE# PuPBBRe
16:44 IAr 11j,174 STANDARD CATLOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0871
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVAT15N MICReFILM RtLL N i./ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PaINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIN IN HRLL ACCUIRED CeVER 'UMBER 'F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1316-07034 00000/0000 20024/0201 06/04/73 20 4400 0P46N 04102E 55,9 62.5 GsGG
1316-08322 OOO00/0000 20022/1616 06/04/73 10 4401 5245N 03231E 5103 151.6 GGGG
1316-10131 00000/0000 20022/1617 06/04/73 40 4402 6658N 01359E 44.9 164.2 GGGG
1316-10133 0000/o00 20022/1618 06/04/73 40 4402 6537N 01230E 46*0 162,0 GGGG
1316-10140 00000/0000 20022/1619 06/04/73 4c 4402 6417N 0 1108E 47.1 159.8 GGGG
1316-10142 00000/0000 20022/1620 06/04 / 7 3  40 4
402 6255N 00952E 48.2 157.7 GGGG
1316-10145 00000/OCO0 20022/1621 06/04/73 30 4402 6133N 00843E 4903 155,7 GGGG
1316-10151 OU000/0000 20022/1622 06/04/73 30 4402 
6nl0N 00740E 50.3 153.6 GGGG
1316-10154 00000/0000 20022/1623 06/o4/73 30 4402 5847N 0064OE 51*3 151.6 GAGG
1316-10192 00000/0000 20022/1624 06/0/73 40 4402 4605N 00008E 59.2 131*8 GGGG
1316-10195 00000/0000 20022/1625 06/04/73 8o 44n2 4440N 00024w 59*9 129.3 GGGG
1316-13441 00000/0000 20024/0059 06/04/73 30 4404 5145N 04900W 56*0 141.1 PGGP
1316-13444 00000/0000 20024/0060 0/ 04/73 70 4404 5020N 0 4941W 56*9 138.9 PGGG
1316-13450 00000/0000 20024/0061 06/04/73 
6 0 4404 4R55N 050 20W 57*7 136.6 GGGG
1316-13453 00000/C000 20024/0062 0/04/73 20 4404 4729N 05057W 5895 13402 PGGG
1316-13455 0000C/ o000 20024/0063 06/04/73 30 4404 4.04N 051
3 3W 59.2 131.7 GGPG
1316-13462 O0000/0000 20024/0064 06/4/73 10 4404 4439N 05206W 59*9 129*2 GGPG
1316-13464 00000/C00 20024/0065 06/04/73 10 4404 4?13N 05239W 60.5 126.6 
GPPG
1316-13471 00000/0000 20024/0066 06/04/73 40 4404 4148N 05310W 61.1 123.9 GGGG
1316-13473 00000/0000 20024/0067 06/04/73 50 4404 4023N 0 5339W 61.6 121*2 GGGG
1316.15235 00000/C00o 20024/01 7 1 06/04/73 90 4405 641rN 0 662 0W 47.1 159.8 
GGGG
1316-15241 00000/0000 20024/0172 06/04/73 90 4405 6254N 06734W 48*2 157,7 
GGGG
1316-15244 00000/0000 20024/0173 06/04/73 90 4405 6131N 06
8 42W 49*3 155.6 GGGG
1316-15250 00000/Co00 20024/0174 06/04/73 80 4405 6009N 06945W 50,3 153*6 GGGG
1316-15253 00000/0000 20024/0175 06/04/73 90 4405 5R46N 07044W 51*3 151.6 GGGG
1316-15255 00000/0000 20024/0176 06/04/73 90 4405 5722N 07138W 5203 149*5 GGGG
1316-15262 00000/0000 20024/0177 06/04/73 50 4405 5558N 07229W 53*3 147,5 GGGG
1316-15264 00000/000 20024/0178 05/04/73 4405 5434N 0 7318W 54*3 145.4 GGPG
1316-15271 00000/0000 20024/0179 06/04/73 0 4405 5310N 07404 55.2 143*3 GGGG
1316-15273 00000/0000 20024/0180 06/n4/73 0 4405 514
6 N 07448w 56.1 141.1 GGGG
1316-15280 00000/O000 20024/0181 06/04/73 20 44n5 5021N 0 7529W 56.9 138*9 GGGG
1316-17102 00000/0000 20024/0068 06/04/73 80 4406 5310N 0 9956w 55,2 143&3 GGGG
1316-17105 00000/0000 20024/0069 06/04/73 80 4406 514FN 1038W 56.1 141.1 GGGG
1316-17111 00000/0000 20024/0070 06/04/73 90 4406 
5 020N 10118w 56*9 138.8 GGGG
1316-18534 00000/0000 20024/0071 06/04/73 90 4407 5?09N 12544W 55*2 143*3 GGGG
1316-18540 00000/0000 20024/0072 06/04/73 90 4407 5145N 12626W 56.1 141.1 
GGGG
1316-18543 000o0/000D 20024/0073 06/04/73 90 44r7 520N 12
706W 569 138.8 GGGG
1316-20313 00000/0000 20022/1641 06/4/73 70 4408 7p53N 13526W 41s5 171.6 PGGG
1316"20315 00000/0000 20022/1642 06/04/73 70 4408 6a36N 13730W 42*7 169.0 PGGG
KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % .. *............ 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD CAVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ...... ..... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSrNT/REUESTED. RuRECYCLED. G.GIAD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBOOR
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NON.US PAGE 0872
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N99/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PeINT SUN SN TIMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITI9N IN RBLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IklAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
ReV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1316-23574 00000/0000 20022/1643 06/04/73 10 4410 720pN 17518E 40*4 174.5 GGGG
1316-23580 00000/0000 20022/1644 06/04/71 0 4410 7052N 17258E 41s5 171.6 GGGG
1316-23583 00000/0000 20022/1645 06/04/73 0 4410 6q34N 17053E 42*7 168.9 GGGG
1316-23585 00000/0000 20022/1646 04/04/73 0 4410 681 N 16902E 43*8 166.5 GGGG
1316-23592 00000/0000 20022/1647 06/04/73 10 4410 6656N 16723E 45.0 164.1 GGGG
1316-23594 00000/0000 20022/1648 05/04/73 1i 4410 6936N 16553E 46.1 161.9 GGGG
1317-00001 00000/000o 20022/1649 06/09/73 20 4410 6415N 16431E 47.2 159.7 GGGG
1317-01564 00000/0000 20022/1650 06/09/73 20 4411 154N 11926E 61*0 77.4 GPGG
1317-01571 00000/0000 20022/1651 06/0o/73 40 4411 1727N 11904E 60*4 74*9 GGGG
1317-01573 00000/0000 20022/1652 06/0/73 50 4411 1600N 11842E 59*8 72.6 GGGG
1317-01580 00000/0000 20022/1653 0,/03/73 20 4411 1434N 11822E 59.1 70.3 GPGG
1317-01582 00000/0000 20022/1654 06/09/73 10 4411 1308N 11801E 8.*4 682 GPGG
1317-01585 00000/0000 20022/1655 06/oF/73 10 4411 1141N 11741E 57*6 66*1 GOGG
1317-01591 00000/000C 20022/1656 06/09/73 10 4411 lo13N 11721E 56,8 64.2 GoGG
1317-01594 00000/0000 20022/1657 06/05/73 10 4411 0P47N 11701E 55.9 62.4 GPGG
1317"0520o 00000/0000 20024/0205 06/0r/ 73 c 4413 2R57N 07027E 63.3 97.2 GGGG
1317-05204 00000/000 20024/0206 06/0c/73 10 4413 2731N 07004E 63.1 94.1 GGGG
1317"05211. 00000/0000 20024/0207 06/06/73 0 4413 2f07N 06941E 63-0 9192 GGGG
1317-05213 00000/000 20024/0208 06/os/73 0 4413 2439N 06919E 62e7 88.2 GGGG
1317-"6545 00000/0000 20022/1662 0~/Q5/73 10 4414 5846N 05654E 51.4 151.6 GGGG
1317"08451 000CO/000o 20022/1663 0/nF5/ 7  10 4415 3 442N 02029E 63.0 109.3 GGP
1317-08453 OU000/000 20022/1664 06/05/73 0 4415 3317N 02003E 63.2 106.3 PPPG
1317-08460 00000/0000 20022/1665 06/c5/73 0 4415 3!52N 0 1938E 63s3 103*2 GPGG
1317-08462 00000/0000 20022/1666 06/09/73 0 4415 3026N 01914E 63.3 100v2 GGPG
1317-10185 000o0/0000 20022/1667 06/09/73 40 4416 6 65 8N 01234E 45.0 164.2 GOGG
1317-10192 00000/C00 20022/1668 06/c0/ 7 3 40 4416 6538N 01104E 46.1 161.9 GGGG
1317-10194 00000/0000 20022/1669 0/09/71 50 4416 6417N 00941E 47.2 159.8 GGGG
1317"10201 00000/0000 20022/1670 06/05 / 73 30 4416. 6P55N 0 0 826E 48.3 157.7 GGG
1317"10203 00000/0000 20022/1671 06/09/73 30 4416 613? 00717E 49.3 155.6 GGG
1317-10210 00000/000 20022/1672 06/-157 20 4416 6010N 00614E 50.4 153.6 GGGG
1317-10212 00000/0000C 20022/1673 OA/05/7 3  10 4416 5q47N 00515E 51.4 151.5 PGGG
1317-15293 00000/0000 20022/1674 06/05/ 73 100 4419 6 416N 067 52W 47.2 159*7 GGGG
1317-15295 00000O/0000 20022/1675 06/0c/73 100 4419 6P5N 06907W 4R3 157.6 GGGG
1317-15302 00000/0000 20022/1676 06/0n/73 90 4419 6133N 07016W 49*4 155.6 GGGG
1317-15304 00000/0000 20022/1677 06/05/73 30 4419 61QON 07118W 50.4 153*5 G7GG
1317-1531'1 00000/0000 20022/1678 06/0,/73 10 4419 5447N 07 2 16W 51*4 151.5 GGGG
1317-15313 00000/0000 20022/1679 06/05/73 10 4419 5724N 07311W 52*4 149*5 GGG
1317-15320 00000/000 20022/1680 06/05/73 20 4419 5600N 07402W 53.4 147*4 GGGG
1317-15322 00000/0000 20022/1681 0/O7,73 20 4419 5435N 07449W 54.3 145.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ............... o TO 100 = % CLOUD CAVER. *, U NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY .,....,,..... RLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REOUESTED* RURECYCLED, G=GSRD F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBOBR.
16:44 AR i1"'74 STAN'ARD CATAL9G FOR NON-US PAGE 0873
FROM 07/23/72 Tt 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN ICRMFIL M ROLL N,./ DATE CLOUD bRqIT PPINCIPAL p9INT SUN SJ IMAGE QUALITY
ID PSSITIJN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZI. RBV MSS
8V MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1317-15325 00300/0000 2C022/1682 06/,,/ 73 I0 4419 5310N 0 7534W 55*2 143.2 GSGG
1317-15331 C00000/oc 20022/1683 0t/3o/71 60 4419 5146N 07616W 561 141.0 GfGG
1317-15334 00000/0000 20022/1684 0./05/73 50 4419 5022N 07656W =7.0 138.7 G3GG
1317-17163 00000/0000 20022/1685 00,/5/7^ 20 k 420 514 N 10204w 56.1 141.0 GGGG
1317-17165 0000/G00 20022/1686 0/0.,/73 20 44?0 502?N 10244W 57*0 13 .7 G3GG
1317-17233 00000/0000 20022/1687 0&/r/ 73 0 440 273?N 11035W 63.1 94*0 GCGG
1317-17240 C00000/0000 20022/1688 0//7,/7 0 4430 2A05N 11058W 620
9  91.0 GCGG
1317-17242 00000/0000 20022/1689 0o4/0/73 10 4420 2438N 11l21 62*7 88.1 GGGG
1317-17245 00000/002 20022/1690 0/05/73 10 4420 2311N 11145w 62.3 85.2 GGGG
1317-18583 0000/00C00 20022/1691 06/09/73 10 4421 5559N 12535w 5394 147*4 GGGG
1317-18592 00300/000C 20022/1692 0/rc9/ 7 3 10 4421 5312N 12710W 55.3 143*1 GGG
1317-18595 00000/0000 2c02 2/16 9 3  0/o / 7 3  0 4421 514N 12753W 56*1 141.0 PPPP
1317-19001 00000/C00o 20022/1694 0/05/73 10 4421 5023N 12834W 57.0 138.7 PPPG
1317-22191 00000/0000 20024/0219 0O/9/73 90 4423 7437N 15433w 38.1 181.2 GGGG
1317-22194 00000/000 200240220 06/5/73 90 4423 7325N 15737W 39.3 177.7 GGGG
1318-00034 O000/O0000 20024/0221 0./0,71 30 4424. 7056N 17132E 41o6 171*7 G@GG
1318-00041 0000/0000 20024/0222 00/0v/ 7 3 30 44;4 623qN 16927E 42.7 169.0 GGGG
1318-"00413 O C00/C0 20024/0223 06/ 06/73 10 4424 6021N 16737E 43*9 166.5 GGGG
1318-00050 00000/0000 20024/0224 06/06/73 10 4424 6700N 16557E 4F*0 164.2 GGGG
1318-00052 00000/C000 20024/0225 06/n6/ 73 10 4424 6549N 16427E 46.1 161.9 GGGG
1318-00055 00000/0000 20024/0226 0A/06/73 0 4424 6419N 16305E 47.2 159.8 GqGG
1318-00061 C000/0000 20024/0227 06/06/71 0 4424 6357N 16151E 48.3 157.7 G(GG
1318-00064 0000/Occo0 20024/0228 0(/0A/73 20 +424 6135N 160 4 2E 49*4 155.6 GrGG
1318-00070 00020/0o00 20024/0229 06/n6/73 30 444 6o12N 15937E 5C*4 153.6 GGGG
1318-01561 00000/0000 20024/0209 06/0A/73 80 4426 40AN 12410E 61*6 121.0 GG
1318-03451 00000/000C 20024/0210 06/o6/7 90 4426 2021N 09235E 61*5 79.8 GGGG
1318-05263 00000/0000 20024/0160 0t/06/73 0 4427 273,3N 06838E 63*1 93.9 PGGG
1318-05265 00000/C0000 20024/0161 OA/ A /73 0 4427 2607N 06815E 62.9 91*0 G$GG
1318-05272 00000/COO0 20024/0162 0/06/73 20 4427 244 1N 06 751E 62.7 88*0 GrGG
1318-06592 00000/0000 20024/0163 05/0/71 30 4428 6257N 0 5838E 48.3 157.6 GGGG
1318-06594 00000/000- 20024/0164 06/0A/73 20 4428 6134N 05730E 49.4 155.6 GGGG
1318"07001 00000/0000 20024/0165 06/06/73 10 4428 611N 05626E 50*4 153.5 GGGG
1318-07003 00000/0000 20024/0166 0b/06/73 10 4428 5 448 N 055 27E 51,5 151.5 GGGG
1318-07101 00000/0000 20024/0167 GO/CV/73 0 4428 2405N 0 4225E 62.9 90.9 GGGG
1318-07103 00000/0000 20024/0168 06/06/73 10 4428 2440N c4202E 62.7 88.0 GGGG
1318-07110 00000/0000 20024/0169 06/06/73 10 4428 2315N 0 4139E 62.3 85*2 GGG
1318-07112 00000/0000 20024/0170 06/0A/73 10 4428 2149N 04 117E 61.9 82.4 GGGG
1318-08535 00000/0000 20022/1708 06/06/73 20 4429 2440N 01615E 62*7 88*0 GGGG
131 8 -08 541 00000/0000 20022/1709 0'/0A/73 30 4429 2314N 01b53E 62*3 85*2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUC COVER % *..**.....***. 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CfVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .. ,,....,,. gLANKSoBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. GGBBOD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE, PPBBR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0874
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICReFILM ReLL N./ DATE CLOUD RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
IO POSITIBN IN ROLL ACUTIRED COVER NUMBER 8F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM* RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1318-08544 00000/0000 20022/1710 06/06/73 20 4429 2148N 01531E 61*9 82.4 GGGG
1318-08550 00000/000 20022/1711 06/0n/73 20 4429 2021N olbO9E 61*5 79.7 GGGG
1318-08553 00000/0000 20022/1712 06/06/73 60 4429 1855N 01447E 60C 9  77.2 GGGG
1318-08555 00000/0000 20022/1713 06/06/7q 80 4429 172RN 01426E 60*3 74s7 GGGG
1318"08562 00000/0000 20022/1714 06/06/73 80 4429 1601N 0 1404E 59.7 72*3 GGGG
1318-08564 00000/0000 20022/1715 06/06/73 10 4429 14 3 4N 01343E 59*0 70.1 GGG
1318,10255 00000/0000 20022/1716 06/06/73 80 4430 6258N 00701E 48.4 157.6 GGGG
1318.10261 00000/0000 20022/1717 06/06/73 80 4430 6135N 00552E 49*4 155.5 GGGG
1318.10311 00000/0000 20022/1718 06/06/73 70 4430 4443N 00316W 60'0 128.9 GGGG
1318-13552 00000/0000 20022/1719 06/06/73 20 4431 5312N 05106W 55*3 14301 GGGG
1318-13554 00000/0000 20022/1720 06/06/73 10 4431 5148N 05149W 56*2 1409 PGGG
1318*13561 00000/0o00 2002P/1721 06/0&/7 20 4431 5023N 05229W 57.0 138.6 PGG
1318-13563 00000/0000 20022/1722 06/06/73 10 4431 4A59N 05308W 57.8 136.3 PrGG
1318-13570 00000/0000 20022/1723 06/06/73 iC 4431 4733N 05346W 58.6 133*9 PSGG
1318-13572 00000/0000 20022/1724 06/06/73 20 4431 4608N 05421W 59*3 131.4 PGGG
1318.13575 00000/0000 20022/1725 06/06/73 20 4431 4442N 05455W 60.0 128*9 GGGG
1318-13581 00000/0000 20022/1726 06/06/73 30 4431 4318N 05527W 60.6 126.3 GGGG
1318-13584 00000/0000 20022/1727 06/0o/73 30 4431 4153N 05558W 61.1 123.6 GGGG
1318.13590 00000/0000 20022/1728 06/06/7 10 4431 4026N 05628W 61*7 120.8 GGGG
1318-17203 00000/000 20022/1729 06/06/73 100 4434 5724N 10021W 52*5 149.4 GGGG
1318-17210 00000/000 20022/1730 06/06/73 100 4434 5601N t0113W 53.5 147.3 GGGG
1318-17212 00000/0000 20022/1731 06/06/73 90 4434 5437N 10202W 54.4 145*2 GGGG
1318-17215 00000/o000 20022/1732 06/06/73 50 4434 5 312N 10248W 55.3 143.0 GGGG
1318-17221 00000/000o 20022/1733 065/0/73 10 4434 5148N 103 3 1w 56.2 140,9 PGGG
1318-17224 00000/0000 20022/1734 06/0A/73 80 4434 5024N 104 12 57*0 138.6 GGGG
1318-17285 00000/0000 20022/1735 06/06/73 0 4434 2858N 11139W 63*3 96o8 PGGG
1318-17292 OC0010/0CO 20022/1736 06/06/73 0 4434 27 3 ?N 11202W 63.1 93.8 PGGG
1318-17294 00000/0000 20022/1737 06/06/73 40 4434 2605N 11225w 62*9 90.8 PGGG
1318-18582 o0000/o000 20024/0110 06/06/73 100 4435 7437N 104 18W 38*2 181.2 GPGG
1318-18585 00000/0000 20024/0111 06/o/73 100 4415 7325N 10722w 39*3 177.7 GPGG
1318-18591 100000/0001 20024/0112 06/0A/73 30 4435 7?llN 11003W 40v5 174.5 GGGG
1318-18594 00000/0000 20024/0113 06/06/73 0 4435 7055N 11224W 41*7 171.6 GGGG
1318-19000 00000/0000 20024/0114 06/06/73 0 4435 6938N 11430W 42.8 168.9 GGGG
1318-19003 00000/0000 20024/0115 06/CA/73 0 4435 6Ai9N 11621W 44.0 1664 GGGG
1318-19005 00000/0000 20024/0116 06/06/73 60 4435 6700N 11801W 45.1 164*1 GGGG
1318-19012 00000/C000 20024/0117 06/06/73 80 4435 6538N 11930W 46*2 161.8 GGGG
1318-19014 00000/0000 20024/0118 O0/O.6/73 30 4415 6417N 12051W 4793 159.7 GGGG
1318-19021 00000/0000 20024/0119 06/06/73 20 4435 6?55N 12205W 48*4 157.6 GGGG
131 8 m19023 00000/0000 20024/0120 06/0A/73 60 4435 6133N 12313W 49.4 155.5 GGGG
KEYS.: CL6UD CBVER % o.,........... o TB 100 = % CLOUD CRVER. ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *o,,,.,,,,,,., BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED. G=G5BD, F-FAIR BUT USABLE* P-Pe9R,
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0875
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
SBSERVATION MICP6FILM R9LL NO./ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL PUINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN NRLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV* AZIV. RBV MSS
1eV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1318-19030 00000/0000 20024/0121 06/0/73 80 4435 6n11N 124 16W 50*5 153*4 GGGG
1318-19032 00000/0000 200 2 4/012 2 06oA//73 90 4435 5848N 12516W 51.5 151.4 GGGG
1318-19035 00000/0000 20024/0123 06/OA/73 100 4435 5725N 12611W 52*5 14994 GGGG
1318-19041 00000/0000 20024/0124 06/06/73 100 4435 5602N 12703W 53.5 147.3 GGGG
1318-19050 00000/0000 20024/0125 06/06/73 100 4435 5312N 12836W 55.3 143*0 GGGG
1318-19053 00000/0000 20024/012 6 06/06/73 100 4435 5 148 N 12919w 56.2 140*8 GGGG
1318-20402 00000/0000 20024/0127 06/0A/73 90 4436 7754N 11737W 34*6 194*8 GGGG
1318-20405 00000/0000 20024/0128 06/OA/73 C 4436 7653N 12228W 35.8 189*7 GGGG
1318-20411 00000/0000 20024/0129 06/06/73 0 4436 7547N 12636W 37,0 185.2 GGGG
1318-20414 00000/0000 20024/0130 06/06/73 0 4436 7437N 13009w 38.2 181o2 GGGG
1318-20420 00000/0000 20024/0131 06/r6/73 0 4436 7325N 13313W 39*3 177.7 GGGG
1318-20423 00000/0000 20024/0132 06 /nA / 7 3 0 4436 7211N 13553W 40.5 174*5 GGGG
1318-20425 00000/0000 20024/0133 0-/0A/73 30 4436 7055N 13 814W 41.7 171.6 GGGG
1318-22223 00000/0000 20022/1762 06/06/73 40 4437 8017N 12336W 30,9 215.2 GGGG
1318-22225 00000/0000 20022/1763 06/0A/73 50 4437 7937N 13110
W  32'1 207.5 G(GG
1318-22232 00000/0000 20022/1764 06/06/73 30 4437 7848N 13 745W 33'3 200*7 GGGG
1318-22234 00000/0000 20022/1765 06/06/73 40 4437 7753N 14323w 34*6 194*8 GrGG
1318-22241 00000/0000 20022/1766 06/(C/73 10 4437 7651N 14811W 35.8 189.7 GGGG
1318-22243 00000/0000 20022/1767 06/06/73 10 4437 7545N 1522 0 W 37*0 185.1 GGGG
1318-22250 00000/0000 20022/1768 06/n0/73 20 4437 74 3 6N 1555 3 W 38.2 181.2 GGGG
1318-22252 00000/0000 20022/1769 06/06/73 10 4437 7925N 158 57W 39.4 177.6 GGGG
1318*22255 00000/0000 20022/1770 06/06/73 10 4437 7?10N 16138W 40*5 174.5 GGGG
1319-00334 00000/0000 20024/0211 06/07/73 20 4438 1126S 13517E 41.0 45.7 GGGG
1319-00340 00000/0000 20024/0212 06/07/73 10 4438 1253S 13456E 39.8 45*0 GGGG
1319"00343 00000/0000 20024/0213 06/07/73 0 4438 1419S 13435E 38.6 44*4 GGG
1319-00345 00000/0000 20024/0214 06/07/73 C 4438 145S 13414E 37.4 43.8 GGGG
1319-00352 00000/0000 20024/0215 06/07/73 0 4438 17125 13353E 36.2 43.3 GGG
1319-00354 00000/0000 20024/0216 06/07/73 20 4438 19385 13331E 35*0 42.8 GGGG
1319-00361 00000/0000 20024/0217 06/07/73 50 4438 2004S 13310E 33.8 42.3 GGGG
1319-00363 00000/0000 20024/0218 06/07/73 40 4438 2130S 13247E 32*5 41.9 GGGG
131 9 "01 5 63 00000/0000 20022/1779 06/07/73 10 4439 5847N 13125E 51s5 15193 GGG
1319-03394 00000/0000 20022/1780 06/07/73 40 4440 5R47N 10540E 51*6 151.3 GGGG
1319-03492 00000/0000 20022/1781 06/07/73 40 4440 2607N 09240E 6209 9097 GGGG
1319-03494 00000/0000 20022/1782 06/07/73 60 4440 2440N 09217E 62.6 87.8 GGGG
1319"O3501 00000/0000 20022/1783 06 /07/ 7 3 30 4440 2314N 0 9153E 623 84.9 GGGG
1319-03503 00000/0000 20022/1784 06/07/73, 20 4440 2146N 09131E 61*9 82.2 GGGG
1319-05153 00300/C00O 20022/1785 06/07/73 40 4441 8016N 13309E 30*9 215.1 G3GG
1319-05155 00000/0000 20022/1786 06/07/73 50 4441 7q36N 12536E 32*2 207*4 GGGG
1319-05162 00000/0000 20022/1787 06/07/73 40 4441 7848N 11902E 33*4 200.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD C5VER % .......... *... o TO 100 % BUD CVER N CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLEDi G.GBAD. FEFAIR BUT USABLE. Pu.POBR
16:44 MA i'P 74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR NBN.US PAGE 0876
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICROFILM RBLL NO./ DATE- CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITrIN IN ROLL ACOUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV tSS
Rbv MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
13190C5164 00000/000 20022/1788 06/07/73 50 4441 7753N 11325E 34.6 194.7 PGGG
1319-05171 00000/0000 20022/1789 06 /07/ 7 3 40 4441 7651N 10834E 35*8 189.6 PGGG
1319-05173 00000/0000 20022/1790 06/07/73 100 4441 7544N 10424E 37*0 185.1 GGGG
1319-05180 00000/0000 20022/1791 06/07/73 100 4441 7435N 10050E 38.2 181.1 GGGG
1319-05182 00000/0000 20022/1792 06/07/73 100 4441 7324N 09747E 39*4 177.6 GGGG
1319-05185 00000/0000 20022/1793 06/07/71 100 4441 7?10N 09506E 40.6 174.4 GGGG
1319,05191 00000/0000 20022/1794 06/07/73 100 4441 7054N 0 9245E 41.7 171.5 GGGG
1319-07050 00000/0000 20022/1795 06/07/73 40 4442 6255N 05716E 4804 157,5 GGGG
1319-07053 00000/0000 20022/1796 0(/07/73 30 4442 6133N 05607E 49*5 155*4 GGGG
1319-37055 00000/000 20022/1797 06/07/73 30 4442 6010N 05504E 50.5 153.4 GGGG
1319-07062 00000/0000 20022/1798 06/37/73 30 4442 5q47N 05404E 51.6 151.3 GGGG
1319-37171 00000/0o00 20022/1799 06/n7/73 10 4442 2146N 03952E 61.9 82.1 GGGG
1319-07173 000o0/000C 20022/1800 06/07/73 10 4442 220N 03930E 61*4 79,5 PGGG
1319-07180 00000/0000 20022/1801 06/07/73 10 4442 1954N 03908E 60*9 76.9 PGGG
1319-07182 00000/0000 20022/1802 06/07/73 0 4442 1727N 03846E 60*3 74.5 PGGG
1319-07185 00000/000 20022/1803 06/07/73 0 4442 1600N 03825E 59.6 72.1 PGGG
1319-07191 00000/0000 20022/1804 06/07/73 10 4442 1433N 03804E 58.9 69*9 PGGG
1319-07194 00000/0000 20022/1805 0S/07/73 10 4442 1306N 03744E 58*2 67*8 GAGG
1319-09023 00000/0000 20022/1806 06/07/73 0 4443 1432N 01215E 58.9 69.9 GGGG
1319-10313 00000/0000 20022/1807 06/07/7? 90 4444 6254N 00536E 48,5 157.5 GGGG
1319'10320 00000/0000 20022/1808 06/07/73 90 4444 6132N 00428E 49.5 15504 GGGG
1319-10322 00000/0000 20022/1809 06/07/73 90 4444 6010nN 00324E 50.6 153*3 GSGG
1319-10325 00000/0000 20022/1810 0,/07/7i 90 4444 5P46N 00225E 51.6 151.3 GGGG
1319-10331 00000/0003 23022/1811 06/07/73 70 4444 5723N 00130E 52.6 149.2 GPGG
1319-10334 00000/oo00 2C022/1812 06/07/73 10 4444 5 600N 00038E 53.5 147*2 GGGP
1319-10340 00000/0000 20022/1813 06/07/73 20 4444 5 43 6 N 00009W 54.5 14591 GPGG
1319-.10343 0000/C00 20022/1814 06/07/73 0 4444 5311N 00054w 55.4 142*9 GGGG
1319-10345 00000/0000 20022/1815 06/07/73 0 4444 514 6N 00137W 56*3 140.7 GSGG
1319-14010 00000/000 20022/1816 06/07/73 70 4446 5 10N 052 37 W 55*4 142.9 PPGG
1319-1401 00000/o0000 20022/1817 06,07/73 70 4446 5145N 05319W 56.3 140.7 PGGG
1319-14015 00000/0003 200 22/1819 06/07/73 80 4446 5o21N 0 5359w 57.1 138.4 PGGG
1319-14021 00000/0000 20022/1519 06/07/73 40 4446 4q56N 0 5 4 3 8W 5709 136.1 PlGG
1319-14024 O0000/OCOC 20022/1820 06/07/73 8C  4446 4731N 0 5514W 58*7 133.7 PGGG
1319-14030 00000/0000 2 00 2 2 /18 2 1 06/97/73 80 4446 4A06N 05549W 59*4 131.2 PPGG
1319-14033 00000/000 20022/1822 06/07/73 30 4446. 4441w 05 623W 60.0 1'28.6 PGGG
1319-14035 30000/0000 20022/1823 06/07/73 0 4446 4316pN 05655W 60.6 126.0 GPPG
13 19-1404 00000/COO 20022/1824 06/r7/73 10 4446 4150N 0 5726W 61.2 123.3 PGGG
1319-14044 00000/0000 20022/1825 06/07/73 30 4446 4n25N 05756W 61.7 120*5 GGGG
1319-17280 00000/0000 20022/1826 06/)7/73 80 4448 51.46N 10455W 56*3 140.7 GGGG
KEYS: CL.C CBVEP % ........... 0 T8 100 . % CLBUD C4VER. ** a NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAGE QUALITY ...... R. ..... LANKSuBAND OeBT PRSFNT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED* G=GanD. FFAIR BUT USABLE* P-PBeR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NeNwUS PAGE 0877
FROM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICROFILM RSLL l./ DATE CL6UD SRBIT PRINCIPAL P5INT SUN UN TIMAGE QUALITY
ID PSSITI5N IN R5LL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1319-17282 C000/o0000 20022/1827 06/07/73 50 4448 5021N 10535W 57*1 138.4 GGGG
1319-17344 00000/0000 20022/1828 06/07/73 10 4448 257N 11306w 63.2 96.5 GGGG
1319-19032 00000/C00 20022/1829 04/07/73 10 4449 7652N 09801w 35.9 189.5 GGGG
1319-19034 00000/0000 20022/1830 06/07/73 0 4449 7 547N 10210w 37*1 185.0 GGGG
1319-19041 00000/0000 20022/1831 0,/07/73 0 4449 7437N 10544W 38.3 181.1 GGGG
1319-19043 000GO/OC00 20022/1832 06/07/73 9 4449 7124N 10849W 39*5 177*5 GGGG
1319-19050 00000/0000 20022/1833 05/07/73 0 4449 7?09N 11130W 4C06 174.4 GGGG
1319-19052 000O0/oc00 20022/1834 06/07/7 1i0 4449 7054N 11351w 41.8 171.5 PrGG
1319-19055 o000oo/000 20022/1835 06/07/73 10 4449 6938N 11556W 43.0 168*8 PPGG
1319-19061 00000/0000 20022/1836 06/07/71 10 4449 6R19N 11747W 44.1 166*3 PGGG
1319-19064 00000/0000 20022/1837 06/07/73 lo 4449 6659N 11927W 45.2 163*9 PGGP
1319-19070 00000/0000 20022/1838 06/07/73 10 4449 6F3RN 12057W 46'3 161*7 PPGG
1319-19073 00000/0000 20022/1839 06/07/73 20 4449 6416N 12218W 47*4 159*5 GGPG
1319-19075 oUoco/00O0 20022/1840 06/07/73 80 4449 6P54N 12332W 48.5 157.4 PPGG
1319-19082 00000/000o 20022/1841 06/07/71 90 4449 6131N 12439W 49.6 155.3 GGGG
1319-19084 00000/0000 20022/1842 0'/07/73 90 4449, 6009N 12 541W 50.6 153.3 GGGG
1319-19091 00000/0000 20022/1843 06/07/73 90 4449 5 84 6 N 126 39W 51.6 151*2 PGGG
1319-19093 00/00/O00C 20022/1844 06/07/73 70 4449 5723N 127 3 3W 52.6 149*2 PGGG
1319-19105 00000oo000 20022/1845 06/07/73 90 4449 5,10N 13001W 55.4 142.8 GGGG
1319-19111 000000000 20022/1846 06/07/73 90 4449 5146N 13044W 56.3 140*6 PGGG
1319-20481 0000o/000C 20022/1847 06h/7/73 50 4450 7P12N 13714W 40.6 174*5 G
1319-20484 00000/o000 20022/1848 06/07/73 10 4450 7056N 13935W 41i8 171*6 PPGG
1319-22281 00000/0000 20022/1849 06/07/73 0 4451 8018N 12458W 31*0 215.3 GGGG
1319-22283 00000/0000 20022/1850 b0/07/73 0 4451 7938N 13230W 32.2 207*6 PPGG
1319-22290 00000/0000 20022/1851 06/07/73 C 4451 7p.50N 13906W 33.4 200.8 PPGG
1319-22292 00000/0000 20022/1852 06/07/73 10 4451 7754N 14445W 34.6 194.8 PGGG
1319-22295 00000/0000 20022/1853 06/07/73 0 4451 7653N 149 34W 35.9 189*7 GPGG
1319-22301 00000/0000 20022/1854 C0/07/73 10 4451 7547N 15342W 37.1 1865.2 GPGG
1319-22304 00000/0000 20022/1855 06/07/73 0 4451 7438N 157 16 w 38.3 181.2 GGGG
1319"22310 00000/0000 20022/1856 06/07/73 0 4451 7?26N 16021W 39.4 177.6 GGG
1319-22313 00000/0000 20022/1857 06/7/73 0 4451 7p12N 16304W 40.6 174s5 8GGG
1319-22315 00000/0000 20022/1858 06/07/73 0 4451 7056N 16526W 41.8 171.5 GGGG
1320-00430 00000/0000 20024/0052 06/08/73 0 4452 2422S 13038E 30*0 41*2 GGGG
1320"00433 00000/0000 20024/0053 06/08/73 10 4452 2547S 13016E p8.7 40.9 GGGG
1320-02015 00 00/0000 20024/0054 06/08/73 20 4453 6011N 13101E 50*6 153.3 GGGG
1320-02021 00000/0000 20024/0055 06/08/73 10 4493 5R47N 13002E 51*6 151*3 GGGG
1320-02185 00000/0000 20024/005 6  06/08/73 4o 4453 0132N 11103E F0.9 5494 GGGG
1320-02192 00000/0000 20024/0057 06/CA/73 40 4453 O007N 11043E 49.9 53.2 GGGG
1320-02194 00000/0000 20024/0058 06/08/73 40 4453 0119S 11024E 48.8 520 GGGG
KEYS: CLUC CBvER % .. ******.*.... o TB 100 * X CLBUD C9VER. *. a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NeT PREScNT/REQUESTED. RxRECYCLED , GGO.D, FuFAIR BUT USABLE, PuPOOR,
16;44 MAR 11i'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR N5N-US PAGE 0878
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM R9LL NO,/ DATE CLOUD 5RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SU TIMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIBN IN RBLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER fF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1320-03550 00000/0000 20022/1866 06/08/73 40 4454 2607N 09110E 62*9 90*5 GGGG
1320'03553 00000/0000 20022/1867 06 0oR/ 7 3 30 4454 2441N o9048E 62.6 87.6 GGGG
1320-03555 00000/0000 20022/1868 06/08/73 50 4454 2314N 0 9026E 62*3 84.8 GGGG
1320-C3562 00000/0000 20022/1869 06/08/73 80 4454 2149N 09004E 61. 9  82.0 GGGG
1320-07204 00000/0000 20022/1870 06/8/73 0 4456 2 9 00N o4022E 63.2 96.4 GGGG
1320-07211 00000/0000 20022/1871 06/0A/73 0 4456 2732N 03958E 63.1 93.4 GGGG
1320-07213 00000/0000 20022/1872 06/0/ 7 3 0 4456 2605N 03935E 62.9 90.5 GGGG
1320-07220 00000/0000 20022/1873 06/0R/73 0 4456 244ON 03913E 62.6 87.6 GGGP
1320-07222 00000/0000 20022/1874 06/08/73 0 4456 2314N 03950E 62.3 84.7 GGGP
1320-07225 00000/0000 20022/1875 06/08/73 20 4456 2149N 03827E 61.9 82.0 GGGG
1320-07231 00000/0000 20022/1876 06/g8/73 20 4456 2022N 03804E 61.4 79.3 GGGG
1320-07234 00000/0000 20022/1877 06/08/73 20 4456 1856N 03742E 60*8 76.8 GGGG
1320-07240 00000/0000 20022/1878 06/08/73 0 4456 1729N o3721E 60.2 74.3 GGGG
1320-07243 00000/0000 20022/1879 06/08/73 c 4456 1601N 03701E 59*6 72,0 GGGG
1320-07245 00000/0000 20022/1880 06/08/73 c 4456 1434N 03640E 58.9 69.8 GGGG
1320-07252 00000/0000 20022/1881 06/0/73 20 4456 1308N 03620E 58.2 67.6 GGGP
1320-09045 00000/000 20022/1882 06/08/73 30 4457 2606N O1346E 62.9 90*4 GGPG
1320-09051 00000/0000 20022/1883 06/08/73 70 4457 2440N 01323E 62.6 87s5 GGGG
1320-14062 00000/0000 20022/1884 06/o8/73 40 4460 5436N 053 15W 54.5 144*9 PGGG
1320w14064 00000/0000 20022/1885 06/08/73 70 4460 5312N 054 00W 55,5 142.8 GGGG
1320-14071 00000/0000 20022/1886 06/08/73 60 4460 5147N 05443W 56.3 140,6 GGGG
1320w14073 00000/0000 20022/1887 06/O/73 40 4460 5023N 05523W 57*2 138.3 GGGG
1320-14080 00000/0000 20022/1888 06/08/73 30 4460 4858N 05601W 58*0 136*0 GGGG
1320-14082 00000/0000 20022/1889 06/C8/73 30 4460 4733N 05638W 58.7 133*5 GGGG
1320-14085 00000/0000 20022/1890 06/08/73 70 4460 4608 N 05713W 59*4 131.1 GGGG
1320-14091 00000/0000 20022/1891 06/08/73 70 4460 4443N 05746W 60*1 128.5 PGGG
1320-14094 00000/0000 20022/1892 06/oR/73 80 4460 4317N 058 19W 60*7 125.9 GGGG
1320014100 00000/0000 20022/1893 06/08/73 30 4460 4151N 05851W 61.2 123.2 GGGG
1320-14103 00000/0000 20022/1894 06/08/73 20 4460 4025N 059 2 2W 61,7 120*4 GPGG
1320-17331 00000/0000 20022/1895 06/08/73 30 4462 531N 105 40W 55.5 142*8 GG
1320-17334 ,00000/0000 20022/1896 06/0R/73 10 4462 5148N 10623W 56o3 140*5 GGGG
1320-17340 00000/0000 20022/1897 06/08/73 20 4462 502 3 N 107 04W 57.2 138.3 GGGG
1320-19143 00000/0000 20022/1898 06/08/73 80 4463 6010N 12709W 50o7 153.2 PPGG
1320-19145 00000/0000 20022/1899 06/08/73 90 4463 5847N 12808W 51*7 151o2 GGGG
1320-19163 00000/0000 20022/1900 06/09/73 60 4463 53 12N 13 127W 5505 142.7 GGGG
1320-19170 00000/0000 20022/1901 06/10/73 70 4463 514 7 N 13211W 56*3 140,5 PGGG
1320-22371 00000/0000 20023/0001 06/08/73 20 4465 7210N 164 3 0 40*7 174.3 GGGG
1320-22374 00000/0000 20023/0002 06/08/73 20 4465 7n54N 16651W 41.9 171o4 PGGG
1320422380 00000/0000 20023/0003 06/08/73 10 4465 6937N 16857W 43.0 168.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLbUD COVER % o.0,,,,,,, o TO 100 % CLOUD CAVER. ** - NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .eo........e RLANKSsBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GaBD, F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBBR,
16:44 MAR 1lol74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NaN-US PAGE 0879
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PPINCIPAL PJINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
I POSITIO IN LL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 14F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
PV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1320-22383 OC000/0000 20023/0004 06/08/73 90 4465 6Q19N 17048W 44*2 166,2 GGGG
1321-0025C 00000/0000 20023/0005 06/09/73 80 4466 5723N 15327E 52*7 149,1 GGPG
1321-0025 3  00000/0000 20 023/o006 O;/0
9 /73 80 4466 5F59N 15236E 53.6 147.0 GGPG
1321-00485 00000/000 20023/0007 06/c9/73 C 4466 2423S 12913E 29*9 41 1 GG G
1321-00491 O0000/00OO 20023/0008 06/09/73 0 4466 2549S 12850E 28*6 40o8 GGPP
1321-00494 00000/0000 20023/0009 06/n9/73 0 4466 2715S 12827E 27*4 40.6 GGPG
1321o"0500 00000/0000 20023/0010 o0,'/9/71 0 4466 2P4nS 128b3E 26,1 40*3 GGPG
13210C2250 00000/O00) 20024/0256 06/09/73 30 4467 0004N 10916E 49.7 53*1 GSGG
1321-02252 00000/0000 20024/0257 0,5/09/7 70 4467 0121S 10856E 48*7 51.9 GGGG
1321-4C01 00000/0000 20024/0258 06/09/73 80 " +468 2438N o8922E 62*6 87s3 GGGG
1321-04014 O000/00OO 20024/0259 06/09/73 70 4468 2311N O8900E 62.2 84.5 GGGG
1321-j 4 020 00000/0000 20024/0260 06/09/73 7n 4468 2146N 08838E 6 18 81.8 GGGG
1321-05343 00000/C0000 20023/0011 05/09/73 10 4469 584AN 07659E 51.7 151.1 GGGG
1321-05422 00000/0000 20023/0012 06/09/73 0 4469 3150N 06532E 63*3 102.3 GPGG
1321-05425 00000/o00 20023/0013 o6/oq/73 10 4469 3025N 06507E 63.3 99.2 GPGG
1321-05431 00000/0000 20023/0014 06/n9/73 10 4469 2859N 0 6443E 63*2 96*2 GPGG
1321-05434 00000/0000 2u023/0015 06/09/73 10 4469 2 7 3
2 N 06419E 63*1 93.2 GPGG
1321-05440 00000/0000 20023/0016 06/n9/73 10 4469 2A06N 06356E 62.9 90.2 GPGG
1321-05443 00000/0000 20023/0017 06/ 09/73 10 4469 2439N 0 6333E 62.6 87.3 GPGG
1321"07304 00000/0000 20023/0018 06/09/73 20 4470 1433N 03 515E 548 69.6 GPG
1321-07354 00000/0000 20023/0019 06/09/73 10 4470 0247S 03110E 47*6 50s8 GGGP
1321-07360 00000/0000 20023/0020 06/09/73 n10 4470 0413S 03050E 46.5 49.8 GGGG
1321-07363 00000/0000 20023/0021 06/o9/73 10 4470 053S 0330E 45s4 48*8 GGGG
1321-07365 00000/C000 20023/0022 06/09/73 10 4470 0707S 03 009E 4402 47*9 GGGP
1321-07372 00000/0000 20023/0023 06/09/73 10 4470 0833 02949E 43.1 47.1 GGGP
1321-o9103 00000/0000 20023/0024 05/09/73 40 4471 2A05N 0 1220E 62.9 90*2 GGGG
1321-09110 00000/0000 20023/0025 06/09/73 50 4471 243RN 01157E 62.6 87.3 GGGG
13 2 1 -09 112 00300/0000 20023/0026 06/09/73 80 4471 231?N 01134E 62.2 84*4 GGGG
1321-09115 00000/0000 20023/0027 06/o09/73 90 4471 2147N 01112E 61.8 81.7 GPGG
1321-09121 30000/C000 20023/0028 06/09/73 100 4471 2n20N 01050E 61o3 79.1 GPGG
1321-09124 0000/0000 20023/0029 06/09/73 90 4471 152N 01028E 6008 76.5 GPGG
1321-09130 00000/0000 20023/0030 06/09/73 90 4471 1729N 01007E 60,2 7491 GPGG
1321-09133 00000/0000 20023/0031 06/09/73 70 4471 1;59N 0 0946E 59.5 71*8 GPGG
1321-09135 00000/0000 20023/0032 06/0q/7 3  30 4471 1432N 00925E 58*8 69.6 GAGG
1321-14120 00000/0000 20023/0033  06/09/73 70 4474 5438N 05 4 3 8 w 54*6 144.8 PGGG
1321-14123 00000/0000 20023/0034 06/09173 70 4474 531UN 05522W 55.5 142*7 PGGG
1321-14125 o0000/00oQ 20023/0035 06/09/74 70 4474 5149N 05605W 56.4 14 *5 GPGG
1321-14132 00000/0000 20023/0036 05/09/73 80 4474 5c25N 05646W 57.2 1382 GGG
1321-14134 00000/0000 20023/0037 06/09/73 60 4474 410N 057248 58*0 135.8 GAGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % •*.*..... C TO 100 z % CLOUD CPVER ** = N CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE-
IMAGE QUALITY ............... RLANKSrBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. RmRECYCLED. G=GSOD. FcFAIR BUT USABLE. PaPOBR,
16:44 MAR 1I*'74 STANDARD CAT4LBG FOR NeN-US PAGE 0880
FRBM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATTIN MICF-FILM R@LL Nfl./ DATE CLUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIgN IN ROLL ACPUTRED CBVER NUMBER PF IMAGE ELEV, AZI. RBV MSS
sPv MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1321-14141 00000/0000 20023/0038 06/09/73 40 4474 4735N 05802w 58*7 133o4 GGGP
1321-14143 00000/0000 20023/0039 06/09/73 30 4474 4o10N 05837W 594 130*9 GG G
1321-14150 00000/0o00 20023/0040 0,6/q9/7 40 4474 4444N 05911W 60*1 128.4 GGPG
1321-14152 00C00/0000 20023/0041 06/\,9/ 7 3 20 4474 419N 05944W 60,7 125.7 GPPG
1321-14155 00000/0000 20023/004? 06/nq/7 3  10 4474 4154N 06015W 61.3 123.0 PGPG
1321-14161 G000/0000 20023/0043 06/09/73 70 4474 4r29N 06046W 61.7 120.2 GrGG
1321-17331 00O0/00o00 20023/0044 06/-9/73 0 4476 7P09N 0 8836W 40,8 174.2 GG
1321-17333 000o0/0000 20023/0045 06/09/73 0 4476 7053N 09057W 42*0 171*3 GGG
1321-17340 00000/0000 2u023/0046 06/o9/73 0 4476 6035v 09301W 43.1 168.6 GGGG
1321-17342 00000/060 20023/0047 06/nq/73 0 44 7 6 6R16N 09 452W 44.3 166.1 GGGG
1321-17345 00000/000 20023/0048 06/09/73 0 4476 6 A56 09631W 45.4 163.8 GGGG
1321-17351 00000/o00 20023/0049 06/c9/71 n 4476 6536N 09801W 46*5 161*5 GGGG
1321-17354 00000/00( 20023/0050 06/09/73 10 4476 6415N 09 9 22W 47o6 159.4 GGGG
1321-17360 00000/0000 20023/0051 06/o09/7 10 4476 6p53N 10037w 4897 157.2 GGGG
1321-17363 00000/o00 20023/0052 06/09/73 20 4476 6131N 10145W 49.7 155.2 GGGG
1321-17365 000o/00C0 20023/0053 0 /09/73 30 4476 6?09N 10248W 50.7 153.1 GGGG
1321-17372 00000/O0cc 20023/0054 06/09/73 70. 4476 5R46N 10 3 4 61 51.8 151.0 GGGG
1321-17381 C0000/0000 20023/0055 06/09/73 87 4476 5558N 10533W 53.7 146.9 GGGG
1321-17383 00000/CC00 20023/0056 06/09/73 80 4476 5434N 10622W 54.6 144*7 GGGG
1321-17390 00000/OCO0 20023/0057 0/09/73 40 4476 5310N 10708w 55"5 142.6 GGGG
1321-17392 0000O/OCO' 200 2 3/005 8 06/09/73 30 4476 5145N 10750w 56o4 140*4 GGGG
1321-17395 00000/0000 20023/0059 06/09/73 30 4476 5p20 10831W 57*2 138.1 GGGG
1321-17454 00C00/C000 20023/0060 06/0o9/7 20 4476 3024N 11534W $3.3 99,1 GGGG
1321-19144 00000/0000 20023/0061 06/09/73 0 4477 7654N 10053w 36.0 189.6 GGGG
1321-19151 00000/0000 20023/0062 06/o9t73 0 4477 7948N 10502W 37*2 185.1 GGGG
1321-19153 030000/000J 20023/0063 069/n9 73 0 4477 743R\ 10835W 38.4 181,1 GGGG
1321-19160 00000/OC00 20023/0064 06/09/73 0 4477 7927N 11140W 3996 177*5 GGGG
1321-19162 0000/O00 20023/0065 06/-9/74 in 4477 7,12N 11
4 22w 40*8 174*3 GGGG
1321.19165 00000/0000 20023/0066 0,/09/73 0 4477 7 056 N 11 6 43w 41*9 171.4 GIGG
13 21-19171 00Co/Oo0 20023/0067 06/09/73 C 4477 6939N 11
8 4 8W 43*1 168.7 GGGG
1321-19174 00000/000 20023/068 06/09/73 c1 4477 6R20N 12038W 44*2 166.2 GGGG
1321-19180 oC000/OC0 2 023/0069 06/09/73 10 4477 6700N 12217W 45.3 163*9 GrGP
1321-19183 00000/0000 20023/0070 0,/C9/77 3n 4477 6r40N 12347W 46*4 161.6 GrGG
1321-19185 O00o0/0000 20023/0071 06/09/73 7C 4477 6418N 12509W 47o5 159*4 GGGG
1321-19192 00O0/000 20023/0072 06/o9/73 9r 4477 6256N 12625W 48.6 157.3 GGGG
1321-19194 00000/0002 20023/0073 06/,9/73 90 4477 6134N 12733w 49.7 15592 GOGG
1321-19201 000CO/OC0000 2C23/0074 05/09/73 60 4477 6nl3N 12
8 35w 50.7 153*2 GGGG
1321-22430 0003COOC0 20023/0C7 5 06/9/73 90 4479 7?12N 16
5 5 7W 40*8 174.3 GG G
1321-:2432 0000/000C 20023/0076 06/ 0 9/73 9r 4479 7,56: 168176 41*9 171o4 GrPG
KEYS: CLPU( COVER X o,......*,,.., 0 TB 100 a % CLBUD C4VER, ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE CUALITY o.............. PLANKS BAND N1T PRESeNT/REqUESTED" P-RECYCLED* G=GBRDo F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PuP
B BR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FeP NBN.US PAGE 0881
FROM 37/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICR8FILM RDLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD 9RRIT PoINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN iMAGE QUALITY
ID PSITTIN IN ROLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS IAT LBNG 123 45678
1321"22435 00000/0000 20023/0077 06/oq/7 3  9C 4479 6938N 17022 4301 168.7 GGPG
1321-22441 00000/o000 20023/0078 06/09/73 90 4479 6 820N 17212w 44*2 166.2 GGPG
1321*22444 00000/0000 20023/0079 06/0o/73 70 4479 6701N 17353W 45*.4 163.8 GGPG
1322-00543 00000/0000 20023/0080 06/10/73 0 4480 2421S 12748E 29.8 41.1 GGPG
1322-00550 00000/0000 20023/0081 06/10/73 0 4480 2547S 12726E 28.5 40.8 GGPG
1322-C4024 00000/C000 20024/0243 06/10/73 20 4482 3o01N 09210E 62.2 117*2 PG
1322-04031 00000/0000 20024/0244 06/10/73 20 4482 3736N 09142E 62*5 114*.3 GGPG
1322-04033 00000/0000 20024/0245 06/10/73 40 4482 3;10N 09114E 62.8 111*3 GGGG
1322-04040 00000/0000 20024/0246 06/10/73 10 4482 3 44 4 N 09048E 63.1 108.3 GGGG
1322-04042 00000/0000 20024/0247 06/10/73 0 4482 3318N 09022E 63.2 105.2 GAGG
1322-04045 00000/0000 20024/0248 06/10/73 0 4482 3153N 0o956E 63.3 102.2 GGGG
1322-04051 00000/0000 20024/0249 06/10/73 60 4482 3n26N 0 8932E 63o3 99*1 UGGG
1322-04054 00000/0000 20024/0250 06/10/73 70 - 4482 285qN 08908E 63.2 96.1 GGGG
1322-04060 00000/0000 20024/0251 06/10/73 70 4482 2733N 08844E 63.1 93.0 GGGG
1322-04063 00000/o000 20024/0252 06/10/73 80 4482 2 608 N 08820E 62.8 90*1 GGGG
1322-04065 00000/0000 20024/0253 06/1o/73 90 4482 244?N o0757E 62.6 87.2 GGGG
1322-04072 00000/0000 20024/0254 06/10/73 90 4482 2315N 08735E 62.2 84.4 GGGG
1322-05371 00000/0000 20023/0082 06/10/73 90 4483 6819N o0831E 44.3 166.2 GGGG
1322-05374 00000/0C00 20023/0083 06/10/73 70 4483 6A59N 08251E 45.4 163.8 GGGG
1322-05380 00000/0000 20023/0084 06/10/73 60 4483 6939N 08122E 46.5 161.5 GGGG
1322-05383 00000/0000 20023/0085 056/10/73 70 4483 6418N 08000E 47.6 159.4 GGPG
1322-05385 00000/0000 20023/0086 06/10/73 90 4483 6256N 0 7845E 48.7 157*2 GGG
1322-05392 00000/0000 20023/0087 06/10/73 90 4483 6134N 07735E 49.7 155.2 GGGG
1322-05394 00000/0000 20023/0088 06/10/73 100 4483 6011N 07631E 50.7 153.1 GGGG
1322-05401 00000/0000 20023/0089 06/10/73 60 4483 5 48N 0 7b32E 51.8 151.0 GGGG
1322-05451 00000/0000 20023/0090 06/10/73 13 4483 4150N 06721E 61.3 122.9 PPGG
1322-05453 00000/0000 20023/0091 06/10/73 10 4483 4025N o665cE 61.8 120.1 GGGG
1322-07244 00000/0000 2C0023/0092 06/10/73 10 4484 5436N 0 4710E 54.6 144.7 GGGG
1322-07251 00000/0000 20023/0093 06/10/73 10 4484 5?12N 04625E r555 142.6 GGGG
1322-07253 00000/0000 20023/0094 06/10/73 10 4484 5148N 04543E 56.4 140.3 GGGG
1322-07260 00000/0000 20023/0095 06/10/73 0 4484 5023N 04503E 57.2 138.1 GGGG
1322-07312 00000/0000 20023/0096 06/10/73 0 4484 3151N 0 3818E 63.3 102*1 GGGG
1322-07315 00000/0000 20023/0097 06/10/73 10 4484 3025N 03753E 6303 99.1 GPGG
1322-07365 0000/oo0000 20023/0098 06/10/73 10 4484 1307N 03327E 58.0 67.4 PPGG
1322-07371 00000/0000 20023/0099 06/10/73 10 4484 1141N 03306E 57.2 65.4 PPGG
1322-07374 00000/0000 20023/0100 06/10/73 10 4484 ln14N 0 3246E 56*4 63.5 PGGG
1322-14172 00000/0000 20024/0289 06/10/73 60 4488 5600N 05518W 53*7 146.8 GGG
1322-14174 00000/0000 20024/0290 06/10/73 60 4488 5436N 056 06W 54.7 144.7 GGGG
1322-14181 00000/0000 20024/0291 06/10/73 70 4488 5312N 05651W 55,6 142.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLEUC CBVEP 0 ........ *..... o TB 100 = % CLOUD CPVER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ... 9..*......* BLANKSmBAND NBT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. P8RECYCLED* GaGBOD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PvP8 8 R,
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NON.US PAGE 0882
FROM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICPBFILM RBLL N./ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
IL PBSITI5N IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZI M . RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1322-14183 00000/C00O 20024/0292 06/10/73 80 4488 514 RN  05 733W 56'4 140.3 GGGG
1322-14190 00000/0000 20024/0293 06/10/73 70 4488 5024N 05813W 57*3 13890 GGGG
1322-14192 00000/0000 20024/0294 06/10/73 90 4488 4958N 05852W 58*0 135.6 GGGG
1322-14195 00000/0000 20024/0295 06/10/73 100 4488 4732N 0 5930W 58*8 133.? GGGG
1322-14201 00000/0000 20024/0296 06/10/73 60 4488 4607N 06005W 59*5 130.7 GGGG
1322-14204 00000/0000 20024/0297 06/10/73 20 4488 4445N 06039W 60.1 128.2 GGGG
1322-14210 00000/0000 20024/0298 06/lo/73 20 4488 4318N 06112W 60.7 125.5 GGGG
1322-14213 00000/0000 20024/0299 06/10/73 50 4488 4152N 0 6144W 61*3 122.8 GGGG
1322-14215 0OOOO/0000 20024/0300 06/1/73 30 4488 4026N 0 6214W 61.8 120.0 GGGG
1322-16022 00000/0000 20023/0113 06/10/73 70 4489 5023N 0 8405W 57.3 138.0 GGPG
1322-17453 00000/0000 20023/0114 06/10/73 70 4 490 5022N 10954W 57'3 138.0 GG
1322-17512 00000/0000 20023/0115 06/1n/73 90 4490 3023N 11700W 63.3 99.0 GGGG
1322-17515 00000/0000 20023/0116 06/10/73 100 4490 2857N 11724W 63.2 95.9 GGGG
1322-17521 00000/0000 20023/0117 06/in/73 100 4490 273ON 11747W 63.0 92.9 GGGG
1322*19212 00000/0000 20023/C118 06/10/73 90 4491 7437N 11000W 38.5 180.9 G
1322-19214 00000/0000 20023/0119 06/10/73 50 4491 7325N 11307W 39.7 177.4 PGGG
1322-19221 00000/0000 20023/0120 06/10/73 20 4491 7P10N 11548W 40.9 174.2 PGGG
1322-19223 00000/0000 20023/0121 06/10/73 10 4491 7055N 118 08w 42.0 171.3 PGGG
1322-19230 00000/0000 20023/0122 06/10/73 10 4491 6937N 12013W 43.2 168.6 GGGG
1322-19232 00000/0000 20023/0123 06/10/73 10 4491 6R19N 12205W 44.3 166.1 GGGG
1322-19235 00000/0000 20023/0124 06/10/73 10 4491 6659N 12346W 45*4 163.7 GGGG
1322-19241 00000/0000 20023/0125 06/10/73 10 4491 6539N 125 16w 46.5 161.5 GGGG
1322-19244 00000/0000 20023/0126 06/10/73 20 4491 6418N 12639W 47.6 159.3 GGGG
1322-19250 00000/0000 20023/0127 06/0o/73 40 4491 6255N 12754W 48.7 157.2 GGGG
1322-19253 00000/0000 20023/0128 06/10/73 50 4491 6133N 12902W 49.8 155*1 GGGG
1322-21052 00000/0000 20023/0129 06/10/73 40 4492 7210N 14135W 40.9 174.2 PGGG
1322-22484 00000/0000 20023/0130 06/10/73 90 4493 7O10N 16723W 40*9 174.2 GGGG
1322-22490 00000/0000 20023/0131 06/10/73 90 4493 7055N 169 44 W 4290 171.3 GrGG
1322-22493 00000/0000 20023/0132 06/10/73 90 4493 6937N 17149w 43.2 168.6 GGGG
1323-00590 00000/0000 20024/0347 06/11/73 0 4494 2004S 12725E 33.4 42.2 GGGG
1323-00593 00000/0000 20024/0348 06/11/73 0 4494 2131S 12703E 32.2 41.8 GGGG
132302133 00000/0000 20024/0313 06/11/73 70 4482 7651N 15422E 36.2 189.4 G0GG
1323*02140 00000/0000 20024/0314 06/11/73 50 4482 7 54 6N 15016E 37.4 184*9 GGGG
1323.02142 00000/0000 20025/0938 06/11/73 100 4495 7436N 14641E 38.5 180.9 PGGG
1323-02145 00000/0000 20025/0939 06/11/73 90 4495 7323N 14336E 39*7 177.3 GGGG
1323-02151 00000/0000 20025/0940 06/11/73 90 4495 7209N 14054E 40.9 174.2 GGGG
1323-02365 00000/0000 20025/0941 06/11/73 80 4495 01225 10603E 48.5 51.8 GGGG
1323-02372 00000/0000 20025/0942 06/11/73 90 4495 0248S 10543E 4704 50.7 GGGG
1323o02374 00000/0000 20025/0943 06/11/73 80 4495 0415S 10524E 46.3 49.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % e............ 0o TO 100 X % CLOUD C9VER* ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS.BAND NET PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. RxRECYCLED. G=G9SD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PPBOOR.
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR NON.US PAGE 0883
FROM 07/2?/72 T5 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINJCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID FPBSTI N IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER AF IMAGE ELEV. AZIN. RBV MSS
R&V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
13230C2381 00000/000 20025/0944 06/11/73 90 4495 0541S 10504E 45*2 48.7 GGGG
1323-C4o74 00000/0000 20025/0945 06/11/73 30 4496 4152N 09142E 61.3 122.7 GGGG
1323"04080 00000/0000 20025/0946 06/11/73 30 4496 4026N 09113E 61.8 119.8 GGGG
13230o4083 C0000/0000 20025/0947 06/11/73 40 4496 3900N 09044E 62.2 117.0 GGGG
1323-04085 00000/0000 20025/0948 06/11/73 50 4496 3735N 09016E 62,6 11490 GGGG
1323-04092 00000/OCOo 20025/0949 06/11/73 60 4496 3 6 0AN 08949E 62.8 111.0 GGGG
1323-04094 00000/0000 20025/0950 06/11/73 70 4496 3442N 08923E 63.1 108.0 GGGG
1323-04101 00000/000 20025/0951 06/11/73 20 4496 3317N 08857E 63*2 105.0 GGGG
1323-04103 00000/c000 20025/0952 06/11/73 30 4496 3152N 08832E 63.3 101.9 GGGG
1323*04110 OOOO0/0000 20025/0953 06/11/73 80 4496 302AN 08808E 63*3 98.8 GGGG
1323-04112 00000/0000 20025/0954 06/11/73 90 4496 2000N 08743E 63.2 95.8 GGGG
1323"04115 o0000/o000 20025/0955 06/11/73 90 4496 2733N 0 8719E 63*0 92.8 GGGG
1323-05512 00000/0000 20024/0315 06/11/73 30 4497 402rN 06524E 61.8 119.8 GGGG
1323-05514 00000/0000 20024/0316 06/11/73 30 4497 3900N 06454E 62.2 117.0 GPPG
1323-05521 00000/0000 20024/0317 06/11/73 40 4497 3734N 06425E 62*6 114.0 GGGG
1323-05532 00000/0000 20024/0318 06/11/73 40 4497 3318N 06306E 63.2 105*0 GGPG
1323-"55a5 00000/0000 20024/0319 06/11/73 30 4497 315?N 06240E 63.3 101.9 GPGG
1323-05541 00000/000c 20024/0320 06/11/73 0 4497 3025N 06215E 63*3 98.8 GGGG
1323-05544 00000/0000 20024/0321 06/11/73 o1 4497 2859N 06151E 63*2 95*8 GGGG
1323-05550 00000/0000 20024/0322 06/11/73 10 4497 2731N 06127E 63.0 92.8 GGGG
1323-05553 00000/0000 20024/0323 06/11/73 30 4497 2605N 06104E 62.8 89.8 GGGG
1323-07284 00000/000 20024/0324 06/11/73 40 4498 6009N 04919E 50.8 152.9 GGGG
1323-07291 00000/0000 2t024/0325 06/11/73 3n 4498 5 46N 04820E 51.8 150.9 GGGG
1323-07293 00000/0000 20024/0326 06/11/73 40 4498 5723N 04725E 52.8 148.8 GGGG
1323-o730C 00000/0000 20024/0327 06/11/73 20 4498 5559N 04634E 53.8 146.7 GGGG
1323-07302 00000/0000 20024/0328 06/11/73 30 4498 5435N 04546E 54.7 144.6 GGGG
1323-07305 00000/0000 20024/0329 06/11/73 30 4498 531?N 04501E 55*6 142*4 GGGG
1323-07311 00000/0000 20024/0330 06/11/73 20 4498 5146N 04419E 56.5 140*2 GGGG
1323-07314 00000/0000 20024/0331 06/11/73 10 4498 521N 04338E 57*3 137.9 GGGG
1323-07320 00000/0000 20024/0332 06/11/73 30 4498 4857N 04259E 58.1 135.5 GGGG
1323"07323 00000/0000 20024/0333 06/11/73 20 4498 4731N 0 4222E 58*8 133*1 GGGG
1323-09250 00000/0000 20024/0349 06/11/73 0 4499 19 5 9N 00653E 59.* 71.5 GGGG
1323-09252 00000/0000 20024/0350 06/11/73 0 4499 1432N 00632E 58.7 69*3 GGGG
1323-09255 00000/OC00 20024/0351 06/11/73 50 4499 1906N 0061iE 57o9 67.2 GGGG
1323-09261 00000/0000 20024/0352 06/11/73 100 4499 1139N 00551E 57*1 65.2 GGGG
1323-14230 00000/0000 20024/0334 06/11/73 100 4502 5603N 05 643W 53.8 146.7 GGGG
1323-14233 00000/C00 20024/0335 06/11/73 100 4502 5438N 05732W 54*7 144*6 GGGG
1323-14235 0o0000/OC O 20024/0336 06/11/ 7 3  100 4502 5313N 0 5817W 55.6 142.4 GGGG
1323-14242 00000/0000 20024/0337 06/11/73 100 4502 51 4 9N 05900W 5605 140.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *........-**.* 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CPVER. ** a NO CLOU D DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALYTY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GBRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. Pu.PaR.
16:44 MAR 11i' 7 4 STANDARD CATALBG FRP NDN-US PAGE 0884
FROM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MJCPRFILM RBLL 4O,/ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PoIv'CIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PRSITIN IN wBLL ACCUTPE D CeVER NUMBER qF IMAGE ELEV. AZIFN RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1323-14244 O00000/0000 20024/033 06/1i/73 I00 45n2 5024N 05940W 57*3 137.9 GGGG
1323-14251 00000/0000 20024/0339 06/11/73 100 4502 4Q59N 06018W 58.1 135.5 GGGG
1323-14253 00000/0000 20024/0340 06/11/73 80 4502 4735N 0 6055W 58.8 133*1 GGGG
1323-14260 00000/0000 20024/0341 06/11/73 40 4502 4 A1IN 06130W 5905 130.6 GGGG
1323-14262 00000/0000 20024/0342 06/11/73 50 4502 4445N 06204w 60.2 128*0 GGGG
1323-14265 00000/0000 20024/0343 06/11/73 40 4502 4320N 06237w 60.8 125,4 GGGG
1323-14271 00000/0000 20024/0344 06/11/73 30 4502 4154N 06 3 09w 61.3 122.7 GGGG
1323-14274 000o0/000o 20024/0345 06/11/73 30 4502 4028N 0 6339W 61.8 119.9 GGGG
1323-14280 00000/0000 2C024/0346 06/11/73 30 4502 39 0 2N 06408W 62*2 117.0 GGGG
1323-17441 00000/0000 20024/0353 06/11/73 0 4504 7923N 08847W 39*8 177.3 GGGG
1323-17505 00000/0000 20023/0174 06/11/73 80 4504 5 !4 5 N 11042w 56*5 140.1 GGGG
1323-17512 00000/0000 20023/0175 06/11/73 60 45n4 502lN 11122W 57*3 137.8 GGGG
1323-17571 00000/0000 20023/0176 05/11/73 100 454 3r23N 11827W 63.2 98.7 GGGG
1323-19282 00000/000 20024/0312 06/11/73 0 4505 7 n5 6 N 11934W 42*1 171.3 G
1323-19284 00000/0000 20024/0301 06/11/73 0 4505 6939N 12140W 43*2 168.6 PGGG
1323-19291 00000/0000 20024/0302 06/11/73 0 4505 6a20N 12332W 44#4 166.1 GGGG
1323-19293 00000/0000 20024/0303 05/11/7 0 4505 670CN 12512W 45.5 163*7 GGGG
1323-19300 00000/0000 20024/0304 06/11/73 10 4505 6 5 40N 12641w 46.6 161.4 GGGG
1323-19302 C0O0/0000 20024/0305 06/11/73 30 4505 6418N 12803w 47.7 159.3 GGGG
1323-19305 00000/00C 20024/0306 06/11/73 50 4505 6p56N 12917w 48 7 157.1 GGGG
1323-19311 00000/0000 20024/0307 06/11/73 50 4505 6134N 13025W 49.8 155.0 GGG
1323-21111 00000/0000 20024/0308 05/11/73 10 4506 7 ?12N 143 06w 40. 9  174.2 GGG
1323-22542 00000/0000 20024/0309 0,/11/73 100 450 7  7211N 164 48w 40.9 174.2 GGGG
1323-22545 00000/0000 20024/0310 06/11/71 90 4507 7%56N 1710 8 w 42*1 171.3 GGGG
1323-22551 00000/0000 20024/0311 06/11/73 100 450 7  6939N 17313W 43.2 168.6 GPGG
1324-00372 OCO00/00 20024/0354 05/12/73 lo, 458 7q20N 16751E 39.9 177.1 GGGG
1324-00374 00000/0000 20024/0355 0/1?/73 20 4508 7?205 16511E 41.0 173*9 GGGG
1324-00381 00000/0000 20024/0356 06/12/73 20 4508 7040M 16251E 42*2 171.0 GGGG
1324 00383 00000/0000 20024/0357 06/12/73 10 4508 6931N 16046E 43*3 168*3 GGGG
1324-30390 00000/0000 20024/0358 06/12/73 0 45,8 6Ri2N 15855E 44.5 165.8 GGGG
1324-00392 00o00/0000 20024/0359 06/12/73 0 4508 6653N 15714E 45*6 163.5 GGPG
13 2 4 -02421 o00o0/0000 20024/0377 06/12/73 10 4509 On0N 10456E 49.5 52.8 GGGG
1324-02424 00000/0000 20024,/0378 06/12/73 3e 4509 0126S 10437E 48.* 51.7 GGGG
1324-02430 00000/0000 20024/0379 06/12/73 50 4509 0253S 10417E 47.3 50*6 GGGG
1324-02433 00000/000 20024/0380 06/1/73 10 4509 04 19S 10356E q62 49*6 GfGG
1324-02435  00o00/0000 20024/0331 06/12/73 20 4509 0=45S 1o336E 45.1 48.7 GGGG
132 4 -04132 C000/0000 20024/0360 06/12/73 40 4510 4147N 09012E 61.4 122.3 GGG
13 2 4-)4135 00000/0000 20024/0361 06/12/73 10 4510 4021N 08943E 61.8 119.5 GGGG
1324-j4141 00000/0000 20024/0362 06/12/73 50 4510 3A55N 08914E 62.2 116.6 GGG
KEYS: CL9UD CBVER .,. 0 TB 100 = CLUD CVER. N CLBOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NBT PRESeNT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED. G=GBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PuPBBR.
16:44 MAR lj,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR NBN.US PAGE 0885
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM RBLL Ne./ DATE CLBUD 5RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIBN IN ROLL ACQUTPED CBVER NUMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZI
M
. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1324-04144 00000/0000 20024/0363 06/12/73 40 4510 3730N 08846E 62.6 113.7 GGG
1324-c5500 00000/0000 20024/0364 06/12/73 40 4511 6411N o7702E 47.8 159.0 GGGG
1324'05502 00000/000o 20024/0365 06/12/73 0 4511 6250N 0 7547E 48.9 156*9 GGGG
1324 05505 00000/0000 20024/0366 0/1i/73 10 4511 6128N 07439E 49.9 15408 GGGG
1324-05511 00000/0000 20024/0367 06/12/73 30 4511 6005N 07336E 50*9 152*7 GGG
1324-05514 00000/0000 20024/0368 06/12/73 30 4511 541N 07238E 51,9 150.7 GPGG
1324-07420 00000/0000 20024/0369 06/12/73 50 4512 3436N 0 3617E 63.1 107*6 GGGG
1324-07422 00000/000U 20024/0370 06/12/73 50 4512 3310N 03b50E 63*2 104.6 GGGG
1324-07425 00000/0000 20024/0371 06/P1/73 40 4512 3144N 0 3625E 63.3 101@5 GGGG
1324007475 00000/0000 20024/0372 06/12/73 20 4512 1428N 03 056E 58q6 69.1 GGGG
1324*07481 00000/0000 2U024/0373 06/12/73 20 4512 130?N 03035E 57.8 67.0 GGGG
1324o07484 00000/0000 20024/0374 06/12/73 30 4512 1135N 0 3014E 5790 65.0 GGGG
1324-07490 OC000/0000 20024/0375 06/p1/73 20 4512 1008N 02953E 56.2 63.2 GGGG
1324-07493 00000/0000 20024/0376 06/P1/73 20 4512 O42N 02932E 5503 61.4 PGGG
1324-09170 00000/0000 2U024/0436 06/12/73 80 4513 6249N 02409E 48*9 156.9 GGGG
1324-09172 00000/0000 20024/0437 06/12/73 80 451 6127N 02301E 49.9 154.8 GGGG
1324-09175 00000/0000 20024/0438 06/12/73 80 4513 6005N 02159E 51.0 152.7 GGGG
1324-09181 00000/0000 20024/0439 06/12/73 80 4513 5842N 02101E 52*0 150*6 GGG
1324-09304 00000/0000 20024/0440 06/12/73 0 4513 1554N 00524E 59.3 71.3 GGGG
1324-09311 00000/0000 20024/0441 O6/12/73 0 4513 1427N OO503E 58*6 69*1 GGG
1324-09313 00000/0000 20024/0442 06/12/73 0 4513 100N 00443E 57.8 67.0 GGGG
1324-09320 00000/0000 20024/0443 06/12/73 0 4513 
1 13 4 N 00422E 57*0 65*0 GrGG
1324-14282 00000/0000 20024/0382 06/12/73 100 4516 5722N 05722W 52*9 148.6 GGGG
1324-14285 00000/0000 20024/0383 06/12/73 100 4516 5557N 05812W 53.9 146.5 GGGG
1324-14291 00000/0000 20024/0384 06/12/73 100 4516 5432N 05859W 54*8 144.3 GGGG
1324-14294 00000/0003 20024/0385 06/12/73 100 4516 5!09N 05945W 55.7 142.2 GGGG
1324-14300 00000/0000 20024/0386 06/12/73 90 4516 5144N 06028W 56*5 13999 GGGG
1324-14303 00000/0000 20024/0387 06/12/73 40 4516 50i9N 06108w 57.4 137.6 GIGG
1324*14305 00000/0000 20024/0389 06/12/73 10 4516 4855N 061
4 6 W 581 135.3 GGGG
1324w14312 00000/0000 20024/0389 06/12/73 30 4516 4731N 06223W 58.9 132.8 GGGG
1324"14314 00000/0000 20024/0390 06/1i/73 70 4516 4606N 0 6258W 59,6 130,3 GRGG
1324-14321 00000/0000 20024/0391 06/12/73 20 4516 4439N 06332W 60.2 127*7 GGGG
1324-14323 00000/0000 20024/0392 06/12/73 30 4516 4913N 06404W 60.8 125.1 GGGG
1324*14330 00000/0000 20024/0393 06/12/73 20 4516 4j48N 0 6436W 61*3 122.3 GGGG
1324-14332 00000/0000 20024/0394 06/12/73 10 4516 4023N 06507W 61.8 119.5 GGGG
1324-16214 00000/0000 20023/0238 06/12/73 60 4517 2206N 09601W 62.1 83.7 GGPG
1324-16220 00000/0000 20023/0239 06/12/73 50 4517 ?140N 0 9624W 61*6 810 GGPG
1324-16223 0000/0000 20023/0240 06/t./73 30 4517 20 13N 0 9646W 61*1 78.4 GGPG
1324-17500 00000/0000 20024/0414 06/12/73 0 4518 73 19N 09021 39*9 177*0 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD cBVER % C...'****...* 0 TB 100 a % CLBUD C9VER, ** a NE CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY . .,...... IA, SL NKSxBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED, RPRECYCLED. G=GBD., FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PsPBBR,
16:44 MAR 11l'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NONwUS PAGE 0886
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1324-17502 00000/0000 20024/0415 06/12/73 0 4518 7205N 093 00W 41*1 173a8 GGGG
1324-17505 00000/0000 20024/0416 06/1i/73 .10 4518 7049N 0 9521W 42.2 170.9 GGGG
1324-17511 00000/0000 20024/0417 06/12/73 20 4518 693 2N 097 26W 43*4 168.3 GGGG
1324-17514 00000/0000 20024/0418 06/12/73 20 4518 6F13N 099 16W 44.5 165*8 GGGG
1324-17520 00000/0000 20024/0419 06/12/73 40 4518 6654N 10055W 45*6 163.4 GGGG
1324o17523 00000/0000 20024/0420 06/12/73 60 4518 6F33N 10224W 46.7 161.1 GSGG
1324*17525 00000/0000 20024/0421 06/12/73 70 4518 6412N 10346W 47*8 159.0 GGGG
1324-17532 00000/0000 20024/0422 06/1P/73 60 4518 6P50N 10500W 48*9 156.8 GGGG
1324-17534 00000/0000 20024/0423 06/1i/73 20 4518 6127N 10608W 49*9 154.7 GGGG
1324-17541 00000/0000 20024/0424 06/12/73 10 4518 6003N I0711W 51.0 152.7 GGG
1324-17543 00000/0000 20024/0425 06/12/73 10 4518 5840N 108 08W 52*0 150.6 GGGG
1324-17550 00000/0000 20023/0253 06/p1/73 80 4518 5718N 10902W 53*0 148*5 GGPG
1324-17552 00000/0000 20023/0254 06/12/73 80 4518 5554N 10954W 53.9 146.4 GGPG
1324-17555 00000/0000 20023/0255 06/12/73 70 4518 5429N 11043W 54.8 144.3 GGPG
1324-17561 00000/0000 20023/0256 06/12/73 20 4518 5304N 11128W 55.7 142.1 GGPG
1324-17564 00000/0000 20023/0257 06/12/73 40 4518 5139N 11210W 56.6 139*8 GGPG
1324-17570 00000/0000 20023/0258 06/12/73 50 4518 5015N 11250W 57.4 137.5 GGPG
1324"18023 00000/0000 20023/0259 06/I2/73 100 4518 3143N 11930W 63*2 101.4 PGPG
1324-19334 00000/0000 20024/0426 06/12/73 0 4519 7206N 11853W 41*1 173.8 GGGG
1324-19340 00000/0000 20024/0427 06/12/73 0 4519 7050N 12113W 42.2 170.9 GGGG
1324*19343 00000/0000 20024/0428 06/12/73 0 4519 6932N 12318W 43'4 168.3 GGGG
1324-19345 00000/0000 20024/0429 06/12/73 0 4519 6813N 125 08W 4495 165.8 GtGG
1394-19352 00000/0000 20024/0430 06/1p/73 0 4519 6654N 12647W 45.6 163.4 GGGG
1324-19354 00000/0000 20024/0431 06/12/73 10 4519 6534N 12816W 46.7 161.1 GGGG
1324-19361 00000/0000 20024/0432 06/1p/73 30 4519 6412N 12938W 47.8 159*0 GGGG
1324o19363 00000/0000 20024/0433 06/12/73 40 4519 6 2 49 N 130 5 2W 48.9 156.8 GGGG
1324-21163 00000/0000 20024/0434 06/12/73 40 4520 7321N 14153W 39*9 177*1 GGGG
1324-21165 00000/0000 20024/0435 06/12/73 40 4520 7207N 14433W 41.0 17 4 .0 GGGG
1324"23265 00000/0000 20024/1174 06/1p/73 10 4521 1!38S 15044E 34.4 42.6 GGGG
1324-23271 00000/0000 20024/1175 06/1P/73 20 4521 2004S 15023E 33.2 42.2 GGGG
1324-23274 ,00000/0000 20024/1176 06/12/73 0 4521 2131S 15001E 32*0 41*8 GGGG
1324-23280 00000/0000 20024/1177 06/12/73 0 4521 2258S 14939E 3097 41.4 GGGG
1324-23283 00000/0000 20024/1178 06/12/73 0 4521 2425S 14916E 29.5 41.1 GGGG
1324-23285 00000/0000 20024/1179 06/12/73 0 4521 2551S 14852E 28*2 40*8 GGGG
1325-00421 00000/0000 20024/0444 06/13/73 100 4522 7543N 17304E 37.5 184.6 GGGG
1325-00423 00000/0000 20024/0445 06/13/73 100 4522 7434N 16931E 38.7 180.6 GGGG
1325-00430 00000/0000 20024/0446 06/13/73 100 4522 7322N 16628E 39.9 177*1 GGGG
1325-00432 00000/0000 20024/0447 06/13/73 90 4522 7207N 16349E 41*1 173.9 GGGG
1325"00435 00000/0000 20024/0448 06/13/73 50 4522 7051N 16129E 42*2 171.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % o***...*****..  TO 100 % * CLOUD CAVER * e NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .o,,,,*,*,*,,,, BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RRErCYCLED* G=GOOBD FuFAIR BUT USABLE* PPOBRI
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NeN.US PAGE 0887
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATI9N MICROFILM RBLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY.
ID PPSITI9N IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1325-03441 00000/0000 20024/0449 06/13/73 20 4522 6934N 15924E 4394 168.3 GGGG
1325-00444 O0000/0000 20024/0450 06/13/73 2c 4522 6815N 15733E 44*5 165*8 GGGG
1325-02475 00000/0000 20024/0474 06/13/73 70 4523 000N 10330E 49*4 52*8 GGGG
1325-02482 00000/0000 20024/0475 06/13/73 80 4523 0126S 10310E 48.3 51.7 GrGG
1325-02484 00000/0000 20024/0476 05/13/73 40 4523 o25?s 10250E 47.3 50.6 GGGG
1325-02491 00000/OC00 20024/0477 06/13/73 10 4523 0419S 10 2 30E 46,2 49.6 GGGG
1325-02493 00000/0000 20024/0478 06/13/73 20 4523 0544S 10210E 45.0 48*7 GGGG
132 5 -041 8 2 00000/0000 20024/0479 06/13/73 10 4524 4439N 08953E 60*2 127.6 GGGG
13 2 5 -"01 8 4 00000/0000 20024/0480 06/13/73 20 4524 4315N 08921E 60*8 125*0 GGG
1325-04191 00000/0000 20024/0481 06/13/73 2C 4524 4149N 08850E 61*3 12202 GOGG
1325-o4193 00000/0000 20024/0482 06/13/73 80 4524 4023N 08819E 61.8 119.4 GGGG
1325-04200 00000/0000 20024/0483 06/13/73 100 4524 3859N 0 87505E 62*2 116*5 GGGG
13 2 5 -C4 2 2  00000/0000 20024/0484 06/13/73 90 4524 3731N 08723E 62.6 113.6 GGGG
132 5 *05 5 5 4  o0000/o000 20024/0451 06/13/73 10 4525 6413N 0 7536E 47.8 159*0 GGGG
1325-05561 00000/0000 20024/0452 06/13/73 20 4. 525 6?52N 07422E 48*9 156*8 GGGG
1325-05563 00000/0000 20024/0453 06/13/73 10 4525 6 12 9N 07314E 49*9 154.7 GVGG
1325-05570 00000/0000 20024/0454 06/13/73 0 4525 6007N 07210E 51.0 152.7 GGGG
1325-05572 O00o0/000 23024/0455 06/13/73 10 4525 5844N 07111E 52*0 150.6 GGGG
1325"06081 O0000/oo00 20024/0456 06/13/73 4 0 4525 2142N 0
5 7 03E 61.6 81s0 GGGG
1325-06084 00000/0000 20024/0457 06/13/73 50 4525 2016N 05641E 61.1 7804 GPGG
1325-06090 00000/0000 20024/0458 06/13/73 20 4525 1P50N 05619E 60.6 75*9 GGGG
1325-06093 00000/0000 20024/0459 06/11/73 20 4525 1723N 0 5557E 59.9 73.5 GGGG
1325-06095 00000/0000 20024/0460 06/13/73 20 4525 157N 055 3 6E 59.3 71.2 GGGG
1325-06102 00000/0000 20024/0461 06/13/73 20 4525 1 43 0N 05515E 58o6 69.0 GPGG
1325-06104 00000/0000 20024/0462 06/13/73 20 4525 1104N 05454E 57.8 67.0 GGGG
1325-07490 00000/0000 20024/0538 06/13/73 30 4526 3020N 03334E 63.2 98.4 PGGG
1325-07492 00000/0000 20024/0463 06/13/73 0 4526 2854N 03310E 63*1 95.3 GGGG
1325-07495 00000/0000 20024/0464 06/13/73 0 4526 2728N 03246E 63*0 92.3 GAGG
1325-07501 00000/0000 20024/0465 06/13/73 0 4526 2602N 03223E 62*7 89.4 GGGG
1325-07504 00000/0000 20024/0466 06/13/73 0 4526 2436N 03201E 62.4 86.5 GGGG
1325-07510 00000/C0000 20024/0467 06/13/73 10 4526 2109N 0 3138E 62,0 83.7 GPGG
1325-07513 00000/0000 20024/0468 06/13/73 10 4526 2142N 0 3115E 61.6 81*0 .oGG
1325-07515 00000/0000 20024/0469 06/13/73 10 4526 2016N 03053E 61,1 78.4 GPGG
1325-07522 00000/0000 20024/0470 06/13/73 10 4526 1849N 03031E 60.6 75.9 GPGG
1325-07524 00000/0000 20024/0471 06/13/73 20 4526 1723N 03010E 59.9 73*5 GPGG
1325-07531 00000/0000 20024/0472 06/13/73 10 4526 1557N 0 2948E 59.3 71.2 GPGG
1325-07533 00000/0000- 20024/0473 06/13/73 10 4526 1430N 0 2927E 58.6 69.0 GPGG
1325-09271 00000/0000 20024/0539 06/13/73 40 4527 4728N 01338E 58.9 132*7 GGGG
1325-09274 00000/0000 20024/0540 06/t3/73 4) 4527 4A03N 01303E 59.6 130.2 GGPG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ......... ,, 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CAVER. ** = NU CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ,, ....... RBLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/RECUESTED. R=RECYCLED. GuGBBD, FxFAIR BUT USABLE. POP0BR,
16:44 MAR 11i'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeP NON-US PAGE 0888
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN yMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITISN IN HRLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1325-09280 00000/0000 20024/0541 06/13/73 10 4527 4439N 01229E 60.2 127.6 PGPP
1325-09362 00000/0000 20024/0542 06/13/73 c 4527 1;57N 00401E 59.3 71.2 GpPG
1325-09365 00000/0000 20024/0543 06/13/73 o0 4527 143oN 00340E 58.6 69.0 GPPG
1325-09371 00000/000 20024/0544 06/13/73 0 527 1'03N 00319E 57*8 67.0 PPPG
1325-09374 00000/0000 20024/0545 06/13/73 0 4527 1136N 00258E 57*0 65.0 GPPG
1325-14361 00000/0000 20024/0941 06/13/73 40 4530 5017N 062 36W 57*4 137.5 GGGP
1325-14364 OC000/0000 20024/0942 0V/11/73 40 4530 4852N 06314W 58.2 135.1 GGGG
1325-14375 00000/0000 20024/0943 06/13/73 50 4530 4438N 06b01W 60.2 127.5 GGGP
1325-14382 00000/0000 20024/C944 06/13/73 60 4530 4312N 065 3 4 60C8 124*9 GGGP
1325-14384 00000/0000 20024/0945 06/13/73 50 4530 4146N 06606W 61*4 122.1 GGGP
1325-14391 00000/0000 20024/0946 05/13/73 30 4530 4021N 06636W 61.8 119*3 GGGP
1325-16193 00000/0000 20024/0947 06/13/73 30 4531 5019N O8825W 57.4 137*5 GGGG
1325-16272 Ooo00/0000 20024/1163 06/13/73 60 4531 2308N 09727w 62*0 83.7 GGGG
1325-16275 0000/0000 20024/1164 06/13/73 70 4531 2!41N 09749W 6196 81.0 GGGG
1325-16281 00000/0000 20024/1165 06/13/73 50 4531 2015N 09811W 61*1 78.4 GGGG
1325-17592 00000/0000 20024/0519 05/11/73 50 4532 6129N 10732W 50*0 154.7 GGGG
1325-17595 00000/0000 20024/0520 06/13/73 O 4532 6005N 10835W 51,0 152.6 GGGG
1325-18001 00000/0000 20024/0521 06/13/73 20 4532 5P42N 10933W 52.0 150.5 GCGG
1325-18004 00000/0000 2002 4/11 6 6 06/13/73 43 4532 5719 N 1102 7 W 53.0 148.4 GGGG
1325-18010 00000/0000 20024/1167 06/13/73 70 4532 5555N 11118W 53.9 146.3 GGGG
1325-18013 00000/0000 20024/1168 06/13/73 70 4532 5431N 11206w 54.8 144*2 GGGG
1325-18015 00000/0000 20024/1169 06/13/73 90 4532 5107N 11251W 55.7 142*0 GGGG
1325-18022 00000/0000 20024/1170 06/13/73 100 4532 5143N 11333W 56.6 139.7 GGGG
1325-18024 00000/000o 20024/1171 06/13/73 100 4532 5 018 N 114 14W 57.4 137.4 GGGG
1325-18081 00000/0000 20024/1172 06/13/73 10 4532 3147N 12055W 63*2 101*3 GGGG
1325-1083 00000/0000 200 2 4/117 3 06/13/73 80 4532 3n21N 12120w 63.2 98.3 GGGG
1325-19383 00000/00 20024/0522 06/13/73 50 4533 7 435N 11436W 38.8 180.6 PGG
1325-19385 00000/OCCO 20024/0523 06/13/73 10 4533 7123N 11738w 39.9 177.0 PGGG
1325-19392 00000/0000 20024/0524 06/1j/73 0 4533 7p07N 12017W 41*1 173.8 GGGP
1325-19394 b0000/cOco 20024/0525 06/13/73 c 4533 7050N 12237W 42.3 170*9 PPPP
1325-19401 00000/0000 20024/052A 06/13/73 0 4533 6933N 124 39W, 43'4 168.3 GGPG
1325-19403 00000/0000 20024/0527 06/13/73 C 4533 6Q14N 12630 44.5 165.7 PGGG
1325-19410 00000/0000 20024/0528 06/13/73 0 4533 6A55N 12809W 45.7 163.4 PPGG
1325-19412 00000/0000 20024/0529 06/13/73 40 4533 6=35N 129 39W 46*8 161.1 GGPG
1325-19415 00000/0000 20024/0530 06/13/73 80 4533 6414N 13100W '7o9 158.9 GGGG
1325-21201 00000/0000 20024/0531 06/13/73 70 4534 7847N 12230W 34.0 200.0 PPPG
1325-21203 00000/0000 20024/0532 06/13/73 70 4514 7750N 12805W 35.2 194.1 PPPG
1325-21210 00000/0000 20024/0533 04/13/73 20 4534 7649N 13249w 36*4 189.0 PrPG
1325-21212 00000/OCCO 20024/0534 06/13/73 60 4534 7542N 13654W 37.6 184.5 PPPP
KEYS: CL9UL COVER % C.*.*.**...,,* 0 TO 100 % CLOUD CAVER-. * = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALTTY ,.......,...... PLANKS=BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GSAD. FmFAIR BUT USABLE* PP85R.,
16144 lAq Ilit74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NnN-US PAGE 0889
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRPFILM RBLL 9B,/ DATE CLOUD tRQIT PCIkCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P6SITIuN IN kBLL ACOUTRED CeVER NJMBER IF IMAGE ELEV* AZI m,  RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1325-21215 00000/0000 2U024/0535 06/11/73 10 4534 743?N 14024W 38.8 180.5 PGGP
1325-21221 00000/0000 20024/0536 06/13/73 20 4534 732.N 14326w 40'0 177.0 PPGG
1325-21224 00000/000C 20024/0537 04/13/73 10 4534 7207N 14606W 4101 173*8 PPPG
1326-00573 00000/0000 20024/0586 05/14/73 5C 4536 4437N 14005E 60*3 127.5 GSGG
1326-00575 00000/000 20024/0587 0/14/73 60 4536 4312N 13933E 60.8 1248 GOGG
1326-00582 o00oO/O/0o 20024/0589 06/14/73 70 4516 4146N 13903E 61. 122.0 GGGG
1326-00584 00000/0000 20024/0589 06/14/73 70 4536 4f21N 13833E 61.8 119*2 GGGG
1326-02534 00000/0000 20024/0590 0S/14/73 30 4537 00015 10204E 49.3 52.8 GGGG
1326-02540 00000/o00o 20024/0591 06/14/73 20 4537 0127S 1c144E 48.3 51.6 GGGG
1326.02543 00000/0000 20024/0592 0/14/73 40 4537 0?54S 1012 4 E 47,2 50,6 GGGG
1326-02545 00000/C000 20024/0593 06/14/73 30 4537 0420S 10104E 46.1 49.6 GGPG
1326-04183 00000/OCOU 20024/0594 06/14/73 80 4538 6250N 09839E 48*9 156.7 GGGG
1326-04190 O0000/o000 20024/0595 06/14/73 70 4538 6128N 0 9731E 50*0 154.6 GlGG
1326-04192 00000/0000 20024/0596 06/14/71 60 4538 6C04N 09627E F1.0 152.5 GGGG
1326-04195 00000/0000 20024/0597 06/14/73 20 4538 5942N 09528E 52,0 150.5 GGGG
1326-04245 000C0/0000 20024/0598 06/14/73 6n 4538, 4144N 08720E 61.4 122#0 GGGG
1326-04251 000o0/0000 20024/0599 06/14/73 60 4538 4n19N 0 8651E 61.8 119*2 GGGG
1326-04254 000000000 20024/0600 06/14/73 40 4538 355N 08622E 62.2 116.3 GGGG
1326-04260 00000/0000 20024/0601 0/14/73 60 4538 3729N c0553E 62*6 113.4 GPGG
1326-06140 00000/0000 20024/0546 06/14/73 80 4539 2142N 0 5537E 61.6 80.9 PPGG
1326-06142 00000/0000 20024/0547 04/14/73 90 4539 2016N 05515E 61.1 78*3 GGGG
1326-06145 00000/0000 20024/0548 06/14/73 70 4539 1949N 05453E 60*5 75.8 GPGG
1326-06151 00000/0000 2024/0549 06/14/73 30 4539 172?N 05432E 59.9 73.4 GPGG
1326-"6154 00000/0000 20024/0550 06/14/73 50 4539 1r56N 05411E 59*2 71.1 GGGG
1326-06160 00000/0000 20024/0551 04/14/73 70 4539 1430N 05350E 58*5 68*9 GGGG
1326-06163 000o0/0000 20024/0552 06/14/73 20 4539 1 02N 05330E 57.7 66*9 GPGG
1326-06165 0000/0000 20024/0553 06/14/73 10 4539 1136N 05309E 56.9 64.9 GGGG
1326-06172 00000/0000 2002 4 /C 5 5 4 0 /14/73 20 4539 100CN 05248E 56.1 63.1 GG
1326-06174 00000/0000 20024/0555 06/14/73 40 4539 042?N 05228E 55*2 61.3 GGGG
1326-07460 o0000/0000 20024/0261 06/14/73 90 4540 6004N 04455E 51*0 152.5 G G
1326-07462 0000/o00O 20024/0262 06/14/73 90 4540 584tN 04357E 52*0 15094 GGGG
1326-07592 00C000/0000 20024/0263 06/14/73 0 4540 14 28N 02802E 58*5 68.9 GPGG
1326-07594 o0000/0000 20024/0264 06/14/73 0 4540 1302N 02741E 57.7 66,9 GGGG
1326-08001 00000/0000 20024/0265 06/14/73 0 4540 1135N 0~720E 56*9 64.9 GGPG
1326.08003 00000/0000 20024/0266 06/14/73 0 4540 100 9 N 02 700E 56.1 63,0 GGGG
1326-08010 00000/0000 20024/0267 04/14/73 10 4540 0O42N 02639E 55.2 61.3 GGGG
1326-08012 00000/0000 20024/0265 06/14/73 60 4540 0715N 02619E 54*3 59.7 GGGG
1326-14413 00000/000o 20024/0485 06/14/73 100 4544 514ON 0 6323W 56.6 139*6 GGGG
1326-14420 00000/OCOO 20024/0486. 05/14/73 100 4544 5015N 06404W 57.4 137.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD CBVER % C..,..,.,,,,** 0 TB 100 X% CLBUD CAVER* ** ~ NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE
IMAGE QUALITY .. ,.,,,,.... BLANKS.BAND NBT PRFSFNT/REGUESTED. RRECYCLED. GzG5D., F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.POB8R
16:44 MAR i1s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-uS PAGE 0890
FR M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICROFILM R9LL NO./ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN ROLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV . MSS LAT L5NG 123 45678
1326-14422 00000/0000 2U0 2 4/048 7 06/14/73 90 4544 4.50N 064 43w 58.2 134.9 GGGG
1326-14443 00000/0000 20024/0488 06/14/73 io 4544 4145N 06731W 61.4 121.9 GGGG
1326-14445 00000/0000 20024/0489 06/14/73 80 4544 4o20N 0680 1W 61.8 119,1 GGGG
1326-14452 00000/0000 20024/0490 06/14/73 90 4544 3855N 06830W 62*2 116.2 GGG
1326-14454 00000/0000 20024/0491 06/14/73 70 4544 3 729 N 068 58W 62.6 113*3 GGGG
1326-14461 00000/0000 20024/0492 06/14/73 80 4544 3AO2N 06926W 62.8 110.3 GGGG
1326-14463 00000/0000 20024/0493 06/14/73 100 4544 3436N 06952W 63*0 107*3 GGGG
1326-14470 00000/0000 20024/0494 06/14/73 100 4544 3311N 07017w 63.1 104.2 GGGG
1326-14472 00000/000 20024/0495 06/14/73 90 4544 3144N 07042W 63.2 101.2 GGGG
1326-14475 O0000/O00U 20024/0496 06/14/73 60 4544 3018N 07107W 63.2 98*1 GGGG
1326-14481 00000/O000 20024/0497 06/14/73 20 4544 2R52N 07132W 63e1 95.1 GGGG
1326-14484 00000/0000 20024/0498 06/14/71 20 4544 2725N 07156W 62.9 92.1 GGGG
1326-14490 00000/0000 20024/0499 06/14/73 20 4544 2559N 07219W 62*7 89.2 GGGG
1326.14493 00000/0000 20024/0500 06/14/73 20 4544 2433N 07241W 62.4 86,3 GrGG
1326-14495 00000/0000 20024/0501 06/14/73 30 4544 2-07N 073 04w 62*0 83.5 GGGG
1326-16233 00000/0000 20024/0502 06/14/73 70 4545 555qN 08657W 54*0 146*2 GGGG
1326-16240 00000/0000 20024/0503 06/14/73 C10 4545 5431N 0 8745W 54*9 144.0 GGGG
1326-16242 00000/0000 20024/0504 0/14/73 20 4545 5_07N 08831W 55.8 141.8 GGGG
1326 16245 00000/0000 20024/0505 06/14/73 40 4545 5141N 08913W 56.6 139.6 GGGG
1326-16251 00000/0000 20024/0506 06/14/73 90 4545 5016N 0 8954W 57*4 137.3 GGG
1326-16324 00000/0000 20023/0333 06/14/73 70 4545 2431N 09829W 62.4 86.3 GGGG
1326-16331 00000/0000 20023/0334 06/1.4/73 60 4545 2306N 0 9852W 62*0 83.5 GGGG
1326-16333 00000/0000 20023/0335 06/14/73 50 4545 2140N 09915W 61.5 80.8 GGGG
1326-16340 00000/0000 20023/0336 06/14/73 40 4545 2013N 09937W 61.0 78*2 GrGG
1326-16342 OOOoo/000 20023/0337 06/14/73 20 4545 1847 N 09959W 60.5 7597 GGGG
1326-16345 00000/0000 20023/0338 06/14/73 10 4545 1720N 10021W 59.9 73*3 GAGG
1326-18024 00000/0000 20024/0562 06/14/73 80 4546 6q32N 10021W 43s5 168.1 GGGG
1326-18030 00000/0000 20024/0563 06/14/73 70 4546 6R1IN 10210W 44.6 165.6 GGGG
1326-18033 00000/0000 20024/0564 06/14/73 80 4546 6 65 3N  10349W 45.7 163.3 GGGG
1326-18035 00000/U0000 20024/0565 06/14/73 70 4546 6533N 10518W 46.8 161,0 GGGG
1326-18042 00000/0000 20024/0566 06/14/73 90 4546 6412N 10639W 47*9 158.8 GGGG
1326-18044 00000/0000 20024/0567 06/14/73 70 4546 6249N 10753W 49.0 156.7 6GG
1326-18051 00000/0000 20024/0568 06/14/73 40 4546 6127N 10901W 50*0 154.6 GGGG
1326-18053 00000/0000 20024/0569 06/14/73 50 4546 60 05N 11003W 51.0 152*5 GGGG
1326-18060 00000/0000 20024/0570 06/14/73 70 4546 541N 11101w 52.0 150.4 GGGG
1326-18062 00000/0000 20023/0339 06/14/73 90 4546 5717N 11155W 53*0 148.3 GGrG
1326-18065 00000/0000 20023/0340 06/14/73 90 4546 5554N 11246W 54.0 146.2 GGGG
1326-18071 00000/0000 20023/0341 06/14/73 90 4546 5429N 11334W 54.9 144.0 GGGG
1326-18074 00000/0000 20023/0342 06/14/73 100 4546 5304N 11419w 55.8 141,8 PPGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % *........... 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ......... LANKSBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQU!STED. R-RECYCLED. G=GOAD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE, P-P5BR.
16:44 M'AP 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0891
FR9M 07/23/'2 T1 C7/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICROFILM ROLL .BO./ DATE CLbUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PRINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY.
ID PBSITIDN I ROELL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 49678
13 2 6 -18080 00000/0000 2u023/0343 06/14/73 t00 4546 5140N i1502W 56.6 139.6 PPGG
1326-18083 00000/0000 20023/0344 06/14/73 100 4546 5016N 11542W 57*4 137.3 PPGG
1326-18135 00000/0000 20023/0345 06/14/73 20 4546 3 146N 12223W 63.2 101.1 GrGG
1326-19435 o0000/o000 20024/0571 06/14/73 80 4547 7543N 11236W 37.7 184.4 GGGG
1326-19441 00000/000u 20024/0572 0Q/14/73 70 4547 7433N 11607W 38*8 180*4 GGGG
1326-19444 00000/0000 20024/0573 06/14/73 0 4547 7121N 11909W 40*0 176.9 GGGG
1326-19450 00000/0000 20024/0574 06/1.4/73 20 4547 7 206N 12148W 41.2 173P7 GGGG
1326.19453 00000/0000 20024/0575 06/14/73 40 4547 7 n50N 12 4 07W 42.3 170.8 GGGG
1326-19455 00000/00CO 20024/0576 06/ 1 4/73 30 4547 6q32N 12
6 10w 43.5 168.1 GGGG
1326-19462 00000/0000 20)24/057 7 06/14/73 10 4547 6R12N 12800 44.6 165*6 GGGG
1326-19464 00000/00C00 20024/0578 06/14/73 20 4547 6653N 12939W 45.7 163.3 GrGG
1326-19471 00000/0000 20024/0579 06/14/73 60 4547 6933N 13 108W 46.8 161.0 GGGG
1326-19473 00000/0000 2U0 24/05 8 0 06/14/73 80 4547 6411N 13229W 47*9 158.8 GGGG
1326-21264 00000/0000C 20024/0581 06/14/73 0 4548 7647N 13409W 36.5 188.8 PqGG
1326-21270 00000/0000 20024/0582 06/14/73 0 4548 7541N 13816w 37.7 184.4 GGGG
1326-21273 00000/0000 20024/0583 06/14/73 10 4548 7431N 141 4 7w 38*8 180.4 GnGG
1326-21275- 00000/0000 20024/0584 06/14/73 0 4548 7319N 14450W 40.0 176.9 GGGG
1326-21282 00000/0003 20024/0585 06/14/73 0 4548 7?05N 1 473 0 W 41.2 173*7 GGGG
1326-23093 00000/0000 20024/0282 06/14/73 50 4549 77 4 9N 15518W 35.3 193.9 rGG
1326-23100 00000/0000 20024/0283 06/14/73 5S 4549 7647N 16004W 36.5 188*8 GGG
1326-23102 00000/0000 20024/0284 06/14/73 80 4549 7,40N 16410W 37.7 184.3 GGG
1326-23105 00000/0000 20024/0285 06/14/73 100 4549 7431N 16740W 38.9 180*4 GGGG
1326-23111 00000/0000 20024/0286 05/14/73 100 4549 7318N 17043W 4000 176.9 GGGG
1326-23114 00000/000 20024/0287 06/14/73 100 4549 7?04N 17322W 41.2 173.7 PGGG
1326-23120 00000/0000 20024/0288 06/14/73 100 4549 7049N 17541W 42.4 170.8 PGG
132.7-00545 00000/0000 20024/0602 06/15/73 0 4550 7?07N 16053E 41*2 173.8 GGGG
13 2 7 -00552 00000/0000 20024/0603 06/15/73 C 4550 7051N 15834E 42.3 170*9 GGGG
1327"0o554 00000/0000 20024/0604 06/15/73 0 4550 6033N 15629E 43*5 168*2 GGGG
1327-01025 00000/0000 20024/0269 0/15i/73 90 4550 4604N 13912E 59.6 13090 GGGG
1327-01031 00000/000U 20024/0270 06/15/73 100 4550 443qN 13839E 60,2 127*4 GGGG
1327-01034 00000/0000 20024/0271 06/19/71 100 4550 4113N 1 3 0 6E 60.8 124.7 GPGG
132 7 -"1040 00000/000 20024/0272 06/1/73 100 4590 4148N 13735E 61*4 122*0 GGGG
1327-01043 0000/0000 20024/02 7 3 06/15/73 100 4 550 40 22N 13705E 61.8 119*1 GGGG
1327-01045 00000/0000 20024/0274 06/15/73 100 4550 3857N 13 6 3 7E 6202 116.3 GGGG
1327-01052 00000/0000 20024/0275 06/15/73 8n 4550 3732N 13610E 62*5 113.3 GGGG
1327-01054 00000/0000 20024/0276 06/1s/73, 80 4550 3A07N 13542E 62*8 110.3 GGGG
1327-01061 O0000/000u. 20024/0277 06/15/73 30 4550 3441N 13515E 63*0 107.3 GGGG
1327-01063 00000/0000 20024/0278 06/19/73 20 4550 314N 13449E 63.1 104*2 GAGG
1327-01070 00000/0000 20024/0279 06/15/73 30 4590 3147N 13424E 63.2 101.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CevER % ...... *,..,. 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CAVER, * m NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .. .... ,..,, BLANKSBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RRErCYCLED. G=GS0D. FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PPOOR,
16:44 MAR lil'74 STANOARD CATALBG FBR NeN-US PAGE 0892
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATTIN '1ICPRFILI RLL N9./ DATE CLeUD R9IT PPIICIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIN IN RBLL ACQUTRED CevER NUMBPR RF ImAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
PEV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1327-01072 00000/000 20024/0280 06/195/73 60 4550 3o20N 13400E 63,2 98.1 GGGG
1327"01075 00000/0000 20024/0281 06/1/73 100 4550 2Q54N 13335E 63.1 95.1 P
1327-02345 00000/0000 20024/0605 06/15/7 3 10 4551 8015N 17249E 31.6 214*4 GGGG
1327-32351 00000/0000 20024/0606 06/15/73 o1 4551 7q35N 16520E 32*8 206*8 GGGG
1327-02354 000C0/0000 20024/0607 06/15/ 73 10 4551 7R46N 15846E 3400 200.0 GGGG
1327-02360 C0000/CO00 20024/0608 0A/19/73 10 4551 7750N 15311E 35.2 194*1 GGGG
1327-02365 00000/0000 20024/0556 06/1/73 10 4551 794?N 14416E 37.6 184.5 GOGG
1327-C2592 000o0/000o 20024/0557 06/15/73 60 4551 O002N 10038E 4903 52*8 GGGG
1327-02595 00000/000U 20024/0558 0S/15/73  80 4551 0124S 10018E 48.2 51s6 GGGG
1327-03001 00000/0000 20024/0559 06/15/73 70 4551 C051S 09958E 47.1 50.6 GGGG
1327-03004 000CO/0000 200C4/0560 06/15/73 60 4551 0418S 09938E 46-0 49,6 GGGG
1327-03010 Oo00/O00 20024/0561 06/15/73 50 4591 0744S 09919E 44.9 48*6 GGGG
1327-06100 00000/0000 20024/0609 06/1/73 10 4553 5429N 06544E 54o9 143*9 GGGG
1327-06103 00000/0000 20024/0610 06/15/73 0 4553 5-04N 06459E 55.8 141.7 GGGG
1327-06241 00000/0000 20024/0611 06/15/73 20 4553 0c47N 05021E 53.3 58.0 GGGG
1327-06300 00000/0000 20024/0612 06/l5/73 10 4553 142SS 04b37E 37*9 44*2 GGPG
1327-j6303 00000/0000 20024/0613 06/15/73 0 4553 1=51" 04515E 36.7 43*6 GrGG
1327-06305 00000/0000 20024/0614 06/19/73 0 4553 17175 04455E 35.5 43.1 GGGG
1327-06312 00000/00 20024/0615 06/15/73 0 4553 I43S 04433E 34.2 42.6 GGGG
1327-06314 0CCC/000u 20024/0616 06/15/73 10 4553 200 04412E 33.0 42,2 GGG
1327-06321 00000/0000 20024/0617 0/19/73 3 4513 2134S 04351E 31*8 41.8 GGGG
1327-06323 00000/0000 20024/0618 06/15/73 0 4553 201S 04329E 30*5 414 GGG
13 2 7 -063 30 00000/0000 200 2 4/0619  06/15/73 0 4553 2426S 04307E 29*3 41*1 GGPG
1327-08020 00000/0000 20024/0658 06/15/73 20 4554 2435N 02907E 62*3 86.3 GrGG
1327-08025 0000/OGC 20024/0620 06/15/73 80 4554 2143N 02823E 61o5 80.8 GGGG
132 7 -08C32 o c000/0000 2(0024/0621 05/19/73 70 4554 2016 02801E 61.0 78.2 GGGG
1327-08034 0000OC/OOO 20024/0622 06/15/73 70 4554 1k5'N 027 3 9E 60.5 75*7 GOGG
1327-08041 00000/0000C 20024/0623 0/1=/73 70 45F4 1723 02718E 59.8 733 GGGG
13 27 -C804 3  00000C/GC,0 20024/0624 b0/15/73 4" 4554 1557N 0 2657E 59*2 71.1 GGGG
1327 "c8050 00000/000) 2,024/0625 06/i5/73 4554 143,n 0 2636E 58,5 68.9 GGGG
1327-08052 00000/OC0 20024/0626 06/15/73 1) 4554 1403N 02615E 57*7 66.8 GGG
1327-L8055 00000/C00 20024/C627 06/15/73 10 4554 1137N 02554E 56.9 64.9 GGGG
1327-08061 CCCO0/OCO 20024/0628 0'/15/73 10 4554 101ON 02534E 56.0 63.0 GGPG
1327-C9352 oCOo0/OCO 20.24/C654 0/15/73 20 4595 5943N 0 1646E 52*0 150*4 GGGG
1327-,9355 00000/0000 20024/0655 06/15/73 20 4555. 572nN 01b51E 53.0 148.3 GGGG
1327-:9361 0OCO/000 2C0024/0656 06/15/73 10 4595 5956N 01500E 54.0 146.2 GGGG
1327- 09364 00000/0000 2002 4i065 7 06/15/73 20 4555 5432N 0 1411E 54*9 144*0 GGGP
1327-14471 00000/000 2004/0994 06/19/73 70 4558 5143N 06445W q6.6 139*5 GGGG
1327-14474 0000/000 20024/0995 06/1/73 80 4558 5 18N 06526w 57*4 137*2 GGGG
KEYS: LLUI; COVEp h *..,.... *.... 0 TO 100 x % CLeUD CAVER, ** a NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I A3E CUALTTY ............... RLANKS=BAND NOT PRvSrNT/RE9UESTED* RPRECYCLED. G=GFAD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE, PsPOeBR
16;44 MAR 11#' 7 4 STANDARD C TALOG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0893
FRBOM 07/21/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATItN MICFRFI!M R'LL N.,/ DATE CLBUD 3ROIT PPI'CIPAL PINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
Io PeSITIN IN NbLL ACCUTPED CeVER qUMSER 9F I'IAGE ELEV , AZIM. RBV "SS
R!3V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1327-14480 00000/00V 20024/0996 06/15/73 90 4558 4854N 06604w 58,2 134o8 GGGG
1327-14512 CoOC0/00C0 20024/0997 06/15/73 10 4558 373-N 07022W 62*5 113.2 GGGG
1327-14515 00000/0000 2,v24/0998 0/15/73 10 4558 3A04N 07049W 62.8 110 2 GGGG
1327-14521 OOOC0/0000 2Q024/099 9 06/1/73 10 458 3439N 07116W i3*0 107.2 GGGG
1327-1452 00000/000ou 20024/1000 05/1i/7 1o 4558 3213N 07142W 631 104.1 GGGG
1327-14530 00000/0(0 20024/1001 06/15/71 40 4598 3 146 N 0720 7 w 63.2 101.1 GGGP
1327-14533 00000/0000 20024/1002 06/19/73 50 4558 3 020o 07232W 63*1 98.0 GGGG
1327"14535 00000/0000 20024/1003 06/19/73 80 4558 252N 0 7255W 63*0 95*0 GGGG
1327-14542 00000/000 21024/1004 06/19/7 3  10 4558 272N 07319W A2.9 92*0 GGGG
1327-14544 00000/0000 20024/1005 06/15/73 10 4558 2602N 07343w .2*6 89.1 .GGGG
1327-14551 00000/0000 20024/1006 0h/1/73 10 4558 2435N 0 7 4 0 7 W 62,3 86.3 GGGG
1327-16264 00000/0000 20024/1007 06/15/73 90 4559 .6414N 08210W 47.9 158.8 GGGG
1327-16271 0000/00 ) 20024/1008 0/1R/73 60 4559 6251N 0R325W 49*0 156*6 GGGG
1327-16273 00000/00o0 20 2 4 /100 9 06/15/73 20 4559 6129N 08433W 50*0 154*5 GGGG
1327-162R0 00000/0000 20 0 24/1010 0o/1r/73 20 4559 6e0AN 08635W 1.0 152.4 GGGG
1327-16232 00000/0000 200 24/1011 06/19/73 90 4599 5843N 08633W 52.0 150.3 GAGG
1327-16285 00000/O00C 20024/1012 06/15/73 8R 4!559 5720Nj 0~728W 53.0 148.2 GO(
132 7 -16291 00000/GCO 2U0 2 4/101 3 06/15/73 30 4559 5557N 0 8 2 0C8  54*0 146,1 GGGG
1327-16294 00000/000) 2V024/1014 06/15/73 40 4559 543 3 N 08R908 54.9 144.0 GGG
1327 -1630L 3000/000 20024/1015 06/15/73 10 4559 5?08N 08 9 5 3w 55.8 141.8 GGGG
1327-16303 UO00/000 20024/1016 06/1.5/73 90 4599 5943N 09036 56*6 139.5 GGG
1327-16305 00030/0000 2v024/101 7  06/15/7 90 4559 5018N 09116W 57.4 137*2 PGGG
1327-16382 0000C0/000 00000/0000 06/19/73 6o 4559 2?35N 09955 62.3 86.3 GGGP
1327-16385 000000/00 00j00/0000 04/15/73 7r 4559 23ON 10018W 61*9 83.5 GGGG
1327-16391 00000/0000 00000/o00C0 06//73 3o 4559 21424 10040W 61o5 80*8 GGGG
1327-16394 00000/0000 00000/0000 O6/ 9/7, 40 4559 2n 1N 10102W 61.0 78.2 GGGG
1327-16400 OUOCO/O00 00000/O003 06/15/73 60 4559 1849O 10124w 60*4 75*7 GSGG
1327-16403 00C-00/0(O O0O0/000 0,6/ 1/73 9.0 4559 172'3N 10146W 59.8 73.3 GGGG
1327-18141 000C/O0 o0000/0000 06/11/73 9  4560 5018N 11706w 57.4 137.2 GGGG
1327- 1 81 91 00o00/0000 00000/0000 06/15/7 4(~ 4560 3 14N 12322w 63*1 104.1 GGGG
132 7 -1951 4 00000/0000 20024/0717 06/15/73 4r '561 693N, 12731w 43.5 168.1 GRGG
1327-19520 00000/COCO 20024/0718 06/19/73 40 4561 6815~ 12921W 44*6 165a6 GGPG
1327-19523 00000/0000 ?U004/C719 06/15/73 40 4561 6654' 13100W 45,7 163*2 GGGG
1327-19525 00cCO/O00 2u024/0720 06/15/73 6. 4561 6533N 13229W 46*8 160.9 GGGG
1327-21304 oc000/C000 2,0024/C721 06/1/73 10 4562 8016N 11117W 31.6 214.3 GGG
1327-21311 00000/0000 2002 4 /0722 0/19/73 10 4562 7936N 11845W 32.8 206o7 GGGG
1327-21313 00000/0000 20024/0723 36/15/73 10 4562 7947N 12516 34*1 199.9 GGGG
1327-21320 00000/000 20024/0724 06/15/73 20 4562 775v), 13053 35.3 194.0 GGGG
1327-21322 00000/00G 20024/0725 05/19/73 30 4562 7648 N 13541 36'5 188.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLDO CevEP % ....... *..... 0 TB 100 - % CLBUD C4VE R , ** = NB CL 8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,............, ILANKSBAND NOT PRrFSrNT/RECUESTED. R=RFCYCLED. G.GBAD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P,PBBR,
16:44 MAR 11o'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0894
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICROFILM RBLL N~,/ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSTTIN IN ROLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1327021325 00000/0000 20024/0726 06/15/73 40 4562 754?N 13945W 37.7 184.4 GGGG
1327-21331 00000/0000 20024/0727 06/15/73 80 4562 7433N 14314W 38.9 180*4 GGGG
13 27*213 34 000C0/000Q 20024/0729 06/15/73 90 4562 73 21N 14 617W 40.0 176.9 GGGG
1327m21340 00000/0000 20024/0729 06/15/73 80 4562 7?06N 14856W 41.2 173.7 GGGG
1328-00571 00000/0000 20023/0351 06/16/73 10 4564 8015N 16250W 31.6 214.3 GGG
1328"00574 00000/0000 20023/0352 06/16/73 50 4564 7q3rN 17022W 32*9 206.6 GGGG
1328-00580 00000/0000 20023/0353 06/16/73 10 4564 7846N 17654W 3401 199.9 GpGG
1328-00583 00000/0000 20023/0354 06/16/73 10 4564 7750N 17732E 35.3 194*0 GGGG
1328-00585 00000/0000 20023/0355 06/16/73 0 4564 7649N 17247E 36*5 188.8 PPGP
1328-00592 00000/0000 20023/0356 06/16/73 50 4564 754 3N 168 4 1 37.7 184*3 GAGG
1328-00594 00000/0000 20023/0357 06/16/73 100 4564 7433N 16509E 38.9 180.4 GPPG
1328-01001 O00000/00 20023/0358 06/16/73 50 4564 7320N 16206E 40.1 176.9 GPGG
1328-01003 00000/0000 20023/0359 06/16/73 10 4564 7P06N 15926E 41o2 173*7 GGGG
1328-01010 00000/0000 20023/0360 06/16/73 10 4564 7050N 15705E 42*4 170.8 GAGG
1328-01012 00000/0000 20023/0361 06/16/73 0 4564 6932N 15502E 43*5 168.1 GGGG
1328-O1015 00000/0000 20024/0659 06/16/73 0 4564 61R4N 15312E 44.6 165.6 GGGG
1328-01021 00000/0000 20024/0660 06/16/73 10 4564 6A55N 151 3 3 E 45.8 163.2 GGGG
1328-01024 00000/0000 20024/0661 06/16/73 10 4564 6535N 15004E 4699 160.9 GGGG
1328"01030 00000/0000 20024/0662 06/16/73 10 4564 6414N 14844E 47*9 158.7 GGGG
1328-01033 00000/0000 20024/0663 06/16/73 0 4564 6252N 14729E 49.0 156.6 GGGG
1328-01035 00000/0000 20024/0664 06/16/73 10 4564 6130N 14621E 5000 154.5 GGGG
1328-01042 00000/0000 20024/0665 06/16/73 20 4564 6007N 14516E 51.1 152*4 GGGG
1328-O2403 00000/0000 20023/0369 06/16/73 10 4565 8015N 17114E 31.6 214.2 GPGG
1328-02410 00000/0000 20023/0370 06/16/73 0 4565 7934N 163 45E 32,9 206,6 GGGG
1328-02412 00000/0000 20023/0371 06/16/73 C 4565 7 946N 15715E 34*1 199*8 GGGG
1328-02415 00000/0000 20023/0372 05/16/73 o 4565 7749N 15140E 35.3 194*0 GGGG
1328-02421 00000/0000 20024/0739 06/16/73 0 4565 7648N 14654E 36.5 188*8 GGGG
1328-02424 0000o/0000 20024/0740 06/16/73 10 4565 7943N 142 5 0E 37.7 184.3 GGGG
1328*02430 00000/0000 20024/0741 06/16/73 30 4565 7 433N 13918E 38*9 180.4 GGGG
1328-02433 00000/0000 20024/0742 06/16/73 60 4565 732lN 13615E 40.1 176.8 GGGG
1328"02474 p0000/0000 20024/0743 06/16/73 80 4565 6007N 11925E 51,1 152o4 GGGG
1328-02480 00000/0000 20024/0744 06/16/73 60 4565 5F44N 11827K 52.1 150*3 GGGG
1328-02594 00000/0000 20024/0745 06/16/73 80 4565 1R47N 10339E 60*4 75o6 GGGG
1328"03001 00000/0000 20024/0746 06/16/73 60 4565 1721N 10 318E 59.8 73*3 GGGG
1328-03003 00000/0000 20024/0747 04/16/73 50 4565 15 55N 10257E 59.1 71.0 GGGG
1328-03010 00000/0000 20024/0748 06/16/73 50 4565 1429N 10236E 58.4 68.8 GGGG
1328o03012 00000/0000 20024/0749 06/16/73 60 4565 103N 10215E 57.6 66.8 GGGG
1328-04235 00000/0000 20024/0750 06/16/73 0 4566 8014N 14525E 3196 214s2 GGGG
1328-04241 00000/0000 20024/0751 06/16/73 0 4566 7934N 13759E 32.9 206.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVEp % .. ,......0.... o TB 100 * % CLBUD CPVER. ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ...... ,....... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GB8D. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P.POSR.
16:44 "AP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALG FOR NON-US PAGE 0895
FRBM 07/23/72.Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATISFN ICPeFILM RHLL N;0,/ DATE CL8UD BRPIT POINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITi
I0 P STTISN IJ RBNLL ACNUTRED C)VrR_ NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
Pev MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
132 8 -04244 00000/000C 20024/0752 06/16/73 20 4566 7845N 13133E 34*1 199*8 GGGG
1328-04250 0000/0000 20024/0753 06/16/73 9C 4566 7750N 12558E 35*3 193*9 GGGG
1328-04253 00000/0000 20024/0754 05/16/73 50 4566 7648N 12109E 36.5 188.8 GGGG
1328-04305 Co000/000o 20024/0755 06/16/73 10 4566 6006N 09337E 51.1 152.4 GGGG
1328-04312 00000/0C00 20024/0756 06/16/73 0 4566 5943N 09238E 52,1 150.3 GGGG
132 8 -4362 00000/0000 20024/0757 o6/1t/73 20 4566 4146N 08429E 61o4 121.8 GGGG
132 8 -0434 0003CO 0000 20024/0758 06/16/73 10 4566 4021N o8359E 61.8 118*9 GGGG
13 2 8 "04 371 0000/0000 20024/0759 06/16/73 10 4566 3R57N 08329E 62.2 1160o GGGG
1328-C 4 373 00000/0000C 20024/076C 06/16/73 10 4566 3732N 08300E 62*5 113,1 GGGG
1328"06132 00000/0000 20023/0395 06/16/73 10 4567 650oN C7003E 49*0 156.5 GPGG
1328"-6134 OC00/O000 20023/0396 06/,A/73 0 4567 6129N 0 6855E 50o1 154*4 GPGG
1328-06141 00000/0000 20023/0397 06/16/73 0 4567 6005N 06752E 51*1 152.4 GPGG
1328-06143 00000/0000 20023/0398 06/16/73 0 4567 5;42N 06654E 52.1 150o3 GGGG
132 8-06150 00000/000 20023/0399 06/16/73 0 4567 5718N 06600E 53.0 148s2 GGGG
13 2 8-j6152 o00'0/000( 20023/0400 06/16/73 0 4567 554N 06509E 54*0 146.0 GPGG
132A-06155 00000/0000 20023/0401 04/16/73 C 4567 530N 06420E 549 143*9 GPGG
132 8-o6161 0000/0(00 20023/0402 06/16/73 0 4567 5106N 06335E 55,8 141.7 GGGG
13 28 -36164 00000/000 20023/0403 06/16/73 C 4567 514?N 0 6252E 56*6 139o4 PPGG
1328-06170 00000/0000 20023/0404 06/16/73 0 4567 5e18N 06 211E 5705 137.1 GPGG
1328-:6173 0000/0000 20023/0405 06/16/73 0 4567 4953N 06133E 58.2 134.7 ° GPGG
1328-06175 00000/0000 20023/0406 06/16/73 10 4567 4728N 06056E 58o9 132.3 GGGG
13 28-.61^2 00000/0000 20023/0407 06/16/73 50 4567 4.O?N 0 6021E 59o6 129*8 GGGG
1328-08061 00000/0000 20024/0735 06/16/73 60 4568 3020N 02916E 63.1 97*9 GGPG
1328-08063 00000/0000 20024/0736 06/16/73 90 4568 2854N 02852E 63*0 94m9 GGPG
1328-j8070 00000/0000 20024/0730 06/16/73 20 4568 2728N 02829E 62.8 9109 GGGG
13 28-08072 00000/000C 20024/0731 06/16/73 20 4568 2602N 02806E 62.6 89.0 GGGG
1328-uA075 00000/000 20023/0408 06/1.6/73 100 4568 2436N 02744E 62e3 86.2 GGGG
132-8- .113 0000/00 0 20023/0409 06/16/73 9C 4568 1136N 02428E 56,8 64S8 GPGG
1328-08120 00000/ocO 20023/0410 06/16/73 90 4568 1009N 0 2408E 56.0 63.0 GGGG
1328-J8170 00000/0000 20023/0411 06/16/73 0 4568 0 7 0 S 02006E 43#7 47o7 GGGG
132 8 -08172 00000/0000 20023/0412 06/16/73 0 4568 08365 01946E 42,5 46.9 GGGG
1328"09545 0000/O00 20024/0732 06/1/7? 40 4569 1135N 00120w 56.8 64.8 GGPG
1328-"9551 0O00/O0000 200 2 4/073 3 06/6t/73 b0  4569 100 N 0 0141W 56,0 63*0 GGGG
1328-14532 00000/0000 20024/0822 06/16/73 40 4572 5017N 06657W 57.5 137*1 GGGG
1328-14535 00000/o000 20024/0823 06/16/73 20 4572 4t52N 06735W 58*2 134.7 GGPG
1328-14580 00000/0000 20024/0824 06/16/73 10 4572 3436N 07245W A630 107.0 GGG
1328-14582 00OO0/orOO 20024/0825 06/16/71 20 4572 31llN 07311w 63*1 104#0 G3GG
1328-14585 00000/0009 20024/0826 06/16/73 20 4572 3144N 07336W 63*1 100.9 GGGG
1328-16323 oo00000/00 20024/0827 06/jA/73 70 4573 6412N 08343 48.0 158.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD CeVER % o.............. 0 TB 100 m % CLOUD CeVER, ** - NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY * .... .,,..,,, BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESPNT/REGUESTED
,
RURECYCLED* G=GORD, FFAIR BUT USABLE, PRP0BR*
16:44 ' , 11,s'74 STANARD CATALOG FBP NBN.US PAGE 0896
FRtM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BSERVATI i"' '!C FILM RILL 'D./ DATE CLOUD 9RFIT P0I\1CIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
Ii PrSITI N IN R LL ACCUTPED CeVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
V McS LAT L9NG 123 45678
1328-16325 Co00o0/COC 20024/0828 06/1A/
7 3 40 4573 6P50N 08458W 49*0 15695 GGGG
1328-1633? D00O,0/cC0 20024/0829 0/iA/7 3 40 4573 612&N 08606W 5091 154*4 GGGG
1328-1633'4 Cu00o/000 2J024/0830 0/16/7. 20 4573 6005N 08708W 51*1 152.3 GGGG
13268-1341 0 UoC /0 , o 2j024/,83 G 06/1A/71 I C 4573 5042N O8806W 52,1 150.2 GGGG
132 -6343 3000C L: 2i02 4/0 8 3 2  0'/1A/7/ 6C 4573 571?N 08900W 53.1 148*1 GGGG
1328-1630C 0000/0COC 2C024/C,33 06/1 6 /73 10 4573 55s
4 N 08951 540 146.0 GGGG
1328-1635 00( 0/0r00 20024/0834 06/1A/73 0 4573 5430N 09038W 54*9 143.8 G GG
1328- b165 0000/0000 2 024,035 o0/1A/73 2, 4573 5C6N 0 9123W 55*8 141.6 G GG
132X-16361 c00,/O.C, 2C024/C836 06/1A/73 90 4573 5141N c9206W 56.6 139*4 G3GG
132 -16364 OCOo00/O00 20024/F037 04/16/
73  100 4573 5016N 092 4 6W 57*5 137*1 GGGG
1328-16441 00000,0C/ 20023/0429 04/16/73 10 4573 2433N 10123W 62.3 86.1 GGGG
1328-16443 "00,0/000 20 23/C43  06/16/73 10 4573 2Z0
6N 10146W 61.9 83.3 GGGG
132 -16 4 8 0OOcC/C00o0 20023/0431 06/16/ 7 3 0 4573 214. 10208W 61, 0,7 GGGG
1328-1645 ,0000/o') 2003/0432 o3 /6/7- 10 4573 2013N 10230W 60C9 7881 GlGG
1328-16455 0000/C00 20023/0433 0/16//73 10 4573 194FN 10252W 60*4 75.6 GGGG
1328-1i6461 .0/000. 20~03/043 4  06/16/73 30.. 4573 1721N 10313 59.8 73.2 GGG
132 -18;S13 000o/UOC 2O2924/076 1 06/16/73 60 4574 6013N 10459W 44.7 165.5 GGGG
1328-1145 030?n/0or0 2002&/I762 0/1.6/73 6 , 4574 6A54N 10637W 45*8 163.1 GGGG
1328- 115? "0000/0000 20(02 4 /0763 06/1.f/73 40 4574 6 33-V 10806 46*9 160.8 GrGG
1328-14154 00/C'00/0 20024/0764 06/16A/73 80 4574 6411N 10927 48.0 158.6 GGGG
1328-.i..1 0U0,C/'000 ?024,/0765 06/16/73 8O 4574 6P49N 11041W 49.0 156.5 GIGG
132 8-i 163 O.00?/030 P0024/0766 C6/16/73 70 4574 6127N 11149W 50*1 154.4 GGGG
132- g17u OO 30O00 2C'24//767 0,6/16/73 100 4574 
6 004N i1252w 51.1 152.3 GGGG
132A-I-17 00 a 0/C ( 20024/0768 06/1S/ 73 100 4574 5 41N 11350w 52*1 150.2 GGGG
13298-i1175 003'0/C00 2U0 2 3/044 3  0'/16/73 100 4574 5718N 11444W 53.1 148*1 GGGG
.... 111 O',/OC 0 20023/0444 06/1A/73 100 4574 5554N 11535w 54*0 146.0 GGGG
1328-1 4 0 09 0/00 ?0 C23/0445 06/16/
7 3 100 4574 543y' 11 6 23W 54.9 143.8 PGGG
1328-10190 J0 o0/0000 20023/044 06/1A/73 90 4574 5(06N 11708w 55.8 141*6 GGGG
1328-1 193 C0002/0 0 2003/044
7  06/16/73 90 574 5142N 11751W 56.7 139.4 GGGG
132"-115 Crc/oCr 2 02t3/ 0 44R 06/1A/73 i00 4574 5 17 , 1,i31W 57*5 137,1 GGGG
1328-~ 543 0 0/00) 20024/0769 0/1i6/73 90 4r75 774 N 10633W j5*3 193*9 GGGG
1328- 5,5 CS/OOU P2 00E4/.,770 A/6/73 0 4575 7644. 11116W 36*5 188.7 GGGG
1328-1 955-' UDuCoOj P(:24/0771 06/16/73 . 4575 74?N 11521W 37.7 184.3 GGGG
132 - - 0 /00 200P-4/0772 36/4/73 9 4575 7?38 1 1852 38.9 1803 GGGG
132- i95%1 O' , 0nO 2U24/0773 06/1A/73 4575 712('% 1154W 40.1 176.8 GGGG
13?-''57 0 0/ , 2,024/0774 06/1A/73 0 4575 790-", 12433W '41.3 173.6 GGGG
13- 7" '00/000 20024/0775 06/1 /73 4575 750N 1p652W 42.4 170*7 GGG
132-13577 0000/00:! 0 2C024/0776 0/1 6/73 10 4575 693?N 12
8 56W 43.6 168.0 GGGG
1328-1 ) O0 .',j0" 20024/0777 0,/1./73 3C. 4575 613N 13047W 44.7 165.5 GG
FY- : CL'UL CDvE, % ..... ,...,* 0 T6 100 % CLDUD CnVER. n* = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I ~1,': '. LTTY ... . LANKSuBAN9 NOT PRSrNT/REOUESTED. P=RECYCLED. G-GBBD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE, P"PBBR,
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0897
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
eBSERVATIBN 'ICReFILM R9LL N5./ DATE CLBUD 1RBIT PPINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN HBLL ACQUITRED CBVER JUMBER 3F IMAGE ELEV. AZI. ,  RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1328-19581 O0000/0000 20024/0778 06/16/73 80 4575 6654' 13226w 45.8 163*1 GGGG
1328-19584 00000/0000 20024/0779 06/16/73 90 4575 6532N 13356W 4609 160.8 GGGG
1328-21363 0000/O000 20024/0734 05/16/73 9c 4576 8015N 11255K 31.7 214.1 PGPG
1328*21365 00000/0000 20024/0780 05/1A/73 50 4576 7034N 12019W 32,9 206.5 GGG
1328-21372 00000/0000 20024/0781 065/1/73 0 4576 7P46N 12644W 34.1 199*7 GGGG
1328.21374 00000/0000 2C0024/0782 06/16/73 4O576 774FN 13223w 35*3 193*8 GGGG
1328-21381 00000/0000 20024/0783 06/16/73 S 4576 7o4AN 13709w 36.5 188.7 GGGG
1328-21383 00000/0000 20024/0784 06/16/73 10 4576 7541N 14112W 37.7 184.2 GGGG
1328-21390 00o0/000o 20024/0785 06/16/73 6, 4576 7431N 14442W 38.9 180.3 GGGG
1328-21392 00000/0000 20024/0786 06/16/73 90 4576 731N 14744W 4001 176*8 GGGG
1328-21395 00000/0000 20024/0787 06/16/73 80 4576 7206N 15023w 41*3 173.6 GGGG
1328-23194 o0o0/o000 200C24/0507 06/16/73 10 4577 8015N 1 3137v 31*7 214*1 PGPG
1328-23201 00000/0000 20024/0508 06/16/73 10 4577 7 934N 14608W 3299 206.4 PGG
1328-23203 00000/0000 20024/0509 06/16/73 10 4577 7S45N 15 2 3 80 34.1 199.7 PGGG
1328o23210 00000/0000 20024/0510 05/16/73 20 4577 7749N 15812W 35.3 193.8 PGGG
1328-23212 00000/0000 20024/0511 0'/16/73 2(0 4577 7648N 16258W 36.5 188.7 PGGG
1328*23215 00000/0000 20024/0512 06/16/73 0 4577 7r41N 167020 37.7 184.2 PGGG
1328-23221 00000/0000 20024/0513 06/16/73 0 4577 7431N 17032w 38.9 180.3 PGGG
1328-23224 00000/0000 20024/0514 06/16/73 ( 4577 719N 17334W 40.1 176.7 GGGG
1328-23230 00000/0000 20024/0515 06/ IA/73 40 4577 7 o04N 17613W 41*3 173.6 PGGG
1328-23233 00000/0000 20024/0516 06/16/73 0 4577 704N 17834 W 42*4 170*6 PGGG
1328-23235 00000/0000 20024/0517 06/16/73 10 4577 6q31N 17921E 43*6 168.0 PGGG
1328-23242 00000/0000 20024/0518 06/16/73 60 4577 6A12N 17730E 44.7 165.4 GGG
1329-01030 00000/000 20024/0848 06/17/73 50 4578 801 4N 16427 31*7 214*0 PGG6
1329-01032 OOOG0/OC0 20024/0849 06/17/73 70 4578 7 q 3 N 17155w 32*9 206.4 PGGG
1329-01035 00000/0000 20024/0850 06/17/73 4578 7R44N 17 82 4 W 34*1 199.7 PGG
1329-01041 00000/0000 20024/0851 06/17/71 0 4578 7748N 17601E 35.3 193,8 PSGG
1329o"1044 00000/0000 2U024/0852 06/17/73 50 4578 7646N 17115E 36.6 188*7 PGGG
1329-01050 00000/0000 20024/0853 06/17/73 20 4578 7540N 16711E 3767 184.2 POGG
1329-01053 00000/0000 2u0 2 4/0 8 54 06/17/73 4o 4578 7431N 16341E 38*9 180.2 PGGG
1329-01055 00000/0000 20024/0855 06/17/73 30 4578 7119N 16038E 4001 1767 PPGG
1329-01062 00000/C00O 20024/0856 06/17/73 0 4578 7205N 15758E 41.3 173.5 PGGG
1329-01064 00000/0000 20024/0857 06/17/73 0 4578 7n48N 15538E 42.4 170.6 PGGG
1329-01073 00000/000o 20024/0737 06/17/73 10 4578 6811N 15146E 44*7 165.4 GGGG
1329-01080 00000/0000 20024/0738 06/17/73 10 4578 66 5 2N 15008E 4568 163.1 GGG
1329-02461 00000/0000 20024/0858 06/17/73 50 4579 8013N 16940E 31*7 214,0 PGGG
1329"02464 00000/0000 20024/0859 06/17/73 50 4579 733N 16214E 32*9 206.4 PGGG
1329-02470 00000/C000 20024/0860 06/17/73 70 4579 7844N 15547E 34*1 199.7 PGGG
1329-02475 00000/0000 200 2 4/0 9 7 0 06/17/73 90 4579 7,46N 1 4527E 36*6 188.7 GrGG
KEYS: CL4UO COVER % ,,,..... ..,,. 0 TM 100 - % CL9UD CPVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE OUALITY ,,...,...6 LANKS.BAND NOT PRFSENT/RECUESTED* R=RECYCLED. G=GepD. FFAIR BUT USABLE* PPoe ,
16:44 MAR lsp'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0898
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM R9LL NO./ DATE CLOUD ~R9IT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED C6VER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1329-O2482 00000/0000 20024/0971 06/17/73 100 4579 7540N 14123E 37.8 184.2 GGGG
1329-02484 00000/0000 20024/0972 06/17/73 50 4579 74 31N 13 751E 38.9 180.2 GGGG
1329-03082 00000/0000 20024/0973 06/17/73 90 4579 0940N 09947E 55.0 61*2 GGGG
1329-03084 00000/0000 20024/0974 06/17/73 90 4579 0714N 09927E 54.1 59.5 GGGG
1329w03091 00000/0000 20024/0975 06/17/73 90 4579 O048N 0 9907E 53.2 58.0 GGGG
1329-03093 00000/0000 20024/0976 06/17/73 80 4579 0422N 09847E 52.2 56*6 G3GG
1329-04343 00000/0000 20024/0983 06/17/73 10 4580 6651N 09828E 45*8 163.0 G
1329-04350 00000/0000 20024/0977 06/17/73 60 4580 6 F31N 09659E 46*9 160*8 GGGG
1329"04352 00000/0000 20024/0978 06/17/73 70 4580 6411N 09538E 48*0 158.6 GGGG
1329-04355 00000/0000 20024/0979 06/17/73 30 4580 6249N 09424E 49.1 156.4 GGGG
1329-04361 00000/0000 20024/0980 06/17/73 40 4580 6128N 09314E 50.1 154.3 GGGG
1329-04364 00000/0000 20024/0981 06/17/73 10 4580 6004N 09210E i1.1 152.2 GGGG
1329-04370 00000/0000 20024/0982 06/17/73 0 4580 5841N 09111E 52.1 150*1 GGGG
1329-06172 00000/0000 20024/0861 06/17/73 30 4581 6811N 07418E 44.7 165.4 PGGG
1329-06175 00000/0000 20024/0862 06/17/73 20 4581 6652N 07239E 45.8 163.0 PGGG
1329-06181 00000/0000 20024/0863 06/17/73 0 4581 6531N 07110E 46.9 160.8 PGGG
1329-06184 00000/0000 20024/0864 06/17/73 20 4581 6411N 06950E 48.0 158.6 PGGG
1329-06190 00000/0000 20024/0865 06/17/73 50 4581 6P49N 06836E 49.1 156.4 PrGG
1329-06193 00000/0000 20024/0866 06/17/73 20 4581 6126N 06728E 50.1 154*3 PGGG
1329-06195 00000/0000 20024/0867 06/17/73 10 4581 6004N 06625E 51.1 152.2 PGGG
1329-06202 00000/0000 20024/0868 06/17/73 0 4581 5841N 06526E 52*1 150.1 GPGG
1329*06331 00000/0000 20024/0869 06/17/73 0 4581 1426N 0 4931E 58*3 68.7 PGGG
1329-06334 00000/0000 20024/0870 06/17/73 0 4581 1259N 04910E 57.6 66.7 PGGG
1329-08165 00000/0000 20024/0788 06/17/73 40 4582 1302N 02324E 57.5 66.7 GPGG
1329-08172 00000/0000 20024/0789 06/17/73 30 4582 1135N 02303E 56.7 64.7 GGGG
1329-08174. 00000/0000 20024/0790 06/17/73 20 4582 1008N 02243E 55* 9  62*9 GPGG
1329-09433 00000/0000 20024/0791 06/17/73 80 4583 6q30N 02432E 43.6 167*9 GGGG
1329-09435 00000/0003 20024/0792 06/17/73 80 4583 6A11N 0 2242E 447 165.4 GGGG
1329-09442 00000/00oo00 20024/0793 06/17/73 90 4583 6652N 02102E 45.8 163.0 GGGG
1329"09444 00000/0000 20024/0794 06/17/73 90 4583 6531N 01932E 46.9 160*7 GPGG
1329-09451 00000/0000 20024/0795 06/17/73 80 4583 6 410N 0o811E 48*0 158.5 GGGG
1329"09453 00000/0000 20024/0796 06/17/73 10 4583 6P48N 01658E 49.1 156.4 GGG
1329-09460 00000/0000 20024/0797 06/17/73 10 4583 612AN 01550E 50.1 154*3 GPGG
1329m09462 00000/0000 20024/0798 06/17/73 20 4583 6003N 01447E 51.1 152*2 GGGG
1329-14555 00000/0000 20024/0809 06/17/73 20 4586 6131N 06139W 50.1 154*3 GGGG
1329-14561 00000/0000 20024/0810 06/17/73 20 4586 6007N 0 6242W 51.1 152.2 GGGG
1329-14564 00000/0000 20024/0811 06/17/73 0 4586 5844N 06339W 52P1 150.2 GGGG
1329-14570 00000/0000 20024/0812 06/17/73 20 4586 5720N 06433W 53.1 148.1 GGGG
1329-14573 00000/0000 20024/0813 06/17/73 20 4586 5556N 06524W 54*0 145.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % ...... i...... 0 TO 100 a % CLBUD CAVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o.............. BLANKS.BAND NET PRESrNT/REQUESTED* RuRECYCLED* G=GORDo FsFAIR BUT USABLE PaPOSRs
16:44 MAR 11j'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN-US PAGE 0899
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
eBSERVATIgN MICPOFILM RILL !O./ DATE CLOUD OBRIT pRINCIPAL p5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITy
ID PSSITISN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1329-14575 00000/0000 20024/0814 06/17/73 20 4586 5432N 06612W 54*9 14308 GGGG
1329-14582 00000/0000 20024/0815 06/17/73 10 4586 5,08N 0 6656W 55.8 141.6 GGGG
1329-14584 00000/0000 20024/0816 06/17/73 20 4586 5144N 06738W 56.6 139.3 GGGG
1329-14591 0000/0000 20024/0817 06/17/73 20 4586 5018N 068 19W 57.4 137.0 GGGG
1329-14593 00000/0000 20024/0818 06/17/73 20 4586 4R54N 06858W 58e2 134.6 GGGG
1329-15050 OU000/00o00 20024/0819 06/17/73 10 4586 3020N 07525W 63.1 97.8 GGGG
1329-15052 00000/0000 20024/0820 06/17/73 20 4586 2854N 07550W 6300 9408 GGGG
1329-15055 00000/0000 20024/0821 06/17/73 10 4586 2728N 076 14w 62.8 91.9 GGGG
1329-16422 00000/0000 20024/0838 06/17/73 100 4587 5015N 09411W 57*5 136.9 GGGG
1329-16493 00000/000 20024/0839 06/17/73 0 45p7 2559N 10226W 62.5 8.,8 GPGG
1329-16495 00000/000 20024/0840 06/17/73 10 4587 2432N 102 49W 62.2 86.0 GGGG
1329-16502 00000/0000 20024/0841 06/17/73 0 4587 2306N 10311W 61.8 83,2 GGGG
1329"16504 00000/000 20024/0842 06/17/73 0 4587 2 139N 10 333W 61*4 80*5 GGGG
1329-16511 00000/0000 20024/0843 06/17/73 c 4587 2013N 10355W 60*9 78.0 GGGG
1329-16513 00000/0000 20024/0844 06/17/73 10 4587 1P47N 10417w 6093 75.5 GGGG
1329-16520 00000/000 20024/0845 06/17/73 30 4587 1720N 10439W 59*7 7391 GGGG
1329-16522 00000/0000 20024/0846 06/17/73 70 4587 1554N 10 500W 59.0 70*9 GGGG
1329-18254 00000/0000 20024/0847 06/17/73 i00 4588 5 C15N 12001W 57*5 13699 GGGG
1329o19592 00000/0000 20024/0871 06/1.7/73 20 4589 7935N 09543W 32*9 206.6 GGGG
1329-19594 00000/0000 20024/0872 06/17/73 90 4589 7846N 10215W 34*1 199o8 GGGG
1329-20001 00000/0000 20024/0873 06/17/73 90 4589 7750N 10750W 35'3 19309 GGGG
1329-20003 00000/0000 20024/0874 06/17/73 40 4589 7649N 11236W 36o5 18898 GGGG
1329-20010 00000/OC00 20024/0875 06/17/73 0 4589 7543N 11641W 37.7 184.3 GGGG
13 2 9 -20012 00000/00OO 20024/0876 06/17/73 0 4589 7433N 12014W 38.9 180o3 GGGG
1329-20015 00000/0000 20024/0877 06/17/73 0 4589 7-21N 12318W 4001 176.8 GGGG
1329-20021 00000/00C00 20024/0878 06/17/73 10 4589 7?07N 12557W 41.3 173.6 GGGG
1329-20030 00000/0000 20024/0879 06/17/73 70 4589 6033N 13 020W 43"6 168.0 GGGG
1329-20033 00000/0000 20024/0880 06/17/73 80 4589 6 815 N 13210w 44.7 165.4 GGGG
1329-20035 00000/0000 20024/0881 06/17/73 90 4589 6655N 13349W 45.8 163*1 PGGG
1329-21432 00000/0000 20024/0882 06/17/73 0 4590 7750N 13339W 35*3 193.9 GGGG
1329-21435 00000/0000 20024/0883 06/17/73 0 4590 7649N 13826W 36.5 188*8 GGG
1329-21441 00000/0000 20024/0884 06/17/73 0 4590 7543N 14234W 37*7 184.3 GGGG
1329-21444 00000/0000 20024/0885 06/17/73 0 4590 7 433 N 14607W 38.9 180*3 GGG
1329-21450 00000/0000 20024/0886 06/17/73 0 4590 7320N .14908W 40.1 176.8 GGGG
1329-21453 00000/0000 20024/0887 06/17/73 0 4590 7206N 15145W 41*3 173.6 GGGG
1329-23264 00000/0000 20024/0888 06/17/73 40 4591 7750N 15927W 3594 193.9 GGGG
1329-23271 00000/0003 20024/0889 06/17/73 40 4591 7A48N 16414W 36.6 188.7 GGGG
1329-23273 00000/0000 20024/0890 06/17/73 30 4591 7542N 16820W 37.7 184.2 GGGG
1329-23280 00000/0000 20024/0891 06/17/73 20 4591 7432N 17152W 38.9 180.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *C,,,,,,, .... TB 100 - % CLOUD CPVER. ** . NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ......... ,..... BLANKSwBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED. G-GBWD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PoPOOR,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR NON.US PAGE 0900
FROM 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICRAFILM R9LL N4./ DATE CLUD BRBIT PPINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIN IN RBLL ACaUTRED CeVER JUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
R4V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1329-23282 00000/0000 20024/0892 06/17/73 10 4591 732,N 17 455W 40.1 176.7 GGGG
1329-23285 000c0/000 20024/0893 06/17/73 10 4591 7206N 17733W 41.3 173.5 GrGG
1329-23291 00000/0000 20024/0894 06/17/73 0 4591 7051N 17954W 42*4 170*6 GGGG
1330-01234 00000/0000 20024/0799 06/18/73 90 4592 3312N 13029E 63*1 103.8 GGGG
1330-01241 00000/0000 20024/0800 06/18/73 100 4592 3146N 13003E 63.1 100*8 PPPG
1330-01243 00000/0000 20024/0801 06/18/73 100 4592 3f20N 12939E 63.1 97.8 PPPG
1330-01250 00000/0000 20024/0802 06/18/73 90 4592 2R54N 12915E 63.0 94.8 GGGG
1330-0125? 00000/0000 200 2 4/080 3 06/18/73 80 4592 2727N 12851E 62.8 91.8 GGGG
1330-01293 00000/0000 200 2 4/0 8 04 06/18/73 7 0 4592 1300N 12511E 57*5 66.7 GPGG
1330-01300 00000/C00 20024/0805 06/18/73 70 4592 1133N 12451E 56*7 64.8 (PGP
1330-01302 00000/0000 20024/0806 06/18/73 80 4592 1008N 12431E 55.9 62*9 PGGG
1330-01305 00000/0000 20024/0807 06/1R/73  90 4592 0p42N 12411E 55.0 61*2 GPGG
1330-01311 00000/0000 20024/0808 06/18/73 90 4592 0715N 12352E 54.1 59.6 GGGG
1330-03102 OCOOO0/cOC 20024/0921 06/1873 80 4593 2142N 10129E 61@4 80.6 GGGG
1330"03104 0COC0/000 20024/0922 06/18/73 80 4593 2016N 10107E 60.9 78.0 GGGG
1330-03111 00000/OCC 20024/0923 06/18/73 9C 4593 149N 1C0046E 6C'3 75.5 GGGG
1330-03113 o00000/000 20024/0924 06/18/73 90 4593 37 2 1N 10025E 59.7 73.2 GGGG
1330-03120 C0000/OC00 20024/0925 06/18/73 80 4593 1555N 10004E 59*0 70.9 GGGG
1330-03122 00000/0000 20024/0926 05/18/73 40 4593 1428N 09944E 58,3 68*8 GGGG
1330-03125 oCo0000/00 20024/0927 C6/18/73 90 4593 1301N 09922E 57*5 66.7 GGGG
1330-04351 00000/0000 20024/0928 06/18/73 50 4594 8m13N 14241E 31*7 214.1 GGGG
1330-04354 00000/0000 20024/0929 06/18/73 90 4594 7Q33N 13517E 32*9 206.4 PPGG
1330-04360 00000/0000 20024/0930 06/18/73 50 4594 7Q45N 12845E 34*2 199*7 PlGG
1330-04363 00000/000 20024/0931 06/18/73 30 4594 7749N 12307E 35.4 193.8 GGGG
1330-04365 00000/0000 20024/0932 06/18/73 10 4594 7647N 11820E 36*6 188*7 GGGG
1330-04372 00000/0000 20024/0933 06/18/ 73 10 4594 7542N 11413E 37.8 184.2 GGGG
1330"04374 0OOO/CC00O 20024/0934 06/18/73 20 4594 743?N 11040E 38.9 180.2 GGPG
1330-04381 o00000/000 20024/0935 06/18/73 40 4594 732o 10737E 40*1 176.7 GPGG
1330-04383 00000/0000 20024/0936 06/18/73 6c 4594 7206N 10458E 41*3 173.5 GPGG
1330"04390 OC000/OCOC 20024/0937 06/18/73 60 4594 7950N 10238E 42.4 170.6 GGGG
1330"04392 000O0/O00 20024/0938 04/18/73 50 4594 69 3 3N 100 3 4E 43.6 167.9 GGGG
1330-04395 00000/0000 2 u024/093 9 06/18/73 40 4594 6 914N 09844E 44.7 165*4 GGGG
1330-04401 00000/C000 20024/0940 06/18/73 40 4594 6654N 09705E 45.8 163.0 GGG
1330-06244 00000/000U 20024/0705 06/1/73 0 4595 6p50N 06709E 49.0 156.4 GGGG
1330-06251 0000/OC00 20024/0706 06/18/73 0 4595 6125N o6601E 50*1 154.3 GGGG
1330-C6253 00000/OC00 20024/0707 06/18/73 10 4595 6006N 06458E 51.1 152.2 GGGG
1330-06260 0000/C0000 20024/0708 06/18/73 10 4595 5R4?N 06359E 52*1 150.1 GGGG
1330-06344 00000/0000 20024/0709 06/R/73 10 4595 2053N 05147E 62.9 94*7 GGGG
1330-06351 00000OO00C 20024/0710 06/18/73 10 4595 2728N 05124E 62.8 91.8 GGGG
KEYS: CL UD COVEP % *..*........... 0 TB 100 = % CLOUD CRVER. ** u NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE OUALITY ... ,,......... RLANKS.BAND NOT PRpSrNT/REQUESTED. RwRECYCLED, G=GBnD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE, P-P8BR.
16:44 MAR 11.'74 STANDARD CATALeG FeR NBN-US . PAGE 0901
FROM 07/23/7 Te C7/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICReFILM R9LL NB./ DATE CLBUD eRBIT PPINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSTTI5N IN RBLL ACGUTRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1330-06394 00000/0000 20024/0711 06/1/73 10 4595 1136N 04725E 56*7 64.8 GGGG
1330-06401 0OOC/Oc000 20024/0712 06/18/73 10 4595 ll00N 0 475E E559 62*9 GGGG
133 0"06 4 03  O0000 00 20024/0713 06/18/73 10 4595 OR43N 0 4644E 55*0 61*2 GGGG
1330-06410 00000/0000 20024/0714 06/18/73 10 4595 0716N 04 624E 54.1 59.6 GGGG
1330"06412 00000/0000 20024/0715 06/18/73 10 4595 0550N 04603E 53*1 58*0 GGGG
1330-06415 00000/0000 20024/0716 06/18/73  10 4595 0423N 04543E 52.1 56.6 GGGG
1330-08285 00000/0000 20024/0666 05/18/73 10 4596 0q35S 01653E 4P.4 47.0 GGGG
1330-09491 00030/0000 20024/0667 05/18/73 10 4597 6931N 02310E 43.6 167.9 GGGG
1330-09 4 94 o00oo0/000 20024/0668 06/18/73 20 4597 6913N 02120E 44*7 165.4 GGGG
1330-09500 00000/0000 20024/0669 06/18/73 20 4597 6654N 01941E 45*8 163*0 GGGG
1330-09503 00000/0000 20024/0670 06/18/73 10 4597 6533N 01810E 46.9 160.7 GGGG
1330-09505 00000/o000 20024/0671 06/18/73 10 4597 6412N 01648E 48.0 158.5 GGGG
1330-09512 00000/0000 20024/0672 06/18/73 10 4597 6P50N 0 1533E 49.1 156.4 GGGG
1330-09514 00000/0000 20024/0673 06/18/73 10 4597 6128N 01424E 50.1 154.2 GGGG
1330-09521 00000/0000 20024/0674 06/18/73 10 4597 6004N 01321E 5191 152*2 GGG
1330-09523 00000/0000 20024/0675 06/18/73 0 4597 5R41N 0 1223E 52.1 150*1 GGGG
1330-09530 00000/0000 20024/0676 06/18/73 0 4597 5717N 01128E 53*1 148.0 GGGG
1330-15013 O0000/OCO0 20024/0948 06/18/73 90 4600 1t2 8 N 06305W 50.1 154o2 GGGG
1330-15015 00000/C0000 20024/0949 06/18/73 70 4600 6006N 06408W 51.1 152.1 GGGG
1330-15022 00000/0000 20024/0950 06/18/73 50 4600 5843N 06507W 52*1 150.0 GGGG
1330-15024 00000/0000 20024/0951 06/18/73 40 4600 5719N 06602W 53.1 147*9 GGGG
1330-15031 00000/0000 20024/0952 06/18/73 30 4600 5555N 06655W 54.0 145.8 GGGG
1330-15033 00000/000 20024/0953 06/18/73 40 4600 5431N 06742W 54*9 143.6 GGGG
1330-15040 00000/0000 20024/0954 06/R1/73 20 4600 5306N 06827W 55-8 141.4 GGGG
1330-15042 00000/0000 20024/0955 06/18/73 50 4600 5141N 06909W 56.7 139.2 GGGG
1330-15045 00000/0003 20024/0956 06/18/73 80 4600 5016N 06949W 57*5 136.8 GGGG
1330-15051 00000/0000 20024/0957 06/18/73 80 4600 4961N o7027W 58.2 134.5 GGGG
1330-15115 00000/0003 20024/0958 06/18/73 80 4600 2601N 07802W 62.5 88.8 PGGG
1330-15122 00000/0000 20024/0959 06/I1/73 100 4600 2434N 07825W 62.2 86.0 PGGG
1330-16442 00000/0000 20024/0960 06/18/73 50 4601 650N 08744W 49*1 156.3 PGGG
1330-16445 00000/0000 20024/0961 06/18/73 0 4601 6 12 7N 088 51W 50*1 154.2 PGGG
1330-16451 00000/0000 20024/0962 06/18/73 0 4601 6005N 0 8954W 51,1 152.1 PGGG
1330-16454 00000/0000 20024/0963 06/18/73 100 4601 5842N 0 9053W 52*1 150*0 GGGG
1330-16460 00000/0000 20024/0964 06/18/73 50 4601 5718N 09147W 53*1 147*9 GGGG
1330-16463 00000/0000 20024/0965 06/18/73 80 4601 5555N 092 3 8W 54.0 145.8 GGGG
1330-16465 00000/0000 20024/0966 06/18/73 100 4601 5431N 09326W 54.9 143.6 PGGG
1330-16472 00000/0000 20024/0967 06/18/73 100 4601 5306N 0 9412W 55*8 141*4 GGGG
1330-16474 00000/0000 20024/0968 06/18/73 100 4601 5142N 09454W 56*7 13992 GGGG
1330-16481 00000/0000 20024/0969 06/18/73 100 4601 50 17N 09535W 57.5 136.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLbUD CBVER % ,.....c,.,.,,,. o TB 100 * % CLBUD C9VER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE OUALITY ........ ,..... BLANKSBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED* RURECYCLEDo GaG9Doe F-FAIR BUT USABLE* PaPBBR
16:44 MAR 11s,74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN"US PAGE 0902
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRAFILM RBLL N9,/ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PaINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PBSITISN IN ROLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER 8F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1330-16551 00000/0000 20024/0984 06/18/73 30 4601 2600N 10350W 62*5 88.8 GGGG
1330m16554 00000/0000 20024/0985 06/18/73 .10 4601 243 4N 10413W 62.2 86.0 GGGG
1330-16560 00000/0000 20024/0986 06/18/73 10 4601 2308N 1043 5 W 61.8 83*2 GGGG
1330-16563 00000/0000 20024/0987 06/18/73 10 4601 2141N 10458W 61*3 80.5 GGGG
1330-16565 00000/0000 20024/0988 06/18/73 10 4601 2015N 10520W 60.8 78*0 GGGG
1330*16572 00000/0000 20024/0989 06/18/73 10 4601 1849N 10542W 60*3 7505 GGGG
1330-16574 00000/0000 20024/0990 06/18/73 20 4601 1722N 10603W 59.6 73.1 GGGG
1330-18253 00000/0000 20023/0549 06/18/73 90 4602 6931N 10600W 43.6 167*8 GGGG
1330-18260 00000/0000 20023/0550 06/18/73 40 4602 6813N 10750W 447 165.3 GGGG
1330-18262 00000/0000 20023/0551 06/18/73 0 4602 6653N 10929W 45.8 162.9 GGGG
1330-18265 00000/000o 20023/0552 06/18/73 0 4602 6533N 11058W 46.9 160.7 GGGG
1330-18271 00000/0000 20023/0553 06/18/73 30 4602 64 11N 11219W 48.0 158.5 GGGG
1330-18274 00000/0000 20023/0554 06/18/73 40 4602 6P49N 11334W 49*1 156.3 GGGG
1330-18280 00000/0000 20023/0555 06/18/73 10 4602 6127N 11442W 50.1 154.2 GPGG
1330-18283 00000/0000 20023/0556 06/18/73 30 4602 6004N 11545W 51*1 152,1 GGPG
1330-18285 00000/0000 20023/0557 06/18/73 80 4602 5841N 11643W 52.1 150.0 GPGG
1330-18292 00000/0000 20023/0558 06/18/73 70 4602 5718N 11738W 53.1 147.9 GPGG
1330-18294 00000/0000 20023/0559 06/18/73 30 4602 5554N 11827W 54*0 145.8 GGGG
1330-18301 00000/0000 20023/0560 06/18/73 80 4602 5431N 11914W 54.9 143.6 GGGG
1330-18303 00000/0000 20023/0561 06/18/73 20 4602 5306N 12000W 55.8 141.4 GGGG
1330-18310 00000/0000 20024/0991 06/18/73 90 4602 5141N 12042W 56m7 139.2 GGGG
1330*18312 00300/0000 20024/0992 06/18/73 80 4602 5016N 12123W 7'*5 136.8 GGGG
1330-18351 00000/0000 20024/0993 06/18/73 10 4602 3729N 12619w 62*5 112*8 O0GP
1330-20062 00000/C00 20023/0562 06/18/73 10 4603 7 647N 11408W 36.6 188.6 GGGG
1330-20064 00000/0000 20023/0563 06/18/73 0 4603 7542N 11813W 37.8 184b1 GGGG
1330-20071 00000/0000 20023/0564 06/18/73 0 4603 7432N 12144W 39*0 180*2 GGGG
1330*20073 00000/0000 20023/0565 06/18/73 0 4603 7320N 12447W 40*1 176.6 GGGG
1330-20080 00000/0000 2C0023/0566 06/18/73 0 4603 7206N 12726W 41.3 173*4 GGGG
1330-20082 00000/0000 20023/0567 06/18/73 10 4603 7050N 12947W 42.5 170*5 GPGG
1330-20085 00000/0000 20023/0568 06/18/73 10 4603 6932N 13152W 43.6 167.8 GGGG
1330-20091 ,.00000/0000 20023/0569 06/18/73 50 4603 6812N 13342W 44.7 165*3 GGGG
1330-21475 00000/0000 20023/0570 06/18/73 10 4604 8015N 11549W 317 214*0 GGGG
1330-21482 00000/0000 20023/0571 06/18/73 0 4604 7934N 12316W 33.0 206.3 GPGG
1330-21484 00000/0000 20023/0572 06/18/73 0 4604 7P45N 129 44W 342 199*6 GGGG
1330-21491 00000/0000 20023/0573 06/18/73 0 4604 7749N 13519W 35*4 193.7 GGGG
1330-21493 00000/0000 20023/0574 06/18/73 0 4604 7647N 14005W 36*6 188.6 GGGG
1330-21500 00000/0000 20023/0575 06/18/73 10 4604 7541N 14409W 37s8 184*1 GGGG
1330-21502 00000/0000 20023/0576 06/iA/73 0 4604 7432N 14738W 39*0 180.1 GGGG
1330-21505 00000/0000 20023/0577 06/18/73 10 4604 7320N 15039W 40*1 176o6 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % *..**°,.o o 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD C"VER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY o... . ... BLANKS-BAND NET PRESENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED, G=GBBD0, FFAIR BUT USABLE. P-POeR,
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0903
FRBH 07/23/72 TE 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N5./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIN IN RLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1331-01281 00000/0000 20024/0677 06/19/73 20 4606 3731N 13027E 62.5 112.8 GG
1331-01283 00000/0000 20024/0678 06/19/73 20 4606 3605N 12959E 62*7 109,9 GGGG
1331-01290 00000/0000 20024/0679 06/19/73 20 4606 3439N 12932E 62.9 106.8 GGG
1331-01292 00000/0000 20024/0680 06/19/73 20 4606 3314N 12905E 63*0 103*8 GGGG
1331-01295 00000/C0O0 20024/0681 06/19/73 40 4606 3148N 12839E 63.1 100.8 GGGG
1331-01301 00000/0000 20024/0682 06/19/73 90 4606 3021N 12814E 63*0 97.7 GGGG
1331-o1304 000C0/0000 20024/0683 06/19/73 100 4606 2855N 12750E 62.9 94.7 GGGG
1331*01310 00000/000o 20024/0684 06/19/73 50 4606 2729N 12726E 62o7 91*8 GGGG
1331"01313 00000/0000 20024/0685 06/19/7 3  20 4606 2,03N 12703E 62m5 88.9 GGGG
1331-01315 OQoo00/C00 20024/0686 06/19/73 20 4606 2437N 12640E 62*2 86.0 GGGG
1331-01322 00000/000o 20024/0687 06/19/73 10 4606 2311N 12618E 61.8 83.3 GGGG
1331-01324 00000/0000 20024/0688 06/19/73 10 4606 2144N 12555E 61*3 80*6 GGGG
1331:01331 00000/0000 20024/0689 06/19/73 10 4606 2017N 12533E 60.8 78*0 GGGG
1331-03033 00000/0000 20024/0690 06/19/73 10 4607 6414N 11837E 48.0 158.5 GGGG
1331-03040 00000/0000 20024/0691 06/19/73 30 4607 6p52N 11722E 49.0 156.3 GGGG
1331-03042 00000/0000 20024/0692 06/19/73 50 4607 613N 11614E 501I 154.2 GGGG
1331"03045 00000/0000 20024/0693 06/19/73 40 4607 600 8N 11510E 51.1 152.1 GGGG
1331-03051 00000/0000 20024/0694 06/19/73 10 4607 5R44N 11411E 52.1 150.0 GGGG
1331-03101 00000/0000 20024/0695 06/19/73 10 4607 4149N 10602E 61.3 121.5 GGGG
1331-03104 00000/0000 20024/0696 06/19/73 10 4607 4023N 10532E 61.7 118.7 GGGG
1331-04471 00000/0000 20024/0697 06/19/73 0 4608 6P52N 09133E 49.0 156.3 GGGG
1331-04474 00000/0000 20024/0698 06/19/73 0 4608 613ON 09024E 50.1 154.2 GGGG
1331-04480 00000/0000 20024/0699 06/19/73 10 4608 6007N 08920E 51.1 152*1 GGGG
1331-04483 00000/0000 20024/0700 06/19/73 10 4608 5844N 08822E 52,1 150o0 PPPP
1331-04533 00000/0000 20024/0701 06/19/73 50 4608 4149N 0811E 61.3 121.5 GGGG
1331-04535 00000/0000 20024/0702 06/19/73 20 4608 4024N o7941E 61*7 118.6 GGGG
1331-04542 00000/0000 20024/0703 06/19/73 20 4608 3R57N 07912E 62*1 115.8 GGGG
1331-04544 00000/0000 20024/0704 06/19/73 20 4608 3732N 07845E 62*5 112.8 GGGG
1331-06303 00000/0000 20024/1018 06/19/73 80 46t9 6 252 N 06546E 49.0 156.3 GGGG
1331-06355 0000/0000 20024/1019 06/19/73 40 4609 4438N 05530E 60.2 126o9 GGGG
1331-06362 00000/0000 20024/1020 06/19/73 40 46n9 4314N 05457E 60.8 124*2 GGGG
1331-06364 00000/0000 20024/1021 06/19/73 20 4609 4149N 0 5426E 61o3 121.5 PGGG
1331-06371 00000/0000 20024/1022 06/19/73 10 4609 4022N 05355E 61*7 118.6 PGGG
1331-08225 00000/0000 20024/1052 06/19/73 20 4610 3147N 02524E 63*0 100o7 GGGG
1331-09540 00000/0000 20024/1053 06/19/73 20 4611 7206N 0 2610E 4j13 173.5 GPPG
1331-09543 00000/0000 20024/1054 06/19/73 0 4611 7050N 02350E 42.4 170.5 GGPG
1331-09545 00000/000Q 20024/1055 06/19/73 30 4611 6933N 0 2145E 43.6 167.8 GGGG
1331-09552 00000/0000 20024/1056 06/l9/73 50 4611 6814N 01954E 44*7 165.3 GGGG
1331-09554 00000/0000 20024/1057 06/19/73 80 4611 6655N 01814E 45.8 162.9 GGPG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *.***a..- s... 0 TO 100 %  CLOUD CpVER# ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE DUALYTY .,,.......,.,. RLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED. G.G1BD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE, P.P8BR,
16:44 MAP 11',74 STANDARD CATkLG FBR NBN-US PAGE 0904
FRgM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIeN MICReFILM R5LL N8,/ DATE CLBUD IRRIT PPINCIPAL PbINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV mSS
RPV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1331-09561 00000/C00 20024/1058 05/19/73 100 4611 6535N 01644E 46.9 160.7 GSGG
1331-09563 00000/0000 20024/1059 06/19/73 80 4611 6414N 01523E 48.0 158*5 GGGG
1331-09570 O0000/000 20024/1060 05/19/73 3c 4611 6P52N 0 1408E 49*0 156.3 GGGG
1331-16512 00000/000o 20023/0606 06/19/73 80 4615 5R43 09221w 52*1 150.0 GGGG
1331-16514 00000/0000 20023/0607 06/19/73 10 4615 5719N 0 9316W 53*1 147*9 GGGG
1331-16521 0000oo/000 20023/0608 06/19/73 7 0 4615 5555N 0 9407W 54*0 145.7 GGGG
1331-16523 00000/0000 20023/0609 06/19/73 100 4615 54 3 1N 09456W 54.9 143.6 GGG
1331-16530 00000/O00o 20023/0610 06/19/73 100 4615 5306N 09 5 40W 55*8 141.4 GGGG
1331-16532 00000/0000 2002 3/0611 06/19/73 50 4615 5142N 09623W 56.6 139.1 GP.GG
1331-16535 00000/0000 2C023/0612 06/19/73 100 4615 5017N 0 9702W 57.4 136*8 GGGG
1331-17005 00000/ocOC 20024/1091 06/19/73 20 4615 2601N 10518W 62.5 88.8 GPPG
1331-17012 00000/0000 20024/1092 06/19/73 20 4615 243 4 N 10540W 62 *1 86.0 GPPG
1331-17014 00000/0003 20024/1093 06/19/73 10 4615 2109N 10603W 61*8 83*2 GPPP
1331-17021 00000/0000 20024/1C94  06/19/73 10 4615 2143N 10625W 61*3 80*6 GmGP
1331-17023 00000/C00 20024/1095 0/19/73 70 4615 2016N 10647W 60*8 78.0 GPGP
1331-18293 00000/0000 20024/1103 04/19/73 0 4616 7433N 09722W 39.0 180*2 P4GG
1331-18300 00000/0000 20024/1104 04/19/73 10 4616 7 121N 10025W 40.1 176.6 GGGG
1331-18302 00000/0000 20024/1105 06/19/73 10 4616 7706N 10 3 06W 41*3 173*4 PCGG
1331-18305 00000/0000 20024/1106 06/19/73 20 4616 7p50N 10525W 42.4 170.5 PGGG
1331-18311 00000/0000 20024/1107 06/19/73 20 4616 6933N 10727W 43.6 167.8 GPGG
1331-18314 00000/0000 20024/1108 06/19/73 20 4616 6814N 10918W 44.7 165.3 PGGG
1331-18320 00000/0000 20024/1109 06/19/73 10 4616 6654N 11058W 45*8 162*9 GGGG
13311832 00000/0000 20024/1110 06/19/73 0 4616 6533N 11227W 46*9 160.6 GGGG
1 11832 C0000/COO 20024/1111 06/19/73 30 4616 6412N 11348 48*0 158.4 GGGG
1331-18332 00000/0000 20024/1112 06/19/73 30 4616 6?50N 11502W 49.0 156.3 PGGG
1331-18334 00000/oC00 20024/1113 06/19/73 20 4616 6128N 11610W 50*1 154.2 GGPG
1331"18341 00000/000 20024/1114 06/19/73 2C 4616 6005N 11712W 51.1 152.1 GGGG
1331-18343 00000/0000 20024/1115 06/19/73 20 4616 5R42N 11809W 52.1 150*0 PGGG
1331-18350 00000/0000 20024/1096 05/19/73 40 4616 5 72 0N 11903W 53*1 147*9 GPGG
1331-18352 00000/0000 20024/1097 05/19/73 50 4616 5556N 11954 54-0 145.7 PPGP
1331-18355 00000/0000 20024/1098 05/19/73 100 4616 5432N 12042W 54s9 143.6 GpGG
1331-18361 OCOo00Co00 20024/1099 04/19/73 100 4616 5407N 12126W 5508 141.4 GGGG
1331-18364 00000/0000 2 u024/1100 0i/19/73 9c 4616 5143N 12 2 09w 56*6 139*1 GGPG
1331-18370 00000/0000 2u024/1101 06/19/73 100 4616 5018N 12250W 57*4 136.8 GPGG
1331-18393 00000/CC0000 20024/1102 0;/19q/73 100 4616 4144N 12618W 61*3 121.4 PPGP
1331-20114 000CO/0000 20024/1116 05/19/73 20 4617 7751N 11052W 35.4 193.8 PpGG
1331-20120 COOO/00o00 20024/1117 06/19/73 10 4617 7A49N 11538W 36.6 188.6 GPGG
1331-20123 00000/0000 20024/1118 06/19/73 10 4617 7r4pN 11943W 37o8 184.1 GPGG
1331-20125 00000/0000 20024/1119 06/19/73 0 4617 7 434N 12312W 39.0 180*1 GGGG
KEYS: CL9UD COVER %X ..... *..... ... o TB 100 * % CL9UD C"VER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE .
IMAGE DUALITY .............. PLANKSBAND NOT PRcSrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED* G=GRPD. FwFAIR BUT USABLE. Pa-PBBR.
16:44 IAP 11 '74 STANDARD CATALIG FOR NON-US PAGE 0905
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATI5N MTICPFILM RtLL Nt\,/ DATE CLOUD 5RBIT PPINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITI3N IN ! LL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1331-20132 00000/C000 20024/1120 05/19/73 10 4617 7121N .12
6 15w 40.1 176.6 GGGG
1331-20134 00000/0000 20024/1121 06/19/73 30 4617 707N 12855W 41*3 173.4 GGGG
1331-20141 OC00/G000 200c 4/1122 06/19/73 40 4617 7050N 13114W 42o5 170.5 PPGG
1331-20143 00000/0000 20024/1123 06/19/73 90 4617 6933N 13316W 436 16798 PGGG
1331"20150 00000/0000 2 024/1124 0S/19/73 30 4617 6F14N 13
5 06W 44.7 165.3 GGGG
1331-21545 00000/0000 20024/1125 0/19/73 20 4618 7750N 13632W 35.4 193.7 GGGG
1331-21552 00000/0000 20024/1126 06/19/73 40 4618 7648N 1411
8W 36.6 188.6 GPGG
1331-21594 00000/0000 20024/1127 06/19/73 60 4618 7q42N 14524W 37.8 184.1 GGGG
1331-21561 00000/0000 20024/1128 06/19/73 30 4618 7432N 14856W 39*0 180.1 GGGG
1331-21563 00000/0000 20024/1129 06/19/73 10 4618 71 20N 15159W 40.1 176*6 GAGG
1331-23365 00000/0000 20024/1234 06/19/73 30 4619 8014N 14250W 31.8 214*0 PPGG
1331-23372 OOo0/000 20024/1235 06/19/73 40 4619 7934N 15018W 33.0 206.3 PPGG
1331-23374 00000/0000 20024/1236 06/19/73 9 0 4619 7A45N 15649W 34*2 199*6 PGGG
1331-23381 00000/0000 20024/1237 06/19/73 20 4619 7 749 N 16227W 35.4 193.7 GGGG
1331-23383 00000/0000 20024/1238 06/19/73 10 4619 7A47N 16715W 36.6 188.6 GGGG
1331-23390 00000/0000 2C024/1239 06/19/73 50 4619, 741N 1 7121W 37*8 184.1 GGGG
1331-23392 00000/0000 20024/1240 06/19/73 100 4619 74 31N 17452W 39.0 180.1 GGG
1331-23395 00000/0000 20024/1241 06/19/73 40 4619 719N 17755W 40,2 176.6 GGGG
1331-23401 00000/0000 20024/1242 06/19/73 50 4619 7p04N 17926E 41.3 173.4 GGGG
1331-23404 00000/0000 20024/1243 G6/19/73 50 4619 7048N 17707E 42.5 170.5 GGGG
1331"23410 00000/0000 20024/1244 06/19/73 20 4619 6930N 17504E 43.6 167.8 GGG
1331-23413 00000/0000 20024/1245 06/19/73 10 4619 6R110 17314E 44.7 165.2 G3GG
1331-23415 00000/0000 20024/1246 06/19/73 0 4619 6651N 17134E 45.8 162.9 GGGG
1331-23422 00000/0000 20024/1247 06/19/73 0 4619 6531N 17004E 46s9 160.6 GGGG
1331-23424 00000/0000 20024/1248 06/19/73 10 4619 6410N 16843E 48.0 158.4 GGGG
1332-01333 00000/0000 200 24/10 6 1 06/20/73 90 4620 385N 1 2926E 62.1 115.6 GGGG
1332-01335 00000/0000 20024/1062 06/Po/73 90 4620 3729N 12857E 62*4 112*7 GGGG
1332-01342 00000/0000 20024/1063 06/p0/73 90 4620 3603N 12829E 62*7 109.7 GGGG
1332-01344 00000/0000 20024/1064 06/20/73 80 4620 3437N 12802E 62*9 106*7 GGGG
1332-01351 00000/0000 20024/1065 06/20/73 100 4620 3311N 12736E 63*0 103.7 GGGG
1332-01353 00000/0000 20024/1066 06/o/73 100 4620 3145N 12711E 63*0 100.6 GGGG
1332-03073 00000/0000 20024/1067 06/20/73 80 4621 6032N 12327E 43*6 167.7 P
1332-03080 00000/0000 20024/1068 06/20/73 100 4621 6813N 12138E 44*7 165.2 P
1332-03082 00o0U/0000 20024/1069 06/p0/73 50 4621 6654N 12000E 45.8 162.8 p P
1332-03085 00000/0000 20024/1070 0/p0/73 30 4621 6534N 11831E 46*9 160.6 p P
1332-03091 00000/C000 20024/1071 06/20/73 0 4621 6412N 1 1710E 48.0 158.4 P P
1332-03094 00000/0000 20024/1072 06/P0/73 C 4621 6;51N 11556E 49*1 156*2 P P
1332-03100 00000/OCOO 20024/1073 06/20/73 0 4621 6128N 11449E 5C01 154.1 G P
1332-03103 00000/C000 0000/OOOO 06/20/73 0 4621 6005N 11346E 511 152.0 P
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % .. ,,..,,. C TB 100 a % CLOUD C VER. ** u NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE CUALYTY oo,...*.,,.. eLANKSIBAN0 NET PRESENT/REQUESTED RpuRECYCLED* G=GBBD, FzFAIR BUT USABLE* P-PSPR.
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0906
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ReLL NOB/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIBN IN ROLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1332-03105 00000/0000 20024/1074 06/20/73 0 4621 5R43N 11248E 52.1 149.9 G P
1332-04535 00000/0000 20024/1249 06/20/73 20 4622 6004N 08751E 51.1 152.0 GPGG
1332-04541 00000/0000 20024/1250 06/20/73 10 4622 5841N 08653E 52*1 149.9 GGGG
1332-04591 00000/0000 20024/1251 06/20/73 30 4622 4145N 07847E 61.3 121*3 GGGG
1332-04594 00000/0000 20024/1252 06/20/73 10 4622 4020N 07817E 61*7 118*5 GGGG
1332-05000 00000/C0000 20024/1253 06/P0/73 0 4622 3855N o7748E 62.1 115.6 GGGG
1332-05003 00000/0000 20024/1254 06/20/73 10 4622 3729N 07720E 62.4 112*7 GGGG
1332-06473 00000/0000 20024/1255 06/20/73 10 4623 2434N 04747E 62*1 85.9 GPGG
1332-06525 00000/0000 20024/1256 06/20/73 10 4623 055O N 04312E 53.0 58.1 GGGG
1332-06532 00000/0000 20024/1257 06/20/73 10 4623 0423N 04252E 52*0 56.6 GGGG
1332106534 00000/0000 20024/1258 06/?0/73 20 4623 0o57N 04232E 51*0 55.3 GGGG
1332-06541 00000/0000 20024/1259 06/20/73 40 4623 Ot 3 0N 04211E 50.0 54.0 GGGG
1332-06543 00000/0000 20024/1260 06/20/73 20 4623 0003N 04151E 49*0 52.8 GGGG
1332-06550 00000/0000 20024/1261 06/20/73 20 4623 0122S 04131E 47.9 51.7 G3GG
1332-08190 00000/0000 20024/1139 06/20/73 60 4624 6411N .03944E 48*0 158.3 G G
1332-08193 00000/0000 20024/1140 06/20/73 50 4624 6P49N 03 830E 49*1 156.2 GGGG
1332-08195 00000/0000 20024/1141 06/20/73 90 4624 6127N 03721E 50.1 154.1 GGGG
1332-08202 00000/0000 20024/1142 06/P0/73 100 4624 6004N 03618E 51.1 152.0 GGGG
1332-08204 00000/0000 20024/1143 06/20/73 90 4624 5R41N 03520E 52*1 1499 GGGG
1332-10015 00000/0000 20024/1144 06/20/73 60 4625 6532N 01519E 46*9 160.5 GGGG
1332-10022 00000/0000 20024/1145 06/20/73 50 4625 6411N 01357E 48.0 158.3 GGGG
1332-10024 00000/0000 20024/1146 06/20/73 40 4625 6P49N 01243E 49*1 156.2 GGGG
1332*10031 00000/0000 20024/1147 06/p0/73 10 4625 6127N 01134E 50.1 154.1 GGGG
1332*10033 00000/0000 20024/1148 06/20/73 20 4625 6004N 01031E 51,1 152*0 GGGG
1332-10040 00000/0000 20024/1149 06/20/73 20 4625 5841N 00932E 52*1 149*9 GGGG
1332-10042 00000/0000 20024/1150 06/20/73 30 4625 5718N 00837E r3.1 147.8 GGGG
1332-15162 00000/0000 20024/1160 06/20/73 60 4628 5019N 07 2 3 7w 57.4 136.7 GGGG
1332-15164 00000/0000 20024/1161 06/20/73 50 4628 4R55N 07316w 58.2 134.3 GGGG
1332-16593 00000/0000 2G0 2 4/11 6 2 06/20/73 100 4629 5020N 09827W 57.4 136.7 GGGG
1332-17061 00000/0000 20024/1075 06/2o/73 10 4629 2730N 10620W 62.7 91.7 PGG
1332-17064 ,.00000/0000 20024/1076 06/20/73 0 4629 2603N 10 6 43w 62*4 88.8 GGG
1332-17070 00000/0000 20024/1077 06/20/73 0 4629 2436N 10705W 62.1 86.0 PGG
1332-17073 00000/0000 20024/1078 06/20/73 20 4629 2310N 10 7 2 8 w 61*7 83.2 PPGP
1332-17075 00000/0000 20024/1079 06/20/73 70 4629 2144N 10750W 61.3 80.6 PPGP
1332-18345 00000/0000 200 2 4/11 8 0 05/20/73 0 4630 7F44N 09515W 37.8 184*1 GGGG
1332-18352 00000/0000 20024/1181 06/2n/73 10 4630 7434,N 09846W 39.0 180.1 GGGG
1332-18354 00000/0000 20024/1182 06/20/73 10 4630 732?N 10149w 4001 176.6 GGGG
1332-18361 00000/0000 20024/1183 06/20/73 10 4630 7p08N 10429W 41.3 173.4 GGGG
1332-18363 00000/0000 20024/1184 06/20/73 10 4630 7151N 10650W 42.4 170.5 G1GG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % s,,**....,**,,. 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CRVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,, .... ,..... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. GGObfD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PPBOBR.
16:44 MAP 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0907
FR8M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICPeFILM RBLL NB./ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBv MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1332-18370 00000/0000 20024/1185 06/20/73 10 4630 6934N 10854W 43*6 167.8 GGGG
1332-18372 00000/0000 20024/1186 06/ o/73 60 4630 6R15N 11045W 44.7 165.2 GGGG
1332-18375 00000/0000 20024/1187 06/20/73 70 4630 6656N 11224w 45.8 162.9 GGGG
1332-18381 00000/0000 20024/1188 06/20/73 30 4630 6534N 11353W 46*9 160.6 GGGG
1332-18384 00000/0000 20024/1189 06/20/73 30 4630 6413N 11513W 48*0 158*4 GGGG
1332-18390 00000/C000 20024/1190 06/20/73 50 4630 6251N 11626W 49.0 166.2 GlGG
1332-18393 00000/000o 20024/1191 06/20/73 40 4630 6129N 11 7 34W 5091 154*1 GGGG
1332-18395 00000/0000 20024/1192 06/20/73 20 4630 6007N 11838W 51.1 152*0 GGG
1332-18402 00000/0000 20024/1193 06/20/73 10 4630 5A44N 11937W 52,1 149o9 GGGG
1332-18404 00000/C000 20024/1194 06/20/73 30 4630 5720N 12031W 53.0 147.8 GGGG
1332-18411 00000/0000 20024/1195 06/p0/73 20 4630 5556N 12122W 54.0 145.7 GGGG
1332-18413 00000/0000 20024/1196 06/20/73 40 4630 5 43 2 N 12209w 54*9 143.5 GGGG
1332-18420 00000/0000 20024/1296 06/20/73 30 4630 5308N 12254W 55*8 141.3 GGGG
1332-18422 00000/0000 20024/1297 06/20/73 20 4630 514IN 12336W 56.6 139*0 GGGG
1332-18425 00000/0000 20024/1298 06/20/73 20 4630 50 18N 12416W 57.4 136.7 GGGG
1332-18443 00000/0000 20024/1299 06/20/73 20 4630 4 4 3N 12639W 60.2 126*8 GGGG
1332-20172 00000/0000 20024/1197 06/20/73 0 4631 7751N 11 2 03W 35o4 193.8 GGGG
1332-20174 00000/0000 20024/1198 06/20/73 0 4631 7649N 11652W 36.6 188*6 GGGG
1332.20181 00000/0000 20024/1199 06/20/73 10 4631 754 3 N 12057w 37.8 184.1 GGGG
1332-20183 00000/0000 20024/1200 06/20/73 10 4631 7434N 12 4 2 7W 39*0 180.1 GGPG
1332-20190 00000/0000 20024/1201 06/20/73 90 4631 7322N 12730W 40.1 176*6 GGGG
1332-20192 00000/OCOC 20024/1202 06/20/73 80 4631 7?08N 13009W 41.3 173*4 GGGG
1332-20195 00000/0000 20024/1203 06/20/73 10 4631 7052N 13232W 424 170*5 GGGG
1332-20201 00000/0000 20024/1204 06/20/73 10 4631 6q34N 13438W 43*6 167.8 GGGG
1332-23460 00000/0000 20024/1205 06/20/73 20 4633 7206N 17804E 41.3 173.3 GGGG
1332-23462 00000/0000 20024/1206 06/P0/73 10 4633 7050N 17542E 42.5 170*4 GGGG
1332-23465 00000/0000 20024/1207 06/20/73 10 4633 693?N 17339E 43*6 167.7 GGGG
1332-23471 00000/0000 20024/1208 06/20/73 10 4633 6814N 17149E 44.7 165.2 GGGG
1332-23474 00000/0000 20024/1209 06/20/73 20 4633 6655N 17011E 45.8 162*8 GGGG
1332-23480 00000/0000 20024/1210 06/20/73 10 4633 6534N 16841E 46.9 160.5 GGGG
1332-23483 00000/0000 20024/1211 06/P0/73 10 4633 6413N 16720E 48*0 158.3 GGGG
1332-23485 00000/0000 20024/1212 06/20/73 10 4633 6252N 16606E 49*0 156*2 PPGG
1333-01382 00000/0000 20024/1151 06/21/73 80 4634 4146N 1 29 0 0 E 61*2 121*3 GG
1333-01385 00000/0000 20024/1152 06/21/73 90 4634 4019N 12829E 61*7 118.5 GGGG
1333-01391 00000/0000 20024/1153 06/21/73 70 4634 3853N 12800E 62.1 115*6 GGGG
1333-01394 00000/0000 20024/1154 06/21/73. 90 4634 3729N 12732E 62.4 112.7 GGG
1333-01450 00000/0000 20024/1155 06/21/73 20 4634 1l50N 12217E 60*2 75.5 GGGG
1333-01453 00000/0000 20024/1156 06/21/73 30 4634 1724N 12156E 59.5 73.2 GGGG
1333-01455 00000/0000 20024/1157 06/21/73 50 4634 1558N 12135E 58.9 7099 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % ,o........,.... 0 TB 100 * % CLBUD CfVER, ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *,,....*.., BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REDUESTED* RnRECYCLED G=GOBD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE* P-PBSR.
16:44 MAP 11s'74 STANDARD CATALG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0908
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERvATIN MICROFILM R(LL NB./ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PPSITIiN IN ROLL AC&UTRED COVER UMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PEV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1333-01462 00000/0000 2002 4/1158 06/21/73 60 4634 1431N 12114E 58.1 68.8 GGGG
1333-01530 0000/0000 20024/1159 06/21/73 3r 4634 0a33S 11553E 42*3 47.1 GGGG
1333-03161 OU000/0000 20024/1080 06/21/73 100 4635 6005N 11214E 51.1 151*9 GGG
1333-3164 00000/00Ou 20024/1081 06/21/73 100 4635 5%42N 11116E 52.1 149.8 GGG
1333-03205 00000/0000 2002 4/1C82 06/21/71 90 4635 44 37N 10411E 60-2 126,7 GGGG
1333-03211 00C00/00OC 20024/1083 06/21/73 80 4635 411N o10339E 60.7 124*0 GGGG
1333-u3214 00000/00OC 200 2 4 /10 8 4 06/21/73 8 0 4635 4147N 10308E 61.2 121.3 GGGG
1333-03220 00000/0000 20024/1085 06/1/73 6C 4635 4"21N 10238E 61.7 118.5 GCGG
1333-04534 0C0000/0000 20024/1213 06/21/73 10 4636 6p52N 08841E 49.0 156*1 PGGG
1333-04590 00000/C000 20024/1214 06/21/73 0 4636 6129N 08733E 50.1 15490 PGGG
1333"04593 00000/0000 20024/1215 06/?1/73 0 4636 6n07N 08629E 51.1 1519 PGGG
1333-04595 00000/OCO0 20024/1216 06/21/73 C 4636 5R~4N 0831E 52.1 149.8 PGGG
1333-05054 00000/OOc 200e4/1217 06/21/73 10 4636 3P54N 07621E 62*1 115.6 GGGG
133 3 .-5061 00000/co00 20024/1218 06/21/73 20 4636 3730N 07 5 53E 62.4 112.6 GGGG
1333-,5063 OCCC/C0000 20024/1219 06/21/73 20 4636 3604N 07526E 62.6 109*7 GGGG
1333-05072 00000/0000 20024/1220 06/?1/73 5 4636 312?N 07435E 62*9 103.6 GGGG
1333-05075 00000/0000 20024/1221 06/P1/73 50 4636 3147N 07409E 63*0 100.6 GGGP
1333-C5081 COC000/000 20024/1222 06/21/73 90 4636 3n20N 07344E 62*9 97.6 GGGP
1333-,8251 000C0/o0C: 20024/1432 06/21/73 70 4638 6P49N 03707E 49*1 156.1 GGG
13 3 3 -08254 Oo000/OCOo 20024/1433 06/21/73 20 4638 612RN 03559E 50*1 154o0 GGGG
1333-08260 00000/000! 20024/1434 0/21/72 20 4638 6 005N 03456E 51.1 151.9 GGGG
1333C08263 00000/000 20024/1435 A06/1/7 3  50 4638 5R42N 03358E 52.1 149*8 GGGG
1333-08342 00000/0000 20024/1436 05/21/73 90 4638 3147N 02231E 63.0 100.6 GGGG
1333-08345 0000/o000 20024/1437 06/21/73 100 4638 3 n 2 1 N 02206E 62.9 97.6 GGGG
133 3-08351 00000/O000 20024/1438 06/21/73 100 4638 2954N 02142E 62.8 94.6 GGGG
1333-08354 00300/0000 20024/1439 06/21/73 100 4638 2728N 02119E 62.6 91.6 GGGG
1333-08360 0000/OOC 200,24/1440 05/Pi/73 100 4638 2603N 02055E 62.4 88.7 GGG
1333"08363 00000/00OO 20024/1441 06/21/73 100 46-8 2436N 020 3 3 E 62.1 85.9 GGGG
1333-15222 000/0000 20024/1223 06/21/73 40 4642 4Q53N 07 4 44w 58.2 134.2 GGGG
1333-17013 000o/co00 20024/1224 06/21/73 10 4643 6250N 09205W 49.1 156,1 GGGG
1333-17020 00000/0000 20024/1225 06/21/73 20 4643 6128N 09 3 13W 50*1 154*0 GGGG
1333-17022 00000/OtC0 20 024/1226 0/P1/
7 3  20 4643 6004N 09417W 51.1 151*9 GIGG
1333-17025 0000/O00j 20024/12 2 7 06/21/73 80 4643 541N 09515W 52*1 149.8 GGGG
1333-17031 00000/0000 200 2 4/1228 04/21/73 5 4643 5717N 09610W 53.1 147*7 GGGG
1333-17034 OCOOC/0000 20024/1229 06/21/73 40 4643 5553N 09 7 01W 54.0 145.5 GGGG
1333-17c4C 00C00/O0CO 2(0 2 4/12 3 0 06/21/73 20 4643 5433N 09749W 84*9 143.4 GGGG
1333-17043 00000/COG 20C24/1231 06/21/73 10 4643 5105N 09834W 55*8 141*2 GGGP
1333-1704E 00000/C00O 20024/1232 0/21/73 10 4643 514.N 09916W r6*6 13809 GGGG
1333-17052 .00O0/00C 2J^24/1233 06/21/73 0 4643 5c16N 09956W 57*4 136.6 GGGG
KFEY: CL 'JD C8VED ; .. *. , TB 100 x % CLBUD CQVER. ** = NO CLUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'AGE ,UALITY *.*....,,*.. 2LANKSnBAND NBT PRPScNT/REUESTED. R=ReCYCLED* G=GBAD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE* P.POBR,
16:44 IAP 11'74 STANDARD CATAL5G FBR NON-US PAGE 0909
FRB M 07/2/72 Tq 07/23/73
BBSERVATITN "ICPRFILM RILL N10,/ DATE CLOUD 3RnIT PPINCIPAL PINT SUN SU\ TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN ROLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIV. RBV MSS
RIV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1333-17120 00000/OCO0 20024/1262 06/21/73 10 4643 2726N 10747W 62.6 91.6 GGGG
1333-17122 00OO0/0000 20024/1263 06/p1/73 10 4643 2r50K 10 1 0w 2.*4 88.7 G5GG
1333-17125 00000/000 20024/1264 0/V21/73 10 4643 2433N 10833W 62,0 85.9 GrGG
1333-17131 000o0/0000 20C24/12 6 5 06/21/73 10 4643 2?07N 10 855W 61.6 83.2 GGPG
1333-17134 00000/0000 20024/1266 06/21/73 60 4643 2140N 10917W 61.2 80*5 GGPG
1333-18404 00000/0030 2024/1274  06/1/73 0 4644 7r41N 09 6 50w 37 8 183*9 GGGG
1333-18410 00000/0000 20024/1275 06/21/73 0 4644 7432N 10018W 39*0 180.0 GGGG
1333-18413 ouooo00/0000 2004/1276 0$/21/73 0 4644 7319N 10321W 40.2 176.4 GOGG
1333-18415 OCoo00/CO00 2D024/127 7 06 /21/ 7 3 4644 7P05N lObOOW 41.3 173.2 GGGG
1333-1842?2 00C0/0000 20024/1278 06/21/73 0 4644 7049N 1 0 819W 42*5 1703 GGGG
1333-13424 00000/0000 20024/1279 06/21/73 40 4644 603 2 N 11024W 43*6 167.6 GGGG
1333-18431 000/0000 23OO 24 /1280 06/21/73 20 4644 691?N 11215W 44.7 165.1 GGGG
1333-1843 00000/0000 20024/1281 06/21/73 50 4644 6453N 11 3 5 4 w 45.8 162.7 GGGG
1333-1844 0 ,0000/0000 2 24/1282 06/21/73 60 4644 6532N 11523W 46.9 160.4 GGGG
1333-1844? 000ooo/003 224/1283 06/?1/73 70 4644 641IN 1 1 643W 48 0 158"2 GGGG
1333-18445 0000/0000 2'024/1284 06/21/73 70 4644 6)49N 11755W 49.1 156,1 GGGG
1333-18451 00000/0000 20024/1285 0 6/2 1 /71 30 4644 6128N 1 1902W 50.1 154*0 GGGG
1333-18454 00000/0000 2012 4 /1286 04/P/73 10 4644 6nO5N 12004W 51.1 151*9 GGGG
1333-18460 00000/0000 2024/1287 04/21/73 10 4644 54N 1210 3 W 52*1 149*8 GOGG
1333-18463 00000/0000 20024/12 6 7  06/21/73 20 4644 5718N 12157W 53*1 147.7 GGPG
1333-18465 00000/0000 20024/1268 06/?1/73 10 4644 5555N 12248w 54*0 145,5 GGGG
1333-18472 00000/0000 2004/1269 06/pT/73 40 4644 543rN 12336 54*9 143.4 cGGGG
1333-18474 00000UC/0000 2004/127C 06/?1/73 40 4644 50 6 vN 12 4 21W 55.8 141.2 GGGG
1333-18481 0000/00: 0 20024/1271 06/21/73 20 4644 5141N 12503W 56*6 138.9 GGGG
1333-18483 00000/0000 20024/1272 06/21/73 60 4644 5016N 12543W 57*4 136.6 GGGG
1333-18492 0oo00/o000 20024/1273 06/21/73 70 4644 47 7N 12658W 58.9 131.7 GGGG
1333-20230 00000/0000 20024/1288 06/21/73 100 4645 77$1N 11339W 35 4 193.6 GGGG
1333-20233 00000/0000 20024/1289 00/1/73 100 4645 7649N 118 28 W 36.6 188*4 GGGG
1333-20235 00000/0000 20024/1290 06/21/73 100 4645 7543N 12235W 37*8 183.9 GGGG
1333-20242 000 C/CC00 20024/1291 06/P1/73 100 4645 743PN 12607W 39*0 180.0 GGGG
1333-20244 00000/00O0 20024/1292 06/?1/73 100 4645 7420N 12909W 40.2 176.4 GIGG
1333-20251 00000/0000 20024/1293 06/21/73 9c 4645 7o06N 13145W 41*3 173.2 GGGG
1333-20253 O0000/coOO 2L02 4/12 94  06/21/73 20 4645 70 50 N 1 34 0 5w 42*5 170*3 GGGG
1333-20260 00000/0000 20024/1?95 06/21/73 30 4645 6031N 13090 43.6 167.6 GGGG
1333-23514 00 0 0/C00, 2(00241300 06/21/7q 100 4647 7204N 17633E 41*3 173.2 GPGG
1333-23520 00000/0000 20024/1301 06/21/73 30 4647 7047N 17413E 42.5 170.3 GGGG
1333-23523 00000/0000 20024/1302 06/21/73 0 4647 6n30N 17209E 43.6 167.6 GOGG
1333-?3525 00000/C000 20024/1303 06/P1/73 0 4647 6PIN 17019E 44.7 165*1 G3GG
1333-23532 00000/0000 20024/1304 06/21/73 0 4647 6653N 16840E 45.8 162.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLLRU COvEP % .,.*.*..,.... o TB 1CC00 CLSUD CAVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMArP oUALITY ............... LANKS=BANO NBT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* RURECYCLED* G=5GRD. FFAIR BUT USABLE* PPOBR
16:44 MAR 11i'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NON.US PAGE 0910
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICR8FILM RSLL N5,/ DATE CLOUD BRRIT PRINCIPAL PeINT SUN SUN YMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITI5N IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER tF IMAGE ELEVs AZIM RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1333-23534 00000/0000 20024/1305 06/21/73 0 4647 6533N 16711E 46.9 160*4 GGGG1333-23541 00000/0000 20024/1306 06/21/73 0 4647 6412N 16550E 48*0 158*2 GGGG1334o05051 00000/0000 20024/1449 06/p2/73 0 4650 6007N 08504E 51.1 151.9 GGGG
1334-05054 00000/0000 20024/1450 06/22/73 0 4650 5845N o8406E 52*1 149*8 GGGG133 4-05 104 00000/0000 20024/1307 06/22/73 4 0 46 50 4148N 0 7556E 61*2 121*2 GGGG
1334-05110 00000/0000 20024/1308 06/22/73 40 4650 4023N 07526E 61*6 118.4 GGGG1334-05113 00000/0000 20024/1309 06/22/73 40 4650 3A57N 07456E 6200 115.5 GGGG
1334"05115 00000/0000 20024/1310 06/22/73 70 4650 3731N 07428E 62*3 112*6 GGGG1334"05122 00000/0000 20024/1311 06/22/73 60 4650 3605N 07400E 62.6 109*6 GGGG
1334-05124 00000/0000 20024/1312 06/22/73 80 4650 3439N 07333E 62*8 106*6 GGGG
1334-05131 00000/0000 20024/1313 06/22/73 50 4650 3713N o7307E 62.9 103.6 GPGG
1334-05133 00000/0000 20024/1314 06/2/73 20 4650 3147N 07241E 62.9 100*6 GPGG
1334-05140 00300/0000 20024/1315 06/PP/73 30 4650 3c21N 07217E 62.9 97.6 GPGG
1334-05142 00000/0000 20024/1316 06/22/73 0 4650 2R54N 07153E 62.8 94.6 GPGG
1334-06471 00000/0000 20024/1317 06/22/73 10 4651 6413N o6241E 48.0 158.2 GPGG1334-06474 00000/0000 20024/1318 06/22/73 40 4651 6251N 06127E 49*0 156*1 GPGG
1334-06480 00000/0000 20024/1319 06/22/73 100 4651 6129N 06019E 50.1 15400 GPGG
1334-06483 00000/0000 20024/1320 06/22/73 100 4651 6006N 05916E 51*1 151.9 GGGG1334-06485 OOOO0/0000 20024/1321 06/Pp/73 100 4651 5Q43N 05818E 52.1 149.8 GGGG1334-06585 00000/0000 20024/1322 06/22/73 0 4651 2436N 04455E 62,0 86*0 GPGG1334-06592 00000/0000 20024/1323 06/22/73 0 4651 2311N 04432E 61.6 83.2 GPGG1334-06594 00000/0000 20024/1324 0o/p?/73 0 4651 2144N 04410E 61.2 80*6 GPGG
1334-07001 00000/0000 20024/1325 06/PP/73 0 4651 2018N 04348E 60.7 78.0 G GG
1334-07003 00000/0000 20024/1326 06/22/73 0 4651 1852N o4326E 60.1 75.5 GPGG1334-07010 00000/000o 20024/1327 06/22/73 0 4651 1725N o4305E 59.5 73.2 GPGG
1334-07012 00000/0000 20024/1328 06/22/73 0 4651 1559N 0 4244E 58*8 71*0 GPGG
1334-08300 00000/000 20024/1329 06/22/73 30 4652 6 534 N 03817E 46.9 160.4 GGPG
1334-08303 00000/0000 20024/1330 06/2/73 2o 4652 6413N 03656E 48*0 158.2 GGGG1334-08305 00000/0000 20024/1331 06/p2/73 10 4652 6252N 03543E 49*0 156*1 GGGG
1334-08312 00000/0000 20024/1332 06/22/73 10 4652 6129N 034 35E 5091 154*0 GGGG
1334-08314 .00000/0000 20024/1333 06/P2/73 20 4652 6006N 03331E 51*1 151.9 GGGG
1334-08321 00000/0000 20024/1334 06/22/73 20 4652 543N 03232E 52*1 149'8 GGGG
1334-10125 00000/0000 20024/1335 06/p2/73 60 4653 6654N 01358E 45.8 162*7 GGGG
1334-10132 00000/0000 20024/1336 06/22/73 50 4653 6534N 0 1229E 46.9 160.4 GGGG1334-10134 00000/0000 20024/1337 06/?2/73 30 4653 6413N 01107E 48*0 158.2 GGGG1334-10141 00000/0000 20024/1338 06/22/73 20 4653 6252N 00952E 49.0 156.1 GGGG
1334-13440 00000/0000 20024/1442 06/22/73 90 4655 5143N 04902W 56.6 138*9 GGGG1334-13443 00000/0000 20024/1443 06/22/73 100 4655 5018N 0 4942W 57.4 136.5 GGGG
1334-13445 00000/0000 20024/1444 06/22/73 100 4655 4R53N 05020W 58.1 134.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % .o.o*....*..... 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CAVER* ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY .*..*.....*.. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REOUESTED* R.RECYCLED. G.G3BD. FFAIR BUT USABLE P.PBBR
16:44 MAP 1i'74 STANDARD CATALBG F9R NeN.US PAGE 0911
FOM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATTbN MICPFILM RLL N5-/ DATE CLOUD RBpIT PPINCIPAL PMINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
FI PBSITISN IN NOLL ACUTPRED CBVER NUMBER DF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1334-13452 OC000/0000 20024/1445 06/22/73 100 4655 4728N 05057W 58*8 131.7 GGGG
1334-13454 OU000/00OO 20024/1446 06/22/73 100 4655 4403N 05132W 59.5 129.2 GGGG
1334-13461 00000/0000 20024/1447 06/p2/73 50 4655 443FN 05205W 60*1 126.6 GGGG
1334-13463 00000/0000 20024/1448 06/2P/73 20 4655 412N 05238W 60.7 123*9 GGGG
1334-15233 00000/0000 20024/1023 06/22/73 90 4656 6412N 06628W 48.0 158.2 GGGG
1334-15240 00000/0000 20024/1024 06/2/73 9c 4656 6P51N 0 6741W 49*0 156*0 GGGG
1334-15242 00O0/000 20024/1025 06/22/73 90 4656 6128N 06850W 50.1 153.9 GGGG
1334-15245 00000/0000 20024/1026 o6/22/73 70 4656 6 00 5 N 06 9 5 3W 51.1 151.8 GGGG
1334-15251 00000/0C03 2Qn24/1027 06/22/73 20 4656 5P42N o7051W 52.1 149*7 GGGG
1334-15254 00000/0000 20024/12 8 06/22/73 30 4656 5718N 07146W 53*0 147.6 GGGG
1334-15260 00000/0000 20024/1029 06/22/73 10 4656 5555N 07237W 540 145.5 GGGG
1334-15263 00000/0000 20024/1030 0A/22/73 0 4656 5431N 07324W 54.9 143.3 GGGP
1334-15265 00000/C00o 20024/1031 06/?2/73 0 4656 5107N 07409W 55.7 141*1 GGGG
1334-15272 00000/0000 20024/1032 06/pp/73 30 4656 5142N 07452W 56.6 138.8 GGGG
1334-15274 00000/000 20024/1033 06/22/73 80 4656 5 01SN 07532w 57.4 136.5 GGGG
1334-17092 00000/0000 ?0024/1536 06/22/73 20 4657 5556N 09822W 54.0 145o5 GGG
1334-17094 00000/0000 20024/1537 06/22/73 2o 4657 5433N 09908W 54*9 143.3 GGGG
1334-17101 00000/0000 20024/1538 06/22/73 10 4657 5109N 09954W 55.7 141-1 GGGG
1334-17103 00000/C00C 20024/1539 06/22/73 10 4657 5144N 10037W 56*6 138.8 GGGG
1334-17110 00000/0000 20024/1540 06/22/73 i0 4657 5018N 10117k 57.4 136.5 GGGG
1334-17174 00000/0000 20024/1541 06/22/73 10 4657 2729N 10911W 62.6 91.6 GGGG
1334-17180 00000/0000 20024/1542 06/22/73 0 4657 260?N 10 9 34w 62?3 89.7 GGGG
1334-17183 00000/0000 20024/1543 05/22/73 0 4657 2436N 10957w 62.0 85.9 GGGG
1334-1718 5  00000/0000 20024/1544 06/22/ 7 3 20 4657 2310N 11019W 61.6 83.2 GGGG
1334-18532 00000/0000 20024/1545 06/PP/73 0 4658 5409N 12542W 55.7 141.1 GGGG
1334-18535 00000/C0000 20024/1546 06/?2/73 10 4658 5144N 12 6 25W 56*6 138*8 GPGG
1334-20312 0000010000 20024/1350 06/y2/73 8" 4659 7050N 13532W 42.4 170.3 PGG
1334-23563 00000/0000 20o24/1351 06/PP/73 100 4661 7 432N 17909W 3590 179.9 GrGG
1334-23570 00000/0000 20024/1352 04/2p/7 3  100 4661 
7 120N 17 7 47E 40.2 176*4 PPGG
1334-23572 00000/0CO0 20024/1353 06/2p/73 60 4661 7'05N 17507E 41*3 173.2 GGGG
1334-23575 00000/0000 20024/1354 06/22/73 20 4661 7 0 4 9 N 17248E 42*5 170*2 GGGG
1334-23581 00000/0000 20024/1355 06/22/73 10 4661 6931N 17045E 43*6 167.6 PGGG
1334-23584 00000/0000 20024/1356 06/22/73 0 4661 612N 16855E 44.7 16590 GGGG
1334-23590 00000/0000 20024/1357 06/22/73 0 4661 6652N 16716E 45.8 162.6 GGGG
1334-23593 O0000/0000 20024/1358 06/22/73 10 4661 6532N 16547E 46*9 160.4 GGGG
1334-23595 C0000/000 20024/1359 06/22/73 20 4661 6 41rN 16424E 48*0 158.2 GGGG
1335"01415 00000/0000. 20024/1339 06/23/73 40 4662 6P13N 14307E 44.7 165.0 GGGG
1335-01422 00000/0000 20024/1340 06/P3/73 40 4662 6654N 14129E 45.8 162.6 GGGG
1335-01424 00000/0000 20024/1341 06/23/73 40 4662 6534N 14000E 46*9 160.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % *....*.*..... C Tf 100 * % CLBUD CPVER. w* = N8 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'IAGE CUALITY ...... ,..... BLANKS.BAND NBT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GBD., F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPeBR.
16:44 MAR 11p,74 STANDARD CATALOG F5P NeN-uS PAGE 0912FRe'4 07/23/72 Tb 07/23/7.3
6BSERVATIaN MICrFILM fRLL 'N./ DATE CLBUD SRBIT PnINCIPAL PbINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
Ib PSSITIS: IN kBLL ACOUTIRE CVVER NUMBER fF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. PBV MSS
PwV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1335-01431 OOO00/OC0O 2O024/1342 0/~/3/73 20 4662 6413N 13840E 48*0 158*1 GGGG
133501433 00000/000C 20024/1343 0,/ p ;/73 20 4662 6P5eN 13726E 49*0 156*0 GGGG
1335-01440 00000/0CO 20024/1344 04/23/73 30 4662 6129N 13619E 50*1 153*9 GGG
1335-'144 00000/C000 20024/1?45 06/23/73 10 4662 6006N 13517E 51*1 151,8 GGGG
133 5 ~144 5  0000C0/0000 20024/1346 0 /?3/73 10 4662 543N 13418E 52*1 149*7 GGPG
133 5 01 5 13 003C00/00C 2(024/1347 06/?3/73 IC 4662 34 0 3N 12413E 62.6 109.5 GGPG
1335-011515 0000O/COW0 2C00 4 /1348 06/23/73 20 f66
2  3 4 37N 12347E 2*7 106*5 GGPG
1335- 1522 O0000/.000 20024/1349 06/23/73 10 4662 3112N 12320E 62*8 103.5 G3PG
1335-03244 003/C00/0000 20024/1361 06/P?/7 3  40 4663 6932N 11912E 43*6 167*5 GGG
1335-3251 OCo/nO0 2o024/1362 06/23/73 70 4663 6.13N 11723E 44.7 165.0 GGGG
1335-C3253 0OO0/CrOU 20024/1363 06/23/73 70 4663 6651N 11545E 45.8 162*6 GGGG
133b5-3260  QOq/000o 20)024/1364 0/23/73 8 4663 6r33N 1141SE 46.9 160o.3 GGGG
1335*U3262 000CC/000 200 4 /1365 0/~3/73 80 4663 64 12N 13254E 4'*0 158.1 GGG
1335-O3265 uU000/0000 2024/1366 06/p/73 90 4663 6 51N 11139E 49.0 156.0 GGGG
1335-j3271 000o/OCC, 20024/1367 0/23/73 8C 4663 6127N 11029E s501 153.9 GGGG
1335-0327' 0000C/000 20024/1368 06/23/73 70 4663 6r04N 10925E 51.1 151.8 GGGG
1335-23280 0000/CCC00 200c4/1369 06/23/73 6C 4663 541N 10827E 52*1 149*7 GGGG
1335-o5094 C0300/C 00 2C0'4/1 3 6 0 06/p3/73 70 4664 6412N 08701E 48*0 158.1 G
133 5 -05101 00000/0C00 20024/1370 05/23/73 10 4664 6P49N 08546E 49.0 156,0 GGGG
1335-05103 00000/000 20024/1371 0o/23/73 1C 4664 6127N 084 3 7E 50.1 153.9 GGGG
1335--5110 000C/C000 20024/1372 0o/23/73 1C 4664 6005N 08335E 51.1 151*8 GGGG
1335-05112 00000/000 20024/1373 05/23/73 10 4664 54~?N 08237E 52,1 149.7 GGGG
1335-05201 00000/O00o 20 2 4/1405 06/23/73 0 4664 2G5?\ 07027E 62.7 94.5 GoGG
1335-05203 00000/0000 20024/1406 04/2P/71 10 4664 2727N 0700 3 E 62*5 91.6 GPGG
1335-05210 00000/0000 20024/1407 06/23/73 10 4664 2601N 06939E 62.3 88.7 GPGG
1335-5212? O000/0000 20024/1408 06/P3/73 10 4664 2435N 0 6916E 6200 85.9 GGGG
1335-06521 0O000/0000 20024/1409 06/P4/73 20 46666 5652N 06407E 45.8 162.6 P3GG
1335-06523 00000/0000 2002 4/1410 06/p3/73 3c 4665 6531' 06238E 46*9 160*3 PPGG
1335-j6530 000C0/0000 20024/1411 06i/2/73 50 4665 6411N 0 6117E 48*0 158,1 PPGG
1335-6532 00000/0000 20024/1412 06/P3/73 50 4665 6P49N 0 6002E 49*0 156.0 - GpGG
1335-"6535 000O/O000 20024/1413 05/Pl/73 40 4665 6127N 05 854E 50*1 153.8 GGGG
1335-06541 O000,/O000 200 2 4/141 4 06/2/ R73 40 4665 6O04N 05751E 51.1 151.7 GGGG
1335-06544 00000/OC0O 20024/1415 06/23/73 5C 4665 5941N o5652E 52*1 149*6 GGG
1335-G7(044 0000C/000 20024/1416 06,31/73 0 4665 2434N 04330E 62.0 85*9 GGGG
133 5 - 7 05 0 00000/00o0 20024/1417 06/23/73 0 4665 2?09k 04308E 61*6 83.2 GGGG
1335-07053 GO-00/0000 20024/1418 06/2 3 /73 0 4665 2141N 04 245E 61.1 8305 GGGG
1335-.7055 60000/ COC 20024/1419 06/23/73 0 4665 2n16N 04223E 6c06 78*0 GGGG
1335-2706F 00000/0000 20024/1420 05/23/73 10 4665 1850N 04202E 60.0 75.5 GGGG
1335-A8343 .00000/C00 2 024/1374 06/23/73 90 4666 6030N 0 4147E 43.6 167.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOi; CBVEP x ,......*, ..,, 0 Te 100 a % CLPUD CqVER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'AGE ouALrTY .,.........., SLANKS=AND 'T PRrSPNT/RECUESTED. R=RFCYCLED. G=GeRD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PB8R*
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NbN.US PAGE 0913
FR9M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICROFIL R'tLL N;./ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PI1NT SUN SUSUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P4SITIN IN OELL ACQUTPED CBVE R  NUBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIT. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1335-08350 00000/0000 20024/1375 06/23/73 70 4666 6iN 03957E 44.7 165*0 GGGG
1335-08352 00000/0000 20024/1376 06/P3/73 10 4666 665?N 03819E 45.8 162*6 GGGG
1335.08355 00000/0000 20024/1377 06/p3/73 20 4666 6532N 036 5 0E 46.9 160.3 PGGG
1335-08361 00000/0000 20024/1378 06/23/73 50 4666 641?N o3530E 48.0 158.1 GGGG
1335-08364 00000/0000 20024/1379 06/23/73 60 4666 6249N 0 3416E 4990 156.0 GGGG
1335"08370 00000/000o 20024/1380 06/23/73 20 4666 6127N 03307E 50.1 153.8 GGGG
1335-08373 00000/0000 20024/1381 06/P?/73 10 4666 6004N 03203E 51.1 151.7 GGGG
133508375 00000/0000 2u02 4/13 82 06/23/73 10 4666 5q41N 0 3104E 52.1 149*6 GGGG
1335-10195 00000/0000 200 2 4/13 8 3 06/23/73 30 4667 64~N 0 0b21E 49*0 155.9 GGG
1335-13495 00000o/000 20024/1086 06/23/73 0 4669 5142N 0 5028W 56*6 138.7 GGGG
1335-13501 00000/0000 20024/1087 06/23/73 0 4669 5n17N 05110W 57.4 136.4 GGGG
1335-13515 00000/0000 20024/1088 06/p3/73 5 4669 4435N 0 53346 60.1 126.4 GGPG
1335-13522 00000/0000 20024/1089 06/23/73 0 4669 4110N 05406W 60.7 123.8 GGPG
1335-13524 00000/0000 20024/1090 06/23/73 n .4669 4143N 054 37w 61.2 121.0 GGPG
1335-14110 00000/000C 20024/1384 06/23/73 90 4669 2130S 07051W 31*5 42.1 GGGG
1335-15292 00000/0000 20024/1421 06/23/73 100 4670 641N 06750W 48*0 158.1 GGGG
1335-15294 00000/0000 20024/1422 06/23/73 90 4670 648N 06905W 49*0 155.9 GrGG
1335-15301 00000/0000 20024/1423 06/23/73 90 4670 6126N 07013w 50*1 153.8 GGGG
1335-15303 00000/0000 20024/1424 06/23/73 100 4670 6003N 0 7116W 51*1 151.7 GGGG
1335-15310 00000/0000 20024/1425 06/231/73 6C 4670 5840N 07214W 52.1 149.6 GGGG
1335-15312 000o0/OC00 20024/1426 06/23/73 20 4670 5716N 0 7309W 53*0 147.5 GGGG
1335-15311 00000/0000 20024/1427 06/23/73 10 4670 5553N 07400W 54.0 145.4 GGGG
1335-15321 00000/0000 20024/1428 06/23/73 30 4670 5429N 074 4 8w 54.9 143*2 GGGG
1335-15324 00000/C000 20024/1429 06/23/73 80 4670 5 304N 07533W 55.7 141*0 GGGG
1335-15330 0'0000/0000 20024/1430 06/23/73 100 4670 51i1N 07615W 56*6 138.7 GGGG
1335-15333 00000/00OC 20024/1431 06/23/73 60 4670 5017N 07655W 57.4 136.4 GGGG
1335-17144 00000/0000 20024/1525 06/23/73 20 4671 5717N 098 58W 53.0 147.5 GPPG
1335-1710 00000/0000 20024/1526 06/ 3/73 10 4671 5 55N 09949W 53*9 145.4 GGGG
1335-17153 00000/0000 20024/1527 06/23/73 0 4671 5431N 10038W 54.9 143.2 GPPG
1335-17155 00000/0000 20024/1528 06/23/73 0 4671 5306N 10123W 55.7 141.0 GPPP
1335-17162 00000/0000 20024/1529 06/23/73 10 4671 5143N 10206W 56* 138.7 PGGG
1335-17164 C00C0/0000 20024/1530 06/23/73 10 4671 5n18N 10247W 57.3 136.4 GPGG
1335-17230 C00000/0000 20024/1531 06/23/73 ic 4671 2852N 11016W 62.7 94.5 GPGG
1335-17232 00000/0000 20024/1532 06/23/73 0 4671 2725N 11040W 62.5 91.6 GPGP
1335-17235 00000/0000 20024/1533 03/23/71 0 4671 2600N 1 1102W 62.2 887 GGPG
1335-17241 00000/0000 20024/1534 06/23/73 20 4671 2434N 11124w 61.9 85.9 PGGP
1335-17244 00000/000 20024/1535 06/23/73 40 4671 2307N 11146W 61.5 83.1 GGGG
1335-18552 COOOO/000C 20024/1451 06/P3/73 20 4672 653?N 1 1815W 46*9 160.3 GGG
1335*18555 00000/0000 20024/1452 06/ 2 3/7 3  20 4672 64 12N 11935W 48*0 158.1 GGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *.............. C TP 100 a % CLBUD C9VER. ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE CUALITY R............ BLANKS BAND NIBT PRrSrNT/REUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.G8D. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PPeOR,.
16:44 MAR 11,s74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0914
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM R5LL NB*/ DATE CLOUD SRRIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
R6V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1335-18561 00000/0000 20024/1453 06/3/73 40 4672 6250N 12048W 49*0 155.9 PGGG
1335-18564 00000/0000 20024/1454 06/23/73 10 4672 6 128N 12155W 50.1 153.8 GGGG
1335-18570 00000/0000 20024/1455 06/23/73 10 4672 6005N 12257W 51.1 151.7 PGGG
1335-18573 00000/0000 20024/1456 06/13/73 10 4672 584 1N 1235 4 W 52*1 149*6 GGGG
1335-18575 00000/0000 20024/1457 06/23/73 10 4672 5718N 124 48W 53.0 147.5 GGGG
1335a18582 00000/0000 20024/1458 06/23/73 30 4672 5554N 125 38W 53.9 145.3 GGGG
1335-18591 00000/0000 20024/1459 06/23/73 80 4672 5306N 127 11W 55.7 141.0 GGGG
1335-18593 00000/0000 20024/1460 06/23/73 90 4672 5141N 12754W 566 138.7 GGGG
1335"19000 00000/0000 20024/1461 06/23/73 90 4672 5015N 128 35W 57.3 136.4 GGGG
1335-23595 00000/0000 20024/1462 06/23/73 60 4675 8 014N 148 25W 31.8 213.8 GGGG
1336-00001 00000/0000 20024/1463 06/24/73 70 4675 7934N 15553W 33.0 206.2 GGGG
1336-00004 O0000/C00 20024/1464 06/24/73 70 4675 79 46N 16223W 34.2 199.4 GGGG
1336-00010 00000/0000 20024/1465 06/P4/73 80 4675 774 9N 16759W 35.4 193*5 GGGG
1336-00013 00000/0000 20024/1466 06/24/73 90 4675 7648N 17246W 36*6 188.4 GGGG
1336-00015 00000/0000 20024/1467 06/24/73 90 4675 7542N 17651W 37.8 183.9 GGGG
1336-00022 00000/0000 20024/1468 06/24/73 90 4675 7432N 17935E 39.0 179.9 GGGG
1336-00024 00000/0000 20024/1469 06/24/73 90 4675 7321N 17630E 40.1 176.3 GGGG
1336.00031 00000/0000 20024/1470 06/24/73 20 4675 7206N 17350E 41.3 173.1 GGGG
1336-00033 00000/0000 20024/1471 06/24/73 10 4675 7050N 17130E 42*4 170.2 GGGG
1336-00040 00000/0000 20024/1472 06/?4/73 0 4675 6933N 16926E 43*6 167*5 GGGG
1336-00042 00000/000U 20024/1473 06/24/73 0 4675 6 814N 167 36E 44.7 165.0 GGGG
1336"00045 00000/0000 20024/1474 06/24/73 0 4675 6655N 16557E 45.8 162.6 GGGG
1336-00051 00000/0000 20024/1475 06/24/73 20 4675 6934N 16427E 46*9 160.3 GSGG
1336-00054 00000/0000 20024/1476 06/24/73 30 4675 6 414 N 16306E 47.9 158.1 GSGG
1336-00060 00000/0000 20024/1477 06/24/73 40 4675 6253N 16151E 49.0 156.0 GGGG1336-01501 00000/0000 20024/1385 06/24/73 100 4676 6006N 13350E 51.0 151.7 P3GG
1336-01503 00000/0000 20024/1386 06/24/73 100 4676 5R43N 13251E 52*0 149.6 GGGG
1336-01553 00000/0000 20024/1387 06/24/73 10 4676 4149N 124 4 2E 61.1 121.1 GGGG
1336-01560 O0000/0000 20024/1388 06/24/73 10 4676 4023N 12412E 61.6 118.3 GGGG
1336-01562 00000/0000 20024/1389 06/24/73 10 4676 3858N 12343E 61.9 115.4 GGGG
1336"01565 00000/0000 20024/1390 06/24/73 10 4676 3732N 12315E 62.3 112.5 GGGG
1336-01571 00000/0000 20024/1391 06/24/73 20 4676 3605N 122466 6295 109.5 GGGG
1336-01574 00000/0000 20024/1392 06/24/73 40 4676 3440N 12219E 62.7 106*5 GGGG
1336-02051 00000/0000 20024/1393 06/24/73 10 4676 0843N 11534E 54*7 61.4 GGGG
1336-03330 00000/0000 20024/1034 06/24/73 90 4677 6130N 10902E 5090 153.8 3GG
1336-03332 00000/o000 20024/1035 06/24/73 40 4677 6006N 10758E 51.0 151.7 GGGG
1336"03335 00000/0000 20024/1036 06/24/73 10 4677 5843N 10700E 52.0 149.6 GGGG
1336-03380 00000/0000 20024/1037 06/24/73 10 4677 4438N 09953E . 601 126.5 GGGG
1336-03382 00000/0000 20024/1038 06/24/73 10 4677 4312N 09921E 60.6 123.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % o..,..'.....' 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CfVER* ** x NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *..****.....S., BLANKSwBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED. G=GOBD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P.POR.
16:44 MAR 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG FOBR NONUS PAGE 0915
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRPFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 5RsIT PPINCIPAL pOINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY.
IO POSITION IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER 'UMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV M SS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1336-03385 00000/000 20024/1039 06/P4/73 30 4677 414P, 09850E 61*1 121.1 GGGG
1336-03391 00000/0000 20024/1040 06/P4/73 70 4677 4r22N o0920E 61.6 118*3 GGGG
1336-03444 00000/0000 20024/1041 06/24/73 40 4677 2144N 09255E 61.1 80.6 GGGG
1336-05170 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/24/73 10 4677 5842N 08114E 52*0 149.6 GGGG
1336-05223 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/24/73 20 4678 4021N 07233E 61.6 118.3 GGGG
1336-05225 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/P4/73 70 4678 3857N 07204E 61*9 115.4 GeGG
1336-05232 00000/0000 0o000/o000 06/24/79 60 4678 3732N 07135E 62.2 112.5 GGGG
1336-06561 00000/0000 0000/0000 06/24/73 3c 4679 7205N 07036E 41.3 173*1 G
1336"06563 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/24/73 80 4.679 7049N 06815E 42*4 170.2 GGGG
1336-06570 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/24/73 100 4679 6932N 06609E 43*6 167*5 GGGG
1336-06572 00000/0000 00000/0000 06,24/73 60 4679 6813N 06419E 44.7 165*0 GGGG
1336-06575 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/24/73 20 4679 6654N 0 6241E 45.8 162.6 GGGG
1336-06581 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/24/73 60 4679 6F34N 06112E 46*9 160.3 GGGG
1336-06584 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/24/73 90 4679 6412N 05951E 47.9 158.1 GGGG
1336"-6590 0 /000/0000 000000000 06/24/73 100 4679 6251N 05837E 49*0 1559 GGGG
133607111 0000 00/0 00000/0000 06/24/73 80 4697 2144N 04120E 61*1 80.6 GGGG
1336-07113' 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/24/73 10 4697 2018N 04059E 60.6 78*0 GGGG
1336-07120 00000/0000 o0000/0000 06/24/73 30 4697 1852N o0437E 6000 75.6 GGGP
1336-07122 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/24/73 20 4697 1725N 04 016E 59*4 73o2 PGGG
1336-08425 00000/0000 20024/1675 06/24/73 10 4680 6128N 03139E 50*0 153*8 GPPP
1336-08431 O000/0000 20024/1676 06/24/73 10 4680 6005N 03035E 51.0 151.7 PGPG
1336"08434 OOO0000 20024/1677 06/?4/7 3  10 4680 5841N 0 2936E 52*0 149.6 PGPG
1336"10254 00000/0000 20024/1678 06/24/73 80 4681 6251N 00701E 49*0 15509 GPPG
1336-10260 0000/0000 20024/1485 06/24/73 80 4681 6128N 00552E 50.0 153.8 GGGP
1336-10263 000C00/0000 20024/1486 06/24/73 50 4681 6005N 00447E 51.0 151*7 PPPG
1336*10265 OO000/0000 20024/1487 06/24/73 40 4681 5842N 00349E 52.0 149*6 GGGG
1336"10272 00000/0000 20024/1488 06/24/73 40 4681 571kN 0 0254E 53*0 147*5 GPPP
1336-10274 00000/0000 20024/1489 06/24/73 50 4681 5r55N 00202E 53.9 145.3 GGPP
1336-10281 000O/0000 20024/1490 06/24/73 90 46R1 5431N o0114E 54*8 143.2 GGGG
1336-10283 00000/0000 20024/1491 06/24/73 50 4681 5307N 00028E 55.7 141.0 GGGG
1336-13550 00000/0000 20024/1130 06/24/73 70 4683 5308N 0 5108W 55.7 14019 PGGG
1336-13553 00000/0O00 20024/1131 06/24/73 70 4683 5143N 05151W 56.5 138.7 PGGG
1336-13555 00000/0000 20024/1132 06/24/73 90 4683 50 19N 0 5231W 57*3 136.4 PGGG
1336-13562 00000/oC00 20024/1133 06/24/73 90 4683 4854N 0 5309W 5891 134.0 PGGG
1336*13564 00000/0000 2 024/1134 06/24/73 90 4683 4729N 05346W 58*8 131.5 PGGG
1336-13571 00000/0000 20024/1135 06/24/73 30 4683 4604N 05422w 59o4 129*0 PGGG
1336-13573 00000/0000' 20024/1136 06/24/73 20 4683 4439N 05456W 60*0 126*4 PGGG
1336-13580 00000/0000 20024/1137 06/p4/73 20 4683 4?13N 05529W 60*6 123.8 PGGG
1336-13582 00000/0000 20024/1138 0C/24/73 30 4683 4147N 05559W 61.1 121.0 PGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % .,,,*,*,,.., 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CPVER, ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ,...,,,,.,,, RLANKSBAND N~!T PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RERECYCLED. GmGOMD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE, PPBDR,
16:44 71AR 11,'74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR N&N-US PAGE 0916
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MIICRSPFM RtLL Nji./ DATE CLdUD qRSIT POI'JCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 P9SITIaN IN ROLL ACUITRED COVE R  \IUMBER AF IMAGE ELEVo AZIM, RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1336-15364 00000/00o 20024/1478 06/24/73 80 4684 5Q42N 07342v 52.0 149.6 G3GG
1336-15370 00000/0000 20024/1479 06/94/73 80 4684 5719N 0 7437W 53*0 147*4 GGGG
1336-15373 00000/0000 20024/1480 06/P4/73 3C 4684 5 55N 07 5 28w 53.9 145.3 GGGG
1336-15375 00000/0000 20024/1481 06/24/73 20 4684 5431N 07616w 54.8 143.1 GGGG
1336-15382 00000/0000 20024/1482 06/24/73 3n 4684 51 0 6N 0 7701W 55.7 140.9 GGGG
1336-15384 00000/0000 20024/1483 0;/24/73 40 4684 5141N 07743W 56*5 138.7 0GG
1336-15391 00000/0000 20024/1484 06/24/73 60 4684 5 0 1 6 N 07 8 2 3W 57.3 136.4 GGG
1336-17202 00000/0000 20024/1513 06/24/73 10 4685 5718N j00 2 5W 53.0 147*4 GGGG
1336-17205 00000/0000 20024/1514 06/24/73 20 4685 5554N 10117W 539 145.3 GGGG
1336-17211 00000/0000 20024/1515 06/24/73 30 4685 5431N 10206W 54.8 143*1 GGGG
1336-17214 00000/0000 20024/1516 06/24/73 60 4685 5;07N 10252W 55.7 140.9 GGGG
1336-17220 00000/0000 20024/1517 06/24/73 40 4685 5142N 10334W 56.5 138.7 GGGG
1336-17223 00000/0000 20024/1518 06/?4/73 20 4685 5c17N 10414W 57.3 136.4 GGGG
1336-17284 00000/C0000 20024/1519 06/24/7 10 4685 2955N 11141W 62.6 94*5 GGGG
1336-17291 00000/0000 20024/1520 06/24/73 10 4685 2 7 2 9 N 11205W 62*4 91*6 GGGG
1336-17293 00000/0000 20024/1521 06/24/73 30 4685 2A02N 11 2 2 7W 62.2 88*7 GGGG
1336-17300 00000/0000 20024/1522 06/24/73 80 4685 2435N 11250W 61.9 85.9 GGGG
1336-19002 00000/0000 2C024/1547 06/24/73 100 4686 61ilN 11635w 44.7 164.9 G GG
1336-19004 00000/0000 200 2 4/1 5 4 8 06/24/73 30 4686 6652N 11 8 13W 45.8 162.5 GGGG
1336-19011 00000/0Q00 20024/1549 06/24/73 10 4686 653?N 11941W 46*9 160*2 GGGG
1336-19013 00000/0000 20024/1550 0/24/73 30 4686 6410N 12102W 47.9 158.0 GGGG
1336-19020 00000/0000 20024/1551 06/24/73 30 4686 6P48N 12216W 49*0 155.9 GGGG
1336-19022 000CO/C00 20024/1552 06/,4/73 100 4686 6125N 12 3 24W 50*0 153*7 GGGG
1336-19025 00000/0000 20024/1553 06/2473 100 4686 600?N 12426W 51.0 151.6 GGGG
1336-19031 00000/0000 20024/1554 06/24/73 100 4686 5 39N 12524W 52*0 149*6 GGGG
1336-19034 00000/0000 20024/1555 06/24/73 100 4686 5716N 12618W 5300 147.4 GGGG
1336-19045 00000/0000 20024/1556 06/24/73 100 4686 5'04N 12840W 55.7 140.9 GGGG
1336-19052 00000/0000 20024/1557 06/24/73 100 4686 5140N 12922W 56.5 138.7 GGGG
1336-20422 00000/0C00 20024/1558 06/24/73 100 4687 7202N 13 605W 41'3 173.0 GGGG
1336-20424 00000/0000 20024/1559 06/24/73 100 4687 7,47N 13824w 42.4 170o.1 GGGG
1336-22253 00000/0000 20024/1560 06/24/73 100 4688 7203N 16153W 41.3 173.0 GGGG
1337"00094 00000/0000 20024/1492 06/92/73 0 4689 629N 16752E 43.6 167.4 GGG
1337-00100 00000/0COO 20024/1493 06/25/73 0 4689 6810N 16601E 44.7 164.9 GGGG
1337-00103 00000/0000 20024/1494 06/25/73 10 4689 6650N 16422E 45.8 162.5. GGGG
1337-00105 0000/0000 20024/1495 06/25/73 20 4689 6430N 16252E 46.9 160.2 GGGG
1337-00112 00000/0000 200 2 4/1496 06~25/73 50 4689 6409N 16131E 47.9 158.0 GOGG
1337-00114 00000/0000 20024/1497 06/25/73 60 4689 6246N 16018E 49.0 155.8 GPGG
1337"-2012 00000/0000 20024/104? 06/25/73 100 4690 4147N 12313E 61.1 121.0 PGGG
1337-02014 C0COCO/0000 20024/1043 06/25/73 90 4690 4120'N 12244E 61.5 118*2 GGGG
KEYS: CLPU D CBvER % *,,*.,*,.,., 0 Ta 100 = % CLBUD CPVER* ** 
= Nd CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALTTY ....... ,....... RLANKSBAN NBT PRcSrNT/PEQUESTED* R.RFCYCLED. G=GB3AD F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P.PPBBR
16:44 IAR 11,74 STANDARD CATALOG FaR N&N-uS PAGE 0917
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN 11CROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PPI\CIPAL PRINT SUN SUNt IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITI9N IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1337-03382 00000/0000 20024/1044 06/P2/73 80 4691 6249N 10848E 4900 155.8 GGGG
1337-03384 00000/0000 20024/1045 06/25/73 90 4691 6126N 10739E 50*0 153.7 GlGG
1337-03391 00000/0000 20024/1046 06/25/73 70 4691 6004N 10635E 51.0 151*6 GGGG
1337*03393 00000/0000 20024/1047 06/25/7 3 40 4691 5P41N 10536E 5200 149*5 GGG
1337-03491 00000/0000 20024/1048 06/25/73 8C 4691 2600N 09239E 62,2 8c87 GGGG
1337-C3493 00000/OOOC 20024/1049 0A/25/73 90 4691 2434N 09216E 61.8 85*9 GGGP
1337-03500 00000/0000 20024/1050 06/25/73 70 4691 2309N 09154E 61o5 83*2 GGGG
1337-o3502 00000/0000 20024/1051 06/25/73 70 4691 2143N 09131E 61*0 80.6 GGGG
1337"05152 00000/0000 20024/1498 06/25/73 90 4692 80 12N 13224E 31*8 213.5 GGGG
1337-05154 00000/0000 20024/1499 06/g2/73 70 4692 793?N 12b01E 33.0 205*8 GPGG
1337-05161 00000/0000 20024/1500 06/25/73 80 4692 7843N 11836E 34*2 199*1 GGGG
1337-05163 00000/0000 20024/1501 06/25/73 90 4692 7747N 11303E 35*4 193*2 UGGG
1337"07013 00000/000 20024/1502 06/PR/73 50 4693 7117N 0 7144E 40*1 176.1 GPGG
1337-07015 00000/0000 20024/1503 06/P5/73 40 4693 7 202N 06905E 41*3 173*0 GGGP
1337-07022 00000/0000 20024/1504 06/P/73 10 4693 7r46N 06646E 4204 170.0 GGG
1337-07024 00000/0000 20024/1505 06/2t/73 20 4693 6a29N 06443E 43.6 167.3 GGGP
1337:07031 00000/0000 20024/1506 06/25/73 0 4693 6RIIN 06253E 44.7 164.8 GGG
1337-07033 00000/0000 20024/1507 06/p5/73 30 4693 6651N 06113E 45*8 162.4 GGGP
1337-07040 00000/0000 20024/1508 06/25/73 30 4693 6531N 05945E 46.9 160.2 GGGG
1337-07042 00000/0000 20024/1509 06/25/73 20 4693 6410N 05825E 47.9 158.0 GGGG
1337"07242 00000/000C 20024/1510 06/25/73 20 4693 0414S 0 334 0 E 45.5 49.9 GGGG
1337-07245 00000/0000 20024/1511 06/5/73 20 4693 0540S 03320E 44*4 48.9 GGGG
1337*07331 00000/0000 20024/1512 06/25/73 0 4693 3422S 02556E 202 40.2 GGGG
1337*10312 00000/0000 20024/0905 06/25/73 10 4695 6P47N  00533E 49.0 155*8 GPGG
1337-13514 00000/0000 20024/0906 06/25/73 80 4697 800PN 00102E 32.1 211.2 GGGG
1337-13521 00000/0000 20024/0907 06/pc/73 50 4697 792oN 00603W 33,3 203.8 GGGG
1337-13523 00000/0000 20024/0908 06/25/73 20 4697 
7 829N 0 1214W 34.5 197,3 GGGG
1337"13530 00000/0000 20024/0909 06/25/73 0 4697 7730N 01734W 35*7 191.7 GGGG
1337-13532 00000/0000 20024/0910 06/p5/73 0 4697 7628N 0220 8 w 36.9 186.8 GGGG
1337-13535 00000/0000 20024/0911 06/p5/73 0 4697 7521N 0 2602W 38*1 182.4 GPPG
1337-13541 00000/0000 20024/0912 06/25/73 0 4697 7 411N 029 26w 39.3 178*6 GPGG
1337-13544 00000/0000 20024/0913 06/2p/73 c 4697 7p58N o3221W 40. 5  175,2 GGPG
1337*14002 00000/0000 20024/0895 06/25/73 40 4697 5432N 05150w 54*8 143.1 GGGP
1337-14005 00000/0000 20024/0896 06/25/73 40 4697 5308N 05235W 55.6 140.9 GGPG
1337-14011 00000/0000 20024/0897 06/P5/73 70 4697 5144N 05318W 56.5 138*7 GGGG
1337-14014 00000/0000 20024/0898 06/25/73 80 )697 5020N 05358W 57.2 136.3 GGGG
1337-14020 00000/0000 20024/0899 06/25/73 70 4697 4R55N 0 5437W 58*0 134,0 GGGG
1337-14023 00000/0000 20024/0900 06/P2/73 90 4697 4730N 05513W 58*7 131.5 GGGG
1337-14025 00000/0000 20024/0901 06/25/73 90 4697 4605N 0 5549w 59,4 129*0 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *..0.,,,,,..*., 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD COVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,,.*,,*, ., BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED. G=GOBD* FEFAIR BUT USABLE. P8PBO9R
16s44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0918
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1337-14032 00000/0000 20024/0902 06/75/73 80 4697 44 40N 05622W 6000 126.4 GGGG
1337-14034 00000/0000 20024/0903 06/25/73 60 4697 4314 N 05654W 60*5 123.8 GGGG
1337-14041 00000/0000 20024/0904 06/25/73 30 4697 4148N 057 26w 61*0 121*0 GGGG
1337-15443 00000/0000 20024/1561 06/25/73 80 4698 5144N 07906W 56o4 138.7 GGG
1337-15445 00000/0000 20024/1562 06/25/73 50 4698 50 19N 0 7947W 57.2 136.3 GGGO
1337-17275 00000/0000 20024/1563 06/25/73 90 4699 5112N 10513W 56.8 137.7 GGGG
1337-17341 00000/0000 20024/1564 06/25/73 0 4699 2948N 11252W 62o7 96.4 pppp
1337-17343 00000/0000 20024/1565 06/25/73 60 4699 2822N 11316W 62*5 93.4 GGGG
1337-17350 00000/0000 20024/1566 06/25/73 20 4699 2656N 11340W 62.3 90*5 GGPP
1337-17352 00000/0000 20024/1567 06/25/73 90 4699 2529N 11403W 62,0 87.7 GPGG
1337-17355 00000/0000 20024/1568 06/25/73 90 4699 2402N 11425W 61v7 84*9 GGGG
1337-19053 00000/0000 20024/1569 06/25/73 30 4700 6932N 11603W 43*5 16704 GGGG
1337-19060 00000/0000 20024/1570 06/25/73 50 4700 6814N 117 5 3w 44.6 164*9 GGGG
1337-19062 00000/0000 20024/1571 06/25/73 50 4700 6654N 11931W 45*7 162.5 GGG
1337-19065 00000/0000 20024/1572 06/25/73 30 4700 6534N 12100W 46*8 160*2 GGGG
1337-19071 00000/0000 20024/1573 06/25/73 20 4700 6413N 12221W 47*9 158*0 G3GG
1337-19074 00000/0000 20024/1574 06/25/73 30 4700 6?51N 12335W 48*9 155.8 GGGG
1337-19080 00000/0000 20024/1575 06/25/73 30 4700 6t29N 12443W 50*0 153*7 GGGG
1337-19083 00000/0000 20024/1576 06/25/73  30 4700 6006N 12546W 51.0 151.6 GGGG
1337-19085 00000/0000 20024/1577 06/25/73 50 4700 5843N 12644W 52*0 149.5 GGGG
1337-19092 00000/0000 20024/1578 06/25/73 90 4700 5719N 12739W 52*9 147.4 GGGG
1337-19103 00000/0000 20024/1579 06/p5/73 50 4700 5308N 13002W 55*6 140*9 GGGG
1337-19110 00000/0000 20024/1580 06/25/73 50 4700 5144N 13044W 56*4 138.6 GGGG
1337-20483 00000/0000 20024/1581 06/25/73 40 4701 7n50N 13947w 42o4 170.1 GGGG
1337*22312 00000/0000 20024/1582 06/25/73 20 4702 7206 N 16316W 41.2 173.0 GGGG
1337-22314 00000/0000 20024/1583 06/25/73 0 4702 7050N 165 36w 42*4 170*1 GGGG
1338900111 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4703 8014N 15120W 31o7 213.6 GGGG
1338.00114 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4703 7934N 15849W 32*9 205.9 GGGG
1338-00120 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4703 7,45N 16521W 3402 19902 PPPP
1338-00123 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4703 774 9N 17056W 35.4 193*3 GGGG
1338-00125 ,00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4703 7647N 17541W 36*6 188*2 GGGG
1338"00132 00000/0000 0000o0/000 06/26/73 100 4703 7541N 17946W 37*7 183.7 GGGG
1338-00134 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4703 7432N 17642E 38.9 179*7 GGGG
1338o00141 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4703 7320N 17339E 40*1 176*2 GGGG
1338"00143 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4703 7206N 17100E 41.2 173.0 GGGG
1338-00150 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4703 7050N 16838E 4204 170.1 G GG
1338-00152 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 40 4703 6932N 16634E 43.5 167*4 GGG
1338-00155 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 10 4703 6813N 16444E 44*6 164*8 GGGG
1338.00161 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 20 4703 6653N 16304E 45*7 162.4 G G
KEYS: CLOUD CeVER % ,...,0.,, o0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER, ** a N5 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *",,*..*..*.. BLANKSwBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RURECYCLED* G=GBSD* FzFAIR BUT USABLE. PPO5BRI
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NONUS PAGE 0919
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL NB./ DATE CLOUD RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
1D POSITIgN IN ROLL ACQUTPED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1338-00164 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 60 4703 6533N 16134E 46*8 16092 GG G
1338-00170 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 70 4703 6412N 16013E 47.9 157.9 GGGG
1338-01543 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4704 8014N 17724W 31.7 213.6 GGGG
1338"01545 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4704 7934N 17508E 32*9 205*9 GGGG
1338-01552 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4704 7845N 16844E 34.2 199*2 GGGG
1338-01554 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/p6/73 100 4704 7750N 16312E 35.4 19303 GGGG
1338-01561 0000o0/000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4704 7 648 N 15827E 36.6 188*2 GGGG
1338-01563 00000/0000 0000/0000 06/26/73 80 4704 7542N 15421E 37.7 183.7 GGGG
1338-01572 00000/0000 20024/0914 06/26/73 70 4704 7320N 14747E 40.1 176.2 GPGG
1338"01575 00000/0000 20024/0915 06/26/73 60 4704 7207N 14508E 41j2 173,0 GPGG
1338-01581 00000/0000 20024/0916 06/26/73 70 4704 7050N 14 247E 42.4 170.0 GPGG
1338-01584 00000/0000 20024/0917 06/26/73 60 4704 6a32N 14042E 43.5 167.3 GGGG
1338,01590 00000/0000 20024/0918 06/26/73 90 4704 6813N 13852E 44.6 164.8 GGGG
1338-02184 00000/0000 20024/0919 06/26/73 6o 4704 0132N 11103E 49.8 54.3 GGGG
1338-02190 00000/0000 20024/0920 06/26/73 90 47 04  0005N 11043E 48.8 53*1 GGGG
1338-02193 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 i00 4704 0121S 11023E 47.7 52.0 GGGG
1338-03381- 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 0 4705 7935N 14924E 32.9 205.9 GGGG
1338.03383 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 10 4705 7846N 14254E 34.2 199.2 GGGG
1338*03390 00000/0000 0000/0000 06/26/73 100 4705 7750N 13721E 35.4 193.3 PGGG
1338-03392 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 10 4705 7648N 13235E 36.6 188.1 GGGG
1338-03395 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 20 4705 7542N 12829E 37.7 183.6 GGGG
1338.03401 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 10 4705 7432N 12458E 38*9 179.7 GPGG
1338-03404 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4705 7319N 12157E 40*1 176*1 GGGG
1338-03410 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/P6/73 100 4705 7205N 11920E 41*2 172.9 GGPG
1338-03413 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4705 7049N 11700E 42.4 170.0 GGGG
1338-03415 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 90 4705 6932N 11456E 43.5 167.3 GGGG
1338-03422 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 90 4705 6,13N 11305E 44.6 164.8 GGGG
1338-03424 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 90 4705 6654N 11125E 45.7 162.4 GGGG
1338-05210 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4706 8013N 13108E 31.7 213.5 GGGG
1338-05213 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4706 7933N 12343E 32*9 205*9 GGGa
1338-05215 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/pA/73 100 4706 7F44N 11716E 34'2 199.1 GGGG
1338"05222 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 90 4706 7748 N 11141E 35.4 193.3 GGGG
1338-05224 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 90 47 06 7648N 10656E 36.6 188.1 GGGG
1338-05231 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 47 06  7542N 10249E 37.7 183.6 GGGG
1338-05233 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4706 7432N 0 9916E 3809 179*7 GGGG
1338-05240 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4706 7321N 09613E 40.1 176.1 GGGG
1338"05242 00000/0000. 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 47o6 7206N 0 9332E 41*2 172*9 GGGG
1338-05245 00000/0000 OC000/0000 06/26/73 100 4706 7049N 09112E 42.4 170*0 GGGG
1338"05251 00000/000.0 00000/0000 06/26/73 90 4706 6032N 08908E 43*5 167,3 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ***..**,,*,., 0 Te 100 a % CLOUD CAVER. ** x NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,,... ..%,,., BLANKS=BAND NOT PRES-NT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G.GB8D. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P-POOR.
16:44 MAP 11s'74 STANDARD CATALG FOR NON-US PAGE 0920
FRSM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLeUD )RBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1338-05254 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/PA/73 40 4706 6814N 08716E 44.6 164.8 GGG
1338-05260 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 10 4706 6653N 08537E 45*7 162*4 GGGG
1338"07092 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/pA/73 50 4707 6653N 05948E 45.7 162.4 GG
1338-07094 00000/0000 0000c/0000 06/26/73 30 4707 6r33N 05819E 46*8 160.1 GGGG
1338.07101 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 60 4707 6411N 05658E 47.9 157.9 GGGG
1338-07103 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 50 4707 6250N 05544E 48.9 155*8 GGGG
1338-07203 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4707 2854N 04022E 62*5 94.6 GGGG
1338-07210 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 100 4707 2728N 03958E 62*4 91.7 GGGG
1338-07212 00000/0000 0000U0/0000 06/26/73 0 4707 2602N 03935E 62*1 88.8 GGGG
1338"07215 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 0 4707 2436N 03912E 61.8 86.0 GGGG
1338-07221 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 0 4707 23 10N 03 850E 61s4 83*3 GGGG
1338-07224 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 0 47 07 2143N 03828E 61*0 80*7 GGGG
1338-07230 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 40 4707 2C17N 03806E 60-5 78.1 GGGG
1338-08544 00000/0000 20024/1669 06/P6/73 10 4708 6n04N 02746E 51.0 151*5 PGGG
1338.08550 00000/0000 20024/1670 06/26/73 10 4708 5R41N 02647E 51*9 149.4 POGG
1338-10461 00000/0000 20024/1671 06/26/73 80 4709 3146N 01028W 62.7 100.5 GGGG
1338-10464 00000/0000 20024/1672 06/26/73 70 47 09 3 020N 0 1053W 62.6 97.5 GGGG
1338-10505 00000/0000 20024/1673 06/26/73 10 4709 1556N 01438W 58*6 71.1 GGGG
1338-10511 00000/0000 20024/1674 06/PA/73 50 4709 1430N 01459W 57.9 69.0 GGGG
1338-12390 00000/000o 00000/0000 06/26/73 2n 4710 0120S 04428W 47.7 52*0 G
1338-12393 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 40 4710 0245S 04448W 46.6 51.0 GG
1338-12395 ooO0/OCO0 00000/0000 06/A/73 10 4710 0412S 04508w 45.5 500 GG
1338-12402 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 10 4710 0539S 04529W 44.4 49.1 GG
1338"12404 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/ 26/7 3  40 4710 0705S 04549W 433 4802 GG
1338-12411 00000/OCO0 00000/0000 06/26/73 20 4710 0232S 04610w 42*2 47.4 GG G
1338-12413 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 10 4710 10015 0 4631W 41.0 46*6 GG P
1338-12420 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 o 4710 1128S 04652W 39.8 45.9 GG P
1338-12422 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 0 4710 1I535 04712W 38.7 45.3 GG P
1338-12425 00000/OC0 00000/0000 06/26/73 0 4710 1418S 04732w 37.5 44.6 GGPG
1338-12431 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 0 4710 1544S 04753W 36.3 44.1 GGPP
1338-12434 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 0 4710 1710S 04814W 35.1 43.6 GGPG
1338-12440 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 10 47 10 1q35S 0 4836W 33.9 4391 GG G
1338-12443 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 20 4710 2001o 0 4857w 32.7 42.6 GG P
1338-12445 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/PA/73 20 4710 2128S 04918W 31*4 42.2 GG P
1338-12452 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 50 4710. 2255S 04940W 3C02 41.9 PP P
1338-12454 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 70 4710 24215 05002W ?9.0 41*6 GG P
1338-12461 00000/000 00000/0000 06/26/73 70 4710 2546S 05025W 27.7 41.3 PG P
1338-12463 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/26/73 70 4710 271?S 05048W 26.5 41.0 GG G
1338-12470 00000/000C 00000/0000 06/26/73 60 4710 238S 05111W 25*2 40.8 GG G
KEYS: CLAUD CBvER % *.........,..., 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD CVERo, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY ............... eLANKSoBAND NOT PRESrNT/REOUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GOD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBOR,
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NeN-US PAGE 0921
FROM 07/23/72 Tm 07/23/7 3
BBSERVATIBN MICR9FILM ROLL -N,/ DATE CLBUD IRRIT PPIMCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIaN IN ROLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBv MSS
RkV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1338-12472 00000/0000 O000/000 06/p6/73 70 4710 304S 05136W 24.0 40.6 GG
1338-12475 00000/0000 0000/0000 06/26/73 20 4710 3131S 05201W 22*7 40.4 PP
1338-12481 00000/0000 00000/0000 06/P6/73 80 4710 3257S 05227W 21*5 40*3 G
1338"15490 00000/0C00 20024/1584 06/26/73 50 4712 5554N 07821W 53*8 145.2 GGG
1338*15492 00000/0000 20024/1585 06/?6/73 90 4712 5431N 07909W 54*7 143.0 GGPG
1338-15495 00000/00O0 20024/1586 06/26/73 100 4712 5o07N 07955W 55*6 140.8 GGGG
1338-15501 00000/0000 20024/1587 06/2p6 7 3 100 4712 5142N 0 8038W 56*4 138.5 GGPG
13 3 8 "15 504 00000/0000 20024/1588 06/26/73 100 4712 50 17N 0 8119W 57.2 136.2 GGGG
1338-17315 00000/0000 20024/1628 06/26/73 0 4713 5717N 10321W 52*9 14793 GGGG
1338-17321 00000/0000 20024/1629 06/PA/73 20 4713 5553N 10411, 53.8 145.2 GGGG
1338-17324 00000/0000 20024/1630 06/26/73 70 4713 542aN 10458W 54*7 143.0 GGGG
1338-17330 00000/0000 20024/1631 06/P6/ 7 3 100 4713 5305N 10
5 43w 55*6 140.8 GOGG
1338-17333 00000/0000 20024/1632 06/?6/73 50 4713 5140N 10625W 56*4 138.5 GGGG
1338.17335 00000/0000 20024/1633 06/?6/73 10 4713 5017N 10 706w 57.2 136*2 GGGG
1338'17401 00000/0000 20024/1634 06/26/73 50 4713 2R53N 114 3 5W 62*5 94.6 P'GG
1338-17403 00000/0000 20024/1635 06/26/73 60 4713, 2727N 11
4 58w 62.3 91.7 GCGG
1338-19123 00000/000 20024/1661 06/26/73 90 4714 6532N 12226W 46.8 160*1 GGGG
1338-19130 00000/0000 20024/1662 06/26/73 100 4714 6411N 12347W 47v9 157.9 GPGG
1338.19132 00000/0000 20024/1663 06/?6/73 90 4714 6249N 12b02W 48*9 155.7 GGGG
1338-19135 00000/0000 20024/1664 06/26/73 80 4714 6127N 12609W 49.9 153.6 GGGG
1338-19141 00000/0000 20024/1665 06/P6/73 70 4714 6004N 12712W 51*0 151*5 PGGG
1338-19144 00000/0000 20024/1666 06/26/73 80 4714 5841N 12810W 51*9 149.4 GGGG
1338-19162 00000/0000 20024/1667 06/26/73 90 4714 5106N 13128W 55.6 140.8 GGGG
1338"19164 00000/0000 20024/166F 06/26/73 90 4714 5142N 13 211W 56"4 138.5 GGGG
1339-00172 00000/0000 20024/1679 06/27/73 50 4717 7934N 1603
3 W 32*9 205.7 PPGP
1339o00175 O0000/0000 20024/1680 06/27/73 40 4717 7846N 16701W 34.2 199.0 PPPG
1339-00181 00000/0000 20024/1681 06/P7/73 80 4717 7749N 17236W 35.4 193.1 PPGG
1339"00184 00000/0000 20024/1682 06/27/73 50 4717 7646N 17722W 36*6 188*0 PPPG
1339-00190 O0000/0000CO 20024/1683 06/27/73 0 4717 7540N 17833E 37m7 183.5 GPGG
1339-00193 00000/0CCO 20024/1684 06/27/73 100 4717 7430N 17501E 38*9 179,6 PPPG
1339"00195 00000/0000 20024/1685 06/27/73 50 4717 7317N 17159E 40'1 176*0 PPGP
1339-00202 00000/OC0O 20024/1686 06/27/73 
7 0 4717 7- 0 3N 1 6921E 41*2 172s8 PPPP
1339-00213 00000/0000 20024/1687 06/27/73 60 4717 6P1?N 16309E 44*6 164*7 PP
1339-00220 00000/0000 20024/1688 06/27/73 100 4717 6653N 16130E 45o7 162.3 PPPG
1339-00222 00000/0000 20024/1689 05/?7/73 100 4717 6532N 16000E 46,8 160.0 PPGG
1339-00225 0000/0000 20024/1690 06/'7/73 100 4717 
6 411N 15838E 47.9 157.8 GPGG
1339-00275 00000/0000 20024/1611 06/27/73 90 4717 4726N 14823E 58*7 131.4 PGGG
1339-00281 00000/0000 20024/1612 06/27/73 100 4717 4601N 14748E 59*3 128*9 PGGG
1339-00284 00000/0000 20024/1613 06/27/73 90 4717 4436N 14715E 59*9 126.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % *..*.*,,,..... o T8 100 - % CLBUD C'VER, ** * NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESFNT/REQUESTEDO R-RECYCLED. G=GBD. FPFAIR PUT USABLE* P-PBBR,
1644 MAR 11o'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBONUS PAGE 0922
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRBFILM RBLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIBN IN ROLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1339-00290 00000/0000 20024/1614 06/27/73 90 4717 4311N 14642E 60*5 123*6 GGGG
1339-00293 00000/0000 20024/1615 06/27/73 100 4717 4145N 14611E 61*0 120s9 GGGG
1339-00295 00000/0000 20024/1616 06/27/73 80 4717 4019N 14541E 61*4 118*1 PGGG
1339-00302 00000/0000 20024/1617 06/27/73 90 4717 3854N 14512E. 61.8 115*3 PPGG
1339-00304 00000/0000 20024/1618 06/27/73 100 4717 3728N 14444E 62*1 112.4 GGGG
1339-00311 00000/0000 20024/1619 06/27/73 100 4717 3602N 14417E 62*3 109.4 GGGG
1339-00313 00000/0000 20024/1620 06/27/73 100 4717 3436N 14350E 62.5 106*5 GGGG
1339-00320 00000/0000 20024/1621 06/27/73 100 4717 3 310N 14324E 62*6 103.5 PGGG
1339-02001 00000/0000 20024/1691 06/27/73 10 4718 8014N 17858W 31*7 213.3 GP G
1339-02004 00000/0000 20024/1692 06/27/73 30 4718 7933N 17333E 32*9 205.7 PPGG
1339-02010 00000/0000 20024/1693 06/27/73 50 4718 7844N 16703E 34.2 199,0 GPGG
1339-02013 0000/0000 20024/1694 06/27/73 50 4718 7748N 16132E 35,4 193*1 GPPG
1339-02015 00o000/oo0000 20024/1695 06/27/73 60 4718 7646N 15651E 36*6 188.0 PPGG
1339-02022 00000/0000 20024/1696 06/27/73 60 4718 7540N 15248E 37.7 183.5 PPGG
1339-02031 00000/0000 20024/1622 06/27/73 100 4718 7i18N 14613E 40*1 176s0 PGGG
1339-02065 00000/0000 20024/1623 06/27/73 100 4718 6127N 13029E 49*9 15306 GGGG
1339-02072 00000/0000 20024/1624 06/27/73 100 4718 6004N 12926E 50*9 151.5 GGGG
1339-02074 00000/0000 20024/1625 06/27/73 90 4718 5842N 128.27E 51*9 149o4 GGGG
1339"O2242 00000/0000 20024/1626 06/27/73 70 4718 0129N 10937E 4908 54o4 GGGG
1339w02245 00000/0000 20024/1627 06/27/73 40 4718 0003N 10917E 48o7 53.2 GGGG
1339.03460 00000/0000 20024/1636 06/27/73 80 4719 7430N 12331E 38.9 179o5 GGG
1339o03462 00000/0000 20024/1637 06/27/73 100 4719 7318N 12029E 40*1 1760 GG
1339-03465 00000/0000 20024/1638 06/27/73 90 4719 7203N 11751E 41.2 172o8 GGGG
1339.03471 00000/0000 20024/1639 06/27/73 90 4719 7 048N 11532E 42*4 169.9 GGGG
1339-03474 00000/0000 20024/1640 06/27/73 7 0 4719 6930N 11328E 43.5 167*2 GG
1339"03480 00000/0000 20024/1641 06/27/73 70 4719 6911N 11137E 44*6 164.7 GGGP
1339-03483 00000/0000 20024/1642 06/P7/73 80 4719 6652N 10958E 4597 162o3 GGGG
1339o03485 00000/0000 20024/1643 06/27/73 70 4719 6 531N 10828E 46*8 16090 GGGG
1339-03492 00000/0000 20024/1644 06/7/73 80 4719 6410N 10705E 47*9 157.8 GGGG
1339w05305 00000/0000 20024/1697 06/27/73 10 4720 6930N 08739E 43*5 167.2 GGGP
133905312 ,00000/0000 20024/1698 06/27/73 10 4720 6911N 08550E 4496 16497 GGGG
1 3905314 00000/0000 20024/1699 06/27/73 0 4720 6652N 08411E 457 162o3 GGGG
1339-05321 00000/0000 20024/1700 06/27/73 10 4720 6531N 08242E 469 8  160.0 PPPG
1339-05323 00000/0000 20024/1701 06/27/73 10 4720 6 410N 081201 47*9 157.8 GPGG
1339-o5330 00000/0000 20024/1702 06/27/73 0 4720 6248N 08005E 48*9 155.7 GGGG
1339-05332 00000/0000 20024/1703 06/27/73 0 4720 6125N o7856E 49,9 153.5 GGPG
1339-05335 00000/0000 20024/1704 06/27/73 10 4720 6002N 07753E 50*9 151.4 GGGG
1339-05341 00000/0000 20024/1705 06/27/73 20 4720 5940N 07655E 5199 149.3 GGPG
1339-05441 00000/0000 20024/1706 06/27/73 60 4720 2435N 06333E 61.7 86.0 GPGG
KEYS.: CLBUD CBVER % *c0,0*,***,.* 0 TB 100 . % CLBUD CeVER. ** - NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *.,....*.0... BLANKS.BAND NBOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GBD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. POP0BR.
16:44 MAR 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NoBNUS PAGE 0923
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICRFILM RPLL NB./ DATE CLOUD eRRIT PRINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
T1 PRSITIaN IN ROLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RPV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1339-07303 00000/0000 20024/1707 06/p7/73 90 4721 1429N 03512E 57*8 69.0 PPPG
1339-07305 00000/0000 20024/1708 06/27/73 100 4721 1?03N 0 3451E 57*1 67*0 GPPG
1339-07312 00000/0000 20024/1709 06/p7/73 50 4721 1136N 03431E 56.3 65.1 GPPG
1339-07314 00000/0000 20024/1710 06/27/73 90 4721 IOl1N 03410E 55.4 63.3 GGGP
1339-07353 000o0/0000 20024/1711 056P7/73 30 4721 0248S 0 3109E 46.6 51.0 GGGG
1339-07355 00000/0000 20024/1712 o6/27/73 20 4721 0414S 03049E 45*5 50o0 GPGG
1339"07362 00000/0000 20024/1713 06/27/73 0 4721 0541S 0 3029E 44.4 49.1 PPPG
1339-07364 00000/000u 20024/1714 06/27/73 10 4721 0708S 03009E 4303 48*2 GPPG
1339-07414 00000/0000 20024/1715 06/27/73 90 4721 24229 02556E 29.0 41.6 PP G
1339-10522 00000/0000 20025/0040 06/27/73 2C 4723 3 022N 01217w 62.6 97*6 GGGG
1339-10525 0000/0000 20025/0509 06,/7/73 20 4723 2855N 01 241W 62*5 94*7 GGGG
1339-10531 00000/0000 20025/0510 06/7/73 20 4723 2730N 01304W 62*3 91.8 GGGP
1339-10534 00000/0000 20025/0511 06/27/73 10 4723 2603N 01328W 62*1 88*9 PGGG
1339-10540 00000/0000 2u025/0512 05/P7/73 10 4723 24 38N 01351W 61*7 86.1 GGGG
1339-10543 00000/0000 20025/0513 06/27/73 10 4723 2311N 01 4 13w 61.4 83.4 GGPG
1339-10545 00000/000 20025/0514 06/27/73 1C 4723 2145N 01436W 60*9 80.8 GGGG
1339-12442- 00000/0000 20028/0001 06/27/73 20 4724 00 0 7N 0 4535w 48.8 53.3 GGP
1339-12445 00000/0000 20028/0002 06/27/73 90 4724 011S 04555W 47.7 52.1 GG
1339-12451 000o00/000 20028/0003 06/27/73 100 4724 0 45S 0 4615W 46.6 51.1 GG
1339-12454 00000/0000 20028/0004 06/27/73 100 4724 0411S 04636W 45.5 50.1 GG
1339-12460 00000/0000 2u028/0005 06/27/73 100 4724 0538S 04 6 56w 444 49.2 GG
1339-12463 00000/0000 20028/0006 06/27/73 90 4724 0705S 04717W 43.3 48.3 GG
1339-12465 00000/0000 20028/0007 06/27/73 30 4724 0831S 04737W 42.2 47.5 GG
1339-12472 000/0000 20028/0003 06/27/73 20 4724 0957S 04758W 41.0 46.7 GG P
1339-12474 00000/0000 20028/0009 06/27/73 10 4724 1124S 04819w 39.8 46*0 GG P
1339-12481 00000/0o00 20028/0010 06/27/73 10 4724 1250S 04839W 38.7 45.4 GG P
1339-12483 00000/0000 20028/0011 06/27/73 10 4724 1416S 04859W 37.5 44.7 GG P
1339-12490 0000/0o00 20028/0012 06/27/73 40 4724 1541S 04920W 36.3 44.2 GG P
1339-12492 00000/0000 20028/0013 06/27/73 10 4724 1707S 04942W 35*1 43.7 GG P
1339-12495 00000/0000 20028/0014 06/27/73 10 4724 1R33S 05003W 33.9 43.2 GG
1339-12501 00000/0000 20028/0015 06/27/73 90 4724 1959S 05024W 32.7 42.7 GG
1339-12504 00000/0000 20028/0016 06/27/73 50 4724 2125S 0 5046W 31.4 42*3 GG
1339"12510 00000/0000 20028/0017 06/27/73 40 4724 2252S 05108W 30.2 42.0 GG
1339-12513 00000/0000 20028/0018 06/27/73 20 4724 24 19S 05130W 29.0 41.6 GG P
1339-12515 00000/0000 20028/0019 06/27/73 100 4724 2545S 05153w 27*7 41.3 GG P
1339-12522 00000/0000 20028/0020 06/27/73. 100 4724 2710S 05217W ?265 41.1 GG
1339-12524 00000/0000 20028/0021 06/27/73 100 4724 2836S 05241W 25.3 40*9 GG
1339-12531 00000/0000oo 20028/0022 06/27/73 80 4724 3n01S 053058 24.0 40.7 GG
1339-12533 00000/000.0 20028/0023 06/27/73 50 4724 3127S 05330W 22.7 40.5 PP
KEYS: CLOUD cBVER % *..C.O.....U. 0 re 100 * % CLBUD CVER. ** u NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... RLANKSBAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GBBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.POeR.
16:44 MAR 11o'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN-US PAGE 0924
FRBM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
eBSERVATISN "ICRFILM RLL J9./ DATE CLBUD 2RBIT PoPICIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PASITIN I , ROLL ACQUTEc C9VER NUMBER sF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1339-14115 0U000/0C00 20024/1601 06/27/73 9 0 4725 5431N 05441W 54.7 143*0 GGGG
1339-14121 00000/0000 20024/1602 0-/27/73 100 4725 5o07N 05526W 55*5 140.8 GGGG
1339-14124 00000/0000 20024/1603 06/27/73 100 4725 5 14 4 N 05609w 56.4 138.5 GGGG
1339-14130 00000/003C 20024/1604 306/27/73 100 4725 519N 05649W 57.1 136.2 GGG
1339-14133 000o0/O(ou 20020/1605 06/27/73 100 4725 4954N 05727W 57*9 133@9 GGGG
1339-14135 00000/0000 20024/1606 0"/?7/73 90 47P5 4729N 05804W 58*6 131.4 GGGG
1339-14142 O000/0/OO 20024/1607 06/27/73 90 4725 4604N 0 584OW 59*3 128*9 PGGG
1339-14144 00000/000' 23024/1608 06/P7/73 80 4725 4439N 05914W 59*9 126.3 GGGG
1339-14131 000CC/0000 20024/1609 06/27/73 30 4725 4113N 05946W 60.4 123.7 GGPG
1339-14193 OC000/O000 20024/1610 06/27/73 20 4725 414N 06017W 60.9 121.0 GGGG
1339-15514 00000/0000 20024/1589 06/?7/73 70 4726 6534N 0 7216W ,6*7 160.1 GGGG
1339-15521 0o00o0/000 23024/1590 06/27/73 30 4726 641?N 0 7337W 47.8 157.8 GGGG
1339-15523 00000/0000 20024/1591 06/v7/73 90 4726 6252N 07451W 48*9 155.7 GGGG
1339-15530 o0000/Cofo 20024/1592 06/27/73 40 4726 6129N 07559w 49.9 153.6 G(GG
1339-15532 00000/0000 20024/1593 06/P7/73 0 4726 6006N 07701W 50c9 151.5 GGGG
1339-15535 000C0/000 20024/159~ 06/27/73 c 4726 5943N 07759W 51*9 149.4 GGPG
1339-15541 0OO0/CCO0O 200e4/1595 06/27/73 ? 4726 5721N 0 7854W 52o8 14793 GGGG
1339-15544 000/0000 20024/1596 06/27/73 30 4726 555RN 07947W 53.8 145*2 GGPG
1339-15550 0O000/000 20024/1597 06/27/73 90 4726 543N 08035w 54.6 143*0 GGGG
1339-15553 00000/0Ceo 20024/1598 )6/P7/73 9o 4726 5109N 08119W 5555 140.8 GGGG
1339-15555 0000/C000 20024/1599 06/27/73 100 4726 5144 0 8201W 56.3 138.5 GGGG
1339-15562 OuC0/OCj0o 20024/1600 06/27/73 100 4726 5 20N 08241w 57.1 136*2 GGGG
1339-17332 00OOo/000 20024/1716 06/27/73 80 4727 7050N 09102v 42.3 169*9 GPGG
1339-17335 u00o0/00, 20024/1717 06/27/73 20 4727 6a32N 09306W 43.4 167.3 GPGG
1339-17341 OQC00/OC , 20024/1719 06/27/73 10 4727 61N 09456W 44.6 164.7 GGGG
1339-17344 OCOo00/000 20024/1719 06/27/73 c 4727 6654N 09634W 45.7 162.3 GGG
1339-17350 00000/C000 20024/1720 06/P7/73 O 4727 6r34N 09802W 46.7 160.1 GPGG
1339-17353 00000/0000 20024/1721 06/P7/73 4727 6413N 0 9924W 47.8 157.8 GGGG
1339-17355 00000/0000 20024/1722 06/27/73 0 4727 6250N 10039 48*9 155.7 GGG
1339-17362 600C0/0000 20024/1723 06/27/7? 0 4727 6128N 10148w 49.9 153.6 GGGG
1339-173b4 00000/0C0 20024/1724 06/?7/73 0 4727 6005N 0C251w 509 151.5 GPGG
1339-17371 CC00000/0t 20024/1725 3/27/73 C 47?7 5243N 10349W 51.9 149*4 GPGG
1339-17373 OUoCo/Co0o 2:024/1726 06/P7/73 20 4727 5719N 1 0 443w 52.8 147*3 GPPG
1339-17380 00000/000% 20025/C463 06/?7/73 80 4727 5;55N 105340 53.7 145*2 GGGG
1339-17382 00000/000 20025/0464 06/ 7/73 70 4727 5431N 10621W 54.6 143.0 GGGG
1339-17385 COOO/COUo 20025/0465 05/P7/73 10 4727 5'07N 10706 55.5 140.8 GGGG
1339-17391 00,,r /CCr, 2C005/0466 06/7/73 11 4727 514?, 1 0 749W 56.3 138.5 GGGG
1339-17394 003 0 O/0c0 20025/0467 06/27/73 20 4727 501 ? 10829W 57*1 136.2 GOGG
1339-17453 o.QC0/O;C0 2u005/0C468 0/27/73 40 47?7 3022' 11534 62?6 97.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLLU CAVE % .*,.,..,o 0 TB 100 = % CLBUD C VER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE#
1.E :LUALITY ............... FRL4NKS=BAND NBT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R=RFCYCLED. G=GBD. F=FAI R BUT USABLE. P=PBBR,
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOP NON-US PAGE 0925
FReM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATI5N MICReFILM R9LL NB./ DATE CLOUD BRRIT PQINCIPAL PsINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN RBLL ACOUTRED CBVER NUMBER 3F IMAGE ELEV* AZIMs RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1339-17455 00000/0000 20025/0469 06/27/73 90 4727 2R56N 11558w 62*5 94*7 GGGG
1339-17462 3C000/0000 20025/0470 05/27/73 100 47?7 2730N 11622W 62,3 91.8 GGGG
1339-19193 OUO0O0/00 20024/1727 06/27/73 90 4728 6129N 12737W 49.9 153.6 GPGG
1339-19200 00000/0000 20024/1728 06/27/73 80 4728 6006N 124CW 50*9 151*5 GPGG
1339-19220 00000/000D 20024/1729 06/27/73 90 4728 5307N 13 255W 55.5 140*8 GPGG
1339-19223 00000/0000 20024/1730 06/27/73 90 4728 5143N 13338W 56*3 138.5 GGGG
1339-20593 O0000/o00 20024/1731 06/27/73 20 4729 7206N 14023W 41*2 172.9 GPGG
1339-22424 00000/0000 20024/1732 06/27/73 10 4730 7206N 16606W 41*2 172.8 GGGG
1339-22431 00000/0000 20024/1733 06/27/73 10 4730 750oN 16827W 42*3 169*9 GPGG
1339-22433 00000/0000 2C0024/1734 06/27/73 10 4730 6433N 17031W 4394 167.2 GGGG
1339-22440 00O0/0000 20024/1735 06/27/73 0 4730 6R14N 17 2 2 2W 44.6 164*7 GGGG
1339-22442 00000/0000 20024/1736 06/27/73 0 4730 6655N 17401W 45*7 162.3 GPGG
1339-22445 C0000/0000 20024/1737 06/27/73 2) 4730 6534N 17530W 46.7 160.0 GGGG
1339-22451 00000/0000 20024/1738 06/27/73 90 4730 6413N 17652W 47.8 157.8 GGGG
1340-00542 OOO000/0000 20025/0041 06/28773 0 4731 2421S 12748E 29.0 41.7 GG G
1340-00544 00000/0000 20025/0042 06/28/73 0 4731 2546S 12725E 27.7 41.4 GG G
1340-02271 000C0/0000 20025/0927 06/28/73 100 4732 1139N 11035E 56.3 65*2 GPGG
1340-04030 00000/0000 20025/0928 06/28/73 100 4733 3730N 09138E 62*0 112*4 GpGG
13 4 0"040 3 2 00000/0000 20025/0929 06/28/73 90 4733 3604N 09112E 62.3 109*5 GPGG
1340-04035 00000/0000 20025/0930 06/28/73 90 4733 3439N 09046E 62*4 106.5 GPGG
1340-04041 00000/0000 20025/0931 06/28/73 90 4733 3314N 09020E 62.5 103.6 GpGG
1340-0404,4 00000/0000 20025/0932 06/28/73 90 4733 3149N 08955E 62.6 100*6 GPGG
1340-04050 00000/0000 20025/0933 06/PR/73 90 4733 3,23N 08930E 62*5 97.6 GPGG
1340-04053 00000/0000 20025/0934 06/28/73 90 4733 2856N 08906E 62o4 94.7 GPGG
1340-04055 00000/0000 20025/0935 06/28/73 90 4733 2729N 08842E 62.3 91.8 GPGG
1340-04062 00000/0000 20025/0936 06/2R/73 100 4733 2603N o8819E 62*0 88*9 GPGG
1340-04064 00000/0000 20025/0937 06/PR/73 90 4733 243SN 08755E 61*7 86.1 GPGG
1340-05391 00000/0000 20025/0515 06/PR/73 70 4734 6 t2 8 N 07726E 49.9 153.5 GGG
1340-05450 00000/0000 20025/0516 06/28/73 0 4734 4148N 06715E 60.9 120.9 GGGP
1340-05452 00000/0000 20025/0517 06/2P/73 0 4734 402oN 0 6659E 61.3 118.2 GGPG
1340005455 00000/0000 20025/0518 06/28/73 0 4734 3R54N 06629E 61.7 115.3 GGGG
1340-05461 o00000/000 20025/0519 06/28173 0 4734 3729N 066012 62.0 112.4 GGGP
1340-05464 00000/0000 2u025/0520 06/28/73 0 4734 3 60 4 N 06521E 62*3 109.5 GGGG
1340-05470 00000/0000 20025/0521 06/28/73 0 4734 3437N 0 6454E 62*4 106.5 GGGG
1340-05473 00000/0000 20025/0522 06/28/73 0 4734 3310N 0 6429E 62.5 103.6 GGGG
1340-05475 00000/0000 20025/0523 06/28/73 0 4734 31 44N 06404E 62*6 100.6 GGGG
1340-05482 00000/0000 20025/0524 06/28/73 0 4734 3019N 06339E 62.5 97.6 GGGG
1340-05484 00000/0000 20025/0525 06/28/73 0 4734 2R53N 06315E 62*4 94*7 GGGG
13 40u"54 9 1 00000/00C0 20025/0526 06/28/73 0 4734 2727N 06251E 62.2 91.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % *...........0.. 0 TB 100 * % CLOUD CnVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .**...**,.*,,. RLANKS.BAND NET PRFSENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. GzGBBD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.POBR.
16:44 MAR llp'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NONUS PAGE 0926
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICPFILM ReLL N9./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PRSITIBN IN ROLL ACGUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZlI. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1340,07245 00000/0000 20025/0527 06/28/73 90 4735 5306N 04624E 55*5 140,7 GGGG
1340007252 00000/0000 20025/0528 06/28/73 .90 4735 5141N 04541E 56*3 138.5 GGGG
1340-07254 00000/0000 20025/0529 06/28/73 90 4735 5017N 04500E 57*1 136.2 GGGG
13400o7354 00000/0000 20025/0530 06/p2/73 10 4735 1559N 03409E 58*5 71.3 GPGG
134007361 00000/0000 20025/0531 06/28/73 10 4735 1432N 0 3348E 57.8 69.2 PGGG
134007420 C00000/0000 20025/0532 06/28/73 10 4735 0539S 0 2904E 44.4 4992 GGGP
1340-07422 00000/0000 20025/0533 06/PA/73 10 4735 0705S 02844E 4303 48.3 GGGG
1340-07425 00000/0000 20025/0534 C6/28/73 0 4735 0831S 02824E 42*1 47.5 GGGP
1340-09104 00000/0000 20024/1754 06/28/73 10 4736 4437N 01647E 59.8 126*3 GPPG
1340-10590 00000/0000 20024/1755 06/28/73 50 4737 2727N 0 1432W 62*2 91.8 GGGG
1340-10592 00000/0000 20024/1756 05/28/73 50 4737 2601N 0 1456W 6200 88*9 GGGG
1340-10595 00000/C000 20024/1757 06/R/73 10 4737 2435N 01519W 61.7 86.1 GGGP
1340"11001 00000/0000 20024/1758 06/28/73 70 4737 2309N 01541W 61*3 83.4 GGGG
1340-11004 00000/0000 20024/1759 06/28/73 90 4737 2142N 01603W 60*8 80.8 PGGG
1340-11010 00000/0000 20024/1760 06/28/73 60 4737 2016N 01625W 6093 78.3 GGGG
1340-14171 00000/0000 20024/1394 05/PR/73 50 4739 5553N 05522W 53.7 145.1 GGGG
1340-14173 00000/0000 20024/1395 06/28/73 60 4739 5429N 05 610W 54*6 142.9 GGG
1340-14180 00000/0000 20024/1396 06/28/73 20 4739 5306N 05654W 55o5 140*7 GGGG
1340-14182 00000/0000 20024/1397 06/28/73 90 4739 5142N o5737W 56*3 138.4 GGGG
1340-14185 00000/0000 20024/1398 06/8/73 100 4739 5018N o5617W 57.1 136.1 GGGG
1340-14191 00000/0000 20024/1399 06/2R/73 100 4739 4853N 05856W 57o8 133.8 GGGP
1340-14194 00000/0000 20024/1400 06/28/73 60 4739 4727N 05 9 33W 58.5 131.3 GGPG
1340-14200 00000/0000 20024/1401 06/28/73 60 4739 4602N 06007W 59*2 128.8 GGGG
1340-14203 00000/0000 20024/1402 06/28/73 80 4739 4436N 06041W 59.8 126.3 GGGG
1340-14205 00000/0000 20024/1403 06/28/73 10 4739 4112N 06113W 60v4 123.6 GGP
1340-14212 00000/0000 20024/1404 06/28/73 10 4739 4 14 7 N 06144W 6099 120*9 GGGG
1340-17393 00000/0000 20024/1739 06/28/73 10 4741 6932N 0 9438W 43.4 167*1 P PG
1340-17395 00000/0000 20024/1740 06/28/73 60 4741 6R13N 09627W 44'5 164.6 PPGG
1340-17402 00000/0000 20024/1741 06/28/73 40 4741 6652N 09806W 45.6 162.2 GPGG
1340-17404 00000/0000 20024/1742 06/28/73 30 4741 6531N 09 9 3 4 W 46*7 159*9 GPGG
1340-17411 .00000/C0000 20024/1743 06/28/73 30 4741 6410N 10055W 47*8 157.7 GPGG
1340-17413 00000/0000 20024/1744 06/28/73 50 4741 6248N 10 209W 48.8 155.6 GPGG
1340-17420 00000/0000 20024/1745 06/28/73 60 4741 6t27N 10317W 4968 153.5 PPGG
1340-17422 00000/0000 20024/1746 06/28/73 40 4741 60 04N 10420w 50.8 151,4 PPGG
1340-17425 00000/0000 20024/1773 06/28/73 20 4741 5 F42N 10519w 51*8 149.3 GGGG
1340-17431 00000/0000 20024/1774 06/28/73 2c 4741 5719N 10614W 52*8 147.2 GGGG
1340-17434 00000/0000 20024/1775 06/28/73 20 4741 5554N 10705W 53*7 145.1 GGGG
1340-17440 00000/0000 20024/1776 06/08/73 20 4741 5429N 10752W 54.6 142.9 GGGG
1340-17443 00000/0000 20024/1777 06/P28/73 40 4741 5?05N 10836W 55.5 140.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *.,.*,** , 0 TO 100 % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,..e..,,,.... BLANKSwBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED. G=GOBD, F-FAIR BUT USABLE* P=POIR*
16:44 IAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NN-IUS PAGE 0927
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICPRFILM R9 LL NO./ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY.
ID PBSITI5N IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1340-17445 00000/0000 20024/1778 06/PA/73 20 4741 5141N 10917W 56*3 138.4 GGGG
1340-17452 00000/0000 20024/1779 06/28/73 20 4741 5016N 10957W 57*1 136*1 GGGG
1340-17511 00000/0000 20024/1780 06/28/73 90 4741 3019N 11701W 62*5 97.6 GGGG
1340-17513 00000/0000 20024/1781 06/28/73 90 4741 2054N 11725W 6294 94.7 GGGG
1340-17520 00000/0000 20024/1782 06/p~/73 40 4741 2727N 11748W 62*2 91.8 GGGG
1340-19281 00000/0000 20024/1747 06/2R/73 80 4742 5140N 13506W 56*3 138*4 GGGG
1340-21031 00000/000 20024/1748 06/2g/73 50 4743 7748N 12349W 35.3 193*0 GGGG
1340-21033 00000/0000 20024/1749 06/2R/73 30 4743 7646N 12835W 36*5 187.9 GGGG
1340-21040 00000/0000 20024/1750 06/g2/73 4o 4743 7540N 13238W 37.7 183.4 PPGG
1340-21042 000O0C00o 20024/1751 06/28/73 60 4743 7430N 13608W 38.8 179*4 PPGG
1340-21045 0000/0000 2u024/1752 0-/28/73 7 0 4743 7318N 13909W 40,0 175.9 GPGG
1340-21051 00000/0000 20024/1753 06/28/73 80 4743 7>04N 14147W 41.1 172.7 PPGG
1340-23194 00000/000o 20024/1795 06/28/73 50 4744 3421S 14921E 2092 40.4 GGGG
1340-23201 00OOO/O000 20024/1796 06/2p/73 70 4744 3546S 14854E 18,9 40*3 GPGG
1340-23203 00000/0000 20024/1797 06/28/73 30 4744 3711S 14827E 17.7 40*3 GGGG
1341-00394 00000/0000 20024/1761 06/29/73 60 4745 4F59N 14455E 59e2 128.8 GGGG
1341-00400 00000/0000 20024/1762 06/29/73 30 4745 4436N 14422E 59,8 126.2 GGGG
1341-00403 000,0/0000 20024/1763 06/29/73 70 4745 4310N 14350E 60.3 123.6 GGGG
1341"00-05 00000/0000 20024/1764 06/29/73 90 4745 4143N 14319E 60*8 120.9 GGGG
1341-00412 00000/0000 2C024/1765 06/29/73 90 4745 4018N 14249E 61*3 118.1 GGGG
1341-00414 00000/0000 20024/1766 06/29/73 100 4745 3R53N 14220E 61.7 115.3 GGPG
1341-00421 00000/0000 20024/1767 06/29/73 100 4745 3 72 7 N 141 5 2E 62.0 112*4 GGGG
1341-00423 00000/0000 20024/1768 06/29/73 90 4745 3602N 14125E 62.2 109.5 GGGG
1341-00430 00000/0000 20024/1769 06/P9/73 90 4745 3437N 14059E 62.4 106.5 GGGG
1341-00432 OCO00/0000 20024/1770 06/29/73 90 4745 331?N 14034E 62.5 103.5 GGGG
1341-00435 00000/0000 20024/1771 06/29/73 90 4745 3147N 14009E 62o5 100*6 GGGG
1341-00441 00000/0000 20024/1772 06/29/73 80 4745 3n21N 13944E 62*5 97.6 GGG
1341-02175 00000/0000 20024/1819 06/29/73 90 4746 6?49N 12852E 48*8 155.5 QGG
1341-02182 00000/0000 20024/1820 06/29/73 90 4746 6t28N 12743E 49.8 153.4 GGGG
1341-02184 00000/0000 20024/1821 06/29/73 100 4746 6nO5N 12640E 50.8 151.3 GGGG
1341-02191 00000/0000 20024/1822 06/29/73 100 4746 5q42N 12541E 51.8 149.2 GGGP
1341-02320 00000/0000 20024/1823 06/29/73 10 4746 1430N 10949E 57.8 69.2 GGGG
1341-02323 00000/0000 20024/1824 06/29/73 10 4746 1305 N 10929E 57*0 67*2 GGGG
1341-02325 00000/0000 20024/1825 06/29/73 10 4746 1139N 10908E 56.2 65.3 GCGG
1341-04073 00000/0000 20024/1826 06/29/73 40 4747 4145N 09140E 608 120.9 GGGG
1341-04075 00000/0000 20024/1827 06/29/73 10 4747 4020N 09111E 61*3 118.1 GGGG
1341-04082 00000/U000 20024/1828 06/29/73 30 4747 3055N 09043E 61*6 115.3 GrGG
1341-04084 00000/0C00 20024/1829 06/29/73 10 4747 3730N 09014E 62*0 112.4 GGG
1341-04091 00000/0000 20024/1830 06/29/73 10 4747 3603N 08947E 62*2 109*5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ~*..*....* .* 0 TO 100 " % CLBUD CaVER. ** = No CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,.......,.,, RLANKSuBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. RURECYCLED, G=GOBD, F-FAIR BUT USABLE, P.POOR,
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANARD CATLeG FOP NON-US PAGE 
0928
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN MICROFILM R3LL NB./ DATE CLBUD SRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID P0SITISN IN ReLL ACOUTIED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZI'. RBV MSS
RPV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1341-04093 00000/0000 20024/1831 06/29/73 30 4747 3437N 08921E 62*4 106*5 GGGG
1341-04100 00000/0000 20024/1832 06/29/73 50 4747 3312N 0 8855E 62o5 103.5 GGGG
1341-04102 00000/0000 20024/1833 06/29/73 70 4747 3147N o8831E 62.5 100*6 GGGG
1341-04105 00000/0000 20024/1834 06/29/73 100 4747 3022N 08806E 62*5 97.6 GGGG
1341"04111 00000/0000 20024/1835 06/29/73 80 4747 2956N 0 8742E 62*4 94.7 GGGG
1341-04114 00000/0000 20024/1836 06/29/73 90 4747 2729N 08718E 62.2 91.8 GGGG
1341-05504 00000/0000 20024/1798 06/29/73 0 4748 4145N o6552E 60*8 120*9 GPGG
1341-05511 00000/0000 20024/1799 06/p9/73 0 4748 4020N u6522E 61*3 118.1 GGGG
1341-05513 00000/0000 20024/1.800 06/29/73 0 4748 3956N 06452E 61.6 115.3 GGGG
1341-05520 00000/0000 20024/1801 06/29/73 0 4748 373nN 06424E 61*9 112*4 GGGG
1341-j5522 00000/0000 20024/1802 06/P9/73 0 4748 3604N 06356E 62.2 109*5 GGGG
1341-05525 00000/0600 2C0024/1803 06/29/73 0 4748 3438N 06330E 6 *4 106*5 GGPG
1341-05531 00000/O00 20024/1804 06/29/73 0 4748 
3 3 11N 06304E 62*5 103.5 GGGG
1341-05534 00000/0000 20024/1805 06/29/73 0 4748 3146N 06239E 62*5 100.6 PPGG
1341-05540 00000/0000 20024/1806 06/29/73 0 4748 3020N 06214E 62.5 97.6 PPPG
1341-05543 00000/0000 20024/1807 06/29/73 0 4748 2854N 06150E 62*4 94*7 GPPG
1341-05545 00000/0003 20024/1808 06/29/73 0 4748 2728N 06126E 62*2 91.8 GGGG
1341-05552 O0000/00 20024/1809 04/29/73 0 4748 2602N 0 6103E 61*9 88.9 GGPP
1341-07474 00000/0000 2U024/1810 06/29/73 0 4749 05405 02739E 44'4 49.3 GGGG
1341-07481 00000/0000 20024/1811 06/29/73 0 4749 0706S 02719E 43.2 48.4 GGGG
1341-07483 00000/0000 20024/1812 06/29/73 0 4749 0P32S 02658E 42.1 47.6 GPGG
1341-07490 00000/0000 20024/1813 06/29/73 0 4749 0059S 02638E 41*0 46.9 GGGG
1341-07492 00000/0000 20024/1814 0O/29/
7 3 0 4749 1126S 02617E 39*8 4692 GGGG
1341-07495 00000/0000 20024/1815 06/29/73 0 4749 1252S 02b57E 38.6 45*5 GOGG
1341-07501 00000/0000 20024/1816 06/29/73 0 4749 14185 0 2536E 37.5 44.9 GSGG
1341-07504 00000/0000 20024/1817 05/29/73 0 4749 1544S 0 2516E 36.3 44*3 GGGG
13 4 1*, 7 5 10 000CO/O000 20024/1818 06/29/73 0 4749 1711S 0 2455E 35.1 43.8 GGGG
1341-09153 00000/0000 20024/1899 06/29/73 60 4750 4724N 01638E 585 131.3 GGGG
1341-09160 00000/0000 20024/1900 06/29/73 10 4750 4559N 01602E 59.2 128.8 GGGG
1341-09162 00000/0000 20024/1901 06/29/73 c 4750 4434N 0 1529E 59.8 126*2 PGGG
1341-14225 '00000/0000 20024/1859 06/29/73 0 4753 5F56N 05646W 53.6 145*0 GGGG
1341-14232 00000/0000 20024/1860 06/29/73 0 4753 543?N 05
7 34W 54*5 142.9 GGGG
1341-14234 00000/0000 20024/1861 06/29/73 10 4753 5307N 05820W 55.4 140.7 GGGG
1341-14241 00000/0000 20024/1862 06/29/73 60 4753 5142N 05904W 56*2 138.5 GGGG
1341-14243 00000/0000 20024/1863 06/29/73 90 4753. 5C19N 05945W 57.0 136*2 GGGG
1341-14250 00000/0000 20024/1864 06/29/73 100 4753 4 8 5
5 N 06023W 57*8 133.8 GGGG
1341-14252 00000/OC 20024/1865 06/29/71 80 4753 4731N C6058w 58.5 131*4 GGGG
1341-14255 00000/0000 20024/1866 06/29/73 60 4753 4605N 0 6133W 59*1 128.9 GGGG
1341-14261 OO00/C000 20024/1867 06/29/73 50 4753 4439N 0 6206W 5997 126.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVEP % ...... ,*.. 0 T8 100 = X CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY F;..,.,... RLANKS BAND NBT PRESrNT/REQUESTED* RuRECYCLEDU G=G58D* F-FAIR BUT USABLE* PuPBBRe
16:44 MAR 11#'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0929
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORRIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ReLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER fF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1341-14264 00000/OCO00 20024/1868 06/29/73 20 4753 4314N 06239W 60.3 123*7 GGPG
1341"14270 00000/0000 20024/1869 06/29/73 30 4753 4148N 06310W 60.8 121*0 GGGG
1341-16075 00000/0000 20024/1858 06/29/73 100 4754 5016N 08535W 57.0 136*1 GGGG
1341-17510 00000/0000 20024/1883 06/29/73 n1 4755 5 015 N 11124w 57.0 136.1 GGGG
1341-17565 00000/0000 20024/1884 06/29/73 100 4755 3018N 11827W 6294 97.6 GGGG
1341-19265 00000/0000 20024/1885 06/29/73 o 4756 7430N 11153W 38*8 179.3 GGGG
1341-19271 00000/0000 20024/1886 06/29/73 10 4756 7317N 11455W 40.0 175.8 GGGG
1341-19274 00000/0000 20024/1887 06/29/73 10 4756 7PO2N 117 34 41*1 172*6 GCGG
1341-19280 00000/0000 20024/1888 06/29/73 10 4756 7046N 11953W 42*2 169*7 GGGG
1341-19283 00000/0000 20024/1889 06/29/73 10 4756 6Q29N 12156W 43.4 167.0 GGGG
1341-19285 00000/0000 20024/1890 06/29/73 10 4756 6410N 123 4 5W 44*5 164.5 GGGG
1341-19292 00000/0000 20024/1891 06/29/73 10 4756 6650N 12523W 45*6 162.1 GGGG
1341"19294 00000/0000 20024/1892 06/29/73 10 4756 6529N 12651W 46.7 159*8 GGGG
1341-19301 00000/0000 20024/1893 06/29/73 10 4756 64 08N 12812W 47.7 157*6 GGGG
1341-19303 00000/0000 20024/1894 06/29/73 40 4756 6P46N 129 26W 48.8 155.5 GGGG
1341-19310 00000/0000 20024/1895 06/29/73 60 4756 6124N 13033W 49.8 153.4 GGGG
1341"21100 00000/0000 20024/1896 06/29/73 0 4757 7432N 13742W 38.7 17995 GGGG
1341-21103 00000/0000 20024/1897 06/?9/73 0 4757 7320N 140 4 1W 39.9 175.9 GGGG
1341-21105 00000/0000 20024/1898 06/?9/73 10 4757 7206N 14317W 41*1 172.7 GGGG
1341-23235 00000/0000 20026/0030 06/29/73 4n 4758 2837S 14936E 25.3 41o0 GGGG
1341-23241 00000/0000 20026/0031 06/29/73 40 4758 3002S 14912E 2400 40,9 GGGG
1341-23244 00000/0000 20026/0032 06/29/73 60 4758 3128S 14848E 22.8 40.7 GGGG
1341-23250 00000/0000 20026/0033 06/29/73 60 4758 32535 14823E 21.5 40.6 GGGG
1341-23253 00000/0000 20026/0034 06/29/73 90 4758 3418S 14757E 20o3 4(05 GGGG
1341-23255 00000/0000 20026/0035 06/29/73 100 4758 3544S 14730E 19.0 40.4 GGGG
1342-00452 00000/0000 20024/1870 06/30/73 30 4759 4603N 14330E 59*1 128.8 GGGG
1342w00455 00000/0000 20024/1871 06/30/73 10 4759 4438N 14257E 59*7 126*3 GGGG
1342-00461 00000/0000 20024/1872 06/30/73 30 4759 4?13N 14226E 603 123.6 GGGG
1342-00464 00000/0000 20024/1873 06/30/73 30 4759 4147N 14155E 60.8 120*9 GGPG
1342-00470 00000/0000 20024/1874 06/30/73 80 4759 4 r22N 14124E 61*2 118*2 GGGG
1342-00473 00000/0000 20024/1875 06/30/73 90 4759 3856N 14056E 61.6 115,4 GGGG
1342-00475 00000/0000 20024/1876 06/30/73 90 4759 373oN 14029E 61*9 112.5 GGGG
1342-00482 0000/0000 20024/1877 06/30/73 90 4759 3604N 14002E 62*1 109.6 GGGG
1342-00484 00000/0000 20024/1878 06/30/73 60 4759 3438N 13936E 62*3 106.6 GGGG
1342-00491 00000/0000 20024/1879 06/30/73 40 4759 3313N 13911E 62*4 103*7 GGGG
1342-00493 00000/0000 20024/1880 06/30/73 80 4759 314 8 N 13845E 62*5 100.7 GGGG
1342-00500 00000/0000 20024/1881 06/30/73 60 4759 30 22N 13819E 62.4 97,7 GGGG
1342-00502 00000/0000 20024/1882 06/30/73 20 4759 2R58N 13754E 62*3 94.8 GGGG
1342-02372 00000/0000 20026/0378 06/30/73 20 4760 1559N 10842E 58.5 71*5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *.*.,,*,,",,,. 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD COVER. ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ....... ,... BLANKSwBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, RaRECYCLED. G:GOBAD F-FAIR BUT USABLE, PuPOBR,
16:44 MAP 11s974 STANDARD CATALOG FPO NON-US PAGE 0930
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILM RgLL NOB/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGEQUALITY
10 PeSITIbN IN RHLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1342-02375 00000/0000 20026/0379 06/3n/73 20 4760 1433N 10821E 57.7 69.4 GGGG
1342-02381 00000/0000 20026/0380 06/30/73 20 4760 1306N 10c00E 57.0 67*4 G(GG
1342-02384 00000/000C 20026/0381 06/30/73 20 4760 1140N 10 739E 56*2 65.5 GGGG
1342-02390 00000/0000 20026/0382 06/30/73 10 4760 101 4 N 10718E 55.4 63.7 GGGG
1342-04131 OOO00/0000 20026/0036 06/30/73 10 4761 4147N 09013E 60o7 120.9 GGGG
1342-04133 00000/0000 20026/0037 06/30/73 O 4761 4022N 08943E 61*2 118.2 GGGG
1342"04140 00000/0000 20026/0038 06/30/73 o1 4761 3P58N 0 8914E 61.6 115.4 GGGG
1342-05501 00000/0000 20026/0039 06/30/73 70 4762 6249N 07548E 48.7 155.5 GGGG
1342-05503 00000/0000 20026/0040 06/30/73 70 4762 6127N 07440E 49.7 153.4 GGGG
1342-05510 00000/0000 20026/0041 06/30/73 80 4762 6004N 07337E 50,7 151.3 GGGG
1342-07415 00000/0000 20025/0002 06/30/73 0 4763 3438N 03618E 62*3 106.6 GGGG
1342-07421 00000/0000 20025/0003 06/30/73 0 4763 3313N 03552E 62,4 103.7 GGGG
1342-07424 00000/0000 20026/0042 06/30/73 0 4763 3147N 03526E 62.4 100.7 GGGG
1342-07430 000o0/0000 20026/0043 06/30/73 0 4763 3021N 03502E 62.4 97.8 GGGG
1342-07433 00000/0000 20026/0044 06/30/73 0 4763 2855N 03437E 62.3 94.8 GGGG
1342-07435 00000/0000 20026/0045 06/30/73 0 4763 2730N 03414E 62.1 91*9 GGGG
1342-07442 00000/0000 20026/0046 06/30/73 0 4763 2604N 03350E 61*9 89.1 GGGG
1342-07444 00000/0000 20026/0047 06/30/73 0 4763 2437N 03327E 61.6 86.3 GGGG
.1342-07451 00000/0000 20026/0048 06/30/73 0 4763 2312N 03304E 61.2 83.6 GGGG
1342-07453 00000/0000 20026/0049 06/30/73 0 4763 2145N 03242E 60*8 81.0 GGGG
1342-07460 00000/0000 20026/0050 06/30/73 0 4763 2018N 03221E 60*3 78.5 GGGG
1342"07462 00000/0000 20026/0051 06/30/73 0 4763 152N 03159E 59.7 76.1 GGGG
1342-07465 00000/0000 20026/0052 06/30/73 0 4763 1725N 03138E 59.1 73.8 GGGG
1342-14260 00000/0000 20025/0004 06/30/73 60 4767 6 410N 05206W 47.7 157.6 GGGG
1342-14263 00000/0000 20025/0005 06/30/73 10 4767 6P49N 05321W 48*7 155.5 GGGG
1342-14265 00000/0000 20025/0006 06/30/73 10 4767 6126N 05428W 49.7 153s4 PPPG
1342-14272 00000/0000 20025/0007 06/30/73 60 4767 6004N 05b31w 5097 151.3 GGGG
1342-14281 00000/0000 20025/0383 06/30/73 30 4767 5717N 0 5724H 52.7 147*1 GGPP
1342-14283 00000/0000 20025/0384 06/30/73 10 4767 5 554N 05815W 53*6 14 5 *0 GGPG
1342-14290 00000/0000 20025/0385 06/30/73 30 4767 5429N 05903W 54.5 142.8 GGPG
1342-14292 00000/0000 20025/0386 06/30/73 80 4767 5 3 06 N 05 9 48 w 55*3 140.6 GPGG
1342-14295 00000/0000 20025/0387 06/30/73 100 4767 5143N 06030W 56.2 138.4 GPGG
1342-14301 00000/0000 20025/0388 06/30/73 100 4767 519N 06110W 56.9 136*1 GPGG
1342914304 00000/0000 20025/0389 06/30/73 30 4767 4F53N o6149W 57.7 133*7 GGGG
1342-14310 00000/0000 20025/0390 06/30/73 20 4767 4728N 06226W 58.4 131.3 GGGG
1342-14313 00000/0000 20025/0391 06/30/73 30 4767 4602N 063010 59.1 128*8 GGGG
1342-14315 00000/0000 20025/0392 06/30/73 60 4767 4436N 06334W 59,7 126.3 GPGG
1342-14322 00000/0000 20025/0393 06/30/73 40 4767 4312N 06 4 07W 60.2 123.6 GPGG
1342-14324 00000/0000 20025/0394 06/30/73 20 4767 4147N 06438W 60.7 120.9 GPGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % o..*. . .. 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CRVER. ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ........... ,.. RLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED. G-GBRD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P-POeR,
16:44 MAR 11',74 STANDARD CAT4LOG FOR NOBNUS PAGE 0931
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATION -iICR6FILM RdLL N,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PrINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITI3N IN HRLL ACGUTRED COVER NUMBER F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1342-16o74 00000/0000 20025/0008 06/30/73 20 4768 6931N 07139W 43.3 167.0 GGGG
1342-16081 00000/0000 20025/0009 06/30/73 10 4768 6R12N o7328W 44.4 164.5 GGGG
1342-16083 00000/0000 20025/0010 06/30/73 10 4768 665?N 07507W 45.5 162.1 GGGG
1342-17553 00000/0000 20025/0011 06/30/73 70 4769 54 30N 11042W 54.5 142.8 GGGG
1342-17560 00000/0000 20025/0012 06/30/73 50 4769 5305N 11127W 55.3 140*6 GGGG
1342-17562 00000/0000 20025/0013 06/30/73 70 4769 514?N 11210w 56.1 138.4 GGGG
1342-17565 00000/0000 20025/0014 06/30/73 8 C 4769 5016N 11252W 56*9 136.1 GGGG
1342-18021 00000/0000 20025/0015 06/30/73 9c 4769 3145N 11929W 62.4 100. 7  GGGG
1342-19362 00000/0000 20025/0001 06/30/73 70 4770 6?49N 13044W 48*7 155.5 G
1343-00511 00000/0000 20025/0370 07/01/73 80 4773 4601N 14202E 59,0 128.8 GG G
1343-00513 00000/0000 20025/0371 07/01/73 4C 4773 4435N 14129E 59*6 126*2 GGGG
1343-00520 00000/C0000 20025/0372 07/O1/73 30 4773 431oN 14057E 60.2 123.6 iGPG
1343-00522 00000/0000 20025/0373 07/01/73 50 4773 4145N 14027E 60*7 120*9 PGPG
1343-00525 00000/0000 20025/0374 07/01/73 40 4773 4020N 13958E 61.1 118.2 PGPG
1343-00531 00000/0000 20025/0375 07/01/73 70 4773 3855N 13930E 61*5 115.3 GGPG
1343"00534 00000/0000 20025/0376 07/01/73 80 4773 3729N 1 39 0 2E 61.8 112*5 PGGG
1343-005 40 00000/0000 20025/0377 07/ 1/73 70 4773 3602N 13834E 62.1 109.6 GGGG
1343-00543 00000/0000 20025/0378 07/01/73 60 4773 3437N 13808E 62.2 106*6 PPGG
1343-00545 00000/0000 20025/0379 07/01/73 10 4773 3312N 13741E 62.3 103.7 GGGG
1343-00552 00000/0000 20025/0380 07/01/73 10 4773 3146N 13715E 62*4 100o7 GGGG
1343-00554 00000/0000 20025/0381 07/01/73 10 4773 3020N 13650E 62,4 97*8 GGGP
1343-00561 00000/0000 20025/0382 07/01/73 10 4773 2A54N 13625E 62.2 94.9 GGGG
1343-04180 00000/0000 20025/0043 07/01/73 100 4776 443 7 N 08952E 59.6 126*2 GGGG
1343-04183 00000/0000 20025/0044 07/01/73 40 4776 4312N 08919E 60.2 123.6 GGGP
1343-04185 00000/0000 20025/0045 07/01/73 40 4776 4148N 0 6848E 60,7 120.9 GGPG
1343-04192 00000/0000 20025/0046 07/01/73 10 4776 4022N 08818E 61.1 118.2 GG G
1343-04194 00000/0000 20025/0047 07/c1/73 0 4776 3856N 08749E 61*5 115.3 GG G
1343-06012 00000/0000 20025/0016 07/01/73 10 4776 4437N 06402E 59.6 126.2 GGGG
1343-06014 00000/0000 20025/0017 07/01/73 0 4776 4311N 06329E 60*2 123,6 PPPG
1343-06021 00000/0000 20025/0018 07/01/73 10 4776 4146N 06258E 60o7 120.9 GGPG
1343-06023 00000/0000 20025/0019 07/01/73 10 4776 4o21N 0 6228E 61*1 118*2 PGGG
1343-06030 00000/0000 20025/0020 07/01/73 0 4776 3855N 0 6159E 61*5 115.3 PPPG
1343-06032 00000/0000 20025/0021 07/01/73 0 4776 3729N 06130E 61.8 112.5 GGGP
1343-06035 00000/0000 20025/0022 07/01/73 0 4776 3605 N 06102E 62.0 109*6 GGGG
1343-06041 00000/0000 20025/0023 07/01/73 0 4776 3439N 06036E 62.2 106.6 GPPG
1343-06044 00000/0000 20025/0024 07/01/73 0 4776 3313N 06010E 62 3 103.7 GGPG
1343-06050 00000/0000 20025/0025 07/01/73 0 4776 3147N 05945E 6204 100.7 GGGG
1343*06053 00000/0000 23025/0026 07/01/73 0 4776 3021N 05920E 62*3 97*8 GGPG
1343-06055 00000/0000 20025/0027 07/01/73 0 4776 2855N 0 5856E 62,2 94.9 PGPG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % *.....***.... 0 T8 100 - % CLOUD C9VER, ** '- Ne CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ***....***.* BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLEDi G=GOBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* puPOeR,
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0932
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICRBFILM RfLL NO./ DATE CLOUD BRBIT POINICIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITISN IN RBLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER SF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
RPV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1343-06062 00000/0000 20025/0028 07/01/73 0 4776 2730N 05833E 62.1 92.0 GGPG
1343-07473 00000/0000 20026/0053 07/01/73 0 4777 3436N 03450E 62*2 106.6 GGPG
1343-j7475 00000/0000 20026/0054 07 /01/73 0 4777 3311N 03424E 62.3 103.7 GGPG
1343"07484 00000/C0000 20025/0029 07/o1/73 O 4777 3019N 0 3334E 62*3 97s8 PPGG
1343-07491 00000/0000 20025/0030 07/01/73 0 4777 2n53N 03310E 62.2 94.9 PGPG
1343-07493 00000/0000 20025/0031 07/01/73 0 4777 2727N 03247E 62.1 92.0 GGPG
1343-07500 00000/0000 20025/0032 07/ol/73 0 4777 2602N 03223E 61.8 89.2 GGPG
1343-07502 00000/0000 20025/0033 07/01/73 80 4777 2436N 0 3200E 61*5 86.4 PGPG
1343-07505 00000/0000 20025/0034 07/01/73 80 4777 2310N 03137E 61*1 83.7 GGPG
1343-07511 00000/0000 20025/0035 07/01/73 60 4777 2t43N 03115E 60*7 81*1 GGPG
1343-07514 00000/0000 20025/0036 07/01/73 70 4777 2017N 03054E 60P2 78.6 PPPG
1343-07520 00000/0000 20025/0037 07/01/73 80 4777 1851N 03032E 59.7 76.2 GGPG
1343-07523 00000/0000 20025/0038 07/01/73 80 4777 1724N 03011E 59*0 73.9 PGPG
1343-09234 00000/o000 20025/0048 07/01/73 0 4778 5P39N 01933E 51*7 149.1 PGPP
1343-09241 00000/0000 20025/0049 07/01/73 100 4778 5716N 01839E 52.6 147*0 PGGG
1343-09243 00000/0000 20025/0050 07/01/73 0 4778 5553N 01748E 53*5 144.9 PGGG
1343-09250 00000/0000 20025/0051 07/01/73 50 4778 5428N 01700E 544 142.8 PGGG
1343-09252 00000/0000 20025/0052 07/01/73 90 4778 5304N 01615E 55.3 140.6 GGGG
1343-09255 00000/0000 20025/0053 07/01/73 90 4778 5140N 01532E 56.1 138.3 GGGG
1343-09261 00000/0000 20025/0054 07/01/73 80 4778 5 01 5 N 01452E 56.9 136*0 GGGG
1343-09264 00000/0000 20025/0055 07/01/73 80 4778 4Q50N 01414E 57*6 133.7 GGGG
1343*14333 00000/0000 20026/0001 07/01/73 30 4781 5939N 0 5755W 51.6 149*1 PPGP
1343-14335 00000/0000 20026/0002 07 /01/ 7 3 70 4781 5716N 0 5849W 52.6 147*0 GGPG
1343-14344 00000/0000 20026/0003 07/01/73 30 4781 5430N 06027W 54*4 142*7 GGPG
1343-14351 00000/0000 20026/0004 07/01/73 70 4781 5,06N 06111W 55.3 14096 GGPG
1343-14353 00000/0000 20026/0005 07/01/73 80 4781 5142N 06154w 56*1 138.3 GppG
1343-14360 00000/0000 20026/0006 07/01/73 30 4781 5017N 0 6236w 56.9 136.0 PGPG
1343"14362 00000/0000 20026/0007 07/01/73 90 4781 4853N 06315W 57.6 133.7 GG G
1343-14374 00000/0000 20026/0008 07/01/73 100 4781 4437N 06 5 00W 59*6 126.2 GG G
1343-14380 00000/0000 20026/0009 07/01/73 80 4781 4110N 06532W 60.1 123.6 GP G
1343-14383- 00000/0000 20026/0010 07/01/73 60 4781 4144N 06602W 60*6 120.9 GGPG
1343"14385 00000/0000 20026/0011 07/01/73 40 4781 4019N 06631W 6101 118.1 PP G
1343-14392 00000/0000 20026/0012 07/01/73 50 4781 3954N 06700W 61*5 115.3 PG G
1343-14394 00000/0000 20026/0013 07/01/73 50 4781 372 N 06728W 61.8 112*5 GPPG
1343-14401 00000/0000 20026/0014 07/01/73 80 4781 360?N 06756W 62*0 109*6 PGPG
1343-14403 00000/0000 20026/0015 07/01/73 80 4781 3436N 06823W 2*2 106.6 PPGG
1343-14410 00000/0000 20026/0016 07/01/73 70 4781 3?11N 06 84 9W 62*3 103.7 GGGP
1343-14412 00000/0000 20026/0017 07/01/73 70 4781 3145N 06914w 62.3 100.7 PGGP
1343-14415 .00000/0000 20026/0018 07/01/73 70 4781 3~I~N 06939W 62.3 97.8 GOGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % o*.***.*** 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CRVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ....... *..... BLANKSaBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* RaRECYCLED* G=GBBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPOOR.
16:44 MAR 11p'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0933
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N8./ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RbV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1343-14421 00000/0000 20026/0019 07/o1/ 7 3 70 4781 2Q54N 07003w 6292 94.9 PGGG
1343-14424 00000/0000 20026/0020 07/01/73 70 4781 2727N 07026W 62.0 92.0 PGGG
1343*14430 00000/0000 20026/0021 07/01/73 70 4781 2601N 07050W 61.8 89*2 GGGG
1343-14433 00000/0000 20026/0022 07/c0/73 60 4781 2436N 07114W 61.5 86.4 GGPG
1343-16191 00000/0000 20026/0023 07/01/73 100 4782 5016N 08824W 56.9 136.0 GPGG
1343-16271 00000/0000 20025/0077 07/01/73 30 4782 230 8N 097 26W 6101 83.8 GGGG
1343-16273 00000/0000 20025/0078 07/01/73 30 4782 214N 09749W 607 81*2 GGGG
1344"01144 00000/0000 20026/0055 07/0p/73 0 4787 1544S i2413E 36.3 44.6 GGPG
1344-01151 00000/0000 20026/0056 07/0o/73 0 4787 1710S 12352E 35.1 44.1 GGGG
1344-01153 00000/0000 20026/0057 07/p/73 0 4787 1835S 12331F 33.9 43.6 GGGG
1344-01160 00000/0000 20026/0058 07/o0/73 0 4787 1959S 12310E 32*7 43.1 GPGG
1344-01162 00000/0000 20026/0059 07/oo/73 0 4787 2126S 12249E 31*5 42.7 GPGG
1344-01165 00000/0000 20026/0060 07/0p/73 0 4787 2253S 12227E 30*3 42.4 GPGG
1344-01171 00000/0000 20026/0061 07/op/73 0 4787 2419S 12204E 29.0 42,0 GGGG
1344-01174 00000/0000 20026/0062 07/02/73 0 4787 2545S 12142E 27.8 41*7 GGG
1344-01180 00000/0000 20026/0063 07/02/73 0 4787, 2711S 12118E 26.6 41.5 GGGG
1344o02491 00000/0000 20025/0079 07/0p/73 40 4788 1434N 10529E 57.7 69.7 GGGG
1344-02494 00000/0000 20025/0080 07/02/73 40 4788 130 8N 10508E 56*9 6797 GGGG
1344-02500 00000/0000 20025/0081 07/02/73 30 4788 1141N 10447E 56*2 65.8 GGGG
1344-02503 00000/0000 20025/0082 07/02/73 50 4788 10 14N 10425E 55.3 63.9 GGGG
1344-06020 00000/0000 20025/0056 07/02/73 90 4790 6127N 07146E 49*6 153.3 GGGG
1344-06029 00000/0000 20025/0057 07 /0p/ 7 3 100 4790 6 005 N 07044E 50.6 151*2 GGGG
1344-06025 00000/0000 20025/0058 07/0P/73 30 4790 5841N o6945E 51*6 149*1 GGGG
1344-06134 00000/0000 20025/0059 07/02/73 100 4790 2145N 0 5538E 60*7 81.3 GGGG
1344-06141 00000/0000 20025/0060 07/02/73 100 4790 2019N 05517E 60*2 78.8 GGGG
1344-06143 00000/0000 20025/0061 07/02/73 100 4790 18R2N 05456E 59*6 76*4 GGGG
1344-06150 00000/0000 20025/0062 07/02/73 80 4790 1725N o0535E 59*0 74.1 GGGG
1344"06152 00000/0000 20025/0063 07/02/73 80 4790 1559N 05413E 58.4 71*8 GGGG
1344-06155 00000/0000 20025/0064 07/02/73 10 4790 14 33N 05352E 57*7 69.7 GGGG
1344-06161 00000/0000 20025/0065 07/02/73 20 4790 1306N 05332E 56.9 67.7 GGGG
1344-06164 00000/0000 20025/0066 07/0P/73 50 4790 114N 05311E 56*1 65*8 GGGG
1344:06170 00000/0000 20025/0067 07/02/73 80 4790 10 14N 05251E 55*3 64.0 GPGP
1344-07570 00000/0000 20025/0068 07/02/73 100 4791 2145N 02949E 60,7 81.3 GGGG
1344-07572 00000/0000 20025/0069 07/02/73 90 4791 2019N 02927E 60.2 78.8 GGGG
1344-07575 00000/0000 20025/0070 07/02/73 100 4791 1852N 0 2906E 59.6 76.4 GGGG
1344-o07581 00000/0000 20025/0071 07/02/73 100 4791 1726N 02845E 59.0 74,1 GGGG
1344-07584 00000/0000 20025/0072 07/02/73 90 4791 1600N o2824E 58*4 71.8 G3GG
1344-07590 00000/0000 20025/0073 07/02/73 70 4791 1433N 0280 3 E 57.7 69*7 GGGG
1344-07593 00000/0000 20025/0074 07/02/73 70 4791 1306N 02742E 56.9 67.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X *,,*,*,*****,* O0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CoVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE DUALITY . ..., ,., BLANKSmBAND NOT PRFSrNT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED, GxGB8D. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PaPBBR,
16:44 MAR 11,174 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeNwUS PAGE 0934
FROM 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
aBSERVATION MICROFILM RbLL NO./ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN HELL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1344-07595 00000/0000 20025/0075 07/0P/73 80 4791 1140N 02721E 56.1 65.8 GGGG
1344-08002 00000/0000 20025/0076 07/09/73 .80 4791 1014N 02701E 55.3 64.0 GGGG
1344-09295 00000/0000 20025/0236 07/o0/73 0 4792 5718N 01713E 52.5 147*0 GGGG
13 44 w09 3 01 00000/0000 20025/0237 07/09/73 0 4792 5554N 0 1622E 53*4 144*9 GOGG
1344-09304 00000/0003 20025/0238 07/0P/73 0 4792 5430N 01534E 54*3 -142.8 GGGG
1344-09415 00000o/000 20025/0239 07/02/73 80 4792 1558N 00234E 58.4 71.8 GGGG
1344-09422 00000/0000 20025/0240 07/09/73 90 4 7q2 1432N 0021 3 E 57*7 69.7 GGGG
1344-09424 00000/0000 20025/0241 07/09/73 50 4792 1305N 00153E 56*9 67.7 GOGG
1344-09431 00000/0000 20025/0242 07/o0/73 60 4792 1139N 00132E 56.1 65.8 GfGG
1344-09433 00000/0000 20025/0243 07/o0/73 80 4792 1012N 00111E 55.3 64.0 GGGG
1344-14385 00000/0000 20025/0083 07/0P/73 90 4795 6004N 05822W 50,6 151.2 GGG
1344.14391 00000/0000 20025/0084 07/0o/73 50 4795 5941N 05920W 51*5 149*1 GGGG
1344-14394 00000/0000 20025/0085 07/09/73 30 4795 571RN 06014W 52o5 147*0 GGGG
1344-14400 00000/0000 20025/0086 07/09/73 20 4795 5555N 06104W 53*4 144.9 GGGG
1344-14403 00000/0000 20025/0087 07/02/73 30 4795 5430N 06153W 54.3 142.8 GGGG
1344-14405 00000/0000 20025/0088 07/09/73 30 4795 5306N 06238w 55.2 140.6 GGGG
1344-14412 09000/0000 20025/0089 07/02/73 40 4795 5142N 063220 56*0 138.3 GGGG
1344-14414 00000/0000 20025/0090 07/0o/73 30 4795 5017N 064 03w 56*8 136*1 G3GG
1344*14421 00000/0000 20025/0091 071oP/73 20 4795 4853N 06442W 57*5 133.7 GGPP
1344-14441 00000/0000 20025/0092 07/0o/73 50 4795 41.46N 06730W 60*5 121.0 GIGG
1344014444 00000/0000 20025/0093 07/0o/73 40 4795 4021N 068 00W 61.0 118.3 GGGG
1344-14450 00000/0000 20025/0094 07/0o/73 30 4795 3F55N o68 29W 61*4 115.5 GGGG
1344-14453 00000/0000 20025/0095 07/09/73 20 4795 3729N 06857W 61.7 112.6 GGGG
1344*14455 00000/0000 20025/0096 07 /0p/ 73 10 4795 3603N 06924W 61*9 10997 GGGG
1344-14462 00000/0000 20025/0097 07/0P/73 10 4795 343 8N 069 50( 62.1 106.8 GGGG
1344l14464 00000/0000 20025/0098 07/0/73 10 4795 3112N 07016W 62*2 103.9 GGGG
1344*14471 00000/0000 20025/0099 07/02/73 10 4795 3 146N 07042W 62*3 100.9 GGGG
1344-14473 00000/0000 20025/0100 07/0o/73 10 4795 3020N 07106W 62*2 9890 GGGG
1344-14480 00000/0000 20025/0101 07/0/ 7 3 10 4795 2854N 07130W 62*1 9591 GGGG
1344-14482 00000/0000 20025/0102 07/0P/73 10 4795 2728N 07153W 62*0 92.2 GGGG
1344.14485 :00000/0000 20025/0103 07/02/73 10 4795 2 602N 07 2 16w 61.7 89.4 GGGG
1344-14491 00000/0000 20025/0104 07/0o/73 10 4795 2436N 0723 9W 61*4 86.6 GGGG
1344,14494 00000/0000 20025/0105 071o0/73 20 4795 2310N 07301W 61.1 83*9 GGGG
1344-16243 00000/o000 20025/0106 07/09/73 50 4796 5142N 08910W 56*0 138.4 GGGG
1344*16250 00000/0000 20025/0107 07/0o/73 40 4796 5017N 08950W 56.8 136.1 GeGG
1344-16323 00000/0000 20025/0108 07/op/73 80 4796 2438 N  09827W 61s4 86.6 GGGG
1344-16325 00000/0000 20025/0109 07/09/73 90 4796 2311N 09850W 61.1 84.0 G GG
1344-16332 00000/0000 20025/0110 07/0/73 90 4796 2145N 0 9913W 60*6 81.4 GGGG
1344-16334 00000/0000 20025/0111 07/09/73 100 4796 2018N 09935W 60.1 78.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *.*............ o T8 100 * % CLOUD CPVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY e.......'..... BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RRECYCLED. G-GeaD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P-POeR.
16:44 MAR 11''7 4 STANDARD CATALOG FOR N5N.US PAGE 0935
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATI5N MICReFILM ReLL NB./ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PPINCIPAL pOINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY.
ID PBSITION IN RnLL ACOUTPED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. PBV MSS
rBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1344-18063 00000/0000 20025/0112 07/02/73 20 4797 5553N 11244W 5304 144.9 GGGG
1344-18070 00000/0C 20025/0113 07/0o/73 20 4797 5429N 11331W 54.3 142.8 GGGG
1344-18072 00000o0000 20025/0114 07/o0/73 20 4797 530 7 N 11416W 55,1 140*6 GGGG
1344"18075 00000/0000 20025/0115 07 /c2/73 59 4797 51.42N 11459W 56*0 138.4 GGGG
1344018081 00000/0000 20025/1C16 07/C0/73 70 4797 5018N 11540W 56.8 136.1 GGGG
1344-18134 000C00/0000 20025/011 7  07/0o/73 100 4797 3 149N 12219W 62,3 100,9 GGGG
1344-19463 00000/0000 20025/0225 07/0 /73 100 4798 6653N 129 35 W 45o3 162.0 GGGG
1344-19465 00000/0000 20025/0226 07/02/73 100 4798 6r31N 13105W 46.4 159.7 GGGG
1344.19472 0000/0O 20025/0227 07/o0/73 100 4798 6411N 13225w 47.5 157.5 GGGG
1344-21251 00000/0000 20025/0228 07 /o0/7 3 0 4799 7q35N 117 3 4W 32.6 205.3 GGGG
1344-21254 00000/0000 20025/0229 07/02/73 10 4799 7845N 12403W 33.8 198*6 GGGG
1344-21260 00000/000C 20025/0230 07/02/73 50 4799 7749N 12935W 35*0 192.7 GGGG
1344-21263 00000/000 20025/0231 07/02/73 70 4799 7647N 13422W 36*2 187.6 GGGG
1344-21265 00000/O000 20025/0232 07/o0/73 30 4799 7541N 138 27w 37.4 183.2 GGGG
1344-2127P 00000/0000 20025/0233 07/0C/73 10 4799 7431N 14156W 38.6 179.2 GGGG
1344-21274 00000/0000 20025/0234 07/0/73 10 4799 7318N 14457W 39.7 175*7 GGPG
1344-21281 00000/0000 20025/0235 07/0#/73 0 4799 7P04N 147 33w 40.9 172.5 GSGG
1344-23401 00000/o000 20025/0118 07/02/73 0 4800 2546S 14603E 27.8 41.8 GGGG
1344-23403 o00C0/0000 20025/0119 07/0P / 73  20 4800 2711S 14539E 26.6 41.5 GGGG
1344-23410 00000/0000 20025/0120 07/rP/73 40 4800 2837S 14514E 25.3 41.3 GGGG
1344-23412 U00oo0/00 20025/0121 07/02/73 0 4800 3002S 14451E 24.1 41.1 GGGG
1344-23415 00000/0000 20025/0122 07/02/73 C 4800 3128S 14427E 22.8 41.0 PGGG
1344-23421 oco00/o000 20025/0123 07/(2/73 0 4800 3253S 14402E 21.6 40.8 GGGG
1344-23424- 00000/0000 20025/0124 07/0)/73 10 4800 3418S 14337E 20.3 40.7 GGGG
1345-01024 00000/0000 20025/0209 07/03/73 90 4801 4535N 13903E 59.1 128.0 Pp G
1345-01031 00000/0000 20025/0210 07/03/73 90 4801 4410N 13830E 59.6 125.5 PPGG
1345-01033 00000/0000 20025/0211 07/03/73 90 4801 4 ? 4 4 N 13759E 60*2 122*8 GPGG
1345-01040 00000/COGO 20025/0212 07/03/73 90 4801 4119N 13729E 60.7 120.1 GGGG
1345-01042 00000/0000 20025/0213 07/03/73 80 4801 3955N 13700E 61*1 117*4 GGGG
1345-01045 00000/0000 20025/0214 07/03/73 30 4801 3n29N 13632E 61.4 114.6 PGGG
1345-01051 00000/0000 20025/0215 07/03/73 20 4801 3703N 13604E 61*7 111.7 GGGG
1345-01054 00000/0000 20025/0216 07/03/73 30 4801 353 7N 13537E 62.0 108.8 GGGG
1345-01060 00000/0000 20025/0217 07/03/73 50 4801 3412N 13510E 62.1 105*9 GGGG
1345-01063 00000/0000 20025/0218 07/03/73 30 4801 3246N 13444E 62*2 102.9 GPGG
1345-01065 0000/0000 20025/0219 07/c3/73 60 4801 3119N 13418E 62.2 100.0 GGGG
1345-01072 00000/0000 20025/0220 07/o3/73 90 4801 2954N 13353E 62.2 97.1 GGGG
1345-04302 00000/0000 20025/0125 07/03/73 0 4803 4142N 08555E 60*5 120.9 GGGG
1345-04305 00000/0000 20025/0126 07/03/73 10 4803 4017N 08526E 61.0 118.1 GPGG
1345-04311 00000/OOC:) 20025/0127 07/03/73 10 4803 3P53N 08457E 61.3 115.4 GPGG
KEYS: CL9UD COVER % *..... .*..* 0 TO 100 % CLOUD CPVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE OUALTTY RL.......... ANKS BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. GGI0BD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE, PPBBOR,
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0936
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV M SS
RPv MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1345-06102 00000/0000 20025/0128 07/03/73 90 4804 5302N 06455E 55,1 140a5 GGGG
1345-06104 00000/0000 20025/0129 07/o3/73 80 4804 5137N 06413E 56*0 138o2 GOGG
1345.06295 00000/0000 20025/0130 07/03/73 10 4804 1423S 045 38 E 37.5 45.3 GGGG
1345-06302 00000/0000 20025/0131 07/03/73 0 4804 1548S 04518E 36.3 447 GGGG
1345"O6304 00000/0000 20025/0132 07/03/73 0 4804 1714S 04457E 35.1 44*2 GGGG
1345"06311 00000/0003 20025/0133 07/03/73 0 4804 1R39S 0 4436E 33.9 43.7 GGGG
1345-07501 00000/0000 20025/0134 07/03/73 0 4805 6407N 04651E 47*5 157.4 GGGG
1345-07504 00000/0000 20025/0135 07/03/73 10 4805 6P45N 04537E 48*5 155.3 GGGG
1345-07510 00000/0000 20025/0136 07/03/73 0 4805 6123N 04429E 49*6 153*2 GGG
1345*07513 00000/0000 20025/0137 07/03/73 0 4895 600V0 0 4326E 50.6 151.1 GGGG
1345-07515 0000/0000 20025/0138 07/03/73 10 4805 53 7 N 04228E 51*5 149.0 GGGG
1345-08113 00000/0000 2 025/013 9 07/~3/73 20 4805 0359 02112E 42*1 48.0 PrGGG
1345-09351 00000/0000 20025/0166 07/03/73 0 4806 5R36N 01637E 51.5 149*0 GGGG
1345-09353 00000/0000 20025/0167 07/03/73 0 4806 5712N 01542E 52*5 146*9 GGGP
1345-09360 00000/0000 20025/0168 07/03/73 0 4806 5548N 01452E 53.4 144*8 GGPG
1345-09362 00000/0000 20025/0169 07/03/73 0 4806 5425N 01405E 54.3 142.6 GGGG
1345"09365 00000/0000 20025/0170 07/03/73 50 4806 51OIN 01320E 55.1 140.5 GGGG
1345-09371 00000/0000 20025/0171 07/03/73 50 4806 5137N 01238E 56*0 138.2 GGGG
1345-09374 00000/0000 20025/0172 07/03/73 3C 4806 5012N 01158E 56.7 135.9 GGGG
1345-09474 00000/0000 20025/0173 07/03/73 0 .4806 1554N 00108E 58*3 71*9 GGGG
1345-09480 00000/0000 20025/0174 07/03/73 0 4806 1428N 00047E 57o6 69.8 GGGG
1345"09483 00000/0000 20025/0175 07/03/73 30 4806 1301N 0 0026E 56.9 67.8 GGGG
1345-09485 00000/0000 20025/0176 07/03/73 40 4806 1134N 00006E 56.1 65.8 GGGG
1345-14511 003000/0000 20025/0197 07/03/73 20 4809 3726N 07021W 61.6 112.5 GCGG
1345-14514 00000/0000 20025/0198 07/03/73 20 4809 3A01N 07049W 61.9 109,6 GGGG
1345-14520 000C00/000 20025/0199 07 /03/ 7 3 20 4809 3435N 07116W 62.0 106.7 GGGG
1345-14523 00000/0000 20025/0200 07/03/73 20 4809 3109N 07142w 62.2 103.8 GGGG
1345-14525 00000/0000 20025/0201 07/0/73 20 4809 3144N 07208W 62.2 100*9 GGGG
1345-14532 00000/0000 20025/0202 07/03/73 20 48n9 3019N 0 7232W 62.2 97s9 GGGG
1345-14534 00000/0000 20025/0203 07/03/73 20 4809 2R53N 07256W 62.1 95.0 GGGG
1345-14541 00000/0000 20025/0204 07/03/73 10 4809 2726N 073 20W 61*9 92.2 GGGG
1345*14543 00000/0000 20025/0205 07/o3/73 10 4809 2559N 07344W 61*7 89.4 GGG
1345-16295 00000/0000 20025/0206 07/o3/73 90 4810 5301N 0 8956W 55.1 140,4 GGGG
1345-16302 00000/0000 20025/0207 07/03/73 90 4810 5137N 09038W 55.9 138.2 GGGG
1345-16304 00000/0000 20025/0208 07/03/73 80 4810 5013N 09119W p6*7 135.9 GGGG
1345-16381 00000/0000 20025/0140 07/03/73 6C 4810 2431N 09957W 61.4 86.6 GGGG
1345-18083 00000/0000 20025/0143 07/03/73 40 4811 6R07N 10340W 44,2 164.2 GGGG
1345-18090 00000/0000 20025/0150 07/03/73 20 4811 664 7N 10518W 4503 161*8 GGGG
1345-18092 00000/0000 20025/0151 07/03/73 70 4811 6527N 10646W 46.4 159*6 GGPG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X *..*....**.** . 0 TO 100 x % CLOUD CPVER. ** a NE CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I4AGE QUALITY "...S.. ,... RLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GRBD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PUPBOR,
16:44 IAR 11P174 STANDARD CATALG FOR NON-US PAGE 0937
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATI5N MIC~6FILM RSLL N9./ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN RBLL ACCUyRED CBVER NUMBrR F IMAGE ELEV. AZI . RBV Mss
FBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1345-18095 00000/0000 20025/0152 07/n3/73 80 4811 6406N 10808W 47.5 157.4 GGPG
1345-18101 00000/0000 20025/0153 07/03/73 60 4811 6?44N 10922W 48.5 155.2 GGGG
1345-18104 00000/0002 20025/0154 07/03/ 73 20 4811 6122N 11030W 49.5 153*1 GGGG
1345-18110 00000/000 20025/0155 o7 /01/73 C 4811 5q59N 11133W 50.5 151.0 GGG
1345-18113 00000/0000 20025/0156 07/03/73 10 4811 5 36N 11230W 5105 149.0 GcGG
1345-18115 00000/0000 20025/0141 07 /03/
7 3 10 4811 5712N 11323W 52*4 146*9 GGGG
1345-18122 00000/0000 20025/0142 07/03/73 10 4811 5549N 11413W 53'4 144.8 GGGG
1345-18124 00000/0000 20025/0143 07/ci3/73 1C 4811 5425N 11500W 54.2 142.6 GGGG
1345-18131 00000/0000 20025/0144 07/03/73 10 4811 5-01N 11545W 55.1 140.4 GGGG
1345-18133 00000/0000 20025/0145 07/c3/73 10 4811 5137N 11628W 55-9 138.2 GGGG
1345w18140 00000/000C 20025/0146 07/03/73 10 4811 5012N 11708W 56.7 135.9 GGGG
1345-18190 00000/C0000 20025/0147 07/03/73 80 4811 3308N 12321W 62*1 103,8 GGGG
1345-19521 00000/0000 20025/0148 07/03/73 3c 4812 6647N 13108W 45.3 161*8 G G
1345-19524 00000/0000 20025/0157 07/03/73 70 4812 6527N 13236W 46.4 159.5 GGGG
1345-21310 00000/0000 20025/0158 07/03/73 30 4813 7932N 11926W 32s6 204.8 GGGG
1345-21312 00000/0000 20025/0159 07/03/73 50 4813, 7R42N 12550W 3308 198*2 PGPG
1345-21315 00000/0000 20025/0160 07/03/73 20 4813 
7 74 6 N 131 2 1w 35,0 192.4 PGGG
1345-21321 00000/0000 20025/0161 07/03/73 20 4813 7642N 13604W 36.2 187.3 GGGG
1345*21324 00000/0000 20025/0162 07/03/73 40 4813 7536N 14006W 37.4 182.8 GGGG
1345-21330 00000/0000 20025/0163 07/03/73 SO 4813 742,N 14331W 38*6 178.9 GGGG
1345-21333 00000/0000 20025/0164 07/03/73 50 4813 7314N 14
6 32w 39.7 175.4 GGGG
1345-21335 00000/0000 20025/0165 07/03/73 20 4813 
7 200N 14909w 40.9 172*2 GGGG
1345-23480 00000/0000 20025/0177 07/03/73 40 4814 3P558 14237E 21.6 40.9 GGGG
1345o23482 00000/0000 20025/0178 07/03/73 0 4814 3420S 14211E 20o4 40s8 GGGG
1345-23485 00000/0000 20025/0179 07/01/73 0 4814 3546S 14145E 19*1 40*8 GGGG
1345*23491 00000/0000 20025/0180 07/03/73 0 4814 3711S 14 117E 17*8 40*7 GGGG
1346-01084 00000/0000 20026/0024 07/04/73 70 4815 443EN 13713E 59.4 126.3 GG G
1346-01091 00000/0000 20026/0025 07/04/7 70 4815 4310N 13641E 59*9 123.7 GP G
1346-01102 00000/0000 20026/0029 07/04/ 7 3 70 4815 3855N 13bl13E 61*3 115-5 P
1346-01105 00000/0000 20026/0026 07/04/73 30 4815 3729N 13444E 61*6 112.6 GGPG
1346-01111 00000/0000 20026/0027 07/04/73 30 4815 3602N 13417E 61.8 109*8 GGPG
1346-01114 00000/0000 20026/0028 07/04/73 20 4815 3436N 13350E 62*0 106.9 GGPG
1346-02584 00000/0000 20025/0438 07/C 4/73 100 4816 2144N 1042 3E 60*6 1.5 G3G
1346-02590 00000/0000 20025/0439 07/04/ 7 3 100 4816 2013N 10401E 60*1 79*0 GPGG
1346-02593 00000/000 20025/0440 07/04/73 80 4816 1P51N 10340E 59.5 76.6 GGGG
13 46* 02 5q5 00000/0000 20025/0441 07/n4/73 70 4816 1724N 10319E 
58.9 7493 GGGG
1346-03002 00000/0000 20025/0442 07/04/73 40 4816 15 57N 10257E 58.3 72.1 GGGG
1346-03004 00000/0000 20025/0443 07/04/73 50 4816 1430N 10236E 57.6 69.9 GGGG
1346-03011 00000/0000 20025/0444 07/04/73 70 4816 1304N 10215E 56.9 67s9 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER x *...****..,, 0 TO 100 a % CLeUD CAVER. **.= NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .,,'.......,, RLANKSuBAND NET PRFSpNT/REQUESTED RaRECYCLED GCGeaD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE , P-P0BR#
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NOBNUS PAGE 0938
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRBFILM RPLL 'N,/ DATE CLOUD 5R8IT PRINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN ROLL AC1UTRED CRVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM ,  RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1346-04360 00000/0000 20025/0445 07/04/73 90 4817 4143N 08429E 60*4 121*0 GPGG
1346"04363 00000/0000 20025/0446 07/04/73 1O0 4817 4018N 08359E 60.9 11893 GGGG
1346-04365 0000/0000 20025/0447 07/04/73 100 4817 3R5 3 N 08330E 6102 115*5 GGGG
1346-06162 00000/0000 20025/0181 07/04/73 30 4818 5139N 06250E 5599 138.3 GGG
1346-06165 00000/0000 20025/0182 07/C4/73 50 4818 5014N 06210E 56.6 136.0 GPGG
13460O6171 00000/0000 20025/0183 07/04/73 70 4818 4849N 06131E 57o4 133*7 GPGG
1346-06174 00000/0000 20025/0184 07/~4/73 30 4818 4724N 06054E 58.1 131.3 GGGG
1346-06180 00000/0000 20025/0185 07/04/73 10 4818 4600N 06019E 58.8 1.28.8 GGGP
1346-06183 00000/0000 20025/0186 07/04/73 10 4818 4435N 05946E 59.4 126*3 GGGG
1346-06185 00000/0000 20025/0187 07/04/73 10 4818 4310N 05913E 5909 123*7 GGGG
1346-06192 00000/0000 20025/0188 07/04/73 10 4818 4145N 05842E 60*4 121.0 GPGG
1346-07551 00000/0000 20025/0189 07/04/73 10 4819 6649N 04816E 45*2 161.9 GGGG
1346-07553 00OO/00o00 20025/0190 07/04/73 10 4819 6529N O4648E 46.3 159*6 GGGG
1346-07560 00000/0000 20025/0191 07/04/73 20 4819 6408N 04 527E 4704 157.4 GGGG
1346-07562 00000/0000 20025/0192 07/04/73 30 4819 6247N 04413E 48.4 155.3 GGGG
1346-07565 00000/0000 20025/0193 07/04/73 40 4819 6124N 04304E 49.4 153.2 GGGG
1346-07571 00000/0000 20025/0194 07/04/73 20 4819 6002N 042018 50,4 151.1 GGGG
1346-07574 00000/0000 20025/0195 07/04/73 10 4819 5839N 04103E 51o4 149.0 GGGG
1346-08112 000O0000 20025/0196 07/04/73 10 4819 1136N 02430E 56.1 66.1 GGGG
1346-09505 00000/000u 20025/0259 07/o4/73 10 4820 2434N 00155E 61*3 86.8 PPGG
1346*09512 00000/0000 20025/0260 07/04/73 100 4820 2308N 00132E 61.0 84.1 GPGG
1346-09514 00000/0000 20025/0261 07/04/73 100 4820 2142N 00109E 60.5 81.6 GPGG
1346-09521 00000/0000 2005/0262 07/04/73 50 4820 2014N 00047E 60*1 79*0 GPGG
1346-09523 00000/0000 20025/0263 07/04/73 0 4820 148N 00025E 59.5 76.6 GPGG
1346-09530 00000/0000 20025/0264 07/04/73 0 4820 172?N 00003E 58.9 74.3 GPGG
1346"09532 00000/0000 20025/0265 07/04/73 0 4820 1556N 0 0017W 58.3 72.1 GPPG
1346.09535 00000/0000 20025/0266 07/04/73 0 4820 1429N 00038W 57.6 70.0 GPGG
1346-09541 o0000/oo00 20025/0267 07/04/73 0 4820 1302N 000 5 9 w 56*8 68.0 GPGG
1346-09544 00000/OC00 20025/0268 07/04/73 0 4820 1136N 00119W 56.1 66*1 GPGG
1346-14533 00000/0000 20025/0221 07/04/73 90 4823 4850N 0 6735W 57*4 133.6 GGGG
1346-14574 .00000/0000 20025/0222 07/04/73 20 4823 3436N 07243W 62.0 106.9 GGPG
1346-14581 00000/0000 20025/0223 07/04/73 10 4823 3 310N 073 10W 62.1 104*0 GGGG
1346-14583 00000/0000 20025/0224 07/C4/73 20 4823 3144N 07 33 5 W 62.1 101*1 GGGP
1346-16363 00000/0000 20025/0867 07/04/73 100 4824 5 013N o9247w 56.6 136.0 GGGG
1346-18153 00000/0000 20025/0244 07/04/73 20 4825 6407N 10935W 47.3 157.4 GPGG
1346-18160 00000/o000 20025/0245 07/04/73 20 4825 6246N 11048W 48*4 155.2 GPG
1346-18162 00000/0000 20025/0246 07/04/73 80 4825 6124N 11157w 4904 153.1 PPGG
1346-18165 00000/0000 20025/0247 07/64/73 100 4825 6000N 11259w 50*4 151.1 PPGG
1346*18171 0000/0000 2u025/0248 07/04/73 100 4825 5837N 11357W 51*4 149*0 PPGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *.,...,* *..* 0 TB 100 x % CLOUD CRVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY ,..,,,,,,,,, BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESeNT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. G=GOBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PO9R,
16:44 "AR 11',74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0939
FRM c7/23/72 TO 07/23/7 3
BBSERVATI5N MICRAFILM RFILL vB./ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID DSITTIJN IN RELL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
F V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1346-18174 00o0/ 0cC 20025/0249 07/04/73 100 4825 5714N 11450W 52*3 146.9 GGGG
1346-1810 000000/0)00 20025/0R68  07/n4/73 80 4825 5550N 11541W 53.2 144.8 GGGG
1346-18183 00000/0000 20025/0869 07/04/73 60 4825 5425N 11629W 54*1 142.7 GGGG
1346-18185 00000/0000 20025/0870 07/04/73 80 4825 5301N 11 7 14W 55*0 140@5 GGGG
1346-18192 0Oo00/0000 20025/C871 07/04/73 100 4825 5137N 11756W 5508 138o3 GGGG
1346-13194 o00000/C00 20025/0872 C7/04/73 100 4825 5013N 11 8 36W 56*6 136.0 GGGG
1346-19562 OCo00/O0C0 20025/0250 07/)4/73 10 4826 7202N 12450W 40*8 17203 GGGG
1346-19564 COOC0/CCOC 20025/0251 07/04/73 10 4826 7045N 12709W 4109 169*4 GGGP
1346-19571 00000/OCC0 20025/0252 07/04/73 0 4826 6927N 12912W 4300 166*7 GPGP
1346-19573 0000/CCO0 20025/0253 07/04/73 10 4826 6808N 13100W 44,1 164*2 GGGG
1346-19580 00000/000 2C025/0254 07/04/73 10 4826 6648N 13237W 45,2 161.8 GGGG
1346-21382 0000C/C0000 2005/0255 07/04/73 100 4827 7538N 14124W 37.3 182*9 PPGG
1346-21384 0000/0C00 20025/0256 07 /04/ 7 3 100 4827 7428N 1 445 0 W 38.4 1789 PPGG
13 46-213 91 00000/0000 20025/0257 07/04/73 100 4827 73 16N 14752W 39*6 175.4 PPGG
1346-21393 CU000/000 20025/0258 07/04/73 100 4827 7?01N 150 3 0W 40*7 172.3 PPGG
1346-23490 00000/0000 20024/1837 07/04/73 50 4828 1712S 14523E 35*1 44.4 GGGG
1346-23493 0000/0000 20024/1838 07/04/73 7 0 4828 1837S 14502E 34*0 43*9 GGGG
1346-249q5  OC'000/oO00 20024/1839 07/04/73 90 4828 2002S 14440E 32*7 4304 GGGG
1346-23502 0000/0000 20024/1840 07/04/73 100 4828 2128S 14418E 31*5 43*0 GGGG
1346.23504 O0000/0000C 20024/1841 07/04/73 100 4828 22 5 5 S 14 3 5 6 E -30,3 42,6 GGGG
1346-23511 00000/0000 20024/1842 07/04/73 90 4828 2422S 14334E ' 29.1 42.3 GGGG
1346-23513 00300/CO0 20024/1843 07/04/73 70 4828 2548S 14312E 27*9 42*0 GGGG
1346-2352c 00000/0000 20024/1844 07/04/73 90 4828 2714S 14249E 26*6 41*7 GGGG
1346-23522 O0000/000 20024/1845 07/04/73 80 4828 2839S 14 225E 2504 415 GGGG
1346-23525 00000/0000 20024/1846 07/04/71 30 4828 3nO5S 14201E 24*1 4193 GGGG
1346-23531 000CO/0000 20024/1847 07/04/73 50 4828 3131S 141355 2209 41*1 GGGG
1347oi1145 00C0o/oco1 20025/0269 07/05/73 70 4829 4309N 13513E 59.8 123.7 G Go
1347-1152 000C0/00CC 20025/0270 07/o0/73 100 4829 4 42 N 13441E 60.3 121.0 GGGG
1347-01154 00000/0000 200?5/0271 07 /09/ 7 3 80 4829 4016N 13411E 60.8 118.3 GGG
1347-U1161 00000/0000 20025/0272 07 /OF/ 73 50 4829 3851N 13343E 61.2 115.5 GGGG
1347-"1163 00000/00o 20025/0273 0 7 /0r/ 7 3 40 4829 3726N 1 3315E 61*5 112*7 OGGG
1347"01170 O0000/0COO 20025/0274 07/05/73 40 4829 3600N 13248E 61#7 109*8 GGGG
1347-r1172 00000/0000 20025/0275 07/05/73 40 4829 3 43 4 N 13222E 61*9 106.9 GGG
1347-01175 000C CC/OOO 20025/0276 07/0 /73 40 4829 3308N 13156E 62*0 104*0 GGGG
1347-01181 00000/0000 20025/0277 07/05/73 60 48P9 31 44N 13130E 62.1 101*1 GGGG
1347-0 1184 O0000/OCcO 20025/0278 07/0/73 40 4829 30 19N 13105E 62*1 98.2 GGGO
1347-01190 Oo0000/00 20025/0279 07/0/73 30 4829 2852N 13041E 62*0 95,3 GGGG
1347-01193 0000o/o00 20025/0280 07/05/73 20 4829 2726N 13017E 6198 92.4 GGGG
1347-03042 00000/0000 20025/0305 07/05/73 90 4830 2141N 10257E 60,5 81.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLUL)D CBVE % *....*.**...* 0 TO 100 x % CLOUD ClVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAGE OUALITY ............... RLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GBBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PVPBbR~
16:44 MAR 11' 74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0940
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATION '11CPRFILM ROLL N9,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID FOSITION IN, ~LL ACcUTREo COVER \UMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM RBV MSS
PFv MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
134 7 -030o 5  00000/000( 20025/0306 07/05/73 100 4830 2015N 10234E 60*0 79*1 GGGG
1347-03051 COCO/C00 2c0025/0307 07/5/73 100 4830 148N 10213E 59*5 76.7 GGGG
1347-03054 oc0o/00c00 20025/0308 07 /05/ 7 3 100 4830 1721N 10151E 58.9 74v4 GGGG
1347-03060 00000/0002 20025/0309 07/05/73 100 4830 1954N 10130E 68*2 72.2 GGGG
134 7 -'3063 00000/0000 20025/0310 07/05/73 100 4830 1428N 10109E 57.6 70.1 GGGG
1347-j4421 000o/O00o0 20025/0311 07/0/73 100 4831 4 019N 08234E 60.8 118.3 GGGG
1347-04424 00000o/000 20025/0312 07/06/73 100 4831 3854N 08205E 61.2 115.5 GGGG
134704430 0000/0000 20025/0313 07/0/73 100 4831 3728N 0 8136E 61.5 112.7 GGGG
1347-04433 00000/0000 2U005/0314 07/05/73 80 4831 3603N 08109E 61*7 109*8 GGGG
1347-04435 00000/0000 20025/0315 07/05/73 80 4831 3 43 8 N o8042E 61.9 106.9 GGGG
1347-06250 00030/000C 2(024/184 07/05/73 0 4832 4143N 05714E 60*3 121*0 GGGG
1347-06253 00000/0000 20024/1849 07/oq/73 0 4832 4 19N o5644E 60.8 118.3 GGGG
1347-06255 OOO0/0000 20024/185C 07/05/73 0 4832 3P54N 05615E 61.1 115.5 GGGG
1347-06262 00000/00003 20024/1851 07/09/73 10 4832 3728N 05546E 61.5 112.7 GGGG
1347-06305 00000/10000 20024/1852 07/o5/73 100 4832 2140N 05120E 60.5 81.7 GGGG
13 47-06 3 12 00000/00o00 20024/1853 07/05/73 100 4832 2013N 05058E 60*0 79.2 GGGG
1347-06314 00300/0000 20024/1854 07/05/73 100 4832 18i8N 05036E 59*5 76.8 GGGG
134 7 -06321 00000/00L. 20024/1855 07/0/73 30 4832 1 7 2 1 N 05015E 58.9 74*4 GGGG
1347-06323 00000/00 20024/1856 07/05/73 0 4832 1554N 04953E 58.2 72.2 GGGG
1347-06330 00o00/000 2U024/1857 07/06/73 0 4832 1428N 04932E 57*5 70.1 GGGG
134 7 09464 00090/0000 20025/08 5 5  07/06/73 0 4834 5836N 01344E 51.3 148*9 GGGG
1347-09470 00000/0000 200250856 07/05/73 0 4834 5713N 012502 52.3 146.8 GGGG
1347-14583 00000/0000 20025/0294 07/05/73 90 4837 5136N 06745W 55*7 138.2 GGGG
1347-14585 O00ooc/000 20C25/0295 07/05/ 7 3  100 4837 5012N 0 6824W 56.5 135*9 GGGG
1347-14592 00000/0000 20025/0296 07/0C/73 100 4837 4R48N 06902W 57*3 133*6 GGGG
1347-15044 OC00000/O000 20025/0297 07/09/73 10 4837 3 0 1 6 N 07526W 62.0 98*2 GGGG
1347-15051 0oC00/000o 20025/0298 07/95/73 10 4837 2849N 07550W 61.9 95.4 GGGP
1347-16403 C0000/000o( 20025/0299 07/5/73 60 4838 5550N 09116W 53.2 144*7 GGG
1347-16405 00000/0000 20025/0300 07/05/73 10 4838 5425N 09204W 54.1 142*6 GGGG
1347-16412 0000C/C00o 20025/0301 07/05/73 20 4838 5301N 09249w 54.9 140.4 GGGG
1347-16414 C00000/0000 20025/0302 07/06/73 30 4838 5 13 7 N 09 3 31W 55.7 138.2 GGGG
1347-16421 0000/0000 20025/0303 07/09/73 80 4838 5n12N 09412W 56*5 136.0 GGGG
1347-16491 OC000/0000 20025/0304 07/05/73 0 4838 2600N 10222W 61.5 89.7 GOGG
1347-20000 00000/000u 20025/0328 07/05/73 10 4840 7744N 10823W 34.9 192.2 PPPG
1347-20002 00000/C00 c 20025/0329 07 /05/ 7 3 10 4840 7642N 11305w 36*0 187.2 PGPG
1347-20005 00000/00O0 20025/0330 07/05/73 10 4840 7536N 11706W 37*2 182.7 PGPG
1347-20011 00300/0000 20025/0331 07/,9/73 20 4840 7427N 12034W 38.4 178.8 PGPG
1347-20014 00000/0000 20025/0332 07/05/73 10 4840 7314N 12335W 39.5 175.3 GGPG
1347-20020 00000/0000 20025/0333 07/05/73 10 4840 7200N 12612W 40.7 1721 GGPG
KEYS: CL5UD COVER % o ............ 0 TB 100 = % CLOUD CPVERo ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I9AGE GCALITTY .............. RLANKSaBAND NET PRESENT/REQUESTEDO R=RECYCLED " G=GBeD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PEPOOR,
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR N6BNUS PAGE 0941
FRHM 07/23/72 T! 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN MICPRFILM R5LL Ni,/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PPINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITItN IN ReLL ACOUTPE D COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1347,20023 00000/0000 20025/0334 07/05/73 0 4840 7044N 12830W 41i8 169*3 GGPG
1347-20025 00000/000 20025/0335 07/05/73 10 4840 6q26N 13033W 42*9 166.6 PGPG
1347-20032 00000/0000 20025/0336 07/o0/ 73 30 4840 6807N 13222W 44*0 164*1 P-PG
13 4 7 -2003 4 00000/0000 20025/0337 07/05 / 7 3  20 4840 6647N 1340 0 W 45.1 161.7 GGPG
1347-21420 00000/0000 20025/0338 07/05/73 50 4841 8013N 11454 31.3 212*3 PGPP
1347-21422 00000/0000 20025/0339 07/\5/73 10 4841 7931N 12217W 32.5 204*7 PGPG
1347-21425 00000o/000 20025/0340 07/05/73 10 4841 7P41N 12841W 33.7 19890 PGPG
1347-21431 00000/0000 2o005/0341 07/05/73 10 4841 7744N 13414W 34.9 192.2 PrPG
1347-21434 C00000/0000 20025/0342 07/05/73 10 4841 7 642N 138 5 6W 36*0 187*2 PGP
1347-21440 00000/0000 20025/0343 07/05/73 50 4841 7536N 14257W 37*2 182*7 Pcpp
1347-21443 000/0000 20025/0344 07/0(5/73 4 4841 7426N 14625W 38.4 178.8 GP
1347-21445 0000010000 20025/0345 07/05/73 10 4841 7314N 14925W 39*5 175,3 PGPG
1347-21452 00000/0C00 20025/0346 07/05/73 20 4841 7200N 15 2 02w 40*7 172*1 GPG
1347-23251 00000/0000 20025/0347 07 /05/ 7 3 30 4842 8014N 14029W 31.2 212*5 G G
1347-23254 00000/0000 20025/0348 07/05/73 2C 4842 7033N 14753W 32 , 4 20499 PGPG
1347-23260 00000/0000 20025/0349 07/05/73 10 4842 7844N 15419W 33*6 198.2 PGPG
1347-23263 00000/000 20025/0350 07/05/73 20 4842 7747N 159 5 1W 34.8 192.4 PGPG
1347.23265 00000/0000 20025/0351 07/05/73 30 4842 7645N 16435w 36.0 187,3 GPP
1347-23272 00000/0000 20025/0352 07/05/73 50 4842 7F39N 168 3 8 w 37*2 182.9 PP
1348-01385 00000/0000 20025/0866 07/06/73 4843 20033 11725E 32.8 43*6 G
13 4 8 -11392 00000/0000 20025/0857 07 /C6/ 7 3 50 4843 2127S 11703E 31.6 43*1 GGGG
1348-01394 00000/0000 20025/0858 07/0A/73 90 4843 2254S 11641E 30*4 42.8 GGGG
1348-01401 00000/0000 20025/0859 07/06/73 100 4843 2u20S 11618E 29.2 42#4 GGG
1348-01403 00000/0000 20025/086c 07 /06/7 3 100 4843 2546S 11555E 27*9 42*1 GPG
1348-0141.0 00000/0000 23025/0861 07/06/73 100 4843 2711S111531E 26*7 41*8 GGPG
1348-01412 00000/0000 20025/0862 07/ 0/73 80 4843 2P37S 11507E 2545 4196 GGGG
1348-01415 00000/0000 20025/0863 07/06/73 40 4843 3003S 11444E 242 41*4 GGGG
1348-01421 00000/0000 20025/0864 07/06/73 60 4843 3129S 11420E 23*0 41*2 GrGG
1348-01424 00000/0C00 20025/0865 07 /06/ 7 3 7r 4843 3254S 11355E 21*7 41.1 GGGG
1348-03044 00000/0000 20025/0405 07/06/73 10 4844 40 19N 10658E 60*7 118*4 PPGG
1348-03100 00000/0000 20025/0406 07/06/73 50 4844 2143N 10133E 60.5 81,9 GGGG
1348-03103 00000/0000 20025/0407 07/06/73 5n 4844 20 17N 10111E 60*0 79.4 GGGG
1348-03105 00000/C000 20025/0408 07/06/73 40 4844 185N 10050E 59.4 77.0 GGGG
1348-03112 00000/0000 20025/0409 07/96/73 60 4844 1724N 10028E 58*9 74.7 GGGG
1348-C3114 00000/0000 20025/0410 07/06/73 60 4844 1557N 10006E 58*2 72*4 GGGG
1348-04473 00000/000C0 20025/0411 07/06/73. 60 4845 4145N 08139E 60.2 121.1 cGGG
1348-04480 00000/0000 20025/0412 07/06/73 90 4845 4021N 08108E 60*7 11894 GGGG
1348-04482 00000/0000 20025/0413 07/06/73 90 4845 3R57N 08038E 61*1 115.7 GGGG
1348-06182 00000/0000 20025/0281 07/06/73 30 4846 8013N 11621E 31.2 212.5 GGGG
KEYS: CL9UD COVER % ............., 0 TO 100 * % CLeUD CoVER. ** a NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *....**.**,*, BLANKS3BAND NT PRESFNT/REQUESTED
,
R=RECYCLED* G-G9SD, FuFAIR BUT USABLE* P-PDIR,
16:44 MAP 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NoN-US PAGE 0942
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MiCPeFILM ReLL i9./ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PPINCTPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITI5N IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV AZIM, RBV MSS
PFV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1348-06184 00000/0000 20025/0282 07/06/73 70 4846 7932N 10856E 32*4 204*9 GGGG
1348-06191 00000/0000 20025/0283 07/06/73 80 4846 7943N 10226E 33*6 198.2 GGGG
1348-06193 00000/00 20025/0284 07/oA/73 50 4846 7746N 09654E 34*8 192.4 GGGG
1348-06200 000CO/0000 20025/0285 07/06/73 60 4846 7644N 09212E 3600 187.3 GGGG
1348-06202 00000/0000 20025/0286 07/06/73 80 4846 7537N 08809E 37*1 182*8 GGGG
1348-06205 00000/0000 20025/0287 07/06/73 90 4846 7428N 0 8441E 38.3 178.9 GGGG
1348-06211 00000/0000 20025/0288 07/06/73 100 4846 7316N 08140E 39*5 175.4 GGGG
1348-06214 00000/0000 20025/0289 07/(6/ 7 3 90 4846 7202N 07902E 40.6 172*2 GGGG
1348-06220 00000/0000 20025/0290 07/06/73 60 4846 7n46N 07642E 41.7 169.3 GGGG
1348-06223 00000/0000 20025/0291 07/06/73 60 4846 6q28N 07439E 42*9 166*6 GGGG
1348-06225 00000/0000 20025/0292 07/06/73 40 4846 6910N 07249E 44.0 164.1 GGGG
1348-06232 00000/0000 20025/0293 07/06/73 70 4846 6651N 07110E 45.1 161.8 GGGG
1348-08075 00000/OCOO 20024/1645 07/06/73 20 4847 6p46N 04119E 48.2 155.2 GGGG
1348-08081 00000/0000 20024/1646 07/06/73 20 4847 6 12
4 N 04012E 49.2 153.1 GGGG
1348-08084 00000/0000 20024/1647 07/06/73 10 4847 6001N 03909E 50.2 151.0 GGGG
1348-08090 00000/0000 20024/1648 07/(06/73 20 4847 5R38N 03811E 51.2 149*0 Gr3GG
1348-08170 CO000/0000 20024/1649 07/06/73 10 4847 3144N 02650E 62.0 101.3 GPGG
1348-08270 00000/0000 20024/1650 07/06/73 10 4847 0)47S 01816E 46.6 52.1 GGGG
1348-08272 C00000/O00 20024/1651 07/06/73 10 4847 0413S 01756E 45.5 51.1 GGGG
1348-08275 00000/0000 20024/1652 07/06/73 20 4847 0540S 01736E 44.4 50.2 GGG
1348-15032 00000/0000 20025/0353 07/06/73 90 4851 5427N 0 6742W 53.9 142.6 GGGG
1348-15035 00000/0000 20025/0354 07/06/73 90 4851 5?02N 0 6827W 54.8 140*5 GGGG
1348-15041 00000/0000 20025/0355 07/06/73 90 4851 5139N 06908W 55.6 138.3 GGGG
1348-15044 00000/0000 20025/0356 07/06/73 90 4851 514N  06948W 56.4 136*0 GGGG
1348-15050 00000/0000 20025/0357 07/06/73 80 4851 4R49N 070 2 6W 57.2 133.7 GGGG
1348-15114 O0000/00o 20025/0358 07/06/73 30 4851 2600N 0 7803W 61.5 89.9 GGGG
1348-15121 00000/0000 20025/0359 07/06/73 20 4851 243?N 07826W 61.2 87o2 GGGG
1348-16441 00000/0000 20025/0360 07/06/73 30 4852 62 46N 08751W 48o2 155.2 GGGG
1348-16443 00000/0000 20025/0361 07/06/73 30 4852 6 12 4 N 08859W 49.2 153.1 GGGG
1348-16450 00000/0000 20025/0362 07/06/73 50 4852 6001N 0 9002W 50.2 151.0 GGGG
1348-16452 0000/CC000 20025/0363 07/06/73 90 4852 5R38N 09100W 51,2 148.9 GGGG
1348-16455 00000/0000 20025/0364 07/06/73 50 4852 5714N 091 5 3W 52.1 146.9 GGGG
1348-16461 0000000000 20025/0365 07/06/73 90 4852 555oN 0 9243W 53.0 144*8 GGGG
1348- 16464 O0000/00u0 20025/0366 07/06/73 70 4852 5426N 09331W 53*9 142*6 GGGG
1348-1647p 00000/0000 20025/0367 07/06/73 40 4852 5302N 09416W 54.8 140*5 GGGG
1348-16473 00000/0000 20025/0368 07/06/73 10 4852 5139N 09459W t5.6 138.3 GGGG
1348-16475 00000/0000 20025/0369 07/06/73 10 4852 5o13N 0 9539W 56.4 136.0 GGGG
1348-16550 00000/0000 20025/0395 07/06/73 10 4852 2600N 10350W 61.5 90.0 GOGG
1348-16552 .00000/0000 20025/0396 07/06/73 10 4852 2433N 10 4 13W 61.2 87.2 GGGG
KEYS: CL9UD COVER % o.....,. -..** e 0 TR 100 = % CLOUD CRVER* *, = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE nUALITY .,.......,.... RLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, R=RECYCLED. G=GBnD, FsFAIR BUT USABLE. PuPO8R,
16:44 MAP 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0943
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICPRFILM ROLL N,./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PoINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY.
ID P9SITI9N IN RSLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1348-16555 00000/0000 20025/0397 07/06/73 30 4852 2307N 10437W 60.8 84*6 GGGG
1348-16561 00000/0000 20025/0398 07/06/73 50 4852 2141N 10459W 60.4 82.0 GGGG
1348-16564 00000/0000 20025/0399 07/06/73 20 4852 2015N 05b20W 60.0 79.5 GGGG
1348-16570 00000/0000 20025/0400 07/CA/73 10 4852 1i49N 10542W 59*4 77.1 GGGG
1348-16573 00000/0000 20025/0401 07/06/73 10 4852 1722N 10604W 58.8 74.8 GGGG
1348-18304 00000/0000 20025/0404 07/o0/73 80 4893 5138N 12047W 55*6 138.3 G
1348-18311 00000/0000 20025/040 07/06A/73 70 4853 5 n13 N 1212 8 W 56.4 136,0 GGGG1348-18345 00000/0000 20025/0403 07/06/73 30 4853 3727N 1262 0W 61-3 112*9 POGG
1348'20054 00000/0000 20025/0414 07/06/73 70 4854 7747N 10949W 34.7 192.3 GGGG
1348-20060 00000/0000 20025/0415 07/06/73 20 4854 7644N 1143 3W 35.9 187.2 GPGG
1348-20063 00000/0000 20025/0416 07/06/73 10 4854 7538N 11836W 37.1 182.8 PGGG
1348-20065 00000/0000 20025/0417 07/-6/73 10 4854 7428N 12204W 38.3 178.8 GGGG
1348-20072 00000/0000 20025/0418 07 /0A/73 20 4854 73 16N 12504W 39.4 175.3 GGGG
1348-20074 00000/0000 20025/0419 07/6/73 20 4854 7?01N 12741w 40.6 172.2 GGGG1348-20081 00000/0000 20025/0420 07/06/73 80 4854 7045N 13000W 437 169.3 GGGG
1348-20083 00000/0000 20025/0421 07/06/73 100 4854 6926N 13203W 42.8 166.6 GGGG
1348-20090 00000/0000 20025/0422 07 /n6/ 7 3 90 4854 6808N 13352W 43.9 164.1 GGGG
1348.23310 00000/0000 20025/0423 07/06/ 7 3 60 4856 8013N 1420 3W 31*1 212*3 GPGG
1348-23312 00000/0000 20025/0424 07/06/73 60 4856 7q3 1N 14928W 32*3 204*7 GGGG
1348-23315 00000/0000 20025/0425 07/06/73 60 4856 7841N 155 53W 33.5 198*0 GGPG
1348-23321 00000/0000 20025/0426 07 /06/ 7 3 7c 4856 7745N 16122W 34.7 192.2 GGGG
1348-23324 00000/0000 20025/0427 07/06/73 80 4856 7643N 16606W 35.9 187.2 GGGG
1348-23330 00000/0000 20025/0428 07/06/73 90 4856 7r37N 17010W 37.1 182.7 PGGG
1348-23333 00o00/0000 20025/0429 07/06/73 100 4856 7427N 17337W 38.3 178.8 GGPG
1348-23335 OO00/0000 20025/0430 07/06/73 100 4856 7315N 17639W 39*4 175.3 GGPG
1348-23342 00000/0000 20025/0431 07/06/73 50 4856 7p00N 17915W 40*6 172.1 GGGG
1348-23344 00000/0000 20025/0432 07/06/73 0 4856 7044N 17826E 41.7 169.2 GGGG
1348-23351 00000/000 20025/0433 07 /C0/73 40 4856 6927N 17624E 42.8 166.6 PGGG
1348-23353 00000/0000 20025/0434 07/06/73 40 4856 6809N 17436E 43.9 164.1 GGPG
1348-23360 00000/0000 20025/0435 07/06/73 60 4856 6649N 17259E 45.0 161*7 GGGG
1348-23362 00000/0000 20025/0436 07/0A/73 80 4856 6529N 17130E 46.1 159.4 GGGG
1348-23365 OC0000/0000 20025/0437- 07/06/73 70 4856 6407N 17008E 47*1 157*3 PGGG
1348-23571 00000/0000 20024/1653 07/06/73 70 4856 054 0S 14 514 E 44*4 50.3 GGGG1349-01155 00000/00000 20025/0814 07/07/73 90 4857 7643N 16806E 35*9 187.1 GGGG1349-01162 00000/0000 20025/0815 07/07/73 10 4857 7537N 16402E 37*1 182.7 GGGG
1349-01164 00000/0000 20025/0816 07/O7/73 0 4857 7427N 16033E 38*3 178.8 GGGG
1349-01171 00000/0000. 20025/0817 07/07/73 0 4857 71 15N 15731E 3904 175.3 GGGG1349-01173 00000/0000 20025/0818 07/07/73 10 4857 7P01N 15453E 40*5 172*1 GGGG
1349"01182 00000/0000 20024/1654 07/07/73 80 4857 6926N 15032E 42.8 166.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD COVER % o..,****,..... 0 Te 100 - % CLOUD CRVER. ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY *.......,,,,. RLANKSoBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED, GuGBD, FuFAIR BUT USABLE, P.PBBR,
16:44 MAR 11#174 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NON-US PAGE 0944FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
bBSERVATIN lICR9FILM ReLL Bj,/ DATE CLOUD gRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN RBLL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV* AZI
iN RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1349,01185 00000/0000 20024/1655 07/07/73 30 4857 6R07N 14844E 43,9 164*1 GGPG
134901191 o00000/0000 20024/1656 07/07/73 20 4857 664PN 14707E 45*0 161.7 
GGGG
1349-01200 00000/0000 20024/1657 07/07/73 30 4857 6406N 14419E 47.1 157.3 
GGGG
1349c01255 00000/0000 20024/1658 07/07/73 20 4857 44
33N 13253E 59*1 126.4 GPGG
1349-01262 00000/0000 20024/1659 07/07/73 10 4857 4?07N 13221E 59.6 123*8 GGGG
1349-01264 00000/0000 20024/1660 07/07/73 10 4857 4142N 13150E 60*1 1212 GGGG
1349-03100 00000/0000 20025/0317 07/07/73 i00 4858 4145N 10558E 60.1 121*2 GPGG
1349-03102 00000/0000 20025/0318 07/07/73 100 4858 4020N 10528E 60*6 118*5 
GPGG
1349-03105 00000/0000 20025/0316 07/07/73 100 4858 3R55N 10459E 61*0 115.7 G GG
1349-03155 00000/0000 20025/0319 07/07/73 100 4858 2140N 10005E 60*4 82.0 GGG
1349-03161 00000/0000 20025/0320 07/07/73 90 4858 2015N 09944E 59.9 79.5 GGGG
1349-03164 00000/000o 20025/0321 07/07/73 90 4858 1848N o9922E 59.4 77.1 G3GG
1349-03170 00000/0000 20025/0322 07/07/73 90 4858 1721N 09901E 58.8 74.8 GGGG
1349-04470 00000/0000 20025/0323 07/07/73 100 4859 6?46N 09127E 48*2 155.1 
GaGG
1349-04472 00000/0000 20025/0324 07/07/73 100 4859 6123N 09020E 49.2 153*0 P3GG
1349-04475 00000/0000 20025/0325 07/07/73 100 4859 6001N 08918E 50*2 151*0 GGGG
1349-04481 00000/0000 20025/0326 07/07/73 100 4859 5P38N 08820E 51,1 148.9 GGGG
1349-04531 00000/0000 20025/0327 07/07/73 90 4859 4
445N 08014E 60.1 121.2 GGGG
1349-06284 00000/0000 20025/0813 07/07/73 40 4860 6908N 07124E 43.9 164*0 G G
1349-06290 00000/0000 20025/0819 07/07/73 50 4860 6648N 06944E 45.0 161.7 GGGG
1349-06293 00000/0000 20025/0820 07/07/73 100 4860 6r28N 06815E 46.0 159.4 GGGG
1349-06295 00000/0000 20025/0821 07/07/73 100 4860 6407N 06654E 47.1 157.2 GGGG
1349-06302 00000/0000 20025/0822 07/07/73 100 4860 6P45N 06541E 48.1 155.1 GGGG
1349-06434 00000/0000 20025/0823 07/07/73 90 4860 1720N 04723E 58.8 7498 GGGQ
1349-06440 00000/0000 20025/0824 07/07/73 80 4860 1954N 04702E 5802 7206 GGGG
1349-06443 00000/0000 20025/0825 07/07/73 0 4860 1428N 04641E 57.5 7095 GGGG
1349-06445 00000/0000 20025/0826 07/07/73 20 4860 1301N 04620E 56.8 68.5 GGGG
1349-06452 00000/0000 20025/0827 07/07/73 20 4860 1135N 04559E 56.0 66.6 GPGG
1349-06454 00000/0000 20025/0828 07/07/73 10 4860 1008N 04538E 55.2 64.7 GGGG
1349-06461 00000/0000 20025/0829 07/C7/7/73 60 4860 0842N 04517E 54.4 63.0 GGGG
1349-08142 00000/0000 20026/0096 07/07/73 20 4861 5958N 0374 2E 50.2 151.0 
GGGG
1349-08145 00000/0000 20026/0097 07/07/73 30 4861 5835N 0 3644E 51*1 148.9 GGGG
1349-08324 00000/0000 20026/0098 07/07/73 20 4861 0248S 01649E 46.6 52*3 GGPG
1349-08331 00000/0000 20026/0099 07/7//73 40 4861 C415S 01628E 45.5 51*3 GGPG
1349-0833 00000/0000 20026/01.00 07/07/73 3O 4861. 0541S 01608E 44.4 50*3 GGPG
1349-08340 00000/0000 20026/0101 07/07/73 20 4861 0708S 01
5 48 E 4393 49*4 GGGG
1349-08342 00000/0000 20026/0102 07/07/73 20 4861 OP35S 0 1528E 42*2 48.6 
GGGG
1349-09503 00000/0000 20026/0103 07/07/73 90 4862 8011N 06308E 31.1 212.2 GPPG
1349-09510 .00000/0000 20026/0104 07/07/73 70 4862 
793 0N 05546E 32.3 204*6 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COvER % .*............. 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CPVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
ImAGE OUALITY R...... ........ LANKS-BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED. G=GOBD. F.FAIR 
BUT USABLE. PoPBBR.
1644 -MAR 11 '74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NONwUS PAGE 0945
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRBFILM ROLL N5./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID0 POSITIN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1349-09512 00000/0000 20026/0105 07/07/73 70 4862 7g41N 04920E 33*5 197.9 GPGG
1349-16531 00000/0000 20025/0448 07/07/73 30 4866 5136N 096 27W 55.5 138*2 GG
1349-16534 00000/0000 20025/0449 07/07/73 10 4866 5nlN 09707W 56.3 136*0 GGGG
134 9 -17 004  00000/0000 20025/0450 07/07/73 30 4866 2558N 10518W 61.4 90.1 (GGG
1349017011 00000/0000 20025/0451 07/07/73 80 4866 2431N 10541W 61.1 87.4 GGGG
1349-17013 00000/0000 20025/0452 07/07/73 30 4866 2 304 N 10604w 60.8 84*7 GGGP
1349-17020 00000/0000 20025/0453 07/07/73 10 4866 2138N 10626W 60*4 82*1 GGGG
1349"17022 00000/0000 20025/0454 07/07/73 10 4866 2012N 10648W 59.9 79.6 GGGG
1349-18342 00000/0000 20025/0455 07/07/73 90 4867 5935N 11817W 51*1 148.9 GGGG
1349-18345 00000/0000 20025/0456 07/07/73 90 4867 5712N 119 10w 52.0 146.8 GGGG
1349-18351 00000/0000 20025/0457 07/07/73 90 4867 554RN 12001W 52*9 144*7 GGGG
1349*18354 00000/0000 20025/0458 07/07/73 90 4867 5 424N 12048W 53.8 142P6 GGGG
1349018360 00000/0000 20025/0459 07/07/73 90 4867 5300N 12132W 54*7 140.4 GGGG
1349.18363 00000/0000 20025/0460 07/07/73 90 4867 5136N 12215W 55.5 138.2 GGGG
1349-18365 00000/0000 20025/0461 07/07/73 100 4867 5012N 12255W 56*3 136*0 GGGG
1349-18392 00000/0000 20025/0462 07/07/73 90 4867 441N 12621W 60.1 121.2 GGGG
1349-20115 00000/0000 20025/0471 07/o7/73 10 4868 7 643N 11557w 35.8 187.0 GGGG
1349-20121 00000/0000 20025/0472 07/07/73 0 4868 7536N 11959W 37*0 182*6 GGGG
1349-20124 00000/0000 20025/0473 07/07/73 10 4868 7426N 123 27 W 38*2 178.7 GiGG
1349-20130 00000/0000 20025/0474 07/07/73 10 4868 7314N 12627W 39*3 175.2 G3GG
1349-20133 00000/0000 20025/0475 07/o7/73 40 4868 7159N 12904W 40.5 172*0 GGGG
1349-20135 00000/0000 20025/0476 07/07/73 10 4868 7043N 13122W 41s6 169*1 GGGG
1349-20142 00000/0000 20025/0477 07/07/73 10 4868 6q25N 13324W 427 166.5 GGG
1349-20144 00000/0000 20025/0478 07/07/73 20 4868 6P06N 13513w 4398 164.0 GGGG
1349.21532 00000/0000 20025/0479 07/07/73 90 4869 8012N 118 01W 31.1 212*1 GGGG
1349-21535 00000/0000 20025/0480 07/07/73 80 4869 7931N 12521W 32*3 204*5 GGGG
1349021541 00000/0000 20025/0481 07/07/73 50 4869 7841N 13140# 33.5 197.9 GGGG
1349-21544 00000/0000 20025/0482 07/07/73 20 4869 7744N 13 711W 34*7 192.1 G3GG
1349-21550 00000/0000 20025/0483 07/07/73 10 4869 7642N 14150W 3508 187*0 GGGG
1349-21553 00000/0000 20025/0484 07/o7/73 30 4869 7536N 14549W 37*0 182.6 GGGG
1349-21555 00000/0000 20025/0485 07/07/73 30 4869 7426N 14916W 38.2 178*7 G3GG
1349-21562 00000/0000 20025/0486 07/07/73 10 4869 7314N 15217w 39*3 175.2 GGGG
1349-23364 00000/0000 20025/0487 07/07/73 50 4870 8013N 14323W 31*0 212*3 GGGG
1349-23370 00000/0000 20025/0488 07/07/73 40 4870 7932N 15046W 32*2 204.7 GGGG
1349-23373 00000/0000 20025/0489 07/07/73 50 4870 7g42N 15 713W 33*4 198*1 GGGG
1349-23375 00000/0000 20025/0490 07/07/73 100 4870 7745N 16245W 34*6 192.2 GGGG
1349-23382 00000/0000 20025/0491 07/07/73 100 4870 7644N 16728W 35.8 187.2 GGGG
1349-23384 00000/0000 20025/0492 07/07/73 90 4870 7538N 17132W 37.0 182.7 GGGG
1349-23391 00000/0000 20025/0493 07/07/73 90 4870 7429N 17501W 38*1 178*8 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ,.....*.,,., 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD CRVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY e......*....,. BLANKSwBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RBRECYCLED* G=GOBD. FsFAIR BUT USABLE* P=PBRsR
16:44 MAR 11'74 '  STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0946
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM RLL NO*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACCUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1349*23393 00000/0000 20025/0494 07/07/73 80  4870 7317N 17801W 39*3 175.3 GGGG
1349-23400 00000/0000 20025/0495 07/07/73 40 4870 7202N 17920E 40.4 172.1 GGGG
1349-23402 00000/0000 20025/0496 07/07/73 4o 4870 7046N 17701E 41*6 169o2 GGGG
1349-23405 00000/0000 20025/0497 07/07/73 10 4870 6929N 17459E 42*7 166*6 GGGG
1349-23411 00000/0000 20025/0498 07/07/73 20 4870 6809N 17310E 43*8 164.1 GGGG
1349-23414 00000/0000 20025/0499 07/07/73 30 4870 6649N 17132E 4409 161.7 GGGG
1349-23420 00000/0000 20025/0500 07/07/73 20 4870 6529N 17004E 45.9 159*4 GGGG
1349-23423 00000/0000 20025/0501 07/07/73 30 4870 6407N 16843E 4790 157*3 GGGG
1349-23425 00000/0000 20025/0502 07/07/73 50 4870 6245N 16729E 48.0 15501 GGGG
1349-23432 00000/0000 20025/0503 07/07/73 70 4870 6123N 16621E 49*1 153.1 GGGG
1350-01200 00000/0000 20025/0666 07/08/73 90 4871 8013N 16917W 31.0 212.3 GGGG
1350-01202 00000/0000 20025/0667 07/08/73 50 4871 7q3 2N 17644W 32*2 204*7 GGG
1350-01205 00000/0000 20025/0668 07/08/73 30 4871 7842N 176515 33*4 198.0 GGGG
1350-01211 00000/OC0000 20025/0669 07/0R/73 30 4871 7746N 17124E 34.6 192.2 GGGG
1350-01214 00000/0000 20025/067C 07/08/73 30 4871 7644N 16644E 35.8 187.1 GGGG
1350-01220 00000/0000 20025/0671 07/08/73 0 4871 7537N 16242E 37*0 182.7 GGGG
1350-01223 00000/0000 20025/0672 07/08/73 0 4871 7428N 15914E 38.1 178.8 GPGG
1350-01225 00000/0000 20025/0673 07 /r8/73 20 4871 7 q16N 15611E 39.3 175.3 GPGG
1350m01232 00000/0000 20025/0674 07/0R/73 40 4871 7201N 15331E 40.4 172.1 GPGG
1350-01234 00000/0000 20025/0675 07/08/73 40 4871 7046N 15112E 41*6 169,2 GPGG
1350-01243 00000/0000 20026/0106 07/08/73 90 4871 60O9N 14719E 43.8 16491 PPGG
1350-01250 00000/0000 20026/0107 07/08/73 80 4871 6649N 14541E 44.9 161.7 GPGG
1350-01323 00000/0000 20026/0108 07/08/73 20 4871 4144N 1302 4E 60,0 121.3 GGPG
1350-01393 00000/0000 20026/0110 07/0O/73 90 4871 1725N 12325E 58.8 75.1 GGGG
135001400 00000/0000 20026/0111 07/08/73 90 4871 1557N 12303E 58.2 72.8 GGGG
1350*01402 00000/0000 20026/0112 07/08/73 90 4871 1430N 12242E 57*5 70*7 GGGG
1350-01405 00000/0000 20026/0113 07/08/73 90 4871 1305N 12221E 56.8 68.7 G0GG
1350*01411 00000/0000 20026/0114 07/08/73 90 4871 1138N 12200E 56.0 66.8 GPGG
1350-04533 00000/0000 20025/0504 07/08/73 100 4873 6001N 08751E 50*0 15100 GGG
1350-04540 00000/0000 20025/0505 07/08/73 90 4873 5838N 08654E 51*0 148.9 GGGG
1350-04590 ,00000/0000 20025/0506 07/08/73 90 4873 4146N 0 7848E 60.0 121*3 GGGG
1350-04592 00000/0000 20025/0507 07/08/73 100 4873 4 022 N 07817E 60*5 118*6 GGGG
1350-06471 00000/0000 20025/0676 07/0R/73 50 4874 2434N 04746E 6191 87*6 GGGG
1350-06474 00000/0000 20025/0677 07/08/73 50 4874 2308N 0 4724E 60.8 84*9 GGGG
135006480 00000/0000 20025/0678 07/08/73 50 4874 2142N 0 4701E 60m4 82.3 GGGG
1350-06483 00000/0000 20025/0679 07/08/73 50 4874 2016N 04639E 59*9 79.8 GGGG
1350-06485 00000/0000 20025/0680 07/0A/73 40 4874 1849N 04618E 59.4 77.4 PGGG
1350-06492 00000/0000 20025/0681 07/b0/73 30 4874 1723N 04557E 58.8 75.1 GGGG
1350-06494 00000/0000 20025/0682 07/08/73 20 4874 1557N 04536E 58.2 72.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % 0,............. O T 100 x % CLOUD CeVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY *..*.....*..... BLANKSmBAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQUESTED* RRECYCLED* G-GBD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PwPBSR.
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0947
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM R9LL NO,/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PPINCIPAL P4INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PRSITI5N IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIr RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1350-06501 00000/0000 20025/0683 07/08/73 10 4874 1430N 04515E 57*5 70.8 GGG
1350-06503 O0000/00 20025/0684 07 /OR/73 10 4874 1303N 04454E 56.8 68.7 GGGG
1350"08394 00000/0000 20025/0747 07/08/73 60 4875 0706S 01424E 4304 49.6 GGGG
1350-08400 00000/0000 20025/0748 07/08/73 50 4875 0R33S 01404E 42*3 48*8 GGGG
1350-10005 00000/0000 20025/0749 07/08/73 10 4876 6808N 01821E 43.7 164.0 GGGG
1350-10012 00000/0000 20025/0750 07/08/ 7 3 20 4876 6649N 01643E 44*8 161.7 GSGG
1350"10014 00000/0000 20025/0751 07/08/73 20 4876 6c28N 01514E 45.9 15904 GGGG
1350-15095 00000/0000 20025/0752 07/08/73 20 4879 7044N 055 18w 41s5 169.1 GrGG
1350-15163 00000/0000 20025/0508 078oA/73 90 4879 4849N 0 7316W 56o9 133*8 GGGP
1350-16503 00000/0000 20025/0753 07/08/73 90 4880 7745N o06100 34*5 192.1 GGGG
1350-16580 00000/0000 20024/1783 07/08/73 60 4880 5426N 09622W 53.7 142.6 GGGG
1350"16583 00000/0000 20024/1784 07/08/73 10 4880 530 1N 0970 6W 54.6 140-5 GGGP
1350-16585 00000/0000 20024/1785 07/08/73 0 4880 5137N 09749W 55*4 13893 GGG
1350-16592 00000/0000 20024/1786 07/08/73 0 4880 5n13N 098 2 9  56*2 136*1 GGGG
1350-17060 o0000/0000 20024/1787 07/08/73 10 4880 2727N 10617W 61*6 93*1 GGGG
1350"18362 00000/0000 20025/0535 07/08/73 10 4881 70 44N 10659W 41.5 169.2 GGGG
1350'18365 00000/0000 20025/0536 07/08/73 10 4881 6q26N 10900W 42*6 166.5 GGGG
1350-18371 00000/0000 20025/0537 07/O8/73 0 4881 6808 N 110 4 9w 43.7 164.0 GGGG
1350-18374 000oo/0000 20025/0538 07/08/73 0 4881 6649N 1 1227W 44*8 161.6 GGGG
1350-18380 00000/0000 20025/0539 07/08/73 0 4881 6528N 11356W 4509 159.4 GGGG
1350-18383 00000/0000 20025/0540 07/08/73 10 4881 6407N 115 17w 46*9 157*2 GGGG
1350-18385 00000/0000 20025/0541 07/o/73 80 4881 6P45N 11631W 48.0 155.1 GGGG
1350-18392 00000/0000 20025/0542 07/08/73 100 4881 6 123N 11739W 49,0 153*0 GGGG
1350-18394 00000/0000 20025/0543 07/O8/73 50 4881 6000N 11841W 50.0 151.0 GGGG
1350-18401 00000/0000 20025/0544 07/08/73 40 4881 5837N 11939w 50*9 148.9 GGGG
1350-18403 00000/0000 20024/1788 07/o0/73 70 4881 5713N 12033W 51.9 146.8 GGGG
1350-18410 00000/0000 20024/1789 07/08/73 50 4881 5550N 12123W 52.8 144.8 GGGG
1350-18412 00000/0000 20024/1790 07/08/73 70 4881 5426N 12210W 53.7 142.6 GGGG
1350-18415 00000/0000 20024/1791 07/08/73 40 4881 5301N 12255W 54.6 140.5 GGGG
1350"18421 00000/0000 20024/1792 07/08/73 60 4881 5137N 1233 7W 55.4 138.3 GGGG
1350-18424 00000/0000 20024/1793 07/08/73 90 4881 5013N 12418W 56.2 136.1 GGGG
1350-18442 00000/0000 20024/1794. 07/08/73 90 4881 4433N 12641W 58.9 126.5 GGGG
1350-20194 00000/0000 20025/0545 07/08/73 80 4882 7044N 13247W 41*5 169.1 GGGG
1350"20200 00000/0000 20025/0546 07/08/73 80 4882 6926N 13450W 42.6 166.5 GGGG
1350-21591 00000/00CO 20025/0547 07 /C8/ 73 100 4883 8013N 119 24W 30*9 212*1 GOGG
1350-21593 00000/0000 20025/0548 07/08/73 100 4883 7932N 12642W 32*1 204.5 GGGG
1350-22000 00000/0000. 20025/0549 07/08/73 90 4883 7841N 13304W 33*3 197.9 GGGG
1350*22002 00000/0000 20025/0550 07/08/73 90 4883 7745N 13832W 34*5 192*1 GGGG
1350w22005 00000/0000 20025/0551 07/o0/73 90 4883 7643N 14313W 35.7 187.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % *.,...,**** 0 TOB 100 = % CLOUD CPVER* ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,.,. ,, BLANKSxBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GBD,. F.FAIR BUT USABLE, P.PBR.,
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALG FBR NeN-uS PAGE 0948
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NOB/ DATE CLBUD 5RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
0ID POSITION IN RBLL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1350-22011 00000/0000 20025/0552 07/08/73 100 4883 7536N 14 716W 36'9 182.6 GGGG
1350-22014 00000/0000 20025/0553 07/08/73 100 4883 7426N 15043W 3801 178.7 GGGG
1350-22020 00000/0000 20025/0554 07/08/73 90 4883 7314N 15344W 39.2 175.2 GGGG
1350-23422 00000/0000 20026/0117 07/08/73 40 4884 8r12N 14453W 30*9 212.1 GGGG
1350-23425 00000/0000 20026/0118 07/08/73 30 4884 793 1N 15217W 32.1 204.5 GGGG
1350-23431 00000/000o 20026/0119 07/08/73 50 4884 7841N 15843W 33.3 197.8 GGGG
1350-23434 00000/0000 20026/0120 07/08/73 40 4884 7744N 16414W 34.5 192.0 GGGG
1350-23440 00000/0000 20026/0121 07/0A/73 6C 4884 764 2N 16856w 35*7 187.0 GGGG
1350-23443 00000/0000 20026/0122 07/08/73 20 4884 7535N 17258W 36*9 182.6 GGGG
1350-23445 00000/0000 20026/0123 07/08/73 20 4884 7426N 17626W 38*0 178.6 GGGG
1350-23452 00000/0000 20026/0124 07/09/73 20 4884 7?14N 17927W 39*2 175.1 GGPG
1350-23454 00000/0000 20026/0125 07/08/73 10 4884 7p00N 17754E 40.3 172.0 GGGG
1350-23461 00000/0000 20026/0126 07/08/73 0 4884 7044N 17b35E 41.5 169.1 GGGG
1350-23463 00000/0000 20026/0127 07/8R/73 0 4884 6927N 17333E 42.6 166.5 GGGG
1350-23470 00000/0000 20026/0128 07/08/73 0 4884 6P08N 17144E 43.7 164.0 GGGG
1350-23472 00000/0000 20026/0129 07/08/73 0 4884 6648N 17006E 44.8 161.6 GGGG
1350-23475 00000/0000 20026/0130 07/08/73 0 4884 6F28N 168 3 7E 45.9 159.4 GGGG
1350-23481 00000/0000 20026/0131 07/08/73 0 4884 6406N 16716E 46.9 157.2 GGGG
1350-23484 00000/0000 20026/0132 07/08/73 30 4884 6P44N 16602E 47.9 155.1 GGGG
1351-01274 00000/0000 20025/0709 07/09/73 100 4885 7536N 16114E 36s9 182*5 GGGG
1351-01281 00000/0000 20025/0710 07/09/73 100 4885 74 27N 157 4 4E 38*0 178.6 GGGG
1351-01283 00000/0000 20025/0711 07/09/73 100 4885 7314N 15442E 39.2 175.1 GGGG
1351-01292 00000/0000 20025/0754 O7/09/73 20 4885 7(43N 14946E 41e5 169.1 GP G
1351-01295 00000/0000 20025/0755 07/09/73 10 4885 6926N 14 744E 42*6 166.4 GPGG
1351-01301 00000/0000 20025/0756 07/09/73 10 4885 6R07N 14554E 43.
7  164.0 GPGG
1351-01381 00000/0000 20025/0757 07/09/73 30 4885 4t43N 12859E 59.9 121.3 GGGG
1351-01383 00000/0000 20025/0758 07/09/73 10 4885 4t18N 12829E 60*4 118.7 GGGG
1351-01390 00000/0000 20025/0759 07/09/73 10 4885 3A5 3N 12800E 60*8 11509 GGGG
1351-01392 00000/0000 20025/0763 07/09/73 20 4885 3727N 12732E 61.1 113.1 GGGG
1351-01395 00000/0000 20025/0761 07/09/73 20 4885 3602N 12705E 61.4 110.3 GGGG
1351"01401 00000/0000 20025/0762 07/09/73 10 4885 3437N 12638E 61*6 107*5 GGGG
1351-01404 00000/0000 20025/0763 07/09/73 10 4885 3'11N 12612E 61.7 104.6 GPGG
1351-01410 00000/0000 20025/0764 07/09/73 10 4885 3145N 12546E 61.8 101*7 GGGG
1351-03095 00000/0000 20025/0765 07/09/73 90 4886 7P40N 14 936E 33.3 197*8 GGGG
1351-031b0 00000/0000 20025/0766 07/09/73 9c 4886 7743N 14406E 34.5 192*0 GGGG
1351-o3104 00000/0000 20025/0767 07/09/73 80 4886 7A41N 13924E 35*7 186.9 GGGG
1351-03210 00000/0000 20025/0768 07/O9/73 20 4886 4309N 10339E 59.4 124.0 GGGG
1351-03213 00000/0000 20025/0769 07/09/73 50 4886 41
4 4 N 10307E 59.9 121.3 GGGG
1351-03215 .00000/000 20025/0770 07/09/73 90 4886 4019N 10236E 60*4 118.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % o.*..*,* *..  TO 100 a % CLBUD CAVERs ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .. .......... , BLANKS=BAND NOT PRFSCNT/REQUESTED, RwRECYCLEDi G=GRD. FwFAIR BUT USABLEo P-PBBR@
1644 MAR jj#74. STANDARD CATALOG FOR NONPUS PAGE 
0949
FROM 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N5./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER !F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1351-04592 00000/0000 20025/0771 07/09/73 90 4887 5958N 08628E 49*
9  150*9 GGGG
1351-05044 00000/0000 20025/0772 07/09/73 20 4887 4144N 0 7722E 59.9 121.3 GGGG
1351-05051 00000/0000 20025/0773 07/0o/73 10 4887 4019N o7652E 60*4 118.7 GGGG
1351-05053 .00000/0000 20025/0774 07/09
/7 3 10 4887 3855N 0 7623E 608 115.9 GGGG
1351-05060 00000/0000 20025/0775 07/09/73 10 4887 3729N 07555E 61.1 113.2 
GGGG
1351-05062 00000/0000 20025/0712 07/o9/73 100 4887 3603N 0 7528E 61*4 110*3 GGGG
1351-05065 00000/0000 20025/0713 07/09/73 70 4887 3437N 07501E 61.6 107.5 
GGGG
1351-05071 00000/0000 20025/0714 07/09/73 0 4887 
3309 N 07 4 36 E 61*7 104.6 GGGG
1351-05074 00000/0000 20025/0715 07/09/73 0 4887 3143N 07411E 61.7 101*7 GGGG
1351-05080 00000/0000 20025/0716 07/09/73 0 4887 3018N 07347E 61*7 98.9 GGGG
135105083 00000/0000 20025/0717 07/09 / 73  10 4887 2851N 07322E 61*7 96.0 GGGG
1351-06485 00000/0000 20025/0718 07/09/73 20 4888 3854N 05031E 60.8 116*0 GPGG
1351-06491 00000/0000 20025/0719 07/09/73 30 4888 3727N 05004E 61*1 113.2 GGGG
1351*06494 00000/0000 20025/0720 07/o9/73 10 4888 3600N 0 4936E 61*3 110*4 GGGG
1351w06500 00000/0000 20025/0721 07/09/73 0 4888 3434N 04909E 6195 107*5 GGGG
1351-06503 00000/0000 20025/0722 07/09/73 0 4888. 3308N 04844E 61*7 104.6 GGGG
1351*06505 00000/0000 20025/0723 07/09/73 0 4888 3142N 0 4819E 61s7 101.8 GGGG
1351.06512 00000/0000 20025/0724 07/09/73 0 4888 3017N 04754E 617 98.9 
GGGG
1351-06514 00000/0000 20025/0725 07/09/73 0 4888 2852N 04730E 61*7 96*0 GGGG
1351-06521 00000/0000 20025/0726 07/09/73 0 4888 2726N 04706E 61*5 93.2 GGGG
135106523 00000/0000 20025/0727 0
7 /09/ 73 0 4888 2559N 04643E 61,3 90*4 GGGG
1351-08232 00000/0000 20025/0777 07/09/73 0 4889 6R06N 04241E 43*7 163*9 
GPPG
1351-08234 00000/0000 20025/0778 07/09/73 10 4889 6647N 04104E 44.7 161.6 PP G
1351-08241 00000/0000 20025/0779 07/09/73 0 4889 6527N 03934E 45.8 15993 GPPG
1351-08243 00000/0000 20025/0780 07/09/73 0 4889 6405N c3814E 46.9 157.2 GGGG
1351-08250 00000/0000 20025/0781 07/09/73 0 4889 6243N 03701E 47*9 155*0 GGGG
1351-10052 00000/0000 20025/0782 07/09/73 50 4890 7158N 02301E 4093 171*9 GGGG
1351-10095 00000/0000 20025/0783 07/09/73 40 4890 5711N 00707E 5108 146.8 GGGG
1351-10102 00000/0000 20025/0784 07/09/73 50 4890 5547N 00616E 52*8 144.7 GGGG
1351-10104 00000/0000 20025/0785 07/09/73 40 4890 5424N 00529E 53.6 142*6 GGGG
1351-15212 O0000/0000 20025/0555 07/09/73 100 4893 5136N 0 7329W 55.3 138.3 PGGG
1351-15215 00000/0000 20025/0556 07/09/73 90 4893 5011N 07409W 56*1 136.0 GGGG
1351-15294 00000/0000 20025/0557 07/09/73 70 4893 2305N 08306w 60.7 85*1 PPGG
1351015301 00000/0000 20025/0558 07/09/73 20 4893 2139N 08329W 60,3 82.5 PPGG
1351-15303 00000/0000 20025/0786 07/09/73 20 4893 20 11N 08351W 59*8 80.1 GGGG
1351.17032 00000/0000 20025/0559 07/09/73 80 4894 5547N 09704W 52*7 144.7 GGGG
1351w17035 00000/0000 20025/0560 07/09/7 100 4894 5422N 09751W 53.6 142.6 GGGG
1351-17041 00000/0000 20025/0561 07/09/73 20 4894 5258N 09836W 54*5 140.5 GGGG
1351*17044 00000/0000 20025/0562 07/09/73 0 4894 5134N 09918W 55*3 13893 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % *,,*,,,,*.,,,,* 0 TO 100 X CLOUD CeVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,,. ,. , BLANKSqBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED4 RuRECYCLED. GGBAD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE, pxP89R,
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0950
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL NS./ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1351w17114 00000/0000 20025/0568 07/09/73 30 4894 2725N 107 48 W 61*5 93*3 GGGG
1351-17121 00000/0000 20025/0569 07/09/73 40 4894 2557N 10811W 61*3 90*5 GGGG
i351:17123 00000/0000 20025/0570 07/09/73 40 4894 24 30N 10833W 61*0 87*8 GGGG1351 17130 00000/0000 20025/0571 07/09/73 30 4894 2304N 108 5 6W 60.7 85*2 GGGG
1351-17132 00000/0000 20025/0572 07/09/73 20 4894 2138N 10918W 60*3 82.6 GGGP
1351-17135 00000/0000 20025/0573 07/09/73 80 4894 2013N 10940W 59.8 80.1 GGGG
1351*18411 00000/0000 20025/0589 07/09/73 60 4895 7313N 10326W 39.1 175.1 GGGG
1351-18414 00000/0000 20025/0590 07/09/73 40 4895 7158N 106 04W 40*3 17199 PGGG
1351-18420 00000/0000 20025/0591 07/09/73 20 4895 7042N 10825W 41@4 169.0 GGGG
1351-18423 00000/0000 20025/0592 07/09/73 10 4895 6 924 N 11028W 42,5 166.4 GGGG
135118425 00000/0000 20025/0593 07/09/73 0 4895 6806N 112 17 w 43.6 163.9 GGGG1351-18432 00000/0000 20025/0594 07/09/73 10 4895 6646N 11355W 44.7 161.5 GGGG
1351-18434 00000/0000 20025/0595 07/09/73 60 4895 6526N 11524W 45.8 159*3 GGGG
1351018441 00000/0000 20025/0596 07/09/73 90 4895 6405N 11643W 46*8 157.1 GGGG
1351*18443 00000/0000 20025/0597 07/09/73 90 4895 6243N 11756W 47.9 155.0 GGGG
1351-18450 00000/0000 20025/0598 07/09/73 20 4895 6120N 11904W 4899 152.9 GGGG
1351-18452 00000/0000 20025/0599 07/09/73 80 4895 5958N 12006W 49.9 150*9 GGGG
1351.18455 00000/0000 20025/0574 07/09/73 60 4895 5 835N 12104w 50*8 148.8 GGGG
1351-18461 00000/0000 20025/0575 07/09/73 80 4895 5711N 12158W 51*8 146*8 GGGG
1351-18464 00000/0000 20025/0576 07/09/73 80 4895 5548N 12248W 52*7 144*7 GGGG
1351*18470 00000/0000 20025/0577 07/09/73 9c 4895 5424N 12336W 53.6 142o6 GGGG
1351.18473 00000/0000 20025/0578 07/09/73 90 4895 5 300N 12420W 54*5 140*5 GGGG
1351-18475 00000/0000 20025/0579 07/09/73 90 4895 5136N 12503W 55*3 138*3 GGGG
1351-18482 00000/0000 20025/0580 07/09/73 90 4895 5011N 12543W 56.1 136*1 GGGG
1351-18491 00000/0000 20025/0581 07/09/73 90 4895 4722N 12658W 57*5 131.4 GGGG
1351-20252 00000/0000 20025/0600 07/09/73 100 4896 7 042N 13418W 4194 169*0 GGGP
1351*20255 00000/0000 20025/0601 07/09/73 70 4896 6924N 13620W 4295 166.4 GGGG
1351-22075 00000/0000 20025/0602 07/09/73 100 4897 7314N 15509W 39.1 175.2 GGGG
1351-23481 00000/0000 20025/0830 07/09/73 50 4898 8012N 14641W 30.8 212*1 GGGG
1351-23483 00000/0000 20025/0831 07/09/73 100 4898 7931N 15403W 32*0 204.5 GGGG
1351*23490 ,00000/0000 20025/0832 07/09/73 90 4898 7840N 16028W 33e2 197.9 GGGG
1351-23492 00000/0000 20025/0833 07/09/73 100 4898 7 74 3N 165 55W 3494 192.1 GGGG
1351-23495 00000/0000 20025/0834 07/09/73 100 4898 7641N 17033W 35*6 187*0 GGGG
1351*23501 00000/0000 20025/0835 07/09/73 100 4898' 7535N 174 32W 36.7 182.6 GGGG
1351-23504 00000/0000 20025/0836 07/09/73 100 4898 7425N 17758W 37.9 178*6 GGGG
1351-23510 00000/0000 20025/0837 07/09/73 100 4898 7313N 17901E 39*1 175.1 GGGG
1351-23513 00000/0000 20025/0838 07/09/73 100 4898 7158N 17623E 40*2 172*0 GGPG
1351-23515 00000/0000 20025/0839 07/09/73 100 4898 7042N 17405E 41*3 169*1 GGGG
1351-23522 00000/0000 20025/0840 07/09/73 100 4898 6925N 17202E 42.5 166.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % o*****.***** 0 TB 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *....***,,,.,. BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED* GaGO(D. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. POPOBRs
16;44 IAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATAL5G FRP NSN-US PAGE 0951
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVAT1eN MICR5FILM R5LL N5./ DATE CLBUD 9R91T PPINCIPAL p5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITy
1b POSITISN IN RBLL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1351-23524 00000/0000 20025/0841 07/19/73 100 4898 6R06N 17013E 43,6 16400 GGGG
1351-23531 00000/0000 20025/0842 07/0q/73 100 4898 6646N 16836E 44.6 161.6 GGGG
1351-23533 0000/OC00 20025/0843 07/09/73 100 4898 6526N 16707E 45.7 159.4 GGGG
1351-23540 O0000/O000 20025/0844 07/qq/73 30 4898 6406N 1654 7E 46*8 157*2 GGGG
1351-23542 00000/C000 20025/0845 07/09/73 10 4898 6p44N 16433E 47.8 155.1 GGGG
1352-01312 00000/0000 20025/0603 07/10/73 100 4899 8011N 17221W 30*8 212.1 GGGG
1352-01315 00000/0000 20025/0604 07/10/73 100 4899 7930N 17942W 32.0 204.5 GGGG
1352-01321 00000/000 20025/0605 07/10/73 100 4899 741N 17353E 33.2 197*8 GGGG
135 2 -0132 4  00000/0000 20025/0606 07/10/73 100 4899 7744N 16822E 34.4 192.0 GGGG
1352-01330 00000/0000 20025/0607 07/10/73 100 4899 7642N 16339E 35.6 187.0 GGGG
1352-01333 00000/0000 20025/0608 07/10/73 90 4899 7r36N 15936E 36.7 182.5 GGGG
1352-01335 00000/0000 20025/0609 07/10/73 90 4899 7427N 15607E 37*9 178.6 GGGG
1352-01342 00000/0000 20025/0610 07/10/73 100 4899 7314N 15307E 39.1 175.1 GGPG
1352-01344 00000/Co00 20025/0611 07/10/73 100 4899 7i5qN 15031E 40.2 172.0 GGGG
1352-01351 00000/0000 200e5/0635 07/10/73 50 4899 7042N 14813E 41.3 169.1 GGGG
1352-01353 00000/0000 20025/0636 07/10/73 80 4899 6q24N 14610E 42.4 166.4 GPGG
1352o01360 00000/0000 20025/0637 07/10/73 90 4899 690 5N 14421E 43*5 164.0 GPGG
1352-01362 0000/0000 20025/0638 07/10/ 7 3  30 4899 6645N 14244E 44*6 161.6 GGGG
1352-01365 00000/0000 20025/0639 07/10/73 20 4899 6525N 14116E 45'7 159.4 GGGG
1352-01371 00000/0000 20025/0640 07/10/73 30 4899 6404N 13955E 46.8 157.2 GGGG
1352-01374 00000/0000 20025/0641 07 /10/ 7 3 3 c 4899 6p41N 13842E 47.8 155*1 GGGG
1352-03150 00000/0000 20025/0642 07/10/73 100 4900 7929N 15422E 32.0 204*5 GGGG
1352-03153 00o00/0000 20025/0643 07/10/73 100 4900 7 R4 0N 14806E 33.2 197.8 GGGG
1352-03155 00000/0000 2j025/0644 07/10/73 90 49 00 7743N 14238E 34*4 192.0 GGGG
1352-03162 00000/0000 20025/0645 07/10/73 70 4900 7641N 13755E 35.6 187.0 GGGG
1352-04575 00000/0000 20025/0646 07/10/73 90 4901 8011N 13611E 30.8 212.0 GGGG
1352-04582 00000/0000 20025/0647 07/10/73 60 4901 7930N 12851E 32.0 204.5 GGGG
135 2-04 584  00000/0000 20025/0648 07/10/73 60 4901 7841N 12228E 33.2 197.8 GGGG
1352-04591 00000/0000 20025/0649 07/10/73 50 4901 7744N 11658E 34.4 192.0 PGGG
1352-04593 00000/O000 20025/0650 07/10/73 30 4901 7642N 11214E 35.6 186*9 PGGG
1352-05050 00000/0000 20025/0651 07110173 80 4901 6000N 08500E 49.8 150*9 G3GG
1352-05052 00000/0000 20025/061? 07/10/73 30 4901 5838N 0 840 2E 50.8 148.9 GG
1352-05141 00000/0000 20025/0613 07/10/73 0 4901 2852N 0715 4 E 61.6 96.3 GPGP
1352-05143 00000/0000 20025/0614 07/10/73 100 4901 27 26 N 07130E 61.5 93.5 GGGG
1352-06543 00000/0000 20025/0615 07/10/73 30 4902 3855N 0 4906E 60.6 116.1 GGGG
1352-06550 00000/0000 20025/0616 07/10/73 30 4902 3729N 04838E 61*0 113@4 GGGG
1352-06552 00000/000Q 20025/0617 07/10/73 0 4902 3604N 04811E 61.2 110*6 GGGG
1352-06555 00000/0000 20025/0618 07/10/73 0 4902 3438N 04744E 61.5 107.7 GGGG
1352-06561 00000/0000 20025/0619 07/10/73 0 4902 33 11N 04718E 61.6 104.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVER % .. o*.......* 0 T8 100 a X CLBUD CeVER. x** Ne CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ........... BLANKS.BAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.G5BD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPSBR.
16:44 MAR 11i'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0952
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PeINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN ROLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1352-06564 00000/0000 20025/0620 07/10/73 0 4902 3144N 04653E 61*7 102.0 GGGG
1352-06570 00000/0000 20025/0621 07/10/73 C 4902 3017N 04628E 61*7 99.1 GGGG
1352-06573 00000/0000 20025/0622 07/10/73 0 49o2 2P51N 04604E 61.6 96.3 GGGG
1352-06575 00000/0000 20025/0623 07/10/73 0 4902 2725N 04541E 61.5 93.5 GGGG
1352-06582 00000/000 20025/0624 07/10/73 0 4902 2600N 04518E 61.3 90.7 GGGG
1352-06584 00000/0000 20025/0625 07/10/73 0 4902 2434N 04455E 61*0 88.0 GGGG
1352-06591 00000/0000 20025/0626 07/10/73 0 4902 2308N 04433E 60.7 85.3 GGGG
1352"06593 00000/0000 20025/062 7 07/10/73 0 4902 2143N 04411E 60.3 82.8 GPGG
1352-10172 00000/0000 20026/0383 07/10/73 20 4904 5140N 00239E 55o2 138.4 GGGG
1352-10174 00000/0000 20026/0384 07/10/73 10 4904 5016N 00158E 55.9 136.2 GGGG
1352-10181 00000/000 20026/0385 07/10/73 10 4904 4851N 00120E 56*7 133*9 GGGG
1352-10183 O0000/C00 20026/0386 07/10/73 10 4904 4726N 00043E 57.4 131.6 GGGG
1352-10190 00000/0000 20026/0387 07/10/73 20 4904 4(01N 00008E 58*1 129.2 GGGG
1352-10192 00000/0000 20026/0388 07/10/73 10 4904 4437N 00025w 58.7 126.7 GGGG
1352-10195 00000/0000 20026/0389 07/10/73 20 4904 4311N 00057W 59.2 124*2 GGGG
1352-10201 00000/0000 20026/0390 07/10/73 0 4904 4146N 00129W 59*8 121.6 GGGG
1352-10204 00000/0000 200 26/0391 07/10/73 10 4904 4020N 00159W 60.2 119.0 GGGG
1352-10210 00000/0000 20026/0392 07/10/73 40 4904 3Q54N 00228W 60*6 116.3 GGGG
1352-10213 00000/OC00 20026/0393 07/10/73 50 4904 3729N 00256w 61.0 113.5 GGGG
1352-10215 00000/0000 20026/0394 07/10/73 60 4904 3603N 00324W 61.2 110.7 GGGG
1352-13435 00000/0000 20025/0582 07/10/73 80 4906 5139N 0 4903W 55.1 138*4 GGPG
1352-13441 00000/00o 20025/0583 07/10/73 60 4906 5015N 049 43W 55.9 136.2 GGPG
1352-13444 00000/0000 20025/0584 07/10/73 20 4906 4850N 05020W 56*7 133.9 GGPP
1352-13450 00000/0000 20025/0585 07/10/73 20  4906 4726N 05055W 57*4 131.6 PPPP
1352-13455 00000/0000 20025/0586 07/10/73 100 4906 4436N 05204W 58*7 126.7 GGGG
1352-13462 00000/0000 20025/0587 07/10/73 100 4906 4?10N 05236W 59.2 124*2 GGGG
1352-13464 00000/0000 20025/0588 07/10/73 100 4906 4145N 05308W 59.7 121.6 GGPG
1352-15352 00000/0000 20025/0776 07/10/73 80 4907 2112N 08429W 60.6 85.5 GGGG
1352-17102 00000/0000 20025/0628 07/10/73 10 4908 5140N 10039W 55*1 138.5 GGGG
1352-17105 00000/0000 20025/0629 07/10/73 20 4908 5015N 10119W 55*9 136*2 GGGG
1352-17173 00000/0000 20025/0630 07/10/73 40 4908 2730N 109 12w 61.4 93.7 GGGG
1352*17175 00000/000o 20025/0631 07/10/73 40 4908 2602N 10935w 61.2 90.9 GGGG
1352-17182 00000/0000 20025/0632 07/10/73 80 4908 2436N 10958W 61*0 88.2 GGGG
1352-17184 00000/C0000 20025/0633 07/10/73 20 4908 2q10N 11020W 60*6 85.5 GGGG
1352-17191 00000/0000 20025/0634 07/10/73 1o 4908 2143N 11042w 60*2 83.0 GGGG
1352-18484 00000/0000 20025/0652 07/10/73 90 4909 6807N 11342W 43.4 164*0 GGGG
1352-18490 00000/ooo0 20025/0653 07/10/72 90 4909 6648N 11520W 44*5 161.6 GGGG
1352-18493 00000/0000 20025/0654 07/10/73 90 4909 6527N 11648W 45*6 159.4 GGGG
1352-18495 00000/0000 20025/0655 07/10/73 40 +909 6406N 11808W 46.6 157.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % s.............. o T 100 a % CLOUD CaVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSENT/REOUESTED. RzRECYCLED. G=GBdD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P-POOR.
16:44 MAR l'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOP NONUS PAGE 0953
FROM 07/23/72 T5 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICkRFILM ROLL NOB. DATE CLOUD 5RRIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN HBLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1352-18502 00000/0000 20025/0656 07/10/73 30 4909 6245N 11921W 47*7 155.1 GGGG
1352-18504 00000/0000 20025/0657 07/10/73 30 4909 6123N 12028 48.7 153.1 GGGG
1352-18511 00000/0000 20025/0658 07/10/73 9C 4909 6000N 12130W 49.7 151*0 GGGG
1352-18513 00000/0000 20025/0659 07/10/73 90 4909 5F37N 122281 50.7 149*0 GGGG
1352-18520 00000/0000 20025/0660 07/10/73 100 4909 5713N 12323W 51.6 146*9 GGGG
1352-18522 00000/0000 20025/0661 07/10/73 90 4909 5550N 12414W 52.5 144.8 GGGG
1352-18525 0000O/0000 20025/0662 07/10/73 80 4
9 09  5426N 12502W 53.4 142.8 GSGG
1352-18531 00000/0000 20025/0663 07/10/73 70 49.9 5101N 12547W 54.3 140.6 GGGG
1352-18534 00000/O000 20025/0664 07/10/73 90 4909 5137N 12629W 55.1 138.5 G3GG
1352-18540 00000/0000 20025/0665 07/10/73 80 4
9 09  50 12N 12710W 55.9 136.2 GGGG
1353o00232 00o00/000o 20026/0066 07/11/73 0 4912 17105 13646E 35*5 45.2 PGPP
1353-00235 00000/0000 20026/0067 07/11/73 10 4912 1R36S 13 624E 3403 44.7 
PPPP
1353-00241 00000/0000 20026/0068 07/11/73 10 4912 2001S 13603E 33.1 44.2 PPPG
1353-00244 00000/0000 20026/0069 07/11/73 0 4912 2127S 13541E 31j9 43.8 PPPG
13 5 3 *00250 00000/0000 20026/0070 07/11/73 20 4912 225?S 13520E 30*7 43.4 PPGG
1353-00253- 00000/0000 20026/0071 07/11/73 90 4912, 2418S 13458E 29.5 43.0 PPGG
1353-00255 00000/0000 20026/0072 07/11/73 90 4912 2544S 13436E 28.3 42*7 PPG
1353U00262 00000/0000 20026/0073 07/11/73 100 4912 2710S 13413E 27*0 42.4 PPG
1353-00264 00000/0000 20026/0074 07/11/73 90 4912 2836S 13350E 25.8 42.2 
PPG
1353-01371 ooooo00000/oooo0000 20 25/0685 07/11/73 100 4913 8nl2N 17330W 30*7 212*1 GGGG
1353-01373 00000/0000 20025/0686 07/11/73 90 4913 7931N 17904E 31*9 204e5 GGGG
1353"01380 00000/0000 20025/0687 07/11/73 100 4913 7R42N 17238E 33*1 197,9 GGGG
1353-01382 00000/0000 20025/0688 07/11/73 100 4913 7745N 16708E 34.2 192.1 GGGG
1353-01385 00000/0000 20025/0689 07/11/73 100 4913 7644N 16222E 35.4 187.0 GGGG
1353-01412 d0000/0000 20026/0075 07/11/73 80 4913 6927N 14451E 42*3 166*4 P
1353-01414 00000/0000 20026/0076 07/11/73 90 4913 6Ao8N 14303E 43.4 164.0 PPG
1353-01421 00000/0000 20026/0077 07/11/73 80 4913 6A49N 14125E 44.5 161.6 PPG
1353"01423 00000/0000 20026/0078 07/11/7
-  50 4913 6530N 13957E 45.6 159*4 PPG
1353-01430 00000/0000 20026/0079 07/11/73 60 4913 6409N 13836E 4606 157.2 PGGG
1353-01432 00000/0000 20026/0080 07/11/73 70 4913 6?46N 13721E 47.7 155*1 PGGG
1353-01435 00000/0000 20026/0081 07/11/73 40 4913 6125N 13614E 48.7 153.0 GGGG
1353-01441 00OO0/0000 20026/0082 07/11/73 90 4913 6002N 13512E 4957 151.0 PGGG
1353-01444 00000/0000 20026/0083 07/11/73 100 4913 5839N 13 414E 50.6 148.9 PGGG
1353-01494 00000/0000 20026/0084 07/11/73 90 4913 4146N 12605E 59.7 121*7 PPG
1353-01500 00000/0000 20026/0085 07/11/73 80 4913 4021N 12535E 60.1 119.0 PPG
1353-03270 00000/0000 20025/0690 07/11/73 100 4914 6123N 11024E 48.7 153*0 GGG
1353-03273 00000/0000 20025/0691 07/11/73 90 4914 6COIN 10921E 49*7 151.0 GGG
1353o03275 00000/0000 20025/0692 07/11/73 10 4914 5P38N 10823E 50.6 148*9 GGG
1353-05195 00000/0000 20025/0693 07/11/73 10 4915 2R55N 07030E 61*.5 96.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % 0........*.....  TO 100 % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,.............. BLANKSBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GOAD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PwPBeRo
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.uS PAGE 0954
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
8BSERVATIBN MICRFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CL8UD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIN IN ReLL ACQUTqED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIN. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1353-05202 00000/0000 2u025/0694 07/11/73 10 4915 2729N 07006E 61.4 93o8 GGG
1353-05204 00000/0000 20025/0695 07/11/73 100 4915 2002N 06943E 61.2 91.0 GSGG
135307033 00000/0000 20025/0696 07/11/73 10 4916 2727N 04415E 61*4 93*8 GGGG
1353-07040 00000/0000 20025/0697 07/11/73 0 4916 2600N 04352E 61.2 91*0 GGGG
1353-07042 00000/0000 20025/0698 07/11/73 0 4916 2434N 04330E 60.9 88*3 GOGG
1353"07045 00000/0000 20025/0699 07/11/73 0 4916 2309N 04307E 60*6 85.6 GGGG
1353w07051 00000/0000 20025/0700 07/11/73 0 4916 2143N 04245E 60o2 83*1 GGGG
1353-07054 00000/0000 20025/0701 07/11/73 0 4916 2017N 04223E 59*8 80*6 GSGG
1353-07060 00000/0000 20025/0702 07/11/73 0 4916 151N 04202E 59*3 78.2 GGGG
1353-07063 00000/0000 20025/0703 07 /11/ 7 3 0 4916 1725N 04140E 58.7 75*8 GGGG
1353-07065 00000/0000 20025/0704 07/11/73 10 4916 15 59N 04119E 58.1 73*6 GGG
1353-07072 00000/0000 20025/0705 07/11/73 30 4916 1433N 04058E 57*4 71.5 GGGG
1353-07074 00000/o00 20025/0706 07/11/73 10 4916 1106N 04037E 56.7 69*4 GGGG
1353-07081 00000/0000 20025/0707 07/11/73 20 4916 1139N 04016E 56.0 67.5 GGGG1353-07083 00000/0000 20025/0708 07/11/73 30 4916 1012N 03955E 55.2 65*7 GGGG
1353-10230 00000/0000 200 2 6/008 7 07/11/73 90 4918 5137N 00109E 55.0 138.4 3
1353-10233 00000/0000 20026/0088 07/11/73 90 4918 5013N 00029E 55* 8  136o2 G G
1353-10235 00000/0000 20026/0089 07/11/73 50 4918 4848N 00008W 56*6 134*0 3 G1353-10242 00000/0000 20026/0090 07/11/73 10 4918 4724N 000440 57.3 131.6 PG G
1353-10244 00000/0000 20026/0091 07/11/73 10 4918 4559N 00119 58*0 129*2 PGPG
1353-10251 00000/0000 20026/0092 07/11/73 10 4918 443 3N 001 5 3W 58*6 126.8 GGPG
1353-12014 00000/0000 20026/0093 07/11/73 90 4919 6648N 013 22W 44.4 161.6 m G1353*13491 00000/0000 20026/1180 07/11/73 40 4920 5303N 049 46W 5492 140.6 GGPG
1353-13493 00000/0000 20026/1181 07/11/73 30 4920 5138N 05029W 55*0 138*4 GGGG
1353-13500 00000/0000 20026/1182 07/11/73 50 4920 5014N 05108 55.8 136.2 GGGP
1353-13502 00000/0000 20026/1183 07/11/73 60 4920 4 84 9 N 051 4 6 o 56*6 133*9 GGPG
1353-13505 00000/0000 20026/1184 07/11/73 90 4920 4724N 05 22 1w 57.3 131.6 Go
1353-13511 00000/0000 20026/1185 07/11/73 90 4920 4559N 05255W 57.9 129.2 GPP
1353-13514 00000/0000 20026/1186 07/11/73 100 4920 4 435N 0 5328W 58.6 126.8 PPP1353-13520 00000/0000 20026/1187 07/11/73 70 4920 4309N 05401W 59.1 124.3 GGP
1353-13523 00000/000 20026/1188 07/11/73 20 4920 4 143N 05434W 59.6 121*7 PGGP
1353-15331 00000/0000 20026/0064 07/11/73 9 4921 5014N 07700 55.8 136.2 GGGG
1353-15411 00000/0000 20026/0065 07/11/73 90 4921 2 30 7 N 08558W 60.6 85.7 GpPG
1353-15413 00000/0000 20026/0094 07/11/73 90 4921 2141N 08620W 60.2 83.1 PPG
1353-17145 00000/0000 20025/0728 07/11/73 90 4922 5550N 09954W 52.4 144.8 GGGG
1353-17151 00000/0000 20025/0729 07/11/73 50 4922 5425N 10042W 53*3 142*7 GGGG
1353-17160 00000/0000 20025/0730 07/11/73 40 4922 5i37N 10209W 55*0 138*4 GGGG
1353-17163 00000/0000 20025/0731 07/11/73 70 4922 5n12N 10249W 55.8 136.2 GGGG
1353-17224 00000/0000 20025/0732 07/11/73 100 4922 2P53N 11014W 61.5 96.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % *.*.*....**..*. 0 TO 100 u % CLBUD CfVER. ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .,.*...,,...,, BRLANKSmBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GBRD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P-P85R,
16:44 MAP l1l'74 STANDARD CATALOG FR NeN.US PAGE 0955
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICRFILM RBLL B,/ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITI5N IN RLL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PFV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1353-17231 0000/0000 20025/0733 07/11/73 i00 4922 2726N 11038W 61*4 93.9 GGGG
1353-17233 00000/0000 20025/0734 07/11/73 100 4922 2559N 11101W 61*2 91.1 GGGG
1353-17240 00000/0000 20025/0735 07/11/73 70 4922 2434N 11124W 6009 88.4 GGPG
1353-20362 00000/O000 20026/0115 07/11/73 90 4924 7200N 13447W 40.0 17199 GGGG
1353-20365 00000/0000 200 26/0116 07/11/73 100 4924 7n44N 13704W 41.1 169.0 GGGG
1354-30025 00000/0000 20025/0789 07/12/73 100 4926 7203N 17338E 39.9 172.0 GGGG
1354-00032 00000/0000 20025/0790 07/12/73 50 4926 7046N 17118E 41.0 169*1 GGGG
1354-00034 00000/C0000 20025/0791 07/12/73 0 4926 6929N 16915E 42.2 16605 GGGG
1354-00041 00000/0000 2u025/0792 07/12/73 10 4926 6811N 16724E 43*3 164.0 GGGG
1354-00043 00000/0000 20025/0793 07/12/73 10 4926 6652N 16545E 44.3 161.6 GGGG
1354-00050 00000/0000 20025/0794 07/12/73 40 4926 6531N 16417E 45,4 159.4 GGGG
1354-00052 00000/0003 20025/0795 07/12/73 90 4926 6 409 N 16257E 46o5 157.2 GGGG
1354-00055 00000/0000 20025/0796 07/12/73 90 4926 6248N 16145L 47*5 155.1 GGGG
1354-00061 00000/0000 20026/0095 07/12/73 70 4926 6126N 16037E 48.5 153.1 P G
1354-01552 00000/0000 20024/0646 07/i2/73 50 4927 4145N 12438E 59.6 121*8 GPGG
1354-03331 00000/0000 20024/0647 07/12/73 80 4928 6003N 10759E 4905 151.0 GGGG
1354-0333a 00000/OC0O 20024/0648 07/12/73 70 4928 5 84 0N 10701E 50.5 149.0 GGGG
1354-03445 o0000/oo00 20024/0649 07/12/73 80 4928 2018N 09235E 59.7 80.8 GGGG
1354-05231 00000/0000 20024/0650 07/12/73 0 4929 3731N 07137E 60.8 113.8 GGGG
1354-05233 00000/0000 20024/0651 07/12/73 0 4929 3604N 0 711E 61*0 111*0 GGGG
1354-05240 00000/0000 20024/0652 07/12/73 10 4929 34 39N 07044. 61*3 108o2 GGGG
1354-05242 00000/0000 20024/0653 07/12/73 10 4929 3?13N 07017E 61.4 105o4 GGGG
1354-05245 00000/0000 20025/0797 07/12/73 0 4929 3147N 0 6952E 6195 102.5 GGGG
1354-05251 00000/0000 20025/0798 07/12/73 0 4929 30 21N 0 6927E 61,5 9997 GGGG
1354-05254 00000/0000 20025/0799 07/12/73 10 4929 2855N 0 6903E 61'4 96.8 GGGG
1354-05260 00000/000 20025/0800 07/12/73 20 4929 2728N 0 6839E 61*3 94*0 GGGG
1354"05263 00000/o00o 20025/0801 07/lp/73 30 4929 2602N 0 6816E 61*1 91i3 GGGG
1354-05265 00000/0000 20025/0802 07/12/73 80 4929 2437N 06753E 60-9 88.6 GGGG
1354-07092 00000/0000 20025/0803 07/12/73 90 4930 2728N 042505 61*3 94*1 GGGG
1354-07094 00000/0000 20025/0804 07/12/73 c80 930 2602N 0 4227E 61*1 91*3 GGGG
1354*07101 00000/0000 20025/0805 07/12/73 90 4930 2437N 0420 4E 60.9 88o6 GGGG
1354-07103 00000/0000 20025/0806 07/12/73 100 4930 2311N 04 141E 60'6 85*9 GGGG
1354"07110 00000/0000 20025/0807 07/12/73 80 4930 2145N 04118E 60*2 83*4 PGPG
1354"07112 00000/0000 20025/0808 07/12/73 10 4930 2019N 04056E 59.7 80,9 GGG
1354-07115 00000/0000 20025/0809 07/12/73 0 4930 1R52N 04034E 59.2 78.5 GGGG
1354-07121 00000/000 20025/0810 07/12/73 0 4930 1726N 04013E 58*7 76.1 GGGG
1354-07124 00000/0000. 20025/0811 07/12/73 10 4930 1600N 0 3952E 58.1 73.9 PGGG
1354"07130 00000/000 20C25/0812 07/12/73 40 4930 1433N 03931E 57.4 71*8 GGGG
1354-12081 00000/00Q 20025/1019 07/12/73 90 4933 6 408N 017 3 7W 4604 157*2 GPPG
KEYS: CL5UD CBVER % o*...... .,* ,e 0 TB 100 = % CLBUD CAVER, ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE .UALITY B,,..,,,,,,. LANKS2BAND NOT PRESCNT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED. GmGBBD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE, PuPBBSR
16:44 MAR 11i'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0956
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM R8LL N.,/ DATE CLBUD BRBIT POINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITItN IN RBLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1354-12270 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/12/73 60 4933 0007N 04117W 48.8 55.5 GGG
1354-12272 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/12/73 100 4933 01185 04137W 47*8 54.4 GGGP
1354-12275 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/12/73 70 4933 0O455 04157w 46.8 53.3 GGPP
1354-12281 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/12/73 40 4933 0411S 04217W 45*7 52*2 GPP
1354-12284 00000/000 0000/0000 07/12/73 30 4933 05385 04237W 44.7 51*2 GGPG
1354-12290 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/I2/73 60 4933 0705S 04257W 43.6 50,3 GGPG
1354-12293 00000/0000 O0000/0000 07/12/73 10 4933 0P325 043 18W 4295 49.5 GGPP
1354-12295 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/I2/73 0 4933 0958S 04338W 41*4 48*7 GGPP
1354-12302 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/12/73 0 4933 11255 04359W 40 2  47*9 GGPP
1354-12304 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/12/73 0 4933 150S 04419W 39*1 47*2 GGPG
1354-12311 00000/0o00 00000/0000 07/12/73 10 4933 1416S 04440W 37e9 46.6 GGPG
1354-12313 0Ooo0/0000 00000/0000 07/12/73 10 4933 1542S 04501W 36*8 46*0 GGPG
1354-12320 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/12/73 10 4933 1708S 04522W 35s6 4504 GGPG
1354-12322 00000/0000 00CU0O/0000 07/12/73 20 4933 1934S 04543W 34.4 44*9 GGPG
1354-12325 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/12/73 40 4933 1959S 04604W 33.2 44#4 GGPG
1354-12331 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/12/7 50 4933 2125S 04626W 32*0 44.0 GGPG
1354-12334 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/12/73 20 4933 2?50S 04 64 8W 30*8 43*6 GGPG
1354-12340 00000/0000 G00000/0000 07/12/73 60 4933 2417S 04711w 29,6 43.2 GGPP
1354-12343 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/12/73 70 4933 2544S 04733W 28*4 42.9 GGPP
1354-12345 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/12/73 50 4933 271"S 04756W 27.2 42*6 GGPP
1354-12352 00000/0000 00000/0003 07/12/73 20 4933 2R36S 04820w 259 42.4 GGPP
1354-12354 00000/0000 00000/0000 07/12/73 0 4933 3002S 04844W 24.7 42*1 GGPP
1354-13544 00000/0000 20026/0144 07/12/73 100 4934 5354N O5045W 53*5 141*9 G
1354*13550 00000/0000 20026/0145 07/12/73 100 4934 5?29N 05130W 54*4 139.8 GP P
1354-13553 0000/000 20026/0146 07/12/73 100 4934 5105N 05211W 55*2 137.6 GGPG
1354-13555 00000/0000 20026/0147 07/12/73 90 4934 4941N 05249W 56*0 135*4 GP G
1354-13562 00000/0000 20026/0148 07/12/73 100 4934 4R17N 05326W 56*7 133.1 GPPG
1354-13564 O0000/0000 20026/0149 07/12/73 i00 4934 4652N 0 5402W 57.4 130.8 GPPG
1354-13571 00000/0000 20026/0150 07/12/73 100 4934 4527N 05437W 5801 128 4 GP G
1354-13573 0000/0000 20026/0151 07/12/73 90 4934 4402N 05510w 58.7 125.9 GP P
1354-13580 -00000/0000 20026/0152 07/12/73 80 4934 4237N 05542W 59*2 123.4 GP P
1354-15345 00000/0000 .20026/0133 07/12/73 100 4935 6409N 06925W 46*4 157.2 GGPG
1354-15351 00000/0000 20026/0134 07/12/73 3( 4935 62 47N 07038W 47*4 155.1 GGGG
1354-15354 00000/0000 20026/0135 07/12/73 0 4935 612 4N 07146w 48*5 15390 GGGG
1354"15360 00000/0000 20026/0136 07/12/73 10 4935 6001N 07249W 49.4 151.0 GGGG
1354-15363 00000/0000 20026/0137 07/12/73 30 4935 5940N 07347W 50*4 14990 GGGG
1354-15365 00000/0000 20026/0138 07/12/73 10 4935 5716N 07442W 51*4 146*9 GGGG
1354-15372 00000/0000 20026/0139 07/12/73 30 4935 5552N 07532W 52*3 144.9 GPGG
1354-15374 00000/0000 20026/0140 07/12/73 20 4935 5429N 07619W 53*2 142.8 GPGG
KEYS: CLCU CeVER % ,....,........ 0 T8 100 x % CLOUD CAVER. ** U NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.......**,° RLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED9 G-GnRD* FEFAIR BUT USABLE* P-PBBR*
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0957
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
eBSERVATIBN MICROFILM R9LL NB./ DATE CLBUD 5R.IT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIbN IN HRLL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT L4NG 123 45678
1354-15381 00000/0000 20026/0141 07/12/73 20 4935 5305N 07 7 04W 54*0 140.7 GGPG
1354-15383 00000/0000 20026/0142 07/I2/73 10 4935 5141N 0 7746W 54.9 138.5 GPGG
1354-15390 00000/0000 20026/0143 07/12/73 0 4935 5o16N 0 7826W 55*7 136.3 GPPG
1354-17194 00000/00 20025/0736 07/12/73 60 4936 5R38N 09930W 50*4 149.0 GGGG
1354-17201 00000/0000 20025/0737 07/12/73 50 4936 5715N 10024W 51*4 146*9 GGGG
1354-17203 00000/0000 20025/0738 07/12/73 70 4936 5551N 10115w 52*3 144*9 GGGG
1354-17210 00000/0000 20025/0739 o7/17/73 80 4936 5428N 10 203W 53.2 142.8 GGGG
1354-17212 00000/0000 20025/0740 07/1I/73 80 4936 5304N 10 249W 54*0 140.7 GGGG
1354-17215 00000/0000 20025/0741 07/12/73 70 4936 5140N 10332W 5409 138.5 GGGG
1354-17221 00000/0000 20025/0742 07/1/73 20 4936 5015N 104 13w 55,6 136.3 GCGG
1354-17283 00000/0000 20025/0743 07/11/73 50 4936 2955N 11139W 61*4 97.0 GGGG
1354-17285 C000o/0000 20025/0744 07/12/73 20 4936 2728N 11202W 61*3 94.2 GGGG
1354-17292 00000/0000 20025/0745 07/12/73 30 4936 2602N 11225W 61.1 91*4 GGGG
1354-17294 00000/0003 20025/0746 07/12/73 20 4936 2436N 11248w 60*8 88*7 GGGG
1354-20423 00000/0000 20025/0787 07/12/73 40 4938 7045N 13830w 40*9 169.0 GGGG
1354-22252 000oC/0000 20025/078 07/1/73 10 4939, 7P00N 16201W 39*8 171.9 GGGG
1355"00325 00000/000o 20025/1023 07/13/73 3 0 4940 0959S 13538E 4194 48o7 G
1355-00331 00000/0000 20025/1010 07/13/73 3C 4940 1126S 13517E 40.2 48*0 G
1355-00334 00000/C000 20025/1011 07/13/73 90 4940 1?52S 13457E 39.1 47*3 GGG
1355-00340 OG00000/0000 20025/1012 07/13/73 80 4940 1418S 13436E 37.9 46*6 GGPG
1355-00343 00000/0000 20025/1013 07/13/73 8 c0 940 144S 13415E 36*8 46.0 GGGG
1355-00345 00000/0000 20025/1014 07/1/73 90 4940 1710S 1335 4E 35*6 45,5 GPGG
1355-00352 o0000/000o 20025/1015 07/13/73 90 4940 1837S 13333E 34.4 45.0 GPGG
1355-00354 00000/0000 2jC25/101 6 07/13/73 80 4940 20025 13312E 33.2 44.5 GPGG
1355-00361 00000/0000 20025/1017 07/13/73 70 4940 2127S 13250E 3290 44.0 GGPG
1355-00363 00000/0000 20025/1018 07/13/73 80 4940 22535 13228E 30,8 43.6 GGGG
1355-02124 00000/0000 20025/1020 07/11/73 10 4941 0130N 11228E 49.8 56.9 GGGG
1355-02131 00000/0000 20025/1021 07/13/73 20 4941 Oc03N 11208E 48.9 55.6 GGGG
1355-02133 00000/0000 20025/1022 07/13/73 30 4941 0122S 11148E 47.8 54*5 GGGG
1355-03385 00000/0000 20026/0517 07/13/73 90 4942 600N 10630E 49*4 151.0 GPGG
1355"03392 00000/0000 20026/0518 07/13/73 
80 4942 5837N 10 532E 504 148o9 GGGG
1355-03485 00000/0000 20026/0519 07/13/73 80 4942 2600N 09238E 61.1 91*5 GPGG
1355-03492 000/0000 20026/0520 07/13/73 80 4942 2434N 09216E 60.8 88.8 GGGG
1355-03494 00000/0000 20026/0521 07/13/73 70 4942 2309N 09154E 60*5 86*1 GPGG
1355"03501 00000/0000 200 2 6/0 5 2 2 07/13/73 90 4942 2142N 0 9131E 60.1 83.6 GGGG
1355-07105 00000/0000 20026/0523 07/13/73 60 4944 4144N 04551E 59*4 121.9 GPGG
1355-07112 00000/0000 20026/0524 07/11/73 50 4944 4019N 04522E 59*9 119,3 GGGG
1355-07114 00000/0000 20026/0525 07/11/73 10 4944 3854N 04453E 6093 116.6 GGGG
1355-07121 00000/0000 20026/0526 07/13/73 10 4944 3728N 04424E 60*6 113.9 GPGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER Z ... *.****..... o TO 100 % CLOUD CAVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE-
IMAGE QUALITY .............. RLANKSmBAND NOT PRESFNT/PREUESTED. RPRECYCLED. G.GBD. FmFAIR BUT USABLE, PoPOBR,
16:44 MAR 111'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0958
FROM 07/21/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRBFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1355o07123 00000/0000 20026/0527 07/13/73 10 4944 3602N 04356E 60*9 111.2 GPGG
1355007130 00000/0000 20026/0528 07/13/73 10 4944 3436N 04329E 61,1 108*4 GPGG
1355-07132 00000/0000 20026/0529 07/13/73 40 4944 3311N 04302E 61.3 105.5 GPGG
1355-07135 00000/0000 20026/0530 07/13/73 90 4944 3144N 04237E 61.4 102.7 GPGG
1355o07141 00000/0000 20026/0531 07/13/73 90 4944 3018N o4213E 61*4 99.9 GPGG
1355a07144 00000/0000 20026/0532 07/13/73 100 4944 2A52N 04149E 61.4 97*1 GPGG
1355e09020 00000/0000 20026/0183 07/13/73 100 4945 1430N 01216E 57v4 72.0 GGGG
1355-10402 00000/0000 20026/0184 07/13/73 10 4946 3142N 00902W 61*4 102.7 GGGG
1355-10461 00000/0000 20026/0185 07/13/73 90 4946 1137N 01413W 56.0 68*0 GPGG
1355m10463 00000/0000 20026/0186 07/13/73 90 4946 1011N 01433W 55.2 66*2 GPGG
1355-12131 00000/0000 20026/0187 07/13/73 80 4947 6650N 01618W 44*1 161*6 GPPG
1355-12133 00000/0000 20026/0188 07/13/73 90 4947 6529N 01747W 45.2 159*4 GPGG
1355-12140 OU000/000 20026/0189 07/13/73 100 4947 6403N 01908W 46.3 157.2 GGGG
1355-12142 00000/0000 20026/0190 07/13/73 100 4947 6246N 02021W 47.3 155*1 GGGG
1355-12333 00000/0000 20029/0001 07/13/73 80 4947 0244S 04323W 46*9 53.5 GGPP
1355-12340 00000/0000 20029/0002 07/13/73 100 4947 0411S 04343W 45.8 52.4 GGPP
1355-12342 00000/0000 20029/0003 07/13/73 10 4947 0537S 04403W 44.7 51*4 GGPP
1355-12345 00000/0000 20029/0004 07/13/73 0 4947 0703S 0 4423W 43*7 5095 GGPP
1355-12351 00000/0000 20029/0005 07/13/73 0 4947 0830S 0444 4 W 42*6 49s7 GGPP
1355-12354 00000/0000 20029/0006 07/13/73 0 4947 0957S 045 04w 41*4 48.9 GGPP
1355-12360 00000/0000 20029/0007 07/13/73 10 4947 1124S 04525W 40*3 48.1 GGPP
1355-12363 00000/0000 20029/0008 07/13/73 o 4947 1250S 0 4545W 39.2 47.4 GGPP
1355-12365 00000/0000 20029/0009 07/13/73 10 4947 1416S 04605W 3800 46.7 GGPP
1355-12372 00000/0000 20029/0010 07/13/73 70 4947 1542S 04626w 36.9 46.1 GGPG
1355-12374 00000/0000 20029/0011 07/13/73 50 4947 1708S 04647W 35.7 45.6 GGPG
1355-12381 00000/0000 20029/0012 07/13/73 40 4947 1834S 047 09w 34.5 45.0 GGPG
1355-12383 00000/0000 20029/0013 07/13/73 10 4947 1959S 04730W 33*3 44*6 GGPG
1355-12390 00000/0000 20029/0014 07/11/73 10 4947 2124S 04752W 32.1 4491 GGPG
1355012392 00000/0000 20029/0015 07/13/73 10 4947 2250S 04815W 30*9 43*7 PPPP
1355-12395 00000/0000 20029/0016 07/13/73 40 4947 2416S 048 38W 29*7 43.4 GGPG
1355-12401 p0000/0000 20029/0017 07/13/73 80 4947 2542S 04900W 28*5 43*0 GGPG
1355*12404 00000/0000 20029/0018 07/13/73 60 4947 2709S 0 4923W 27.3 42.7 GGPG
1355-12410 00000/0000 20029/0019 07/13/73 0 4947 2835S 04947W 26.0 42.5 PPPP
1355*12413 00000/0000 20029/0020 07/13/73 0 4947 3000S 05011W 24.8 42.3 GGPP
1355-12415 00000/0000 20029/0021 07/13/73 10 4947 3126S 05036 23.6 42.1 GGPP
1355-12422 00000/0000 20029/0022 07/13/73 80 4947 3?52S 05101W 22.3 41.9 GGPP
1355*14001 00000/0000 20025/0874 07/1i/73 100 4948 5429N 05151W 53*0 142.9 GGGG
1355-14003 00000/0000 20025/0875 07/13/73 100 4948 53 04N 05236W 53.9 140.8 GPPG
1355-14010 00000/0000 20025/0876 07/13/73 100 4948 5141N 05318W 54.7 138.6 Gp P
KEYS; CLOUD CBVER % *****,**,,0.... o TO 100 a % CLOUD CeVER, *o a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ....... ,..... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED GmGOaD. F.FAI.R BUT USABLE. PuPOOBR
16:44 1AR 119'74 STANOARD CATALOG FeR NNIUS PAGE 0959
FRBOM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN MICq9FILM R'LL \./ DATE CLOUD tRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY.
ID PRSITIN IN HOLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PRV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1355-14012 00000/0000 20025/0877 07/13/73 90 4948 5017N 05358w 55*5 13694 GPPG
1355-14015 00000/0000 20025/0878 07/13/73 100 4948 4P52N 05437W 56.3 134*2 GGGG
1355-14021 00000/0000 20025/0879 07/13/73 100 4948 4727N 05513w 57.0 131.9 G3GG
1355-14024 00000/0000 20025/0880 07/13/73 100 4948 4 60?N 05548w 57*7 129.5 GGGG
1355-14030 00CC0/o000 20025/0881 07/13/73 100 4948 4438N 05620w 58.3 127*1 PGPG
1355-14033 00000/0o00 20025/0882 07/13/73 100 4948 4313N 05652W 58*9 124.6 PP G
1355-17214 00000/0000 20026/0191 07/13/73 10 4950 7043N 08818 40*8 169*0 GP G
1355-17280 00000/C000 20C26/0533 07/13/73 60 4950 501?N 105 40w 55.5 136.4 GGGG
1355-17341 00000/0003 20026/0534 07/13/73 20 4950 2R54N 11309w 61*3 97,2 GPGG
1355-17344 00ooo/0000 20026/0535 07/11/73 20 4950 2728N 11331o 61*2 94.4 GOGG
1355-17350 0u000/0000 20026/0536 07/13/73 80 4950 2601N 11353W 61.0 91.6 GPGG
1355-17353 00000/0000 20026/0537 07/13/73 90 4950 2434N 11416W 6o08 88.9 GGGG
1355-19073 00000/0000 20026/0176 07/13/73 30 4951 6244N 12342W 4703 155.0 GGGG
1355-19075 00000/0000 20026/0177 07/13/73 7c 4951 6122N 124 48w 48.3 153.0 GPPG
1355-19082 00000/0000 20026/0176 07/13/73 80 4951 5959N 12551W 49.3 151.0 GcGG
1355-19084 00000/0000 20026/0179 07/13/73 80 4951 5836N 12649W 50*3 148&9 GGGG
1355-19091 00000/0000 20026/0180 07/1i/73 100 4951 5712N 12743W 512 146.9 GPPG
1355-19102 00000/0000 20026/0181 07/13/73 90 4951 5301N 13006W 53.9 140.7 PPGG
1355-19105 00000/0000 20026/0182 07/13/73 50 4951 5!3 N 13049w 54,7 138.6 POGG
1356-00144 00000/0000 20024/0629 07/14/73 60 4954 7o45N 16827E 40.8 169.0 GGGG
1356-00151 00000/0000 20024/0630 07/14/73 60 4954 6928N 16625E 419 166*4 GGGG
1356-00153 00000/0000 20024/0631 07/14/73 50 4954 6R09N 16435E 43*0 163*9 GGGG
1356-00160 00000/0000 20024/0632 07/14/73 40 4954 6649N 16256E 44.1 161.6 GGGG
1356"00162 00000/0000 20024/0633 07/14/73 30 4954 6 529N 16127E 45*1 159.3 GGGG
13 5 6 01 6 5 0000/00oo00 20024/0634 07/14/73 50 4954 640 N 16006E 46*2 157.2 GGGG
1356-00174 00000/0000 20026/0203 07/14/73 70 4954 6126N 157 4 4E 48.2 153.0 GGGG
1356-00180 00000/0000 20026/0204 07/14/73 80 4954 6004N 15642E 49.2 151.0 GP G
1356-00433 00000/0000 20026/0205 07/14/73 80 4954 2709S 12954E ?7.3 42.8 GGPG
1356-00435 00000/00 20026/0206 07/14/73 70 4954 2R35S 12930E 26.1 42.6 GGPG
1356-00442 00000/0000 20026/0207 07/14/73 10 4954 30015 12906E P248 4?23 GGPG
1356-00444 00000/0000 20026/0208 07/14/73 10 4954 3127S 12842E 23.6 42.1 GGPG
1356-02185 00000/0000 20026/0224 07/14/73 0 4955 0005N 11041E 48.9 5509 PPGG
1356-03405 00000/0000 20026/0225 07/14/73 3o 4956 7?01N 11907E 39*6 171.9 GGGG
1356-03412 000C0/0000 20026/0226 07/14/73 0 4956 7045N j1648E 40*7 169.0 GGGG
1356-03414 00000/0000 20026/0227 07/14/73 0 4956 6027N 11445E 41.9 166.4 GGGG
1356-03421 00000/0000 20026/0228 07/14/73 0 4956 6,08N 11256E 43.0 163.9 GPGG
1356-03423 0000/000 20026/0229 07/14/73 0 4956 6649N 11118E 44.0 161.6 GPGG
1356-03430 00000/c000 20026/0230 07/14/73 20 4956 6529N 10948E 45.1 1593 GGGG
1356*03432 00000/0000 20026/0231 07/14/73 70 4956 6408N 10827E 4602 157.2 GGGP
KEYS: CLPUD COVER % C..***,,.,.*., 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CPVER. ** U NO CL6U D DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY .. ,..*.*.**... RLANKS.BAND NeT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED GGBBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P.PB0R,
16:44 lA 11p'74 STANDARD CATAL9G FeR NeN-US PAGE 0960
FReM 07/21/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MIC RFILM PeLL k,,./ DATE CLBUD 9RRIT PoTICIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
u1 PrSITI9N I' kBLL ACG UTiED C9VER NUMBER !F IMAGE ELEV. AZIN. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1356-33435 00000/0000 20026/0232 07/14/73 90 4956 6247N 10713E 47.2 155.1 GPGG
1356-07163 O000/0000 20024/0635 07/14/73 30 4958 4144N 04423E 59.3 122*1 GGGG
1356-07170 00C00/0000 20024/0636 07/14/73 20 4958 4-19N 0 4353E 59.8 119.5 GGGG
1356-07172 00000/O000 2U024/0637 07/14/73 10 49g8 3p54N 04325E 60.2 116.9 GGGG
135 6 -0717 5 00OO/0000 20024/0638 07/14/73 0 4958 3728N 04256E 60.5 114.2 GGGG
1356-"7181 OOo000/O0o 20024/0639 07/14/73 0 4958 36hON 04229E 60.8 111.4 GGGG
1356-07184 00000/0000 20024/0640 07/14/73 10 4958 343RN 04202E 61.0 108.6 GGGG
1356-07190 OCoo0/00o 20024/0641 07/14/73 10 4958 3 12 N 04136E 61.2 105.8 GGGG
1356-07193 00000/00GC0 20024/0642 07/14/73 C 4958 3146N 04110E 61.3 103.0 GGGG
1356-07195 00000/0000 20024/0643 07/14/73 10 4958 3^21N 04046E 61*3 100.2 GGGG
1356-37202 00000/0003 20024/0644 07/14/73 90 4958 254J 04021E 61.3 97*4 GGGG
1356-07204 00000/0000 20024/0645 07/14/73 40 4958 272RN 03958E 61*2 94.6 GGGG
1356-12183 00000/000' 2,0206/C25 07/14/73 6C 4961 608N 01606w 42.9 163*9 GGGG
1356-12185 00000/0000 20026/0259 C7/14/73 10 4961 6650N 01744W 4400 161.5 GGGG
1356-12192 00000/0000 20026/0260 07/14/73 90 4961 6530N 01912W 45.1 159.3 GGGG
1356-12194 00000/0003 20026/0261 07/14/73 70 4961 640qN 02033W 46.1 157.2 GGGG
1356-12201 00000/O00 20026/0262 07/14/73 100 4961 6247N 02147W 47.2 155*1 GGGG
1356-12203 OOO0O/0000 2J026/C263 07/14/73 100 4961 6124N 02254W 48.2 153.0 GGGG
1356-13591 00000/000C 20026/0264 07/14/73 100 4962 7 537N 02636W 36.1 182*3 GGGP
1356-14055 00o00/0000 20025/0883 07/14/73 C 4962 5426N 05 3 19W 52*9 142.9 GGGP
1356-14062 00000/0000 20025/0884 07/14/73 0 4962 5102N 05404W 53.8 140.8 GGPG
1356-14064 000000/000 20025/0885 07/14/73 0 4962 5139N 05 4 47W 54.6 138.6 GGPG
1356.14071 00000/0000 20025/0886 07/14/73 0 4962 5r14N 05526w 55.4 136.5 GGPP
1356-14073 00000/0000 20025/0887 07/14/73 10 4962 4R5oN 05604W 56*1 134.2 GGPG
135 6 -1408o 00000/0003 20025/0888 07/14/73 50 4962 4725N 05640W 56.9 131*9 GGPG
1356-14082 o0000/ccoo 2c025/0889 07/14/73 60 4962 400N 05 71 5 W 57.5 129.6 GGPG
1356-14085 00000/0000 20025/0890 07/14/73 80 4962 4435N 05 748W 58.2 127.2 GGPG
1356-14091 0000/0003 20025/0891 07/14/73 70 4962 4l09N 0520W 58.7 124.7 GGPG
1356-14094 00030/000^ 20025/0892 07/14/73 70 4962 4145\ 05851W 59*3 122.2 GGPG
1356-15502 00000/o00C 20025/0873 07/14/73 50 4963 54N 08116W 55*4 136.5 GGGG
1356-17311 00030/OcOu 20025/0846 07/14/7? 9c 4964 5237N 10228W 50.1 149*0 GGGG
1356-17313 000oo00/00 20025/0847 07/14/73 80 4964 5713N 10321W 51.1 147.0 GGGG
1356-17320 000C0/0000 20025/0848 07/14/73 40 4904 5950N 10412W 52.0 144.9 GPGG
1356-17322 00000/0000 20025/0849 07/14/73 10 4964 5426N 10459w 52*9 142.9 GGGG
1356-17325 00c00/000o 20025t0850 07/14/73 n 4964 5302N 10544W 53.7 140.8 GGGG
1356-17331 C000/0000 025/0851 07/14/73 30 4964 5137N 10626w t4.6 138.7 GGGG
1356-17334 00000/0000 20025/0852 07/14/73 40 4964 5014N 10706W 55.* 136*5 GGGG
1356-17395 30000/000 20025/0853 07/14/73 5n  4964 2P5?N 11434W 61.2 97.5 GGGG
1356-17432 00000/0 00 20025/0854 07/14/73 5c 4964 2726N 11457W 6191 94.7 GGGP
KEYS: CL4tD CVER % ..,,,.,....,, 0O To 100 = % CLBUD CPVER. ** = N8 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE iUALITY ,......,. .., RLANKSuBAN0 NBT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLEU* G=GBD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE* P=PBR*
16:44 A R 11s'74. STANDARD CATALeG FaR N5N.US PAGE 0961
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
eBSERVATION MICRPFILM ReLL NY,/ DATE CLBUD 3RBIT PoINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN ROLL ACQUTPED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1356-22365 00000/00u 200 25/095 6 07/14 / 7 3 100 4967 7 o00N 16453w 39.5 171 8 GPGG
1356-22371 00000/0000 20025/0957 07/14/73 100 4967 7044N 16711W 40*6 169.0 GPGG
1356-22374 00000/0000 20025/0958 07/14/73 100 4967 6 02 7 N 169 14W 41.8 166*3 GPGG
1356-22380 00000/0000 20025/0959 07/14/73 100 4967 6R07N 17103W 4?*9 163.8 GPGG
13 5 7"0048 2  00000/000o 20026/0276 07/15/73 8f 4968 241S 12913E 29.8 43.6 GGPG
1357-00485 00000/0000 20026/0277 07/15/73 80 4968 2r45S 12850E 28.6 4302 PGGG
1357"00491 00000/0000 20026/0278 C7/1,/73 90 4968 2711S 12827E 27o4 42.9 GGGG
1357"00494 00000/0000 2u02b/0279  07/15/73 100 4968 2P37S 12803E 26*2 42.7 PGPG
1357-02241 00000/0000 20025/0918 07/15/73 30 4969 0131N 1094 4E 49.9 5704 GGG
1357-02243 00000/0000 20025/0 9 19  07/15/73 70 4969 0005N 10924E 48*9 56*1 GGGP
1357-02250 0000oo0/0000 20025/0920 07/19/73 70 49A9 0121S 10904E 47*9 54.9 GGGG
1357*-3473 00000/0000 20025/0921 07/15/73 70 4970 6927N 11320E 41.7 166*3 GGPG
1357-03475 00000/0000 20025/0922 07/19/73 10 4970 6q09N 11131E 42*8 163.8 GGGG
1357-03482 00000/0000 20025/0923 07/15/73 30 4970 6649N 10952E 43o9 161.5 PGGG
1357-03484 00000/0000 20025/0924 07/19/73 80 4970 6F2FN 10822E 45.0 159.3 GGGG
1357-03491 00000/0000 20025/0925 07/15/73 80 4970, 6407N 10700E 46.0 157.1 GGGG
1357-03493 00000/0000 20025/0926 07/19/73 70 4970 6P44N 10546E 47*1 155*0 GGGG
1357-05331 0000/o0000 20026/0265 07/15/73 90 4971 6121N c7853E 48*1 153*0 GGGG
1357-05334 00000/0000 20026/0266 07/15/73 100 4971 559N 0775cE 49*1 151*0 GGGG
1357-07251 00000/0000 20026/0267 07/15/73 0 4972 3145N 03 944E 61.2 103.2 GGGG
1357-07254 00000/OCOo 20026/0268 07/1;/73 0 4972 3020N 03920E 61.2 100.4 GGGG
1357-07260 00000/0000 20026/0269 07/15/73 30 4972 2k53N 03855E 61*2 97.6 GGGG
1357-07263 OCOO0/000i 20026/0270 07/15/73 30 4972 2726N 03832E 61*1 94*8 GDGG
1357-07265 00000/0000 20026/0271 07/15/73 4972 2601N 03609E 60,9 92.1 GGGG
1357-07272 00000/0000 20026/0272 07/15/73 0 4972 2435N 03747E 60.7 89.4 GGGG
135 7 0o7 274  00000/000o 20026/0273 07/15/73 c 4972 23b9N 0 3724E 60.4 86.7 GGGG
1357-07281 00000/0000 20026/0274 07/19/73 0 4972 2144N 03701E 60*0 84.2 GGGG
1357-07283 00000/0000 20026/0275 07/15/73 0 4972 20i7N C3639E 59.6 81*7 GSGG
1357-12252 00000/0000 20025/0893 07/15/73 90 4975 6409N 0 2154W 460C 157*2 GGGG
1357-12255 00000/0000 20025/0894 07/15/73 90 4975 6.47N 02308 47*0 155*1 GSGG
1357-14025 00000/0000 20025/0895 07/15/73 40 4976 8n12N 00001W 30.0 211*9. GGGG
1357-14032 o0000/oo00 20025/0896 07/15/73 30 4976 793PN 00718V 31,2 204*3 GGGG
1357-14034 00000/0000 20025/0897 07/19/73 40 4976 74?NN 01339W 3204 197*7 GGG
1357-14041 00000/0000 20025/0898 07/15/73 50 4976 7 74 5 N 019 12w 33.6 191*9 GlGG
1357-14043 00000/0000 20025/0899 07/15/73 30 4976 7643N 02358W 34.8 186.8 GGGG
1357-14111 00000/0000 20026/0215 07/1/73 100o 4976 5F53N 0 5356W 5198 145*0 PPPG
1357-14114 00000/0000 20026/0216 07/15/73 100 4976 5430N 05 44 5W 52.7 143.0 GP G
1357-14120 00000/000 20026/0217 07/1973 90 4976 5306N 05530w 53.6 140.9 GPPG
1357-14123 00000/000 20026/0218 07/15/73 80 4976 5142N 05613W 54.4 138.8 G3PG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER n .. ,.....,,** , 0 TB 100 - % CLBUD CeVER, ** - NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,,.... ... ,. BLANKSaBAND NET PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. RERECYCLED. GaGSRD, F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBSR,
16:44 MAR 111'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NON.US PAGE 0962
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN RBLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1357-14125 00000/0000 20026/0219 07/15/73 60 4976 5017N 056 53W 55.2 136.6 GGPG
1357-14134 00000/0000 20026/0220 07/15/73 .70 4976 4726N 05808W 56.7 132.1 PP G
1357*14141 00000/0000 20026/0221 07/15/73 90 4976 4601N 058 4 2W 57.4 129*8 PP G
1357-14143 00000/0000 20026/0222 07/15/73 100 4976 4436N 05915W 58.0 127.4 GP G
1357-14150 00000/0000 20026/0223 07/15/73 100 4976 4310N 05948W 58.6 124.9 GPGG
1357-14152 00000/0000 20026/0214 07/15/73 70 4976 4t45N 06019W 59.1 122.4 P GG
1357-15543 00000/0000 20026/0209 07/15/73 100 4977 5552N 079 4 3W 51.8 145.0 Gp G
1357-15545 00000/0000 20026/0210 07/18/73 90 4977 5428N 08031W 52.7 143.0 GP P
1357-15552 00000/0000 20026/0211 07/s1/73 80 4977 504N 08115W 53*6 140*9 GP G
1357-15554 00000/0000 20026/0212 07/15/73 60 4977 5140N 0815 8 W 54.4 138.8 GP G
1357-15561 00000/0000 20026/0213 07/15/73 50 4977 5016N 08238W 55.2 136.6 GP G
1357-17324 00000/0000 20028/0122 07/r1/73 0 4978 7PO2N 08849W 39.4 171.9 GGGG
1357-17340 00000/0000 20028/0123 07/15/73 10 4978 6910N 09458W 42*7 163.9 GGGG
1357-17342 00000/0000 20028/0124 07/15/73 60 4978 6650N 09637W 43.8 161.6 GGGG
1357-17345 00000/OC00 20028/0125 07/15/73 80 4978 6F30N 09806W 44.9 159*3 GGGG
1357-17351 00000/0000 20028/0126 07/s1/73 60 4978 6409N 09927W 45.9 157*2 GGGG
1357-17354 00000/0000 20028/0127 07/15/73 50 4978 6P47N 10041W 4700 155.1 GGGG
1357-17360 00000/0000 20028/0128 07/15/73 80 4978 6125N 10148W 48.0 153.1 GGGG
1357m17363 00000/0000 20028/0129 07/15/73 90 4978 6002N 10251W 49,0 151.1 GGGG
1357-17365 00000/0000 20028/0130 07/15/73 90 4978 5 839 N 103 50W 49.9 149.1 GGGG
1357-17372 00000/0000 20028/0131 07/15/73 70 4978 5716N 10445W 50*9 147.0 GGGP
1357-17374 00000/0000 20028/0132 07/15/73 80 4978 5552N 10536W 51.8 145.0 GGGG
1357-17381 00000/0000 20026/0233 07/15/73 100 4978 5429N 10624W 52*7 14300 GGG
1357-17383 00000/0000 20026/0234 07/15/73 100 4978 5 305N 107 08W 53.6 140.9 GGGG
1357-17390 00000/0000 20026/0235 07/15/73 50 4978 5 142N 107 51W 54.4 138.8 GGGG
1357-17392 00000/0000 20026/0236 07/15/73 10 4978 5018N 10832W 55*2 136.6 GGPG
1357*17451 00000/0000 20026/0237 07/15/73 3c 4978 3022N 115 34W 61.2 100.6 GGPG
1357-17454 00000/0000 20026/0238 07/15/73 90 4978 2856N 11558W 61*2 97.8 GGPG
1357-17460 00000/0000 20026/0239 07/15/73 100 4978 2729N 11621W 61.1 95*0 GGGG
1357-19192 00000/0000 20028/0133 07/15/73 90 4979 6125N 12737W 48*0 153.1 GGGG
1357-19194 00000/0000 20028/0134 07/15/73 90 4979 6002N 128 39w 4900 151.1 GGGG
1357-22423 00000/0000 20028/0135 07/15/73 100 4981 7201N 16617W 39*3 171.8 GGGG
1357-22430 00000/0000 20028/0136 07/15/73 100 4981 7045N 16837W 40.5 169*0 GGGG
1357-22432 00000/0000 20028/0137 07/15/73 60 4981 6927N 17040W 41*6 166.3 GGGG
1357-22435 00000/0000 20028/0138 07/15/73 30 4981 6809N 17229W 42.7 163.9 PGGG
1357-22441 00000/0000 20028/0139 07/15/73 30 4981 6649N 17407W 43.8 161*5 GGGG
1357-22444 00000/0000 20028/0140 07/15/73 60 4981 6528N 17537W 44.8 159.3 GGGG
1357-22450 00000/0000 20028/0141 07/15/73 100 4981 6408N 17658W 45*9 157.2 GPGG
1358"00334 00000/0000 20026/0395 07/1A/73 70 4982 4602N 14628E 57.3 129.8 GGGG
KEYS; CLOUD CBVER % *.............. 0 TO 100 m % CLOUD CRVER. ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY oo.o...... .*.. BLANKSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RPRECYCLED* GGOBD. FnFAIR BUT USABLE* PaPOBR.
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0963
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRBFILM RRLL N,,/ DATE CLbUD eRRIT PPINJCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITI5N IN ROLL ACQUTRED CVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1358-00341 00000/0000 20026/0396 07/16/73 30 4982 44 38N 14555E 57.9 127.4 GGGG
1358-00343 O0o00/0000 20026/0397 07/16/73 10 49R2 4312N 14523E 58*5 124*9 PGPG
1358-00350 00000/0000 20026/0398 07/16/73 20 4982 4146N 14452E 59.1 122*4 GGPG
1358-00352 00000/000 20026/0399 07/16/73 10 4982 4o22N 14423E 59.5 119.9 GGPG
1358-00355 00000/000o 20026/0400 07/16/73 10 4982 3857N 14354E 60*0 117*2 PGGG
1358.00361 00000/0000 20026/0401 07/16/73 10 4982 3731N 14325E 60*3 114*5 GGPG
1358*00364 00000/0000 20026/0402 07/16/73 20 4982 3605N 14257E 60.6 111*8 GGPG
1358-02270 00000/0000 20026/0280 07/16/73 90 4983 1139N 11033E 56*0 68*8 PPPP
1358-04022 00000/0000 20026/0281 07/16/73 2o 494 3R57N 09210E 59*9 117*2 PPPG
1358-04024 00000/0000 20026/0282 07/16/73 0 4984 3731N 09142E 60*3 114.6 GPPG
1358-04031 00000/0000 20026/0283 07/16/73 0 4994 3604N 09115E 60*6 111.8 GGGG
1358-04033 00000/0000 22026/0284 07/16/73 0 4984 3438 N  09049E 60*8 109.1 PGGG
1358-04040 00000/0000 20026/0285 07/16/73 0 4984 3311N 09023E 61*0 106.3 GGPG
1358-04042 00000/0000 20026/0286 07/16/73 10 4984 3146N o8957E 61*1 103.5 GPPG
1358-04045 00000/000O 20026/0287 07/16/73 4984 3r21N 0 8932E 61*2 100*7 GGPG
1358-04051 000C0/0000 20026/0288 07/16/73 10 4984 2Q56N 08908E 61.1 97*9 GGGG
1358-04054 00000/0000 20026/0289 07/16/73 50 4984 2730N 08844E 61.0 95.1 GGGG
1358-04060 00000/0000 20026/0290 07/16/73 90 4984 2605N 08820E 60*9 92.4 GGGG
1358-05321 00000/0000 20025/0900 07/16/73 90 4985 8ro9N 12741E 29.9 211*7 GGGG
1358-05324 00000/0000 20025/0901 07/16/73 80 4985 7 28 N 12023E 31.1 204.2 GGGG
1358-05330 00000/0000 20025/0902 07/16/73 70 4985 7839N 1403E 32*3 197.6 GGGG
1358"05333 00000/0000 20025/0903 07/16/73 7n 4995 7744.N 10831E 33.5 191*8 GGGG
1358-05335 00000/0000 20025/0904 07/16/73 9Q 4985 7643N 10345E 34.7 186*7 GGGG
1358*05342 C00000/0000 20025/0905 07/16/73 80 4985 7r37N 09940E 35.9 182.3 GGGG
1358-05344 00000/0000 20025/0906 07/16/73 80 4985 7426N 09609E 37*0 178*4 GGGG
1358-05351 00000/0000 20025/0907 07/16/73 100 4985 7314N 09309E 38*2 174*9 GrGG
1358-05353 00000/0000 20025/0908 07/16/73 90 4985 7P01N 09031E 39.3 171.8 GGGG
1358-05444 00000/0000 20025/0909 07/16/73 80 4985 4146N 06718E 59.0 122*5 GGGG
1358-07244 00000/0000 20025/0910 07/16/73 80 4986 5302N 04622E 53.5 140.9 GGGG
1358-07251 00000/0000 20025/0911 07/16/73 20 4986 5139N 04540E 54.3 138.8 GOGG
1358-07253 00000/C0000 20025/0912 07/16/73 30 4986 5014N 0 4500E 55.1 136.6 GGGG
1358-07310 00000/0000 20025/0913 07/16/73 90 4986 3145N 03818E 61*1 10395 GGGG
1358-07312 00000/0000 20025/0914 07/16/73 90 4986 30 20N 03754E 61*1 100*7 GGGG
1358-07315 00000/0000 20025/0915 07/16/73 90 4986 2854N 0 3730E 61.1 97.9 GGGG
1358-07321 00000/0000 20025/0916 07/16/73 80 4986 2728N 03706E 61*0 95*2 GGGG
1358-07412 00000/0000 20025/0917 07/16/73 20 4986 0411S 02923E 46*0 53*0 GGGG
1358-14165 U00000/000 20026/0291 07/16/73 10 4990 5551N 0 5524W 51*7 145*0 GGGG
1358-14172 00000/C0000 20026/0292 07/16/73 1i 4990 5427N 05612W 52*6 143*0 GGGP
1358-14174 00000/0000 20026/0293 07/1.6/73 40 4990 5103N 05657W 53*5 140.9 GGPG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % ..... ..... o TB 100 = % CLBUD CPVER. ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY .'.,,,,,,, BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. G=GD80. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P.PBBR,
16:44 MAR 11i'74 STANDARD CATALG FOR N5N-uS PAGE 0964
FRB 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MTICRFILM R5LL N'i./ DATE CLOUD 3RRIT PDINCIPAL PaINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I P9SITION IN ROLL ACLUTRED CBVFR NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV , AZIM. RBV MSS
r V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1358-14181 00000/0000 2C026/0294 07/16/73 80 4990 5139N 05 7 39 w 54.3 138.8 GGGG
1358-14183 00000/0000 20026/0295 07/16/73 100 4990 5 15N 05820 55.1 136.6 G3GG
1358-14190 00000/000 20026/0296 07/16/73 100 4990 405)N 05o58W 55.8 134.4 GPGG
1358-14192 00000/0000 20026/0297 07/16/73 100 4990 4724N 05934W 56*6 132.2 GGGG
1358-14195 00000/000u 200 2 6/0298 07/16/73 100 4 9 90 4-5N 06008W 57.2 12908 GGPG
1358-14201 000COo0000 2'026/029 9  07/16/73 100 4990 4435N 0 6041W 57.9 127.5 GPGP
1358"14204 00000/0000 20026/0300 07/16/73 70 4990 4309N 06113W 58 5 125.0 GGPG
1358-14210 00000/0000 20026/0301 C7/16/73 50 4990 4144N 06144w 59-0 122.5 GG G
1358-14340 00000/0000 20026/0349 07/16/73 50 4990 0O45S 07331W 47*0 54*1 GGGG
1358-14342 OC000/0000 20026/0350 07/16/73 2, 4990 0411S 0 7351W 46*0 53.1 GGGG
1358-14345 00000/0000 20026/0351 07/16/73 30 4990 0"37S 07411W 44.9 521 GGGG
1358-14351 00000/0000 20026/0352 07/16/73 30 4990 0704 07 431W 43.8 51.1 GGGG
1358-14354 00000/0000 20026/0353 07/16/73 50 4990 0O31S 07452W 4P27 50.2 GGGG
1358-16001 00000/0000 20026/0373 07/16/73 10 4991 5553N 08112W 51.7 145.0 PGGG
1358-16004 0000/0000 20026/0374 07/16/73 20 4991 5428N 08159W 52*6 143&0 PGGG
1358-16010 00000/OCOU 20026/0375 07/16/73 10 4991 5304N 08244W 53.4 140.9 PGGG
1358-16013 00000/0000 20026/0376 07/16/73 10 4991 5140N 08326W 54.3 138.8 GGGG
1358-16015 00000/0000 20026/0?77 07/16/73 10 4991 5014N 08406W 55*1 136*6 GOGG
1358-17374 00000/0000 20026/0354 07/16/73 40 4992 7426N 08438w 3609 178.4 GGGG
1358-17424 00000/0000 20026/0319 07/16/73 50 4992 5q3RN 10515w 49*8 149*0 GGGG
1358-17430 o00o00/o00 20c26/032C 07/16/73 60 4992 5715N 10610W 5*.7 147*0 GGGG
1358-17433 00000/0000 20026/0321 07/16/73 62 4992 555 10701W 51*7 145*0 GGGG
1358-17435 00300/0000 20026/0322 07/16/73 50 4992 5428N 10749W 52.6 143.0 GGGG
1358-17442 00000/0000 20026/0323 07/16/73 70 4992 5304N 10834N 53*4 140.9 GGGG
1358-17444 00000/0000 20026/0324 07/16/73 20 4992 514. N  10917W 54.3 13898 GGGG
1358-17451 00000/000 200?6/0325 07/16/73 20 4992 5n14N 10957W 55.1 136*7 GGGG
1358-17510 00000/0000 20026/0326 07/16/73 8C 4992 322N 11659W 61-1 100.8 GGGG
1358-17512 00000/0000 20026/0327 07/1A/73 80 4992 2P56N 11723 61.1 98.1 GGGG
1358-17515 00000/0000 20026/0328 07/16/73 90 4992 2728N 11 7 46W 61.0 95*3 GSGG
1358-19223. 00000/0003 20026/0339 07/16/73 30 4993 6926.Mi 12027w 41*5 166.3 GGGG
1358-19230 00000/0o00 20026/0340 07/16/73 4" 4993 6R08N 12216W 42.6 163.8 GGGG
1358-19232 o00oo0/000 20026/0341 07/16/73 20 4993 643 N 12354W 43*6 161.5 GGGG
1358-19235 00000/C000 20026/0342 07/16/73 30 4993 6r28N 12523W 44.7 159.3 GGGG
1358-19241 00000/0000 20026/0343 07/I6/73 30 4993 6407J 1264 4 W 45*8 157.2 GGGG
1358-19244 00000/0000 20026/0344 07/16/73 4r 4993 6)45N 12757W 46.8 155.1 GGGG
1358-19250 O0000/CO00 20026/0345 07/16/73 4, '993 6124N 12903W 47.8 153.1 GGGG
1358-21050 c00000o/03 20026/0346 07/16/73 20 4994 7159N 14159V 39.2 171.8 GGG
1358-22481 0000/000 20026/0347 07/16/73 100 4995 7200N 16746W 39.2 171.8 G(GG
1358-22484 O0000/0000 20026/0348 07/16/73 80 4995 7n44N 17 0 04 W 40*3 1689 G GG
KEYS: CLeUD CBvEP % **.*.***..*.** 0 TO 100 a % CLBUD COVER. w* = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'AGE QUALITY ,,...,...*... RLANKS=BAND NeT PRPScNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GBD0. F=FAIP BUT USABLE. P=PeOR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR NBN.US PAGE 0965
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23./73
BBSERVATISN MICReFILM R(LL NB./ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITI3N IN RBLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIP, RBV MSS
RbV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1359-00393 00000/0000 20025/1002 07/17/73 10 4996 4F56N 1 4458E 57*2 129e8 PPPG
1359-00395 000C00/C00 20025/1003 07/17/73 90 4996 4432N 14425E 57.8 127.4 GGGG
1359-00402 00000/0000 200 2 5/100 4 07/17/73 7o 4996 4337N 14354E 58.4 125*0 GGGG
1359-00404 00000/0000 20025/1005 07/17/73 80 4996 4142N 14323E 59.0 122.5 GGGG
1359-00411 00000/0000 20025/1006 07/17/73 70 4996 4nl7N 14253E 59.4 119.9 GGGG
1359*00413 00000/0000 20025/1007 07 /17/73 10 4996 3P52N 14223E 59*9 117.3 GGG
1359-00420 00000/0000 20025/1008 07/17/73 50 4996 3726N 14155E 60*2 114.6 G0GG
1359*00422 00000/0000 20025/1009 07/17/73 60 4996 3600N 14127E 60.5 111.9 GGGG
1359002315 00000/0000 20026/0735 07/17/73 100 4997 1427N 10948E 57.4 73.0 PG1359-02322 00000/0000 20026/0736 07/17/73 100 4997 1300N 10926E 56.7 71.0 PSPP
1359-02324 00000/0000 20026/0737 07/17/73 100 4997 1133N 10905E 56.0 69.0 PGPG
1359w04012 00000/0000 20026/0738 07/17/73 80 4998 611QN 10146E 47.8 153.0 GGGG
1359-04015 00300/0000 20026/0739 07/17/73 70 4998 5957N 10044E 48.8 151.0 GGGG
1359-04071 00000/C00 20026/0740 07/17/73 10 4998 4140N 09141E 58.9 122.5 PGPG
1359-04074 00000/0000 20026/0741 07/17/73 10 4998 4014N 09111E 59*4 119*9 GGPG
1359-04080 00000/0000 20026/0742 07/17/73 20 4998 3949N 09042E 59.8 117.3 PPG
1359-04083 00000/C000 20026/0743 07/17/73 20 4998 3724N 09013E 60.2 114 6 GppP
1359-04085 00000/0000 20026/0744 07/17/73 20 4998 355 N 08946E 60o5 111*9 PGGG
1359*05503 00000/0000 20026/0355 07/17/73 0 4999 4139N 06549E 58*9 122.5 GGGG
1359-05505 00000/0000 20026/0356 07/17/73 0 4999 4n14N 06520E 59.4 119.9 GGGG
1359-05512 00000/0000 20026/0357 07/17/73 4999 3848N 06451E 59*8 117.3 G3GG
1359-05514 00000/0000 20026/0358 07/17/73 0 4999 3722N 06423E 60.2 114.6 GGGG
1359-05521 00000/00O 20026/0359 07/17/73 C 4999 3558N 06356E 60*5 111.9 GGGG
1359-05523 00000/0000 20026/0360 07/17/73 0 4999 3432N 06330E 60*7 109.2 GGGG
1359-05530 00000/0000 2C026/0361 07/17/73 10 4999 3307N 06304E 60*9 106.4 GGGG
1359-05532 00000/0000 20026/0362 07/17/73 10 4999 3141N 06239E 61.0 103*6 GGGG
1359-05535 00000/0000 20026/0363 07/17/73 20 4999 3015N 06215E 61.1 100*8 GGGG
1359-05541 00000/0000 20026/0364 07/17/73 30 4999 2A49N 06150E 61.0 98.1 GGGG
1359-05544 00000/0000 20026/0365 07/17/73 40 4999 2723N 06126E 60*9 95-3 PGGP
1359*05550 00000/0000 20026/0366 07/17/73 50 4999 2659N 06102E 60.8 92.6 GGGG
1359w07482 00000/0000 20026/0367 07/17/73 0 5000 0835S 02658E 42.7 50.3. GGGG
1359-07485 00000/0000 20026/0368 07/17/73 0 5000 I0015 02637E 41.6 49*5 G(GG
1359-07491 00000/0000 20026/0369 07/17/73 0 5000 11285 02617E 40*5 48.7 GPGG
1359-07494 00000/0000 20026/0370 07/17/73 C 5000 1P55S 02557E 39.4 48.0 GGGG
1359-07500 00000/0000 20026/0371 07/17/73 0 5000 14215 02536E 38*3 47.4 GGGG
1359-07503 00000/0000 20026/0372 07/17/73 0 5000 1547S 02515E 37.1 46.7 GGGG
1359-09082 00000/0000 20026/0403 07/17/73 90 5001 7042N 03506E 40.3 168*9 GGGG
1359*09084 00000/0000 20026/0404 07/17/73 40 5001 6924N 03303E 41.4 166.2 PGGG
1359-09091 00000/0000 20026/0405 07/17/73 50 5001 6PO6N 03114E 42*5 163.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD cBVEP % **********,*.,* 0 TB 100 m % CLOUD CRVER. ** * NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY R.,,.,,,*,.., BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED G.GpD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR,
16144 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0966
FROM 07/23/72 Tb 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NBe/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1359-09093 00000/0000 20026/0406 07/17/73 o50 5001 6646N 02936E 43*6 161*5 GGGG
1359-09100 00000/000o 20026/0407 07/17/73 50 5001 6526N 02807E 44*6 1593 GGGG
1359014215 00000/0000 20026/0453 07/17/73 10 5004 5836N 05509W 49*7 14900 GGGG
1359a14221 00000/0000 20026/0454 07/17/73 20 5004 5712N o5603W 50,6 147o0 GGGG
1359-14224 00000/0000 20026/0455 07/17/73 40 5004 5548N 0 5653W 51*5 145o0 GGGG
13591i4230 00000/0000 20026/0456 0/17/ 7 3  20 5 004  5424N 0 5741W 52e4 1430o GGGG
1359"14233 00000/0000 20026/0457 07/17/73 10 5004 5301N 05825W 53*3 140.9 GGGG
1359-14235 00000/0000 20026/0458 07/17/73 in 5004 5136N o5907w 54.1 138o8 GGGG
1359-14242 00000/0000 20026/0459 07/17/73 0 5004 5012N 05948W 54*9 136.7 GGGG
1359.14244 00000/0000 20026/0460 07/17/73 20 5004 4948N 06026W 55*7 134.5 GGGG
1359*14251 00000/0000 20026/0461 07/17/73 40 5004 4722N 0610 3W 56*4 132*2 GGGG
1359-14253 00000/0000 20026/0462 07/17/73 70 5004 4556N 06138W 57*1 129*9 GGGG
1359.14260 00000/0000 20026/0463 07/17/73 90 5004 4431N 06211W 57*7 127.6 GGGG
1359-14262 00000/0000 20026/0464 07/17/73 100 5004 4 306N 06243W 58.3 125*1 GGGG
1359-16032 00000/0000 20026/0465 07/17/73 100 5005 6405N 07633W 45.6 157*1 GGGG
1359-16035 00000/0000 20026/0466 07/17/73 80 5005 6243N 07747 46.7 155.1 PPPP
1359-16041 00000/0000 20026/0467 07/17/73 80 5005 6122N 07855W 47.7 153.0 PGGG
1359-16044 00000/0000 20026/0468 07/17/73 100 5005 5959N 07958w 48.7 151*0 PGGG
1359-16050 00000/0000 20026/0469 07/17/73 100 5005 5P36N 08056W 49.7 149*0 GGGG
1359-16053 00000/0000 20026/0470 07/17/73 100 5005 5714N 08149w 50*6 147.0 GGGG
1359-16055 00000/0000 20026/0471 07/17/73 90 5005 5550N 08238W 51.5 145.0 GGGG
1359-16062 00000/0000 20026/0472 07/17/73 50 5005 5426N 08326W 52.4 143.0 GGGG
1359.16064 00000/0000 20026/0473 07/17/73 60 5005 5!03N 08411W 53.3 141.0 GGGG
1359-16071 00000/0000 20026/0474 07/17/73 70 5005 5138N 08454W 54*1 138*9 GGGG
1359.16073 00000/0000 20026/0475 07/17/73 100 5005 5013N 08534W 54.9 136*7 GGGG
1359-17441 00000/0000 20026/0240 07/17/73 50 5006 7159N 09147W 3901 171*7 GGGG
1359.17444 00000/0000 20026/0241 07/17/73 30 5006 7042N 09406W 40*2 168*8 GGGG
1359-17450 00000/0000 20026/0242 07/17/73 90 5006 6924N 096 09W 41.3 166.2 PGPG
1359o17453 00000/0000 20026/0243 07/17/73 70 5006 6 806N 09758W 42*4 163.8 GGG
1359-17455 00000/0000 20026/0244 07/17/73 20 5006 6646N 09936C 43*5 161.5 GGGG
1359-17462 00000/0000 20026/0245 07/17/73 0 5006 6525N i0103W 44.6 159.3 PPPG
1359-17464 00000/0000 20026/0246 07/17/73 0 5006 6405N 102 23w 45*6 157.1 GPGG
1359-17471 00000/0000 20026/0247 07/17/73 0 5006 6p44N 10337W 46*7 155*1 GGGG
1359-17473 00000/0000 20026/0248 07/17/73 10 5006 6121N. 10445W 47,7 153*0 GGGG
1359-17480 00000/0000 20026/0249 07/17/73 30 5006 5958N 10547W 48.7 151,0 GGGG
1359-17482 00000/0000 20026/0250 07/17/73 70 5006 5835N 10645W 49*6 149*1 GGGG
1359-17485 00000/0000 20026/0251 07/17/73 90 5006 571EN 10738W 50*6 147.1 GGGG
1359*17491 00000/0000 20026/0252 07/17/73 100 5006 5549N 10828W 61*5 14591 GGGG
1359-17494 00000/0000 20026/0253 07/17/73 100 5006 5425N 10916W 52.4 143.0 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % ,..,*..o.,,, 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CPVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ...,,,,o,.,. , BLANKSuBAND NOBT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GSOD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE, PaPBOR,
16:44 MAR 11,74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0967
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICROFILM RBLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORRIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN ROLL ACQURED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
R9V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1359-17500 OU000/0000 20026/0476 07/17/72 100 5006 5301N 11001w 53*3 141*0 GGGG
1359-17503 00000/C000 20026/0477 07/17/73 100 5006 5136N 11043W 54*1 138.9 GGGG
1359-17505 00000/0000 20026/0478 07/17/73 80 5006 5012N 11123W 54.9 136*7 GGGG
1359-17564 00000/0000 20026/0479 07/17/73 100 5006 3019N 11827W 61*0 101*1 GGGG
1359-19293 00000/0000 20026/0254 07/17/73 100 5007 6526N 12654W 44.6 159.3 PGPG
1359-19300 00000/0000 20026/0255 07/17/73 100 5007 6405N 12813w 45.6 157*1 GGGG
1359-19302 00000/0000 20026/0256 07/17/73 80 5007 6?44N 129 2 5o 46s6 155*1 GGGG
1359-19305 00000/0000 20026/0257 07/17/73 70 5007 6122N 13031W 47,7 153.0 GGGG
1360"00365 00000/0000 20025/0960 07/18/73 90 5010 7312N 16731E 37*9 174.8 GGGG
1360-00371 00000/0000 20025/0961 07/A1/73 80 5010 7158N 16453E 3990 171*7 GPGG
1360-00374 00000/0000 20025/0962 07/18/73 70 5010 7041N 16236E 40*2 168.8 GGGG
1360-00380 00000/0000 20025/0963 07/18/73 90 5010 6q24N 16034E 41.3 166.2 GGGG
1360-00383 00000/0000 20025/0964 07/18/73 70 5010 6805N 15845E 42P4 163.8 GGGG
1360-00385 000oooo0/0000o 20025/0965 07/18/73 80 5010 6645N 15708E 43*5 161.4 PGGG
1360-02201 00000/OCOc 20026/0919 07/18/73 60 5011 711N 14139E 37.9 174.8 GGGG
1360-02203 00000/0000 20026/0920 07/18/73 20 5011 7156N 13904E 39.0 171.6 GGGG
1360-02210 00000/0000 20026/0921 07/18/73 20 5011 7041N 13647E 40.2 168.8 GGGG
1360-02212 00000/0000 20026/0922 07/18/73 30 5011 6923N 13444E 41*3 166.2 GGGG
1360"2215 00000/0000 20026/0923 07/18/73 10 5011 6P05N 13255E 42*4 163.7 GGGG
1360-02221 00000/0000 20026/0924 07/18/73 o 5011 6 64 7 N 13118E 43.5 161.4 GGGG
1360-02224 00000/0000 20026/0925 07/18/73 20 5011 6526N 12949E 44.5 159*2 GGGG
1360-02230 00000/0000 20026/0926 07/18/73 10 5011 6405N 12829E 45*6 157.1 GPGG
1360-02233 00000/0000 20026/0927 07/18/73 10 5011 6P43N 12716E 46*6 155.1 GPGG
1360*04035 00000/0000 20026/0928 07/R1/73 50 5012 7158N 113161 39*0 171*6 GGGG
1360-04041 00000/0000 20026/0929 07/18/73 30 5012 7042N 11058E 40.1 168.8 GGGG
1360w04044 00000/0003 20026/0930 07/18/73 20 5012 6925N 10855E 41*3 166.2 GGGG
1360"04050 00000/0000 20026/0931 07/18/73 10 5012 6806N 10706E 42*4 163.7 GGGG
1360-04053 C000OO/000 20026/0932 07/18/73 30 5012 6645N 10528E 43*4 161*4 GGGG
1360-04055 00000/0000 20026/0933 07/18/73 40 5012 6525N 10400E 44.5 159*2 GGGG
1360-04062 00000/0000 20026/0934 07/18/73 50 5012 6404N 10240E .456 157.1 GGGG
1360-04064 00000/0000 20026/0935 07/18/73 5o 5012 6242N 10127E 46.6 155.0 GGGG
1360-04071 00000/0000 20026/0936 07/18/73 40 5012 6120N 10020E 47.6 153*0 GGGG
1360-05552 00000/0000 20025/0966 07/1R/73 60 5013 4434N 06527E 57.6 127.6 GGG
1360-05555 00000/0000 20025/0967 07/A1/73 100 5013 43 09N 06455E 58.2 125.2 GPPG
1360-05561 00000/0000 20025/0968 07/18/73 100 5013 4143N 06425E 58.8 122*7 GPGG
1360-05564 0000/000 20025/0969 07/18/73 90 5013 4017N 06355E 59*3 120.2 GGPG
1360-05570 00000/0000 20025/0970 07/1R/73 90 5013 3852N 06326E 59*7 117*6 GGPG
1360-05573 00000/0000 20025/0971 07/18/73 90 5013 3725N 06258E 60.1 114*9 GGPG
1360-05575 00000/0000 20025/0972 07/18/73 90 5013 3558N 0 6232E 60s4 112*2 GPPG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *...........,, 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CAVER, ** n NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE GUALITY *o,**o,**i,,,,, BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RPRECYCLED. GmGOBSD FiFAIR BUT USABLE* PRPBOR.
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NeNPUS PAGE 0968
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/P3/73
BBSERVATISN MICRBFILM ReLL NB./ DATE CLBUD SRBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN ReLL ACOUIRED COVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM* RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1360-05582 00000/0000 20025/0973 07/18/73 80 5013 3432N o6206E 60.6 10905 GPGG
1360"05584 00000/0000 20025/0974 07/18/73 80 5013 33 08N 06140E 60.8 106.8 GGGG
1360-05591 00000/000- 20025/0975 07/18/73 90 5013 3142N 06115E 60s9 104*0 GGGG
1360-07322 00000/0000 20025/0984 07/18973 C 5014 6525N 05230E 44.5 159*2 GGGG
1360"07325 00000/0000 20025/0985 07/1R/73 O 5014 6404N 0 5108E 45.5 157*1 GGGG
1360-07334 00000/0000 20025/0976 07/1/73 10 5014 6119N 04 84 6E 4706 153*0 PGGG
1360-07340 00000/0000 20025/0977 07/18/73 30 5014 5957N 04743E 48.6 151.0 GGGG
1360w07343 00000/0000 20025/0978 07/18/73 70 5014 5835N 0 4645E 49o6 149.1 GGGG
1360-07345 00000/C0000 20025/0979 07/18/73 80 5014 5711N 04551E 50*5 147.1 GGGG
1360-07352 O000c0/000 20025/0980 07/1/73 60 5014 5 54 7 N 04501E 51.4 145.1 GGGG
1360-07354 00000/0000 20025/0981 07/18/73 70 5014 5424N 04413E 52*3 143.0 GGGG
1360-07361 00000/0000 20025/0982 07/18/73 80 5014 570oN 04329E 53.2 141*0 GGGG
1360-C7363 00000/0000 20025/0983 07/18/73 80 5014 5136N 04246E 54*0 138.9 GGGG
1360-09304 00000/0000 20025/0986 07/1j/73 30 5015 1423N 00506E 57.4 73.5 GGGG
1360-13003 00000/0000 20029/0023 07/18/73 30 5017 0257N 04914W 51*0 59*5 GGG
1360*13010 00000/0C00 20029/0024 07/18/73 40 5017 0130N 04934W 50*1 58*2 GGP
1360-13012 00000/0000 20029/0025 07/18/73 30 5017 0004N 04953W 4991 56.9 GGP
1360-13015 o00000/000 20029/0026 07/18/73 3C 5017 C121S 05013W 48*1 55%7 GGG
1360-13021 00000/0000 20029/0027 07/18/73 40 5017 048S 05033w 47*1 54.5 GGGG
1360-13024 00000/0000 20029/0028 07/18/73 50 5017 0416S 0505 3 W 46.1 53.5 GGGG
1360-13030 00000/0000 20029/0029 07/R1/73 30 5017 0541S o5113W 45*0 52.4 GGGG
1360-13033 0000/C0000 20029/0030 07/18/73 10 5017 0707S 0 5134W 43.9 51*5 GGG
1360-13035 000oooo/000 20029/0031 07/18/73 0 5017 0835S 05155W 42.9 5096 GGG
1360-13042 00000/0000 20029/0032 07/18/73 10 5017 I001S 052166 41.8 49.8 GGP
1360*13044 00000/0000 200 29/003 3 07/1R/73 c 5017 1127S 05236W 40*6 49*0 GGG
1360-13051 00000/0000 20029/0034 07/18/73 10 5017 153S 05257W 39*5 48.3 GGG
1360-13053 00000/0000 20029/0035 07/18/73 10 5017 14205 053 17W 38*4 47.6 GGGG
1360-13060 0000/0000 20029/0036 07/1R/73 3c 5017 1546S 05337W 37.2 47*0 GGG
1360-14273 000o0/oooo 20025/0989 07/18/73 90 5018 5P34N 05634W 49*5 149.0 GGGG
1360-14280 00000/0000 20025/0990 07/18/73 60 5018 5711N 05728W 50,5 147.1 GGGG
1360-14282 00000/0000 20025/0991 07/18/73 50 5018 5,47N 05
8 18W 51*4 145*1 GGGG
1360-14285 00000/CCo0 20025/0992 07/1R/73 50 5018 5427N 0 5905W 52*3 143*0 G3GG
1360-14291 00000/0000 20025/0993 07/18/73 60 5018 5P5 9 N 05
9 50W 53.2 141.0 GGGG
1360-14294 00000/0000 20025/0994 07/18/73 40 5018 5135N 06032W 54.0 138*9 GGGG
1360-14300 00000/0000 20025/0995 07/18/73 50 5018 5011N 06112W 54.8 136.8 GGGG
1360-14303 00000/0000 20025/0996 07/18/73 70 5018 4R46N 0 6151W 55*6 134*6 GGGG
1360-14305 00000/0000 20025/0997 07/18/73 80 5018 4721N 06226w 56,3 132*3 GGGG
1360-14312 00000/0000 20025/0998 07/18/73 90 5018 4556N 06301W 57*0 130.0 GGGG
1360-14314 00000/00OOO .20025/0999 07/18/73 100 5018 4431N 06334k 57,6 127.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *..o.******,o, 0 TO 100 = CLOUD CpVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .............. RLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, R.RECYCLED, G=GpD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PuPBBR,
16:44 MAR 11',74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0969
FROM 07/21/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN M'ICRFILM R5LL T!B,/ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PPI CIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN NBLL ACOUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RE-V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1360-14321 00000/0000 2L0 2 5 /1000 07/18/73 100 5018 4106N 06406w 58*2 125.3 GGGG
1360-16132 00000/000c 20025/1001 07/18/73 80 5019 5r12N 08703W 54.8 136.8 GGGG
1360-16211 00000/0000 20026/0480 07/18/73 40 5019 2305N 09600W 60.2 87.8 GGGG
1360-16214 00000/0000 20026/0481 07/18/73 50 5019 2139N 09 622W 59.9 85.2 GGGG
1360-16220 C00000/0000 20026/0482 07/18/73 90 5019 2nl3N 0 9645W 59.5 82.7 GGGG
1360-17430 00000/0000 20025/0987 07/1/73 90 5020 7424N 08733W 36*6 178*2 GGGG
1360-17493 0000/C0000 20025/0988 07/18/73 80 5020 7?12N 09C33W 37.8 174*7 GGGG
13 6 0-1 7 502 00000/o000 20026/0516 07/18/73 80 5020 7c41N 09 5 29W 40.0 168.8 G
1360-17504 00000/CCU0000 20026/0487 07/1/73 80 5020 6023N 09733W 41.2 166.2 G GG
1360-17511 00000/0000 200 2 6/0515 07/18/73 8r 5020 6905N 0 99224 42.3 163.7 GG
1360-17513 00000/0000 20026/0488 07/18/73 90 5020 6 64 5 N 10100w 43*3 161.4 G GG
1360-17520 00000/0000 20026/0489 07/18/73 90 5020 6524N 10229W 4494 159*2 P GG
1360-17522 00000/O00o 20026/0490 07/18/73 90 5020 6404N 10349W 45.5 157*1 P GG
1360-17525 00000/0000 20026/0493 07/18/73 90 5020 6P42N 10502W 46.5 155.1 PPGG
1360-17531 00000/0000 20026/0494 07/18/73 90 5020 6121N 10 6 10w 47.5 153.0 GPGG
1360-17534 00000/0000 20026/0495 07/18/73 70 5020, 5957N 10712w 48.5 151.0 GPGG
1360-17540 00000/oo00 20026/0496 07/18/73 70 5020 5834Nl 1010w 49.5 149.1 GPGG
1360-17543 00000/0000 20026/0497 07/18/73 70 5020 5711N 1090 4W 50,4 147.1 GPGG
1360-17545 00000/0000 20026/0498 07/18/73 80 5020 5548N 10955W 51*4 145*1 GPGG
1360-17552 00000/000 20026/0483 07/18/73 90 5020 5424N 11042W 52*3 143.1 GGGG
1360-17554 00000/0000 200 2 b/0484 07/18/73 90 5020 5259N 11126W 53.1 141.0 GGGG
1360-17561 00000/0000 20026/0485 07/18/73 60 5020 5135N 11208W 54*0 138,9 GGGG
1360-18020 00000/0000 20026/0486 07 /18/ 7 3 100 5020 3143N 11926W 609 104 1 GGGG
1360-19343 00000/0000 20026/0499 07/18/73 90 5021 6R05N 12512 42.2 163.7 GPGG
1360*19345 00000/0000 20026/0491 07/18/73 90 5021 6645N 12649w 43*3 161*4 G GG
1360-19352 00000/0000 20026/0492 07/1R/73 90 5021 6524N 12817w 44#4 159*2 G GG
1360"19354 00000/0000 20026/0500 07/18/73 90 5021 6404N 12936W 45.5 157*1 GPGG
1360-19361 0000/0000 20026/0501 07/18/73 9o 5021 6243N 13049W 46*5 155.1 GPGG
1360-22594 00000/0000 20026/0502 07/18/73 100 5023 7157N 17047W 38,9 171*6 PPGG
1360-23001 00000/0000 20026/0503 07/18/73 90 5023 7041N 17 3 041 40.0 168.8 GPGG
1360-23003 00000/0000 20026/0504 07/18/73 90 5023 6q24N 17504 41,1 166.1 GPGG
1360-23010 00000/0000 20026/0505 07/18/73 90 5023 6R05N 1 7654W 42.2 163.7 GPGG
1360-23012 00000/0000 20026/0506 07/18/73 60 5023 6645N 17832 43.3 161*4 PPGG
1360-23015 00000/0000 20026/0507 07/18/73 30 5023 6520N 17940W 44*4 159.2 PPGG
1360-23021 00000/0000 20026/0508 07/18/73 20 5023 6 403N 17838E 45.4 157.1 GPGG
1360-23024 00000/0000 20026/0509 07/18/73 70 5023 6242N 17725E 46.5 155*0 GPGG
1360-23030 00000/0000 20026/0510 07/18/73 90 5023 6118N 17618E 4795 153.0 GPGG
1360-23033 00000/0000 20026/0511 07/1/73 100 5023 5956N 17517E 48*5 151*0 PPGG
1360=23035 00000/0000 20026/0512 07/18/73 100 5023 5934N 17420E 49.5 149.1 PPGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *.***.***..*. o0 TB 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** n NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GOBD. FFAIR BUT USABLE. P.P5BR.
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN-US PAGE 0970
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN RBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1360-23042 00000/0000 20026/0513 07/1R/73 oo00 5023 5710N 17326E 50*4 147.1 GPGG
1360-23044 00000/0000 20026/0514 07/18/73 100 5023 5545N 17237E 51.3 145.1 GPGG
1361-00421 00000/0000 20026/0569 07/19/73 100 5024 7423N 16855E 36.6 178.1 GPPG
1361-00423 00000/0000 20026/0570 07/1~/73 100 5024 7311N 16557E 37.7 174.7 GPPG
1361-00430 00000/0000 20026/0571 07/19/73 100 5024 7156N 16321E 38.9 171.6 GPPG
1361-00432 00000/0000 20026/0572 07/19/73 100 5024 70 40N 16104E 40*0 168.8 GPGG
1361-00435 00000/0000 20026/0573 07/19/73 60 5024 6922N 15904E 41*1 166*1 GPGG
1361"00441 00000/0000 20026/0574 07/19/73 80 5024 6804N 15716E 42*2 163.7 GPGG
1361-00444 00000/0000 20026/0575 07/19/73 90 5024 6645N 15539E 43*3 161.4 GPGG
1361-02270 00000/0000 20026/0408 07/19/72 10 5025 6922N 13320E 41.1 166*1 GGGG
1361-02273 00000/0000 20026/0409 07/Ie/73 20 5025 6R04N 13131E 42.2 163.7 GGGG
1361-02275 00000/0000 20026/0410 07/19/73 20 5025 6644N 12954E 43*3 161.4 GGGG
1361-02282 00000/0000 20026/0411 07/19/73 30 5025 6524N 12825E 44'4 159*2 GGGG
1361-02284 00000/0000 20026/0412 07/19/73 20 5025 6404N 12705E 45a4 157.1 GGGG
1361-02291 00000/0000 20026/0413 07/19/73 10 5025 6243N 12552E 46*5 155.0 GGGG
1361-02293 00000/0000 20026/0414 07/19/73 10 5025 6121N 12444E 47.5 153*0 GGGG
1361-04102 00000/0000 20026/0415 07/19/73 90 5026 6923N 10730E 4101 166.1 GGG
1361-04105 00000/C000 20026/0416 07/19/73 80 5026 6804N 10542E 42*2 163.7 GGGG
1361-04111 00000/0000 200 2 6/041 7 07/19/73 80 5026 6644N 10404E 43*3 161.4 GGGG
1361w04114 00000/0000 20026/0418 07/19/73 80 5026 6524N 10236E 44.4 159.2 GGGG
1361-04120 00000/0000 20026/0419 07/19/73 70 5026 6403N 10116E 45*4 157*1 GGGG
1361-04123 00000/0000 20026/0420 07/19/73 60 5026 6241N 10002E 46.4 155.0 GGGG
1361-04125 00000/0000 20026/0421 07/1q/73 4C 5026 6119N 09855E 47.5 153.0 GGGG
1361-06081 00000/0000 20026/0576 07/19/73 100 5027 2014N 05640E 59*5 82.9 GGGG
1361-06084 00000/0000 20026/0577 07/19/73 90 5027 1848N 05619E 59.0 80*5 GGGG
1361-06090 00000/0000 20026/0578 07/19/73 50 5027 1721N 05557E 58*5 78*1 GGGG
1361-06093 00000/0000 20026/0579 07/19/73 40 5027 1554N 0 5536E 58.0 75.9 GPGG
1361-06095 00000/0000 20026/0580 07/19/73 40 5027 1427N 05515E 57*4 73.7 GGGG
1361-06102 00000/0000 20026/0581 07/19/73 10 5027 1300N 05454E 56.7 7197 PPGP
1361-06104 00000/0000 20026/0582 07/19/73 40 5027 1133N 05
4 34E 56*0 69.7 GGGP
1361-06190, 00000/0000 20026/0583 07/19/73 70 5027 1715S 04748E 36.1 46e5 GGGG
1361-06193 00000/0000 20026/0584 07/19/73 70 5027 1841S 04726E 35*0 46.0 GGGG
1361-06195 00000/0000 20026/0585 07/19/73 70 5027 2006S 04705E 33*8 45.5 GPPP
1361*06202 00000/0000 20026/0586 07/19/73 60 5027 2131S 0 4644E 32.6 45*0 GGPP
1361-07365 00000/0000 20026/0587 07/19/73 70 5028 6921N 05558E 41*1 166*1 GPGP
1361*07372 00000/0000 20026/0588 07/19/73 0 5028 6R03N 05408E 42.2 163*7 GPGG
1361-07374 00000/0000 20026/0589 07/19/73 0 5028 6644N 05229E 43.3 161*4 PGGG
1361*07381 00000/0000 20026/0590 07/19/73 0 5028 6523N 05059E 44.3 159.2 GGGG
1361-07383 00000/0000 20026/0591 07/19/73 0 5028 6402N 04938E 45,4 157.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % *.*.*,,,,***,,, o TO 100 - % CLBUD COVER, ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,,.*,** ,.*. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R'RECYCLEDo GcGBBD4 F-FAIR BUT USABLE@ PPBOBR,
16:44 4AR 11' 7 4 STANOARD CATALOG FoR NeN.US PAGE 0971
FRaM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICReFILM ROLL yB./ DATE CLOUD 3RBIT PRINCIPAL pOINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I) PbSITIN IN ReLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1361-C7390 00000/0000 20026/0592 07/19/73 0 5028 6?41N 04825E 46.4 155.0 GGGG
1361-07392 00000/0000 20026/0593 07/19/73 0 5028 6119N 04718E 47*4 153.0 GGGG
1361m07395 00000/0000 20026/0594 07/l9/73 C10 5028 5956N 04 615E 48.4 151.0 GGGG
1361-C7595 00000/0000 20026/0595 07/19/73 0 5028 034S 02406E 42*9 50.8 GGGG
1361-09201 00000/o000 20026/0997 07/19/73 20 5029 621iN 0 3008E 4191 166.1 PPPP
1361-09203 00000/0000 20026/0998 07/19/73 20 5029 6803N 0 2819E 42.2 163.7 PPPP
1361-09210 00000/0000 20026/0999 07/1.9/73 20 5029 6644N 02641E 43*2 16104 PPGG
1361"09212 00000/0000 20026/1000 07/19/73 30 5029 6524N 02514E 44.3 159.2 GPPP
1361*09215 00000/0000 20026/0542 07/19/73 50 5029 6403N 02354E 45.4 157*1 G GG
1361-09221 00000/0000 20026/0548 07/19/73 100 5029 6 241N 02240E 46.4 155*0 PPGG
1361"09224 00000/0000 20026/0543 07/19/73 100 5029 6118N 02131E 47.4 153*0 P G1361-09360 00000/0000 20026/0544 07/19/73 100 5029 1553N 00401E 58.0 75*9 G
1361w09362 00000o0000 20026/0545 07/19/73 100 5029 1427N 00 340E 57.4 73.8 G GG
1361-09365 00000/0000 20026/0546 07/19/73  90 5029 13 01N 00319E 5697 71.7 G GG
1361-09371 00000/0000 20026/0547 07/19/73 90 5029 1134N 00258E 56.0 69.7 G GG
1361-13061 00000/0000 20029/0037 07/19/73 30 5031 0259N 05038W 51.1 59*8 GGG
1361-13064 00000/0000 20029/0038 07/19/73 3c 5031 0132N 050 5 8w 50.1 58.5 PPG
1361-13070 00000/0000 20029/0039 07/1s/73 40 5031 0o06N 05118W 49*2 57*2 GGG
1361-13073 000100/00 20029/0040 07/19/73 40 .5031 0119S 0 5138W 48*2 56* 0  PPG
1361-13075 00000/0000 20029/0041 07/19/73 50 5031 0P46S 05158W 4792 54.8 GGGG
1361-13o82 o0000/00CO 20029/0042 07/19/73 40 5031 0412S 05218W 46.2 53.7 GGGG
1361-13084 00000/000 20029/0043 07/19/73 20 5031 0539S 05238W 45.1 52.7 GGG
1361-13091 00000/0000 20029/0044 07/19/73 10 5031 0705S 05258W 44*1 51*7 GGGG
1361-13093 00000/0000 20029/0045 07/l9/73 10 5031 0R32S 05319W 43.0 50.8 GGG
1361-13100 00000/0000 20029/0046 07/l9/73 20 5031 1000S 05339W 41.9 50.0 GGG
1361-13102 00000/0000 20029/0047 07/19/73 30 5031 1126S 05400W 40.8 49*2 GGG
1361-13105 00000/0000 20029/0048 07/19/73 0 5031 12513 05421W 39*6 48o5 GGG
1361-13111 00000/0000 20029/0049 07/19/73 10 5031 1418S 05442W 38.5 47*8 GGGG
1361-13114 00000/0000 20029/0050 07/19/73 50 5031 1544S 05502W 37*4 47*2 GGG
1361-13120 00000/0000 20029/0051 07/19/73 30 5031 1710S 05523W 36.2 46.6 GGG
1361-13123 00000/0000 20029/0052 07/19/73 10 5031 1R36S 05545W 35*0 46*0 GGGG
1361-14325 00000/0000 20026/0153 07/19/73 90 5032 5959N 0 5658W 48*3 151.1 GGGG1361-14332 00000/0000 20026/0154 07/19/73 90 5032 5836N 05756W 4903 149.1 GGGG
1361-14334 0000/0000 20026/0155 '07/19/73 80 5032 5713N 05850W 50.3 147.2 PPPP
1361-14341 00000/0000 20026/0156 07/19/73 100 5032 5550N 05940W 51.2 145.2 GGGG
1361-14343 00000/0000 20026/015 7 07/19/73 60 5032 5425N 06028W 52*1 143*2 GGGG
1361-14350 00000/0000 20026/0158 07/19/73 60 5032 5302N 06113W 53*0 141*1 GGGG
1361-14352 00o00/0000 20026/0159 07/19/73 100 5032 5137N 06156W 53*8 13990 GGGG
1361-14355 00000/0000 20026/0160 07/19/73 100 5032 5012N 06236W 54.6 136.9 GGGP
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % o.....,,*,.... 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** u NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.....*.***,, , BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLED, G.GOBRD F.FAIR BUT VSABLE. pP69RI
16ib44 IAP 11''74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NNwUS 
PAGE 0972
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
8BSERVATIBN MICROFILM ReLL Nh3/ DATE CLOUD eRBIT PPIACIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P8SITISN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV M!S LAT LONG 123 45678
1361-14361 00000/0000 20026/0161 07/19/73 90 5032 4'48N 06314W 55.4 134*8 GGGG
1361-14373 0000/0CO 20026/0162 07/19/73 80 5032 4433N 0 6459W 57*4 127*9 GGGP
1361-14375 00000/000o 20026/0163 07/19/73 10 5032 4308N 06531W 58*0 125'5 GGGG
1361-14382 00000/0000 20026/0164 07/19/73 o 5032 4143N 06
6 02W 58.6 123.0 GrGG
1361-16145 00000/0000 20026/0165 07/19/73 100 5033 6404N 07927W 45.3 157.2 GGGG
1361-16152 00000/0000 20026/0166 07/19/73 100 5033 6243N 0 8039W 46*3 155*1 GGGG
1361-16154 00000/0000 20026/0167 07/19/73 100 5033 6122N 08146W 4703 153.1 
GGGP
1361-16161 00000/0000 20026/0168 07/19/73 100 5033 5959N 08247W 48.3 1511i GGGG
1361-16163 00000/0000 20026/0169 07/19/73 80 5033 5A36N 08345W 49.3 149.1 GGGG
1361-16170 00000/0000 20026/0170 07/19/73 10 5033 5713N 0 8440W 50,3 147*2 GGGP
1361-16172 00000/0000 20026/0171 07/19/73 20 5033 5549N 08531W 51*2 145.2 
GGGG
1361-16175 00000/0000 20026/0172 07/19/73 10 5033 5425N 08620W 52.1 143.2 GGGG
1361-16181 00000/0000 20026/0173 07/19/73 20 5033 5301N 08705W 5209 141,1 
GGGG
1361-16184 00000/C000 20026/0174 07/19/73 100 5033 51
3 8 N 08748W 53.8 139.1 GGGG
1361-16190 00000/0000 20026/0175 07/19/73 100 5033 5013N 0 8828W 54*6 136,9 GGGG
1361-17583 00000/0000 20026/0446 07/19/73 50 5034 6P44N 10631W 46*3 155.1 GGGG
1361-17590 00000/0000 20026/0447 07/19/73 60 5034 6121N 10738W 47*3 153*1 
GGGG
1361-17592 00000/0000 20026/0448 07/19/73 60 '5034 
5 958N 108 41W 48.3 151.1 GfGG
1361-17595 00000/0000 20026/0449 07/19/73 60 5034 5835N 10939W 4903 149.2 GGGG
1361.18001 00000/0000 20026/0450 07/19/73 30 5034 
5 712N 11032W 5c. 2  147,2 GGGG
1361-18004 000000oo 00 20026/0451 07/19/73 40 5034 5548N 11122W 51.2 145*2 GGGG
1361-18010 00000/0000 20026/0538 07/19/73 10 5034 5425N 11209W 52*1 143*2 GGGG
1361-18013 00000/0000 20026/0539 07/19/73 10 5034 5301N 11253W 52.9 141*1 GGGG
1361-18015 00000/0000 20026/0540 07/19/73 10 5034 5137N 11336W 53.8 139.1 
GGGG
1361-18022 00000/0000 20026/0541 07/19/73 10 5034 
5012N 11416W 54.6 137.0 GGGG
1361-23053 00000/0000 20026/0452 07/19/73 100 5037 7157N 17210W 38.7 171*6 GPGG
1362-00502 00000/0000 20026/1001 07/20/73 80 5038 6645N 15416E 43.1 161*5 PPPP
1362-00505 00000/0000 20026/1002 07/20/73 90 5038 6c26N 15248E 44.2 159*3 PPPP
1362-00523 00000/0000 20026/1003 07/p0/73 50 5038 595PN 14802E 48*3 151.1 PPPG
1362-02475 00000/0000 20026/0422 07/20/73 30 5039 1948N 10 633E 59*0 80.8 GGPG
1362-02481 00000/0000 20026/0423 07/20/73 70 5039 1722N 10612E 585 78*5 GGGG
1362-02484 00000/0000 20026/0424 07/PO/73 90 5039 1555N 10550E 58.0 76.2 GGGG
1362-02490 00000/0000 20026/0425 07/20/73 80 5039 142
9 N 10530E 57.4 7491 GGGG
1362-02493 00000/0000 20026/0426 07/20/73 70 5039 1303N 10509E 56*7 72*0 GGGG
1362-02495 00000/0000 20026/0427 07/pn/73 40 5039. 1136N 10448E 56.0 70*0 
GGGG
1362-02502 00000/0000 20026/0428 07/p0/73 60 5039 1O10N 10427E 85.3 68.1 GGGG
1362-02504 00000/0000 20026/0429 07/20/73 7o 5039 0843N 10407E 54.5 66.3 GGGG
1362-04245 00000/0000 20026/0430 07/p0/73 90 5040 416N 08652E 59.0 120s6 
GGGG
1362-04251 00000/0000 20026/0431 07/20/73 90 5040 3R51N 08623E 59.4 118.1 GPGG
KEYS: CLUD COVER % o*****.,****** 0 TB 100 = % CLOUD CRVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED. GuGBD., FEFAIR BUT USABLE. puPOBR,
16:44 MAR lis74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NDONUS PAGE 0973
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1362-04254 00000/0000 20026/0432 07/20/73 80 5040 3727N 08555E 59*8 115o4 GPPG
1362*05571 00000/0000 20026/0549 07/P0/73 40 5041 7533N o9344E 35*2 182*0 GPGG
1362o05574 00000/0000 20026/0550 07/20/73 70 5041 7424N 09018E 36.4 178.2 GPGG
1362-05580 00000/0000 20026/0551 07/20/73 70 5041 7312N 08720E 37.5 174.7 GGGG
1362-05583 00000/0000 20026/0552 07/20/73 70 5041 7157N 08443E 38*6 171.6 GPGG
1362-05585 00000/0000 20026/0553 07/20/73 40 5041 7040N 08225E 39.8 168.8 GGGG
1362-05592 00000/0000 20026/0554 07/20/73 10 5041 6923N 08022E 40.9 166.2 GPGG
1362.06160 00000/0000 20026/0555 07/2o/73 30 5041 1301N 05330E 56*7 72*1 GGGG
1362-06162 00000/000 20026/0556 07/20/73 50 5041 1135N o5309E 56*0 70o1 GGGG
1362-06262 00000/0000 20026/0557 07 /20/ 7 3  40 5041 2254S o4457E 31.6 44o7 GGGG
1362-06265 00000/0000 20026/0558 07/20/73 30 5041 24 19S 04435E 3094 4404 GGGG
1362-06271 00000/0000 20026/0559 07/20/73 60 5041 2546S 04412E 29.2 44.0 GGGG
1362-07383 00000/0000 20026/0617 07/20/73 10 5042 8009N 09556E 29*3 211.2 GGGG
1362-07385 00000/0000 20026/0618 07/20/73 20 5042 7 928N 08833E 30.5 203.7 GGGG
1362-07392 00000/0000 20026/0619 07/20/73 20 5042 7838N 08206E 31*7 197.1 GGGG
1362-07394 00000/0000 20026/0560 07/20/73 100 5042 7741N 07638E 32.9 191.4 GGGG
1362"07401 00000/0000 20026/0561 07/20/73 100 5042 7639N 0 7159E 34*0 186*4 GGGG
1362-07403 00000/0000 20026/0562 07/20/73 £0 5042 733N 06757E 35,2 182*0 GGGG
1362-07410 00000/0000 20026/0563 07/20/73 80 5042 7 4 2 3 N 06429E 36.3 178.2 GGGG
1362-07412 00000/0000 20026/0564 07/20/73 80 5042 7311N o6129E 37*5 174*7 GGGG
1362-07415 00000/0000 20026/0565 07/20/73 90 5042 7157N 0 5852E 38.6 171.6 GGG
1362-07421 00000/0000 20026/0566 07/20/73 20 5042 7 041N 05634E 39*8 168.8 GGG
1362:07424 00000/0000 20026/0567 07/20/73 0 5042 6924N 05431E 40*9 1662
1362 07430 00000/0000 20026/0568 07/20/73 0 5042 6805N 05243E 42*0 163.7 G
1362-09255 00000/0000 20026/0620 07/20/73 0 5043 6923N 0 2845E 409 166.2 GGGG
1362-09262 00000/0000 20026/0621 07/20/73 0 5043 686N 02654E 42*0 163.7 GGGG
1362o09264 00000/0000 20026/0622 07/20/73 10 5043 6647N 02514E 43.0 161.5 GGGG
1362-09414 00000/0000 20026/0623 07/20/73 20 5043 1555N 00234E 58.0 76.3 GGGG
1362*09421 00000/0000 20026/0624 07/20/73 10 5043 1429N 0 0 213E 57*4 7492 GGGG
1362o09423 00000/0000 20026/0625 07/20/73 10 5043 1303N 00152E 56*7 72*1 GGGG
1362"14415 00000/0000 20026/0302 07/20/73 100 5046 4846N 0 6443W 55e2 134P9 GGGG
1362-14440 00000/0000 20026/0303 07/20/73 80 5046 4141N 06731W 58.4 123,2 GPGG
1362o14442 00000/0000 20026/0304 07/20/73 70 5046 40 15N 06801w 58.9 120.7 GGGG
1362-14445 00000/0000 20026/0305 07/20/73 10 5046 3850N 06829W 59*4 118.1 GGGG
1362-14451 00000/0000 20026/0306 07/20/73 10 5046 3726N 0 6858W 59*8 115.5 GGGG
1362-14454 00000/0000 20026/0307 07/20/73 30 5046 3600N 06925W 60.1 1129 GGGG
1362-14460 00000/0000 20026/0308 07/20/73 30 5046 3434N 06951W 60*3 110.2 GGGG
1362-14463 00000/0000 20026/0309 07/20/73 50 5046 3308N 07016W 60.5 107*5 PGGG
1362-14465 00000/0000 20026/0310 07/20/73 70 5046 3142N 07042W 60*7 104*7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *..*...,**... 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CAVER. ** a NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY .,.......*.,,. eLANKSaBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, RwRECYCLED. G-GBBD. FEFAIR BUT USABLE, PsPOOBR
16844 MAR 111974 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeONUS PAGE 0974
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1362-14472 00000/0000 20026/0311 07/20/73 60 5046 3o17 N 0 7106W 60.8 102*0 GGGG
1362-14474 00000/0000 20026/0312 07/20/73 70 5046 2851N 07131W 60.8 99*2 GGGG
1362-14481 00000/0000 20026/0313 07/20/73 30 5046 2724N 07155W 60*7 96.5 GGGG
1362*14483 00000/0000 20026/0314 07/20/73 30 5046 2559N 07218W 60.6 93.8 GGGG
1362-16233 00000/0000 20026/0315 07/20/73 40 5047 5422N 08748W 51*9 143*2 PGGG
1362-16240 00000/0000 20026/0316 07/20/73 40 5047 5258N 08832W 52*8 141.2 PGGG
1362-16242 00000/0000 20026/0317 07/20/73 10 5047 5134N 089 14W 53.6 139*1 PGGG
1362-16245 00000/0000 20026/0318 07/20/73 0 5047 5011N 08955W 54*4 137.0 PGGG
1362*16322 00000/0000 20026/0658 07/20/73 10 5047 2430N 098 31W 60*4 91.1 GGGG
1362-16324 00000/0000 20026/0659 07/20/73 10 5047 2305N 09853W 60*1 88.5 GGGG
1362-16331 00000/0000 20026/0660 07/20/73 30 5047 2139N 09915W 59*8 86.0 GGGG
1362-16333 00000/0000 20026/0661 07/20/73 20 5047 2013N 09937W 59.4 83.5 GGGG
1362-16340 00000/0000 20026/0662 07/20/73 20 5047 1847N 09959W 59.0 81.0 GGGG
1362-16342 00000/0000 20026/0663 07/20/73 10 5047 1721N 10020W 58*5 78.7 GGGG
1362*18012 00000/0000 20026/0596 07/20/73 10 5048 7157N 09611W 38.6 171.6 GGG
1362-18015 00000/0000 20026/0597 07/20/73 0 5048 7041N 09829W 39.7 168.8 GGGG
1362-18021 00000/0000 20026/0598 07/20/73 0 5048 6924N 10031W 40.8 166*2 GGGG
1362P18024 00000/0000 20026/0599 07/20/73 c20 5048 6RO5N 10220W 41*9 163.7 GGGG
1362-18030 00000/0000 20026/0600 07/20/73 70 5048 6645N 10359w 43.0 161*4 GGGG
1362-18033 00000/0000 20026/0601 07/20/73 20 5048 6925N 10526W 44.0 159*3 GGGG
1362-18035 00000/0000 20026/0602 07/20/73 10 5048 6404N 10646W 4591 157*2 GGGG
1362-18042 00000/0000 20026/0603 07/20/73 10 5048 6242N 10759W 4601 155.1 GGGG
1362-18044 00000/0000 20026/0604 07/20/73 0 5048 6119N 109 05W 47.2 153*1 PGGG
1362-18051 00000/0000 20026/0605 07/20/73 10 5048 5957 N 11007W 48.1 151.1 GGGG
1362w18053 00000/0000 20026/0606 07/20/73 0 5048 5834N 11104W 49*1 149*2 GGGG
1362-18060 00000/0000 20026/0607 07/20/73 0 5048 5710N 11158W 50*1 147*2 GGGG
1362-18062 00000/0000 20026/0608 07/20/73 0 5048 5547N 11249W 51.0 145.2 GGGG
1362o18065 00000/0000 20026/0664 07/20/73 10 5048 542 3N 11336W 51*9 143.2 GGGG
1362-18071 00000/0000 20026/0665 07/20/73 10 5048 5P59N 11421W 52.8 141.2 GGGG
1362*18074 00000/0000 20026/0666 07/20/73 30 5048 5135N 11504W 53*6 13991 GGGG
1362w21250 ,00000/0000 20026/0609 07/20/73 90' 5090 7929N 11819W 30'4 203.6 GGGG
1362-21252 '00000/0000 20026/0610 07/20/73 60 5050 7839N 12438W 31.6 197*1 GGGG
1362-21255 00000/0000 20026/0611 07/20/73 30 5050 7742N 13004w 32*8 191*3 GGGG
1362-21261 00000/0000 20026/0612 07/20/73 70 5050 7640N 13443W 33.9 186s3 GGGO
1362-21264 00000/0000 20026/0613 07 /20/ 73 80 5050 7534N 13843W 35*1 182.0 GGGG
1362*21270 00000/0000 20026/0614 07/20/73 40 5050 7423N 14211W 36.3 178.1 GGGG
1362-21273 00000/0000 20026/0615 07/20/73 70 5050 7311N 14509W 37.4 174.7 GGGG
1362*21275 00000/0000 20026/0616 07/20/73 60 5050 7156N 14745W 38*5 171.6 GeGG
1362-23393 00000/0000 20026/0433 07/20/73 90 5051 24215 14626E 3094 44p5 GG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % o............., 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *,,,,,,,*..., BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDO RPRECYCLED* GRGOBSD FPFAIR BUT USABLE. PmPBOR@
16:44 MAR 11j'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0975
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NE./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1363-02524 00000/0000 20026/0434 07/21/73 80 5053 2140N 10551E 59.8 86.1 GGGG
1363-02531 00000/0000 20026/0435 07/21/73 50 5053 2015N 10529E 59.4 83*6 GGGP
1363-02533 00000/0000 20026/0436 07/21/73 60 5053 1A48N 10507E 59*0 81*2 GGG
1363-04194 00000/0000 20026/0437 07/21/73 90 5054 7531N 11803E 35*0 181.9 GGGG
1363-04201 00000/0000 20026/0438 07/21/73 60 5054 7422N 11438E 36*2 178*1 GGGG
1363-04203 00000/0000 20026/0439 07/21/73 70 5054 7311N 11138E 37.4 174.6 GGGG
1363-04210 00000/0000 20026/0440 07/21/73 80 5054 7156N 10901E 38*5 17105 GGGG
1363-04212 00000/0000 20026/0441 07/21/73 30 5054 70 40N 10643E 39*6 168.7 GGGG
1363-04301 00000/0000 20026/0442 07/2t/73 30 5054 4142N 08556E 58.3 123.3 GPGG
1363"04303 00000/0000 20026/0443 07/21/73 90 5054 4s17N 0 8526E 58.8 120.8 GGGG
1363-04310 00000/0000 20026/0444 07/21/73 90 5054 3 R51N 08457E 59*3 118.3 GGGG
1363-04312 00000/0000 20026/0445 07/21/73 90 5054 3725N o8429E 59.7 115.7 GGGG
1363-06041 00000/0000 20026/0626 07/21/73 10 5055 7156N 08307E 38.5 17195 GG
1363-06044 00000/0000 20026/0627 07/21/73 20 5055 704 0 N 0 8049E 39*6 168.7 GGGG
1363-06050 00000/0000 20026/0628 07/21/73 30 5055 6922N 07848E 40o7 166.1 GGGG
1363-06053 00000/0000 20026/0629 07/21/73 40 5055 6R03N 0 7659E 41*8 163.7 GGGG
1363-06103 00000/0000 20026/0630 07/21/73 70 5055 5135N 06413E 53*5 139.2 GGGG
1363-06105 00000/0000 20026/0631 07/21/73 70 5 05 5  5 0 11N 0 6333E 54*3 137.1 GGGG
1363-06312 00000/0000 20026/0632 07/21/73 10 5055 200 6 S 04412E 34*0 45*8 GGGG
1363-06314 00000/0000 20026/0633 07/21/73 10 5055 2130S 04352E 32*9 45.3 GGGG
1363*06321 00000/0000 20026/0634 07/21/73 10 5055 2255S 04330E 31j7 44o9 GGGG
1363-06323 00000/0000 20026/0635 07/21/73 10 5055 2421S 04309E 3005 44.5 GGGG
1363-07475 00000/0000 20026/0636 07/21/73 20 5056 7040N 05509E 39.6 168@7 GGGG
1363-07482 00000/0000 20026/0637 07/21/73 20 5056 6923N 05310E 40*7 166*1 GGGG
1363-08043 00000/0000 20026/0638 07/21/73 10 5056 1428N 02638E 57*4 7495 GGGG
1363-08050 00000/0000 20026/0639 07/21/73 20 5056 1302N 02617E 56*7 72.4 GGGG
1363-08052 00000/0000 20026/0640 07/21/73 30 5056 1t36N 02556E 56.0 70*4 GGGG
1363-08055 00000/0000 20026/0641 07/21/73 30 5056 1009N 02536E 55 3  68*5 GGGG
1363"08111 00000/0000 20026/0642 07/21/73 0 5056 0835S 02114E 43*1 51*2 GGGG
1363-09311 00000/0000 20026/0804 07/21/73 10 5057 7039N 0 2920E 39.6 168*7 GGGG
1363"09314 00000/0000 20026/0805 07/21/73 20 5057 6922N 0 2718E 40.7 166.1 GGGG
1363-09320 00000/0000 20026/0806 07/21/73 10 5057 6803N 02528E 4108 1637 GGGG
1363:09323 00000/0000 20026/0807 07/21/73 10 5057 6 6 4 4 N 02349E 42*9 161.4 GGGG
1363 09325 00000/0000 20026/0808 07/21/73 40 5057 6523N 02220E 43.9 159*2 GGGG
1363"09332 00000/0000 20026/0809 07/21/73 80 5057 6402N 0 2059E 45*0 157*1 GGGG
1363-09475 00000/0000 20026/0810 07/21/73 10 5057 14 27N 00048E 5704 74*5 GGGG
1363-14465 00000/0000 20026/0682 07/21/73 80 5060 5137N 06447w 5394 139*3 GGGG
1363-14471 00000/0000 20026/0683 07/21/73 90 5060 5013N 06528W 54*3 137*2 PGGG
1363-14474 00000/0000 20026/0684 07/21/73 80 5060 4849N 06606W 55*0 135*1 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % ........ ,.,,. 0. T78 100 - % CLOUD CeVER, ** = Ne CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *,. . ,,,*** ,* BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* RaRECYCLED* GGBOD* FuFAIR BUT USABLE* -PaPOR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FR NBNPUS PAGE 0976
FR~M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICRBFILM ROLL NB./ DATE CLBUD BRBIT POINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN RSLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1363-14510 00000/0000 20026/0685 07/21/73 30 5060 3726N 07023W 59.6 115.9 GGGG
1363-14512 00000/0000 20026/0686 07/21/73 30 5060 3601N 07050W 59*9 113*2 PGGG
1363-14515 00000/0000 20026/0687 07/21/73 50 5060 3435N 0 7116W 60*2 11095 GGGG
1363-16300 00000/0000 20026/0688 07/21/73 80 5061 5136N 09039W 53*4 139.3 PGPP
1363-16303 00000/0000 20026/0689 07/21/73 80 5061 5 013 N 0911 9 W 54.2 137*2 GGGG
1363-16380 00000/0000 20026/0192 07/21/73 10 5061 2433N 09955W 60.3 91.6 GGGG
1363-16382 00000/0000 20026/0193 07/21/73 20 5061 2307N 10018W 60*1 88*9 GGGG
1363-16385 00000/0000 20026/0194 07/21/73 30 5061 2142N 10040W 59.8 86.4 GGGG
1363-16391 00000/0000 20026/0195 07/21/73 20 5061 2C15N 10102W 59.4 83*9 GGGG
1363-16394 00000/0000 20026/0196 07/21/73 30 5061 1~49N 10124W 59.0 81*5 GGGG
1363-16400 00000/0000 20026/0197 07/21/73 40 5061 1723N 10145w 58.5 79*1 GGGG
1363-18085 00000/0000 20026/0811 07/21/73 80 5062 6643N 10526W 42.8 161*4 G
1363-18091 00000/0000 20026/0797 07/21/73 50 5062 6523N 10653W 43.9 15992 GGGG
1363-18094 00000/0000 20026/0798 07/21/73 40 5062 6402N 10812W 4499 157.1 GGGG
1363-18100 00000/0000 20026/0799 07/21/73 40 5062 6?40N 10925W 46*0 155.1 GGGG
1363-18103 00000/0000 20026/0800 07/21/73 20 5062 6 119 N 11031w 47.0 153.1 GGGG
1363-18105 00000/0000 20026/0801 07/21/73 20 5062 5956N 11133W 48.0 151*2 GGGG
1363-18112 00000/0000 20026/0802 07/21/73 30 5062 5A33N 11231W 49.0 149.2 GGGG
1363-18121 00000/0000 20026/0198 07/21/73 70 5062 5F45N 11416W 50.8 145.3 GGGG
1363-18123 00000/0000 20026/0199 07/21/ 7 3 70 5062 5421N 11503W 51.7 14393 GPGG
1363-18130 00000/0000 20026/0200 07/21/73 80 5062 5p58N 11548W 52.6 141.3 GGGG
1363-18132 00000/0000 20026/0201 07/21/73 90 5062 513 3 N 11630W 53.4 139.2 (GGG
1363-18185 00000/0000 20026/0202 07/21/73 100 5062 3308N 123 23W 60P4 107.8 GGGG
j363-21334 00000/0000 20026/0803 07/?1/73 70 5064 7158N 14918W 38*3 171.6 GGGG
1364-01080 00000/0000 20026/0329 07/22/73 40 5066 4558N 13744E 56.4 130.7 PGGG
1364-01083 00000/0000 20026/0330 07/22/73 90 5066 4433N 13711E 57.0 128.4 PGGG
1364-01121 00000/0000 20026/0331 07/22/73 20 5066 3143N 13257E 60o5 105.2 PGGG
1364-01124 00000/0000 20026/0332 07/22/73 20 5066 3017N 13233E 60.6 102.5 PGGG
1364-01130 00000/0000 20026/0333 07/22/73 20 5066 2R51N 13208E 60.6 99.8 GGGG
1364-01133 00000/0000 20026/0334 07/22/73 20 5066 2 724N 131 44 E 60.6 97.0 PGG
1364-01185 00000/0000 20026/0335 07/22/73 90 5066 0843N 12704E 54*6 67.0 PGGG
1364-01192 00000/0000 20026/0336 07/22/73 50 5066 0717N 12644E 53.8 65o2 GGG
1364-01194 00000/0000 20026/0337 07/22/73 50 5066 0550N 12624E 53*0 63.6 GGG
1364-01201 00000/0000 20026/0338 07/22/71 60 5066 0423N 12604E 52.1 62*0 GGG
1364-o02421 00000/0000 20026/0719 07/2P/73 60 5067 7533N 14225E 34.8 182*0 PP P
1364-02423 00000/0000 20026/0720 07/22/73 50 5067 7424N 13859E 36.0 178.1 PP P
1364-02430 00000/0000 20026/0721 07/22/73 60 5067 731N 13600E 37.1 174.7 GGPG
1364-02432 00000/0000 20026/0722 07/22/73 100 5067 7158N 13323E 38.3 171.6 PG P
1364-02585 00000/0000 20026/0723 07/P2/73 100 5067 2o16N 10403E 59.4 84*0 PGPP
KEYS; CLBUD CBVER % *.***,*******, 0 TO 100 = % CLBUD CPVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE oUALITY .,-oo.,,,,.,o BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESFNT/RECUESTED, RaRECYCLED. G=GBRD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* PuPBRs
16:44 MAR ll1'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0977
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICRBFILM RBLL NB./ DATE CL8UD ARBIT PRINCIPAL P"INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P6SITIN IN RbLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER PF IMAG E  ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSSRev MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1364"02591 00000/o00 20026/0724 07/22/73 100 5067 150cN 1C341E 59*0 81*6 PGPP
1364-02594 00300/0000 20026/0725 07/?2/73 90 5067 1723N 10319E 58.5 79*2 PpPP
1364-03000 OCOOO/O000 20326/0726 07/22/73 80 5067 1956N 10258E 58*0 77.0 ppPP
1364-03003 00000/00o 20026/0727 07/22/73 70 5067 1429N 10237E 57*4 74.8 pp
1364-03005 00000/0000 20026/0728 07/pp/73 100 5067 1303N 10217E 56*7 72.7 ppP
1364"04262 00000/0000 20026/0729 07/22/73 0 5068 7312N 11017E 37*1 174.7 PG G
'1364-04264 00000/0000 20026/0733 07/22/73 0 5068 7158N 10739E 38.3 171.6 PG G
1364"04271 00000/0000 20026/0731 07/22?/73 0 5068 7042N 10519E 39.4 168.8 GG G
136 4 %o4 27 3 00000/0000 20026/0732 07/p2/73 10 50568 6925N 10317E 40.5 166*2 PG P1364,04280 00000/0000 20026/0733 07/22/73 10 5068 6R06N 10126E 41.6 163.8 PG P
1364-04282 00000/0000 20026/0734 07/22/73 10 5068 664 6N 09948E 42*7 161.5 GG G1364-06161 00000/0000 20026/0667 07/p2/73 60 5069 5136N 06249E 53.3 139*3 G
1364-06164 00000/0000 20026/0668 07/?P/73 80 5069 5012N 06208E 54.1 137.3 P
1364-06170 00000/0000 20026/0669 07/22/73 90 5069 4 49N 0613cE 54.9 135.1 GGGP
1364-06173 00000/0000 20026/0670 07/P2/73 90 5069 4724N 06053E 55*7 132.9 GGGG
1364-06175 00000/0000 20026/0671 37/22/73 90 5069, 4600N 06018E 56*4 130.7 GfGG
1364-06182 00000/0000 20026/0672 07/22/73 80 5069 44 35N 05944E 57.0 128.4 GGGG1364-06184 00000/0000 20026/0673 07/p2/73 40 5069 4309 N 05912E 57.6 126.0 GGGG1364-06191 00000/0000 20026/0674 07/22/73 30 5069 4144N 05841E 58.2 123.6 GGGG1364-06193 00000/0000 20026/0675 07/22/73 40 5069 4019N 05l11E 58*7 121.1 GGGG
1364-07531 00000/0000 20026/0676 07/22/73 40 5070 7 158N 05606E 38.2 171.6 GPGG
1364-07534 00000/0000 20026/0677 07/22/73 20 5070 7042N 05348E 39.4 168.8 GPPG
1364-07540 00000/0000 20026/0678 07/22/73 40 5070 6924N 05145E 40.5 166.2 GGPG1364-08052 00000/0003 20026/0679 07/Pp/73 0 5070 3143N 02944E 60.5 105.3 GGGG1364"08054 00000/0000 20026/0683 07/p2/73 60 5070 3017N 02919E 60*6 102*6 GGGG1364-08061 00000/0000 20026/0681 07/Pp/73 90 5070 28~2N 02856E 60.6 99.9 GGGG
1364-09363 00000/0000 20026/0699 07/22/73 10 5071 7157N 03018E 38.2 171*6 GPPP
1364-09365 00000/0000 20026/0700 07/PP/73 10 5071 7042N 02759E 39.4 168.8 GPPP
1364-09372 00000/0000 20026/0701 07/p2/73 10 5071 69241 02555E 40*5 166.2 GGGG
1364-09374 00000/0000 20026/0702 07/2/73 0 5071 605N 02405E 41i6 163.8 GGGG
1364-09381 00000/0000 20026/0703 07/92/73 10 5071 6645N 02227E 42.7 161.5 GGGG
1364-09383 00000/0000 20026/0704 07/Pp/73 30 5071 6525N 02059E 43.7 159*3 GGGG1364-09533 00000/0000 20026/0705 07/22/73 80 5071 1429N 00036W 57.4 74o9 GGGG
1364-09540 00000/0000 20026/0706 07/p,/73 100 5071 1103N 00057W 56.8 72*8 GGGG
1364"09542 00000/0000 20026/0707 07/P2/73 100 5071 1137N 00117W 5601 70*8 GGGG
1364-14523 00000/0000 20026/0643 07/22/73 80 5074 5136N 06616w 53*3 139.4 GGGG1364-14530 00000/0000 20026/0644 07/22/73 70 5074 5012N 06656W 54.1 137.3 GGG
1364-14532 00000/0000 20026/0645 07/22/73 20 5074 4 47N 06735W 54*9 13592 GGGG
1364-14573 00000/0000 20026/0646 07/PP/73 50 5074 34 33N 07244W 60.1 1108 PGGG
KEYS: CLOUD C8VER % *............ 0 TB 100 - % CLOUD CVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *...*,,,..t, RLANKS=BAND NBT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. RRECYCLED. G.GBeD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.POeR,
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR N5N-US PAGE 0978
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ReLL NO./ DATE CLeUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITI3N IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1364-14580 00000/0000 20026/0647 07/2273 10 5074 3307N 07310W 60C3 108.1 PGGG
1364-14582 00000/0000 20026/0649 07/22/73 20 5074 3142N 0 7335W 60,*5 105*4 PGGG
1364-16325 00000/0000 20026/0649 07/22/73 10 5075 612rN 08604W 46.8 153.2 PGGG
1364-16332 00000/0000 20026/0650 07/22/73 20 5075 5958N 08707w 47.8 151*2 PGGG
1364-16334 00000/0000 20026/0651 07/22/73 40 5075 5R35N 08806W 48.8 149*3 GGGG
1364-16341 00000/0000 20026/0652 07/2/73 40 5075 5711N 08900 497 147.4 GGGG
1364-16343 00000/0000 20026/0653 07/22/73 10 5075 5547N 08950W 50.6 14504 GGGG
1364-16350 00000/0000 20026/0654 07/22/73 10 5075 5423N 09038W 5195 143*4 GGGG
1364-16352 00000/0000 20026/0655 07/22/73 20 5075 5P59N 09122W 52.4 141*4 GGGG
1364-16355 00000/0000 20026/0656 07/22/73 20 5075 5136N 09205W 53.3 139.4 GGGG
1364-16361 00000/0000 20026/0657 07/22/73 10 5075 5012N 09245W 54*1 137.3 GGGG
1364-16434 00000/0000 20026/0708 07/2/73 0 5075 2433N 10121W 60*3 91.9 GGGG
1364-16441 00000/0000 20026/0709 07/P2/73 20 5075 2307N 10144W 60*0 89.3 GGGP
1364-16443 00000/0000 20026/0710 07/?2/73 40 5075 2140N 10206W 59.7 86.7 GGGG
1364-16450 00000/0000 20026/0711 07/2~/73 90 5075 2014N 10228w 59,4 84.2 GGGG
1364-18163 00000/0000 20026/0712 07/22/73 100 5076 5958N 11255W 47*8 151.3 GGGG
1364-18170 00000/0000 20026/0713 07/2P/73 90 5076 5835N 11354W 48.7 149.3 GPGG
1364-18172 00000/0000 20026/0714 07/22/73 100 576 - 5712N 11448W 49.7 147*4 GGGG
1364-18175 00000/0000 20026/0715 07/PP/73 90 5076 5548N 115 40W 50.6 145*4 GGGG
1364-18181 00000/0000 20026/0716 C7 /22/73 100 5076 5423N 11627W 51*5 143.4 GGGG
1364-18184 00000/0000 20026/0717 07/22/73 100 5076 5259N 11712W 52.4 141.4 GGGG
1364018190 00000/0000 20026/0718 07/22/73 100 5076 5134N 11754W 53.2 13904 GGGG
1364-23483 00000/0000 20026/0912 07/22/73 20 5079 1547S 14544E 37.7 47.8 PGGG
1364-23485 00000/0000 20026/0913 07/2p/73 30 5079 17125 14523E 36.6 47.2 PGGG
1364-23492 00000/0000 20026/0914 07/22/73 20 5079 1838S 14502E 35.4 46.6 GGGG
1364-23494 00000/0000 20026/0903 07/22/73 10 5079 2005S 14440E 34.3 46.1 PGGG
1364-23501 00000/0000 20026/0904 07/22/73 10 5079 2131S 14418E 33*1 45.6 GGGG
1364-23503 00000/0000 20026/0905 07/22/73 0 5079 2p55S 14356E 31.9 4592 GGGG
1364-23510 00000/0000 20026/0906 07/22/73 0 5079 2421S 14334E 30,7 44.8 GGGG
1364-23512 00000/0000 20026/0907 07/22/73 0 5079 2548S 14310E 29*5 44.4 GGGG
1364-23515 00000/0000 20026/0908 07/22/73 0 5079 2714S 14247E 28*3 441 GGGG
1364w23521 '00000/0000 20026/0909 07/22/73 0 5079 2R40S 14224E 27,1 43.8 PGGG
1364-23524 00000/0000 20026/0910 07/pp/73 0 5079 3005S 14200E 25*9 43.6 PGGG
1364023530 00000/0000 20026/0911 07/p2/73 0 5079 3131S 1 4136E p247 43.4 PGGG
1365-01035 00000/0000 20026/0772 07/23/73 60 5080 7741N 17525E 32.3 191*2 GPGG
1365-01041 00000/0000 20026/0773 07/23/73 90 5080 7 63 9 N 17046E 33o5 186.2 GGGG
1365-01044 00000/0000 20026/0774 07/23/73 80 5080 7532N 16647E 34*7 181 9 GGGG
1365-01050 00000/0000 20026/0775 07/23/73 80 5080 7422N 16318E 35.8 178.1 GPGG
1365-01053 00000/0000 20026/0776 07/23/73 9C 5080 7?1oN 16018E 37*0 174*6 GPGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % 0,. .,,,,, O TO 100 * % CLOUD CAVERo ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY "..... ..... FLANKSmBAND NOT PR.FSFNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED* G=GOBD. FwFAIR BUT USABLE. PNPOeOR
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALeG FBP NBN.US PAGE 0979
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICRBFILM R5LL NB./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT POINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I0 PeSITI3N IN RELL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LeNG 123 45678
1365-01055 00000/0000 20026/0777 07/23/73 50 5080 7156N 15742E 38*1 171*6 GPGG
1365-01135 00000/0000 20026/0915 07/23/73 60 5080 4F56N 13621E 56*2 130*8 PGGG
1365-01141 00000/0000 20026/0916 07/23/73 90 5080 4432N 13548E 56.9 128.5 POGG
1365-01144 00000/0000 20026/0917 07/23/73 90 5080 4306N 13516E 57*5 126.2 PGGG
1365-01150 00000/0000 20026/0918 07/23/73 40 5080 4141N 13445E 58.1 123.8 PGGG
1365-02500 00000/0000 20026/0745 07/p3/73 10 5081 6q22N 12734E 40*3 166*2 G G
1365-02502 00000/0000 20026/0750 07/23/73 0 5081 6804N 12547E 41*4 163.7 GPGG
1365"02505 00000/0000 20026/0751 07/23/73 0 5081 6644N 12409E 42.5 161.5 GpGG
1365-02511 00000/0000 20026/0752 07/23/73 0 5081 6524N 12240E 4396 159.3 GPPG
1365"03064 00000/0000 20026/0746 07/23/73 3, 5081 1303N 10051E 56.8 73*0 G GG
1365-03070 00000/0000 20026/0747 07/23/73 90 5081 1136N 10031E 56.1 71.0 G GG
1365-03073 00000/0000 20026/0748 07/p2/73 80 5081 o010N 10011E 554, 69*1 G GG
1365-03075 00000/0000 20026/0753 07/23/73 40 5081 0843N 0 9951E 54.6 67*3 GPGG
1365-03082 00000/0000 20026/075* 07/23/73 90 5081 0716N 09930E 53.8 65*6 GPGG
1365-03084 00000/0000 20026/0749 07/23/73 90 5081 054 8 N 09908E 53*0 63.9 G GG
1365*04322 00000/0000 20026/0755 07/p2/73 0 5082 7156N 10604E 38.1 171.5 GPGG
1365-04325 00000/0000 20026/0756 07/23/73 0 5082 7040N 10 347E 39.2 168.7 GPGG
1365-04331 00000/0000 20026/0757 07/23/73 10 5082 6023N 10145E 40*3 166.1 PPGG
1365-04334 00000/0000 20026/0758 07/23/73 20 5082 6804N 09956E 41.4 163.7 GPGG
1365-04340 00000/0000 20026/0759 07/23/73 20 5082 6644N 09818E 42.5 161.5 GPGG
1365-04343 00000/0000 20026/0760 07/23/73 10 5082 6524N 09650E 43.6 159.3 PGGG
1365-04345 00000/0000 20026/0761 07/P3/73 40 5082 6 402N 09530E 44*6 15792 GPGG
1365-04352 00000/0000 20026/0762 07/23/73 90 5082 6241N 09417E 45*7 155*2 PPGG
13 65 -06240 00000/0000 20026/0778 07/23/73 10 5083 4431N 05819E 56*8 128.6 GPGG
1365-06243 00000/0000 20026/0779 07/23/73 10 5083 4306N 05747E 57*5 126*2 GPGG
1365-06245 00000/0000 20026/0780 07/23/73 10 5083 4140N 05717E 58*0 123.8 GPGG
1365-06334 00000/0000 20026/0781 07/23/73 10 5083 1135N 04853E 56*1 71*1 GPGG
1365-06340 00000/0000 20026/0782 07/23/73 20 5083 lo09N 04833E 55.4 69.2 GGG
1365-06343 00000/0000 20026/0783 07/23/73 20 5083 0O42N 04812E 54*6 67.3 GGGG
1365"06345 00000/0000 20026/0784 07/23/73 10 5083 0716N 04752E 53.8 65.6 GGGG
1365-06352 00000/0000 20026/0785 07/23/73 20 5083 0549N 04732E  53.0 64.0 GGGG
1365-06354 00000/0000 20026/0786 07/23/73 20 5083 042 3 N 04712E 52s2 62.4 GGGG
1365"06361 00000/0000 20026/0787 07/23/73 20 5083 OP57N 04652E 51*3 60*9 GGGG
1365-06363 00000/0000 20026/0788 07/23/73 20 5083 0130N 04632E 50.*4 595 GGGG
1365-"7560 00000/0000 20026/0764 07/23/73 70 5084 7q27N 08405E 29*9 203*5 GPGG
1365-07563 00000/0000 20026/0765 07/23/73 60 5084 7Q37N 07744E 31*1 196.9 GPGG
1365"07565 00000/0000 20026/0766 07/23/73 0 5084 7741N 0 7219E 32.3 191,2 GGGG
1365-07574 00000/0000 20026/0789 07/23/73 40 5084 7c3 2 N 06338k 34*6 181.9 GGGG
1365-07581 00000/0000 20026/0790 07/23/73 50 5084 742 2N 06011E 35*8 178.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER X @....s,,*.*.*, 0 TB 100 % CLeUD COvER. ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QU4LITY *.,*......,..., BLANKS.BAND NBT PRFSENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=xUiD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PoPOBR,
16.44 MA ll1'74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0980
FR99 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
8BSERVATIBN MICRaFILM RBLL N9./ DATE CLOUD SRBIT PDINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PSITIDN IN ROLL ACQUTRED CeVFR NU MBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, R5V MSS
R6V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1365-07583 00000/0000 20026/0791 07/13/73 60 5084 7?10N 05711E 36*9 174.6 GGGG
1365-o7590 00000/0000 20026/0792 07/23/73 50 5084 715RI 05435E 38.1 171*5 GGGG
1365-07592 00000/0000 20026/0793 07/23/73 10 5084 70 39N 05218E 39*2 168*7 GGGG
1365-07595 00000/0000 20026/0794 07/23/73 10 5084 6 2?N 0501o5E 403 166*2 GGGG
1365"08001 00000/0000 2026/0795 07/23/73 10 5084 6804N 04F26E 41*4 163.7 GGGG
1365-08004 00000/0000 20026/0796 07/23/73 20 5084 6644N 04648E 42.5 161.5 GGGG
1365-09424 00000/0000 20026/0767 07/21/73 10 5085 7,39N 0?625E 39.2 168.7 GPGG
1365-09430 00000/00C0 2!026/0768 07/23/73 10 5085 6122N 02425E 40o3 166*1 GGGG
1365-09433 00000/0000 20026/0769 07/23/73 10 5085 6R03N 02237E 41.4 163.7 GGGG
1365-09435 00000/CC0000 20026/0770 07/23/73 20 5085 66 4 3N 02100E 4205 161.5 GGGG
1365-09442 00000/0000 20026/0771 07/23/73 20 5085 6523N 01932E 43.5 159*3 GGGG
1365-14581 00000/0000 20033/0001 07/23/73 10 5088 5137N 06740W 53.1 139.5 GG
1365-14584 00000/cOO0 20033/0002 07/23/73 10 5088 5-13N 06820W 53.9 137.5 GGGG
1365"14590 00000/CC0000 20033/0003 07/p3/73 20 5088 4848N 06859W 54.7 135.4 GGGG
1365-15043 00000/0000 20033/0004 07/23/73 10 5088 3019N 07523W 60*5 103.1 GGGP
1365-15045 00000/0000 20033/0005 07/23/73 10 5088 2p53N 0 7547W 60,5 100.4 GGGG
1365-15052 000CC/C000 20033/0006 07/pi/73 10 5088 272PN 07611W 60o5 97.7 PGGG
1365-16375 00000/0000 20033/0007 07/23/73 20 5089 6 406N 08509w 44*5 157.3 PGGG
1365-16381 00000/0000 20033/0008 07/23/73 10 5089 6144N 086234 45*5 155.3 GGGG
1365-16384 00000/0000 20033/0009 07/23/73 10 5089 6!23N 087314 46.6 153.3 GGGG
1365-16390 00000/0000 20033/0010 07/23/73 20 5089 6000N 088348 47.6 151.3 G GGG
1365-16393 00000/0000 20033/0011 07/23/73 30 5089 5837N 08932w 48*5 149*4 GGGG
1365-16395 00000/0000 20033/0012 07/23/73 20 5089 5 714 N 09027W 49*5 147*5 GGGG
1365-16402 00000/0000 20033/0013 07/23/73 10 5089 5549N 0911 7W 5094 145.5 PIGG
1365-16404 00000/0000 20033/0014 07/23/73 20 5089 5424N 09204W 51*3 143.6 GGGG
1365-16411 0000C/OC00 20033/0015 07/p2/73 20 5089 5100N 09248W 52*2 141*6 PAGG
1365"16413 00000/0000 20033/0016 07/23/73 70 5089 5138N 09330W 53.1 139.6 PGGG
1365-16420 00000/0000 20033/0017 07/23/73 9c 5089 5013N 09411w 53*9 137.5 GGGG
1365-16490 00000/0000 20026/1204 07/2p/73 10 5089 2600N 10224W 60.4 95.0 GIGG
1365"16493 00000/000 20026/1205 07/23/73 10 5089 2435N 10247W 60.2 92*3 GGGG
1365-16495 00000/0000 20026/1206 07/23/73 20 5089 2o07N 10310 60*0 89*7 GGGG
1365-16502 0000/0000 20026/1207 07/23/73 30 5089 2141N 10333W 59.7 87.2 GGGG
1365-16504 00000/0000 20026/1208 07/23/73 70 5089 20 15N 10354W 59.3 84*7 GGGG
1365-165.11 00000/0000 20026/1209 07/23/73 100 5089 1243N 10416v 58*9 82.2 GGGG
1365-16513 00000/0000 20026/1210 07/23/73 100 5089" 172 3 N 10437w 58o5 79s9 GGGG
1365-16520 00000/0000 20026/1211 07/23/73 100 5089 1557N 10458w 58*0 77.6 GGGG
1365-18245 00000/000u 20026/1212 07/23/73 100 5090 5138N 11919W 53.0 139*6 GGGG
1365-18251 00000/0000 20026/1213 07/23/73 90 5090 50131 11959W 53.9 137*5 GGGG
1365-20033 -00000/0000 20026/0763 07/p3/73 10 5091 6646N 13402w 42.3 161o6 GpGG
KEYS: CL9UD CBVEP % o.., .... 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CAVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o........... LANKSuBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RURECYCLED. GuGBRDo FaFAIR BUT USABLE, PPBSBR.
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FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23./73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ReLL ND./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PoINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY10 PBSITI3N IN H9LL ACQUTRED CRVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LbNG 123 45678
1365-23555 00000/0000 20026/0690 07/23/73 0 5093. 2128S 14255E 33.3 45.8 GGGG1365-23561 00000/0000 20026/0691 07/23/73 0 5093 2254S 14233E 32*1 45.4 PGGG1365-23564 00000/0000 20026/0692 07/23/73 0 5093 2419S 14210E 30-9 45o0 GGGG1365"23570 00000/0000 20026/0693 07/23/73 10 5093 2545S 14147E 29.7 44.6 GGGG1365-23573 00000/0000 20026/0694 07/23/73 10 5093 2711S 14123E ?8.5 44.3 GGGG1365o23575 00000/0000 20026/0695 07/23/73 20 5093 2R37S 14059E 27.3 440 GOGG1365-23582 00000/000 20026/0696 07/23/73 3 0 5093 3003S 14035E 26*1 43.7 PGGG1365-23584 00000/0000 20026/0697 07/23/73 20 5093 3129S 14010E 24*9 43.5 PGGG1365-23591 00000/0000 20026/0698 07/Pl/73 10 5093 3254S 13944E 23.6 43.3 PGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ****,*,*,*, 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CAVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,.,,..,...,, BLANKSBAND NOT PRFScNT/RECUESTED. R-RECYCLED. Ga=GBD, FqFAIR BUT USABLE. PPBOR,
